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MisaSteUa
Morriaettof Worcester, was
the-guest of Mrs Edward .JPlietjteplace,
the first qlf the week.
* ^

Home Comers Reception.

No. 1WEST BROOKFIELD BRIEFS.

Tlie third annual Home-comers' T$epChas. H. Bell, Long hill, is in BrightMiss Anna O'Dajjof West Brookfield tion, managed by the V. I. S., was held on, N. Y.
Miss E. Frances Farley of Boston, is
has been appointed by the school com:._ inloyin hall, Wednesday evening and was
'The hall was visiting her mother, Mrs Sarah Farley.
HORACE J. LAWRENCE,
mittee, as teacher of grades' 2 and. 3 in a most enjoyable affair.
Hodgkins school. East Brodkheld, to take filled with those who attended the dance
Miss Marjorie. J. Cutler is entertaining
EUITOB XVT> PBOPBIETOB.
the place of Miss Mary Derrick, who has and those who came to. renew old ac- Miss Gladys Thomas, New Britain, Ct.
l.Cfo a Y.ear in Advance been appointed to grades 8 and 9, to fill quaintances, some of whom had not met
Vernou Wood, Springfield, was -the
Single Copies, 3 Cents. ■
the position made vacant by the resigns since the^firevious reception.
week-end guest of Leslie E. Hollenback.
The
members
of
the
society
had
worked
512 MAIN ST.
Address all communications to BHOOKFIVM) tion ot.-MiBs Mary Lswlor, who goes to
Mrs Frank B.,Twichell, Natick, is tho
TIMES, North' Brookflekl, Mass.
teach in L^nn. Miss O'Day will begin hard td make the reception an eventful
WORCESTER, MASS.
Orders for subscription, advertising, or job
one and that their efforts were success- guest of Mrs Edward H. Haskins.
work and payment for the same, may be sept heHRw dhties on Monday. For the pas)
Mr and Airs Louis Duverger, of Brockdirect to the main office. North BrgokfieM or two years, she has taught in' the district ful is evidenced by the expressions of .ap^
to George W. McNamara, Brookfield,
4 school' at West Brookfield. She is a proval heard on every hand. The hall ton, are visiting John Balcom.
Mrs Julius D. Ga^eld, Tuckahue, N.
graduate of "Warren high school, class of was prettily decorated with red, White and
BROOKFIELD.
1909, ari for two sessions, she attended blue pendants, from the chandeliers to Y., is visiting Mr and Mrs James Carnes.
'
\
Hyanni- summer normal school, and is the sides of the hall, and with the beautiMr and Mrs William Fox," Springfield,
ful costumes of the ladies made a very
Thomas J. Durkin has returned to Yale enrollei! «or attendance next summer.
attractive scene. The back of the stage were visitinir Mrs John Turner, Fronn^St
v
college.'
Mrs Henry Niles. West Main street, is
James Briscoe spent Sunday at his . The flange will observe the 25th anni- was banked with evergreen trees, 8 to 10
versary If the organization, with an en- feet high, and the orchestra was seated in Everett with Mr and Mrs A. C. Hinckhome in Marlboro.
*». .
in a bewer of evergreen and laurel. Mu- ley.
Miss Leona V. Hitchcock was at her tertainment in banquet hall; to-night,
sic foruhe concert was furnished"" by the
Miss Margaret A. Blair of Brookline,
I
("Friday).
The
date
of
the
regular
meethome in Charlton, Sunday.
ling was changed from next Tuesday, to Light IHJautry Orchestra of Worcester, 5s the guest of,her grandmother, Mrs SuJosep Guerin of Worcester was at his
Friday night as the anniversary Comes on who also playedTbr the dancing from 9 san F. Fullaj^'
home on Blanchard hill, Tuesday.
I
that date. The officers for the year, will to 12 o'clock.
Miss Elsie Ellis of. Providence, is at.the
Abraham Rosen returned Sunday from be installed by Alfred C." StooTdard of
During the reception, the patronesses, home of her parents, Mr and Mrs Chesa week's visit at his home in Chelsea.
North Brookfield. All charter members Mrs Emma S. fe'Gdden, Mrs Henry Clark, selden Ellis.
Miss Florence Morse of Ware was the of Granges in neighboring towns are in- Mrs Wm. J. Stalker, Mrs Henry E. CotMrs Frank A. Brown and family, of
tle, and MrlfWarren E. Tarbell welcomed Cambridge, are guests of Mr and Mrs)
*
guest We<jnseday of Miss Ada Lincoln. » vited to attendthe gueetsi-^_»Frank E. Brown.
Mrs Sarah N. Carlton and MiBS Evie
The 52nd annual concert and ball of
The ushers in charge of Miss Felt
Carlton moved to Spencer Wednesday.
Hewett's orchestra of West Brookfield,
the Brookfield Fire department will be Fletcher, were Misses Teresa Mulvey,
Austin P. Checkering has moved to the held in town hall, next Friday evening. Isabelle McNamara, Mildred Mitchell, played for an old-fashioned dance in the
~
Donahue's orchestra will furnish music Pauline Eaton, and Miss Edith O'Neal of town hall, Thursday night.
Hardy place on West Main street.
Mr>nd Mrs Marshall 0. Gilbert enterThe Ideal Coated Paper factory was for thetoneert and for dancing. Capfc East Brookfield. During the evening,
Charles B. Rice will be floor director and refreshments were served in banquet hall, tainedTMiss Helen L. Clark, Wakefield,
Self filling
Non Leaking
closed down New Year's day.
his assistants, Lieut, Matthew Ryan and which was prettily decorated with colored R. I., during the past week.
m
Regular meeting of tire V. L S. at ban>
Lieut. L. B. Wilson. Refreshments will streamers and evergreen. The refreshMiss Henrietta Kilbourne was the guest
SOILING OF FINGERS
quethall, Tuesday, Jan. 6.
be served during the evening in banquet ments were in charge of Mrs Richard of Mr and Mrs Charles W. Johnson, durTAKING APART
Thomas T. Murphy has been confined hall. A fine.time is anticipated and the
Finney, Mrs Emmons Twichell, Mrs ing the holiday week.
to the house with the grip.
GLASS FILLER
members hope to have a record atten- John L. Mulcahy, Mrs Mary McNamara,
The Good Times club was entertained
Mrs John King of Keene, N. H., spent dance.
--5 MrsWalter Howe, Mrs Theodore Eaton
SPECIAL INK
*
ai the home of Mr and Mrs Joseph W.
the
week
with
Mr
and
Mrs
Irving
Breed.
BOTHER OF ANY SORT
Word was received in town Monday of Miss Lillian-Bobbins and Richard Irwin Clark, Pond hill, Saturday night.
Herbert Bleumer of Buffalo, has been the death in Woreester,lof John Doherty,
The waiters were:—Mrs Chas. Bnch
Miss Carolyn Blodgett returned to her
visiting his parents, Mr and Mrs John who had been a resident here for over 20 ananr^trs Irving Breed, Mrs King, Mrs
home in Winthrop Friday, after a visit
'WITHOUT AN OUT"
Bleumer, High street.
years, leaving town 10 years ago to make Win. Granger, Mrs David Hunter, Miss with Mrs George H. Fales and family,
Mr and Mrs Leo Miller of Springfield, his home in Worcester. Heart disease Margaret Blanchard, Nellie and Annie Westjtfain street.
were, guests of Mrs Ella, Miller, River was the cause of death. He is survived Clancy, Clarabelle and Bessie BSiiey
A MASTER PIECE
; Mr and Mrs Jtym P. Morgan of MonSt., Sunday.
-1
by a widow, Margaret (TobinJ Doherjtj, Anna and Florence Mulvey. The decosonlwere the week-end guests of Mr and
rations
were
in
charge
of
Mrs
Delbert
A.
John K. Leamy went to work, Tuesday a son, John Doherty and two daughters,
Mrs John Morgan, West street.
WRITES INSTANTLY, NMVER SWEATS NOR BLOTS-MADE
in the finishing room of the Foster-Mon! MnfAlbert E. Harrison and Mrs Frank Eaton and Mrs Robert Livermore.
Mr and Mrs Channcey L. Olmstead,
FPTlED
WITH
From the other Bfookfields, Warren,
- OF PARA RiiBBER, BEAUiSFULEY DESIGNED,
ton Shoe Go.
,
,. G. Hfpe, all ol Worcester. The funeril
and Spencer, and Ware, there were fifty and spn.jLockhJktdt .West Main, street,
SUPERB 14-CARAT GOLD J*NS WITH HARD 1RIDIUM POINTS.
wai
held
from
St
Paul's
church',
WorMiss Jennic-L. Irwin af 'Madison, Ct.,
' are in New York.
guests present.
is the guest this week of Mr and Mrs cester, Wednesday morning, and burial
Miss Adele Olmstead, Brooklyn, spent
was
in
St
John's
cemetery,
in
that
city.
Henry W. Irwin, High St.
the holidays with her brother, Otto
A Prosperous Year.
Joseph Dempsey, who has been a
Olmstead, WeBt Main street.'
The Methodist Sunday school has reorcutter at the Foster-Moulton shoe factory, ganized witb'Rev. A. R. Nichols, Supt.,
The pastTear has been a prosperous
ArthurlH. .Stone, Hartford, spent the
has gone to work in Marlboro.
Capt. John Zimmerman and Miss K. one in Brookfield, with good prospects week end with his parents, Mr and Mrs
Miss Doris Phillips of Cambridge was Stone, assistants; Mrs Lucy Sherman, for the future. No new buildings have Adolphus Stone, Myrick street.
the guest of Miss Pauline Eaton, for the Supt. Infant Dept., Miss Lillian Weare, been erected but some have been imMr and Mrs Geo. W. Shepardson, of
home-comers' reception.
assistant; Miss (Jlarabelle. Bailey, secre- proved. Electricity has been introduced Orange, have been entertained by Mrs
George C. Brunell of Webster was the tary, William Cottle, treasurer; Teachers, on our streets, in the town hall and one Mary E.Perry, Mechanic Street.
guest Sunday of his brother, A. B. Bru- Mrs Harry, Lamb, Miss Stone, Mrs Cottle, church."" A district nurse experiment has
Burnham'P. Smith, Springfield, is to
Mrs Charlton, Rev. A. R. Nichols. The' been successfully started. The V. I. S.
nell, Quabeag lake.
be the new clerk at Herbert R. Cutler's
has
added
to
its
record
of
good
work.
pastor,
Supt.
of
the
Home
Department
A fire in the cement room at the Fosgrocery store.
ter-Moulton Shoe factory, yesterday after- and Mrs A. K. Nichols, Supt. of Cradle The necrology includes E. J. Cowles, 86;
Jesse Miner, Cleveland, has been the
Augusta
Median,
45;
Mr
Hawkes,
70;
Roll.
Sunday
will
be
observed
as
Old
noon caused a loss of 1600.
Home Day, with sermon by the pastor George Hyland, 8; Kate Gibson, 61; guest of Mr and Mrs ; Waldo E. Miner,
John ,J. McNamara and Miss Mary
and music by the quartette. In the eve- Joanna Snow, 90; Chas. Lakin, 67; Lake street.
•f
Connors of Springfield spent Sunday with
ning a New Year's Praise Service.
Helen Eaton, 88; Roxanna Whiter, 75;
Walter E. Nichols and family of BrookMiBS Mary A. Walker, Central street.
Sarah Pronty, 87; Stephen Breed, 81; field, visited his brother, Robert Nichols,.
Samuel Reed of Worcester visited SunWilliam Petersen, a freshman in the George Dean, 70; Peter Fortier,
Central street, on Sunday.
_•
day at the home of Mr and Mrs William high school, sprained his right ankle, and Margaret Meehan, 75; Nancy Allen, 60;
Peter A. Brady and wife, East TempleMulcahy, Howard street.
rwas uneonscious for two hours, .and Geo. Mrs George Morse, 64; Nicholas .Cham- ton, formerly of West Brookfield, reLouis Wamell of Worcester, was the Fossie, operator at the Boston and Al- bers, 64; Mary Murphy, 63, Wmiam turned home forJChristmas.f iflgg -<xfa'
guest of Mrs Emogene'Watrous, South bany station, sprained his left wrist, as McGlone, 76; George Adams, 82; Alfred
the result of a coasting accident on lower filiss, 62; Mary Bowler*, 80. Average age HMiss2Frances J.|Buffington returned to
Maple street, the first of the week.
River street, Monday morning. These of 21 deceased, 72 years, 5 months; and her home in Cambridge after~passing the
Miss Elsie Giftin, teacher in the
Christmas season in West Brookfield.
konk schools, spent her vacation at the two, with Henry and Stuart Butterworth, 7 are over the alloted four score years. F.
B. G. Cormack, New- York, was the
were
on
a
double
runner
coasting
on
the
home of her mother, Mrs Sarah Carlton.
guest of JMr and Mrs Harold Chessony
sidewalk on Lower River street, going
BROOKFIELD.
Miss Catharine C. and Dorothy A. May from the high school to the depot Near
Cottage street the past week.
returned Monday, from a week's visit the home of Roger Mulcahy the sidewalk
Frank Tunstall left Thursday to work BMelville A. 'Stone, Superintendent ol
with Mr and Mrs Charles Johnson, of is very narrow, there being a row of >n the repair department of the Knox schools, has moved from North] Main
Worcester.
maple trees on the outside and a stone automobile factory, Springfield.
street to the tenement in the L. W. Ford
Mr and Frank Chase, South Maple wall on the inside. The big sled came
DamePlunkett's Old-fashioned Singing house, Milk street, ut,^; .-i.r.a -—•*
street, were the guests Sunday of Mrs down the hill at almost express Bpeed school will be presented^ the ladies of
Thejannual meeting of the Town and!
Chase's parents, Mr and Mrs Herbert and Petersen'e foot hit one of the trees, the Congregational church, under direcVillageJImprovement'club will be Jan.
Healey, South Warren
and the runner was overturned, while tion of E. R. Irwin, the last week
5, in the rooms in the Wheeler and ConWilliam Granger who has been fire- he was thrown head first against a tree, January.
way block.
man at the Ideal Coated Paper-factory and rendered unconscious. He was takA hockey game between a team comThe Parish Auxiliary of the Congregafor 5 years, got through Saturday and en home and attended by Dr. Mary Sher- posed of high school students and the
tional church, had a social and business
man. . Fossie did not realize for some other of town boys on Mill pond Christhas gone to work in Milford.
meeting at the home of Mrs Philander
Miss Alice M. Hersey of Dorchester, time after the accident that hie wrist was mas day resulted in a victory for the high Holmes, Monday afternoon, j
WKk
sprained.
formerly assistant in our high school,
school boys, the score being 11 to 2.
Edmund R. Sibley, Mail" messenger bewas the guest of Dr. Mary H. Sherman
The athletic association of the high tween the post office and the B. & *..
Frank Byron, aged 55, died Friday
STANDARD OIL COMPANY
for the Home-comers reception.
night at the home of his sister, Mrs Eliza school will have a military whist party station, having kept a record of the
New York
of New York
Buffalo
Miss Eva Brunell, physical Instructor Derogia, Central street, of external can- and entertainment in town hall Monday closed pouches and sacks of mail handled
AlbUT
in the Oliver Ames high school, North cer. He had been sick in town f*r 12 night, Jan. 12, for the support of the during Christmas week, reports 241, disEaston, spent the Christmas vacation weeks, He was born in North Brook' base ball team. Miss Ruby E. Day of patched 102, received 139.
with her parents, Mr and Mrs A. B. "field, a son of Louis and Mary (Bishop) Worcester will be in charge of the whist.
The tenderje^Somomotive 1020 was
Brunell, at Quaboag Lake.
Byron. He was twice married, his first The arrangements are under the direction derailed qafSunday in the east end of.
The selectmen have forbidden coasting wife being Miss Mary Guyotto of North of John J. Clancy, C. Alfred DuBois, the West Brookfield yard, delaying traffic
Picked the Wrong tr=.
Test for a Field Glass.
on the sidewalks, as many conplainte Brookfield, and his second Miss Melvina Stuart Butterworth and Principal Arthur for four hours. ^Single track was used
"What soulful eyes you have!" she
Inquiry hag it that the absolute and | were ^i^ from j^^ "^ho ifve on Champeaux, who survives him, with four B. Bucknam,
between Warren and West Brookfield for
■aid to the Innocent youth.
Infallible test of a glass by the P«>> I the streete where the young people have sons, Frank, Alfred and Arthur of Natick,
The board pf water commissioners at the first class trains.
"Have I?" he smilingly asked.
chaser is to see what Bize letters can ■, .
..,.
«
.,.
and Henry of Weymouth; one daughter, their last meeting of the year, held in
,. read
^ across the
.,. street
»
. from
.—,™ the
.k« op•»». been sliding
since
came,
"Yes," she murmured In her gush- be
--.
. the snow v~„.c.
Miss Anna M. O'Day, daughter of Mr
ing way. "Especially the left one. I tician'a shop.
| Letters are (Wvertised in the Brook- Leta of Natick; five brothers, Henry and the selectmen's room, Friday night ap and Edward O'Day, has resigned from
could look Into Its liquid depth for
It isn't The teal test is to climb field post-office for the following:—Cor- Charles of Natick, Louis of Worcester, proved Mils amounting to 970., and the the position she has held two years as
hours.'^
up a long and bushy hill until the! neilus Buckley, Box 12; John Corbett, Joseph of Con way and Napoleon of Brook- clerk oMU^board, Henry E. Cottle, an"I might leave it with you over Sun breath comes a hundred to the mln- en, of A. E. Clarke; R. J. Doane- At- field ; also four sisters, Mrs Louis Dus- nounced that their- annual report will teacher of the school in District 2. Miss
O'Day has accepted a position as teacher
day," said the youth, somewhat bit- ute, then a snatch for the glass,, re.
Box 146> Mr and' Mrs seault, Mrs Amos Matthews and Mrs show a surplus of 91000 in the treasury.
/berto Lanark
of grades 3 and 4 In the Hodgkins school
terly; "it's glass."
posing In a shirt pocket to see whetn- p^ g^B
Mary Riker of Natick; and Mrs Eliza This amount is greatly in excess of re- East Brookfield.
er the back is the one you want be- {
Derdsier of Brookfield. The funeral was ports of previous /ears. The collection
A Slight Discrepancy.
fore yon fire. If It won't go In youfl , Word was received ui town Tuesday of
Mrs Edwin Wilbur and Isaac N. Jones
"Tour theory % that the firing of shirt pocket It is not the glass you the death in Hartford, Ct., of Beatrice, held Sunday afternoon with services in of overdue water rents, in some cases,
will be in charge of the work of having
cannon Jn battle produces rain!"
want; others are made that will. If 18 months old daughter of Rev. and Mrs St Mary's church, conducted by Rev. five and six years old, accounts for the
the Chapel of the Congregational church
"Yes; and I have a long list of bat- it shakes In your agitated hands, It is Oliver W. Means, who have been living Leo Goddard. The hearers were Arthur surplus in the department.
painted and frescoed, the expense to be
tles just to prove it"
not the glass you want; you cannot in Hartford since they closed their home and Alfred Byron of Natick, Joseph Der"Just a word."
met by 4he-Parish Auxiliary of the
see enough more with a high-power on Blanchard hill, Nov. 1. Indigestion osia and R. G. Livermore. Burial was
Reasonable
Explanation.
"Well?"
church. Michael J. Begley has the conglass to pay for the times when it 1.
^
bodVwas in St Joseph's cemetery, and was in
d
A magazine writer Bays poets am
"Some of those battles were fought. unusable; because you cannot hold tt .„„ ... _ { ,„,....
■""»«■" charge of undertaker, Robert G. Liver- declining, but the. publishers set the tract for the work.
before cannon were invented."
steady.^^-OuUng.
, broughtto Brookfield for burial at three
example.—Norfolk <Va.) Pilot
o'clock this (Friday) afternoon, in Brook- more,
Continued on 1st inside page.
field cemetery.
Worcester, Mass,
Albany, N. Y. *

>

RIGHARD HEALY
See Advertisement
On Last* Page

AT LAST!

| A Perfect Fountain Pqn
CROCKER "INK-TITE"

E. W. REED, DRUGGIST,

R<x/b

NORTH BROOKFIELD

LANTERNS

Oil the Road at Night

You nee«La lantern that gives a strong,
steady light The RAYO is always'
reliable.

Easy to light, easy to clean, easy to rewick. Safe,
durable and handy.
RAYO Road Lanterns are a protection
to.the driver. Throw a bright steady light
ahead—show red light in
the rear.
A.U dealers everywhere

1
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MAKES CHANGES IN
CURRENCY_SYSTEM
Hew Money Law Displaces 122Year-Old Code.
1 ■
IIS FAR-REACHING IN SCOPE
Molt Important Law Relating to Finance Pawed In Many Years—Es•entlal Features of the Measure Explained In Nontechnical Language.

Washington, Dec. 23.—The new bill
•fleeting the- currency, banking and
finances of the country is one of the
most far-reaching measures relating to
finance that have been enacted _in
many 4-ears.
Thi magnitude of the subject, the
diversity of interests affected and the
length of the debates in both branches
of congress has to follow the changes
and grasp the essentials *bf this highly
technical measure in its important
bearings on money, finance, banking
and the entire range of fiscal subjects,
public and-prlvate, which it affects.
Summary of the Bill.
With a view, therefore, of presenttag succinctly and in nontechnical
language an epitome of the salient features of the measure as finally framed,
the following summary Is given of the
bill as a whole and of its principal details:
Generally speaking, the first steps
to be taken to bring into operation the
nation's new financial system will be
through an organization committee
consisting of the secretary of the
treasury, secretary of agriculture and
controller of the currency.
Banks have 60 days within which to
file their applications for membership
In the new system, and one year's
time is allowed beforeJpe government
will compel the dissolution of any national hank that refuses to Join.
Will "Take Up the'8lack."
The new law, will make little direct
change in the operation of the present national banks, except to allow
them to loan a certain amount of their
funds upon farm mortgages.
Its chief purpose Is to add a new
piece of machinery to^the banking
aystem that wtll "take up the slack"
during the changing business conditions of each year; that will give the
banks a place to quickly convert their
assets into cash In time of need, and
that will bring out new federal currency when It Is needed, and retire It
when money becomes "cheap."
Banks are now required to keep a
certain percentage of their deposits as
"reserves," part in cash in their own
vaults and part of which may be redeposited In the banks of New York,
Chicago, St. Louis and other designated cities.
In times of sudden financial demands, when banks have loaned up to
the full limit of their resources, these
reserves furnish little relief, because
If they are paid out to meet demands
the banks are left In a precarious condition.
Basic Principle of Law.
The basic principle of the new law
Is to get these reserve funds out into
circulation when necessary without
lessening the safety of any bank, and
to provide a place to which local
banks may rush in a crisis and get
cash for the "prime commercial pajter" they hord ih their vaults.
This Is to be accomplished through
A chain of regional reserve banks, or
"reservoirs of reserves," in which all
banks shall deposit a stated part of
the money they are required to hold
AS .reserves.
Under the new system, when a
financial flurry comes the banks can
take commercial paper, such as notes,
drafts and bills of exchange, to these
"reservoirs," and secure the use of
their own reserves, or, if necessary,
even the reserve of other banks, by
depositing this security. .
The new regional banks will receive about one-halt of the bank reserves of the country. They In torn
will be permitted to loan back to the
banks all but 35 per cent, of these
reserves, so that In case of emergency
millions of cash can be brought' out
Into circulation quickly.
The banks will have to pay for these
loans, however, as individuals have to
pay for a loan from any local bank,
and this charge Is expected to prevent
the too free use of the reserves held
by the regional banks.
New Paper Currency.
A new form of paper currency Is
also provided for, to come out in case
of emergency, and which is expected
to go back into the hands of the government when times are normal.
These "treasury notes" will be printed
by the government and issued through
each regional reserve bank, and will
bear the guarantee both of the regional bank and of the government
If the demand for currency in any
section of the country exceeds the
•upply of circulating money a regional
bank can secure this new money
from the government and put It Into
circulation; but a gold reserve of 40
per cent, and commercial paper equal
to the full value of the note must be
held as a reserve behind each note
Issued.
This provision Is expected to be the
Influence that will drive the new
money back Into retirement when It
Is no longer needed.
Clearly Explained.
The following analysis presents the
details of the new law without adhering closely to the technical division
or language of the measure:,,
At the head of the system will stand

The amount of reserve required
a federal reserve hoard at Washington, appointed by the president, and from every bank under the new law,
to consist of the secretary of the and the place where it must be kept,
treasury, the controller of the curren- are as follows:
cy and five other members. Two of ' Country banks—Total reserve requirthese shall be expert bankers, but ed, 12 per cent, of demand deposits
none shall have banking affiliations or and 5 per cent of time deposits. Fiveown bank stock during their service. twelfths must be held in the, bank's
This board will exercise general con- own vaults for two years and fourtwelfths after that. For the first year
trol over the entire system.
The temporary "organization com- two-twelfths must be kept in the remittee," or the federal reserve board, gional bank. Increasing one-twelfth
will select from eight to twelve cities each six months thereafter until It;
where regional reserve banks shall be reaches five-twelfths of the total re
located and will divide the entire serve. For three years the unallotted
country geographically with these part of the reserve may be kept In
cities as the centers of districts. AH the banks of reserve cities. After
^national banks in a district will be that lime It must be kept either In
required to subscribe for the stock of the country banks and vaults or in the
the regional reserve bank In that dis- regional • reserve bank.
Reserve city banks—Total reserve
trict and to keep a portion of their
required, 15 per cent, of demand and
reserves there.
,
5 per cent of- time deposits.* Six-flfKnown as "Member Banks."
teenths must be kept in the bank's
Local banks will be known as "memvaults for the first two yeara and fiveber, banks" because they will own the fifteenths after that time. Three-fifstock of the regional reserve bank teenths must be kept In the regional
of their district. Each member bank reserve bank for the first year, inwill be required to take capital stock creasing
one-fifteenth
every six
of the regional reserve bank, equal to
monthB thereafter until It reaches six6 per cent, of the member bank's capi- fifteenths. For three years the untal and surplus. The capital of -the reallotted portion of the reserve may be
gional bank will Increase or decrease
kept in other banks, in its own
so that It always represents 6 per
vaults, or In the regional bank; altor
cent, of the combined capital and surthat time In one of the latter two
plus of all the banks of the district
placeB.
that have joined the system.
Central reserve city hanks (New
National banks are compelled to
York, Chicago and St. Louis)—Total
Join and state banks are permitted to
reserve required, 18 per cent, ofsdeIf they Bring their reserve requiremand and 5 per cent: of time deipsments np to the standard set for naIts. Seven-eighteenths In the regidBtf
tional banks and submit to national
reserve banks and the remaining frveexaminations.
eighteenths iS either place the bank
.Public Can Buy Stock.
Public ownership of the stock of the may choose.
regional reserve banks Is permitted
only In case enough banks do not Join
In any district to provide a capital
stock of 14,000,000. In such event the
public may purchase the stock In
quantities limited to $26,000 for each
Individual, but the voting of this stock
will be placed in the hands of .government representatives on the board of
directors of the regional reserve bank.
The regional reserve bafcks may do
business only with their member
bsmks, not with the public, except that
certain "open market operations" such
as the purchase and sale of gold, government, or municipal bonds, and certain forms of bills of, exchange, are
permitted. These banks will make
their earnings from the loans made to^
member hanks, and from the purchases'?
and sale of bonds and foreign bills of
exchange.
.
Must Put Up Cash.
Member banks will be compelled to
put up In cash only one-half of their
subscription to the capital of the new
banks, the rest can be called for If
needed by the regional bank. Dividends of 6 per cent, will be paid on
this stock to the,member banks, and
the stock will be non-taxable.
After these dividends are paid onehalf of the surplus net earnings goes
to create a regional surplus fund, and
when this has reached 40 per cent, of
the regional bank's paid in capital
these earnings are to go into the
United States treasury. The balances
of the net earnings are to be paid to
the United States as a franchise tax.
With the machinery thus created
for a new banking system that is supplementary to the commercial banks
of the country, the law provides for a
gradual transfer of part of the bank
reserves to these new "reservoir"
banks.
In order not to disturb business conditions, -or to withdraw too suddenly
the heavy deposits of country banks in
the large cities, the law provides that
three years may be consumed in shifting these balances and that. If necessary, part of the reserves transferred
to the regional banks may consist of
commercial paper.
'

Regional

Reserve

Banks.

These immense funds of reserves
from "member banks," together with
government moneys, will make up the
deposits of the regional reserve banks.
Each of these banks will be administered by a board of nine directors, six
of whom will be elected by the banks,
and three appointed by the federal reserve board.
The regional reserve .banks may redistHct—that Is, buy at a discount
from Its member banks—"prime commercial paper" when the member
banks desire to convert these assets
into money.
Character of Paper.

The exact terms of this Important
provision as to the character of paper
upon which the regional reserve banks
may furnish cash are as follows:
"Upon the indorsement of any of its
member banks, with a waiver of demand notice and protest by such
banks, and federal (regional) reserve
bank may discount notes, drafts, and
bills of exchange arising out of actual commercial transactions; that Is,
notes, drafts, and bills of exchange Issued or drawn for agricultural, Industrial or commercial purposes, or the
proceeds of which have been used,'or
are to be used, for such purposes, the
federal reserve board to have tne
right to determine or define the character of the .paper thus eligible for
discount, within the meaning of this
act.
Eligible for Discount.

Nothing In this act contained shall
be construed to prohibit such notes,
drafts and bills of exchange, secured
by staple agricultural' products, or other goods,, wares, or merchandise, from
being eligible for such discount; but
such definition shall not Include notes,
drafts, or bills covering merely Investments or Issued or drawn for the
purpose of carrying or trading In
stocks, bonds or other Investment securities, except bonds and notes of the
government of the United States.
"Notes, drafts and bills admitted to
discount under the terms of the paragraph must have a maturity at the
time of discount of riot more than 90

HOW DISPUTED POINTS WERE ADJUSTED
The following changes affecting points at difference between the
senate and house were made in conference:
Comptroller of currency and secretary of agriculture retained as
members of organization committee.
Comptroller of currency made ex-offlclo member of federal reserve
board and total membership retained at seven andfsfc term of office fixed
at ten years.
Alaska excluded from proylslohs of act.
)
After federal reserve districts are established, national banking assooiatlons shall have 30 days in which to subscribe for capital stock of reserve banks.
Individuals may purchase up to $25,000 stock In federal reserve bank
instead of $10,000, as provided in house bill.
Stock not held by member banks shall not be entitled to any voting
power whatever.
->
Number of regional reserve banks to be "not less than eight nor more
than twelve," as provided by the senate.
The minimum capital of regional reserve banks fixed at $4,000,000.
No senator or representative can.be an officer of a federal reserve
bank.
No director of Class C directors of federal reserve board shall be an
officer, director, employe or stockholder of any bank.
Each member bank is permitted to nominate one candidate for Class
A and one for Class B directors.
Subscription of member banks 6 per cent, of capital and surplus of
subscribing bank.
•
v
Senate provision for the guarantee of national bank deposits eliminated.
Use of federal reserve notes as part of reserves of member banks
stricken out
At least one-third of the reserves of the country banks must be held
In the vaults of local banks.
House provision for collections at par practically, restored, banks to
be permitted to collect only actual expenses.
Retirement of 2 pea- cent, bonds aggregating $300,000,000 within 20
years provided for as against retirement of $126,000,000 in senate bill.
Gold reserve behind the notes remains at 40 per cent., with a graduated tax against any depletion.
Salary of members of the federal board increased from $10,000 to
$12,000.
MemberB of reserve board shall serve two, four, six, eight and ten
years Instead of one to five years.
• Reserve board can liquidate or reorganize reserve banks.
Compensations for directors, officers and employes of federal reserve
banks shall be subject to the approval of the federal reserve board. (
Recess appointments to reserve* board shall expire 30 days after the
following session of congress opens.
Net balance of amounts due to and from other banks shall be taken
as the basis for ascertaining the deposits agalnBt which reserves .shall be
determined.

FIVE FUNDAMENTALS
OF THE CURRENCY BILL
Issue of currency, guaranteed hy
the government, based upon notes
and bills representing commercial
transactions and backed by a gold
reserve. The new currency Is expected to contract and expand to
meet the varied demands of trade.
Concentration of the bank reserves cf the country In regional
Institutions
capitalized
by
the
banks of the country and controlled by directors elected by the
banks.
Creation of a market for the negotiable commercial paper which
forms the bulk of the assets of the
banks, where. In time of stress,
those assets may be easily and
without loss transformed Into cash.
Establishment of from eight to
twelve
great
regional
banks
throughout the country, which will
issue currency, rediscount paper
and centralize and mobilize the reserves of the local banks.
Creation of a federal reserve
board* of seven members appointed
by the president, with final powers
of control and supervision over the
entire system.

days; provided, that notes, drafts and
bills drawn or issued for agricultural
purposes, or based on live stock and
having a maturity not exceeding six
months may be discounted in an
amount to be limited to a percentage
of the capital of the federal (regional)
reserve bank, to be ascertained and
fixed by the federal reserve board."
The "Elastic" Element.
The new treasury notes, which are)
to furnish the "elastic" element in the
currency system, and to add to the
country's circulating money in time of
need, will come into use in the following way:
The notes will be printed by the government, with a distinctive style for
each regional reserve bank. One of
the three directors named by the federal reserve board for each regional
bank will be known as the "federal reserve agent" for that bank, and a supply of the notes will be placed in his
custody.
Should a regional bank desire to
pay out more money than its cash resources will permit, the law provides
that It may put some of its rediscounted commercial paper Into the hands
of the "federal reserve agent," and received in return the new treasury
notes.
For each note that it puts out Into
circulation, the regional reserve bank
must set aside in gold 40 per cent, of
the value of the note as a guarantee
for its redemption. This gold, ivith
the commercial paper held by" the
"federal reserve agent," is the protection behind the new money; but
these notes will also be guaranteed by
the government and may be redeemed in gold in the United States treasury.
Reserve Required.

Each regional bank, under the act,
must keep a reserve of 35 per cent, of
the deposits it has received, besides
the 40 per cent, gold reserve behind
the treasury notes it issues. It the
gold reserve behind the notes falls below 40 per cent, a heavy tax is imposed on the bank, which in tarn adds
the tax to the rate it charges member
banks for rediscounts. This was designed to stop an over-expansion of
currency. In times of sudden stress
the federal reserve board can suspend
these reserve provisions, in order to
furnish quick relief to any community.
One regional bank cannot again pay
out the notes of another, except under
a heavy tax. These notes are expected to return to the regional banks and
be withdrawn from circulation when
the need of their use passes.
Take Up Bonds.
None of the existing forms of currency except .the national bank notes
will be disturbed by the new law. The
United States bonds, now used to secure the issue of national bank notes,
are to be taken up at the rate of 125,000,000 a year by the regional reserve banks and new treasury notes
or short term three per cent, bonds
will take their place. National bank
currency is expected gradually to retire.
The federal reserve board will exercise final? control over the entire operation of the system. It can compel
one regional bank to loan to another
in time of need; can suspend all restrictions surrounding the reserves
which regional banks must hold, and
can remove directors of regional reserve banks whenever it is believed
necessary.
- t
Banks in Control.

'

While the banks retain control of
.the boards of the regional reserve
banks, their connection with the federal reserve board la only, through
an advisory council, made up of one
representative from each federal reserve district. This council will meet
in Washington to confer with the federal reserve board "en general business conditions" and to make recommendations and suggestions concerning discount rates, note Issues, and reserve conditions.
An important change in- national
banking methods embraced In the new
low will permit ail national banks except) those in New York, Chicago and
St. Louis to make direct loans on five
year farm mortgages up to 26 per cent.
of their capital and surplus, or up to
one-third of their time deposits.
Another provision in the law permits national banks having a capital
of $1,000,000 or more to open foreign
branches. Similar authority is given
to the regional reserve banks, the purpose being to facilitate <he develop
ment of American trade abroad.

DOUBT PLAN OF
CALUMET PEACE
Mine Managers Cannot Treat
With Federation.
INQUEST

REVELATION

Counsel for Miners
Will

Identify

Says

Man

DUE

Witnesses

Who Cried

Fire.—Held in Hall Where
Disaster Occurred.

Calumet, Mich.— Uncompromising
adherence to tiheir determination
never to recognize the Western Federation of Miners was pronounced by
mine managers of the copper strike
district, who were willing to discuss
the visit here of John B. Densmore,
solicitor of the department of labor.
The fact that Mr. Densmore had
announced nls mission as one of conciliation made most of the employers
shake their heads dubiously.
"We could not treat with.the federation even if we wished," said F.
W. Denton, manager of the Copper
Range Consolidated Company.
"The*
men at work would never consider
employment under ground with members of the union, for there would always be trouble, and In view of the
tact that 10,000 men are working for
the companies we cannot ignore their
oterests."
The strike is to enter upon its final
Itage within a few days.
Uec. 1 had
been set as the Timit, but at the request of business men the time was
extended a month:
Whatever good
Ihe extra days have accomplished
was wiped.out by the Italian Hall dlsister, the controversy, as to who
(hould give relief to affected families
uid the deportation of Charles H,
Moyer, president of the federation.
Possible identification of tne man
who started the Christmas eve catas:rophe was forecast by O. N. Hilton,
:hlef of counsel of the WeBtern Federation of Miners, who asked that
ihe coroner's inquest into the tragedy
>f 72 deaths be adjourned, as he detired to produce witnesses who claim
>d they could identify tne nua.
"I shall present these witnesses
inly after I make sure they can do
rhat they say," he said.
"It would
»e horrible to implicate an innocent
(erson in such a deed."
The greater part of the evidence
tgain was that the cry of "Are!"
same from within the hall.
Three
if the 30 or more witnesses claimed
:o have seen a citizens' alliance buton on the man, making five of half
i hundred persons examined in the
.wo days of the Inquest wno made
his statement.
Several said they saw the man vtpo
tried fire, but most of them said they
lad seen no pin.
Ho wa» been, nowtver, by persons in different parts of
he hall, and there were varying deicriptlons.
The proceedings were held In the
tall where the disaster occurred, and
teveral child witnesses re-enacted
heir parts In the tragedy.
Onevgirl
•mphaslzed that her greatest anxiety
vas to save her bag of candy.
\
Part of the proceedings were heajd.
>y Mr. Densmore.
-'
SCHMIDT JURY DISAGREES.

New York.—After deliberating 38
Hours, the jury trying the case of
Hans Schmidt,, the former priest of
St Joseph's Church, accused of the
murder of Anna Aumuller, reported
that It could not reach an agreement,
and was discharged.
Judge Foster had the -Jury brought
Into court about noon in response
to a request from the foreman. One
of the members was sick and wanted
a doctor. The sick man quickly responded to treatment and the jurors
went back to their room after Judge
Foster had urged them to agree. The
foreman said the question which
caused the difference among them
was one of veracity regarding statements as to the mental condition of,
the defendant.
FIND BODY IN TRUNK.

New York—A murder mystery,
which promises to rival the famoHs
barrel murder of a dozen years ago
was brought to the attention of the
police today, when' a iboy^ notified
tlsam that for half an hour he had
watched a trunk which two men had
unloaded from a push cart and left
in the gutter In Pitt street, on the
East side.
When the trunk was opened at a
police station, the still warm .body of
a man about 40 years of age, shabbily dressed and emaciated, was found
In it The body' was identified ton!»ht by Joseph Molloy, a former
room-mate, as that of John Kramenz,
a Russian Pole, formerly employed In
a coal mine at Charleston, W. Va.
ORGANIZE

TO

FIGHT TAlflMANY.

Albany—An anti-Tammany .bureau
of speakers—1000 of them If possibK
—to conduct the Oght at Independen'
Democracy against Tammany in next
fall's campaign, is to be formed in
AibtThy soon after the Legislature
couvenes. Followers of Daniel J. Du
gan, present Democratic state «MB
mltteeman of Albany county, are out,
lining the fight already.

BLAMES BOTH UNIONS
AND THE EMPLOYERS
Declares Real Workers
Most Conservative.

GIVES
NOBILITY
PATENT
CHARLES J. WENDELL.

WORLD HAS HAD A
FORTUNATE YEAR

Are

Boston.—Asserting that chaos exists in the industrial world, William
Say ward, secretary of the Master
Builders' Association, told the Reciprocity Club at a dinner the other
night that it Is the fault of the employing element in the community.
"It Is not the fault of the workers
or the unions, which are simply the indirect result of the employers' attitude toward labor," he said. "They
are careful to preserve their property
against loss, but,they pay little or no
attention to the human element in
their business.
"It has been my experience that the
real worker Is the most conservative
sort of person for he knows better
than anybody else the results of radical action on his part "upon his industry. The real workers are not the
ones who promote strikes and constantly agitate grievances. , If employers give them a fair show and put
them In proper relation with their industries much of the present chaos
could be eliminated."
"Many of the workers have grouped
themselves together in unions, as
they should, but in my opinion they.
are made the prey of bad men. I
have known labor leaders i for that
past twenty-five years, and with,a fewnotable exceptions they are not fit
to lead anybody."
TO

/ I

Parchment, Granted by 8wedieh Kln»
In 1690, Goes to Maine Descendant.
Salem—A parchment patent of nobility, granted by King Carolus of
Sweden in 1690 to his ancestor.
Adolph C. Wendell, and In recent
years sold to Mrs. Mary B. MacDonald of TRockport for $10, has ibeen ordered given into the custody of Chas.
J. Wendell of Skowhegan, Me., by a
decree Issued by Judge Keating of theSalem Superior Court
Judge Keating's decree was in theso-called "Title Nobility Case" which
he heard early in December and
which has attracted considerable attention. Charles J. Wendell, as the
eldest son of Carl C. Wendell, late of
Rockport, sought to obtain possession
of the patent, together with a seal
and ooat-of-arms. He claimed that
under the Swedish law this visible token of nobility should remain In thecustody of the oldest male descendant, although all the descendants,
both male and female, Inherited the
title. The parchment was in me. custody of Mrs. Mary E. McDonald, who,
by paying $10, received a bill or saleof the document from her father.
Not Absent In 48 Years.

Worcester.—Amariah V. Haynes,
aged 89, of Woburn, died in the Masonic Home at Charlton from old age.
He was a member of Mt. Horelb Lodgeof Masons of Woburn and was admitted to the home about 1 1-2 yearsago. He had been confined to his
bed most of the time.
He had been affiliated with the Masonic Order for half, a century, and
for 48 years was never absent from,
the meetings of his lodge.
Would Revive Whipping Post
Haverhill—City Marshal Mack, appearing before Judge Winn in the
district court here, advocated the revival of the public whipping post for
wife beaters. Marshal Mack was presenting a police ease agalhst Richard
W. Daley, who had been arrested by
Capt. B. I* Shannon on a drunkenness charge following a complaint of
neighbors that he was giving his wife
a beating as a Christmas present.
Girl of 14 Is Bride.
Lynn.—Miss Ruth A. Weld, aged 1*,
has achieved the distinction of being
one of the youngest brides in the his
tory of Lynn when she was married
to George B. Hartford!. 21 years old
at the home of her mother, 48 Utah
avenue. The ceremony was perform
ed iby the Rev. Donald H. Gerrish.
Refuses $1,500 for Boston Terrier.

Worcester.—Mrs. J. Frances Legg ol
Worcester has refused an offer ol
S-1,500 for her pedigreed Tony Ring,
master, AKO 158223, a prize-winning
Boston,terrier that has won blue .ribbons at Auburndale, Newport, R. %,
Clinton, Framtngham and Boston.

V

WILLS BRAIN TO SCIENC?.

Chicago—After calmnly writing e
letter in which he willed his body ana
brain to surgeons and medical fraternities, in order that they might be
enlightened, and thereby the sufferings of others with criminal tender*
cies might be alleviated, John Kowlnski, alias John Keller, 25 years old.
leaped to his death from the 20th to
the ninth floor of the Masonic Tem
pie. His ibody struck against th«
steel safety screen at the ninth Horn
over the rotunda, death being instao
taneous.
After quarrelling with his parentt
four years ago because of his social
istlc tendencies and Tellglous differences Kowiuski left home.
T~
-'
Of Lose I Interest.
A Philadelphia banker has distinguished himself by giving a euppei
party at which monffeys mixed with
the guests. To ovoid confusion, the
guests-wore evening dress.—Punch, j

Harvard, etgnt-oared
France and Russia are stronger than Gulf of Smyrna. One hundred and
Yale, June 20.
ever, possibly made so by the Balkan twenty drowned.
Francis Ouimet wins the national
Steamer Volturno burned at sea Ocwan.
There have been some few epats be- tober 10. One hundred and thirty-six open golf championship, at Brookline,
Mass., September 20,
"a
tween France and Germany, but noth- drown, 625 rescued.
America wins the Davis tennis cap,
ing in any way approaching a breach ■ Fifty girls die uafactory fire at BtngJuly 28.
■ V
of diplomatic relations. The falling of hamton, N. Y., July 22.
Horse racing resumed In New Tor*
Storm at Nome, Alaska, kills 11.
a couple of German war balloons on
state
ea
May
30.
French territory created some little destroys 600 houses, $1,500,000 loss.
Jim Thorpe admits he ts a profesThe Death Roll.
excitement,- as did the mobbing of
Enver Bey, chief of staff Turkish sional athlete and resigns Olympic
No Terrible Catastrophe Has some German subjects by French cititrophies, January 27.
zens In border towns. France, as well army, assassinated February 17.
Marked the Twelvemonth.
Philadelphia Athletics defeat the
Henry N. Flagler, one of founders
as the United States, underwent a
presidential election in 1913, placing a of Standard Oil company, and financial New York Giants in the world's championship baseball series, October 11.
very democratic and a very diplomatic, magnate, dies.
Sir Thomas Ltpton's challenge for
George I., king of Greece, assassinattJEATH TAKES NOTABLE MEN person In the office of chief executive
ed by mad anarchist at Salonika, the-America's cup is accepted by New
—President Poincare.
York Yacht club.
LIn the Far East.
March 18.
Invention and Exploration. James R. Keene, financier, dies^JanIn the far east several things of moGeneral Success of the Democrats and
Vlhlljamar Stefansson sails from
ment Occurred in 1913, among them uary 2.
Startling Developments South of
Deaths of Cardinals Oreglia, dean British Columbia on Arctic Expedithe Chinese rebellion and establishthe Rio Grande Chief Events
ment of a republic, and In Japan the of the Sacred college, and Rampolto, tion June 17.
In Western Hemisphere.
Robert G. Fowler files cross the
death of the Mikado and the succes- within a few days of each other at the
"Panama canal April 27.
i •
New York.—Taken all in all, the sion of bis son and the anti-American Vatican.
Crocker
Land Exposition sails from
Luther McCarthy, pugilist, died sit
year 1913 has been a happy and rather demonstrations and riots as a result
New* York July 2d.
of
the
adoption
of
the
anti-alien
landAlberta
May
24.
fortunate one for the world In gen, Dr. Hudson Stnck reaches the sumDeath of emperor of Japan.
eral. It was not marked by any great owning law In California,
Nazlm Pacha, Turkish premier, as- salt of Mt. MeKinley June 20.
In
the
realm
of
science
and
exploracatastrophe, such as the San Francisco
Dr. Simon Flexnei* announces the
earthquake or the Titanic disaster; It tion there have been but few develop- sassinated.
King Menelik of Abbyssinia report- discovery of the germ of Infantile
saw the end ef the wars in the Bal- ments that could positively be desiged dead. His death confirmed on De- paralysis.
kans, It witnessed the inauguration of nated as history-creating.
^Arrival of Dr. Frledrich Franz
The discovery of the south pole and cember 23.
a Democratic president in the United
Whitelaw Reid, American ambassa- Friedmann—government test of bis
, States, followed by genuine tariff re- the disaster to the Scott expedition
tuberculosis
serum started March 11.
both occurred in 1912, although the dor to Great Britain, buried at Sleepy
duction without financial panic.
Discovery of radium as a cure for
fate
of
Captain
Scott
was
not
made
Hsilbw
cemetery,
N.
Y.
The death roll for the past year hae
'Adolpbus Busch, millionaire brewer cancer announced, doubt cast upon the
hit the financial world rather hard, In- known to the world until 1913. Dr.
discovery by the American Associaeluding such notable figures as J. P. Fredrlch Franz Friedmann, discover- of St Louis, died October 10.
Charles G. Gates, son of the late tion for the Cure of Cancer.
Morgan, Henry M. Flagler and James er of a "cure" for tuberculosis, made
Aviation death list In Germany for
*
R. Keene.
The Roman Catholic his appearance in 1913, but the value John W. Gates, died October 28.
Ralph Rose, famous athlete ^and 1913 reaches 30; France 87; England
church also lost two of its most ven- of Dr. Friedmann's "cure," and other
champion shot putter, died October 16. 10; Italy 4; Russia 8; Argentine Reerable cardinals, Oreglla, dean of the "cures" for that dread disease anTimothy Woodruff, New York poli- public 4; Japan 3; :Turkey 3; Aussacred, college, and Rampolla, once nounced attkbout the same time, are
tria 1; Brazil 1; Switzerland 1; Scotsecretary at the Vatican and who very much open to doubt. Great strides tician, died October 12.
Anthony
N. Brady, died In London, land 1; Canada 1; Portugal 1; Moroowould have been pope instead of Plus have undoubtedly been made In the
co 1; China 1 and United States 25.
X had not the emperor of Austria vot- treatment of cancer, but no positive July 22.
Marriages and Engagements.
Col. S. F Cody, American aviator,
cure has yet been discovered, although
ed against him.
Wedding of Princes Victoria-Louise,
In the* United States political de- much has been learned about the value killed In England by fall from aero
only daughter of the Kaiser and
August 7.
velopments have besfi" extremely in- of radium.»
Mayor Gaynor of New York died on Prince Ernst of Cumberland May 24.
Aviation is progressing rapidly.
teresting, but not startling. EveryMiss Jessie Woodrow Wilson, secthing Beems to have gone the way of Much attention to- aeronautics has way to England.
Timothy D. Sullivan, New Yorkpoll- ond daughter of the president, marthe Democrats. Democratic victories been paid by th3 various European
tlan,
found
dead,on
railroad
track
ries
Francis Bowes Sayre at the
were won last November In New York governments from a military standar escaping from an asylum.
Whlbs House Nov. 25.
city, the state of New Jersey and point, but no means of making aeroAlfred Austin, poetj laureate of EngEngagement of Vincent Aster to
state of Massachusetts'. Congress has planing anywhere near safe have yet
Miss "Helen Huntlngton announced.
passed the currency bill, and the bank- been discovered. France has organized land, died June 2.
Crimes and Executions.
Duke of Croy marries Miss Lelshing interests of the country are ad- and trained a military aviation corps
Mrs. Fannie May Eaton, wife of mann, daughter of the American amthat would unquestionably be of great
justing themselves to it
As alarmed as high finance may value in case of war, and Germany Rear Admiral Eaton, acquitted Octo- bassador to Germany, Oct. 27.
Prince Arthur of Connaught marries
slave been when It was learned that has devoted much time and money to ber 31 of murdering her husband.
Rev. Hans Schmidt, discredited the Duchess of F^e, Oct. 15.
The United
President Wilson believed in Sherman dirigible ballooning.
Catholic
priest,
arrested
In
New
York
Dethroned King Manuel of Portugal
law should be "clarified," business and States has spent some $50,000 during
financial Interests have apparently be- the year in military experiments In for the murder of Anna Aumuller, his marries the Princess of Hohenzollern
sweetheart
aviation.
at
Slngmaringen, Germany.
come convinced that the president's
Floyd and Claude S. Allen executed
The number of deaths resulting from
Miss Helen Gould married Flnley
attitude is not one of opposition, but
*
rather an attitude in which he would aviation has not been especially large. at Richmdnd, Va., Mareh-88 for pai^ J. Shepard.
Mexicoconsult dnd confer with business and Aviators have died, just as aviators ticlpation in the famous Allen court
General Felix Diaz released from
finance to remedy evlfs generally ad- died In 1912, and Germany suffered a house shooting affray.
Henry Spencer, confessed murderer penitentiary In Mexico City and atnumber of disastrous accidents-to Zepmitted to exist.
of
many
persons,
Is
convicted
of
killpelin dirigible balloons. Many of the
tacked the National Palace, Feb. 8.
Doings In Mexico.
accidents -of- aeroplanes resulted from ing Mildred Allison-Rexroat^ a dancing
President Francisco Madero forced
South of the Rio Grande develop- fancy Maibition flying and military teacher, In Chicago. Appeal pending.
to resign and is imprisoned at the Naments have been startling and rapid.
Mrs. Bessie Wakefleld Is convicted tional Palace, Mexico City.
experiments. The year 1913 saw the
The year 1913 saw in Mexico the asfirst aeroplane flight over the Panama of murdering her husband and senGustavo Madero, President Masassination of President Francisco Ma.
tenced to hang In Connecticut on dero's brother, is arrested by General
dero, Vice-Presldent Pino Suarez and canal.
March 4.
On the Panama Canal.
Huerta and imprisoned in the NaGustavo Madero, brother of the presiLeo Frank, wealthy manufacturer, tional Palace, February 19.
In Panama great developments have
dent, the usurpation 6f the presidency
convicted
In
Atlanta,
Ga.,
of
murderGustavo Madero is executed by the
l>y Gen. Victoriano Huerta, boosted taken place. October 10 last saw the ing girl in his office. Appeal pending.
order of General Felix Diaz Feb. 19.
into that position by Genera] Felix dynamiting of Gamboa dike, being the
Dr.
Frank
Craig
acquitted
in,
IndianDIas. Then'came the rupture between removal of practically the last serious apolis of murder of Dr. Helen Knabe. , President Madero and Vice-Presldent Pino Juarez are shot down while
Diaz and Huerta, with the practical obstruction in the big ditch. The ca.Political Development at Home.
"trying to escape."
banishment of Diaz. Later In 1913 nal is now almost completed, so far as
Inauguration of President Woodrow
a
trans-continental
waterway
is
conGeneral Victoriano Huerta proclaimcame the rise of Venustlano Carranza,
Wilson on March 4.
ed provisional president of Mexico,
leader of the constitutionalists in the cerned, although not yet prepared for
United States Judge Robert W.
the
passage
of
steamers
from
ocean
to
north of Mexico, with the result that
Arcbbald removed from office by Feb. 19.
Rise of General Venustlano Carranthe powerful northern states of Mex- ocean. Work has also been begun on United States senate after Impeachico are now under his control. Scarce- the buildings and grounds for the great
za In the north of Mexico.
ment
trial.
ly had Carranza become famous than Panama-Pacific International exposiCapture of Juarez and Chihuahua.
John Purroy Mitchel elected mayor
Francisco "Pancho" Villa', former ban- tion, to be held in San Francisco in of New York on the fusion ticket,
Rise of General Fra»cisco ("Pandit, with a price on his head, leaped 1915, as a celebration of the formal
cho") Villa as a leader of Carranza's
destroying Tammany's power.
opening
of
the
Panama
canal.
In
this
Into the limelight as a rebel leader
David I. Walsh, Democrat, elected Constitutionalists in the north of
serving Carranza, and It Is now ques- connection it may be mentioned some governor of Massachusetts, a victory Mexico.
slight
international
ill
feeling
may
tioned whether Carranza or Villa Is
Felix Diaz stabbed in Havana, Nor.
for the Wilson administration.
the stronger in the leadership of the have been caused by the refusal of the
Acting-Governor Fielder
elected 6th.
British and German government to
constitutionalist forces.
President Woodrow Wilson declines
governor of New Jersey. Fielder is
In Its relations with Mexico the participate officially in the San Frana Democrat and was the Wlson ad- to recognize Huerta as Constitutional
United States has stood firm. Early cisco exposition. German and Engpresident of Mexico.
ministration candidate.
in his administration President Wilson lish merchants, however, will take part
Mexican rebels fall in attack on
Minnesota legislature adopted equal
announced his determination to with- on their own accounts. \
Tampico, but resume assault.
The United States may congratulate suffrage measure February 11.
hold recognition from the Huerta adUnited States battleship fleet and
PasBage of Wilson tariff bill.
ministration, and
although much Itself that, barring the case of Hans
International squadron gather at Vera
Passage of the currency bill.
Schmidt,
the
New
York
priest,
there
pressure has been brought to bear,
Inauguration of Vice-Preeident Mar- Cruz and Tampico to protect foreign
the president has refused to change have been few gruesome and startling
shall, his address to the senate and interests.
tils attitude. Efforts have been made murders during the year.
Balkan Wars.
New York state furnished the most administration of oaths to the new
to Induce Huerta to retire and allow a
Adrlanople falls, March 26.
fair and honest election, without re- sensational bit of local politics of the senators, March 4.
Scutari surrendered to Montengro,
California legislature adopts equal
sult. Today the United States has a year in the impeachment and removal
April 23.
heavy armed force at the border and of Gov. William Sulzer, followed by suffrage measure.
Peace treaty, of Balkans signed in
Illinois passes equal suffrage bill.
an Impressive array of battleships off Sulzer's nomination by Progressives
Japanese land law In California ap- London.
and election to the Btate assembly.
the coast.
Miscellaneous.
In the world of sports the United proved by Governor Johnson, FebruThere haveJjeen several marriages
Mrs. Emmeline Pankhurst visits the
of Importance in the past, year, and States still stands supreme. In addi- ary 3William Sulzer of New York Im- United States, Oct. 18.
a number of engagements of "promi- tion to humbling the British polo cup
Gettysburg encampment of confednent persons announced. Foremost In challengers, the United States further peached and removed from office and
the minds of Americans, of course, is shocked Johnny Bull when Francis succeeded by Lieut. Gov. Martin H. erate and Union veterans fifty years
after t^e battle of Gettysburg, held on
the wedding cf Miss Jessie Woodrow Ouimet the youthful golf wonder, Glynn,
July 1-5.
walked away from the English experts
Political Developments Abroad.
Wilson, daugh'er of the president
Harry K. Thaw, slayer of Stanford
In the national open golf championship
King Otto, known as the "Mad King
Assassinttions of the Year.
White, escaped from Ttfatte'awan InBarring Mexico's barbarous achieve- at Brookline, Mass., and by the win- of Bavaria," removed from throne and
sane asylum and flees to Canada. He
ments, there have been few assassina- ning of the International Davis tennis succeeded by his son.
Sir Rufus Isaacs made lord chief is ejected from Canada and seeks reftions in countries generally recognized cup. America's supremacy in-sports
uge In New Hampshire, where-- the
as being civilized. George I, king of was further recognized during the year justice of Great Britain, being the first
case,is still pending in the U. S.
Greece, was assassinated by a mad when I£ing Gustavo of Sweden pre- Jew to hold that office.
Election of President Poincare in courts.
anarchist in Salonika, March 18. In sented the American athletes with the
Steamship Aqultanla to be the largTurkey the commander-ln-esdfef of the medals and trophies won at the Olym- France, January 17; Inauguration Febest steamer In the world, launched In
Ottoman forces in the Balkan wars, pic games in Stockholm in 19,12. The ruary 18.
Election and Installation of Sir Van- England, April 2.
Enver Bey, was slain on February 17. sporting world suffered a shock, howColonel Roosevelt starts on South
This was followed soon after by the ever, when It was learned that "Jim" sittart Bowater as lord mayor of LonAmerican hunting trip, visits Rio
" assassination of Nazim Pasha, Turkish Thorpe,' the famous Carlisle Indian don.
Janeiro,
Brazil; Sao Paulo, Brizll;
Victoriano Huerta proclaimed propremier. Turkey and Mexico appear athlete really belonged in the classito have been contending with each fication of "professional." He volun- visional president of Mexico Febru- Buenos Ayrea, Argentine Republic
and Valparaiso,. Chile.
other for honors, in the line of assas- tarily renounced the trophies he had ary 18.
Mendel Bellis tried and acquitted
Yuan Shl-Kai elected president of
sination, with Mexico slightly in the won as an amateur in the Olympic
games.
China October 6; Inaugurated Octo- of ritual murder at the "Holy City"
Vead.'
of Kiev, Russia.
Here are the leading events, of the ber 10.
European affairs have gone along
Gamboa dike last obstruction In the
Sir Edward Carson gathers together
rather as usual, barring a few ixtra year:
. Disasters, Fires, Floods.
an "army" of Orangemen In Ulster Panama Canal blown up with dynastartling outbursts by suffragists in
Floods In Ohio, many killed, much to resist enforcement of the home mite on Oct.'10th.
England, such-as the sensational suiBuildings of the Panama-Pacific Exrule bill should It pass parliament.
cide of the young suffragette who suffering and great damage done.
Japanese mobs in Tokyo demand position started at San Francisco. GerFloods In the Mississippi valley as a
threw herself before the king's horse
war on the United States over the man and English governments decline
in the derby1 and was killed. Politi- result of Ohio floods.
to participate.
Tornado destroys part of Omaha, California (and question.
cally England has been In a-.furor,
Labor Disputes.
United States forces Great Britain
which, however, Is nothing ou, .of the Neb.
Indianapolis street car strike beZeppelin L-2 exploded October 7. to give up attempt to gain oft monordinary. The year has seen the very
gins Oct. 31.
opoly In Colombia.
■ remarkable -"rebellion" of Ulster, un- Twenty killed. '
Copper strike In Michigan, started
Gas explosion *ear Pittsburgh kills . United States warns Santo Dominder the direction of Sir Edward CarJuly 23.
'
go "No more revolutions."
son, and the organisation of an "army" 120 miners.
Prisoners In the Indianapolis dynaRebellion and overthrow of the ChiLong Beach, Cal., pier gives way,
of Utstermen to resist- enforcement of
mite
conspiracy
spend
the flrBt day 1»
nese empire and establishment of a
the home rule bill should It pass par- killing S5 persons.
Ft. Leavenworth penitentiary Jan. 1.
liament.
Disastrous floods In Texas, early republic. ^
Firemen, engineers and trainmen of
Krupp scandal in Germany. DiscloEngland has also had Its share of part of October.
Eastern railroads demand increase
labor troubles. There have been large
Firedamp in Welsh mine entombs sures made April 18.
and better hours. Matter adjusted by
strikes at home and In Ireland, not- 931. Five hundred Rescued alive.
Sports.
"~
American successfully defends the arbitration,,-Two hundred and eighty miners enably the DnbUn riots, led by Jim LarHotel waiters' strike in New Yorli
kin. All of the European powers have tombed following mine .explosion at International polo cup against Great
city
Jan.
1st.
gone on at heretofore in the construc- Dawson, N. M. Twenty-three rescued Britain.
One hundred thousand lady garment
Syracuse wins the intercollegiate
tion of battleships, and the "armed alive.
workers strike In New York Jan. 10.
Steamship Nevada strikes a mine in regatta, June 21.
camp" policies of Germany, England,

't

A Good Type of Hog Cot

It la held by most farmers that the
brood sow must be kept In thin flesh.
Following this rule, which is good In
a way, many farmers allow the sows
an Insufficient amount of feed, and
hence both sow and pigs suffer,
writes W. H. Underwood in the Iowa
Homestead. Also the young sow farrows before she Is mature in size, and
through light feeding she/never attains the size and breeding capacity
that she would had she been given
larger amounts of feed during her
growing period.
The sOw for severs! well understood
reasons should not be kept too fat, especially in farrowing time. She has,
however, large demands placed upon
her, and hence
requires
large
amounts of feed to sustain normal

Medium Type of Yorkshire.

vitality.* She needs much feed during
pregnancy for the development of the
unborn pigs and for her own vital
needs.
After the pigs are born, during the
Buckling period, the sow requires an
extra large amount of nutritious feed
In order to furnish a full flow of milk
tor the little pigs and maintain her
own flesh.
Too often the BOW at the close of the
suckling period becomes poor and de-

DAIRY PROSPERITY
BY USE OF A SILO
Dairymen Should Take Advantage of Every Opportunity, to
Reduce His Expenses.
(By J. E. WORMAN.)

If a dairy farmer were told that
he could roll silver dollars down a
hill and then pick up two dollars
for every one he rolled down, and this
statement was verified by some of
his neighbors, and hundreds of other dairy farmers in the country, that
farmer would stay up nights to roll
the dollars.
But when told that he could double
the profits by the use of the silo he
becomes very indifferent and keeps
on in the same old rut, feeding dry
teed, wasting nearly half of his corn
crop and doing a lot of unnecessary
work.
In these days of close competition
dairymen should be ready to take advantage of every opportunity to reduce the. cost-of produetjpn, and It
will be found that it is easier if the
proper methods are used to (jo that
than to raise the selling price of the
dairy product The results are the
same; a large net profit
In the corn plant about 40 per cent
of the feeding value Is in the stalk
and 60 per cent, in the ear. When the
ear alone Is fed nearly half of the
Corn crop 1B wasted.
Where the dry stalks are fed at
least half of them remain uneaten,
while if stored, in the silo the loss Is
almost nothing.
Every dairyman knows that cows
will do their best on fresh June pasture. The grass is succulent and palatable and the conditions for a maximum milk flow are Ideal.
These
conditions, however, do not last very
long.
, The silo comes as near to supplying
the ideal conditions as anything that
can be found, and it is available every
day in the year. It provides a uniform feed for every one of the 12
months.
Highly sensitive dairy cows resent
any sudden change or violent alteration in feed, and will show It by a
decreased milk flow.
The change

pleted In strength. Frequently she 1st
absolutely exhausted, and* requires
many weeks to regain flesh and
strength, if it is possible to regain the
loss. There is no ddubt but that thla
frequent flesh and vitality weakening
Impairs the health and value of the,
animal. Were she kept In good round
flesh at all times there Is no question
but that she would live longer and be,
mcjjfc productive in advanced years.
The young sow often grows until
after her second or third litter at
pigs. Then Is the period when maternity tells on an animal most If to the,
physical strain of giving birth to piga
and suckling them is added the stunting effect of too light feeding the
young sow cannot possibly attain hen
highest development. This will not
only affect her future' earning power,
but will also affect the profits In her
pigs. They will to some extent Inherit
her undersize and weakness, and the
future stock will therefore be small
and poor.
If the young sow Is kept in good,
round flesh until after full maturity
she will have a chance to develop into
a large mother animal, and be able to
transmit her size and strong vitality;
to her offspring. If she carries an
abundance of flesh and some fat nearly equal to that of the prime finished
hog for market she will have a surplus for the draining weeks of maternity and not become so poor at any
time that her system is materiallyweakened.
It is much easier to maintain a sow
in good flesh than to restore it after
it has been lost, and it Is better hr
every way for the animal. A good sow
may be fully half the herd in giving
quality to the pigs if she is given sufficient feed and care to make manifest her full powers.
from fall pasture to dry feed iB always
followed by the shrinkage in the,
milk.
1
In changing from the pasture to
the silage is not so great, and
often the cows Increase the flow when
started on silage.
Silage Is not a complete ration for
a dairy cow. Silage is high in carbohydrates and some concentrates or
roughage with a high protein content
should be fed with it; such aB wheat,
bran, oil meal, cottonseed meal or'
alfalfa or clover hay.
At the Illinois experiment station
it is reported that a selected herd of
dairy cows were being maintained on
alfalfa hay and corn silage alone.
The cows are in excellent condition,
and have made good yields and a g^od
profit.
Every dairyman should make an
effort to grow alfalfa and put up silage. It Is a great combination and all I
home grown. This constant buying of
milk feed is what cuts down the),
profits, and should be eliminatedia» j
far as possible.
When it IB considered that cornr^
can be grown BO easily and in every
section of the country, it stands at
the head of the list of forage crop* I
for thiB purpose.
The yield In feeding value and the "
convenience of handling makes It the
best silage crop.
The yield will range from 10 to :
20 tons, per acre on good soil, and
even higher yields have been re- I
ported. At 15 tons per acre, oneacre will furnish roughage enough for I
two cows for every day in the year,
or four cows during a feeding period, of six months. What other crop will
do that?
Other crops can be used, such as
sorghum or cow peas in combination with either sorghum or corn. The
cow peas improve the silage, for it I
adds protein, but the yield is smalli '
and difficult to harvest
Stick to the Farm.
The young men are beginning to
take notice. The old advice for boys,
to stay on the farm is certainly belug heeded. Progress In this .respect
is certainly In the right direction.
Grow Truck Crops.
It Is better to grow truck-crops for
our own laboring met A than to ship,
grain to Europe.
.r

':
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WEST BROOKFIELD.
GRANGE PROGRAM FOR 1914.
The program of the West Brookfield,
Grange for 1914, is as follows:—
j
r
Jan. 14.
Installation of officers' by
Carlton D. Mehardson, fast Master of
Massachusetts State <irange;>olo by Miss
Frances Morgan.
Jan. 28.
School day reminiscences
with dinner-pail social; roll call: reading,
by Miss Jennie Mundcll; piano duet, by
Mrs Ida Seymour and Mrs Grace Stone, j
Feb. II.
Neighbors' night.
Ware
Valley Grange invited to provide the
good of the order.

•

|

Feb. 25. Colonial night, members to
come in colonial costume; entertainment
in charge of MadamSs Edna B. Watkins, \
Mary V. Smith, and Carrie A. Porter.
March 11. Debate, Resolved that inset pests are on the increase.
Affirmative speakers, Arthur Warfleld, Philander,
11 ohnes; negative Speakers, Frederick G. |
s-iith, Alfred A. White; reading, Russell
Canterbury; solo by Alfred Allen; farce,'
in charge of Miss Dorothy Smith.
March 25. Competitive program, the
young members, versus the older mem-j
1), i-s. Each to give a 45-minute enter-,
tainment. The defeated side is to have
charge of the supper, served on inspection night. Young people's committee, !
Misses Ruth F. Greene, Florence E. Gilbe. t, and Martha A. Canterbury, and
Francis J. McRevery, Edmund Smith, j
and Hugh Allen. Older members' com-;
mittee, Madames Mary E. Smith, Jennie
A. Gilbert and Emily L. Daley, and Dr. j
Windsor R Smith, John Daley and Levi.
"\V. Livermore.
April 8.

Inspection.

Reading byJM«

II. :riet K. Greene.
April 22. Snaphots from the "middle |
West*' by Mrs Clara Reed. "Controlling
w.v 1 pests," by Sunnier H. Reed; read-,
iiii; by Miss Jessie E. Winn; music in
charge of the music committee.
.May 13. Patriotic program. G. A. R.
hivitid.
Meeting in charge of Miss
Mary Lr Conway.
M:iy 13.

Educational aid fund night.

June 10. Flora night,
Mrs Georgiana Howe.

h

in charge of

June 24. Strawberry festival in charge
<»i Mrs Martha A. Webb, Mrs Ida F.
Benson, MiBS Mary A. Campion and Miss
Hazel Hayes.
July 8.
Business meeting.
Peanut
social, in charge of Misses Estella O.
Thompson, Clara A. Bailey, and Miss
11 a?. I Miner.

In your,hand
you hold a
f iv e - cent
piece.
Right at the
grocer's hand
is a moistureproof package
of Uneeda
Biscuit. He
hands you the
package—you
hand him ihe
coin. A trifling transaction?
No! A remarkable one—for you
have spent the
, smallest sum that
will buy a package of good food;
and the grocer
has sold you Ihe
most nutritious
food made from
flour—as clean
and crisp and delicious as it was
when it came
from the oven.

HIS CANARY BIRD

Resident of Atlantic City Buries Dead
Pet in Style Accorded
Human Beings.
An Atlantic City resident recently
buried a pet canary In a style seldom
accorded either bird or beaet. The little body was placed In a silk lined
metallic coffin. Then a burial service
was jead over the bird, setting forth
bow the songster had brought happiness and good cheer into the home of
the owner through the influence of his
silvery notes. There were tears shed
at the funeral and at the little grave.
A complacent sort of an attendant at
the obsequies was the family cat, who
listened to the solemn words and
wfetched the little bundle of feathers
as he ruminatlvely stroked his whisi kers. He had been the death of the
I canary and would have had It eaten
after his first spring brought it down
! to the floor Ijad not the owner intervened.
A Cincinnati woman not long ago
burled her pet poll parrot with unique
honors. She had had the bird, who
: was a great* talker, speak Into
a
graphophone, and although to visitors
the result was nothing bit a lot of
I squawktngs the owner insisted that it
I waa a faithful reproduction of the af1 fectionate words uttered now and then
| by the parrot. At the funeral of the
bird the woman had this record put In
! the g»aphophone and turned out to sev' eral listeners called in to take part In
| the obsequies. Then the record was
| placed alongside the bird's body' and
burled with it, for the owner declared
she could never bear to hear her pet's
'■ voice again if she could not see the
, bird in the flesh.
]
In Philadelphia some time ago a boy
I who had a pet squirrel prevailed upon
his father to bury the entire cage of
! the squirrel, running wheel and all,
when the little animal was put in the
ground.

Aeroplane Shaped Like Bird.
An atrlncial bird built by a French
Inventor, which has recently been subjected to practical tests, apparently
solves what has been one of the hardest problems^) connection with heavier-than-air flying machines, that of inhered stability. This device is a
small model of an aeroplane,'with body
and wings shaped exactly like those of
a-bird, and, from reports of the tests,
It represents the biggest step forward
since the Wright brothers first Invented th#aeroplane. This model Is the
result of years of Investigation of the
mechanics of bird flight, and, In particular, of the shape of the body and
wings of soaring birds, the object being to develop a type of aeroplane that
would automatically right itself and
maintain its balance in varying air currents without the use of stabilizing devices of any kind and without the necessity of any attention from the airman. If the full-sized machines work
out ae successfully as this model, it
means that one of the greatest dangers in aviation has been practically
eliminated. With <an aeroplane of this
type the airman would be free to decorrected.
vote ell his attention to steering and
Irate Patron—"I thought this rail
running his machine, as there would
road was for the benefit of the pub- be no necessity for warping the wings
lic." Railroad Official—'You're away^ or changing the position of the ailerons
oft". The public is for the benefit of to maintain" his balance, as at present.
the railroad."
—Popular Mechanics Magazine.

NATIONAL
BISCUIT
COMPANY

North Brookfield Savjags Bank
NORTH BROOKFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS.
«.
^ .

INCORPORATED IN

ALL DEPOSITS THAT ARE RECEIVED ON OR BEFORE JAN. 3 60 ON INTEREST JAN, 1,1914.

STATEMENT
AT CLOSE OF BUSINESS, DEC.

Mortgages on Real Estate
Real Estate
Bank Building
Bonds and Public Funds
Cash on .hand and in Banks

£MK

Scientific Jlm\m.

15, 1913

LIABILITIES.

ASSETS.
$417,43 0.00
985.98

$654,641.11
79,523.83

Deposits
Surplus

4,500.00
290,271.25
20,977.71

$734,164.94

$734,164.94

GEORGE R. HAMANT, PRESIDENT,
ARTHUR C. BLISS, TREASURER. «.

BOARD OF INVESTMENT.

TRUSTEES.
GEORGE R. HAMANT,
WM. F. FULLAM,
ARTHUR C. BLISS,
EZRA D. BATCHELLER,
DR. HIRAM P. BARTLETT,
MAURICE A. LONGLEY,
THOS. G. RICHARDS,

NOW, WHO HAS DIRTY HANDS?

SUMNER HOLMES,
GEORGE R. DOANE, '
SAMUEL A. CLARK,
FRANK S. BARTLETT,
AMASA G. STONE,
BURT A. BUSHV
H. T. MAYNARD.

How Menler Bought Anticostl.

Yours Are Only Relatively Cleaner
Than Those of Your Neighbor,
If You Reflect.

The officers elect of the Woman's
Relief Corps are requested to meet for rehearsal in G. A. R. hall, Saturday, Jan.
3rd, at 3 p. in.
Arthur Smith, who is working in a
rubber factory in Philadelphia, is home
on a visit to his parents, Mr and Mrs
John Smith, KUIHIIHT S,t.
Miss Marjorie B. Chase, Seattle, Wash.,
a student at Pratt's Institute, Brooklyn,
N. Y., is the guest of her aunts, Mrs
Martha B. Bishop and Mrs Bertha C.

ALL HAD SAME IDEA
FAMILY'S VAIN ENDEAVOR TO ESCAPE EACH OTHER.

Graves.
FBelity Lodge of Spencer will visit
<3oncopdia Lodge on Saturday evening,
Jan. 3, 1914. This is one of the meetings in the tournament which is being
held between these lpdgeB this winter.
All brothers are jpvited to be present.

Desire to Get Away From We»ry
"Amusements" Lid to Humorous
Result When They Were All
Together Again.
Maltby, putting his name on the
hotel register, turned to the smiling '
proprietor. "I understandi" he Bald, .
"that this is about the'only place In
the entire country in the summer
where a man can actually rest."
"You're correct about that, sir," replied'the proprietor. "We've had Immense pressure brought to bear upon
us, but we've resisted. No automobiles within two miles; no card playing; nothing to drink but water and
milk; no distractions."
"That's what I've heard, and that's"
why I'm here. I simply jau_to do it
In self defense. I bad to get away
from my family and friends. Give me
a quiet room and let, me sleep for.
a wetlk."
At this moment a stage, coming
along the opposite road from the one
on which Maltby traveled, drew up
to the entrance; A lady got jut Maltby gased. at'her for a moment, speechless. It was his wife,
Her astonishment*as equally great.
He drew her into the parlor.
"How did you come here?" ho
gasped.
' "To get away from the whole family, from the neighbors, from bridge,
from automobiles—and from you!
I
saw this place advertised as the only
one left."
•
"Wellrl did the same. We may as
well make the hest of it."
Two hours later, strolling out from
the simple evening meal, they were
suddenly, in the corridor, faced by a
tall, nervous looking young man.
"Walter!" exclaimed Mr. and Mr*.
Maltby in chorus, at their astonished
son. "What on earth are you doing
here?"
Walter's face fell.
"To rest—to get away from painted
girls, cigarettes, autnmajblle, racetracks, club bridge bromldltSal talk,
and, to be candid with yon, dear parents—from you!"
"So did we from you. This is terrible!"
Walter in reply grasped them both
by the arms.
"Dear father Mid mother," he whispered, "it can't be helped. This being
the or»ly place left in; America whers
tised and overwrought people like burselves can cprte to be sheltered from
the horrible tummer amusements, it
was natural tor us all to meet. But
the worst Js yet' to coma."
He led them hurriedly out to the
office and indicated a stage that had
just arrived and from which there
was alighting a familiar form owned
by a tall lady with her back as yet
turned. The faces of both parent*
blatached with fear.
"Who is she? Can it be—?"
Walter lighted a. cigarette.
"The game's all up," he replied nonchalantly. "It's grandmother!"—Life.

The Colonial Mate Quartette comes
next Monnay evening, at the town hall,
with Miss Fitzwater as reader and accompanist. It is strongly recommended.
Binirle reserved Beat tickets now on sale
at Reed's and by members of the Brotherhood. The program is as follows:—

Methodist Church.

Did you know that New Year's was a tees, Mrs F. A. Cummings, and Mrs
public holiday until you wentto the post Emma Bliss.
After the meeting a very bountiful supoffice yesteraay, and found it closed?
per of cold turkey, salads, etc., was proAnnual meeting of The King's Daughvideiby the hostess, of which about 50
ters at the parlors of the Congregational
partook. We are assured it was by far
church, Tuesday, Jan. 6, at 3p.mi
the best supper provided for a very long
Ray"Young, express messenger on the time, and all free by courtesy of the host
liranch has been dropped, in the interests and hostess.
of economy, leaving only two men at
In the evening, there was music by Mrs
this office.
A. W. Bndd, and the Wiley Bros, and

SUMNER HOLMES,
HERBERT T. MAYNARD.

GEORGE R. HAMANT,
GEORGE R. DOANE,

AMONG THE CHURCHES.

Mrs F. H. Gates lost her gold watch,
with pin , attached, Thursday evening,
between Mrs Smith's on Spring street,
and her home on Walnut street. She fell
on the icy street hear the rectory and
thinks she may have lost it then. A liberal reward will be paid for.its return.
On account of the installation of the
officers of the Sons of Veterans on the
12th inst. the regular meeting of the
North Brookfield Brotherhood will lie
postponed one week, to Jan. Ill, when
Mr Somner H. Reed of West Brookfield,
will give a most interesting account of
his recent trip to New Orleans, and his
impressions of the places and people,
throughout the Southland.

JV

Mr Albert II. Foster, coal dealer, is
'now the sole occupant of the famous
"corner store."
Mr Bartlett retired
Wednesday, at 6 p. m.
The town safe
has lieen moved to the assessors1 room,
and the town clerk can be reached at his
home on Gilbert street, either by » personal call or by telephone.
Mr Doane,
town treasurer, can be reached in the
same way, either at the house or r
M* Batcheller, having declined as town
clerk, Mr Hainant has consented to hold
the position until the annual town meet-'
ingin March.
'
Woodbine Lodge, No. 180, I. O. 0. F„
will instal its new officers next Tuesday
evening, Jan. 6 The meeting will begin
at 7,30. The officers elect are: "N. G.,
Frank Hay den; V. G., Albion H. Doane;
E^S., E. D. Corbin; F. S., F. A. Chadbourne; Treas., F. R. Berry; W,, Henry
Butler; C, Carl Whittemore; Chap., O.
L. Rice; I. G., Arthur M. Tower; O. G.,
Roland Hatch; R. 8. S., Alvin Newman;
„L. S. S., Golby Johnson; R. 8. N. G.,
Ercd W Duncan; LS N G, E LTifcker;
R S V G, E. B. Oorbin ;LSVG., Stanley
Tucker,
Keith-Downey.
William H. -Ken,*now an inspector of
the board of imprance underwriters,
New\ork city, and former principal of
the North Brookfield high school and
Miss Daisy V. Downey, daughter of Mr
and Mrs George A. Downey, of Worcester, formerly assistant in the same > h igh
school, and since then a teacher in Tar- .
bor academy, Marion, Mass., were mar-.;
rietl in Worcester yesterday noon.
Miss j
Downeyj^efS a travelling suit of blue :
cloth and a black vel^fet plumed hat. A !
wedding breakfast was served at the Bancroft hotel. Mr and Mrs Keith will make
their home in New York city.

s'nging by the company.
All enjoyed
themselves hugely, and left at a late hour
with many thanks to Mr and Mrs Cummings.

The men of the Metliodist church and
several Baptists held p banquet in the
Methodist chapel on New Year's Eve.
The pastor gave his talk on The Wonderful Animal, after which an informal discussion was held and a unanimous vote
passed to organize a Christian Men's
Brotherhood. A cormnittee was appointed to draw up a Constitution and ByLaws.
Services on Sunday:—Sunday
school at 1 p. m., when the new officers
will be installed. At 12, the pastor will
preach on Emanuel. This service will be
especially devoted to backslidden Methodists who have been drawn away from
the fold. The evening service wil! be an
old fashioned Methodist prayer meeting.

' 'A Motto for the New Year," will be*
Rev. Mr Budd's theme next Sumlay
morning. Sermon will be followed by
the communion service. At the evening
service "The Great Event *of 1913."
Special music at both services.
The regular meeting of the Woman's
Union, will be held at the church parlors
at 2 p. m., Jan. 8.
Home missionary
program.
John K. Blackmer, Violin Maker.
From the

San

Diego

(Cal.)

Daily

Union of Dec. 21, we1 condense the folJacob H. Mock.
Jacob H. Mock, for the past five years
a resident of North Brookfield, died at
his home on Elm street, at 10il5 i. in.,
last Sunday, from apoplexy of the heart.
He had been quite ill for the last three
months, under the care of Dr. Prouty,
and was apparently getting better. That
morning he rose, dressed, ate a good
breakfast, and was sitting In an easy chair,
when- the attack came suddenly and he
died only a few minutes after his neighbors reached him in response to a hurried
call, and before the Doctor, who was
summoned, could reach the house.
Mr Mock was born in Bavaria, Germany, in September, 1841, and came to
America in 18B0, when 18 years old. He
was an expert lithographer, and was employed in Boston, where he married Miss
Catherine Stucke, who survives him.
Five years ago he came to North Brookfield, buying a small farm in the east
part of the town, a year ago he came into the village, occupying the upper tonement in the house of P. J. Doyle, on Elm
street. He wan a kindly man, always
agreeable to meet, a good father and loviug husband.
He leaves a wife, one
daughter, Mrs Willam. Helbach, Ailaton;
four sons, E. E. .Mock, Pennaeook,
N. II.; William E. Mock' Roslimlale;
Heary Mock, Itoxbury, and Rev. Chas.
W. Mock of Yarmouthville, Me., all of
whom were present a_t the funeral on
Tuesday. A short service was held at
the home Tuesday morning, Rev. Mr
Budd officiating', and the remains were
taken on the 10.45 train to Forest Hills
cemetery, far interment.
Mr Mock was a member of the Lutheran church in Roxbury.

EDWIN T. CHAPIN '

Poultry Keeping for Boys and Girls,

FRED C. CLAPP

/

"Hunting Song,"
Geibel
Quartet
Reading (Selected),
Miss Fitzwater
'—
"Star of, my life,"
Corliss
Mr Mowry
"Sunset,"
- J
Van de Water
Quartet
"Gypsey John," -'
Clay
Mr Rollins
Reading (Selected),
Miss Fitzwater
Haynes
"The ould plaid shawl,"
Mr Jones
Osgood
"In Pieardie,"
Christ Memorial Church.
Quartet
a "Exhortation,"
Cook
The regular meeting of the G. F. S. of
b "Banjosong," - '
Homer
Christ Memorial church will be held on
Mr PerryTuesday evening, Jan. 8, at 7.30.
Reading (Selected)
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
1 Miss Fitzwater
There will be a meeting of the WomBuck
'Good Fight,"
en's Missionary society at parlors of the
Quartet
A. H. Foster's coal office remains at
Memorial church, at 3 o'clock, Tuesday,
the old stand in Adams block.
^
Jan. 6, when Rev. Mr Adams will give a
Turkey and Salads.
May Mason, 9 yearapld, was somewhat
talk on Buddhism.
The ladies of the
injured in a coasting accident yesterday.
Congregational and Methodist churches
The Grange Auxiliary met at the home
The January sale at P. J. Daniels' of Mr and Mrs H. E. Cummings, Wed- are also invited to be present.
store commences on Saturday morning! nesday eveinng. After the usual routine
Coneregfltional Church.
Lots of bargains.
business, the following officers were chosMisses Josephine and Nellie Connolly en for the year 1914. President, Mrs
The Woman,s Union tendered a recepCaroline Anderson; vice president, Mrs
have gone to Augusta, Ga.f for die
Marion Hill; secretary and treasurer, tion to the members of the Young
winter.
Mrs Mary J. Tucker; executive commit- Woman's Club at the church parlors last
Mrs Nellie Collins is offering some very tee, Mrs F. C. Clapp, Mrs Frances A. evening.
Following an entertainment,
special bargains for the ftret ten days in Cummings, Mrs Emma Bliss. Mrs Cath- refreshments were served. All enjoyed a
Januaryarine Tucker, Mis* Jennie Doane; trus- pleasant evening.

.,

1854.

This is the otory of bow Henri
Menier, the famous chocolate manufacturer, whose recent death was reported by cable, came to buy AntiAil!.-. 12. Business meeting.
costl: An Englishman named KenSept. 9. Children's night in charge of j
. "This is a lavatory episode and not drick ivalked Into Menier's office and
Madames Grace Woodward, Clara Allen
so much of an episode at that, ex- stated he was prepared to sell the ls»
land for $125,000.
and Mabel D. Kendrick.
j cept that it made me think a couple
"I am the secretary of a company
, of thoughts which I had hitherto over'Sept. 23.
Country fair in charge of
' looked," said the man with the pack-' which bought it ten years ago," he
Robert M. Carter. John H. Webb, Arj age that was patently a pound of said. .* "We have not enough capital
thur W. Cutler, Arthur H. Warfleld, Jr.,
candy. "Maybe you'll call it an epi- to make a success of it and cannot obFannie H. Tucker, Mrs Theo Tyler, Mrs
gram. I don't know. But I heard it tain any more."
The amount asked was a mere trifle
Myja K Sibley, Mrs Nina G. Cutler, and
: in one of those places where the long
Mrs Nellie M. Thatcher.
' rows of white bowls and hot and cold to the chocolate king, who had paid
. spigots and paper towels and tipsy twice as much for a steam yacht, and
Oct. S.
Subject, "Hens," Papers,
bottles'of liquid substitute for soap after obtaining an option from Ken"How to make them lay," David F.
drick he sent three men to investiare.
llenshmv, and "Raising them for the
"There were two boys there, office gate. - Tney cabled": "The soil is ferDarwin on Marriage.
Costly Ornamentation.
market 'by George H. Wright; readings
was washing his tile, the Ashing magnificent, and here
A. newspaper correspondent recalls boy type. One
The cupola on the top of the Woolby Edith Gilbert and Hugh Allen.
Muthe following early advocacy of eu- hands. Also a man, office man type, are almost enough.spruce forests to
worth building in New York is coveu- in charge of the music committee.
His
genic marriages from' Darwin's "De- who joshed the boy who was wash- supply France with wood pulp."
ered with goldleaf.
The cost waa
ing. Told him he needed a bath by business instincts satisfied, Menier
sceiit of Man":
2. Neighbors' night. Grange of estimated at |So,fMM.
-•,
"Man scans with scrupulous care the looks of as much of him as waa closed the bargain and became sole
.
^
.
—
NnHli irookfleld invited to give the
the character and pedigree of his visible—and such as that. The boy owner of an island 140 miles long
go»l nf the order.
YOU SHOULD READ
horses, cattle and dogs before he hotly denied that he was filthier than and 36 miles wide at its broadest
N iv. II. Dramatic night in charge of
i
matches them; but when It comes to the average. Finally the merry bid- part.
'John A, '.'.rady, Delniar C. Watkins, Mrs
his.own marriage he.rarely or never der went out. The accused boy turned
takes any such care. He. is impelled to his companion and exclaimed, partMary \. Clark and Miss Marjorie Cutler.
Sexology on Sundays.
In
intlignation afS -mostly
In
by nearly the same motives as the ly
Sexology wui bi taufciu in the Sun. Subject, "What can our
Nov.
EVERY DAY
lower animals when they are left to amusement, at the absurdity of the day . schools of all the Protestant
for the benefit of our town? -'Oreater New York's Home Newspaper."
Vir&ngi
their own free choice, though he is in Idea;
churches in this city if the present
Mrs Mary F. Holmes, Lewis
rp"!iki'
" 'He thinks everybody's hands is plans of the County Superintendents'
so far superior to them that he highly
I GENERAL. NEWS
son,
Daniel
McRevey.
firange
values
mental
charms
and
virtues.
On
as
clean
as
his
is.'
_C. Uivli.t. I
association are fulfilled.
FINANCIAL REPORTS
BASEBALL AND SPOTTING
"Now that struck me as right 11
the other hand, he is strongly attractAt a meeting just held here E- K.
Journai by Mrs Nellie J. L. Canterbury.
EDITOllIALa AND REVIEWS
luminating. I have long wondered Mohr, of Chicago, said to avoid the
ed
by
mere
wealth
or
rank.
Yet
he
Election of ollicers. Popcorn
Dec. 7
ILLUSTRATIONS—GA11TOONS
might by selection do something not ho'w boys can liv'e with dirty hands subject was a libel against the Aluncial, k ,iarge o£ Philander Holmes.
AND EVERYTHING ELSE THAT CONonly for the bodily constitution skid and uncombed hair. 1 have a young mighty.
.
TRIBUTES TO MAKING A
frame of his offspring, buLfor their son of my owr* and I know that no
Dec. 2:1 Christinas entertainment in
"Ignorance is the greatest enemy of
REAL NEWSPAPER
intellectual and moral qualities. Both amount of moral sausion will make purity' in the world," lie said. "Why
c'taw of Irs Carrie E. Webb and Mrs
As far back as the memorr OfJfte oMlatj
But do we hesitate to' take steps toward
sexes' ought to refrain from marriage 'em wash and comb regularly.
living icw-papcr nun can recall lUi. ftliVV
Marshal! t Gilbert, .Mrs Julia Bishop,
\0.,|C HUN 1U.S ever been the model nc
if they are inany marked degree in- don't you see, a boy's hands are not dispelling that ignorance? We must
paper. KxcellcU i:nirllsh, keen humor "Jilts,
Miss Grai'i M. Prouty, Henry Bishop,
ferior in body or mind; but such hopes dirty unless they are dirty for a boy's not only give enlightenment but en*
caisllc wil liave made THE SUN the drily
Fn-d L. IV odward, Marshall C. Gilbert.
corrnnnian of'those engaged in Journalistic
arjWmopian and will never be even hands. " It's that same old' stuff over Ustment. It is not enough to teach
development.
Questi.' left in the box on the Lectparflally realized until the laws of in- again about everything being rela- girbt and boys to love purity, but we
It follows logically that every one who apnreci*les
Hie
very
best
features
or
newsu
iper
heritance are
thoroughly
known. tive.
will be brought before the
.nrer's d"*
must enlist them in some definite
•11 .U'lgi-wno respects the avoidance of objec•jnnableand sensational news stories and who
"That boy who seemed to think work that will afford an outlet for
Everyone does good service who aids
SieeJinss i .ime permits.
„r,fprs a newspaper for family reading WUl
cleanliness
was
an
Immutable
contoward this end."—New York Evening
suoscribe regularly lor THE SUN.
their pent-up energy. Social service
dition, something that just happened
Post.
SUBSCKIPTION TERMS
offers a wide field for such work."
"WEST BROOKFIELD.
(Postage Prepaid)
and
couldn't
be
avoided
or
attained,
After his address the superintendOna
&
. on9
year
month
New Tribe in New Guinea.
, I was my boy's benefactor, though he ents acted favorably on the matter
•O.OO
n-.l!v
£2
didn't
know
It.
I
fealize
now
that
a
Having
returned
to
England
after
».SO
Kolxrt,!! Converse, New York, has
j <:y and Sunday..
.£*
and the work of teaching that subject
a.50
an expedition into the heart of New boy's hands are clean when they will now depend upon each Individual
..veiling
• ,a*
hem spciiih. ;-R vacation with his parents,
POBKION BATES
Guinea, Rev. Cecil Hall, formerly of don't look It to the parental eye. pastor.--Philadelphia Special to the
Mr and Mr* Kli Converse. School street.
(telly
»1.2S
»lS.OO
Jamaica, described to a reporter some I'll not bawl out my dear boy for
. y and iSunday
100
EH.IO
New York World.
James H. Freeman, clerk in. Ye Old
Lvealng
»••»
li.ss
of his discoveries in a hitherto unex- i coming to the dinner table with grimy
Domestic Rates Include Canada, Mexico
fingers
any
more.
I
know
now
that
Tavern, has'.ft for a similar position in
plored
'country.
Franklin'* Lightning Rod*.
and all United States possessions.
"After several days' Journey," he ' it will all come right In time. When
llemlttsnee must be made on basis of
the North I> ma hotel, of which Daniel
A discovery of historic and scienmoiuily rat* for any period less than one
he gets to be. as old as 1 am his tific interest has just been made at
Bald,
"I
came
into
the
region
of
the,
J. Clancy, f unerly of West Brookfield,
year on any edition.
cannibal tribes, who seemed very ' hands will be as clean as mine 'Is.'
Send la your Subscription NOW.
St. Paul's cathedral, London, which
is landlord.
"One more precious thought:« Did is being overhauled at the present
fierce. Particularly was this the case
Address
• 'IHE SVX
Dr. Frcdc lit* W. Cowles (tave emeryou
ever
sit
In
a
car
alongside
a
Circulation Department
with the Ki-kl tribe, who make a pracmoment. While the cross on the top
San BulldlnK
Noyy York.
gency troatm ut Monday to John Contlce of preserving their enemies heads. delivery boy or a molder or a laborer of the dome was being re-gilded, and
and
shudder
in
ill-concealed
horror
,'of.l
1
have
n
rnrut."reun?ly
After
this
we
came
to
mountain
don of Worii'^ter, a brakeraan on a Boshaving new lightning conductors In• lite for tcrna
slopes, and after climbing some dis- at sight of his dirty hands or face? stalled, the workmen discovered part
ton & Albany division train. White ridYou are in the habit of supposing
tance—we
estimated
it
at
about
three
of one of the original iron bar coning ou cars Suing shunted along the
thousand feet—we came upon a tribe," that your own hands and face are ductors erected over 140 years, ago
60 YEARS'
truck, he !o-'l Ids balance and to save
Well, they are
the men of which were more fully clean, I suppose?
EXPERIENCE
under the supervision of Benjamin
himself fowl I to the ground, injuring
Your hand?
clad than the ordinary native of the not, except relatively.
Franklin, the Inventor of the lightilia right foot.
t'.i
may
be
clean
compared
to
the
boy's,
country, while the women were comning conductor, and this bar, having
but
they
are
disgustingly
dirty
completely clothed in a texture woven
jokfk'ld Literary society
been -Inside one of the towers and so
*i
Tl
[ pared to comparatively clean hands,
from cocoanut fiber."
not exposed to the weather, was still
ting of "the year at the
h .■hi it[ such as a surgeon has when he's all
Mr.
Hall
added
that
the
completely
in a good state of preservation. The
hart M. Carter, Central
h.jiu.- • f Hr
clad tribe was found about three hun- ready to go ahead with the slashing. fixing of these "Franklin rods," as
The subject disstreet, in T11 'lay.
dred miles Inland from Monorki. No Think it over and don't let .yourself they were called, led, at the time, to a
Mrs
cuaeeil Wa» " I idem Authors."
one in the lowlands knew of their ex- get puffed up with false pride."
heated controversy as to whether
Anyone senrtlrtg a shew
l'liilandi'r Molina, president of the soistence.
have
ipiii'kly astieria'it our op]
Co-Operation Among Animals.
' lightning conductors, should
Invention In jiri'babl? fit
ctety, iddrewml theTuesdaycluBof WarThe
nn Patent*
tbmsBtrietlvei.rultieiittul.
Co-operation-is almost 'universal in points or balls as terminals.
imtents.
sent free. <!.! !"st waney I
tvi, Tu -iliy ifternoon, her subject
How Like a Woman 1
:<i. receive
Patents taken tlimue'i
the animal world. Wolves often hunt president of the Royal society, who
'
She—Do
you
love
me
as
much
when
'(CMIt
a<IHtc,
■luna.w.iwi
...
■.«"
.
tpeciol
not!**.
wlthootel-M
being "V/om ins place in the world."
in relays or In couples. When at- advocated points, had to resign. King
you are absent from me?
tacked, cattle and horses form a cir- George III. was a strong adherent to
He (fervently)—I love you meffe,
n handsomely Illustrated
llTJfrtjraff'*. weekly.
w«ekly. Lamest
I-arseSt c!r
clr
cle. BeaveVs always work in com* ball terminals, but time has confirmed
•And So Kave Many Others.
darling.
ppjeiitiuc Journal.
culaiion of any sdeiiuuc
)™"i»), TfcrmB.
1 erms, f»33 «»
Franklin's own. views on the subject
panles when building their dams.
tua, »L Sold
Soktbyftll
newsdealern,
rear; rour nioutb*,fL
by all newsdealer;.
Jakes—"Norway «as a midnight
She—Oh, why can't I be with yi
Q361Bre.th.ir,.
(tjgW
YO"
«un.'# RaktE- -Tha's nothing.
So
then!
■ *shioi*toe ri
L..-,o 1."—talu.uore American.
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" MAILS DUE TO ABRIVE.
A.M. 6.46—East and West.
t
9SU— West.
V. M. 12.46—East and West. ••*,
2.00—West
4.50—East.
7.06—East and West.
MAILS CLOSE.
A, M. 6.(10—West.
6.46—East.
11 JO—East and West.
r. M. 1.00—West.
4.40—East.
6.00—East and West.
Malls for East Brooktleld are despatched at
6.46 A. M., 11.30 A. M. and 1 P. M. HaUs from
East Brooktleld are received at 9.30 A. M. and
6.40 F. M.
Package maUs are despatched twice dally as
follows:—11.30 ASM. East and north, 6 P. M.
Went and Houth.
Mails for the Rural Delivery is closed at 8.15
A. M. and received at 1.30 P. M.
The ofHce hours will be:—6 30 A. M. to 8 P. M.
Holidays, 6.30 to B.30 A. M. and 6 to 6 P. M.
Persons who continually ask to have lock
boxes opensd are respectfully requested to use
their keys.
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
PAUL M. KttANEY, Aest.

Colonial Male Quartet.

ARCHITECT
During the past year there were very
nearly 20,000 boys and girls under 18
727-728 State Mutual Building, Worcester
years of age in Massachusetts, who were
Telephone
engaged in some phase of agricultural or
horticultural club work under the direcH. *P. 13A.RTJLETT,
tion of Professor O. A. Morton of the
Registered Embalmer.
Extension Service of the Massachusetts
DENTIST.
Agricultural College. There were 7 divisIiady A stint* nt.
AJims Block,
Njrth Brookfield
ions made last year ami the boy anil girl
making the highest score in each was
Hours, 8 to 12 rtV, 1.30 to 6 p. m. Utt
awarded a free trip to Washington, the
G nme<jtftd l>y L»n^ Distance Tel«second highest received a week's trip' to
phono,at House and Store.
COLBY H. JOHNSON
points of interest in New England and
the third one, a free week at the AgriculAUCTIONEER,
tural college. N6w is to be added the
DEALER IN REAL ESTATE
eighth section, the boys' and girls' poultry clubs. The first contest in this section
Call at 46 Summer Street
OFFICES,
will begin Feb. 1, 1914, and continue for
School Street, No. Brookfield
To see the Latest Models of
0 months. It is open to any and all boys
and girls in Massacliusetts, who are .be40 Foster St. Worcester.
tween the ages of 10 and 18 Years of age.
Contestants are atiftierty to compete wltfr
MRS HELEN LUTHER..
either 6, 12, 25 or 60 hens or pullets.
Record must be kept of the kind and
SCALP SPECIALIST
CORSETS
amount of all feed, of labor, cost of house
Manicuring
50 Cents.
and repairs, .value and weight of fowls
Or have them brought to your home
at beginning and end of contest,, number
Shampooing
50 Cents
by sending word to
%•
•#•
and value of eggs gathered, incidental
Scalp Treatment - 50 Cents
expenses, total income, total outlay and
MRS. B. C. GRAVES,
66 SUMMER ST.. NO. BROOKFIELD
profit. Record cards will be furnished
TELEPHONE 115
«
by the college. The boy or girl who has
Representative for the Brookflelds,
had no experience with hens need 'not
Telephone 16-13,
hesitate to enter this competition, for a
"Primer of Instruction" giving full
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
MASS
directions as to construction of house,
fittings and yard, feeds and feeding,
ARTISTIC MONUMENTS
poultry hygiene and poultry management,
has just been printed and a copy will be
AND CEMETERY MEMORIALS
sent to each contestant.
This Primer
'has been prepared by Prof. J. C. Graham,
In all kinds of J
in the college and the directions are just
GRANITEAND MARBLE
as plain as it was possible ro make them.
The first prize for the State will be a trip
to Washington, D. C.
Then for each C A. RISLEY & COMPANY
county there will be two prizes, the first
bota robber ana Bteei tires, Kngglea,
Telephone.
West Brookfield.
Democrat and Delivery Wagons, BWC»
a New England trip, the second a week
reyH ami Koad Wagons, both new ana
at, the college. In addition to this, where
second hand.
there are a sufficient hiimber in a town, MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH. VT_ BOTTOM IPBIOE8
ribbons arid 'settings of eggs from pureHarness, Bones, Blankets, Whips and""
DRESSMAKING
bred stock will be awarded.
Every boy
Oil Cloths. Not too Costly. Not too
Cheap.
and girl who reads this article should II Prospect St.
North Brookfield
write at once to Prof. O. A. Morton, Am46
herst, Mass., asking for an application
All the dUferent grades. All sues at
blank.
Nails, also.
'
ERNEST. D. CORBIN
"Hi Henry's Minstrels," which gave
■(•member that my prices are always
OPTOMETaiST '
the .lowest, ttell so M to sell again.
an excellent performance at the town
Trio sctenttHc, lntellt^ant, drugless
Dr. Daniel's Horse Remedies Alw»,«
hall, Monday evening, deserved a fuller
efttjieat ad tptatlon of glauas for the

Funeral Director

&PIRELLA

Carriages, Stanhopes. Concords

Shingles and Roofing Material.

lowing interesting account of the meeting house than*greeted them when the curtain rung up. The stage was too small
to allow them to do full justice to their
acts, but everything moved off like clockwork and there were no dull moments.
Not only first class minstrelsy but several
praiseworthy vaudeville acts were given,
It was
The reporter eays: "Seated iij his little and the applause waa frequent.
workshop at Ocean leach, Mr Blackmer's the best show that has come to town for
eyes sparkled with enthusiasm when it a long time. Much credit is due to Mark
was suggested that he meet the famous Startcll, leader of the orchestra, and a
He
violinist. He rose and with great delib- former North Brookfield man.
eration selected two of his beloved in- seemed much pleased at the welcome he
struments, from the dozen over his bench, received from his old friends.
of John K.- Blackmer, the veteran violin
maker of Ocean Beach and the famous
violinist, Jan Kubelik. Mr Blackmer, it
will te remembered, is a former North
Brookfield man, and visited his old home
last summer.

and placed them in a double case, threw
a cape over his shoulders, and tucked
the case under his arm, „ready to siart.
He lost some time looking for hiB ticket,
which was finally discovered in his pocket book. He arrived at Spreckels Theatre a quarter of an hour before the concert was scheduled to commence. It was
found that Kubelik would arrive in his
auto barely in time to go on the stage.
John was naturally much disappointed,
but the great artist said he would really
be glad to see liim after the performance
—promptly at 10 o'clock, and Blackmer
went back to his seat in the audience.
10 o'clock came and Kubelik waited,
jCubelik'J secretary waited, the theatre
manager waited, but no violin maker appeared. He could not be found, and later it was learned that before the conceit
commenced he had changed his scat to
avoid a draught. Then with' the beginningof the music he had become obliviousHo all else, even the opportunity to
meet the master violinist had gone from
liis mind.
\
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aid of vi-hm and the rellat of headache and eyo strain. ..
Office

-

At Dr. Ludden's
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The Thief Detecting society will hold
their annual turkey slipper, entertainment and dance on Wednesday evening,
Jan. 7.
LoringO'Brien has entered the Boston
school of electricity.

OAKHAM.

After the concert was over, and the
audience *vas filing opt, one of -the last
Births, Marriages and Deaths.
to come was the familiar figure, looking
for all the world like David Wat-field's
The Births were—Mar. 3, son> George
music master, except for the flowing
Carr-Veber.
Raymond, to George J. and Maud F.
white beard and niustache, in his broad
Terrio; Mar. 28, son, Burton Edward,
On the morning of Dec. 24th, there, brimmed hat and cape, and his precious
to Michael E. and Katheriue S. Mullen;
was a very pretty wedding at the home of ■, violin case, from which he would not alJune 9, daughter, Helen Alice, to Frank
Mr and Mrs Charles Veber, Hartford low himself to tie separated even for a
A.and Bernice B. Sullivan; Aug. 27, son,
He was
Ave., Bellingham, (late of North Brook-' minute, tucked under his arm.
Irving Ralph, to Irving L. and Katheryn
field), when their daughter, Miss Mina hustle! around to the stage door. KnheGardner. The Marriages were—April 3,
Veber and Thomas Albert Carr, of Phila- like received him without enthusiasm,
Samuel H. Greer to Margaret E. Gilboy;
delphia, N. Y. were united in marriage until he saw the violins—then at the sight
June 22, Mitze George to Edith M.
by Rev. Dr. T. C, Watkins of Milford. of their thorough workmanship, his en- j
Strong. The Deaths were—Feb 45, Mrs
The wedding march was played by Miss tire attitude changed, and for a long time j
Alice F..Bliss, 58; April 2, Mrs Roxana
Agnes Allison and the two young sisters the two engaged in animated discussion i
Winter, 75; Mar. 11, Mrs Fannie L. Bulof the bride, Misses Winifred ,and Gwen- of violin making from the time of the
lard,\82; Juli 31," Mrs Sarah D. Vaughn,
dolyn, were the flower girls.
The bride early Italian school of Caspar da Salo to
68; Aug. 26, Mrs Ella S. Bullard, 58;
was given away by her father.
During the modern factory product, for which
Sept. 25*, Peter James Scott, 21; Dec. 15,
the ceremony the bridal couple stood be- both maintained a supreme contempt.
Cushing Messier, 6.
neath a white wedding bell, suspended
It vas 41 happy time for both- men and
from an evergieen,arch, while a beantiit was hard work to send Mr Blackmer ;
A CARD
fully decorated Christmas tree formed
home in a taxicab after the last car had
the background. The' bride's gown was
gone.
We wi-li to extend to, our friends and
of li,'!it blue mt'ssalihe, with lace trim-,
Mr Blackmer went to San Diego in nPtghbsjra our thanks for their many
mingj. A wed4ing dinner followed the
kiiidni'i-ses, and thoughtful services, in
cere:nony. The groom ia a prosperous 1885,.and only once has returned :to the
youn» .dairy farmer of northern New East. At that time he visited Ashficld, our affliction.
Mfis J.ACOii MOCK AND FAMILY.
York anil popular in church and social where an old New Englancfthceting house
circles. Sir aud Mrs Carr, after a short w s being torn down, in order to, get
hniieyuiiioii, will make their home in wood that had seasoned for at least a cenWhen They Paid.
_.
tury, which would give a resonance unPhiladelphia, N. Y.
Iri the las*. Installment of the Potash
known to,the ordinary commercial flddie.
and Perlmutter stories Abe, tells MawMost of what he accepted came from the
EAST BROOKFIELD. .. pews,
ruse that one delinquent debtor will
all that had been exposed to the
pay the firm sooner or later. Mawruss
weather being unfit for use.
Out of the
retorts: "Sura, I know, Abe; and it
. Miss Beatrice Almy gave a tea at her whole building he secured enough for
them sooner or later fellers would pay
home We Inesday afternoon.
Among about two dozen violins, but he felt that
you oncet In a while sooner, Abe, It
those present were—Misses Fannie Jenks, that paid him for his trip. He also found would be all right, y' understand. But
Marguerita Kales, Helen Shackley, Faith a maple chest 130 years old, from which they don't, Ihe; ttaehy always pay
Iteed, Miriam Converse, Fay Davenport. just one instrument could be made.
»ou later."

stock.
D4.

WILLIAM S. CftAffFOftD
OAKHAM.

TO RENT
A Seven Boom Tenement on Grant street
with wood, coal and collet on same flour,
Town water, and two attic rooms if desired.
Inquire of 1.. li. HAVUEN, 4 Grunt St., North
Brooktleld,
44tf

TO RENT
ADOWN-STAiaSTBSEMENT of 6 rooms on
Walnut .street, town water and electric
lights. Inquire of A. (J. BLISS.
Sttf

FOR RENT

AN Upper Tenement of eight rooms in first
clasH repair, electric lights, town water, hen
William F. Loftus has filled the ice house, garden and some fruit. -Inquire of KI)
WABU DUNPrlV, Mt. Pleasant St. North
house for the Wheelwright Paper Co. at BrooMietd. .
46-tf
Wheelwright, with,10 inch ice.
The Farmers' Club was held on Tuesday with a good number in attendance.
DeacoinJesse Allen of Oakham gave an
interesting talk on New Braintree farms
and farming of 40 years ago. The other
speakers were Dr. Blake of West Brookfield, F. A. Morse, Rev. William France,
V. H. Hair, H. D. Pollard and MrStrovell. M"usie was furnished by Miss Clara
Kjttredge. Dinner was served by Mr and
Mrs John Webb.

IK

TELEPHONE OAKHAM

LOST
A GOLD Necklace, with a gold dollar attached. Valued as an heirloom. Anyone
flndinK the same wilt be liberally rewarded, by
returning to MRS A! B. BISHOP,
*
No. 40, Summer Street, Noi til Brooktleld.
1

CHARLES S. LANE,

Furnishing Undertaker
RE6ISTERED EMBALMER.
Personal Prompt Attention Day
or Night.
Telephone North Brookfield No.
133-11.

Long

Distance Connection.

MFuherals Personally Dlreoted
i! and Every Requisite Furn- '
isued.
r.Kdy Assistant.'

TO RENT
A GOOD tip-stairs tenement. Town water.
Everything on one floor. Iuquireof null)
A. 8TJSA11NS, South Main Street, aorth BrookHeld.
1

WANTED
SINGLE Cutter Sleigu,.fn Rood condition.
AUdiese WHBaTEK NOKHIS,
.-•
North Brooktleld, Mass.

W'eddina Invitations

ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
IN SCRIPT OR
ENGLISH TEXT

H. I. Lawrence, North Brookfield g

AT FULLAM S

AIR TIGHT STOVES,
OIL HEATERS,
O CEDAR TMOPS,
engraved or printed in the
WIZARD MOPS,
•very latest styles, and the HORSE BLANKETS,
POCKET KNIVES,
best work guaranteed.
FLASH LIGHTS,
Horace jf. Lawrence, SCISSORS,
CA.RVING SETS,
/
Journal Office,
\
BARN LANTERNS,
\ North Bswif/eld, Mass. )
DRIVING LANTERNS, "
.FAMILY SCALES,
I WRINGERS,
,
|FOOD
CHOPPERS,
COMKDNWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Worcester as.
JProbate Conn SAFETY RAZORS,
To the heirs at law, next of kin, and all other
person* interested in ihe estate of William K. THERMOMETERS,
Hobbs, late of North Brookfield, in said County, Aieceas*d.
Whereas, certain instruments purporting to DOG COLLARS,
bethe hit will and testament and codicil of said
deceased have heeu presented to said Court, lor UNIVERSAL
probate, by BllaM.Hobbri, who pi ays that letters
of administration wHh ihe will annexed may
BREAD MIXERS,
be 1 sued to her. or M>mc other suitable person,
no ■xeeuunrf b lu>< named iu *ald will.
BROOMS,
You are hereby eittd to appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Worcester, in said County
CARPET SWEEPERS,
of Worcester, on the twentieth day of J;u uary, A. J>. H'H, at nine o'oioek in the
ftirenoon. w Bhow cause, if any jou have, why ICE CREAM FREEZERS,
the same should not be yruait;d.
And said petitioner is uereby directed to give
public m-tice thereof, by publishing this cita- SLEDS AND SKATES.

and Announcements

tion once In each wet-k tor thiec successive
weeks in the North Bmokfleid Journal a newspaper published in Nurth Biookiield, the last
ptioieation tu-beoue day at least before said
Court aud by mailing, postpaid, or delivering
a copy of this oitati.iu to aif known persons inter sted iu the estate, swren days at least before said f'ourt.
u ituesa, WILLIAM T. KORHSS, Enquire,
Jndge of said Conn, this thirty-tlrst day oi Dec
ember in the year one thousand nine hundred
and thirteen.
_ L/'--.
JOHN W.M4WBEY. Regi*t*r.
Jsn.2 9, T6B

We deliver everything too he*wy
to carrv.

W. F. FULL AM
Nrt'i 3roJited.

■

I

<

*;
BROOKFIKLD
BROOKFIELD TIMES
well, a dramatic little act Dora of alt
state of mind.
Being interpreted, it might hava
read:
'% who am about to die, salute yoa."
CHAPTER X.

■I

AReaHy TASTELESS

Housework is a Burden

CHANNEL CUT THROUGH CUCARACHA SLIDE

taster 01 at Las!
Per shewn thousand yeans ohemiats
flag to tabs me taste out
•f cantor oa.
'""'!•
T*e seans* has been discovered and
not •nay ia the bad taste taken out
entire!*, ban the smeH, too/
lb* credit belongs to Spencer Key
leas * Sons, Buffalo, N. Y„ refiner*
at vegetable alia, and the way to do it
was only toaa* alter the most tedious,
discouraging labor.
,.
first and. only true, pure, taste*
less castor aB is KeHogc/s Tasteless'
Caster OB. the best Uuwtlve in 8,0<X>
years. SbHdren and gtvwa ups take
it without hesitation, for it is tasteless, and without even » fatat odor.
Nsabtag has been added, nothing usefM taken ant Mta BM at ,MM on, but aetaa ef She testa, and ss pure and reBBKd teat at wnemt better than the old
Had, wMk a* griping, gns or pain.
Dent he mated. Ask tor Kelloge's
lostetass Oaator OH by name. 'Shere
are assay partly disguised castor oils,
luiiasad wMh peppermint, wtntergreen •
•r etfaar strong arotnastes, but objeotianatta and bad just the same
HsHaaj/s ■Peeteiess Castor Oil la
net said hi bulk, only In 26c and 60o
kettles. TOOT dealer has It, or can get
It The trade mark is a green castor
leaf bearing the Kellogg signature.
Made and soM by Spencer Kellogg a
Sens, Oil Refiners. Buffalo, N. Y.—Adv.

Getting Into Santiago.
The night was black, the skies had
clouded over, and It was raining. Halfway down the slope of the hill Holton
stumbled over something. He stopped
and looked down and saw a group of
four regulars contorted In death.
Holton bowed his head in,silent salute and passed on. The glory of war,
he felt, must come after the war is
over. He had felt no'neof It all through PROFITS FROM THE CHICKENS
the battle. The least offensive WOTI|
he could apply to this day's business No Place Where Business Can Be
Made So Profitable as When Conwas that It had been sordid—a glut of
ducted as Side Line on Farm..
blood.
The wound in his head was hurting,
Specialized poultry farms are beJuan, and Impatiently awaiting the heights which the soldiers had taken, and for the first time thoughts of blood
SYNOPSIS.
compelling the regulars, Rough Riders, poisoning assailed him. He had not exxnteg move numerous eaoh year. In
word to open fir*.
and
the
white
and
negro
cavalrymen,
many
eases these are paying good rehad it dressed in two days. Still It
It seemed ages to Holton before the.
MrJteiant Holton is detacherj, from nls
turns on the money invested, but their
rnr»»,anti In the nary at the outset of the order came, but come it did at last who had rushed over from Kettle Hill, was slight, and It might as well be pot
Bpani.si.-AiTK'rican war Srid assigneeI to
to flatten themselves In the pits which sonlng as something else. For he had effect on the supply of eggs and
Important .secret service mity." Wh'tle (lin- tho men of the batteries sprang tenseabandoned any hope of escaping his poultry tor our large markets Is but
ing at a Washington hotel he detects a ly into position, and as a sharp order had been prepared by the enemy.
waiter in the act of robbing a beautiful
To Holton, as he lay huddled in a present ventuie with his life.
as a drop in the ocean. It is for the
young lady. She thanks him for his serv- broke the silence, a lean-faced man
All he asked, all he prayed was that smaH flocks of 50 to 300 fowls npon
ice and gives B»r name as Miss La Tosss. jerked his arm sidewise.
A line of trench with a Rough Rider on one side
a Cuban patriot. Later he meets her at thick, red flame leaped out of the long, of him and a dead Spaniard on the he might be spared until he had acthe farms as a side line that we must
a ball. A secret service man warns Hpldepend for our suppUy of poultry prodton that the girl Is a spy.
Senor La thin muzzle, a bellying cloud of yel- other, It seemed as though the Immo- complished something.
Tossa chides his daughter for her failure lowish-white smoke rolled and tum- lation of the entire army must follow
Over his arm he carried a uniform ucts in the future as In the past, writes
to secure Important information from
Prof. P. O. Bolden in the Farm and
Holton.
She leaves for
her
home In bled and made the air murky. Anoth- an attempt upon the entrenchments and hat which he had taken from a
Cuba. Holton Is ordered to follow her, er gun belched forth its1 projectile, before the objective point of the cam- dead Spanish soldier, and now sitting Home
Poultry Annual.
No other
Thev meet on the Tampa train.
Miss
branch of agriculture is represented on
La Tossa tells Holton she Is a Cuban and soon all the guns were thundering paign was attained, and yet such an on the ground he divested himself of
■pv and expresses doubt regarding the with well-ordered precision.
attack was what he had counted unon, his clothing and put on that of tho so many farms. The census for 1910
•Ineerlty of the United States. Holton is
shows that 88 per cent, of all farms
The men were all crouched now, as it would have enabled him, had he Spaniard.
ordered to remain at Tampa to guard the
troop transports. He receives orders to waiting for orders.
The fit was fairly good, and Holton reported keeping poultry.
Over their heads escaped the leaden storm* to make his
land Miss La Tossa, who Is considered a
In no case can the buslnesa be
way
into
Santiago.
decided that with his unkempt black
Pessimistic Deacon Philander.
dangerous spy, on Cuban soil.
At sea the terrible hum of the Mauser balls
Cervera had threatened, in event of hair, his beard which had not seen a made so profitable as where it is con
he
is overtaken by another
warship was incessant.
Deacon Philander of our church is.
Showers of leaves
which takes Miss La Tossa aboard and
the
success
of
the
American
land
camducted
as
a
side
line
of
general
farm'
razor
tor
several
days,
and
his
sunand
branches
fell
among
them.
Every
so
praetital
that at times he appears
Holton Is ordered to return to Tampa.
He saves the transports from destruction few seconds,
It seemed, someone paign, to turn his guns upon the city, browned face he might very readily lag. It is possible to allow chlokens to be profane, says the Kansas City
at tile hands of dynamiters and reports
and as long as his vessels were In pass for a Spanish regular, at night at to range through many crops that are Star. Our minister, a very modest
■to Admiral Sampson for further duty. would tumble to the ground and lie
Holton is sent to General Oarcla's com- motionless on else writhe in silent their present position, they constituted least
Retaining his carbine and his grown on the farm without damage to and well meaning man, approached
mand in the guise of a newspaper cora menace to the army that certainly, web bullet-belt, he proceeded on his the crops and by such practice secure Pkflander the other day and said:
respondent to Investigate Cuban plots pain. Captain Mills was close by Holpresented
prospects
of
the
latter's
ultf
way. Anally turning at right angles double returns from the same piece "Brother Philander, we are to be conagainst the American troops and to learn ton's side when a ball struck that of. the plans of the Spanish navy. He demate success in rather a doubtful and making straight toward the hills of land.
gratulated. Of course you noticed
tects a trusted Cuban leader In the work ficer in the side of the head, back of
And until the forts guarding that flanked the city on the left
Orchards or oorn fields are ideal for what an immense congregation we bad.
Trf fomenting trouble arnqng'the Cubans the eyes, and passed clean through. light
In the Interests of the Spaniards. Holton Holton could even hear the sound the the harbor were Invested from the
Mile
purpose
and
if
the
presence
of
the
He
was
now
at
the
first
line
of
enat
our special services the other eveIs seized by friends of theVeny and later
They were well made chickens in them is beneficial rather ning. I am.told that at the opera
Is ordered executed as a spy. He escapes bullet made as it struck the skull, a land side, a naval attack would prove trenchments.
and saves the American troops from tall
dull impact a thud like the clack of! too hazardous to undertake.
and filled with men, most of them, ap- than detrimental, as they will destroy house there wa» a very small crowd!
tng Into a Spanish ambush.
Over toward El Caney thaKthunder parently, sleeping. He, saw some solout to see the show. The interest ini
two sticks.
of
cannon
and
the
racketing
of
small
diers at work with spades, and walkeur work is certainly Increasing wonHolton bent over him and then left
■ CHAPTER IX.—Continued.
arms
showed
that
Lawton
and
Chaffee
ing
np
to
one
man
who
did
not
appear
derfully. "Yes," reoUed old FbHanHolton's present Idea was to wait him for dead.
were
not
having
the
easy
time
in
takto
be
manifesting
any
great
enthusiCrouching
close
to
the
ground
he
der, very solemnly, "I noticed thai
for the army to move, purposing to
things of which you speak, but I ranch
follow their advance, and under cover made his way along the lines, deter- ing the place that had been expected. asm, in his task. Holton seized the
Indeed Holton could Bee that It must spade and throwing it over bis shoulfear that things would be different)
of the battle to enter Santiago. But mined to find a place where he could
if we charged a dollar admission and
aa day after day passed it seemed to see something. He had viewed as be determined whether San Juan Itself der, handed the man his carbine In exthe show at the opera house was free."
^ him as though the order to advance much of this visitation of sightless was to be held. All the men were now change.
1
In
the
pits
on
the
hill,
discharging
He had decided It was time to rid
As. ehusch treasurer Philander get*
death In these dense woods as be
would be given.
their
wetEpons
from
cover,
and
keephimself
of
his
gun.
He
did
not
expect
He went up to the Cuban camp sev- could stand.
.
onto a let of things.
ing
as
close
to
mother
earth
as
they
to
miss
it,
as
he
still
had
bis
revolver,
Half-crawling,
he
suddenly
came
uperal times, and on dhe of these occaand was very expert In its use.
sions had a long conference with Gar- on the Rough Riders in a fever of could nestle.
RASH ITCHED ANO BURNED
The situation, as it appeared to the
A number of soldiers armed with
cia, to whom still maintaining his role rage. Sumner had been ordered by
The spade and pick-axes were moving
as an English newspaper correspond- Shatter to await orders here at the navy man, was a curious one.
Filth St, Leominster, Mass.—"My
ent, he related the details of his mis- edge of the woods, but where were men had taken the hill, but what were about and for the first time Holton
hands began to itch, then the skin got
adventures at Aserraderos. Garcia'B the orders? How long were they to they going to do with It? They could began to see a clear way of getting
thick and in some places cracked, and
Prize-Winning White Leghorns.
face clouded as Holton proceeded, and be delayed? An hou/from now there not go back and they could not go for- into the city. In fact, he joined a
other parts water and matter would
at the conclusion of his narrative he would be no Americans to receive or- ward. Their position was surely an gang returning in that direction and large numbers of insects injurious to come out of. They Itched at night so
anomalous one.
walked along with them. Imitating as
regarded the young officer sadly.
ders.
A fine lot of siege artillery, as Hol- closely as possible their slouching the crops. The movable colony house that I would wake up scratching them
To Holton it appeared as though
"I do not doubt what you say, Mr
which is rapidly coming into general and could not stop until I would' bring
Ogilve," he sighed gloomily, "but it i« the army had been deserted, left to its ton saw it, would solve the situation, gait and their manner of carrying their use en the farm makes It possible to the blood. This of course made them
a hard blow. Jose Cesnola is—was— fate when suddenly word came from and, indeed, as he thoujdit this> a bat- Implements.
One of them finally addressed -Mm. scatter the chickens 'nut over the a great deal worse. There waye pimone of our most trusted leaders. Now Lieutenant MUey, representing Gen- tery, red guidons flying and men
ples on them and^when I- scratched
"Well, brother," he said, "the Amer- fields.
that I know, I can attribute many mis- eral Shatter, who was ill. for Sum- cheering, came rolling and swayhig up
This method ia especially valuable there would watercome out of them
icans wiU receive tomorrow as much
fortunes to him, for he was very much ner's division to move at once on Ket- the hill.
for
handling
the
young
stock,
as
It
and then there was a rash and deep
Quickly unlimberlng, the men aimed as they expect."
in our confidence. Very well! Friends, tle Hill, lying to the east of San Juan
"They have fought well," muttered gives freedom to the birds'. The re cuts on my hands. Thay itched and
comrades, have deserted us, have and somewhat nearer the trails from hastily, and sent a volley of projectiles
Holton, assuming a sort of huskiness suit will be, stronger, more vigorous burne« so much that I really did" not
proved traitorous before this—I shall which the soldiers were to enter upon flying into Santiago. But the h<
birds. By moving the house close to know what I was doing. I could not
yellow clouds had no sooner arlj
to hide any defects in accent.
their attack.
bear him in mind."
the fields where small grains have aleen. Nobody can imagine what Isuf.
"Like devils," was the reply.
Instantly from out of that fringe of and the reports had not died a'
gix days In all elapsed before any
been harvested the birds are able to lares.
"Yes, like devils," added another.
" Indication that the army was to move woods and into the open, roofed with than it seemed as if the fire of the en"I tried everything, but nothing
"Where are you going?" Holton turn into profitable gains the shelled
came to the surface. On the sixth a torrent -of^lead, sprang the negro tire Spanish force was' concentrated
grain
and scattered heads which re seemed ta help me. I decided to send
day, June 30, however, orderly and regulars and the Rough Riders, bawl- on tjtat row of guns on the hilltop. asked.
main
on
the
field.
for
a sample of Cuticura Soap and
"To the barracks." .said some one.
sides began galloping down the road- ing their famous "yip yip" at the top Shells screamed, bullets whined, artilOintment and tbey did me so much
. "And I," rejoined Holton with a
way and the word came that the ad- of their lungs, while from a clump of lerymen fell one after the other.*
Thus many minutes did ■ not elapse trace of pride, "am going Into the city CLOVER HAY FOR CHICKENS geed I bought a cake of Cuticura Soap
vance was to begin at f»ur o'clock trees near the San Juan ford Parker's
and a box cf Cuticura Ointment. In
that afternoon. Holton wondered it little battery of gatling guns .rattled before the gunners went rattling away to present a letter from my colonel to
two weeks I was completely cured."
the entire army was to move at once incessantly. To the left, out of the down the hill much faster than they Senor La Tossa, who has, 1 havo Fowls Will Be Kept In Better Laying (Signed* Mrs. Marie Lavole, Jan. 16,
Condition and Production of
or whether each command was to woods, flowed regiment after regi- had come up. The effect of this on heard, a very handsome estate, near
Egga Increased.
take up the march at an appointed ment of white regulars, with that gal- the minds of the men, hanging on the Cuabitas."
Outleura Soap and Ointment soldi
"Ah, La Tossa!" said his companion.
lant soldier. Gen. Hamilton Hawkins, hill aB though by their teeth, wa-i not
tour
"Yes, do, you know where he lives?" (By 1 F. 8HUBEMAN, United States - throughout the world. Sample of eac&
At four promptly his question was at their head, making for the block- at all reassuring.
Late
In
the
afternoon
Lawton
and
free,
with 3Z-p. Skin Book. Address post
"Over that way," replied the man
Department of * Agriculture.)
answered when the entire force broke house on San Juan hill.
There Is nothing better than well- card "Cuticura, Dept. L, Boston."'— Adv.
Holton, drawn Irresistibly by the Chaffee stormed through from El with a sweep of his arm to the left
*amp and crowded into the narrow
Caney, where they and their mert had "You must take the Santa Ines road, cured clover grown or second growth
Jungle trail at practically the same spirit of the conflict had seized a carOld Adam.
bine from a dead soldier, and in his fought a magnificent battle, and bring- going northeast Inquire then of oth- clover hay for ohlckens. This should
minute.
Little Hears, like many other Httln
ing reinforcements of four odd thou- ers you may meet."
be cut up fine and steamed.
Holton followed along the trail with excitement he cut across from the
boys,
was
very
fend of praying at bo- «'
sand, materially increased the bopeful"Well, I shall first go to the city for
Aside from alfalfa there is no other
an infantry regiment. The army was foot of Kettle Hill and found himself
a drop of aguardiente, and then—" food that can take the place of clover. ing a raBway train. He liked to prefirst on the edge of the small lake ly- nesB of the situation.
At the same time Gen. Joe Wheeler Holton shrugged, "pleasure first and By allowing a ration of scalded clover tend to be the engine and to dash,
ing between Kettle Hill and San Juan
to hens they will keep In better laying around the house with a great noise
hill, and then, as though the transi- and his staff came out to the trenches duty afterward;"
The soldiers turned off into the out- condition and the prjductio»*of eggs ef nuBng and tooting.
tion, had been affected by magic, he with determination not to yield an
-ahe ether, day the stork brought
will be increased. Where clover hay
was among Hawkins' infantrymen on inch of the position gained. Twilight skirts of the town.
The rain was pattering dismally. It cannot be Beoured bran is a very good Benny a sister.
the slope of San Juan—lying down fell and silence settled over the hill.
He was taken In to see the baby and
Then came darkness.
beat Into Holton's face and ran in substitute, though not ao^rich in minand firing, then going forward in a
regarded her for s time with an exFor an hour Holton lay, wondering, rivulets down the road. The lights eral matter.
crouching rush, just as he saw the
Vegetable food, such as cabbage, po- pression of grave curiosity. Then hie <(
men around him doing. Once, lying doubting. -^Saw soon would It be be- ahead showed with a watery blur;'It
down, Tie looked behind and on either fore the army would move farther on was in all a night that man or beast tatoes, beets and turnips, should be face lighted up.
"Novn" said he, "I shall have some,
supplied the year around.
side and marveled that the long, thin toward Santiago f That it would be might wish himself indoors.
body to be the tender anyhow."—New
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
blue line of charging men was not considerably delayed, Holton had reaTork evening Post.
m
wiped out utterly.
There seemed so son to fear.
Don't Worry. ^
He arose from his place of retreat
few of them.
Doctor:
"Now,
don't
worry,
whatHere and there he saw advancing with sudden resolution. Slowly he ever you do; a man with heart discarelilry every*bottle of
groups, and then again one man, yell- turned until he faced the lights of ease can't afford to worry. Avoid all
CJSBH8A. a sate and sure remedy for
ing and firing all by himself. The Santiago, and then with a half wave company of any kind, drink nothing
Infants and children, and see that It
bullets poured upon them pitilessly. of his hand toward the brave men who whatsoever, and on no account touch
Bears the
bad been his comrades, he stepped
Men were falling on a)l sides.
meat and vegetables. By the by. 1
Cabbage makes a good green food Signature of (
As he veered along the slope of the along trie hilltop.
In Use For 0.ver 80 fears.
Half-way down the hill he turned won't be able to call till Wednesday, for duoks In winter.
hill a young regular officer passed him
ah I have to attend the funerals of
• • •
Children Gsy for Fletcher's Caatoii*
unconcernedly snapping pictures of and made another gesture toward the three patients."
\
American
lines.
It
was
a
sort
of
fareHens lay a few more eggs when
the charge and yelling for his men to
Quite a Pet
males are not used In the pens with
come on. He smiled at Holton, and
"My wife is making herself riffle*
them.
\^«SS&JX^^e^S~^f^B»^P
Holton smiled back.
• • *
lous ever that dog of hers."
Then with a yell the onrushing sol"How now?"
Bgg production is not measured so
diers came to their first rifle-pit A
"New she has to take it to sea the)
much by the quantity as by the qualfew dead Spanish soldlerB lay in It,
He Cut Across From the Foot of Kettle but otherwise It was unoccupied. Into
moving pictures."
•
ity of the food.
Hill.
• • •
the long trench poured the men,,flrlng
A
Mean
Trick.
A light morning feed for the flock Is
sow marching Into the wooded valley a few volleys at the trenches above
"What are you punching your broth"
the arrant egotist, the individual who best because it keeps them hustling
which bordered the high grass lead- and then leaping out and piling on up
MANY
IDEAS
OF
CONVERSATION
•r forr
pauses neither for dissent*, nor ap- through the day.
ing to and up San Juan bill, with the the hill.
"He went and used the clean plans!
• • •
Half-way np Holton saw a man with
proval, but Wno maintains #a steady
smaller rise, Kettle Hill, on one side.
Quarrelsome male birds in a flock I had pleked out on the rofler toweL
As the day waned the men who the shoulder-straps of a colonel, a At:AII limes There Havo Been Differ- and forcible flow of words until the
ences of Opinion as to Art,of
listener loses consciousness of time inot only worry each other, but keep It was the only one left, too."
knew that on the morrow would come fine-appearing fellow, with side»whis' Exchanging Ideas.
and space, and becomes taint and, 'the whole flock in a turmoil.
the supreme test, settled down for the kors. He had turned to speak to ShatHeard la a Restaurant.
-—-» *
:
ter's aide, Lieutenant MUey, who had
» * *
giddy through sheer exhaustion.
night with grim faces.
She—Ike wi■slier Is hanging aroundl
A Norwegian writer has been poking
Such a. person is not a conversationThat hons must be fed and fed libMidnight passed. Men stirred rest- just come up with the men of the
s though he expected something.
fun at our methods of conversation.
alist, but a lecturer, a deliverer of erally If one expects eggs in large
lessly In their blankets. And in the Third cavalry.
He—«h, yes; heV-a tipples!
"How are you, colonel?" Bmlled
It is good for us occasionally to see homilies or sermons.
quantities, especially winter eggs.
rifle-pits that ribbed San Juan dark• * •
ourselves as others see us. This critic
The Interchange of Ideas is the basis
faced men in blue drill uniforms called Miley.
••How—" Colonel Hamilton said no is intensely amused at the well-bred of all conversation meriting the name.
The smaller the quarters the greatan the Virgin—and waited.
The average man gets a lot of unVery different are the ideas of lit er the care necessary in order to keep
Morning broke, silent and fog laden. more, tor a bullet entered his open American person who regards It as Imnecessary abese WMI* he Is eHve and
An orderly galloped op to General mouth and bade him hold his peace polite to talk about anything that is erary men regarding conversation. Did the hen houses clean and sanitary.
a
lot
of unnecessary praise after ha M
interesting to himself, to refer to any- not Dr. Johnson say that every man
•' • >•
Sumner, head of the cavalry division, for evermore.
And now the men began pouring np thing that the other person does not has a right to speak the- truth, and
and presenting General Shatter's comIt is. poor policy to change the quar- dead.
pliments, told him to move his divi- to the top of the hill, lying behind the know., or to disagree with the ex- every other man a right to knock him ters of hens or pullets while laying,
crest and discharging bullets at the pressed opinion of another.
down for it?"
sion to the adge of the woods.
far it usually checks or stop* egg proHazlltt gives a description of con- duction.
It Is obvious that, with such limi"What sbj.ll I do when I get there?" Spaniards wtfo were fleeing down the
other
side,
making
helter-skelter
tor
versation
as
It
was
among
the
lllumltations,
conversation
in
the
real
sense
/
see
asked Sustmer.
Jokes are only fanay when thaw
nati of his day, the men who were In"Await farther orders," was the their entrenchments toward Santiago. of the word is quite impossible.
It ta claimed by Utose who have dent hurt
Those who reached there, and not all
The unwritten law that one must terested In "Ideas." "They squabble tried'it that a cross of Muscovy drake
reply. •
joined a heavy force of Spaniards not talk of oneself is on the face of It and quarrel over an Idea like doge,"'
Holton strolled up to El Paso and did,
on Pekln duck* wiH produce sterili
Any man Is apt to «!»P up, especialteuUd the regulars and the Rough lying there and turned their Are upon a stupid and restricting one. Probably he says, "but they pick it bars to the
progeny.
ly on a pavement of goad Ihtentiona.
aiders resting on their arms. Qrlmes' the bill they had so recently left Thus it originated as a protection against bone) they masticate it thoroughly."
™n were iralning thalr guns on San I a hall of land flew upon and over the

TIMES

Doan's Kidney Pills—nothing to injur*
nor cause a habit Delicate women
can use them with perfect safety.
The following case Is typical of tho
cures effected by Doan's Kidney Pills.
Grateful testimony Is the best evV
deuce:

The daily cares of keeping house
and bringing up a family are hard
enough for a healthy woman. The
tired, weak mother who struggles
from morn to night with a lame, aching back Is carrying a heavy burden.
Many women believe that urinary
disorders and backache are "female
troubles" and must be endured. But
men suffer the same aches and troubles when the kidneys .Je sick.
Women are especially subject to kidney disease. Tight clothing, indoor
work, the ordeals of childbirth, the
worry, and the stooping, straining and
striving of housework all help to bring
it on. At first the trouble may be only
backache, sick headache, dizziness
and a drowsy, dull languid feeling, but
this condition Is dangerous to neglect,
for dropsy, gravel and deadly Bright's
disease start U some such sms.U way.
Don't be discouraged. When backache, nervousness and irregular or
painful passages of the kidney secretions begin to bother you, use Doan's
Kidney Pills, the remedy that has
brought-new life and strengtbjto thousands of suffering women. There are
no poisonous nor narcotic drugs In
The Cucaracha slide seen abutting out Into the water, through which the dredges have cut a 17-foot deep
channel 90 feet wide thereby permitting the opening of the Panama canal to be fixed for some time in January (
instead of next summer. Officials say that the only circumstance to prevent la further slides. The large dredge
Corozal and three others made the passage December 14. Seven dredges are now at work excavating the slide so
that through navigation may be started next month.

ELEVEN DROWN 400 INNOCENTS WANTS U. S. TO
DIE IN MEXICO CONTROL RADIUM
IN BIG'STORM
Two
Barges
Wrecked Off Federal Soldiers Accused of Secretary of Interior Asks Congress to Pass Enabling Act
Poisoning Drinking Wells
Barnegat; Crews Perish.
HEAVY DAMAGE

BREMNERS CASE GIVES IDEA
TO TOWNS ANARCHY AROUND TAMPIC0

Two Rivers Overflow — Fishermen
Made Homeless toss Gear—Tug
and Barges Lost—Erie Train
„
Is Delayed.

Rumor of $5,000,000 Loan Accepted in

New York.—Ten lives were lost by
the foundering of two barges at sea
'off Barnegat and property variously
estimated from $500,000 to $750,000
wasdestroyed In a storm that whipped
the New Jersey coast from Sandy
Hook to Atlantic City.
Seabrlght, located on a narrow' strip
of sand between the. ocean and the
Shrewsbury River, caught the full fury
of tile sea gale, tins damaging powers
of which ^/exe supplemented by an
unusually high tide] Bulkheads were
jammed in by high waves, homes of
fishermen were overturned and swept
to the sea, hotels and cottages of
many summer residents were damaged
lawns were undermined and disappeared, and the Hood surged through the
village streets. The tracks of the Jersey Central Railroad were washed
away in spots and traffic was blocked
many hours.
At the time the storm was combing
the Jersey coast a skiff containing
two men was capsized in the East
River by the gale and one man was
drowned.

Juarez, Mexico.—Henry Miller, son
of a wealthy rancher of Santa Celemanla. State of Coahulla, has arrived
in El Paso with the most horrible
tale of atrocities committed by any
of the warring factions in Mexico yet
brought to the border. He charges
that Federal soldiers, upon the evaluation of the City of Monclova, poisoned the wells without notifying the citizens. As a result over 400 residents
of the town died in terrible agony.
Miller says that General Mecarra,
commander of the Federals, gave orders that every hacienda, ranch house
and village was to be laid waste; that
no prisoners were to be taken .alive;
and that all property was to be confiscated. The jjroperty of Americans,
however, was to be spared. Miller
also said that all the coal mines in
the vicinity, with the exception of one
owned by Americans, were set on fire
and are now burning.
Miller estimates the property loss
at more than 1,000,000 pesos, aside
from the lqss which will be suffered
by the coal companies.

Mexico City—Reported Aid by Sank
of London and Mexico Believed
—Fights
Near Capital.

/

The Dead.

FICKBTT, WILLIAM D., master of
barge Undaunted; drowned off Barnegat
Four of crew of barge Undaunted
drowned off Barnegat,
OLSEN, O, master of. barge A. G.
Ropes; drowned off Barnegat.
Four of crew of barge A. G. Ropes
drowned off Barnegat
THOMPSON, THOMAS, 24 years
old; drowned in East River.
It has been many years since Seabright experienced such a gale. The
town was' inundated. The fishermen
lost pretty nearly everything they had,sonie of them losing their homes, fishing huts, and gear. They are being
sheltered in the town hall and vacant
stores. Abrld Ember's home is gone
and so is that of James Lee. A house
belonging to Jack Brohn toppled over,
and three small houses owned by Mrs.
Laura Havens were blown down after
being undermined.
The Oclagon and Peninsula Hotels,
and from fifteen to twenty houses
Were undermined, and many men were
soon at work proplng up these buildings and making them secure. In the
more substantial part of the town,
lawns were washed away. Some of
the streets are almost Impassable, and
the railroad was blocked.
Travelers on the northern branch.of
the Erie were held up about twenty
minutes. The Hackensack and Passale Rivers overflowed.
Pittsburgh.—The tall end of the second storm of the week swooped down
on Pittsburgh territory and,left behind a blanket of from 8 to 12 Inches
of snow. Wires were torn down,
street car traffic impeded and railroad
schedules badly disarranged.
Blinded by snow, three track laborers, sweeping snow from switches on
the Pittsburgh, Virginia and Charleston division of the Pennsylvania Railroad, were run down by a fast train
near Hays station.
JAIL TERM FOR BANKER.

_

Mexico City.—The report which
was current that the Banco de Londres y Mexico has concluded a loan
of $5,000,000 to the Government is
accepted generally In banking circles
here.
,
Bankers believe that the Government will extend the bank holiday after January 2 so that the Banco de
Londrcs y Mexico need not pay out
cash or notes until the arrival of the
consignment of new bank notes from
New York,
Official reports from Tkmplco reveal
a condition of anarchy in the Gulf
port.
In the oil district the rebels who
withdrew from the outskirts of the
city are looting properties of foreigners. | Many Americans are included In
the number of those who are alleged
to have suffered by the depredations
of the lnsurrectos.
One of the rebel leaders under GenCandldo Agullar forced the branch of
the Tampico Navigation Company, the
principal stockholder of which is
Charles F. Ganahal, an American, to
lend 5,000 pesos to the rebels and feed
and house 700 rebels and their horses.
Presidio, Tex.—There has been
much excitement and preparation for
battle among the Federals in Ojinaga,
the Mexican town opposite Presidio.
This followed the report of Federal
scouts that the rebels had appeared
at La Mula Pass In great numbers.
The Pass Is less than 20 miles from
Ojinaga. Federal scoutr- reported the
rebels with cannon and a large amount
of cavalry.
So far no Federals have left here
for Juarez, notwithstanding the excitement in that city and the belief
that the Federals are marching to
strike Villa's base. Federal scouting
bands have been reported within 30
miles of Juarez, but the commander
at Ojinaga will not admit that the men
belong to his command
RED

CROSS AIDS

MEXICANS.

Fears Control by Private OperatorsWill Urge Congress to Act Promptly
That Hospitals May Obtain Supply

to

Treat

Cancer.

Washington.—Secretary Lane proposes to withdraw all lands of the
public domain suspected of containing
radium, that their precious deposits
may be retained for the public good
and not become the subject of private
speculation.
Lane outlined nls plan in & letter
to Representative Foster, chairman of
the House Mines Committee, urging
immediate passage of a joint Congress
resolution to empower President Wilson to make the withdrawals.
The Secretary told Foster that unless Federal action is taken promptly
there is danger that valuable lands
may become Involved In private speculation.
Investigations of the Geological Survey have located public lands believed to contain the precious substance.
By the terms of the proposed resolution, the Secretary of the Interior
would be authorized "to conduct explorations and researches with a view
to determining the practicability of
developing frcm> such ores a supply
of radium and to provide for the mining and treatment of radium bearing
ores In such a manner as would best
obtain a supply of radium for the use
of the Government of the United
States and the hospitals of this country."
In,view of the known effectiveness
of radium In the treatment of cancer
and the difficulty now exeperienced
in obtaining a supply of It, and as
one person In every ten in this country more than fifty ryears of age suffers from cancer, "it is- difficult to
overestimate the necessity of obtaining Immediately as large a supply as
possible of this mysterlpus remedy."
The supply of radium In this country at the present time is so small
that only a few cases can be treated
with it.
Dr. James Douglas, of New York,
who controls concessions In radium
bearing ore deposits, thought Secretary Lane's plan ambitious, but hoped
for its success.
Congressman Robert G. Bremner, of
New Jersey, who is be/ng treated with
radium for cancer, was Improved.
President Wilson sent a cheering message to him by Secretary Tumulty.
PAYS $20,000 GAME FINE.

Penalty Heaviest Ever Imposed Under Law Protecting Wild Life.
New York.—August Silx, President
of thsfFranco-American Poultry Company, one of the largest distributors
of poultry and game in the country,
paid a fine of $20,000 to the New
York Conservation Commission in the
office of John A. Fleming, President
of the commission, at Albany. This is
said to be *j>e largest fine ever paid
In thi: country tor s violation of the
game laws. The commission, which
has power to comprise- such cases,
accepted $20,000, although if the company had been convicted of every offense charged the Jlne would have
amounted to more than $200,000.
BIG FIRE SWEEPS MONTREAL.

Henry W. Monroe of New York Also
Must Ply $250 Fine.

Sends Money for Starving Natives In
Cholx, Slnaloa.

With Water System Paralyzed MileOff River Supplies Firemen.

Boston.—Henry W. Monroe, a New
York. banker, was sentenced to ten
days In Jail and a fine cf $260 for contempt of court by reason of his alleged failure to make any effort to
obtain for 'the Government certain
checks.
*
The checkB were drawn on the Paris
branch of his firm by Mary W. Dolan,
a Boston dressmaker, under indictment for smuggling.

Nogales, Ariz.—That the State Department at Washington intends to
forward assistance granted by the Red
Cross to destitute communities in
Mexico was indicated, when the local
consulate was authorized to draw $500
of Red Cross'money as a beginning.
The money Is to be used In Cholx.
Slnaloa, where It is reported that
many persons are starving on account
of the war.

Montreal.—Fire destroyed a block
of 20 small stores and houses in Montreal. The damage done Is estimated
at $200,000. On account of a break In'
the Intake pipe at the waterworks
scarcely any water could be obtained
from the hydrants. The fire department was forced to stretch a mile of
hose from the fire to the St. Lawrence
River to get enough of water to fight
the flames!

m

A PHYSICAL WRECK
ConTmcd f B^ For Sue rVseas

'Oi!

What a pain.

•When "Your Bock is iJMTie^Rernernber the Name*

,fc»dbyefIlVieJoj..Prtco50cents. fWor-MflbumCo, Buffalo. It V, rlopnetoo
-The Royal society of Canada will
hereafter admit women to Its councils.

Small Girt Calmly Put Aside the ChidI'NJEUBIATICA STOPS Y/OCB PAIN
or braaioi VP yoordolil In one honr. lt'umarreipns.
ing Administered by Her
I drnsgiBts, 36 cents. Adv.
Used eltemallT.
Paternal Relative.

Here»laa "kid" etory which Dr. Oakley Smith, president of the Chicago
College of Naprodathy, enjoys telling
his friends: ,
"An eastern Intimate of mine," said
Doctor Smith, "has a child of extraordinary precocity. She is only three, but
has a mind of her own which she
sometimes asserts to the consterna^
tion of her father and mother.
"It became necessary one day for
the child's father to reprimand her
gently, but firmly, when she mlsconducted herself at the table. The child's
face bore a pained expression. The
mother was Bllent A guest at the
table wore the resigned air that guests
always do on such occasions. As the
father finished his admonition the silence was electric—burdened with
foreboding. And the strand was broken
only when the baby looked up at her
mother and asked:
i
" 'Mamma, did somebody say something?"
A man thinks he's good enough
when he doesn't act worse than usual.

^fHale's^
r Honey ^
of Horehound and Tar
the best of all specifics for the prompt
relief of soughs, colds and sore throat.
It soothes and heals,
Sold by all druggists.

Even if a man doesn't shine in society he may have a wife who thinks he
Is the real thing In brilliants.
Hre.Wraalow'fl Soothing Syrup for Children
teething, softens the gums, reduces tnnammatlon.allay s Dain,enres wind co 11c ,25c a bottled*

, Drops

nil r-e or ITCHING

PILES

If yon are troubled and can't get relief try

COLEMAN'S OINTMENT
htawrHwvedbuodrednofaar., focentaat nearly all
Drug Stores or Bent direct on receipt of price bj

C.W. WHITTLESEY CO.. New Haven. Conn.

FREE TO ALL SUFFERERS,

IWoult)U10UA01>'K>R'11i''RUN DOWN'or'GOT 1HK BLUXa'
«UK«nRtfroa-r3KirrH*Y, BLADDER, NERVOUS DISEASES.
CMKCt4iaiWBMS:nlBaESyULCEK5.9KIMKBUPTIONS, FILM,
Writ* for tor ISHeSB book. THE HOBT 1HSTKUCTIVK
H*DICA*BOOit*«KrVWRITTEH.ITTELLBAI.L«^UttJlOW
SSKABES'»&<rtb* KKUAltKABLR COMB EFFECTED by
HCNKWFRKNCM REMEDY. N.1.N.2.N.1

THERAPIONs-

d J

-

I FOR YOURSELF
or*OUKOWNal]»ient.
Don't Mod • cent.
.t.—«*OUR-OW*
,
Kit. N»<<oUowup-circular.. PR.LECL.1RO
(VER1TOCK KD. HAMPBTHAD. LOHDOH, EMO.

WRINKLES

«'DERMA«QN« Wrinkle Kemover" 1B not a
paste, massage cream, cold cream or a perfnmeatujic'powdor;ifcis a preparation specially
xe«aforremoTing long-standing wrlnUea
frniUp^flpeetMlff a-nd permanently;guarautee*l iMMtor tJbe food and dr\i% laws; Till be
«ei# ia a neat package for 8. cents. IACO
fife. W.rM Bteg St., Provide nee, H. I.

PLENTY OF WATER
inotir Altaian WellB. A full
line of Pbrapiaa; Outfit*
foMnyWelL Doirfc wait for
aSbtbahDroiigfat. Letos drill
your Wei I at once.

Stubborn Throat troubles are easily relieved by Dean's Mentholated Cough Drops.
They sot like magic—So at all Druggists.

Cold.

"She has the' coldest manner I've
ever seen."
"Yes, we call her 'Aunt Arctic.'"
Mother Gray's Sweetjowders for ChUdTea
Relieve Feverishness, Bad Stomach, Teething
Disorders, move and regulate the Bowels and
are a pleasant remedy for Worms. Used by
Mothers for 24 years. They are so pleasant to
take, children like them. They ntvtr fail. At
all Druggists, 25c. Sample FREE. Address,
A. S. Olmsted, Le Boy, N. Y. Adv.

Not So Easy as That.
"No use has ever been found for
caBt off porus plasters." .
jak"I wouldn't say 'cast oft.' You've
TOver heard of anybody casting off a
porous plaster, have you 7"

Settle

aTTtetsLr

Inimigration flr/ures show that tha j
poDulationofCaaadainoreasedduring 191'S. by theaodition of +00.000^
new settlers from the United States
and Europe. Most of these have gone I
on farms in provinces of Manitoba, .

Useful at Last

Lord WUlkun'Psrey. SO Bnsash NsWamaO, j
says:
*
"The poMlWlltlss and opportunSlss effsrod i
by ths Canadian West are ss infinite* j
greater than those which ssist In England,
that It seems absurd to think that PeoplsJ
should be Impeded from oosntas to thsT
country where they oaa most saf11"
certainly improve their position.
New districts are bent opened <
which will make acceseeaH a jreat
number of homesteads In dletriotsj
especially adapted to mixed farm-J
fng and grain raising.

A

For illustrated literature
reduced railway rstes, a
Supt. ol Immigration. '
Canada, or to

msa

Nl. A. BOWLBY
19 Trenail SI., Boston, miss,
OuudlM amr&aKSl AflBS

Keele

FOR DflDRKEKNESS and
all DRUG ADDICTIONS

NoehAnang-mWapabllclty.
Ladle* tr»MM an privHtcly wt In their own
homes, hemi for free booklet.

VlffgSZEF PORTUHD, ME.

Mable—Mother, may I have your
old merry widow hat?
Mother—What In the world do you
want with It?*
Mable—Martin and I are playing
scouts and we want to make a tent
Can quickly be overcome by

The Wretchedness
of Constipation

CARTER'S LITTLE

LIVER PILLS. .
"I want a book."
Purely vegetable
"Here's «'nice novel."
—act surely and "Oh, that Is one of those terrible gently on the
crime stories. You need smelling
ver. Cure
salts with a book of that sort Give Biliousness,
Headme something to go with a box of
ache,
bonbons."
dizziness, and Indigestion. They de their duty,
Mrs. Smith Surprised.
SMALL P1IX, SHALL DOSE, SHALL PRICE.
Mrs. Bnnth was on her first ocean
Genuine must bear Signature voyage.
"What's that down there f" sheasked of the captain.
"That's the steerage, madam," he
replied.
"Really!" exclaimed the woman. In
surprise. "And does It take all those
people to make the boat go straight?"
In After Years.

For three long, weary years they
had been up against the matrimonial
game.
Together they were meandering
down the street, when the wife paused
In front of a Jeweler's window.
"Do you remember, dear," she said,
"how we used to stop here and look at
the wedding rings—one of which I am
wearing now?"
"Ah, yes!" rejoined the husband, reflectively. "Those were happy days."

BLACi
REMOVE

By using
K earn e y's
perfect blackhead remover.
This ointment I
is made by specialists expressly.f<
this purpose. Send tUa "ad" and-1
25c and we will send yoa a 50c jar. |
JAMES J. BEAXKEY
776 Broad SI.
Newark, N. J.

25c SeU-Filling Fonntain Pen 25c

Poor Woman's Gift.

A poor blind woman in Paris, we are
told, put 27 francs into a plate at a
missionary meeting.
"You cannot afford so much," said
one.
"Yes, sir, I can," she answered.
niisiwmi.iis- Ini tlinnn nTT-tr**-"*- tape worm.
On being pressed to explain, she
UoalaiB. ROOM tO AND II, OAR.
,,2eOourt St., BROOKLYN, N.Y. said: "I am blind, and I said to my
fellow straw-workers, 'How much monHOMO SKIN BKUilliMi
aM asi. vesoitst. comes in ftowder form. Dla- ey do you spend in a year for oil in
a.J*?. 4*t water. Ha*es t«ur OS of liquid. Try your lamps when it Is too dark to work
M. B»Jce-ni stniikii. Address K«BT11 SOPmar «o„ «avn»iL, wis.
nights?* They replied, 'About twentyseven francs.'
_ „ MUfal watch, ring
BOYS
and chain by Belling a few
"So," said the poor woman, "I found
woDderfoM|ia>powden. Write today.
■Y, IB* a, iaAlan. IM„ rhtUga Hi that I could save so much In the year
because I am blind and do not need a
YOOR MMfCE Jisr-«--»
now for *»!»■»
particulars. lamp, and I give it to shed light to the
MAUnBBHMAfcOOBMIUK - W. lth,Jo[.Ua,Mo.
ark heathen lands."

BENNETT BROS. CO.
Lowell, Mass.

TAPE WORM

35 TEARS SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT
OF LIQUOR AND DRUG ADDICTIONS

THE KEELEY INSTITUTE
WHITE PLAINS, N.Y
LEXINGTON, MASS.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

BUFFALO, N.Y.
WEST HAVEN, CONN.

WB CAN SATS TOD MONEY OS CHINAWABJG—Wriie forlHiutratM description In *otn*l
colors of our breakfast, jbuncbeon end Dinner Set*.
FOWBiiL BALKS OU, Dep'u M. Utc&neld, Conn.

FOR COUGHS AND COLDS |P

400.0J

Saskatchewan and Alberta.

Some people have a way of saying
things to hurt the feelings of others
Just as If thay were getting pay for It.

Something Light.

When It Aches Asate lAf
a
FlkVs Toothache
-

riuc>D

QOAH S
« KIDNEY
^PILLS'

MiAN'S InTONET PILL5

ADMONITION HAD NOT SUNK

h

Mrs. J. Lenaae. Monroe St., ArcbbaM,
Pa., says: "I ha* awful lammesa across
my back and K kept m* from resting at*
night I suffers* ffom terrible headaches
and dizzy sp*Sa and they affectej my
sleht The kidney accretions were irregular In passage, an* my health was going
down day by dam. Finally my feet and
ankles began nOb( »"d 1 wasn't able
to tie my shoes. 1 got so bad I couldn't
stay up any looser and for six weeks, I
was sick abed, unsafe to move hand or
foot I was a physical wreck. At this
critical time, a nauhbor sent me a few
Doan's Kidney Pttfi and told me to try
them.
To my (tenant they helped me
from- the first and I kept on using them
until I was comptetaay cured. I have been
tree from kidney treuble ever since and
I am now enjoying so** health. If Doan s
Kidney Pills had oily oome to my attention sooner, I would certainly have been
spared a good deal af expense and suffering. My recovery has surprised everyone."
I

W. N. U„ BOSTON, NO. 1-1914

14k Gold Plated Point. Neither Irak- or «weau
In any position. No sotted finder*. Practical
self-fining device. operaeeoTby any child. Had*
to sell for Si .SO, our price SS cent* postpaid.
An ideal gift—guaranteed. Ageota wanted.
Nickel plated safety ball clip 6 cents extra.
TALBOT COMPANY,
Bwamsiioal, Mass.

6TOP

;

< HAT

COUGH

vim

Started sow buys this IX Ptoro* Maycle, worth
|10 more than tuaj other. Ofchen AansK It, wfar not
you? WUfton Broa^oottay ¥><ir^.titn,Wass.

TYPEWRITERS

All makes frnVtip. Orer 1000 to
aplect free*, all guaranteed. Hf
chines ran—a 1 months for t&. Write
iornank-&ksn.nw*lTrjte»rtisrIus«»H—Cm-it ■■ ■ ilira fct, liostsa, U**.
HERE IS THB ON» U*B VOKST SKI,M:I*
needed In every kwiae, oil\v<- and factory;
sells on slsfat; a tar* repeater, ,100% profit.
The wise ag-ent will send for frp« particular*.
WILI, (I, DAVTK. MORHJfOTI.LfS, VT.
FOR HAlalJ—1M A. IN NOVA SCOTIA; AI-I*
tillable, ? r. heuse, barn, outbids*., orchard,
Mock, reach., eta TB0O.
Wm. H. Walker,
Center Rawasi, Haul* Co., Nova. Scotia, Caa.

P

BROOKFIELD

WHY- THE TURKS FAIL
FINAL PRICES
ON
ALL SUITS

frHEY LACK THE INSPIRATION OF
THE WOMEN.
■Everything Done by Christian Europeans Is for Sake of a Woman—
Mohametan Has No Such
Incentive.
1
The Turks, who are losing power |
each year, have given to the world no j
great scientist, explorer, painter, composer—indeed no great leaders in
»ny branch of action or art—save only
$hat of war.
Why Is it? The Turks have been
Europeans for centuries—their climatic conditions and their environment are western. How is it to "be"
accounted for, then, that they have .
given no great man to the world— j
flave only soldiers?
|
- It was a question put to a Turkish
gentleman, diplomatist, soldier and
■oholar. And his answer rame straight
and pat, without any p/use for con- ,
»ideration of limitation.
"Mohametans have not given a
leader to the world of thought or
deed," he said, according to a London j
correspondent of the Philadelphia Rec- j
ord, "for one reason, and one rea■on only. Why is it? Our brains
weigh as much as yours, there is
no differnce in kind between us.
' "What we lack is the inspiration of.
the woman."
>
The reply came swift an,d sure, certain and emphatic. It cracked like a
■whip,
"Everything that has been done by
the Christian Europeans," he went
—on, "has been done for the' Bake
of a woman. The exceptions are lo
few as not to be worth talking about.
TOT the sake of wife,
mistress or
mother. The woman has been the
cause of every effort—to shine in her
eyes, to win her praise, that Bhe
■houffc be proud of her man.
"That is denied to us Mohametans.
Our women are not our helpmates,
onr equals or our comrades. They
are our recreation, and, of course,
they are honored as the mothers of
our children. But they are not our
Inspiration.
"It is true that the majority of
Turks are not now polygamists, but
the aftermath of polygamy remains,
and will remain for many years to
come. The harem is gradually disappearing, but the tradition of the
harem casts its gloom over our life.
The woman of our country continues,
as a rarely broken rule, to be the
chattel of the harem, even though she
Inhabits it alone. She has not been
given the place in our civilization or
In our hearts that the 'one woman'
holds In the life of the Christian peapleB of Europe.",
The views of this gentleman are
not sharlBd'by Abdul Hamid, the prifl„ 'oner ex-sultan of Turkey. In his memoirs he speaks pf the status of the
iwomen of Europe and America and
■ays:
^ "Any man who has any sense will
deplore with me that women are given
too much freedom; that they rule the
salons and are seen to walk about in
Btreets, while men are slowly drifting to be their servants. I understand this is the case in America.
Why do Europeans criticise our women? Are Turkish women not prettier
and more moral than others?.
"In our country the woman belongs to the household, and belongs
to one man alone. In Europe she has
much, too much, freedom to remain a
woman at all. If only half I have
read in books and newspapers about
womanhood in the west is true—well,
1 pity the western men!"

RICHARD HEALY

SWEEPING SALE
OF
FINE FURS

Kg-

Throngs of Women from all over New England come to this famous Annual Event

Public Librari/

VOL. XXXLII.

Unparalleled Ja nuary Sale

PUBLISHED

Five Floors.
Flliest Iiislilons.

512 MAIN ST.
WORCESTER, MASS. .,

See Advertisement

We are overstocked by thousands of dollars and have slaughtered prices without consideration on every Garment and Fur Piece in our Store. What you want
in Stylish Clothes and Furs at about one-half what you expect to pay.
$5.00

to

J&35.00

to

to

$3500

$ .98

"$7.50

$25.00

$39.50

$2.98

to

to

$9.75

Fur Coats

Skirts

Suits
$5.0 0

$5.00

Fur Scarfs

Waists

Dresses

to ' $250.00

$5.00

to

$95.00

Fur Muffs
$5.98

to

$75.00

On Second Page.

Girls' Coats
$1.98

to

I fT*4 V

$12.50

AT LAST!

Girls' Dresses
$ .98

to

$7.50

A Perfect Fountain Pen
CROCKER "INK-TITE"

RICHAD HEALY, 512 MAIN ST., WORCESTER

Self Filling

TO

GET

KNOWLEDGE

EVERY MAN SHOULD EXERCI8E
MIND BY THINKING.

WORCESTER,
MASS.

Learning Comes Through Our Senses,
Which Are to the Mind and
Body What Reporter Is to
Newspaper,

Whatever knowledge we have we
have obtained it in two ways, Thomas
Drier writes in the Nautilus. The
first is inheritance. The second is acquisition. With that which we obtained from our ancestors we had
nothing to do. We are not concerned
with the past. W» are vitally interested in the present
All knowledge mast be obtained today by one or more of the five senses.
Through the avenues of seeing, hearing, touching, smelling and tasting
come all our sensations. The quality
and number of sensations depend upon the kind of sense organs we have.
The man with weak eyes can never
obtain through sight the knowledge
obtained by the man with eyes that
are strong. The man whose sense of
taste has been Impaired, say, by indulgence, cannot obtain the sense of satisfaction of the man whose taste is
cultivated and trained to report accurately.
Our senses are to the mind and body
what reporters are to a great newsj
Skeleton Halted Funeral.
paper. Each has a special department
A skeleton in a tomb halted the bu- One covers police, another the drama
rial arrangement* at a recent funeral and entertainment, and so on. Each
. at New Orleans, La. The funeral was is a specialist The more efficient,
that of a negress, Savanna Richard- the better trained, the more educated
son. It was discovered that the tomb each reporter is In his special deInto which It had been planned to partment of reporting, the stronger
place the remains was occupied by a will be the stories and articles he will
skeleton. A large funeral party had turn In to his paper.
accompanied the body to the tomb.
The strength and power of the paWhen the vault was opened and the per Is but combined strength and
skull of a skeleton revealed to their power of the work of the reporters.
astonished gaze a near panic resulted.
The truthfulness of the paper is the
The clergymen who were present sum of the truthfulness of reporters.
calmed the frightened members of the
The new story written by the "tos«» party, and the tomb was closed with- porter with weak eyes will lack
out further examination. The skele- strength and accuracy just as the eyes
ton was that of a man. The hair ap- of the reporter lacked strength and
peared intact and the burial robe could accuracy,, As the matter which is
be seen by the members of the party. printed in the #swspaper Is the reThe tomb In which the skeleton rested sult of the work of the reporters so
was one of a long row, about six feet is the matter printed on the mind the
from the ground.
It Is believed the work of the five senses.
body was originally buried in a valuaTo build the muscles of the body we
ble casket, which was stolen from the require wholesome food and proper extomb. The woman's body was burled ercise. No matter how wholesome, the
food, no matter how much or how litIn another tomb.
tle we eat, we cannot have strong,
healthy bodies unless we take proper
Treasure Wilson Saved.
A fire broke out one day in Francis exercise.
So with the mind. No. matter how
Wilsons dressing room at the theater
rich the mental food the senses may
where he was playing.
He bad some of his books around bring to the mind, no good can be achim, and In an agony of despair asked complished unless the mind is exercised, is used In serving some purhimself:
"Which shall I save?" He glanced pose, Is employed in doing some work.
Let us use our newspaper figure to
at his precious Chaucer, at some
illustrate. If a newspaper employed
Shakespearean volumes, when—
"Come, Mr. Wilson," broke in at the the greatest stag of reporters In the
door from a fireman, "you have not a world, if each was a master In his
line. If ,each one had no superior anymoment to lose."
"Yes, yes. Coming," replied Wilson where, if each wrote stories and articles that had never been equaled. If
absently.
He was looking .for a special illumi- the stories sent in were such* as to
command the interest of the entire
nated volume very dear to him.
"Come, Wilson," cried the manager; ,city—If these reporters did all and
„were all things and these articles were
"come, get out."
"All right, all right,' said Wilson, printed in the paper in the most atand grabbing some clothes in one tractive typographical manner, and the
hand, he snatched with the other the papers were then stored In a vault in
nearest volume and ran to the street the basement would that newspaper
Then he looked at the huge volume have any influence, would its circulain bis arms. It was the City Di- tion grow, would advertisers clamor
rectory.—Washington Star.
. V forjpace In its columns?
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Non Leaking

SOILING OF FINGERS
TAKING APART
GLASS FILLER
SPECIAL INK
BOTHER OF ANY SORT

WORCESTER,

Denholm
&
McKay
Co.
"Boston Store
***»__A

Worcester, Mass.
Albany, N. Y.

RICHARD HEALY

*

MASS.

'WITHOUT AN OUT"

**

e»

A MASTER PIECE

• j

', ! WRITES INSTANTLY, NEVER SWEATS NOR BLOTS-MADE
OF PARA RUBBER, BEAUTIFULLY DESIGNED, FITTEP WITH
SUPERB 14-OARAT GOLD PENS WITH HARD IRIDIUM ,POINTS.

Thursday, Friday, Saturday

|! E. W. REED, DRUGGIST,

NORTH BROOKFIELD

January 1, 2, 3, 1914
r.

Our Annual Reduction and
Cost Price Sale
A Great Double Attraction, Three Days' Merchandiseing Event of Unusual Magnitude and Money-Saving Importance

i

Practically Everything in the Entire Store
Will Be Sold at Reduced Prices

with the exception of a few articles, which through contract, we are not allowed to sell at other than the 'fixed" price.
- For example:—
All merchandise regularly $3.00 will be gold at $2.69
.05 will be sold at
.04
All merchandise regularly
All merchandise regularly 3.60 wiU be sold at 2.95
.10 will be sold at
.09
All merchandise regularly
All merchandise regularly 4.00 will be sold at 3.55
.11
All merchandise regularly .1214 will be sold at
.15 will be sold at
.13
All merchandise regularly
All merchandise regularly 4.50 wiU be sold at 3.95
.19 will be sold at
.17
All merchandise regularly
All merchandise regularly 5.00 will be sold at 4.45
.25 will be sold at
.22
All merchandise regularly
All merchandise regularly 6.00 will be sold at 5.29
All merchandise regularly 7.00 will be sold at 6.29
.29
will
be
sold
at
.26
regularly
All merchandise
All merchandise regularly 8.00 will be sold at 7.19
.35
will
be
sold
at
31
regularly
All merchandise
All merchandise regularly 9.00 will be sold at 7.95
,
.39
wifl
be
sold
at
.34
All merchandise regularly
.50
will
be
sold
at
.44
All merchandise regularly
All merchandise.regularly 10.00 will be sold at 8.85
.59 will be sold at
.52
All merchandise regularly
All merchandise regularly 12.50* wffl be sold at 10.98
.69 will be sold at
.61
All merchandise regularly
All merchandise regularly 15.00 wiU be sold at 13.45
.75 will-be sold at
.67
AH merchandise regularly
All merchandise regularly 18.00 will be sold at 15.95
All merchandise regularly 20.00 will be sold at 17.95
All merchandise regularly
.89 will be Bold at
.79
All merchandise regularly 25.00 will be sold at 21.95
All merchandise regularly .98 and $1 will be sold at ,89
All merchandise regularly $1.25 will be sold at $1.09
All merchandise regularly 29.50 will be sold at 25.95
AB merchandise regularly 1.50 will be sold at 1.33
All merchandise regularly 35.00 will be sold at 31.45
All merchandise regularly 1.75 will be sold at 1.57
All merchandise regularly 40.D0 will be sold at 36.95
All merchandise regularly 2.00 will be sold at 1.77
All higher priced merchandise reduced proportionately
All merchandise regularly 2.25 will be sold at 1.98
These reductions will be allowed ONLY on goods not
All merchandise regularly 2.50 will be sold at 2.19
otherwise reduced.
All merchandise regularly 2.75 will be sold at 2.43

No Night
Too Dark
fortheRayo
Doing chores at night is easy if you
have a reliable lantern. The RAYO
Lantern gives a clear, powerful lightf
and can always be depended upon.
The Rayo is your best friend out-doors
after dark. Safe, handy and built to last

-

A± dealers everywhere.
STANDARD OIL COMPANY
New York
Alkuy

AND IN ADDITION
•I

$150,000 Worth of Seasonable Merchandise Will
Be Sold at H to K Reduction
AU overstocks, all odd lots, aU small lots, all lots Incomplete in size or color range, all lots slightly the worse of hoHday
handling and displaying, and

Many Special Purchases of New Goods Bought Underprice
We believe it wUll* by large odd. the OBEATBBT JAJWABY MBDUGTIOl, SALE in the history of this store.

Pendulum Steadies Aeroplane,
automatic means for steadying
aeroplanes can be considered as discovered," said M. Quinton, president of
the French National Aerial league; at
a banquet given to President Foincare.
"The apparatus is that of an aviator
who has flown with a passenger for
thirty-five minutes, controlling his apparatus with only the levers for rising
and descending. On that day the wind
attained seven meters (twenty-three
feet) per second. The principle of the
device is that of a pendulum. The
machine Is a monoplane In, type. The
engine, gasoline tank and wings form
a compact mass, while the seats for
pilot and passenger, hanging beneath
act as a pendulum."
"AD

of New York

NO. 2-

l^fJOKFIELl), MASS., FRIDAY, JANUARY 9, 1914
responded to the roll-call at
Brookfield Times ItheFifty-four
annual meeting of the Congregation-

Of Women's Garments, Girls Clothes and Fur Coats, Scarfs and
Muffs at Prices Unparalleled at Any Clearance Sale Anywhere.

Coats

i

y

Bomdo
Boitoa

Sentenced for His Poesy.
Much as the labors of upets are
decried in the United States, poem
writing has not yet come to be regarded as a crime punishable by the
courts, and the sentence "Found guilty of a poem" is yet to be pronounced
in the halls of justice of our country.
Not all lands, however, are blessed
with this beneficent tolerance toward
the poet, as a recent trial In Cairo
made evident. A young native of the
country, Abdul Halim El Masri, was
sentenced to serve three months in
prison for having, written a poem.
The court decreed that some of the
remarks in the poem In reference to
the Khedive were of a subversive
character, "

Miss Lois Jocelyn, Bridgwater, formerly a teacher in West Brookfield, recentMiss Alice Heath is in Bethlehem, Pa. ly lost her father, a retired business man.
Julius A. Thompson is recovering from of Webster, who died Dec. 24.
a recent illness.
The vacant factory buildings on, CenGeorge A. Johnson and family visited ' tral street, formerly used by the Standard
invNew York recently.
I Fishing Rod Company, which have been
Alfred N. Labarge has installed a steam assessed to Leander L, Baitlett of Monthfcater at his home on Central street.
I "K"e City, will henceforth bo taxed to
Miss Ruth Warfield, Long Hill, has re- the *I«"""gue City Fishing Rod Company.
turned to Simmons college.
WEST

BROOKFIELD.

i

al church. The following officers were
elected:—Moderator, Frederick D. BdwJournal Block, Nortli Brookfield, Mass en; clerk, Miss M. E. Gibson; treasurer,
Miss Hattie M. Ormsby; standing committee, John K, Ham, Mrs George W.
HORACE J. LAWRENCE,
Johnson ami. Miss Hattie M. Ormsby;
EDITOR ASD PROPRIETOR.
•
auditor, Mrs Edwin D. Goodell; Freder1.00 a Year in Advance ick D. Bowen was re-elected deacon for
<
Single Copies, 3 Cents.
tHree years.
Address ail communications to BROOKFiE'iilt; WAt a meeting of .the V. I. S. Tuesday
An accident occurred to a double headTIMES,North Brookfield, Mast).
The date of the every-body at church
■tJfil committee that ha8 charge of the
er freight train, Saturday night, delaying
Orders for subscription, advertising, or 3ob
Sunday,
has
been
changed
to
Jan.
18.
work and payment for the same, may be sent Home-Comers' reception reported $40
the train for four hours. A broken brake
direct.to the main office. North Brookfield
Arthur Webb of Milford, passed Sunjoet proceeds. Mrs Irving Breed was apo George W. MeNamata, Brookfield,
beam derailed the rear truck and practipointed temporary secretary of the so- day with his parents,,Mr and Mrs Elisha cally stripped the west end of the wooden
•
ciety during the absence of the regular Webb.
car." The Springfield wrecking crew was
BROOKFIELD.
secretary, MisB H. Elizabeth Stone, who
Miss Rachel Olmstead, a student in notified and came to West Brookfield,
left town Wednesday to spend the re- Valhalla, N. Y., has returned to her about 10 o'clock. Charles Hamlett of
Town clerk Robert G. Livermore issued mainder of the winter at the home of her studies.
Warren, overseer on the division, was in
16 marriage licenses last year, against 17 uncle, Mr Stone; in Dudley, who is over
John Fitzgerald of Ware opened a West Brookfield, to view the wreck.
in 1912, and 20 in 1011.
80 years old and in feeble Health.
dancing school in Grand Army hall, on
The annual meeting of West Brookfield
Mrs H. L. Mathewson of Providence
Prof. Herbert R. Cross of the Univer- Tuesday night.
Grange Auxiliary was held at the home
and Scituate, was the guest this week, of
Miss
Eleanor
Readon,
a
student
at
sity of Michigan has been spending the
of Mr and Mrs Le'vi W. Levimore, High
Mr and Mrs C. P. Gay, Maple Btreet.
holidays with his parents, Mr and Mrs Westfield normal school, returned to her street. The following officers were-electDame Plunkett's pupils are getting into A* T. Cross in Providence and on his re- studies, Monday
ed:—Mrs Joseph W. Clark, president;
good training for the "Old Folks Con- turn trip to the west stopped over SunMr and Mrs Otto B. Olmstead have Mrs Theo. Tyler, vice-president; Mrs
cert," on the 30th inst. in the town hall. day with his cousin. Mrs C. P. Gay, been entertaining Miss Madeline Carlin
Eugene F. Thatcher, secretary and treasWarden Richard Wentworth of the? Maple street, calling on friends and at- of Ne^i York.
urer; Mrs Myra Sibley, Mrs Edith J.
tending
the
morning
service
at
the
Contown farm, harvested 150 cakes of » inch
Alice M. Barnes, a teacher in Spring- Livermore and Mrs Nellie Canterbury, •
gregational
church,
he
being
the
fourth
iee oh the town farm pond, Wednesday.
field, Vt.Ahigh school, returned to her work committee; Mrs Elisha Webb, in
generation on the mother's side who have
charge of patch work.
duties, there, Sunday.
Miss Helen Burgess of Springfield was iforshipped there.
Professor Cross is
the guest of her parents, Mr and Mrs Ed- very popular as a lecturer at all the UniMr and Mrs Edmund R. Sibley have
The following are the new officers of
ward R. Burgess, Lincoln street, on Wed- versities through the west and Bouth, and been, entertaining Mrs Sibiey's sister, Mrs the Town and Village Improvement society :—President, Herbert N„ Dodge;
nesday.
is considered ad authority in everything Henry Snyder. of Worcester.
At the First Parish church; Sunday pertaining to the fine arts. He is about
Elmer R. Varnum moved I.UB family vice president, Wallace L. Gladding;
morning, the pastor, Bev. William L. tb start on a long lecturing tour for the into the tenement of Mrs Adeline Wil- secretary and treasurer, Frank D. Stone:
executive committee, James D. Farley,
kins on North Main street this week.
Walsh, will have for the subject of his' Archaeological society of America.
Daniel M. Mason and James B. Haskins.
sermon, ''Why we worship."
-.■Word was received in town Monday
Hugh ^.. Allen has returned from a
A pitch, popl and whist entertainment
Brooklield Methodist Sunday services jfght of the death in New York of Ethel week's vacation in Brooklyn, N. Y., as
will be managed for the club by the folat 10.45 with a.sermon to women by the May Wilson, daughter of Mr and Mrs guest of W. W. Thompson and family,
lowing committees:—pitch, Chesseldon L.
pastor. Sunday school at 12. Ep worth Mark Wilson, Green street, from bronHenry K. Smith who has been em- Ellis and James D. Farley; pool, Charles
chial pneumonia. Mr and Mrs Wilson,
League service at 7, led by the pastor.
ployed this winter in a lumbering camp H. Clark, John G. Shacktey; whist, Herand their two daughters, Ethel and
An inventory of the estate of Charles
bert N. Dodge and Edward M. Houghton.
in Webb's Station, N. H., is at home.
Basel, went to New York Dec. 21, for a
F. Rice, who died Nov. 18, has been filed
.Past Commander Samuel G. Irish, asIt is planned to have the services of the
vacation, and the child was taken sick
in the probate court, showing real estate
a week previous to her death. Ethel was choir of the Congregatiofial chitrch at sisted by Isaac N. Jones, installed the
95025, and personal property 82062.16.
7 years, 8 months and 5 days old, and one Sunday evening service during each officers of Alanson Hamilton Post, G. A.
The62nd annual concert and ball of the was a pupil in grade 2 of the Blanchard month.
R., Monday.afternoon. Mr Jones is to
Brookfield Fire Department, will be held school. She was a very bright pupil and
Henry Bullard, Oxford, was a recent be the patriotic instructor of the Post,
in the town hall to-night (Friday). Mu- popular with her schoolmates. The sym- visitor of his cousin, Edmund It. Sibley. and George H. Allen is adjutant. Past
sic will be Jurnished by, Donahue's or- pathy of the community is extended to This was his first visit to West Brookfield, Commander George H. Allen, assisted by
chestra, and a big crowd is expected. her grief-stricken parents and sister. She in 25 years.
Jonathan G. Warren, will instal the officers of Joseph W^ Lawton Post of Ware,
Capt. Charles A. Rice, floor director.
■ ,«JiB^orn in Lowell, Vt. The funeral
The Social and Charitable society had
on the night of Jan. 14. Eight members was
held
Thursday
afternoon,
and
the
its fourth supper for the year in the dinThe Brookfield Brotherhood was
from here are plahrimg to attend. The
evidence around the banqueting board in body was taken to North Troy, Vt., for ing room of th« Congregational church,
delegate of Alanson Hamilton Post to the
burial.
Wednesday evening.
the Methodist church parlor, last Mon
State Encampment is Isaac N. Jones,
The Brookfield Grange observed the
day evening. The young ladies of the
Lockhardt Olmstead, after spending the alternate, Edwin Wilbur.
church served a dinner. Judge Cottle 25th* anniversary of the organization of holidays with his parents, Mr and Mrs C.
The Congregational church has elected
gave atalk on "TheNew Emancipation." the society at a meeting in banquet hall, L, Olmstead, has.returned to his stndies
Friday night.
Visiting granges* from in the Choate school for boys, Walling- these officers for the year:—Moderator,
Dr Chartion followed.
Dr. Windsor R. Smith; clerk and treasThe athletic association of the high Warren, West Brookfield, North Brook- ford, Conn.
Mrs George S. Baker, Springfield, urer, Edwin Wilbur; auditor, Philander
scliool will have a military whist party in field and Spencer were present. The offitown hall, Monday eyening. The play- cers for the year were installed by Alfred daughter of Mr and Mrs Frank L. Bailey, Holmes; deacon for four years, Henry J.
ing will be directed by Miss Ruby Day of C. Stoddard of North Brookfield, who Scliool street, is recovering in a Spring- Weeden; church committee, Misses Alice
Worcester, and it is expected that 50 installed the first officers of Brook- field hospital, from an operation for J. White and Mary Foster, Mrs Ella P.
Shackley; missionary committee, Misses
tables will be used. Refreshments will field Grange, 25 years ago. After the appendicitis.
■
Alice J. White, Elizabeth W. Gilbert,.
be served in the banquet hall, during the business meeting there was a reading,
Frank L. Mosway, of Palmer Tribe of
evening. The proceeds from the evening "Reminiscences of Brookfield Grange," Red Men, will be deputy of Quaboag Mary A. Phelps, Fannie F. Foster and
Mrs Alice J. Carter; parsonage commitwritten by Mrs Charles Lakin and read
go to the support of the baseball team.
Tribe of Red Men of West BrookfieldJohn Tolinan was irreBted Sunday by Mrs Elbert L. Bemis; after which He raised ftie Quaboag chiefs at a meet- tee, Dr. Windsor R. Smith, Philander
Holmes, Robert M. Carter; soliciting
morning by officer James W. Bowler, for there were vocal solos by Leon Godaire, ing, Thursday night.
committee, Lindsey T. Smith. Edwin
drunkenness. He was cut about the face William B. Hastings and Miss Mildred
Prof. Stanley L. Galpin, Trinity college,
and hands as the result of falling down Mitchell; piano selections by Mrs P. Eu- Hartford, has donated several French Wilbur, Albert W. Bliss. Sunday school
stairs at his home on Mill street, with a gene Godaire and Mrs Minnie E. Wright. books to Merriam public library. He officers—Superintendent, Charles H. Bell;
lamp in his hands.
He was arraigned Refreshments were served and a social has been a guest at the Lake Wickaboag secretary and treasurer, H. Ray Chesson;
librarian, Estella O. Thompson; asst. subefore Judge Cottle in the district court, hour enjoyed.
house for several seasons.
perintendent, Albert W. Bliss; Sunday
The annual appraisal of the tpwn farm
East Brookfield, Monday morning, but
Sumner H. Reed, secretary of the West school committee, Albert W. Bliss, Allen
was made Monday, by Charles Mitchell,
was found not guilty and discharged.
George L. Twichell and Simeon H. Cole Brookfield Farmers' club, has secured W. Hazen, Mrs Henry J. Weeden. The
The meetng of the musical section of
of East Brookfield, who were recently Edward H. Forbush, ornithologist to the parsonage committee reported -only 8150
the young ladies' auxiliary to the V. I.
Forty
appointed by the selectmen. They were MasBachusettt SJate Board ^of Agricul lacking for the parsonage fund.
S. that was to have been at the home of
accompanied by the overseers of the poor. ture, to speak on "Birds," before the members were present to listen to the reMiss Ethel Johnson, on Monday night,
ports of the societies connected with the"
AVnooTM'olXfashion'ed" New" England.cl,lb on the afternoon of J™- 28.
has been postponed until Tuesday night,
The body of Samuel D. Hayward, who church.
boiled dinner was served the party by
on account of the military whist party in
Warden and Mrs Richard Wentworth. died at his home in North Long Branch,
the town hall, managed by the high The sum total of the appraisal has not N. J.,'Jan. 1st, was brought to West
EAST BROOKFIELD.
school athletic association.
yet neen announced, but among the larg-! Brookfield Sunday sight, for burial in
The executive committee of the teaeh- er articles and supplies were 18 tons of Pine Grove cemetery. He was the husRev. Allan H. Bissell of the Baptist
ers'club had a meeting in the high English hay, 8360; 12 tons stock hay, band of Ida (Reed) Hayward, a native
church, on Sunday, preached his last
school Wednesday afternoon. Miss Mary »144;ten good cows, »500; holstein bull, of West Brookfield.
sermon here, and now goes to the MethoA. Gleason, teacher of the grammar »40; two heifers, *75; three yearlings, I West Brookfield public schools opened
dist church in Hingham, in order to be
school, was appointed secretary to suc- $45; one sow, 835; '60 cords of wood^'Monday after a two weeks' vacation.
nearer the Newton theological seminary,
ceed Miss Mary A. Lawlor. The club 8125; 60 bushels potatoes, $45; three: All the teachers returned, but Miss Anna
where he is a student.
will have a meeting in the high school, horses, 1675; three shoats, 845; 175 O'Day will assume her duties as teacher
Miss Mary Derrick of Brookfield is
next Friday evening, Jan. 16, and a Val- bushels of corn on the ear, 8131.25,; 60 in the Hodgkins school, East Brookfield,
entine Party the second week,, in Febru- hens, $60; refrigerator, $35; gasoline en- on the election of a teacher' to fill her now principal of the Hodgkins school,"
and Miss Anna H. O'Day. West Brookary.
gine, saw-rig and pump, 8145: mowng placS in District No. 2.
field, succeeds Miss Derrick in grades 2
C.H. Gray of Boston arrived in town, machine, 825.
,-—
A union service of the Congregational and 3.
Tuesday, and will be the guest for three
At a meeting of Division 17, A. O. H.,' and Methodist chnrches was held Sunday
■da- \
^»_—:
weeks of Mr a,nd Mrs .Frederick Morrill, Sunday afternoon, these officers were in-1 night in the Congregational church, at 7
Death of Alfred L. Guertitt.
High street, after which he will go to stalled by National Delegate, George H.' o'clock. The subject was the progress
San Francisco, and then will start for his Ramer of Spencer:—President, John M. j of the year. There were addresses by
home in Melbourne, Australia. Mr Gray Tunstall; vice-president, Martin J. Don- Rev. J. H. Hoffman and Rev. E H.
Alfred L. Guertin, foreman of the
has been in the United States for eight ah no; recording secretary, William J. | Thrasher.
weave room of the Mann & Stevens mill,
months, getting ideas in the shoe busi- Walker; financial secretary, Andrew J. | T officers elect of the Mission Study East Brookfield, was found dead in his
ne
ness. He worked for a time in the cut- Leach; treasurer, Edward F. Delaney; class in the Congregationoi church are; room at the annex to hotel Lakewood,
ting room at the Foster-Moulton factory. chaplain, Rev. M.J. Munliy; sergeant-1 President, Mrs Melville A. Stone; vice- Sunday morning. Dr. DeLand, the medThe body of Beatrice E., daughter of at-arms, John Crotty; sentiniel, James E.; president, Miss Alice J. White; secretary, ical examiner, gave cerebral hemorrhage
Rev. and Mrs Oliver W. Means, aged 18 Derrick; standing committee, Jolih G. j Miss Mary A. Phelps; treasurer, Mrs as the cause of death. He was born in
months, who died Tuesday. Dec. 30th, McNamara, William J. Byron, Michael', Robert B. Davis. The first book to be St. Hugues, Canada, and at the time of
in Hartford,'Conn., where the family Begley, John .Clancy and John Byron; studied this year is "Mormonism, the his death his age was 54 years, 9 mos.,
and 18 days. Mr Guertin has been forehave been living since they closed their sick committee, William Roach, Patrick' islam of America."
^ the Soda, ^ chari. man at the mill for seven years, and was
home on Blanchsrd hill, Nov. lat, was J, Hennessey, John M. Tunstall, Edward] M ft meeti
brought to town, Friday afternoon, and F. Delaney and John Crotty; auditing' tab,eB0C,Hty arran(rementa werediscussed an expert workman.
He leaves a wife, two daughters and
buried in the Blancbard lot. Rev. Sher- committee, William J. Walker, John for the" play to be given by the society.
man Goodwin conducted the services; as- Mulcahy, 2nd and Frank Byron; hall It wa8 voted to „,, wnij ^tween the five sons. The daughters are Mrs Walter
sisted by a clergyman from Hartford. committee, Matthew Ryan and John .c ^ the following committee was ap- Fletcher, East Brookfield, and Delia
. ^ ._Mrg Frederick w. r^ia, Guertin, now in a convent at Marlboro;
The funeral party of 20 came in a special Tunstall. After the officers were installed
Pullman attached to the express, and re- a social time was enjoyed and refresh- chail,man. Mra Harold Chesson and Mrs the sons, Arthur M., and Frederick N.,
turncd to Hartford on the, 3.40 o'clock ments served.
Webster L. Kendrick.
The three-act Worcester; Henry A., of Washington;
express.* 'The funeral was in charge of
William Tunstall has gone to work in comedy, '-Home Ties," will be given in Frank C., in Texas; and Louis J., East
Brookfield.
undertaker Pratt of Hartford.;
Southbridge.
I town hall, Jan. 23.
EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
AT
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CONVICTION OF
24 DYNAMITERS

SEA

BRIGHT WRECKED

BY

FIERCE

HURRICANE

TWENTY-FOUR ARE

BOOM SYSTEM OF
HIGHEST LEVEL
RURAL "CREDITS
IS REACHED
FOR FARMERS
Massachusetts Manufacture*
in 1912

Six Labor Union Officials Are
Granted New Trials.

GAIN OF NEARLY 129 MILLIONS
IMPROVEMENT

IN

TEXTILE

Defend-

ants Who Must Serve Prison

Lynn It Now the Leading Shoe City

Term.

of the Country.

Basis

la Suggested.

«

Boston.—The movement for the^,
Chicago.—The sentence of 24 ot
Boston—The highest level in the creation in New England of a system
the labor union officials convicted in
history of Massachusetts manufac- Of rural credits, through the establishIndianapolis of conspiracy to transtures was reached during the year ment of agricultural banks or otherport dynamite have been confirmed
1912, acording to Director Charles F wise, by which financial assistance
by the United States circuit court of
Gettemy in his annual report on sta- could ibe given to farmers for the
' appeals of the seventh district. Six
extension and development of thlelr
tistics of manufactures.
of the 30 who appealed were granted
"The value of goods produced in existing agricultural enterprises and
new trials.
They are:
her factories, as shown by the re-' to encourage the pursuit of agriculturns from 8271 establishments, was ture by persons not now engaged
Olaf A. Tveltmoe, San Francisco.
t 1,596,734,445, an increase of nearly therein, was given marked impetus at
William McCain. Kansas City, Mo.
129 000,000, or approximately 9 per the two-day meeting of the New EngFred Sherman, Indianapolis, Iud.
William Bernhard, Cincinnati, O.
cent, over 1911, and a gain over the land section of the American Comlatest
census of more than $106,000,- mission on Agriculture, which wa»
James B. Ray, Peoria, Ills.
000, or upward of 7 per cent," says held at the State House.
Richard H. Houlihan, Chicago.
Director Gettemy.
Among the men whose conviction
The co-operative method of buying
The report alBO shows that the city farm supplies and implements and
was confirmed are Michael J. Young
of Lynn has replaced Brockton as the selling the products of the farme was
of Boston, sentenced to six years,
leading boot and shoe city in the also Indorsed by delegates from all the
who the decision states to Imve 'been
United States, the former having New England States, appointed by
proved guilty of conspiracy in connecgained $1,985,323 ift 1912 over 1911, governors thereof, and others who
tion with explosions in Boston,
giving it a total valuation in this in- have taken up the matter in the inSpringfleld>Fall River, and Somerset,
dustry of $35,511,992, and Brockton terest of the development of New
and Frank 1 Higgins of Boston, senhaving lost $730,966, making its total England's agricultural resources.
tenced to tJo years and two days.
valuation $34,244,367. Lynn was many
Counsel fir the 24 within 30 days winds
The conferences at the State House
years the leading boot and shoe city have brought out educational discus■will petitio/ the court of appeals for
of the country, hut was forced into sion of the problem as set forth in a ,
aj^iearmg of new legal points. If
second place by Brockton a number report of the American Commission,
^SHSJ^9**/they will take the case
to the supreme court of tne United
of years ago.
based on observation in Europe,
States.
Pending final adjudication
The average wage paid in all man- where rural credits and co-operative
ufacturing* establishments during the buying and selling by farmers ha*
it is understood no attempt will be
made (by the government_to return
year 1912 was $10.60. Ten per cent, been In vogue for years.
to the penitentiary at Leavenworth,
or 43,832 adult male wage-earners, reGovernor Foss has taken a lively
Kan., those of the convicted men who
ceived less than $8 per week, tout the interest in the matter and has urged
British
Minister
Accused
ot
number of adult female wage-earners the adoption of some such measure*
are at liberty undec. .bond.
Resignations Foilow Change in Buildings Swept Away in Jersey
The appeal was heard by Circuit
who received a similar amount was In addresses before grangers and egAnti-American Tendencies
and
Long
Island
Towns
Judges Kohlsaat, Baker and Seaman
far greater. Of all the latter so em- rtcultural societies throughout the
Public Sentiment, Head Says
The decision was read by Judge Wilployed about 43 pen cent or 80,990, State *
J. Lewis Ellsworth of Worcester,
liam H. Seaman. 'It is declared that
received less than the $8 a week
former eecretary of the State Boar*
conspiracy clearly was shown on the
BIG HOTEL IS IN RUINS UNITED STATES PROTESTED wage.
of
Agriculture, and one of the mem-,
END
GUARANTY
VOTE
TRUST
part of the 24 defendants and that
The highest average earnings ot hers of the American commission,
challenge of the conspiracy counts of
those employed in the various indus- which studied conditions abroad, bethe indictments was erroneous; that
Means British Deference to U. 8. A. tries was $936.74, paid in the liquor lieves that the establishment of the
the distinction was maintained be- More Withdrawals Where No Obliga- Gale Leaves 100 Homeless—Meagre
industry, and the lowest was $363.03, cooperative plan of. purchasing supIs the Opinion—Rebel Army, RoutFunds
to
Meet
Needs
of
Resort—
tween the conspiracy charges and
tions Remain—Retirement From
paid in the manufacture of confec- plies and Implements and the sale or
ed at OJinaga, Withdraws From
Big
Hotel
and
$30,000
Theatre
•
those alleging performances of the
products would go far toward settlBanks Depends on Constructionery.
Long Siege.
• acts for' which the conspiracy was1
Swallowed
by
Sea.
tion
of
New
Act.
In the State as a whole boots and Ima the serious dairy problem which,
formed and that the verdict could not
confronts the State of Massachusetts.
Washington.—The transfer of Sir shoes, exclusive of cut stock and tindMr Ellsworth contends that th»
be challenged on the ground that
New York.—The nor'easter which
New York. — Acknowledging the
ines, increased its product from $!»»,• Massachusetts method of producing
separate acts and a continuing con- change that has taken place in public struck the New Jersey coast and the Lionel Carden, British Minister to
898.074 in 1911 to $200,489,037 In and marketing milk Is all wrong, an*
spiracy had been improperly joined sentiment regarding interlocking di- south shore of Long Island piling up Mexico, to the MInlstership at Rio de
1912, a gain of $12,590,963, or 6.4 per that unless something is done to asin charges.
»
rectorates, which were attacked so vi- giant waves which changed shore Janeiro, Brazil, is the result ot strong
sist the dairyman the State will have
The decision stated succinctly that gorously by Samuel Untermyer, as lines and swept away cottages, bua^a-, representations made to the British cent.
Of the adult male wage-earners, to face a milk famine, and a serlou*
McManigal and Clark, though co-de- counsel for the Pujo committee, in his lows, hotels and fishermen's houses, Foreign Office by the American State
43 832, or aibout 10 per cent, received one, before long.
fendants, were competent witnesses efforts to prove the existence of a causing a loss estimated at more than Department.
He is also an earnest advocate on,
less than $8 per week; 248,619, or
for the prosecution.
money trust in Wall street, J. P. Mor- $1,000,000, died out after raging 24
The sending of 8ir Lionel Carden to somewhat mere than one-half (57 per the adoption of a syetem of , ruraa
In reversing the convictions of gan announced the retirement of him- hours, releasing scores of gale blown Mexico City was for the purpose of
credits, and he explained.to the con-,
cent) were paid rates varyingfrom
Tveltmoe, McCain, Ray, Houlihan, self and four other members of J. P. cities and towns from Its grip.
having him do Just what he did— $8 to $16, and the remainder—144,125, ference the methods by which, finanSeabrlght, which was buffeted by
Sherman and Bernhard, the decision Morgan & Co. from the directorates
everything to embarrass the Wash- or 33 per cent—were paid at rates of cial assistance Is afforded farmers
says:
a/broad.
,
of thirty corporations in which the a violent storm on Christmas night, ington Government in its handling of
Dr Howard Edwards, president on.
"We are of opinion that evidence is banking firm has wielded for years a suffered damage estimated at $400,000. the Mexican situation, which was $15 per week and upward.
Of
the
adult
female
wageearners
A
dozen
or
more
flno
summer
homes,
the
Rhode
Island
State
College,
said)
Insufficient to establish a prima. facie potent influence. *
acute then, July 18, 1913, and which in all industries, 80,990, or about 48
that the New England farmer Is not
case of copartnership in the offenses
The move, which caused a great many fishermen's dwellings "and the is little different now.
per cent, were paid Jess than $8 per a man of Initiative and that It la use.
charged against any of them. Their Btlr in Wall street, was followed $75,000 Octagon Hotel were shaken
The story of the intrigues of Car- week- 98,084, or over one-half-t»3 less to talk about loans and credits,
jsympatby and participation in the quickly by a statement that George F. apart by the hammering of the waves
(general objects of the organization Baker, a figure equally commanding and tumbled into the ocean to come den with Huerta, in an effort to dis- percent) were paid $8, but under for farmers when the average farmer Is not particularly progressive,
may be assumed from the evidence, In American finance, intended simi- back later to the battered beach as credit President Wilson, is not a long $15 and 6993, or approximately 4 per
and not Interested In these proposione, but it is filled with what officials cent, were paid $15 and over.
driftwood.
but we are not advised of proof of larly to limit his activities.
"What we
Of the young persons of both sexes tions In the beginning.
their actual participation in any of
The two announcements, considered ., More than 100 persons were made of the State Department here charreally need," said Dr. Edwards, "iB a
the offenses charged in the indict- together, were taken to be the death homeless. Seabrlght has only $12,000 acterize as "worse than 'dollar diplo- under eighteen years of age, by tar new kind of farmer."
the larger proportion will be found;to
in its treasury with which to relieve macy.' "
knell of "interlocking directorates."
ments.
His solution of the problem was a
the low^age group, 60,698, or about
"In reference to Tveltmoe the fact
The companies affected include such suffering and to build a bulkhead
At the time Sir Lionel Carden went
reorganization 6f the school system so
that he is not a member of the asso- railroad systems as the New York Cen- strong enough to guarantee the future to Mexico City there was a loud cry 86 per cent, receiving IBSB than $x that the drain on the ambitions and
ciation is not important.
On the tral lines and the New Haven, such safety of the ocean front. The town from Sir Edward Grey, the British per week, the rates most frequently energies of the farmers might be
" other hand, his undoubted sympathy Industrial corporations as the United will appeal for Federal and State aid Foreign Minister, and Lord Cowdray, recurring being $5 but under $6, and stopped. He said that the young men
•
with and co-operation in the great States Steel Corporation, American in the construction of a sea wall.
and women should be educated to the
the latter the rich British concession- $6 but under $7. "
The average yearly earnings for all fact that In agricultural
The south shore of Long Island was
pursuit*
strike in California does not Involve Telephone and Telegraph Company,
aire In ' Mexico, for the recognition
wage-earners
without
regard
to
sex,
hard
hit,
particularly
at
Edgemere,
•here are possibilities of a very useful
complicity in the conspiracy.
and such banking concerns as the
of Huerta by the United States. It
Hammels
and
at
Arverne,
where
the
age
or
skill,
as
obtained
from
a
diviand pleasant life.
"The testimony by McManigal of Guaranty Trust Company, Chemical
was pointed out by Lord Cowdray
It was the opinion of Guy C. Smith,
references by McNamara to Tveltmoe National Bank, Bankers Trust Com- Arverne Pier Theatre was shunted off that the concessions of his company, sion of the total amount paid in
of New Hampshire that
farmers
wages
$336,553,704,
and
the
average
its
foundation
and
scattered
six
blocks
as 'the old man of the coast' who pany and Astor Trust Company.
known
as
the
Pearson
Syndicate,
were
number of wage-earners, 608,590, was should he Induced to borrow more
along the beach. All told a'loss ot
'wanted a Christmas present' is not.
While the resignation of Charles
many and of tremendous value. The
money.
He
said
he
was
not
proud
$551.36, or about $10.60 per week.
sufficient to identify Tveltmoe with 3teele as a member of the Board of $300,000 resulted.
The Jersey shorefront, famed for its principal concessions consisted of Many of the industries, K^ver. of the fact- that a large percentage
the conspiracy.
the Steel Corporation goes into effect
rich oil holdings in the States of Tamof the farme in his State are not
"The testimony cited against the it once, it is not the intention of J. P. summer resorts, was gored and gouged pico and Campeche and the Tehuan- showed higher average earning* than mortgage.
On the contrary, he
are shown for the State as a whole.
other five mSn granted a retrial does Morgan, who is also on the board, to from Sandy Hook to Cape May.
A half mile stretch on the lower tepec Railway.
Nearly all of the cities show higher thought this fact might Indicate a
not require specification except as sever that connection. Mr. Morgan
lack
of
progress
rather than an Ideal
Prior to Sir Lionel Carden's selec- average yearly earnings than are
ito Ray and Sherman.
In each of ieels that it was a product of his end of Absecon Island jutting into
condition.
Little
Egg
Harbor
was
turned
Into
tion
as
Minister
to
Mexico,
the
British
shown
for
the
State
as
a
whole
these cases we found cause for hesi- father's creative geniu- To withdraw
The results claimed for the desired
tation on the question of identity. sntirely from the board, he believes, a part of the Atlantic and many build- Foreign Office had recognized Huerta Brockton, whose chief Industry is the legislation include making available
.The cases" of all six, therefore, are is neither necessary nor demanded by ings, Including five cottages at Long- as the Provisional President of Mex- manufacture of boots and shoes, for loans, to farmers $7,000,000 In the
remanded to the district court for a public opinion. There are no fiscal port, disappeared. The loss was fig- ico: This action was taken In the face shows an average of $639, Lynn, $68j, proposed State Agricultural Bank, deof a protest from the United States Haverhill, $612; Boston, with a wide rived from the $600,000,000 of deposits
ured at $30,000.
relations between the banking firm
.new trial for each."
The sea cut into Cape May, carry- Government.
range of miscellaneous manufactures, now in our State savings banks, bringj
uid corporation.
ing away fifteen feet of its beach for
shows average yearly earnings of ing of 100,000 farmers within the State
While
department
officials
were
unThe
statement,
which
was
given
out
HIRED GUNMAN.
a distance of 600 feet. So great was
borders in the next two or
three
by Mr. Morgan person.\lly, made it the power of the waves that the beach willing to discuss the matter for pub- $603- Worcester, $604; Qulncy, $677; years, added taxes from land now idle,
Springfield, $632, and Plttstteld, »64o.
Houghton,
Mich.,—Gov.
Ferris ilear that as occasion arises he and front trolley rails and ties were twist: lication, it early became" obvious that
decrease in the $300,000,000 now paid
the Carden transfer is believed to have Of the textile cities, Fall River shows for agricultural products grown outmas gained much flrBt-hand, informa- ais associates will withdraw from the ed out of place in different spots.
been made in deference to the feel- average yearly earnings of $427. Low- side the State, cheaper food and an
ition regarding the strike which has boards of other concerns-in which
ing of the United States regarding the aHm New Bedford, $484, and Increase In the property valuation
TO FIGHT RADIUM PLAN.
ibeen in progress in the northern- they are now represented. The head
attitude of the BrltiBh diplomat tow- Lawrence, $475. The high^average and agricultural development In Massunost portion of his state for more 3f the Morgan firm explained that this
earnings are, of course, to be found achusetts.
Objects to Withdrawal .of Ore Lands, ard the American policy in Mexico
than five months. Especially did the policy was not determined uaon
In industries employing males prinDelegation Says.
It can now be stated for the first
(Governor learn about the number of through any spirit of pique or annoyWashington. — Opposition will be
1913 WARMEST YEAR RECORDED.
county and company deputies in the mce because of criticism of the firm's made by members of the Colorado time publicly that the State Depart- cipally.
trtrike zone and the extent to which relations with the New Haven road, delegation in Congress to the bill pro- ment had detailed inquiries made re- THREE GET PARDONS A8 OLD Moat of, the Excess In Temperature
but only after months of deliberation.
garding Minister Carden's official anthe so-called "gunmen" have been
Was In January, March and
He said he believed the final decision posed by Secretary of the Interior tecedents and his alleged anti-AmeriYEAR END8.
used, or are being used.
Lane
reserving
to
the
United
States
December,
will be for the best interests of the
canism, when holding other diplomatic
The Governor obtained this inforcompanies involved and of J. P. Mor- ell rights and ownership in radium posts' in the Caribbean countries. His Hunt, Worcester Coal Dealer, Had
mation from the sheriffs, prosecuting
bearing ores found in public lands.
Boston.—1913 was the wannest
& Co.
attorneys and supervisors of the,two gan
Not Served Any of Hia Sentence.
Secretary Lane recently recommend- ■-statements in Mexico, City and his reNo resignations from national banks
year recorded by the Boston branch
counties affected by the industrial were included in the resignations" an- ed the passage of such a law, declar- ported attitude toward the Wilson polof
the United States Weather
dispute. At the conclusnon of hia nounced by the Morgan firm, but it is ing that the value of radium had been icy in Mexico are regarded as the
Boston.—Three pardons have been Bureau. The year will not leave any
sessions with these officers he im- understood that this matter is being enhanced because of the belief that it prime causes of the decision reached granted by the executive council.
marked impression of having been
pressed upon them that they must held in abeyance pending" the passage would prove effective as \i remedy for by the British Foreign Office to transGeorgr-Ef Hunt of Worcester, a unusually warm, however, because
fer him.
work together in maintaining law and ot amendments to the currency bill.
cancer.
coal dealer, who has not yet Berved the greatest part of the excess oame
order and in protecting life and prop
Any part of a sentence of six months, In January, March and December, InCHILD DIES DE8PITE, RADIUM.
SEEKS A CUPID FOR 750,000
BALK AT PRI80N PRODUCT8.
erty.
following his conviction on a charge stead of coming In the summer, as
V
Was Treated for Cancer by Dr. Kelly, of attempted bribery of a deputy it did In 1911.
Dr.
Van
De
Water
Says
City
Should
Sunday's Immense Tabernacle.
Convicts Made Idle by Municipalities'
sealer, was one of those to receive
The accumulated excess Is 1290 debut Came Too Ltite.
Bring., Eligible Together.
Failure to Buy.
Pittsburgh, Pa.—Second only to the
.
.
._. grees for the entire year, which is
Baltimore. — The .eleven-year-old clemency.
New
York.—There
are
750,000
men
Jose
Correa
de
Mello,
who
has
Intr-rest in Rev. Billy Sunday'* whirlAlbany, N. Y.—Many coanty,.city
422
degrees more of a departure from
daughter of B. J. Hayman ts the latest
wind addresses during hie recent and village officials are ignoring the and woman in New York under 35, victim of cancer whom the radium served over twenty years of a life normal than In any past year, acmost
of
them
under
30,
who
are
not
evangelistic campaign here was that prison law, which requires municipalitreatment failed to sure. The parents sentence Imposed for killing Bertha cording to the'records of the weather
aroused by the immense wooden ties to purchase goods and materials married, and so f.ir as appearances requested Dr. Kelly to use radium. Manchester of Fall River, was par- bureau. The mean daily temperature
go
do
not
intend
to
get
married.
Suoh
tabernacle which was erected under manufactured in the prisons from SuThere was at once a noticeable im- doned on condition that he Is to leava for the year has been 52.3 degrees,
the direction of his expert builder perintendent of Slate Prisons, accord- is the opinion ot the Rev. Dr. George provement and it was believed a cure the country.
the highest previous mean being 61.2
R. Van De Water of St. Andrew's Episto house (be throngs which attended ing to a statement by the State ComA third pardon was for James Mac- degrees In 1908. 1875 was the coldcopal Church, Harlem, who in his ser- had been effected. The girl was sent
(he meetings. There was ample seat- mission of Prisons. If the convicts in
leod,
who
has
served
half
of
a
twoest year1 recorded by the Boston
mon advocated social centres, by the home, but within a month she grew
ing capacity for 10,000 persons in the the State prisons are to be kept emweaker, her constitution having been year sentence In the House of Cor weather bureau.
city
if
need
be,
to
bring
these
young;
fjreat structures and the choir seat* ployed, public officials of the State,
undermined by the previous operation. reotlon for breaking and entering.
the commission sayB, must purchase. unmarried people together.
ad several hundred singers.

MORGAN FIRM OUT LOSS IN STORM CARDEN FORCED
OFTHlRTYROARDS OVEKS 1,000,000 OUT OF MEXICO

I
Wkl

tive

3,000 YEARS.

LESSON

HENrar HOLLAND

LESSON FOR JANUARY 11.
TEXT—And unto Adam also and to his
wife did the Lord__ Ood make coats at
skins, and clothed them.—Gen. 3:21.

FAVOR.

Marketing and Buying on a Co-opera-

FINEST,. LAXATIVE IN

(By E. O. SELLERS. Director of EvenUJ*
Department, the Moody Bible Institute,
Chicago.)

SHOWN.

Michael J. Young and Frank G. HigAmong

:.

Agricultural Commission Holds
Conference atUoston ,'

IN
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IS Switzerland there Is scenery
everywhere one turns, and at every
turn It Is different.
Now It's the Jungfrau, all robed
in white, towering Into the altitude
>f perpetual snow and looking down on
the lesser peaks, still within'the timber line, velvety in the verdure of unbroken forest. A half turn and the
(ye is trained upon tne stratified wall
it a mighty mountain of rock, rising
iheer a thousand feet. Over its lofty
edge a stream of water plunges, only
to lose Itself In a vapory mist half
way to the base. Still another turn
and there opens before one's vision a
broad expanse of pale green water—
»n Alpine lake, its placid bosom dotted
with craft of many kinds, Its shores
lined with hotels and the homes of
summer guests. Back from the water's
edge the land slopes with a gentle
rise. There the sturdy farmer tends
bis flock and tills the productive soil.
His chalet, with projecting roof, with
red geranium boxes at every window
and a crimson rambler at the door,
adds picturesqueness to the scene.
All Hemmed In.
Such Is the Switzerland of which the
poets sing/the painters paint and the
tourists.rave. It's tne prime article in
the scenery line. /,
Switzerland Is a /dinky little nation,
ill hemmed In from salt water by a
bunch of' world powers and "wouldbe's." It has a standing army but no
navy. It has a flag—a white cross on
a red background—and the Switzers
love it as we love the stars and stripes.
Because they can't flaunt it on the rear
end of a battleship and carry it around
the world, they run it up at home on
every and all occasions and let It
-flutter In the balsam-laden breezes that
blow down from the mountain tops.
The Swiss are a sturdy people. Some
think scenery has a lot to dot with
the building of character. If not, why

inconvenient In Italy it is pauperism
The SWIBS poor are an honest, ambb
tlous, hard-working people, with a heap
of cleanliness thrown into the bargain
Italy's poor are shiftless. In Italy the
stranger is confronted by unkemptand
indolent mendicants at every turn with
the reasonable assurance of an Insult
If he doesn't loosen up. A gratuity
here Is received as though wholly unexpected and with corresponding appreciation. In Italy It Is considerable
of a trick to get away from a hotel
without "shelling out" to 4he entire
staff.

THE MISSION OF THE SEVENTY.

LESSON TEXT.—Luke 10:1-24.
GOLDEN TEXT.—"It Is not ye that
speak, but the spirit of your Father, that
tpeaketh in you."—Matt. 10:20.

It Is written In
Scripture
that
Jesus "came unto his own and his
God "covereth him- own received him not." Rejected in
self with light as Judea, he turned to Galilee, making
with a garment" his headquarters at Capernaum only
(Psalm 104:2),■gj to be rejected there aUo. "After these
and
there _ arafj things» (v,-l.) e. g., after his final desome who think parture from Galilee, and as he was
we have a sug- about to perform his Perean ministry.
gestion here of The ministry of Jesus is rapidly hasway in which our tening to a close, still there is much
first parents were work to do, hence the selection of
covered before the those who shall go before him-to prefalj,.. But If • so, pare for what proved to be in each
they lost their city and town his last visit.
Some Attractive Cities.
outer glory with
I. The Seventy Sent (vv. 1-9). Verse
the Inner, for no one tells us of the character of the
Besides scenery and ambitious poor
sooner did they work they were to undertake, viz., to
Switzerland has some attractive cities,'
commit Bin, than be heralde; to prepare the people
not the least of which is Zurich, located In the northern part of the inland "the eyes of t£em both were opened, against his coming, 2 Cor. 6:20. There
and
they
knew
that
they were naked" is a plentltude of work, but, "the larepublic. * With a forest-covered mountain behind it and a pretty lake in (Gen. 3:7). At once they took steps borers are few." They were sent to
front, it is handsomely environed. In to conceal their shame by making for a particular people, "whither he himmunicipal Improvements it is decidedly themselves aprons of fig leaves. How self would come," 2 Tim. 4:8; Titus
modern. It has a host of good hotels, inadequate was the provision! And 2:13. No matter what may have been
mainly supported by -American tour- so we read that, later on, after their their limitations, the "coming one'"
ists, efficient trolley service, a very ex- trial had been held, the penalty pro- j wouja BUppiy all deficiencies. Jesus
cellent lighting system, well paved nounced, and, blessed be Godj the hope commanded>-prayer, but also sent forth
streets, fine homes and public build- of a Savior.held out to them, their those same praying ones (vv. 2, 3).
heed in the particular was also met.
Prayer and work go hand in hand In
ings.
The text suggests the plan. . A lamb a sane Christian experience. Every
its principal street extends from a
was slain, its blood was shed, and Its impression demands sufficient exprescommodious and artistic passenger sta- covering appropriated for the guilty
tion straight to the lake front This pair. The whole circumstance Is not sion, it it Is to make any lasting contribution to our characters. The large
thoroughfare, with a double-tracked
only a beautiful, but a most important harvest demands attention. We are
trolley line in the center, is lined on
symbol ofGod's dealings with the sin- sent Into that harvest by the King
either side with high-class shops and
ner in the spiritual realm.
himself, "Behold I send you;" and
shaded by two rows of linden trees,
1. Sin is an eye-opener. And this •those whom he sends are not comnow in flower and permeating the air
with sweet perfume; Between the may be said even though it is equally pelled to labor alone, Matt. 28:20;
Jesus mentions four
walks, which are of good width, and true that the sinner is blind. How oft- John 14:16.
the curb Is a roomy stretch of grav- en he starts on a new career of ln- things about those whom he sends:
inquity,
expecting
satisfaction
and
Like Lambs.
eled ground where, during half the
(1) Their character. They are to be
morning hours, the peasant truck gar- pleasure, only to discover himself
woefully
disappointed
and
deceived.
deners display their wares and the
like "lambs." We have just had the
city housewives and kitchen girls, do Happy is he, if at such a time, the figure of. "laborers" presented, labortheir marketing. By ten the trading power of the Holy Spirit works with- ers who were sent. Is this then a
ceases, the dealers fold their umbrellas in him that deeper conviction of what mixed simile? We think not. We are
and quietly wend their way back to sin really is and does, that may lead to go forth to the harvesting work as
him to seek eternal salvation from it. laborers, that is our work, but, in our
2. The awakened sinner not infre- characters, we are to be lamblike.
quently attempts by his own revising
(2) Their
environment, "among
to rid himself of the consequences of wolves." That is to say, surrSundlng
sin. The fig leaves he employes are each harvest field, and frequently engood resolutions, the temporary re- croaching as far afTthey dare, are the
llnquishment of some bad habit, the wolves, a type of the evil one and of
giving up of some form of vice, stay- his agents. Those who go thus Into,
ing at home nights, doing some deed or by the way of, danger will not carry
of charity, attending church, perhaps any excess of baggage, 2 Tim. 2:4.
"professing religion," as it is some(3) In the third place, they are to
times called.
go forth with complete dependence
3^ God only can cover the sinner's upon God's providing care (v. 4). The
sin. "Not by works of righteousness exact letter of these instructions is
which we have done, but according to not always Incumbent upon his ambashis mercy he saved us, by the wash- sadors, chapter 22:36, 36, but the spiring of regeneration, *ud renewing of it of absolute faith In a Father who
the Holy Ghost, which he shed on us will provide, mustalways possess his
abundantly through Jesus Christ our representatives.
Savior." This is Paul's testimony to
4. As to their bearing, It must be
Titus, and it is the experience of that of dignity and self-respect (v. 6).
every soul that is really saved (Titus Social demands consume a great deal
3: 6, 6).
ot energy In diplomatic circles, and U
4. God covers our sin by a method is here that many Christians waste
of his own. As the prophet Isaiah precious energy, as well as becoming
sings: "I will greatly rejoice In the involved In worldly practices. Their
Lord, my soul shall be joyful in my first thought upon entering a house
God for he hath clothed me with the must be for the good of the home
garments of salvation, he hath cover- (v. 6). not for their personal comfort.
ed me with the robe of righteous- If a "son of peace," (v. 6), dwelt there,
ness" (Isaiah 51:10).
one to whom peace rightfully be6. God obtains this covering of longed, their benediction would bring
righteousness for us by the offering up to that home a blessing. But If he bd
of the life of the innocent for the ,not there their peace was not to be
guilty. "He spared not his, own Son, lost, for it would return to the giver.
but delivered him up for us all" (Ro(6) Their mission was to offer, not
mans 8:32). "He made him to be sin to force acceptance. They were not
for JB who knew no sin, that we might .beggars, going from house to house
be made the righteousness of God in (v,. 7), they, had something worth
him" '(2 Corinthians ,5:21).....
'while and Were worthy of their hire.
Do we not see how purposely God's, JThe fawning, cringing sycophants that
covering of Adam symbolizes what 'pass for Christian workers stand rebe is ready to d6 in the case of any. buked before "tfris teaching. However,
taVlen sinner who realizes his need?- this does* not sanction the dogmatic,
Do you realize yours? Are-you trying domineering methods of some. They
DANGERS <* MOUNTAIN CLIM5ING
vainly to help yourself, to cover your are to accept what is offered (v. 8),
own spiritual nakedness? Why notj not demanding, "a worthy compensaIs If that Indolence and laziness char- their. hillside garden patches. The accept God's covering? Why not take - tion." The church of Christ Btands
acterize the natives of the lowlands street Is cleaned of rubbish and left Jesus Christ as your Savior by faith? condemned for the meager salaries
In southern climes, and activity and attractive for the shopping throng durIt is so easy to do this. As an un- ■ given its representatives, yet it Is also
energy are dominent features of the ing the remainder of the day.
known author has said so beautifully: true that a man usually, and in the
people of mountainous countries? The
If there's one thing more than anlong ran, gets about what he is worth,
Swiss partake of the strength of their other in Interlaken it's the hotel 'bus. i ?ou aak me how I ever came to Christ?
God's Truth.
I do not know;
mountains. Their courage Is as en- There are BO many hotels In the town
! To build up character brings a far
during as the majesty of their everlast- that a few years ago It became neces- There came a longing: for Him in my soul
So long ago.
richer compensation, and more lasting hills; their energy as tireless as sary to buSd two passenger stations 1 found earth's fairest flowers would fade
ing results, than to obtain earthly
their mountain streams. No braver to accommodate the 'buses. Interlaken
and die.
men ever pulled a trigger on a battle- is one of the most popular tourists' I yearned for something that would sat- prestige, ease or wealth. Therefore
the
ambassador of Christ can afford
field than they,
centers on the continent. It Isn't much And isfy;
then at last somehow I seemed to to wait with glad certainty the final
It wag the Swiss guard who stood In ltselft but has a setting that's a windare
till the last was slaughtered at the ner. At one end is Lake Brienz; at To lift my broken heart to Him in prayer. casting up of accounts, accepting in
the meantime the lowlier seats among
I do not know,
Tuileries to protect Louis XVI. and the other Lake Thun, and magnificent
men, Luke 14:7-14. However, these
toll you how; .
Marie Antoinette, who skipped out the mountains, either snowclad or forest; I canI not
only know
;
ambassadors do have an exalted work
back door before the Parisian mob ar- covered, all around. Here one may see' He is my Savior now.
:to perform. They had a commission
rived. Tborwalden's Lion was chiseled the Alps in all their splendor and from
out of solid rock at Lucerne as a this place as a center many of the You ask me why I ever came to Christ? for both body and soul. The Gospel
I
can
reply:
of Christ Is for the whole man (v. 9).
memorial to the courage and loyalty principal points may be reached. It Is a wondrous .story: listen while
'To minister to the bodies of men must
and valor of those men, whose lives Steamboat lines, narrow and standard
I tell you why
were so needlessly sacrificed on the gauge railroads, cog roads and funicu- My heart was drawn at length to seek His Ihowever be accompanied by the heralding of the coming kingdom. That
face.
altar of duty. It was these same char- lars go out and up In every direction.
waa alone, I had no resting place;
j kingdom which is everlastingly to be
acterlsts that carved for Switzerland Wagon roads converge at Interlaken, II heard
of how He loved me, with a love {visible upon earth, Dan. 2:44. ^
her independence from larger and also, and pedestrians, with their leather Of depth so great—of height so far above
| II. The Seventy Received (Vv. 10All human ^en,
more powerful people, and It was, pack bags and sharp-pointed Alpine
1 longed such love to share.
j 16.) These heralds were to proclaim
again, these same characterlsts that stocks, make up a large part of the
And sought it then
| that the kingdom was "nigh unto you."
have taught other nations to mind floating population.
Upon my knees in prayer.
I In this section we have set before
their own business and leave SwitzerEuropean highways, judging from
land to work out her problems in those in Italy, Austria, Germany and You ask me why I thought this loving :us not only the probable manner
Christ
whereby the ambassadors may be repeace. The stuff that SwisB soldiers Switzerland, are much superior to the
Would heed my prayer?
ceived, but also their attitude towards
are made of earns papal recognition to average American road. The road I knew He died upon the cross for me,
those who shall reject them. Jesus, by
this day. A select body of them, ar- builders over here certainly have hard
1 nailed Hfm there.
rayed In gaudy uniforms, hawe stood problems to contend with—more and I heard His dying cry, "Father, forgive!" his anathemas pronounced upon ChorHim drink death's cup that I might azin and Bethsaida (vv. 12-16), Intiguard at the gates of the Vatican in steeper grades, more bridges to build, 1 sawlive;
Home for many years.
more fills to make. All roads here are My head was bowed upon -my breast In mates what shall be the fate of those
who reject the ambassadors of the
shame,
The differences between the poor well crowned and the drainage, which
King. He emphasizes this by saying
people of Italy and Switzerland Is very all road commissioners have been told lie called me, and in penitence I came.
1
He heard my prayer—
(v. 16) that he is heard and despised
rtriklng. Here It is poverty, which time and again Is essential to good reI cannot tell you how.
when these, his representatives, are
they are taught is not disgraceful; only sults, la given particular attention.
Or when, or where;
Only I love Him now.
heard or despised.

Kellogg** Tasteless Castor Oil le Pur*
Castor Oil Without Taste or
Smell.

For 3,000 years castor oil has bees,
the world's best laxative, but until
Dow an offensive, sickening taste baa
limited Its use.
**
For 3,000 years chemists have tried
to remove the taste.
>
It remained tor Spencer Kellogg 4k
Sons of Buffalo to solve the problem.
Kellogg's Tasteless Castor Oil Is
Just what the name means—a pure,
clear, refined oil without any taste.
Doctors are prescribing it already.
Anybody can disguise the taste of
castor oil by mixing It "with alcohol,
wintergreen, peppermint, or other
flavors, but it required real genius to J
keep the oil pure and make it tasteless. Kellogg's Tasteless Castor Oil
works even better than the old evil
dose, without pain or griping. Children take it easily.
Tour dealer has Kellogg's Tasteless
Castor Oil, or can get it quickly. 25o
and 60c. Ask for Kellogg's Tasteless
and look for the trade mark on the
label—the Kellogg signature over •
green castor leaf. Spencer Kellogg <s
Bons, Inc., Buffalo, N. Y.—Adv.
The man whose specialty'is making
excuses never makes good.
Putnam Fadeless Dyes color In cold
water. Adv.
We always feel sorry for an heiress;
she simply has to marry in self-defense.

Backward, turn
your flight!
Give me conceit again, just for tonight;
Carry me back to the days when I wot*
Loud clotlies and, fn fact, waa a gay
aophomore;
Smooth from my forehead all traces of
care.
Cover my poll with a thatch of dark
hair;
^
11 *
Put all the doubts that assail me to sleep,
Grlve back the self-love I neglected to
keep.
Tired of the hollow, the base and untrue,
X long to be somewhere around twentytwo,
i
With the boundless conceit that enlivened
me then,
•
When I fancied I wielded a masterful
pen;
When I thought that the things-which I
wrote were sublime.
And was sure that my fame must endure
through all timeWhen I proudly believed that my wisdom
■ waa deep
*
And that genius was resting when I went
to sleep.

miOHATICA STOPS TOBK PAIM
ir breaks up your cold In one hour. It smarrelous,
•rbr,
—< •xtornallj. All druggists, 26 cent*. Adv.
Used

A Hint
"I suppose some country sites are
very uninviting."
"And uninvited, if they're pantsites."
Curiosity.
Maud—Why didn't you protect your*
self when Jack kissed you?
Betty—Why, at first I was speechless, and then I thought I would see
how many times the impudent fellow
would dare to do it .
Pleas for Patriotism.

"You should be patriotic and contribute your valuable services to your
country without thought of pecuniary
reward!"
"I will," replied the official; "Just
as soon as a whole lot of people get
patriotic enough to quit sending their
bills to me."
■
-r-

Turn backward, O, time, for tonight,
won't you, please.
And let me be gladdened by youth's ecstacies?
Permit me to have the cock-sureness of
The Spender.
yore.
That I had when I strutted, a proud
At Christmas the 4 millionaire filled
sophomore,
his pockets with bifls. To the postBelieving I knew all a mortal might know,
And sure I was chosen to lead all here be- man, janitor, hallboy, barber, and
waiter, each and all, he gave a tenrow;
Oh, put all the doubts that perplex me spot
to sleep,
"Ha, ha!" he chuckled, "I'm the
Give back the conceit I've neglected to
guy who put the X In Xmas!"
keep.
THE OLD, OLD STORY.

"George!"
There was a touch of sadlneaa In
her voice and sorrow was written
upon her countenance.
"What Is it?"
the man asked.
"Shall I request
the porfcer to bring
you a pillow? You
may, as well take it easy. The dining
car won't be open for an hour or
more."
"No. I'm not tired at all. But we
have been married nearly, three hours
and not once since we have been man
and wife have you told me I was beautiful."
The Hardship of Penury..,
"All our friends seem to be getting
rich," his wife.complained.
"t can't understand why that should
make you unhappy. You have plenty
of good clothes and a comfortable
home, haven't you?"
"Yes, but I,never get a chance to be
named in the society columns as a
patroness of anything." ,
, Multum In Parvo.
She'd such a slender waist it seemed
As if she'd almost break In two;
I asked her out to dinner and
Was filled with awe era we were
through.
The things she ordered were enough—
I put it mildly—to appal;
Bhe'd such a slender waist!- I can't
Imagine wnere she put it all.
Easy.
A Harvard professor, who has been
experimenting with them, is of the
opinion that angleworms think. If they
do we can easily guess what they
think of people who mues them up by
putting them on fish-hooks.
Inherited.

"Willie Holt seems to be developing
Into a v*y fast young man."
"What else could be expected in his
case? Hasn't his father been fined
nearly a dozen times for exceeding the
speed limit?"
'
A Bard's Mistake.
An eastern bard starts on a "Song ot
the Worklngman" by saying: "I sins
the song of unbroken sleep." We had
an Idea that a majority of the working'
men were fathers.
Immaterial.
"No man can Inherit education." *
"Well, what of It? If a man inherits
money he can hire all the education
he'll need, and not have to pay It bl|
wages, either."
V -

Best Fortune Teller.
The quest of noblemen for wealth;
In America has been talked about for
decades; but few, if any, can rival Bar*
on Assebach in being witty in a praotical way.
Miss de Mlllyuns, his prospective
wife, was entertaining the baron one
evening, and apropos of lovers' nothingness she asked:
"Did you, baron, ever go to a fortune teller?"
"Yes, mees, many times. But the
last time was best"
"Where did you go?"
"I went to the probate court to*lnd
out about your grandfather's will."—
Sunday Magazine of the Chicago Record-Herald.
SELF DELUSION.
Many People Deceived by Coffee.

We like to defend our indulgencies
and habits even though we may be
convinced of their actual harmfulness.
A man can convince himself that
whiskey is good for him on a cold
morning, or beer on a hot summer day
—when he wants the whiskey or beer.
It's the same, with coffee. Thousands of people suffer headache and
nervousness year after year but try topersuade ydrmselves the cause is not
coffee—befause they like coffee.
"While yet a child I commenced
using coffee and continued it," writes
a Wis. man, "until I was a regular
coffee fiend. I drank It every morning
and In consequence had a blinding
headache nearly every afternoon.
"My folks thought It was coffee that
ailed me, but I liked it and would not
admit It was the cause of my trouble,
•so I stuck to coffee and the headaches
stuck to me.
"Finally, the folks stopped buying
coffee and brought home some Postum..
They made it right (directions on,
pkg.) and told me to see what difference It would make with my head, ani
Viuring that first week on Fostum my
old affliction did not bother me once.
From that day to this we have used
nothing but Postum in place of coffee
—headaches are a thing of the past
and the whole family is In fine health."
"Postum looks good, smells good,'
tastes good. Is food, and does good to
the whole body."
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Creek, Mich. Read "The Road to Wellvllle," In pkgs.
Postum now comes in two forms:
Regular Postum—must be well
boiled.
<s.
Instant Postum—Is a soluble powder, *A teaspoonful dissolves quickly
In a cup of hot water and, with cream
and sugar, makes a delicious beverage
Instantly. Grocers sell both kinds.
"There's a Reason" for Postum.

I
North Brookfield Grange.
coal and placed it upon the cannon,—
EDWIN T. CHAPIN
[there was, a combustion, the windows of
ARCHITECT
Mrs
George
R.
Doaue
entertained
the
! the saloon were all broken, and there was
MAILS DUB TO ARRIVE.
To the Editor of the SOUTH BBOOKFIELD \ hole in the clapboards of the "Big .iterary committee of the Grange at, her j 727-728 State Mutual Building, Worcester
A. M. 6.46—East and West.
,
Thu two dugs, one owned by Leon
JOI'HNAI.:—
jsiiop." I do not think the cannon has home, Tnesday afternoon and evening.
94JO—West.
Mrs' Lila Lidstone, lecturer of the
Telephone
,
Adams, the other by George Banks,
[been used since that, night.
F. M. 12.45—East and West.
I —
;
m
In
the
retirement
of
Frank
S.
Bartlett
which were bitten by a mail dog nearly
The man who caused this letter to be North Brookfield Grange, announces the
2.00-WeBt
two weeks ago, are still under observa- from business in the Adams' "l^'J^^ j.written is Frank Bartlett, and doubtless, following program for the next meeting,
H. P. BAHTLBTT,
4J50—East.
t 7.06—East and West.
*
tion but as yet have shown no signs! of out doubt there are quite a
I have a surprise for him; many years Jan. 15:—Paper on the Panama Canal,
DENTIST.
residents of the town who will recall the ago wt; were schoolmates, there are with- Stephanie Glass; violin duets, the Wiley
MAILS CLOSE.
rabies,
A.M. q,no—West.
v
Arthur Fullam, who has a most excel- changes that .have been made in the out doubt a few left who remember brothers, with accompaniment by Mrs
Adams Block,
North Brookfield
6.45—East. .
lent opportunity to be posted in the mat- Block and vicinity during the past fifty '] Mrs Bothwell and Clifford school teach- John J. Lane; paper by George P. Buck,
11.30—East and West.
years or more.
Hours,
8
to
12
m.
1.3.
to 6 p. m. 18tf
current
event,
George
R.
Doane;
Rollter
says
that
tne
fungus
growth
is
workers, God bless them if they are alive toP. M. 1.00—West.
Back in the old stage days, when Win.
ing havoc among the chestnut trees, es4.40—East.
lay. What fun we had sliding down call, each member to respond with a brief
6.00—East and WeBt.
pecially of the younger growth, many of Ayers owned the stage line between North "Old Cracky" in the rear of the school, statement of 'their interpretation of the
COLBV H. JOHNSON
Mails for East Brookrteld are despatched at
ami East Brookfield, and a half dozen
upon our feet. I do not think that any Grange.
6.46 A. M., 11.301,. M. and 1 V. M. Mails from which will be totally destroyed.
heavy four" horse wagons, which conveyed
East Brooklield are received at 9 30 A. M. and
AUCTIONEER,
Itev. Edward L. Judge, the young and
of us could do it to-day.
5,40 P. M.
all of the freight fov the storekeepers of
Sullivan-Cuddy.
How many are there to-day, who rePackage mails are despatched twice daily as energetic pastor of St Joseph's church, is
DEALER
IN REAL ESTATE
the
town,
including
the
immense
freight
follows:—11.30 A, M. East and Morth, 6 P. M. alarmed at the amount of gambling which
member Gilbert's Pond where the boys
West and South.
of boots and shoes ahd leather for the
OFFICES,
John SuJUjan of Leominster and Miss
and girls used to enjoy themselves skating
Mails for the Rural Delivery is closed at 8.15 lie asserts is going on in town, and gave
"Big Shop," Edmands & Duncan, OlmA. M. and received at 1.30 P. M. ■
in the winter, afterschool? It was in the Anna CutfdyTdaughter of Mr and Mrs
a sharp warning to his people at the 8.30
School
Street,
No. Brookfield
The office hour, will he:—6 m A. M. to 8 P. M.
a.m. mass last'Sunday, \p keep away stead & Foster and Edward Smith, boot meadow in the rear of the Gilbert house, James Cuddy, were married at St JoHolidays, «30 to 9.30 A. M. and 5 to 6 P,.M.
manufacturers were the
Persons who continually ask to have lock from the gambling houses which, lie said, and shoe
40
Foster
St.
Worcester.
extending down below the house of George seph's chuach, Monday morning, with a
boxes opened are respectfully requested Jo use
good old days of. prosperity for. North
R. Hamant. There are two at least who nuptial high mass by Fr. Judge. The
harbor sharpers, and take both time and
their keys.
Brookfield. A cownide boot was plenty
JOHN HOWE, PoBtmaster,
have not forgotten it. One night after best man.was William Sullivan, brother MRS HELEN LUTHER
money from those who frequent them,
good enough for the men during the
. PAUL M. KEANEY, Asst.
school, Frank Bartlett, Lyman Adams, of the groom, and tne bridesmaid, Julia
tie appealed to the officers who are apweek, but the boot to wear to church on
SCALP SPECIALIST
Adna T. Howe and others were enjoying Cuddy, aister of the bride. Miss Mary
pointed to enforce the law to do their duty
Sunday,
must
be
French
calf,
made
by
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
themselves skating on a "bender," the Doyle sang Ave Maria and Paul Keaney,
or if they were afraid to, why not resign.
Manicuring . 50 Cents.
William R. Warren, costing <f|8 to $12
Miss Sara Skerry, a Soith Brookheld per pair. The boys' boots had red tops ice was cracked up in very fine pieces, Agnes,Dei. The bride wore a wistaria
Shampooing
50 Cents
we were skating across singly for some suit, wKh a bird of paradise hat to match,
Albert W. Larkum is again confined girl, is now manager of the lunch room
Scalp Treatment - 50 Cents
and copper toes. There were no shoes, time, then we became more courageous and the bridesmaid a taupe suit with hat
to hia home by sickness.
at the Horace Mann school in New York then, except a russet or kip brogan,
and several of us skated across together. to match. A wedding breakfast was 66 SUMMER ST,. NO. BROOKFieLD
A new milch cow and nine roosters are City, the most famous scoool in the which was made for the southern trade.
They
TELEPHONE 115
tt
Unit d Stabs, where there are an average Our shirts were the old-fashioned "sack" The ice broke, and we found ourselves in served at the home of the bride.
offered for sale by Jesse James.
of (SOU students fed daily, ranging from made by our mothers at ltome. The the water, we were scared and scrambled will five in Leominster..
Two tons of good English bay, and an kindergarten to high school. Primarily
to get upon the ice, but as faat as we
express harness are for sale by Everett G. the lunch room is for the Horaee Mann only ready made shirt was the Hathaway would catch hold of the ice It would
that coBt *2.00 and 82.50, at Alfred W.
Concordia Terrjple, P. S., inWebber.
pupils, but it also caters to students of Bartlett's or Lyman Tucker's, both of break. At last one of the boys less scared stalled^hese officers at their ha7,
arose upon his feet and it was found that
The North Brookfield Savings Bank t ie teachers' college, the great vocationwhom were Kept busy, employing several
the water was only about a fbot deep; we Thursday af ternoon, D. D. G. C
h as declared a two per cent seiui-annual al institute connected with Columbia; Unmen and women making custom suits „of
then went home drenching wet and cold. Addie Cooley of West Springfield.
dividend on deposits.
iversity. She likes her work as a busi- clothing for the men and boye. »
Frank received a scar, which he has car- assisted by Mrs Vienna Sibley of
Clark E. rieyes, of Springfield, Neb., ness," for it is not so wearing as teaching
On almost every farm for miles around
Spencer, and Mrs Frederick H!
ried
ever since.
who lived here 45 years ago, was in town and the financial reward is better.
you would find a 10xf2 shoe shop where
Gates. ~P. C, Mrs Addie Crooks;
APNA
T.
HOWB.
The following officers of-Veritas Lodge, the farmer and his boys would make
for a few hours to-day.
M. E. 0., Dora Churchill; E. S.,
204 Lockwood street,
Eosella Conger; E. J., Nellie JohnDr. Phelan announces that Frank, son I. C. of A., were installed Tuesday even- shoes for the shops in the town, besides
Providence,
R.
L,
Jan.
3,
1914.
son; M. of P., Carrie Smith; M.
of Victor Perry, who'has been ill with ing:—Past jumior president, Mrs Ellen working their farms and securing good
of R. andE., Olive Crooks; P.,
diphtheria, has been released from Iquar- Rondeau; president, Miss Teresa Doyle; crops. Everything was prosperous then,
vice president, Miss Julia O'Brien record- but machinery was introduced and everyAMONG THE CHURCHES.
Nellie Lovell; G., Mrs Lillian
lx>tli ruDDer ana steel tares, I _,
antine.
Democrat and Delivery Wagona, Suring secretary, Bertha A. Collins; finan- thing was changed. The small shops
Seed; pianist, Florence Thompson.
reys an.1 Hnad Wagons, both new and
The Foresters have their 33d annual cial secretary, Mrs Kathryn Garrigan;
secondhand.
Supper was served^ at ,7 o'clock,
Cong-resational Church.
dance at Castle hall, this evening, with treasurer. Miss Kathryn Mullen; first were used in which to store the tools of
and in the evening the initiatory 4.T BOTTOM. 1PRIOK8
music by Plant's Singing orchestra of guide, Mary Collins; second guide, Susie the farm. You have, to-day, monuments
ol the prosperity of the men whit' held
Next Sunday's theme will be—"Isaiah, degree was worked.
Harness, Kobes, Blankets, Whips i
Spencer.
.•
Hatch; inner sentinel, Annie Corcoran; good positions, or were manufacturers, in
Oil Cloths. Mot too Costly. Not toe
huNall to his Work." This will!» preCheap.
You can now Bend fifty pounds by par- outer sentinel, Nellie Maloney; trustee the fine residences scattered about the
ceded* ibyS"talk to the boys and girls. In
cel post, to any point within the first and for one year, Regina Hirbour; trustee for town.
the evening a lecture on The Political
second zones which covers a very large two years, Lena Jandreau; and court
There are a few left w,ho can remem- World in the time of Christ, illustrated
physician, Dr. Edward B. Phelan.
The ber the first call to war with the South.
All th* different grades. All SUMS «t '
territory.
FRED C. CLAPP
with 55 splendid views.
Nalla.also,
membership is 153 and three candidates One of the bookkeepers in the office of
Mrs M. B. Bishop, Summer street, has
ThcrFint
Congregational
church
at
its
n.m.mb.r that my prices are always
the Batchellera, went into what was called
lost a gold necklace with a gold do'lar were initiated at this meeting.
annual meeting last Friday evening, rethe lowest. I sell so as to sell acala.
the packing room, secured a long strip of
attached. The finder will please return it
elected its full board.of officers except
Dr.' Daalel'e lloraa
paper, and printed a notice with mark
Death of Mrs Daniel Fiske.
and be rewarded.
•»
the auditor, Mr Lawrence, who wished to
ing ink, which was pasted on the outside
retire; jafter six years of service.
Registered Kmbalmer.
Married,—Jan. 6,' inv the West End
Mrs Daniel Fiske died at the home of of the office building, calling for Volun1 KLBFHOHI OAKHAH D4.
The officers ate'-r-Clerk, Alvin W. NewAve. Collegiate ehurch, New York, by
her daughter, Mrs George R. Hamant at teers. Those were stirring days.
man; tressurer, George W. Lane; finanDr. H. C. Cobb, Amory T. Skerry, Jr.,
WILLIAM
S. CH4«VF0«D
Isttlty AHlStKBt.
11 o'clock this morning. She was born
The Rev. Mr Cushlng was pastor of the cial secretary, Alonzo B. Tucker; auditor,
and Clara Uoerflinger.
OAKHAM.
at Killingly, Conn., June 20, 1820; her First Congregational church, Penn Tyler Herbert W. Bemis; finance committee,
, Miss Anna Sardam maiden name being Ruth Burlingame. with tuning fork, was leader of the-choir
Sunday aftei
Cwinecttut by LmtrXMstance Telethe last three officera, with Horace J.
in Arlington, N. J., She married ljaniel Fiske, July 3, 1842, aid Ben DeLand played the bass vfol
returned to
Lawrence and Morton F. Lincoln; Christphono .at HoHae ami Store,
id returned to her and seven children were born to them— The Rev. William Beecher was pastor of
and Miss
ian Aid committee, the pastor, Mrs H. E.
Julia, the first wife of George U. Ham- the Union Congregational church, now
school iu
Cummings and Mrs ivi. B. Bishop. It
.Gagnon, for many ant; Mary E. Hobbs and Susan M., of moving picture theatre.
The bod;
CHARLES S. LANE,
was voted to continue* the publication
The first floor of the Adams' Block was of the ehurch calendar, and also to obs town, was brought North Brookfield; Stephen B (deceased),
years a reside!
from f-'poncejLjOn Thursday for burial in Oelia S,, ( Mrs George R. Hamant;) occupied by Benjamin K. Deland's drug serve Jan. 18 as an "Everybody-at- MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
Charles D. Fiske of Worcester, and Mrs store, with Henry W. Nye as clerk.
St Joseph's cemetery'.
church Sunday."
Herbert W. Bemis,
DRESSMAKING
Sarah S Hawkins of Providence, R. I.
The Post OIHce was partitioned pff from Horace J.' Lawrence and Mrs Amasa G.
B. A Collins & Co. are in the midst of
REGISTERED EMBALMER.
Mrs Fiske has made her home n'ith her fie grocery store of Mr William A. PoStone were appointed to act with a sim- U Praspjct St.
North Brookfield
their annuals days' January mark-down
daughter, Mrs Hamant, for the past 11 land, then came ttie confectionery store
Personal Prompt Attention Day
ilar committee from the other churches.
sale, with special priies on nearly their
or Nifltht.
45
years. Although confined to the house of M. D. Wires and the cl ithing and
entire line of merchandise.
Telephone North Brookfield No.
for a long time she made friends of all who furnishing store of Alfred W. Bartlett.
taa-ii.
Methodist
Church,
Mr and Mrs Fred Brierty of Hnrtford, iri"t her by her cheerful manner and On the second floor was William R. WarERNE ST D. CORBIN
Long Distance Connection.
Qonn., spent New Year's with Mrs Brier- amiable spirit The funeral will be a£- ren, custom hoot and shoe maker, the
Sunday school st 1 p. m. PublKi woro?rjifi;r.u5r
Pane rain Personally Directed
ty's parents and sisters, at the home of tuided from the home on Gilbert street, news storea of Ed Weeks, Bub Woodis ship with sermon by the pastor at 2.
and Every Requ is ite FurnTAI *cIe:itiiiL-, ItitjUiuint,
drug-less
Mr and Mrs Fred BrucJspr, Gilbert St.
on Monday afternoon at 2.30 o'clock. and Chet Stowe in the order mentioned, Epworth league at 7. Mias Josie Brown
ished j31iijit;adtptation of glasses for the
the law office of the Hon. J. E. Greene, of this church led the Epworth League
Lady Assistants
ti I >: vlifo.1 and the relief of headThe Young Woman's CInb'will meet at The friends are invited to he present.
nlll a 11 eye strain.
who wetuXto Worcester and ^as editor of meeting in the JJreokfield church last
the home of the President, Miss Frances
the Worcester Spy. His office was taken Sunday evening.
T. Lawrence, Elm street, on Tuesday
At Dr. Ludden's
Ociica
Everybody at Church.
by Robert E. Beecher, who practiced law
44
evening, Jan. 18.
Business of importDr Charlton is to give an address at
for
some
time
and
then
removed
to
HartWith the unanimous consent of comance.
.
' .
the installation of the officers of the' EpENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
m'ltees appointed from the three protest- ford, Conn. The office on the corner was worth League at West Brookfield, next
The Grange Auxiliary will meet in
TO RENT
ant churches of the town, Sunday Jan. occupied by Dr. H. P. Bartlett, dentist. Monday evening.
Orange hall, Tuesday, Jan. 13, afternoon
IN SCRIPT OR
ADOWS-STAIRS
TENEMENT
of
6
rooms
on
The
upper
floor
was
occupied
by
a
pho18, has been set apart as the "Everybody
vvainut Htreet, town water and electric
and evening, with supper at 6 o'clock, in
to Church" Sunday, for North Brook- tographer. In the basement on Summer
lights. Inquire of A.|U. BMSS:B ...
Mtf
ENGLISH TEXT
Christ Memorial Church.
charge of Mrs Liszie Clapp and Mrs Anna
field. This is a nation-wide movement, street, was the restaurant and saloon of
H.I.Lawrence,
North Brookfteli
Howland.
FOR RENT
already successfully worked out in many M. D. Brewer, who sold cider and what
Regular meeting of the Woman's Guild, AN Upper Tenement of eight room, in lirst
Water bills are now du| and should be towns, and many places like our town was known as "punk" beer, non-intoxiclus repair, electric lights, town water, hen
paid at the office of the water commision- are planning a campaign of the same na- cating. In the rear, was the livery stable Wednesday, Jan. 14, in the Guild rooms hoiua, garden and some fruit. Inquire of HOWARD DUNpHV, Mt. Pleasant at. North
■'.
ers at once in the basement of library ture. Especially marked have been the of Marshal' Bartlett, which was after- at 3 p. m.
Brookfield.
«'tf
"building;" Their office hours are from 2 results in Worcester, while in the West, wards purchased by Charlie Bush of New
The annual meeting of of the Woman's
to 4 p. m., every day this month.' .
where things go with a hustle the records Braintree. Mr Bartlett also kept a board- Auxiliary was held Tuesday afternoon,
ing house in the building on Summer St., and officers were elected as follows:^
LOST
The V(, 0. T. V- meeting that wonkl for church attendance have been pheNecklace, with s cold dollar
AIR TIGHT STOYES,
naturally come on, the loth will be herd nomenal. It is almost a general verdict where afterwards was the millinery store Pres., Mrs Emerson H. Stoddsrd; vice- A OOLD
tached. Valued as an heirloom. Any<
of
Miss
Ella
Bemis
and
the
jewelry
store
pres., Mrs Raymond Adams; sec'y-treas,, Undine the same will he liberally rewarded, by OIL HEATERS,
on Thursday, Jan. 15, at Mrs Frank P. that the gain is permanent. The local
to MRS at 8. BISHOP.
of Will Hobbs. In connection With, the Mrs George A. Woods. At three o'clock, returning
Vo. « Summer Street, North Brookfield.
Stoddard'a, Elm street. Topic—Special committee are working under the leaderO-CEDARMOPS,
Adams' Block, there was an instance the rector gave a talk on Buddhism, esship
of
Herbert
W.
Bemis
and
Emerson
Prayer for Constitutional Prohibition.
H. Stoddsrd and they ask that everyone which I will irtveV forgtet. The town pecially in its Japanese developments,
WIZARD MOPS,
J. A. White & Co. report the large*t give the movement a cordial reception owned a cannofi, which was kept tn the and as to possible traces -of Jewish and
HORSE BLANKETS,
TO RENT
business for 1913 of any year since they and pass the word on to the other man basement of the old church. Tilly $how Christian "influences in the later years of
up-staira tenement. Town water.
have been in business, and exceljerit pirn- to be at church on Sunday, Jan.' 18.
was janitor of the church and. tolled the Gantama"the Buddha," and in the early A GOOD
Everything on one door. Inquire of ITRJ5D POCKET KNIVES,
pects for the year to Come, • which, with
bell for all the deaths in town. The, big centuries A. D. Tea was served at the A. STEARNS, South Main Street, North Brook- FLASHLIGHTS,
field.
1
their present up-to-date equipment they
boys, Htsnry Perry, Ed Wheeler,.- Jim close to a good number of the AuxilbirJ
The Brotherhood Concert,
are prepared to handle promptly.
SCISSORS,
Cummings, Henry Hibbard, Jerry Perry and guests from the Congregational and
TENEMENT TO RENT
and others knew the fact, and were told Methodist missionary workers.
N SECOND Floor, six heated grooms, with CARVING SETS,
Mr Waldo Thresher and son, of SonthThe second entertainment of the Broth- by the fathers of the town that the canelectric lights and bath room. Inquire of
D. F. WINSLOW, school street,
bridge, were in town on Tuesdsy. Mr
The annual meeting of the Parish will
BARN LANTERNS,
erhood course was given qn Monday eve- non should not be fired, but on a certain
North Biookueld.
lw3«
Thresher is now employed in an optical
be
held
next
Monday
evening,
Jan.
12,
ning. It consisted of quartette and solo night" before July 4th, Tilly Snow refactory, and reports business booming.
DRIVING
LANTERNS,"
n
the
Guild
rooms
at
7.30
o'cioct.,,
FOR RENT.
work by the Colonial Male Quartette, and moved the tongue of the bell and carried
He was formerly' well known here but
SEVEN Room Cottage on Ward street,
Next 8unday, Jan. 11, a special service A steam
readings by Miss Fitzwater.
The it home with him ami placed it under his
heat town water, poultry hnuse, FAMILY SCALES,
found thst very many of his old associquartette work was very fine, the voices bed, the bell rope was pulled up through will be used at 10.45 a. m., for which fruit and garden. App.'y to MRS E.w F.
EAMES, Bigeiow St.
l 2*
ates were among the missing.
WRINGEKS,
blending in harmony, and the selections the floor. One of the boys climbed up ! leaflets will be provided. The rector
The Appleton Club meets next Wednes- chosen relined aud high in quality. the lightning rod into the belfry, and hopes to preach on Faith as the leading
FOOD CHOPPERS,
dayl Jan.. 14, at the home of Mre Charles The encores were bright and amusing. ending the tongue oU*e bell gone, sev- raotlve f G^in &Av^ and *" th^ COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Worcester ss.
Probate Court SAFETY RAZORS,
A. Bush, {forth Main-street, and will be The solos were also good, and both these
« L down
.i
eral, off.i
those upon .i.
the groundi went
! Woman's Auxiliary
* and the members
, ..
, of, To the hefrs at law, next of kin, and all other
... . , ,, ,
... L
.
m , ,ule
the iumor and senior Bgrades of the school Deraons interested iu the estate of William K. THERMOMETERS,
entertained by Mrs Bush "and Mrs Jane and the quartette were encored heartily, .to Barton
a blacksmith shop, (now Tuck-1
'""'" ,,., ^
.
Hobbs.iateot North Brookfield, In said CounSkerry. Mnrmonism, Spiritualism and and the artists were generous in their re- er's)-on Spring street, opened a window 'are *pee»«r 'f'f to to ^'^ On" tv.
DOG OLLARS,
deceased.
..^ ,
Whereas, certain instruments purporting to
TranHcendentaliam will be^iscnSsed and sponses.
„nH hung
„„„„ it
mm„ and
and took■ aT*JL
sledge h»
hammer
it i„
in the succeeding Sunday, he will preach
bethe la>-t will and testament and codicil of said UNIVERSAL
Hope
and
Charity.
*
Tlie^
8'a.
m.
service
there will be a musical program, and a
deceased have been presented to s.tid Court, for
Miss Fitzwater, who was both accom the bell, which rang, much to the surElla M.Hobbs, who prays that letters
will be omitted Sunday, as it is the quar probate,by
paper on some current event.
BREAD MIXERS,
of administration with the will annexed may
prise of Tilly and those who were guardpanist and reader pleased, both by her r
be issued to her, pr some other suitable person,
,
,
j
,
...
u
i.
mi.
■
ter
y
date
for
the
celebration
at
West
In the closing of the clothing store of personality and her selections. The aud- mg the front doors of the church. The ™*'» "*™ , ' , D , ,, „, „ ,n „ „ no executor b Ing named in said will.
BROOMS,
. , ., ,
.1 Brookfield in G. A. B. hall, at 8.30 a. m. Yoa are hereby cited to appear at a Probate
A. W. Bartlett & Son the."looking glass" ience gave her close attention'and fre- cannon was taken out of the basement, ™,
™ . "
,
Court, to be held at Worcester, in said County
CARPET SWEEPERS,
iT
* J • /
. t .i -~. Other services Jiere as usual,
of Worcester, on the twentieth day of Januon a pivoted standiffg frame was sold to quent applause. She makes a specialty andi a salute
was fired in front of the res-1 "■""" ™"
ary A 11. 1814. at nine o'clock in the
At ths meeting of the G. F. S. on forenoon, to show cause, if any you have, why ICE ORB AM FREEZERS,
Mr John A. White, Summer St. It is a of children's character pieces, which she iderrceof Hon. Bonum Nye, on Summer
same should not be granted.
veritable antique, guaranteed to be fully portrayed "to the life."
A> "young street. It was then taken in front of M. 'Tuesday evening, it was voted to take up theind
said petitioner is Hereby dlreoted to give SLEDS A.VD SKATES.
eighty years old, and has stood in the bride" story—"The Pudding" was very D. Brewer's saloon, placed across the the study of Lorna Doone. This study public notioe-thereof. by publishing thiB oitation once in each week tor thtee successive
southeast comer of the "old corner amusing. Her closing -numbers were a narrow board walk ahd loaded to the will be illustrated with pictures and pho. weeks In the North urookfleld Journal a news- We ddlivor everything too he»r»
caper published in North Brooklield, the last
store" for nearly a half century. What compliment to the appreciation of the mussle, after the powder was placed in, tographs of the wild Doone country and pul.lcationtobeone
day at least before said
to carrv.
Court and by mailing, postpaid, or delivering
an interesting story of the political audience for refiusd work, being of the the gun, if was filled with paper, rotten some of the characters.
= a cony of this citation to alfknown persons inand social life of North Brookfield the thoughtful order. Nearly all the selec- oranges, glass bottles and a small stone; —
'
ter, sled iu the estate, seven daya at leaat beT
f
old mirror could tell if the scenes enacted tions of both singers and reader were new . the gun was pointed to the cupola of the
" HUNT.
°witneU'0awiLUA* T. FOBBW. Esquire.
'before it could be reproduced.
How and unhackneyed. All present felt they '■ "Big Shop;" one of theorowd went over N^Tlh'r^msi.ve^X'tededio;Judge of said Court, this thirty -nrstday ot Dec
ember in the year one thousand nine hundred
many faces of mir prominent men have had passed a delightful evening, and "re- to the tin shop of Leonard C. Graves, housekeeping. AllI conveniences on one floor and thirteen. JOJUJ w MiWBJ5¥ ^^
been truthfully reflected from it in all ceived "good measure, pressed down and I and got a tinker's stove, it was lighted,, "*"tauoakMa- App y DAUIEL FOSTEB.
Jan. 2, 9,16B
ttf
these years,
/
' .] running over."
I and Jim Cummings took a red hot char-' SprhwUtFRIDAY, JANUARY 9,1914.

NEW BRAINTREE.

THE REAL FRA DSAVOLO

Warren R. Wortiisot Leominister, form
orly of tliis town, is the guest of C. H
DESERTED BY MEN, BETRAYED
Harr.
BY HIS PHYSICIAN.
All who have not been otherwise soliei
ted, will please bring caj3> to the Grange . »
■
.
;
meeting next Tuesday evening. ,
^ I Memo]n of Gen. Hugo Tell Story of
J. T. Webb, Irving Webb, \\ . T.
Campaign Against the Brigand
Iyiftus, H. IV Pollard. J. W. Mahan esWho Fought for Bourbons
tate, C. O. Johnson ami D. 0. Wetherell
Against Napoleon,,
hue Tilled their ion. hours'the past wetk.
Iceia 12 inchef thick.
»
General Hugo's memoirs tell *e
Announcements have bier, receive 1 of story of bis campaign against Fra J*
♦.V marriage
Z?L ut*t
,. St Paul.
Pod's church
jvolo,
Michael Pezza,
Italian
Ch m ., BrookI
^ alias
^ thethe
whQ
BourDonB
lyn.H.Y., .Ian 0 oi \> dham M
leon.
The
general
transNapo
Pollard, Ks,,., and Mrs r*,anee, .M lie . W^ hjs Padversary into a kina of
Mr Pollard is the last of the three -loll- ^^ ^ putg hl(J personai prowess in
ards to beciinae a benedict. Cosgratula- such a dramatic light that his son.ahe
poet Victor Hugo, found it necessary
thins.
The next meeting of New IBraintree .o add little or nothing to the account
Orange will be held on Jan. 13, when the [O raise it to the level of an epic.
However, M. Jacques Rambaud pubofficers will be installed by Past Saate
lishes in the Revue de Parjs some new
Master Carlton D. Btehaedson and jwife.
locuments which reduce this campaign
Music by Olara and tyiiia Kittredge. " more prosaic proportions. TheBe
Headings by Frank W.
\V. Porter and
and.Etiza
Wisa- 3ocumenta are tne Tery letters written
belli M. Oiniisky. KefreshmentSjOy ->ir | ^ Commaniiant Hugo, the future genMr and Mrs Charles S. Lane.
>ral, to Caesar Berthier, Bis commandNew sr-in-chief, as weil as the formal report
The 8:M annual meeting I of ti
Braintree Thief Detecting |soeiety | was 3f his operations drawn up at Naples
hold on Wednesday evening
Toe tur- >nNojemgr^«
^
key supper a ,d .lance drew loO people to ; In his ^^J confldence. his
the hall.
Doyle's orchestra lurmshed *j™£ ^^ ^ fae wag mlghtiiy
music and Miss Jessie Dell Lewis of Wor- perplexed now to steal with an enemy
ester gave readings. The supper^was in wlth wnom tne whole population was
charge of Mr and Mrs C. .S. Lane, Mr n BTropathy, end he frankly confesses
and Mrs B. D. Pollard, Mr and Mrs E. L. :nat in the work of conquest he looks
Havens and Mr and -Mrs 0., H. Barr. rBther to bribery and treachery than
The officers e^d , were-.-Presiden. ] ;o^orce o^rms^
James E. Barr; secretary-tourer 0. | His £~ <
„„ Bol.
S. Lane; directors, J. A Barr John JJ« fight
jBented a8 maklng 30
Bowen, F. W. Potter, b- WhiMomb. '
^ knllng or drownlng
pursuing committee, D. C. Wetherell, J. iiundreds
Jj^g£
of brigands. His letters are
P. Ranger.
more modest and speak only of a skirnish In which "several" brigands were
tilled and only six were taken prisonWEST BROOKFIELD.
Ms. There is, too, in these letters
" The entertainment at theJFourth Social 10thlng about the shot to his right leg
and Charitable supper was In charge of which he afterward mentions in his
Mrs Charles A. Blake. Tne,.Program memoirs; on the contrary. he seems W
consisted of a piano solo by Miss Lena C. have moved about with remarkable
Gamble; songs by Mrs William IDillaberj'S^y- d0es not mean that the camaud Mrs John W. Keith, andlreadmgs by |
gainst the* famous brigand was
Dr Charles A. Blake. The surprise pro- j Qot'aecuiedly strenuous, but the mlUgram was in charge of Mrs Eli| M. Con-! ;ary operations would have been sinverse, Mrs Lewis H. Bruce, Mrs George | juiariy fruitless and Fra Diavolo
A. Johnson, John H.~ Webb- Jand Alfred would have continued to range the
jountry for many years had he not
B. Brigham.
been deserted by hte men and in his
I /-The school committee elected'Miss Mar- solitary condition recognised by a vilgaret L.
^.,.,.
.. Eswards. of
— Wakefield,, to
-- teach
-,age doctor,
aocior, who
wuu won his confldence
lage
District 2 on Ragged Hill, in place of Miss ind betrayed him.
-Anna O'D.ty, resigned.
Miss Edwards , Hugo assures us in his memoirs that
will begin hyr duties Jan. 12.
he Interceded with King Joseph to
There will be a local conference of the srant Fra Diavolo a ,pardon There te
„,
„.
Bit. t" i
n.- o ~d .„ no evidence of this ana it is not very
Three Hirers district for the Sunday-™ « ° How !COula ne have had the
Schools of the Brojkftelda, Warren, Gil- face';„ clalm that this captured bribertville, Hirlwick and NJW BraintreeaJ ;and snoui,j De treated as a prisoner
SaturdiU^aTSrfloin, Jan. 10th, from :1 to }i war wnen from his own showing he
5 o'clock, in the Ciiapei of the Con»;regi- | was a man more celebrated for crimes
tional church, West Brookfield. District' :han for deeds of military daring, more
secretaries will bj present to direct the!| iccustomed to take a
depirtmMit t*):ifer^nc3 and there will '*and his ground and fight? He com' n
.-J"'-pared
him, indeed, with Mandnn and
t
'^u , ' That
_._. means
„ that
«,„» the
tho hanghnnelie an al-ir.'« by VIr H S. C)Piint,,>tate:i'
bartouche.*
secr.!tary.
All irttereited '^in JSunday nan's rope was too good for him.
school work welcome.

^Collector's Sale

' WHAT WOULD FRANKLIN SAY?
|
— -

OF REAL ESTATE
*

Little Book He Tried to Suppress
'Brings $5,000 at Auction—Only
Two Copies Known.

Wben Benjamin Franklin ca'me to
London from Philadelphja-to-1724, according to a writer Mi the Daily Telegraph, he found worjf as a compositor
In a printing office.
While setting up Wollaston's "Religion of Nature" he felt a revolt against
some of the arguments, and thereupon
wrote his own "Dissertation on Liberty
and Necessity, Pleasure and Pain." ]
Moreover, having written it, he print- ■
ed ItJilmself. He was then nineteen '
years of age.
In after years Franklin regretted hte ;
precocious efforts, and suppressed or 1
destroyed most of the 100 copies ot .
th8 tract. He did this so thoroughly j
that only two survivors are known.'
and one of these came up In the Huth
sale at Sotheby's, held recently.
Now for the romance of values.
About 1850 the late Mr. Henry Stev- !
MICHAEL J. SULLIVAN. Heirs or Devisees •ua, the well-known bookseller, bought
~A certain parcel of land, with the build- this copy for 60 cents. He offered It
ings thereon,' situated on the Southerly to the British museum for fS. It
side of Willow Street, in the Town of was refused. He then tried two cliNorth Brookfield, in the County of Wor- ents, Mr. Brown and Mr. James Lenox,
cester and Commonwealth of Massachu- at |2S. Nothing done.
.
|
setts, bounded and described as follows:
Throwing it into auction at PutBeginning at the soutiieasterly corner
thereof, thence westerly by land of Teresa tick's (with a lengthy description) ha
Hayden, five rods; thence northerly by was rewarded with a bid of $100, Mr.
land now or formerly of Michael Howard, Hotten beating the belated British mueight rods, more or less, to said Willow seum at that price.
Street; thence easterly by said street five
In the Hotten sale, 1872, the British
rods to land used as a right of way; museum lost it again at £22 10s. and
thence southerly by said right of way to It eventually Joined the Huth lithe place of beginning.
i
Taxes for the year 1913.
911.40 brary,
At the auction referred to the son
JOHN J. DUNPHY,
and
namesake
of
the
late
M.
Stevens
Tax Collectoriforthe year 1913.
was ready. Remembering the price
Jan. 9, 16, 2SD
his father had originally given, he piously called, "Half a crown," and Mr.
Hodge, the auctioneer, courteously acStSSS
cepted It, knowing the motive behind the call. The next bid was the
real start, £320 coming from Mr.
Quarltch's representative. On went
the duel betwoen him and Mr. Stevens. With a big effort the former
reached £1,000.
"Now Mr. Stevens, guineas?" said
^engraved or printed in the Mr. Hodge.
"No, £," replied Mr. Stevens, and at
very latest styles, and the the enormous sum of £1,005 the more
than sibylline survivor was his, although Mr. Hodge playfully suggested
best work guaranteed.
to hte rival, "Just beat him by hte
family half crows!"
Mr. Stevens was especially pleased
with hte victory, because, as he pointed
out, the only other copy of the
/
Journal Office,
\
Franklin relic known as sold by him
in the Stevens-Franklin collection to
the government of the United States
51^/^S In U8L"

The owners aiuljoccupiints of the following .-described parcels of real estate
situated in the town of North Brooklield,
in tile county of Worcester and Commonwealth of Massachusetts, and the public
are hereby notified that the taxes thereon
severally assessed for the years hereinafter specified according to the list committed to me as collector of taxes for said
North Brookfield by the assessors of taxes,
remain unpaid, and that theamalest undivided part of said land sufficient to
satisfy said taxes, with interest and all
legal costs and charges, or the whole of
said land if no per+m offers to take an
undivided part thereof, will be'oflered for
sale by public auction at the Selectmen's
room in the Town House in said North
Brookfield on Saturday, January 24,1914,
at 10 o'clock a. in , for the payment of
said taxes with interest, costs and charges
thereon. unless the same shall be previously discharged.

Wedding Invitations

and Announcements

Horace J. Lawrence,

V, Y/'tijByil/tttllMais.J

RICHARD HEALY
Thousands of Women are sharing in this Money-Saving Sale

UNPARALLELED JANUARY SALE
of Women's Garments and Fine Furs aJt^ices Unparalleled at
Any Clearance Sale Anywhere. January is the Month of Bargains.
Our stock is so complete and select that you can choose from the best
models of the leading New York and foriegn designers and get just what
<jou want in stylish clothes and Furs at about what you expect to pay.
$25.00
5.98
5.00
• 5.00
5.00

FUR COATS
FUR MUFFS FUR SCARFS
WOMEN'S SUITS
WINTER COATS

512

MAIN ST,

to $250.00
to
75.00
to 495.00
to 29.50
to
35.00

DRESSES AND GOWNS
WOMEN'S SKIRTS
EVENING WRAPS
GIRLS' COATS
GIRLS' DRESSES

5.00
2.98
17.50
2.98
.98

to
to
to
to
to

35.50
7.00
35.00
12.50
7,50

-WORCESTER

/

It is one thing
to make soda'
crackers that
are occasionally good.

MANV'OF THEM Ity ACTUAL LIFE
AND IN BOOKS.

"MINUTE MEN" ARE SCARCE

Call at 46 Summer Street

Wireless Telegraphy 1s Practiced
Very Extensively by British
i
Flag Waggera.

To see the Latest Models of

SPIRELLA'

How many readers of Answers
knows what a "minute man" is?
He Is an army signaler who te so
CORSETS
Freaks and Caprices of Nature, Added skilled at his work that, with the ordiOr have them brought to your horn*
to Almost Dally, a 8oure» of - nary signaling flag, he can "send" the
Wonder and Matter for
seventy-two letters, signs and figures
by aendlna word to
•••
*•*
which the Morse code contains in sixStudy.
J
ty seconds. As some of the letters
MRS. B. C. GRAVES,
(Ve read In the old books catalogued have to*be expressed by four moveRepresentative for the Brookfields,
iiy booksellers as "quaint," books like ments of the flag, you can guess that
ihe "Wonderful Museum," or the "Ec- he has to be pretty smart As a matTelephone 16-13,
centrlc Biography," about misers, her- ter of fact he has to Jerk hte flag to
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
■
MASfc
and
fro
at
an
average
rate
of
five
mits, gargantuan eaters, Strong men,
men with horns, women with whisk- times a second.
"There Is a tremendous amount of ARTISTIC MONUMENTS
ers, and we wonder at the freaks and
caprices ot nature, but there is ma- competition for the distinction," said
AND CEMETERY MEMORIALS
terial every year for still "*iore en- a minute man to a London Answers
cyclopedic volumes, year books of represetnative the other day, "but It
In all kind, of'
"Living Marvels." Read the newspa- is a distinction so hard to obtain that
pers. There are wild menln the New minute men are very scarce.
GRANITE AND MARBLE
"The regiment which has more than
England states. Mr. John D. Rockefeller, not believing in holidays, be- one or two of them in its body of sig- C A. RISLEV & COMPANY
nalers
is lucky indeed.
cause they "too often lead to extra"As a matter of fact," he went on,
vagance," kept the laborers on his
Telephone.
West Brookfield.
'estate" hard at work on September "though people know so little about
1. Letters to the New York Times in- them, signalers aft of the greatestimTO RENT
form us that there are persons, other- portauce to an army in times of war. A Seven Room Tenement on Grant street
"Telegraph wires are rarely avail- A with wood, eoaland toilet on mine floor.
wise sane who are endeavoring to
able and field telegraphs are much too Town water, and two attic rooms If desired.
color meerschaum pipes.
Inquire of I,. B. HAYDEN, 4 (Jrant St., North
There was a hermit in the heart ot clumsy for use when a large stretch Hrooktield,
«"
of
couj.try
has
to
be
covered
by
moLondon a few years ago. He lived in
bile
forces.
a cellar, "the sole vestige of a house
"In war the signaler has a hot time. NO CLOTHES FOR FAT PEOPLE
In Clare Market, pulled down and forgotten by jfs ownerB." Tradesmen of He has to choose rising ground for his
the neighborhood gave him food, and work. He cannot take advantage of Verdict of German Physician Who Has
Made Study of Adiposity and
he was lazily happy until a journalist cover as other troops can. The flash
Its Cure.
discovered him. The hermit was then of his hello or the waving of his flag
interviewed and photographed, and the makes a fine target and thff enemy
Fat
people
ought
to wear as little
know
that
It
is
good
policy
to
shoot
workhouse authorities pulled him out
clothing as.possible. In fact, they
of his cellar and cleaned him, so that signalers.
"One signaler I know who was at- ought to wear no clothing for as much
bis glory as a hermit faded. Mr. Chris
3ranger of Brooklyn on August 24 tached to a mounted infantry corps of the time as conditions will allow.
This is the bold statement of an
ite 39 lobsters weighing from a pound had three hello glasses broken by bulto a pound and a quarter. Not long lets while he was sending messages originul German physician who has
been making a special stud7 of adiago he ate> a 15-pound bluefish, six In South Africa.
"Another man had his flag shot from posity and its cure. He dwells upon
green peppers, nine potatoes, two
the fact that fat is in itself a disease
loaves of bread at a sitting, and, heed- his hand on two different occasions.
"But in times of peace the Bignaler when It becomes adiposity. Every
ing not physicians wbo advise against
is
rather
to
be
envied.
It
is
true
he
person Should be plump, 1. e., have fat
ilrink at table, galy put down 10 bottles of beer. Truly, this is a little gets no extra pay. The war office does in certain parts of the body, and a
not think much of him, and hte only layer of fat of no great thickness
world of great wonders.
Go pack a few years. Did not John cash reward is a bonus for passing should underlie the skin for Its protection.
Ruskln deserve a place in an "Encylo- his annual examination.
"But as a rule, unless a regiment te
But the taking on ot too much fat
paedia of Wonders?" We do not refer
to his handing over Mrs. Ruskln to very much reduced, he 1s not called te an evidence of faulty assimilation
upon
to
perform
any
fatigue
duty.
Unof food. Too much Is being mada fnto
bis artistic friend. Mr. Mlllals; we do
not allude to his crusade against rail- til a few years ago, at any rate, ha fat and too little into the harder ttssua
only
carried
a
cape
on
route
marches.
of the muscles. It is for this reason
ways and factories. When he suffered
from any malady, he always asked Instead of the heavy kit of the ordi- that many specialists Insist upon their '
what would be tho worst for him; nary private. Then, too In many regi- stout patients taking all of tho exor, than he ordered it and at« tt. The ments, the-signalers have a room to cise they wai, foT eTterctelng.aeTToi ■
• physicians told him that pepper was themselves, and only those who have the double purpose of correcting the ;
dangerous. He scattered it profoaely lived in big barracks know what a malasslmilatlon of food and burning
up of the fat already accumulated by
over every dish. An obstinate man, comfort that is.
"When a regiment is on the march the action of the muscles. Fait te, so
when he was roost disobedient,, rackthe
colonel
goes
first.
Then
comes
to s»y. "burned up" by exeretoe, the>
lessV perverse, »• recovered.
Some of us remember the" oW man the pioneers, then the signalers, then little globules being melted away by
who for !40 years haj a telescope at the band, followed by the rest, and the heat of the activity ot the musFifth avenue and Twenty-third street. soldiers think a lot of little points ot cles.
In New York; Mr. Frederick J. Sey- precedence like that"
If It were possible to oxidize the fat
modern tthics.
bold, known to thousands only as the
in our tissues. It would melt away just
Rev. Dr. Madison Peters, who for as It does when put Into a frying pan.
professor. This learned stargaser invited the pubhc by little placards to several years has been working to but exercise te indulged In by the
reduce
the cost of living and who bas stout only at a great expenditure of
see the Man In the Moon or tie
Mighty Jupiter. He had studied medi- frequently sold vegetables in the will power.
. «
cine, chemistry, law. He was a pro- streetB of New York for. this cause,
The stout person should wear as litfound
astronomer
and
an
Ingenious
said
In
a
recent
address
to
a
New
tle
clothing
as
possible,
in order that
Franklin's Lightning Bod*.
the oxygen of the air may act upon
A discovery of historic yiand scien- Inventor. He was a member of the York housewives' league:
"I will tell you how to buy fifteen- the fat through the pores of the skin,
tific interest has Just been made at 3rand army. Why did he become a
St Paul's cathedral, London, which itreet astronomer? No one knows, dollar hats for $3, four-hundred-dollar for while oxidation Is not as rapid In
Is being overhauled at the present and whea he died a few days ago in .pianos for $100, fifteen-cent beans for this way as It is by the muscles, it te
moment. While the cross on the top i hospital at Hoboken, all that could three cents—eliminate the middleman. more continuous and doeB take place,
of the dome was being .re-gilded, and be said of him was that he died shlefly I believe, after careful investigation, as Is plain from the hardened fat of
having new lightning conductors in- from starvation. Living on the canal that the cost of living in the United the hardy, exposed person, whea comstalled, the workmen discovered part barge on the Hudson, he had burned States is lower than in any other pared with the flabby fat of the cod-,
country at the point of production. died stout man or woman who Is alof one of the original iron bar con- all his papers.
Did Edward Harrigan have him in The consumer should therefore buy at ways wrfpped In heavy garments and
ductors erected over 140 years ago
furs. Under the action of the air the
under the supervision of Benjamin mind when he sketched the part of the the point of production.
street astronomer in "Squatter Sover"And by buying thus we would fatty globules lose much of their moisFranklin, the Inventor ot the light-,
eignty?"
It
was
not
one
of
Harfigan's
greatly
benefit
the
producer,
who
is
ture, and become hard, shrinking
ning conductor, and this bar, having
best parts; yet the performance was now treated none too well by the mid- somewhat and serving the purpose for
been inside one ot the towers and so
amusing.—Philip
Hale
In
Boston
dleman.
His
honeBt
Industry
1s
not
which
nature Intended the fatty layers
not exposed to the weafher, was still
rewarded as it should be.
«
—protection of the more delicate tisin a good state of preservation. TAB Herald.
"We are too apt to belittle honest sues beneath it.
fixing of these "Franklin rods," as
industry. We are like the young Imthey were called, led, at the time, to a
migrant-at the Bast Side mission.
(n Bohemia.
heated controversy as to whether
"I fear I shall have to let you go and This lad's teacher one day put tho
lightning conductors should have
Prunes and Brains.
points or balls as terminate.
TM employ a brunette model," said the following question to him:
"It Is reported' that prunes make
"
'There
were
two
rich
men,
one
of
president of the Royal society, who artist
good brain food."
"I hoped," responded tte model, whom made hte fortune by honest Inadvocated points, bad to resign. King
"We might even go further than
dustry,
while
the
other
made
hte
by
"that
I
was
giving
satisfaction."
George III. was a strong adherent to
that and say that prunes would make
"You are. But'you are a blonde, fraud. Now, which of these men a good substitute for the bralnu
ball terminals, but time bas confirmed
Franklin's own views on the subject -rnd I am all out of yellow paint"-* would you prefer to-j»?'
people have."
" Which made the mostt*
Louisville Courier-Journal

It is quite another thing to
make them so
that they are
always better
than all other
soda crackers, always

of unvarying
goodness.

The name
" U n e e d a "stamped on every biscuitmeans that if a
million packages
of Uneeda Biscuit were placed
before you, you
could choose any
one of them, con-,
fidentthatevery
soda cracker in
that package
■would be as
good as the best
Uneeda Biscuit
everbakedt Five
cents.

NATIONAL
BISCUIT
COMPANY

MEMORIES OP OLDEN DAYS.

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concords

RICHARD HEALY

WORLD'S QUEER FOLK

The JOUKNAI. is indebted to Mr Ezra D.
Batcheller for the first bunch of arbutus,
picked a fulv days ago in Oakliam:"' ,

Shingles and Roofing Material.

Funeral Director

Furnishing Undertaker

AT FULLAM S

0

W.

. FCJLLAM

ilorti irootfleld.

/
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WHY CHIP IS DANOCROW.
She looked at him a moment doubtfully. Then she shook her head. .
It
Is an Epidemic, OalarHiaJ 'oval
"That was not ivhy you came hem
Cause* by a BaoSlu. that GenerYou did not come here to see me."
ally Leave, the Patient Waafc
"But, nevertheless, I wanted to see
Mhar the Aouts 8tage
you."
Has Pawed. ,
She
went
on
as
though
he
had
not
The Cities of Western Canada
spoken.
Reilect the Growth of the
"It Is quite clear now." She was
Country.
irXuatrmtion* ly
about to continue, when steps were
ty / Lawrence Perry f
Xll»wox<HYoujT<f
heard in the hall and a voice called
As one passes through Western
Axrfhor of *ftm Marrrfhowf "ft-inee or Chanffeur7 eto.
her name;
Canada, taking the City of WiDnipeg
"Ranee! Ranee, my daughter!"
as a starting point, and then keeping
She pushed Holton into the folds
tab on the various cities and towns
of a heavy tapestry by the door, and
that line the network of railways that
then looked out Into the hall.
cover the provinces of Manitoba,
"Yes, father. Here I am."
Saskatchewan and Alserta, and cover"Oh, yes! I wish you would ask
ing the eyes as the gaze Is bent on
Maria to prepare a guest-room for
Grip Patients Grateful to Psruna, the>
these it is felt that there must be
Senor Cesnola. He decides to remain
Expectorant Tonic.
"something of a country" behind It all.
the" night with us."
Do not make the error of regardlnaj
Then gaze any direction you like and
"Yes, father," and with a warning
Blip as an exaggerated cold. There.
the same view Is presented.
Field
"S-sh!" Miss La Tossa went out Into
Is a Ma* difference between the two*
after field of waving grain, thousands
the hall and disappeared. " ,.
Grip Is an epidemic disease that poiand, stealing to the window, glued his paring to spend some further time In
and hundreds of thousands of them.
SYNOPSIS.
aons the vttat organs. When a perThe two men stood near the door,
their present quarters.
eye to the crevice.
Farm hands and laborers are at work
son
has grip, »ne air passages axs>
chatting.
Holton having put on his shoes, was
alive wdth millions of bacilli poisonHe could see a table, -and around it
converting the virgin prairie with
lieutenant Holton 1B detached from his
"My daughter," complained La Toscommand
In
the
navy
at
the
outset
of
the
ing
the
blood. The infected person
on
the
point
of
stealing
into
the
hall
more fields. Pasture tend in every di- Spanish-American war and assigned to some men in uniform, drinking and
sa, "1B still very restive. She escaped
seels tired and exhausted.
rection on which oattle are feeding, Important secret service duty. While din- smoking. The figures were, of course, and out by the door when he decided from us the day before the battle on
ing at a Washington hotel he detects a indistinct, and although Holton could that this, exposing him as it would to
Peruna is a Tonio Laxative.
'thriving and fattening on the grasses waiter
horseback, and was gone the entise
In the act of robbing a beautiful
It requires a good tonio laxative to>
that are rich in both milk and beef young lady. She thanks him for his serv- catch the sound of-their voices, he detection, was not the wise course. So day."
"keep the body of the patient as stronai
and gives her name as Miss La Tossa. •could not make out what was being he turned back Into the room, purpose
properties, but It la unfortunate that a,iceCuban
patriot. Later he meets her at
"It Is Just asJyreU," was the laughas possible to counteract the effect of ^
lng to open a window.
r
more cattle are not seen. That, how- a ball. A secret service man warns Hol- said.
ing
reply.
"She'wlll
do
no
harm
now,
the poisons created by the gTrp bacil- "
As his hand touched the catch he
ton that the girl Is a spy. Senor La
As he crouched thus under the winever, Is correcting Itself.
Here we frossa
run. An expectorant tonic with some.
chides his daughter for her failure
ior, while your daughter counts on the
have In a large measnre, the evidence to secure important Information from dow-ledge the front door openedVand was startled by a eudden blaze of light mine exploding after they have vanlaxative Qualities Is the safest remHolton. She leaves for her home In a figure passed out and walked to one and a voice.
of the wealth that helps to build up Cuba.
edy- Such, is Peruna. Bewawe es»
quished UB, I can assure you that the
Holton Is ordered to follow her.
"Well,
sir,
what
are
you
doing
pecially of coal tar powders or taM*ta>
the cities, and it should not be forgot- They meet on the Tampa train. Miss end of Jhe long veranda. Here the
fuse will be lighted a great while behere?"
La
Tossa
tells
Holton
she
Is
a
Cuban
because
they lessen the vitality of th*>
ten that the cities themselves have as epy and expresses doubt regarding the man emitted a low whistle, which waB
He turned to confront the young fore that rather visionary event."
patient.
citizens, young aten who have come •lncerlly of the United States. Holton Is not answered. With a muttered excla"You
told
me
that
young
naval
offiThere Is no specific ftor the grip. .
to remain at Tampa to guard the mation, tha stranger retraced his woman he loved.
from other parts, and brought with ordered
cer who was with Garcia had been extroop transports. He receives orders to
Peruna has been used- with good)
them the experience that has taught land Miss La Tossa, who is considered a steps, and, walking directly past Holsuccess
In former -grip epidemics. Inecuted,"
went
on
La
Tossa
"I
am
CHAPTER XI.
dangerous spy. on Cuban soil. At sea ton in the other direction, leaned over
them to avoid the mistakes of eastern he
dications point to the return of grin?
)"
rather sorry for that. He was a likis overtaken by another warship
and southern cities.
They also are which takes Miss La Tossa aboard and the railing and whistled again.
this
winter.
able young man apparently."
A Close Call.
Holton is ordered to return to Tampa.
Holton never afterward knew what
Do not fall <to read the experience"
Imbued with the western spirit of en- He
saves the transports from destruction
"You need spare your grief," was
Holton's first instinct was to utter
of former grip patients with Peruna,
terprise, energy and push, and so at the hands of dynamiters and reports possessed him, but Be noticed that the
the rejoinder. "When I so informed
the
girl's
name;
bat
flashing
second
to
Admiral
Sampson
for
further
duty.
man
had
left
the.
front
_
door
sltghtly
Mrs. Gentry Gates, 8219 First Ave,
Western Canada has Its cities.
At a
you I believed my orders had been carHolton Is sent to General Garcla's comBast Lake, Ala., writes: "I had at
banquet recently given in Chicago, a mand in the gulBe of a newspaper cor- ajar. Acting upon quick; thoughts, he thought came to his rescue, and be ried out. But, as it appears, he esbroke
into
a
volley
of
Spanish
ejacubad
case of grip. I tried Peruna andi
respondent
to
Investigate
Cuban
plots
suddenly
leaned
down,
unlaced
his
number of prominent citizens of WinIt cured me. I can safely say It Is at
against the American troops and to learn
caped."
nipeg were guests. Among the speak- the plans of the Spanish navy. He de- shoes, and then, with a qjuick glance lations. As he wentjon-she stood refine
medicine."
"Your
orders!"
ejaculated
La
Tossa.
ers was Mayor Deacon of Winnipeg^ tects a trusted Cuban leader In the work at the fellow still leaning over the garding him flsedly, an>d finally, seeing
Mrs. Charles B. Wells, Sr., 284
of fomenting trouble among the Cubans
"And when have you assumed the preIn speaking of the remarkable growth In the Interests of the Spaniards. Holton railing and cursing under Ms breath, a peculiar expression settle upon her
Booth St., Delaware, Ohio, writes:1
rogatives of life and death V
of that city, which In thirty years has (3 seized Ojr friends of the spy and later be stole frost his position, made for wonderful face, he paused.
"After
a severe attack of la grippe 1
is .ordered executed as a spy. He escapes
"Mr. Holton!" Her voice wa» low,
"Spies must assume such prerogarisen from a population of 2,000 to one and saves the American troops from fall- the open door, and sBpped hatstily an*
took Peruna and found it a good
almost
guttural.
*
tives
occasionally,"
was
the
quiet
retonic"
of 200,000, he spoke of it as being the ing Into a Spanish ambush. He learns noiselessly into the hall.
from Gen. Garcia that the spy Is Joss
Holton sprang toward her.
ply. "This young man Holton was in Ask Your Druggist for Free Penan
A light with a deep red shade was
gateway of commerce and continued: Cesnoia, one of the most trusted leaders.
"Miss La Tossa—Ranee?" His voice, a position to- undo my work. He was
burning
here,
and
the
shadows,
it
cast
Lucky Day Almanac fur 1914,
JHolton
takes
part
In
the
battle
at
Ban
"Now, how great that tide of comwere heavy. Tae door ef the room in- too, was low, quivering with emotion. in my way. As a consequence, I
merce is you will have Bome concep- 'Juan.
She
stepped
back,
and,
pointing
her
forged Mutter's name to a warrant for
Didn't Pan Out
to which he had been peering waa half
tion of when I tell you that the wheat
CHAPTER X.—Continued.
his execution. That fact may wound
Mrs, Bacon—What became of your
alone grown in the three prairie provPresently he came to a street which open, and across the, haft directly opyour sensibilities; but this is war, not tireless cooker you thought so much
inces this year Is sufllclent to keep a presented a vista of a long line of posite, was a corresponding room, the
child's play."
of?
steady stream of one thousand bush- Btreet lamps. Evidently It led Into interior otr which was not lights*
Mrs. Egbert—Oh, I "fired'* It
Holton's'eyas fairly glared through
Into
this
apartment,
scarcely
breathels per minute continuously night and the heart of the city. Holton followed
the
darkness,
and
yet,
efespite
his
anlag,
Holton
stole,
standing
Inside
the
day going to the head of the lakes for It past stores and houses, until at
Bluy School Children Ara Sickly.
ger, he was pleased' to> know that the
three and one-half months, and in ad- length he atood in the patio before the jamb and listening with strained, ears.
GhUdran wlwsa delicate, feverish and ea
murderous order was the work of a will
«etT»«>e!rjO« (ellef from Mother Orar'a<
dition to that the oats and barley "palace." Here there were lights in Before he could adjust himself toj the
They cleanse thy
renegade and that It had not the sanc- siieTWwiewWenirdren.
would supply this stream for another all the windows. Evidently the official sense of what was being Bald, the man
stOnkaetLJu:! on ffteJUer, and »re recommended
tion of authority.
Wec»nrfEfflJi>M#InS'-en. A pleasant remedy
four months.
machinery waB working overtime. The who had emerged from the door when
"Wellt. I must say I am glad he was k*»sH vSm by Mothers for 24 years. At"The value of the grain crop alone lights gave him a sense of comfort, Holton was on the veranda returned
BSiwgJsa,, He. Sample FREE. Address,
not executed," remarked" La Tossa. 3l
M. B„ oSStea, Le Boy, tf. Y. Adv.
grown in the three prairie provinces the doubtful sort of comfort that a into the hall, closed uhe door and entered
the
lighted
room.
Hewas
at"My
daughter"—his voice sank tow—
would be sufficient to build aijy of our man out in the cold feels when he
The old fashioned'woman who used
"Is. I believe, very fond of him."
great transcontinental railroads and looks in at a company gathered about tired in the uniform of a captain In
the navy, and has entrance seemed to
And you approve?"
to cry for what she wanted- acquired'
all their equipment, everything con- a genial fire.
quiet somewhat the ardor of the argu"Ohv it has not gone ae far as ttratt a lot more than the modem militant
' nected with them, from ocean to
Holton's emotions were those of a
gut I do know that In some way her suffragette.
W ocean.
ptriah. He was an outcast, and more ment.
little secret amour has exerted upesV
"It Is agreed, then gentlemen, that
"Now, If we are able to do this than that an outcast who would speedher a repressing influence, has cause*
I*'s awfully hard to appreciate good■with only ten per cent, of our arable ily feel a hempen rope about his neck the city cannot long endure a aiege?"
her
to mope and- to brood'—In other advice that doesn't tally with our do.
land under cultivation what will our If he were not extremely careful. The voice was deep and authoritative.
words,
to
curb
activities
which
for*
sires.
possibilities be when 288,000,000 of Somehow the thought that he was a Holton, in an ecstasy of eagerness,
merly caused, me much' worry."
*cres of the best land that the sun apy had slipped his mind for the time craned his head forward.
QjlWex"
t>«oWWMM
Miss La Tossa appeared at the mev
"I
for
one
deny
it,"
was
the
angry
shines on Is brought under the plow? being.
ment, and the two men rejoined their
For more than an hour he stumbled response.
Do you not see the potent of a great,
comrades in the opposite room.
"But aside from you, general," was
vigorous, populous nation living under along, leaving the city, crossing the
"Are you. here-?" she whispered;
those sunny skies north of the 49tb tracks of the Sabanllla and Maroto the rejoinder, "we seem unanimous. Do
"Yes," Holton stepped before her.
,
parallel? And if with our present d» railroad, until he came to a gate we not?"
r
"Now
listen, Miss La Tossa, I have*
There
was
a
chorus
of
assent.
guarded,
by
a
thatched
lodge.
Upon
relopment we are able to do as we
something I wishi to? teBi you. When. I
Then Hollton heard a voice that he
Ipartsof
thePravinceeof !
*re dolng«now, to purchase a million the walls of the gate were emblazoned
What ADS YOW Doing met you before I was unable to reas"Walt>
utobss, S»*k«tche*xan and ,
■dollars' worth of goods from you every the Spanish coat-of-arms. It was recognized; a voice that sent thrills
He**?"
rta, have produced won- '
sure- your fears as t» your country.
1 yields of Wh«t, Oat*.'
■day of the year, what will our trad* thrown back, and a soldier stood In down his spine and caused .him to
finger at him, repeated with Mazing Now I am. I have spent seven days
• and Flax. Wheat graded
loosen his revolver in its holster.
be worth when we have fully develop- the opening.
among: the leaders of our army, and I
Contract
to No. 1 Hard,
eyes
her
first
question.
"Shafter's army alone would not suf"Who comeB there?" he aBked,
ed the country?
rVheavy and yielded from 20 j
"What are you doing, here?" Then know their Intentions. I wish to asfice. But 1 know that General Miles
~*U per acre; 22 bushels ww ,
"Now, who shall assist us to devel- bringing his gun across his chest,
sureyon
as
a
manof
honor
that
as
she stopped and looked, at hint. "Do
total averase< Mix*d Farm- \
op this great empire that Is there?
"Cardenas," cried Holton, giving the with reinforcements will BOOB be here,
Boon as Santiago- Is takeni as soon as fee considered fully aa profit-' <J
Shall it be the alien races of southern countersign as he had heard it several and I know, also, that while General you realize what you have don*?"
industry as grain raising. The i
ttle
city
and
th*
province
a*e
utterly
She reaehed up hastily andi extinItjjrrasseg full of, nutrition, are >
Shatter would prefer to abandon his
Europe or shall it be men of our own times that night.
rid of the Spaniards, and as soon as
t wood tequirecfeither for beef 1
present position, he will not do so. I guished the lamp she had lighted.
blood and language? In the last three
He walked forward.
Kposes. In 1912. and again ioi
order is restored here, our troops are.
"Mr.
Holton,"
she
continued,
as
the
fiscal years no less than 358,000 AmerUCSgo, Manitoba, carriad •If i]
"I have a message from General Te- can inform you, too, that the lines of young officer stood silently regarding going, to withdraw."
lionship for b«af ataar. Good \
ican farmers have come Into Western ral for Senor La Tossa. Does he live our army will not be attacked by
"Is
Shis
true
?"
sh*
whispered
tenseukets convenient,climate ex-1
her,
"have
you
truly
no
desire
to
charge on the morrow, and that a long
Canada, bringing with them goods and here?" he added.
>r the homesteadertsthe man?
ly.
live?"
siege
will
be
entered
upon.
The
Amerj to farm extensively, or t*
cash to the value of J350,00*,000. And
The sentinel threw his gun into the
"tt Is true, andi more. I heard Ad"1 w,as captured- in the battle," reCanada
offers the biggest <
icans
are
in
excellent
health,
and
they
I want to say here that no man who hollow of his arm.
, poTtudBy of any place on the continent.
plied Holton. "I escaped and—and1—" miral Sampson and several high army
will starve us to submission."
gets foot on our shores Is more en"No," he replied. "You must walk
■Apply
for
descriptive
literature sat)
officers
assure
©eneral
Garcia
that
as
.."Hew—why
did
you,
come
i«
here?"
It was the voice of the waiter of the
tirely and heartily welcome than the np this road two miles. It is the first
| reduced railway rates to
"Because a soldier on the road—I soon as practicable th* Americans
New
Willard.
agriculturist from the south.
I estate ou your left."
Sm>erintes)dent of
"But, Senor Cesnola," interposed the mean a farmer—a planter—told me- would withdraw. Leaving Mm, General
"So long as these conditions remain
Immigration,
Holton politely thanked the soldier
Garcia, as gcwernoT si the province.
this was your home."
I Ottawa, Canada, or to
•*" I consider that this Is the best guar- •nd prooeeded on his way. His Bhoes first speaker, "you have led ns to be.New.,
there
is
no
doubt
of
this
at
all.
"And
you
wish
me
to
hide
you?"
anty that the sword will never again were caked with mull and his clothing lieve that within a week, at least, your
I have heard i* wttn my own ears—**
"No, I wish to leave-."
M. A. BOW LB Y
be drawn In anger between the two dragged heavily. And he was both Cuban rebels will turn" upon the AmerHe paused and held out has hand. "Are
"But you cannot."
n Tnant St., tottos, Vsst.
i£reai branches of the Anglo-Saxon tired and sleepy. He moved as though icana"
"1 came in here; I am able to leave." we friends ?" he added.
race.
The grain crops of Western In a dream. He was really not more ■ "They will when I give the word."
Canadian
"No, you are not," she whispered.
She met his band impulsively.
Canada In 1913 have well upheld the than half awake.
"Then why not give it?"
I Government Agent I
"General Torsi's and! Admiral Cer"Yes, a thousand tlmas, and God
"Because
the
time
is
not
ripe.
They
reputation that country has for abunAnd yet he was not aware of the
vera's escort are outside now." She
dant yields of all small grains.—Ad- passage of a great amount of time would be wiped out of existence. That peered out of the window. "I can see bless you Americans?"
Holton drew her Angers to his lips
time
must
come
when
the
fever
has
i
vertlsement.
when he passed In front of another
them."
and kissed them.' As he bent thus a
begun
UB work and the army is bethatched lodge, with the dark outlines
Holton looked for himself, and saw figure darkened the doorway and a
Odd Expressions. >
•f a large house, lying back on the top ginning to be demoralized. Two— the front of the house Used with sneering voice broke the silence.
la Growing Sauller Every Day,
three—five more days in the trenches mounted men. He faced her irreso"There is one thing which I cannot
"A very charming picture, indeed!"
on the hillsides under this hot sun,
CARTER'S LITTLE
understand."
lutely.
Holton swung around quickly, and
will
do
our
work
for
us."
?What Is that?"
But I must get sway at once," he before him, his face writhing with a LIVER PULLS
"Gentlemen,"
went
on
the
first
"Why high-colared versions" of tha
remonstrated. "I cannot stay here." saturnine grin, stood Cesnola. Hol- responsible— flu
speaker, "my mind is made up. Totruth are called white lies."
"Then why did you come here? How ton's hand flew to his revolver, but the notonlygwsreliei
— they ncama<
morrow is the 2nd of July. We shall
did you get in?"
face and a significant flash of steel nentiycunsfsamake no move then. But I warn you,
"I wanted to see you," replied Hol- on a line with the man's waist gavs ttipitioo. 2m)^
IS EPILEPSY CONQUERED?
if on the morning of July 3 the situa- ton. "The door was open, and I walked
lions use
him pause.
tion is Btill unchanged the fleet will
them foe
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
New Jersey Physician Said to Hava
leave Santiago harbor. Orders from in."
BlJisllDSH.
Many Cures to His Credit.
Blanco are getting Imperative. If we
Udif «U>a. Sick Hessscae, SsD>» Sfcta.
Red Bank, N. J. (Special) .—Advices
survive the attempt and reach Havana
SMAIL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL r*KX
from every direction fully confirm
we shall be safe; it eannot be taken, 1
Genuine must bear Signature
previous reports that the remarkable
believe, in a year's siege. Here the
treatment for epilepsy being adminsuccessful storming of our lines meanB
istered by Dr. Perkins of this city, Is
the end of our navy and the unsuccessachieving wonderful results. Old and
ful close of this war."
stubborn cases have been greatly
"So this is your decision?" inquired
benefitted and many patients claim to
another voice.
OR THE
have been entirely cured.
"Those are my orders and they are
the stone, and as the tree grew la
Persons suffering from epilepsy
SURGEON
MILLSTONE
AROUND
A
TREE
final."
size the stone was gradually lifted
should write at once to Dr. H. W.
Holton, trembling like a leaf, his
from the earth, making the unique
Perkins, Branch 49, Red Bank, N. J,
mouth hanging open, .drank in the Seed Sown In the Center In Course of seat.—Rural Farmer.
for a supply of the remedy which la
Time Lifted Up a Comwords as a drowning man drinks in
being distributed gratuitously.—At*.
fortable Seat.
PtrttcMtM uplllnlBS how to MW SMS USSWV
his last breath of air. He could hardit
(toss ass) •Matte itMUBsa, tn*. Us aorw SsWS ..j.,..
Norway Replanting Forests.
kiaw.SiHinualtiomktet oar •PMISHTI SWISH I
ly
credit
his
senses.
Usual Treatment.
"Sometimes nature turns to an unexFounded in 1900, the Bergero Tree- luur MM with POSHIT*',? no polo, oottlBS. Hi»
Here, after a night of aimless
"Mrs. Brown has the kleptomania."
pected use the handiwork of man," Planting society, Norway, has under- Ini or senplng tod with so teas of tlnw i ro« work.
He Glued His Eye to the Crevice.
stumbling through the blackness and
OonsaitUkm <m. L»or ittondKnt. Phono, Boos
"Indeed; what is she takiog for It?"
says Dr. Charles G. PerclVal in his taken a task which will require many B.j.llffi Bonn, lloli andi to t,onu>. SUorSas)
"AriVthlng that looks goed to her." of a gentle hill. There was no soldier through the rain, he had chanced upon new book, "The Trail of the Bulldog." years and large expenditures of money its ma.
the
very
place
of
all
places
wher»
InSt the gate here, and ae he walked u*p
V ABIX UHB TBBATSU!KT CO.
formation most valuable to his coun- At Sheldon's Mill, near South Devoro, and labor to complete, as It proposes
Borkokty BnUdlng
N. XM there is a very comfortable seat to cpver the mountain sides and the
Stop that cough, the source of Pneumonia, (fie winding path he could not disO.S0 BojUton St., Bootou, Mass,
try's
success
was
to
be
obtained.
cover
a
single
light
In
the
great
manetc. Prompt use of ^lean's Mentholated
of
stone
around
a
huge
tree
which
puzuntlllable
acres
of
western
Norway
The voices had fallen to' a hum and,
Cough Drops gives reliei—Sc at Druggists. sion. At least he could see nothing In
zles visitors, as the stone Is natural with forests as they were centuries
the way of illumination until he got strain his ears as he would, he could without a single break to show how ago. Assisted by wealthy contribuIt is ,better to marry a strong mlndquite close, and then through a crevice catch no more than fragmentary sen- It get around the treejtrunk.
tors and time!; government aid, It has
. ed woman than a wrong minded one.
In the tightly drawn shades of what tences. Some one went out at the
The story is that a discarded mill- excellent prospeots of succeeding.
apparently was one of the larger door, and presently the sound of stone lay on the ground for many Since the society started, 18 years ago,
Mrs.WlDslow's Soothing Syrup, for Children
HOLT'S TOOTHACHE DROPS
rooms he made out a tiny gleam. At horses' hoofs was heard on the shell years, and a seed blown by the wind 36,606,000, young trees have been pro
leetbipg, softens the gams, reduces ran»mm&At zpar araggsri or m oenu or nah
driveway. Three men departed, and
tiuu.ailays pal".cures wind coile Jbc a> bottled*
least the house was not deserted.
dropped Into the corset the stone and dujed, covering; about 14,000 acrei
HOLT CHEMICAL CO.
He walked close to the window and then Holton heard the scraping of grew there, finally growing Into a vithin the borders of the two Berger
tlept. K, 84 Clnremont St., M»M«u, MnM.
But it takes a good oook to roast the I Jound that the front veranda passed chairs and the rattle of glasses, at
tree, filling the hole In the center at [ bus counties.
Janitor to a frazzle.
' ander It. So he mounted the steps though those that remained were pre-
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POINTS A DRAFT HORSE SHOULD POSSESS

US?

DESTROY ALL AILING FOWLS
Disease Generally Attacks Most Susceptible of Flock and They Should
Be Killed at Once.

lr<

Excellent Percheron, Winner of Firs^ Prize.
A good draft horse should be fairly
low set, blocky, deep and wide, and
should he symmetrical or well proportioned and should stand squarely
on comparatively ehort, straight legs.
The good BtaUion should show lots of
style, carrying his head well with ears
erect and showing life and spirit
The draft stallion should have a
strong masculine, yet refined head,
with rood width of forehead, clean-cut
face, large, bright eyes, well Bet ears
and firm lips. Heads too fine are objected to, as Is also the dished face;
but an Inclination to a Roman nose In
the stallion considered desirable by
most horsemen.
The neck should be rather long,
clean-cut throat latch and set up ou
top of the shoulders and not straight
in front like the head of a cow. The
shoulders should have good slope and
the withers should be strong and well
•laid into the back. Sloping shoulders
allow the head to be carried well up
and distribute the draft'evenly along
the collar. The back should be comparatively short with arched ribs, giving the barreHike appearance of
roundness. The loin should be short,
well packed with muscle, and the
flanks should be low. Short ooupled,
low-flanked horses
are generally
strong and easy goers.
, The forearm and gaakln should be
heavily muscled and strong. Below
the knees the leg should appear wide
and flat with clean, strong bone and
tendons. The pasterns should be of
fair length and should slope about 45
degrees from a large, well-rounded
foot. The foot should have consider
able depth, and width at the heel is
also important The hind legs should
be straight with a wide, clean hock.

\Magnificeni

iCrops*m
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V ARTY

BALM A

FOR VARICOSE VEINS?

STOPHfiM"

Lack of Thorough Investigation Before Taking Up Industry Has Been
Usual Cause of Failure.
While there is a great profit in
raising poultry, failure of special
poultry farms Is frequently reported.
Lack of proper Investigation before
going into the enterprise has been
the usual cause of lack of success.
Then, too, perhaps; bad locations, lack
of the necessary amount of capital,
careless Investment, Improper choice
of breeds and character of buildings
had a great deal to do with the trouble.
Some of the essential features In
the successful handling of a poultry
farm are the development of the
young stock, proper feeding^ proper
marketing, the right kind of labor,
etc. Specialization in poultry Is Just

(By GEORGE H. BXJTZKE.)

'

With good cows there must also be
good feeding. The dairy cow can not
produce good milk" without a good
supply of nourishing food from which
to produce milk. Also the food given
might be very rich In feeding value,
but often not enough of It is fed to
the cow.
Thus the cows get only food enough
to maintain their bodies and very little of it goes to production of milk.
This, of course, would he feeding at
a loss,' when a little more food added
to this would all be turned to milk, as
• the other food has already supplied
the wants of the body, and thU extra
la the paying food. The milk it pro
duces pays for it and leaves a clean
,'proflt beside.
Therefore, can we afford to -withhold this extra food and feed only
enough to maintain the body? Snob
feeding would certainly not be profitable.
,4
So in place of economizing with the
feed, it would be better to give the
cows a rich supply, and get the milk
which, after all, la what we are feeding for.
Buf~ there comes the question of
what Is a good supply of food? We
might supply the cows with an unlimited amount of food—in fact we might
supply them with all they can consume' and still get no milk-flow of
worth, if such food does not contain
the proper nutriments.
It Is not only a bulk of food that is
—"necessary, but It Is the nutritive value
of the food given, that counts.
As concentrated foods are the richest in food value, the cows should
be supplied with such food as wheatbran and grousd corn at least twice a
say with their ration.
This giveB them a high per cent of
protein and fat which they cannot get
from the hay.
' Poor feeding is an utter waste ot
the food that the cows eat, and the
time and labor of acrlng for them
while the good feeding will pay for
the feed and the labor, and leaves
a clean profit Can we then afford to
•withhold the necessary food?
If the dairy Is not paying there Is
something wrong. Either the cows
, are poor, or the management Is poor.
There Is a way to make it pay. Let
ns study our business and seek this
sroflr.

The pleasure and the satisfaction
of breeding and handling good horses
remain, long after the cost of the
foundation stock Is forgotten.
In mild weather mares must be kept
outside In the open sheds, both day
and night. Each mare should have a
special place where she Is tied to receive her grain feed. If fed from an
ordinary trough, the more vicious
mares may kick the others, and gobble most of the feed. Roughage may
be fed safely from the racks In the
yard.
Wheat bran and oats for grain, and
clover, alfalfa, or mixed hay makes a
fine ration for the growing colts.
During the first winter, provide
some sort of sheltered yard for the
colts, so that they may run about and
exercise for a few hours every day
when the weather Is not too stormy.
Large draft horses ' furnish the
brawn to save men's energies for the
work that requires skill and care.
If you have mules on the farm that
are coming two years old, break them
now—that Is, work for half a day at
a time—it won't hurt them; but on
the other hand will do them good.
The mule is easily broken, as all
farmers who have handled them will
testify, but It Is a good thing to get
them used to being handled before
they get too old; then they are ready
for the regular work when you need
them.
The great superiority of the mule
concists in his greater endurance of
heat and severe labor, and ability to
subsist on less food. He is undoubtedly the most economical machine for
the production of power.

Dishonest -persons are
wrapping rank imitations to
look like the clean, pure,
healthful WRIGLEV'S. These will
be offered principally by streetfakirs, peddlers
and candy departments of some 5 and 10 cent
stores. Refuse them! Be SURE ifs WRIGLErS.

BUY IT BY THE BOX

of most dealers — for 85 cents.
Each box contains twenty 5 cent packages.

Chew it after every meal

Cow Cannot Produce Good Mk Each Mare Should Have Special
Place Where She Is Tied to
Unless Given Ample Supply of
Receive Daily Grain Feed.
Nourishing Food.

The Army of
Constipation

□

WHY S0MEP0ULTRYMEN FAIL

BREED AND HANDLE
GOOD FEED ONLY
H0RSESAND MULES
MAKES DAIRY PAY

WesiS?mQmc

□

showing no puffs or bony enlargements. A wide, flat appearance to the
leg is again wanted, but the hind pasterns, though they should be strong,
need not slope aa much as the front
ones. In action the horse should
show a good, fast square, straight
walk and at the trot Bhould go fairly
high in front and behind. Do not get
slow, logy, careless walkers. They
never elre good horses.
Be sure to get size and blockiness,
coupled with good, strong, Btraight
legs and plenty of style and Ufa. In
selecting, look the horse over carefully, examining minutely every part,
but do not pay too much attention to
minor particulars and, so miss the important features. Pay most attention
to feet and legs, head and coupling,
action and style.
Extreme care should be taken to
see that the'elre you select for your
colts does not have any of the following diseases. These are defined as
Infectious, contagious or transmissable diseases or lnsoundness:
Bye dlseasf 5. As cataract, amauroBIB (glass eye), periodic ophthalmia
(moon blindness).
Respiratory diseases:
Laryngeal
hemlplegia (roaring or whistling),
pulmonary empyaemla (heaves or
broken wind).
Nervous troubles:
Chorea (St.
Vltus dance), constituting string halt
shivering and cramplness.
Bone diseases: Bone spavin, ringbone, side bones, navicular disease,
bog Bpavin and curb, and abnormal
hocks.
Infectious and contagious diseases:
Glanders or farcy, mange, tumors,
and any malformations liable to be
transmitted.

(By M. P. GREELBT.)
Most ailing or diseased chickens or
hens had better be killed than doctored. In the first place It is by far
the quickest way. Again, it at once
does away with any risk ',from contagion. Moreover a once sick hen,
even If she does seem entirely recovered, seldom develops into a first
class layer, and second class layers
seldom pay.
There is another point, often overlooked. Disease generally attacks the
weakest or most susceptible of the
flock, and no flock was ever benefited
by keeping In it birds of this kind
when it is known thej^are such. It
Is true that now and then some trivial
thing may ail an otherwise strong
bird, and it would be a mistake to
give her no opportunity to recover.
We have had cases of limberneck,
humble foot or slight lameness or cold,
that yielded promptly to treatment.
A few drops of pain killer or other
hot drink seems to work on limberneck even more quickly than on a
cold, and opening the swelling and
applying some cleansing healing wash
has been about all we have ever
found necessary for bumble foot
But, as a rule, ailing hens or chicks,
particularly If they persist at all in
ailing, we thing had better be killed
and burned or buried deeply.

A Profitable Type.
as profitable as specialization in any
other branch of agriculture. A careful account of expenses and receipts
must be kept, so that a check can be
made from time to time on the business. Moreover, poultry In small lots
are very adaptable to people not In
the beBt of health and particularly to
women, who are adapted to the raising of farm fowls

GRAIN NEEDED FOR POULTRY
Corn May Be Uaed as Food to Advantage, but It Must Be Supplemented
With Something Else.

Grain la the staple food for poultry,
and will be used for that purpose as
long as fowls are kept on farms; but
hens cannot give good results on
grain alone. It Is beneficial to them,
says the Truit Grower, and will be at
all times relished, but the demand of
the hens is such as will call for variety. In the shells of eggs, as well as
their composition, are several forms
of mineral matter and nitrogen, which
can only be partially obtained from
grain.
Even, grains vary In composition,
and when fowls are fed on one kind
for a long time, they begin to refuse
It, as they may be oversupplled with
the elements In the food partaken and
lack the elements that are best supplied from some other source. For
this reason they will accept a change
of food, which is of itself an evidence
that the best results from hens can
only be obtained by a variety of food.
Corn and wheat may be used as food
Salt as a Fertilizer.
Almost any sort of material that with advantage, but It must be given
contains soluble potash, phosphoric as portion of the ration only, and not
acid or nitrates has more or less fer- made exclusive articles of diet
tilising value, but salt has not a trace
Water for Ducksof any of these. Sodium and chlorine
Ducks kept entirely on land must
are all it has to offer. Salt might
have
deep
drinking vessels, so they
possibly have some little effect on the
physical condition of the soil under can get their heads under water.
some conditions, but even this would Where shallow vessels or troughs are
used they gum up about the eyes, bebe too slight to warrant Its use.
come listless, sit about, lose their appetites and eventually die.
Feeding Molaases.
Molasses In'one form or another la
Meat'Food Lacking.
greatly relished by cows and horses
Feather-pulling fowls usually lack
as well, but It is an unpleasant thing
to feed and draws files by the mil' meat food

ABSORBiNE

Cruel Act of Warfare.
One hundred years ago General Mc*^
TRiPE MAH..',r U.SJAT.4T*
Clure, learning of the disastrous rewill reduce Inflamed swollen
sult of the American campaign in
Joints, Sprains, Bruises, Soft
Lower Canada and fearing his own
Bunches; Heals Boils, Pol]
force would be attacked by the British
Evil, Quitter, Fistula, or
resolved to evacuate Fort George and
any unhealthy sore
abandon the country. This he accordquickly *• it U * pofithe antiseptic
and germicide. Pleatanc t*uje; doe*
ingly did, with all his troops, and with
not blister aster bmn-aee or ro>
Buch precipitancy that he left behind
more the faatr, and 7011 can work
his tents and stores. His retreat was
the hone. S2-0fi per bottle, dcib*ered. Book 7 K tree.
accompanied by an act that has left
ABSORBINE, JR., totiaeprlc llniiseM tor nuakfaa.
an indelible stigma upon his name. Reducet
Painful, Swollen Veins, Goitre. WerM, Strain**
The frost had set In early and severe. Bruise*. Mopt pain and inflammation. Price 41.00 per bottle
dealer* or delivered. Will tell 7011 a**m tf rou writ*.
The snow lay deep upon the ground. atManufactured
only by
Yet at 30 minutes' notice, of 160 W.F.YOUNG. P.D.F.. 3ta Temple St, Sartsfleld, MtM.
houses In the Canadian village ot
Newark, he fired all save one, and The New England Household Remedy
400 helpless women and chili ECZEMA DISFIGURED BABY drove
dren to seek shelter in the log huts
Inralunble tor Piles., FlMh Woofs. Brut MS.
of the scattered settlers, or In the Bolla,
CarbnncI«»,I eIon», Bun «5«t«, Mo»Ridgefleld, Conn.—"My baby was
aulto niUw «nd in all tumiHrt—■ where Inbark wigwams of the wandering In- flammation
prevail.. BooUUM M4 H«Hoji
cross and restless and fretted night
Once u««d »ou will nrrer be wlUientTI. »c. »t «io«
dians.
and day. One morning I discovered
dru« •tone, or milled direct on recelj* »! pries bj
that her body was all Broken out In
C. W. WHITTLESEY CO.. «W Helen, Com
Important to Mothers .
small water Misters, and I was told
Examine carefully every bottle Of
she had the eczema the worst way. CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy tor
The eruption first looked like little infants and children, and see that it
water blisters, then It turned so It
looked like a piece of raw meat It
Started now buys this (SO Plero* M*rele> wort*
itched so badly that we had to muf- Signature of G£^/$ff££&U
110 more than any other. Other* M»j It, why not
fle the baby's bands to protect It In T* J For Over SO Tears.
you? Wilton Broa.^oolia, j Sq.JtaJSta-Si.Ml ■■
spreading all over her face. It certain- Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
ly disfigured her terribly and she
TYPEWRITERS
Rapid Revision.
could not rest at night Her clothing
Ail maie* from tOSoav OT*T 1DM to
■elect
from, *,U f^vtevBi.T^"Bloob
has
turned
cubist"
was very Irritating to the body, and
chines Mated 8 ntQDtha Sftrtft. Writ*
"Rot!"
Tfffawtear fa**—
for &ejtlfBl»ra.ai.da»iT>jiiiiitt,i
when it was removed her body was
ti«C„
1*4 IMfsaiilH ML., * Swiss.
"Sold his first picture for a thouraw. We had her treated for about
two months when It spread all over sand."
WE OAK SAVE YOU WONKY AN CHI??AWARK-Write forlliuatratwl OwwrtWitm tnacinai
"Fine!"
her body, face and head and seemed to
colors of ear Breakfast, ijincheeu *HH Dinner Bets.
POWELL KAt.icft CO., Ltop- M, Lltchfleld, Coon,
grow worse all the time.
INVALIDS AJTDCHIIjimEK
"I took good warm water and Cutlihquia bo siren MAGKE'S KMUL8IOX to RCA nCDfi of this **jM»r d**lriii
cura Soap and lathered It all over her strengthen the body. Merer fall*. AU draenUta.
CAUtnO to bay twythins HOTC!
tiaedla it* oolamns sbonia lnelat npoa baring wha
and allowed It to dry on and then
they uk for, r*f ulnc all aubatltatcst or Imitation.
when It was thoroughly dry I applied
Many a man's unpopularity is due
the Cutlcura Ointment In about a to the fact that he always tells the
_.->.'Hlgl
Butt retull
week I could see a big change and truth.
In three weeks you never would have
known she ever had eczema and she
35 YEARS SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT
never has been troubled since."
(Signed) Mrs. George Coe, Nov. ?0.
OP LIQUOR AND DRUG ADDICTIONS
1912.
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment sold
throughout the world. Sample of each
BUFFALO, N.Y.
WHITE PLAINS, N.Y.
free/with 32-p. Skin Book. Address post
WEST HAVE**. CONN.
LEXINGTON. MASS.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
card "Cutlcura, Dept Ifc,Boston."—Adv.
Orderly Service.
A Methodist parson, called to preach
at an out-of-the-way town In California
was informed, before entering the pulpit, that he must be-careful, as many
of the assembled congregation were
"roughs," and would not hesitate to
pull him from the pulpit if his remarks
did not suit them.
The minister made no reply, but
having reached the sacred desk, "he
took from his pocket two revolvers,
and placing one on each side of the Bible, gave a sharp glance around the
room and said: "Let us pray."
A more orderly service was never
held.—National Monthly.
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Stingy.
"Even after* we are married," wooed
the ardent lover, "I shall always be
ilose, to you."
And he was.
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SAN STEFANO TREATY
SIGNING OF RUSSO-TURKISH PACT
VERY IMPRESSIVE.

Witness Tsfls^of Famous Historical
Event TlUt Occurred on Sunday,
March 3, 1878—Peace or War
Hung In the Balance.

I am inclined to think that I« witneBsed the most impressive sight of
my life Sunday, March 3, 1878, the
day on which the signatures were attached^to the treaty of peace between
Kussia and Turkey at San Stefano.
In order to arrange terms of peace;
an armistice had been declared Janu-j
TOT'31, and slowly the rumor spread
that when, Sunday, March 3, a review
was to take place in honor of the
czar's acceptance of the throne, there
was more than a possibility that peace
might also be concluded that day. In
consequence, a large number of excursionists from Constantinople arrived at San Stefano by steamboat
shortly after dawnf and when, as early
as six in the morning, the whole of
the Imperial guard—a magnificent
body of some 35,000 men—paraded before the quarters .of the Grand Duke
Nicholas, even at that early hour a
crowd of over twenty thousand spectators had assembled.
Slowly the hours passed, and two
o'clock in the afternoon came and
went without any movement from the
house, so that at last the dread fear
began to pervade the expectant watchers that even now some difficulty
might have arisen which would prevent the signing of the articles of
peace.
Happily, however, this fear proved
unfounded. War, after all, was not to
break out. The review was delayed
owing to the fact that the grand duke
was waiting for the signatures to be
attached to the treaty, which could
not be done until the Russian and
Turkish copies of that document were
complete.
Whether the delay was caused by
the well known dilatory tactics of the
Turk I know not. The fact remains,
however, that H was not till close on
five in the afternoon that the grand
duke rode up to the diplomatic
chancery and asked at the door if the
treaty was ready. As he waited for a
reply the agitation of the crowd grew
so Intense as to almost reach breaking point Groups of anxious watchers
whispered nervously: "Is it to be
peace or war? Was the prostrate and
gasping Turk to be called upon to
once more put up the best defense he
could to the relentless and ever-advancing Russian forces?"
The grand duke, wheeling sharply
round, galloped off**b the hill on which
the army was drawn up, and a few
minutes afterward a carriage was
seen rapidly driving toward the spot
As he approached the commanderin-chief, General Ignatieff, rose and,
speaking very slowly and distinctly,
said, "I have the honor to congratulate
your highness on the signature of
peace."
A roar of satisfaction rose from the
soldiers in the ranks. The grand duke
rode between the lines and, halting on
a small hill, exclaimed: "I have the
honor to inform the army that, with
the help of God, we have, concluded a
treaty of peace." Again the cheering
rose and swelled, for there was not a
man present who did not experience
a feeling of intense relief that all possibility of a renewal of war was now
at an end.
- All the officers then dismounted, the
soldiers knelt and, of a sudden, a
great hush spread over the crowd
which had only a few seconds before
been noisily elated with excitement
The sight was one I shall never forget
j

Why the Glow Worm Glows. I

Many animals possess the power of
becoming luminous at will. Glow
worms are the most striking example
of this curious phenomenon. Many
fish that live in the deep seas possess
this same power of becoming luminous. Scientific men have vainly tried
to explain the mechanism of this
luminosity. Prof. Armand Gautier of
Paris has just communicated to the
Academy of Sciences a notice of MM.
Vllle and Denien of Montpelier, who
explain this production of light by the
oxidation of a substance secreted by
luminous animals, called lophine. This
organic azoted substance, under the
Influence of oxygen, emits a visible
luminosity. Potash, in the presence of
catalytic elements, such as the ferruginous matters of the blood, likewise
provokes the oxidation of the lophine,
and consequently forms light. Oxygenated water has also the same
property. In the organisms it is unstable oxygen of the tissues catalyzed
by the ferruginous elements of the
blood that produces the oxidation of
the lophine and renders animals
luminous.
Cariyle's Interest la the House.

Carlyle's interest in domestic details, as shown by his letter (just published by Dr. Hegberb Wright) about
taking the house at Cheyne row, was
always fairly well continued. He would
on occasion find relief for one of his
moods or take a pleasure in sweeping
down with broom and water the path
and flagged yard of his "bedquilt of a
garden." Nor did he disdain personal
concern about the furniture. One of
the most vivid little notes to his wife
preserved in the Carlyle collection at
Chelsea is the scrap of paper dated December 24, 1839, In which be scribbled
Christmas wishes to his wife and "the
promise of a washstand" as his Christmas gift to her.

"HOW TO KEEP HUSBANDS"
No Copyrighted Rules for Their Retention—Matter of Feeding Important Feature of Work.

"How to keep husbands" Is coming
to be a more important subject with
magazine writers than "How to get
husbands." And perhaps it deserves
more consideration. The topic is not
copyrighted. Nearly>everyb.ody is taking a hand in the discussion. It's our
turn.
Ninety-nine times out of 100 a husband can -be kept by feeding him.
When he comes home tired, teed him;
when he finds fault with things, feed
him; when he complains about business or the weather, feed him; when
he has the blues about the hopes of
the home team, feed him; when he
laments the poor quality of the last
set of tires, feed him; wneirIra's cross,
feed'him; when he's angry, feed him;
when he's sick, feed him; always feed
him.
No husband who waddles or stalks
into his home of evenings, tired, worried, disgusted, half angry, out of
sorts, can remain so after he has
filled up on a juicy steak and warm
pumpkin Die. No husband will object
to the pranfEs of the children that have
torn his magazine, or lost the sporting section of the evening paper, when
he has had a good supper. No husband will go to his work with the blues
if he has had the right kind of breakfast.
When great deeds are to be done
the well-fed man must be depended
upon to do them; when great ideas are
to be thought out, men with satisfied
stomachs are the ones to think them;
when skill is demanded, when strength
Is required, when intelligence is
needed, it is the well-fed men who
come forward to fill the demands.
On the eve of a great battle either
for his country or for his personal
welfare, the conqueror is the man who
eats good food and then marches forth
to victory. Depend upon it, feeding
the men of the world is as much a social as an economic problem, and the
women upon whom it dagolves to feed
their husbands, by doing it not only
keep their husbands, buj, keep the
world moving.
i
Base Ball Story.
Here is a little story told recently
by Christy Mathewson and it may cast
a side light on some inside baseball
that will be interesting to the fans:
"One of the most serious things that
can happen in a game of ball," said
the mighty twirler, "Is for the pitcher
to double cross his catcher. It was
not so very long ago that I did this to
'Chief Meyers. In fact, I have been
guilty of that breach of baseball
qtiquette on several occasions, but always unwittingly. Now here's the
reason for my lapses: Meyers is naturally dark and when he becomes tanned his skin Is unusually so. When
he puts his hand against his glove to
give the signal for the kind of a pitch
he wants, it is hard to tell whether
he has- one or two fingers extended.
One finger might be the signal for a
curve and two for a fast one. After
giving a signal the catcher, naturally,
is looking for what he called, and
if the twirler throws something else,
the backstop, might easily be injured.
This is the first time in my long career
that the cdlSr of a catcher's hand
played such an important part in baseball games. Every fan knows that the
face ot,a backstop's glove becomes a
dark brown, and when, in addition, the
catcher's hand is tanned to an unusual
degree,.it is some job for the pitcher
to tell the difference between one and,
two fingers."—Leslie's.
"Uneasy Lies the Head."
A German princeling is reported to
have been "nominated" to the throne
of Albania. "Uneasy lies the head,"
etc., and it is difllcult to imagine a
much more uneasy proposition than
the leadership of a people whose
chief occupation, at any rate whose
chief interest, lies in murderous feuds.
Imagine the Highlands of Scotland as
they were in the middle ages, with
the Mclntoshes and Camerons ever at
war, and other/clans or party of clans
following suit Imagine the introduction into this hurly-burly of Warring
religions, not two bufc^ three, all bitterly opposed to each other. Imagine,
further, that two foreign nations are
perpetually intriguing among these
distraught Highlanders trying to win
clans over to their respective sides.
There you have the condition of Albania at the present moment, with
this
additional
complication—that
those who have been included in the
territory of Montenegro, Servia, and
Greece will be perpetually kicking
against the pricks.—London Evening
Standard.
Relation of City and Country.
With us, cities are as certain to
spring up wjth the increase of country
population as the forests are to disappear. City and country are organically
related. Crops cannot be/grown without fields, nor exchanged and manufactured under the modern system of division of labor without cities. Only
in the rudest pioneer settlements do
men dispense With this division of labors by doing everything painfully and
badly on the farm. Such settlements
are retarded and hampered until they
have towns for the city part of the
work. JWhen we estimate that the average Whabitant of New York may
have but a few score square feet for
his own use, we are apt to forget that
he can only exist on them because
somewhere in the country there are
acres of ground producing for him, as
really and definitely for him as if he
owned them and hired the labor on
them, what Professor Pehck has
called his "sustenance space."—Mark
Jefferson, In the Atlantic.
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" BROOKEIELD.
Edward R. Burgess was in Springfield,
Tuesday.

Ni). 3.

Miss Louise V. Mulcahy, who has. been
employed as clerk in the Burgess newsroom for the past year, got through Saturday. J. Wayne Burgess has ujken her
place\
At the annual meeting of the Congregational Sabbath school, Ered D. Bowen
was elected Superintendeiit^with Charles
Flower and Dr. John R. Ham, assistants;
Sidney Roger, secretary] Miss Hattie
Ormsby, Treasurer; Miss Alice 'Roger,
librarian; Miss M. E. Gibson, Supt. of
the Home Department, with Miss Homer
as her assistant. The school is fortunate
in having at the head of its Beginners
department, Mrs Siimner Reed, who is
recognized as an expert in all Sunday
school circles of the state. The secretary's report showed the largest attendance for the year to have been 85, the
smallest 26, with an average of 48.

-

Choice New French apd American
*
Undermuslins. Waists and Blouses, Corsets,
Brassieres, Linens, Domestics, Em*
broideries, Wh»fe Goods
^
Given Under His Hand.

TJncle Luke sometimes -had the job
oi accompanying visitors about one
of the South Carolina cotton mills
near Columbia. One day the party
under his care came to a room where
all the employes were men.
"I see you don't employ any women
here," said one woman in surprise.
"Deed we ain't, ma'am," answered
Luke, proudly. "Mr. Parker done order dat hisself,' ma'am—nothin' 'cept
manual labor In diBhye.r room."—New
York Evening Post.
German Dogs Aid to Police.
Since 'Che supreme intelligence of
the German shepherd dogs was brought
to the notice of the police authorltres
in Berlin, 1,956 »dogB have been attached to the department. Although
there are so many of these dogsi in
fiermany it is difficult to purchase, a
good one and an ordinary and not fully
trained dog costa about $200. There
is also a feeling that it is somewhat
unpatriotic to sell- the best German
dogs, since they are of great service to
the police and the military.
An English Joke. s
Papa (seating himself at the breakfast taBle)—Where's your mother,
Ethel?
Ethel (aged ten)—She won't be
down. Mumsey's got a headache already, Papsey, and whatever you've
got to say about the coffee this morning just tell it to me.
A Failure.

First Small Boy—Is your sister any
good at playinOall?
Second BmalyBoy—Naw. She can't
throw anything but a fit, or catch anything but a beau.
It's Nature.
/
"Isn't It dreadful that the English
suffragettes commit so much arson?"
"Yes, Indeed; It Is a burning
shame."
He Knew Jones.

Smith—See Jones over there laugh4ng so heartily. Somebody must have
told him a funny story.
Brown—More likely Jones told It
himself.—London Opinion.

The Ready Cody.
The late Col. Samuel F. Cody, England's once successful aviator, was
an American; and Cody in his youth
led an eventful life as showman,
sharpshooter, circus tumbler and
what-not.
Cody once exhibited, as a side-show
feature of a circus, a Tartany wild
horse. "Here you are, gents," he
shouted from his side-show platform.
"Here you are—the only genuine wild
horse of Tartary. A purse of $10 is
offered to anybody who can Btick on
his back,"
There were no aspirants for the
purse, and Cody continued:
'If any gentleman here can stick
on his back thirty seconds I'll give
him the ten-dollar purse and the wild
horse besides, by jingo, The animal's
unrldable. I've had years of equestrian practice, and he shakes me off
In ten seconds."
'Ever try glttin' inside 'im?" shouted a yokel.
Tea, I've tried that, friend," Cody
replied, "but his mouth ain't quite as
The Near Prizes.
"Some rich men seem to enjoy bad big as yours,"
luck," remarked the cynical observer.
^ "The Cut-Flower Express."
"I never met any such person."
"Oh, yeB, you have. Every fisher- American railway trains often bear
man you ever knew took more pride amusing or picturesque names, but no
in the fish that got away than in those American "special" or "limited" bears
he actually caught."—Washington such a poetic name as that of a train
that runs every day In the year beEvening Star.
tween Toulon and Paris. This train
is called the "raplde des fleurs"—
It Would Never Do.
"Wilklns has some singular ideas which we may translate "the cut-flower
for a financier," remarked the presi- express."
The train carries nothing but cut
dent of the Unlimited Confidence corflowers, which are shipped in baskets
poration.
and pasteboard boxes tor the Paris
"What about him?"
«
"He thinks we ought to pay off our market. You can buy the violets of
Hyeres, the roses and carnations of
debt instead of refunding it"—Puck,
Antlbes and the Roman hyacinths of
Olhoules and Carquleronnes at the
Sower stalls of Paris eighteen hours
Awful Shock.
Harper's wife was out of town on a »f ter they were gathered on the shores
visit. When Harper opened his mail it the Mediterranean.
A considerable quantity of these
the.other morning he found a neat
Bowers go also to Germany and Bellittle check and the following note:
gium,
and some are sent as fai*as Vi"Dear Fred—Inclosed you will find
$2.99. Please credit same to my 'con- enna and St. Petersburg. A special
science fund.' After long hours of de- train crew handle* the packages and
sorts them as mall clerks sort the
liberation I have reached the conclumalls. The "cut-flower express" runs
sion that I paid too much for my bat.
it high speed and is nearly always on
Lovingly, Wfo."
time.—Tooth's Companion.
Then Harper fainted.

-

When Leaves Fall.
The call to the country is never so
strong as in autumn. Custom and
commerce and society have conspired
to call men hack to the city just when
the heat has passed, and the mellow- ,
ing air and the coloring world is most
alluring In the country. rWhen the
haze hangs over the hills, and leaves)
are green and gold and scarlet, and
soft sunlight of Indian summer nils,
the world, then the west wind stirs in
man the half extinct memory of hie
hunting ancestors and he longs to>
strike the trail for the unknown woods.
Then H Is his primal instincts prompt
him to build wood fires and sleep under the starlit skies. But, alasi stern
necessity or feverish night of winter
gaiety call most men back to the nervous grind of the world as It is. Bat
only if we could strike the long trail
and answer the call of Indian summer,
what wonderful high rfdventure, what'
keen delight and restful health we
might find over the rim yonder—from
whence the west wind comes.—Harper's Weekly.
Uses for Gold-Filled Wire.

Since the advent of gold-filled wire*
in the commercial jeweler's trade It
has been put to an almost countless
number of uses. Its durability and the
pliancy with which It may be handled
bas made it an especial favorite in
many classes of work which heretofore were considered arduous and necessarily were expensive.
Gold-filled wire is equal to gold In
durability. In fact It bas many qualities not possessed by the "solid" alloyed products. Especially has gold
wire been found of unusual value in
the manufacture of spectacle rims. It
is easily worked.
As evidence of the great amount employed It is well to recall that one
factory alone uses $1,000,000 worth of
gold a year and about half'of It finds
its way into gold-wire spectacle rims.
"Gold-filled" is in reality filled gold,
for It is a gold shell filled with an alloy. Filled gold generally is made by
pressing gold sheets upon either side
of a sheet of baser metal.
•ires, evidently he lacks pepper."
"But maybe it's another way of say**
ing that he isn't worth his salt"
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And Other Lines of Merchandise at the Mdst Important Savings of the Year

Woman's Infinite Variety. '
What women really want—and what
they are gradually gaining, if only
they would understand it—is the
world's realization of the fact that age
cannot wither nor custom stale the
true woman's infinite variety, that the
years give more to her than they take
away, and that the longer Bhe lives the
more competent she is to warn, to
comfort and command. Slowly and
surely the world is learning to understand this: every generation pushes
the age-limit of a woman's reign further on. Juliet's balcony scene occurred at fourteen; Jane Austen's
inmarrled heroines were on the shelf
at twenty. But we are changing all
this. The women of today are eligible for balconies In their thirties, and
Ineligible for shelves until their seventies—and even then the shelves are
quite prominent and comfortable resting places.—Ellen Thorneycroft Fowler.
'

Our stock is so complete and select
. can choose from the best models of the
New York and Foreign designers and
what you want in Stylish Clothes and
, about one-half what you expect to pay

FUR MUFFS
FUR SCARFS
FUR COATS
SUITS
COATS
DRESSES
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■ Death of Mrs Mary M. Livermbre.
Mrs Mary M. (Girifn), widow of Mr
John W. Livermore, died at the Livermore home on Central street at 7 o'clock
Monday iriorning after a, two weeks'
illness of cerebral embolism, at the age
of 70 years, 2 months and 8 days.
Not for many years has a person's death
in town called forth so many expressions of sorrow as has the death of Mrs
Livermore. She ^was a woman known
and respected by everybody in town,
and the announcement of her death'
came as a great snrprise as it was not
generally known that she was in such
a, serious condition. She had a wide
circle of friends not only in\Brooh(ield,
but m each of the surrounding^tewris.

Joseph Byron of Conway is visiting his
Mrs Livermore was ,born in North
brother, Napoleon Byron, North. Cross- > There was a military whist party in Brookfield, in the*8ection known as the
the
town
hall
Monday
night,
managed
ing.
Lower Village,»the daughter of Charles
Miss Ruby II Burgess of Springfield, by the athletic association of the high H. and Lucy (Pellet) Giftin, on Novemschool, that was well attended and 25
ber 4, 1843, and had lived in Brookfield
visited her parents on Lincoln street,
tables were in play, under direction of
47 years. Her mother was a direct desMonday.
Roland Day, Worcester. The association
Miss Gertrude Atyen of Ware was the planned for the use of 50 tables but un- cendant of Samuel'Bemis, the first settler
guest this week of Miss'Margaret Byron favorable weather conditions kept many of the town of Spencer, in which place
she was married to John W. Livermore by
Main street.
away. The committee in charge includ' the Rev. Mr Waterman. Mr Livermore
MrsG E. Zimmerman left Tuesday, led John Clancy, Stuart Butterworth,
was also a direct descendant os Samuel
for a visit at her former home in Pough -*Wi!liam Petersen, Edward Delaney, and
Bemis.
*.
keepsie, New York.
John Reneham After whist, iunch was
Mr and Mrs Livermore came to BrookMrs Charles M. Buchanan returned served in banquet hall, by Raymond field into the present Livermore house, 47
Wednesday, after a week's visit- with' Clancy and Raymond Marshall, Hiram years ago. Mr Livermore went into the
Batty, Edward Hannigan, Lewis Flower,
furniture business in 1876 in the Warner
Iriends in Springfield.
Edward O'Day and Albert Tunstall.
The first rhetorical program lor the The sum of $20 was made which will be Block, corner of Central and Pleasant
streets, and four years later, built the
%
winter term at the high school will be used toward defraying the expenses
present Livermore Block, on Central St,
held Friday afternoon, Jan. 23.
the ba«eball team next Spring;
where he carried on the furniture and
Next Sunday is Bible Sunday at the
The musical section of The Young^ undertaking business until his death,
Methodist church. Everybody is expect- Ladies' Auxiliary to the V. I. S. had a March 12, 1004, when he was succeeded
$5.98 to $75.00
ed to bring his bible with him.
musical at the home of Miss Ethel John- by. Ms son Robert G. Livermore.
5.00 to 95.00
The body of Mrs Daniel Fiske, aged son, Tuesday night, that was under the
Mrs Livermore has been a loyal mem93, was brought from North Brookfield, direction of Miss Pauline Eaton. The ber of the First Parish church ever since
25.00 to 250.00
Monday afternoon, for burial in Brook- first number on the program was the her coming to Brookfield, and when the
5.00 to 29.50
reading of a Sketch from Chopin's Life,
field cemetery.
new stone church was built-two years ago
by Miss Mary A. Gleason, and was fol5.00 to 35.00
she gave a memorial window in memory
At the morning service at the First
lowed by the Chopin Polonaise by Miss
oi her husband. She took a prominent
Parish eiiurch Sunday, the pastor, Rev.
5.00 to 35.00
Clara Clarendon, a selection on the vicpart in the affairs of the Woman's AlliWilliam L. Walsh, will have for the subtrola
of
Chopin's
Opus
60,
Santapi
ImQirls'sclothes, Skirts, Waists. Evening wraps and Imported gowns at Remarkable prices
ance of the church, and was a member
ject of his sermon, "The way of LighC
promptu, was followed by a paper on
of the V. I. S. Mrs Livermore observed
The meeting of the teachers' club that Circumstances under which Raindrop
her 70th birthday anniversary, Nov. 4 at .
.WHS to be held in the high school room Sonata was written, that was read by
Thursday night has" been postponed m"- Miss Georgia Holcombe. Following the her home and received iriends from
piano selection Raindrop Sonato, by Miss Brookfield and the surrounding towns.
definitely.
She leaves a son Robert G. Livermore, a
Miss Mary Gaffney of Springfield and Clarendon was Miss Mildred G. Mitchell's daughter, Mrs Walter B. Mellen and
Miss Mary Gilmore of West Brookfield playing of Chopin's Three Preludes.
three grandsons, John W. Livermore and
were the guests Friday of Mrs Mary Mc- There were 25 members present
Henry and Frank Mellen.
Namara, Prouty street.
Mrs Charlotte A. Newcombe's $1500
Screwing up the Eyes,
LIGHT CARRIES PICTURES
The funeral was held Wednesday afterCerberus.
Disastrous to the beauty of a child's
Dr. Lawrence T. Newhall returned Sat- suit against Joseph W. Clark of West noon, with services at the 'home at two
In Greek fable Cerberus was the
When Reflected From Object It la three-headed dog that watches outside expression is the habit of screwing up urday after a three months' absence and Brookfield, which has attracted much at- o'clock, with Rev. William L. Walsh, ofthe eyes. The trick points very plainMads to Take Imag* Wherever
the entrance to hades. Some writers ly to defective vision and calls alond his friends are pleased to know that his tention in the Brookfields has been en- ficiating. All places of business were
It Goes.
tered in the Superior Court, Worcester,
assert that he had 60 heads, but gen- for t visit to an oculist. The visit health Is greatly improved.
closed during the hour of the funeral and
and Mr Clark has taken the preliminary
erally he Is said to have three, and must not be delayed, for ugly wrinkles
We are accustomed to the Idea that three snakes are twined about his
Felix Rose sold his farm on the Podunk steps towards fighting the suit, having se- the curtains drawn. There were many
souls are Immortal, that energy can neck. His cave was on the farther around the eyes is the least evil of road last Saturday to Albert to BiTson of cured John R. Tbayer as counsel. Both floral tributes, among which was a large
wreath given by the Woman's' Alliance.
not be annihilated, that matter can side of the. dark River Styx, where this defect A short-sighted child is North Billerica. The property consists
not be destroyed, but what of this ex- Charon, the ferryman of the dead, severely handicapped when it begins of a two story house, large barn, and 60 sides ask for a jury trial of the case and The service was also attended by friends
Sullivan and O'Connell, counsel for the
In school life, and neglected myopia
traordinary Immortality of deeds ?
from the other Brookfields. and Spencer.
landed the shades. Cerberus is supfor 81400.
plaintiff, have filed her declaration in Su\ . Simply this: Light that Is reflected posed to welcome all entering hades, leads to serious eye trouble in later acres of land, and is assessed
i
Burial was in the Livermore lot in Brookor given off from an object carries an but to seise all those seeking to es- life. Properly prescribed spectacles
Letters are advertised in the Brookfield perior Court. She claims Mr Clark has field cemetery and was private.
The
are all that is required to end this
Image, a picture of the object, with It cape.
couverted. to his own use, 12 head of catpost-office
for
the
following:—Mrs
Isabel
bearers were Walter BT Mellen, Robert
particular trouble.
en Its travels, no matter how long the
tle.
The
suit
is
an
action
of
tort
or
conAibee, Mrs M. J. Alden, Mrs Pamelia
G. Livermore, Rev. Wm. L. Walsh, and
journey or whither It may tend.
Adams, Mrs John Pion, Antonia Jalinski, tract, and was begun November 28, Dep- Ward A. Smith of North Brookfield.
Superlatives in Advertising.
When these Image-carrying light
Waistcoat
■
Monarch's
Fad.
uty
sheriff
Warren
E.
Tarbell,
serving
Box 581, Telegram, Lock Box 115, Mr
Japanese advertisers believe in a
wares enter the eye, tstf picture they
Historians tell us that Charles II. of
the papers. The appearance of counsel
bear Is revealed, whetherjUie waves lavish use of superlatives. "The pa- England made a resolution to change Charles A. Shea.
Death of Mrs Howe.
Thayer, Bullock and Thayer, of which
>
have been only Infinitesimal frac- per we sell," runs the announcement the fashion of his dress to one which
A chimney fire at the home of Richard John R. Thayer is senior member, has
tion of a second in coming from the In a Tokyo stationer's window, "is as he would never alter, and communiMrs MeJhWNewcomb), wife of George
face of a friend across the street, or ■olid as the hide of an elephant" cated this decision to his council in Finney, Maple street, last Sunday after- been entered for the defendant.
L. Howe, died Friday morning at her
whether they have reached the eye "Step inside!" Is the invocation of a October, 1666. From a diary of that noon w.is extinguished by fire engineer
The 52nd annual concert and ball of home on Kimball street of acute diabetes,
l)lg
multiple
shop
In
the
same
city.
Walter
R.
Howe
and
Richard
Finney,
after a leant of 100,000 years through
period we read; "This day the king
after an illness of only one day. Mrs
space, from the flashing scintillation "You will be welcomed as fondly, as a begins to put on his vest, and I did Jr., with hand chemical extinguishers. the Brookfield fire departmept was held
in town hall, last Friday night and was Howe had been in spparently excellent
ray
of
sunshine
after
a
rainy
day.
The damage was estimated at 825.
<bf a far-off star.
see
several
persons
of
the
house
of
well attended by the townspeople and health and was stricken while preparing*
Even as we see our nearest star Our assistants are as amiable as a lords and commons, too, great courRemember Jan. 30th. Dame Plunk- also many from the surrounding towns. breakfast Thursday morning and reneighbor not as It is today, but as It father seeking a husband for a dower- tiers who are in it being a long coswas four years ago, the light that is less daughter. Goods are dispatched sack close to the body, of black cloth ett's Singing School of Ye Olden Time, The firemen did all in their power to mained in an unconscious condition up
reflected to this star from our planet to customers' houses with the rapidity and pinked with white silk under it" will give a concert in the town hall at: make the event a successful one and all to the time of her 'de'ath. She was 55
carries pictures of the earth as it was of a shot from the cannon's mouth."
7.45 p. m. Solos, duets and choruses by in attendance report that they had a fine years," 9 months and 29 days and had
48 months ago, and any person. If at
She was
forty voices will constitute the program, time. The concert was from 8 to 8.45 always lived in Brookfield.
Unequal
Natural
Division.
that distance from the earth and
born in the Potapoag district, the daughThe Cordilleras, which form the Squire Bellingham will assist. Be sure! o'clock and was followed by dancing that
equipped with gome means of collect- Owns a Cat With a Long "Recipe."
ter of Norton and Deliza (James) NewOne of the officers of the Cat club backbone of both the northern and and come to hear the good, old music, continued until 1 o'clock, with music by
ing the light waves, would see events
Mrs Howe
Donahue's orchestra. By request of the combe, March 10, 1858.
and deeds that had transpired on this heard that an east side woman has southern continents, are relatively and see old fashioned costumes.
' , „ „,
,.,
, . officials of Steamer Company, No. 2, the leaves, besides her husband, a son, Adeian exceptionally valuable cat which near the Pacific Ocean in Guatemala,
earth In the year 19081
Charles
M.
Clarendon,
wh,le
on
abusi,
,
U9|)a
d
mareh
waB
omitt&
The
bert, of Lynn; a daughter, Mrs Elbert
Suppose we had such an apparatus might be exhibited at the forthcoming and thus divide the country into two
and. could out-travel light We could cat show, and called her on the tele- unequal drainage areas, of which the nesstnp for a Worcester leather com- floor wa8 in chaJge 0f Charles Hunting- Bpmhower of Wilder, Vt, two brothers,
pany,
stopped
Monday
at
Library,
Fa.'
^^
.
.
and hiB
weie Lieut
Mat
Journey to the Pole star and behold, phone to inquire about it. "Yes, he's Arctic is much the greater. The PaCharles H. and Merrick Newcombe, and
we would see the earth as it was In a valuable cat" the wpman replied. cific slope, though comparatively nar- and was the,guest of Henry M. Dona- | thew Ryan and William Byron. During a sister, Mrs Carrie A. Young of Brook"We wouldn't take $200' for him. We row, is exceptionally well watered and hue, son of Mr and Mrs Martin J. Dona-'the intermisBion from ,0 to 10.30 o'clock field. The funeral was held Sunday afthe year 1852!
If we journey nine years of light paid $60 for him when he was a lit- .fertile between the altitudes of 1,000 hue, R,ver street Mr Donhaue has been refre9hmenta were ^^ in banqllet hall ternoon at 2 o'clock from the home, with
waves farther in toward the earth, we tle kitten, and he's got a long recipe." and 6,000 feet, and is the most dense- there since last September, doing cledjkal
in charge of William C. Bemis, Frederick Rev. William L. Walsh, pastor of the
ly settled part of the republic.
would Intercept the light picture show- —Kansas City Star.
work for the John Marsh ConBtrfittion Bliss, Charles Capen and Matthew Ryan. First Parish church, officiating.
The
ing the firing on Fort Sumter in 1861.
Company, whej are building a railroad in The firemen report that 130 was made by bearers were Earl and Ralph Allen, Chas.
Even though every boo* and every
that vicinity.
Fine Work on Billiard Cues.
H. and Merrick Newcombe.- Burial was
Spank-Power Motor.
manuscript, and every monument
the aff.iir.
Billiard cues are made of ash, with
A West Virginia schoblma'am has
should be destroyed, the incomparable
in Brook held cemetery, with undertaker
At* the Congregational church next
usually
a
lighter
wood
at
the
handle.
bravery of our northern and southern installed a small isolated plant in an
Robert G. Livermore in charge. Among
Sunday evening, Jan: 18, at 7 o'clock
New Jersey's Products.
soldiers are written enternally on the anteroom of the schoolhouse. It is A good cue should balance if a man's there will be g.ven a lecture on "EveryNew Jersey is the only state of any the floral tribute" were :—Pillow, innecessarily a heating plant because finger be placed under the middle of
scroll of the heavens.
day life in Japan," illustrated with 70 importance as a mineral producer In scribed "Mother," and easier lillies from
If we traveled still farther out into It is an electric "spanker." This en- it, and as it tapers the butt must be
which the utilization of the clay re- the family; casket piece of white pinks,
space, and caught up with the light gine delivers 5 s. b. p. s. (5 sharp of lighter wood than the shaft. But beautiful colored pictures. The electric sources constitutes the chief industry
* waves that left us, say 420 years ago, blows per second). The lady engi- there is a vast amount of Individual- lights recently installed enable us to give and represents over fifty per cent, of Mrs Carrie A. Young; wreath cf violets
we would see Columbus discovering neer says that while the run is short ity in cues. The making of leather you something superior in this line. The the total output of the state. The clay and chrysanthemums, Charles. H. NewAmerica! The waves that left us about it is,long on efficiency. Central sta- billiard cue tips has been an industry Y. P. S. C. E. extends a most cordial in- products of the state have included combe; casket piece, Mrs Sarah M. Sib- /
700 years since would give us the pic- tions might adopt the "spanker," says of a particular class of French peas- vitation to the public to be present. Dr. every variety of brick and tile and ev- ley and Miss Nellie A. Sibley of Worcesture of Runneymede, with John, BUT- Power, as a means of building up a ants time out of mind.
John R. Ham will read the lecture.
ery variety of pottery produced in the ter; casket piece of pin^-Mre^RRP'irunamed Lackland, signing the Magna dav load.
United States, as classified by the fed- pree and John Howe of Worcester;
Charts,
„
Fire burned over 10 acres of meadow eral survey.
Invaluable Tact.
plaque, Mrs John Bomhower and family
Nearly 2,000 light years from the
Tact, a tittle word of only four let- from near the old Hyde mill to Carkin
One Compensation for Printer.
of Wilder, Vt.; casket piece' of pinks,
earth speed the waves that bear the
The smell of printers' Ink is a curi- ters, and yet how mighty in the world woods, Tuesday night. The meadow is
Mrs Essie F. Pecot of Marlboro; casket
story of Caesar's fame and the glory ous one, and it has a subtle medicinal of business—and in every other realm owned by the Boston & Albany railroad
< Sweetest Words.
piece of pinks, Mrs Kathryn G. O'Connell
that was Rome's.
of
human
activity
as
well!
A
tactless
aDy
weete
W
or<
B
,n
th
effect. Men employed in factories
recently bought it from~ Theodore J!*^^
■
f , !
, «
Still farther out, hurtling through where it is made never contract con- man is a veritable bull in a china who
,...„.» Tul B„ :*.
™t.- U„,„K™„ i English language," musingly Inquired and Miss Gertrude O'Connell; Spencer;
casket piece, Mr and Mrs Frederick D.
the esternity of unending space, is a sumption, or so a medical lecturer said shop—more effective in his Innocent Eaton. The fire is supposed to have been ProfeBBOr gwiggs,'"than 'I love you?'
picture *rom far back in the dusty cor- recently.. And in tropical countries it wreckage, of your Interests than a sdt ty a spark from a locomotive. The , "Well," grimly remarked the pessimis- Works; large casket piece of pinksV' Mr
fire
was
checked
just
as
it
reached
the;
tic
hearer,
"I
understand
that
some
ridors of time, a picture of the earth is a well known fact that printers al- round dozen pronounced enemies.
and Mrs Frederick Healey^ casket piece
when It was void and without form, ways escape yellow fever, however Heaven help the merchant who has woods by a gang of railroad men, in j authorities regard'There's that money I of pinks. Miss Hattie M* Ormsby, "and
and aees before
these
destroyers
standing
between
charge
of
section
foreman
Frederick
J.
*
I owe you,' as about the epitome of casket piece oj mixed flowers, Mr and
fiercely it may happen to be raging
satisfactory sentences."
lM„ Wa)ter Btyt0D of WoroeBter.
him and his customers.
Healey.
In the neighborhood.

JANUARY IS THE MONTH OF BARGAINS

Thousands of Dollars' Worth of

BROOKFIELD.
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RICHARD HEALY

WORCESTER

i

BROOKFIELD

MAINE CENTRAL
AND B. & M.

BROOKFIELD TIMES

TIMES

FIRING LINE AT BATTLE OF OJINAGA

GIVE CHILD LABOR
LAW FAIR TRIAL
Recess Committee Urges No
. Serious Amendments to Act.

Plans for Break Between Roads
is Halted.

FAVORS NAMING MORE INSPECTORS.

TO ADOPT OTHER MEASURES
Other Minor Recommendations are
Made in Interest of Workers.
Directors

Have

New

Scheme-

NEW ENGLAND WANTS
REGIONAL BANK IN BOSTON
PROMINENT MEN ADDRESS COMMITTEE.
Western Connecticut Favors . N. Y.
District, But Doesn't Oppose Hub.

Boston—All New England, except
the cities of Hartford and New Haven,
is unanimously In favor of a regional
bank Under the new currency bill In
Boston, according to the testimony of
nearly three score witnesses at the
hearing given by Secretary of the
Treasury William G. McAdoo and Secretary of Agriculture David F. Houston at the Chamber of Commerce.
Hartford and* New Haven do not oppose such a bank in Boston, but they
desire that the western section* of
Connecticut shall be Included in the
district aUottscVto the bank in New
York City, because most ,of their
trade and banking relations are with
that city rather than with Boston.
Nearly every large city In New England was represented by some banker,
manufacturer or merchant authorized
to speak for the Interests of his own
section, and not a discordant note was
heard from any district except, as ln-i
dlcated above, Hartford and New Haven, and this was not in opposition to
Boston having the /desired regional
bank.
The witnesses were nearly all unanmous against the Idea of an overwhelmingly large regional bank being
established In New York, and In favor
of the argument that the Interests of
the New England people will not be
so well taken care of by a bank in.
New York as by a regional bank ID
Boston. ,

Boston.—The special recess committee appointed to consider child labor legislation, in its report filed with
the clerk of the House, recommends
no serious amendment of the child
labor
act passed last year, believing
Boston.—Flans for the separation
that the statute has not been In opof the Maine CentraJ and the Boston
eration long enough td permit of Its
and Maine, by which it was hoped
being given a fair trial.
that sufficient funds might be obCriticisms of the law emanating
from textile and other manufacturing
tained^ meet the obligations of the
This
the first photograplTreceived from Ojinaga, showing the battle between the federals and rebels that
centers were so strong that the spelatter "company due next month, have
has leen going oTfofmore than a week. These arAembers of Major Gustamentl's command-attacking the
cial study of the matter was put
been halted because counsel for the
through the House at the last sesentrenched federals.
railroads and for banking companies
sion, and, as a result of a mass of statistical information obtained and set
Interested have decided that the
forth in its report, the committee recMaine Central has not the legal auommends at least a year's trial, so
thority to go through with them.
that "all concerned will have an opNevertheless, it is stated that the
portunity to judge fully and fairly as
Boslon and Maine directors have othto whether Its benefits outweigh Its
er plans for financing the company
hardships and vice versa."
and that ihey "have not given up
Some recommendations made by
hope by any means."
A receiverU.
S.
Will
Be
Kind
Host
to
the
the committee are:
Federal
Garrison
Evacuates
Massachusetts
Supreme
Court
ship, it is believed, may still be avertThat the State board of labor and
Frightened Refugees
and Surrenders to U. S. Troops
Industries be authorized to appoint
ed.
Enjoins $67,552,000 issue
The plan for financing the Boston
additional Inspectors because of tho
,and Maine, as originally advanced,
fact that for several years past, In
was for that roa dto turn over lo the
LINE VILLA STARTS SOUTHWARD certain sections of the State, thorough
iMaine Central 100,000 shares of Maine- COMMISSION WITHOUT POWER MANY FLEE IcROSS
Inspections have, been made of each
Central stock in exchange for a $10,establishment only once in fifteen OFFERS NEW PLAN TO TAX FOR000,000 issue of 5 per cent, refunding
EST LAND.
months.
Will
Ship
Ojinaga
Fugitives
to
Fort
consolidated mortgage bonds. The Bay State Supreme Bench Bars De- Federals Insist That They Evacuated
That the present law providing that
Bliss
Until
Villa
and
His
Heartless
Strategic Town Because Ammunistock would then be retired by the benture Issue and the Banking Firm
'in.factories and workshops where Commission Reports Plan To EncourRebels Have Left Northern Mexiage the Raising of Timber.
tion Was Running Low—ThouMaine Central.
five, or more persons are employed
Will Lost Commissions AmountBy this plan the Maine Central
co and»6afety Is More Certain.
there shall be provided such ventilasands Held at Presidio by Patrol.
ing to $1,687,500.
Boston.—In a report of the special
would be freed from Boston and
tion as will prevent the air becoming
Maine control, and would be able to
Washington.—A decision was reached so impure as to be injurious to the commission on taxation of forest lands
Presidio, Tex.—With Ojinaga comBoston.—The Supreme Court of Masfiled
with the Legislature, a compreexchange the stock, on which 6 per
here that, for the present, the United health of persons employed therein,
sachusetts declared Illegal the issue pletely in his power and the bulk of
cent, dividends have been paid, for of $67,500,000 6 per cent, convertible its Federal army of the north and States-Will care for the 3,000 Federal be extended to all factories and work- hensive plan for the encouragement
bonds bearing only a 5 per cent, debentures proposed by theWew York,- most of its commanders prisoners soldiers and the women and children shops and to mercantile establish- of timber-raising to full maturity la
presented, which provides for thecharge. The plan seemed to be most New Haven & Hartford Railroad.
here of the United States army, Gen- who joined them in the flight from ments.
advantageous to the Maine Central,
Ojinaga. This course was determined
That the law providing that any substitution of three new taxes for
The decision deprives J- P. Mor- eral Pancho Villa made his plans for
for the company is almost free from gan A Co. of the $1,687,500 (2!/ per moving at o'nee on Mexico City. In an upon a-conference between Secretary woman or minor employed in a fac- the present tax, the total of which
2
bonded indebtedness, and practically cent), commission they were to get
of War Garrison, Major General Wood tory or workshop where five or more would not amount to as much as the>
for announcement issued to his officers
Its entire roadway would be a secuVl}la said that he would take Tor- and Counsellor Moore of the State De- persons are employed shall be given present tax.
underwriting the issue.
The three taxes Imposed are:
partment. It will cost the United at least a half hour for meals, be exrity for the issue.
rts outstanding
This news came to Chairman How- reon and Monterey first.
Forest Land. Tax—An ordinary tax,
stock would be reduced to 150,000 ard Elliott and his colleagues on the
These are the only cities in North- States about $1,000 a day to play the tended to all factories and workpaid annually, on the land at ItB valn}itt res
New Haven Board while they were ern. Mexico which the Federals hold, unwelcome role of host to these fugi- shops, to mercantile and mechanical ue as though It were cut over. Such,
establishments.
,
The Boston and Maine, on the oth- in session at the Grand Central Ter- but both are garrisoned by such slen- tive Mexicans.
■The refugees will be cared for at
That the law providing that no wo- land Is usually valued at $6 an acre
er hand, would obtain bonds to the minal offices, New York, preparing to der forces and each is so hemmed In
amount of $10,000,000, which could be compromise the dissolution order of by rebels that their capture, according Forth Bliss, near El Paso. To reach man or minor inore than 16 years of and the forest land tax would probthis point they will have to march age shall be employed for more than ably amount to 8 or 10 cents an acre*
readily sold.
With the money ob- the Federal authorities.
to Villa, will cause no trouble.
year.
tained from their sale the $10,000,000
The
decision
leaves
the
New
Twenty-eight hundred Mexican Fed- overland sixty miles to Marfa, Texas, ten hours In any one day or more each
Forest Commutation Tax—Land"
of notes that will come due next Haven for th? time bebig without eral soldiers, six Mexican generals, the nearest railroad station. Arrange- than fifty-four hours In any one week
registered
as woodlot would be taxed
, month could be met.
the means of meeting $45,000,000 In 200,000 rounds of ammunition, two ments are already being made to pro- be amended In the following respects:
Maine Central stockholders had al- short-time notes which fall due cannons, four large field pieces and vide nallroad transportation for the First, so as to permit the employment according to the amount of timber
when registered. This tax
of such woman or minor for hot more thereon
ready voted authority to exchange May 18.
7
1,500 civilian refugees were In the refugees from Marfa to El Paso.
All womn and children who care than twelve hours on Saturday, pro- would not Increase as the timber
. the bonds for the stock, but the counTheBe notes are held by J. P. Mor- custody of the United States Army
to accompany the soldiers will be per- vided such woman or minor Las a grows, but would be decreased as timsel for the railroad and for the birhk- gan & Co., Kidder, Peabody & Co. border patrol. N/
ber was cut from the woodlot, andi
ing houseB which were to take the and Leer Higginson & Co., of Boston.
The wholesale capture was the re- mitted to do so. The others will be day of rest on Sunday and Is given when as much has been cut as was
bond fssue from the Boston and
It was reported that anticipating sult of the Federal army's evacua- allowed to stay at Presidio and will a consecutive afternoon and evening
on
the land when registered, no comMaine have decided that the transfer an adverse decision Chairman Elliott tion of Ojinaga, Mexico, Its flight to be cared for, temporarily, by the Red of rest on another day of the same
could not legally be effected under the had secured a pledge from these American territory and the occupation Cross, which already has charge of week; second, to provide that tho lim- mutation tax would be paid thereafbankers and the notes would be re- of the Mexican village by General the sick and wounded Mexicans who itation upon the hours of labor of any ter.*
laws of the State of Maine,
Forest Product Tax—This tax would
came from Ojinaga. Later the Im- woman or minor employed In more
Were the Maine Legislature in ses- newed for three years and his admin- Francisco Villa's rebel forces.
be paid on all registered land when
sion the Maine Central could petition istration financed for that period.
The distress of the refugees is In- migration authorities will look after than one place shall be ten hours timber Is cut. The assessors must
»
per day Instead of fifty-four brurs per
Even If the $45,000,000 of maturing tense. They have scant food and no the non-combatants.
it for authority to make the transfer,
, Previously it has been the UniteS week; third, to provide that in any be notified before the timber Is reand, because its terms appear to be debts Is taken care of, the New Ha- shelter.
States policy to let surrendered sol- manufacturing business which the. moved, BO that they may measure It
advantageous to both companies, the ven will not have the $22,000,000 with
About them are scattered all the
for purposes of valuation If they wish
petition would probably be granted. which it had hoded to get modern goods and baggage which they brought diers of either side In the Mexican State Board of Labor and Industries
conflict to filter back across the border shall decide to be seasonal in its na- to do so, and this tax shall be paid
The Legislature, however, will not equipment.
in fleeing from the Ojinaga battle.
as
soon
as
it
was
safe
for
them
to
do
ture, employees may be permitted to each year on the amount of timber
Wet until next January, and the
It is now generally agreed that Gen- so. In the present Instance, however, work fifty-eight hours per week 1* cut
needs of the Boston and Maine
erals Pascual Orozco, Jose Salazar this procedure has been abandoned as stead of fifty-four, provided the avENTIRE FAMILY wrPED OUT.
require that immediate action be takand Antonio Rojas, the Federal volun*- official advices make it clear that to erage number of hours of labor for B. & M. to Dispose of $16,000,000 M.
en.
Parents Killed Their Five Children, teer commanders most wanted by Vil- turn these Mexicans back into their the entire year shall not exceed fiftyC. Stock.
For the present, therefore, the Bosla have—with 300 or 400 loyal follow- own country at present would be to
Then Themselves.
Boston.—By the sale of $18,000,000'
four; fourth, that the provisions of
ton and Maine and the Maine Central
ers—made
their
escape.
Berlin.—A horrible tragedy is recondemn them to either' starvation the law be extended to Include sten- of Maine Central stock and other
must, it appears, continue under the ported from Soldau, in the Province of
General Villa has more than .three
death.
ographers, bookkeepers and persons methods of financing, which are
present merger form of consolidation, East Prussia. A man and his wife hundred prisoners, and it Is believed or Major
McNamee's latest report indipractically completed, the Boston
and if the Boston and Maine is to and their five children were found In many of "them have been executed. cates that small detachments of Fed- engaged in other clerical positions.
That any person having charge of & Maine Is to meet Its $10,000,000
avoid a receivership it must adopt their home there with their throats According to unconfirmed reports all eral soldiers are still being rounded
due In February
any buildlngt or of any room tt-eri In of obligations
other methods at once.
cut The gas was turned on. The have been put to death.
up in the district about Presidio. No In which operatives are employed, and will be able to retire $17,
The Maine Central has withdrawn pet dog was also dead with a deep
The total rebel loss in the final as- resistance to disarmament by United any exit door of which shall be found 000,000 of notes maturing In June
notices sent out for stockholders' gash in its throat
sault on Opinaga Is given as less than States patrols has been experienced. to be locked or fastened ih such a way according to Information from Boston
meeting which was to have been held
The police believe that the father fifty. The Federal loss Is estimated The American troops now have In as to prevent free egress, shall be bankers who have been closely allied
Jan. 26 at Portland, Me.
end mother were unable to secure at 100, not counting executions.
charge more than 1,000 horses, taken punished by a fine of not less than with the Boston an* Maine for years.
money to buy food and decided to kill
A 4 percent reduction in train serNever before in time of peace has from the Federals, and quantities of $25 nor more than $600, or by ImprisDEPT. STORE BURNS.
,.the children and then take their own the United States army had to sur- arms and ammunition. All the prop- onment of not less than one year, or vice .is also to be put Into effect, j
erty
will
be
retained
indefinitely
by
lives.
Careful
study of the revenue brought
by both fine and Imprisonment.
round, disarm, hold in custody and
Fireman Killed When Bacon Building
In by each train on the system has
carefor so large a body of aliens. Less the United States forces.
Burns.
BLAME CITY FOR CRIME WAVE. than 500 cavalrymen handled the panVilla's forces are now divided be- TOO MUCH WHITE SLAVE TALK. been made and the sUn-paying runs'.
Boston—One fireman was killed,
are to be discontinued.
lc-stricken mob of almost ten times tween •Juarez, Chihuahua and Ojinaga,
one was seriously Injured, a civilian Up-State Police Say New York' Drives
their number. Though the majority with the principal body of troops at
Boston.—A severe arraignment of
wos badly hurt, damag* estimated at
To 8top Fraudulent Advertising.
Crooks Into Country. .
of the Federal soldiers had loaded the last-named place. A concentration newspapers and proprietors of amuse$150,000 was" caused, two score houses
Boston,—A bill to stop fraudulent
: Mlddletown, N. Y.—The upstate pq- rifles and well-filled^ cartridge belts, of . these three bodies Is expected ment places for the "amount of mate»nd stores were set on fire and 75
lice authorities are becoming disgust- they were rounded up and d'sarmed probably at Chihuahua. The northern rial brought to the attention of the advertising in newspapers or periodfamilies were driven to the street in
Mexicans
composing
Villa's
forces,
»
ed with the policy adopted recently without trouble.
public" on the BUbject of white slav- icals has been, filed with the clerk
their night clothes just after mid- by the New York City authorities,
Owing to the exposure there Is much however, are said to, be quite unpopu- ery, -Tea made by Dr. Kate Waller of the House by Representative Patnight when a blaze that proved un- which Is driving criminals out of the
lar
with
the
inhabitants
of
the
southsickness among the women and chilBarett, National president
of the rick E. Murray of Boston. The bill
controllable for more than an hour ctty Into the country. The local audren as well as among the weaker of ern states. The kind of operations Florence CrUjtenton League of Com- provides a fine of from $5 to $100 or
was discovered in the department thorities state that within the last the soldiers prisoners, but thus far Villa has been conducting are not enthree months' Imprisonment for tbi
store conducted by W. & A. Bacon, two weeks more crooks have been no deaths have been reported. There couraged by his fellow-rebels in the passion, speaking before members of person or persons who cause to be
the association and guests at Trinity
at 2175 Washington street.
This operating In Orange county than at is no place to house the captured Fed- South.
printed any misleading advertlsemont
—
Hall.
building and the one next to it were any other time in years.
Villa may await here the clearing of Parish
erals, so they are herded like cattle,
"Three-fourths of It Is no good, and or one containing a false statement.
the
Torreon
district
and
start
south.destroyed.
The safe in the Chester post office with lines I of soldiers surrounding
hud better never have been written,'
Joseph A. Hackett, aid to Second
was blown and about $3,000 stolen. them. Their officers are herded sep- ward only when he is ready to attack said Dr. Barrett. "We know there Is
"A Little Mora Cldsr, Tea."
Zacatecas, a rich mining city on the
Deputy Chief McDonough, was killed A safe In the Erie .station at Monroe arately.
a traffic In girls, but the circumstancA great deal of the so-called chammain line of the National RtUlroad.
Instantly when a portion of the wall also was blown.
More than 2,000 rifles, two cannons,
es are very different from what we pagne drunk In this country Is really
of the store on the Ruggles street
several machine guns and many thouhave been led to suppose. When Mr. made In France of American apples.
El Paso, Tex.—Captain William
side fell as he was trying to make a
Biography of Great Evangelist.
sands of rounds of rifle ammunition
Crittenton wrote Ms book, "The Traf- The apples are here cored, sliced and
Hunt, depot quartermaster at El Paso,
connection-*etween two lines of hose
were
taken
from
the
fleeing
Federal
fic In Girls," he was forbidden to send dried, sent to France, and there' conWlnona Lake, Ind.—While Rev. Billy
was ordered by General Bliss to ship
and struck him. Hefcvas so badly disSunday, the noted evangelist, was rest- soldiers by Major McNamee's men 5,000 pounds of flour, 1,000 pounds Of it through the malls. If he were verted Into older. Carbonic acid gas
figured that identification was only
ing here recently, after a Btrenuous and are piled up. in great heaps at' sugar, 500 pounds of coffee, 6,000 alive now I think he would hold up is added, with yeaat and a little flavormade with difficulty by a relative a* campaign in Johnstown, Pa., he re- Presidio. Many of the Federals who
of coffee, 6,000 pounds of beans and his hand In horror at the mistakes ing powder, and some of the connoisthe City Hospital morgue.
ceived word that the new biography, surrendered threw away their guns other foodstuffs to Presidio for feeding made by so-called friends of the seur! smack their HpsN>ver It, under
"The Spectacular Career of Rev. Billy before crossing the river, and several the refugees there. This is but two cause.
the delusion that It is real champagne.
CURLEY WIN8 IN B08TON.
Sunday," was off the press. It Is the of the cannon which the Federals at- days' rations, but- carloads of food
tempted
to
bring
across
to
the
Ameriwork of T. T. Frankenberg and the
Alcove Library.
will be sent to the refugee camp Bill For State To Operate Electric
*/lns over Kenney by 5270 Votes.
evangelist says It Is a truthful account can side were abandoned, so close was
Railroads.
An alcove in a bedroom may be
daily.
Boston—Congressman JameB M. of his life.
the rebel pursuit.
Boston.—The legislative committee turned Into a tiny library. Have a
Curley has been elected Mayor of
of the Massachusetts State Branch window seat under the wlndaws,
TANGO BAN HURTS CHARITY.
Boston by 5720 votes over Thomas J. DANES PLAN CABBAGE INVASION.
180 LOST IN RUSSIAN SNOWS.
of the American Federation of La- which are hung with straight curtains.
Kenny, the Municipal League candiOut bor has filed with the clerk of the Spindles and twisted columns reacbCatholic
Institutions
Said
to
Be
date. Mr. Curley won bis victory by Co-operative Societies to Win Export Wolves Devour Eight—Storms Wreck
House a bill to provide that the State """rag to" the celling are effective finish$25,000 From Balls.
virtue of the power of his organizaBaltic Coast.
Benefits of American Tariff.
New York.—Officials of the Emerald shall take over and operate all street Ings for the ends of the bookshelves.
tion, which recently he has extended
Berlin.—The full story of the havoc
Copenhagen.—The lower rates on
Society are consulting with Bishop Mc- railways and electric railroads.
throughout the city, and by reason vegetables fixed by the new American caused by heavy storms along the Bal- Donnell, of Brooklyn, to' find a plan
The measure provides for a referen
To Take Out Spots.
of the failure of the Republicans to tariff may cause a revolution In the tic Coast Is not yet known.
for raising the $5,000 lost to the Catho- dum to the voters of Massactusetts
It Is not generally known thai
turn out. There were 12,148 lees Danish cabbage Industry. Farmers all
at
the
next
State
election
and
If
acSt. Petersburg.—Northwest Russia lic orphans of the city through the cepted by a majority thereof shall eucalyptus oil will remove grease, in
votes cast than in the Storrow-Fitz- over (he country are starting co-operacalling off of the Emerald ball. It Is
eluding machine oil, from any fabrl«
ercrald contest of four years ago, and tive societies for cabbage raising and Is In the grip of a terrific storm. Rail- estimated that the unwillingness of the take effect July 1, 1915. The Legisla- without Injuring It in any way. Dress
the Republican responsibility Is fixed a central organization will be formed roads are blocked and 150 peasants Church to assume sponsorship for ture of 1915 shall provide for the op- makers should welcome this tip, as ol)
reasonably plain by the fact that, to facilitate exportation of the prod- have lost their lives In snowdrifts.
eration of such railways and railroads
Peasants at Grodno were attacked modern" dances at Its charitable af- and for compensating their present is often split on a costume in ths-ms>
•while Curley polled only 3915 votes uct to America.
falra already has cost Catholic chariking, due to bad working machines.
by
wolves
and
eight
of
them
were
It
is
believed
that
Danish
farmers
less than Fitzgerald, Kenny fell 8233
owners.
ties over $25,000 In the city alone.
devoured.
will
find
a
gold
mine
in
the
Industry.
votes behind storrow.
Eond

Exchange

Cannot

Le-

gally Be Affected at Present.

NEW HAVEN BOND OJINAGA FALLS 5,000 MEXICANS
BEFORE VILLA HELD ATFT. BLISS
PLAN IS BLOCKED

EUGENICS NO FOE
TO ROMANCE
By No Means, Says Speaker at
Race Conference
KISS A SACRED SYMBOL
Cannot Breed Human Thoroughbreds
—Selection of

Healthy

Mothers

Old-Time Methodist Church Building
in New York Is to Be
Obliterated.

New York.—The Methodist congregation of old Greenwich village, which
has been self-sustaining for 108 years,
notwithstanding the fact that the district has since been overrun by business, Is holding Its last servlcecs In
Its Bedford Street church, the little
red brick structure In which the
congregation has worshiped since
1840, having been condemned to make
room for subway building. The congregation was organized at the home
of Samuel Walgrove, a carpenter, in
Greenwich village, in 1805, ami It Is
the third oldest congregation In New
York.
.,
Several of the present worshipers,
who have been members of the church
for more than 50 years, recall the zenith of the church's popularity just before the Civil war, when the Rev.
John P. Newman, who later became a
bishop and General Grant's pastor In
the Metropolitan temple, drew such
crowds that he had to climb in a window every Sunday evening to reach
his pulpit

BOARD FINDS
THAW SANE
His Release on Bail is Now

JNIffiNATlONAL

Holiness to
the*Lord

Ksllogg's Tasteless Castor Oil
Thing Long Desired.

LESSON

Probable.

(By E. O. SELLERS. Director of Evening
Department, the Moody Bible Institute,
Chicago.)

BrREV.L.W.COSNELL

NOT MENACE TO COMMUNITY

Aauuat to the Desn
Moody BibU lotfitule. Chicago

LESSON FOR JANUARY 18.
Judge Aldrioh to

Give

Hearing On

Release After Notice to Counsel
—New York to Fight for

TEXT—Exodus
Revelation 22:4.

16,

Zechariah

14:20,

THE GOOD 3AMARITAN.

, Arrest.

t^£»Ts|v^

J, N

4

\

OF GREAT USE IN BREAKING
UP COLDS.
la •

The value of castor oil in breaking
■p winter colds la well known, but
the nauseating taste has heretofore
eat down Its Use.
Kellogg's Tasteless Cashsr Oil removes this only objection.
In taking the taste entirely out of
castor oil, Spencer Kellogg & Sons, of
Buffalo, have done a great service to
humanity, and have ended a search
which has engaged chemists for 3,000
years.
Not only Is the taste and smell removed, but the oil Is now pure and
more effective. Nothing Is. added;
nothing good Is taken out It works
easily, without griping, and does not
upset the stomach. Children take it
readily.
Ask for Kellogg's Tasteless Castor
Oil by name. It is sold In 25c and 50o
bottles, never in bulk. If It Isn't Kellogg's, It Isn't tasteless. Your dealer
has it or can get It quickly.
Made only by Spencer Kellogg A
Sons, Ine, Buffalo, N. Y.—Adv.
j

LESSON TEXT—Luke 10:25-37.
GOLDEN TEXT—"Thou Shalt love thy
As these three
neighbor as thyself."—Mark 12:31.
verses
are
quoted,
pendent
/
it will be seen
Probably no other parable given by
Concord, N. H— Harry K. Thaw's
that there Is Jesus except possibly the Prodigal
release
under
ball
would
not
be
a
a connection be- Son, has made such a deep ImpresBattle
Creek,
Mich.—Marriage)
public menace in the opinion of the
tween them and sion as this one. It has Inspired alselection, education for race bettercommission appointed by Judge Bdthat all have to truistic service, promoted the idea of
ment, especially along lines of eugengar
Aldrlch
of
the
Federal
Court,
do
with our the brotherhood of man, and served
ics, and the dependent child were
The commission finds that Thaw la
theme, "HaU°ess to crystalize Christian thinking and
some of the principal topics of dis'not- suffering from any of those forms
td the Lord.- We service.
cussion at the closing session of the
Df mental disease alleged at the time
are given—
Rational Conference on Race BetterI. "What shall I do?" w. 25-29.
of his trials for the killing of StanThe Purport of (1) The first question. This lawyer
ment. Prof. Roswell Hill Johnson of
ford White.
Holiness.—Exodus In his test question Implied that eterthe University of Pittsburgh said:
28:36 reads, "And nal life was dependent upon his
While the commissioners say that
"Eugenics does not eliminate rothou sbalt make works, a well nigh universal Jewish
they have reached "a definite and
• snance. We eugenlsts believe roNo Cure for Cancer Yet
a plate of pure idea With a true teacher's skill,
opinion as to the present
mance should be retained.
ROYAL HOUSE BOAT MARBLE positive
In his annual report Dr. E. F. Bashgold, andi grave Jesus drew from his own knowledge
mental condition of Thaw and his
"Most people believe we are atupon It, like the of the law an answer to his question, ford, general superintendent of retempting to produce the perfect phy- Is One of the Most striking Features probable state of mind at the time of
signet, 'Holiness to viz.: that, on the ground of doing he search In the laboratories of the lm-,
the homicide", they refrain from ex- engravings of
sical 'baby. Physical perfection has
In Grand Imperial Chinese Sumpressing this opinion In view of their the Lord.'" ThlB inscription was worn must love the Father with an undi- perlal cancer reasearch fund, told the
a certain importance," of course. But
mer Palace.
Instructions from the court not to upon the mitre of the high priest, who vided heart; with all his soul, the members of the society that during the
physically perfect babies may ' be
past year there had been 12 claims
stood as the representative of Israel/
found frequently with inferior minds.
New York.—One of the most strik- "embarrass any subsequent litigation The word Used for holiness has as seat of his emotions; with all his to the discovery *of a cure for cancer.
strength—energies; and with all his All of these had been Investigated and
Eugenics seeks the improvement in ing features in the grounds of the im- where the broad question of Insanity
Its root Idea separation, dedication: mind—his intellectual powers. The
racial "qualities both mental and phy- perial summer palace, about eight might be Involved."
no justification for any one of these
Upon the question of menace or hence this Inscription meant that Is- evidence of such a love la that he claims had been obtained. Dr. Bashsical In future generations. of men. miles from Peking, is the marble
danger through the granting of ball, rael was separated unto the Lord. must love^ his neighbor as himself, fprd also-said women were more liable
i^By facial, we mean inheritable qualwe may, however, be permitted and This word may be applied to Inani%
ities.
Summarized the Law.
to -cancer than men. In England and
probably are compelled," concludes mate things, such as the vessels and
"The superior stock we have Is
(2) The second question, (v. 29). Wales In 1910 the death rate from
vestments of the sanctuary: but In
the
report,
"to
record
our
finding
that
marrying at an alarmingly low rate.
the case of men, such separation as Jesus had not said anything to this cancer was 856 per 1,000,000 for men
whatever may have been the mental
In order to advance this rate," which
the word sets before us will result in lawyer about belief, or faith, for n< and 1,070 for women.
condition
of
Harry
K.
Thaw
at
the
must be done, it Is necessary to pro>
was not yet ripe for that Idea. He
As the London 'Times says editorialmoral purity and righteousness.
time of the homicide, upon which
mote the following agencies:
How do we need to be thus set had summarized the law and by this ly In commenting upon this report:
question we express ho opinion, he is
"Let young persons of both sexes
law
Jesus
must
teach
him.
Rom.
8:19,
"The only reasonable expectation of
apart to God! This separation Is to
not now suffering from any of the
be educated together, as they now
reach the heart and life as well as 20; Matt. 22:37-40. It Is one thing to curing cancer still rests upon its comforms of mental disease alleged by
read
and
summarize
the
law,
ind
are in many institutions.
.
plete
removal by the Burgeon at the
our service. . One might even go to
the prosecution at the time of the the foreign field and yet be unyielded quite another to rightly apply It. It earliest possible time after It Is dis"Let parents Interest themselves"
trials, or subsequently thereto, name- to God, so far as the daily life Is Is quite possible to be ultra, orthodox covered."—Medical Record.
in furthering the acquaintance of eligly, 'maniac-depressive insanity, para- concerned.
ible friends of opposite sex, though
In our teaching and In our statements
noia, dementia praecox, or delusional
without throwing the young people
Such separation Is expected* of all of belief, and yet to fall far short
DANDRUFF ON HEAD
•
insanity.'
together too obviously and thus nulliChristians, for in the New Testament of doing. The force of this second
^^fl^PfeS''"ejfc.fying the' advantage.
"In our opinion It Is reasonably all are spoken of as saints—separated question Is then, "Who must I love?'. R. R. D. No. 1, No. Waterford, Me.—
"Let- the yourtfftpeople be Impressprobable that Harry K. Thaw's liberty ones. We have heard of a teacher He avoids asking, "Who caa I love?"1 1 had dandruff In my head for a year.
, Royal Chinese House Boat.
ed with the thought that marriage
under bail would not be dangerous or who called the worst cheat In his Th^ question was not'as to who will My hair came out My head itched
is their ideal and normal goal of life house boat It rests firmly on the bot- a menace to the public peace and class, Honest; the most tardy boy, be neighbor to me, but to whom shall and burned all the time. The danand let all cynical and pessimistic tom of the little lake, and the marble safety."
Punctual; the most Indolent boy, Dili- I be neighbor? In answer to this druff scaled off and could be seen
views of marriage be opposed."
The commission which was appoint- gent. As they were so addressed Jesus employs this wonderful parable. plainly in my hair. There was a rash
wheels on either side contain steps
Prof. Johnson urged the widest leading down to the water's edge.— ed Dec. 17 consisted of Gen. Frana from day to day, they grew ashamed (Note:—Explain the nature of a para- on my bead and it Itched terribly and
possible range of acquaintance for Popular Mechanics.
B. Streeter, a lawyer of Concord, as and tried more and more to live up to ble and the Master's frequentJ use ran yellow matter which would form
young people, holding that the school
chairman; Dr. Morton Prince of Bos- their names. God calls us saints: thereof).
a crust and itch and burn. My hair
n. "Go and do thou likewise." w came out in handfuls,
and church, did not offer sufficient
ton, Dr. G. Alder Blumer, superinten- let us be saints—separated ones.
HA0D0N
TAPESTRIES
REAL
advantages In that respect.
dent of Butler Hospital for the inThe Permeation -of Holiness.—Zech- 30-37. That this Bto+y Is hot alone
"I tried
and a number of othSchool teachers should not shoula parable but a literal experience Is er tonics and they did no good. 1'
Old Fiction Regarding Famous Man- sane, Providence, H. L, and Dr. Chas. arlah 14:20 reads, "In that day shall
pretty
generally
believed.
"The
way
der the responsibility of teaching
P. Bancroft, superintendent of the there be upon the bells of the horses,
sent for a sample of Cuticura Soap'
sion Is Denied—Not Worth
sex hygiene to the young, said Prof
New Hampshire Hospital for the In- Holiness unto the Lord; and the pots of the transgressor" is a Jericha road, and Ointment and I used them and
Millions.
and
the
traveler
therein
1B
bfjuod
to
W^nfleld Scott Hall of Northwestern
Eane of Concord.
In the Lord's house shall be like the
after I used the samples up I bought a
University, In the discussion of eduThe report is now In the hands of howls before the altar." This refers be "stripped," If not alwayfof his cake of Cuticura Soap and a box of
London.—The closing of Had don
cation for race betterment. He de- hall for fear of the militant suffra- the clerk of the court and will be con- primarily to the happy millennial day prosperity, then of his' character, and, Cuticura Ointment. I washed my head
clared It was important, however, gettes has started the circulation once sidered by' Judge Aldrlch In connec- which Is coming. At that time, holi- will ultimately find himself "half- to Cuticura Soap and then used a
that toe school teacher should sup-' again of an old fiction about the value tion with the petition of Thaw for ad- ness shall so permeate life that kitch- dead." If left to himself he will sure- little Cuticura Ointment I was complement home teachings and should of the tapestries In that deserted man- mission to ball under habeas corpus en utensils shall be as holy as the ves- ly die, Rom.-6:6; 6:23. Jericho means pletely cured." (Signed) Miss Luell*.
assume purity of atmosphere in ■ sion^rOne ridiculous estimate speaks proceedings. In the rescript naming sels of the house of God. Even the "curse." Who then Is the man 1 can Lord, May 10, 1913.
.
tschool by close supervision of recrea- of^nem as "worth a quarter of a the commission the judge said that horses, which were not commonly neighbor? Any wretch that is passCuticura Soap and Ointment sold
tion periods.
million."
>
after the presentation of the report used In Israel because they savored ing along the Jerico road. Remem-. throughout the world. Sample of each
"It will be no easy task to improve
As a matter of fact the Haddon ta- the interested parties would have an so much of war and display, snail be ber that Jesus Is dealing with the jseef freevwitji 32-p. Skin Book. Address post
the race so that there will be few pestrleB are not valuable at all save opportunity to be heard further consecrated: the very Inscription, ond half ofthe summary of the law. card "Cuticura, Dept L, Boston."—Adv.
or no dependent children," said Dr. for the fact that they are genuine old before the question of bail was final- once placed upon the priest's mitre, Three classes of men passed this
Gertrude E, Hall of the New York work. But they are not fine tapes- ly passed upon. No date for suob; a shall be found on their bells," But man; (1) The Priest, of all men the
Terrible Dilemma.
.state board of charities. "The grad- tries and they hay**, no more than mu- hearing has been set as yet.
while this passage looks to the fu- most likely to help that fallen one,
Our friend Tom married recently,
ual elimination _ of the dependent seum worth, and Haddon makes the fitture, we may even now permeate our created in the iniage of God In whose says a contributor to the Boston Tranworship he led. It Is easy to find an script His bride, being from the Pachild, however, will be one of the test museum for them because there
lives with holiness.
USED DICTAGRAPH.
tiest' Indications of superiority in our they still do some service—help to
Our diversions may be hallowed. excuse for this exhibition of heart- clflc coast, where thunderstorms are
lessness. The danger of robbers; of rare and moderate, became' terrified
national stock and in our civiliza- • break the stark nakedness of the old
Houghton, Mich.—Evidence gather- Many are mad at this point, yet our
tion."
recreations may be Indulged In religi- being suspected of complicity in the when ft genuine eastern "rip-roarer"
twalls and compel the spinners and ed through a telephonic device hidden
"The scientist knows too little pf weavers of Lancashire to silence, won- In the office of the attorneys for the ously, in order to better service for crime; the duties of his important of- broke loose, and she sought safety tat
the laws of heredity to breed perfect dering "how It was done."
|
Western Federation."of Miners may the Lord. We may even consecrate fice; the danger of contamination; a a closet.
xoen and women by selecting mates,"
A few years ago they were falling play an important part In the copper some things which, under certain cir- work not suited to his position In llfe^ . Presently came a scream from her
declared Dr. Maynard Metcalf of Into very bad repair and the Duchess strike situation.
cumstances, would not be lawful. A Let us beware of too hastily judging place of refuge,
J
]
Oberlin. College.
young man found that the very violin the priest until we examine ourselves.
of Rutland'wisely saw to It that they
"What's the matter?" Inquired her
Operatives of a detective agency
"Arbitrary control of marriage were thoroughly overhauled and ren- said that one of the Instruments was which had been a snare could be used (2) The Levite. Perhaps he ' had husband.
to glorify Hod: this was like writing seen his superior In the temple worwould be impossible, even If It were ovated.
"O Tom," she answered, halfNsryin the Calumet offices of Angus W,
on the bells of the horses, Holiness ship; he drew nearer than the priest, lng, half laughing, "I'm afraid to come
admitted to be advantageous," said Dr.
Kerr add Edward F. Legrendre for to the Lord.
perhaps for the purpose of Investlga-j
Hall. 'The young girl of the future
;a-j out because of the lightning, and I'm
LEWIS GOOD FOR EUGENICS five weeks last summer, and that
Business may be sacred. A man tlon, but offers no remedy. (3) Th afraid to stay In here because there's
will stop to analyze the man."
more recently conversations between was told that his heart was diseased Samaritan.
This ostracized mai s mouse."
"A national surplus of bachelors
Tuberculosis Is Unknown In Island of Charles H. Moyer, president of the and death might come at any time. would have been snubbed and cursei
ed«
la at the bottom of conditions of ImFederation, and O. N. Hilton, its chief He said to his employes, "In the fu- by the wounded man under any other
the.Hebrides, Which Is
morality and deterioration," said Prof.
"And Again, My Brethren!"
counsel, were recorded by the same ture, this business will be so conduct- circumstances. He therefore could
Now for Sale.
A. L. Sprague of Amherst, Mass.,
A certain small girl, wearily listenmethod, in the Scott Hotel, Hancock. ed that if my master comes at any certainly have been excused had he
who declared economic conditions
ing to a long sermon by a minister
■» London.—The Island of Lewis, which
moment, I will not be ashamed." This' followed the example of Priest and who had the odd habit of drawing in
that prevent men from marrying early,
which seems to have been offered to
NATION-WIDE FIGHT.
attitude towards Jesus Christ will Levite. He Is a type of Christ dealing his breath with an odd whistle, whisare at fault.
1 Mr. Lloyd George and has long been
make all business sacred.
In grace with one who had no claim pered to her mother that she wanted
"When we make
possible for for sale, would be an Ideal spot to.
Washington—Plans for a vigorous
All our work may be sanctified. A upon him. Note the steps: (a) "He "to go home. The mother, expecting
young men to marry at 23 or 24 years found a university for the study of'
..ation-wlde campaign to secure a busy life need not hinder fellowship journeyed," are we to be found Visit- the discourse to end, momentarily, rewe shall haye relieved practically all practical "eugenics." The custom of
the great social problems of Ameri- putting to death weakly or deformed constitutional amendment giving suf- with God. Have We noticed that the ing the places of great need? (b) fused permission. The third time this
frage to women have been outlined by Levltes act°d as butchers, bakers, "He came where he was," evidently happened the mother said, "I think he
ca," he declared.
children by "exposure," approved by the Congressional Union for Woman merchants, lawyers, physicians, teach- not from Idle curiosity, but to meet will stop now In a minute." To this.
Plato, formerly prevailed here, and,, Suffrage. The program includes a ers, and did many lowly things, such a case of need. (c). "He saw him."
the child answered in a clear, high
3000 MEXICAN8 HELD.
according to Mackenzie, existed "with- schedule of "demonstrations" that as lighting the lamps, sweeping the Too often our eyes are- blind to the voice, "No, mother, he Isn't going to
in comparatively modern times."
floprs
and
p-eparing
the
wood
for
the
will, according to the suffrage leaders
misery about us. (d) a"He was moved stop. I thought so now for three
Fugitives to be Moved to Fort Bliss
As a result, the Lewlslans are far awaken the country as never-before altar? Tet they were ministers of the with compassion."
The compassion times, but he has gone and bio wed.
From Presidio, Tex.
/
superior .In physique to all other is», Jo a realisation of the Issue and if Lord! Our Lord Jesus Christ toiled of Jesus was an active principle. himself up again."
landers of the Hebrides, and tubercu-, necessary transfer the' majority In for 30 years at Nazarethi-yet when Does misery move,us to action? Does
Washington.—AH the Mexican fed- losls is unknown except when lntroi, Congress to a
he came forth God ssld, "This Is my
Of Course Not.
eral soldiers now In the custody of duced by decadent Southrons. Lewlif tor suffrage.' - party that will stand beloved son. in whom I am well it send us to cases of heed, or do we
wait for them to knock at our door?) Jinks—There goes Slmpklna. Hathe United States border patrol forc- is also a prolific mother of Intellectual
pleased." Paul says, even to' slaves, (e) "He bound up his wounds." Not
es at Presidio, Tex., will be transfer- giants, and has produced J. A, Smith,
"Whatsoever ye do, do it heartily, as acting by proxy; not sending him to has a perfect wife. We ought to conWATCH FACTORY CLOSES.
red to Fort BUss and Interned there the Waynflete professor of metaphys- |(
to the Lord, and not unto men. . . . a public Institution. Real charity is sult him, he surely knows how to
indefinitely. Secretary Garrison bas ical philosophy at Oxford.
Ye «erve the Lord Christ" (Col. accompanied by warm, sympathetic, manage a wife.
Waterbury,
Conn.—As
a
result
of
Blinks—Useless; no man would giv*
ordered the transfer, with permission
3:23. 24.)
Christ-like, human hearts In action. away a valuable secret like that.
the lnabllity.of the creditors' commitfor the refugee women and children
The
Perfection
of
Holiness.—Reve(f)
"Brought
him
to
an
Inn
and
took
to accompany the soldiers If they HANGS IN MID AIR TWO DAYS tee of the New England Watch Com- lation 22:4 reads, "His name shall be care of him."
pany to find any feasible, plan for re- in their foreheads." This passage
wished.
This Win Intwwt Mother*.
Love Is Costly,
Student Narrowly
Escapes
Death organization, the business will
be
Hotter Ony'e Sweet Powders for Childraa,
There are about 3000 of the Mexilooks back fo the one first read; the
closed up.
It cost the Samaritan much to act relieve PeTeruhDew, Headache, Bed Stomach,
, While Exploring the Grlndelcan officers and men who fled across
Teething tUaordere, move and regulate the
name of the Lord shall be Inscribed
wald Glacier.
The receivers have been Instructed on the brow of the glorified just as this way. Racial pride, aesthetic re- Bowele and destroy worms. They break up
the Rio Grande when the vlctorlius
pugnance, commercial obligations, Volde In S4 honra. Ther are so pieaaant to take
To
sell
the
plant
and
machinery.
Constitutionalists entered
Ojinaga
It was once Inscribed on the mitre of perhaps family duties, to say nothing dhUdren like them. Osed by mothers tor M
Grindelwald.— A student, named
years. All DruRgl.ta, Ko. Sample Pan. AdIsrael's priest ,
and with them, besides many women Makotitch, who was making an exof the actual expenditures of time and dress, A. B. Climated, Le Boy, if. T. Adv.
Biography
of
Great
Evangelist.
This implies ownership, for we money. But love Is a costly thing.
and children, are ,1500 civilian refu- cursion of the Lower Grindelwald glaWlnona Lake, Ind.—While Kev, write our names upon that which Is
gees. The latter are not prisoners cier, fell Into the Lutschine gorge
No Wonder.
Jesus himself fully portrays this pic- ,
and will be allowed to do as they Thirty-four feet down he was caught Billy/ Sunday, the noted evangelist, ours. But more than ownership is Im- ture, John 3:16. The road was away
"Young Bllvlns is very well d*
veloped, Isnt her
please by the military authorities, on a projecting point of rock, on which was resting here recently, after a plied, for the name of God stands for from God's city, Jerusalem.
"Yes; his father was a photothough those desiring to remain in he remained suspended. He was only strenuous campaign In Johnstown, his character. God's very character
It Is not so much the doing as the
American territory will have to satis- discovered two days later by chance, Pa., be received Word that the new shall be written upon us, and at last motive that compelled the doing. It grapher."
biography, "The Spectacular Career we shall be like htm!
fy the Immigration officers.
was not duty but desire, compelling
and, after being hauled up from his of Rev. Billy Sunday," was off the'
An African girl, asked to bring a
ABE YOU CONSTIPATED?
perilous position, was brought to Grind- press.
It Is the work of T. T. gift for Jesus, sold herself as a slave love, that Jesus is exalting. AltruisWright's Indian Vegetable Pills have
elwald.
tic
service never saved any man, I, proved their worth for 78 yean. Test then
KILLED BY BUCK DEER.
Frankenberg and the evangelist says and brought the price, since she had
yourself now. Bend for sample to 873 Pearl
He was seriously Injured and great- It is a truthful account of his lite.
nothing else to give. May we feel, Cor. 13, On the other hand, to make St., Mew York. Adv.
New York.—With virtually every ly exhausted.
with her, the force of this appeal: high sounding professions and not to
bone in his body broken and his lungs
"For the love of Christ cohstraineth give a tangible, material evidence
No, Cordelia, It may not be a chan
British, Money Spsnt on Golf.
punctured by the horns of a large
Woman Burned In Accident
us; because we thus judge, that one which will affirm that profession, is to (table Instinct that prompts a man to
It
Is
estimated
that
nearly
J30.000,sound
the
note
of
Insincerity,
jas.
and vicious buck deer, Patrick HorSuceasunna, N. J.—Dashing Into
000 Is spent on golf In the United died for all, therefore all died; and 2:16-18. The teaching of this story is give himself away.
an, for the last M years head-keeper the house In pursuit of a mouse, two
he died for all, that they which live
of the deer preserve on the Iallp, Long dogs upset Mrs, Henry W, Berryman, Kingdom every year", and that of this fhould no longer live unto themselves, that the true and acceptable motives
sum about 812,600,000 goes to the cadfor altrustlc, neighborly services, orig- should be sites
om le
Island estate of the late Edward Haw- who was carrying a lighted kerosene
dies. The number of players in the but unto him who for their sakes died inate In a love for God that embraces streasthstt the body.
ley, was found dead In the enclosure •amp. The' lamp exploded and she country is roughly estimated
and rose again." (II Cor. S;14, IB
at
man's
threefold
nature,
body,
mind
In which the animal bad been kept was frightfully burned.
R. V.)
Living np to our Ideals isnt p»
JB0 000.
• ^^and spirit.
- »
sponalble for the high cost of lirlna.
Elimination0 of De-
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GIVES WAY FOR IMPROVEMENT

WEST

BROOKFIELD.

MADE EFFECTIVE CAROM SHOT

MUST

FRIDAY, JANUARY 16, 1914.

ALWAYS BE A HEAD

Africans Eager for Education.
The administrator of nor'hern'
Rhodesia has undertaken a three-1
months' tour of .the northeastern ter-1
ritory, "and covered no less than 1,200 i
miles on'a bicycle. -He met every,
chief in the district, held large palavera at all the places he viBited. He
was greatly BtrucK" by the fact that
most of the chiefs even in the wilder
regions, made eager inquiries for education. They asked .that the government would send • them teachers so
that they might read and, write.
.j

Well for Worker to. Remember That •*#4«fH
Miss Harriet Hatringtoo of Holyuko is Remarkable Fert of Marksmanship
Obedience to Orders Should Be
That Is Credited to a Texan
First Consideration,
^i_
vinitinjr Mr and Mrs Leslie Hullenb*-k.
of Kentucky Descent.
Thu Don'iis society haii a sewing moctIf youare working for a concern, re;
iag at tile Nome of Mis Ella, if. Sherman,
Shooting to kill is notoriously a fine
member there must be some head,
art both in Kentucky and in Texas. No
on Wetliii-.-tl.iy.
some onf to give directions, and some
West IJr.irikiicl.l Literary society "met wonder, .then, that the best shot of
one is responsible. Your duty Is to
that
sort
on
record
should
have
been
obey thems Your*-value lies in doing
Tlmrs.layafti'niooii with Mr.s Ifred U'o.idmade by a Texan of Kentucky descent.
what you are told, saya, a writer In the
w:ir.l, Xofth Main street. Tin' Mtthor
We may call him Hank. His enemies,
Philadelphia Telegram". Get the habit
stii.lied was John U. ll.illandr
however, hr.d other names for him. I*
of listening attentively to whatever
WaUeJrDuHiiis, clerk in the Q. O'M. was, iu fact, because a particular one
your employer tells you. * If you think
Edson stow, has moved into tlie apart- of these enemies, commonly known' as
he is making a mistake, go to him and
Self Filling
Non Leaking
Torm,
had
been
indiscreet
in
this
matment in the Jenmson building oil Lake
tell him, and if he tells you he knows
ter
of
nomenclature
that
Hank
had
-!"Le6s'
Miserables."
•
street, recently vacated hy pmur. R.
he is right, then carry out his instrucextra-oiled tie six-shooters and gone
A servant girl who had been to a tions.
You will find in most cases
SOILING OF FINGERS
Varnum.
out to take a walk In the cool of the cinematograph theater was asked by the man who thinks Jor you is right,
Miss Margaret, Edmands arrived in evening.
TAKING APART
her mistress how she had enjoyed for he at least is making an honest
West Brooktield Saturday, ready to i«Torm was warned, and with his six- herself. "*Not very much, mum," she effort to carry you and your fellow
GLASS FILLER
gin her duties as teacher of District 2, shooters also extra-oiled, intrenched replied. "The pictures were all so workers along the road toward sucSPECIAL INK
Ragged Hill. She will board with Mrs himself behind one of the solid gloomy and sad. Nearly everyone cess.
BOTHER OF ANY SORT
brick pillars of the courthouse pojeh. died In them, and there was hardly
Sarah Cleveland, Ragged Hill.
Mlrabeau once said, "if there was no
It was past dusk and the swing- one that you could laugh at. "I thinff honesty, it would be invented as a
West Brookfield Grange met in Grand
ing kerosene lamp in the porch It will b,e better next week," she add- means of getting wealth."
Army hall for the installation of officers, failed to illuminate the gloom of the
"WITHOUT AN OUT"
ed, hopefully, "for as I came .put I
In the beginning of a country's civwith Mr Alfred C. Stoddard of Xortli village street where Hank was with saw a notice that they -were going
ilization sturdy, fearless men go out
Brookfield as installing officer. Miss his battery, while it made an easy to have 'Les Miserables!'"—London
■ »
into the wilderness-to battle with naFrance* Moagan gave a vocal solo.
■A MASTER PIECE
target of a human head poked from Exuress.
.
ture. With axe and gun they fight her
behind
the
pillar,
ae
it
must
be
If
the
Holy Communion was celebrated in G.
Into subjection, tame her, and lay the
Diogenes' Tub.
owner were to do nnv effective shootfoundations ior
for tuuimumuo.,
communities, «™
for ...
fu
A. K,r hall, Sunday morning at 8.30
The tub in which Diogenes, the iounaauom
WRITES INSTANTLY, NEVER SWEATS NOR BLOTS- MADE ;;
ing on his own account. Torm wisely
o'clock.' The service was conducted by stuck behind the pillar. Hank maneu- cynic made his home, was a great tufe cities. In that early period, when
OF PARA RUBBER, BEAUTIFULLY DESIGNED, FITTED WITH 4
Rev. R. M. D. Adams, rector of Christ vered in vain. Wherever he stood, the earthen jar discarded from the Cybele man's battle is with nature, the best
SUPERB 14-CARAT GOLD PENS WITH HARD IRIDIUM POINTS.
Memorial church, North Brookfield.
pillar was between hira and every temple. It had been used for wine law 1B that of "the survival of the fitor oil for the sacrifice of the temple j test," or "each for himBelf." Later,
The coach, A. B. Scott of Worcester, bit of Torm. At last he gave vent to and was sufficiently large to allow j however, as a lone settler in a section
his disgust in theBe words, distinctly
for the play? Home Ties, to be given by overheard by listeners well under the philosopher a reclining place, is joined, by newcomers, they bi
•
*
the Social and Charitable society in town cover across the road:
The truth of the tale has been called their cabins in groups; they huddle
their homes together for mutual prohall, Jail. 23, was present at a rehearsal
ftoto
question,
although
It
Is
Said
that
"I see I've got to try a carom shot
during the Peloponnesian war the tection against the outside common
Thursday evening at the home of Miss or I'll never get the coyote."
He carefully selected his position, Athenians dwelt in just such vessels, foe.
Shackley.
So a road is needed to guide the
,e took aim at a certain spot on the brick and that ejen after the death of DiIn
with a. request
of the
in accordance
«WMancerWHLt
«s
]waU behlnd the pillar, and pulled the ogenes such receptacles were used as worker through the wilderness of
National W. C. T. U that a day be set |
^ ^^ ^^ ^ to the dwelling places by thef poor.
work—but the worker must, as Emerson states, "Finish every day and be
aside for prayer for the passage of nat.on- j ^ rlcochetedi caugb.t Torm in the
done-with it. You have done what you
al legislation to prohibit the sale of in- j ^..^ Qf th(J head and kmi him where
Landlords Too Greedy.
Attempts to fix by statute the wages cojit* Some blunders and absurdities,
toxicants, there was a prayer service, at ■ he atood
no
doubt,
crept _
in. Forget them as
„ uuuu
„, ...„,„
the home of Mrs Louisa J. Combs, on
The story is vouched for by a mem- ol agricultural laborers in England u
H;gh street, Thursday.
\ ber of the Republican partjrin Texas. were largely responsible for the,great soon as you can. Tomorrow will be a
revolt of 1381 or "Wat Tyler's rebel- new day. Begin It well and serenely
The body of Edward Johnson,^ *ho -New York Evening Post.
lion." It represented the despairing and with t»o high a spirit to be cumdied in Cairo, 111., arrived in West Brook^
effort of landowners to get back to bered with your old nonsense. This
News of an Ancient King.
field, Saturday night. The funeral "was
Following his recent return from the level of wages before the black day Is all that is good and fair. It is
from the home of his sister, Mrs John P. Egypt to. England, Prof. Flinders Pe- death same to make labor dear. But too dear, with its hopes and invitaCregan, Lake street, Sunday afternoon. trie, the eminent Egyptologist, lec- the lord of the manor overshot the tions, to waste a moment on the yesMiss Marjorie Cutler sang "Face to Face'' tured before the British School 'of mark. He wanted the day wage kept terdays."
and "Beautiful Isle of Somewhere." Archeology for-Egypt. He told of hav- down to four cents to six cents a day.
811k Came From Persia.
Rev. Eugene H Thrasher officiated, and ing exhumed ile mummy ol a woman Had he put six cents to eight cents in
Wrought silk waa brought from Perthat offered evidence that labor unions the schedule there might hive been
burial was in Pine Grove cemetery.
'
existed 5000 B. C. She was a mem- no rebellion. .
sia to Greece in 325 B. f. It was
A Sunday School Convention- of the ber of a "union of cake sellers,'; and
known In Rome at the time of TiberEnormous Demand for Matches!
iUs""^hen the."*enaie prohibited the
Three Rivers District was in the Congre- the inscription that told of her becuThe
consumption
of
matches
nas
.
- masBive
-old and
maaBlve gold,
ud for
toruse• of plate of
gational church, Saturday afternoon. pation also declared that she* was the
reached
amazing
proportions.
Accord
bade, men to debase themselves by
- Members frtm churches in Warren, Gil? daughter of one Apollonius.
The latest Egyptian excavationB un- lng to the Lancet, about 18,000,000 wearing silk, fit only for women. Helbertville. West Warren, the Brookfields,
der Doctor Petrie have been rich in gross of boxes are consumed per an- iogabalus first wore a garment of silk
New Brainttee and Wakefield. Alfred C discoveries, according to the London num, 63 per cent, of which were of the in 220 A. D. Silk was at first of the
Stoddard of North Brookfield presided, correspondent of the New York Sun. A "strike anywhere" and 37 per cent, of same value with gold, weight lor
and after explaining the purpose of the king who had hitherto been unknown the safety variety. This is 2,592,000,- weight, and was believed to grow on
meeting introduced Dr. Hamilton S. Co- to history Is now irought-to the knowl- 000 boxes and more than 500,000,000,. trees. Silkworms were brought from
,..- Modern
i«v.o... Sunday
j edge of the world. His name was Ha. 000 matches. Friction matches were India to Europe in the sixth century.
nant, who explained the
Charlemagne sent Offa, king of MerSchool and its aims. The next meeting i No portrait of him was found, but a first used in 1833.
'
" K cia, a gift of two silk vests. The manin the series of four will be in Palmer, I clue to his existence was given by
the carving of a jar that was found in
Try
to
Parse
This.
ufacture
was encouraged by Roger,
Jan. 21.
one of the graves.
A correspondent, says the listener of king of Sicily^ at Palermo, when the
A meeting of the West Brookfield
"It Is a scratchy drawing," says Pro- the
,„ Boston
n„<,*„n Tron«,.i-int
Transcript, nenilH
sends In.
in, a rare Sicilians not only bred the silkworms,
Farmers' club was held Wednesday, in fessor Petrie, "and was evidently done bit of English. It was written by a but spun and wove the silk. The manG'. A. R. hall. Tiie entertainers were by, a prehistoric man. There is no woman in excusing her tardiness In ufacture spread into Italy and Spain,
Mr and Mrs A. A. Warriner, Mrs Eva mention of this king since Mena, who answering an Inquiry that had been ad- and also into the south of France a
of —orf
Egypt;
lie essayist
%&ai*j »>;v was
..»~ was
VVOiB the
LUC first
-XJIOI. king
BIUB «•.
#»-» so he dressed to her; "I would have written little before the reign of France I..
and Mrs Fred Lyinan. The
I K Hyde of Ware.
A musical and must have belonged to a date previous before but I have been sick with* a about 1510; and Henry propagated
literary entertainment in the afternoon ; to that, and was probably short-lived." dog bite in the arm. The man that mulberry trees and silkworms throughowns the sawmill's dog bit me in the out the kingdom about 1600. InEngwas followed by a discussion led by Li'nd- .-Youth's Companion.
New York
of New .York
Buffalo
road." The excuse was accepted as land silk mantles were worn by some
sey Smith, Arthur H. Warfield and H
B
women of the nobility at a ball at
Ship Struck in a Hayfield.
' 'sufficient.
A'.b.ury
<>»*0,,
J,. Kitlg. Toe subject for discussion was
Kenilworth Castle, in 1286.
The remains of an excursion steam"Ha.-< the tune c mu whin the New Eng- er may be seen in a hayfield three
Postage Stamps.
land farmer should devote his attention hundred feet above the lake of Loen.
Choose Your Reading Carefully.
The postage stamp first made its
to other res jiircji than d.iiryinir'.''' Pres- in Norway. This oddly placed wreck appearance in 1839. Its inventor was ' Don't trust your reading to someident William E. Patrick presided over Is the sole relic of a terrible land- James Chalmers, a printer of Dundee, thing that you can pick up. Have a
slide which took place in 1906, when who
Errand adopted book of good writing that deals with
both sessions.
England
who died
dled in
in 1853.
xg53
CHANGE
the whole s\$e of a mountain sudden-, tne ad!ies[Ve stamp In 1839, and issued rea] topics of knowledge and wisdom,
Screening Land Prom Sindstorma,
ly
slipped
Into
the
lake,
raising
a'
j
t] e flrst Btampa {or the use of the Tt should be a family law that only
NEW BRAINTREE.
Typewriter
of Today Is Held ResponThe agricultural department of tM
great wave more than 300 feet high, public In 1840. A year later stamps the, instructive and uplifting things
sible
for
the
Curt
Notes
of
Belgium
government is preparing to
which drowned everybody living along were introduced into the United
euld be read In the home. Reading \
Cupid.
undertake one of the most extehelT*.
Mrs J. H. Wetherell has returned to the shores, more than 60 people per- States and Switzerland, and soon aft- sn
goes directly into a person's life, makschemes for tree planting ever atishing. The steamer, which was erward made their appearance in |ng him what it is—empty, frivolous,
Bath, Me. --.
With the coming of the typewriter tempted. The line of sand dunes that
Installation of Grange officers will be moored on the lake at the time, was France, Belgium and Bavaria.
' witless or vain. Of course, pne must the art of writing love letters, says reaches along almost, the entire sea, have some lightness and humor, but the Philadelphia Inquirer, seems to board, from Ostend to the Dunch fron-.
on Wednesday evening January 21st by carried on the crest of the wave over
a perpendicular cliff and deposited,
Enemies
Household Pest
II tfiese
be the exception.
bnemies of
or noramom
,-E.I.
vr«-v, should
„
-r
- There have gone out of fashion, and, in- tier, will be covered with trees, which
C. D. Richardfion*6f West Brookfield.
I as already stated, more than 300'feet
Among the enemies of the house fly, is nothing that so weakens the mind
Members of New Braintree Grange above the normal level of the water, including fungus diseases, protozoans this continual Joking the everlast- stead of the ornate, missives our will at the same time.stop the drifting
/ who have not been solicited will pilose j more than a quarter of a mile away
grandmothers treasure, the modern of the sand and act as a protection to
nematodes, mites, spiderB, the house lng laugh over trivial things. The loye letter reads something like this: the fertile land behind the proposed
.
.
~
« — 1*.. ~„„U~...,<™
1*
bring cake on Wednesday evening Jan. from its anchorage. It is a torn and centipede parasitic Insects, birds, and true rule is to meditate upon what
"Dr. Em.;
Yrs. reed. It WBB a tree belt
battered
of woodoanereu wreck,
wreca, every
«w* bit
...»
™»- «*" JJchl'* rat9 Mr. H B. Swing of one has read, but what sort Of medita21.
work has been wrenched oil, and the , ^™ng0rreate'de^rlbeB ,n- Entogmo- tion will one get out of a lot of Jokes? daisy. Wish I co» write as you do.
What threatened to be a serious chim , twisted steel work testifies to the
Am very busy, but-'you know—Bame
ney fire
.'home of Mrs
Mc force of the wave which' cast it logical News a strange parasite which Reading that doesn't inspire thought as ever. 'Phone me tomorrow. Will
mc at the
n,D.».ut«cw.
—.o Owen —
attaches Itself to the ventral body wall of a serious nature would better be try to catch 3.29 Bat. Meet me at
Oarthy on Monday night was prevented ashore.—Wide World Magazine,
of the fly. It belongs to the gamasld omitted. It would be infinitely better station. If It doesn't rain, well have
by use of the telephone and the help of;
family, and as it feeds it hangs on in If one would lounge about on the a good. game.
Not Much Doubt
neighbors and hand extingiushers.
a manner nicely calculated not to grass and the porch and watch the
OF REAL ESTATE
"You know what I think of you. Be
...
. . •_ a—1
1il*.~.1f„l, anAmmnro than rRflrl 0
nnlV WlMX
The Farmer's Club was held on Tueslong. AfL.
JACK/'
Thirty years ago, If Jack's father
The owners andBoccupanta of the folday with Rev. Wm. France as president, automobile in which to go sightsee,
had been writing to Emma's mother, lowing described parcels of real estate
in the absence of E. L. Havens. Mr S. ing. There was dUHculty In getting
Peculiarity of the Mississippi.
I
Bibulous Judge,
-.
this same letter «ould have read situated in the town of North Brookfield.
H. Reed of West Brookfield read an in- one on such short notice, but when
One of the most peculiar jjP>lngs
j„gtlce c^Hng suggests that the
in the county of Worcester and Commonteresting and instructive paper on What the hour arrived a luxurious limou- about the Mississippi river was figured
wealth of Massachusetts, and the public
.
..A„ ^per as a judge," origl- thus:
"Dearest Emniellne: Your dear let- are hereby notified that the taxes thereon
car was
was piaceo
placed at
their msposai.
disposal. ■
slae car
at weir
He "tad irom the fact that 100 years or
effect will the new Tariff law have on sine
t b
g07ernment engineer.
tar this moment reached me, and the severally assessed for the years hereinafThe
chauffeur
proved
very
informed
informed.
g
^,
.
^'^"^^eVwere
the,
onS^er
that
would
be
lbto
toT
the Farmers of this country. Dinner
e
When they returned they remarked man
„ ht ^^ at Green. » « '
° ™re "^V^ tne beauty ot its expression' afflicts me ter specified according to the list commituke
was served by Mr and -Mrs C. H. Bart.
with a sense of my lncompetency to ted to me as collector ,of taxes for said
&
vme MiBB
and
by
fl 8t,ng
d 0WD
P
SSLT" ^
^ '
°
.
Ce ed, whe™ The spying is also curNorth Brookfield by the assessors of taxes,
Mr and Mrs T. C. Mara, living near VJX'l
or such a anver.
■ Btream 40 miles and portaging four f . 1nd_e. were certainly not con- reply In kind But you know that my remain unpaid, and that the smallest un."Well It is nbt often that one Hke,! timeg he woulQ flnd nlmgelt 40 „,,,„ ^J^". "^ery Andrew Lang heart beats for you alone.
Gilbertville, on retiring Thursday night,
"Although my time Is not my own, I divided part of said land sulticienf to
about nine o'clock, discovered their £ no "et6; cr rj3f- 22 upstream from where he started.
^tes that "a ffi»£*»£ feel that I must snatch a few sweet satisfy said taxes, with interest and sll
WBS
nce
home on fire from the chimney, but for
i\
o
compelled to abstain from moments In which to assure you that legal costs and charges, or the whole of
door? That automobile belongs to
land if no person offers to take an
the timaly assistance of neighbors anti
It There Any Difference?
laicohol for six weeks. He then discov- in.this letter I repeat all I ever said or said
Lady
," naming one ot the wealthundivided part thereof, will beofferedfor
hand extinsuishera the horns would have iest American heiresses married to an
"I have read thiB hook," said the ered that for 80 years of a learned and wrote to you, and that I love you bet- sale by public auction at the Selectmen's
been in flames.
room in the Town House in said North
English peer, "but she Is out of irate patron, "and it is the worst respected and valuable career he had ter than my life.
«ver.
has tne
the average tieuuj-uioou.
penny-dread- —.—
never been —
for one
really sober.
fiver, It
it nas
—- hour
-~— -—"If yoa could write to me every Brookfield on Saturday, January 24,1914,
Tho weather has been a record breaker town."
school tract He had his 'morning when he rose day In the same strain my work would at 10o'clock a, in., for the payment of
The Americans who had the use of ful looking like a Sunday
in this vicinity, the past week. The
...
.
._ v kl«
<-f *> hours'
Yx-kiiv a* at
or nnnn
hla '12
noon. fin
On rn
theA h£>HfM1
bench fairly fly under my accelerated ef- said taxes with interest, costs and charges
's car are wondering wheth- and yet TOU gave It to me when I
lowest of tie? therm iiastera registered Lady
asked you fur a historical romance." he and the other judges solemnly and forts. Such is the Influence of your thereon unless the s»me shall be prever
she
or
the
chauffeur
enjoyed
the
was at Win. H. Phelps near Gilbertville,
iously discharged.
"Oh," gurgled the fair librarian, "I dutifully absorbed their bottle (say a Inspiring devotion.
profits.
being 2!) degrees. The average in differthought you asked me for a hysteri- bottle and a Scots pint) of .port. Then
"On Saturday I will be In the train MICHAEL J. SULLIVAN, Heirs or Detisees
he dined and sat over the claret till
ent parts of the town was 20 degrees and
cal romance!"—Judge.
which reaches S
at half after 3
Waiting for Him to Die.
he titubated to bed. Then he rose,
10 degrees throughout Tuesday.
If your dear face were there to wet 3A certain parcel of land, with the buildTwo tramps were crossing a bridge
had no tub; and had his morning glass
oome
me,
you
know
how happy 1 ings thereon, situated on the Southerly
Among those most inconveniepced by over a river one day, when they Baw
side of Willow Street, in the Town of
of whiBky or brandy, and so on."
Resourceful Girl.
should be. Whatever plans you may North Brookfield, jn the County of Wor- . .'
the wtthdrawal of trains on tne Boston a notice which read: "Five dollars
"My dear one," said the young man
make
for
our
brief
holiday
I
will
gladcester and Commonwealth of Massachu& Maini* R. R. are "7 nupils from Wheel- will be given to anyone saving life with a sob in hia voice, "I shouldelike^
Teaching the People,
ly carry out. My own love, how can setts, bounded and described as follows:
to ask you to marry me, but I cannot, Garonpe Hedger, M. D., of the Ken- I tell you what you are to me?
wright, Furnace and New Braintree, who from this bridge!"
Beginning at the southeasterly corner
"You jump in, BUI, and I'll come and for a long, long time, I fear. Two peo- tucky Btate boui Q{ health| Bays that
attend the Gilbertville high school, and
"I am yours devotedly and faith- thereof, thence westerly by land of Teresa
rescue you," said one.
■would starve on my salary." "Oh, wlth tfcB jo^peration of the women's fullyHayden, five rods; thence northerly by
have been accustomed to return home on
JOHN W. WATSON."
"Right-bo!" said the other. "And
land now orformerly of Michael Howard,
the 1.38 train on the B. & M. railroad, then we'll share the quid." Accord- George," said the beautiful young c,ubB ot the State, the board will eneight
rods, more or less, to Baid Willow
thing, throwing her arms around his
educate the people In a numwhich has been discontinued in the inter ingly one of the tramps plunged Into neck, "don't let that worry you for a deavor t0
Street j thence easterly by said street rive
.
ber o( matterS| among them child hy
Unexplored
Territory.
ests of economy, and they now have to the river and began to yell for help. minute. I'm a militant suffragette ^eAe and tbe medlcai inspection of
rods to land used as a right of way; /
"I
made
a
lucky
discovery
today,"
thence
southerly
by
said
right
of
way
to
/
wait until the 4.05 train. One reason Mike, safe on the bridge, turned to his and have been on four hunger strikes, gui^^ gne sayaithe Sahara la brimsaid the first physician.
?
the place of beginning.
why the New Braihtre? pupils changed- friend struggling in the water, and,
mlng over with water compared to
Taxes for the year 1913,
f 11.40
"That so?"
from the North Brookfield high to Gil with an excited countenance called
. .
'
,„.«,„
'
some
homes,
where
the
radiator
and
JOHN J. D0NPHY,
"Yes. I discovered a patient thai
bertville was on account of being able to _ out:
Adversity the Ltu"Ev"- _ iurnace use up all the moisture until has never been operated on for anyTax Gollector|for the year J91S.
For one man who can stand pros^t to ^^ ^
get home earlier in the afternoon by
£J.
■ ^ ^^ wm fee
Jan. 9, 16, 28D
thing."
!
perlty there are a hundred who can »
reason of the one session plan in voguei tor & ^ body,, ._PearB0n.a Weekly, I stand adversity.—Carlyle.
■""*
there.

MAILS DUE TO ARBIVB.
A. It. 8.45—East and West.
f-[
9.3U—West.
P. M. 12.48—East and West.
2,00—West
, 4.5ft-Ea«t.
\ 7.0B—East and West.
MAILS CLOSE.
A, M. COO—Wesf.
6.46— East.
11.80—East and West.
P.M. 1.00—West.
4,40—East.
0.00—East and West.
Mails for East Brookfield are despatched at
6.46 A. M., 11.30 A.M. and 1 P. M." Mails from
East Brookfleld are received at 9.30 A. M. and
6.40 B. M.
Package mails are despatched twice dally as
follows:—1130 A. M. East and north, 6 P. M.
West and South.
Mails for the Rural Delivery is closed at 8.15
A. M. and received at 1.30 P. M.
The offloe hours will be:—6 30 A. M, to 8 P. M.
Holidays, 6 30 to 9.30 A: M. and 5 to 6 P. M.
I Persons who continually ask to have lock
boxes opened are respectfully requested to use
their keys.
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
PAUL M. KEANEY, Asat.

AT LASTt

A Perfect Fountain Pen
CROCKER 'INK-TITE"

E. W. REED, DRUGGIST,

NORTH BROOKFIELD.

W. Marshall Taylor, Elm street, re j
ceiveda cablegram this morning from his j
sister, Elizabeth, at ijolton, England, announcing the death of iheir only brother,
Dr. Arthur H. Taylor, aged 49.
Miss Elizabeth Forrest, Elm street, iH
a[contestant in the Automobile race, that
has been started by a .Worcester daily.
She will be grateful to any wlio will saye
their coupons for her.
The Wiley Brothers, who have just
moved on to the Tarbell farm, had the
misfortune to lose one of their pair of
work horses, which suddenly dropped
dead in his stall, Tuesday morning.
Eugene Fenton, employed as a blacksmith for P. S. Trumble, Walnut St.
was kicked by a horse, Thursday, and
Dr, Ludden dressed the wound, a cut
two or three inch™ long, in his left knee.
John Tyler, an employee at the H. H.
Brown factory, suffered a shock while at
work on Tuesday, and was taken homeIt is reported that one side of his body
is paralyzed, and his age makes the case
a serious one.

State Inspector Charles Adams has inThe assessors have abated 49 poll taxes spected the town hall, and says there
for 1912.
would be no objection to its being used
"Everybody to church" is the word for moving pictures, provided the seats
were fastened, which he says could be
for next Sunday^
done without in anyway marring the
The engine house is to be wired for floor.
electricity at once.
The new store of the Worcester County
Plenty of room at the churches next
<ias Company in town house block, sufSunday and all seats are free.
fered yesterday from a bursted water
Born, at No/th Brookfield, Jan. 10, pipe. There are several others, where
twin sons to Charles and JSnfily (Benbit) there is danger of a similar trouble, from
the warmer wave following the biting
McColley.
The JQURHAI- extends most hearty con cold of Tuesday and Wednesday.

NORTH BROOKFIELD f

gratulations to Mrs Dolly Tucker on her
Isaac Couser and William Maginnis,
who recently left town for Philadelphia,
92d birthday.
The town clock has been "loafing" are now in good positions in Beloit,
this week. Just half past one all tbe Wis., and have sent for their families,
who expect to leave on Monday. Both
time. Don'tyou miss it.
of theBe gentlemen were employed in the
18 deg. below zero, in town, Tuesday Oxford Linen Mills.
morning and the intense cold continued
On account of the severe cold, the
until Thursday morning.
meeting of the Young Woman's Club
The regular'meeting of the G. F. .8. that was to have been held "at the home
will beheld in the Guild rooma at 7.30 of Miss Lawrence, Elm street, Tuesday
evening, was postponed for one week to
on Tuesday evening Jan. 20.
Tuesday Jan. 20, when Miss Helen Eaton
- The last train up on the Branch Monwill have charge of a pleasing programday evening was nearly two hours late on
There will also be business of importance.
account of trouble ou the main line at
The funeral service for Mrs Ruth Fiske
Charlton.
on Monday was conducted at the home of
A house to house canvass is being made
her daughter, Mrs George R. Hamant.
in an effort to carry tweveryone in town
The bearers were Messrs. George R.
a personal invitation to attend church
llamant, Charles D. Fiske, Charles J.
next Sunday.
Hawkins, and Arthur F. Hawkins. The
There was a smoke-talk at the engine body was taken to Brookfleld for burial.
house last evening, Holmes Steamer Co. The funeral was in charge of Undertaker
'
being the entertainers, and a number of Fred C.°Clapp.
happy speeches-Were made by department
Mrs Mary A. King passed away Thursofficials.
day morning of heart failure, at the
Tax collector John J. Dunphy informs home of her son, A. H, King, Diet. No.
the JOBBNAI. that outside of the Oxford 4, New Braintree road. She had been in
Linen Mills' tax, there are^ only two real failing health for the last two years. She
estate taxes for 1912 uncollected, and "he was 6% years, 11 months and 26 days old.
will take steps t» clean these up soon.
The body will be taken to Wollaston,
The first dance on the new floor of tlie Mass., Saturday, on the 7.40 a. m. train,
town hall will lie given under the di- in charge of Undertaker.Fred C. Clapp.
rection of the Foresters, on Friday even- The funeral services and burial will be
ing, Jan. 23, with good music by Doyle's in Wollaston.

On the Road at Night
You need a lantern that gives a strong,
steady light. The RAYO is always
reliable.
Easy to light, easy to clean, easy to rewick. Safe,
durable and handy.
RAYO Road Lanterns are a protection
to the driver. Throw a bright steady light
ahead—show red light in
the rear.
All dealers everywhere
STANDARD OIL COMPANY

Ef)WIN T. CHAPIN

it

EVERYBODY TO CHURCH"

Collector's Sale

cX^ZTVl^ZZ t^wZTn^of=:in^ i^r^r ^

and now it is claimed to be as good as
that of any hall in the state. The floor
was first gone over with a heavy Universal floor scraper, then all hand scraped,
then carefully sandpapered, giving a
beautiful smooth white surface, all ready
for the waxing. «.

\

At the joint installation of the various
patriotic societies Monday evening, Mrs
Alice C. Webber installed the following
officers of Ezra Batcheller Woman's Relief Corps:—President, Mrs Neihe Johnson ; senior vice-president, Mrs {Catherine
Tucker; junior vice-president, Mrs Lillian Barnes; secretary,- Mrs Minnie Melvin; treasurer, Mrs Carrie Sargeant;
chaplain, Mrs Vinnie Gilbert; conductor,
Mrs Fannie L. Stone; guard. Mrs Susan
Bond; asst. condnctor, Mrs Lucinda Si-'
monds; asst. guard, Miss Cora Fay; color
bearers. No. 1, Mrs Anna Abbott; No 2,
Mrs Minnie Burkhill; No. 3, Atife Mary
Xeach; No. 4, Mrs Margaret/Drake;
patriotic instructor, Mrs Augusta Wood
press correspondent, Mrs Viola Ormsby;
Ullard*
musician, Miss Carrie Bullai

J

727-723 State Mutual Building, Worcester

H.

THE PROTESTANT CHURCHES
OF NORTH BROOKFIELD, MASS.,
CORDIALLY INVITE EVERYONE

P. BARTLETT,

TO ATTEND CHURCH

Sunday, Jan. 18

If conveyance is desired for anyone,
notify the committee in charge, Mr Herbert W. Bemis or Mr E. H. "Stoddard, as
early as possible. They will be pleased
to serve you.
THE COMMITTEE IN CHARGE

Adams Block,

IriMty ,\/i*UlHiH,

r

11 Prospect St.

OFFICES,
School Street,

North Brookfield

IStf

COLBY H. JOHNSON
AUCTIONEER,
DEALER IN REAL ESTATE

MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
DRESSMAKING

-7

Narth Brooktttjd

Hours', fl to U in , 1.38 to 6 p. m.

O mneat'vl by L-»mr Distance Telephone ,at House and Store.

SPECIAL THEMES, SPECIAL MUSIC
^yiLL YOU TELL THE OTHER
MAN th&t he is invited to, come
along with you.

DENTIST.

No. Brookfield

40 Foster, St. Worcester,

MRS HELEN LtJTHER
SCALP SPECIALIST
ERNEST D. CORBIN
OPTOMETRIST
. The scientific, intelligent, druglesa
enicient.adaptation of glnssos for tbe
aid of vision and the relief of headche and eye strain.

Office

Manicuring
50 Cents.
Shampooing
50 Cents
Scalp Treatment - 50 Cents
66 SUMMER ST.. NO. BROOKFIELD
TELEPHONE 115

At Dr. Ludden's

43

44

Call at 46 Summer Street

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concords

To see the Latest Model, of

SPIRELLA
AMONG THE CHURCHES.
Congregational Church.
Atthe morning service next Sunday,
it 10.45 the Pastor, Rev. A. W. Budd,
will take for his theme "A Great Appeal."
There will be special music by the choir :
Organ Prelude. The Answer. WolBtenhohm
Processional 788.
Anthem. The Good Shepherd.
Barri
Quartette. I wUl rejoioe In the Lord.
Trowbrldge
Response. .Lowly Heart and Beaded Knee.
Hanecom
Solp. There's a Beautiful Land on High,
Taylor
Offertory. Traumerel;
Sohumann
Recessional 624.
In the evening, at 7, the theme will be
"The Fascination of Religion."
A cordial welcome for everybody at
the First Congregational church next
Sunday.
Ask your* neighbor to come
with you.
The Woman's Union will meet at the
parlors on Thursday, Jan. 22d, at 2 p.
m, to sew, and at 4 p. m., for the annual business meeting.
Any having
second-hand clothing for the barrel that
is to be packed will please briug it.
Christ Memorial Church.

A cordial welcome for everybody
Christ Memorial church next Sunday.
Methodist Church.
An enthusiastic body of men met at the
Methodist Chapel, Wednesday evening,
and organized a North Brookfield Men's
league with K. F. Howe, pres.; Frank
Benuet, ^vlce-pres. i Geo. W. Miller, secretary, and Paul Wheelock, treasurer.
The By-Laws adopted were those of the
Methodist Brotherhood and the several
committees were elected on Membership,
Bible Class and Social Service. The
League starts off with A good membership
and the committees are 'working enthusiastically.
* *
Bible Sunday at the Methodist church,
when everybody is expected at church,
and to bring his Bible with him.
Mr William F. Fullam had a very narrow escape Saturday ..evening when his
automobile overturned as it was going up
Fullam hill, pinning him beneath it The
machine went wrong as he was ascending
the steep incline, and then slid backward,
turning turtle. His coat caught in such
a way as to prevent him from reaching
the power, to shut it off, so that the en.
gine raced furiously, the gasoline ran
out, and there was imminent danger i f
fire. When Mr Fullam discovered this
he yelled for help, and a Polish workman
responded, lifting the machine on one
Bide enough to allow him to free his cost,
reach and shut off the engine, and then
crawl out. Deputy Sheriff John P. Raiiger had by this time come upon the scene,
and aided in the rescue. It was a close
call. The machine was but slightly damaged, and it was in commission again on
Monday, after slight repairs at Spencer.

NORTH BROOKFIELD.
-V,
New books in the public library are:
The House of Happiness, by Kate Lang1
ley Bosher; T. Tembarom, by Frances
Hodgson Burnett; The Tinder-box, by
Maria Thompson Daviess; The Dominant
Passion, bv Marguerite Edwards; Bobbie,
General Manager, by Olive fliggins
Prouty; General John Jiegan, by G. A
Birmingham.
The Department was called out in the
bitter, cold of Tuesday morning, by
brisk fire at the house of Bartholmew
Scully, on Warren street. The fire was
in the ell of the house, between the partitions, and was probably Btarted in an
effort to thaw out frozen water pipes,
The firemen did well to confine the dam
age by fire to the ell where it originated,
Arthur Buffard, a fireman, who ran to
the scene on hearing the alarm, was se.
verely chilled, and Dr. Phelan was called
to attend him. Several spectators had
their ears touched by the frost. The
damage by fire was probably something
over $200.
Potato Flour Gaining Ravor.
Holland's production of potato flour
IB Increasing rapidly from year to
fear.

CORSETS
Or have them brought to your home
by sending word to
%*
*•*

MRS. B. C. GRAVES,
Representative for the Brookfields, /
Telephone 16-13,
NORTH-BROOKFIELD,

-

MASS

A.T BOTTOM. JPRIOBS
Harness, Bobes, Blankets, Whips and
Oil Cloths. Not too Costly. Not too
Cheap.

Shingles and Roofing Material.
All the different grades. All sleei at
Nails, also.

AND CEMETERY MEMORIALS

Remember that my prices are alwayt
the lowest I sell so aa to sell again.
Dr. Daniel's Hone Bemediea AI way*

In all kinds of]
GRANITE AND MARBLE

In Stock.

C A. RISLEY & COMPANY

TELEPHONE OAKHAH D4.

Telephone.

WILLIAM 8. C«A»VFOftO

West Brookfield.

OAKHAH.

Wedding Invitations
and Announcements
engraved or printed in the
very latest styles, ani the

Superstitions of Miners.
best nvork guaranteed.
Aa a man of perilous occupation, the
miner has many superstitions. *tOne
widespread belief Is that to introduce
Hi
a rabbit into a mine is to court disaster, and many stories are currefit of
Journal Office,
\
catastrophes heralded by the appear- /
ance of a white rabbit to the men V V--'> 3-»'i field,"Mass. J
who were doomed to die. He would be
a bold miner, too. who would whistle
at work for whistling Is a direct invitation to disaster, and though miners
are cleanly folk, very few ever wash
TO RENT
the small of their back, lest the roof A Seven Room Tenement on Grant street
witb wood, coal and toilet on name floor.
should fall on them.

orace

Commonwealth of Massachusetts

both rubber ana steel tires, 1~~«
Democrat and Delivery Wagons, i™reys and Road Wagons, both new and
secondhand.

ARTISTIC MONUMENT^

7-L awrence.

Town water, and two attic rooms if desired.
Inquire of L. B. HAYDBN, 4 Grant St., Nortb
Brookiltild,
44tf

WOBOSSTEB, 88.
PROBATE CoUBT.
To the heirs at law ani all others interested
FOR RENT
in the estat j of Jacob Mock, late of North
AN Upper Tenement of eitrbt "rooms in'first
Brookfleld in said Gountv. dec >ased.
class repair, electric lights, town water.hen
Whereas, a certain instrument purporting to
be the last will and testament of said deceased house, garden and some f rnit. Inquire of BD.has been presented to said Court, for probate, WARD DUNPHY, Ht. Pleasant St. North
45>tt
by Catharina Mock who prays that letters test- Brookfleld.
famentary may be issued to her, tbe executrix
giviug a surety on her
therein named,, without
''
bond.
TO RENT
You are hereby cited to appear at a Probate
Court to be held at Worcester, in Baid County, A GOOD up-stairs tenement. Town water.
Everything »n one floor. Inquire of t'RED
on the third day of February A. D. 1914,
at nine o'clock in tbe forenoon, to show A. BTEABNS, South Main Street, Nortb Brook1
cause, it any yoa lave, why the same should fleld.
not be gi anted.
A nd said petitioner is hereby directed to give
TENEMENT TO RENT
public notice thereof, by publishing this citation once in each week tor three successive
N SECOND Floor, six heated ;rooms, with
weeks, io the North Brookfleld Journal, a newselectric lights and bath room, inquire ot
paper pub btbed in North Brookfield, tbe last
D. F. WINSLOW, School street,9
Eubiica ion to be one day. at least, before said North Biooktleld.
Iw2>
ourt, and by mailing, postpaid, or delivering
a copy of tins citation to all known persons interested in. tlie estate, seven days at least beFOR RENT.
fore said court.
A SEVEN Room Cottage on Ward street,
Witness, William T. For es. Esquire, Judge
steam beat town water, poultry house,
of said Court, this thirteenth day of Jan- fruit and garden. Apply to} MRS E. F.
ua,y, in the year of our Lord one thousand EAMES, Blgeli.w Ht.
Iw2»
nine bundled and fourteen.
HARBY H. ATWOOD, Eegister.
Jan. 16,23, SOB.

CHARLES S. LANE,

Furnishing Undertaker
RE6ISTERED EMBALMER.
Personal Prompt Atte'Dtion Day
or Siirht.
Telephone North Brookfield No.
isa-ii.
Long

Distance Connection.

P une rait* Personally Directed
and Every Requisite Furnished.
Ijt»<tj> AtltflBtaiat.

ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
IN SCRflPT OR
ENGLISH TEXT

H. J. Lawrence, North Brookfield

AT FULLAM S

AIR TIGHT STOVES,
OIL HEATERS,
O-CEDAR'MOPS,
WIZARD MOPS,
0
HORSE BLANKETS,
I POCKET KNIVES,
I FLASH LIGHTS,
SCISSORS,
; CARVING SETS,
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS BARN LANTERNS,
Worcester sa.
Probate Court DRIVING LANTERNS, "
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
To the heirs at law, next of kin, and all other
WOHCEBTBB SB,
PBOBAXB COP*T persons, interested In the estate of William E.
Hobbs.lateof North Brooklieid, in said Coun- FAMILY SCALES,
To tbe he. rs at law next of kin and all other ty, deceased.
persona interested in the estate of Kuth Flake,
Whereas, certain instruments purporting to
late of iNorth liroukiieltl in said County, de- betbe la> t will and testament and codioil of said WRINGERS,
ceased.
deceased have been presented to s*id Court, for FOOD CHOPPERS,
whereas, a certain instrument purpoting- to probate, by Ella M.Hobos, who prays that letters
be the last will and testament of aaid deceased of administration with tne will annexed may
has been prosento'i to satd Court, for probate be issued to her, or some other suitable person, SAFETY RAZORS,
by George K. Hamant who prays that letters no executor b ing named in said will.
testamentary may be issued to him, the execuYon are hereby cited to appear at a Probate THERMOMETERS,
tor therein named.
Court, to be held at Worcester, in said County
You are hereby cited to appear at a Probate of Worcester, on the twentieth day a/ Jai.uCourt t<» be hem at W >rcester, in said County ary, A. D. U*14, at nine o'ciook in the DOG COLLARS,
of Worcester, on the third day of February forenoon, to show cause, if any you have, why
A ■ D-1914. at nine o'clock in the forenoon, to the name should not be granted.
UNIVERSAL
show eause, if any you have, why the same
And said petitioner is hereby directed to give
should not he granted.
public nutlce thereof, by publishing this citaBREAD MIXERS,
And said petitioner is hereby directed to give tion ouce in each week for three successive
public notice thereof, by publishing this .cita- weeks in the North Brookfleld Journal a newstion ace m each week, for three successive paper published in North Hrooktield, the last BROOMS,
weeks, io the North Brooktield Journal, a news- pubicatlon to be one day at least before said
paper published in North itruoknetd. the last Court and by mailing, postpaid, or delivering
CARPET SWEEPERS,
publication to be one day, at least, before aaid a copy of this citation to all known persons inCourt, and by mailing, postpaid, or delivering a terested in tbe estate, seven days at least beICE CREAM FREEZERS,
copy of thi* citation to aU known person- iu- fore said Courtttii ested in the estate, fourteen days at least
Witness, WILLIAM T. FORBES, Esquire,
before saiu CourtJudge of said Court/this thirty-hrst day ol Dee- SLEDS AND SKATES.
Witness, William T. Forbes, Esquire, Judge ember in the year one thousand nine hundred
of said Court, this fifteenth day of January and thirteen.
in the year one thousand nine hundred and
JOHN W. MAW HEY, Register. We deliver everything too heavy
fourteen.
Jan. 2, 9,16B
HARRY H. AX WOOD. Register,
to earrv.
Jan. 16, 23, 30*
\
TO RENT.

William Mason, the hale and hearty
nonogenarian, who conjefl'dowii after the
mail and his daily papers every morning,
no matter what the weather, always drops
in'to rest a bit in the waiting armchair at
the JOITBSAL office, which is about halfway between his home on High street and
the post office.
Although he seldom
EAST BROOKFIELD.
wears an overcoat lie assures us that he
knew enough to put one on Tuesday Heavy Loss by the Cold at the East
morning when the thermometer was 16
Brookfield Rose Houses.
below. It was two years since be had it
on before, as was verified by a couple of
The
letters that he found in the pockets, that
heaviest loss that we have heard ot
were received by maiPat that time. Mr in this vicimty by reason of the cold snap
of Tue ds
Mason is well cared for at home by his '
" y> was at the extensive rose
faithful housekeeper, Mrs Ormsby, en-|n0U8ea of Mr Hiil in Ettat Brookfield,
joys the best of health and is always jn [where the high wind took off the roof and
good spirits, keeping fully abreast with aU the Plants were frosen causing a loss
the events ol the day. He has been for ot tome 8400° Undismayed by this mismany years a constant reader of the fort"ne they will at once proceed to reSpringfield Repulican and the North pair the buildings and stock up anew.
Brookfleld JOURNAL. His life has ever
At the truck farm of Emerson H. StodNICE sunny furnished or unfurnished teneFOR SALE
ment of thtee rooms; everything needed for
beep an active and eventful one, and It is dard we are) told that $1000 worth of cel- TO SETTLE AN E8TATBtFr«ferred Stco* Jn nouseKeeping,
All conveniences on one door
n
&
McKay
to.
■
Pays
7
per
cent
the
IJenbolm
Rent reasonable. Apply to
always pleasant to hear him recall hia ery plants were destroyed by the intense dividends Quai . .
CK. 814
DANIEI. FOSTER.
experiences on land and sea.
cold.
State Mutual Building
Juiiding, Worcester, Mass.,
act
i Spring St.
I

Telephone

.Funeral Director
Registered Emlmlmer.

Singing Grchestra,

The Grange had a spirited meeting last
"Everybody-at-ehurch" next Sunday, evening with a good program, including
includes men, women and children, of violin duets by the Wijey brothers, accompanied by Mrs John J. Lane; paper
all ages".
on the Panama Canal by Stephanie qlaas;
The installation of the officers of Hawp iper written by George P. Buck of Philthorn Encampment, No. fitt, I. O. O. F.,
adelphia ; current event, Geo. R. Doane;
lias been postponed until Thursday, Feb.
and an interesting roll call. The pro5, on account of inability of the installgram for 1814, just issued by the Lecturing officers to be present last evening, as
er, Mrs Lidstone, from . the JOURNAL
was planned.
press, is unusually well selected, aiid if
At the meeting of the North Mrook- all who are assigned parts sepport the
field Brotherhood next Monday evening, Lecturer, the coming year should be
Mr Sumner H. Reed will give a most in- profitable as well as a pleasant one.
teresting talk oh his recent trip to New
The Appleton Club had another fine
Orleans, as a representative of the state
of Massachusetts. All men are cordially meeting Wednesday evening, as the
guests of Mrs C. A. Bush and Mrs Jane
invited to be present.
S. Skerry. The first paper was by Miss
Tuesday, Jan. 13, will be remembered Mary G. Warner on Brook Farm and
as the coldest day this year, with Wed- Transcendentalism, giving a most internesday a closa second.
The plumbers esting account of the experiment which
had all they could do thawingout frozen became famous by reason of the promipipes, and the telephone calls upon them nent literary men associated with it.
kept the line buSy. In some houses the Mi-8 W. T, Sherwood gave a paper on
whole system was rendered useless, the China treating of its history and the stirfreezing extending back to the shutoff ring events that are making history in
in the cellar.
that country. The last paper was by
Mr Ful lam and his men started Mon- Mrs Frank P. Greene on Mormonism and
day morning to tear up the old floor of Spiritualism, a graphic account of those
the town hall, and lay the new one. A" two great isms and their growth in this
full force was put on, as many as could country. The music included a piano
work to advantage, and by Wednesday solo by Mrs A. W. Budd, a.voeal solo by
night that work was practically complete- Mrs James T. Saunders, and two vocal
Then came the plauing and finishing, solos by 6 year-old Grenville Podd.

ARCHITECT

FRED C. CLAPP

W. F. FULLAM
Nortb Brookfield.

BROOKFIELD
BROOKFIELD

Helping ths Editor,
Wright—It seems to be getting
harder work far the newspaper man
all the time.
Penman—Oh, I dont know snoot
that. I ss* that ball-bearing scissors
have been patented by an Onto inventor.

ALBERTA CROP YIELIS

n

At MacLeod, Alta., weather conditions were exeellent all through tbi
season. Ninety per cent, of the wheat
up to Oct. 1st graded Ne. 1, the o»l>
No. 2 being tall wheat The yield
ranged from 20 to 40 bushels per acre,
with an average of 28. Oats yielded
well, and barley about {•{bushels.
Inverary la a new district in Alberta. Here wheat graded Ne. 2 and
•ome of it went SO bushels to the acre,
oats going about 75 bushels.
Lethbrldge correspondent says: "In
the Monarch district the yield on summer fallow is averaging thirty-five
bushels, a large percentage No. 1
northern."
"All spring grains are yielding better than expected in the Milk river
district, south. A 9M acre field of
Marquis wheat gave *1% bushels.
"Experimental farm results on grain
■own on irrigated laid place 'Red Fife'
wheat in the banaer pasiUon, with a
yield of 59.40 bushels per acre. Oats
yielded 132 bushels to the acre.
■"John Turner of Lethbridge grew
barley that went 60 bushels to the
acre.
"Red Fife averages in weight from
60 to 63 pounds, and at Rosthem the
Marquis wheat will run as high as 64
pounds to the bushel, while a sample
of Marquis wheat at Arcola weighed
no less than 68 pounds to the bushel.
This variety Is grading No. 1 hard."
Calgary, Alta., Oct. 8.—The problem of handling Alberta's big grain
crop Is becoming a serious one, and
there is a congestion at many points
in southern Alberta. One thousand
cars could be used immediately. The
C. P. R. prepared for a normal year,
while the yield of grain was everywhere abnormal, with an increased
acreage of about 23 per cent.
Moose Jaw, Sask., returns show
some remarkable yields.
Bassano, Alta., Sept. 25, '13.—Individual record crops grown In Alberta
Include 1,300 acre field of spring wheat
grown near Bassaao which went thirty-five bushels to the acre and weighed sixty-six pounds to the bushel.
Noble, Alta., Oct. 1, '13.—All records
for the largest shipment of grain by
one farmer will be broken this year
if the estimate of C. S. Noble of Noble,
Alberta, proves correct. Mr. Noble
has notified the Canadian Pacific Railway here that he will have 350,000
bushels of grain, chiefly barley and
oats, ready for shipment very shortly.
L. Anderson Smith, writing to .a
friend In the Old Country, located at
Kill am, Alberta, Says:
^Anyone taking up land will find Alberta an ideal province. The soil is a
rich black loam, varying from 6 to 18
Inches in depth. The land here In
this district is not wholly open prairie.
At intervals, sometimes closely, sometimes widely scattered, there are
small plots of poplar and willows.
These generally grow round some
small depression In the land, and the
enow drifts here in the winter and
melts in the spring filling these
elougbs (province "slews") with soft
water. Nearly all these sloughs have
old buffalo tracks to them, for it was
from them that they always got their
water. The poplars are very useful
for building barns and hen-houses
Wild grasses are plentiful, while tame
grasses, such as timothy, brome and
western rye gras| do remarkably well.
—AdvartiSf ent
"
Errprs of His Ways.
"A good New Year resolution for
a middle-aged married man?" said
George Ade at a dinner in Chicago.
"Well, the best resolution a middleaged married man could make, according to my view, would be for him to
swear off telling his wife and children
about the girls he used to kiss in his
young days.
"I'd say to the middle-aged married
man of this type:
" 'Suppose, friend, your wife fell into
a reminiscent, Jovial mood some evening after supper and started to tell
about the beys who used to kiss her
by the wood stove In the dim parlor,
wouldn't the dove of peace Hap her
wings and light out p. d. q. JUBtr "

tys Lawrence Perry
AjAorofVDmHMTttbmf

i

-
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Lieutenant Holton la detached from his
command in the navy at the outset of the
Spanish-American war and assigned to
Important secret service duty. "While dinins at a Washington hotel he detects a
waiter in the act of robbing a beautiful
young lady. She thanks him for his service and gives her name as Mias La Tossa.
a Cuban patriot. Later he meets her at
a ball. A secret service man warns Holton that the girl la a spy.
Senor La
Tossa chides his daughter for her failure
to secure important information from*
Holton. 6he leaves for her home in
Cuba. Holton la ordered to follow her,
They meet on the Tampa train. Mlsa
La Tossa tells Holton she la a Cuban
spy and expresses doubt regarding the
sincerity of the United States. Holton Is
ordered to remain at Tampa to guard the
troop transports. He receives orders to
land Miss La Tossa, who Is considered a
dangerous spy, on Cuban soil. At sea
he is overtaken by another warship
which takes Mias La Tossa aboard and
Holton Is ordered to return to Tampa.
He saves the transports from destruction
at the hands of dynamiters and reports
to Admiral Sampson fpr. further duty.
Holton is sent to General Garcla's command In the guise of a newspaper correspondent to investigate Cuban plots
against the American troops and to iearn
the plans of the Spanish navy. He detects a trusted Cuban leader In the work
of fomenting trouble among the Cubans
In the interests of the Spaniards. Holton
Is seized by friends of the spy and later
is ordered executed as a spy. He escapes
and saves the American troops from .falling into a Spanish ambush.
He learna
from Gen. Garcia that the spy is Joss
Cesnola, one of tha most trusted leaders.
Holton takes part in the battle at San
Juan. Disguised as a Spanish soldier he
enters Santiago, goeaf at night to the
home of Miss La Tossa. where he overhears a discussion of the Spanish plans
by leading army and navy commanders.
He learns that the Spanish fleet will leave
the harbor at Santiago on July 8. While
attempting to leave the house he is confronted by Miss La Tossa.
Holton cements his friendship with Miss La Tossa
by. assuring her that the Americans intend to leave the island aa soon aa the
Spaniards are driven out.

CHAPTER XI.—Continued.
"I know, I know," he laughed, "but
Just the same, I think you had better
leave the weapon In Its holster. For I
have—what do you Americans say?—
ah. the drop on you!"
The girl stamped her foot.
"Senor Cesnola, I command you to
leave us; you are a guest here."
"I shall not leave you. On the contrary, I must ask you to slip that revolver from your friend's belt." He
stopped, as though struck with a
thought, "But you need not mind. I
suggest merely that you quit the
room; there in about to be an execution."
Holton stood facing the man, Immovable as a statue. The girl stepped
forward.
- "^
__ .
"You are lying!" she cried. "There
will be no execution."
"Oh, but yes, there will be!" was the
tmlling rejoinder, "and rigbt before
your eyes unless you retire."
"You fiend!" With a sudden, litfie
movement she sprang in frqpt of Holton. "Now fire, if you dare!"
Holton placed his hands upon her
supple waist and lifted her to one side.
The revolver darted forward to aim.
The girl uttered a little cry and sprang
back, seizing the American's coat with
her hands stretched behind her.
"Miss La Tossa!" cried Holton.
"You—you—"
Cesnola's face was working ' with
the rage of a fanatic.
"Out of the way, girl!" he cried,
glancing behind him at the door of the
opposite room, which he had closed as
he left it, "That man is a spy! He
has got to die! He Is an enemy, s
snake in the grass, not worthy of a
minute's quarter!"
Miss La Tossa never moved; and

ALCOHOL-3 PER CENT
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toward the mouth of the bay, he saw
ache too, dizziness and some urinary
disturbance*, get Doan's Kidney Pills,
a leaden-colored cruiser, with yellow
the remedy that' is recommended by over
and red flag of Spain snapping defiant130,080 people Is many different lands.
ly from her Jack-staff, appear from beDoera's Kidney* Pills help weak kidhind the hills, and then, as a panther
neys to drive oat the uric acid which
dashes from a cave In the mouth of
is the cause of backache, rheumatisr/
which hunters have kindled a ,nre, she
and lumbago.
turned to the right and dadbed into
A VERMONT
Here's proof
the open sea.
»
\_
CASE
James M
M. Traey. S.
It seemed an age, but it was not
»!» £ Story."
Fleasaet si., insjf*more than a few seconds, when a terbnrryVt, ■eys: uFor
titencr yean I bad
rific roar shook the waters, and a
kidney oouiplai'lt. I
burst of flame and gases rolled front a
•offered treat rheumatic pataa across
turret of one of the American ships.
a*y back a*l my
bladder was badly
Holton marked the course of the
Inflame* lbaddluy
great thlrteen-lnch shell, saw the
and fainting spells
and
in j who?* aretea*
great dark shape dart with lightning
waa affected. 1 was
ao helpless I could
speed toward the Vlzcaya, Baw it hurbardir want and doetor:* treatment failed.
tle over the deck, ricochet on the waFinally 1 took Dwan's
ter, and explode In the woods beyond.
Eidner Pills and la a
month they cared ra*.
Then the earth shook with fearful
Cat Doan's at Assy Stan* to* a Baa
noise.
From all the American ships, and
from those of the Spaniards, great
•OSTER-MItBURN CO, BUFFABD, N. Y.
guns vomited forth their messengers
of death and destruction. The sky,
grew dark, and a yellowish pall setJ"'
tied upon the sea.
As Holton stood tense, following the
combat as In a trance, he heard a treMine times in ten when the liver Is
mendous explosion, and saw the Ma- tight the stomach and bowels are right.
rie Theresa list sharply, and then saw
her turn in toward the land, where she CMtTER'S LITTLE
soon grounded. He could see men OVIR PILLS
gently but firmly c
clinging to her decks.
It was clear that the American vessels were overhauling the enemy's
Cures Con-j
ships, although Holton had under- •tipation. In-.
digestion,
stood that, as regards speed, our vessels were Inferior. The discharge of Sick
Headache,*
guns was incessant Almost directly and Diatraaa After Eating.
beneath him he saw, two Spanish deSMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRI&.
stroyers disengage themselves from
Genuine must bear Signature
the larger vessels and swing about
evidently with the Intention of returning to the harbor; but, like a hawk, a

Pure-Bred Percheron Mares—Good Ty pes for the Farm.
(By J. M. BEIJU)
Many people are looking for bargains In horses and mules, especially
at this season of the year.
The farmer thinks he can, no doubt,
attend a public sale In the large cities
and "pick up something a little sore
but just as good for work as a firstclass animal." In this he is mistaken
as he will soon find out
The "bargains" are all more or less
crippled In one way or another arid it
will be well to remember that the old
saying that "Nature never forgives an'
Injury," holds good most certainly
with horses and mules.
'Spavins, ringbones, side bones,
sweeny, naricular tameless, sprung
knees, contracted heels, cocked ankles
and other similar ailments are fixtures
In 90 cases out of 100.
The writer, has bought and sold
horses for over 30 years and can
hardly recall an Incident where one
of the cripples has ever been made
serviceably sound, much less actually
sound.
So the farmer can bear in mind the

DOAN'S VMV

Make the Liver
Do its Duty

Treatment for Broken Wind Can An Ever-Increasing Demand for
Only Be Palliative—Avoid
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Dusty or Burnt Hay.
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Particulars explaining- hoar to avoid both operations and elastic stockings, free. Leg sores below
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tely
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long, rakish American craft, a converted yacht, pounced down upon
them, letting fly with her machine
guns and six-pounders as she came.
The torpedo boats fought back with
all the venom of maddened serpents,
but gallant Wainwrlght and the Gloucester were not to be denied, and, under the fury of hie onset, the two destroyers succumbed like craft' of cardboard, disabled and sinking within the
course of what seemed to Holton a
very few minutes.
He could see two or three ot the
larger Spanish vessels aground now,
flames seething from hatchways, the
men of the crew leaping Into the sea.
Llefboats from the American vessels
were among them, attending to the
work of rescue as diligently as, but
a few moments before, they had set
themselves to the task of dealing
death to their foes.
(TOB8 CONTINUED,*
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She Sprang In Front of Holton.

Holton, his mind working like lightDing, did not attempt to put her aside.
"Out of the way," repeated the
Spaniard, with a sort of hissing of the
breath. "Out of the way, or, by Ood!
I'll shoot through you."
There was the crash of an opening
\
One of Many.
door.
BrlggS—Rogers claims to be an ag"What's this—this noise and shoutnostic/doesn't he?
ing?" came a deep voice.
Grigas—Only as to religion; as to
Holton, watching his enemy like a
everyththg/else he knows It SB.
hawk, saw the revolver-barrel deflected from him, the man's head turned in
Van! eipelli-d promptly from «ie trarnaa
the direction whence the voice had
•ymem with Dr. leery* vemlrog* "a 1*11
Shot." Adv.
come. Springing backward and sidewise like a deer, Holton shot across
On way to make a woman hanppj the room.
Is to envy her.
There was • loud report—a bullet

waWnnimslM. ftninafadaaajt
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But we are older now, my dear.
And dirges have been sung
For those who made our pathway* clear.
To whose fond hands we clung;
Ere we beheld their dear eyes close
Xou were aa radiant aa a rose
And ail the days were fair, my dear.

When you and I were young, my dear.
And all the sklea were fair
I found a rare, enchanted sphere,
And led you blithely there:
But, though our youth la put aside.
The Joya 0re had are multiplied
Since others cling about us, dear.

Destroyers of Trade.
Tep, I've decided to move away
from this town. There's no business
Here for an undertaker any more."
"What's the cause? Do the people
all go away to die?"
"The trouble with 'em is that they've
practically quit dyin'. It waa all right
before the temperance cranks got so
blamed fussy that the druggist had
to give up runnln' a bind pig."
"You don't mean to tell me that yon
think folks who don't drink whisky
sever die? That would mean that all
the women and children must have
been addicted to the habit, along with
the men."
"Oh, no, I don't Want to try to set
■p no argument of that kind. You see
It sort of worked both ways. The men
Ihortened their lives by drinkin' whisky and the women done the same
thing for tbeirselves and the children
by takin' drugs and dosln' the young
>nes. So when the druggist was drav
•ut of town I was the one that had to
rafter. It beats all the way some folks
teer> forever lnterferin' with other
people's business."
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A perfect Remedy for Constipation , Sour S to mach. Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions ,Fe ver i shness and LOSS OF SLEEP.
F»c Simile Signature of
Tfnt CENTAUR COMPANY,
NEW YORK.
A*6 months old

When you and I were young, my dear,
Bre grief had marred your brow.
Bra they had brought us hope or fear
Whose sorrows fret us now—
When you and I were free from care.
We thought the world sublimely tairWhen you and I were young, my dear.

How could we bear their loss, my dear,
It we had been denied
the others who have brought us cheer
And fill your breasts with pride?
How could we hope to .be content
g
If they had not been -sweetly sent
To Booth our aching hearts, my dear?

long. Stand up three of the T's eight
feet apart and place the cut board on
them, letting the 4-foot pieces rest in
the Inch notches in the board; square
the uprights with the edge ot the
board and nail. We now have one 16foot section complete, except the wire.
The 12-Inch board at the bottom is
sufficient to .prevent the cocks from
fighting. This fence Is very sightly,
and two men can easily shift It wherever desired. If you wish to stack it
out of the way the screws can be removed from the brackets and the
4-foot bases knocked off and replaced,
when setting the fence, without much
trouble.

AVegetable Preparation for Assimilating the Food and Regulating the Stomachs and Bowels of

sranteerf under the Foodaw
Exact Copy of Wrapper.

MAKES AIM ALMOST CERTAIN
Invention Said to Guarantee Every
Shot a Bullseye, Even In
the Dark,
Charles Pechard, a police official of
Paris, has Invented an attachment
that enables one to shoot a revolver
more accurately in the dark than in
broad daylight, the New York Independent states.
This attachment consists of a metallic tube with a fens at one end and a
tiny electric lamp at the other. By
means of mirrors the light is directed
out through the lens as a slender cone,
and is sufficiently strong at a distance
of some four rods for all practical purposes. In the middle of the illuminated field there Is a small dark spot
which coincides with the line of the
bullet's flight. This enables the Inexperienced shooter to hit. a selected
part of the burglar's anatomy with
more certainty than he coald display
In ordinary target practice.
The electric current is supplied by s
small dry battery or a storage battery,
which the officer can carry in his
pocket or which the defender of the
home can place under his pillow. The
light tube can be attached to an ordinary pistol, and it may be used as a
flash with peaceful Intent or merely
as a show of force.

In
Use
For Over
Thirty Years

OASTORIA
First Chinese School Book.
There are also fragments of the Chi
Chlu-Cnang vocabulary composed by •>
eunlch of the palace in about the year
40, A. D. All the authentic texts of
this ancient school book, widely used
In the year 2 to teach Chinese children to read and write, had long since
disappeared. The paper manuscripts
are the oldest examples of such literature in existence. M. Chavannes has)
succeeded In reconstructing from
these heterogeneous and more or less
fragmentary and disconnected materials a fairly probable picture of thai
dally life of the Chinese garrisons that
held these frontier posts against the
Huns and kept open the trade route*
to Farghana and Yarkand. The heman as well as scientific interest of
such a picture is manifest

(By W. R. GILBERT.)
Didn't Suit 8mall Boy.
A letter sent from the U.' B. departBroken wind is tb» old-fashioned
After spending a few weeks last
same given to the chronic lung com- ment of agriculture, division of-publlyear at a watering place, where he
plaint, associated with difficult breath- cations will be of considerable intertook his dally swim in the open air
ing in Wr^\cn, in marked cases, the act est to those who follow in any degree
pool of warm sulphur water, a little
of -Cxpiratlon is performed by a double the raising of high grade seed.
fellow was this year at the seaside.
Concerning sweet corn, garden peas
-'effort, inspiration being little, it at
In his tiny bathing suit he gazed out
and
beans
it
states
there
Is
much
all, removed from normal.
over the vast ocean in silence.
We have only to look at a horse's profit In the raising of high grade
Then he protested:
Bank to see this double effort and ab- seed,
I'm not goto' In. Dat atot water
"Seed crops of sweet corn, garden SKIM MILK GOOD FOR HENS
dominal breathing and press his
for boys; dat's for boats."
throat with the fingers and thumb—in peas and beans of good quality are In
Casein Largely Supplies Protein Necother words to xiough him, in order to ever-increasing demand and the quanCough* and Cold* cannot hold out against
essary for Eggs—Also Excellent
tity needed yearly has become so*
see If he la broken winded or not.
Dean'* Mentholated Cough Drops. A single
for Use In Fattening.
dose give* relief—6c at all Druggists.
The cough Is characteristic, spas- large that the seedman. Is obliged to
have
the.major
portion
of
his
stock
modic at first, but as the disease adSkim milk Is one of the very best
It Is foolish to become chummy
Park for Millionaires.
vances, becoming single, short and grown for him by others.
feeds for both young chickens and layPlans for the transformation at an with a man who treats his dog better
"Within the past few years'there
suppressed. The trouble Is incurable
ing hens. The casein, or ourdy part
enormous cost of the>14,000-acre Palos than be does his wife.
and the treatment therefore can only has been an enormous increase in the
of the milk, largely supplies the proVerdes
ranch,
overlooking
Los
quantity of seeds produced for combe palliative.
tein-:
necessary
for
laying,,
hens,
while
PHEUMATICA STOPS ions FAJH
Angeles harbor and the Catallna chan- or breaks
The difficulty In breathing increases mercial purposes.
op yoaraola la one hoar, n'smarrakraa.
for fattening fowls there is nothing
nel. Into one of the most magnificent Dsad externally Ail draggkoa, ■ ssnl* Alt*,
when the. stomach and bowels are con"This has been due, In a large superior to milk for making white.
residential parks In the nation for
gested with food and water. Both are measure, to the development of seed Juicy, delicate flesh. The milk may be
A lot of so called society leaden
American
millionaires, are being
to be given only In small quantities at growing and its handling as a busi- fed either sweet or sour and may be
made.
Frank A. Vanderllp of the are never heard of until they figure
a time. Green food and cut grass ness in the United States.
given as a drink or mixed with wheat
National City bank of New York and in some sort of scandal.
should be fed at Intervals.
"One of the. largest of these busi- bran and oatmeal or both.
his associates recently purchased the
The food should. always be damp- nesses uses buildings with an aggreTJae Roman Eye Balaam for Melding senSour skim milk, or buttermilk, fed
tract for $1,750,000 for this purpose. sation In eyea and inflammation of eye* oa>
ened with water. Dusty, or burnt hay gate floor space of more than 16 acres. to hens confined in yard or small range
"Febyouary."
The plans as they now stand promise eyelida Adv.
are to be avoided as are also chopped This space is much larger than was keeps them In health. The acid of She dresee* in the night of style,
She look* on frump* with proud derl-. to Involve an expenditure of SS.OOO,straw and over-ripe rye grass.
occupied by the entire seed trade ot the milk supplies the lack of vegetable
slon
Newfoundland has for several years
000.
It is a good plan to mix a quarter the country only 60 years ago.
acid they would pick up In on grass Whenever she is.moved to smile
steadily increased its agricultural proof a pint of linseed meal oU with each
"The quality atoo has vastly im- pasture—the buttermilk aids digestion.
She doe* so with most grave precision;
duction.
feed. As regards medicinal agents, proved. One of the most encouraging
dances with delightful Bklll.
The Whitewashes
Poultrymen near the wholesale city •he
Floats even aa on airy fairy;
their action on broken wind can only developments in the growing of gar- milkmen and creameries can often buy
Crawford—What are the duties of a
She likes to speak of culture—still
Putnam Fadeless Dyes do not state
be temporary.
coroner?
t.
den vegetables Is the increasing recog- the sour milk for ten cents per galShe always calls It "Febyouary."
the hands. Adv.
Every dealer has his specific for nition of the practical importance of lon. At this price It Is a cheap food.
Crabshaw—When there's an acciBhe cannot cook, ahe cannot sew,
this disease. Some give the animal a using pure and uniform stocks of
dent be must always find a reason to
A great deal of what passes for digTherefore she la aristocratic;
pound of lard, or any sort of good fat seed whose varietal characteristics
show that nobody was to blame.
nity Is nothing but genuine laziness.
*Ji, *he can make a rarebit, though.
made Into balls, while others give a adapt them to distinct local conditions
O'er which you would become ecstatlo;
quantity of leaden shot. A subcutan- and market requirements.
Bhe has a proud patrician strut.
SKIN CLEARED.
The average man thinks he knows
And high-born airs that never vary;
eous Injection of morphia maay re"Another consideration Is the fact
By Simple Change In Food.
all about women—till he marries one.
•he scorns the low and vulgar—but
sort to.
that the growing of seed crops of
6he always calls It "February."
These things do no permanent good these vegetables can be-undertaken
It has been said by a physician that
and the palliative treatment. If care- without any radical change in farm
A WISE MAN.
most diseases are the result of indifully carried out. Is of great Bene- practice or material increase in farm
During inclement -weather fowls are
gestion.
fit to the poor animal and may be equipment.
better Indoors than out.
There's undoubtedly much truth in
"WeH, I've Just
7' • * *
looked upon as the only treatment for
"These conditions make the indusescaped a lot of the statement, even to the cause ot
a broken-winded horse.
If the bens are not laying the
many unsightly eruptions, which many
try well worth the attention of farserious trouble."
mers who are located where soil and chances are that the fault is with their
"I congratulate suppose can be removed by applying
yon.
How did some remedy on the outside.
climatic conditions are favorable for keeper.
• • »
you do it?"
By changing her food a Kan. girl
the best development ot such seeds.
In an egg of 1,000 grains, 600 be"However, the raising of these veg"By tearing Up Was relieved' ot an eczema which was
longs
to
the
white,
300
to
the
yolk
and
a letter I had no a great annoyance to her. She writes:
etables for seed crops Is not recom"For five months I was suffering
business writing."
mended for all circumstances, even 100 to the shell.
with an eruption on my face and
*
*
*
when soil and climate are suitable.
Several Western Kansas Farm- "The farmer who contemplates un- Let the children have a pen of banhands which our doctor called eczema
The Wretch.
"Now that our wedding day Is draw- and which caused me a great deal of
dertaking seed crop farming will do tams. Look up the different breeds at
ers Try New Method by Plant- well
to consider thoroughly the many the fairs, and buy a pair that attracts tag near," she said, nestling a little inconvenience. The suffering waa alyou.
^S.
ing Crop in Rows.
more closely In bis arms, "I am begin- most unbearable.
elements which eater Into profits.
• • •
Vi
ning to be awfully frightened. Some- ' "The medicine I took only gave me,
"Seedmen are often able'to place
The pullet or hen which begins to times I almost feel tempted to run temporary relief. One day I happened
The seeding of alfalfa is rows to contracts tor growing seed at very-low
to read somewhere that eczema was
make cultivation possible is being prices—even lower than -that at which lay in November will usually lay all away and never come* back."
"I didn't intend to tell you about It," caused by indigestion. Then I read
winter
it properly fed, housed and
advised for parts ot western Kansas grartbM the species can be sold on
cared for.
he replied, "but I frequently feel that that many persons £ad been relieved
by W. A. Boys, demonstration agent
way myself."
•
•
»
«■
of indigestion by eating Grape-Nuts.
at Hays,
He has interested nine
"S*»*H condition might be due to
"Why, Fred! I don't believe you real"I decided to try it I liked the
Dont allow your enftfkens to have
men in this method of planting, and any ot several causes, but usually
You—you heartless taste of the food and was particularly
has secured some good, upland al- rests on an over-supply or a demand scaly legs. Clean and apply a good ly love me.
wretch!
I
shall
never
speak
to
you
pleased to notice that my digestion
disinfectant, then rub in plenty of
falfa seed. One. hundred and fifty for an Inferior product.
again."
was improving and that the eruption
acres will be planted. Some of the
The general tendeney new, however, good grease,
•
a
a
was disappearing as If by magic I
seed win be sown broadcast, but most is dfcidedly in the other direction, and
Her Help.
had at last found, in this great food,
That good layers are great eaters.
of It will be planted In rows. Even both seed dealers and seed growers
"Hilton says he,ls willing to give his something that reached my trouble.
it the alfalfa does not give high for- can do much by co-operation to furth- A. bird must have capacity to eat and
"When I and a victim of this afflicdigest a great amount of food if she is wife credit for having been a great
age yields, as compared with yields er this tendency.
help to him In business."
tion I remember my own former sufot lands adapted to growing alfalfa
Sealers should not buy by sample, to lay a great number of eggs.
•
*
4
"I understand she was his stenog- fering and advise a trial of Grape-Nuts
by the usual methods, the forage will no matter how good the sample may
HAVK \'OU DANDHM?*- AND ITCHINO
food instead of medicines."
Cut out all small chickens and keep rapher for several years."
be very acceptable to balance the be, but should endeavor to limit hie
SCAT.?? Send one dollar for one bottle of my
"Yes.
He insists that he has never
Name given by Postum Co., Battle medicine Money refunded If not satisfactory.
ration with rough feeds easily pro- supply to seed which he knows was the largest and moat vigorous ones
duced in this territory ^ Mr. Boys grown from pure and true stock seed for winter layers. The long hot sum- had anyone in the office who could Creek, Mich, fiead "The Road to WelK BB, r. A. IMTR1CK. CBESSON, PA.
thinks that the crop will be .valuable, and, as far as possible, to that which mer' has retarded the growth of the ?qual her in the delicate business of ville," in pkga. "There's a Reason."
BtO HONEY IN CAM-ENTRY CONTRACTING, Full instruction* sent to any carpenter
peimading creditors to be patient"
Ever feaS the above letter? A *****
also, in a rotation scheme for West- was subject, while growing to his owt late pnes.
far M4 WanjWlCa, B«eJM, SteaeeartUeya.
one appear* from «laa*> to time. Tbey
ern Kansas.
Inspection.
are cennlu, traa. *uad fell at *•
W. N. U, BOSTON, NO. S-1914,

MAKE CULTIVATION
OF ALFALFA EASY

VKMMtra

"Then you don't go to the same
school?"
"No, ma'am," came from the little
Somewhat Peculiar Idea That Oave
boy, in a fresh burst of sorrow, "I—
Youngster a Great Sense of
I d-don't go to school an-any-whers
Personal Injury.
yet I"—Exchange.
Mrs. Flint, who always bas an eye
Year's Work In the Mints:
and ear for childish troubles, stopped
The United States mints In the fisone day on her way to a luncheon of
her college class because she saw a cal year ended June 30, 1913, turned
atout little boy who was standing near out 186,626,871 coins, a pretty good
the curb and crying loudly. She un- year's work. The face value ot these
dertook to comfort the distressed coins was $37,496,530, but this amount
was rather unevenly distributed, $30,youngster.
She bent down, patted the tow-col- 068,288 being in gold coins, $3,448,200
ored head, gazed into the tear-stained in silver and $8,940,102 In copper and
face, and msde as if to wipe away the nickel. In* number, however, the copper coins had even more prepondertraces of grief,
'"Why, what is the matter, my dear ance than the gold coins In value,
since there were 170,068,761 of then)
child?" asked she solicitously,
"M-ray b-brother's got a vacation against only 4,221,400 of the golc
pieces.—Engineering and MMttng Jout
and—and 1 haven't!" he roared.
'
"What a shame I" said the woman. naL

I built a fence last summer that has
proved very successful. It has long
been a problem how to keep our fowls
year after year on the same soil and
yet have It fresh and sweet.
We
planted different crops In our yards
after we Were through with the breeding season. This we found very benefic'al, but as the yards had to be dug
up by hand It required much labor it
there were many of them. I found
the solution by using portable fences,
writes A. B. Van Natta of Indiana in
the Farm and Home.
The fences were built of 2x3-inch
hemlock Joists and 12-inch hemlock
boards, 6-foot wire and Iron shelf
braces. All the lumber was 16 feet
long. I cut the Joists Into two 6 and
one 4 foot lengths and nailed a 4-foot
piece on the^ bottom of a 6-foot length
with two 20-penny nails, making a T
shape.
In one angle the T was placed
a 10xl2-inch japanned shelf bracket
fastened by six 1%-inch screws. A
12-inch 16-foot board was then put in
by cutting a notch in the ends and
center one inch deep and three inches

DOWMMM

of Horehound and Tar
b unrivaled. Pleasant to the taste—
•ootbing and healing—absolutely dependable. Sold by all druggist*.'

FELT HE WAS PASSED OVER

fact that when he buys a "knockedup" city horse, that he is taking long
chances and he bad better pay a
decent price and get an animal that is
perfectly sound, although the purchase price be considerably more.
These sore, stiffened horses or mules
may do fairly good work on soft,
plowed ground but when It comes to
using them oh the road for any purpose they do not nil the bill and most
farmers have some hauling on the
thoroughfares nearly every month of
the year.
There Is no reason why the farmer
should not have a sound, well matched
team:—one that can do the regular
field work, do service on wood and
when the occasion requires, take the
family to the neighboring town or
church in proper style.
And another thing, the hired man
takes little interest in working a mismatched, foot sore team but much
prefers one that la sound and one that
responds to good attention, which be
Is generally willing to bestow upon
them.

LUNG DISEASE OF
PROFIT IN RAISING
HORSES INCURABLE
HIGH GRADE SEEDS

OR THE
SURGE0H

Dll rO

8
g*

Problem of Keeping Fowls on Same
Soil for Years and Maintaining
Sweetness Is Solved,

CHAPTER XII.
Destroying a Fleet. It was well past dawn when Holton
awoke. He was In a panic of fear that
he had permitted valuable time to
elapse. He rose to bis feet stiffly and
broke through the bushes until**|»hj,
blue sea lay beneath film. His eyes
were strained to the left, where the,
stern of the flagship was swinging toward him. He noticed black smoke
belching front the funnels. Evidently
the New York was leaving her station
when the ships of the enemy were preparing to' come out of the harbor
where they bad been bottled up for
so long.
Cold sweat stood but upon Holton's
forehead, and, hastily throwing aside
his coat and tearing off his shirt, he
took from beneath it a white signal
flag, which he had carried around MB
body for days against just this emergency.
Breaking off a branch and knotting

DEEPER LOVE

The Kind You Have
Always Bought

For Infants and Children.

POULTRY FENCE IS PORTABLE

When yon suffer achy, bad joints, back-

the corners of the flag to it, he sprang
tensely Into position.
The flagship was leaving beyond
peradventure. Her stern was still toward him, and it was growing smaller.
The admiral going away, of all
times! In desperation he raced along
the hill, trying to catch an angle
where his signaling would be seen.
Finally, seeing the futility of further running, Holton stopped, and, began swinging the flag right left, right
left, with frantic energy. For five,
ten minutes he repeated the T. E. call,
but without eliciting the slightest response, and so, ceasing his exertions
he watched the New York move away
with tears springing from his eyes.
The Brooklyn had swung broadside
to him, and the picturesque ram bow
and the tall funnels were as cleanly
cut against the sea as a cameo. Admiral Schley, he knew, was on board
her, and must of necessity be the commander-ln-chief pending Sampson's return. So It was to this rakish craft
that he now turned his attention.
Walking to a point as nearly abreast
of her as he could get, he began snapping the flag right and left, in the effort to attract her attention. If' he
could only get her now, and could deliver his message, thera-was no doubt
that the New/fork could He recalled
by a signal gun. So simple did this
seem that he wondered why he had
not thought of It before.
He swung his flag with fresh ardor,
but It was as though be were signaling
to Mars, so far as any answer was
concerned. Holton could sed a launch
leaving the Indiana for the Massachusetts. Everything was peaceful. From
the city drifted the sweet notes of the
matin bells and through the trees he
could catch glimpses' of the red roofs
and the blues and greens and browns
of the houses of Santiago.
Holton redoubled his efforts with
the flag. It seemed as if he had moved
his arms to and fro for an hour without response. He had to rest He lowered the flag and was leaning on the
staff when suddenly from the bridge
of the Brooklyn he saw a flutter of
bunting.
As he looked he read that vessel's
call letter. No doubt now they had
seen his signal and were making Inquiries. Quickly raising his flag over
his head he repeated his E. El call and
then, SB he caught the answering
flashes of white from the Brooklyn,
he began his messages. And this is
how it read:
"Message to admiral from Lieutenant Holton."
"All right Ready."
"Cervera's fleet will leave the harbor this morning."
There was a pause.- Holton waved
bis flag frantically.
"Bid you get it?"
There was still no answer. Finally
It came.
"Repeat"
Holton scowled.
"Cervera's fleet will leave the harbor this morning."
There was another pause.
"Who are you?"
"Lieutenant Holton, United States
navy."
After a short wait the Sag on the
Brooklyn flashed again.
"The admiral sendB his compliments
—and his thanks."
• There followed several up and down
movements of the flag, Indicating that
Admiral Schley had received all he
wanted to know and that his mind
was already turning to more important
matters of the hour.
As Holton threw his nag aside and
turned shoreward he saw two tall columns of black smoke arising from the
direction of the harbor. They were
coming!
He dashed for his flag, but even as
he did so he saw the flash of a tier of
guns from Morro and Socapa, and
then suddenly, aa he glanced down
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Many pains thai pass as rheumatism
are due to weasfiidneya—-to the failure
of the kidney* to drive off uric acid
thoroughly.'

All In the Family.
"Then you don't tklak Basks Is toad
of his wife?"
"Not so fond as he Is of her busStem Duty.
"Well, little boy, do you want to buy
some candy?"
"Sure I do, but I gotta buy soap."—
Life.

___.

Rheumatism IsTorture

HEALTH, MONEY and PROSPERITY
are yours by using the Eternal Law of
the Universe. The greatest Force in
existence. No teeters, drugs, or fees;
our services free, sad we've nothing t»
sell. Every*** caa be well, happy and
prosperous by this Law. Eactaue a
two cent stamp fer aaswer. ■. HutzeL
1787 K. 30th St., Philadelphia, Pa.—Adv.

■1
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singed his hair. The next instant he
had leaped through the window, glass
and all, and was on the porch. From
here, as two bullets sped after him, he
leaped down upon the back of a horse
that wag being held by a soldier.
Striking the animal with the butt of
his revolver, he went careering off
through the darkness like a rocket.
From the men on the drive, from
men on the porch, came a rain of bullets; and Holton, who had learned a
trick or two In the way of horsemanship, slipped down along the animal's
body, shielding himself almost completely. But the horse was exposed,
and a whining bullet pierced the steed
to the heart. He suddenly plunged forward, throwing Holton to the ground,
then rolled over and was still. *
Holton landed on his knees, and, although Jarred, was not stunned. He
scrambled along desperately, regaining his feet, and struck out for the
woods, about a hundred feet away.
He toiled on for two hours, distancing all Bounds of pursuit, and then
flung himself on the wet ground like
a tired animal and fell at once into a
deep sleep. When he awoke the sun
was shining through the trees.
But it was not this that had roused
him. It was the roaring of field ordnance and the racketing of small arms..
Evidently they were at it again. His
one thought was that this was the 2nd
of July, and that on, the morrow the
Spanish warships meant to dash out
of the harbor and attempt an escape.
His fleet must be warned. That was
what he was there for.uind this, from
now on, must be the single aim of his
life, the one thought In his mind, the
supreme struggle of his body.
By constant^ concentration upon the
object of his mission, he brought his
mental condition into a sort of hysteria. The heat, too, had got into his
brain. As he stumbled over a log he
would sob or curse, and once, when
he tripped and was thrown flat, he lay
for a second, weeping like a child.
So he went on until once, upon
climbing a tree to ascertain his position, he looked down upon the upper
waters of the harbor. He was on the
hills to the right, and another hour's
Journey would bring him within signal of his fleet.
He struggled feebly, and then lay
back with the realization that, great
aa was the exigency, he was not able
to meet it. A sort of stupor, partly
hunger, partly fatigue, stole over him,
and he closed his eyes.
It was night when he opened them
again, starlit night. At first he could
not recall where he was. Then he remembered, and with a start remembered why he was there.
He. sat up and with difficulty got on
his feet Then he walked. He did not
know fie was walking; he bad no consciousness of moving, and no sense of
direction; but his subconscious powers were leading him right, A breath
of pure salt air blew on his face. He
turned toward a line of brush and
parted It, and there, below him, lay
the Spanish fleet, their lights, reflected in the velvet waters, twinkling and
winking. He heard the chug-chug of a
steam launch, and several times the
murmur of a voice rose to his ears.
Farther down, in the moonlight, he
could see the masts and funnel of Hobson's Merrimac. Ships' bells struck
as he looked, and the sound floated
sweetly to the hilltops.
He turned his face seaward and
walked along, partially revivified by
his rest At length a sense of openness came upon him, the sensation of
a vast void in front of him.
He
paused, and then stole noiselessly onward, until at last, passing through
a growth.of. manigut, the wide expanse of the Caribbean lay before
him.
Here he flung himself on the ground
and waited for morning. His limbs
were aching wltb almost unbearable
pain. His eyes burned with fever. Ills
head throbbed. And yet all these
things he regarded lightly, tor the
Caribbean was In front of him, and the
American fleet would receive his warning as soon aa Ood brought the dawn.
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Ur*.Wln*low'* Soothing Syrup for OkDlTSS)
teething, softens tile gums, reduces Unaaama.
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Caught.
Mrs. Peck—Jean Henry, did you
mail that letter?
J. Henry—Yes, my dear, I—er—held
It in mr band all the way to the mail
box. I didn't eves put It In my pocket
t* remember distiactly, because—
Mrs. Peck—That will do, John
Henry. I gave you so letter to mail.
-—Judge.

band."

PURCHASING CHEAP HORSES IS EXPENSIVE

No, Alonzo, a girl Isn't necessarily
a modern Venus Just because she had
an offhanded way.

SYNOPSIS.

TIMES

TIMES

TEW REASONS FOR LAUGHTER

H.UCK IN SPECULATION I English
SOME

REMARKABLE INSTANCES
ON RECORD.

Phys'clan Advances Opinion
" Which Many Will Be Slow to
Indorse.

I

Small Fortunes Have Been Made From .
the Purchase of Wrecks That at
the Time Seemed to Havt No.
Value.
Experts laughed when a well-known
Urm of Melbourne grain merchants
jpaid £368 for the wreck of the Jean
(Bart, a French barque which, while
jon a voyage from Antwerp to WallaIroo, ran aground in Spencer gulf,
iouth Australia.
Her hold quickly
Jlllled, and it was soon impossible to
ifloat her. For t*ro months she was In
Ithls condition, and the owners instructed the captain to sell the wreck
'by auction.
A number of Austrian
items sent representatives to inspect
tthe wreck, but none of them thought
jit worth whlie to buy. The merchants
jln question, however, made a bid and
(the wreck was sold to them for £368.
i They engaged a diver to Inspect tie
(vessel. It was then discovered that
the damage to the barque was slight,
land that a hole about a foot in diameter, which had been torn in the
Ibows, could easily be repaired. The
work was begun at once, the water
ipnmped out of the hold, and ultimately
Ithe vessel was towed to Melbourne,
Tfhere it was found that, the value of
'the ship and cargo was dver £12,000.
This Instance of lucky speculation
»n a wreck is by no means Isolated.
Some time ago a man bought a steam-,
;er which was wrecked oft Yorkshire
ifor £300. It was not a big ship, says
the Standard, but she had a valuable
cargo on board, and It was feared that
the bottom had been ripped out of the
ship and the cargo lost. In the cargo
■was a large number of pictures. Few
firms cared to touch the business, and
the underwriters let it go for the sum
stated. But the ship was inspected
and raised and then, to the surprise
Of everybody, the cargo was discovered to be little the worse for its Immersion. The property sold for nearly £10,000.
Another lucky speculation -was that
iBt a man who bought a ship which
■was wrecked with a valuable cargo oft
the coast of Africa. She had been given up as hopeless, and he secured her
for a mere song. Ultimately he succeeded in raising her and towing her
to Gibraltar. The Bhip 1B still sailing under another name, and the owner has made a fortune out of the deal.
It is pointed out that there are a
number of wrecks round the shores
of Britain which would prove very
profitable to anyone with facilities for
raising them. The vast amount of
Iron and wood In some of the holds
■would pay for the cost of salvage.
Prom the Lizard one can see quite a
number of wrecks on the coast line,
And it has often been suggested that
if these were salved systematically a
profitable business could be built up in
this way.—London Tit-Bits.

An English physician, Doctor McDougal, has advanced an entirely new
theory as to the cause and reason for
laughter. He starts with the admitted
fact that we laugh easily when a man
sits down on his own hat, or does
some other equally painful thing. It is
difficult for us to restrain our risibilities when a person tumbles down,
even though in the next moment we
may be very sorry for the hurt that he
or she has suffered.
From these instances the doctor
concludes that laughter is-really an
invention of nature to serve as an antidote to sympathy, which is painful.
If we could not laugh, we would cry
much more frequently, and the nervous excitement would be most baneful.
But when we laugh the circulation is
Increased, tthe respiration is deepened
and the system is generally toned up.
If we did not laugh we w.ould become
so depressed in the course of a short
time that death or Insanity would supervene.
The smile and the laugh, he holds,
are different, even In kind, for he
points to the fact that babies smile
when three weeks old, but do not
laugh until they are at least three
months old or more. If this be true,
it will change the views of many psychologists, who have long believed
that smiling'was only the earliest
manifestation of risibility, and that
it flowed from a sense of well-being.
If laughter be the antidote to sympathy, we must always laugh at and
never with any one, which is hardly
likely to prove true. The doctor may
be a keen observer, but he will hardly
be credited with any great psychological power, for every one else would
be wrong and he alone right.
If he be correctly reported, he has
omitted much that goes to make up
laughter, which is not always the result of trying to avoid pain. In fact,
it is much more frequently a sympathetic act, and is well known to be an
imitative action, for we often laugh
when others laugh.

Making Capital.

The New Reporter going to ■ the
telephone and ostentatiously starting
the machinery)—Hello!
Central!
Let me have 2745 C, please. (A pause.)
Ton Giddy little thing! No. I said
twen-ty-seven. Twenty-sevi— Hello!
Is that 2746 C? Is Mr. Safgertees Devoy in the office? Will you tell him
that Mr. Jefferson McAddister would
like to speak with htm? Yes, that's
the name, McAddister, Journalist.
The other reporters listen in awestruck silence.)
The New Reporter—Is this really
Mr. Devoy? My name Is
Ah, you
recognize my voice? You perhaps remember that I Interviewed you yesterday. What's that? Best report? Oh,
thank you! You're very kind. I tried
to make it so. Has anything turned
up in regard to that case since noon?
Well, sorry to trouble you. Eh? Dinner? You're extremely kind. At
Sherry's? What? And a bottle? (Surging Interest In the entire staff.) It's
awfully kind of you. Well, say Tuesday, at eight But really I—
City Editor (in his every-day voice)
r—\ have some work here, McAddister,
■when you are quite through talking
to yourself. That telephone has been
disconnected since morning.—Puck.

WHAT FOR BREAKFAST?

Sneezing.

Mothers' Pensions.
Criticism of the mothers' pension
law during the first few months of its
operation may very easily be premature and unfair. The fact that counties
are finding the payment of these pensions a burden may account tor a
■great deal of it. This, however, does
not disturb the fact that the law was
passed in response to an alleged public demand, after full discussion. The
frequent statement is made by'county officials that the law opens the
door to fraud and improvidence. The
same statement was made regarding
the industrial insurance law.
The
same criticism is characteristic of almost all effective legislation of a
paternal character.- It Is not the
fault, however, of the law that attempts are made to impose on the
generosity or bounty of the public
purse.—Spokane Spokesman-Review,

Twas Up to Her.
Mr. and Mrs. Nagg were visiting
friends in Brooklyn, and several times
were importuned to visit, before they
left, Greenwood cemetery, called the
most beautiful burial grounds in the
country.
But one thing or another hindered,
and as their visit drew to a close, Mrs.
Nagg said: "Henry, when are you going to take me to the cemetery?"
Mr. Nagg, who had not yet recovered from the effects of a scolding administered not long before, moodily
replied:

With pleasure, ay dear, whenever
yoo're ready."
f-
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UNKNOWN TO SCIENCE

°NIONJCURES A COLD

LUNCHEON IN

SINGKEP

Seemingly Peculiar Combination ef
Oil Contained In Useful Vegetable DeFoods Which a Traveler Declares
stroys Certain Bacteria, Says
to Be Delicious.
STRANGE ANIMALS BELIEVED TO
a Physician.
OPINIONS
ON
THE . SUBfjECT
EXIST IN AFRICA,
Singltep Is explained by a woman
WIDELY DIVERGENT.
Most "persons know that eating a

"It Is worth remembering," says
the Wobdbury Reporter, "that a sneeze
may always be suppressed by a firm
pressure on the nose shutting off the
wind." It is better worth knowing
and remembering that though a sneeze
may take the form of an unseemly disturbance of a dignified occasion, it is
too beneficent a provision of nature
to he suppressed.
The Greeks, we know, accepted a
Bneeze as a favorable omen. For a
long time we called them superstitious
and laughed at them for thinking so.
If we use our modern knowledge as to
nature end purpose of a sneeze, we
shall stop calling them superstitious
and deem
them
prophets. Physiologically considered, a sneeze Is a
spontaneous action by which nature
elects a foreign substance, such as
dust, from the sensitive nasal passages. In these days we are coming
to understand that what we used to
think merely Irritating dust is often a
compound of many harmful germs. Let
alone, they enteF the human syBtem
and do Injurious or deadly
work.
Ejected by a sneeze—they are often
passed on to somebody else.

Very Simple.
The great detective climbed- through
the kitchen window, followed by his
faithful assistant.
"Ah!" he exclaimed.,surveying the
surroundings, "1 find that his. wife is
|away!"
"How long has she been away?"
jasked his ally,
, "Exactly 30 days."
"And how on earth do you know
(that?"
. "By the unwashed dishes and cups
and saucers. There are 90 of each in
all, which shows that be used three
a day for 30 dayB, and left them for
her to wash when she comes home—
same as we all do. Simplest thing
in the world."

H0W AN

Leaves Money to Cats.

A bequest of $1,000 for the benefit
of every cat on the island of Madeira
is provided In the will of Miss Caroline G. Ewen, acordlng to a statement
before Surrogate Cohalan, In behalf of
John Ewen, a nephew, who is contesting the will. Miss Ewen gave the bulk
of her estate of $200,000 to institutions
which care for cats and dogs, and one
bequest of $50,000 went to the Animal
Rescue league of the island of Madeira.
Counsel for the contestant asked
permission to take testimony in London to show that many beneficiaries
named in the will do not exist He
commented on the liberal bequest to
the Madeira cats, which he says are
scarce.
The surrogate reserved decision.—
New York Sun.

Baeon and Eggs Seem to Be a Unlver;

sal Favorite—Some Regard Fish
as Indispensable, and Some
Eat Nothing.
Readers may remember' that some
time ago 4 correspondent asked when
bacon and eggs first became generally
a breakfast dish in the United States
There were many answers to this
question, and learning and ingenuity
were displayed, but the information
was not definite; It was of the digestive order. We were reminded of this
by reading that a boycott of bacon for
a fortnight had been suggested in
England to lower the price and that
the keeper of a boarding house at
Margate protested, saying that his
boarders would "hunger-strike" if
there was no bacon at breakfast. The
Daily Chronicle remarked apropos:
"It Is not so long since bacon has been
in vogue for breakfast. We learn
from Macauley that the fare served In
1831 at Rogers' breakfast parties—the
most famous on record—consisted of
"very good coffee, very good tea and
very good eggs, butter left in the
midst of ice, and hot rolls." When did
orange marmalade first come into
fashion for breakfast?
Fear not, suspicious souls; we have
no intention of talking' about breakfest foods and whether man should eat
breakfast or go till noon on a glass of
water and two or three English walnuts. Yet we cannot refrain from
mentioning the fact that some regard
fish as indispensable. We have already quoted Leigh Hunt's viewB concerning the furnishing of a breakfast
table. Hunt insisted on something potted. Doctor Follett In Crochet Castle
approved chocolate, coffee, tea, cream,
eggs, ham, tongue, cold fowl, but" he
described fish as the touchstone. Anchovy is the first step, prawns and
shrimps the second, potted char and
lampreys are the third, and a fine
stretch of progression. But lobster is
indeed matter for a May morning, and
demands a rare combination of. knowledge and virtue in him who sets it off
We met a young man at a country
house last week who had much to say
about temperate living and hardening
of the arteries. No sooner had he taken his seat at the" breakfast table
than he began to talk in a thin voice
rbout his morning habits. "At home
I drink two glasses after I arise, and
for breakfast I take a soft-boiled egg,
fruit in season, and a small piece of
dry toast." No coffee. One cup of it Is
more intoxicating to me than three
glasses of whisky would be. If I should
eat the ordinary breakfaBt my brain
would feel clogged and I should not
be able to write either In prose or
verse." We
observed young Mr.
Smithera and this was his breakfast:
A. good-sized melon, two pears and a
peach; hominy with blueberries, thickly sugared and with much cream; two
eggs on toast, with bacon; corn mufflnB galore; two large cups of coffee.
'When I visit," said Mr. Smlthers, "I
change my manner of life lest I might
seem to reflect on my hostess' table,
but 1 assurfe you the simpler the fare
the happier and healthier I am. Michael, I think I'll have another egg."—
Exchange.
*

Eggs Croak at Hatching Time.

You may have heard an egg "peek"
just before the chick emerged, but unless you have had much familiarity
with crocodiles It Is unlikely that you
have ever heard one croak. Dr. W. A.
Lamborn, an English scientist and explorer, relates that at Lagos, on the
western coast'of Africa, he heard a
low, croaking noise below a dry path
and, on digging to investigate the
cause, found thirteen crocodile's eggs
at a depth of about eighteen inches.
These were croaking vigorously, and
within half an hour all of them had
hatched.
Doctor Voeltzkow In 1899 was the
first naturalist to mention the croaking of crocodiles' eggs. He said that
In Madagascar the unhatched crocodiles can be heard croaking from a
depth of about six feet, and that any
shock, such as a heavy tread on the
ground above them, caused the babies
to utter this strange sound, "with the
mouth closed, as we produce hiccoughing sounds." They do this to inform
their mothers that they are ready to
hatch. The female crocodiles,-on hearing the sound, visit the nes$ an*
scratch away the earth with which tt
is covered.
Hot Baths Are Bracing.

raw onion "drives out a cold," but why
the onion should possess this beneficent power not one in a hundred persons who were cured would be able to
say.
(The oil contained in the onion,
chives, radish and horso radish, the
New York American states, is an oil
that belongs in the category of spices,
and this oil has a deadly effect upon
certain pathogenic, that is to say,
harmful bacteria flourishing in various organs of the human body. The
intestinal flora against which Dr.
Metchnikoff wages his incessant campaign are the best known of the pathogenic bacteria and are among the
most dangerous. But the microbe
which causes colds is, quite annoying.
According to Doctor Haig, the great
uric acid specialist, all colds are due*
to a combination of three things—a
chill, a microbe or a uric acid tendency
.Which prepares a cell for the microbes'
growth. In addition to being a source
of great discomfort a cold is dangerous as well, because the person suffering with it'ls always In jeopardy of
pneumonia. The pneumonia germ, the
diplococcus pneumoniae, is present in
moderate numbers in the mouth of
perfectly healthy persons, but the
mucous membrane forms a sort of protective wall against it to bar it from
entering the system. During a Cold
the extremely delicate membrane lining of the nose, mouth and throat is
intensely Irritated and its protective
efficiency is greatly weakened, affording the pneumonia germ a better foothold than when the membrane is in
normal condition.
Among the germs to which the oil
of the onion is a deadly-foe is the cold
microbe, and "by attacking it one of
the causes producing colds is obviated.
Thus the cold microbe, one of the necessary three factors that caused the
cold, an onion, eaten raw, will "drive
out the cold."
Properly speaking, the onion is a
vegetable, but because of its strong
flavor we have come to regard It almost exclusively as a spice. There are
other spices which have just as good
an effect upon the human system.
According to Dr. Alfred Gigon of Basel, spices are a much abused constituent of the diet He classifies spices
into five divisions. Into the first class
fall salt and the . so-called aromatic
spices—ginger, cinnamon, cloves, pepper, etc. These spices, by stimulating
the flow of saliva and of the gastrlo
juices, further digestion.

,
V
Particulars Have Not Been Made Publie, But Professors of Natural History Are Inclined to Credit
the Report.

Technical Defense.

The following conversation was recently overheard, if we are to believe
the man who tells It, upon the stairs
of the Berlin elevated. It could never
have taken place in New York, naturally. There would not have been time.
The parties to it were a gentleman
and a lady. She began it:
"What impudence!"
"Are you talking about me?"
"I am. Just you. You jabbed me
with your umbrella." .
"Absurd. I did not jab you with my
umbrella."
"But you did. Exactly that. Jabbed
me with your umbrella. Don't you
know, you brute, that civilized .people
don't carry umbrellas sticking out like
that from under their arms?"
"I tell you, once more, I never did
It I did not jab you with my umbrella."
"More Insolence! Tat you've still
got the thing tucked under your arm
and sticking out I suppose you'll be
jabbing me with your umbrella again
in a minute."
*
"But it isn't my umbrella. It's a
borrowed one."—New York Evening
Post

Ex Africa semper aliquld novi. The
proverb of the ancient world still holds
good in the bustling days and amid the
unflagging activities of the twentieth
century. The latest report from what
use&^to be known as the Dark Continent appears in a contemporary, the
London correspondent of which records a report of the discovery of "yet
another strange and unknown beast"
in East Central Africa.
Particulars are said to have reached
the Natural History museum at London of the existence of an animal
"about the size of a bear, tawny color,
with very shaggy long hair," This interesting creature is also described as
"short and thick-set in the body, with
high withers and a short neck and
stumpy nose," and "its existence is
vouched for by more than one official."
<*.
Inquiry at the museum by a representative of the Pall Mall Gazette
falls, however, to confirm these attractive details. In the eyes of the authorities at South Kensington "particulars" of such discoveries have to be of
a definite and material' kind in the
shape of some portion of the animal,
bones, for example, or a piece ol
skin.
' Nothing of that sort la at present
forthcoming. "Rumore have, however,
reached the museum," said an official
of the mammal department, "of the
existence of a hitherto unknown animal, possibly such as is described, but
we have no 'particulars,' and can,
therefore, substantiate no account ol
details. When the okapl, was discovered 'particulars' were forthcoming In
the form of belts made from its skin
and worn by the natives."
"You do not, then, credit the account?"
"We don't say such an animal does
not exist All that can be said is that
no 'particulars' are to hand up to now.
There was a rumor some time ago oi
the discovery of a water elephant
which, apparently, was of the nature
of a very substanital tapir, but nothing seems to have come of it. If we
could have a proper systematic survey
of Central Africa it would probably re
suit In the discovery of any number
of new creatures.
"L
"The Kongo regiopT whence this rumor in all probability arises, Is almost
unknown from a zoological point ol
view. There are, tor instance, any
number of new monkeys there, concerning which we find nothing in the
books of ten years ago. A few men are
engaged ill natural history research on
the borders of the Kongo region, and
the East Africa districts have been
■wept by the big game expeditions of
Roosevelt and others. But without
doubt there are many unknown animals yet^to be discovered In the Kongo region."

When You Dine With King George.

Dinner at Buckingham palace la
never later than eight King George,
unlike King Edward, plays the part of
listener rather than talker at the dinner table. The rule that no guest
should touch on a subject of talk,that
had not been first introduced by the.
royal host and hostess is now out of
date. At a private dinner party the
king and queen are addressed as "sir"
and "ma'am," tend never as "your
majesty."
A rather curious rule that concerns
the serving of wines whjch are not decanted Is observed at the king's dinner table. The name of the grower or
shipper of the wine is always removed
from the bottle before it is taken into
the royal dining-room. The reason of
this is to avoid giving the grower or
shipper the big advertisement of his
wines appearing on the king's, dinner
table.
It dates from the reign of
George 1H.
»

The usual objection to hot baths is
No Time for Haste,
that the bather takes cold, unless he
The heroic fireman, with the taintgoes straight to bed as soon as he has
dried himself. Otherwise, so they ing woman in his arms, stood at a
say, he goes on perspiring "and takes a seventeenth-story window of the burn- j
chill. Now thfcfig due not to having ing building. Flames were bursting
had a hot bath,'but because the wa- from the windows above and below
ter was not hot enough when the and dense clouds of smoke were swirlbather got out of it Hot water has ing around the man and his unconscious burden. In another minute It
Collected.
' the same effect-"** cold In bracing up
might be impossible for him to reach
Little Lucy had been dutifully en- the sweat continuing to pour out untertaining the visitor until mamma necessary perspiration.
Luke warm water, on the other
c»me down. The visitor's conversaHurry! Hurry!" shouted the agontion had been mainly confined to an hand, leaves the skin lax and moist,
ized people, who looked < up , from
and
it is .then that people are liable
extended series of * Questions,
and
across
the street, where "they were
Lucy's to an equal number of short to chills.'The best temperature at kept back by watohful policemen.
which
to
take
a
hot
bath
is
100
deanswers.
One man, more excitabje than the
"Wpere were you born, Lucy?" the grees Fahrenheit, or just below that.
ethers, Bhouted:
If more water Is added afterward It
good lady asked.
"Come on down, you idlotl What
should be hot, not cold, BO as to main"In New York,"
are you standin' there for? Can't
tain the temperature at tbe same
"What part? Tell me."
you se% that escape will be cut off
Lucy thought a minute over the ric" level. With the aid of these precauin another minute?"
j
die of existence before she anawsr, ' tions It will be found that drying i."Keep quiet," commanded an ofBa simple process and the skin is If'
this. Then she ansywered:
oar.
"He
don't
start
down
till
they
beIn a delightful state without any u "I think that all of me was borr
gto on tbe second reel"
due perspiration to follow.
New York."—New York Evening Po.

traveler to be, not a naticn or a disease or a book, but a place, a little
known Hand in the Lower China sea.
TheYe she found household customs .
among the dominant clasB, the Dutch,
a good deal influenced by native custom.
Dutch ladles'she says, appear at
breakfast In Malay sarong and kabiya,
than which no oriental dress upon an
alien was ever more uncomfortable
or less aesthetic.
The sarongs In
themselves, six feet long by about
three in width, may be very artistic.
Made chiefly In Java, they are frequently 'painted by hand In characteristic designs. Even cheap ones are
■Interesting, and when woven of native
silk are soft and lovely. But tightly
swathed In a sarong, even one'symlnd
Is compressed. Standing and walking
are uncomfortable, and sitting down
an unthought luxury;
Breakfast 1B not unlike that meal In
other hot countries, but tiffin at
one o'clock, the "rlee table" of the
tropical Hollander, is a meal to be
remembered. Chinese house boys, one
for each member of the family, appear first with a deep soup plate, in.
which one Is expected to place a liberal supply of delicately boiled rice.
A small piece of fish, sometimes several varieties, meat of two or three
sorts, young onions, cucumbers cut
lengthwise, ducks' eggs already soaked
for a month In salt water are added,
and an indefinite number of sauces,
hot arid fiery, or sour like pickles, a
few somewhat sweeter, one or two
slightly oily.
When all these apparently conflicting elements are put upon the longsuffering substratum of rlee, a fork
and dessert spoon, judiciously used, ,
stir the whole mass into, an Indescribable conglomeration which from Its
description might not be thought especially delicious. In, reality it is excellent, especially as one soon learns
to discriminate In sauces. And this is
merely a first course. Afterward the
luncheon progresses by normal stage*
to Its finish with black Java' coffee.
Such a meal, combined with the climate, offers inducements to prolonged and none-deferable repose. Emerging for tea at five o'clock, the sarong
Is found to be, happily, a thing of the
past. More
civilized summer garments are In evidence. But with the
quick nightfall comes an evening of
unprecedented length before the ten
o'clock dinner is announced.

Gathering Oak Leaves.

In certain sections of New Jersey
the gathering of oak leavers a late
summer and autumn industry. Passing through the section where the industry is carried on one sees the sides
of houses and barns or any other place
out of doors where the branches can
hang to dry filled with row after row
of bunches of oak.
After drying for two weeks they are
put in bales for shipment Last year
one man gathered over 300 bunches
a day and had over twelve tons for
shipment
The price is about $50 a ton and
there is a brisk demand In European
cities tor the oak branches thus prepared. There are 100 limbs In a bundle and 100 bundles In a bale. The
leaves are tree for the taking, mostly.
Still some owners of woodland are
In the money making game themselves and charge so much per acre
tor the privilege.
The gatherer does not have to sow
or cultivate—it seems' as if the crop
were a gift of nature.
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Landlord Henry Meehan of the Brookfield Inn harvested^ cakes of 12 inch
ice at Mill pond last week.
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Letters are advertised in the Brookfield post office for the following:-Mifs H "™
," "' ^86 is "siting her
John Lovely of Cochituate is visiting
Mertie Hobell, Mrs Geo. 8. Shalk, Mr|dftUghter' JennleE-. "lEnfield.
•tthe home of Mr and Mrs Frederick
Mrs Levi W. Livermore retnrned SunChas. A. Shea, Mrs Sue White^ell, care
Morrill, High street.
of Mrs Rhoda King, Misa Emily J. day from a visit in Worcester.
Henry Crooks of Nor$h Brookfield went Woods.
Mrs Benson M. Frink has been ill at
to work Monday in the cutting room at
A certificate of intention to marry was the home of Mr and Mrs Eli M. Converse,
the Foster-Moulton shoe factory.
issued Monday by town clerk Robert G. School street.

S
Single Copies, 3 Cents.
"Old Grirt Mill Health Bread" for Livermore to John W. Beebe, 31 years
Miss Ruth Gilbert has been visiting Mr
Address all communications to BROOKFIELD
sale, fresh every day, at the Blenis Bak- old, of Mystic, Conn., painter, and Miss and Mrs Charles A. Reno of Marlboro.
TIMES, North Brookfield, Mass.
Try a Lydia B. Sleeper of East Brookfield,
Orders for subscription, advertising, or Job ery, Central street, Brookfield.
Mr and Mrs Robert Turner are rejoicwork and payment for the same, may be sent loaf.
aged 24, at home. Miss Sleeper as the
direct to the main office. North Brookfield or
ing in the birth of a daughter, Jan. 19.
o George W. McNamara, Brookfield,
, i
Our people must remember that a town daughter of Mr and Mrs Frank P. Sleeper
Beaman Howe, Roxbury, Vfc. is the
by-law distinctly prohibits the throwing of East Brookfield.
guest of Mr and Mrs Alfred R. Brigham
of
ashes
in
any*
public
highway.
Now
At the Methodist church next Sunday Cottage street.
'
BROOKFIELD..
thst the sleighing is so good it must not will be observed as Family Sunday. ApThe Girls' Friendly Society met at the
be spoiled by a violation of this very propriate music and sermon by the pasThomas F. Murphy was in Boston on
home of Mrs Marshall Gilbert, Monday
proper law.
tor at the morning service. In the even- night.
.
'
Monday.
The town committees have organized for ing the Rev. Eugene H. Thrasher of
r
Edward F. Delaney was in W° oester
Lucius
S.
Brigham
has
been
visiting
the year as follows:—Republican, W. B. Warren will give his views of the TemTuesday.
Mcllen, chairman; EdileClark,secretary; perance Movement and its present status. h.s brother, Alfred R. Brigham, Cottage
Miss Katherine A. Dunn spent the
W; E, Tarbell, treasurer.
Democratic, This will be of more than passing inweek end in Worcester.
Mr and Mrs Arthur Sampson are reE. F. Delaney, chairman; A.'J. Leach, terest. It is time for Brookfield to wake
Mrs Fred Kundert is visiting friends in sec'y.; W. J. Walker, treas. Citizens, A. up and get in touch with the greatest ceiving congratulations on the birth of a
daughter, Jan. 19.
Providence.
J. Leach, chairman; J. W, Wall, sec'y.; world movement of this age.
Remember Jan. 30. The Town Hall. M, J. Donahue, treas.
The renovating of the Chapel of the
Complaints have been made to the
Ye hinging School^ Admission 25. ' *
John E. Durkin, son. of Mrs John police that six cottages on the west shore Congregational church is completed. The
Mies Plunkett singing school is well Durkin, Central St., died in New Haven, : of Lake Quaeumquasit have been broken work was done by Michaal J. Begley.
Carlton D. Richardson, assisted by Mrs
licked into shape. Come and hear them Conn., Wednesday night, of typhoid j into during the past week. The cottages
sing Jan. 30, in the Town Hall.
fever.
Three years ago he married ! entered are owned by E. B. Pbetteplace. Richardson, installed the officers of New
There will be a laughable duet by Htfen G. Boucher of New Haven, who JC.H. Moulton,' W. H. Moody of Wal- Bralntree Grange Wednesday night.
Leslie E. Hollenback has resumed his
Dol.y Endicott and Martin Luther Joyce survives him. William and Henry Dur- tham, S. B. Roy of Worcester.George H
Marsh of Spencer and Oscar Bemis. The duties as telegraph operator at thestation
at the Singing School, Jan. 30.
* ' kin have gone out to attend the funeral.
discovery of the breaks was made by Ed after acting as substitute agent at Warren.
Di-Ibert A. EaJKn left Monday for New
Herbert Bleumer of Buffalo, N. Y., is
j ward Phetteplace, when he went to his
76 COATS AT
$5.00
Mrsf Georgia Gardner, a teacher in
visiting his parents, Mr and Mrs John York, to attend the National Druggists'
Convention;held therethis week. Dur- cottage to make arrangements for har- Southboro schools, visited Mr and Mrs
Bleumer, High street.
210 COAfrS AT .;....
...$10.00
vesting ice. Entrance in each case was
ing Mr Eaton's absence, the drug store
Frank Gilmore, Pleasant street, Sunday.
G. Ernest Zimmerman left Wednesday
200 COATS AT
$15.00
made by breaking out panes of glass
waiin charge of A. W. Pojandof North
for
a
viBit
with
relatives
in
Poughkeepsie,
from the windows The contents of the
Hugh Allen will lead the meeting of
150 COATS AT
'...,'
$19.75
Brookfield.
N. Y.
cottages were ransacked, but nothing of theY. P. S.C.E., ate o'clock, Sunday
Mrs
Henry
E.
Cottle's
class
of
the
William Steele.of Warren is breaking
value was reported to hav^been taken.
evening at the Congregational church.
in as motorman on the W. B. & S. street Methodist Sunday school will have a ValWord
was
received
in
town
Wednesday,
Richard Lee, two years three months
entine party and supper in the church
railway.
vestry; Tuesday evening, Feb. 3, for the of the marriage in NeJw York, Sunday, and 27 days, son of Ralph and Jennie M.
Edwin
Locke
of
Boston
visited
at
his
of Henry G. Meehan, proprietor of the (Patrick) Benson, was buried in Pine
200 SUITS AT
'-.$12.50
benefit of the Sunday Bch'ool.
home on Willard hill, the first of the
Brookfield Inn, and Miss Margaret M. Grove cemetery last Thursday.
180 SUITS AT
$17.50
week.
Merton E. Wilson and Wallace B. Walsh. Mr and Mrs Meehan have gone
Mrs Harold Chesspn, Cottage street,
120 SUITS AT
$22.50
Mrs George H. Hughes and Mrs Mary Jenkins have been harvesting their ice to Jacksonville, Florida, for a month's
entertained the Women's
afternoon
110 SUITS AT ...'
$27.50
In i honeymoon. For the past six years Mr
F. McNamara visited with Mrs Martin supply from Mill pond this week.
former years, the supply was cut from a [Meehan hag conducted the Brookfield bridge whst club at her ihome last FriGilmore in West Brookfield, Tuesday.
day. Two tables were played
John A. Guerin of Worcester was the pond in the Slab City district, but the Inn and Mrs Meehan for many years,
Miss Marguiiita Fales is spending a
pond
was
drained
last
summer.
The
ice
had a millinery store on Central street,
guest this week of his brother, J. ■ Victor
three weeks' vacation in and around
on Mill pond is of good quality, and is I disposing of it abopt two years ago.
Guerirl, Over-the-river district.
Boston. Miss Nettie S. Allen will substi13 Ifcehfis think.
46 DRESSES AT
$5.00
Thomas J. McNamara of Boston was
Remember Jan. 30. Dame'Plunkett's tote for Miss Fales a* organist.
/
Women of the First Parish church at a ; singing school of ye olden time will give
the guest Sunday, of his mother, Mrs
120 DRESSES AT
,
$10.00
The Ladies' Aid, society of the Methomeeting at the home of Mrs William L. I a concert in town hall, at 7.45 p. m.
MaryF. McNamara, Prouty street.
160 DRESSES AT
.$15.00
dist church had a birthday social in the
MiBs Jennie Donnelly of Boston was Walsh, Tuesday afternoorV, voted to have | Solos, duets and choruses by forty voices chapel TueBdaj to pay for coal and
110 DRESSES AT
$25 00
the guest Sunday, of Miss M. Isabelle a Valentine party and chicken pie supper i will constitute the program. Squire Ilel^ supplies.
in the vestry, Wednesday evening, Feb. ! lingham will assist. Be stare and come
McNamara, Prouty street.
At the meeting of the Men's Eeague of
11. The arrangements will be in charge to hear good old music and see old-fash
Miss H. Elizabeth Stone left'Wednesthe Congregational church,
Monday
of Mrs William Mitchell, Mrs William ioned costumes, next Friday evening.
day to stay for a time at the home of her
night, Rev. John If. Hoffman, NorthHayes, Mrs Charles H. Clarendon and
uncle, Samuel D. Stone, in Dudley.
The town officials completed work on boro, acting pastor of the church, spoke
Mrs Horace W. May.
" Everett S. Irwin of Worcester was the
the accounts of 1913, and the annual •f "The man of the hour."
MUFFS AT
$5.00 to $75.00
At a meeting of the Brookfield Grange town report will show that Brookfield,
guest Monday of his parents, Mr and Mrs
The Town and Village Improvement
SCARFS AT
'
$5.00 to $75.00
in banquet hall Tuesday evening, "Young has had a prosperous financial year. The
E. Richard" Irwin, Prouty street.
club and Qnaboag tribe, I. O. R. M.,
COATS AT...
'...$22.50 to $250.00
People's
Night"
was
observed.
Papers
j liabilities of the town are 94500 less than played the first of a series of pitch matches
E. Richard Irwin has been working^ in
were read on "The boy's room" by Rev. last year. The water debt was reduced
the office of the Worcester Hay and Grain
in the Improvement clubroom, Monday
Sherman Goodwin; and "The Girl's this year from $20,000 to $18,500; the
Company, Central street, this week.
night.
Room" by Mrs Benry E. Cottle. Master (funded debt from $20,000 to $19,000
William McCarthy of Worcester has Elbert L. Bemis gave the report of the
Mr and Mrs C. L. Olmstead, West
, there was $500 paid on the macadam
gone to work as a motorman on the War- State Grange Convention that he recently
Main street, have' been entertaining Mr
j road, and the last of the $1000 yearly
Ten, Brookfield and Spencer Btreet rail- attended in Boston.
and Mrs David L. Johnson, of Cleveland,
I payments on the $3000 borrowed by the
way.
m
0., and Lockhardt OIoiBtead, from the
The will of Mary W. Livermore, who town to raise the dam at the reservoir, Choate school for boys.
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
'Old Grist Mill Health Bread" for
died Jan. 12, was filed for probate in three years ago, was paid. Added to the
WOBOBSTM SB,
PROBATE COUST
sale, fresh every day, at the Blenis BakA chimney fire was discovered at too
Worcester, Monday by attorney Arthur 81500 reduction of the water debt is
To'the heirs >t law next of kin and all other ery, Central street, Brookfield.
Try a
home of Miss Clara Gilbert, Ragged Hill,
persons Interested in the estate of Ruth Fiske
F. Butterworth, and after bequests to $1000 shown, in the report of the water
late of Morth Brookneld in said County, de- loaf.
on Monday. The brick was hot to the
ceased.
*'
her children and grandchildren and a department, to be in its treasury. TreasWhereas, a certain instrument purnoiine to
Mrs Jerome Hamilton is spending the daughter-in-law, makes her son, Robert urer Arthur F. Butterworth's report roof. 'Edwin A. Davis secured the serbe the last will and testament of laid deceased
The owners andfoccupants of the fol- has been presented to said Court, for probate week with her sisters, Mrs John W. Lor- G. Livermore and ber daughter, Lucy P. shows:—Water department gain, $2500; vices of two members of the fire departby George R. Hamant who prays that letters ing and Mrs Josephine Gray in Worcesment and two extinguishers.
lowing described parcels of real estate testamentary
Mellen, as residuary legatees, equally. funded debt gain, 81000; macadam road
may be Issued to him, the execuu
situated in the town of North Brookfield, tor therein named.
'
ter.
The Overland club, consisting of motorgain,
$500;
tax
notes
less
than
last
year,
Herson
Robert
and
her
son-in-law
WalYou are hereby oited to appear it a Probate
in the county of Worcester and CommonCourt to be heldat Worcester. In said County
At the First Parish church Sunday ter B. Mellen are executors.
$2000;. total 86000.
Borrowed on ac- men and corrductors of the Ware and
wealth of Massachusetts, and the public of
Worcester, on the third day of February
are hereby notified that the taxes thereon A. D. IBM. at nine o'clock in the forenoon to morning, the pastor, Rev. William L. I
count of appropriations made at a spec- Brookfield Street Railway, managed a
At a meeting of Friendship Lodge,
severally assessed for the years hereinaf- show cause, if any you ha™, why the same Walsh wiM have for the subject of his
Music
ial town meeting, 81467.50, leaving the dance in town hall Friday night.
should
not
be
granted.
N.
E.
O.
P.,
held
in
banquet
hall,
on
ter specified according to "the list commit<\
And said petitioner Is berebfcdlrected to give sermon, "The Kingdom of God."
; town's liabilities, $4632.50, 'ess.
The was furnished by Heagney and Wallace
ted to me as collector of taxes for said public notice thereof, by publishing this citaj Monday evening, the recently elected
singing orchestra of Worcester.
North Brookfield by the assessors of taxes, tion. . noe in eiph week, for three successive
The teachers'club will be entertained officers for the year, were installed by , report shows a balancei in most of the
remain unpaid, and that the smallest un- weeks, in the North Brookfield Journal, a sews- Friday .evening Feb. 13 at the home of j
Town and Village Improvement Club,
j
departments,
and
in
cases
where
the
deI Deputy Grand Warden Mias Mamie Con■■■**■ Brookneld. the last
divided part of said land sufficient to
™-*,™.
at least,
.B»P., before
ueiore said
at
Superintendent and Mrs Henry H. Pratt,' nell and suite of Springfield. The officers partment has overdrawn, the amounts and the Red Men Social Club played the
satisfy said t^xes, with interest and all
in North Brookfield.
jj installed were:—Junior past warden, do not exceed $30. Tire town report will first of a series of pitch games in Red
legal cost* and charges, or the whole of
said land if no person offers' to take an
Martin J. Donahue now has the agency Everett L. Nutter; warden, Miss Mary Z. contain fewer pages than in former years, Men's hall, Monday night. . The Red
undivided part thereof, will.be offered for ^'VY5,8.8' ^uiLa,m li'onwi. Esquire.
Men were victorious. The second meetJudge
fifteenth dayH of January for the Western Union Telegraph Co., Harrington; vice warden, James W. as there has been a condensation' of resale by public auction at the Selectmen's of said Court, this
ing will be next Monday night.
thouswla
nine hundred ancl and messages received will be sent by Bowler; secretary, Irving Breed; finan- ports, where it has been deemed advisaroom in the Town House in said North fourteen"" °™
ble, although all information that has
Alva Sikes, North Main street, has
Brookfield on Saturday, January 24,1914,
LTs. 23, ao?ABI"f H*ATW00D. **&<*•■ telephone from his store on Central St. | cial secretary, Edward F. Delaney; treas- j been in former reports will be in this harvested ice 12 inches thick and supplies
at 10 o'clock a. m., for the payment of
D. G. M,, Agnes M. Breed of Friend- urer, -Albert H. Bellows; chaplain, E. i
said taxes with interest, costs and charges
year's, but a great amount of repitition were housed for John H. Webb, Henry
ship Lodge, will install the officers of Rjjtfard Irwin; guide, Frank H. Byron;
thereon, unless the same shall be prevCommonwealth of Massachusetts Laurel Lodge, New England Order of trustee for three years, Martin J. Dona- has been eliminated, making a saving of E. Bishop, "Arthur H. Warfield, Elmer
iously discharged.
$50 in the cost of printing tbe reports.
R. Potter, warden of West Brookfield
WOBOSSTBB, M.
PBOBATE CoUEr.
Protection at Spencer, this (Friday) even- hue; repregentativdB to the Grand Lodge,
To the heirs at law and all oihern interested
town f«gn, George A. Johnson and Stun| Miss Mary Z. Harrington and Irving
the estate of Jacob Mock, late of North ingMICHAEL J. SULLIVAN, Heirs or Devisees In
ner H. Reed.
Drookflold In said (Jountv. deceased
An oyster supper was served
Matthew Daley, Harold Moreau, Earle Breed.
a certain Instrument pnrnortiiur to
Africans Ea^er for Education.
^A certain parcel of land, with the build- beWhereas,
The ¥. P. S. C. E. of the Congrega-'
the last will and-testament of aaiddeceased McNamara, Lawrence Miller and Wm. after the business meeting, in charge of
The
administrator
oi
northern
ings thereon, situated on tbe Southerly has teen presented to said Court, for primate
side of Willow Street, in the Town of by Catharina Mock who prays that letters test' McCarthy attended the dance in West E. Richard Irwin, Miss Harrington and Rhodesia has undertaken a three-' tional church held, a meeting Monday
lamentary may be Issueclte her, the «™cnt^
Mrs Mary J. Byron.
North Brookfield, in the County of Wor- therein
months' tour of the northejrJtera ter- night, electing the following committees:
nanMKf, Without giving a surer?„n her Brookfield town hall, last Friday night.
cester and Commonwealth of Massachuritory, and covered no lesi?tnan 1,200 Epss, Miss Jessie E. Wynne; calling,
Word was received in town, WednesThe marriage intentions of Mr Eli Du-|
You are hereby cited to appear at a Probate
setts, bounded and described as follows;
miles on a bicycle. He met every Otis Potter, Paul H. Hazen, Miss Freeda
Court to be held at Worcester in saw cSufrl
Beginning at the southeasterly corner M the third day of February A DI9R' quette, aged 49, farmer, and Miss Mary day, of the death in Natick of Fratik chief ln the district, held large palavT. Huyck; executive, Rev. John H. Hoffthereof, thence westerly by land of Teresa at nine o-olock in the forenoon to ' show' Seavey, 30, housekeeper, both of Brook-, Stone at the home of his daughter, Mrs
ers
at all the places he visited. He man, Misses Hazel A. Miner, Jessie E.
Hayden, five rods; thence northerly by Wetted0'' ''^'"^ tbB should
Frederick Haynes. Mr Stone lived on was greatly struck by the fact that
field,
were
filed
with
town
clerk
Bobert
land now or formerly of Michael Howard,
Wynne, Florence E. Gilbert, Freeda T.
,| Kimball street, for forty years, removing most of the chiefs even in the wilder
G. Livermbre, Wednesday,
eight rods, more or less, to said WillowHuyck, Edith L. GilbertJPaul H. Hazen,
'
; to Natick about 7 years ago, shortly after regions, made eager Inquiries for eduStreet ;thence. easterly by said street five lion once in each week lor three SUCMM!™
There was a good attendance at the
H. Ray Chesson, and Hugh A. Allen.
in the North HrooMeld Journal" >'news
rods to land used as a right of way; weeks,
He cation. They asked that* the governpaper published In JTo.tl. BrookfleMI 'thS har. interesting and instructive stereopticon theC. H. Moulton factory closed.
thence southerly by said right of way to TrahUca.lon u> be one day. at™S. before saw
The program of the Quaboag Pomona
ment would send them teachers BO
Court, and by mailing, postpaidI or dBliveHK; lecture™-'' Everyday life in Japan." by was considered one of the best runners in
the place of beginning.
Grange held in West Brookfield, Wedthis section in h'is day, and was, for that they might read and write.
Taxes for the year 1913,
•11.40
Dr
John
R.
Ham
in
the
auditorium
of
nesday, was as follows:—Address of wel&rr.,iwcourrtate'8even dW8 "" lea9t >»1 the Congregational church, on Sunday y™rs, the leading runner on the hose
JOHN J. DXJNPHY..
come. Master of West Brookfield Grange;
Witness, WUIlamT. Fores, Esquire Tudie
cart of the old Cataract Engine conpany.
Urt
Enormous Demand for Matches.
evening.
Tax Collector for the year 1913.
SLfh, S°
tl ,5l' r*'«c ««rt«>ith day of S
I Mr Stone is survived by two sons, Frank
The consumption of matches has reports of the officere; Installation by
H'h°
", fourteen,
,"' "< ■-«"» one thousand
J ' and
Jan. 9,16, 23D
mue
hundred
™ I Mrs Frank E. Prouty of Boston will
Jr., Natick, James of Providence, thr.e reached amazing proportldns. Accord- Past Master Vienna Sibley of Spencer,,
Jkn. 10,23, 3OBABKY "' ATWOOIi. Register. read the report of the New England Assodaughter*, Mrs William Atbridge, New- ing to the Lancet, about 18,000,000 assisted by Miss Ida Ludden; farce, "The
ciate Alliance meeting, held recently at York, and Mrs Philip Boyntonof Brook gross of boxes are consumed per an- Dressing Clown," by members of the
FORWENT
Winchester, at the regular meeting of the field, and Mrs Frederick Haynes of Na- num, 63 per cent, of which were of the local Urange; address by Jere R. Kane of
TRESPASS " NOTICES,
NCp,)or Tenement of eight-rooms in first TTB- .h„f?
Woman's Alliance ofvthe First Pariah tick; The body was. brought Va West "strike anywhere" and 37 per cent, of Spencer; music and literary exercises in
B
flaas
repair,
eleotrio
light*,
town
water,
hen
\W
ZH
Jl
""^'Jor
keep
constantly
on
hand
house,
the safety variety. This ii 2,B92,000,- charge of Miss Grace Canterbury.
m. ■garden and-some
fruit Inquire of En I * "ad^.-Printed notices on cloth snltahla
church, in the social room of the church,
Din- *
WABb
45 ..
"WHY, Mt- Plesasm? 8™ North I °r O0""* ln «»• °P<» ait.
' »n"*t>'» Tuesday afternoon, Ian. 27, at 2.30 Brookfield at 2 o'clock Tuesday after- 000 boxes and more than 500,000,000, ner was served at noon.
oaneid.
4-,..
,
.
Brookneld
n_.
noon, for burial in Sacred Heart ceme- 000 matches. Frlctipn matches were
JonaxiL Qffloe, North Brookfield.
o'clock.
tery,"
first used in 1833.
Continued on 1st inside page.

512 MAIN ST.
WORCESTER, MASS.

The Coldest Weather for Years

comes along just when we are

offering

Women's Garments and Furs
at the Lowest Prices for Years
COATS

One-half Price and Less

SUITS

One-half Price and Less'

DRESSES

Novel Church,
Without sectarian Ideas or denominational teaching, a gospel meeting is
held all the summer months In the
unique Boardwalk church at Atlantio
City. This year—the fifth of the>
church's existence—services are being
conducted each Lord's day morning in
the Bijou theater—a room used usually for moving pictures. Rev. Robert
Elwood Is the founder and pastor. It
is a churoh without a choir,. officer
or single member and without a eolleotlon plate. The business men of Atlantio City, as well as the visitors
think it worth while, and maintain this
gospel lighthouse by the sea. Ninety
per cent, of the audience Is new each
Sunday. Persons gladly turn in from
the Boardwalk at the call for worship.
The audience la reverent though
cosmopolitan. One Sunday morning
when a test was made every civilized
country was represented in the largecongregation, as well as most of the.
states of the Union.—Christian Herald.

One-half Price and Less '

FINAL MARK DOWN ON FURS
Almost Half Value and Less

RICHARD HEALY,
512 Main Street,
Worcester, Mass

Collector's Sale

Finds Daughter In Dream.

A dream, so vivid that it led a mother to travel nearly a thousand miles,
came true with the reunion of MrsMarian A. Dexter of Chicago and her
daughter, Alice G. Dexter, for whom
she has been, searching for flfteem
years.
On last Sunday night Mrs. Dexter,,
in Chicago, dreamed that she found
Tier daughter living with the family
of James S, Slocum, In Moravia, N. Y.
So deeply was Mrs. Dexter Impressed
by the dream that she journeyed toMoravia, arriving there and finding
the dream true in every particular.
Fifteen years ago Miss Dexter's parents decided to separate at BostonMrs. Dexter at once went" west, moving recently to Chicago. She had lost
all track of her daughter. Mr. Dexter died to New York a year ago. The>
daughter, who is a mlnature painter,
had been visiting the Slocum family
tor a week past.

OF REAL ESTATE

snowy-white dress. Each letter began
the verse of a touching little song
"Now,"
said tne
the ^"'
teacher, "form
your«°y saia
""""?"";

»e'v«* to position, and wait, until tbe
curtain goes up.
Thelittle girls did as they were told,
and while the piano played the accompaniment the curtain went up.
"Jim the Penman."
Instead of applause to greet thst
For exquisite handwriting few per- uttie gjriBi howls from the audience>
sons have ever excelled that prince of met them.

^£~~^E: aZ^i.m%rPe^'losead^ ' ** ™* *" —* "" "^"
Merely a Suggestion.
™t£Zj^?r£ the Sat were the sensation of185^Kissed

"What," .cried Blngleton. "No gasoline? What kind of a garage keeper
,j0 you call yourself, anyhow? You
ought to be compelled to carry gasoline at all times, under penalty of
losing your license. It's an outrage
—I'm bleat If I see how I'm going ta
get away from this hole, unless—"
"Ye might run your" car on somfi o
this here hot air ye're wastln' oo «.*
suggested the Rural Gaining his whiskers reflect;'

EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON.

HORACE

the juice on a cloth and rub the utengii well.

checks and bills of exchange were so
cleverly executed and so numerous
that they were beginning to affect the
security of the entire mercantile community. -Lawyers were favorite victims, a copy of their signatures being
obtained by one of his confederates
employing them to recover fictitious
debts. Jim the Penman was at lai"
captured through treachery, tried a'
transported for lite to Australia.—L ,
4ps Croniele.

Worcester, Mass.
Albany, N. T.

Journal Block, North Brookfield, Maes

Practical Nursery Rug,
For a good all-round rug In a room
where children run about, an army
blanket 1B just the thing. It clings to
the floor and dust does not go through.
It sweeps easily' and washes without
any shrinking or wrinkling.
When asbestos table mats are soiled
Reverse English.
and unfit for table use, try laying
The school concert had begun. Four
them for a few' minutes on a glowing
fire In the furnace, handling them little girls were dressed to represent
carefunyrwlth'rgl;rd7n"7ork; "they" Jh« word "Star," and each had on.
will come out with the dirt burned off letter of tha word planed onto her
and white.
Lemon juice will clean aluminum.
If your aluminum pans and kettles become blackened, just put a little of
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THE MAYOR SAYS:

ergetlo Lieutenant Mlley was attend- minutes?" she commanded. "I must
ing to many of the executive details., speak with Mr. Holton alone."
Holton said nothing, but waited
la His Home No Other Remedy
To this officer Holton made his way.
"Did you receive any word from while the two, thus adjured, movssl
Bo Effective for Colas as Peinto the bushes but of earshot
the President?" he asked.
roaa.
"Mr. Holton," she said then, with
The naval officer some days previously had requested General Shatter a little catch in her voice, "I dont
to solicit a message from the Presi- know why I am doing this, but It Is
dent disclaiming any idea of holding because I believe in you and In your
and annexing Cuba after the close of country."
COLONY HOUSES FOR WINTER
"You are justified, I am sure. In behostilities. It was well understood
by Shatter, or rather by his aide. Why lieving In both me and my country," 8ome Poultrymen Arrange Summer
replied Holton. '
Holton proffered the request.
Coops In Suitable Manner for Use
"I am sure of it Tonight, Mr. HolNow, In reply to his question, the
During the Cold Weather.
aide dived into his tent and emerged ton, at Seville, in the building which
bearing a cable dispatch Bent, from my brother pointed out to you—ho did
When young birds are brought In
Washington via Key West and Guan- point It out, as I asked him to, did from the range we often find ourtanamo. It was addressed to General he not?"
selves In need of more house room tc
Yes," nodded Holton, "he pointed winter the increased flock.
Shatter and read as follows:
"The President states herewith that It out"
There are several ways in which the
"In that building," she continued, summer colony coops may be made tc
hostilities against the Kingdom of
Spain were instituted with the sole "tonight, there is to be a meeting of piece out the winter bouses. If there
purpose of liberating Cuba from Span- officers high in the Cuban army, at is but one it may be placed close to
ish rule. It is our wish that, thus which an immediate outbreak against the main house and used as an extra
surmise was that Toral would event free, she shall take her proud place the soldiers of tho United States wljl scratching and exercising room. The
SYNOPSIS.
be discussed."
t
ually surrender, and if that was the among the republics of America."
fowls may then pass from the main
Holton started.
"Good!" exclaimed Holton, after
ldeirrsnant Holton is detached from his case there was disinclination on the
room to the addition by means of a
"Garcia—will he be there T" nsf tube constructed of boards and set
command In the nary &t ths outset of the part of the brigade commanders to reading the message. "Nothing amSpanish-American war and unripped to
asked.
shed
unnecessary
blood.
biguous
about
that,
is
there?"
into the opening about 10 by 20 Inches
Important secret sen-vice dutjr. While din"Garcia will not he there, nor RabL in size, cut near the floor of eacb
ing at a Washington hotel he detects a
In the morning Holton was awak"Not a thing," laughed Mlley. T
MAYOR B. S. IRVIK.
Walter In the act of robbing a beautiful
nor Castillo."
young lady. She thanka him for his aerv- ened by a bombardment which con- suppose you want this."
building. A dry goods box with top
Washington, Georgia.
Holton laughed.
lce and gives her name aa Mlas La Toaaa, tinued for half an hour. The men in
"It would be Invaluable," responded
and bottom removed will answer nicea Cuban patriot. Later he meets her at the trenches got into action with their
T herewith reiterate my commen"Then," he declared, "the meeting ly as a connecting passageway.
Holton eagerly. "May I take ltr
a ball. A secret service man warns Holdation of Peruna. It certainly baa
ton that the girl la a spy. Miss La Tossa Kraga and the Spaniards responded.
For reply, the tall, Weather-beaten will not, amount to much."
Some people fit up the summer colleavea for her home rn Cuba. Holton Is The result was a spirited session, army officer handed Holton the cable"Do not be fooled," was the warm"1 ony coops as laying rooms, arranging Knantad our daughter In every Inordered to follow her. They meet on.the
stance when aha was suffering from
rejoinder. "It will amount to a great All nests in them and thus leaving the cold. I haws frequently used Peruna
Tampa train. Miss 1* Toaaa tells Holton which ended as abruptly as it began. gram.
■he Is a Cuban spy and expresses doubt
deal.
You
know—or
do
you?—the
The
next
development
was
tho
inAt
sunset
he
proceeded
to
the
spot
In
my farolty and Have found it an
whole space in the main building foi
regarding the sincerity of the United
States. Holton Is ordered to remain at evitable flag of truce trailing toward suggested by young La Tossa, and condition of your army. Sickness Is use of the hens in the daytime. Still excellent remedy for colds and also aa
Tampa to guard the troop transports. the Spanish lines, borne by messenoften: recommend it to my
found him already mounted and hold- beginning."
He saves the transports from destruction
others use the coops as dusting rooms a tonic. I Feruna
seems to be tndls"Yes, but a majority are well, and Especially do the early brooder houses friends.
at the hands of dynamiters and reports, gers from Shatter sent to inquire of ing another pony by the bridle.
pensahla In my family, as no other
to Admiral Sampson for further duty., Toral if he had not yet changed his
I
myself
know
the
straits
of
the
Span"You are on time," he said. "This
answer nicely, for this, as there is usu- remedy has been so effective In cases
Holton la sent to General Garcla'a com-'
mand In the gulae of a newspaper cor- mind about holding out.
is your horse, and I suggest we start ish army, for I have been in Santiago. ally plenty of sunlight. The dost may
respondent to Investigate Cuban plots
I myself have informed General Shat- be kept moist and free from trash and
As Holton could see no special rea- at once:"
liB/EKT FAMILY wishing to ba
against the American troopa and to learn
the plans of the Spanish navy. He de- son why the Spaniard should have
For an hour they rode In silence, ter that Toral can muster at most not
protected from cold should have Pateets'a trusted Oman leader in the work changed his mind, he was inclined to and finally paused in a copse of woods more than twelve thousand men. If so does not get into the food and water rana in the house constantly. Also a
vessels, as It often does when nesting
of fomenting trouble among the Cubans
In the Interests of the Spaniards. Holton regard the truce business as a joke, a outside the little settlement called Se- that"
and feeding must be done in the same oagsf of the latest edition of the "W»
u
Is seized by friends of the spy and later sentiment which most of the officers ville- Here the young Cuban disYes,
yes,"
she
.responded,
tapping
room. Sometimes two or three ol offflte,* sent free by the Peruna do,
ordered executed as a spy. He escapes
and saves the American troops from fall- shared with him. Toward noon he mounted, and ' Holton did likewise, her foot impatiently. "I do not come these coops are used together for s
Taoss^vho prefer tablets to liquid
ing Into a Spanish ambush. He learns made hia way along the lines, and. looking inquiringly at the boy. The here to argue, Mr. Holton. I tell you
small flock, one being used for a roost,
from General Garcia that the spy Is Jose
medicines oan now procure Peruna
Cesnola, one of the most trusted leaders. eventually, he located the Cuban con- latter smiled half mockingly, and Hol- only this: Toral has not surrendered, tag room, one for a nest room and In tablet forms
Holton takes part In the battle at San tingent,
i
ton; advancing to him, placed his because he knows of the threatened exercise. In eacb case they are joined
/uan. Disguised as a Spanish soldier he
Ask Yeur Druggist tor Free Permenters Santiago, goes at night to the
Garcia was seated in front of hts hand upon his arm, while he regarded revolt of the Cubans against your by a wooden tube or passageway.
Lucky Day Almanac lor 1914.
home of Miss La Tossa. where he over- tent with General Castillo. He remem- the youth with curious eyes.
men.
He
is
waiting
for
that
to
hapSome make their summer colony,
bears a discussion of the Spanish plans
by leading army and "navy commanders. bered Holton and greeted him pleas"You make me think very much of pen, and will take what advantage coops of knockdown sections so ar
He learns that the Spanish fleet will leave antly. Yet he appeared to have some- your sister,".he said.
may be gained from the result This ranged that some five or six of them
tha harbor at Santiago on July S. Holton
escapes and arrives In sight of the Ameri- thing on his mind, and after welcom"Do 1?" The fellow laughed. "You may be serious. There are six thou- may be set up together in one continucan fleet In time to see the admiral's flag- ing the navy man he turned to his care for my sister, then?"
sand Cubans Immediately upon the ous shed for sheltering the birds la
ship sail away. After frantic signaling
he Is answered by the Brooklyn. He brother general and continued a conHolton flashed back a quick glance field. Their attack upon the Ameri- winter. Such a pen must either be
warns Schley of the Intentions of the versation which the officer's arrival
can flank, coupled with the attack of banked with straw or covered with paat the boy.
Spanish fleet.
had evidently interrupted. Holton,
"Care for her! Ig>ok here, young- the Spaniards upon the front, will per for the winter to make it win*
not wishing to appear as an intruder, ster, I care for her so much that if drive your countrymen- tp the sea."
CHAPTER XII.—Continued.
proof. By the time the young birds
Holton shook hla head. "Why. Miss are ready for the colony houses anshe doesn't look out I'm going to
Two or three faint cheers drifted moved to one side.
La Tossa, tKis deed is suicide for other year the old ones are having
The soldiers were sullen and regard- be your brother some day."
shoreward, but for the most part there
your country. It can mean but one free run of the farm.
was silence. Boats manned by Ameri- ed the new-comer with evident diBllke.
A laugh broke from La Tossa.
»*».
"I have heard her say pretty much thing—the wiping out of the Spancan sailors were about all the Spanish He tried to engage several of them in
iards
and
the
Cubans,
and
In
the
end
vessels, which, having left the har- conversation, but with no success.
the same thing," he chuckled.
To a sergeant, who had turned his
bor so proudly and so defiantly but a
Holton took both his shoulders in the very colonization you 'dread. For DRINKING PAN AND GRIT BOX
if this happens I cannot see but the
little while before, were now merely shoulder upon him, he said with some a mighty grip.
"You have!" he cried. "Quick now, United States will have the best sort Vessel Is Elevated to Prevent Litter
smoking, burning wrecks.
impatience:
Being Scratched.lhto It—Contrivof object-lesson to show that the last
"What's the matter with you, any- boy, are you joking?"
"Well, It was over. What would
ance Is Easily Made.
The other wriggled away and placed thing of which you are capable hi
happen now? The harbor forts were way ?"
'
"You will find out soon," was the his hand ruefully upon his shoulder. self-government"
■till to be subdued, and It was out of
The
accompanying
illustration of a
"That
is
true,"
she
agreed.
"I
havo
"You needn't crush my bones in,"
the question that Sampson would at- reply.
*> .»•
come to realize it I had been led combination drinking pan and grit
he grumbled. "Of course it's true."
tempt to rush them this day. No, Holastray in my views. But now, thanks box appeared in a recent issue ol
CHAPTER XIII.
ton could see that the army still had
Holton leaped up«(n_the pony.'
Its part to play, and that, as a conse"Come on. Let's go tq, her." His to you—and to others—1 see more Successful Farming. The idea of elevating the drinking pan is to keep the
A Night Rendezvous.
tone was as Ardent as a cavaliei**.
quence, hiB work wa» far from com.clearly."
,
Before Holton could make answer,
He looked at her face, dim in the water clean and prevent litter being
"Not now," was the laughing reply.
pleted.
scratched into it. The,, birds soon
I His duty was perfectly clear; and a young Cuban galloped by on horse- "We must stay here until it 1* dark." darkness.
(Vaesiaule, redoes*)
1
"And that is why you wished to learn to fly upon the perch in trovf
Young La Tossa pointed toward a
while he was able to drag one toot back. So lithe was he, so cleanof
the pan, to get the clear water.
limbed,
his
uniform
so
spick
and
span,
after another, its stern behests were
crumbling building.
see me?"
A
Really
Tasteless
The pan itself is made about three
"Do you notice the peculiar shape
"Not altogether," she replied.
to be obeyed. His place was at Gar- his face so handsome, that Holton
"Well, you must hurry, because t inches deep, so that when the wacia's headquarters—the sooner he turned to glance after him. He, too, of that roof?" he asked. "Well, I have
Castor Oil at Last
was turning to gaze at Holton, and an idea you wjll be in this vicinity wish Jo say something to you, too," ter becomes frozen it can be easily
took It the better.
For SOOSsreara castor oil has been the simplest,
stlaxatlre. Now you can get the
dumped out
| After a last, lingering look at the now brought his horse to a sharp halt. later. If you are, remember the shape he reminded her.
I without taste or smell. KeUoraT's
The small hopper or box under the
The girl moved impatiently toward
scene below he turned inland, but Noting this, the navy man walked of that roof. Inside that very buildstor Oil made in Buffalo, by the
a. Is not only tasteless and odorbad not gone more than two hundred toward the fellow, feeling that he had ing—" He paused. "But my sister him. "To night—I wish to ask you grit, or be divided into compartments
then the old evil-tastlng kind|
drinking
pan
is
made
on
the
self-feedwhat 1 should do about the meeting.
yards when he realised that his sore seen him somewhere before but pus- will tell you," he added.
nor upeet the stomach. It works
•kyonr
doctor, Kellogg's Tasteing
principle,
and
may.
be
used
for
The
darkness
grew
rapidly
denser,
feet were not adapted to rapid prog- zled* to know where.
I alone of those not in the conspiracy
ill, i iii
li 1 now by the best phy Blclans.
The young soldier, with head turned until at last it was sufficiently black know of it. What shall I do? Shall grit, or be divided Into compartments lin
ress.
&t a*T Beaters, 26c and Sue. Not sold In bulk.
Lodk ftr Tbe trademark, a green castor leaf
In short, he felt that, as compared over shoulder, nodded to Holton, and to suit the wishes of the young Cu- I send word to General Garcia? I*
beartng-tne signature, Kellogg's.
to his normal condition, he was but then, with a sweep of the hand, beck- ban. Mounting their ponies, the two it, better that you should inform
8PBSNCEK KELLOGG S SONS, Inc.
half a man, and a very miserable and oned him toward a group of small turned in the direction of Santiago, Shatter—"
Buffalo, N.Y,
Oil
pitiful half at that Still, with fre- palms, whither he urged his horse and had just entered a trail leading
Holton Interrupted.
"No, no, not Shatter," he cried. "The
quent halts he made his way toward at a slow walk. The naval officer fol- through low bushes, covering an imthe American lines, and by dusk he lowed and came to a standstill beside mense area, when a man, gun in hand, Americans must take no action that
*""
"\1 rstepped out.ih front of them.
was again among the rifle-pits of the the beautiful animal. . ,
might precipitate any sort of a fight
BZ"
% i1
'The boy—he was little more—bent
Holton's revolver * leaped from its with the Cubans."- •
army.
OfD
\
v™
^ 11
A flag of truce was wandering over down and looked at Holton a moment holster, but his companion put out a ■ "Well, Garcia then?"
the hillBide, and in answer to Holton's Then he smiled and held out his hand. restraining hand.
"A fight with the Cuban ranks
jrjeoirr
"You have been pointed out to me
"Well, Pierre?" he asked sharply. would be almost as bad."
query an officer told him that General
The opportunity of securing-1
"Miss La Tossa,* responded the
Shatter was sending in word to Toral as Lieutenant Holton," he said. "Are
"That is true. What then?"
s-—
—
homesteads of 169 acres each,
that, now the fleet was destroyed, he you he?"
man, "Is here."
Holton thought a moment Then he
the
low priced lands of Manitoba,
Drinking Pan and Hopper.
A thrill shot through Holton, and looked up.
Holton looked at the other steadily
Saskatchewan and Alberta, will
he
was
on
the
ground
In
an
instant
without answering. A thrill fcassgd
soon have passed:
"I will go to the meeting," he an- for oystes shell and grit, or beet
The brother followed suit, and the nounced.
Canada offers a hearty welaome
over him.
\L^
scrap. The frame on which the pan
"You! If is impossible. An Ameri- rest; is made to fit over the side of to the Settler, to the man with a
"I could almost say," he replied next IrhUant the form of the girl confamily looking for a home; to the
can officer! No, it cannot be!"
finally, "that you are Miss La Tossa fronted Elm.
the hopper, the' cross slats being firm
"Ramon!"
\
"Then, what?" Holton's voice was on the top of the hopper. The whole fanner's son, to the renter, to all who
in disguise."
wish to live under better conditions.
"Eanee!"
•
"You would be pretty nearly right,"
impatient.
contrivance can be easily made out of
Canada'* grain yield in 1913 is
As they embraced it seemed to HolHe took from his pocket the cable odds and ends of lumber found lying
was the laughing respanse; "I am her
the tsrlk of the world. Luxuriant
ton as though he would give up ten disfatch from -Washington-.
brother."
Grasses give cheap fodder for large
around most poultry or barn yards.
"Oh!" Ho|ton reached up and seized numbers of his rank as senior lieu"I have here," he resumed, "a mes- The combination, when finished, la
herds; cost of raising and fattening
the lad's band. "1 am very happy to tenant if Kb could be In the youth's sage from President McKInley to Gen- hung on the wall at a convenient
for market is a trifle.
shoes. Moodily he saw the girl re- eral Shatter, sent him at my request
see you. Where Is your sister?"
The sum realized for Beef. Butter,
height
"At home. I stole In to visit her garding him with luminous, smiling If read at the meeting ft should not
Milk and Cheese will pay «*ty perj
last night She wished me to find you eyes.
cent on th* Investment, ■
be without effect."
"I am so happy to know you esHe quoted to her the contents. Shs PROFITABLE TO GRADE EGGS
and to ask you to accompany me to
Write fpr literature ana narttd'
ulars as to reduced railway
a place beyond Sevtlla at once. She caped," she began.
seized the paper and kissed It Then
"Yes,
thanks
to
you,"
was
Holton's
rates
to Superintendent
she stampeS/ber foot as a sudden Better Prices Are Always Secured
will await us on the road and will
of rmmigration, Ottawa,
thought tookpQftseoBlon of her mind.
have something of importance to say warm reply.
When Egga Are Sorted According
Canada, or to
She walked close to him, then
"I have it!" srr<_cried. "I will go
to you.' I do not know what it is."
jf
to Size and Color.
"But—" Holton hesitated. "I have turned to her brother and to the Cu- I to the meeting myself. And I shall
M. A. BOWLBY
just corns In from Santiago at some ban.
Even buyers at the country, store
I take' this dispatch with me."
71 TriMMri It, lottos, Miu.
"Will you please leave us for a few
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
peril. I have work to do here."
will appreciate your efforts if you will
sort your eggs according to size and C4int.ri.sn OoTtcomsapt Agt
The boy smiled at him.
"There will be no peril in returncolor. Graded eggs snow up a great
ing with me. We Cubans," he grideal better than those that are piled EiWonaShodaHHiThisProlictiiii
- t?
—
.^BSBSBSSSW
■ I I arsnilati
I -- i>m
*■
*-»»
tea*,
it I* *
■>
maced, "have a secret route into the
in promiscuously, and should —; and )f
usUii-wixi
city which has alwaya been kept open.
will—command a better price if the
■i am AWTT
i-It Is open now. You muBt come with
dealer's attention is called to the fact,
QykltWI ssUhH pr-wisM
liow wii. Naskiesl evsvyst
Holton Took Both His Shoulders in
me; my sister has news of great Imand he is assured that your eggs will
Mighty Grasp.
sharijti Sag |H*«e)l as, essvls
portance you must hear."
be furnished that way all the time.
bus. Great iw«*M«-a»*,
Holton needed no great Incentive
There are few, even of country
brought him to a pohjeeman, and, rehad better surrender and have done
C^riT»4««TntllH tWi ii^frtatlw^rSwM
INGENIOUS IDEA OF ROBBER lating his story, the pair proceeded In stores, that would not be able to
to
accompany
the
other.
He
still
wore
with further bloodshed. So everyone
waited until the truce party returned his Spaniard's uniform, with the ad- Absolutely Innocent According to Way pursuit of the stranger, who was not command a higher price for uniform, Th« New England Household Remedy
dition of an army hat bearing the
clean, fresh eggs, attractively picked,
yet out of sight.
from its mission.
He Explained It, but Judge
Next morning, before the magis- and one that produces that kind the
They had not made, It was learned, insignia of the Fifth Corps, and he
was
Doubtful.
- lies, rusk Woond*. Braises,
trate, the vagrant was called upon for year round can secure an advance in
treat progress with the Spanish com- felt himself sartorlally well qualified
«,ltlMt,B;n», Cstsjtof
the market price.
Large shippers
an explanation.
in all nmdltlou warn la*
mander. He was quite content with once more to penetrate the ranks of
The
other
evening
a
man
of
the
burSooulax aad BetUns.
^
prevails.
"Your honor," he said, "I am not an will jump at the chance to secure eggs
the situation, he said, and, moreover, the enemy; If that were necessary. glar type stepped up to an old gentleeased roe will never ar*
With
the
young
Cuban
for
a^gulde,
r mailed direct o
of this class, and are always ready to
educated
man,
and,
therefore,
can
he had good information that the men
man and, handing him a piece ot paneither read nor write. Last evening pay a higher price.
from the United States were not doing he felt that danger was reduced to a per, said:
G.~W. WHITTLESEY CO., Hi* Him, COM.
minimum.
pf
One firm made the statement revery well in this climate.
"Sir, would you be good enough to 1 picked up a piece of paper, and, it
"I
have
a
pony
you
may
ride,"
concently
that
strictly
first-class
eggs
In a word, he thought it advisable
read me the writing on this piece of striking me that it might he of some
importance, 1 took it to the first per were worth eight cents a dozen more
to oppose to the utmost extremity the tinued the boy, mistaking Holton's paper?"
son I met and asked him to decipher to their trade than eggs that they
advance of the Americans. A reply silence for hesitation.
The
individual
addressed
consented!
"Oh, I'll go, even If I walk," returned
similar in Its nature had been sent to
re^»VattrtraJ5l«|ffl
and, moving toward the rays, of a It The gentleman' read it quietly, to could not guarantee. It is the RESPIHOL
Holton,
"but
I
certainly
shall
apprebottle. Oi MeieaaU Is Bids, BooMster, MW ToiB
Admiral Sampson, who, as though in
convenient gas lamp, read the follow- himself and then, without saying a cheapest possible way * increase the
ciate
the
horse."
word, handed me his watch, chain and poultry Income. Try it
spite, dropped a few shells Into the
Sunset was the hour and the Cuban ing words:
city, and tlien desisted.in order to give.
"If tfou utter a cry or speak a sin- purse and walked off without giving
TrmJTiisjisi.r—-r"^ —* ■"^^'
camp
the
rendezvous
agreed,
upon
me time to recover from my surprise
Toral time for the thirteen-lnoh mesBeet Grain Ration,
by the two, and after shaking harins gle word I shall shoot you.. Give me or to ask him what he meant"
sengers to sing home.
your
watch
and
chain
and
your
purse
A
mixture
of
wheat
and
oats
makes
LADIES.
The destruction of Cervere's fleet with the young man, Holton returned at once and then pass on."
me of the very best grain rations for tionlavrl stetOMM
The
student
exclaims:
"My!
bo»
was regarded as having simplified the to his own lines and made hts way
Completely taken off his guard, the
tens. They lay on It because It con
1
task lhat lay before the Americans, to Shafter'a headquarters. The com- gentleman handed over tbe articles much I have learned!" The scb/ila
aina. the stuff of which ejuw are mad
i»ui no one knew exactly what the de- mander-ln-chief was In wretched phys- asked for and walked off. A few steps sighs, "Alas! how little I know."
velopments ««uU be. The general ical condition, and the able and en-
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MANY FARMERS REALIZE NEED OF SHEEP
*#-

MraAnom

SIMPLE AND EASIER TO DO

Is Your
SUIMS(D0L I Who
Master?

LESSON

(By E. O. SELLERS, Director of Evening
Department, the Moody Bible Institute.
Chicago.)

LESSON FOR JANUARY 25

.

7 *

SERVING JESUS.

LESION TEXT-Luke 8;l-»: »:S7-«l!
10:38-42.
GOLDEN TEXT-"Inasmuch as ye did
It unto one of these my brethren, even
the least, ye did It unto me."—Matt.
25-40.

TEXT—No man can serve two .mastera
-Matt. 8'2*.

Tramp's Method Not Altogether Unlike That Followed by Too
Many Other*.
Hoboes came up for discussion in a
Washington club the other night, and
Senator Nathan P. Bryan of Florida
told this anecdote along tbe Weary
Willie line:
Some time ago a hobo meekly tapped on the back door ot a suburban
home and asked for something to eat.
The good housewife responded, that
she would feed him on the back step
along with Fido, providing he was
willing to earn the meal by cleaning
out the gutter.
The tramp agreed, and when he had
eaten his way through several sandwiches to a feeling of happinesB, the
housewife came out with a reliable
looking hoe.
"You needn't have gone to that trouble, madam," said the hobo, sizing up
the farm Implement. "I never use a
hoe in cleaning out a gutter."
"Never use a hoe!" said the woman
with a wondering expression. "What
do you use, then, a shovel?"
"No, madam," replied the hobo,
starting for the back gate, "my method is to pray for rain."

Plant Foods.
Plant-foods are necessary to preserve thrift throughout the winter.
Some use a tea made from poultry
{dioppings, but extreme care must be
tsa/en that it is well diluted, and there
Is still more or less trouble with insects as a result.
We have found 'liquid ammonia,
though a less complete plant food,
much more agreeable to use. Using
a teaspoonful to each quart of water,
keeps the plants In growing condition and with healthy foliage.
Fruit Dainty.
*"
Two eupfuls seeded white grapes,
two eupfuls chopped apples, one cupful celery, one cupful nuts chopped,
one cupful marshmallows cut In
pieces, one-half cupful candied cherries. Whip one pint of cream, sweetened slightly; two sweet green peppers, dressing just before serving.

Ex cerlence
proves that every
man has
some
master. Whilejthe
text
intimates
that
The first section of our lesson text
a man may athas no connection with the other two.
Fillets of Weakfish.
tempt to serve
It is taken from a time several months
Take a three-pound flsh, cut off the
two masters, he
previous to the time of the Perean
head and tail, split the fish through
can serve only
ministry and was undoubtedly chosen
the back, and take out the bone; cut
one. Our thought
as an indication of the company who
these two pieces into four or six, seamust not be contraveled with Jesus and hiB disciples,
son with salt and pepper. Dip each
fined to choice beand who provided for his needs. We
piece into melted butter; then roll in
tween two masmust remerober that Jesus was not
crumbs and broil on both sides.
ters only when
supported by aJfoard, a church, nor by
there may be sevsome philanthropically Inclined fellow
To Prevent Fat From Sputtering.
eral. The point
citizen. It is to the second two secTo prevent fat from spattering,
being that a man
tions therefore that we devote our
when
frying eggs or bacon, put a
Aeroplane
Kept
as
Memento.
serves only one.
chief attention.
All that is left of the historic pinch of flour in the fat. This helps
Mammon may mean self, the world,
- Different Classes.
I. Those who would follow Jesus, the flesh or the devil. We will confine, Wright biplane with which Calbraith to keep the stove clean and save* you
many a burn from the hot fat
American Merino Ewe.
9:67-62. Read carefully Matt. 8:19-22. our thought to three possible mas- P. Rodgers flew from the Atlantic to
the Pacific two years ago is to he preThree different classes are here repre- ters.
Square Peas, Mr. Burbank.
sented to the Carnegie museum at
(By IDA" M. 8HEP1.BR,)
was not a new one by any means. If It
Self as Master.
A few years ago In this section you proved to be "gld" the ebeep bad sim- sented: (1) The impulsive follower
Mrs. Newrox—Norah, serve the peas
Man, as a rule, thinks he Is his own Pittsburgh by the late aviator's mothmight drive miles and not see a flock ply picked up, more apt to on wet, low (v. 67, 58). This Is the man who Is master. He says: "I am the cap- er. The machine was badly damaged mashed.
of sheep. Today they are appearing grounds, the eggs of a tapeworm com- moved by a sudden desire to accom- tain of my soul." He recalls without when Rodgers fell to his death in the
Norah—Mashed, mum?
in numbers upon the farms—even up- mon to dogs, foxes and some other pany this marvelous Teachek, but like hesitation the words of the poet:
Mrs. Newrox—Yes; it annoys my
Pacific ocean a short time after comthe
man
In
the
parable,
doe%
not
sit
on 40 and 60-acre farms.
pleting his wonderful flight. Subse- husband to have them roll off his
wild animals. Usually, unless the down and count the cost ere he starts
"Man,
know
thyself,
The reason is that many farmers are
quently It was used by Andrew Drew knife.
. Presume not God to scan."
worm hatching from these eggs reachbeginning to realize the need of sheep es the brain, the body will rid Itself of, to build his house. This thought is I
and he interprets these words to mean until that aviator also was killed with
upon the farm. Mutton ie becoming It, and none or but little harm be done emphasized when we read (Matt 8:19)
Slander.
it. The machine has been restored to
a popular meat. There Is a demand to the sheep. But should it reach the \hat this man was a scribe, one who that a knowledge of God is not his its original condition. Both Rodgers' s Mrs. Mutfgs—That horrid Mrs. Frill*
^flrst duty. In many cases be utterly
would
not
be
expected
to
make
such
for good lambs.
Sheep grow into brain, where It becomes encyeted, gldand Fowler's Wright machines have told Mrs: Nextdeor that I was a regumoney faster than most other animals. diness first follows, and next paralysis, a resolve. He must have been deeply Ignores God and sees in himself pos- motors of but 30 horsepower, yet they lar old cat What do you thirik of
sibilities
of
a
perfect
man,
and
strives
stirred
by
what
he
had
seen
and
heard
They are cleansers of the farm when and the inability to Walk ensues before
that?
in the life of Jesus. Such a resolve to,develop them by himself. £*party flew across the continent in opposite
It comes to getting rid of the weeds death claims it
Mr. Mnggs—I think she never saw
promised well, but It Is soon revealed of travelers in the Alps were starting directions at a time when the aero- you in the same room with a mouse.
and briars.
The disease will not spread unless to him that he did not realize what out one morning to scale one of the plane had not been equipped with the
But many farmers are as yet Igno100-horsepower motor of today, which
the head, after death, is left where it
rant of the diseases to which sheep are can be eaten by dogs, and the trouble was involved in his promise (v. 68). highest peaks] and invited a young makes it much more stable, nor had
Jesus showed the man that to go "man to go with them, and on, hiB dethus be spread where other sheep may "whithersoever" with him means to clination, asked him if he did not In- It develpped anywhere near the speed
take up the eggs on grass or other share his experiences, his fare, hla tend to make the ascent. He replied: of which it has since shown itself to
~j
food.
quarters, and to receive the same "Yes, I ivill make it, but I will make It be capable.
Cut out cathartics and purgatives, They ant
If the cysts form in central part of treatment he received, 2 Tim. 3:12. It by myself. I have a guide book, and
brutal, harsh, unnecessary. Try^a^
the brain, the sheep will become total- is a mistake to tell folk that the road have my own head." The party made
IN AGONY WITH PIMPLES
CARTER'S LITTLE
# LIVER PILLS
ly paralysed on both sides, if on tbe of righteousness Is a primrose path, the ascent and returned in safety. The
left'of the brain, the right limbs will The road of disobedience is
roughuH°»Kl day the papers reported the find1131 Salem St., Maiden, Ma**.— Purely vegetable. __
lose rnotlon; 'and it the cysts form on one, as the man who went to Jericho ing of a dead body of a young man "When I was about fifteen years old gently on the liver,
eliminate bile. an<"
tbe »flg side of brain, it is the left found, still the road of righteousness at the foot of a precipice with a guide my face broke out with pimples and soothe
the delicate
of t!
limbs wjat will lose their power.
is a narrow one, Matt. 7:13,14. Every book tightly clutched in his hand. blackheads. My face was a mass of membrane
bowel. Care
A sheep thus attacked may continue follower of Jesus must be willing to Thus many lmagine*that they can go pimples and kept me awake nights, it Comlipalioa,
BlUeointss,
to eat until death and to keep In good ,take what he took, and to receive on without Qod.
was so Itchy. For four years I suf- Sick Ht.d.
flesh. The disease runs its course In what he received, John 15:20; 1 Pet
Satan as Master.
fered untold agonies, such itching ache and HHUjfSUon, as millions know.
from six to eight months.
The teaching of the word of God Is and pains until I was going to give up SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICK,
2:21.
There is no cure for the trouble.
This sentence (v. 58) has done very clear that there Is an intelligent, hope of getting rid of my pimples.
Genuine must bear Signature
It Is a serious disease to find among more to give us a comprehension of powerful, malicious personality in the The pimples festered and came to a
your sheep as it ie a disease that can the earthly surroundings ot our Lord universe opposed to God, and he is bead and would itch and smart as I
be communicated to those who work than any other in the gospels, 2 Cor. called Satan, or the devil. He is the bad to scratch them and of course
about the premise*. As it is a rare dis- 8:9. (2) The procrastinating follower god ot this age, and he is given great this made my face disfigured for
Southdown Sheep.
ease even in sheep, one need not fear (v. 69). Jesus did not forbid the first power, and seems tp be lifted above gome time.
liable. The other, day I saw a. farmer keeping sheep on account of It The
man, he simply showed him what wa* mankind, to a position trom which
"I tried about everything going for
puzzled over the strange actions of a symptoms given will lead you to early Involved. This man, however, Jesus he exercises this great power. His
pimples and they did me no good till
ram that he was not willing to let die suspect the disease and destroy Its
power
is
seen
in
individual
lives,
and
Invited to a place as disciple—learner.
I tried Cutlcura Soap and Ointment,
nlss. Frits
without making some effort to save it further spread through that case.
That he was willing to accept Is evi- in masses ot men. The diabolism that and I was cured by three weeks' time."
$1.00
A veterinary consulted thought It
In man, as sheep, the worm* that dent, only be was not yet quite ready, is found in certain companies of hu- (Signed) E. N. Norris, May 10, 1913.
might be a case of "gld."
reach the brain are those that do hurt "I will, but—." It is not at all proba- man beings is almost beyond belief.
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment sold FOR VARICOSE VEINS
This worried the sheep owner. If he to the body. If the cyst can he located
The plot against the Jews of Russia
Let s°rw below knees, diagnosed incurable, oar
was to be worried with sny strange in the brain of man and taken out re- ble that this man's father was await- charged with the ritual murder-of the throughout the world. Sample of each apeciaity; raoeesafull* treated wit* poaUtrety no
pain, cutting, baraing or scraping and with no loaa
and new diseases, he would sell off covery is sure, though the weakness ing burial; had his father but Just boy Yushinsky, which, accordingV-tb :ree,with 32-p. Skin Book. Address post- of
time from work. Oonsaltation free. Lady attendied, and awaiting burial, Jesus would
rard "Cutlcura, Dept L, Boston."—Adv. dant.
Phone, Back Bay, 6187. Hoars, 9 to 19 and »
that flock.
resulting from the paralysis usually
not have prevented. Rather he was George Kennan Involved the Russian
to •.dally. Saturday, 8 to 13:80.
The veterinary told him the disease remains through life.
government
itself,
can
only
be
.acVAKIX LIMB TREATMENT CO.
Indicating a father about to die and
Exacted
a
Promise.
815 llttrkelny- BuUdlnff
that he 'would follow after his father's counted for on the proposition that
Mrs. Henry Preston White was leav430 BoyUton St., Boston,
ton, Maaa.
some Satanic mind planned it all. Decultivation and continue to work it death. Hence the sharp words of the mon possession was clearly taught In ing her home for town the other afwhile it Is BO thin that It will' not Master, "Let the dead bury the dead." the scriptures, and in modern times ternoon, and as she started down the
A proper duty, a sacred duty, but not
produce anything worth while.
has been clearly proven In China and walk a pitiful wail reached her ears.
farm land Is Just like a bank. Top so proper nor so sacred as to have pre- other part* of the world by moat con- Turning, she perceived her little five- WV a big knee like this, but your horse
cedence
over
the
olaims
of
Jesus,
Matt.
Y*J may have a bunch or bruise on hia
can draw checks on It if you have s
servative and discriminating students. year-old son leaning far out of the
Ankle, Hock, Stifle, Knee or Throat
Becohd-story window.
deposit of fertility, but unless there is 6:33; 10:87.
Of
some
men
it
can
be
truly
said,
Man Must Have Clean Sweep a deposit there can be no checking.
Ever Ready to Serve.
"Mother! mother!" be cried. "Please
they' are devils Incarnate. The devil
II. Those who did follow Jesus,
It Is sad to see a farmer plow, sow,
Across Fields If He Is After
does not always operate In tho most promise me, won't you, mother?
M *
TDAflF MAQk' Dffi ti e BAT \t\
cultivate, harvest and thresh half a 10:38-42. We now turn to consider .debased and fiendish manner, or men Promise me!"
ZA will clean it off without laying the
the Greatest Profit..
crop from a field when with the same this little company who were ever would .resist him and fly from him.
Mrs. White ran back in much alarm
fl horse up. No blister, no half
amount of labor he could have pre- ready to serve our Master. From v. 68 Many whose lives are fairly admirable into the house and up the stairs.
^-^ gone. Concentrated—only a'few
(By R. B. RUSHING.)
vented hlB fields from loafing by sup- we know that not every home was are yet in the mastery of the evil one,
"Darling, tell mother what is the drops required at an application. $2 per
In traveling over the country I see plying the amount of plant food need- open to receive Jesus as was this one but do not know it. Did not Jesus say matter," she pleaded.
bottle delivered. Describe your case for special irutrucriom
Book 8 K free. ABSORBINE, JR., >DU*epde
in Bethany, John 11:1. Though this that certain men were the children of
fields that are claimed to be worth ed to grow a full crop.
*
"Oh, mother, promise me," he and
liniment for mankind. Reduce! Painful Swelling*. Kafrom $60 to $100 per acre, with a pile
We can, look about and see those was Martha's home (10:38), and there- the devil? In the individual, the mas- sobbed, v.
-^
Urged Glands, Goitre, Wens, Brulm, Varicose Velat,
Varicotldet, Old Sores. Allays Pain, price XI and £2 a
ot stones lying here and there and sev- who are doing things right Why not fore she felt the burden of hospitality, tery of the devil la seen in his in"Anything, darling, Anything."
bottle at druEgisii or delivered. Manufactured only br
yet she did not hear the word as did ability to control his appetite, his temeral scrawny, half-dead trees standing take a lesson from them?
"Promise me that you'll be good, W.F.YOUNG, P.D. F.. 310 tennis ll„ Springlleld.MSH.
about over this land and perhaps with
Look around this summer and .see her sister Mary, Mark 4:19. Martha per, and his actions.
mother, while you're in town," he said,
if there Is not something that is loaf- wag occupied with duty and Mary,
a swale1 running across.
and began to dry his tears.
Qod as Master.
Have you any such on your farm ing; if not, very good, but if there Is, with Jesus. Martha was occupied with
But may not God be master? Jesus
Make money giving shows, we give you FREES
that are not yielding a profit, perhaps you must clean It up if you ever ex- many things, Mary was occupied with Christ, who was God, claimed to be
TBfany Children are Sickly.
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for Children Moving Picture Machine, or a Big Doll for
pect to have a full crop and make the the "one thing needful." The result master, saying: "One is your master,
scarcely paying taxes?
Break up Colds in 24 hours, relieve Feverish- selling 24 packages of Shampoo at 10c a packwas
that
Martlfa
was
"distracted"
most
profit
from
the
land.
The
sucThese acres are loafing, and what Is
even Christ." - Wliile there are few, ness, Headache, Stomach Troubles, Teething age, when sold return 92.40 and we send you
Disorders, more and regulate the bowels, an«
worse, not,only loafing, but costing cessful' farmer does not allow hi* land (R. V.), while Mary was at rest. Jesus comparatively, who acknowledge God Destroy
Worms. They are so pleasant to take MovingPictureMachineorDoll,write at once.
to
loaf.
wants
his
disciples,
his
followers,
to
the farmer hard earned money every
as master, there are those who may children like them. Used by mothers for24 yeara Faust* Recklenwald,TerminalBlug.,Hoboken,NJ.
sit at bis feet and to learn of him. He claim to parallel the 7,000 in Israel At all druggists, 26c. Sample mailed FREE.
time he sends a man into the fields to
knows all about duty's dull demand, who did not bow the knae of Baal. address, A. S. Olmsted, JLe Boy, N. Y. Adv.
work. Time wasted in turning around
but the one thing needful is, first of The disciple. Thomas freely called
obstructions is very great and time is
Probably Not.
all, to learn of him. Martha's love Jesus Master, and the Holy spirit
money these days.
A
' '
"Scribble says he writes all his love
prompted the service, but there was coupled the idea of the saving power sonnets to imaginary women."
With the modern {machinery that
doubtless much pride that accompa- of Jesus Christ with his mastership
BUrus!
now
this *» Pierce blojole, vortk
we want to use and 'to cultivate and
I
,han bursoth
"And I don't suppose there would be S?
«- Other,aolnatLwaioS
nied it. Jesus, as we have seen, was in the'use of the term Lord Jesus.
700)FSr?.,
Wilson aw
Bros.,SooIlaj
8q.,BoS"
harvest our produce, a man must have
any objections offered,If he mailed all
not
cumbered
with
much
comfort,
and
The mastership of God Involves sev- bis love sonnets to imaginary editors.''
a clean sweep across the land if he Sore Shoulders and Necks NecesIt
is
doubtful
that
he
was
desirous
of
eral
things.
First,
definite,
positive
and
WHYIiOT EATTHE BEST PEANUT BUTTER?
Is after the greatest profit
sarily Follow Where Animal
a big dinner. Jesus does, however, purposeful surrender to God. When
Often a few dollars would remove
Peddlers Not Allowed.
commend communion with himself as Saul ot Tarsus by the gate of Dathese worthless piles of stones, and
Is in Poor Condition.
Maid—There's man called with
Pa.
being, "that good part" Afterwards, mascus asked:
"What shall I do.
those old, hal Ulead trees which are
when death Invaded that circle, it was Lord?" he made a definite surrender. bill, ma'am.
1
HEALTHY
WITHOUT
BXXBCISB
OB
just In the way. 'Then tbe land would
Mistress—Tell him we have some
With horses going Into heavy labor Martha that had the most Intimate He acknowledged himself from that
(IC1NB—I TELL YOU WHAT TO BO—
be available for aae.
ty, delightful; no hard -work; takes tea
In very thin condition many of them dealing with our Lord, see John, chap- moment as the servant and very slave already.
minutes dally. Send BOe for complete dregBy putting In an underdratn a will not fill the collar a* snug as In ter 11, hence we conclude that she
less trestment. Paul I.. Srnlth, Kutstowa. Pa.
of God. Secondly, man will at once
worthless swale may be transformed .former years. This will necessarily learned on this day the lesson Jesus
FNKUMATIOA STOPS YODB PAIN
let
God
guide
him.
As
God'*
guidor breaks aprotiroDldinonehour. ll'amarreions. FBEE TO LADIES—WrIUj. tor Burn's new
into a fertile field. Stones and trees create more sore shoulders and necks sought to teach, viz., that in the life
ance is most clearly given in his ward, Used externally. All druggists, 26 cents. A4r. circulars .on scientific beauty culture It la
are all right in their places, but the than commonly. The collar should fit of quiet communion (Isa. 30:15) we
that word will be man's study all the
BUBNg SUPPLY CO.. BARMAN. K. 1.
best place for the atones la in mak- up tight, so there will be no extra shall receive that strength that is abEvery mother thinks she has the
days. Thirdly, his life will be one of
ing a dam at the lower end of some room between the collar and the neck. solutely essential, If we are to serve complete obedience. There will be no dearest baby in the world. So does I.AOY AGENTS AND CANVASSERS sell B»benlk s Female Sonic, a remedy tor all Felow place to help catch the wash, and
If a collar has been used It can fre- him acceptably. We must not allow further question as to whether the tbe father when the bills come in.
rjale troubles. Also other specialties. 100%.
Bubenlk «!»», Co., Dept..A, St. Louis. Ms.
the best place *for the, trees Is In a quently, be buckled up a notch tighter the daily, legitimate demands of duty thing God commands is feasible or
clump by themselves or very near the to remove the slack. Keep the collar to Interfere with a life of full, free, fel- nol. It Is only as to whether It Is a
IfiFMTS Something
SoinetbiriE ei
newj&B to U0 weekly: woaPutnam Fadeless Dyes do not stain f
■ ,S" ??J^JJ*Hl
derfulsell,,.
'. iPto tfj) per cent proilt,
fence and not scattered all over an smooth by rubbing with the hand. Do lowship with the Master, j
clear command. "His not to reason the kettle,. Adv.
otherwise profitable flela.
not use a knife nor curry comb, as
Summary—Ij. has never been re- why, his but to do or die." This perIt is a very common thing to see they leave the surface rough, and ir- corded that Jesus ever complained ot fect surrender is not IrriBeclllty; It Is
An bunce of get-up-and-get Is worth
large strips of land, that Are not In ritates and causes sores. This should the hardships of life, yet he had his a sane, sensible recognition that the a pound of rabbit's feet.
shape to be cultivated; loafing in be' done when the collar la removed, Intimates who were glad to minister to leadership o* God is better- than his
weeds and brush between fields, sim- before the accumulation dry*.
bis needs. The call to companionship own. An illustration of this Is seen in
ply because tbe farmer has not the
35 YEARS SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT
Wash the shoulders or neck at with Christ, the call, "follow me," Is the career ot such a man as Dwight
ambition to fence them in.
night with cold water,, and remove all the most stupendous program yet pre- L. Moody.
OF LIQUOR AND DRUG ADDICTIONS
If you have such land that cannot surplus hair or dirt so as to leave the
Yielding the mastery to God, secures
sented to- man. The perfect disciple,
be put under cultivation with profit It surface smooth; then apply lime sul- as well as the ideal woman, is the one supreme happiness. One of the mas-'
should be fenced and turned llnto phur and tannin in three, equal parts.
WHITE PLA1NS, N. Y.
BUFFALO, N.Y.
who is a blend of .the divergent char- ter tricks of the devil is to make man
pasture, or if you desire to grow This is a powder. Rub It thoroughly,
LEXINGTON, MA8S.
PROVIDENCE, R.
WEST HAVEN, CONN.
acters of Martha and Mary. It is at believe that to serve himself Is to
trees, and of course you should grow as it heals and toughens the surface.
secure
happiness.
The
only
fear
of
the feet of Jesus we are to receive that
some, set out a useful variety, but be There is little use to have sores it
Equipment! which Is necessary for ef- Dan Crawford, w,ho for 22 years was
We Rive bftDdsotm< ana vninabl*
sure and not allow the land to loaf care Is taken. With a late spring and
Prpmiuuiikfor .ilit:Hfjil.-:ss.iLit work.
fective service. "Making excuses takes in the long grass of Africa, was that
artk-iilarB/rvt.. C. it. KOSWOBTH
away your profit ■»/ growing absolute- weak horses It behooves every one
j Beat Conch Syrnp. Tute. Good. Uaa |
be
might
possibly
lose
his
supreme
CO.,26 PnUmau Av.. Ilocutmer, N.T.
much time that had better be put Into
la Urns, SaU by Drossiats.
ly worthless weeds and brush.
using horses to be as careful with making good.'"
joy in God—but he never lost it
It Is a shame to have [land under them aa possible.
FOR COUGHS AND COLD5
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} LATELY SEEM TO BE OUT OF FA-

, Fran* L. M.*wayol Ttpekwcrtfc i I Mt,
I. O.K. M., of Palmer will he *pwty
'of Qaaboag tribe
M»s Eltaabi'tli M. Carruth with Mr and
Mrs Julius.A. Thompson won' in Harre
Plains, Wednesday, to attend the funeral
of Mrs Carruth's brother, Frank A. liaskins.

r

■WORCESTER.

/T»

MASS.

VOR WITH PARENT.

-.

Such Puritanic "Handles" as Ebenezer
and Zadok, for Instance, Do Not
Seem to Appeal as They
Once Did.

■ ■•

Jiss Frances E. Howe, a pupil in tie
TOD high school was surprised at her > A certain set of Christian names
taken from the Scriptures have been
e on West street, Thursday night.
used BO long that we do not think of
ste were present from Warren, Ware
them as Bible names. Among them are
Adam, Moses, Samuel, David, Daniel,
presented with a manicure set.
Games Solomon, Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. I
were played and refreshments served.
Others taken from the saints, like Pe- j
"Everybody at church," was observed ter, John, Stephen and Matthew, orig- .
in the churches of West lirookliehl, Sun- inally given to children because theyj
were born on the saint's day, are still
day. Special music was furnished by the
so common that we think of them as
choirs.
The announcement was made
English names.
!
that on Feb. 8, the churches will again
These names antedate the use of
observe the day, as this date has been set surnames, as may be inferred from I
. aside as a national church going day. the fact that nearly all of them have
Tfte subject of the sermon at the Congre- given rise to patronymics, like Ja- |
gational church was "We are'fools for cobson, Peterson and Stevenson. In I
Christ's sake," and at the Methodist the twelfth century missionaries sent |
church, liev. Eugene Thrasher preached out by the authorities used, to bap- i
tize wjiole villages at once, and to
on "Before and alter the earthquake."
save time invested all the men with I
The Brooktield Medical club met at Ye the name of John or some other saint,
Old Tavern on Tuesday. Dr. Dennis M. and the women usually Mary or Mar- I
tha. To distinguish the Johns some
Eyan, Warp, entertained.
Dinner was
additional name like Short or Strong !
served to 7 physicians. Following came of White or Black was given him by i
a paper on "Some of the organic nerve the neighbors, and so Christian names
diseases" by Dr. Ryan. ' Th<*e present and surnames were united.
were Dr. Olney W. Phelps, Dr.xCharles
After the reformation It became the
A. DelandT Warren; Dr. Charles A. fashion among the Putitans to give
children
the names of characters like
Blake, West Brqokflel<l;<Dr. Maurice W.
Pierson, Dr. Dennis M. Ryan, Dr. Al- the Old Testament,, and odd ones like
MelchiBidek or BarzlHai were prebert G. Blodgett, Ware; and Dr. Mary
ferred. Among, these were Abel, Levi.
H. Sherman of Brooktield.
Jesse, Amos, Asa, Isaiah, Ephraim, Oldi
Anna A, ('Cunningham) Storrs, aged eon, Malachl, Abner, Hosea, Bzeklel.
77 years, widow of Henry T. Storrs, Jeremiah, Zachariah, Asher, Eli," and
I
' died at'her home North Main St., at 11 hundreds of others.
For some reason the use of these
o'clock, Saturday morning, after a week's
.' names has largely ceased. We can un- ;
illness from septicemia.
She w*s daugh
derstand why Ebenezer has been
ter of Thomas and Mary (Wilson) Cundropped, though once one of the most
ningham. She married Henry S. Storri common of names In New England,
of Bridgeport 36 years ago, living former- for It is decidedly unmelodious. No !
ly in Springfield, where Mr Storrs taught modern girl could fall In love with an
vocal and instrumental music.
Mrs Ebenezer. But most, of the Puritan
Storas leaves no near relatives.
The ra- Bible names have a strong, manly ring, '
niral was from her home ot 11 o'clock, and have been borne by able men. I
Tuesday morning, the body being taken That they are going out of use Is very |
evident from comparing the early |
to Wilmantlc, Conn.,'for burial.
class lists of Yale with later ones, j
Five persons were injured in a coasting Twenty-flve classes in the early eighta cident on Foster Hill, Jan. 16.
The eenth century, numbering 375 gradu- I
coasters were employees at the Ohnstead ates, show 119, with Puritan given I
, Quaboag corset factory and were excused names. This is about 30 per cent. I
fiom work for the forenoon?
Misses Ten classes in the twentieth century,
numbering 3,037, show but 25 given I
Madeline Quintan, and Ida Durant, of
names of this class, or less than one j
Warren, Walter Skifflngton, Ware, Oscar
per cent. Ebenezer and Barzillai have
(Urlstedt, Brookfield and George Dono- completely disappeared. Nor is Pelev.m, West Brookfield, made up the party. tlah or Zadok to be found.
As they cleared the last water bar, on the
We can, only hope that the descendhill, the ropes slipped from the places ants of these ancient worthies have
inherited
some of their sterling qualion the braces, one runner struck a stone,
and Donovan lost control of the sled, ties, though they ,do not perpetuate,
causing all the party Jto be thrown into the name. ■
tie ditch, where each one sustained in-i
Kept Accounts by Strings!
juries of a more, or less serious nature.'
It was the custom of the Aztecs to
Dr. Clifford <f. Iluyck attended the two
keep, their accounts by means of
.vrnng women, who were later removed
strings. A single knot was ten, two
to their homes in an automobile.
single knots twenty, and so on. The
Mrs Hannah (Heenahan) CougHJin, hundreds were indicated by double
knots. The color of the string indiage:! 80 years, 2 months, and 8 days died
cated what the numbers referred to.
s iddenly at the home of her daughter,
Soldiers wjere red, gold yellow, silver
irs Frank K. Brown, on the Brookfield white and corn green.. This method
~jad, at 7.45 o'clock, Saturday Morning, is still In use on tile Sierras of the
i >m heart disease, She was the widow Argentina, where the herdsmen keep
o:' James Coughlin. Mrs Goughlin was tale of their charges in a similar way.
i irh in Sligo, Ireland. She came to this Several strands depend from one, the
i -untry when quite young, and was em- first of these strands being reserved
,'ioyed in the family of the late Deacon for bulls, the next for cows, the milk
and dry being differentiated, the next
imuel N. White. She was married in
for sheep and so on.
Knots were
orcester, Nov. 10. 1853, James Coughprobably among the first methods of
I, who died about a year ago.
She is man to record figures—the knot or the
► irvived by one sister,'Miss Annie Heen- mark on a bit of stick. In the Enga lan, Springfield; three sons, Thomas of lish hop gardens the tallyman (gen4
.unbridle; James of Leicester; Patrick erally the local schoolmaster) goes
West Brookfield; two daughters, Nan- around with the tally and its mark
• y, wife of Frank K. Brown,,West Brook- and the most civilized Chicagoffn still
Id, Und Mrs Julia. Dalton; 13 grand- tics a knot in the handkerchief when
we are asked "to be sure and rememdldren and four great grandchildren,
ber."
urial was from Sacred -Heart church,
londay morning.
Women Climb for a Hat.
Elizabeth (Stone) Jaynes, widow of 0.
At the annual reunion of the Welker
. Jaynes, died at the home of Mrs A. J. family, held at the family homestead,
tmpson, Cottage street, Thursday, aged near Sharpsburg, Pa., a tree-climbing
1, Heart disease was the cause. , She contest was held among the female
as a native of Peru, and married Chas. descendants of the family.
The prize that spurred the women
. Jaynes of Brimficld, July 4, 1861, and
on to grand efforts was a new fall hat,
.eir home was in Holland, for ten years
one of the latest creations in millinery
ley went to Worcester in 1872 and lived and valued at $25. The winner turned
that city about 33 years.
Mr Jaynes up In Mrs. Meta Welker, who welghst
is employed by the Hudson Belting Co. more than 300 pounds.
id American Card Clothing Co.
BuyAfter several contestants had tried
gthe property of Harry R. Lamb on for the dainty piece of millinery, which
■ttage street in July 1905, Mr and Mrs was placed on an upper limb of a big
ynescame to West Brook eld to. live, oak, and failed, Mrs. Welker, who was
a great climber at one time, essayed
r Jaynes died in 1908.
Mrs Jaynes
to take a chance.
d made her home with Mr and Mrs
Carefully working her way up foot
- mpsou since 1912. Mrs Jaynes was a by foot, the big woman, who outweigh■mber of Naomi Rebekah lodge, Wtaj- ed the other contestants two to one, i
■iter, and formerly of the Dorcas society j finally reached thWliarvind brought It i
West Brookfield. The funeral will be down. She was winded and nearly
m the home of Mr and Mrs Sampson, , done up, but she held on to the hat '
1 o'clock Saturday afternoonDahlia Growing In Favor.
Dahlias, probably the dearest of all
In Homeopathic Doses.
fall blossoms to the amateur grower,
"Well, Uncle Josh, how do you feel?" are Increasing in popularity.
,
lotten; that beer don't seem to help
Every year, the growers say, the
>ne." "How did you take It?" "Ta- dahlia Is coming, more in demand.
espoonful afore meals."^1L4fe.
Partly because It grows in such a
variety of types and partly because
it lends Itself equally well to garden
Sometime* Well to Go Slow.
decorations and cut flower purposes,
A good many people will feel a sen- the amateur suburban horticulturist
tient of sympathy for the hapless constantly finds new use for It.
■rson who having hired an expert to
As the demand has grown the flower
>rk up bis pedigree, found himself bis received Increased attention from
illged to pay hush money to prevent growers until this season the number
e expert from telling what he had of varieties developed reached 800. ■
und. It la a wise child that knows *\sr a. long time the castus dahlia
i own father, according to the prpv- has. been developed to the neglect
b; and apparently a still wiser one the small densely flowered variety 01
other years.
lat doesn't.

'

■—«-"fi6s ton' S tore"—■■,

The penholm {3 McKay Co.'s

amous
Annual February
Furniture Sale
And a Most Important

EncUof=the=Monih
Clearance Sale
■

Including practically all of our
fifty-three departments

\$

' HAILS DUE TO ARRIVE.
A. M. 6.45 -Kant ami West.
11.:^ West.
. r. M. 12.45—KaM ana West. •
2.00-West
4.50—Bant.
*7.06—East and West.
MAILS CLX)SE.
A, M. 0,0ft—West.
0.45—East.
11.30—East ami West.
P. M. 1.00—west.
4.40—East.
6.00—East and West.
Mails for East Brookneld are despatched at
.46 A.M., 11.30 A. M. and 1 P.M. Mails from
Sast Broonneld are received at 9.30 A. M. and
5.40 P. M.
Package mailB are despatched twice dally as
follows:—11.30 A. M. East and North, 6 P. M.
West and South.
JJ
Malls for the Rural Delivery is closed at 8.15
A. M. and received at 1.30 P. M.
The office hours will be:—6 80 A. M. to 8 P. M.
Holidays, 630 to 9.3U A. M. and6 to6 P. M.
Persons who. continually asb to have lock
boxes opened are respectfully requested to use
,their
hoir keys.
Lav,
'
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
PAUL M. KEANEY, Asst.

Miss Elizabeth Forrest of Elm street
stands well up to the head in the list of
out-of-town contestants for the autorno.
bile offered by a Worcester paper, Cfelrf
the race has only just begun. ,

/•.'•■•

News lias been received of the death of
William R. Spooner of Barre, a member
of Woodbine Lodge, I. 0. 0. F. He was
the husband of Mrs Jennie C. Spooner,
editor, and proprietor of the Barw
Gazette. \\

and Continues Friday and Saturday
January 29, 30, 31, 1914

;

The/Woman's Educational Board has
placed in our library as a loan, a number of engravings showing the^ ladies'
costumes of the period from 1861 to 1871.
'They are very interesting in comparison
with the styles of to-day.

Watch for Circulars giving full details
to be distributed in your town soon

******

AT LAST!

*

Kayo

LANTERNS

A Perfect Fountain Pen
CROCKER iNK-TITE"
y,

'Self Filling—— Non Leaking
SOILING OF FINGERS
TAKING APART
GLASS FILLER
SPECIAL INK
BOTHER OF ANY SORT

On the Road at Night
You need a lantern that gives a strong,
steady light The RAYO is always
reliable.

•WITHOUT AN OUT" *

Easy to light, easy to clean, easy to rewick, Safe,
durable and handy.
WRITES INSTANTLY, NEVER SWEATS NOR BLOTS-MADE
RAYO Road Lanterns are a protection
I .OF PARA RUBBER, BEAUTIFULLY .DESIGNED, FITTED WITH
to the driver. Throw a bright steady light
SUPERB 14-0ARAT GOLD PENS WITH HARD IEIDIUM POINTS.
ahead—show red light in
the rear.
E. W. REED. DRUGGIST,
NORTH BR00KFIELD4
All dealers everywhere
STANDARD-OIL COMf ANY
Wedding Invitations ARTISTIC MONUMENTS
A MASTER PIECE

and Announcements

AND CEMETERY MEMORIALS

New York
Albuy

of New York

Buffalo
Boston

v

In all kinds ofj

engraved or printed in the GRANITE AND MARBLE
very latest styles, and the C A. RISLEV & COMPANY
) Telephone.
West Brookfield.
beit work guaranteed.

Horace y. Lawrence,

'ot / • Journal Office,
\ North Brookfield, Mass .)

Be Peaceful With tha Peaceful.
With him who knocks at the door
of peace seek not hostility.—Saadt,
the Gullstan.

moving Picture.
"Wny," asked the man In the brown
derby, whose attention bad bean called to the unsteady progress of a tipsy
reveller who was passing, "do you say
that that man reminds you of moving
pictures?" "Because," replied bis companion, placidly lighting a cigarette,
"his eyes are Aimed »d he reels."

fUiaed Brand New Point of Law.
A man appeared at toe courthouse
la Manhattan the other day and, not
finding the county attorney in, said
to the under gherlff: "Well, maybe you
can tell me what I want to know. If
a man duns you for a debt on Sunday,
isn't the debt paid?"—Kansaa City
Star.

Charles B. Tucker died at his home on^
Maple street, Saturday evening, aged 61
years, 8 months andil-days. He leaves a
wife, whose maidei/ name was Margaret i
Tnorntoii, four daughters, Adji^ Bertha, I
Eva and Mabel, and one son, Warren, j
Mr Tucker was- an expert boot turner, .|
was for many years in the old Bateheller I
factory, and later in the H. H. Brown
Co. ,
*'
■ -r
fictorj.
The funeral on Monday was:
attended by Rev. Mr Adams of Christ I
Memorial church.

Clemence (Fournier) wife of Oliver Derosier, died at her home on East Brookfield road, Saturday afternoon, as the
direct result of a stroke of paralysis, several days before. She was born in Montreal, coming, to this country in 1872.
She is survived by five oaughters,' Mrs
Georgianna Flynn and Mrs Dora McCiuskey of Lynn, Mrs Lena Cournayer
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
and Mrs Louise Bird of Marlboro, Mrs
The Grange Auxiliary will meet with Emma Potter of Spencer; four sisters,
.Mrs Arthur C Bliss, Tuesday, Jan. 27, Mrs John Derosier, Brookfield; Mrs
Alexander Berthaitne, Worcester; Mrs
at 2 p. m,, for work only.
Mary Marra and Mrs I«na Marra, both
The Woman's Union will hold a food of Montreal, and two brothers, Joseph
sale next Friday, Jan. 30, at the parlors and John Fournier, Montreal.
/
of the First Congregational church at 3
Concordia Lodge, K. of P., are to have
p. m.
The annual ball of the fire department a turkey supper and entertainment
comes Friday evening, Feb. 20, with mu- Castle hall, Saturday evening, Feb. 7, on
sic by Collins' singing and novelty or- the fiftieth anniversary of the founding
of the Order.
All members and their
chestra, 8 pieces, of Marlboro.
families, in or out-of-town, and the PythThe regular meeting of the Young
ian Sisffers, are invited.' Tickets 25 cents.
Woman's club will be held at the borne
It is hoped that every absent member
of Miss Mildred Thompson, School street,
may either be present or send a response
Tuesday evening, Jan. 27.
£..
to be read at the roll-call. The commitWednesday evening, Jan. 28, Miss Em- tein charge is G. F. Crooks, C. C, F.'E.
ma Lynch and suite, of Worcester, will Conger, F. A. Stearns, D. C. Reed and T.
instal 'the officers of Cypress Bebekah J. Burkhill. The brothers are also planLodge. Supper at 6 o'clock.
ning to keep over night all out-of-town
John Tyler, who suffered a shock while brothers, and their families, who may
at work in the Brown factory last week, wish to stay. Members are asked to let
died at his home in the east part of the the committee know, before Feb. 21, how
many, supper tickets they desire reserved.
town on Saturday. His age was 65.

S. D. Col burn, local agent of the P. J.
LeTand farm agency, has sold for Margaret Collins and Mary Splaine, their
place on Winter street, to Frank W.
Chamberlain of Keene, X. H.

Begins Thursday of Next Week

Mrs Timothy Brooks of Woburn, died
at tlie'hospital in that city, Jan. I), of
pneumonia, aged 54.
She was- well,
known here as Miss Lutherft H. Meacliam. She married eleven years ago, and
her husband died shortly afterward.

Representative Gitlett, Saturday,' introduced a bill for library post, by which
books of librhrie8 would be carried in
the majls at one cent a pound.
This
would apply to public libraries, to school
libraries supported by taxation, and under certain conditions, to social, indus| trial and trade libraries.
r
The Young Woman's Club had an unusually pleasant evening at their meeting,
Tuesday, as the home^of their president',
■Miss Lawrence, with nearly 30 present.
The entertainment was in charge of Mifs
Helen M. Eaton, and was thoroughly appreciated by all. The next meeting w ill
be with Miss Mildred Thompson, School
street, next Tuesday evening.
"Higbee, of Harvard" is to be the
senior play of this year, and Miss II ixson,
having assigned the parts, is now busy
coaching the players. The cast includes
Stephen Mahoney, Thomas Dunphy,
Thomas Minns, Jojm Robinson, Esther
Conroy, Verna F. Vorce, Rose Mahoney,
Gwendolyn-rjurnham and Raymond Heilihy. The play will be presented in the
tiwn hall, on the evening of St Patrick's
day, March 17. '

At the meeting of the W. C. T. U.
with Mrs M. Louise Stoddard last Thursday, the theme was A* National Call for
Prayer for Constitutional Prohibition for
the Nation. The president, Mrs Emanuel Charlton offered prayer, and gave an
address on "Prayer a power."
The
readings by the members were:—'"Interest in interstate liquor bill. is nationwide," "Signs of Progress," "Uucle
dam is our Partner."
This practical
problem was given—"If, as Governor
Hodges shows, Kansas saves approximately $20,000,000 a year by prohibiting
the liquor traffic, how much would the
United States save each year by' national
prohibition?"
Mr Sunnier 11. Seed gave a most entertaining address before the Brotherhood on Monday evening, telling Of his
trip to New Orleans, arid of what he saw
and learned while there. Mr Reed travels with all his faculties alert to take in
all that is worth knowing, and he has a
happy faculty of telling it in a most entertaining manner, so that he held his
audience for more than an hour and a
half. . Refreshments were served by Geo.
W. Lane, A. H. Doane, and Dea. Sherwood. The next meeting will be Feb.
16, as the entertainment is booked for the
town hall, on Feb. 0, the regular date.
L. S. Woodis, W. W. Bartlett, and W. H.
Webber were appointed a social- committee for the next meeting, and H. W.
Hemis, M. F. Lincoln and George S.
Dickinson were appointed by President
Lawrence as a membership committee.

| AMONG OUR CHURCHES.

Why is the soda,
cracker today
such a universal
food?
People ate soda
crackers in the
old days, it is
true—but they
bought them
from a barrel or
box and took
them home in a
paper bag, their
crispness and
flavor all gone.
Uneeda Biscuit
—soda crackers
better than any
ever made before— made in
the greatest,
bakeries in the
world—baked t;o
perfection—
packed to perfection—kept to
perfection until
you take them,,
oven-fresh and
crisp, from their
protecting package. Five cents.

NATIONAL
BISCUIT
COMPANY
OLD FASHIONED SLEI6H-RIDES,

The G. F. 8. will pvo a jA&y on the
evening of Shrove Tuesday, Feb. 24.
The Neighborhood Conference of the
G. F. S., will meet in Webster, on Saturday, Feb. 7.
*
Regular meeting of the Woman's Guild
on Wednesday, January 28. at 3 p. m. in
the Guild room.
Miss Sara Hopkins of-Worcester, diocesan president of the G. F. S., will -visit
this branch on the evening of Feb. ,17.'
j
About'150 people were present at the
morning service last Sunday, a very grati
fying increase over the usual congregation.
Castle Quabaug, K. O. K. A., ptans to
give a play,—The Straw Man with the
: Gardener's Orchestra,—in the Gymnasium of Christ Memorial church, on Wed, nesday evening, Feb. -18. ^
At the annual meeting of the Woman's
, Guild the following officers were elected
j for the ensuing year: President, Mrs A.
H. Foster; vice president, Mrs Raymond
Adams; Treasurer, Mrs F. P. Greene;
Secretary^ Mrs V. G. Ormsby; directress-'
es, Mrsfjillian Thompson, Mrs AdaGates,
Mrs iieonard Ohisholm, Mrs Edna Fullam, Mrs Etta Chesley, MrsAVard Smith,
Mrs Frank Saunders.
Church.

T

Castle Plymouth, K. O. K. A., met
Wednesday evening, with Mrs Marion
Bush, for a social evening, with games
and refreshments. 14 boys were present.
' Sunday, Jan. 26, the morning theme
will be "A Fruitless Commission," preceded, by the fortnightly talk to the boys
and girls.
In the evening the nexf in
the series of sermons on the Ethical and
Religious Value of the Novel, taking up
','Les Miserables." •
/
Rev. Mr Budd and his committee are
much pleased with the result of an Ev
erybodjf-at-Churcli Sunday..
Of course
everybody was not at any of the services,
but the congregation in the morning was
more than 280, and in the evening over
100, and.quite a number of new faces
were seen in the pews, of those who are
not regular attendants.
They heard a
strong sermon from the pastor, and quite
number expressed their intention of
coining anain."

Methodist Church.
At thp Methodist church there were 57
In attendance at the regular service Sunday afternoon-

EDWIN-T. CHAPIN

AMERICA CAN APPLY MBTHODS
SUCCESSFUL OVER SEAS.

727-728 State Mutuil Boilding, Worcwtef

1

Christ Memorial Church.

Congregational

rnCf^ F/.CL] TO MARKET

The derr.ail of the times Is for a
marketing eyslem that will dispense
with the numerous middle men„of the
city through whose hands must go the
;,irn: m'cduets. before they reach the
consumer, and whose unnecessary
OFFICES,, •
c.iarges not only reduce the price received by the producer but Increase
School Street,
No. Brookfield
price paid by the consumer.
This community Is vitally interest40 Foster St. Worcester.
ed in this subject, and the series of
articles we are to publish on "CoOperative Farm Products Marketing'
Is worthy of more than passing notice.
SCALP SPECIALIST
When we say that It is one of the
greatest features ever offered by an
Manicuring
50 Cents.
American newspaper we _mean every
Shampooing
50 Cents
word of IL
Scalp Treatment - 50 Cents
In an effort to solve this Important
problem, the
United States govern66 SUMMER ST,. NO. BROOKFIELD
ment sent a commission to Europe
TELEPHONE 115
4S
during the past summer for the pur
pose of studying co-operative marketing methods in those countries where
It had been In operation for a considerable period and where It had proved
successful. This commission consisted of Dr. T. N. Carver, writer, rural
expert and director of the bureau of
rural organization in the agricultural
department at Washington; Bradford
Knapp, who Is in charge of the rural
demonstration work of the department
In the south, and Dr. Charles McCarthy, whom Sir Horace Plunkett
has termed the "agricultural statesman of America." At the request of
botn rubber ana steel tires, Buggiest
members of the commission Mr.
Democrat and Delivery Wagons, Surreys and ftoad Wagons, both new and
Mathew S. Dudgeon accompanied It
second hand.
and assisted in the Important investigations which it made in Ireland, Denmark, Germany and other European
Harness, Robes, Blankets. Whips and
Oil Cloths. Not too Oosfly. No*, too
countries.
Cheap.
i
What they found In Europl Mr.
Dudgeon has put Into a series of articles for this paper. He not Only has
told what he and the members of the
All the different grades. All alses ol
commission saw in the countries they
Nails, also,
visited, but. In the, form of Interviews
Bentemner that my prices are alwaya
with members of the commission, he
the Invest. I sell BO as to sell again.
has shown how the methods in vogue
Dr. Daniel'. Horn Remedies AI way*
in Europe may be applied td thfB
In Stock.
country.
/
1 KLKPHONK OAKHAM D4.

COLBY H. JOHNSON
AUCTIONEER,
DEALER IN REAL ESTATE

MRS HELEN LUTHER

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concords

AT BOTTOM IPBIOES

Shingles and Roofing Material.

FOR SALE.

WILLIAM 8.. CRAWFORD

A GOOD USING Light Sleigh. No reasonable offer refused. FEANK HAYDBN,
South Main Street.
2w4»

OAKHAM.

SLEICHS.
single sleigh, and one two
Apply to MORTON V. LINIw4
Sunday at 2 p. m. the services will be COLN, Spring 8t.
in the interests of the family, with appropriate music and sermon by the pastor.
PUNG, one
0 NB
seated sleigh.

FRED G. CLAPP

A CARD

The Congregational Y. P. S. C. E. has
invited the Spencer C. E. Union to hold
its next Convention here the first week
in February. The*rra>wmente for the
program are in charge of the President,
Miss Margaret Koche, of Spencer.
This
morning we have a verbal message that
the Convention will be held Tuesday,
Feb. 3, and that in the afterhoon Mr T.
P. Fletcher, the blind music teacher, of
the Bethel Bible School, Spencer, will
give a Bible reading, and also play the
clarinet. At 4.15 there will a Children's
Service, with address by Miss Koche. In
the evening there will be an address in
and fill the dates with ^ream cheese;!room ot 1he B & R RaDber factory, went
.English by liev. Mr Osborne of Spencer,
these are very nice on the supper table. ' to Coldbrook.
who will alsb sing in Hindustanese.
A parly from Spencer drove over to the
If, when boiling potatoes they are inTo reach the (rood ripe age: of 02, sur- ciined to turn dark during the cooking, moving pictures last evening.
The pupils of the 8th and 6th grades,
rounded by a loving family fnenda and . try addi
^ ^
a few d
of yi
with their teachers, Migs Vera Brucker
beloved by many others, is the lot of few watet
people to-day and w.hen "Aunt DoJI,"
Sweet „„ wi„ ^^ fl
mark|J ^ and Miss Taylor, liave gone to Spencer
this afternoon for a sleighride.
Tucker, as-she is familiarly known, varniehed furniture..
awakened last Friday she was made to j
Boiled rice fa ^ u9ed - a Bubfltitute
The Brookfield high school will ride up
feel she certainly was not forgotten. I fer white
tftto
here this evening.
During the day many called,to congratu;
See that in the closet of the guest cham1-ite 'her in person. She retains her faculA CARD
ber, there are ekirt and coat hangers.
ties in a remarkable degree, and seems to
Try
starching
the
pillow
cases
a
little,
^ysnjoy life as well as many of her youngMrs John Tyfer takes thisr opportunity
they wUl look well much longer.
er friends. Mrs Tucker was a native of
to thank the shopmatas of her late riusJ.
D.-W.
tudlow, but has lived here ever since her
Band. Mr John Tyler, for the assistance
marriage to Horace Tucker in 1840. *Her
rendered him when he was stricken, also
FOR SALE
two sons are Lucius H. and Alonzo B., „
the relatives and friends for their assist...
,_, ....
JT ,
j TO SETTLE AN ESTATE, Preferred saw* In
„ , .K
and the grand-children are Charles and X the Denuolm & McKay co. Pays Jpe* Den* ance at the funeral services, and their
dividends qnanerlj. C. E. KBNDBICK 814 sympathy
avmnithv expressed
»i
Stanley, and Helen and Florence.
by floral tributes.
I State Mutual Building, Worcester, Mas*.,
,"'

Wednesday evefting,(Mr and Mrs C. D.
Richardson of WestBrookfield, installed
the officer* of New Braintree Grange.
Ml* J. Arhur Barr was installed assistant steward in place of Irving Webb,
resigned.
Messrs. Barr and, Morse with 18 young
people went on a sleighride on Saturday
evening to the home of Mrs C. W. Ross,
North Brookfield, as a surprise to her
daughter, Edna, who has since entered
the Worcester city hospital, to tlOM a
nurse.
Undertaker Chas. S. Lane had charge
of the funeral of Chas. A. Tucker of
North Brookfield on Monday and of
Frank A. Haskinsof Barre Plains on
Wednesday of this week.
Denizens of the Underworld.
A gentleman who visited one of the
rock-cut tombs of the Lydlan Desert
found it tenanted by batB. They were
so numerous that they swarmed over
his person, while hundreds fluttered
around him.. Explorers of the pyramids of Egypt have had similar experiences; Indeed, wherever there are
caves, or crypts, or subterranean tunnels, or church towers they are haunted by bats.—SsMtfific American.

CHARLES S. LANE,

Furnishing Undertaker
REGISTERED EHBALMER.

Funeral Director

Personal Prompt Attention Day
or Night,
Telephone North Brookfield No.
133-11.

Registered Embalmen

NEW rJRAINTREE.

Ladies' Day of the. Farmer's Club at
town hall, Tuesday, Jan. 27. President,
Mrs Stella Gray, secretary, Miss Cora
Titus, music, Miss Frances Tufts.
Dinner served by theAnen.

Telephone

H. P. BARTLliTT,
Obeervatiens and Crnclusions of ComDENTIST.''
mission Sent Abroad by Government Set Out In Series of ArAdims Block.
North Brookfield
s
ticles to Appear In This
Paper.
Hours. 8 to 12 m . r.J9 to 6 p. m. IStt

We wish to cordially thank all who
Many Jolly Parties Come and Go Merrily O'er
helped us in the late sickness and death
the Frozen Snow.
of our husband and father.
At last the snow has come, not in large
MRS C, A. TUCKER AND FAMILY.
quantity but enough, to make elegant
sleighing, with a good smooth foundation, and no drifts.
The young people, and the older peoMrs 0. W. Ross was presented a Past
ple with young hearts, have been quick
to improve their opportunity, and there Master's badge by her Grange friends on
have been several very jolly partie* this Wednesday evening, it being presented
by Past Master Charles|H. Barr..
week.

On, Saturday evening a party of 18
came from New Braintree to give Miss
Edna Kittredge, School street, a pleasant
surprise, before she left for her training
in the city hospital at Worcester.
Tuesday night, a party of 28 of our
"best people" went to Coldbrook for a
The Appleton Club.
turkey supper and dancing. They startThe Appleton Club meets next Wed- ed off in a driving snow squall, but it
nesday evening with Mrs Albert H- Fos- cleared off before they had gone far, and
ter, Summer street. Child Literature of all were pleased with the trip, which was
the Middle Period by Miss Vera Brucker; made in two of B. A. Bush's sleighs.
Short Story Writers, Irving, Poa and Coming home they met with a mishap as
Hawthorne, by Dr.Idelle Edmands; and they were coming down "Brimstone
William Eilery Charming and Unitarian hill" on North Main St.
The street in
ism by Mr Burr Jay Merriam^ who will front ol the Walker place had been
Cjjme from Marblehead to read his paper. crowned too much and one of the sleighs
The committees for the coming banquet j' 'slewed'' to one side, overturning, Forin celebration oi the 25th anniversary of tnnately the horses behaved splendidly,
the Club, on Monday evening, Feb. 23, and all occupants-" were rescued from
are—Program, Kev. A. W. Budd, Ward their predicament, without injury, furthA. Smith and Miss Frances T. Lawrence; er than a good, shaking up.
Banquet, Hubert E. Stoddard, Mrs M.
Wednesday night a party of the memB Biaho{)) „„ A|ice FoBter> Mjfla Teresa
hers Of the Eastern Star went to Barre
P lains for supper.
Doyle, and*lrs George W. Lane.
Thursday night E. E. McCarthy took a
large party from the high school sophoWorstell Household Hints.
more class to Ware. The teachers, MissNew es Hjxon, Eaton, McGrath and Emerson,
.The following hints are from
j went as cbaperones.
York city teacher of cooking.
The same evening Mr and Mrs Theodore
Stew some apples, and to them add a
few chopped dates, the combination is Cunningham and a party of friends were
driven to Barre in one of B. A. Hush's
very satisfactory, t
Remove the stones from large dates, tmsses; and another party from the heel

ARCHITECT

Long

Distance Connection.

Funerals Personally Directed
And Every Requisite Furnished.
I.a*!y Assistant.

Ii&fly Assistant.

Omneotoi hv Lmg DUtauce Telepliomi,at House and Store.

ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH

IN SCRIPT OR
ENGLISH TEXT

DRESSMAKING
H. J. Lawrence,

it Prospect St

North Brookftelj

North Brookfield

45

ERNES|T D. CORBIN
OPTOMETRIST
The scientific;, intelligent, drug-less
efficient adaptation of glasses for the
aid of vision and the relief of headche and eye strain.
\
Office

At Dr. Ludden's

Call af 46 Summer Street
To' see the Latest Models of

SPIRELLA
CORSETS
Or have them brought to your horn*
by tending wocd to
•••
V

MRS. B. C. GRAVES,
Representative for the Brookfjelds,
Telephone

16-13,

Owe Word to Saint
To St, Etheldreda we owe the word
"tawdry," The saint knew no such
word, but the\ origin of It is clear
enough. For St. Etheldreda wag popularly known as St. Audry, and at St
\udry'i fair were ^old St. Audrey
laces, which In process of time became
clipped into "tawdry laces." Finally
the new adjective was applied to any
finery of similar grade. The part
played by the "t" in "saint" is exactly
that which has given us Tooley street
from St Olaf.—London Chronicle.

A GOOD up-stairs tenement. Town water.
Everything on one floor; Inquire of fc'KED
A. 8TEABNS, South Main Street, North Brookheld.
1

Chang* Always Going On.
Change Is inevitable in a progressive country.. Change Is constant.—
Disraeli.

NICK sunny furnished or unfurnished tenement of thtee rooms; everything needed for
housekeeping. All conveniences on one floor
Rent reasonable. Apply to
^
DANIEL F08TER.
Spring St.
.
9tt

NORTH BROOKFIELD.

-

MASS

TO RENT

FOR RENT.
ASEVP.N Room Cottage on Ward
steam heat town water, poultry
fruit and garden. Apply to MBS
EAMES, Bigeiow nt.

street,
house,
E. F.
Iw2"

TO RENT.

AT FULLAM'S
AIR TIGHT STOVES,
OIL HEATERS,
O-CEDAR MOPS,
WIZARD MOPS,
HORSE BLANKETS,
POCKET KNIVES,
FLASHLIGHTS,
SCISSORS,
CARVING SETS,
BARN LANTERNS,
DRIVING LANTERNS, "
FAMILY SCALES,
WRINGERS,
*
FOOD CHOPPERS,
SAFETY RAZORS,
THERMOMETERS,
DOG COLLARS,
UNIVERSAL
BREAD MIXERS*
BROOMS,
CARPET SWEEPERS,
ICE CREAM FREEZERS,
SLEDS AND SKATES.
We deliver everything too heavy
to earrv.

W. F. FULLAM
North Brookfield.

/
BROOKFIELD

KERMIT ROOSEVELT AND HIS FIANCEE

. & H. STRIKERS
WIN ALL DEMANDS

BROOKFIELD TIMES

TIMES

7 KILLED IN
DASH FROM JAIL
Phone Girl as Shield for Con*
victs.

Walkout of 5.000 Men Threatened a Coal Famine

FLEE IN WARDEN'S BUGGY
FEDERAL MEDIATOR'S WORK
Three

Slain

By

Guards—United

States Judge a Victim—Secures
Conductor

and

Engineer

Are

Rein-

Keys by Shooting Guard
Martin.

stated With Full Pay, and Most
Complete Tie-Up in History
Was Over in 16 Hours.

Albany, N. Y.—The tie-up of the
Delaware & Hudson Railroad from
Rouse's Point to Wilkes-Barre ended
just 16 hours after the strike of 5,000^
engineers, firemen, telegraphers, conductors and trainmen was inaugurated.
The strike, which was one of the
shortest in labor history, was also
one of the most effective. From 5:45
a. m.. when 5,000 men obeyed the
strike order, until their return to
work scarcely a wheel moved on the
877 miles of the Delaware &. Hudson
system!
Vice-President Clifford S. Sims
agreed to the men's demands that an
engineer and conductor be reinstated
and that other disagreements between the men and the company
should be the subject of further conferences.
It was just about 9:15 o'clock when
the agreement was ratified. By midnight the Delaware & Hudson trains
were operating on almost a normal
I schedule.
The settlement of the strike was
brought about by G. W. W. Hanger, assistant commissioner and secretary oi
the Federal Board of Mediation and
Conciliation, after a six-hour confer
ence with the men and Mr. Sims.
When he saw that the men would not
yield he advised Mr. Sims to give in.
The two men for whose reinstatement the 5,000 employes struck were
Conductor F.jV. Slade and Engineman
James A. Lynch, of Oneonta. They,
with Trainman Arthur J. Fox were discharged for alleged negligence more
than a year ago. One truck of a car
lin the middle of a long freight train
whih they manned left the rails and
bumped along the ties for more than
three miles. The men said there was.
a heavy fog, and that as the trouble
occurred before daylight there was no
means of telling "anything had happened.
Quietness characterized the walkout The strike order was issued to
every union engineer, fireman, conductor, trainman and telegrapher at
"work along the line from Rouse's
Point, N. Y., to Wilkes-Barre, Pa,
Crews brought their trains to terminal
points, took their engines to roundhouses, and went to their homes to
await the result of a conference between union leaders and officers.
SEVEN SLAIN

PTjIISON BATTLE.

"Bad Men" in Oklahoma Penitentiary
Fight Way to Open.

McAlester, Okla.—Seven men were
shot to death and three persons were
wounded when three convicts attempted to escape from the State Penitentiary and were slain by guards. One
:of the men killed by the convicts
in their mad dash for liberty was
John R. Thomas, of Muskogee, formerly. United States District Judge and
once a Congressman from Illinois.
Despite the commotion caused by
the three men in trying to shoot down
every one who came in their way,
no general attempt was made by other
■convicts to join in the delivery.
The desperadoes had snatched the
keys from the turnkey, John Martin,
whom they had wounded, and had sheltered themselves through the prison
jyard by, holding Mary Foster, a telephone girl, in front of them as a
shield until the only shot fired by
,guards in the yard hit the girl in the
leg.
Outside the gate the men seized
(the horse and buggy of Warden Dick
land dashed away, only to be shot to
•death by pursuing guards. One of the
iconvicts fought to the last, their horse
'lashed to a gallop by the other two.
They fired their last cartridges at the
.omcoming guards, who poured in a
(deadly fire from horseback. Even af
|ter the three escaped men were-lying
•dead in the bottom of the buggy the
frightened horse of the Warden dashed onward until felled by a bullet
from the pursuers.
The dead. In addition to ex-Judge
Thomas, are H. H. Drover, superintendent Bertillion department; Patrick
Oates, assistant deputy warden; F. C.
Godfrey, guard; China Reed, under
sentence of two years for larceny;
Tom Lane, Paul's Valley, under five
years' sentence for forgery; Charles
Koontz, Comanche County, serving foryears' sentence for manslaughter.
The wounded are John Martin, turnkey, shot through cheek; C. Y. Wood,
sjaurd, shot -through arm; Mary Foster, telephone operator, shot in leg.

The recent announcement of the engagement of Kermit-Roosevelt, son
of Colonel Roosevelt and Miss Belle Willard, was received with great interest Miss Willard Is the daughter of the American Ambassador to Spain,
and is considered one of the most beautiful girls in Richmond, Va., her
home city.

TATTERED ARMY RADIUM ORE
FIGHT IS ON
OFFJOMARFA
Mexican Refugees Trudge Along Experts Support Bill Withdrawing Land Containing It
Escorted By U. S. Cavalry
SIX GENERALS RIDE AT HEAD IS TO
Self-Exiled for Square Meal—Texas
Caravan Swelled by 906 Brave, But
HungryMexicans—Many Native
-

Women on Foot

. San Antonio, Tex.—When the great
caravan of Mexican refugees marched
north from Presidio the army found
after counting noses that it had 5,325
refugees on its hands. The caravan
numbered 4,419 before the additions
arrived. It was a greater company by
far than the War Department had
bargained for in opening the door to
an asylum beneath the flag of this
republic.
i The generosity of a great country
providing "three square" meals a day
for Mexican refugees was soon noised
about by the crossing and recrossing
generals In the vicinity. So under the
cover of night a large part of the
town crossed the Rio Grande and when
reveille sounded Major McNamee, the
officer handling the movement discovered a great increase in the population.
All the newcomers were willing to
take oath that they belonged to the
Mexican Federal army. There was
only one thing to do. The Major
rounded them up and moved on before the remainder of Ojinaga crossed
the river.
Refugees on the March.
Shatter, Tex.—The tattered remnants of the Mexican Federal army,
with women and children, 4,419 in all,
who fled Ojinaga, began their march
across the sandy plains and through
the mountains to Marfa, on their way
to El Paso, where they will be plsfeed
in the Internment camp.
The prisoners are guarded by six
troops of United States cavalry on
their march to the railroads. Trains
were taken at Marfa for El Paso.
oAt the head of the procession of
prisoners rode the six Federal Generals, Mercado, Castro, Orpinel, Landa, Roniero and Auna. They were
followed by the tattered soldiers ot
their defeated army.
If the crowd had ever been an army
it had no semblance of military bearing. It Is a bundle of docile men,
women and children doing what they
are told and waiting the outcome with
stoical indifference.
Occasionally an officer in gorgeous
uniform suggested the military character of the organization, but gorgeous
uniforms were rare and military discipline. If It ever existed, was left on
the hills of Ojinaga.
A tattered soldier, recovering from
wounds, occasionally dropped beside
the road, but the procession did not
stop. The wounded man was bundled
into one of the wagons and hurried
along. Children call for "agua" and
the water bottles have to be opened.
Occasionally the strain of a half savage song broke from the lips of one
of the more buoyant spirits in the column, and was taken up by another
and another until It reached down
the entire line of tattered men and
women.
It was a typical march of a typical
Mexican army.

PROUTY FOR CONTROL OF ROADS.
6,000 RUSH FORD PLANT.
Seek Work as 888 Employe* Get First
Share of Profit*.

Commerce
Commission
Advocates
Regulation by Government.

Chicago.—Government control of
Detroit, Mich.—Eight hundred and railroads was practically advocated by
eighty-eight workmen of the Ford Mo- Charles A. Prouty, member of the Intor Co. plant received their first pay terstate Commerce Commission, to 660
under the recently announced Ford members of the traffic club. The
profit-sharing plan.
speaker expressed merely his views.
They seemed hardly able to realize
The keynote of his argument advothat they were now receiving $5 per cating Government regulation of railday where formerly their pay had been road rates was that the continually
only $3.
changing of railroad rates makes for
Six thousand men seeking work commercial unrest,
*
•gain beselged the Ford plant

SAVE

75,000

LIVES

Or. H. A. Kelly Offers His Supply to
Government if It Takes Control
of Output—Private Interests
Aid Foreign Monopoly.

Washington.—In Congress there has
begun a stupendous battle to save the
lives of the 75,000 persons who are
dying annually of cancer.
The Federal Government's proposal
to withdraw lands owned by the United States containing radium-bearing
ores will be bitterly contested by
Colorado, which enjoys a practical
monopoly of the radium-bearing ores
of the world.
The Government owns 400,000 acres
of land bearing thiB precious ore. Representative Foster of IlHnpis, demands
that the radium, estimated at 300
grams, valued at $36,000,000, shall be
used to cure cancer in America.
Colorado demands the right to mine
the ore and send it abroad for the
profit of private owners. Should that
be done, not .one gram of this radium
owned by the American public will be
used in the United States unless It enters into competition with Europe.
Within the next six months the
Standard Chemical Company of Pittsburgh, will extract six grams of radium. It has contracted to send every
particle of this radium abroad. It is
to receive a 50 per cent increase over
the present market price.
Two hundred persons," according to
Federal experts, are dying every day
in the United States of- cancer.
Surgeons of the Public.Health Service assert that one-half gram of radium will save one human being every
day in the year.
j
Dr. Howard A. Kelly, of Baltimore,
and Dr. Robert Abbe, of New York,
appeared before the Joint Senate and
House Committee on Mines and told of
the marvellous cures brought about
through the use of radium. Dr. Kelly
will formally offer to surrender the
1,500 milligrams of radium now in his
possession to the Government if Congress approves the measure introduced by Representative Fostre, ot Illinois, for the withdrawal of the radium/bearing ores from the public domain.

McAlester,
Okla.—Dragging tht.
prison telephone girl behind them as
a shield as they fled across the prison
yard pursued by the guards, three
desperate convicts made a dash for
liberty trom the State Penitentiary
in, the warden's buggy, under a rain
of shots from the gatling guns on the
walls, only to be followed and shot to
death by guards.
Miss Mary Foster, the operator,
was shot in the leg by a pursuing
guard and dropped to the' ground.
Four others were killed by the convicts when they attempted to bar
their escape. Among them was John
R. Thomas of Muskogee, formerly a
United States district judge and at
one time a member of Congress from
Illinois.
v
The other men shot down by the
fugitives were H. H. Drove/, superintendent of the Bertillon department
of the prison; Patrick Oates, assistant deputy warden, and F. C. Godfrey, a guard.
When Judgd Thomas's term expired
In 1001, he, engaged in the practice
of law in Muskogee. He was 66
years old, and was born In Mt. Vernon, 111. His son, John R. Thomas,
Jr., is captain in the First Regiment
of the United States Infantry, stationed at Honolulu.
The attempted mutiny occurred at
the end of the day's work. Reed,.
Lane and Koontz were quartered in
the tailor-shop, and as they marched
through the yard they left the line
and approached the back door of the
office in the administration building.
There they met John Martin, the
turnkey. They told Martin
they
wanted to see the parole officer. As
Martin opened the door Reed struck
him repeatedly with a large revolvr,
shot him through the cheek and robbed him of his keys.
The three prisoners, all armed with
revolvers and shouting to the others
to follow them, ran toward the warden's office. There they met Oates,
the' assistant warden. Before ha
could defend himself, Reed, who was
the leader, shot him through
the
heart.
°
The greatest confusion ensued. All
the convicts ran about shouting encouragement to the mutineers.
The)
guards were alert by this time and
began firing. Drover, the Bertillon
officer, rushed to the door of his office, to be shot on the threshold,
where he sank down dead.
Godfrey, the guard, stepped directly
Into the path .of the mutineers in the
eorridor, discharging his revolver at
them. He, too,
fell a victim
to
Reed's deadly aim.
Judge Thomas was sitting in the
warden's office waiting for Warden R.
W. Dick, with whom he had an engagement.
"There must be some trouble outside," he said, and rose to walk toward the door. Apparently mistaking
him for the warden, the fleeing cqnvlcts fired a fusillade of shots at him.
He sank to the floor, mortally wounded.
The convicts, whose break was ao
attempt to lead a mutiny that should
free all prisoners, were
"China"
Reed, under sentence of two years for
larceny; Tom Lane of Paul's Valley,
under five years' sentence for forgery,
sad Charley Koontz of Comanche
county, serving forty years' sentence
for manslaughter.
SLEW HIS WIFE

CLEVELAND DWARFS RENO.
Outstrips the Nevada City Forty Fold
in Divorces.

Cleveland.—The announcement by
the federated churches here that
Cleveland leads the world In divorces,
with one legal separation to every
four marriages, churches and women's
organizations are demanding a domestic relations court In an attempt to
end what they consider an Intolerable
condition.
"Cleveland has a divorce record forty times as great as Reno, the far
famed divorce mart," a federated
church official declared. "We announce
this not proudly, but with the feeling
> that , the truth should be known so
that legislators may take steps to
prevent the shattering of so many
homes in a city that has always prided Itself on being a home\erty."

- Galesburg, 111.—Robert Hlggins has
confessed that he murdered his wife
at New Henderson, 111., Jan. 6, so that
he would be free to marry his stepdaughter, Julia Blake, 16 years old.
He was arrestea" after the giri told
State's Attorney John M. Wilson of
her infatuation for Higgins and that
she Importuned him to dispose of
her mother, who, she said, was the
only obstacle between her and happiness.
The prosecutor hesitated to believe
the girl's story of the extraordinary
pact which she entered into with her
step-father, but she fold how they
had schemed for hours devising .a
plan which would, "make Mrs. Biggin's death appear accidental
GRASSHOPPERS ANNOY TEXA8.

PLAN ROAD THROUGH AFRICA
Cape to Cairo Railroad Will Be Built
In Spite ef Lion* and
Elephants.

London.—During the las/few years
much progress has been made In that Tapped Her on Head With Board
romantic and daring undertaking the
Until Moans Ended.
Cape to Cairo railway. Indeed railway trips from the Nile right through
the center of the Dark continent
should be possible within the next few WAS TORTURED BY CANCER
years. .- The enterprise has been
brought to public notice through the
Belgian government having ceded to 80-Year-Old War Veteran Sentenced
to Solitary Confinement for
Great Britain a strip of land In the
Congo so that Africa's first transfrom Seven to Fourteen
continental line will run on British
Year*.
soil throughout from Cape Town in
the extreme south of the continent
Philadelphia.—How he killed hie
65-year-old wife, who, suffering frightful agonies from cancer, begged him
to put her out ef her misery, was told
In court by Wflllam Bberweln, an 80-.
year-old veteran of the Civil War.
Tbe white-haired old man, so feeble that he had to clutch the railing
of the witness stand, told his story
simply,' dramatically, and at Us end
askd that he be sent to the Soldiers'
Home. Judge Walling sentenced him
to solitary confinement In tbe Eastern penitentiary for not less than
seven years and not more than fourteen.
This Is practlcaly a life sentence.
Eberweln's wife, who had been an
Invalid for years, was found dead in
her home last October. It was found
that death was caused by a* fractured
skull.
Bberwein was arrested.
He
was,brought into court to answer the
charge of murder. A few witnesses
established the material facts of the
women's death;, and then the aged
man was called to testify in his-own
behalf.
Bridge Over the Zambesi.
Tottering to the bar, the whiteto Alexandra In the far north, a dis- haired man grasped the rail with
tance of 7,074 miles.
trembling hands and stood there siIt was Cecil Rhode's ambition that lently,
j
the railway should traverse British
"Tell us just how It happened, In
territory throughout its entire length, your own way," the lawyers promptbut when the Germans annexed the ed him.
And the old soldier quietly,
whole of the east bank of Lake Tan- and in tones so low that at times it
ganyika this plan was apparently ren- was difficult to hear him, told the
dered incapable-ot fulfilment
Mr. story of the woman's murder.
Rhodes tried hard to wrest a portion
"We never had a quarrel," he Began.
of this territory from the Germans "There was never a word between
and personally approached the kaiser my wife and me. She had been sick
on the matter, but in vain. The Bel- for a long time.
For seven years
gians, however, evidently awake to she had been .having dizzy spells.
the value of the railway, have now They would come on her anywhere.
agreed to transfer a strip of the Con- She always had bruises on her from
go to the British flag, thus making the falling down.
Cape to Cairo project an all British
"Then, three years ago, one of her
route.
feet got something wrong with It. ,
Northward the line has crossed Into The doctor said it was a cancer. He
the Congo from northwestern Rhodesia treated her, but he could not seem toto a place called Elizabethville, 2,820 do much for It.
She suffered awful
miles trom Cape Town, to which point and seemed to get worse and worseJralns are now running regularly. all the time.
Then from Cairo the rails have been
"Then the dizzy spells kept coming
pushed southward for a distance of oftener and oftener. She was falling
1.400 miles from Khartum, right into down all the time—sometimes in the
the heart of the Sudan. If advantage kitchen, sometimes on the stairs,
is taken of the upper reaches of the sometimes in the cellar. It I went
Nile and the great lakes here, the out of the house I was pretty sure toAlbert Nyansa and the Victoria Nyan- find her lying somewheres in a faint.
za, by placing steamers upon them
"Then oame that day last October
and running them In conjunction with I left her up stairs and went out in
the railway less than BOO miles of rail the yard to fix the fence.
will need to be laid to complete a
"I heard a noise In the house and
through communication.
went in to see what it was. I found
The line Is being continued north- my wife all piled up In a heap at the
ward to Bankela.
Thai, is Cecil 'bottom of the stairs.
I tried to pick
Rhodes's great dream of an all British her up, but It hurt her so I had to
railway through the center of the stop.
'I did not notice it she was
Dark continent being realized.' Today bleeding or no, but I knew she was In
you can travel in up to date trains, a terrible way.
possessing every modern convenience,
" 'I'm suffering something awful.
right up from Cape Town to the Vic- William,' she says to me.
toria Falls and beyond through the
" 'I'll go get the doctor," I says.
very center of Africa Into the Conga
'"No, no," she says.
" 'I'm hurt too bad for a doctor toany good. All I want is to die.
JAP'S LANGUAGE PUZZLES COP be
You do It, William.'
'"Do what?' I says.
Officer Thinks He I* Being Insulted
" 'End It all for me,' she says.
When Humble Oriental Mumbles
"'Why, I can't do that,' I says. 'It
■ Profuse Apology.
will be a,Bin.
'"It's not sin when I am suffering:
Bryn Mawr, Pa.—While the "ConTf *
of Squire Lewis was In session here in so,' she says, and she begged and
his ofllce on the Lancaster pike, with begged me to do It .again and again.
"There was a piece of board in my
the Lower Merlon auto patrol out In
front and Policeman Powers inside hand. I'd had it out In the yard when
they saw a bicyclist shoot past, riding I was mending the fence and I'd
on the sidewalk. The cop shortly brought It Into the house with me. I
collared the rider, K. Kimmlma, a looked at her, laying there hurt so
subject of his majesty, the emperor bad, and I guessed like she did, that
of Japan.
Kimmlma, nearly fright- it wouldn't be a sin.
"She looked at the board and then
ened to death, muttered:
'Go on, William,' she says,
"Excellency, will most highly noble at me.
and honorable sawnai-san make the 'go on.'
"So I took the board and I tapped
squeeze with honorable fist not so
Then I tapped
tight on the neck of unworth Japan- her with it once.
again, a ' little harder.
She didn't
ese boy?"
Once
"What's that?
What's that ye, moan much and I kept on.
when
I
stopped
she
opened
her eyes
called me?" said Powers.
"Judge,
and
kind
of
whispered
to
me,
'Go
on.
he aggravated the case by calling me
names." Kimmlma was deprecatory, It won't be long now."
"So I kept on tapping and presentand Squire Lewis adjusted his glasses.
"This young man," said Powers, ly she didn't moan any more and I
"was caught red-handed," Kimmlma knew It was all over." i .
looked down at his hands—"in the act
LORD 8TRATHCONA DIES.
of actually riding a bicycle on the
sidewalk ot the Lancaster pike, Bryn
London.—Lord Strathcona,
high
Mawr, To make matters worse, he—
he applied to me an opprobrious commlsioner for Canada, Is "dead
here.
The end came peacefully In
epithet when he was arrested."
He had been unconscious for
"O most Illustrious salbal-san," said sleep.
K. Kimmlma, "for why should the some hours.
Lord Strathcona's death was' due
/honorable and highly esteemed stout
gentleman think me calling him bad to prostration, the result of a severe
He had been ailnames? Amid much excitement x I attack of catarrh.
speak to honorable sir, and apply to ing, however, ever since the death
him • honorable Japanese word for of his wife, Nov. 12, 1913, which
pieeceman. So please kindly forgive proved a great shock to him.
Lord Strathcona's title now goes_
my transgressions. Also I rode the
to his daughter Margaret Charlotte,
bike on the footpath."
"Tou are not as bad as Powers who is the wife of R. P. Bliss Howmakes out you are," said Squire Lew- ard.
Lord Strathcona had only ohe seis with a grin. 'Til fine you five dollars and costs; but 111 remit the fine." nior In the House of Lords, the'Earl
of Wemyss, who is In his 90th year.

Austin, Tex.—Midsummer weather
for ten j days has brought out such
numbers of grasshoppers in Hamilton
Largest Church In West Scranton I* county, central Texas, that the state
Burned After Shake.
department of agriculture was apScranton, Pa.—Fire, which is be- pealed to to assist in preventing these
lieved to have been caused by a insects from ravaging crops.
squeeze in the underground mine
workings, destroyed the Washburn PROFITS ON FIRST CIVIC RAILStreet Presbyterian Church, the largWAY $85,345 .NET.
\
Aged Minister'* Great Work.
est In West Scranton, and the moat
Chicago.—In 62 years of preaching
influential in that section of the city.
Sun Francisco—Profits on the first from one pulpit, Rev. Henry Wunder
The fire was discovered a few minutes municipal street railway In the counof St Paul's Evangelical church, chrisafter eight o'clock, and within an hour try—the Geary Street
line—were tened 17,330 Infants, conducted 6,361
the edifice was in ruins. The loss is 185,345 net for 1913 '
funerals and performed 6,062 marestimated at $70,000,
riages.
^
GROUND SQUEEZE RUINS CHURCH

KILLS HIS WIFE
TO END AGONY

Unehlvalrou* Comment.
PAfessor Rlppman of London announces that girls begin to talk earlier than bqys. Yep! Earlier, oftener,
longer and later.—Exchange.

If a man and his wife are one, hs
try for increased and Improved faclnV
many was Solomon and his outfltf
ties of transportation. We cannot
postpone action In this matter withMrs-Wtnslow's Soothing Syrup for Childrssj
out leaving the railroads exposed to
toothing, soften* the gnats, reduces tnfl»ma* ■
Uon,allays paln,cura« wind cullc#ca battle »»
many serious handicaps and hazards;
and the prosperity of the railroads and
It is no use trying to pretend you
the prosperity of the country are inare a hero when you step on a collar
separably connected.
Secretary of State Board of Proposals to Erect Statues is button with your bare feet.
The business of the country awaits Biggest Increase is $700,000
\. Agriculture Files Report.
also, has long awaited and has sufin Charitable Group.
Worms expelled piironyptly from the bnnil
Considered.
Monopolists Should Be Held fered because It could not obtain, fursystem with Dr. Pieery '• Vermifuge "Dead
Shot." Adr.
ther and more explicit legislative deIndividually Responsible and finition of the policy and meaning of 8Ute Institutions Likely to K .quire Boston.—The adoption of a bettet
When the warship hits a rock the
BANGER OF OVERDOING IT
the existing anti-trust law.
$2,500,000 to $31000,000.
system of farm finance, co-operative
the Punishment Should
naval appropriation goes Into the
Surely we are sufficiently familiar
sinking fund.
buying and selling organizations, betwith the actual processes and meth-,
Experts Point Out That Ornament
Boston.—In the report of Stnte AuFall Upon Them
ods of monopoly and of the many ditor John E. White to the Legisla- ter selling agencies, for milk particWay Mar Artistic Effect of Great
INVALIDS AMP CHILDBEIC
Mould he siren MAGEE'S KMULhlON to
hurtful restraints ot trade, to make d*-' ture that official Hectares that, the ularly, cheaper and more abundant
strengthen the body. Never falli. Ail druggists.
Work—France Wants De Le«fihltlon possible, at any' rate, up to State i Is facing the probability of a electric power for use on farms, and
- My* Honored.
the limits of what experience has' dis- State tax of $10,000,000.
NEW ARTICLES OF OUR
Give people what they think they
the extension and development of
closed. These practices, being now
Last year in his report Auditor
want Instead of what they really need
CONSTITUTION OF PEACE abundantly disclosed, can be explicitly White
trolley
lines
and
.better
roads
in
predicted the State tax of $8,and
they'll go on their way rejoicing.
Washington — With the digging
and Item by Item forbidden by statute 000,000 which the State was obliged rural districts are advocated In the
in such terms as will practically elim- to levy and in support of his predic- sixty-first annual report of the sec- nearly done, and the fortifications
A limpla protection against dangerous
well under way, the decoration of the throat affections are Dean's Mentholated
ft Will Be Understood That Our Object inate uncertainty, the law itself and tion of the increased amount for this
the penalty being, adequately plain. year, the auditor submits a condensed retary of the State Board of Agri- Panama canal Is a subject of renew- Cough Drops; So at Drag Stores.
Is Not to Unsettle Business or AnyAnd the business men of the coun-/ statement by functional headings, culture, • filed with the Legislature.
ed attention, aroused particularly by
It Isn't always love that enable* a
where Seriously to Break Its Estab- try desire something more than that
Discussing thf necessity for and
showing the preliminary estimated
the suggestion from France that the married couple to get along. Somethe
advantages
of
co-operation
among
the;
menace
of
legal
process
In
these
budget
in
comparison
with
approprialished Course* Athwart—On the
times
it 1* common sense.
matters be made explicit and Intelli- tions made in 1913 for ordinary run- the farmers of the State, the report early work of Ferdinand De Lesseps,
Contrary We Desire the Law* We gible. They desire the advice, the
says:
the French engineer, be commemoratning expenses.
Use Roman Bye Balsam for scalding sem>
Are Now About to Pas* to be the definite guidance and Information,
The biggest increase In ordinary
"We are at present hearing a great ed by a statue to him at some con- saticm In eyes and Inflammation ot eyes af
eyelids. Adv.
which can be supplied by administra- running expenses is in the charitable deal about co-operation in all kind*
Bulwark* and Safeguards of Induct
spicuous point on the canal. This is
tive tody, and Interstate trade com- group, of $700,000.
The thirteen In- of business and particularly so in
but one of many ideas, fowever, and
Helping Him to Save.
ry Against the Force* That Have mission.
stitutions for the. Insane, the four regard to agriculture, so much so,
"How long Is your doctor going to
The opinion of the country would in- santtoria for tuberculosis and the that the American commission, con-. the whole question of embellishment
Disturbed It.
..
keep you on a diet, until you are
of the waterway Is still open.
stanly approve of such a commission. four other charitable institutions all
Blstlng of delegates from all over the
Artists generally agree with engin- •trong?"
It would not wish to see ^empowered ask, without exception, for larger
country, was sent to Europe this eers that the canal is a monument to
Washington, Jan. 20.—Following the to make terms with monopoly or In
"Mo, until hi* bill Is paid."
amounts, to which may be added more past summer to make a study of
custom revived by him, President Wil- any sort to assume control ot busimoney for neglected children and the agricultural co-operation and rural itself, but at the same time there has
son read his message on Trusts In ness as if the government made itself,
Wright's Indian Vegetable Pills are sold
sum of $175,000 for the support of cridits, and many of their findings been no lack of suggestion for beauthe Senate Chamber before the as responsible. It demands such a comtifying the waterway. One proposition with aqd without soluble sugar coating.
widows with minor children under are exceedingly interesting.
eembled Senators and Representa- mission only as an indispensable inIs for colossal, pillars at the outermost They regulate the bowels, invigorate the
the provisions of the Acts of 181$,
"Apparently there are many ways points-of the Atlantic and Pacific en- liver and purify the blood. Adv.
tives. It Is, In part, as follows:
strument of Information and publicity,
chapter
763.
in
which
our
farmers
might-oo-operas a clearing house for the facts by
Gentlemen of the Congress:
The second largest ^increase, about ate to their mutual advantage, but trances, surmounted iby statues of heBeware the Gray Eye.
which both the public mind and the
roic proportions of Columbus, Balboa,
In my report "on the Btate of the managers of great business underta- $450,000, appears In the group tor there appears to be a spirit ot inde- and others whose names have been
Among the gray eyed there are few
"Promotion
of
industrial
and
finandependence among us which is det- conected with the discovery of Am- who retain any spiritual emotions.
Union," which I had the privilege of kings should be guilded, and as an Intreading to you on the 1st ot Decem- strumentality for doing justice to Busi- cial welfare" and is made up largely rimental to that get-together spirit erica and the development of the can- People with gray eyes are superficial,
of
the
expenses
of
the
Public
Service
ber last, I ventured to reserve tor dis- ness where the process of the courts
so absolutely necessary in co-opera- al. Another proposal has been for a frivolous, given to embrace false Idols,
cussion at a later date the subject of or the natural forces of correction Commission ($200,000) taking the tive society and it is difficult ^J^^^^Zl^lto^*M- running down blind alleys, following
additional legislation regarding the outside the courts are inadequate to place of the old Railroad Commission, among us the common point where
abama, one of the pioneers in this false prophets, thoughtless, inconsidvery difficult and intricate matter of adjust the remedy to the wrong in formerly paid from assessments upon we can come together.
country for Isthmian canal construc- erate, wanting In sympathy, neurotic,
trusts and monopolies.
The time a way that will meet all the equities the railroads; the new Commission
"European experience has proved tion. De Lesseps, toy the way, has unstable, not firm and deliberate, but
on Labor and Industry, $120,000; In case after case that co-operation
sow seems opportune to turn to that and circumstances of the case.
not altogether been forgotten for the rash and Impetuous.
great question not only because the
Inasmuch) as our object and the $100,000 more tor the Panama-Pacific has brought the farmer up from a house which he once occupied at
currency legislation which absorbed spirit of our action in these matters Exposition and increases of $25,000 hopeless condition to one of prosperiImportant to Mother*)
your attention and the attention of the Is to meet business, half way in - its and $20,000 respectively for the min- ty. It seems necessary to have a Cristobal is still preserved. In front
Examine carefully every- bottle of
of
it
stands
a
small
mounment
to
CASTORIA,
a safe and sure remedy for
imum
wage
and
Industrial
accident
country in December, is now disposed processes of self-correction and disvery toad condition of affairs before
infants and children, and see that it
Christopher Columbus.
of, but also because opinion seems to turb its legitimate course as little boards.
co-operation can be brought about.
The government commission of tine
be clearing about us with singular as possible, we ought to see to it, and
Bears the y-^r
We have seen in this country the
arts, made up of many of the leading
rapidity in this otker great field of the judgment of practical and sagaSignature of (jut&yfit&CaZkl
Western fruit-growers organize and
SOME
BILLS
BEFORE
LEGsculptors and architects of the coun- In Use For Over 30 Year*.
-action. In the matter ot the curren- cious men of affairs everywhere would
co-operate only after they had found
try, has already studied the problem
cy it cleared suddenly and very hap- applaud us if we did see to it, that
ISLATURE
Children Cry for Fletcher's Caetori*
It Impossible to sell their products
of 'beautifying the canal, but its repily after the much-debated act was penalties and punishments should fall,
as
Individuals.
Undoubtedly
some
such
passed; In respect to the monopolies not upon business itself, to its confu- AMENDMENT OF CHILD LABOR
port which is awaiting action by ConHI* Mother'* Cake.
condition will have, to exist here
which have multiplied about us and in sion and interruption, but upon the ingress has only one specific proposal
Mrs. Beanbrough—How do you Ilk*
LAW—CHECk HASTY MARbefore we can accomplish much, esregard to the various means by which dividuals who use the instrumentalifor a commemorative monument. This my cake, dear?
RIAGES.
pecially In regard to selling agencies;
they have been organized and main- ties of business to do things which
is presented as follows:
Mr. Beanbrough—It Is very good,
it does not seem as difficult to cotained it seems to be coming to a public policy and,sound business prac"The commission of fine arts be- but not as nice as the cake my moth,
Boston.—Strenuous efforts will be operate in a buying agency:
clear and all but universal agreement tice condemn. Every act of business
lieves
that
a
memorial
record
of
the
er'makeg.
,
made during the present session of
"Co-operation would certainly aid
'in anticipation of our action, as if by Is done at, the command or upon the
"Indeed?"
tbe Legislature to either repeal or ma- us much in such questions as cen- building ot the canal should be made
-way of preparation, making the way initiative of some aecertainable perIn
the
form
of
an
Impressive
inscrip"Mother makes marble cake that,
-easier to see and easier to set 'out son or group ot persons. These should terially modify the provisions of the tral cold storage plants, milk sta- tion upon a great monument surface
looks like the real thing."
|
upon with confidence and without be held individually responsible and child labor law, passed at the last ses- tions, transportation companies, sales at some point of prominence, and a
"Yes, you are right; and that's
sion.
companies, good seed, cow-testing
-confusion of counsel.
the punishment should fall upon them,
careful examination pf the whole lust the way it tastes, too."
What we are purposing to do, there- not upon the business organization of . Sekator Andrew P. Doyle of New associations, etc.
length of ttie canal led to the choice
A
Bedford, who opposed the passage of
"One of the most important points
fore, is happily, not to hamper or Inter- which they .make illegal use.
the bill last Vear, has filed in the Sen- la co-operation among farmers is the of the east wall at the point ot the
Beat of All Gift*.
fere with business as enlightened
Other questions remain which will
deepest cut, 492 feet, at the continenA little boy In a big metropolitan
business men prefer to do it, or in need very thoughtful and practical ate a bill mich seeks to amend tbe establishing of a standard for their
-any s nse to put it under the ban, treatment. Enterprises, in these mod- child labor Taw so as to permit IBe products. No doubt, each individual tal divide. While the size and design Sunday school listened eagerly while
The antagonism between business and ern days of great individual fortunes, employment of minors between 11 and farmer can establish his own stand- of this monument should be the re- the superintendent talking of missions
government Is over. We are now are often times Interlocked, not by be- 18 years of age If a physical exami- ard, ibut this means little when sell- sult of careful study we are inclined urged every one present to contribute
About to give expression to the best ing under the control of the same di- nation by physicians, to be chosen by ing goods In a large way. The Danes to believe that it should be approxi- to the cause.
"Give what you can, not what you
business judgment of America, to rectors but by the fact that the greater the Board ot Labor, and Industry, could not sell the enormous quanti- mately 10.0 feet in height, and some
what we know to be the business part of their corporate stock Is owned shows that the work to be performed ty of butter exported each year were what more In width; that it should be want," he concluded his exhortation.
conscience and honor of the land. by a single person or group of persons in any particular case, the length of there not a standard established by severely simple in design; that the "Give generously and of your best."
Little Joseph, taking tbe exhortation
The Government and business men who are In some way Intimately re- employment and the time of the same the Co-operative Society, to the rules lettering should be done In Roman
ore ready to meet each other half- lated In interest We are agreed, I —whether day or night—will not In- of which each individual, member V-shaped letters and that the mater- literally and being penniless, wrote
ial
should
be
concrete
applied
as
a
on
the slip passed out for depositing
way In a common effort to square take it, that holding companies should jure the health, physical welfare or must conform; neither could thtey
massive facing to the irregularly In tbe pledge box:
business methods with both Public be prohibited, but what of the control- morals of the minors.
get the large uniform prices as In"Please, sir, I give myself."
fractured trao rock of the cliff. We
Opinion and the Law.
Backed by nearly all the city and dividuals.
ling private ownership of Individuals
strongly recommend this and regard
Fortunately no measures of sweep- or actually corporative groups of In- town clerks In Massachusetts, City
"We should have co-operative soing cr novel change are necessary.
Epitaph for A Trust
dividuals? Shall the private owners Registrar Edward W. McGlenen has cieties in our State to handle the It as one of the most Important matIt will be understood that our object
"Miss the trusts!" said Senator I*
of capital stock be suffered, them- filed a petition with the Legislature principal crops. Butter, eggs, poul- ters to be considered. We suggest
is hot to unsettle business or anyselves In effect holding companies? for certain changes in tbe marriage try, milk, fruit, etc., should be sold also the excavation on Gold Hill im- Follette at a luncheon In Washington.
where seriously to ^>reak its establishWe do not wish, I suppose to forbid laws of the;State, aimed at the hasty through state co-operative societies, mediately • over the proposed Inscrip- "Yes, oh, yes, when the trusts^ro we'll
ed courses athwart On the contrary,
tion with Some form ot monument. miss them—we'll miss them like th*
\
the purchase of stocks by any person weddings.
each package or article ibearing the This should -be considered .carefully widow.
we desire the laws we are now about
Amendment of chapter 151 of the
who pleases to buy them in such quanstamp of the association and the by the designer of the principal mon- , "A widow, at her late husband's
-to pass to be the bulwarks and saferevised laws, section 23, by adding
grade of the products, thus guaran- ument."
guards of industry against the forces tities as he can afford, or In any way
funeral, happened, during the burial
arbitrarily to limit the sale ot stocks the words "A marriage license shall
that have disturbed it. What we have
teeing to the consumer the quality of
service, to drop her handkerchief Into
to
bonaflde
purchasers.
Shall
we
rebecome
Invalid
six
months
after
the
to do can be done in a new spirit, In
the goods sold."
the open grave.
100 Warships to Meet.
-thoughtful moderation, without revolu- quire the owners of the stock, when date of Issue and shall be returned
"A young man gallantly ottered to
tion of any untoward kind. We are their voting power In several companies to the office issuing the same. A liWashington.—Five of the nations leap down and get the handkerchief
all agreed that private monopoly is which ought to be independent of one cense so returned may be reissued NEED TEACHERS WITH TRAIN. invited to take part In the great
for her.
I NO.
lt
indefensible'&nd intolerable. And our another would constitute actual con- during the same calendar year at the
naval procession which will start at
"But the widow shook her head.
programme Is founded upon that con- trol, to make election in which of discretion of the city or town clerk
Hampton Roads and cruise by way
"
'No,'
she
said,
'leave
if
there.
I
them
they
will
exercise
their
right
to
or registrar."
State Board
Find* That Normal of tbe Panama canal to tbe Golden
viction. It will be a comprehensive,
have done with tear* now.""
This bill Is aimed at couples who
but not a radical or unacceptable pro- vote? This question I venture for
School
Supply
la
Inadequate.
Gate next year, have formally notilive together without marriage and
' gramme and these are Its'Items, the your consideration.
fied the state department of their acWONDERED WHY.
There is another matter in which who now evade arrest by snowing a
changes which" opinion deliberately
ceptance.
They are the Sftrgenttae
Boston.—In
the
report
jof
the
Btate
Found th* Answer Was "Coffee."
Imperative
considerations
of
justice
marriage
license
that
has
been
issued
-sanctions and for which business
Republic,
Great
Britain,
France,
Ger'board
of
education
it
was
stated
that
and fair play suggest thoughtful reme- many months or years before and on
waits;
the Massachusetts normal schools do many and Portugal. Japan also has
Many pale, sickly persons wonder
It waits with acquiescence, in the dial action. Not only do many of the which no marriage was performed.
not provide adequate supply of train- decided to participate, according to for years why they have to suffer so,
first place, for laws which will ef- combinations effected or sought to be • Another bill aimed to prevent marthe press reports, and it is not and eventually discover that the drug
ed
teachers
for
the
public
schools.
effected
In
the
industrial
world
work
fectually prohibit and prevent such
riages between persons other than
All of the Btate normal schools are doubted that when the time comes —caffeine—In coffee Is the main cause
lnterlocklngs of the personnel of the an Injustice upont the public gener- those who took out the original liadvantageously located, according to all the maritime nations of the world of the trouble.
al;
they
also
directly
and
seriously
4f!rectorates of great corporations—
cense, adds the following section to the board, except the one at Hyannis, will be represented.
"I was always very fond of coffee
banks and railroads, industrial, com- Injure the Individuals who are put out chapter 151: "A magistrate or clergyand drank lt every day. I never had
mercial, and public service bodies— of business in one unfair way or an- man shall not solemnize a marriage which is located in a thinly settled
muob flesh and often wondered why I
Panama Free Trade Zone.
cvs in effect result In making those other by the many dislodging and ex- if he has reasonable cause to believe part of the state where transportawho borrow and those who lend prac- terminating force of combination. L that any "of the statements appearing tion facilities are poor; consequently
Washington.—A project for making was always so pale, thin and weak.
Its
attendance
of
day
students
Is
com"About five years ago my health
tically one and the same, those who hope that we shall agree in giving on the marriage- license are false, or
part of the Panama canal zone a free
completely broke down and I was consell and those who buy but the same private Individuals who claim to hare If there have been any alterations or paratively small.
. i trade territory, with a view" of estabThe
school
occupies
a
definite
*.
,,
..
.
,
,
„
i
>.—
fined
to my bed. My stomach was In
been
Injured
by
these
-processes
the
persons trading with one another un,Mmm „f pishing there a sort of clearing house
erasures made on the said license,
der different names and In different right to found their suits for redress except as provided in section 24, chap place In the educational agencies of of North, Central and South Ameri- such condition that I could hardly take
Cape Cod, and is training teachers
sufficient nourishment to sustain life.
combinations, and those who affect upon the facts and judgments proved ter 151, of the Revised, Laws."
can commerce. Is being worked out
especially well qualified for rural
"During this time I was drinking
to compete in fact partners and mas- and entered In suits by the Governby Representative Copley of 'Illinois,
schools.
Its removal the board becoffee, didn't think I could do without
ters of some whole field of business. ment where the Government has upon
who
will
shortly
present
it
to
Con.
Thinks
Influx
of
Aliens
too
Great,
lieves, would not be justified. It Is
it
Sufficient time should be allowed, of its own Initiative sued the combinaThe
Boston.—There Is too much Immi particularly adapted to summer, In- gress in the form of a bill.
"After awhile I came to the conclucourse, In which to effect these chang- tions complained of and won its suit,
plan is along the general lines of a sion that coffee was hurting me, and
gratlon
Into
this
country
according
struction
and
Is
capable
of
more
dees ot organization without Inconven- and that the statute of limitations
free zone arrangement tried out in decided to give lt up and try Postum.
shall be suffered to run against such to Assistant United States Commis- velopment in this direction.
ience or confusion.
"Several portions of Massachusetts Hamburg, Hong Kong and Singapore. When it was made right—dark and
I In tbe second place, business men litigants only froth the date of the sioner of Immigration Jeremiah J.
rich—I soon became very fond of lt
are so situated that persons desirous
,'u well as'those who direct public af- conclusion of the government's action. Hurley.
BORROWING ON INSURANCE.
"The present influx of Immigrants of attending normal schools as day
"In one week I began to feel better.
I have laid the case before you, no
fairs now recognize, and recognize
"The coun- students find access to them difficult,
I could eat mnre and sleep better. My
with painful clearness, the great harm doubt as It lies in your own mind, as Is too great," he says.
x
New
York.—The
habit
of
borrowThe laws re- or impossible.
sick headaches were less frequent, and
and Injustice which has been done it lies In the thought of the country. try will not stand it.
Of these areas, the
to many, if not all of the great rail- What must every candid maw say of garding the entrance of criminals suburban district around Boston and rhg money on life insurance policies within five months I looked and felt
road systems of the country by the the suggestions I have laid before should be more stringent and greater the Fall River-New Bedford districts is on tbe increase In the United like a new being, headache spells enI am are the most populous.
way In which they have been financed you, of the plain obligations of which care taken to keep them out.
Each of States, and in some parts of the tirely gone.
"My health continued to improve
and their own distinctive interests I have reminded you? That these are of the belief that many of the law these areas would doubtless supply country the borrowing is relatively
subordinated to the Interests of tbe now things for which the country Is deflers In the city of Lawrence at the relatively large numbers of day stu- higher than in others, according to a and today I, am weU and strong, weigh
report
made
public
today
by
the
Asmen who financed them and other not prepared? No; but that they are time of the strike came into this dents to normal schools if such
148 lbs. I attribute my present health
sociation of Life Insurance Presi- to the life-giving qualities of Postum."
business enterprises which those men old things, now familiar and must, of country under assumed names."
schools were more accessible.
dents.
wished to promote. The country Is course, be undertaken If we are to
Name given by Postum Co, 3attle
"Shortage ot trained teacherst Is
Policy roans granted by companies Creek, Mich. Read "The Road to Well(ready, therefore, .to accept, and ac- square our laws with the thought and
Wills HI* Dog 5750.
felt In smaller communities, where
holding
93
per
cent,
of
the
total
life
cept with relief as well as approval, desire of the country. Until these
ville,"
in pkgs.
Sound policy, dicBrighton.—In order that "Pete" salaries are low.
a law which will confer upon the In- things are done, conscientious busi- Crafts, hull terrier, may pass the re- tated by the considerations of econ- nsurance assets in the United States*r Postum now comes In two forms: terstate commerce commission the ness men the nsountry over, wilt* b* mainder of his days in a household omy as well as efficiency, requires jumped from $19,000,000 in 188S, acRegular Postum—must be well
cording to the report, to more than boiled.
power to superintend and regulate the unsatisfied. They are in these things
where there are no children nor that the state, before undertaking the
$587,000,000 in 1912 and the ratio of
financial operations by which, the rail- our mentors and colleagues. We are
Instant Postum—Is a soluble powhoarders, the dog is left $750 and a establishment of new schools, should
roads are henceforth to be supplied now about t» write the additional arcorner in bis master's home at 77 nialke adequate provision to permit loans to reserves held against pol der. A teaspoonful dissolves quickly
with the money they need for their ticles of our constitution of.peace, the
Icy contracts from 3 1-3 per cent, to In a cup of hot water and, with cream
Lanark road, Brighton, by the will the further expansion of existing 1603
er ce t
proper development to meet the rap- peace that Is honor and freedom and
5 - during the same pe-,-and sugar, makes a delicious beverage
ot John Chancellor Crafts, a coal Behools and to enable them more sat-' rlod P
idly growing requirement* nf the coun- prosperity.
lsfactorily to accomplish their work." I
I Instantly. Grocers setl both kinds.
dealer.
"There's a Reason" for Postum. j

WILSON'S MESSAGE
ON THE TRUSTS
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CO-OPERATION GREAT
STATE FACING
$10,000,000 TAX
NEED OF FARMERS

QECOKATION OF
CANAL DEBATED

ONE KliilCi. A YEAR KILL EEASTS OF PREY
(REMARKABLE RECORD MADE BY
ALIEN JEW.

(Fortune of Enormous Proportion!
Built Up From Most Humble Beginning^-Truly This Is Land

of Opportunity.

>

A Jewish boy came to this country
Ififty years ago, with little in his purse,
but a boundless ambition in his heart.
He had determination, courage and
physical strength. He was honest and
trustworthy. He had been taught by
Tirtuous parents and he brought their
[benediction with him when he landed,
r stranger in a strange land.
Beginning as a humble errand boy
iin a shop, he rose to a place behind
[the counter and speedily to the ownership of a little establishment. Small
lit was, but it was the day of opportunity and he made the most of his.
Fifty years have passed. The monument to his zeal and integrity is* a
magnificent business block, one of the
largest of its kind on the most fashionable thoroughfare of trade in the
greatest city of the land. Here the
illttle Jewish boy reached the culminajtlon of his aspirations.
. His goal had been success. He
.achieved it beyond his wildest dreams.
Wealth poured in upon him in a ceaseless and increasing stream. He deToted much of it to the care and comfort of an army of employes. He became fascinated with the love of art.
For a hit of porcelain $1,000 was a
common price, $10,000 for a rare vase,
and $250,000 for a beautiful painting.
Thus he enjoyed the fruits of his
labor.
The surging crowd on the city's
royal highway on a weekday morning
saw with surprise every iron shutter
on the great building of the merchant
prince drawn to the sidewalk. The
. rich display of priceless goods in the
show windows was hidden from sight.
Upon the door the passing throng eagerly read the little write placard:
"Closed on account of the death of the
proprietor."
,""Fifty million dollars in fifty years—
a million a year! Shall we begrudge
It to the earner? Shall we denounce
him for his success? Shall we spurn
his money as "tainted?" Shall we
revile the Jew for his riches?
The-immigrant boy became a merchant prince, a lover of mankind, and
a generous dispenser of help for the
needy. It is not a tale of one great
city in our favored land. It is an ofttold tale in many American cities and
of many a noble-minded Jew.
This is a land of opportunity for all.
Let envy rest!—Leslie'B Weekly.
"Copper."

How about copper? What has happened to it? Who does not remember
when it played a most indispensable
part—in our industry, yes—but more
especially in our psychology?
How we used to worry about it as
we wended our ways to our offices in
the morning and how we grabbed the
newspapers to read about its antics as
we left our offices in the afternoon!
How the furrows deepened in the
| brows of our brokers and our financiers as they eagerly watched the
tickers for a few ticks of hope.
Whether Amalgamated or nssiparated,
crystallized or amorphous, as copper
went so went the fortunes of the entire nation.
Tempora mutantur!
How many
things are now allowed to happen
without copper's being taken into the
■lightest consideration! If copper has
any work to do, It Is permitted to do
It without being subjected to articles
In the magazines or editorials in the
newspapers. It is a fickle public! But
■till, if we were copper, we should
hardly know whether to be joyful or
aggrieved over this loss of prestige.—
life.
\
Belli of St. Paul's.
The bells of St. Paul's Cathedral,
according to a writer in the British
Workman; are rung on Sundays,
holy days, and special occasions by
twelve members of .the Society of the
' College Youths. To become a member, of this society very severe tests
.have to be passed in campanology.
The duty of chiming the bells for the
week-day service falls upon Mr.
George Harrison, who, by passing the
ropes through a series of pulleys and
bringing them together, is enabled to
chime six bells by himself. He
chimes the bells for the 8 o'clock
^•ervlce, starting at |:45 with two
bells for ten minutes, then ringing
one bell for five minutes. • For the 10
and 4 o'clock services he chimes six
bells for ten minutes, then one bell
tor five minutes. "The ringing of the
twelve bells on Sunday morning and
afternoon," says Mr. Harrison, "is
done by the members of the Society
of College Youths, which society has
been in existence since 1637. There
is no doubt It is one of the finest
peals of bells to be found."
Black Bread the Best Diet,
Dr. Kunert of Berlin, one of the highest authorities on food analysis, considers that black rye bread should be
the chief item' of nourishment of
healthy men acid women, and maintains that, in earlier times, when the
working classes* did not eat meat to
any extent, but nourished themselves
on black bread, leguminous food and
groats, they were full of pith, and were
strong and healthy. Since meat, wheaten bread and sugar became the staples' of daily fare their power of resisting disease has sunk. Even for
weak stomachs Dr. Kunert prefers
black bread.

FOREST RANGERS WAR ON THE
PREDATORY ANIMALS.
Not Only Save Stockmen Many Thousands of Dollars Yearly, but^fford
Protection to the .Wilder
Class of Game.

During the past fiscal .year 4,686
YOU krk>w what that means—Misery—Worry—Big Bills—Debts! You know you can't afford to get sick.
predatory animals were killed by federal officers on the national forests, acKeeping in good health means food and clothing for you and your family. It's up to you to take care
cording to an actual count of#carof yourself. It's up to you, whenever you don't feel right, to take something to make you right, to strengthen
casses. An Indeterminate number of
you, build you up, ward off worse sickness, protect you and your family I That tiling we have, and in
animals, whose bodies were not found,
are presumed to have died from poioffering it to you we protect you against money risk, by personally promising you that if it doesn't protect
son.
you
against.sickness, we'll give you back your money without a word or question. It is-—
The ranger's bag of beasts of prey
this year, as shown by forest service
figures, was made up of 206 bears,
3,541 coyotes, 133 mountain lions, 62
lynx, 583 wild cats, 64 wolves and 97
wolf pups. The figures indicate that
the national forests are becoming
cleared of wild animals that prey upon
domestic live stock and game, for the
forest ranger fills in odd moments between other jobs by thinning out "un
desirable citizens" of the animal world
Wolves are said to cause greater losses
to western stockmen than any other
of the predatory animals. It is estimated that a family of wolves will deout of the drug business right here in your town. It is our duty to give
When you are run-down, no matter what the cause.
stroy about $3,000 worth of stock per
you the best remedy we can for whatever ailment you may have, and
It doesn't merely stimulate you and make you feel good for a few
annum and that one able-bodied wolf
business sense demands that we recommend nothing unless we know it's
hours, but takes hold of the weakness, and builds you up to a healthy,
costs the grazing Industry $600 a seagood.
normal condition.
son. The wolves are of two classes—
It is a real nerve-food tonic, a real builder of healthy nerves, rich^
We know Rexall Olive Oil Emulsion is good. We believe it is the
the smaller prairie wolves or coyotes
blood, strong muscles, good digestion.
best builder of health, energy and strength there is made. We know it is
and the larger gray, black, or timber
It contains the Hypophoephites, to tone the nerves and give energy,
greatly
helping many of your neighbors. We believe that it will make
wolves, called "lobos." These latter are
and pure Olive Oil, to nourish the nerves, the blood, the entire system,
you well and strong again, and save you money and worryin the end.
the great stock destroyers against
and give vitality, strength and Ijealtb.
which the campaign of the rangers
We feel it is good business for ua to recommend Rexall Olive Oil
. It is pleasant to take, tlje greasy flavor of the Olive Oil having been
has been waged.
removed.
Emulsion and get you to use it, because wo know you'll thank, us afterThe methods of hunting wolves in
ward for making our confidence in it so plain that you didn't hesitate
For you who are* tired out, nervous, run-down, debilitated, weak,
the west vary. On the plains wolves
to take us at our word. We also feel sure that once
emaciated—for convalescents—for old people—
are sometimes hunted with dogs and
for puny children—we recommend Rexall Olive Sold only at the 7000 JhtfftStores—the World's you have used it,you'll be as enthusiastic aboutit as
horses, but this way is considered
we are and will recommend it to your friends.. Read
Oil Emulsion as the best medicine we know of to
Greatest Drug Stores—$1.00 a bottle
expensive and often dangerous. This
our money-back guarantee and get a bottle today.
make and keep you well and strong.
Sold
In
this
town
only
by
us
,
sport is ^described by Roosevelt in his
earlier hunting books. On national
forests the rangers either set out poison or baited steel traps or, by watchWe Guarantee This Remedy to Relieve and Satisfy You—or Your Money Back
ing trails and hiding near a wolf's den,
are able to shoot* one or both of the
We don't want your moneyvunless Rexall Olive Oil Emulsion really helps and satisfies you.
old wolves when they return from
If it doesn't, come back and tell us, and we'll give back your money. We believe it will proforaging. In no other way, according
tect your health—if it doesn't, the money is yours, and we want you to have it. :
to the forest service, can the number
of wolves be kept down so well as by
__^__________________
i
finding their dens and destroying the
young.
The skins of the predatory animals
killed by the rangers are either kept
as souvenirs or sold for a price or for
bounty. Wolf skins in the west are
said to bring from $4 to $6 for robes
and rugs; a mountain lion skin, $10 to
$20; and a bear skin, anywhere frcjm
$20 to $150, according to size and species. In addition to this there are
bounties on bears, lions and wolves
in most of the western stock states.
Wyoming, in ten years, has paid out,
it is said, over $65,000 in bounties on
wolves alone end $96,000 more on
coyotes and mountain lions. Through
his activity against these pests the
Cider for Sufferers From Gout. ,
Boy's Honesty Rewarded.
forest tanger, it is said, has saved WHY WIDOW WAS ANNOY
Not Coker-Nuts.
The unfortunate individual, loving
Little Willie Hinson, a sixteen-yearthe stockmen many thousands of dolA Mr. Donaldson, who owned a old colored boy employed by John the good things of the table, yet aflars during the year, while the, pro- Bandmaster's Tune as Funeral Passed sugar refnery in Queensland, went
D. Sticht, 1147 Bedford avenue, Brook- flicted with the gout, may now take'
tection to game animals, such as deer,
Was, to Say the Least, Someto England one year and bought some lyn, is a very honest youngster, for he heart of grace, for there Is one reelk and antelope. Is of almost equal
' what Inappropriate.
machinery for his business. He took found a gold watch and'fob, last by freshing beverage which will not be
importance.
the machine to pieces, and took it Miss Alice Barnes Shaffer, and with- denied him. Cider, it has been disTwo or three years ago, says Charles home in partB, carefully, packed, Inout consulting anybody raced as fast covered, Is excellent for gout, and is
Bright Outlook for Kelly.
Harrell, bandmaster of the Irish tending to put them together on the
as his legs would carry him to the a splendid tonic for everybody, beThey were speaking of paradoxical Guards, in the London Strand, we
spot.
Classon avenue station house and cause of the amount of tannin It conexpressions at a recent banquet when were engaged to play on the occasion
An Australian custom house ofllclal there deposited' his find with the lieu- tains.
an amused expression floated over the of some athletic sports at a public gave him a lot of trouble on his arHere 1B a recipe, handed down in a
features of Gov. George W. Clarke of school near London, the grounds of rival, examining every part, and argu- tenant on the desk, saying: "WU1 you New England family, for old fashIowa, who was on a visit to the east which overlooked a high road close to ing about the amount to be paid. At see that this gets to the lady what
ioned mulled cider:
lost it?"
He explained that he was reminded a cemetery.
last they ca*ie to ah agreement about
Beat two eggs with two tablespoonWere it not for the fact that Mrs.
of an Incident along that line.
It was a glorious day, a hot Satur- all but one box, which contained the
fuls of sugar, and pour over the mixRecently there was a bad railroad day afternoon. The sun shone, and metal nuts used in bolting the parts of Jessie F. Barnes Schaffer, mother of ture a quart of freshly boiled elder,
wreck In a western state, and after everyone was in the highest spirits, the machinery together. About what the young woman who dropped her
stirring constantly. Put the mixture
the injured had been cared for, a man but there was one thorn in what was was to be charged for these the offi- watch and fob, had advertised her loss on the stove and boll It again. Add
the jewelry might still be In the prophastened up to one of the doctors.
otherwise a bed of roses.
cial had no doubt at all.
erty department at police headquar- some mint leaves, some thin slices of
"Doctor," said the man In an anxThat afternoon seemed to have been
"Now as to these," he said, "the
lemon and serve Immediately (n tall
ious voice, "is Kelly very badly hurt?" selected for an extraordinary number duty will be, twopence a pound." Mr. ters unclaimed. But Willie saw the glasses, thick enough to stand the
"lost ad" and went to 243 Carlton
"He Is, indeed," admitted the doc- of funerals!
Donaldson protested that this was too avenue, the home of Mrs. Schaffer, steaming beverage without cracking.
tor. "We were compelled to ampuTo suit the occasion we naturally' high. "Not a bit of It," was the con- with the news: "Lady, I found yosr
Cider jelly is a delicious dessert
tate both legs."
played a light class of music, the fident reply; "the schedule says disfor autumn days.
"You don't really mean it, doctor!" program including, for instance, a se- tinctly that 'all nuts exefpt coker- watch at Lafayette and Classon aveDissolve two ounces of gelatine in
nues, and I gave it in at the station
returned the other, deeply concerned. lection of the popular airs of the day,
nuts' are to pay twopence a pound. house." A phone call to police head- a little water, and "when thoroughly
"Do you think he will recover?"
and I had the greatest difficulty in These aren't coker-nuts, • twopence quarters confirmed what Willie had dissolved add two and a half plats
"Oh, yes," was the confident re- timing our performance BO as not to
of cider and a pound of granulated
a pound you'll have to pay!"
said,
joinder of the doctor.' "I will have clash with the mournful processions
Mrs. Schaffer gave the hoy a sub- sugar. Boll until It begins to thickhim on his feet again in a couple of that kept passing. Again and again,
en; then strain through cloth and
stantial reward. She said:
months."
Oil Against Steam.
just as we were about to launch out
"It is not the trouble for which I pour into a Jelly mold. Serve with
Two
new
fuel
ships,
the
Kanawha
Into the "Merry Widow," or some
want to reward you, Willie, it Is your whipped cream.
Strange Boundaries.
thing as embarrassingly appropriate, and the Maumee, are now under conThe village of Rake, in England, is
honesty."
I would spy another hearse turning struction for the United States navy.
'French-Canadian Birth Rate.
situated on the border lines of Hampthe corner, and would have to hurried- The former will have two three-cylin' When France Is perturbed by that
shire and Sussex, part being in one
Find Health la Walking.
ly change the tune or wait until the der, triple-expansion engines of 2°,600
county and part In the other. The
During the glorious days of. early ever-present specter, the falling birth
mourners were safely out of earshot. horse-power each, and is being conrate, there is the example of French
boundary cuts through houses and
It was a little disconcerting and dis- structed at a private yard. The lat- winter women who are looking for fertility in Canada to which students
gardens, with some very odd results.
tinctly trying, but I managed things ter, however, will be propelled by two health should take up the simple exer- of the problem may point from their
This is peculiarly so in the case of
all right, I thought, and congratulated Nurnberg Diesel engines of approxi- cise of walking. If possible a walking editorial stools in Paris. The results
the Flying Boll public house. This Inn
myself upon having come through a mately the same power as the steam tour of two or three daya, or even a Of the Canadian census of 1911 have
is partially In the parish of Rogate, in
engines In the sister ship. Although week, should be arranged for the audifficult situation with flying colors.
recently been published and show 2,Sussex, and partly In that of Lias, In
But, alas, my self-satisfaction was the hull of the Maumee will be con- tumnal season, as the greatest amount 054,000 French out of a total populaHampshire.
structed
at the Mare Island navy yard, of benefit will be derived from such
short-lived!
Three days later I retion of 7,206,000, as compared with
The license Is taken out In the counceived a letter from an indignant wid- the engines will be built at the Brook- an excursion.
ty of Hants, but the bar is in Sussex
Many women make the mistake of 3,878,000 of English, Irish, and Scotch
ow complaining that, of all tunes the lyn navy yard from plans purchased
combined. In 1901 the French were
and the liquor stores in Hampshire.
band had played "Put Me Among the abroad, and will be shipped to the thinking that only the very robust 31 per cent, of the whole; in 1911
On the occasion of beating the parish
(
.
should indulge id such an experiment l
QlrlB" while her dear husband's fu- Pacific coast.
only
29 per cent, but in the same peboundaries, the house becomes quite a
The two ships will afford an excel- As a matter of fact, no greater erIW
neral was passing the grounds!
riod
the
Britannic
preponderance
had
thoroughfare.
^
1
.
lent opportunity for determining the could possibly be made, as there is
Most, curious of all, when a dance
relative merits of oB and steam en- nothing which helps more, to build up fallen from 57 to 54 per cent, with
Took a Long Farm Journey.
takes place in this bouse, the musical
the body, soothe fretwffierves and the Introduction of other races. In the
"John A. Dwlght of New York, who gines under like conditions.—Power.
performs play in Sussex, while the used to be the Republican whip of the,
rest a tired brain than just a simple ten years the French-Canadians had
dancing goes on In Hampshire.
Custom of "Suttee" Survives.
walking tour. If delicate women took added 405,519 to their number, a stricthouse, is descended from the noted
An Indian "suttee" victim case, ex- a week'B walking tour there would be ly numerical increase of nearly 26 per
Dwight family who owned the biggest
cent.—a rate the half of which would*
Slow Work.
farm in the west some thirty years emplifying the slowness of Indian cus- a remarkable decrease in the number
It was on an East Texas train. The ago," remarked F. A. Henry of New toms-In dying has been decided in the of nervous complaints, from which BO make France delirious with joy could
'
,
little coffee-pot of an engine, having York, at the Raleigh. "The Dwight Allahabad high court- The widow of many suffer. Insomnia, with all its she accomplish it.
wheezed laboriously over serpentine farm^ook up a whole county. Stanley a Brahmin committed "suttee" on her attendant evils; neurasthenia, loss of
rails, jolted to a restful stop at no Huntley once tcld ne that on one of husband's death, i. e., was burnt alive appetite, depression Of spirits, graduPower of Latin,
place in particular. Time passed te- his trips through the west he got off on the funeral pyre in the presence of ally disappear In the course of a walkIt Is recorded that Andrew Jackdiously. Some of the passengers stalk- at a station and observed a large the whole village. Five Of the rela- ing tour. It has a perfectly marvelous
ed nervously up and down the aislea, crowd pf persons weeping and bidding tives were arrested for abetting her power in restoring strength and giving son was once making a stump spe^<"
out west, in a small village. Jiwr. _d
while others drew their felt hats down tearful gdod-by to a distinguished look- suicide, and were sentenced to im- tone to the system.
he was concluding, Amos Kendall,
over their eyes and tried to forget it. ing man who was about to board his prisonment. They appealed to the
who sat behind him, whispered, "Tip
When a half hour had elapsed, the train. When the man got aboard and high court, the defense being that the
Hears Sermon Over Telephone.
'em a little Latin, general. They won't
conductor came through.
fire
was
lighted
by
supernatural
the train started, Huntley, with na>
A telephone in church has enabled be content without it." Jackson in"Say, friend," came a querulous- tural curiosity, I suppose, approached means, the flames descending from
Mrs. VanhorQj of Bridgeport, Conn., to
voiced old man, "as near as you can the stranger and casually observed:
heaven. The high court has now re- bear the regular service of her church. stantly thought upon a few phrases ha
knew, and in a voice of thunder,
tell, what's" holdin' us?'
" 'I presume you are going on a long jected the appeal, and has increased Mrs. Vanhorn has heen an Invalid for wound up his speech by exclaiming,
"We're taking on water," was the exthe sentences in two of the. cases'. The 30 years, and unable to leave her bed
voyage, perhaps across the ocean.'
TE pfurlbus unumJ-sine qua non—ne
planation.
*
" 'No,' replied the man; 'I am just prepent case is only the fourth record- having the service by wire comes as t, plus ultra—multum In parvo." The
"Well, w-hy don't you git another teaed in the United Provinces and Ben- great boon to her, a going to the other side of my farm.'
effect was tremendous, and the
spoon? That un seems to leak some"That was the Dwight farm."—. gal since 1829 .when "puttee" was proshouts could be heard for many miles*—i^^
thing dreadful!"—Pulitzer Magazina
Washington Post.
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Malcolm-iii own,

The murage of Miss Annie E. Brown,
1'UBi.IHHFP
Mrs Michael Fitegerald, Ware visited daughter of Mr and Mra Frank E. Brown,
Married, at the CongregationaKparson- . Dame Plunkert's Old W«>M
At a meeting of the Woman's Alliance
EVERY FRIDAY AFTERUCCN,
an, by Rev. Sherman Goodwin, Eli Du- g'veu by the Lad.es' Society of the Co n- hersister, Mrs Mary O. Winn, Central and Louis A. Balcorn, Kast Weymouth,
of the First Parish church, Jan. 27, 11)1-1,
.*
J iif ., «,„..„„
Th<.v will gregationa church will be held in the street, Sunday.
son of John Baicom, West Brookfield,
resolutions .were adopted on the death of Journal Block, North Brookfield, Mai
Mrs Sarah S. Spooner, North street, is took place in Sacred Heart church, MonMrs Mary M. Livermore.
j has been rehearsing for the past two visiting her daughter, Mrs Samuel L. day morning, at 9 o'clock. The cere"Each year as we gather here, we miss
HORACE J. LAWRENCE,
Mrs Henry E. Cottle's class of the; months, under the direction of E. Richmony was performed by Rev". Michrfl J.
Howe, in Ware. • '
% the faceB of mairy of our associates, who
EDITOR AND PBOPBIKTOR.
Methodist church Sunday school will j aad twin, and an enjoyable time is ex
Burton Mason, Westfield, spent' Sun- Murphy, Brookfield, assisted by Rev.
"walk with us no more," and to-day we
have
a
valentine
party
and
supper
in
the
pected.
day with his parents, Mr and Mre Daniel John B.^H. Giroux, O. M. I. of Monare mourning, the loss of one whom we 1.00 a Year in Advance.
church vestry, Tuesday evening, Feb. 3,
Single Copies, 3 Cents.
treal. The maid of honor was Miss Julia
TheY. P. S. C. E. of the Congregation- Waldo Mason, Main street.
shall never think of as absent. To each
the proceeds from which will be used to
Coughlin of Cambridge, a couain of the
al church will observe Christian Endeavone of us left to carry on their work,
Address all communications to BBOOKFIEI.II buy books for the Sunday school.
Miss Jessie E. Winn, Central street,
or week, beginning Sunday evening, Feb. visited Miss Millie Laflin, Warren, on bride. The best man wasCharlesO'Conmay strength be given to look with cour- TIMES. North Brookneld, Mass.
Orders for subscription, advertising, or iob
ner, East Weymouth.
Ushers were Jo- *
Samuel E. Wild of Wildrose farm, ex- 1, with the following program;—Sunday
age and cheer into the
future. We
"""*""•"'"
. " must
I work and payment fqrjthe same, may be sent
Sunday.
seph E. Dalton, West Brookfield; Frank
BO steadily forward,'directto
the main office. North Brookneld or hibited an egg, Monday at the Wm. Mul- evening at 7 o'clock, address by Miss
MM tnoother «iu
and isgo
holdtogetner
J forward, direct
o George W.McNamara, Brookneld
Miss Mildred Tarbell, Springfield, is A. Brown, Cambridge; arid Augustine
cahy store, Central street, which weighed Margaret Koch, Supt. of Intermediate
sustaining the traditions of the past, ana
visiting her grandmother, Mrs Angeline Chouquette, West Warren.
Music waa
four ounces, and measured 6 3-4 inches work and President of the Spencer C. E.
handing on the trust confided to us."__ R. Butler, Central Btreet.
furnished by Miss Sarah Cavanougb,
around the shorter way and eight inches UnionTuesday,
all
members
and
BROOKFIELD.
"The
bright
memories
of
the
holy
dead,
rne
origin,
UK'""""„..---- „
Arthur L. Flagg, -Worcester, spent Warren.
j.u
~' . i
»
»__„J nKinQ 1-1*1 I1Q
over the ends. The egg was laid by a friends of the society are urged to attend
The blessed ones departed, shine on us
Tha bride wore a draped model of white
tike the pure splendors of some dear,
Matthew M. Daley spent Sunday with five pound Anconia hen.
the meeting of the Spencer C. E. Union Sunday with his mother Mra Harriet
charmeuBe with lace trimmings and a hat
to be held at North Brookfield, Afternoon Flagg, Church Btreet.
lelatives in Providence.
3 B
The
rain
of
last
Friday
that
spoiled
the
Wbum pUgrims, traveling onward, at
of white and white plumes. She carried
Wallace S, Jenkins lost a horse, valued fine sleighing, was a disappointment to and evening. Thursday evening, ther# James H. Turner, Marlboro, was a
Leave' and at every moment see not now; at $250, from heart disease.
members of the high school, who had will be a meeting of the church devoted week end guest of his mother, Mrs Sarah a rosary", the gift of Rev. John B. H.
Giroux. The bridesmaid wore roae crepe
Yet^hensoe'er they list, may pause and
Turner, Front St.
Miss Mary A. Gleasoh, spent the week planned on having a sleigh ride to War- to a consideration of young people's
Miss Olive Combs, Chicopee Falls, is de Chine with »hadow lace and fur trimren, Saturday night; and to the young work, and on Friday evening in the vesAndwlth its glories gild their faces still. ■ end at her parents' home in Shirley.
Ladies' Auxiliary, who had planned a try 6f the church there will be a business visiting Mrs Julia G. Foster, and family ming, and a black picture hat. FollowRev. and Mrs Oliver .Means and chil
And now as we review all thathae been
ing the ceremony a wedding breakfast
meeting and social. The public is cor- on Pleasant St.
sleigh ride for Mondaytaight.
done, and have a vision of what is yet to dren are spending the winter iii Florida.
dially invited to all of these services.
Willia B. Temple, Milford, spent Sun- ■waB served at the bride's home. The
Letters
are
advertised
in
the
Brookfield
guests were Rev. Michael J. Murphy,
be let ue not deceive ourselves as to our
J. Wayne Burgess is confined to the
The report of the board of water com- day with Mr and Mrs Chauncy L. Olm- Brookfield; Rev. John B. H. Giroux,
work. Are we quickening our religious house this week with quinsy sore throat. post office for Mr Wiliinas Baczkanckas,
stead.
Mrs
Henry
C.
Cook,
Miss
Rena
Dickenmiasipners, as it will appear in the anlife? Let us remember, to quote one of our
Montreal; Misses Julia and Mary CoughAt a meeting of the selectmen Monday
Miss Gertrude Strout, Limerick, Me..
ministers, that "faith needs practieal ex- night bills amounting to *2500 were ap- son, R. F. D., Mrs Mary A. Lampaon, nual town report, shows that the receipts
lin, Mr and .Mrs Frank A. Brown** CamDandero Nazareno, Box 263, Dame of the board above expenditures for the is the guest of her brother, George W.
bridge ; Miss Bertha Parker, Lynn; Mrs
pression, buf faith comes first.
The proved.
Xeurte Rose de Lima Peloquin, Miss S. year were $992.79.
The commissioners Boothby, Milk St.
Louis Duverger. OziaB Baicom, Brockton;
roots bear the fruits; the soul must-be
Matthew Ryan has been confined to the M. Peck. P..O. Box 333.
recommend
in
the
report
that
ah
apJohn
L.
Howe,
South'
Framingham,
Mr and Mrs Ernest Choquette, Mrs
rooted in God, before it can succeed in
house this week with a quinBy sore
propriation
be
made
at
the
annual
town
The
delegates
from
the
First
Parish
was the guest/if his mother, Mrs Geor- Odile Brown, Augustine Choquette, West
establishing godliness."
If we come
church, who attended thd conference of meeting, March 2, for the purpose of es- gianna Howe, West street, on Sunday.
nearer to the perfect intelligence nearer throat.
Warren; James Coughlin and family of
Charles
H.
Clarendon
of
Worcester
tablishing
an
independent
pumping
Unitarian churches, held at South Meto the perfect love of the unselfish b endMrs John Strickland entertained the Leicester; Mra George Baicom, Mra Jerry
station
to
supply
the
reservoir
when
necvisited
at
his
home
on
South
Maple
street
morial church, Worcester, on Thursday,
ing of our life with the We of all our
Parish Auxiliary of the Congregational Baicom, East Brookfield; Mra and Mrs
were—Rev. William L. Walsh, Mr and essary with pure water, and that no furkind, then shall we know Duty by thie week.
church, at her home 'on Cottage street, Henry A. Flagg and family, John BaiMrs Delbert A. Eaton will spend the Mrs Arthur F. Butterworth, Mrs Delbert ther water main extensions be made unher other name, which is Delight.
com, Joseph and George Dalton, West
Tuesday afternoon.
Faithfulness to one's work may be only last of the week with Mr and Mrs Ed- A. Eaton, Mrs Walter B. Mellen and til an adequate .supply of unpolluted
Brookfield.
Miss Helen J. Clark of Wakefleld, R.
water is assured for the present waterMrs Henry W. Irwin.
an-outside bondage, by joy.in it is a re- ward L. Bennett in Cambridge.
The bride was well remembered with
takers. This recommendation is made in I., ia the guest of hersieter and husband, gifts of silver, china, lace and linen from
lationship of heart to beart-of the heart
Forest S. Donahue was the gueBt, Sat^ The women of the First Parish church
Mr and Mre Marshall C. Gilbert, Central her many friends. After a honeymoon
of the man to the heart of his task.
urday and Sunday, of Dr. and Mrs Geo. will have a Valentine party and chicken- response to the report of the engineer
j
"We the womem of the Brookfield Webster in Southbridge.
Mr and Mrs Baicom will make ttieir
pie supper in the vestry of the church, sent out by the state board of health, street.
Boston, to investigate water conditions in
Mrs Samuel Wass, North Main street, home in East Weymouth, where the
Alliance, desire to express our deep sense
Abbott H. Thompson of Binghampton, Wednesday night, Feb. 11, in charge of
Brookfield.
has
returned
from
an
extended
visit
with
of lose in the recent d< ath of our efficient N. Y., was the guest this week of his Mrs William Mitchell, Mrs William
groom is employed in a shoe factory.
Hayes, Mrs Charles H. Clarendon, Miss
and beloved friend, Mrs Mary M. Liver- mother, Mrs Clara S. Thompson.
Manager C. Alfred DuBois of the her daughter, Mra Herbert Thompson,
'
The Literary Club.
more, our appreciation of her rare qualiSadie Eaton and Mrs Horace W. May.
Brookfield high school base-ball team at- Springfield.
Mr and Mrs Ernest Parsons of Ware,
" tie* of heart and mind, and of her conseA party of 25, from the employes of tended a meeting of the student mana- ,. Mr and Mrs Andrew L. Benson enterwere the guests, Sunday, of Mr and Mis
The program of the West Brookfield
crated devotion to upbuilding and exthe Ideal Coated Paper company and gers of the high school teams of the Qua- tained the members of the 8. W. C. at
William Nichols, North Main St.
tending that form of religjons Iaith satheir friends, enjoyed a Bleigh ride to boag yaljey 1-eague at Warren, Saturday, their home, Brookfield Road, Saturday Literary Club for 1914, ifl sa.foUowa:—
Andrew J. Leach flmshed his duties
Jan. 29. Topic,', Life and works of
cred to her. Her memory will be lovingWare last Friday night, and Branded a and _ ranged & lollowiag schedule for evening. Caj-ds were played .fallowing! a
Ralph'Connor.
roMayist, Mies Jessie
ly cherished by us, her co-workers, and Friday as juror at the January term of dan* in Ware town hall. The trip" was the league season: —April 29, Brookfleid supper at 7 o'clock.
shall be a stimulus to higher aims, to the Superior civil court in Worcester.
made in the large 'bus from the Royal at North Brookfield; May 2, Brookfield at
Miss Helen P. Shackley, secretary of L. Gilbert.
Feb. 12. Katherine Cecil Thuraton.
The regular meeting of the V. I. 8. will Fountain stable in West Brookneld* Ware; May 6, Ware at Brookfield; May the Social and Charitable society, reever renewed devotion, and more ardent
efforts in behalf of our church and of be held in the banquet hall, next Tues- leaving at 7 o'clock and returned at one 9; Barreat Brookfield; May 20, Brook- ports^that the proceedB of the play, Mies Cora E. Foster, 'wcretary .of the
our Alliance, in whoee history she has day afternoon, Feb. 3, at the usual hour. o'clock.
field at Warren j May 23, Brookfleid at "Home Ties," given by the Bodety Jan. club.
Jaorne so prominent a part.
Feb. 26. Florence L. Barclay, Mrs
Miss Helen Burgess of Springfield was
Dr. Mary H. Sherman has received Palmer; May 30, Hardwick at Brook- 22, were $97.88. The sale of candy netted
Alice J. Carter.
r
of at the home of her parents, Mr and Mrs
field
;
Juhe
8,
North
Brookfield
at
Brook•20.
word of the death Jan. 13, at Buffalo, If.
While driving a sleigfctog party
March 12. Joseph C. Lincoln, Mrs
Fiskdale school children through town Edward Burgesa.Lincoln street. Tuesday Y., of Fanny E. Smallwood, from tubef- field;* June 10, Warren at Brookfleid; - Orio Club, motormen and conductors
Sarah A. Carter.
June
13,
Brookfield
at
Barre;
June
17,
A large number from town attended ^lo^g 0f the spine
Miss Smallwood
last Friday night Louis Peon was hit in
of the Ware and Brookfleid street railMarch 56. Harriet Beeeher Stowe, esthe right eye by a snow ball thrown .-ac- the rural drama, "Home Ties," in town waa a graduate of the class of 1898, B. Brookfield at Hard#iek; June 20, Palm- way, will manage a dance, this (Friday)
sayist, Mra Mary E. Frink.
cording to him, b? one oi the party of hall at West Brookfleid, last Friday H. 8., and while here lived at the home er at Brookfield. There are 8 teams in evening, in town hall, Doyle's orchestra
April 9. Gentlemen's night.
~f Mr
»*'_ and
~—A Mrs
H.n Abram
» l,.nm ' Marcy>
Mnirrtn
\Toln the Quaboag Valley League and each will
night.
of
Main
boys who were coasting on the lull near ninlir
of North B,rookfleld, furnishing music.
April 29. Mexico's present situation.
the Harrj fi. ^Lanvb store, at Depot
"Old Grist Mill Health Bread for street. She then went to a school in play 12 games. Hitchcock Free Acad>. ay 7. Alexander H. Stephens, essayTown clerk Dwight Fairbanks reports
square. Members of the sleighing party sale, fresh every day, at the Blenia Bak Claremont, Va., conducted by her uncle, emy of Brimfield has withdrawn from the
19 births filed during the year 1913, five ist, Mrs J. Henry Adams, of Wasxen.
said they were the target for all kindB of ery, Central street, Brookfield. Try a Rev. John Smallwood; later taking a league, but Manager DuBois has arranged
May 21. Travel afternoon, essayist,
leeflthan in 1912; 17 marriage licenses
missiles as they passed the coasting party loaf.
poet-graduate course in domestic science a game for April 20, at Brimfleld with
were registered, an Increase of 3 over Mrs Mary F. Holmes.
them.
That
will
probably
be
the
only
and when Peon was hit hefellbackwards
The regular meeting of the Village Im- at Hampton Institute in Hampton, Va.
June 4. Musical in' charge of Mrs
1912. There were 33 deaths'in 1913, 3
into the Bleigh, and one of the older boys provement society will be held in ban- She has since been a successful teacher of team played outside of the league.
Clifford J. Huytk, Mrs Frederick L.
aa than in 1912.
Mr Jerome Hamilton obeerved his 77th
in the party directed the horses to the quet hall, Tuesday afternoon, Feb. 3, at domestic science at Wilmington, Del.
West Brookfield fire department ^will Woodward.
birthday anniversary last Friday and reEaton drug store on Centrah street and 3.30 o'clock.
At a meeting of the Woman's Alliance
June 18. Out-door meeting.
ceived calls from acquaintances and hold an old-fashioned dance in town on
Peon's eye was treated by the clerk, AlThe inventory on the estate of Charles of the First Parish church, in the social
July 9. Dr. / Grenfell, essayist, Mrs
bert W. Poland, until the arrival of Dr.
members of Dexter post, G. A. R. of Feb, 6, Hewitt's orchestra furnishing the
T. Love, as filed in Probate court, Wor- room of the church, Tuesday afternoon,
Hennessey as promp Clara H. Reed.
Mary H. Sherman, who dressed the
which he iB the oldest member, at his music, and Patrick
T
cester, showB personal property *4333.47i at 2.30 o'clock, it was voted to have the
Sept. 3. Favorite poems and others.
home on Merrick Avenue during the af- ter. John . Mulvey, chief of the fire
wounded eye, andljPeoil was taken back
Sept. 17. Jacob Riis, essayist, Mrs
annual town meeting dinner, managed
real estate, *650.
ternoon. Mr Hamilton has been in poor department will be floor director. Dancto Fiskdale with another pe™Pn driving
Andrew Gorham of Nashua, N. H., is by the society in banquet hall, March 2, health for a year but has recently gained ing from 8 to 12, and refreshments will be Charles A. Blake.
the party. It is feared he may lose the
Oct. 1. Public buildings and parks,
iight of the eye'.
The selectmen have the guest 'this week, of his sister Mrs with Mrs Elisha Webb in charge. Mrs in strength to such an extent as to be served.
,
essayist, Mrs Charles O'M. Edson.
been making an investigation into the Emogene WatrouB, South Maple street. Frank E. Prouty of Cambridge read the
William
H.
Murray,
Sprihgfieled,
a
able to be around the street daily. Mr
Oct. 15. With the magazines, essayist,
report of the meeting of the New Engcase this week.
_____________ Mr Gorham formerly lived inltown.
Hamilton waa born in Monson, the son former clerk in the C. H. Clark drug
land Associate Alliance held at WinchesMre Mary E. W. Frink.
Thomas
E.
Walker,
salesman
for
the
loiiPwtSirif OF MASSACHUSETTS George E. Keith Shoe company of Brock- ter, Jan. 13. Resolutions and a memo- of Asa and Emily (Bugbee) Hamilton, store, began work in the pressing and Oct. 29. Kate Douglass Wiggin, esand came to liye in Brookfield, 57 years' cutting departments of the Olmatead QuaWOBCSSTBB 8.,
PBOBATB COUBT
ria, on the death of Mrs Mary LiverBayist, Mrs Frank, P. Warren of Warren.
To the heirs at taw next of kin and all other ton, arrived in town, Monday, to visit
ago. He enlisted from Brookfield, Feb. boag Corset Co. He will eventually be
Nov. 12. George Barr McCuteheon,
MJsons interested in the estate of Ruth J iske, his mother, Mi* Mary Walker, on Cen- more was read by Mrs Edward Phetete19,1861, in C Co. 2d Mass. Artillery, and transferred to the Springfield branch of
EwTSorS Brookneld in said County, deMrs Melville A. Stone.
place.
tral street.
the
factory.
'
served
all
through
the
Civil
war,
being
°*whmeM a certalB instrument 'purpoting to
Dec. 3. Household helps.
At the recent semi-annual meeting of honorably discharged, Dec. 29,1865. Mr
William and Henry Dnrkin, Matthew
beTthflMt'wuI^na testament of said deceased
West Brookfleid Literary society met
Dec. 17. Annual meeting. Current
rnVbleTpresented to said Court, for probate Daley and William O'Brien attended the the C. E. society of the Congregational
Hamilton
was
shot
through
both
legs
at
at
the
home
of
Mr
Lewis
F.
Carter,
on
o7aiirgln. Hamant who prays that letters
MtamenW may be issued to him„ the execn- the funeral at New Haven, on Saturday, church, the following officers and com- the battle of the Wilderness, and was out High street, Thursday afternoon. The events will be discussed at each meeting.
mittees were elected:—President, Lewie of the service for three months. Although subject was "The Life and Works of
"■Uu^here^ctted to appear ., . rotate of Mr John E Durkin. I
The body of Frank Stone, Natick, was
fionrt to he held at Worcester, In said Connty
Flower; Vice Pres., Mrs William (gang- not taking part in the actions of the
Ralph Connor," and the essayist was Miss
Mr and Mrs George Latimer of Roselle
rf WoSester on the third (lay of February
A D «u at[bine o'clock In the forenoon, to Park, N. Y., are being congratulated on er; Recording Sec., Mary-Ellen Johnson; battle of Gettysburg, he was held in re- Jessie L. Gilbert, Ragged Hill. Current brought here for burial last Thursday.
fh'ow cause, & anjjou have, why the same
Burial was'in Sacred Heart cemetery.
Corresponding Sec., Hattie M> Ormsby, serve with his company to take part if
Eventa were given by members.
the birth, Jan. 21, of a eon.
Mre Lati°"And"imld petitioner Is hereby directed to eive
Treas., Albert Hooker; Organist, Imo- called on. He was -keenly disappointed
The marriage intentions of James Taynuhllc notice thereof, by publishing thlB clta- mer was formerly Miss Edith Walker of
At the Congregational church Sunday
gene Flower; Aast.*Organist, Emily Ham. last July when poor health prevented him
lor Greene, Middlebury, Vt., and Miss
fton .nee in each weet, for three successive
this
town.
morning,
Rev.
John
H.
Hoffman
prached
wSeWin the North BrooineW Journal,,.news
Lookout committee, Hattie Ormsby, Mrs
Fafth Hamilton Reed, West Brookfield,
William L. Mujcahy, who is preparing Granger, Alice Roger, Clara Johnson; from attending the reunion at Gettsburg, on "IB the United States growing better."
?uUlfcEt£lI to be one day, at least, befoK, «a,d
in connection.with the 50th anniversary Mr Hoffman took the negative side but were filed at the office of Dwight FairCourt, and by mailing, postpaid, or deliverlnIlKSi for the priesthood at Grand Seminary in
Prayer meeting, Imogene Flower, Fred
banks, town clork, on Friday.
Miss
copyofthia citation to al> "known person* iinwrested In the estate, fourteen days at least Montreal, arrived in „town, Wednesday, Bowen, Hattie Ormsby, G. L. Leete; of the battle. Mr Hamilton followed his later will preach on the po8itive side of Reed is the younger daughter of Mr and
trade os shoemaking for years, but for the position. The subject for Sunday
^WirnS.'? wfitam T. Forbes, Esquire. Judge to spend his two weeks' vacation with his Social, Felt Fletcher, Sidney Roger, Mary
Mrs Sumner H. Reed. Mr Greene iB an
the past 8 years has lived a retired life
of said court, this Bfteenth day of January parents on Howard street.
Ellen JohneOn, Howard Leete; Mission- His many friends wish him a continua night was "How to spend the winter agriculturist in Middlebury. The wedIn the year one thousand nine hundred and
: eveninga."
Authority
in
Religion
will
be
the
topic
ary. Mrs Nichols, Mrs Reed, Emily Ham,
fourteen.
ding will be Feb. 12.
HARR¥ H. ATWOOD, Register.
tion ot hie improved health
Deputy William H. Macuin and suite
of Dr. Charlton's sermon Sunday morn- Martha Homer; Flower and Music, EmJan.i»;8»,a0*
, West Brookfleid Grange met in Grand
of
Quaboag
tribe
I.
O.'R.
M.
went
to
ing. , The Epworth League service w 11 ily Ham, Imogene Flower, Alice Roger,
Army Hall, Wednesday night. For en"Old Grist Mill'Health Bread" for
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Palmer,
Tuesday
night
to
raise
the
chiefs
be in charge of Mrs A. R. Nlehols. John Nichols.
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LESSON

(By E. O. SELLERS. Director of Evening
Department, the Moody Bible Institute,
Chicago.)

LESSON FOR FEBRUARY 1
*

TEXT—I pray thee have me excused.—
Luke 14:18.

TIMES

c

THE UNFRIENDLY NEIGHBOR.

I

Music for Children.
It Is never too early to draw the at*
tention of little children to music
They love rhythm; let them clap their
hands, and stamp their feet in time tn>
aorne little march or Jig played for
them. Then let them hear a little
song repeated often, or two songs of
different character, one sad, one gay;
they will soon ask for more, and learn'
to sing themselves. Music will become
for them the means of self-expression,
a beneflclent outlet of pent-up nervous
energy, leading their Tittle feelings
Into channels of cheerfulness, possibly averting illtemper, whining inertia,
sad dulness. A little drill done to
music as a game will be helpful to
mother and children. There are action songs published for kindergartens, but a resourceful mother can
contrive something of the kind herself acoordlng to the child's age.
Marching round the room with a clan
of the hands on the first beat of the
bar first in four-four time, then three(bur time, lastly six-time will make a
pleasing diversion for noisy little ones,
and help them to realize their sense
of rhythm. On no account should the
children hear ragtime frequently.

.LESSON TEXT—Luke 11:1-13.
GOLDEN TEXT—"Ask and it shall be
Let UB begin given
unto you; seek, and .ye shall And;
the most common knock and It shall be opened unto you. —
of all excuses, "I Luke 11:9.
Am
Not Very
The only record we have of. this parBad."
able Is In this gospel. This portion of
The mistake
Hampshire Down Sheep.
Scripture is usually thought of as bewhich this man is
ing a great teaching on prayer. It is
to lamb by herself. While she can get
making is that of
(By W. R. Q1T,BERT.>
that, and it is more than that. It is a
judging
himself
No other stock require more CM© In up and down do not help her in any
great illustration of the sound princiby a false standwinter than in-lamb ewes. Too many way; directly she has done trying, and
ples of pedagogy employed by that
ard. The remedy
roots, frosty grass, hustled about by cannot get up, then help her over her
wonderful Bible teacher, our Lord and
1B to correct hla
dogs through muddy gateways, etc., trouble by getting the lamb away
standard. Say to Savior.
are all apt to bring disaster when gently.
I. Teaching by example (v. 1). There
Sometimes the lamb comes the
Nutritious Peanut. him, "It may be
lambing time comes.
Scientists assert, after long rethat you are not was that in the prayer life of Jesus
A few roots, a good run on dry pas- wrong way, others with a leg back,
that
was
different
than
that
of
the
forvery bad In your
search, that the peanut, which In the
ture or down, and plenty of good sound and in a case of this kind It is someown estimation, or malistic religionists of his day, somehay in racks, nights and morning, are times impossible for the mother to
past was not very highly regarded, 1»
thing
that
inspired
the
request,
"Lord
lamb
without
help.
what is required for breeding ewes.
in the opinion of
the only food staple that will at once
teach
us
to
pray."
His
prayer
life
was
The
trouble
of
heaving
is
often
Too many roots are certain to bring
nourish man, beast and the birds. It
others , but let us see what Ood says
different,
it
was
effectual.
Notice,
In
brought
about
through
the
shepherd
many .dead lambs into the lambing
Is the most nutritious of the whole
about you. His Word is the only true
passing, the respect of the disciples
yards. Very serious losses have been being in too much of a hurry. Directly standard."
nut family, rich in" tissue building
"when he had ceased.',' If there is one
traced to this cause, but a few roots, all is over get the mother on her legs,
properties,'consisting glucose and carOpen your Bible and ask him to
and
put
the
lamb
up
to
her
to
clean.
lesson
the
oncoming
generation
needs
given with discretion every day will
bohydrates—and at the same time Is
read aloud Romans 3:10. There is
The
mother
being
all
right
and
the
to
learn
it
Is
that
of
reverence.
His
greatly benefit the ewes.
the, cheapest.
none righteous, no, not one. After he
lamb
trying
to
suck,
the
next
thing
to
prayers
were
too
sacred
to
permit'of
The ewes should be kept in a regular
has read it, ask him a few questions:
do
is
to
examine
her
udder
and
see
any
intrusion.
His
praying
also
awoke
steady thriving etate; on no account
Sacrifice Fruitful.
'"Whose words are these which you in their memory the prayer life of
keep ewes short one day and stuff the that both nipples are free from any ob- have read?"
The seed dies, but the harvest
John the Baptiser. There Is deep psynext. They must not be turned out on struction.
lives. Sacrifice Is alwayB fruitful,
"God's Words."
Sometimes a ewe is found to have a
chology here. Observation, memory,
a frosty morning until they have liad a
and there Is nothing fruitful else.
"Does he know the real condition
chill in the udder, which must be well
perception, concept, all in their logical Upon her hand so small and whits ,
little hay in racks.
Out of the suffering comes the serious
of a man's heart?"
S
He
very
gently
laid
hla
own;
rubbed
with
a
good
udder
mixture
of
order.
Rock salt should always be kept
mind; out of the salvation, the grateShe drew it back, as If in fright.
"Yes." '
camphorated
oil,
and
if
well
attended
Most Wonderful Trayer.
handy, being one of the chief Items
And whispered In a trembUng tone:
ful heart; out of the endurance, the
"Does he know a man's heart betto,
she
will
soon
get
all
right.
Many
a
II.
Teaching
by
formula
(vv.
2-4).
The
"Tou mustn't."
of a ewe's diet. Bad management with
fortitude; out of the deliverance, the
ter than the man himself?"
ewe
loses
a
quarter
In
this
way
human
mind
is
wejij;
and
needs
that
In-lamb ewes is the root of most of the
faith.—Frederic W. Farrar.
"Probably."
sat a little nearer fltlll.
through neglect
assistance which is to be found in a HeWhereat
trouble and losses at lambing time.
she movel her chair away;
"Who does he say is rlghteouB?"
Any loose wool around the udder
clear statement of truth. Not always He gazed lown in her eyes until
The lambing yards should be made
"He says that there is none rightcan we have the benaflt of a strong
He heard her feebly say:
on a level piece of old ley, if possible, should be gently pulled off, as there is eous."
"Tou mustn't."
personality. Hence JeBUS gives us a
and sheltered from north or northeast, danger of lambs getting some In their
"What, not one?"
stomachs,
which
would
perhaps
end
in
formula, or prayer, often called the He bent above her where she sat
and in an open dry position near hay
"No, not one."
^Lord's Prayer," but more correctly
and straw ricks. Two square yards stoppage. A very good plan while the
And softly stroked her silken hair;
"Are y,ou an exception to this rule?"
termed "the disciples' prayer." This She seemed BO agitated that
should be made with hurdles adjoining ewe is in the pen with her lamb is tt
Prompt Relief—Permanent Cora
"I suppose not."
She could but faintly still declare:
Is
In
some
respectB
the
world's
most
Bach^ettrer, with each pen made of examine her feet, and in the case of a
"Then you admit that you are not
"Tou mustn't."
'
CARTER'S LITTLE
four hurdles thatched at top. The lamb ewe, the hoof to be pared back
wonderful prayer, certainly the most
really righteous?"
LIVER PILLS never J
number of pens and size of the yards and a dressing applied if necessary.
familiar. Lacking ia personal pro- Around her waist he sllppel an arm
fail. Purely veget
"I suppose I must."
And drew her closely to his side;
The ewe and lamb cannot be kept
must be according to number of ewes
nouns,
it
begins
with
that
matchless
ble — act surer/
Ask him to read Romans 3:23. Then
seemed possessed of wild alarm,
to lamb. To use the same yard year too dry' while In the pen. See that say to him. "Who. does God say have conception of God, "our Father^' it de- She
but gently on
And In implering accents cried:
they
get
a
good
dry
bed,
and
that
the
by year is the way to cause disaster.
scends step by step from a considerathe .liver.
'T'ou mustn't"
sinned?"
ewe
is
supplied
with
water
and
good
Stop after
When the ewes begin to drop their
tion of his hallowed name, his king"AH have sinned."
Deciding
to
possess
the
bliss
dinner
dislambs, the shepherd must be constant- sweet hay, with a dish of oats.
dom, and his will (Luke 22:42) in
"Are
you
an
exception?"
That
Fate
had
put
within
hla
reach.
tress—cure '
Bran and a sprinkling of cotton and
ly with them, keeping an eye on any
heaven and upon earth, down tol the He claimed a sweet and fervent kiss,
"Ne."
indigestion,'
ewe likely to lamb, and not losing linseed cake twice a day, with a few
But did she then In* horror screech:
improve the complexion, brighten the eyes.
"Then you admit that you have question of our need of daily food. It
* "Tou mustn't?"
Bight of her until she is over her trou- swedes and'green tops. If mangels are
then sweeps backward through the reSMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.
sinned
and
come
short
of
the
glory
of
She didn't.
ble, and lamb and mother seen safely used feed very sparingly, but there is
lations of mankind to each other, to
I Genuine must bear Signature
Into pen. If neglected one of twins nothing so good as good sound God"
By this time the man is becoming temptation, to the power of sin, back
He Would Have the Truth.
very often stray off and be found dead, swedes.
(Matt.
6:13)
to
God
once
more,
back
"Say you will try to learn to love
The quicker the Iambs and ewes are uneasy. He is beginning to realize to the Alpha and Omega. In It is inamongst the other ewes.
It is much safer to let ewes lamb got out of the pens the better. Lambs that whatever he may be in bis own vocation, supplication and adoration. me," he pleaded.
estimation.
In
God's
sight
be
Is
a
"I'm Bure I never can," she replied.
(when fine) out in the open by day, are likely to get crooked legs and bad
It sweeps the whole gamut of,man's
"Why? There must be some reawhere she has made up her mind to feet If kept in too long. A strong lamb sinner. You have withdrawn^ bis at- need,' physical, mental and spiritual. It
Stop
lamb, then drive, her back to lambing can be safely turned out with the moth- 'ention from the inconsistent church begins in heaven, it encircles the son."
That
Cough
members
with
whom
he
has
formerly
"I
don't
like
to
tell
you."
er
after
the
first
day,
weather
permityards. After all is well the lamb
earth, it rebounds to those realms of
with -the old reliable,
"I must know. It is cruel of you to r"
•hould be carried back to lambing pens, ting. On no account should the sheep compared himself, and you have fixed glory from which the Son came, and to
most agreeable and
when the mother will follow quite con- dog be allowed to eat any of the car- his mind upon the great God to whom which he returned. A study of the let me remain in ignorance of the
effective remedy
cause."
casses at the yards; all dead lambs he must give an account
tentedly.
"But I have no wish to pain you.
Another good verse to use with this prayers of the saints, living and dead,
On no Recount should a ewa be in- and ewes should be buried right away,
class is Isaiah 53:6. After the man ought to be more emphasized. This Please don't ask me to explain."
terfered'with if it is possible for her and all placentas buried or burned.
"You only make me the more dehas read it, ask him, "Who does God kingdom here mentioned is yet to be
fully established. A kingdom de- termined to know. I will not leave
of Horehound and Tar
say has gone astray?"
« <
mands
a
king
(Rev.
22:20);
its
beginpossible precautions hog cholera apyou till you tell me the truth."
"All of us."
LSoothes and heals sore
m
ning,
though,
is
In
the
hearts
of
men;
pears on your farm, notify, the state
"Well, then, if you will have It I
"Does that include you?"
throat, hoarseness, dryM
it
implies
entire
submission
to
God's
veterinarian,
or
state
agricultural
colnever can look at you without wonderness and all irritation.
M
"I suppose it does."
1
lege, and secure serum for the treatSold by druggtota.
^B
"What does he say we have done?" will (Luke 22:42); it delights In doing ing whether your face waB made that
ment of those not affected. The early
"We have turned every one to his that will (John 6:38, Eph. 6:6); It de- way by some accident, or whether, you
Try PIWs
^^M
mands an entire sanctiflcation of our were born with it".
application of the serum is essential.
SJ
Toothache Drove
aSSSseaSaeew
own way."
il/igfivernrr
State and Federal^vernments
The department of agriculture does
"Then, according to God's Word," lives, and a desire that hia-wlll shall
rule In the earth (1 Thes/, 4:3). The
distribute this hog-cholera serum having one's own way is sin?"
Carrying Jealousy Too Far.
Must Have Hearty Co-Opera- not
fifth petition is not the taayer of the
direct to farmers. The department
"I claim that my wife is the most;
"So it seems."
rtltow> ass
unsaved
sinner
(John
9:31}.
Fellowproduces
only
such
serum
as
is
retion of All Farmers.
Jealous perBon on earth."
' It is well to emphasize this point
rate*) etlurtt
quired for its own experimental work. strongly, for, to the average person ship with God depends upon our will•tint. Met
"Oh, you merely imagine It"
SIM poitsasL
"No, it's a fact First she was JealHog cholera has existed in the Unit- Farmers, therefore, should appeal to the word "sin" means some form of ingness to forgive others (Matt 6:14,
15;
Mark
11:25);
but
that
Is
not
the
their
own
state
officials.
ous
because
I
continued,
after
we
vice or crime. According to this verae
ed States for 75 years, and. It Is safe
VARICOSE VEINS;
however the real essence of sin con- ground of God's forgiveness (Eph. 1:7; were married, to have an affection for FOR
to say that in each of the last 25 years
Leg Bores below knees, diagnosed incurable, our
sists in having one's own way, in- 4:32). God does not tempt men (Jas. my father and mother. Then when specialty; anoeesatnlly treated with poaltlvely na
the farmers of this country have lost
pain, cutting, burning or scraping and with no loss
stead of walking In God's wpy. It 1:13); he does permit temptation to our little boy came It made her Jeal- of
millions of hogs from this disease.
time from work. Consultatiuit free. Lady attenmay not be an Immoral way, or a dis- assail us, such as modern economic ous to see me showing that I cared for dant. Pbone,.Buck Bey, 6187. Hoars, 9 to IS and 1
The United States departmeqt of
conditions
(Mark
1:12,
13),
but
God
him, and now, by George, she's Jealous toi, dally. 8*urday, 9 to 12:30.
honest way, or an untruthful way,-but
agriculture believes that success In
VABIX LIMB TBKATMKNT CO.
it is his way and not God's way. In never allows us to be tempted above because I have developed a liking for
arix attempt to eradicate hog cholera
615 Berkeley Building
what we can bear (1 Cor. 10:13). Vol- a nap on Sunday afternoon."
will depend upon the establishment of
which he ought to walk.
400 Boylaton St.. J Jo* tou, Mass.
1
Considerable
Experiment
Work
umes
have
been
written
about
this
Returning to the verse you can ask,
efBcient organizations by the state
and federal governments which will
"What do you say of a sheep which prayer and yet its fulness has not even
SETTLED.
Done by Utah and Illinois
FOR DRUNKENNESS and
been suggested. The teacher who
work (together. They muBt, however,
nas gone astray?"
' Stations With Crop.
really prays cannot be a failure, for he
all DRUG ADDICTIONS
have the full co-operation and support
"It 1B lost."
"What do yot
No sickness, np public! ty.
of the farmers. With the organiza"Then If you have had your own has the power of God behind his labor.
think? Bess and
f,H<itei> treated as privflreatmenn
The Utah experiment station has way through life instead of doing He must, however, not limit himself to
utvly as ID their own
tions perfected the idea is that when
Charley are going
homes.
Head
for
free booklet*
his
prayer
only
(Phil.
4:6;
Jas.
5:13,
hog cholera breaks out on the farm been doing considerable work to prove God's will, you too are loBt, are you
to get married."
14). The Christian's prayer must bo
It will be the duty of those organiza- the value of alfalfa as a feed for horses not?"
"Really?
Are
"VRZZEP
PORTLAND, ME.
in the name of Christ, which is not
tions then and there to restrict the and makes the following statement re"So it appears."
they engaged?"
"Admitting then that you are a lost named here, for he was not yejt crucidisease to the one farm where it al- garding it:
"No, he hasn't
or ITCHING
"In comparing alfalfa and timothy as sinner, what does God say that he fied.
ready exists by instituting suitable
g asked her yet, but
The Holy Spirit
measures of quarantine and also by roughages for horses, the result of six has done with your sins?" ,
.^^^,_»,x««JaaLeei she has made up
III. Teaching by parable (vv. 6-10) "A BerBaindfnat^hewlIl accept him,"
the administration of the protective tests under varying conditions of work
"And the Lord hath laid .on him the
If yon are troubled and can't get relief try
parable is an earthly story with a
serum to the droves on adjoining showfpiat it is not as difficult to main- Iniquity of us all."
farms. As is already known, the de- tain weights of horses when fed alfalfa
"Then your sins have made It neces- heavenly meaning." Only the teacher
_^_
Her Ideal.
ithn relievedaaadreosofcasei. MeentaatneartyaU
who can translate truth into terms of "I would not wed 'a man," she said,
partment 1B now testing out in a few as when fed timothy. The cost ol sary for Jesus to die on the cross?"
Drug Stores or sent direct on receipt of price by
"it
Is
like'*
has
really
b»gun
to
teach.
"Who
drank
or
smoked or swore.
sections this method of combating hog maintenance waB greater in every
"Yes."
Nor
one
who,
when
he
was
In
bed.
C.W. WHITTLESEY CO.. New Haven. Conn.
Let
us
beware,
however,
of
a
wrong,
cholera. In the meantime, while the case, except one, on timothy than on
"When Jesus took your place on the
Let others hear him snore."
necessary Information preliminary to alfalfa. The appearance of the horses cross and died for your Bins, you re- comparison and of to vivid details.
OB. HAll/B 8KXUAL KNOWLBDQ|C Is different from all other sex books in every way.
a general campaign against hog chol- in every comparison of alfalfa and fused to acknowledge him SB your This is not a picture of God, only by She kept her vow, and she Is now
In authorship by a recognised scientist andj
The wife of one who feels
way of contrast is he suggested. There
era is being secured, farmers may do tlmotjry was In favor of the alfalfa fed Saviour, did you not?"
medical man of highest standing in scope or
That
she
will
pay
the
rent
somehow
treatment; plane of the ideal, quality of print,
much to protect themselves and help horses."
are three friends here: (1) The needy
"Yes."
And also earn their meals.
paper binding, greater number pages' (320);
The Illinois experiment station has
to restrict the disease by a careful ob"And you have never once thanked one in his Journey; (2) the needy one
price $1 (mailed in plain wrapper). Guaranteed as described and represented. Selenttnomade
this
statement
In
reference
to
servance of a few simple rules, such
him for what he has done for yoUt who was host, and (3) the needy one
ally correct;—Chicago Tribune. Louis HaberNot at All Singular.
alfala:
who
was
a
selfish
neighbor.
The
pauman. Publishers Representative. *M7 E. Mthi
as the following:'
have you?"
'"Gladys,
didn't
young
Mr.
Galllngton
"When alfalfa hay Is fed as the
perism of the second was inexcusable have his arm around you when I Street, Sheepshead Bay. Long Island, jf. T,
(1) Do not locate hog lota near a
"No."
public highway, a railroad or a roughage part of a ration for farm
"And yet you say you are not very (Phil. 4:19); the wandering of tie looked in last night?"
MOTHER MATS SWEET
stream. The germ of hog cholera may horses at hard work, less grain is nee- bad. If thU is not bad, will you tell first at night time cannot go unchal"No, mother, he didn't"
POWDERS FOR CHILDREN
be carried along any one of these essary to, prevent them from losing me what Is? There is only one thing lenged (Matt 28:20). As for the
"Don't tell me a fib. I'm sure he
Believe Strrcrlstanesa, Constipaweight than when timothy hay Is fed. worse, and that is to continue reject- third, it was a most unseasonable hour
avenues.
tton,OoW»Mia correct alsorderaot i
did."
.
In
this
test
there
was
a
saving
of
and his friend's insistence was unreathe
stomacli sad bowels. Vttatrt
(2) Do not allow strangers or neighing such a Saviour."
"But, mother, you're mistaken. He
bors to enter your hog lots and do about twenty-two per cent, of grain."
In dealing with self-righteous people sonable, yet, his Insistence emphasried has two arms." ■'
-HatsMc. Satrrple taalled FRElVi
We
may
add
that
In
most
Instances
jasnw
a. s. oteiim. L.*•>, a. *.,
not go into your neighbors' lots. 'The
It is well-nigh useless to argue." Nei- the urgency of the request and the congerm of hog cholera may be. readily where men have failed to get the de- ther would It be a very gracious thing fidence of a friend.
A
Mere
Matter
of
Courtesy.
IV. Teaching by contrast (w. 11-13).
carried in a small amount o" dirt on sired results in the feeding of alfalfa to tell them that you thought they
"So you desire to marry my daughhay to horses or mules, that too much were great sinners. They would not Pedagoglcally considered this is the
your shoes.
ir lMr««l Book senttsss,
ter? ]!Vhat have you ever done to
. jtitmrmeU at homo. Wrlw
(3) Do not put new stock, either has been given them, says Hoard's believe it if you did, and quite likely application. Notice it iB Introduced by
deserve her?"
ids* nates. i*M.m:iit ■>•»*» st-cuan
hogs or cattle, In lots with the herd Dairyman. The government has con- they might retort, "And you are an- the word "for" and the summary is the
""Nothing, if you .put it on that
already on the farm.
Newly pur- ducted quite a number of tests with other."
sum and substance of all good, the
ground, but I thought you might poschases" hogs Bhould be 4>ut in separate alfalfa, but they could not get some of
The only effective way of dealing Holy Spirit. Jesus contrasts, bread, sibly be wondering why I didn't'meninclosures well separated from the the men to follow instructions as to with them Is to bring them face to that which preserves life, with a stone,
herd on the farm, and kept under ob- the proper amount of alfalfa to feed face with God, and make them realize which Is dead and lifeless. He con- tion the matter."
servation for three weeks, because and had to put them in the guard that they are dealing with Him rather trasts fish, one of the most Common
Giving Her Away.
practically all stock cars, unloading house. -It is reported they fed a than with you.
meat foods, with a serpent, which sig"I don't feel a bit older than I did
chutes and pens are Infected with hog week's supply of alfalfa in three days.
nifies
deception,
and
an
egg,
which
Is
km ■ mil r —- I ■ •J —-—™- «- *—
Another way Is to ask a person U
cholera and hogs shipped by rail are We do not know that it is necessary to he knows that he has committed the not only nutritious but reproductive forty years ago," he declared.
infer
that
guard
ksuses
should
be
es"Don't
go
around
making,
such
s
therefore apt to contract hog cholera.
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greatest sin a man can commit He as well, with aWorpkm, which has in
<4) Hogs sent to fairs should be tablished in the country in order to get will probably answer, "No, I have it the sting of dWh. Each promise is silly boast," his wife begged. "t have
quarantined for at least three weeks farmers to see the importance of not not" Ask him to read Matthaw predicted upon a command (Jas. 4:2), 'old several of my friends that yon
feeding too much alfalfa hay to horses
<j« only five years older than I am.'
after they return to the farm.
isk, seek, knock.
W. N. U, BOSTON, NO. 5-1814.
' 12:27, 38.
If afler the observance of all or mules.
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Lieutenant Holton Is detached from his
command In the navy at the outset of the
BpanlBh-Ameriean war and assigned to
Important secret service duty. While dining at a Washington hotel he detects a
waiter In the act of robbing a beautuui
young lady. She thanka him for his service and glveB her name as Miss La Tossa,
a Cuban patriot. Later he meets her at
a bail. A secret service man warns Hotton that the girl is a spy. Miss La Toasa
leav»i for her home in Cuba. Holton Is
ordered to follow her. They meet on the
Tampa train. Miss La Tossa-tella Holton
she is a Cuban spy and expresses doubt
regarding the sincerity of the United
Btates. Holton is ordered to remain at
Tampa to guard the troop transports.
He savss the transports from destruction
at V» hands of dynamiters and reports
to Admiral Sampson for further duty.
Holton Is sent to General Oarcla's command in the guise of a newspaper correspondent to Investigate Cuban plots
against the American troops and to learn
the plans of the Spanish navy. He detects a trusted Cuban leader in the worn
of fomenting trouble among the Cubans
IB the Interests of the Spaniards. Holton
Is seized bv friends of the spy and later
ordered executed as a spy. He escapee
•Ad saves the American troops from falling into a Spanish ambush. Ho learns
from General Garcia that the spy is Jose
Oesnola, one of the most trusted leaders.
Holton takes part In the battle at San,
Juan. Disguised as a Spanish soldier he
enters Santiago, goes at night to tne
Come of Miss La Tossa, where he overDears a discussion of the Spanish plans
hy leading annv and navy commanders.
He learns that the Spanish fleet will leave
the harbor at Santiago on July 3. Holton
♦scapes and arrives in sight of the American fleet in time to see the admiral s flagship sail away. After frantic signaling
lie Is answered by the Brooklyn. He
warns Schley of the Intentions of the
Spanish fleet and witnesses the destruction and capture of the enemy's vessels
Holton learns that Shatter has received
a message from President McKlnley declaring that the war was instituted for
the sole purpose of freeing Cuba. He
learns that a meeting of dissatisfied Cubans Is to be held that night to plot
against the American army. He gives
Miss La Tossa the president's message.
CHAPTER XIV.
Shifting Triumphs.

Replying to Holton's warning that
she must do nothing that would place
her In a dangerous position. Miss La
Tossa laughed.
"It Is nothing, I can assure you,"
she averred. "This is really a small
matter."
"Well," grumbled Holton, "I hope
so, but I shall go with you."
"You shall not," she replied emphatically.
"But—"•
"My dear Mr. Holton, there are no
huts—you cannot, cannot, cannot
come."
"This much I shall do," returned
Holton with decision. "I shall accompany you to Sevilla and will remain bidden in a place where I can
hear you call if you want me."
She laughed.
"My bold oavalier"—her voice was
gentle—"so you shall. And If I want
you I will call."
"Good!"
Holton moved to his
horse. "Shall we be going?"
At Sevilla, which consists of about
three buildings, or rather did consist
of three buildings In those warlike
days of 1898, Ramon took the road
to his camp, while Miss La Tossa,
Holton, and Pierre urged their horses
In the direction of the building whose
roof the young Cuban had pointed
out earlier in. the evening.
Perhaps flfty yards from this structure rose a thick growth of bushes,
and here Miss La Tossa halted.
"You will jemaln here,' Mr. Holton,"
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Near the Fire Stood Miss La Tossa.

•he sal<£ "and Pierre will accompany
tne."
"You wlllVcall me if you need me?"
»sked Holton.
"Yes, truly. And in any event, I
•hall come to you here after I have
spoken to my countrymen."
"All right Good luck."
She kissed her hand gayly to him,
or at least Holton so interpreted bur
gesture, but dimly seen in the darkness. He was quite certain that be
kissed his band to her.
Fastening Ills horse, be waited,
listening, for perhaps ten minutes.
But hearing nothing, his natural impatience asserted itself, and crawling
out of the bushes he disobeyed the
girl's Injunctions by working his way
nearer the building. He finally made
, quite certain that there waa nothing
fen that side of It, and crawling to the

CERTAINLY DID THE WORK
Apropos of compulsory school afc
So saying, and before anyone could
tendance. Superintendent t Maxwell
move, her riding-whip flashed in her
Effective Form of Isolation, Though
said
in New York:
hand, and she struck Cesnola a blindIt Did Not Get Approval of
"A certain Yakublcka, a Bohemian
ing blow across the face. From the
Dog's Owner.
urchin, rose suddenly the other aftersheer sbock he went down as though
noon in the midst of the lesson, piled
hit by sn ax. But he sprang to his
Here's
one
of
Walter
Kelly's
dog
his books in an orderly heap and profeet on the instant, his face livid with
stories.
Walter
doesn't
vouch
for
It,
ceeded te clump out of the room.
rage, his hand upon a long huntingbut it comes from a friend of his, so
" 'Yakubicka, where are you going?"
knife.
it's
probably
all
right,
says
the
Clevethe astonished teacher asked.
In another second Holton would
land
Plain
Dealer.
" 'Teacher,' Yakublcka answered,
have been at the girl's side; but beIt seems that Kelly left town on a gravely, 'exactly fourteen years ago,
fore he could move, a half-dozen revolvers flashed in the hands of Cu- business trip some time ago, and left at 3 o'clock In the afternoon, I was
ban officers, and the deep voice ol his blue-ribbon dogs in the care of a born. So I am now entitled to quit
the elderly captain broke the still- man who was supposed to know all school.'
about dogs. In about a week this man
"From the doorway he waved his
ness.
"Stop, Senor Cesnola. Remember wrote that one of the dogs had devel- handat his fellow students.
oped
symptoms
that
Indicated
mange,
f 'So long, fellers,' he said Tm off
who you are—and remember It welL
We have listened to you, and now ws and asked for Instructions. Kelly to learn pants-making.""
,
will listen to the beautiful and spir- wired back as follows:
"Isolate dog at once. * Take no
Waste of Powder.
ited eenorita."
chances of mange spreading."
A man who had never been duck
Miss La Tossa smiled radiantly.
Sufficient instructions, and within hunting shot at a duck in the air.
"Thank you," she replied. "I bars
no burst of eloquence to give you, the ten-word limit.. When the owner The duck fell dead to the ground.
"Well, you got him!" exclaimed
men of Cuba. I say merely that you got back home he asked the guardian
have been badly advised, misled, by If the dog had really developed mange. the amateur's friend.
The
man
looked
surprised
and
answer"Yes," replied the amateur, "but I
those whose Interest It Is to mislead
might as well have saved my amyou. And, further, I do nothing mors ed:
"Why, no—1 Isolated him right away munition—the fall would have killed
than this."
She (lashed aloft President McKm- like you said. But don't you worry; him."
ley's dispatch, and then headed it to It didn't hurt him none. I done it
Important to Mothersi
the Cuban captain, who read it and with chloroform an' he never knowed
Examine carefully every bottle of
then in silence passed It around ths what happened."
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
circle. At length, as it was about to
infants and children, and see that It
ECZEMA IN WORST FORM
go Into Cesnola's hands, Miss La
Tossa intercepted the paper and ex>
72 Allison St., Newton, Mass.—"1 Signature of Qut//yffOitcJit^i
tended it toan officer whom she knew.
I do not wish this to pass into that have six children and used Cutlcura In Use For Over 80 Years.
man's hands," she said.' "Will you Soap and Ointment on three of them. Children Cry for Fletcher's Castor!*
One girl ten years old had sores
read it to him, major?"
Natural Quality.
The officer complied, and then re- on her head. I used a, box of Cutl"What a ringing voice that gin
turned the dispatch to the girl with • cura Ointment and It healed very
has!"
quickly.
bow.
"Doubtless It Is because she is such
"Now within this last year my lit"Gentlemen," cried the young womtle boy, two years old, broke out with a belle."
i, "can you ask more than that?"
A cheer—not a general cheer—but a mass of sores on the chin that
Wright's Indian Vegetable Pills put
still fairly sal»sfactory in its strength, would not heal, so I sent for Cutlgreeted her words. As it died out cura Soap and Ointment and it healed the stomach In good condition In a
short time. Try them for Sick StomCesnola stood forth, raising his hand. In about tb/ee weeks.
"The oldest boy broke out with eo- ach, Biliousness and Indigestion. Adv.
He regarded the girl malignantly.
"Let us know one thing," he- snarled. tema in the,worst form, starting with
Which Class?
"Where did you' get that message? a rash on the face when about, two
"There Is a woman out in the street
months old. Then sores commenced
Are you—"
behind the ears, then the rash broke hobbling along—"
Miss La Tossa stamped her foot.
"Crippled or stylish?"
"Silence!" she cried. "To you I Into sores all over his face. During
shall not speak another word. If any the day it would dry up and form
gentleman"—she emphasized the term scabs, later in the day a watery aub- .The Cough is what hurts, but the tickle ia
—"if any true Cuban"—this word she Btance would ooze out and commence)Itoblame.Dean's Mentholated Cough Drops
■*«*<„„ During
twin* tlw.
the nieht
night he
he would
would stop the tickle-5c at good Druggists.
also emphasized—"wishes to question itching.
scratch and in the morning his face
me, 1 will gladly respond."
Why Is It that it takes a hired girl
"Well," replied an officer, "we ask would be all raw. His hands, nightgown four hours longer to mop the front
you, then, to answer the statement and pillow were covered with blood. gallery than the back porch?
I had to make bags out of flannel to
Just made by Senor Cesnola."
"It is easily answered," she returned. p\it on his hands-and put a hood on
Bore Eyes, Granulated Eyelids and Btles
quickly. "I am not In General Sraft- his head. I then started using Cutl- promptly healed with Roman Eye Balr
er's confidence. He does not give to cura Remedies and they seemed to Bam. AdT.
be soothing. From then on the face
me his private messages—"
It's sometimes easier to discharge
"And you received this, then—" started to heal and I kept at it until an obligation than a cook.
he was completely cured." (Signed)
queried the officer.
"From an officer who possesses the Mrs. G. Karcher, Feb. 16, 1913.
Give a blind beggar a dime and he
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment sold
confidence of General 8hafter not
may invest in an eye-opener. throughout the world. Sample of each
only, but of President McKlnley."
"He is a Cuban officerV suggested tree,with 32-p. Skin Book. Address post
card "Cutlcura, Dept. L, Boston."—Adv.
tfie questioner.
"He—"
English Excluslveness.
"AW"
Cesnola sprang forward.
The
Englishman,
as everyone
"Allow me to tell i you who he Is."
"You Lie, You Hound."
Then, without heeding the girl's re- knows, is inclined to be individual and
this Into the breast of five Americans, monstrating voice, he ran on like a independent, If not exclusive. He Is
happy with his family In his country
I shall plunge it Into my own throat" wild man:
Immigration figures show that the {
A wild cheer greeted his words.
"He is an American naval officer mansion, where a high hedge Insures population of Canada increased dur- '
Then came a lull suddenly, as though who has been spying among us seclusion, and permits only the chim- irar 1913, by the addition of 400.000'
the men were seeking outlet for their throughout this campaign-and before. neys of his house to be seen from new settlers from the United States
emotions. And Cesnola was there to You know I was, in Washington and the road. He does not crave excite- and Europe. Most of these have gone j
give It to them.
in Tampa before the Americans de- ment and conviviality. He prefers the on farms in provinces of Manitoba, I
He held out his hand. All eyes clared war, and you know much that quiet and peace of the semi-rural su- Saskatchewan and Alberta.
were fastened on him. The first word I saw and heard there has proved of burb to the whirl of the City. He does
Lord William Percy, an English Nobleman, j
had fallen from his mouth when the
not like to be within too easy access says:
value to us.
voice of a woman, raised In thrilling
of the maelstrom. The automobile
"The rwsslbultiet and oprxirtunWes offered i
"I declare to you that this man
cadence, wiped additional utterance
ths Canadian West are so Infinitely I
Holton was sent among us to disor- and the train and trolley care are tt
greater than those which exist in England,
,
from the spy's lips.
quite
speedy
enough.
With
hlB
family
ganize as, and to prevent any effort
that
It seems absurd to think that per-1*
As Holton looked the girl sprang
on our part to throw off the American about him, and the city and its busi- should be impeded from coining to
to the speaker's side and beld out
yoke once we saw it settling upon our ness cares at a safe distance, the Eng- country whan they can most easily r
her hand. And as she stood thus, the
certainly Improve their position.
lishman is happy.—Suburban Life.
naval officer never forgot the picture. necks. He was In Garcia's camp two
New districts are being opened up, 1
days before the Americans landed,
which will make accesaeble a great
"My countrymen," she cried at
Within the Law.
and he was there In the guise of a
number
of homesteads in districtsj
length, "I have listened to all who
A real negro "mammy" of the old especially adapted td mixed farm-*
writer for an English newspaper. II
have Spoken, and I have observed you.
type
came
up
the
walk
through
the
log
and
grain
raising.
I have wondered whether the fever he had not designs against us, why old-faBhioned garden to the side porch.
ForJUujtrated literature and,
has got into your brains," and whether did he not appear In his true colors? She had a basket of "fresh aigs" on reduced railway rates, apply tol
of Immigration. Ottawa. I
you are children led hither and thither Would not Garcia have received him? her arm and was offering them for Supt.
Oanana, or to
"After the battle of July 1st he was
by the idle words of plotters."
sale.
In
Santiago.
He
waB
in
this
girl's
nil. A. BOWLBY
Cesnola sprang in front of her and
"Are you sure they are perfectly
house, unknown to her father, and he.
Jl Tersest It, swtoa, Int,
pushed her roughly aside.
fresh, auntie?" asked the lady who
was
assailing
this
girl
with
caresses—
OemmsKBI Aarnl
"I resent this Intrusion!" he shoutcame out of the house.
ed. "I resent the presence of this which she accepted until Interrupted
"Yes'um, they sho 1B all right. Miss
by
her
father's
frtends^—then
he
woman—"
Bes«
Ain't nary disorderly alg
What more he would have said may leaped through a window, followed by amongst 'em."—New York Evening
Wonderful opportunity; any town tjw or
only be surmised, for the girl, her eyes a bullet from her father's pistol."
more, have pleasant home employment making
"You lie!"
The voice fairly Post.
blazing, turned to the audience, and,
easy money, spare time. Article easily made.
Send 8 cents stamps to'cover cost mailing.
with' finger quivering at the spy. she drowned out Cesnola's wild tirade;
Sanity of Hamlet
and
as
he
recoiled
from
the
unexsaid:
Shakespeare was asked If Hamlet Horrls * Gro5sman,151 W.H.hSi.-NcwYork
"That man pushed me, my country- pected interruption,- Holton appeared was sane.
from
out
of
the
darkness
ahd
stood
men. Is there no one to avenge ^ne?"
"No New York Jury would convict
Her voice was quiet, almost unemo- in the firelight, pointing his finger at him," he answered confidently.
tional,, and she looked calmly around the spurious Cuban.
"You He, you hound! You were the Astonishing Tobaeoo Remedy - Guaranteed Started now buys this tSQ Pierce burycle, worth
the circle. It was plain to see she was
instantly remoTe taste for clgaraues or tobaeoo
110 more than any other, others doing It, why not
beloved of these men; but It waa one who was In the house of this girl, to
In any form, or money ohoerfnllr refunded. Send
you) Wilson Bros^Boultay Sq.,Hnston,lrtss.
and receive wonderfnl remedy by retara mall.
equally plain that the spell of the and with you"—he turned and faced 86c
Address DMk K, TebHM U««« t*>., Wleklim, spy's words lay about their minds in the oifieers—"were General Toral and
USC
AN AIR.FRICTIONAdmiral Cervera. You have been tellserpent coils. She paused.
Following the idea that conversaNEW 1914 MODEL "C"
"I see! Chivalry has departed from ing these men who I am. Well, I'll tion should be seasonable, peppery re- Increase! power and economy of motor one-halt
Absolutely ltonontttle to choke or load. Uses disamong us. I must myself wipe out tell them who I am.
ssaollne or halt kerosene wttall&est rtwnlta,
marks should be taken with a grain of tillate,
Starts easy In coldest weather. We lit all motoia,
(TO BE! CONTINUED.)
this gross insult."
guaranteeing;
deQntte results or refund matter. Hx■alt
,
clnalve coantr rt.hw THK AIR-FRICTION

beautiful word picture I have painted
for you. Yes, there are many who
doubt damnably. Has the United
States ever been known to talk one
way and act another? To those who
know the political history - of that
great nation, I need Bay no more. To
those who do not, I say that governmental policies in the United States
are fickle Jades, blown willy-nilly by
the winds of public opinion—they are
valueless as things to depend upon;
they are trivial even to consider. And
yet"—he raised his hand to still a rising growl of voices—"and yet still I
counsel prudence."
"Wiy?" roared a hoarse voice from
the darkness.
"Why? I can answer you simply.
Because we are weak. We have been
In the field fighting for several years.
But we are not soldiers. At least the
Americans say BO. You have heard
them— One moment," as the murmur
arose again. "Oh, no, we are not
soldiers. But the Americans are. We
know that They are soldiers who
have sold cloth and beans and sugar,
and perchance may have sold guns!
And so they are soldiers—soldiers
that we do welLto fear. So again I
advise prudence; always prudence.
"If they leave us our country, good;
but If they elect to retain It as another of their possessions, why, good,
also. For what can we do? They
will be kind to us. They will feed
us so that we do not starve, and they
will put trolley-cars—"
A fierce yell interrupted him, and,
although he raised his hand, he could
not" again regain attention. Nor had
he need to. He had done his work,
and done It well.
One man arose, holding aloft a
sword.
"My countrymen," he yelled, "If by
tomorrow night I have not plunged

corner he peered in. And here
saw things.
First there was a fire, and around
It were gathered, he Judged, about
fifty Cuban officers and soldiers. Their
faces were somber and their manner
portentous. Near the Are stood Miss
La Tossa talking animatedly to several officers, who were listening to
her with bared heads and other marks
of deference.
As she spoke, however, a man in
the uniform of a captain rose and
clapped his hands. The men to whom
the girl was speaking withdrew their
attention from her, and as a matter
of fact she, herself, appeared to make
no effort to hold them.
On the contrary, as soon as the officer clapped his hands, evidently preparatory to speaking, she walked
away from the group and gave her
entire attention to this man.
"Countrymen," he »aid, "I think
we all recognize tnat In the event
of the success of the Americans, Cuba
will receive no benefit whatever. It
will be a case merely of changing
masters. And as for me, between the
Spaniards, from whose stock we
sprang, and the Americans, tne Yan*kees, who are utterly alien, give me
the Spaniards. We have already felt
their heel; we know what their scorn
Is, and their contempt"—the man was
lashing himself to a fury—"I, mysejt,
was shouldered out of the trail by a
young pig of an officer not five days
ago, and when I drew my sword, a pig
of a Yankee private knocked me down
with his hand. Is this friendship? I
ask you, brothers—is this what we
were led to expect from our friends
of the north, our saviors, our deliverers?"
"But, Juan," interrupted an elderly
captain, "that is all personal. I myself have felt the contempt which the
Americans feel for us, but I should be
willing to suffer more than contempt
for my country's freedom. I have already suffered, as you know, at the
handB of our oppressors. Contempt Is
very mild and easily to be borne when
our liberty is the reward for It If
you have nothing more than narratives of personal affronts to give us,
I for one shall not be very much impressed."
"Bah!"
The voice of the first
speaker rose almost to a shriek. "I—
1 put my personal feelings above my
patriotism! So,you say! That—that
was merely my beginning. Walt until I have finished and then let m»
hear your sneers. If sneers you have
left"
"Well, well, go on, I am waiting,"
answered the older man.
"So," resumed the speaker, "wo ajl
know what this generous nation of
Yankees, this nation so given to establishing freedom throughout the
world, intends to do with the Philippine Islands.
Their newspapers
leave us no doubt as to that Imperialism! That Is the cry in the United States. They have received their
taste of aggrandizement—and the
taste is good. Have you been deaf to
the talk about the American camp?
What is the word you Tiear oftenest
among their officers? Ill tell you:
■World-power!'
That Is what they
say: 'World-power!'"
] A sort of low cry went the rounds
of his hearers, and Holton could see
that the speaker was bringing them
one and all beneath his spell.
He sat down, looking gloomily at
the grpund, paying no attention to the
round of hand-clapping that attended
his peroration.
For a moment no one stirred. It
appeared as though all were thinking,
digesting the eloquence that had been
poured into their ears. Then 'another
man arose. Holton leaned forward
with a gasp.
It was the spy, the waiter of the
New Wlllard, come tonight to place
the capstone upon the spell he had
been weaving among the officers of
the Cuban army..
"Brothers," he began, "I came here
tonight to counsel prudence, and. In
fact, I do so counsel you now."
Holton's face filled with amazement What was he getting at? In
a few moments he found out
"I do most earnestly counsel prudence," he continued.
"There are
things that must\e borne. The soldiers of the UmtedNstates have come
here. Well, good. We brought them
here. At least so it would appear.
"Of course, we believe that these
men were sent here because of the
great yearning of the United States
to see us a free, unshackled country.
And so they have come down here to
set us free, and then, having done* so,
to retire with a blessing, and to contemplate with pride the growth of
the republic, free and untrammeled.
"So much we know. The Spaniards
will be driven from the Island, and
then will these Americans turn to us
and say, 'Behold, here is your country; take it and develop It, and make
It great, and may God be with you.'
So I say prudence.
"But, on the other hand, there are
some of us who may possess wellformed doubts aa to the truth of the
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HIS MESSAGES GIVEN SACK
And Hubby, Astonished at Their Brevity, Wondered How That
Should Be.

in Paris. Yours ever." And still later:
"I am Indeed In Paris. Yours."
Then the wife decided to have a lit
tie' run and seized her pen and wrote:
"Dear husband, the children and I are
at Brixton. Yours."
A few days later she wrote ' again:
"We are still In Brixton."
In hef last communlctaion she grew
more enthusiastic. "Dear husband,
here we are in Brixton. I repeat it
sir, we art In Brixton. P. S.—We are
indeed."
In due time her husband reached
home, fearing that his poor wife had
temporarily lost her senses, and hastened to ask the meaning of her
strange messages. With a winning
smile she handed him hla own three
postal cards.

—. ' ' —- — — — —
tf Chants;
UUBUuli excellent
rrsovucil^ aide-lints
oiuo-nuc,
'•a 4 lb«.
IbB, Writs
good oommlSBlon, complete samples
lor partlcalarB. PhiUp Horwlts, henectadj, N.T.

Many a woman suffers from In- EftllUn After 30 years, a positive cure for
somnia because her husband talks in rUlfnli catarrh. Formula and full directiona sent for fL J■ 0. KM WOWUS, Grow Hill, 0.
bis sleep.
How a woman's* heart does flutter
when the pastor tells her that he
missed seeing her at church!
Dr. Peery's Vermifuge "Dead Shot" kills
and expels Worms in a very few hours.
Adv.

A busy English merchant was about
to leave hlB home in Brixton for a trip
Snickers and giggles Beem to have
on the continent and his wife, knowtaken the place of the good old fashing his aversion to letter writing, reioned hearty laugh.
minded him gently of the fact
' "Now, ilohn, you must be eyes and
PNEUMATIC*. BTOPg YOUR PAIN
or breaks Dp your cold In one hour. It's onrveions.
ears for us at home and drop us an
Used externally
All drugglsu. 25 cents. AdT.
occasional post card telling us,anything of Interest Don't forget will
It's awfully hard for a girl with a
you, dear?"
pretty ankle to keep her shoe laces
The husband promised. The next
tied.
morning his wife received a postal
card: "Dear wife, I reached Dover
Putnam Fadeless Dyes ware the.
all right Yours aft."
brightest and fastest Adv.
Though somewhat disappointed, she
Or Change Him.
thought her husband must have been
A woman's face Is her history—
"Maud's husband's name Is Bill,
pressed for time. Two days later, how
though tew eaa read between the lines.
ever, another card arrived, with the isn't It?" "Yes, and he's afraid she'll
startling announcement: "Here I em break him."

FUR FARMINO INDUSTRY IN CANADA
All perBonB interested In the War Farming business,
can obtain complete information In regards to same
by addressing H. A. WBLHU, West Koxbnry, Mass.
1GCHTC Wilr,T''.n lnevei7town,eara.BtoflflaWlyi
JkbXnlO WAR , -U expertenee unnecessary, selling
onr bonsehold specialties,.write today for particulars. BASTKBN 8AJL8S CO., Sept. 8. Honson, Mass.
DFCDIDfil Greatest asthma and bronchitis
KLSriKUL remedy on earth- Bend 10c for trial
bottle- B84 Mercantile Bldg., Rochester, New York
CAP Caltm Good paring lodging house, *A-1 in
rOT ©all erery respect- SelilnBacconnt of sickness, a bargain. L^itauay, BTg Umim 8

AStROLOGER
^gSajf^
(rare readings 60c.
reading $1. a*..*** Sorrla, Bel 1M, SUUM A, I

l.lfe

Barn Moving Picture Machines AtrRlfles
and other premiums bv doing a little easy
tUBtOKK HIS, CO., HI w. gata BL a** X #k X Y.

WANTED TO BUT 0L0 COINS $!S&$fl£l5£

WUtji SiUia, IwSlStt SMs-ltl Tr—o.l St.,» —-

PISO'S RF.MEDY
laBartCeogaSyrup. Tastss Good,
M
ra tiina. Sold by Di-agE^U.

TJM
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HOW AN ONION CURES A COLD

READ

BRAIN.

They Furnish Desired Result!
World Will Have to Be Placed on
Entirely Different Footing
Than Heretofore.

If experiments now being made on
the brain of the late Dr. Maurice Howard Richardson by his former scientific associates should furnish the desired results, this old world would
have to be placed on a different footing from any that it ever held before,
whether for better or worse. The end
sought after is to read the thoughts
which they think leave a permanent
Impression upon the brain in a series
of definite lines. Dr. Richardson was
a firm believer In this theory, and It
was that It might be studied in his
own case that he made disposition of
his brain In his will.
By analogy, at least, the Idea presents features that rob it of absurdity. The manner in which the steel
needle makes its impression on thn
wax cylinder of the phonograph, and
the later reversal of the operation for
the purpose of reproducing the message, is one of the best illustrations
of a possible process in the phenomena of mental impressions and their
translation into speech or action. That
the similarity appealed to Mr. Edison himself seems more than probable, as he has in this, as in other
views, fully committed himself to a
wholly materalistic conception of life.
If the theory, then, has even slight
kindred evidences in its favor, the re
searches now being carried on with
much secrecy may disclose unexpected results. If the lines on the brain
should be found related to definite
thought impressions, their interpretation is not beyond human powers
The same order of mind that wrested
the key to the Egyptian hieroglyphics
from the mutilated Rosetta Stone may
possibly do as much from the brain of
a dead professor, bringing to light the
thoughts which he kept hidden even
from his own heart while in life.
Should this come about, however, It
13 hardly necessary to speculate upon
the portentous changes that would be
wrought. No man could.bide himself,
nor could any nation practice the arts
of diplomacy. No one could be led
astray that was not willing to go. The
Black Hand would betray its own
secrets and the white slaver convic,
himself. Congressional investigations
would cease, and the reformer disclose at a glance whether he really
lined grape juice or preferred something stronger.
And John couldn't
even think that his wife thinks he 1B
going to the club, for fear that she
would find him out, the gay deceiver.
In view of which, together with a
thousand and one other complications
that would ensue, it will perhaps be
best if tba Harvard scientists fail of
their, purpose.—Washington Post.
Last Feet and Watch.
White surgeons of the Methodist
hospital, in this city, were amputating the feet of John Guest, who was
run over by a train at Bangor, Pa.,
his gold watch was stolen from his
1 'cket. When he recovered consciousl -88 from the anesthetic he missed
< e timepiece, and the loss caused a
1 irried search, but nothing could be
I und to explain the loss.
Suspicion fell on Paul Reiker, an
( derly at the institution. Ho was
i rested, confessed, and was held for
i lal In the night court. This led to
~\e discovery that another -patient,
rank Price, was robbed of a dlalond stickpin while under the inuence of ether in the surgical ward
ad Reiker also confessed that theft.

Oil Contained In Useful Vegetable Do
(troys Certain Bacteria, Says
a Physician.

Most persons know that eating a
raw onion "drives out a cold," but why
the onion should possess this beneficent power not one in a hundred persons who were cured would be able to
say.
The oil contained in thd onion,
chives, radish and horso radish, the
New York American states, Is an oil
that belongs in the category of spices,
and this oil has a deadly effect upon
certain pathogenic, that is to say.
harmful bacteria flourishing in various organs of the human body. The
intestinal flora against which Dr.
Metchnikoff wages his incessant campaign are the best known of the pathogenic bacteria and are among the j
most dangerous. But the microbe
which causes colds is quite annoying, i
According to Doctor Haig, the great,
uric acid specialist, all colds are due!
to a combination of three things—f,
chill, a microbe or a uric acid tendency j
which prepares a cell for the microbes' j
growth. In addition to being a source
of great discomfort a cold Is danger-1
ous as well, because the person suffer
ing with it 1B always In jeopardy of i
pneumonia. The pneumonia germ, the j
diplococcus pneumoniae, is present in i
moderate numbers in the mouth of
perfectly hSalthy persons, but the
mucous membrane forms a sort of protective wall against it to bar it from
entering the system. During a colu
the extremely delicate membrane lining of the nose, mouth and throat is
intensely irritated and its protective
efficiency is greatly weakened, affording the pneumonia germ a better foothold than when the membrane Is in
normal condition.
Among the germs to which the oil
of the onion is a deadly foe is the cold
microbe, and by attacking it one of
the causes producing colds is obviated.
Thus the cold microbe, one of the necessary three factors that caused the
cold, an onion, eaten raw, will "drive
out the cold."
Properly speaking, the onion is a
vegetable, but because of Its strong
flavor we have come to regard It almost exclusively as a spice. There are
other spices which have just as good
an effect upon the human system.
According to Dr. Alfred Olgon of Basel, spices are a much abused constituent of the diet. He classifies splcea
Into five divisions. Into the first class
fall salt and the so-called aromatic
spices—ginger, cinnamon, cloves, pepper, etc. These spices, by stimulating
the flow of saliva and of the gastric
juices, further digestion.

RICHARD HEALY

FINAL MARKDOWH
ON ALL GARMENTS

SALE OF FURS
FINAL PRICES

a

"Something New, Something Exclusive,, Always Reliable, Always Correct '
in Women's Garments, Girls' Clothes, and Fine Furs«
512 Main St.. Worcester, Mass.
s

'.- •

1

'

MONDAY MORNING AT 8.30 WE START OUR CELEBRATED AND
INCOMPARABLE CASH CLEARANCE SALE OF ENTIRE STOCK
$200,000 Worth of Winter Garments and Furs

At One-half and One-third Price
This Annual Cash Sale is unequalled in New England for extraordinary value giving in Women's, Misses and
Children's High Class Apparel and Furs. These are Final Markdown Prices. Do not miss this famous bargain event
of the year if you need warm clothes or wish to make a saving investment on Reliable Furs. One dollar does the work
of two others at this remarkable sale. All goods marked in plain markdown figures.

1000 COATS

750 SUITS

750 DRESSES

800 SKIRTS

$5.00 to 19.75

$9.75 to 25.00

$5.00 to 25.00

$2.98 to 7.50

3000 WAISTS

250 GOWNS

79 c. to $7.50

$25.00 to 50.00

800 Girls' Coats

2000 Girls' Dresses

$2.98 to 9.75

79c. to $7.50

500 FUR MUFFS

700 FUR SCARFS

200 FUR COATS

$5.00 to 75.00

$3.98 to 75.00

$19.75 to 250.00

Complete Stock List and Prices in Sunday Telegram and Monday evening Worcester Papers.
FIVE FLOORS
FINEST FASHIONS

^UCESTEK,
MASS.

RICHARD HEALY

512 MAIN ST.
WORCESTER, MASS.

Denholm & McKay Co.

WORCESTER,
MASS.

Boston Store

Technical Defense.

The following conversation was recently overheard, If we are to believe
the man who tells it, upon the stairs
of the Berlin elevated. It could never
have taken place In New York, naturally. There would not have been time.
The parties to It were a gentleman
and a lady. She began It:
"What Impudence!"
"Are you talking about me?"
"I am. Just you. You jabbed me
with your umbrella."
"Absurd. I did not jab you with my
umbrella."
"But you did. Exactly that Jabbed
me with, your umbrella.
Don't you
know, you brute, that civilized people
don't carry umbrellas sticking out like
that from under their arms?"
"I tell you, once more, I never did
It I did not jab you with my umbrella."
"More Insolence! Yet you've still
got the thing tucked under your arm
and sticking out I suppose you'll be
jabbing me with your umbrella again
In a minute."
"But It isn't my umbrella. It's a
borrowed one."—New York Evening
Post

SPECIAL, NOTICE—AH charge purchases of FURNITURE or RUGS made
during this Sale will appear on bill rendered March 1.

Annual

February Furniture Sale
Starting Thursday, January 29, and Continuing
Throughout the Month of February

Annual February Rug Sale
Starting Thursday, January 29, and Continuing
Throughout the Month of February

And a Most Important

(

Ship-Shape for the Night
In the barn .or in the garage, in the stable or on the
country road, RAYO Lanterns throw the best
light on your work.
RAYO Lanterns are strong and durable. They
give'the most possible light for the oil they burn,
and will not blow out in any wind
RAYO Lanterns are the most reliable
lanterns you can find.
Ask you* dealer
to show you his stock.
For sale by all dealers

STANDARD OIL COMPANY
Hew York

Alkuy

M New Terii

Baflal.'

End-of-the-Month
Clearance Sale

Thursday, Friday, Saturday—January 29, 30, 31, 1914
j

,

i

-:";

Three Economy Events—Full of the Most Intense Money-Saving Interest Published This Year.
The Furniture Sale Offers Many Thousands of Dollars' Worth of New Furniture, Beds, Bedding, etc., at the Lowest Prices
We Havl Yet Quoted.
The End-of-the-Month Clearance Is a Final Disposal of All Merchandise (Odd Lots, etc.) Left From the January SellingMuch of the Goods Will Be Sold at Less Than the Cost of Production—Practically Every One of Our Fifty-Three Departments
Will Be Represented.
The Bug Sale Offers Thousands of Dollars' Worth of New Bugs (Boom Sizes and Smaller) at Savings of About OneThird.
J3

Plan To Attend These Important Sales
All Start Thursday, January 29, 1914

Basis.

riJKL

Foster

The Appleton Club.

and

Winchell Wrongfully
Prosecuted.

Thirty-two members and 23 guests
MAILS DUE TO ARE1VE. .
were present at the regular meeting of
Some months ago H. A. Foster, until
AM 6.46—EMt and West.
the Appleton Club at the home of recently Postmaster at North Brookfleld,
9.3l>—West.
Mr and Mrs Albert H. Foster, Summer and F. E. Winchell, formerly President
P. M. 12.45—Eut and West.
N
SjOO-West
street. It was one of the largest attended of the Oxford Linen Mills, were indicted
4JS0—East.
and most interesting meetings of the sea- by the Federal Grand Jury in Boston"and
7.05—East and West.
son. The musical program included two arrested on a charge of conspiring toMAILS CLOSE.
piano solos by Mrs Brainerd H. Smith, gether, with others, to defraud the United
A, M. 6.00—West.
and two vocal soloa by Walter Pease, a States Government, the claim being that
6.45—East.
memtier of Christ Church choir. The Mr Winchell bought large quantities of
*■
I) JO—East and West.
flintpaper was on Child Literature by stamps from Mr Foster, for use elsewhere,
P. M. 1J»—West.
4.40—East.
thus illegally increasing the Postmaster's
Miss Vera Brucker; the second paper1"
6.00—East and West.
salary and defrauding the Government
Malls for East Brooktleld are despatched at was Dy Burr j. Merrmm, nujrer,
froI
6.46 A.M., 11.30 A. M.and 1 P.M.fta"*
5 of schoola at Marblehead, who gave a thereby.
East Brookfleld are received at 9.30 A. M. and
j.,„.t „f
Both Winchell and Foster deniurred to
5~£o p. M.
|scholarly review of the life and -Work of
Package mails are despatched twice daily as Charming, the great apostle of (Jnitarian- the indictment on the grounds that they
follows :-»11.80 A. M. East and north, 6 P. M.
ism and Anti-Slavery, giving also a very had violated no law, and their claims
West and South.
Mails for the Rural Delivery is closed at 8.16 clear definition of what Unitarianism were sustained in the Federal Court at
A. M. and received at 1.30 P. M.
Boston.
The offloe hours will be:—6 30 A. M. to 8 P. M. really is, what it Btands for and allusions
The Post Office Appropriation bill is
Holidays,660 to9.30 A. M. and6
to 6P.M.
to the many master spirits of the age that
1
Persons who continually ask to have lock
now being debated by Congress, and the
boxes opened are respectfully requested to use have been adherents of the liberal belief.
their keys.
The changes in religious thought and ac- legislation included therein seems to fully
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster, tion from the days of the Puritans to the suBtain their contention, as the following
PAUL M. KKANEV, Asst.
present liberalism were outlined by the will show:—
The Congressional Record of Jan. 20th,
essayist. Dr. Idelle Edmands gave the
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
last paper on Short Story writers, com- 1913, quotes a litter from the First Assistparing the work of the writers of the pe- ant Postmaster General, as follows:—
POST OFFICE- DEPARTMENT
Tax collector Dunphy announces that riod of 1800 to 1861 with that of the presFIRST ASSISTANT POSTMASTLR GXNERAL
his books close Feb. 15.
«nt day. She also read several selection'.
WASHINGTON, JAN. 15, 1914.
The Club voted to have their silver anMrs I. C. Walker has gone to Jacksonniversary banquet at the Prospect House CHIEF CLERK, POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT:
ville, Florida, for the winter.
The following suggestions are made for
' Bev. Myles Gaffney of Iowa City, la., on the evening of Feb. 23, and to invite
the wives, 'daughters and sons of present changes in the bill making appropriations
is recovering from a serious operation.
members, and all who have ever been for the service of the Post Office DepartMr and Mrs John Sullivan are rejoicmembers of the Club since its organiza- ment for theflscal year ending June 30th,
ing in the birth of a daughter on Montion.
Banquet tickets, 75 cts. The 1915;
day.
Committee on Program and Toasts will Page 4, line 6, after »3O,75O,O0O, add;
The K. of P. of Spencer will visit Con- report at the next meeting, which will be
Provided, That hereafter in determing
cordia Lodge, to-morrow (Saturday) eve- held at the home of Supt. and Mrs H. H. the gross receipts upon which the salary
ning.'
Pratt, Gilbert street, on Feb. 11.
. of a postmaster shall be based, stamps,
stamped envelopes and postal cards, sold
Miss Bertha Howard's dancing class is
in large or unusual quantities to any perplanning for a social in Grange hall this
G. F. S. Candidates Party.
sons to be used in mailing matter from
evening.
other post-offices, or in mailing matter
•John Quill was taken to the hospital in
Saturdfty afternoon, the members of
Worcester to-day to be operated upon to ^ candidatee, claaa of the G. V. 8. and diverted from other officas, shall not be
included whether the sale be made with
appendicitis.
their friends, had, an enjoyable time at or without solicitation by the postmaster.
The
The body of Mrs Peter White willl be their annual masquerade party.
This is now done by regulation, but it
brought to North Brookfleld, Saturday masqiieraders formed a most grotesque is believed that it should be made a part
line, when clowns fat and lean, farmers, of this appropriation act so that it may
morning for burial.
>
John Black this week has suffered am- a in zu boy, and others marched in com- be enacted into law."
putation of the little finger of his right pany with stately ladies of a style of a
The closing paragraph of this letter
distant yesterday, a Grecian maid, an states that in the past, Regulations of the
hand, the only one remaining.
Irish peasant maid, Swedish maids, a de- Post Office Department have decided
Miss Lucy Gilbert fell on the ice Sunmure little Quakeress, gypBy maid, little what sales should determine the gross
day, and dislocated her right shoulder.
red riding hood, little bo-peep, morning receipts of the post offices, and that there
Mrs P. D. Smith is earing for her,
star, prim spinsters, old fashioned girls,
D. F. Winslow has resigned His posi- and many others too numerous to men- has been no law covering the matter.
It is therefore self-evident that our feltion at the Brown factory and will take tion, as they circled through the (Guild
suffered the injustice
the position of janitor of the Congrega- rooms to piano music by Mrs Saunders , low-townsmen have
wrongfu]|y arrested and "Pertional church. .
After the march, for nearly an hour, a 1 f^," in8tead of prosecuted for violaMrs Alida W. Stowell, mother of Mrs Had a good time playing the Jolly Miller,
tion of a non-existing law, and that the
Howard G. King, of Worcester, but late Shaker dance and other games, when the
Port Office Department is juBt waking up
of North Brookfleld, died at Huntington, march was agiin formed for procession to
to the fact and requesting Congress to
Saturday evening, aged 80 years.
the^gymnasiuiu where tables had been
pass a law covering the matter.
The last meeting of the Selectmen for carefully and tastefully arranged with reF, E. WINCHELL.
freshments,
by
the
senior
members,
of
the fiscal year will be Monday, Feb. 9.
the
G.
F.
S.,
the
Misses
Kathleen
and
All bills against the town mint be preProgram of the W. C. T. U.
Alice Lovely and Achsah Witter, assisted
sented to the auditor before that date.
The new officers of the Loyal Circle of by Mrs Harold Fosterf 'The7place cards .The program "topics-of the W, 0*. T. if.
King's Daughters are—President, Mrs were attractive, and dainty, being little for 1914, are a follows :—
Alida Sherwood; secretary, Mrs Ida Mc- water color productions by the Misses Feb. 6, Mothers'meeting. Rights of the
Kathryn Winchel and Elizabeth Foster.
Kee; treasurer, Mrs Emogene Procter.
Child, by Mragkerry.
At the tables, much merriment was af- Feb. 20, Frances Willard. A great ReBom~-At Wareham, Jan. 25, a son to
forded, when UM; musks were removed,
former. Mrs Charlton.
Charles Pemberton and Mildred Brown
for there were taany who were so well March 6, Mothvs' meeting. Why boys
Savary, and grandson to Mr and Mrs
disguised, their identity had not been disand girls go wrong. Suggest a remedy
Henry M. Brown of North Brookfleld.
covered. There were-a few two-faced
where to begin. Mrs Childs.
• The King's Daughters will meet in the people, and one little girl was so dressed
parlors of the Congregational church on that only by looking at tar feet, could March 20, Scientific Temperance Instruction. Mrs Sherwood.
Tuesday, at 2 p. m. to sew. Their regu- one tell at all, which direction she would
lar business meeting will be held at 3.30. move, when she stared off. There were April 3, Anti-Narcotics. Mrs Webber.
April 17, Purity in Schools. Mrs 8tod.
The L. E. Club have secured a Military more games and dancing after supper,
dard.
Whist Out-fit and will rent same in or and about nine o'clock tired but happy
May 1, Apron and Food Sale.
out of town. Prices reasonable. Apply young people went to their homes, havMay 15, Intelligent Loyalty to God,
to Mrs Silence E. Bush, North Brook- ing had the good time anticipated for
Home and Humanity. "Mrs Charlton.
field.
, x
*
some time.
June 5, Medical Temperance. Mrs MacA warning is given that all water takers
Kerley.
must sail at the Commissioners office at Fine Program Promised for Next
June 19, Mothers' meeting. The Duty
once to avert the danger of shutting off
Meeting of the Grange.
of Mercy. Mrs Wheeloek.
the water from their premises.
The acJuly 10, Christian Citizenship.
Mrs
countant is about to close iliis books for
Mrs Lidstone, lecturer of North BrookHobbs.
the year.
field Grange, announces this program for July 24, The Nation's Peril, with Bible
New express rates will go into effect en the next meeting, Feb.5:—Paper, EecolWarnings. Mrs Cummings.
Mohday, and some of the charges will lections of School Days, John H. Lane; Aug. 7, Social Tea. Business meeting.
be much lower than now. A new time Paper, What are some of the old-fash- Aug. 21, W. C. T. U. Literature and
table also goes into effect on the B. & A. ioned customs we are the poorer for havEvangelistic Work. MiBS Brown.
Ilailroad, but we are told there will be ing lost, Arthur BlissT Entertainment in Sept. 4, Sabbath Observance. Value of
no changes to effect the branch.
"charge of Carrie Doane, JeBsie Topping,
the Sabbath to the Working Man. Mrs
The engagement is announced of C- Rose R. Towne, Bertha Newman, Mary
iManey,
Newton Prouty of Spencer, and Mica Ranger, Ada Allen and Oscar Hanson, Sept. 18, Mothers' meeting. The Home,
Clare Kane, daughter of Mr and Mrs »+<■■ offer the following-Song, BackHope of the Future. Mrs skerry.
Jere R. Kane of that town. Miss Kane * «». Turn Backward, Mrs Rose Conger;
is so well known here that many will be Song, Old Oaken ifucket. John H. Lane;
Roast Beef and Gravy.
interested in this announcement.
11860 to 1914 inclusive, a dialogue by En-

Christian Endeavor Week.

EDWIN T. CHAPIN

Next Sunday morning, at the CongreARCHITECT ,
FRED C. CLAPP
gational church the Theme will be "The
.727-728
State
Mutual Building, Worcester '
Highway of Life." At 7 p. m., there
will be a Union meeting of the Christian
Telephone
Endeavor Society and the church, when
everyone will be welcome. Miss Frances
H. P. BARTLETT,
T. Lawrence will give an address on
Registered Embalawt.
DENTIST,
Christian Endeavor of the Past and Rev.
Mr Budd on Christian Endeavor of the
I'jiMiy Assistant.
Adams Block,
North Brookfield
Future. An offering will be*receivecL.for
C. E. work.
»?F
Hours, 8 to 12 m., 1.39 to 6 p. ns, IStf
Cinneifcrtd by L-mg DifSAsoe TeLi
On Monday evening there will be a
phono .at House and Store.
Christian Endeavor Social, and on TuesCOLBY H. JOHNSON
day will come the convention of the
Spencer C. E. Urnon, with its first session
/
AUCTIONEER,
at 8 p. m., when Mr Fletcher of Spencer
DEALER
IN REAL ESTATE
will give an address, at 4.15 Miss Koche
will conduct an exercise for the children. MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
OFFICES,
At 6 supper, at 15 cents a plate. At 7.30
School
Street,
No. Brookfield
DRESSMAKING
address by Mr Osborne of Spencer, who
will also sing in Hindustani and English. 11 Prospect St.
40 Foster St. Worcester,
North Brookfleld

Funeral Director

Sudden Death of George' Harwood
. Jackson at Monson.
Mr George Harwood Jackson of Natick
and his brother, Dr. Charles Jackson of
Mouson, were in town Wednesday, and
visited many friends. They returned to
Monson together, and early*-Tuesday
morhin g Mr George Jackson was stricken
with apoplexy, and died at 7.45 a. m.
The body was broufht to North Brookfield on the late afternoon train, and
taken to the former Jackson home on
South Main street. Mr Jackson was just
one mom!' over three score and ten. He
lived in this town until he was 21, and
since then in Natick. Beside his brother,
he leaves a wife, Mrs Emma (Winch)
Jackson, and a lister, Dr. Anna Jackson
Ferris ol Meriden, Conn. The funeral
will be attended from the Jackson home
at 2. p. m., Saturday. Members of Meridian Sun Lodge, F. & A. M. will act as
bearers. The funeral will be in charge of
Fred C. Clapp, undertaker.

NEW BRAINTREE.

41,

MRS HELEN LUTHER
SCALP SPECIALIST
ERNES.T D. CORBIN
OPTOMETRIST
The scientific, intelligent, drugtess
efficient adaptation of glares for the
aid of vision and the relief of head*
che and eye strain.
Office

At Dr. Ludden's
«
44

To see the Latest Models of

SP1RELL-A
CORSETS
Or have them brought to your horn*
by sending word to
***
%*

MRS. *B. C. GRAVES,
Telephone 16-13,
NORTH BROOKFIELD.

MASS

ARTISTIC MONUMENTS
AND CEMETERY MEMORIALS
In all kinds of

GRANITE AND MARBLE

C A. RISLEY & COMPANY
Telephone.

both rubber ana steel tires, Bugglea,
Democrat and Delivery Wagons, Surreys and Boad Wagons, both new and
second hand.

AT BOTTOM JPRIOES
Harness, Robes, Blankets, Whips and
OH Cloths. Not too Costly. Not toe
cheap.

Shingles and Roofing Material.
All the different grades. All slues M
Nails, also,
itemembar that my prices are always
the lowest. I sell so as to sell again.
Dr.

Daniel'* Bora*

Bnnidlu Alwmf*

In Stock.
lvureon OAKBAN Ot,

WILLIAM S. CRAWFORD
OAKHAM.

Vat Brookfleld.

Wedding Invitations
and Announcements

CHARLES S. LANE,

Furnishing Undertaker
REGISTERED EMBALMER.
Personal Prompt Attention Day

engraved or printed in the
Dr. A. Dunlap and sister of Worcester
were guests of H. D. Pollard this week.
very latest styles, and the
Ladies'*t>ay of the Farmers Club was
held Tuesday, with about 50 in attendbest work guaranteed.
ance.^ Address of welcome was given Ly
Mrs William France. Response by Mrs
Horace J. Lawrence,
D. H ."Prouty. Essays were read by Mrs
C. S. Lane, Mrs Merrell, and Mrs C O.
Journal Office,
\
Johnson. Readings by Miss Sadie Mc- (
Clanthan; Mrs J. Arthur Barr, Mrs Je- \ North Brookfield, Mass. J
mima Cheyne, Mrs 0- W. Ross, Mrs H.
D. Pollard and Mrs E. L. Havens.
Vocal solos, Mrs Walter McMinimen; piano
solos, Miss Ruth Dunlap. Remarks were
TO RENT
made'by Mrs J. T. Shedd, and Frank
Bartlett of North Brookfleld. Dinner was A GOOD up-stairs tenement. Town water.
Everything on one floor. Inquire of FRED
served by the men.
A. 8TKARNS, South Main Street, North BrookHeld.
1
Water Cure for Insanity.
' In the insane asylum at Stockton,
Cal., 85 per cent, of the curable patients are cured by baths—hof, cold
or electric. Electric light and ice
packs, mild exercise and many games
are part of toe treatment. Some of
the patients spend eight or ten hours
In the water dally.

66 SUMMER ST.. NO. BROOKFIELD
TELEPHONE 115
41

Call at 46 Summer Street

Representative for the Brookfields,
Henry Creviei,has returned home after
an operation at Worcester city hospital.
Hon. C. A. Gleason was in town Saturday, calling on old friends.
Messrs. Morse and Grey drove a party
of 22 to the home of Mr and Mrs O. 8.
Lane last Friday evening, and gave them
a surprise party.
C. H. Barr returned from a business
trip tit IjOwell on Wednesday.
Dr. Lewis Fish of Fitchburg, a member
of the State Board of Health, was in
town last weekMiss L. E. Bowdoin was in town Tuesday. ..
A number of Ipeople attended The
Neapolitan Orchestra at Gilbertville Tuesday'nigbi^nd^enjdyed it immensely.
Several people attended the Agricultural Extension school held in Hardwick
during the past week.
Mias Madeline Havens has returned to
Worcester, after a visit with her parents.

Manicuring
50 Cents.
Shampooing
60 Cents
Scalp Treatment - 50 Cents

FOR RENT.

ASEVEX Room Cottage on Ward
steam heat town water, poultry
fruit and garden. Apply to MBS
EAME8, Blgelow Bt.

street,
house,
E. V.
2w5'

Telephone North BrookfleU No.
ua-ii.
Long Distance Connection.
Funerals Personally Directed
and Erery Requisite Furnished.
I...ly Assistant.

ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
IN SCRIPT OR
ENGLISH TEXT

H. J. Lawrence, North BrodkfieM

AT FULLAM'S

AIR TIGHT STOVES,
OIL HEATERS,
O-CEDAR MOPS,
WIZARD MOPS,
FOR SALE.
Unintended Generosity,
HORSE BLANKETS,
GOOD USING* Light Sleigh. No reason"One of the distinct shocks of my A able
offer refused. FRANK HAYUBN, POCKET KNIVES,
The celebration by Concordia Lodge, '*• BuH>' snd MarJorie Stuart; 8onp''
life,"
the
Vlnland
Vine
quotes
Bill
SinSouth Main Htreet.
2w4«
Messrs. M. A. Longley, George R.
Reuben and Rachel, Marjorie Stuart and
K.'of P., will be on Saturday, Feb. 28,
caller as saying, "came when I lost a
FLASH LIGHTS,
Stanley Tucker; The Old Red Cradle, aid Albion H. Doane, Rev. A. W-Budd,
instead of Feb. 5, as was erroneously anbutton
off
my
trousers
as
I
went
to
FOR SALE
Mabel Chadbourne; My Trundle Bed, George O. Rollins and Ernest Adams en- church. I put It In my pocket along
SCISSORS,
nounced last week. There is every eviTO
SETTLE
AN
ESTATE
Preferred
Stock
1n
Mrs Lila Lidstone.
All members are joyed an afternoon at Mr Longley's cot- with a quarter I had.
the Denholm & McKay Co. PavH 7 per cent
Imagine my
dence that the gathering will be a large
tage at Podunk yesterday. All business surprise upon returning home to find dividends quarterly. C. E KENDRICK 814 CARVING SETS,
State afutuaf Building, Worcester. Mass.,
one, and full of interest to the friends of »** to ^"^"L^T'l™*
each lady will please bring a basket and professional cares dropped from their I that I still had the button."—Kansas
BARN LANTERNS,
the order.
-, ' 1-;
nnch for two. Cofiee furnished by com- shoulders for the time and pure fresh air rut™ a*Q^
"NO TRESPASS" NOTICES.
DRIVING LANTERNS, *
The proprietor of the JOURNAL, was in mittee
from the lake was permitted to fill their
WE ehftll hereafter lteep constantly on hand
FOR SALE.
attendance this week upon the sessions of
lungs and give them new life and vigor.!
ready-printed notices on cloth, snitabls FAMILY SCALES,
NICE GREEN MOUNTAIN Potatoes. •1,00 or posting in the open air.
the New England Cost Congress at the.
iihr bushel. Inquire of A, H, KING.!
Francis P. Duff, son of Mr and Mrs Fishing—well, really we forgot to ask
Iwk5
JornNAi. Office, North Brookfleld. WRINGERS,
Telephona 39-5.
Hotel Somerset, Boston. Over 700 em-'
Patrick Duff, of Gilbert street, died of them how many or how big ones they
But the
ploying printers of New England _ were
isoninKi at tne Worcester City caught, or how many got away
F
COMkfdNWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS FOOD CHOPPERS,
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
gathered there and theipapers and dis- „
Ual Mond
ni ht.
He leave8 a' dinner, cooked by the chef of the party,
WoiU'EBTElt
«S.
PSOBATE CotfRT SAFETY RAZORS,
Worcester
ss.
Probate
Court
cussions were both interesting and profit- dal£,lter> M„ Heroert Bar8tow ot Water. Mr Longley, was a feature that all praised,
To cbe heirs at law. next of kin, and all other To W. F i*cy Uartlettand M.ugar t E. Bart1
the parent-* of Euoice &. Uartteet of North THERMOMETERS,
able.
villo, Cal., and three sisters, Mrs Freder- even if they did have to call on Mr Budd Eiiisons interested in ihe estate of Uemance lett,
in said County of Worcester.
North Brooklield, In said Coun- Brookfield
The body of Mrs Mary A. Johnson. j(,k Bruoker and Mra Margaret Taylor of to make the gravy to accompany tl e ty,lerosier.lateof
Whereas, a petition has been presented to
deceased.
Whereas, a certain instrument purporting to said cou't by Helen H. sjlapp of North Brook- DOG COLLARS,
ged 89, was brought here from Dedham, t(i]8 tow0| Mr9 Fr(Kl Briertv of Hartf0rd, splendid roast.
_
.
be the last will and testament of said deceased fleld in the County of Wo.center, praying for
a
has been presented to 8<tiU Court, lor probate, the appointment of herself, or some other suit- UNIVERSAL
on Monday,
Conn. A high mass of requiem was eel-1
Oliyer O^rosier who prays that letter^ testa- able person, asguaidian, and for the custody
town, in the Harrison'Stoddard house, ebrated at St Joseph's church WednesThe Girls' Friendly Society will hold a by
' - BREAD MIXERS,
mentary maj»4£e issued to him, tne executor of said mit or.
You are hereby cited to appear at a Probate
some 40 years ago. She leaves a sonf E. day morning and burial was in St Jo- devotional meeting in the Guild rooms at therein n med, without uivlng a surety on his Court,
w> be held at Worcester, in f*ald County BROOMS,
tifficia. bond.
„ .. * of Worcester,
on
the
seventeeih
day
of
FebruYou
are
hereby
cited
to
appear
at
a
Probate
J. Johnson.
Burial was in Walnut seph's cemetery.
7.30 p.*m., Tuesday evening, Feb. 3.
Court* to be held at Worcester, in said County ary A. I> iMU, at nine o'clock in the forenoon,
Grove cemetery, in charge of Undertaker
CARPET SWEEPERS,
of Worcester, on the seventieth day of Febru- to show cause,if any you have, why a guardian
The body of Mrs Julia (Clancy) O'Brien,
ary, A. l>. 1914. at nine o'clock in the should nut be appointed and have the custody
forenoon, to show cause, if auy you have, why of said n inor as aforesaid
ICE CREAM FREEZERS,
Parnell Loved Washington Girl.
.u *'aged 71, was brought here from Webster,
And
said
petitioner
is
hereby
di-eoted
to
tne same should not be granted.
a. there » „„ • .__ , ■ » . . _,,„_ ■, J „»
On Saturday, Jan. 31, at 3 p. m.
on Thursday, for burial. Cause of death™ Charles Stewart Parnell fell des- And said petitioner is nereby directed to give give public notice thereof, to the next of kin
will be a meeting-" .e Board of Man- was pneumonia. She was a native of Ire- perately to love .with a /Washington public notice thereof, by publishing this cita- of said minor, and others interested, by pub- SLEDS AND SKATES.
once in each week for three successive lishing this citation once in each week, for
agement of the D
. R.-, at the home of land and lived here several years, moving, belle, but she said she would marry tion
weeks in the North Brookfleld Journal a news- three successive weeks, in the Nor h Brookfield We deliver everything too hetwy
a newspaper published in North
no one but an ambassador or some paper published in North Brookfleld, the last Journal,
Mrs
M.
B.
Bishop.
The
regular
meeting
""Yf ,: »»•™r- /•" "»"■-„™ ,~" to Webster 12 years ago. She leaves one famous man. Within a few years puiilcation tu be one day at least before said Brookfleld, the last publication to be one day
to earrv.
Court and by mailing, postpaid, or delivering at least t efore said Court, or by delivering a
of th> Chapter will be with Mrs Leon _.n ^ thnw ^uffhtere
0

Bush on Gilbert street, Feb. 7, at 8 p. m.,
when it is expected that Mrs Charles, H.
Bond, one of the National officers, will be
present and give an address on Arbitration and a World of Peace, A full attendance is hoped for.

•

TO RENT.

ICE sunny furnished or unfurnished tene_ meutof th,ee rooms; everything needed for
ffl
housekeeping. Ail conveniences on one door
Bent reasonable. Apply to
DANIEL FOSTEB.
Spring St.
Itf

H

son and three daughters. Burial was in
St Joseph's cemetery.
I
Authority in Religion will be Dr. Charlton's topic at 2 o'dosk p. m., Snnday.
The evening topic will be A Song of
Forgiveness, by the pastor.

from that time Parnell was carried a copy,of this citation to all known persons inthe estate, seven dayB at least beupon the crested wave of enthusiasm ter^stedvin
f ore said Court.
witness, WILLIAM T. FORUMS. Esquire,
»nd hut fame was worldwide, but no Judgoof
said Court, thUtwentj eighth day of
o™ ever knew the name,*utstde of
. January la the year one thousand nine hun"*• ^ . ,
political circles, of the man tni» dred and fourteen.
r
■
/»
HARRY fi. ATWOOD; JL«f ister,
proud woman married.
1 Jan. 30, Feb. 6, 131).

copy thereof to the said w. Percy Bartlett and
Margaret K, Bartlett at least seven days before
•aid Court.
_
„ ', '
Witness, WILLIAM T. FORBKS, Esquire,
Judge of said Court, this twenty-eighth day of
January in the year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and lourteen.
tt.-H. A'l'WOOD, Register.
Jan. 30, Feb.«. IS, C.

W. F. FULLAM
North Brookfleld.

■I

♦

BROOKFHBLD TIMES
BROOKPIELD

TIMES

^LOOKING DOWN INTO SAKURA-JIMA VOLCANO

'RED LIGHTS' DIM
AT WASHINGTON

threatened loss or damage by a viola
tlon of the act under the same conditions and principles that InjuncUve relief against threatened conduct which
will cause loss or damage Is granted
by courts of equity.
It Is required that a proper bond
shall be executed against damages for
House Unanimously Passes Bill
an Injunction improvidently granted,
Measures Based on Wilson Poli- and It must be shown that the danger Mrs. George, "Anti" Leader,
Abolishing Segregation
of Irreparable loss or damage Is Imcies Define Sherman Act
Wildly Cheered.
mediate.
and Allied Laws.
Hits Interlocking Directorate*.
Concerning directorates, the bill on
WILSON IS READY TO SIGN IT
"ANTI'S" ONLY MILITANTS
thai subject, which Is to become effective two years from date of approval of the act, provides:
Prof.
Baldwin Says
Extension of
It Is Estimated That There Are About
"No person engaged as an IndividSuffrage Would Mean More "Punk
One Hundred Houses In the District
ual or as a member of a partnership
and Bank" in Political
Police Fear Inmates Will Rent
Trade Commission Instead of Corpora- or as a director or^ther officer of a
Campaigns.
Apartments Elsewhere.
corporation In the buBlness of selling
tion Bureau Woufd Report Violarailroad cars or locomotives, or railtions of the Statutes—Rigid
Washington.—The
House passed by
road rails or structural steel, or minInquiries Are Ordered.
Boston—A lively tilt between sufa unanimous vote ttie Kenyon bill,
ing or selling coal, or conducting a
fragists ami anti-suffragists took place
which will wipe out the segregated
Washington, Jan. 23.—Embodying bank or trust company, shall act as a at the dinner of the Economic Club
districts of Washington. The/. Senate
•the program laid down by the presi- director or other officer or employe of In Symphony HaU^fcen arguments
passed it last October.
dent In his recent message, the ad- any railroad or other public service and rebuttals betwfen Mrs. Helen
The President will sign the measure
ministration's trust bills were present- corporation which conducts an Inter- Ring Robinson, state senator of Colas soon as it reaches the White House.
state business.
ed to congress.
orado, and Mrs. A. J. George, promiIt
Is expected that in two weeks not
"No person shall at the same time
The bills have received the approval
nent anti-suffragist, and a ringing
an immoral house will be open In the
of Mr. Wilson and the Democratic be a director or other officer of em- speech by the Rev. Edward Cumpresent red light sections of the city.
leaders of both houses of congress. ploye in two or more federal reserve mings, called forth strong expressions
Under the Kenyon biH any private
With little modification they will be banks, national banks, or banking as- of^teellng from an audience during a
citizen, without bond, may obtain an
enacted Into law. Their purposes are: sociations, or other banks or trust session lasting nearly three hours.
injunction against the owner or occucompanies which are membera of any
1. Definition of unlawful monopWilliam H. Lincoln, president of
pant of any house, hotel or building
reserve bank; and a private banker
oly or restraints of trade.
the
club,
presided
during
the
first
used for immoral purposes, and the
and a person who Is a director in any
2. Prohibition of unfair trade
part
of
the
evening,
and
was
succeedonly evidence which the proposed law
state bank or trust company not operpractice.
ed
In
the
chair
by
Mr.
Clement
Insists
on- is the general reputation
ating under the provisions of the re3. Creation of an interstate
"The only militancy in this counof the place.
cent currency law shall not be eligible
trade commission.
In Iowa cities a similar law has had
to serve as a director In any bank or try thus far has been the militancy of
4. Regulation of corporation dlthe effect of destroying the segregated
banking association or trust company the anti-suffragists," was one of the
dectorates and prohibition of insections.
operating under the provisions of the charges made 'by Mrs. Robinson.
terlocking directorates.
There was much applause during
There are at the lowest estimate BOO
law."
Unlawful Monopoly Defined.
unfortunate
women in Washington
Violation of these sections Is made the program, and shouts at certain
Unlawful monopoly Is defined as
who
will be driven to the streets by
utterances
of
Mr.
Walker
and
Mr.
punishable
by
a
fine
of
$100
a
day,
or
any combination or agreement bethe bill, andj their condl'tion was the
Cummings.
Other speakers were
tween corporations, firms, or persons by imprisonment not exceeding one Prof. F. Spencer Baldwin of Boston
subject ■ of animated debate In the
designed for the following purposes: year, or both.
House,
If any two or more corporations University and Mr. Lincoln.
1. To create or carry out reRepresentative Moore of PennsylThe wildest, applause of the evenhave common director or directors,
strictions In trade or to acquire a
vania said the effect of the bill will
the fact shall be conclusive evidence ing was when Mrs. Georg'e, in rebutmonopoly In any interstate trade,
be to unload these women on nearby
that there exists a real competition tal, denquneed the speech of Mr.
business, or commerce.
cities, like Baltimore and Philadelphia,
between eich corporation and such Cummings as "abuse" of a guest of
2. To .'limit or reduce the proand
asserted they are not wanted
Later
reports
of
the
eruption
of
the
Sakura-Jima
volcano
in
Japan
do
not
elimination of competition shall be the club. Although she called neither
duction or Increase the price of
there.
speaker by name, her reference was lessen the horrors of that disaster, In which thousands of lives were lost.
construed
as
a
restraint
of
Interstate
merchandise or of any commodity.
It is estimated there are about 100>
to Mr. Cummings' scoring the anti- The volcanic disturbances there have not ceased, though decreasing hywi
trade and be treated accordingly.
3. To prevent competition In
houses in the red light district of
lence.
The trade commission bill provides suffrage attitude of Prof. Baldwin.
- manufacturing, making, transportWashington.
"You don't have to answer Mrs.
for commission of five members, with
ing, selling, or purchasing of merThe police fear the inmates of these
the commissioner of corporations as George's arguments against suffrage,"
chandise, produce, or any comhouses
will seek to rent apartments
chairman, and transfers all the exist- said Mr* Cummings, "because she has
modlty.
In
other sections of the city, and the
answered
tbenTherBelf.
They
are
the
ing powers of the bureau of corpora4. To make any agreement, enReal Estate Association Is taking steps
best arguments for suffrage that you
tions to the commission.
ten Into any arrangement, or arto block this movement.
will
hear.
You
are
inclined
to
ask
The
principal
and
most
Important
rive at any understanding by
yourself,
with
the
suffragists,
'What
duty
the
commission
besides
conductwhich they, directly or indirectly,
FPPE DIE IN CALIFORNIA FLOOD.
ing Investigations will be to aid the is man?" It is only necessary to have
undertake to prevent a free and
courts when requested In the forma- heard a man talk, as Prof. Baldwin
unrestricted competition among
Violent Rains Cause Deluge In Southhas talked tonight, in the presence 6f Vegetables and Other Food Will Biggest Buying Movement Betion of decrees of dissolution.
themselves or among any purern Part of State.
With this In view, the bill empow- that speaker."
chasers or consumers In the sale,
Los Angeles, Cal—Five lives here
ginning,
Say/Col.
Bope
Be
Supplied
to
Employes
Although
Mr.
Cumming's
speech
beers he court to refer any part of pendproduction, or transportation of
have been lost, thousands of head of
ing litigation to- the commission. In- gan in humorous vein, It became a
.. any product, article, or commodlive stock have been drowned, all
ringing
denunciation
of
the
attitude
cluding
the
proposed
decree,
for
Infority.
steam and electric railroad traffic has
of
the
"antis."
He
was
applauded
STEEL
MAGNATES
OPTIMISTIC
The penalty for violation of the law mation and advice.
been completely tied up by floods and
12,000 ACRE TRACT USED
when he opened his address by sayMuch Criticism for Bills.
■ fixed at not more than $5,000 or Improperty has been damaged to the exThe trust bills as framed will be ing:
,<•
prisonment for one year or both.
tent of millions, as a result Of the
"A dozen years ago I made up my
Quilt is made personal through a the subject of sharp criticism on the
Tract Was Bought in 1900 for Steel Vice-President of Carnegie Company heaviest rainstorm in southern Cali■action that whenever a corporation part of progressives of all parties who mind that woman suffrage was inevifornia In eighteen years.
Plant—Abandonment of That
Says Mills Will Soon Be Running
■hall be guilty of the violation of the claim they do not go far enough. It table."
From Tehachapl south to San Diegoat
90
Per
Cent.
Capacity—ImProject
Made
Way
Clear
for
Prof. Baldwin spoke against suflaw the offense shall be deemed to will be declared that the definition of
all cities and towns have suffered from
rago
from
the
economic
standpoint.
Present
Undertaking.
prlvemerit
Extends.
cover the Individual directors, officers, monopoly remains Inadequate that the
floods.
'
and agents of such corporation, as prohibition of unfair trade practice His speech was in somewhat lighter
Hugh Haven, a retired capitalist,
Pittsburgh—Steel orders aggregating formerly of Chicago, was drowned at
Conneaut, O.—The United States
authorizing, ordering, or doing the does not cover this evil In our econ- vein than those preceding.
"Among the senseless arguments Steel Corporation, according to its of- upward of 100,000 tons have been re- Monrovia In an eighteen inch street
prohibited acts, and they shall be pun- omic life that interlocking stock control is not covered and that the pow- Is the economic argument," said ha. ficials, will shortly have in operation ceived by the mills of the Pittsburgh gutter. He slipped on a wet pavement
ished as prescribed above.
A paragraph prohibiting holding ers of the proposed trade commission "As an economist I cannot see that the lint co-operative farm in this district within the last few days. Col. and fell into the gutter, a rushing
the ballot would benefit the status of i ninsll for supplying foodstuffs as far H. P. Bope, vice president and general stream of flood water carrying him
companies Is to be added to this meas- are insufficient.
It is interesting to note that the women. The causes of low pay to as possible to all of its employes. The Bales manager of the Carnegie Steel beneath a culvert, where his hands
ure.
proposal to place the burden of proof women lie In her relative inferiority, im«4 adjoins the 8,000-acre farm of Company, declared. th»t within ninety were caught between two boards. He
Coven Unfair Trade Practices.
The bill forbidding unfair trade upon a combination believed to be vio- as In the matter of concentration, etc. me Steel corporation, east of this city, day* the mills should be operating to was dead-when released.
"The extension of suffrage to wo- Wbioti was bought in 1900 with a view full capacity. Sustained prosperity,
William C. Clark, 12 years old, was
practices declares that to discriminate lating the law has been omitted. No
to price, between different purchasers attempt 1B made to prevent or destroy men would make for further aliena- to evealtag a gigantic steel plant. This It is asserted among captains of in- drowned in the Los Angeles River
of commodities, with the purpose or monopoly based on patents. The great- tion of women from the home. It iliulnasMMI was later abandoned and dustry generally, will be a fact by An unidentified boy was drowned
near Whlttter in the San Gabriel
Intent to Injure or destroy a competi- est difficulty experienced In the effect; would add to the mass of Indifferent the big acreage was turned Into a that time.
Th principal concerns affected by River.
tor, either of the purchaser or of the lve enforcement of the law has been and Ignorant male voters; it would itoCk grazing and vegetable farm.
■ *
At Santa Barbara's cloudburst in
seller, shall be deemed an attempt to found to be in the unwillingness of make a lot of impressionable, irre- •Arrangements are now being com- the upward jump in industrial conditions
are
the
Carnegie,
Jones
&
pleted
to
supply
all
the
lake
freightthe courts to Impose jail - penalty. It sponsible Incalculable female voters.
the mountains sent a raging torrent
monopolize Interstate commerce.
' It la specifically declared that the remains optional under the proposed
"There would be even more punk ers with foodstuffs produced on the Laughlin. McCHntlc & Marshall, Riter- down through"that city and Montecito.
Conley,
Clark
Car,
Kpping-Carpenter
farm.
As
rapidly
as
possible
the
nuLouis Jones, vice-president of the
measures
wlht
the
courts
to
fine
or
law is not Intended to prevent disand bunk talked In political camcrimination in price between purchas- Imprison.
paigns than there is now. Woman is merous subsidiaries of the corpora- Pump, Harbison-Walker Refractories, First National Bank, and his wife
Trade Board May Disappoint.
ers of commodities "on account of
more subject to the hysterical emo- tion in the Central States will be In- Spang-Chalfant, West Penn Steel, arid were drowned In the flood which swept
In connection with the trade com- tion of the hour and more prone to cluded In the list, until the big farm National Roll and Foundry Companies. through Santa Barbara.
difference in the grade, quality, or
quantity of the commodity sold, or mission President Wilson declared in the infatuation of the moment than is is supplying a large poAion of the cor- It Is estimated that about 16,000 workporation's employes with fresh meat. men will be immediately affected by
Fresno, Cal.—Two were drowned
that makes only due allowance for his message that the country "de- man.
A three-story bifc* supply house the latest favorable turn in steel mill and $100,000 damage has been done by
difference In the cost of transporta- mands such a commission only as an
"The ideal of sex equality points
has
just
been
completed
by
the
steel
developments.
floods
throughout the San Joaquin ValIndispensable Instrument of informa- straight to sex extinction. The new
tion."
"We are entering upon one of the ley district.
Further, it is prescribed that noth- tion and publicity as a clearing house androgynous hybrid conceived iby the corporation at Connaoat Harbor. This
ing contained in the act shall prevent for the facts by which both the pub- feminist is not an attractive type. 1 is a central point of distribution will, biggest buying movement* ia the hisINDICT8 L. N. LITTAUER.
persons from selecting their own cus- llo mind and the managers of great plead for the old-fashioned Ideal of it is claimed, eliminate the middle- tory of steel-making in the United
undertakings should be sex-differentiation and co-operation." men supplying the products of the States, and a*W» spell of normal,
tomers, "but this provision shall not business
sound, prosperity for the whole coun- Federal Grand' "Jury Charges Exfarm to the employes.
»
authorize the owner or operator of guided."
The co-operative farm, which now try," said Col. Bope. "Within sixty
Congressman Hid Jewelry.
The bill prescribes that the commisany mine engaged In selling Its prodTO INVESTIGATE STRIKE8.
contains
12,000
acres,
is
owned
by
the
or ninety days the steel mills of all
New York.—Lucius N. Littauer, exuct in Interstate or foreign commerce sion acts are to constitute a "public
Carnegie Land Company, which in the Pittsburgh'district will be running Representative in Congress and forto refuse arbitrarily to sell the same record" but the body Is authorized
Washington—By a vote of 151 to 15 tusp is controlled by the steel cor- almost and possibly quite to their full mer political adviser of Gov. Odell
to a responsible person, firm, or cor- to make public the Information "in
such form and to such extent as may the House has adopted the resolution poration. The manager of the farm, capacity. The psychological moment and Theodore Roosevelt when the latyoratlon, who applies to purchase."
for the complete resumption of full ter was Governor, was indieted by
An attempt at monopoly also Is de- be necessary" or "by direction of the of Representative Keating of Colora- John Cupples, said:
"Its a big undertaking, but so far activity in all lines seems to have the Federal Grand Jury for smuggling
do, empowering the mines and mining
clared to exist for any person to make attorney general."
the
results
have
been
successful."
arrived. Big orders are already giv- jewelry Into the country. iHis brother
as to
It is apparent that the public mind committee to make inquiry
a sale of goods, waresfor merchandise
Last summer an unusualy large en, or to contemplation, In almost ev- and partner in business, William Litor fix a price charged therefor, or dis- cannot be guided unless It has the renditions in Colorado and Michigan in
tauer, for whose wife the jewelry is
count from or rebate upon such price, facts, and then it will not get unless which the federal government might field of potatoes was had, and while ery "branch of the steel business."
dealers asked $1 per bushel for the
Col. Bope added to his specific pre- said to have been brought over from
on the condition or understanding the commission or the attorney gen- be concerned.
Hearings will be conducted In the tubers, thousands of bushels of the diction bearing on Pittsburgh's domi- France, was charged with conspiracy
that the purchaser thereof shall not eral deems it politic.
strike regions by a sub-committee, or 3teel Corporation praties were sold to nant industry en optimistic forecast In the Indictment.
Settlement, of Differences.
deal in the goods, wares, or merchanLucius and William Littauer, under
The most important feature of the Bub-committees, which will start west smployes of the corporation at 60 on Industries in general.
dise of a competitor or competitors of
The steel business Is dependant on the firm name of Littauer Bros., of
bill Is that which legalizes the policy as soon as arrangements can be made cents a bushel.
the seller.
hundred of allied Interests, and the Gloversville, N. Y., control a targe
of the administration of terminating for the trip. The resolulon carrier
Deals With Damage Suits.
FEAR LOS8 OF HAWAII IN WAR. fact that a great volume of 4trade in part of the output of the glove making
A judgment against any defendant an unlawful condition by agreement authority to subpoena witnesses foi
In a suit brought under the anti-trust between the combination attacked and testimony under oath and to require War Department Sending Heavy Ord- steel is scheduled carries as a corol- Industry Of this country.
lary thriving conditions in many other
law the bill provides shall constitute the attorney general.
nance to Islands for Emergency.
the production of records and papers.
SAY HE STOLE $7,000,000.
This feature is comprehended under
as against such defendant conclusive
Washington.—Testimony given be- lines. The farmers of the country
evidence of the same facts and be a section which requires the commisfore the fortifications sub-committee have increased their acreage for 1914
MINERS PLAN CONSOLIDATION.
conclusive as to the same issues of sion, upon therjquetf^ofJhe attorney
af the House appropriations commit- and as a direct consequence it is ex- Editor of Paris Financial Paper Is
pected the wire mills will have all
Charged With Grand Larceny.
law In favor of any other party In any general or any corporation affected,
Indianapolis—The proposition for tee discloses a seeming lack of confl- the orders they can handle. There
Paris.—Albert Germain, aliaB Sadisother proceeding brought under and to Investigate whether a combination the consolidation of the United Mine uence on the part, of high officials
las
PlotrussynBkl, proprietor and ediwill
be
a
large
demand
for
tin
cans
Is violating the law. In case the comInvolving the provisions of the law.
Workers of America and the Western In the Inability of the United States to put away the products, and the tin tor of "La Cote," a *nancial dall]»,with
For the benefit of parties injured in mission should find the violation to Federation of Miners was given a to hold the Hawaiian Islands.
It is also disclosed that for a con- and sheet plate mills will have to a huge circulation, was arrested on
their business or property, by any per- exist it must report to the attorney
working basis by the mine workers- siderable period the War Department keep full quotas of men at work. There various charges, one of them being
son or corporation found guilty of vio- general a statement of the objectionconvention here,
The International has been straining every effort to ren- IS much building on the year's pro- grand larceny.
lating the law the statute of limita- able acts and transactions and the
He is charged with having stolen beexecuive board was empowered to ap- ler the Hawaiian archipelago as near- gramme, and reinforced steel Is wanttions applicable to such cases shall be readjustments necessary for the oftween $4,500,000 and $7,000,000.
ed In quantities.
fending combination to conform to point a committee to meet with a ly impregnable as possible.
■uspendedsimilar committee from the Western
r,
*
InjuncUve relief Is accorded against the law, ,
FIRE SWEEP8 PHILIPPINE FAIR.
WILLETT OF QUEENS GUILTY.
Federation to discuss the amalgama- FLOOD KILLS 100,000 GOPHER8.
tion, and, if a plan,should be agreed
To Induce SleepAs It Seemed to Her.
upon, to submit It to the miners for California Inundation Rids Big District Convicted of Giving Bribe to Get Judl- Blaze Serloua Blow to Manila Tourist
-/
cial Nomination.
Traffic.
To many people the drinking of half a referendum vote. The report of the
After viewing her new baby brother,
of Horde of Crop Pests.
Manila, Philippines.—Fire destroyed
Brooklyn.—William
WlUett,
Jr.,
little Laura said: "Mamma, I know a pint or more of clear cold water on committee, whether it reaches an
Stockton, Cal.—RahMWid high water
retiring
brings
about
a
cure
for,
sleep■why they went and cut baby's hair In
agreement or not, must be submitted It was estimated here have caused former Congressman from Qjaeeos and two-thdrds of the Exposition building
heaven. The angels knew he wouldn't lessness. It clears the blood, washes to the next biennial convention.
the death of 100,000 ground squirrels Democratic candidate for the flksnNsne here. The loss Is estimated at $100,Irritating
food
out
of
the
stomach,
and
tie strong enough to walk to the bar*
jr gophers, In the vicinity of Avena. Court bench in the fall of 1911. was 000.
promotes a feeling of quietude which
The exposition, which was to have
ber's for several weeks."
Farmers whqjegard gophers as crop convicted of buying the Supreme Court
Emery Supply Restricted.
helps sleep.
..."
nomination
from
Joseph
Cassidy,
formbeen
opened
in February, was to conoests, as welRis conveyors of bubonic
The world's supply of emery comes
tain exhibits Illustrating the Philip\
Out of Commission.
•jlague germs, turned out with slabs, er political leader of Queens.
from
Greek
Islands
and
from
Asia
Getting It Straight.
The maximum penalty Is two years' pines. Owing to lack of time, it Is
' wife—"Oh, William, dear, do order
ind as the rodents, caught by the
She—"I believe you married me sim- Minor near Syria. Importations into Hood, swam ashore, they were slaugh- imprisonment and a fine of $8,000. Improbable that the building will be
• rat-trap to toe*sent home today!"
the
United
States
average
f
250,000
an.
ply
because
I
had
money."
He—
Willett
was remanded to Raymond reconstructed. The fair may be held
Husband—"But you bought one last
tered by thousands. At one ranch
street jail without bail.
next year.
week." Wife—"Yes, dear, but there's "Quite the opposite, madam. I mar anally.
aiaployes say they killed 5,000.
rUd yon because I hadn't any.*
a rat In itl"

f OUR NEW ANTITRUST BILLS OUT

WOMEN CLASH IN
SUFFRAGE DEBATE

FULL PUBLICITY IS SOUGHT

STEEL TRUST TO
RUN FARM FOR MEN

FLOODED
WITHJRDERS

ACCUSE JEROME DIVORCE ROADS
*
OF PERSECUTION SAYS P. S. *DOARD
Thaw Lawyers Prepare to Place
"Nemesis'* on Trial.
CLAIM HAD RIGHT TO ESCAPE
Fugitive Now Closely Guarded
Hearing to Take Place
Soon.

Concord, N. H—That the nine
lawyers now.looking out for the interests of Harry K. Thaw are preparing
" to put William Travers Jerome on
trial for "persecuting" their client,
more than to resist arguments for a
writ of habeas corpus, was shown
when Martin, Howe and Donigan, acting for their confreres, filed their answer with the clerk of the federal
court.
It was the last day of the twenty
additional days granted to them by
Judge Aldrich, and, acting on the
policy of delay they have adopted,
the lawyers did not file their' brief
until just before closing time.
In the habeas corpus brief the
nine lawyers have cited eighty-one
cases which they assert have a similarity to Thaw's, and authorities from
Daniel Webster to' Justice Gaynor are
tised freely In a long brief, which resembles somewhat the description
given in it of the indictment against
Thaw—"high-sounding words,
but
when analyzed they are nothing but
words."
.
Three questions are raised. Is the
accused substantially charged with a
crime against the laws of the demanding State? Is he a fugitive from
justice? Is the requisition sought for
. any ulterior or private purpose?
A long argument Is devoted to the
fact that Thaw Is In his present predicament, and his former one In Matteawan, for that matter (for the brief
asserts that Thaw -was "railroaded" to
Matteawan, and that his detention
there was illegal and unconstitutional) because of the "malice of private
Individuals."
In another place It Is evident further that the nine lawyers have "taken a fling" at Thaw's "Nemesis," for
they say: "Public policy would require this board (the Board of Commissioners In Lunacy) to deport Thaw
to,Sennsylvanla, but he Is detained
in Matteawan, and his detention,
against the practice with other insane
criminals, gives rise to and justifies
the presumption that he is detained
there at, the expense and request of
some private person or persons whose
influence is sufficient to cause his detention."
That the State of New York will
have to admit either that Thaw is
sane or that he is insane is the gist
at the argument. If sane, as they
have argued before, then he was detained in Matteawan illegally and had
a perfect right to escape, committing
QO crime by so doing, no matter by
what means. If he is insane, then he
cannot commit a. crime, nor can the
State of New York extradite him.
FOR
SYNDICATES
FRI8CO DEALS

Urges that Trolleys and Outside
Steamship Lines be Given
Up by New Haven.
Declare B. & A. Should Compete
With lines North and South of It.

and

Forbidden to Talk to Outsiders.

*8,000,000

21

IN

Report to Senate Shows How Officers
Pocketed Part of Profits.

Washington.—Financial operations
which included buying up lines
through syndicates which profited to
the extent of more than $8,000,000,
some of which was pocketed by the
road's own officers, are cited as among
the underlying causes for the Insolvency of the St. Louis, San Francisco Railroad Company, In a report to
the S*enate by the interstate commerce commission on the Frisco lines
receivership.
The report shows that
the funded debt of the railroad, May
27, 1913, when the receivership was
ordered, amounted to 82.63 per cent
of the total capital liability, the capital at that time' amounting to $295,633,933.72, of which only $51,364,100
was capital stock and $244,269,833.72
was funded debt. Including equipment
trust notes. .
NOT CONNECTED WITH TRU8T.

New York—Herbert C. Connell, a
raw sugar broker of 105 Wall street,
testifying In the government suit for
the dissolution of the American Sugar Refining Company, said the brokers were not connected in any way
with either the trust or the independent refineries.
This was to controvert the government's contention that
raw sugar prices are dictated by the
trust.
RADIUM BENEFITS GIRL.

Baltimore—Miss Margaret Quayle,
daughter of Bishop William A. Quayle,
of the Methodist Episcopal church,
who is taking the radium treatment
for cancer, has s o much improved
that she may be able to leave the
sanitarium within a few weeks. She
has not received the treatment for
nearly two weeks.
FORGER TO BECOME HERMIT.

San Jose, Cal.—Franklin Murray,
convicted forger, has been sentenced
by Superior Judge William Beasly
to serve two years In the mountains
40 miles from here,
Murray, who Is
58 years old, must not visit a city or
town In two Jjears.

Boston—The Immediate and complete divorce of the Boston & Maine
from the New Haven railroad, and a
"radical jporganization" of the former road/M urgently recommended in
'the first Jeport of the public service
commission. The report is In many
ways along the lines outlined .by Gov.
Walsh In his Inaugural.
The Fltchburg railroad, the report
recommends, ought to be retained as
an Integral part of the Boston &
Maine and should compete for through
western traffic with the Boston &
Albany and other lines lying to the
south. The two lines, however, should
be operated- together on terms that
are just and reasonable to the holders of the securities of both lines.
The report Is In part as follows:
"The so-called partnership contract
made in February, 1911, between the
New York Central and the New Haven with reference to thejoperation of
the Boston & Albany oil joint account should be terminated. We understand that steps have been token
for that termination..
"Actual, whdiesome
competition
Bhould ibe re-established between the
Boston and Albany in the centre, the
Fitchburg on the north, and the New
Haven on the south. This recommendation is not to ibe understood as condemning proper traffic arrangements
between the Boston and Albany and
any other connecting line. Arrangements for through traffic, both passengers and freight, are often clearly
for the public interest and profitable
to both connecting roads, but there
should ibe no general partnership between the New Haven and the New
York Central In the operation of the
Boston & Albany.
"In connection with the holding of
steamship and trolley lines by .Jailroads, the report said:
"As to trolley lines, this commission
reiterates the views expressed in previous reports of the railroad commission, that the public interest Is best
served by separate or independent
management for railroads and railways whether intraetate or extrastate.
"The so-called outside steamship
lines from Boston should no longer
be controlled by the New Haven railroad. Wholesome competition between rail llnest&nd water lines should
be re-established. "Under the Panama act the continued opntrol of the Sound lines is to
be passed upon by the interstate commerce commission. In view of this
law and of the fact that the control
of the Sound steamship lines by the
railroad is at least arguably distinguishable from the question of the
control of the outside steamship lines,
this commission is not required and
perhaps not warranted In new e»
pressing any views."
HIGH COST OF ICE NOT WARRANTED.
Atty.-Gen. Swift So Reports to Legislature.

Boston—The advance In the price
of ice last Summer to the Massachusetts consumer, Attorney-General Jas.
M. Swift finds in a preliminary report to the Legislature, was not justified.
This is shown, the Attorney-General says, by statements of the companies themselves, in reply to his
request that they state their own
reasons for justification for the Increase.
The
Attorney-General's
office
found ono case of an "agreement in
writing concerning the Ice business."
He reports to the Legislature that the
trial of the Commonwealth against
the North Shore ice combine is expected to he reached for trial within
a short time.
somewhat
Tills prosecution w!
In the nature of a test
existing law. It grows out
Islative order adopted last June in
the House of Representatives, when
there was an apparent scarcity of
Ice and the price was soaring skywards.

CONVICTIONS ON S,
COMPLAINTS.

P. C. A.

Agents Killed Humanely 15? Horse*
and Took 122 From Work Last
Month.

Boston — Twenty-one prosecutions,
with twenty-one oonvlctions, were)
made by the Massachusetts Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to An-,
lmals during the last month, accordd
log to the report of President Francis!
H. Rowley at the regular monthly
meeting of the directors.
During the month agents examined),
4448 animals, of which 418 were
horses belonging to fish poolers andj
hawkers, took 122 horses from workand killed humanely 157 horses. In
the stock yards and abbattoirs 821,84*
animals were examined, and thirtyseven cattle, awlne and sheep killed.
At the Free Dispensary of the socle'
ty 503 animals were treated.
The American Humane Education,
Society has established 896 new
Bands of Mercy in; Massachusetts,
Rhode Island, Connecticut, Ohio,
Maine and South Carolina. The total
number of Bands of Mercy is now
89,059.
WOULD

REFOREST
LANDS.

WASTE.

Industries Being Driven From State
For Want of Wood.

Boston—Reforestation of
waste
lands In Massachusetts, through State
aid, was strongly urged before the
Massachusetts State Board of trade
at its meeting by HarriB A. Reynolds,
secretary of the MassachuettB Forestry Commission, who pointed out that
only 17 per cent, of "the wood used
in Massachusetts Is produced in the
State, and that woodworking industries are being driven away because
they cannot afford "to import it.
State Forester McReynolds declared
woiUd provide public parks, give tubercular patients work in the open
air, furnish work for thousands of
unemployed men In the winter months
and for many prisoners the year
round.
Charles O. Bailey, secretary of the
State Forestry Commission, favored
the establishment of a State forest.
WHITE

8LAVE
AMAZE

REPORT
8TATE.,

WILL

Crusade to Halt Traffic Expected to
Follow Board's Investigation.

Boston — Disclosures concerning
white slave traffic" in the bay State as
startling and sensational as those
emanating from the famous John D.
Rockefeller Jr., slavery Investigation
In New York, are embodied in the
Massachusetts Vice Board's report.
The data covered by the sweeping
report of the Massachusetts Vice
Board will be exhaustive.
It is
stated that, though the board members have remained mute^jpon their
work, they have nevertheless been
exceedingly busy and though the
workers assisting the Board they
have raked the State from one end
to the other, delving into all manner of conditions bearing directly and
contiguous upon the slave traffic.
REPORTS GAINS IN CREMATION.

Boston.—Cremation In Massachusetts is on the increase, according to
a report of the treasurer^ of the Massachusetts Cremation Society made
to the stockholders at their annual
meeting. The report shows 692- cremations In the state during 1913, as
against 684 in 1912.
The spread of cremation in various
parts of the country, the plan of the
government to build a crematory at
Panama, the organization of the
Cremation Association of America
and other indications of the growth
of the idea were noted.
WAGES RAISED WITHOUT ASKING

Webster—Voluntary Increases of
five per cent In the wages of every
one of the 2000 operatives employed
in the Grosvener-Dale Company's cotton mills are announced by J. F.
Reardon, agent The increase will
date from Jan 1, last.
With the beginning of this year the
company
decreased
the working
schedule of Its employes from 57 to
54 -hours a week.

??£&**»«

PRESIDENT AT AGE OF 25.

Ekef ] Boston.—Joseph P. Kennedy,
aged 25.years, of Bast Boston, who
was for two years connected with the
Massachusetts bank commissioner's
office, has (been elected president of
the $100,000 Columbia Trust Company
UNBORN of East Boston. He is the youngest
PROMISED $10,000
TO
CHILD.
man to hold the presidency of a banking house in Massachusetts.
Cambrldge.-^-Can a child recover
money which was promised his father ACCEPT PLAN8 FOR EXPOSITION
for him >before his birth? That is a
BUILDING.
q uestion that the Supreme Court has
been called on to answer, In the suit
Boston—The Governor and council
of Edward Gerrish Gardner of Cam- have accepted the report of the state
bridge, a 13-year-old boy, against Ar- art commission approving the design
thur E. Denison, administrator of the and plans for the Massachusetts state
$200,000 estate of the late Edward building at the Panama-Pacific Inter
Gerrish of Camfaridge.
national Exposition, to ibe held in San
Gerrish, before his death, in 1«06, Francisco in 1915. The state building
need to ibe shaved by. the boy's fa- at the exposition will be a reproducther, Joseph A. Gardner, a Cambridge tion of the Bulflnch front State House
barber, who is bringing the suit as on a somewhat reduced scale.
next friend. - Before the birth of the
boy, in 1801, it is said that he promisTiny English Church.
ed that if the barber had a son he
The smallest church in England at
would provide for him and give him Falrfleld, Romney Marsh, was visited
a college education.
recently by the archbishop of Canter. After the birth of the boy. It was bury. The building, an ancient one, 1st
testified, Gerrish signed a paper be- Isolated in a meadow surrounded by
fore the father, agreeing to put $10,- water. The six painted box pews wera
006 in trust for the child.. He did,not filled with visitors. The primate
do so, and the administrator refused preached from a high pulpit, and his
to turn over money to the father.
head nearly touched the oak beams.

GOL. GUtlHALS
PREFERS CANAL

KIS FIRST YEAR AT FARMING
IN SASKATCHEWAN
Win Premiums' and Prizes In
Competition With the
World.

Declares He Will Stay Until
Ditch is Opened
18 MONTHS MORE ON ISTHMUS
Sees Too Many Obstacles to Reform
System in New York—Slated
for Alaska Job by
Wilson.

Much Advice Given by Theoretical
Writers Not Worthy of Consideration on Average Farm.

Panama—Col. George W. Goethals
reiterates emphatically his declaration that he can not accept the post
of commissioner of police at New
York until after the completion and
the successful operation of the Panama Canal.
Even -if all the Other conditions
which he'has imposed were complied
with, It is said this would keep him
on the isthmus for another eighteen
months.
It is generally believed here that
the agitation in New York to take
Col. Goethals from the isthmuB will
have the effect of hastening action
at Washington looking to the establishment of a permanent government
in the Canal Zone.
The colonel himself makes no secret of the fact that the delay is
causing him much embarrassment
because it prevents him from making
an effort to keep men on the isthmus
whom he would like to see in the
permanent operating organization.
Nor does Col. Goethals make a secret of his desire to leave the isthmus. He makes it plain, however,
that he wishes to see his work here
completed and the canal in operation
before he returns to other duties in
the United States.
He has told
friends that the iburden is growing
heavy and that he has felt the weight
of criticism that has come to his administration from various quarters.
Speaking of the commiBSlonershlp,
Col. Goethals frankly admitted that
the offer of the New York post hae attracted him until he found obstacles
that would make it impossible for
him to carry into effect- reforms which
he might desire to make.
His friends here have'strongly advised him against acceptance of the
offer and lb is believed that their
views have had great weight with
him.
TRY "GHOST" TO FORCE MURDER
CONFESSION.
Former

Maine

Ma* Unmoved

Third Degree.

PRACTICAL TALK ON POULTRY

by

The advice commonly given in pout
try papers would require one to exercise nearly as much. pains in the
cleaning of a chicken house as in the
cleaning of a kitchen. Such advice
may be suitable for the city poultry
fanciers, but some of it Is out of place
when given to the farmer. Poultry
raising, the same as any other farm
work, must pay for the labor put Into
It, and this will not be the case if attempt is made to follow all the suggestions of the theoretical poultry
raiser.
The ease with which the premises
may be kept reasonably free from litter and filth is a largely a matter of
convenient arrangement. The handiest plan from this viewpoint is the
colony system. In this the houses
are moved to hew locations as the
ground becomes soiled. If the chicken
house is a stationary structure, it
should be built away from other
buildings, scrap-piles, fence corners,
etc., so that the ground can be frequently freshened by plowing and
sowing in oats, rye or rape.
The
ground should be well sloped, so that
the water draining from the surface
may wash away much of the filth
that on level ground would accumulate. Cleanliness indoors can be
simplified by proper arrangement
First, the house must be dry. Poultry
drepplngs, when dry, are not a source
of danger If kept out of the feed.
This may be accomplished by providing dropping boards under the
roosts. > The droppings in the poultry
house should be removed often enough
to prevent foul oners. It Is best to
elean It every day. Dry earth, gathered In the fall and stored in bins, is
an excellent cleansing agent to use
on the dropping board of the chicken
bouse. Drinking vessels should be
rinsed out when refilled and not allov^sd to accumulate a coat of slime.
Many poultry writers give innumerable diseases and lists of remedies
concerning which the average farm
poultryman needs no knowledge
whatever. There is very little definitely known on the subject of poultry diseases. Poultry ailments are
assignable tq one of the three following causes, or a combination* of these:
First, hereditary or Inborn weakness;
second, unfavorable conditions of food,
surroundings, etc.; third, germs or
animal parasites.
A great many chickens die within
the shell or during the growing process, there being no assignable rea-

Los Angeles,
Cal.—The
"third
degree" with a "ghost" .as the central figure was applied by the police
In a futile attempt to obtain from
John H. Grondin, a young druggist,
a confession that he killed his wife,
Zela, according to a statement made
ipublic by his attorney.
Grondin's counsel declared
that
ihortly after he was arrested he was
taken by detectives into a darkened
room where a "ghost" soon appeared
and demanded: "Why did you murder
me?"
His attorneys said they considered^
such methods outrageous, but positve*
proof of their client's Innocence, as
the shadowy form and the dismal
question alike failed to cause him to
show any emotion.
Grondin,. who was charged with
having poisoned h!s wife, and with
having attempted to establish that
she killed herself by inhaling gas, was
said by the police to have tried to
kill his wife while living in Portland,
Me.
When Mrs. Grondin was found dead
Oct. 30 last Grondin made public a
note which he Bald had been written
A Prize Winner.
by his wife and left as an explanation
of her alleged suicide.
son save that of Inherited weakness.
For this class of troubles the only
remedy is to breed from the better
MILLION FOR PEACE.
stock.
The prevention of the second class
Boston—13ie will of the late Edwin
Glnn of Winchester confirms specifi- of ailmentB comes under the general
head
of "Feeding." A chicken, whethcally the splendid endowment of
peace which he promised in estab- er young or old, to thrive well, must
lishing the World Peace foundation In have exercise, clean water, grit, a va1910. It gives directly $1,000,000 to riety of grain food, green or succupeace education,, the income to be ad- lent food, and casein or meat foods.
ministered (by th© trustees already The food requirements of a laying
chosen, and their successors. It is hen are very like those required by
a growing chicken. Yarded or shut-In
given without conditions, for he had
hens should be supplied with more
seen worked out by the trustees the
lime" than the food contains, however,
plans formed by himself, and upon to provide for the egg shell. Crushed
which he based his offer.
oyster shell is much used for this
purpose.
GOETHALS 8LATED FOR ALASKA
The third class of ailments belongs
BY WILSON.
to the group of contagious diseases.
These contagious diseases may be
Washington—Col. George W. Goe- grouped into the general classes:
thals will be made civil governor of First, those highly contagious;, secthe Canal Zone, and when he gets ond, those contracted by fowls that
through with his work there an effort are in a weakened condition. Chicken
will be made to get him to superin- cholera is representative of the first
tend the construction of the proposed class. This is spread by droppings
Alaskan railway.
and dead^ birds, and through feed
This is the opinion expressed by and watena^osfimp out the disease,
several persons close to the adminis- kill and b"^P sick chickens, and
tration.
disinfect the Remises frequently and
thoroughly with a spray made of one
TRIES SUICIDE. SON CUTS ROPE, half gallon carbolic acid, one-halt gallon of phenol and 20 gallons of water.
Fall River—An exploring turn, of Corrosive sublimate one part in 2,000
mind led 9-year-old Walter Propetor parts of water should be used In the
down cellar and saved the life of his drinking water.
father,' Kasimer. Walter was rumWhere the Money Is.
aging about the cellar when he saw
We may all of us get the same price
the man dangling by a rope from a
beam. The boy cut the rope with a for eggs, but we don't all of UB get
the same price for the feed that goes
jack-knife just in time.
Kasimer had been despondent, ac- to make the eggs. And that's where
the money is—or Isn't.
cording to the police.

There are thousands of ywing mem
filling positions in stores and offices,
and
in' professional
occupations
throughout the United States, who in
their earlier life, worked on the farm.
The allurements of city life were attractive, until they faced the stern
reality. These people would have
done better had they remained on the,
farm. Many of them, convinced of
this, are now getting "back to tha
land," and in the experience, no better place offers nor better opportunity
afforded, than that existing In Western
Canada. Mlny of themj have taken
advantage of it, and there are to be
fonnd today, hundreds of such, farming in the Provinces of Manitoba,
Saskatchewan and Alberta. The conditions that surround farming operations today are so much staperior to
those in existence during their early
farming days, that there Is an attraction about It. Improved machinery,
level and open plains, no rocks to
shun, no trees to cut down, but wide
stretches with mile-long furrows, elevators to handle the grain, railways to
carry It to market, and bring almost
to their doors the things neceBsary to
operate. Splendid grazing areas, excellent opportunities for raising cattle.
These things are all so different front
what they once were that there is reason to speak of the attractions. R. H.
Crossman of Kjndersley, Saskatchewan, the man who won such splendid
prizes at the International Dry Fanning Congress held at Tulsa, Oklahoma,
last fall, grew the prize grains during
his first year farming. Up to 1913 ho
was an engineer and the only knowledge he had of farming was that obtained when he was a boy. That waa
very useful; in fact it was valuable
to him. He had not forgotten It
Thousands with as little experience as
he had can do well by taking up ono
of the 160-acre grants offered by the)
Canadian
government. — Advertisement .
'
Probably a spinster remains a Mlsa
because she was unable to make a bit.
INVALIDS imCHIlDBBT
.
aboalA be given MAGEK'S BMU.SIOW to
■ ironfithen tiio body. Never falls. All aroggnm.

Ever notice that the girl with a,
broken heart always manages to save
a few of the pieces?
Described.
"Pa, what 1B overhead expense?"
"What I have to pay for your motap
er"s hats."
Misunderstood.
German—Vat I can do, I will do.
Wag—Here, we've had enough ot
that Vatican controversy.
Not Worth the Wear and Tear.
The Beggar—Oh, lady—a halfpenny
—but what a pity to open a beautiful
bag for such a trifle!
Living Up to Theory.
"He never spanks his son, does he?"
"No, he's an efficiency crank."
"What's that got to dp with it?"
"He says the upward stroke is loat
motion."—Houston Post
It Would Be Apparent
Mrs- Bleecher (upstairs)—Bridget,
nave you turned the gas on in the
parlor, as I told you?
The new
domestic
jewel—Yin,
mum; can't ye smell it?
Queer Human Nature,
"People are funny."
I
"How now?"
"In this Van Million divorce suit
they divided $25,000,000 amicably and
they scrapped about the custody of a
pug dog."
FRIENDLY TIP.
Restored Hope and Confidence,

After several years of Indigestion
and Its attendant evil influence on the
mind, It Is not very surprising that
one finally loses faith in things generally.
A N. Y. woman writes an Interesting
letter. She says:
1 "Three years ago I suffered from an
attack of peritonitis which left me In
a most miserable condition. For over
two years I suffered from nervousness,
weak heart, shortness of breath, could
not sleep, etc.
"My appetite was ravenous bat I
felt starved all the time. I had plenty
of food but It did not nourish me because of intestinal indigestion. Medl-;
cal treatment did not seem to help. II
got discouraged, stopped medicine and
did not care much whether I lived or
died.
"One day a friend asked me why I
didnt try Grape-Nuts food, stop drinking coffee and use Postum. I had lost'
faith in everything, but to please my
friend I began to use both and soon
became very fond of them.
"It wasn't long before I got sontai
strength, felt a decided change In my
system, hope sprang np in my heart!
and slowly but surely I got better. I'
could sleep very well, the constant
craving for food ceased and I havej
better health now than before the attack of peritonitis.
.
"My husband and'I are atlll using
Grape-Nats and Postum."
Name given by Postum Co, BatO*
Creek, Mich. Read "The Road to WeUvllle," in pkgs. "There's a Reason."
Bv«r wad «*• »»•»• let**** A new
•» ■**««• <M« tlnwt to time, 1%*r<
are BCndaa, ta* aa4 tan M »■■■•,-

IUNKNOWN TO SCIENCE

h

RANGE ANIMALS BELIEVED TO

Remarkable Feat of Marksmanship "Well for Worker to Remember That
Obedience to Orders Should Be
That I* Credited to a Texan
First Consideration.
of Kentucky Descent.

English Physician Advances Opinion
Which Many Will Be 8low to
OPINIONS

ON

TrlE

WIDELY DIVERC

SUBJECT

Indorse.

Seemingly Peculiar Combination of
Foods Which a Traveler Declares
to Be Delicious.

:NT.

Slngkep is explained by a woman
An English physician, Doctor MoDougal, has. advanced an entirely new traveler to be, not a nation or a disease
or a book, but a place, a little
^heory as, to the cause and reason for
Bacon and Eggs Seem to Be a Univer- laughter.' He starts with the admitted known ipland in the Lower China sea.
Particulars Have Not Been Made Pubfact that wp. laugh eaBily when a man There she found household customs %
sal Favorite—Some Regard Fish
lic, But Professors of Natural Hissits down' on his own hat, or does among the dominant class, the Dutch,
as Indispensable, and Some
some other equally painful thing. It is a good deal influenced by native custory Are Inclined to Credit
E«t Nothing.
difficult for us to restrain our risibili- tom.
the Report.
Dutch ladies, she says, appear at
> Readers may remember that some ties when a person tumbles down,
Ex Africa semper aliquld novl
time ago a correspondent asked when even though in the next moment we breakfast in Malay sarong and kabiya,
than
which no oriental dress upon an bacon and eggs first became generally may be very sorry for the hurt that he
(proverb of the ancient world still
alien was ever more uncomfortable
(good in the bustling days and amid
a breakfast dish in the United States. or she has Buffered.
From these instances the doctor or less aesthetic. The sarongs in
iunflagging activities of the twentieth
There were many answers to this
question, and learning and ingenuity concludes that laughter is really an themselves, six feet long by about
(century. The latest report from what
iuaed to be^known as the Dark Contiwere displayed, but the information invention of nature to serve as an an- three In width, may b.1 very artistic.
jnent appears in a contemporary, the
was not definite; it was of the diges- tidote to sympathy, which is painful. Made chiefly In Java they are fre'London correspondent of which retive order. We were reminded of this If we could not laugh, we would cry quently painted by hand in characcords a report of the discovery of "yet
by reading that a boycott of bacon for much more frequently, and the nerv- teristic designs. Even cheao ones are
ni>Milw,r strange
i- * v.-. ».. ,, and
., ». A unknown
iinb-nAit n Vi^^af"
another
beast
a fortnight had been suggested in ous excitement would be most baneful. interesting, and when woven of native
in East Central Africa.
England to lower the price and that But when we laugh the circulation is silk are soft and lovely. But tightly
Particulars are said to have reached
the keeper of a boarding house at increased, the respiration is deepened swathed in a sarong, even one's mind
ithe -Natural History museum af LonMargate protested, saying that hia and the system is generally toned up. is compressed. Standing and walking
boarders would "hunger5strike" Kt If we did not laugh we would became are uncomfortable, and sitting down
don of the existence of an animal
"about the size of a bear, tawny color,
there was no bacon at breakfast. The so depressed in the course of a short' an unthought luxury.
Breakfast is not unlike that meal In
•with very shaggy long hair." This inDaily Chronicle remarked - apropos: time that death or insanity would suother hot countries, but tiffin at
teresting creature Is also described as
"It is not so long since bacon has been pervene.
The smile and the laugh, he holds, one o'clock, the "rice table" of the
"short and thick-set in the body, with
In vogue for breakfast. We learn
high withers and a short neck and
from Macauley that the fare served in are different, even in kind, for he tropical Hollander, is a meal to be
■tumpy nose," and "its existence is
1831 at Rogers' breakfast parties—the points to the fact that babies smile remembered. Chinese house boys, one
Touched for by more than one offimost famous on record—consisted ol when three weeks old, but do not "for each member of the family, apcial."
"very good coffee, very good tea and laugh until they are at least three pear first with a deep soup plate, in
Inquiry at the museum by a reprevery good eggs, butter left In the months old or more. If this be true, which one Is expected to place a libsentative of the Pall Mall Gazette
midst of ice, and hot rolls." When did it will change the views of many psy- eral supply of delicately boiled rice.
falls, however, to confirm these attracorange marmalade first come Into chologists, who have long believed A small piece of fish, sometimes sevthat Bmiling was only the earliest eral varieties, meat of two or three
tive details. In the eyes of the authorfashion for breakfast?
manifestation of risibility, and that sorts, jsoung onions, cucumbers cut
ities at South Kensington "particuFear not, suspicious souls; we have
lengthwise, ducks' eggs already soaked
lars" of such discoveries have to be oi
no intention of talking about break- it flowed from a sense of well-being.
If laughter he the antidote to sym- for a month In salt water are added,
a definite and material kind in the
fast foods and whether man should eat
pathy, we must always laugh at and and an indefinite number of sauces,
shape of some portion of the animal,
breakfast or go till noon on a glass of
never with any one, which is hardly, hot and fiery, or sour like pickles, a
bones, for example, or a piece ol
water and two or three English wallikely to prove true. The doctor may few somewhat sweeter, one or two
akin.
nuts. Yet we cannot refrain from
be ajteen observer, but he will hardly slightly oily.
Nothing of that sort is at present
mentioning the fact that Borne regard
When all these apparently conflictbe Credited with any great psychologforthcoming. "Rumors have, however,
fish as indispensable. We have alical power, for every one else would ing elements are put upon the longreached the museum," said an official
ready quoted Leigh Hunt's views consuffering*
substratum of rice, a fork
be wrong and he alone right.
of the mammal department, "of the
cerning the furnishing of a breakfast
.If he be correctly reported, he has and dessert spoon, judiciously used,
existence of a hitherto unknown anitable. Hunt insisted on something potomitted much that goes to make up stir the whole mass into an indescribmal, possibly such as is described, but
ted. Doctor Follett in Crochet Castle
laughter, which is not always the re- able conglomeration which from it»
News of an Ancient King.
we have no 'particulars,' and can,
approved chocolate, coffee, tea, cream,
sult of trying to avoid pain. In fact, description might not be thought esFollowing his recent return from
therefore, substantiate no account ol
eggs, ham, tongue, cold fowl, but he
if is much more frequently a sympa- pecially delicious. In reality It its exdetails. When the okapl was discov- Egypt to England, Prof. Flinders Pedescribed fish as the touchstone. Anthetic act, and is well known to be an cellent, especially as one soon learns
ered 'particulars' were forthcoming in trie, the eminent Egyptologist, lecchovy 1B the first step, prawns and
imitative action, for we often laugh to discriminate In sauces. And. this is
the form of belts made from its skin tured before the British School of
Bbrlmps the second, potted char and
merely a first course. Afterward the
when others laugh.
,
Archeology for Egypt. He told of havand worn by the natives."
lampreys are the third, and a fine
luncheon progresses by normal stages
ing exhumed me mummy ol a wqman
"You do not, then, credit the t
stretch of progression. But lobster is
Silk Came From Persia.
to its finish with black Java coffee.
Sneezing.
that ottered evidence that labor unions
count?"
indeed
matter
for
a
May
morning,
and
Wrought silk was brought from PerSuch a meal, combined with the ell*
"It is worth remembering," says
"We don't say such an animal does existed 6000 B. C. She was a memdemands
a
rare
cbmblnation
of
knowlsia to Greece in 325 B. C. It was
the Woodbury Reporter, "that a sneeze mate, offers inducements to prolongnot exist All that can be said is that ber of a "union of cake sellers," and
edge
and
virtue
in
him
who
sets
it
off.
known in Rome at the time qf Tibermay alwayB be suppressed by a firm ed and none-deferable repose. Emergno 'particulars' are to hand up to now. the inscription that told of her occuWe met a young man at a country pressure on the nose shotting off the ing for tea at five o'clock, the -sarong
ius, when the senate prtmibited the
There was a rumor some time ago ol pation also declared that she was the
use of plate of massive gbld, and for- house last week who had much to say wind." It is better worth knowing Is found to be, happily, a thing of the
the discovery of a water elephant daughter of one Apollonius.
about temperate living and hardening and remembering that though a sneeze past More civilized summer garThe latest Egyptian excavations un- bade men to debase themselves by
which, apparently, was of the nature
wearing silk, fit only for women. Hel- of the arteries. No sooner had he ta- may take the form of an unseemly dis- ments are In evidence. But with the
of a very substanital tapir, but noth- der Doctor Petrle have been rich In
iogabalus first wore a garment'of silk ken his seat.at the breakfast table
ing seems to have come of It. If we discoveries, according to the London in 220 A. D. Silk was at first of the than he began to talk in a thin voice turbance of a dignified occasion; it is quick nightfall comes an evening ot
could have a proper systematic survey correspondent of the New York Sun. A same value (With gold, weight tor about his morning habits. "At home too beneficent a provision of nature unprecedented length before the ten
o'clock dinner is announced.
of Central Africa It would probably re king who had hitherto been unknown weight, and was believed to gjrow on I drink two glasses after I arise, and to be suppressed.
The Greeks, we know, accepted a
suit In the discovery of any number to history Is now brought to the knowl- trees. Silkworms were bsoughi from for breakfast I fake a soft-boiled egg,
Novel Church.
sneeze as a favorable omen. For a
edge of the world. His name was Ha.
of new creatureB.
India to Europe In the sixth century. fruit in season, and a small piece of
Without sectarian ideas or denomi"The Kongo region, whence this ru- No portrait of him was found, but a Charlemagne sent Offa, king pf Mer- dry toast. No coffee. One cup of it is long time we called them superstitious
nor In all probability arises, Is almost clue to his existence was given by cia, a gift of two silk vests. .The man- more intoxicating to me than three and laughed at them for thinking so. national teaching, a gospel meeting is
unknown from a zoological point ol the carving of a jar that was found In ufacture was encouraged by ' Roger, glasses of whisky would be. If I should If we use our modern knowledge as to held all the summer months In the
nature and purpose of a sneeze, we unique Boardwalk church at Atlantic
view. There are, for Instance, any one of the graves.
"It, Is a scratchy drawing," says Pro- king of Sicily, at Palermo, when the eat the ordinary breakfast my brain shall stop calling them superstitious City. This year—the fifth of the>
number of new monkeys there, conSicilians not only bred the silkworms, would feel clogged and I should not
cerning which we find nothing In the fessor Petrle, "and was evidently done but spun and wove the silk. The man- be able to write either in prose or and deem them prophets. Physi- church's existence—services are being
books of ten years ago. A few men are by a prehistoric man. There is no ufacture spread into Italy and Spain, verse." We observed young Mr. ologically considered, a sneeze is a conducted each Lord's day morning In
engaged in natural history research on mention of this king since Mena, who and also into the south of France a Smithers and this was his breakfast: spontaneous action by which nature the Bijou theater—a room used usualthe borders of the Kongo region, and was the first king of Egypt; so he little before the reign of France I., A good-sized melon, two pears and a ejects a foreign substance, such as ly for moving pictures. Rev, Robert
the East Africa districts have been must have belonged to a date previous about, 1510; and Henry propagated peach; hominy with blueberries, thick- dust, from the sensitive nasal pas- Blwood Is the founder and pastor. It
swept by the big game expeditions ol to that, and was probably short-lived." mulberry trees' and silkworms through- ly sugared and with much cream; two sages. In these days we are coming is a church without a choir, officer
to understand that what we used to or single member and without a oollecRoosevelt and others. But without —Youth's Companion.
out the kingdom about 1600. In Eng- eggs on toast, with bacon; corn muf- think merely Irritating dust is often a tion plate. The business men of Atdoubt there are many unknown aniland silk mantles vtere worn by some fins galore; two large cups of coffee. compound pf many harmful germs. Let lantic City, as well as the visitor*
mals yet to be discovered In the KonShip Struck In a Hayfleld.
women of the nobility at a ball at "When I visit," said Mr. Smithers, "I alone, they enter the human syBtem think It worth while, and maintain this
The remains of an excursion steam- Kenilworth Castle, In 1286.
go region."
change my manner of life lest I might and do Injurious or deadly work. gosperiighthouse by the sea. Ninety
er may be Been In a hayfleld three
seem to reflect on my hostess' table, Ejected by a sneeie—they are often per cent of the audience is new each
hundred feet above the lake of Loen,
Gathering Oak Leaves;
but I assure you the simpler the fare passed on to somebody else.
Choose Your Reading Carefully.
Sunday. Persons gladly turn In from
to
Norway.
This
oddly
placed
wreck
In certain sections of New Jersey
Don't trust your reading to some- the happier and healthier I am. Mithe Boardwalk at the call for worship.
Is
the
sole
relic
of
a
terrible
landthe gathering of oak leaves is a late
chael,
I
think
111
have
another
egg"."—
The audience it reverent though
Mothers' Pensions.
summer and autumn industry. Pass- slide which took place in 1906, when thing that you can pick up. Have a Exchange.'
book
of
good
writing
that
deals
with
Criticism of the mothers' pension cosmopolitan. One Sunday morning;
ing through the section where the In- the whole side of a mountain suddenreal
topics
of
knowledge
and
wisdom.
law during the first few months of its when a test was made every civilized
dustry Is carried on one sees the sides ly slipped Into the lake, raising a
It should be a family law that only
operation may very easily be prema- country was represented in the large.
Eggs Croak at Hatching Time.
of houses and barns or any other place great wave more than 300 feet high,
You may have heard an egg "peek" ture and unfair. The fact that counties congregation, as well as most ot the
ont of doors where the branches can which drowned everybody living along the instructive and uplifting things
sheuld be read In the home. Reading jnst before the chick emerged, but un- are finding the payment of these pen- states of the Union.—Christian Herald.
hang to dry filled with row after row the shores, more than 60 people perishing. The steamer, which was goes directly into a person's life, mak- less you have had much familiarity sions a burden may accdhnt for a
of bunches of oak.
Finds Daughter In Dream.
After drying for two weeks they are moored on the lake at the time, was ing him what it is—empty, frivolous, with crocodiles It is unlikely that you great deal of it This, however, does
A dream, so vivid that it led a mothput in bales for shipment. Last year carried on the crest of the wave over witless or vain. Of course, one must have ever heard one croak. Dr. W. A. not disturb the fact that the law was
one man gathered over 300 bunches a perpendicular cliff and deposited, have some lightness and humor, but Lamborn, an English scientist and ex- passed in response to an alleged pub- er to travel nearly a thousand miles,
a day and had over twelve tons for ae already stated, more than 300 feet theBe should be the exception. There plorer, relates that at Lagos, on the lic demand, after full discussion. The came true with the reunion of Mrs.
above the normal level of the water, is nothing that so weakenB the mind western coast of Africa, he heard a frequent statement is made by coun- Marian A. Dexter of Chicago and her
shipment.
The price is about $50 a ton and more than a quarter of a mile away as this continual joking the everlast- low, croakfhg noise below a dry path ty officials that the law opens the daughter, Alice G. Dexter, for whom
there Is a brisk demand in European from its anchorage. It is a torn and ing laugh over trivial things. The and, on digging to investigate the door to fraud and Improvidence. The she has been searching for fifteen
(cities for the oak branches thus pre- battered wreck, every bit of wood- true rule is to meditate upon what' cause, found thirteen crocodile's eggs same statement was made regarding years.
On last Sunday night Mrs. Dexter,
pared. There are 100 limbs in a bun- work has been wrenched off, and the one has read, but what sort of medita- at a depth of about eighteen inches. the industrial insurance law. The
dle and 100 bundles in a bale. The twisted steel work testifies to the tion will one get out of a lot of jokes? These were croaking vigorously, and same criticism 1B, characteristic of al- to Chicago, dreamed that she found
leaves are free for the taking, mostly. force of the wave which cast it Reading that doesn't inspire thought within half an hour all of them had most all effective legislation of a her daughter living with the .family
of a serious nature would better be hatched.
paternal character. It is not the of James S. Slocum, in Moravia, N. Y.
Still some owners of woodland are ashore.—Wide World Magazine.
omitted. It would be infinitely better
fault, however, of the law that at- So deeply was Mrs. Dexter Impressed
In the money making game themDoctor
Voeltzkow
in
1899
was
the
If one would lounge about on the
Not Much Doubt
tempts are made to impose on the by the dream that she journeyed to
selves and charge so much per acre
first
naturalist
to
mention
the
croakSeveral Americans in London re- grass and the porch and watch the ing of crocodiles' eggs. He said that generosity or bounty of the publio Moravia, arriving there and finding
for the privilege.
The gatherer does not have to sow cently applied to an agency for an English sparrows than read only what in Madagascar the unhatched croco- purse.^Spokane Spokesman-Review. the dream true in every particular.
Fifteen years ago Miss\Dexter's paror cultivate—it seems as if the crop automobile in which to go sightsee- tickles the empty mind.
diles can be heard croaking from a
ents decided to separate at Boston.
ing. There was difficulty In getting
Leaves Money to Cats.
were a gift of nature.
depth of about six feet, and that any
one on such short notice, but when
Bibulous Judge,
A bequest of $1,000 for the benefit Mrs. Dexter at once went west; movshock, such as a heavy tread on the
the hour arrived a luxurious limouJustice Darling suggests that the ground above them, caused the babies of every cat on the Island of Madeira ing recently to Chicago. She had lost
Practical Nursery Rug.
all track of her daughter. Mr. Dexsine car was placed,at their disposal.
For a good all-round rug in a room The chauffeur proved very informed. saying, "As sober ae a judge," 'origi- to utter this strange sound, "with the is provided in the will of Miss Caro- ter died In New York a year ago. Theline Q. Ewen, acordlng to a statement
nated
from
the
fact
that
100
years
or
mouth
closed,
as
we
produce
hiccoughwhere children run about, an army When they returned they remarked
before Surrogate Cohalan, in behalf of daughter, who Is a minature painter,
blanket is just the thing. It clings to that they bad never had such a car so back judges were the only sober ing sounds." They do this to inform
people in the country. North of the their mothers that they are ready to John Ewen, a nephew, who is contest- had been visiting the Slocum family
the floor and dust does ■not go through.
or such a driver.
Tweed, where the saying Is also cur- hatch. The female crocodiles, on hear- ing the will. Miss Ewen gave the bulk "for a week past.
It sweeps easily and washes without
"Well, It is not often that one Mke rent, judges were certainly not con- ing the sound, visit the nest an* of her estate of $200,000 to Institutions
any shrinking or wrinkling.
this is for hire," was the reply. %Md
Reverse English.
When asbestos table mats are soiled you notice the coat of arms on the spicuous for sobriety. Andrew Lang scratch away the earth with which it which care for cats and dogs, and one
The school concert had begun. Four
relates that "a great Scottish Judge
and unfit for table use, try laying door? That automobile belongs to
is covered.
.
I bequest of $50,000 went to the Animal
was once compelled to abstain from
Rescue league of the island of Ma- little girls were dressed to represent
them for a few minutes on a glowing Lady
," naming one of the wealth- alcohol for six weeks. He then discovthe word "Star," and each had onedeira.
fire in the furnace, handling them iest American heiresses married to an
Hot Baths Are Bracing.
ered that for 80 years of a learned and
Counsel for the contestant asked letter of that word pinned onto her
carefully, with a garden fork; they English peer, "but she is out of
snowy-white dress. Each letter began
respected and valuable career he had
The
usual
objection
to
hot
baths
is
permission
to
take
testimony
In
Lonwill come out with the dirt burned off town."
never been for one hour really sober. that the bather takes cold, unless he don to show that many beneficiaries the verse of a touching little song.
and white.
The Americans who had the use Of He had his 'morning' when he rose, goes straight to bed as soon as he has named in the will do not exist He
"Now," said the teacher, "form yourLemon juice will clean aluminum. Lady
's car are wondering wheth- his '12 hours' at noon. On the bench
selves in position, and wait until the
If your aluminum pans and kettles be- er she or the chauffeur enjoyed the he and the other judges solemnly and dried himself. Otherwise, so they commented on the liberal bequest to
say, he goes on perspiring and takes a the Madeira cats, which he Bays are curtain goes up."
come blackened, just put a little of
profits.
dutifully absorbed their bottle (say a chill. Now this is due not to having scarce.
The little girls did as they were told,
the Juice on a cloth and rub the utenbottle and a Scots pint) of port. Then had a hot bath, but because the waThe surrogate reserved decision.— and while the piano played the accomsil well.
he
dined
and
sat
over
the
claret
till
paniment
the curtain went up.
Waiting for Him to Die.
ter was not hot enough when the New York Sun.
Instead of applause to greet the
Two tramps were crossing" a bridge he titubated to bed. Then he rose, bather got out of It. Hot water has
"Jim the Penman."
little girls, howls from the audience
over a river one day, when they saw had no tub, and had his morning glass the same effect as cold In bracing up
CollectedFor exquisite handwriting few per- a notice which read: "Five dollars of whisky or brandy, and so on."
the sweat continuing to pour out unLittle Lucy had been dutifully en- met them.
sons have ever excelled thai prince of will be given to anyone saving life
The word they spelled was "Rats."
necessary perspiration.
tertaining- the visitor until mamma
forgers, James Townsend Saward, from this bridge!" Teaching the People.
Lake warm water, on the other came down. The visitor's conversaalias "Jim the Penman," whose deeds
Merely a Suggestion.
"You jump in. Bill, and 111 come and
Caroline Hedger, M. D, of the Ken hand, leaves the skin lax and moist, tion had been mainly confined to an
were the Sensation of 1857. His forged rescue you," Bald one.
"What," cried Bingleton. \"No gasotttcky state board of health, says that and it Is then that people are liable extended series of Questions, and
checks and bills of exchange were so
line?
What
kind of a garage keeper
"Rlght-ho!" said the other. "And with the co-operation of the women's to chills. The best temperature at Lucy's to an equal number of short
cleverly executed and so numerous then we'll share the quid." Accord- clubs of the state, the board will en- which to take a hot bath is 100 de- answers.
do you call yourself, anyhow?. You
that they were beginning to affect the mg|y one oI ^e tramps plunged into deavor to educate the people In a num- grees Fahrenheit, or just below that.
"Where were you born, Lucy?" the ought to be compelled to carry gasoline at all times, under penalty of
security of the entire mercantile com- y,, rlver ^ began to yell for help. ber of matters, among them child hy- If more water is added afterward It good lady asked.
losing your license. It's an outrage
munlty. Lawyers were favorite vic- Mike, sate on the bridge, turned to sis giene and the medical Inspection of should be hot, not cold, so as to main"In New York."
tims, a copy of their signatures being friend struggling In the water, and, schools. She says the Sahara Is brim- tain the temperature at the same
—I'm blest If I/see how I'm going to>
"What part? Tell me."
T
obtained by one of his confederates with an excited countenance called ming over with water compared to level; With the aid of these precauLucy thought a minute over the ri' get away from thlB hole, unless—"
employing them to recover flctitiou* out:
"Ye might run your car on son-.- o
some homes, where the radiator and tions it will be found that drying is die of existence before she answor?
debts. Jim'the Penman was at la-:-.
this here hot air ye're wastiu' on ir-V*
"Sorry, Bill, but I've just seen a no- furnace use up all the moisture until a simple process and the skin is let' this. Then she ansywered:
suggested the Rural Garageur. •.<•,-.lacaptured through treachery, tried »w tice that says ten dollars will be paid the doctor is sought to remedy the to a delightful state without any un
"I think that all of me »'s
a
transported for life to Australia.—L ■
for > dead body I"—Pearson's Weekly. drought of the body. .
New York."—New York Ev<
'o*. tog his whiskers reflectively.—Li re.
due perspiration IB follow.
don Cronlcle.
EXIST IN AFRICA.

r
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AT LUNCHEON IN SINGKEP
MADE EFFECTIVE CAROM SHOT MUST ALWAYS BE A HEAD WHAT FOR BREAKFAST? FEW REASONS FOR LAUGHTER

r

Shooting to kill is notoriously a fine
art both in Kentucky and in Texas. No
wonder, then, that the best shot of
that sort on record should have been
made by a Texan of Kentucky descent.
We may call him Hank. His enemies,
however, had other names for him. It
was, in fact, because a particular one
thiiTehemies, commonly known as
Torm, had b^en indiscreet in this matnclature that Hank had
hie six-shooters and gone
a walk in the cool of the
evening.
Torm was warned, and with his sixshooters also extra-oiled, intrenched
himself behind one of the solid
rg of the courthouse porch
_
.
■«
*_
It was past dusk and the swinging kerosene lamp in the porch
failed to illuminate the gloom of the
village street where Hank was with
his -battery, while it made an easy
target of a human head poked from
behind the pillar, ae it must be if the
owner were to do any effective shooting on his own account. Torm wisely
stuck behind the pillar. Hank maneuvered in vain. Wherever he stood, the
pillar was between him and every
bit of Torm. At last he gave vent to
his disgust In these wordB, distinbtly
overheard by listeners well under
cover across the road:
"I see I've got to try a carom shot
or I'll never get^the coyote."
He carefully selected his position,
took aim at a certain spot on the brick
wall behind the pillar, and pulled the
trigger. The bullet went true to the
mark, ricocheted, caught Torm in the
side of the head, and killed him where
he stood.
The story is vouched for by a member of the Republican party in Texas.
—New York Evening Post.

If you are working for a concern, remember there must be some head,
some one to give directions, and some
one is responsible. Your duty Is to
obey them. Your value lies in doing
what you are told, says a writer in the
Philadelphia Telegram. Get the "abit
of listening attentively to whatever
your employer tells you. If you think
he is making a mistake, go to him and
tell him, and if he tells you he knows
he is right, then carry out his instructions. You will find in most cases
the man who thinks for you is right,
for he at least is making an honest
effort to carry you and your fellow
workers along the road toward success.
Mirabeau once said, "If there was no
honesty, it would be invented as a
means of getting wealth."
In the beginning of a country's civilization sturdy, fearless men go out
into the wilderness to battle with nature. With axe and gun they fight her
into subjection, tame her, and lay the
foundations for communities, for future cities. In that early period, when
man's battle is with nature, the best
law is that of "the survival of the fittest," or "each for himself." Later,
however, as a lone settler in a section
is joined by newcomers, they build
their cabins in groups; they huddle
their homes together for mutual protection against the outside common
foe.
So a road is needed to guide the
worker through the wilderness ol
work—but the worker must, as Emerson states, "Finish every day and be
done with it. You have done what you
could. Some blunders and absurdities,
no doubt, crept in. Forget them as
soon as you can. Tomorrow will be a
new day. Begin it well and serenely,
and with too ljigh a spirit to be cumbered with your old nonsense. This
day is all that is good and fair. It is
too dear, with its hopes and Invitations, to waste a moment on the yesterdays."
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Herbert Bleuraer has taken a position
The Old Folks Concert, under the anDeath of Mrs George Trumbuil.
Miss Charlotte Thurston, Yuma, Ariz.,
Mrs Levi W. Livermore spent a few
EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
as machinist at the factory of the Ideal spices of the ladies of the Congregation
AT
has announced her approaching marriage
days in Worcester the past week.
Coated
Paper
Co.
|
]
church,
was
held
in
the
town
hall
last
a
Word has been received in town of the
Journal Block, North Brookfield, Mam
to William H. Porter, Yuma.
Miss
Miss Teresa A. Mulvey, teacher of Friday night, and was well attended, death, Feb. 1, in Marlboro, at the home' Tne Epworth League of the Methodist
was formerly principal of the
HORACE J. LAWRENCE, grades 2 and 8 in the Blanchard building The entertainment was a success in every Of her parents, Mr and Mrs William H. church held a business meeting and so- Thurston
School street building, teaching grades 8
sprained her ankle Saturday in getting I way, each part being well taken.
Mrs Albee, of Bessie Albee, wife of Geoige cial in the Chapel, Tuesday night.
EDITOB im FBOFHIETOR.
and 9, and has many friends here. Mr
off an electric car in Spencer. On her Clara Thompson as Dame Plunkett and
of Allston. Her age was 30,
Miss Esther Mulvey entertained at Porter is employed in Yuma in the recla.00 a Year in Advance. arrival home she was attended by Dr. E. Richard Irwin as Squire Bellingham, Trumbull
I the cause of her death valvular dis- \ whiat at her home Thursday night. Two mation service, building concrete struct\
Single Copies, 3 Cents.
Mary H. Sherman. She was unable to should be especially mentioned. The ease of the heart. The funeral was at- tables were played
ures and bridges.
The wedding will
AddresB all communications to BROOKFIBLD attend school Monday and Tuesday, and antics of Mrs Irving Breed as Betsey tended on Tuesday, with burial in All
Burton Mason, Westfield, was the guest probably be early this month.
TIMES, North Brookfield, Maes.
herpupils were taken care of by Miss M. Martin, and Herman Wright as Moses ston. She was formerly a member of the
Orders lor subscription, advertising, or lob
of his parents, Mr and Mrs D. W. Mason,
The^Worcester Hay & Grain C*., WorSimpkins kept the audience laughing. Brookfield high school, and Rev. Mr
work and payment for the same, mar be sent Isabelle McNamara, teacher of grade 1.
Main street, the past week.
cester, occupying the old B. & A. division
direct to the main office. North Brookfield or
The
part
of
Julius
Caesar
was
well
carWalsh
officiated
at
her
marriage
about
12
o George W. McNamara, Brookfield,
Arrangements have been mabe by the
Feb. 8, the National Everybody-at- station building, on Ware street, sold the
ladies of the Congregational church, to ried out by Lawrence Biuley, as was also years ago.
Church day will _ be observed by the building and stock in trade on Saturday,
m- ■ *
the
Scotchman,
Sandy
McPherson
by
present the play, "The girl who pays
to the Cutler Grain Co., North WilbraBROOKFIELD.
Harold Moreau, who has been working churches of West Brookfield.
the bills," in town hall, Friday evening, Harold Binley. The chorus of about 40
members were dressed in appropriate cos- in the finishing room at the Foster-MoulAndrew Campion, Ware, spent Sunday ham. The building with one-half acre of
Feb.
20.
The
entertainment
will
also
inMiss Leona V. Hitchcock spent Suuday
tog shoe factory for the past 8 months, with his mother, Mrs Honora Campion, land is assessed for (J1250. The Cutler
clude vocal solos by Miss Lucy Blakelan tumes for the occasion. Several numbers
Grain Co. took possession at once. They
at her home in Charlton.
got through Monday.
.Church street.
of Worcester, and readings by Misses were given by the entire chorus; besides
already had a branch store here.
Mrs John Oharron and Miss Elsie CharCharles Weare moved his family to
The selectmen met in their rooms TuesReta McCrea and Laura Martin, both of these, there were solos by Miss Clara
ron visited relatives in Ware, Sunday.
Millbury.
Mrs Richard Finney has M. Clarendon, Miss Edith O'Neal, Mrs West Brookfield Monday, having taken a day night, attending to business closing
NEW BRAINTREE.
Frederick Works, Mrs Frank Peckham, position as engineer at the Olmstead Qua- the financial year.
William Durkin visited hie mother, charge.
Mr Wm. B, Hastings, Mr George Jaffrey boag Corset factory.
Mrs John Durkin, in Palmer, Wednesday.
Joseph F. Locke, Providence, is the
Mr and Mrs William France and Mrs
A Union Service will be held at the
and Mr Harold Binley. There were two
The town farm committee at a meetinsr guest of Lindsey T. Smith and family, on E. L. Havens attended the C. E. Union
At-the .Methodist church the pastor will Methodist church, Sunday evening Feb. duets, by Misses O'Neal and Gertrude
meeting at North Brookfield on Tuesday.
give reasons why everybody ought to at- 8. The chorus at the Old Folk's Concert Hoyt, and by Miss Ham and Charles A. infhe selectmen's room Wednesday af- the North Brookfield road.
at the town hall last week, will have Sweet. * A violin solo was given by Law- ternoon, voted to recommend, at the anThe Dorcas society met at the home of
The Agricultural Extension school at
tend church.
The rence Binley that was much appreciated. nual town meeting to be held March 2nd, Mrs Georgia H. Howard, Pleasant street, Hardwick was attended last week by
Mr and Mrs V. E. Buck and family of charge of the musical program.
that
Brookfield
join
the
Charlton
poor
Wednesday afternoon.
Frank W. Potter, Rev. William France,
Somerville, were guests, this week, of three pastors, Messrs Charlton, Goodwin The songs given by the chorus were:—
and Walsh, will speak.
This will be a Windsor, Invitation, Greenwich, Strike farm association, and send the town
George H. Anderson, Central street, Mr and Mrs W. J. Gray andD. C. WethMr and Mrs David Hunter.
charges
to
Charlton.
In
the
event
of
the
fitting close for the Everybody at Church the cymbal, Sherburn, Yankee sleighride
and John L. Howe, West street, have ac- erell.
Homer O. Webster of Welleeley, was
Sunday, and everybody, regardless of and Auld lang syne. The solos were, town voting to join the association, the cepted positions with the Dennison ManAt the Grange meeting Wednesday
the guest of his father, Frank Webster,
committee
will
reccommend
that
no
creed or church affiliation is cordially On Springfield mountain, by Wm. B
evening the following program was given:
ufacturing Co., in South Framingham.
Sunday.
portion of the town farm be sold but that
invited.
Music, Ethel S. Morse; current events,
Hastings; Coming through the Rye, by
Thomas Pintiey went to work Monday
Alanson Hamilton Post, G. A. R., met E. L. Havens; roll call, responded to by
The board of registrars at a meeting Misa Clarendon; Cousin Jedediah, by the property be disposed of in its entirety.
in the finishing room at the Foste. -Moul
inG-A. R. hall Monday afternoon and each giving an experience in sending or
Wednesday night made arrangements to George Jaffrey; Maid of Dundee, by Miss If it is voted at the town meeting not to
ton shoe'factory.
/ •
appointed George. H. Allen" to secure the receiving packages by Parcel Post; essay,
be in session on the following dates for O'Neal; My Grandma's advice, by Mrs join the association, the committee will
recommend that the town vote to accept speaker for Memorial day.
Rev. Mr Charlton attended an "Effici- the purpose of registering voters: BrookStella M. Gray; readings, Fannie W.
Frederick Works; The Yankee sleighride,
the proposition of Herbert Richardson of
ency Convention," at Springfield, Wed field, Thursday Feb. 12, from 7.45 p. m.
On account of the illness of the teach- Barr and Fred H. Snow; one half hour
by Mrs Frank Peckham; Bonnie Dundee,
nesday.
to 10 o'clock; and Saturday, Feb. 21, by Harold Binley; violin solo, Swanee West Brookfield, who recently offered to er, Mies Lucy E. Wilbur^ grades 6 and miscellaneous entertainmdnt by Kathryn
"Old Grist Mill Health Bread" for from noon until 10 o'clock; Eart Brook- River, by Lawrence Bin,ey; vocal duet, In buy two pieces of land, comprising about 0 in the School street building were Mahan, Laura Wing and Elizabeth Comisky.
sale, fresh every day, at the BleniB Bak- field, Friday night, Feb. 13, from 8 to 10, the starlight, by Misses O'Neal and Hoyt; 50 acres, at the farm for $1000, and clo-ed Monday and Tuesday.
ery, Central street, Brookfield. Try.« and Friday, Feb. 20, from 8 to 10 p. m., vocal duet, Dost thou love me, sister allow the town to have the wood, with
The Farmers Club will meet Tuesday,
West Brookfield fire department will
in the engine house. At Brookfield, the Ruth? by Miss Ham and Mrs Sweet. the exception of a few trees that is on the manage an old-fashioned dance in town Feb. 10. The program is as follows:—
loaf.
land. According to members of the comThomas J. McNamara of Boston, waa meetings will be in the selectmen's room Mr Sweet-was pianist. The net receipts
hall this (Friday) evening. Hewitt's or- Address by Hon. C. N. Prouty of Spenmittee there is 9500 worth of wood on the
cer; subject of the day, "Who gets the
the guest of his mother, Mrs Mary F. Mc- in the town hall.
of the concert were $70.
chestra will furnish music.
lot. The committee will also recommend
At a meeting of the high school A. A.,
Namara, Prouty St., Friday.
The Women's Mission' study class of most Out of life, the employer or the emthe^Usposal of the one acre lot; if the
EsraGroverof Boston, editor of the Monday ^afternoon, Stuart P. ButterRESOLUTIONS
the Congregational church held a meet- ployee?" The meeting will be opened
town decide not to join the association.
Shoe and Leather Reporter, spent Satur- worth was elected manager of the baseing at the home of VTre Louisa J. Comb". by C. D. Sage; music by Miss Sarah McMrs
Sarah
C.
Mitchell,
aged
70*
years,
(Jlauathan; reading, Mrs Johnson; essay,
ball team for the coming season, to suc- Adopted by Brookfield Granse, No. 174,
day at the home of Mrs Lucy Sherman,
P. of H.
widow of James 1U* 8treet' Friday ^raooaMrs Horatio Moore, of North Brookfield;
Mr
John J. Durkin, a member ot, the New ceed C. Alfred Dubois, who resigned.
*nd Mrs MelviHe A. Stone, Milk dinner committee, Mr and Mrs Irving
Whereas our beloved sister ar,u Chap M*'«§bll, died at the. home of her.dangh-,. >
t '
*r
wV i
... rV -r-r l '
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I it rSifir
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nnlvij«l in! 3. ~
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Haven police force has been the guest of Manager Butterworth will arrange two
sBeek,
have
been
entertaining
their
r
Webb.
games with David Prouty high school of lain, Sarah C. Mitchell has been called to ter, Mrs Robert H. Hyde, Nelson street,
bis brother, Henry Durkin, this week.
daughter anbf her husband, Mr and Mrs
Spencer, although Spencer team is not a her heavenly reward, after a life full of Warren, on Saturday morning, from
Harold Moreau brought home a string member of Quaboag Valley League.
loving service in her home, the commu- anemia. She had been in feeble health Fred L. Chapman of Springfield.
OAKHAM.
of 11 pickerel from Mill pond, Tuesday,
nity, and for many years in this Grange, 17 months. Mrs Mitchell was born in
The Social and Charitable society held
Miss Florence Mulvey-was given a fareWorcester, but lived the greater part of a business and sewing meeting at the
that weighed 18# lbs. The largest one
be it
At the meeting of Oakham Grange, on
well party, Friday night at her home in
Resolved, that while we sorrow at the her life in Brookfield, residing for many home of Mrs Marshall Gilbert, Central
weighed 3X lbs.
Tuesday night in Memorial hall, the new
Over-the-River district, by acquaintances
years
on
the
farm
now
occupied
by
loss
of
a
noble
woman,
who
adorned
evCentral street, Tuesday afternoon.
Grades 6 and 7 in the Blanchard buildregalia was displayed. The entertainemyloyed at the Ideal Coated Paper Co.
ing were closed Thursday, owing to the Miss Mulvey has been employed at the ery position in life which she was called Charles Gunn in the Over-the-River disMembers of the cast in "Home Ties," ment committee reported the proceeds of
trict.
Her
husband
died
a
lew
years
ago
illness of the teacher, Miss Fannie M. paper mill and got through Saturday, to to fill, we,will remember that we can
the play recently given by the Social and the concert by the Thomas jubilee singers
each in our place, try to imitate her de- and she has since lived with her daughConrad.
to be »57. The grange voted $12 to be
gotoMonson, where she will become a
ter. She was a member of the Brookfield Charitable society, are considering reThe musical section of the young la- nurse at the Monson hospital. The even- votion to duty and loving sympathy with
used by the community service commitGrange and had been a member of the peating the play for the benefit of the
all
her
associates.
That
we_
extend
to
dies Auxiliary of the V. I. 8. will hold a ing was passed in playing whist, in vocal
tee as prizes for the children's exhibit.
Congregational church here for more King's Daughters of Warren
her
bereaved
family
our
sincere
sympamusical at the home of Miaa Ethel John- and piano music, and refreshments were
The committee is:—Walter Robinson,
than 50 years. Mrs Mitchell leaves one
The Grange Auxiliary was entertained
thy in their affliction.
son, this (Friday) evening.
Walter Woodis, Miss Sara E. Butler, Mrs
served. Misses Nora Conlon and PruBon,
Arthur"
W.,
of
this'
place,
and
a
at
thelnome
of
Mrs
Joseph
Clark,
Warren
Resolved, that these resolutions be
Walter Dean and Mis Henry Bullard.
Mr and Mrs Clifford Read of Winches- dence Brand also left with Misa Mulvey,
daughter,
Mrs
Robert
H.
Hyde
of
Warroad,
Thursday
night.
Supper
waa
ter,' N. H., have been guests this week; on Monday to begin their apprenticeship spread on the records of the Grange and ren. The funeral was held Monday af- served and pitch was played by the mem- There were piano solos by Miss Sarah Mca copy be sent to her family. Also that
Clanathan arid Miss Leone Boyd, a
of Rev. and Mrs Emanuel 0. Charlton, as nurses at Monson hospital.
ternoon, with services at her daughter's bers, after a short business meeting.
the charter be draped for thirty days.
humorous reading by Mrs Edgar Swinat the Methodist parsonage.
The second of the series of six rhetorihome
in
Warren,
conducted
by
the
Rev.
MAST H. SH*.EMAN
The members of the Congregational dell and graphophone selections. A box
Sherman Goodwin, pastor of the BrookThe grammar school was closed Tues- cal exersises in the high school room,
LOTTIB F. CARS:,
church united with the Methodist mem- ,Bupper was served and the entertainment
field
Congregational
church,
and
burial
day,, so that the teacher, Miss Mary Glea- were held at the afternoon session, FriMAVE A.. HALT..
bers in the Methodist church last Sunday was followed by a social.
was in Brookfield cemetery.
son, could attend the funeral of her aunt, day. The program opened with the recinight. The subject for the evening was
tation,
"Captain
My
Captain"
by
George
Mrs Vary Daley at Ayer Junction.
Members of high school baseball team, "Shall there be a National Prohibition
"Everybody at Church" Sunday.
Finney, which was followed by the reciand the other students were pleased Tues- law passed by Congress?"
Misses Emily Ham, Alice Rogers, Imo- tations, ' 'The Charge of the Light Briday, when Principal Bucknam announced
gene Flower and ' Mary Johnson, Mrs gade," by John Renehah, Jr., "Always
The Y. P. S. C. E. of the CongregaThe Federation of Churches, of this
that one of the students had received a
Biuce, Lewis Flower, Lawrence Miller, Someone Below," by Kathryn Eaton
Commonwealth has named Sunday, Feb. letter from Connie Mack, famous not tional church met in the Chapel Friday
You know what that means—miseryMr Leete and Rev. Mr Goodwin attended and „Tlus Boughriders," by Edward 8th, as "An Everybody at Church Sunnight for an auction social in charge of worry—big bills—debt!
You know you can't afford to get sick.
the 0. E. Convention at North Brook- j^ Hannigan. Following a piano solo, day." In harmony with this general ap- only as manager of the Philadelphia ath- Miss Florence E. Gilbert, Ragged Hill.
Keeping in good health means food and]
letes, baseball champions of the worlj,
field, Tuesday afternoon and evening.
by Kmogene Flower, were the recitations, peal we urge the people of this town to
Articles,, brought by the members, were clothing for you and your family. It is up
but as a native of East Brookfield. In
At a meeting of the Grange on Tues-1 "The United States as a world power," attend either of the churches in town, acauctioned. Refreshments were served.
to you to take care of yourself. It is up to
his letter, Connie etated that after he reyou, whenever you don't feel right, to take
day night, "Historical-Night in Maesa- by Miss Pauline Eafcn; "Psalm of Life," cording to affiliation or preference, on
Invitations are out for the wedding of something to make you right, to strengthturns April 15, from the training season
chusette'' was observed, in charge of Mrs' by Miss Ruth Estey; and ' 'The Minister's that day. Service at the usual hour. In
in the south, he will send to the baseball Miss Faith Hamilton Reed, younger en you, build you up, ward off worse sickT.
n v.-ja T^II
T
T>
t— andI Blunder,"
Uln.irlor " by
h„ Miss
MtoB Katherine
\C at hori ti.i iVll..,,
O'Day. the evening at 7 o'clock there will.be a
Emma
S. Ludden, Elbert. L.
Bemis
team anything that is needed in the daughter of Mr and Mrs Sumner H. ness—protect you and your family. That
The song, '"Tis Morn,", sung by the Union Service in the Methodist church.
thing we have in Rexall Olive Oil EmulMrs Mary O. Lakin.
shape of gloves, balls, bats, masks, and Reed, of West Brookfield, and James sion. In offering it to you, we protect you
' school, concluded the program.
• Signed, EMANUEL C. CHARLTON,
bases, and will do all he can in starting Taylor Greene of Middlebury, Vt. The against money-risk, by personally promEhward B. Hale, of Jamaica Plains, a i
SHKBHAN GOODWIN,
former principal of our high school, with | The members of Mrs Henry E. Cottle's
the team to a successful season. Connie ceremony will take place in the bride's ising you that, if it does not restore your
WILLIAM L. WALSH.
his daughter Miss Jessie Hale, visited class of the MethodistSunday school, held
said that he had the interest of the school home, Brookfield road, at 3.30 p. m., health, we will give back your money without word or question. We believe it is the
during Saturday and 8unday with Mr and a Valentine social and supper in the
at heart, as it was in East Brookfield, Feb. 12.
best builder of health, energy and strength
Mrs Henry F. "Crosby and Mr H. V. • church vestry, on Tuesday evening, that
The regular meeting of the Woman's which is a jiart of Brookfield, Where be
Word was received during the past you can get. It is helping many of your
waa we
got
his
start
in
baseball.
The
high
Crosby.
'
U attended, giving an enjoyable Alliance of the First Parish church will
week of the death of Rev. Frederick A. neighbors. If it don't help you, we will give
back your money.
"Old Grist Mill Health Bread" for evening to all who were there. There were be in the social room of the church, Tues- school boys have been busy this week on Woods at Melrose. Rev. Mr Woods was
Rexall Olive Oil Emulsion is composed
sale, fresh every day, at the Blenis Bak-. valentine decoraUonB in the veBtry, and day afternoon, Feb. 10, at 2 o'clock. Merrick park, drilling and blasting the pastor in West Brookfield, the second principally of pure Olive Oil and the Hyposale,
*■
« . .« _. ■-. «.
L..U
rr.
! the
the menu
menn was
was on
on individual
individual cards
nnrrla decorlenn. Mrs George H. Mellen of Boston will large stones in the outfleld^^The trees assignment he received after joining the ghosphites. Each has long been endorsed
ery, Central street, Brookfield. Try a
rated with hearts. The arrangements speak on "ModernNoblesse Oblige." It and brush around the field havto been cut New England Conference. He was in y successful physicians. Here they are for
loaf.
the first time combined. The result is m
were in charge of Mrs* Carlton O. Dean, will be an open meeting.
down, and the boys expect to have the his 81st year, a native of St. John, N. B., remarkable nerve, blood and strengthThe Congregational church is in line
Misses Beatrice M. and Clarabel Bailey,
the field perfectly level before they finish and a graduate of Wesleyan.
building
remedy that is both food and
with the other churches of Brookfield for
The women of the First Parish church work as it is their ambition to make the
medicine. For all who are nervous, runFannie Conrad, Ethel Edwards, Helen S.
the observance of "Everybody at Church
At
the
annual
meeting
of
the
West
will
have
a
valentine
party
and
chicken
down and debilitated—no matter what the
Pratt, Cora Adams, Megda Hall, Mildred
field one of the best in the Quaboag Val8unday," Feb. 8; when at the morning
Brookfield Creamery Association, the cause; for old people; for convalescents;
pie Bupper in the vestry, Wednesday eveley League.
*
Smith, Lillian Weare, Hazel Bemis, and
service at 10.46 the minister, Rev. Sherfollowing officers were elected—President, for puny children, we know of nothing
ning,
Feb.
11.
The
arrangements
will
Masters William Cottle, Lawrence and
that will give health and strength as quickly
man Goodwin, will preach from the topic,
Alfred C. White; vice-president, Dr. as Rexall Olive Oil Emulsion. It is a real
■ be in charge of Mrs William Mitchell
EAST BROOKFIELD.
Harold Binley, George Adams, Herbert .,
"Faith, Morality, Religion."
Windsor
R.
Smith;
secretary,
Daniel
Mcbuilder of good blood, strong muscles, good
Bleumer, Raymond Marshall, John!?1™ ^.""™ Ha^' M"\C „H' Cl»ren
Revey; treasurer, Lewis A. Gilcrest; digestion. Pleasant to take, it contains no
Mrs Rose Lucier slipped on the ice on Adams, William J. Petersen and stuart don M.ss Sadie Eaton and Mrs Horace
Mrs
James
Daley
entertained
at
a
wbist
alcohol
or habit-forming drugs. If you
directors, Alfred C. White, Robert H.
y
the veranda, at her home on Maple St., Butterworth. At 8 o'clock, there was an [
"
dohlt feel well, economize both money and
party at her home, Weet Main street,
Sunday morning, and received a bad entertainment opening with a zither duet i Brookfield was in darkness! Saturday Wednesday. During the evening there Hyde, Charles H. Allen, Joseph W. strength by beginning today to take Rexall
Olive Oil Emulsion. Sold only at the Rexall
bruise on the back of her head, which by Mrs John Bleumer and Herbert Bleu-' night when the severe sleet storm put the was vocal and instrumental music and Clark, Dr. Windsor R. Smith.
Stores, and in this town only by us. $1.00.
came in contact with the door casing. mer and followed by the pantomime,! electric street and house services out of luncheon was served.
The 5th supper of the year of the
Those present
She was found by her son Herbert S. Lu- ' 'Oourtin'' that was read by Mrs Cottle,' commission. The lights went out at 5.30 were: Mrs James Mahan, Mrs Jere R. Social and Charitable society was in the
Eugene W. Reed, North Brookfield.
cier, and was in a dazed condition for and.acted by John Adams and Misses and, except for a brief period about 7 Balcom, Mrs William Letendre, Mrs Congregational church Wednesday evensome time, though it ts thought that she Bailey and Edwards. After a piano duet j o'clock, they remained out all night, Wilfred Boutin, Mrs James W. Wall, ing, in charge of Mrs William B. ThompBrought to Civilization.
received no serious injury from the fall.
by Mrs Dean and Miss Edwards, was the: Merchants in the stores on Central street Mrs Dexter Blette, Mrs Dennis Hayes, son, Mrs John Strickland, Mrs Frederick
The latest addition to civilization
The senior class of the high school, monologue. Out of the Fire by Miss Con-! had to fall back on candles and kerosene Mrs Leon Moreau, Mrs Arthur E. Jones, G. Smith, Mrs Lindsey T. Smith, Mrs is the Watwa tribe, people who lived
will have an art exhibit and home made rad, then a song, "A jolly good time," lamps for illumination. Very few people Misses Eva McDonald, Josie, Augusta Charles O'M. Edson, Mrs George B. Can- like frogs in the unknown swamp*
food sale in the main room of the school, by Lillian Binley, followed by a violin! ventured out, as they feared to take and Nellie Daley, Agnes Balcom, Louise terbury, Misses Gladys Bryant, Lena of Lake Bangweolo, Central Africa.
Saturday afternoon, Feb. 0, from 2.30 and zither duet by Mrs Bleumer and Ed- chances on the slippery sidewalks in the A. Hayes, Mary Cunningham, Lillian Gamble and Helen Nute. The entertain- Thes swamps were quite impregnable,
ment was in charge of Mrs Allen Jones, and the people would not formerly alo'clock until 6. The committee in charge win Bleumer. Preceding the duet, "The darkness. Many telephones were out of Derosier and Louise Herbert.
assisted by Miss Charlotte T. Fales. Mrs low strangers to visit their haunts.
includes Misses Pauline Eaton and Bea- wild, wild rose," by Edwin and Gertrude. order. Cars on the W. B. A 8. street
Now they have vacated the swampa,
G. Frank Gilmore, Mrs John G, Shacktrice Bailey, and Howard Leete, Sidney Bleumer, was the playlet, William, with , railway, although badly off scheduled
and livs on dry land. They have beDally Reminder.
ley,
Mrs
Dwight
M.
Tyler,
Miss
Marion
■Roger and Edward O' Day. The proceeds the following taking part: Herbert Bleu- time, managed to keep running until late
come law-abiding, willingly pay their
Begin right with a boy at eighteen
from the sale will go towards the fund for mer, William Cottle, and Misses Clarabel in the evening. Limbs were blown off months and you won't have to thrash Ray and Mrs Webster L. Kendrick were taxes, and even escort government of*
in charge of the 15 minute surprise.
Bailey and Helen Pratt.
flclals to their old-time homes.
the trees in all sections of the town.
him at eight years.
the WashingtonStrip in the Spring.
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YOUR WAGES STOP
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estness of this young man in ths
Boonvllle court room. He Inquired
into his purposes and from what
part of the country he hailed.
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NEW YORK.
Young Lincoln, who stood then
over six feet, by his awkward and
convin6lng conversation, impressed the distinguished jurist with an
admiration for the man. He found
by conversing with him that he
was a reader of good books, was
Interested in law and even had
Borne "hankering" to Btudy it some
35 TEARS SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT
day.
Accordingly, Mr, Brackenrldge,
OF MQUOB AMI* DRUG ADDICTIONS
being a hospitable man, Invited the
young man to hia home to stay all
night He also told him that he
BUFFALO, M.Y.
had some books of Interest to beWEST HAVIN, CONN.
MASS*. ■" PROVWMCMginners and that he would be only
too glad to lend them to him to
read.
Brackenrldge <fclved three WMLWN'T TRUST THE 'GATOR
mllesi west of Boonvllle on his
farm and had a library there. His Darkey Had by No Means Lost His
old homestead still stands, and,
Faith, But He Was Just s Llttls
That's Why You're Tirs*-piit of Sorts
though a century old, has been
Apprehensive.
—Have No Appetite.
used as a tenant's home until very
recently.
His office, In
Bishop McDowell tells a story about CARTER'S LITTLE^
which was stored his books, a Bouthera bJrpHsm. A colored preach- LIVER PILLS
yet shows plainly the marks er was dipt** Ms converts In the waj willpubyouright^
of the place where was lo- ters of a etopleia stream when one old! in a few daya.^
They do,,
cated at that time the best darkey saw a crocodile sunning himlibrary in southern Indiana, self on the opposite bank. When hi their dutyy
• Gur*Con-r
If not in the slate. The turn came to be Immersed he
stipation, troom Is but 8 by 10 feet, back, casting terrorstrlcken eyes
Biliousness, Indigestion and Sick Headache
and,
being
pressed for the sleeping saurian.
SMALL PBJU SMALL DOSE. SMALL PRICE.
room,
Mr. Brackenrldge
"What's de mattah wid yo', Mud;
Genuine must bear Signature
had his books placed upon der," said ttie parson; "yo' all ala'l
shelves above two windows. skeered o' dat dar 'gator. Is yo'T
When Lincoln caught his
The darkey admitted frankly thai
flrat glance of the library he
was astonished at so great
"Don' yo' all 'member de story ob
a collection of books. Mr. Jonab an' de whale, an' how de whale
flBSORBINE STOPS
\MENES3
Brackenrldge was the au- dun spit up Jonah on de shOahT"
thor of a book in the Infrom a Bone Spavin, Ring Bone,
"Yes, passon.i'Ah 'members erbout.
Splint, Curb, Side Bone, or similar
terest of the Presbyterian Jonah. But dat whale dun hab a controuble and gets horse going sound.
church and had several science. Bat 'gator looks lak he might
Boss not blister or remove the
books for sale at that time. go to sleep an' fergit all erbout me.
hair and hone can be worked. Pan
The first night found Lincoln up until after the
17 in pamphlet with each bottle tells
midnight hour reading by the glare of the burnHarsh Judge.
how.
$2.00 a. bottle delivered.
ing logs In the fireplace.
i
Judge Stephen C. Greene, at a dinHorse Book 9 K free.
Marty days after this found Lincoln attending ner In Charleston, was defending a ABSORBINE, JR., antiseptic liniment for
. Trowed Reduces Painful Swellings, En4
court at Boonvllle regularly. More often was he harsh sentence.
"I am a conservative," said Judge largcd Glands, Goitre, Wens, Bruises, Van-'
found reading books In the private library of
Greene, "and I believe that it Is bet- COMVCJSJ, Varicosities, heals Old Sores. Allays
Mr. Brackenrldge
(Vun. Wi0 tell you more if you write. $1 and
The greater part of the Brackenrldge library Is ter for law and order that sentences Bt a bottle at dealers or delivered. Book
should
err
on
the
side
of
harshness
"Esjderioe'' free. Manufactured only by
still In existence, though some of the books are
I»?PTTOUNC. P. D. F.. *tt Taapls It, Sorl nstlsld, tan.
torn and time-worn and show that they have been rather than -on the side of lenity.
"Look at nature, the great Judge of
made brown before the blazes of the open fireside.
Was there ever a harBher,
They are owned by different lawyers In Boon- ns all.
Sore
vllle and are valued highly because they are the severer Judge than nature, who sentences
each
and every one of us to Throat
books read by the great war president when he
hard labor for life?"
resolved to study law.
Upon one occasion Lincoln attended a murder
Blundered.
trial at Boonvllle and heard the case from beginOf INTEREST TO WOMEN
Exe—Cigar, old. manT
•ing Kecdlee will aare your eyaa
ning to end. The trial seemed interesting to him,
SEem without looking. Assorted
Wye—Thanks! (-puff, puff). Capital
Bd. Satisfaction guaranteed.
but the moet exciting feature of the whole case
once, bii*»R4«M8i.,Ck(«t^isl
weed
this.
Aren't
you
going
to
was the argument before the jury. The njost elosmoke,
too?
quent plea and argument was made by a Kentucky
> AITM Sell to dealere In yoaf
Bxe (examining the remaining one)
I OJUIY* town.Make f-xtta money.
lawyer named Brackenrldge, a kin to John A.
. hnUt up quickly with our ne#
i noVfcl package*. Write today.
Brackenrldge of Indiana- After his argument be- —No, I think not.
Wye—WWtt's the matter? Did you
fore the jury all of the prominent men in the court
give .me the wrong one?—Boston
room rose to congratulate him. Lincoln was in
the court room at the time and- he was anxious Transcript.
to shake hands with the eminent jurist in appreBe sure that you ask.for Wright's Indian
ciation of his effort in behalf of his clientVegetable SBj, and look for the siBnaLincoln pushed himself through the crowd up to turVol Wro. WrlgW on wrapper aBlibox.
the attorney and when he stretched out his hand For Consiipatlon, Bulotunes. and Indiges- New V§rk State Alfalfa {S^WTSSfl!
to shake, Mr. Brackenrldge pushed him aside and tion. Adv.
shook hands with those whom he considered more
Her Preference.
prominent. Lincoln was smitten by this act and
"What kind of cut do you prefer In
always' remembered the name of Brackenrldge,
meat?"
plea and prioee. Tnthlll Studio, Silddletown, H. *.
the attorney from Kentucky.
"A cut price."
making plaia
Several year's after, at the second Inauguration
-wonx no cafiTa*WANTED
of Lincoln thousands of people greeted the great
fb^rUwd a pro*
Only One "BROM© QUININE"
U ltQkomo, Ind.
war president Hundreds of this number came
from Kentucky, and among the number was this
man Brackenrldge. Recognizing him at once as
the man who Ignored him at Boonvllle several
In addition to the love of money
years previous, Lincoln grasped the mans hand there are the queer ways we have of MM BEBKBEPERS' CATALOG FREE!
with a hearty shake and said:
'getting rid of It
"I am more than glad to see you than any man
I know of. I have always wanted to congratulate
Platonic love never tempted a fellow
you upon that speech you made at Boonvllle sev- to treat her to lobster salad and flss
eral years ago."
drinks.
*
Lincoln did not have to tell Brackenrldge upon
that occasion he ignored him, when he was a
poor, struggling man, for Brackenrldge followed V.
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N February 12 of every Vear the mind
of every American loyal citizen is
momentarily turned to the thought
that upon that day, just BO many
years ago, Abraham Lincoln, one of
the world's greatest men, was born.
The approaching birthday of the
great martyred president awakens
the American people to the realization that this is the one hundred and
' fifth anniversary of London's birthday. Some merely give the celebration a though, but those who have
made the life of Abraham Lincoln a study look
upon the birthday anniversary
as
something
more than the mere passing of a milestone.
Historians say that Lincoln was born in Hardin
county, Kentucky. In fact, he was born In La
Rue county, wltton, however, is a subdivision of
Hardin couij<arr-%hronlclers continue with their
biographies And say that he, together with his
father, mother and a sister, went to Indiana and
entered a claim to a piece of land in Spencer
county. As a matter of fact, he entered a claim to
a piece of land in Warrick county, but which has
"since been set aside and named Spencer county.
The Lincdlns went to Indiana in 1816, the same
year that Indiana was admitted to the Union as
a state. He entered a quarter section of land,
built a log cabin and lived there until 1830.
It was known that Thomas Lincoln, father of
Abraham Lincoln, was in poor circumstances. To
say that Abraham Lincoln was the son of a poor
carpenter and farmer gives an insight to the
hard conditions that little Abe had to face when
he was a youngster.' When he went to Indiana
he was just seven, and, remaining in Indiana until
1830, he spent 14 years'of his life In Indiana, or
until he was twenty-one years' of age.
It is useless to relate the idle tales of his boyhood; but when he verged into manhood and Imbibed into his character those qualities and those
traits that led up to his greatness, this part of his
life is interesting. It is well understood that it
Lincoln had done as other boys of his day he
■would have achieved only small things. But he
did not do as the young men and boys of his day,
and the ways of his early manhood are still interesting to young America who strive for success
and do things.
Lincoln saw hardships, had meager clothing,
coarse food and no advantages of securing an education. All who knew him agreed that he was
unlike other boys. He was not fully understood,
doubtless holding his real character or disposition
In reserve for his intimate friends only. He was
not fond of work, but whether from sheer laziness or because he was fonder of mental exercise
in reading or otherwise is not clear. He enjoyed
books and is known to have borrowed much of the
reading matter of his neighborhood:After 1820 Spencer county had, at Rockport, Its
county seat, a public library of several hundred
volumns of the standard works of that day.
Thomas Lincoln and Abraham Lincoln were at
Rockport at least two times during the year, but
the name of Abraham Lincoln doeB not appear as
a borrower of books at the library. The field
from which Abraham Lincoln could glean knowl'
edge in that neighborhood was very limited,
though he borrowed every book that he could get.
The list is a short one, and the following includes
most of them: "Robinson Crusoe," "Aesop's Fables," Bunyan's "Pilgrim's Progress," Weems'
"Life of Washington" and a history of the United
States.
During Abraham Lincoln's 16 years of life in
Indiana he had read and reread this list of literary and historical books over and over again. His
good nature among Lincoln City people was not
unnoticed: all agreed to his honesty and good nature. Questions of dispute and petty differences
were at first submitted to him In a joking way,
and later In a sincere way; until he was compll

Abrabam Lincoln felt deeply the responsibility that rested on Mm as
president of the United States, but
he shrank from assuming any ojf the
honors, or even the titles, of hta position.
\
After years of Intimate acquaintance a public man testified shortly
after Mr. Llncoln'B death that He
could not recall a single Instance to

I

Your Liver
Is Clogged Up

Hcwswwmaf m^VJfeaufMmnrcvi&i commjJU^ru^'
mented for his honest and just way in settling disputes and differences. He was told more times
than once that some day he would turn out to
be a lawyer.
.
,
Having read all the literary books and what few
there were of law in and around Rockport, Lincoln heard of the court at Boonvllle. He resolved
to go down to that place. 20 miles distant, and
learn what he could In the real court, which was
in session there several times during the yjar
The court house in Boonvllle, then a small bardlet
of less than 300 Inhabitants—in strong contrasts to
the beautiful new structure that now adorns the
beautiful little town-stood in the very sport
where the new one now stands, in the center of a
large court square. It was a frame building; the
architecture was, to say the least very noveL A
ditch two feet wide and two feet deep, was filled
with smoothly hewn logs, on which was built a
stone wall 18 inches high,. This furnlsned the
foundation upon which the building proper rested.
The buiding itself was never entirely completed.
It was weather boarded, but neither plastered nor
lathed. It remained in this condltton until 1836
which was after the Lincoln familfhad moved to
Illinois. It was capable of holding only 100 people and could only be used in the summer In
the night the cattle which grazed about town
would go there for shelterr Such was the structure where President Lincoln received his first
impulse to become a lawyer. Here it was that
he received his rudimentary practice in p eadmg
cases that afterward aided in making him the
lawyer of the reputation he had.
It was to attend court In this rudely constructed
building that the young man walked 20 miles from
Lincoln City to Boonvllle, Ind. He was an ardent
listener and the lessons that he painted upon his
memory at this place are the oneB that inspired
the great man to become the lawyer he afterward
became. And from this act the little town of
Boonvllle claims the distinction of furnishing to
blm the material that aided in bis after BUCCesB.
To claim so great a distinction it it could not
be verified would be false and unfair; but from
the history of young Lincoln while he was a visitor here attending court, and from the assurance
that he received the knowledge he did, which inspired him to become the lawyer he dW, it is another laurel for the little city In southerin Indiana.
John A. Brackenrldge, then the ablest lawyer In
southern Indiana and a practitioner In the court
at Boonvllle, noticed the eagerness and the earn-

which he spoke of himself as president, or used that title for himself,
•except when he acted In an official
capacity.
, '
He always spoke of his position and
office vaguely, as "thtB place," "here,"
or In other modest phrase: Ouce,
speaking of the room at the capital
used by the president of the United
States at the close of a session of
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lessness, but his native dignity never
forsook him, and with all his angularities and disregard of conventionalities, distinguished foreigners were Invariably impressed by his fine fiber.
A, diplomat, whose knowledge of
courts was more perfect than that of
the English language, said:
^
"He seems to me one grand gentllhomme in dlBgulse."—Youth's Companion.

room.
To an Intimate friend who addressed
him always by his own proper title,
he said "Now call me Lincoln, and III
promise not to tell of the breach of
etiquette—if you won'b-and 1 anal!
have a resting spell from 'Mr. President" "
All persons agree that the moat
More than 3,000,000 gross of pencil?
marked characteristic of Mr. Lincoln's are annually made In Philadelphia.
manners was his simplicity and •'fcrt'

It's a fine thing to be a leader, but tt
is bette* to follow a good example than
toaset a bad one.
.Dr. •*«•". Ve™u^ "DJ«4 g^J^Z
and expels Worms In » veey few aoaucm.
adv..
__.
The supposed ideal husband Is net
always such a fins fellow at snort
range.
■
Putnam Fadeless Dyes win last until the goods wear out. Adv.
It sometimes requires a buoyant na
ure to keep up appearances.
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Cement Trough for Pigs.
No matter how healthy and vigorous your hogs may be, It pays to
watch for news of a possible outbreak of the cholera anywhere In
your neighborhood.
'
The sturdiest hogs will curl up and
die when the germs of this hog pest
are Introduced into their system.
Clean quarters, pure water, dry quarters and good breeding are worth
while for themselves, but they will not
keep cholera out of a herd.
The only preventive of cholera Is
the serum treatment Most states
are preparing a "serum for their farmers, says an Illinois writer in the
Farm Progress. All should do so.
The state veterinarian Is the man you
should appeal to as Boon as the
cholera appears in your neighborhood.
It makes no difference whether the
disease is among your hogs or not.
It may be, and that very soon, unless
|t Is checked.
When cholera gets among hogs on
my place I separate the healthy from
those that are ailing Just as quickly
as I can. The next move Is to notify
the' state agricultural college, or Its
nearest experiment station.
While waiting for expert relief,
either at the bands of the state experts or some local veterinarian, the
hogs should be watched, and any new
cases that develop "should cause the
well part of the herd to be moved
once more.
Of' course, all animals that die of
cholera should be burned as quickly
as Is convenient. Leaving them lying
in the open will cause the cholera

germs to be spread by buzzards, dogs
and other carrion eaters.
Burial of the bodies is satisfactory
only when the are sprinkled with
quicklime and burled at a depth of
three to four feet. Many herds have
been wiped out by disease carried
Into their ranges by prowling dogs
carrying bones and pieces of carrion
through the fields.
There are no breeds of hogs that
are Immune from the cholera. There
are certain Individuals among a herd
that show great resistance to the disease, but they are few In number.
So far the efforts of breeders to produce such a strain have been failures.
As to rearing, feeding and caring for
a herd so farefufly that cholera germs
cannot hurt them, It Is impossible.
Anything moved from an Infected
farm to a place that Is not Infected
may carry the seeds of the disease.
Of course hogs are most apt to carry
it, but the utmost precautions should
be taken that rib animals, implements
or foodstuffs should be brought from
an Infected place and left where the
hogs might be exposed to contact
with them. Sick hogs are the most
common of disease carriers.
State veterinarians
are always
anxious to be Informed of the outbreaks of cholera. The sooner they
know of It the better chance they
have of keeping It isolated In one community. It Is a duty that every hog
raiser owes to himself and neighbors,
to get word to the proper authorities
as soon as possible that the necessary
steps may be taken.

FEW PRINCIPLES *
OF BEE-KEEPING

TREATMENT FOR

1. Bees gorged with honey never
volunteer an attack.
2. Bees may always
be
made
peaceable by inducing them to accept
liquid sweets.

3. Bees when frightened by smoke
till themselves with honey and lose
all disposition to sting, unless they
are hurt.
4. Bees dislike any quick movements about their hive, especially any
motion which jars their combs.

5. In districts where forage is
• abundant only for a short period, the
largest yield of honey will be secured
by a very moderate Increase of colonies.
N
6. A moderate Increase in colonies
In any one season will, in the long
run prove to be the easiest, safest and
cheapest mode of managing bees.
7. A queenless colony, unless supplied with a queen, will Inevitably
dwindle away or be destroyed by the
wax moth or by robber bees.

8. The formation of new colonies
Should ordinarily be confined to the
season wheni bees are accumulating
honey, and If this or any other operation must be performed when forage
is scarce the greatest precautions
should be used to prevent robbing.
j. The essence of all profitable beekeeping Is contained In the one golden
.rule: "Keep the colonies strong." If
anyone cannot succeed in doing this
the more money he Invests,In bees the
heavier will be his losses, while if his
colonies are strong he will prove a
bee-master as well as a bee-keeper,
and may safely calculate on a generous return from his industrious subjects.

No Rest—No Peace

-mis*

There* no rest and but little peace for
trouble. Thousands of grateful recots> i
a person whose kidneys are out of order.
mendations throughout the countr*.
Lame in the morning, suffering cricks
prove their worth.
in the back and sharp stabs of pain
with every sudden strain, the day is
A PHYSICAL WRECK
GOOD MANAGEMENT OF GEESE Just one round of pain and trouble.
JYtHf YorhCUy Woman TmlUofAwfulSufMnu
It would be strange if all-day backMrs. Edith Dykeraan, 164 W. 84th St_
Many Places on Farm Worthless for ache did not wear on the temper, but
New York City, N. Y., aays: "Three years
it Is not only on that account that
Cultivation That Could Be Utilized
ago I was so run down in health that 1
people who suffer with weak kidneys
was a nervous wreck. 1 was afflicted
With Excellent Results.
are nervous, cross and Irritable.
with a severe case of disordered kidneys and doctors treated me without
Uric acid is poison to the nerves,
(By G. B. HOWARD, United States Debenefit. My kidneys acted either too freeand when the kidneys are not working
ly or else the action was retarded and
partment of Agriculture.)
the passages of the secretions caused me
well, this acid collects In the blood
Goose raising is not so extensively and works upon the nerves, causing
much pain. My back ached frlghtfuilr
day
and night and I often rolled and
engaged In as duck raising, the condi- headache, dizziness, languor, an Intossed for hours, unable to go to sleep.,
tions under which they can be suc- clination to worry over trifles, and a
In the morning I felt all worn out and
was hardly able to do my housework.
cessfully raised being almost entirely auspicious, short temper.
Whenever I stooped to pick up anything
different from those necessary for sucRheumatlcjpain, neuralgia, sciatica,
from the floor, I was hardly able to
straighten again. I had terrible dizzy cessful- duck raising. The duck, be- lumbago, neuritis and gravel are furspells
and .specks seemed to be floating la
ing smaller, can be raised in a more ther steps in uric acid poisoning.
front of me. If I walked up or down
stairs,r I was completely worn out from
Don't neglect kidney weakness. An
limited space than can the goose, the
weakness. The least excitement brought
latter needing free range and water, aching back, with unnatural passages
on an attack of nervousness and I got
so bad that it was hard for me to be up
while the former has been prrjved to of the kidney secretions, is cause
and around. My health was all run down.
enough to suspect the kidneys. Use
do equally well without water. .
Someone advised me to take Doan's KidDoan's Kidney Pills, a remedy which
ney Pills and the first few doses helped
While the goose can not profitably has been used ifor years, tjbe world
me. I kept right on until I was entirely
be raised in as large numbers as the over, for weak kidneys, backache, lr-1
cured and I am now in the best of health,
'Oh,
I
shall
go
mad."
I feel like a different woman and Doan's
duck, still it can not justly be termed regular kidney action and uric acid I
Kidney Pills alone deserve the credit."^,
unprofitable. There are many places/
on a farm that are worthless for cultivation that could be utilized with ex•When Your Back is Lame—Remember the Name"
cellent results for goose raising.
Fields that have streams, branches,
or unused springs on them could be
turned to good advantage by making
Sold by all
Price 50 cents, rtster-Muburn Co, Buffalo, It V, Proprietors
them into goOBe pastures. Many farmers are profiting by this and adding to
their Incomes annually. The care and
The only exercise some people get is
Many a man falls to get there beattention necessary for raisins; geese
cause he carries excess baggage.
are very small when compared with throwing bonQuets at themselves.
the returns, and the cost of food Is
Sore Byeft, Granulated Eyelids and sties
They stop the tickle—Dean's Menthoalso proportionately small in compari- promptly
healed with Roman Eye Bal- lated CouRh Drops stop coughs by •topson with the cost of food used for aam. Adv.
ping the cause—5c at Drug Stores.
other birds bred for market. A goose
The old toper's pack of trouble Is
on range will gather the largest porA man is afraid of an Intellectual
VAX parti of the Frorincee of j
tion of Its food, consisting of grasses, always full and slopping over.
woman because he knows she isn't
[^M*mtob*,SMkatc_Mw-aand
Alborta, have produced won- .
Insects and other animal and vegetafraid of anything.
derful yields of VVUtt, Oata, NVALIDS AND CHILDREN
able matter to be found In the fields
-- (Iren MAGKE'8 EMULSION to Mother G ray's Sweet Powder* for Children
J
BarUr
and Flax. Wbeat graded
suengtben the body. Never fulls. All drag-gistsand brooks.
'from Contract to N*. 1 Hani, \
Believe Feveriahnesa, Bad Stomach, Teething
weighed heavy and yUldW aWm 20 ,'
The simplest kinds of houses are
Disorders,
move
and
regulate
the
Bowels
and
to 45 bushel* per ^cre; 22 bushels was
It isn't always the biggest man who are a pleasant remedy for Worms. Used by
used for shelter; these should be built
about the total average. Maud Faro*- {
looks down on his neighbors.
Mothers for £4 yearn. They are so pleasant to
* Ins may be considered fully as profit- H

DC^'SWDNEr PILLS
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s

take, children like them. Thty nevwr fail- At

Astonishing- Tobacco Remedy — Guaranteed all Druggists, S5e. Sample FP.EE. Addrttaa,
to Instantly remove tastn for cigarettes or tobacco A. 9. Olmsted, Le Boy, N. Y. Adv.
In any form, or money cheerfully refunded. Bend
t&o and roceive wonderfn] remedy by return mall.
Address LHsk It, Tabaew USMSS UB„ vrieajti "
, Had the Proof.
The man who makes a god of wealth
Is generally just about as crooked as
the dollar mark he worships.

ITCHING AND BURNING RASH
394 Anawan St., Fall River, Mass.—
"My troubles started mostly on the
front of my body and on my chest. It*
was just brown spots at first and It
looked like freckles, and then they
teemed to run In together and they
looked like a rash of some kind. It
did not trouble me for almost a year
and then my upper Up and my face
right near my eye broke out and it
was itching and burning all tile time.'
L

GAPES W CHICKS

Essence of All Profitable Work Is To Eradicate Disease, Affected
to Keep the Colonies Strong
Birds Should Be Isolatedand Vigorous.
Burn All Dead Fowls.
The Importance of scientific apiculture is being slowly but surely recognized. With a wider knowledge of the
part bees play in the pollination of
fruit blossoms and the spread of rural
education generally, bee-keeping cannot any longer be regarded as merely
a hobby, but as one of the most Important of the minor branches of the
science of agriculture.
Although conditions differ, the principles of bee-keeping are the same the
world over. The following axioms
should be noted:

POULTRY

after the plans of those given for
ducks, but should be proportionately
of larger size to accommodate comfortably the number of birds to be
kept. Geese are long-lived birds, some
having been known to attain the age
of forty years, while birds fifteen and
twenty years of age are not uncommon. They retain their laying and
hatching qualities through life. Ganders should not be kept for breeding
after three years of age; young ganders are more active and Insure greater fertility of eggs than old ones do;
besides, ganders become more quarrelsome as age advances.

CBy H. L. KEMP8TER. Missouri Experiment Station.)
Gapes Is a disease affecting certain
birds, fowls, and particularly chicks
one to four weeks old. It Is caused by
a small worm, called the gape worm,
which attaches itself to the windpipe
of its victim.
The symtoms are frequent gaping,
sneezing, a whistling cough, with discharge of mucus and worms, dumpishness, weakness and dropping of wings.,
Dead birds will show forked worms atMILK FOR PRODUCING EGGS
tached to the windpipe.
The adult female gape worm Is much
larger than the male, her body being In Experiments Conducted by West
Virginia Station Milk Produced
filled with eggs and embryoB. These
More Egos Than Water.
embroys appear In the droppings or
are coughed up.
So the trouble Is
Two tests are reported from the
spread by contamination of runs, feed
and drinking water.
Embroyos are West Virginia station of the value of
sklmmllk
compared with water for
often found in earthworms.
To eradicate the disease. Isolate af- wetting a feed mash. In the first
fected birds, treat drinking water with test, which covered 122 days, 22
potassium permanganate; burn dead hens fed sklmmllk laid 1,244 eggs,
birds and remove chicks to fresh as compared with 996 eggs laid by
ground which Is not infected. Cultiva- the 22 hens fed mash wet with water.
In the first period of the second test
tion of infected ground is said to eradi60 hens fed the sklmmllk ration laid
cate the worms In three years.
862
eggs In 37 days, as compared with
Individual cases may be treated In
632 eggs laid by a similar lot fed no
one of three ways:
By confining the chick for a short sklmmllk. In the second period, which
time in a box which has air-slaked lime covered 66 days, the rations were reon the floor. The lime la said to cause versed. The chickens fed skimmilk
the-worm to release Its grip and the laid 1,220 eggs, as compared with 978
in the case of the lot fed no sklmmllk.
chick to sneeze It out.
Stripping a feather, leaving a small In every case the pens contained one
cock
to ten bens. In both experituft, moistening with turpentine and
Introducing into the windpipe, care be- ments more eggs were produced when
ing taken not to lacerate the windpipe sklmmllk was substituted for water
for moistening the mash.
or suffocate the chick.
Under the conditions prevailing in
Two horse hairs tied together, the
knot trimmed, run down the chicken's these experiments, and with eggs sellthroat and removing In a twisting man- ing' for 20 or 26 cents per dozen, the
ner will also remove the worms. Gape sklmmllk used for moistening the
worm extractors are also on the mar- mash had a feeding value of from lVi
to 2 cents per quart In these trials
ket
802 quarts of skimmilk were fed, resulting in an Increase in the egg proDisposal of Manure.
The most important part of th* duction of 702 eggs, or almost an exstable sanitation from the other fel- tra egg for each quart used.

low's standpoint is the disposal of
Technical Terms.
manure.
It is common to call all poultry
The liquid manure should be abchickens,, but strictly speaking a,
sorbed by the bedding and the bedding changed every day. The solid chicken Is a young fowl generally unmanure should be cleaned up morn- der six months of age, ana ths fowl
ing and evening and "trown in a fly- Is one over that age. On the same
proof box or vault. If possible, have basis a young male under one year of
Variety for Sheep,
age, or a young female of the same
Sheep are partial to a change of it hauled away dally.
age, are known as cockerel and pul,dlet, ^consequently the greater the
let respectively. They become cook
'variety of feed, the better the reRye Meal for Cows.
and hen after that age.
sults.
The Pennsylvania experiment station has found that rye meal as a
Comfortable Houses.
Lime for Chickens.
part of properly balanced ration for
LiW
All hen houses should be comfortAir-slaked time, freely dusted every- dairy cows is sufficient In milk ant! able, which means that they should be
where, Is cheap, and will destroy lice, butter production to an equal weight" reasonably warm, with a liberal proof corn meal
,(8063,and roup germs.
rislon for fresh air, and should be dry

used
on It and It dried it up, but
thftt was not gone good when the same
rash broke out on my left shoulder and
on my left arm and It nearly drove me
crazy, I could not sleep and I could
not do anything. I scratched and It
made It go Into sores on my back and
face. My face looked very badly while
it lasted. My clothing Irritated it
something awful. I could not bear anything to touch my back at all tor two
weeks and It would make it itch and
bum so badly I would cry out and
have to take my clothes off.
"I thought I would go out of my
head the way I was. I only used two
cakes of Cutlcura Soap and two boxes
of Cutlcura Ointment and It took two
months to get rid of the eruptions."
(Signed) Mrs. Katie F. Silivia, Apr.
12, 1913.
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment sold
throughout the world. Sample of each
tree, with 82-p. Skin. Book. Address postcard "Cutlcura, Dept. L, Boston."—Adv.
His Vow Came to, an Anti-Climax.
A much-bearded man rambled into a
barber sbop and submitted to a shave,
a haircut, a shampoo, a singe, a massage and everything else the barber
could think of, at the same time listening with keenest enjoyment to the
tonsorialist'B remarks about all things
on earth and in .the waters under the
earth. So long before that he had forgotten the gentleman's
name
and
what office he was running for the old
man had vowed never to be shaved or
-shorn until So-and-So was elected.
When he at last awoke to a realization
that nobody cared if he never shaved
he concluded to shave just to show 'em
that he didn't care whether they cared
or not—Kansas TJity Star.

Stonemason (In box describing assault)—He walks into my yard and
rams me up agen one o' me own
stones.
Counsel—Did he hurt you?
Stonemason—Hurt me! Why, I've
got 'sacred to the memory of stamped
all down me back.—Tatler.
Deadly Work of Scorpion.
Some scorpion bites cause little
more than burning pain and numbness
in the part affected for a few days.
But the more poisonous varieties cause
death, and that especially, when
they sting young children or debilitated bid people. The lower classes of people In Mexico suffer more than
the well-to-do, because of their custom
of going about half naked most of the
time.
Is Typhoid Conquered?
Vaccination to prevent smallpox Is
so general in this country and has
been so effective in abolishing what
was formerly one of the most destructive scourges of the human race that
nearly everybody except the small
number of people whose temperament
predisposes them to "take the other
side" accepts it as a matter of course
and recognizes In It one of the greatest blessings conferred by modern
medical advancement
But typhoid
vaccination Is somewhat comparatively new, with which the public as a
whole is not familiar. Yet it will be
well for the public to take heed of the
results that have been obtained by its
use In the United States army.—
Cleveland Leader.
ANOTHER COFFEE WRECK
What's the Use When There'* an Easy
Way Out?

I able an industry as grain, raising. The. S
' excellent grasses full of nutrition, are ll
; the only food required either for beef 1
or dairy purposes. In 1912. aad again in \
1913, at Chicago, Manitoba carriad aff t
, the Champiomhip for beaf atear. Good V

i schools, markets convenient, climate ex- \
; cetfent. For the homesteader, the man \
who wishes to farm extensively, or the $
Investor, Canada offers the biggest op- ]
portunity of any place on the continent.
Apply for descriptive literature i
I reduced railway rates to
Superintendent of
Immigration,
' Ottawa, Canada, or to

M. A. BOWLBY
73TrB«»ttUi.,!oiioB,Mau.
Canadian
'Government Agent I

WHEN YOU BUY

COLLARS
ASK FOR

RED
MAN
BRAND

Fit Better, Wear Longer
Than Ordinary Collar*
2 FOR 25 CENTS

EARL & WILSON
MAKERS OF TROY'S BEST PRODUCT

$2 TO $5 A DAY
is being made by our agents, either tex.
Send 50c for sample (stamps taken).
Your money refunded if not satisfied.
The Rapid Sale* Company
Holbrook Building
Brockton, Mass.

Along with the coffee habit has
grown the prevalent "American Disease"—nervous prostration.
The following letter shows the way
I* 70a feel 'OUT of aoBiff 'RUN DOw«"'t»t the ■
out 4>f the trouble:
st'im from Kii>xxr, IH.AUHER. Knrraes eiaa
WsUINZSH, VLCtaU. BKIlt BaVRMMH, TILMA.
"Five years ago I was a great cof- CHaOKIO
writ* for FREE CLOTH BOUND xmi'iL aooa 0*
dlxeasea and
end WOHDKBFUL CVBH
CUauts aaTackad
•
by
fee drinker and from Its use I be- these diseases
came BO nervous I could scarcely
iififltla
sleep at all nights. My condition grew the remedy for TOUR OWN ailment. Ahaal^tety
Abaalsjte FREE.
No follow up'circulars. No o«|](ratio***. Da, LICLIM
worse and worse until finally the phy- MSP.
Co., BATianocB RD.. HAM>«TXAZ), LOSTDOH, Xaa,
wa
WA«T
TO
nova
Tsxaainov
WILL
otraa rev.
sician I consulted declared my troubles were due to coffee.
"But being so wedded to the bev- The New England Household Remedy
erage I did not see how I could do
without It, especially at breakfast,
Invaluable for PIIeta, Fleah TVotmtJa, Bi
as that meal seemed Incomplete witb^ Boil*. Carbuiaclcs, Felons, Boms, Cuts, B_ _
qnltoBitea and in aJl conditiMa where. lm.
out coffee.
flammatlon prevail* Sootfalnf aad Heallna'.
"On a visit, my friends deprived me Once aaert you will never be without it, %c.itnr«i
Practical Celebration.
drug: atorea, or mailed direct on receipt of price by
of coffee to prove that it was harmHe was idealistic and poetical. She
ful. At the end of about eight days C. W. WHITTLESEY CO., Hew Hares, COOL
was practical—a good matrimonial
combination. He came home one even- I was less nervous, but the craving
for coffee was intense, so I went back
ing after a hard day at the office and
said: "Maria, my dear, do you real- to the old habit as soon as I got home
for MOTION PICTURE PLAYS
ise that tomorrow will be our wooden and the old sleepless nights cams
S10 to $100 era paid by Manufacturers.
near making a wreck of me.
wedding? We ought to celebrate the
"I beard of Postum and decided to We show yon how to write them. Free |
occasion somehow, don't you think?"
Illustrated booklet. PENH ASSOCIAAnd she said: "Hank, my darling, I try it I did not like it at first, because,
as I afterwards discovered. It TION, Philadelphia, Peaa., Departateat 6
know it. Been thinking about It all
day and have it all arranged. I have was not made properly. I found, howordered a big wagon load of kindling ever, that when made after directions
to be delivered tomorrow afternoon, on the package, it was delicious.
"It had a soothing effect on my
and you will come home early from
the office and carry It into the cel- nerves, and none of the bad effects Wanted each town, good pay, spare time)
that coffee had, so I bade farewell to copy names for advertisers, cash weekly.
lar."
coffee and have used only Postum Stamp for particulars. American Adv.
since. The most wonderful account of Bureau, Dept. H, Leightons Corners, N. H.
The Sequence.
the benefit to be derived from
"Just as we were wondering where
Postum could not exceed my own exthe. money for a feed was to come
perience."
,
from, Billy Smith, who always has his
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
pockets full, blew in—"
Creek, Mich. Write for a copy of "The
Buried now^iiTs this » F»n» bterole, wortk
"Well, what happened?"
Wanm; tliailanj otner. OUters dDUta It. wbr not
Hoad to Wellvllie."
Iun/WU«,nlln)s.^cuUa7sJ<j.,B<«Btin,Haai,
"A blow-out."
Postum now comes In two forms:
My treatment a god'
Regular Postum—must be well
•end u* mure ring huStinging.
boiled.
manity, the moat
attranoed
method
"Er—ah, beg your pardon, miss, but
Instant Postum—la a soluble pow- known to medioalaoience. Writeforclrcularato&oa.
haven't you lost something?" began der. A teaspoonful dissolves quickly Address MilUKU)Taa Cera Cur* lu, Box 1**8, tlays.iU., Pa.
the would-be flirt.
'
la a cup of hot water and, with cream
"No, I haven't But then goes a •nd sugar, makes a delicious bever- ME TW SUCCESSFIM. ^jMtftS
can von lEoaftftyan.ial.ee, Palate,Gtoee, Bruabea
lady with a dog chain. It's probably age Instantly. Grocers Bell both kinds. aad Kirrrors?
Do we getonr money per price* and
I»*_lL»^wrtjw oa «*her you're looking for."
"There's a Reason" tor Postum,

FREE TO ALL SUFFERERS

f HERAPIOPi 3

COLEMAN'S OINTHENT

IDEAS WANTED

LADY OR GIRL

vim

CORNS
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Death of Mrs Jennie Hall.
President Lawwnce of the North BrookI FEARFUL FOR HIS HEALTH
EDWIN T.r. CHAPIN
arfAF
!l
field Brotherhood has secured as the
The
body
of
Mrs
Jennie
(Tucker)
Hall,
speaker for the next meeting, Monday
ARCHITECT
Friends of Reformed Man Remarkably
FRED C. CLAP*
MAILS DUE TO ARRIVE.
evening, Feb. 16, Prof. Elgin Sherk, So- WW« of^ Thomas E. Hall, was brought
Solicitous as to Amount of
A. M. 6.46—East and West.
727-728 State Mutual Building, WorcMto
Beverage He Takes.
9.311—West.
cial secretary of the Social Service Com* to North Brookfield from Westboro, on
The fu*p.ll. 12.45—tut and West.
mission of the Massachusetts agricultural the noon train of Wednesday.
Telephone
S.00—Wast
"Did you ever notice," asked the excollege at Amherst. Prof. Sherk will be neral was in charge of Undertaker Chas.
4.50—East.
tank,
making
rings
on
the
bar
with
the guest of Mr and Wra Herbert W. S. Lane.
7.05—East and West.
COLBV ri. JOHNSON
Mrs Hall was the daughter of George his glass of milk and vlchy, "how
Registered LINIM...
Bemis.
„..:,... --^v -'^
MAILS CLOSE.
A. Tncker, and was born in North Brook- solicitous his friends always are for
AUCTIONEER,
At the Congregational church next
A. M. MO— West.
,
field, July 13, 1851. The greater part of the health of the man on the water
I.ntiy Ajalatam
8.45— East. •"*
wagon? Now, I like to drop in with
Sunday Rev. Mr Budd will speak upon
DEALER IN REAL ESTATE
her life has teen spent here. Oct. 6,
11.30— Kast and West.
A Vision of the Future. The sermon
P. M. 1.00—West.
1869 she married Thomas E. Hall, SfiKSl
i.n- ......
„„ Imbibing
,„,.<>.*„„
OFFICES,
onade „..
or .so while
they are
will be preceded by the usual fortnightly
4.40—East.
/lnneatAi) by Ltilij Dunn.;- l'<
survives her. She also leaves an adopted highballs, for the sake of sociability,
talk to the boys and girls,' who are in0.00—East and West.
School
Street,
No. Brookfleld
phono,at
House
and
Brore
daughter,
Mrs
Nettie
Wyles
of
Westboro,
but it is really spoiled for me by the
Mails for East Broolrtield are despatched at vited to occupy the front pews.
In the
6.45 A. M., 11.30 A. M. and 1 P. M. Mails from
who has cared for her during her suffer- way they worry.
i
40
Foster
St.
Worcester.
East Brookfteld are received at 9.30 A. M. and evening, at 7, Rev. Mr Budd will give the
"In the old days nobody ever trouings of the past 10 years with all the love
5.40 P. M.
.
usual monthly illustrated lecture, with
" Package mails are despatched twice dally as
of a devoted daughter. For the past two bled himself about my constitution.
tAllows:—11.30 A. M. East and North, 6 P. M. 55 fine views depicting The Social World
None
of
the
gang
ever
stopped
me
as
years Mrs Hall has required great care,
West and South.
in Christ's Time, also several illustrated
Mails for the Rural Delivery is closed at 8.15
and has borne her trial with patience, I was about to take my sixth highball MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
hymns. Everyone is welcome.
A. M. and received at 1.30 P. M.
until the shock came last Saturday night and said, 'Don't, old man; that will enThe office hours will be:—6 30 A. M. to 8 P. M.
large your spleen, and put hobnails
DRESSMAKING
The next meeting of the Appleton Club I tnat wag fata|
Holidays, 6-30 to 9.30 A.M. and 5 to 8 P.M.
on your liver, and give you Bright's
Persons who continually ask to have lock will be held next Wednesday evening,
The
funeral
was
held
at
the
Chapel
of
tl
Prospect
St.
North Brookfleld
disease.' Not at all. You could go
noxes opened are respectfully requested to use
Feb. 11, with Mr and Mrs H. H. Pratt the Congregational church Wednesday
their keys.
on drinking highballs all night, with
IB
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
on Gilbert street. It will be a Historical afternoon, Rev. Mr Budd officiating. never a warning word.
"PAUL M. KEANEY, Aast.
evening, taking up the latest period from The bearers were all. relatives of the
"But now, after I have taken my
1861 to 1913. The papers will be: Union deceased. Many beautiful offerings of third seltzer and aromatic spirits, the
Call at 46 Summer Streei
Biographies, Hubert E. Btoddard; Con- flowers attested the esteem in which she boys begin to look thoroughly disNORTH BROOKFIELD.
quieted. 'Don't take any more of that
federate Biographies, Supt. H. H. Pratt; was held by all who knew her.
To see the Latest Models of
stuff,' thew urge; 'It stimulates the
The 25th anniversary of the Appleton Present Day School Books, Miss Theresa
heart action, and If you take half a
Club comes on Monday evening, Feb. Doyle; and a Current Event by Mrs
Spencer C. E. Union.
ootn robber ami eteel tires, Buggies,
dozen of them you are likely to drop
Democrat and Delivery Wagons, SurCharles E. Allen. Final arrangements
23d, at the Proepeet House.
reys and Road Wagons, both new sad
dead
right here in the bar. Just stand
for the Silver Anniversary Banquet will
There was a very gratifying'attendance
second hand.
The Woman's Guild will hold its regu- be made. A full attendance is desired, on the annual meeting of the Spencer pat on those two you've had or take a
cigar.'
—
A.T BOTTOM 1PRIOES
lar meeting in the parish rooms, Wed- and the meeting place is so central that it
Christian Endeavor,, Union at the Con"Or If I'm drinking some of these
Harness, Robes, Blankets, Whips and
nesday, Feb. Hi at the usual hour.
gregational church on Tuesday afternoon fermented milk drinks, I can't get past
will be easy of access.
Oil Cloths. Not too Costly. Not too
Cheap.
Or have them brought to your horn*
Miss Minnie Brigham, a student at
Miss Marion Ilixson, first assistant at and evening. Mr T. P. Fletcher of the the third or fourth glass without the
by sending word to
•**
•*•
Boston University, was the guest of her the North Brook field high school has ten- Bethel Bible School, at the opening of conversation halting and a look of real
Shingles and Roofing Material,
mother on Summer street, this week.
dered her resignation to the school com- the afternoon session, gave a Bible ^read- anxiety overspreading every face,
'stop it, old man,' they say, and they're
MRS.
B.
C.
GRAVES,
ing
and
clarionet
selections.
At
4
All the different grades. All ilni ot
mittee,
to
take
effect
as
soon
as
a
succes, The Grange Auxiliary will meet at the
not Joking; they're really worried.
Nalla.alBo.
home of Marion F. Hill, Tuesday, after- sor is chosen. She has been elected to a o'clock, Miss Koche, who presided at the 'You've had three of those already,
Representative for the Brookfields,
Rioicmbtr that my prices are always
noon, Feb. 10, at T o'clock. 8upper St m ich better position in the high school afternoon session, gave a talk to some and all that acid stuff in your stomach
the lowest I sell so as to sell again.
Telephone 16-13,
at Concord, N. H., where she will have a fifty children. The business session fol- Is sure to give you Indigestion. If
6.30 o'clock.
Dr. Daniel's Borse Bemedlee Alwmy*
larger salary, and only one branch. Ehg. lowed at which reports for the year were you keep It up, your Indigestion will
NORTH BROOKFIELD, * - "" MA»
No one would have suspected hard
In Ntork.
read, and other business transacted. Mrs be chronic'
times to have watched the crowds pour- lish, to look after. She will probably re"As for the warnings I've had about
main here until early in March: Miss Laura Oovelle of Warren was unanimous1
KLBPHONB
OAKHAH 1)4.
ing into the star theatre the first three
Ilixson has given excellent satisfaction ly elected president to succeed Miss Koche ginger ale, I've laughed at 'em so
evenings of this week.
WILLIAM
S.
CtitAWFOftD
often
that
the
boys
now
have
got
a
litby her work here, apd her going will be of Spencer; Miss Iva Merrill of Spencer,
Anyone having second hand clothing regretted by parents, pupils and commit- was re-elected secretary, and Miss Fran tle skittish and don't talk so much
OAKHAH.
to contribute for the missionary barrell is tee alike.
ces T. Lawrence of North Brookfleld, about It. What I'm driving at Is that
all this Isn't put on; they really do
requested to bring it tr> the parlors of the
Hawthorn
Encampment, No.. 66, was chosen treasurer.
feel troubled on my account and disFirst church, next Thursday, Feb. 12.
The
young
ladies
of
the
local
C.
E
I. O. O. F., was visited by their deputy,
play a fatherly solicitude that Is acMrs Lydia Gilbert of Bristol, Conn., Charles Chamberlain and suite of Palm- society served a fine lunclr^tt 6 o'clock to tually touching. I'm almost tempted
and her grand-daughter, Miss Catherine er, last evening, and the following officers fully fifty persons;
to fall off the water wagon long
CHARLES S. LANE,
Foster, are visiting relatives and friends were installed for the current year; C. P.,
The evening session was in charge of enough to see If any of them will warn
in town. Mrs A. C. Foster came with Frank A Chadbourne; S. W., Henry M. President Covell. The opening devotion me that whisky] stimulates the heart
and that beer Is had for the kidneys.
engraved or printed in the
them. ' .
Butler; H. P., O. Loren Rice; Scribe, al service was ted by Mrs Lila Lidstone,
Will they? You have one guess."
Miss Nellie Smith, librarian, wishes us Fred W. Duncan; Treas.-, Daniel Foster; and there was music by Mr Fletcher of
very latest styles, and the
RE6ISTERE0 EMBALMER.
to ask all who have magazines out, to J. W., Arthur M. Tower; I. S., Freeman Spencer, before the address by Rev. Mr
Capitalizing Kitchener.
bring them to the library at once, that R. Berry; O. S., George W. Bruce; 1st Oaborne of Spencer, which was most at■Phe Boston Transcript tells an
best work guaranteed.
Personal Prompt Attention Day
W., AmasaG. Stone; 2d W., Charles S. tentively heard by all. He is a gifted amusing story of one of the subjects of
or Night.
they may be sent away to be bound
Lsne; 3d W., Eugene Williams Reed. speaker as well as singer, and spoke and Lord Kitchener, consul general of
Telephone North Brookfleld No.
The Woman's-Union will meet at the
Horace
y.
Lawrence,
IH-ll.
A fine lunch was served after the work sung as though his heart was in the mes- Egypt, who turned the power and Inparlors of the First church, on Thursfluence of the famous English soldier
by the new chief Patriarch and Senior sage he brought.
Long Distance Connection.
day, Feb. 12, at 2 p. m., to sew. Foreign
Journal Office,
\
It was a most inspiring meeting, and to his personal profit.
Warden. They are looking forward to a
Funerals Personally Directed
missionary program at 4 p. m.
/
While driving one day, Lord Kitchand Every Requisite Furnsuccessful year, and hope to add at least many expressed their enjoyment. PresiNorth-Brookfteld,
Mass.
)
(
ished.
The statement by the blindfolded and six new members while the present men dent Covell will have the hearty support ener noticed an old man In the street
whom he recognized as an acquaintt.»<ly Assistant.
hypnotized woman at the star theatre are in office.
of all workers in the Union to make the ance from the Sudan. The consul genthis week to the effect that ' 'the Linen
/
"The best meeting for a long while," year a successful one.
eral ordered the driver, to stop, and inMills would start again in five weeks'' is was the unanimous verdict of all who
vited the old man to take a Beat in the
important if true.
Death of Daniel Howard.
carriage. So the two drove together
were present at the Grange last evening.
throuB^Uie^own to the plane to which,
All bills against the town should be in The new lecturer,;Mrs Lila Lidsttine, and
TO RENT
Daniel Howard, employed at the jfhoe the Sundanese wanted to go.
the hands of the Auditor by to-morrow the efficient literary committee wno are
A GOOD up-stairs tenement. TriWri water. ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
factory of the H. H. Brown Company
Everything on one floor. Inquire of KHKI)
A few days Hater the dark friend of
at the latest. And the tax collector is backing her, deserve much credit. Mr
STEARNS, south Main Street, North Brookdied very suddenly Wednesday night, at Lord Kitchener was seen hovering A.
IN SCRIPT OR
fleld.
i
also after all tardy tax payers as he wish- John H. Lane recalled some of the good
the home of Mrs Michael Cronin, School about the British agency. At last an
es to close bis books next week.
things of his school days, and bank treae- street, where he has been- boarding. Dr.' officer asked him what he wanted.
ENGLISH TEXT
FOR RENT.
"I Should so much like to drive out A SEVEN Room Cottage on Ward street,
The Young Woman's Club will hold a u er, Arthur C. Bliss, told of some of E. F. Phelan has been treating him, for
steam
heat
town
water,
poultry
H.
J.
Lawrence,
North Brookfkld
house,
Dickens meeting at the home of Miss the good old customs which the present some time for heart trouble, and readily with Lord Kitchener once more," the fruit and garden. Apply to MRS E. F.
EAMES, Bigelow St.
2w5>
old
man
replied.
a
;e
is
the
poorer
for
having
lost.
The
Cook on Prospect St., Thusday evening,/
gave a certificate that his death was due
"Why?" the officer asked.
Feb. 12. Costumes not -compulsory, ex- Old Oaken Bucket (with all its unknown to heart failure. Mr Howard had worked
"You see," the Sudanese answered,
ARTISTIC MONUMENTS
TO RENT.
microbes)
was
recalled
in
the
song
by
. all day as usual at the factory, had come naively, "after my friends and accept for those especially requested to
sunny furntshed or unfurnished teneanother ftiome, taking off his coat, and was talk- quaintances saw me sitting at the side NICK
come in costume. Please note change in John J. Lane; "Backward
ment of tbt ee rooms; everything needed for
AND CEMETERY MEMORIALS
reminiscent song was given by Mrs Rose ing to those in the room, when he sud- of Lord Kitchener, they came to me housekeeping. Ail conveniences on one floor
date.
E. Conger; Mrs Lidstone's selection was denly gasped for breath, and passed away one after the other, and from one I Kent reasonable. Apply toDANIEL FOSTER.
9
Samuel D. Oolburn, George Howe and
In all kinds of
Spring St.
2tf
William Rsymore are still busily hunt- "My Trundle Bed; Miss Chadbourne and before Dr. Phelan-could reach the house. received five pounds, from another two
Stanley Tucker sang, but the liveWORK SHOES FOR SALE.
GRANITE AND MARBLE
He was born in North Brookfleld, the pounds, from others one pound, and 40
ing for moth nests. The largest fin.I on
liest thing of the evening was a dialogue son of Mortimer and Johannah Howard, piasters from the very poorest. They WE HAVE AT THE FACTORY ready for
a single tree was discovered near Fullam's
immediate
sale
a
large
variety
of
Men's
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MODERN DAY ROMANCE MISSED LITTLE "PILE"
8TORY

OF

A

PRINCE

OF

AND A DANCER.

INDIA JOKE THAT WAS VERY MUCH ON
THE TWO PICKPOCKETS.

RICHARD HEALY

FINAL MARKDOWN
ON ALL GARMENTS

Ah!—as we exclaim when a. rocket
goes up. Ah! Lefus take our minds
from sordid affairs so that our emotions can vibrate over a sweet romance—a romance shining with love
and especially with paternal devotion
It Is the romance of the maharanee of
Kapurthala, India, who is now touchiing these shores with her husband,
-who was once, and we feel sure still is,
her lover. We pulsate rapturously as
■we fead of the substantial proof he
igave of his love, and we thrill conclusively when the publicity agent tells
■us of how dearly her father held her.
Strange to say, this lovely Indian
princess is, or was, a Spaniard—a
Spanish dancer. When the prince of
(Indla~saw her dance he immediately
|fell on his knees and besought her to
change her name from plain Anita
Delgado to sonorous maharanee of Kapurthala. Dear, old dad objected to
having the fine old Castllian strati
grafted on to Oriental royalty and told
pittle Annie's glittering suitor to
vamose, which is Spanish for decamp.
' But instead of folding his tent like
«n Arab and silently sneaking hack to
Kapurthala. what did the swart but
•spangled lover do? Did he murder the
doting Delgado and flee with the pulchritudlnous daughter? No. Did he
ride off with her like a Lochnivar out
of the East? No. Did he Romeo
around her dormer window? No. Did
he strum a plaintive guitar and in
duce her to elope by the light of the
moon? No. Then what did he do?
Let the news item tell it in its own
iway:
"The maharanee of Kapurthala, In
dia and her husband are visiting in
the United States. The maharanee
formerly was a Spanish dancer named
Anita Delgado. Her father objected to
the attentions of the Indian prince to
his daughter. The maharajah over
came the parental objections by giving
her father »6,000."
How much more efficacious than
writing Petrarch's sonnets to Laura,
or Dante's poems to Beatrice—the simple writing of a »6,000 check! Let us
ait by the borderland of old romance
In the twilight: .
Where glitter hauberk, helm, and l«noe.
And banner wavee. and trumpet Bounds,
And ladies ride with hawk on wrist,
And mighty warriors sweep along.
Magnified by the purple mist,
The dusk of centuries ana of song—
and let us dream upon the magic and
the wonder and the glory and the
power of a *6,000 check!

Granted that a person wishes to do
well whatever he sets out to do, no
matter what the nature of the undertaking, there must have been two
chagrined young men on an Eighth
avenue car Wednesday evening, says
the New York Times. They rode up
town at the. rush hour. Crowded onto
the rear\irtatform where they stood
were several other men and one woman. The woman was old-fashioned
enough to wear a dress with a pocket
in it. Some time during the trip from
Thirty-fourth street to Fifty-ninth one
of the men found the pocket and extracted its contents.
At the Circle the woman, unaware
of her loss, pushed into the car and
found a seat Presently the solemnity
of the tired crowd was disturbed by
a burst .of hilarity on the platform.
The two young fellows were chaffing
each other in boisterous tones.
"You're a Jay, you are," said one.
'Anybody'd think you had spent all
your life rolling over plowed ground.
What you going to do with it? Keep
It?"
'No," was the reply. "What's the
use? It ain't no good."
The woman listened inattentively to
the loud remarks and wondered, in a
listless way, *hat they had reference
to. She nearly collapsed when she
found out. At Eighty-sixth street the
conductor came through the car holding out a small leather-bound prayer
book, which, when folded, might have
been easily mistaken for a pocketbook.
"This belong to anybody in this
car?" he asked.
Several passengers appealed to
shook their heads.
Presently ho
■topped before the woman. "This
yours," he asked.
Hastily the woman felt in her pocket.
"Yes, it 1B," she said. "Where in
the world—"
"Guess you must have lost it Some
fellows ouVJhere picked it up and I
handed it o%r to me."
The woman turned cold all over. I
"Give it here, quick," she said. "1
want to Bee—"
|
Words were not required to tell
what it was she wanted to see. The
pause was filled up eloquently by her
actions.
Rapidly she turned the
leaves till she came to a kind of
pocket fastened between the pages j
at the back. From this she drew two i
$10 bills.
I
"I declare if I didn't forget all about i
leaving them, in there," she said. '
"Thank goodness they didn't get lost." ;
The two hoodlums on the'platform
eyed the bills greedily.
I
"Jay," Bali} one of them, "is no name
for us fellows."

Activities of Women.
New York storekeepers employ over
60,000 extra girls during the holiday
season.
,
From 1901 to 1911 the mortality due
to cancer among women has increased
22 per cent.
Ninety per cent, of the members of
the Shirtwaist Makers' union in New
York are young girls.
Women in Switzerland who graduate in theology will hereafter be entitled to the status of the clergy.
Mrs. Philip N. Moore has been appointed a member of the Provisional
Alumnae council of Vassar college.
The Women's Municipal party has
been formed in London which will be
strictly non-pojitical and will represent women as women.
Instead of helping women it is
claimed that the new Ohio labor law
has driven them out of trades to te
superseded by men.
Girls who are reared In dire poverty
are 100 per cent, more likely to go
wild than those who have had better
opportunity.
About 4,000 girls are banded together in their various colleges under the
Women's Intercollegiate Student Government association.

Self-CrltJclsm.

Widows Are Mothers to Many.
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REMARKABLE REDUCTIONS AT OUR CELEBRATED AND

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concords

INCOMPARABLE CASH CLEARANCE SALE OF ENTIRE STOCK
'

$200,000 Worth of Winter Garments and Furs

At One-half and One-third Price

SPIRELLA

This Annual Cash Sale is unequalled in New~England for extraordinary value giving in Women's, Misses and
Children's High Class Apparel and Furs. These are Final Mark-down Prices. Do not miss this famous bargain event
of the year if you need warm clothes or wish to make a saving investment 6n Reliable Furs. One dollar does the work
of two others at this remarkable sale. All goods marked in plain markdown figures.

1000 COATS

750 SUITS

750 DRESSES

$5.00 to 19.75

$9.75 to 25.00

$5.00 to 2(5.00

-*

$2.98 to 7.50

3000 WAISTS

250 GOWNS

800 Girls' Coats

2000 Girls' Dresses

79 c. to $7.50

$25.00 to 50.00

$2.98 to 9.75

CORSETS

800 SKIRTS
79c. to $7.50

500 FUR MUFFS

700 FUR SCARFS

200 FUR COATS

$5.00 to 75.00

$3.98 to 75.00

$19:75 to 250.00

Complete Stock List and Prices in Sunday Telegram and Monday evening Worcester Papers.
FIVE FLOORS
FINEST FASHIONS

Wedding Invitations
and Announcements

512 MAIN ST.
WORCESTER, MASS.

RICHARD HEALY

Furnishing Undertaker

WORCESTER,
MASS.

f

Denholm
&
McKay
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"Boston Store
*«r»__j.
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WORCESTER,
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February Ftirrjiture Sale
$15,000 Worth of Brand New Furniture, Direct from the
Furniture Producing Centers of America

Showing George Up,
William J. Burns, the detective, was
congratulated in Pittsburgh on a successful coup.
"My success," said Mr. Burns, "was
due to the fact that I went to the
right source for my facts. You must
,«lwayB know the right source to go to
—then your facts will be valuable.
It's like the sister -story.
"Nobody like a sister, you know.jjK}
give you a line on a young man. Thus
a girl had just got engaged to a fine,
handsome chap, and she said to this
chap's sister one day:
" 'Next Thursday is George's birthday, and I don't know what to give
him. Will you, as his sister, understanding all his tastes as you do, suggest some present for him?'
" 'Oh, I hardly know what to suggest,' said the steter, carelessly; 'but
from my knowledge of George, 1
should say that he'd prefer something
that he could pawn easily.'"

To Be Sold in This Yearly Sale at % to Nearly XA Uuder Regular Prices
$40 Brass Bedsteads at $27.50
Two-inch Top Rails; with gooseneck corners; five two-inch vertical filler rods in
head and foot ends; very massive; bright
or dull finish; full size. Regular price
$40.00.

$40 Brass Bedsteads at $27.60
Made with two-inch round posts; two-inch
square top rails; seven one-inch round filler
rods *m head and foot ends; full size; bright
and dull finish. Regular price $40.00.

$40 Brass Bedsteads at $27.50
Made with two-inch square ppsts; oneinch square top rails; seven one-inch round
filler rods in head and foot ends; full size.
Regular price $40.00.

$27.50 Brass Bedsteads at $19.98
Three Colonial patterns; three-inch post;
seven one-inch filler rods. Regular price
$27.50. ,_,

$20 Brass Bedsteads at $15
Made with two-inch continuous posts;
seven 6-8-inch vertical filler rods. Regular
price $20.00.

$12.50 Rockers at $8.50
Large, roomy, comfortable Rockers, made
of rattan, in French walnut finish; seat and
back upholstered in Imported Cretonne.
Regular $12.50 Rockers.
Chairs to match this Rocker.

$25 Cheval Mirrors at $18.75
Cheval Mirrors; frames in Quartered
Oak; mirrors made of plate glass,, 16-inch
by 42-inch. Regular $25.00 value.

$275 Dining Suites at-$200
Solid Mahogany, Sheraton style—Ten
pieces, including Table, Buffet, Serving
Table, China Closet, one Arm and five Side
Chairs; Kingwood inlay.
Regular price
$275.00.

$500 Dining Suites at $375
A saving of $126 on this beautiful Suite—Solid Mahogany, nine pieces. Finished in
Old English "Adams" style; heavy 64-inch
Round Table. A Suite regularly well worth
$500.

Appropriate Enough.

vicar of Leeds, England, Docto'
-steth, tells of a clergyman whf
aim up on the telephone to asli
would consent to his taking e
ige service in which the word
' was left out. He replied that
s not the bishop, but was tolerartaln that the bishop would not
him to omit the word,
t who is the lady going fej
?" he inquired.
**
answer was: "She is going tc
a doctor."
.hen asked: "Would she mind
put in the word 'consult' In

FINAL PRICES

„

A business man who had, amassed
a comfortable fortune, lost it in. speculation. He became a traveling salesman, and having to "work" every hamJet and country store in order to make
ends meet, he found himself one night
crossing a pasture where a number of
mules were grazing.
Now It is a well known fact that
those animals, particularly after dark,
will follow in single file any moving
object that attracts their attention.
This they proceeded to do, stepping
sedately and at regular intervals behind him.
When the worried man, immersed
in his troubles, looked over his shoulder and saw the sort of procession he
was heading, he stopped. Then, although he had only the rising moon
to share the spectacle, he said, solemnly:
"Right, you are, boys. You know
me. I'm the biggest donkey of you
all!"—Youth's Companion.

Up in the North Carolina mountain
;ion, between the Blue Ridge and
e Great Smoky ranges, a wealthy
ident, J. McWhitaker, recently
a a dinner to 17 widows. Aside
the fact that it takes a bold,
i man to attempt entertaining so
• women at one time there is the
lonal point, properly shown by
■s that the region thereabouts ie
iroductlve of long life end large
ies.
i combined ages of the 17 widows
033 years, the average being six
5, The number of children of
women is 162, grandchildren 289.
«4randchlldren, 60, great-great
children 9. The average ages o:
randchild»>en is seventeen yeara,
f the great-grandchildren, nine
linner was a bountiful one and
lountalns lent it their best, in
g wild turkeys, pheasant, veni
id the choicest products of th<
ind the garden.

Funeral Dirccioi

SALE OF FURS

"Something New, Something Exclusive,, Always Reliable, Always Correct
in Women's Garments, Girls' Clothes, and Fine Furs"
512 Main St.. Worcester, Mass. ,

Wooing Ended Happily, Though It Was Fortunate for the Old-Fashloned Woman That They Had Not Thought
Not Conducted as in the Glorious
to Open It for Any
Days of Beauty and
Purpose.
Chivalry.

Mouse Proved a Frjend.
' A mouse saved a family from
death from the fumes of gas escaping
from a fallen chandelier In the dining
room of a house in Sheffield, England.
The fumes drove the mouse upstairs
to a bedroom, where it scampered
across the bed and awakened Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Turner, the occupants.
Startled, without knowing the cause,
they made an investigation of the
house, and discovered the escape of
gas. They Sung open the windows,
aud then returned to the bedroom,
where they found the mouse dead on
the pillow.
"

I

.

$195 Dining Suites at $140

Four very attractive Dining Room Suites,
in Mahogany and Fumed Oak. These sets
consist of Buffet, China Closet, Serving
Table, Dining Table, 6 Side Chairs and 1
Arm Chair. Regular $195 Suites.

Parlor and Living Room Furniture
One-Third Off
Wonderful opportunities to furnish your
living room or parlor. All excellent styles
—At savings of ONE-THIRD.

$18 to $30 Parlor Tables at $15
Slightly shop worn; but service isn't hurt
a particle.' Regular prices $18.00 to $30.00.

$12.50 Chairs and Rockers at $10
Comfortable Mission Chairs and Rockers;
made with heavy Mission frames, in Fumed
9ak; with automatic detachable spring seat;
brown Spanish leather covers.
Regular
price $12.60.

$40 Oak Buffets $30
Only 4 in this lot—a very good style, excellently made and finished. Regular $40.00
values. You may save $10.00.

$40 Oak Buffets at $32.50
Made of quartered White Oalt, in golden
finish; 48-inch top; large linen drawer; two
small drawers; one lined for silver; two
cupboards. Regular price $40.

,

$25 Oak Buffets at $17.50

Made with Canopy Top; largo bsvo'-edge
plate mirrors, one lined for silver; * large
linen drawer. Regular price $28.

$6 Rattan Rockers at $3.76
Good substantial Rattan Rockers at a
very low price—made with full roll and
made of No. 1 reed. $6.00 value.

$40 Morris Chairs at $20
Large, roomy Morris Chairs—Finished
in Fumed Oak; best leather used in cushion. Regular $40.00 value.

$30 Dining Tables at $20
You may save $10 on these excellent
Tables—made with 1%-lneh plank top,
round table of quartered Golden Oak; Colonial scroll base; 48 inches in diameter; extends to eight feet. Regular price $30.00.

|25 Dining Tables at $18
Round Extension Dining Tables of Quartered Oak, forty-five-inch top; extends to
eight feet, plain scroll base.
Regular
price $26.00.
'

$5 Dining Chairs, $3.60
Good, serviceable Dining Chairs of Quartered Golden Oak; with genuine leather slip
seats. Regular price S6.00.

$185 Parlor Suites at $100
Handsome Three-piece Mahogany Parlor
Suites; made with heavy Solid Mahogany
frames; overstuffed with best green panne
plush; large, comfortable Divan, Chair and /
Koeker—Only one of these suites. Reg^a/price $186.00.

$150 Parlor Suites at $100
Very choice Louis XV style. Light Solid
Mahogany Frames, delicate hand carvings;
seats only upholstered in green plush. Regular price $160.

$126 3-Pieoe Suites at $76

Library Tables, 35 Styles
Thirty-five styles of Library Tables, including many finishes. Factory dose outs.
Rgular prices $12.00 to $60.00. „
$6 to $35

Springs and Bedding
National Bed Springs—4%-inch helicals.
Regularly sold at $4.00
$2.98
Bed Pillows, filled with sanitary feathers,
covered with blue and white striped ticking.
$2.60 value
$1.69
Mattresses worth $1?.60, covered with
striped ticking, diamond tutted, two parts,
I
$9.98
Silk Floss Mattresses, worth $16—made
in two parts—good ticking
$11.98

Large Turkish Rockers
Four very comfortable, large Turkish
Rockers, upholstered in genuine leather—
stuffed with hair.
, $46 Rockers, at only
.$33.50
$50 Rocker, at only
..$37.50
$48 Rocker, at only.
$35.00

$37.50 Chairs and Rockers, $25
Massive, comfortable Library Chairs and
Beckers, upholstered in imported goat skins.
The frames are of Mahogany. Rockers or
Arm Chairs, as you prefer. $37JO values.

Hundreds of Other Bargains Equally as Good.

11

(

80 Patterns of Fumed Oak Chairs and
Rockers, all upholstered in genuine leather.
Regular values $9.50 to $32.00■.. .$6 to $25

$15 Library Tables at $10
Made of Quartered Oak,'Famed Oak, or
Oak in Early English finish. 26x42-meh
tops, with book rack and under shelf for
$16.00 value.

Fourth Floor/

I

AT FULLAMS

Louis
XVI
style; ' Solid Mahogany
Frames; upholstered- in Silk Velour; high
paneled back. Regular price $125.

Chairs and Rockers

I

i
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WILSON ALLOWS
REBELS ARMS

JULIA FLAKE AND MURDERED MOTHER

WILSON LISTENS
TO SUFFRAGISTS

Special Board Favors Extern
Four Hundred Women Invade
sion of Probation Service.
the White House

'Lifts the Embargo, Rescinding
Taft's Act

CALL FOR
CONDITIONS

HAD

Mexico to Settle

Own

CAUCUS ISSUED

CHANGED
Big Delegation Sees Him—Pleas of
Workingwomen Impress Him, but

Affairs—De-

plore* Civil War, but Serieves It
Only Way to Secure

SCORES PENAL SYSTEM FOR DRUNKARDS

He

,

Repeats

That

He

Cannot

Speak Ahead of His Party.

Peace.

FILES ITS REPORT WITH
LATURE.
Declare* State-Wide
expedient at

LEGIS-

Prohibition
Present.

In-

Boston.—That the- present penal
treatment of persons addicted to
drunkenness It wrong and that, instead
of Impossing fines and prison sentences, the policy of the State should
be to extend the probation service in
an effort to cure and reform, are
the principal remedies recommended
in the report of the special commission appointed by the governor under
an act of the last Legislature to investigate drunkenness in Massachu-

89,634
$6,000

WORKERS HURT
ONE YEAR

IN

a Day Paid Under Working,
men's Compensation Act.

Boston—One woman
wage-earnef
was killed and 7,540 other women
employes injured In industrial acci»
dents during the first year of the
operation of the Workingmen's Compensation Act, according to a report
toy • the Industrial -Accident Board.
The board says the largest percentage of accidents to women is
among corsetmakers. During the first,
year there . were 89,694 accidents In
all which were non-fatal and
47*
which were fatal. / The loss to the
injured wage-earners was $2,905,225,
The insurance payment amounted to
about $5,000 a day. There are 800,.
000 employes in Masachusetts ellgl.
.....i.... tho
»H.. act,
o„* i\t
ble under
of whir>h
which 608.590
608,590
are employed In manufacturing establishments.
The regulation of Insurance rates)
and methods of administration
by
State law just as with railroads and
other public utilities is urged by the
heard.
The board announces that It . 1»
soon to establish a "museum of safety" and will conduct a safety campaign for the benefit of employer*
and employes in the State.

Washington—Headed by a brass
band,- about four hundred working
women, representing nearly a dozen
an executive orderyhas removed all
.states, marched to the White House
and pleaded in vain with the Presirestrictions against the exportation of
dent for his support of the proposed
munitions of war into Mexico from
constitutional amendment enfranchisthe United Statvs, placing the coning women.
tending elements on a basis of equalPresident Wilson frankly told the
women that he could not speak as
ity with respect to the purchase of
Rigi'd enforcement of the local opthe leader of his party on any legislaarms and supplies in this countryof "treating"
tion until the party itself had taken a tion l*w, prohibition
^The executive—order emphasized
position on the subject. It was the by saloon keepers and bartenders,
UiatlTwas^tlre desire of the United
same reply he gave to a deputation of thorough Instruction of school chilsuffragists early In December, and it dren as to the effects of alcoholism,
States to be in the same position of
was far from satisfactory to the dele- municipal publicity to give the public
neutrality toward
the contending
Children In Open Air School.
full information as to the evil effects
gates.
factions in Mexico as were the other
Chelsea.—Clad in Eskimo suits of
It was a unique spectacle that the of drink and the establishment of
powers.
suffragists, carrying banners and pen- social, civic .and recreational centers bloomers and hooded coats, with woolare urged as en leggings and felt shoes, twenty-five
nants describing their mission, pre- by cities and towns
The text of the proclamation folpupils of the Williams Grammar
sented. There was nothing militant potent preventives.
lows:
The commission reports that its In- School In Chelsea are receiving inin
the
attitude
of
the
several
hundred
"Whereas, by a proclamation of
women and girls, but there was an vestigation leads to the beUef that struction during the winter practicalthe President, issued on March 14,
earnestness evident which made an im- State-wido prohibition is inexpedient. ly fit the open air and outdoor tem1912, ' under a joint resolution of
"It is our conviction," says the re- perature.
pression upon the President.
»
Congress approved by the President
The marchers halted ' outside the port almost in its opening paragraph,
The members of the class ate chilon the same day, it was declared
executive office of the White House, "that the method, now and from early dren who, because of their anaemic
Here are the two women concerned in the appalling tragedy at North
that there existed in Mexico condiwhile a committee of twenty-five, times in vogue of committing persons physical condition, requires special atHenderson, a suburb of Galesburg, 111. Standing is Mrs Frank Higgins who
tions of domestic violence
which
headed by Mrs. Glendower Evans, of to penal institutions for drunkenness tention. The temperature of
was murdered in cold blood by her husband, and seated Is Julia Flake the
their
were promoted by the use of arms of
the Massachusetts Trades Women's is wrong In principle and should classroom Is that of outdoors. They
woman's fifteen-year-old daughter, who has confessed that she and HigginB
munitions of war procured from the
League,
went
into
the
President's
pribe
abandoned
In
most
Instances
as
planned the crime in order that they might be weeded
remain in it from 8 In the morning
United States; and
vate office, where brief speeches were soon as suitable provision can De until 4 in the afternoon, except for
"Whereas, by the joint resolution
made.
made by the Commonwealth along the noon hour, when they repair toabove mentioned,
it thereupon bePresident Wilson reiterated his the other lines for the care and treat- the roof and take a .siesta in cots.
came unlawful to export arms or
ory about the Baltimore convention ment of this class of offenders.
munitions of war to Mexico except
taking its position on national ques"The oferwhelming sentiment exInfant Deaths on Decrease.
under such
limitations and exceptions, saying he felt pledged to ad- pressed before us at the hearings
Boston—Infant mortality in Massations as the President
should pre:
here to the platform.
sustains this conviction."
chusetts is decreasing, according to>
Several other delegate? spoke briefIn- criticising the present penal Health Commissioner W. J.iGalllvan,
"Now, therefore, I, Woodrow Willy, the last being Miss Rose Winslow, treatment of drunkenness, the comwho spoke on "Child Hygiene" it theson, President of the United States
of Pennsylvania, representing the texannual meeting of the Massachusett*
of America, hereby declare and pro- Merchants LinerNantucket Runs Leaders Threaten to Fight Anti- tile workers. "You are entirely too mission says:
"Arrest of intoxicated persons un- Association of Boards of Health. H»
claim that, as the conditions on
fair and intelligent," she said, "not to accompanied by' friends is necessary
Trust
Bills
Her Down During Thick Fog
explained that while there were 126.
which the proclamation of March 14,
know what is going on in the world. both for the protection of the drunkcases of infant mortality for ©very
1912,
was based, have essentially
In many cases with the working wom- ard and to spare the public the dis1000 deaths In 1911, the number was
changed and as it is desirable to
en it is either the sanatorium for tu- gust or the danger which his pres117 in 1912 and last year there wereplace the United States with refer- AT BOTTOM IN 10 MINUTES OPPOSITION
BY PRESIDENT berculosis or the streets."
ence in public places may cause. only 107 cases for every thousand.
ence to the exportation of arms or
At the President's invitation all the Detention until the man or woman
munitions of war to Mexico in the
marchers were invited in, and he Is sober is necessary for the same
$500,000 to Charity.
same position as other powers,- the
92 Saved From Death After Heroic Gompers and His Men Go After Con- shook hands with them as they filed reasons.
~
said
proclamation
is hereby reBoston—About
$500,000 was
bepast
gressmen—Declare
That
Labor
Will
"It Is, however, unwise and unjust
Struggle—Dense Fog Causes Grim
voked."
While this appeal was being turned to Incarcerate them with criminals queathed to widows, orphans, aged
Retaliate if Immunity AmendOcean Tragedy Near Hog Isl- ■
Accompanying the order the. White
men
and
women
and
for
other
charidown, however, the suffragists were or with persons who are diseased, as
i
and Despite Precautions.
ment is Not Voted Into Bill.
House Issued the following statement
having better luck at the Capitol. is sometimes done in the police sta- table purposes by Benjamin Leeds,
an aged Roxbury man, who lived)
of explanation:
Representative A. Mitchell Palmer,
tions
of
this
State,
for
many
intoxiWashington.—Organized labor has chairman of the Democratic House
Norfolk, Va — Forty-five human lives
"The executive order under which
alone at No. 88 Lambert avenue. Hecated
persons
have
reached
that
state
the exportation of arms and ammuni- —nineteen nassengers on the Old Do- started a campaign that extends to caucus, issued a call for a caucus to
left his clothing to the poor.
through
misfortune
rather
than
tion into Mexico is forbidden was a de- minion line steamer Monroe and twen- every district In the United States act upon a resolution to create a comthrough wilful disobedience of law.
and
is
designed
to
force
Congress
to
ty-two
other
crew—was
the
toll
claimparture from the accepted practices
Favor* Holding S. S. Line*. ..
mittee on woman suffrage.
Separate provision for intoxicated perof neutrality—a deliberate departure ed by the sea, when the Nantueket, a incorporate in one of the pending
The suffragists regard the issuance
-Tnunton—The Taunton Chamber of.
sons should be made as far as posanti-trust
bills,
a
provision
exempting
smaller
ship
of
the
Merchants
and
from those practices under a wellof the caucus call as the most importCommerce at a meeting reversed the)
considered joint resolution of Congress Miners Transportation Co., reaching labor organizations' and farmers' as- ant achievement of the past year, so sible.
"Release of arrested drunkards action of its transportation bureau
determined upon in circumstances for Norfolk, Va., from Boston, crash- sociations from prosecution under the far as Congress is concerned. - Their
without arraignment was made pos- and passed resolutions which favor
ed into the Monroe in the heavy fog Sherman Law.
which have now ceased to exist
supporters In the House are deterthe holding of the Sound steamshipThe issue has been raised and it mined that a full and free discussion sible nine years ago and is an emin"It was intended to discourage in- just off Hog Island, which is sixty
lines by the New York, New Haven
cipient revolts against the regularly miles from Cape Charles, when the may cause trouble before it is set- of the full merits of the suffrage cause ently wise provision for certain
cases—especially for men or women and Hartford.
constituted authorities of Mexico. Monroe was barely five hours out tled. The understanding here is that shall be had at the caucus.
arrested for the first time and for the
Since that order was issued the cir- of Norfolk and bound for New York. President Wilson is opposed to the
Woman, 105, Die* In Somerville.
whole class of accidental and infreForty lives out of a possible 140. alleged unjust "protection" of orcumstances of the case have under"STORE FOOD" KILLING INDIANS. quent drunkards who through unfamSomervllle—Mrs. Tahis Leseverglo
Yet
the
annals
of
such
tragedies
conganized
forces
and
if
the
pending
gone a radical change. There is now
tain few such stories of simple cour- bill reaches the White House with
iliarlty with the effects of alcohol or died last week at the home for aged
no constitutional government in MexGovernor
of
Choctaw
Nation
Predicts
age, few such records of calm, delib- such exemptions the President will
through mistaken estimation Of their people, In her J06th year. She wasico, and the existence of this order
erate action by men and women, probably veto it.
Extinction in 50 Years.
own powers of self-control succumb a Miss Hubert and was born in Canhinders and delays the very thing the
young and old—seafaring men and
While Democraticleaders are not
ada.
She formerly lived in
NewWashington.—The prediction that to intoxication."
,
government of the United States is
landsmen, in the face of death.
inclined to discuss the subject, one the full-blooded American Indian will
In discussing, the methods of pre- buryport.
now insisting upon, namely, that MexTo the everlasting credit of the col- of them has stated that, in a recent have disappeared in a half century venting drunkenness the commission
ico shall be left free to settle her own
Give* Up Russell Fight.
ored face be it writ that every pas- conference, the President expressed was made here by Victor M. Locke, disregards
as
inexpedient
Statejiffatrs and as soon as possible put
senger who could tell the tale of his disapproval of the exemptions sought Governor of the Choctaw nation, one wide prohibition and the elimination
Boston—Attorney William R. Scharthem upon a constitutional footing by
rescue Bpoke with unstinted praise of by labor.
of the^five civilized tribes. He esti- of private profit trojn the sale Of ton, who says he will sue the RuBseil
her own force and counsel. The orthe cool bravery of the stewards and
Although Samuel Gompers, presi- mates that there are 100,000 full-bloods liquors. The elimination of private estate for $16,000, "just and proper
der is, therefore, rescinded."
stewardesses, waiters and porters and dent of the American Federation of living at present.
profit has been provided for in other counsel fees," announced that he has
other colored help that were a fea- Labor,
has
repeatedly
demanded
Gov. Locke attributes the enormous States or countries, either by plac- given up the fight for the DakotaBOY BY PARCEL POST.
ture of the Monroe's service. These amendments to the anti-trust laws, ex- death rate among the full-blooded In- ing the sale in the hanis of limited claimant.
men and women seemed to think flrBt pressly providing that they do not ap- lians in the last few years to pneu- dividend companies or by government
Wellington, Kan.—Mrs. E. H. Sta- of the passengers, not of themselves, ply to labor, the fact was either over- monia and other diseases of the lungs.
ownership
and
management
of
Where Many Make Mistake.
fcsy of this city received her 2-year- and they turned to the rescue of the looked or ignored by Chairman Clay"In recent years," Gov. Locke said, saloons, neither of which, the comWith a gentle heart and soundreaold nephew T>y parcel poet from his white folks before they thought of ton and the other members of the "instead of raising hi3 own meats,
mission believes, would be applicable Boning powers a man comes to admire
grandmother
in Stratford, Okla, their own kith and kin.
judiciary committee which framed the vegetables, and bread, as he did fifty or desirable in Massachusetts.
In others the qualities which be himwhere he had been left for a visit Captain Orders: "Women and Children pending
administration
anti-trust years ago, the Indian has been obliged
self lacks, but earlier wanted so much
three weeks ago. The boy wore a
measures. This is accepted as indicat- to eat the food purchased from stores
First!"
Lower
Death
Rate
From
Tuberculosis,
that he considered any one possesstag about his neck showing it had
Though this
"Women and children first!" was ive of the frame of mind of the com- by the Government.
Boston—The death rate from tuber- ing them more or le*s of an enemy.
cost 18- cents to send him through the the order of Captain E. B. Johnson mitteemen who will handle the trust food is good, It seems to be impossible
culosis in Massachusetts, in the 31 It is only men who have done nothing
mails.
of the Monroe as he stood by the bills In the House and probably re- for the full-blooded Indian to thrive
He was transported twenty-five sinking *vessel In command of one of flects the attitude of the administra- on it. It Is against his nature. Give years from 1882 to 1913, has decreas- with a single talent, or possibly a confusing group of talents, who remain to
miles by rural route before reaching the three lifeboats, which it was possi- tion toward this particular proposal.
the old Indian the opportunity to rove ed from 52 to 15 per 10,000 inhabithe railroad. He rode with the mail ble to launch. *The women, for the
Hearings are now in progress on the the plains again, let him hunt for his tants. In the 32 years from 1850 to the end of lite bitter toward- those
slerks, shared his lunch with them most part protected by life-preservers administration anti-trust bills, and or- food, and he will continue to live for 1882 the decrease was only from who have made good, having but one
forty-seven and one half to forty-two. or two.
and arrived here in good condition.
which the faithful blacks had helped ganized labor is preparing to move on many years."
The given causes of the decreased
tbem to adjust, were floating about the committees, labor leaders appardeath rate are the discovery by Dr
Queer English Duty.
In the still, icy waters, and Captain ently believe the judiciary committee
SELLS HIS SKIN.
PINDELL DECLINES EMBASSY.
Koch of the tuberculosis germ, the
Americans will be interested to
Johnson and First Officer Horsley, will not incorporate an exemption proChicago—One dollar a square inch who commanded another boat, moved vision 1n any of the pending bills. This Named as Envoy to Russia He Would work of the Boston Association for know that from 1660 it has been custhe Relief and Control of Tuberculos- tomary to'take a duty as one of the
1s the latest market quotation on hu- slowly around in the mists of the fog, Is Indicated In letters on the subject
Avoid Misunderstanding.
is, and the aid given by other organi- hereditary customs of the crown. In
picking them up, guided only by the received practically by every member
man skin.
Washington.—Senry
M.
Plndell,
of
1660 there was a duty of eight pence
John Clark of Cincinnati, O., sold dim gleam of the searchlight from the of the House and Senate. The letters, Peoria, 111, who was recently nom- zations and Institutions.
written
by
labor
men
who
are
In
close
a gallon on all the tea liquor sold in
Samuel Nadlle, 27. an electrician of Nantucket, which had backed away
inated and confirmed as Ambassador
touch
with
local
political
conditions
hi
all coffee houses—a great «nconvenJ-^
Lived on Four Cent* A Day.
"Melrose Park, 100 square inches of cu- from the sinking Monroe.
to Russia, has declined the appointTwelve minutes after the vessels the various districts, call on senators ment, according to a le^er to the
Webster.—Marcus M. Wood, who ence to tea drinker*, because it ws*'
ticle for $100. The skin was transand representatives to stand by labor
surveyed only twice a day by the exferred from Clark's legs to Nadlle's had struck, the Monroe had turned
President, made public at the White found 4 cents a day ample to support
in this "emergency."
leg at the Oak Park Hospital 'by. Dr. over and sunk, bottom uppermost.
himself and wife, died laBt week, af- cise officers, and so could only P»
brewed twice a day.—London Mall.
The letters are by no means threa- House.
W. F. Scott of Maywood. The operaWhen there was no further sign of
Mr. Plndell wrote to President Wil- ter a two weeks' Illness from bronbut they are all phrastion was pronounced successful and Hfe on the water' it was ascertained tening,
son that, although the Senate had in- chitis. He was about 73 years old.
Handy Box**.
Nadile's leg will not have to be am- that eighty had been saved and forty- ed in such a way as to make it clear vestigated accusations in connection
The breakfast menu at the Wood
that, If the recipients take a stand
Every living room or library ought
five were missing.
putated.
with his appointment, he felt, never- home Included fried Indian meal pud•gainst an exemption amendment, la0
.
A number of those seved were in
theless,' that no controversy of any ding, butter, grape jelly, doughnuts to have somewhere in it a bandy box
bor will retaliate. In all the letters
$50,000 TO HOUSEKEEPER.
a serious condition from exposure.
kind should surround the appointment and bread. For the midday meal to- or drawer. In it should be wrapping
Congressmen are called upon to make
They had on only thsir night clothes
of any Ambassador, as it was liable mato soup, potatoes, buckwheat pud- paper, string, stickers, clips, mucilage
a reply, outlining their views on the
New Hartford, Ct.—The will of and were half dead from their experiding, doughnuts and bread and butter or paste, tags and the thousand and
to be misunderstood abroad.
question.
*
Frank Williams Jones, who died at ence in the cold water.
were provided, and for supper buck- one little things that one is likely to
' BOSS CASSIDY IS CONVICTED.
Woodlands, his home, last Tuesday,
wheat cakes, grape jelly and cracked want frequently and is Inconvenienced
WOMAN IN BIG U. S. JOB.
by not having. If they are handy in a
SEIZED FOODSTUFF8 PILE UP.
filed for probate disposes of an estate
wheat.
known place time is saved over again.
jury in Conspiracy Case In Brooklyn
estimated at several million dollars.
First Woman Register Will Try to Be
Out 55 Minutes.
Miss Grace McBoM>, his housekeeper, Government Promises Early Trials
State Benefit* By Will.
*
a
Credit
to
the
Nation.
for Alleged Adulterations.
Varying Meat Consumption.
-Brooklyn—It took a jury just 50
who brought up his son and daughter,
Plymouth.—The commonwealth of
Denver.—Mary Wolfe Dargin, who
W'ashington.—Foodstuffs seized by
A» meat eaters the people of Ausminutes to convict Joseph Cassidy, Massachusetts, as well as the towns
their mother having died when they
was
officially
sworn
in
as
head
of
the
the Federal authorities and Held as
former Borough President of Queens, of Plymouth, Bridgewater, and Ashby tralia and New Zealand carry off the
were quite young, receives $50,000,
evidence of adulteration or mlsbranu- 'Federal Land Office of Denver, declar- and his right hand man, Louis T. Walprize. The former eat 262 pounds of
will eventually benefit by the will of
ed that she hoped to njake her record
ing
in
violation
of
the
Pure
Food
and
the latter 819
ter, Jr. The verdict was brought in Samuel P. Gates of Bridgewater, filed meat a year each;
REFUSES "TOUCH"—KILLED.
Drugs act are rapidly accumulating, In office a credit to the nation.
pounds, the Americans 186 pounds,
to Justice Jayeox in the Supreme here for probate.
Several organizaThe appointment of Mrs. Dargin by
pending court action, the Department
and
the
British
130.
poundB.
The conTroy, N. Y.—Henry liovely, 72 years
Court.
,
,
.
tions will also profit,
,
of Agriculture announced.
Several President Wilson as Register is the
srmption of meat in this country Is
The charge is conspiracy in havof age, Is dead, as the result of an
first
recognition
of
a
woman
for
such
Mr.
Gates
was
president
of
a
cotwarehouses scattered throughout th ■
en the decrease, owing to the aearcitjr
ing sold to William Wlllett, Jr., his
attack upon him try James Maguire,
-ountry at various shipping ports arc an office in the history of the United nomination to the Supreme Court ton gin manufacturing busineB* at of the supply.
■ tramp, to whom he refused money
Bridgewater.
k
Practically filled with condemned pre- 3tates. Mrs. Dargin was born In Ilbench In 1M1.
when solicited on the street. Maguira
sets. Relief, hewavar, is promised. linois.
Is held on the charge of murder.'
Washington—President

Wilson, By

FORTY-FIVE LOST LAROR UNIONS
NOTJXEMPT
AS MONROE SINKS

(
V ^j

A STORY OF THE
FREEING OF CUBA.

tys Lawrence Perry

f

Airn1orof*l^MiJrrrfhW;*'TVtnce'crC
CKnuflemfetc.

erals returned to their lines. Th* sur- ing eyes, and Holton with a gu>
render of Santiago was assured.
-i= stopped short
"Why—why—" His votes failed
The: men were jubilant, but many
were beginning to succumb to the phy- him.
sical effects of their life' In the wet
As the girl still regarded him with
trenches.
- .
cold, vacuous eyes, Holton
flushed
On the 17th of July, General Shaf- angrily.
He drew himself up very stiffly.
ter, his staff, brigade commander, and
"I—I beg pardon," be said. "I fear
a goodly body of troops left
the
I—I
came here under some sort of a
trenches and, with bands playing and
misunderstanding."
flags flying, marched up the trail leadA gleam of an expression crossed
ing into Santiago, where the surrender took place before the two armies. the girl's face. "Pierre," she remarked
Then the march continued Into the to her attendant, who stood rigidly at
her Bide, "this is the gentleman we
city.
The Spanish soldiers, some twenty- met near Sevllla, is it not?"
Pierre glanced at Holton, his face
two thousand men (Holton had underestimated their number), were to be filled with an expression of savage
hatred.
shipped to Spain, and nothing re"It is, senorita," be replied.
mained to be done but to assume the
"Yes~we met this gentleman at Sereins of military government and set
things in order. One of the flrBt acts vllla, Pierre, and he said several
of the Americans was to release po- things. Did he not, Pierre?"
"Yes, senorita."
litical prisoners from confinement,
"And, Pierre, what did he say?"
and then as evening fell the lights
"He said that the Americans were
were lighted, the bands played in the
to
remain faithful to their promise,
patio of the palace, the Venus restaurant overflowed with American offi- and that Cuba, after Santiago was capcers, the streets were crowded with tured, was to be placed In the control
of the Cuban army,"
men, women and children.
"Yes." The Cuban girl had not
Meanwhile what were the Cubans
doing? Many of them had their homes glanced at Holton, who stood listenin Santiago and naturally they were ing, rigid and angry.
"Yes, Pierre," she repeated: "and
anxious to return to them, and had
fully expected to do so. Now by offi- so Santiago was captured by the
cial mandate of the Americans they Americans—and the Cubans. And did
the Americans keep their promise,
were barred from the gates.
Holton knew enough of the fiery that sacred promise?"
"No, they did not, senorita. They
temper of these men to realize that
Garcia and the other commanding of- refused to permit the Cubans to enter
the city, their own city, to attend th*
ficers must Bway great authority over
their soldiers if they were to hold surrender."
"Yes, and so, Pierre, when this
them In leash under such a situation
American officer told UB our right*
as this.
would be observed, he did not say
He, of course, had no fears that
what was true. Did he?"
Shafter would be unable to quell an
"No, senorita. He lied."
outbreak, but at the same time if one
As Holton leaped forward with an
occurred It would involve a complicaexclamation, the girl raised her hand.
tion not to be desired.
"One moment, please.
I am now
That the Cubans in the camps of going to speak to you direct You are
Garcia and Castillo were openly talk- beneath my contempt. As a spy, I reing of an ^prising was known to every- spect all that you did, save one thing.
one, and not even Garcia's assurances
As a spy you did your duty. You visthat he could keep them in hand
ited the Spanish lines, you pried into
quieted the fears of the more thoughtthe affairs of our army, and you won
ful among the officers. Yet there waa the love and the friendship of General
no inclination to allow them to enter Garcia. All these things were your
the city, the fear that they would turn
duty. But all this did not satisfy you.
loose upon the unarmed Spaniards
No. In addition, you set out to win
still being potent
my love."
In the absence of direct orders, HolShe buried her face In her hand*
ton hardly knew what to do. His anx- and a dry sob escaped her.
iety as to the outcome of the present
"You tried to win my love—" She
predicament he kept to himself, not glanced up at him with fearless eyes.
wishing to fill Washington with vague "And you. did win my love. You won
and perhaps causeless alarms.
It unreservedly. It was yours to take.
Late on the morning of the day fol- But now I know that It was ail the
lowing the surrender he mounted* a part of mockery; that the love you
horse loaned him by a cavalry officer pretended to offer was unreal; that It
and set out once more along the San- was but part and parcel of the gam*
ta Ines highway for the La Tossa es- you were playing."
tate.
Holton, who had been silent, thinkSoon he reached the lodge and gate ing it better that he should hear all
which he had entered some nights be- before replying, could stand no more.
fore. Up the road he cantered, and He raised his hand.
at length turned Into the driveway
"Stop!" he cried with a voice of
leading to the La Tossa demesne. Two thunder. "Do you know what you are
horses were tied to posts in front of saying?"
the veranda, but the house Itself was
"Yes, I do." She leaned on Pierre'*
not thrown open to the morning air, arm. "Take me away, Pierre."
the shutters being closed.
- "One minute, Pierre."
Holton'*
Something about tbe atmosphere of voice was low and tense. "Before you
the building caused Holton to alight go. Miss La Tossa, I wish to tell you
from his horse at a bend In the drive. something. Anything I have said to
Throwing the reins about the branch you In tnstpast I stand by. The Amerof a tree, he made hta way through the icans are going to relinquish this
underbrush, until looking through the country to the Cubans—but that Is a
foliage he could see the front of the matter neither here nor there. Your
house.
manner is Insulting and unfair. Miss
Here he waited. Why he knew not La Tossa. I came here today with
What had come over him? Something gladness in my heart—"
Inside was dampening the ardor with
"With deceit—with more lieB!" she
which he had set out on this Important Interrupted dramatically. "As a spy,
journey, and placing his spirits under I bow to you. You are very clever."
Holton straightened, his face white
a pall of utterly unreasonable foreboding. An incubus of doubt, almost and drawn.- He looked, at her for a
of dread, settled upon him, and try as moment searching her every feature.
he would he could not shake It off.
Something In bis expression quieted
And yet what nonsense!
Here In her, and, she pointed her hand at him.
"Listen," she said. "Last" night my
the broad li|ht of this beautiful, scintillating day to feel emotions which brother went into Santiago with a letmight be natural to a schoolgirl when ter to you from me. He arrived at
alone in the dark! He could not un- your quarters. Then he was seized and,
derstand It at all. But neither could thrown out of the city for violating
the order of your general that Cuban*
he dissipate the spell.
At length, with sudden resolution, remain at a distance. Perhaps you can
he came out of his hiding-place, mount- explain why."
"I cannot
I never received
th*
ed his horse and rode boldly up the
driveway. He alighted at the door- letter."
She
shook
her'
head.
step, tethered his steed alongside the
"All that is very little matter," she
two other ponies, and mounting the
letter
contained
steps, rang the bell, the echoes of continued. "That
which he could hear Jangling and clat- what I have now Bald to you. And it
said this besides:
That the enemies
tering , throughout the house.
Awaiting a reply to his summons for of my country are my enemies, and
some time, and receiving none, be that it is clear that no greater enemy
pulled the bell again, now with ir- to Cuba than the United States ever
ritable energy. Almost on the instant existed."
She bowed and turned away.
the door was flung open and Miss La
Holton stood for a moment watchTossa, still In her hunting suit, and
ing her, and then, without a word,
accompanied by Pierre, stood before
faced abruptly about and walked tohim.
ward his horse.
She looked at him with cold, Inquir- (TO BE CONTINUED.)

8YNOP8IS.
Cesnola put his watch in his pocket
and advanced to the couple. He beck-Lieutenant Holton Is detached from his oned to two men.
command tn the navy at the outset of the
"Take her away from this man. He
8panish-American war and assigned to
Important secret service-duty. ' While din- must stand alone," he said.
ing at a Washington "hotel he detects a
waiter in the act of robbing a beautiful
}'Oung lady. She thanks him for his servCHAPTER XV.
ce and gives her name as Miss La Tossa.
a Cuban patriot. Later he* meets her at
a ball. A secret service man warns HolA Sweet Parting.
ton that the glri Is a spy. Miss La Tossa
The girl screamed and threw hei
leaves for her home In Cuba. Holton is
ordered to follow her. They *ieet on the arms about Holton's neck. There was
Tampa train. Miss La Tossa tells Holton- no mistaking the intentions of Cesshe is a Cuban spy and expresses doubt
resrardlng the sincerity of the United nola, and neither was there any posStates. Holton Is ordered to remain at sibility of misunderstanding the hold
Tampa to guard the troop transports.
He naves the transports from destruction Lwhich the suy had gained over these
at the hands of dynamiters and reports L_._
n
- Admiral Sampson tor further duty. men.
Holton la sent to General Garcia's com
Holton, pale but determined, sought
manci In the guise of a newspaper correspondent to investigate Cuban plots to disengage the girl's hands, while
against the American troops and to learn the men dragged gently at her arms.
the plans of the Spanish navy. He deAt this juncture a stern voice arose
tects a trusted Cuban leader In the work
of fomenting trouble among the Cubans above the confusion.
in the Interests of the Spaniards. Holton
"Men, put up your weapons. What
is seized by friends of the spy and later
ordered executed as a spy. He escapes Is this?"
and saves the American troops from fallGeneral Garcia, accompanied by seving Into a Spanish ambush. He learns
from Genera] Garcia that the spy is Jose
Cesnola, one of the most trusted leaders. eral of his staff, broke through the
Holton takes part in the battle at San group of Cubans and stopped near the
Juan. rtlse;ulsed as a Spanish soldier he little knot about Holton and the girl.
enters Santiago, goes at night to the
"Garcia!" A cheer arose, but the
home of Miss La Tossa, where he overhears a discussion of the Spanish plans
toy leading army and navy commanders. general stilled it with his hand. -^
"Men," he said, "I have been a witHe learns that the Spanish fleet will leave
the harbor at Santiago on July S. Holton ness of your deliberations. I can asescapes and arrives In sight of the Amerisure
you that your fusillade will be
can fleet In time to see the admiral's flagship sail away. After frantic signaling unnecessary, because It will not be
he Is answered by the Brooklyn. He
warns Bchley of the Intentions of the heeded. Your plot, I beg to assure
Spanish fleet and witnesses the destruc- you, has failed, Senor Cesnola."
tion and capture of the enemy's vessels.
He beckoned two of his staff, who
Holton learns that Shafter has received
* message from President McKlnley de- advanced and placed their hands upon
claring that the war was. Instituted for
the
spy's shoulder*. He was trembling
the sole purpose of freeing Cuba. He
learns that
a meeting of dissatisfied Cu- now, and words failed his parched
bans Is1 to be held that night to plot
against the American army. He gives tongue.
Miss La Tossa the president's message.
The general waved his hand imperiHe spies on the meeting and hears Cesnola attempt to Inflame the Cubans ously.
against the Americans. Miss La Tossa
"You gentlemen will return to your
denounces Cesnola and reads McKlnley's
message.
commands. Every one of you. Mr.
Holton, you will go back to your
CHAPTER XIV,—Continued.
camp—I am glad to have been of
"I am an American who was set service to you. Miss La Tossa will
to watch you, a Spanish spy, who, In return to her estate—and remain
disguise of a loyal Cuban leader, has there.
As for you"—he faced Cesbeen leading your country to the edge nola—"I shall deal with you tomorof destruction.
row. Take.him to my headquarters
"Walt, gentlemen, allow me to fin- and let him be closely confined."
ish !" Holton cried, as the Cubans,
Several soldiers stepped forward
pressing closer, began to mutter. "I and hastily bound the spy's arms.
can prove to you, and I can do It Miss La Tossa ran up and kissed the
right now, that this man, Cesnola, was general on the cheek. He patted her
the man who led General Castillo into shoulder
with
paternal
affection.
that ambush at Matamoras, a month Then, calling two- of his men, he diago. I can prove to you that It was rected them to escort the girl through
this man who conducted Garcia into the secret trail to her father's estate.
a trap at Mariel last year. Only be
When Holton aweke Garcia had left
quiet and be patient I received all the tent, but he soon returned, and
you should wish to know concerning with a smile asked his guest how he
him from Washington by the last had slept. Holton thanked him, and
dispatch-boat.
H1B dossier is
very assured him his aiumber had been
complete. He Is a spy! I will prove it Bound.
The mercurial men in front of HolAs they talked thus an officer apton turned from him to Cesnola with peared, and, saluting, addressed Garfrowning faces. The rapid shuttling
cia formally.
of events had bewildered them. They
"The prisoner has no complaint to
knew not what to do.
make of your decision, but asks your
Miss La Tossa, who had stood by
leniency In one respect."
Holton throughout, clinging to his
"In. what" respectT" asked the genaleeve as though to protect him from
eral.
her countrymen, now raised her head
"He asks that he may be shot Into speak wbell, suddenly, Cesnola liftstead of hanged."
ed something to his lips, and a whistle
Garcia reflected a moment Then
resounded above the confusion.
he made a little gesture.
Silently more than one-half of those
"Very well," he decided at length.
present disengaged themselves from
The officer saluted and walked hastily away.
"Who was the prisoner?" asked Holton.
' "Jose Cesnola," was the reply.
Hardly had he spoken when the
whiplike report of several rifles broke
the silence of this beautiful sunlit
morning.
Garcia lowered bis head.
Holton looked vacantly into space.
And so, he thought, has passed the
waiter of the New Wlllard.
Holton's return to the American
trenches was signalized by an honor
that brought adequate reward, with
interest, for all that he had gone
through. This was a dispatch for him
from the secretary of the navy announcing his advancement ten numbers for meritorious service at Tampa,
and containing also Information that
congress had voted him the congressional medal of honor for gallantry In
notifying the North Atlantic squadron
of the intentions of Cervera's squadron.
An event of the next day was. the
Placed Their Hands Upon the Spy's return of Hobson from Santiago, in
company
with six sailors who had
Shoulder*.
been captured with him. Holton
the crowd of officers, and the next In- pressed forward and joined In the
stant Holton, Miss La Tossa, and per- cheers of the regulars as this quiethaps thirty of the Cubans, were sur- faced young man rode through their BRIDAL CUSTOMS OF GERMANY
runded by a ring of scowling men ranks on the way to Slboney after an
with revolvers. leveled ominously.
Imprisonment of more than five weeks. Many Appear Somewhat Odd to Us,
but All Are Pretty and Based
Not a word was spoken.
He had performed a deed of sigon Common Sense.
Then from Cesnola there came nal gallantry, a deed which will live
laughter.
a* long as the am als of the American
There
are
many curious betrothal
"Men," he cried, "it was understood navy live, and a* th* year* go will
customs in lermany that are found
that a fusillade of shots here would grow only the brighter.
be the signal tor the attack on the
The days went on. It now seemed no place-else In the' world. Many of
Americans.
In thirty seconds that assured that the surrender was but a them are pretty. All of them are odd.
A* soon as a German girl is befusillade will be heard, and the bullets matter of short time,
and
Holton
will go where you are standing. Those spent the period In enjoying a well- trothed she Is addressed as "bride"
by her fiance. The betrothal Is a
who wish to engage in the attack upon earned rest
the Americans will step out of that
At length, on July IS, General Toral more serious affair than In America
and
is not so easily broken. The girl
group, join our circle, and present and his staff rode out to#San Juan to
their revolvers as we now present where General Shafter and General la called "bride" until the wedding,
them."
,
Miles and their staffs awaited him un- wnen she assumes the title of "wife."
Immediately upon the betrothal the
For a moment there was silence. der the famous tree.
The meeting
Cesnola took out bis watch. One Cu- was very picturesque, and dignity lovers exchange rings, which, if the
ban left Holton's side and joined the marked the demeanor of all concerned. course of true love runs smooth, are
circle, two followed him, than three,
After a long discussion General To- to be worn, ever afterward*,
The woman wears her , betrothal
then six. Finally Holton and the girl ral and his officers turned and rode toptood atone.
ward the city, and the American gen- ring on the third finger of her left
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hand until she is married, and then
it Is transferred to the third finger of
her right hand.
The man continues to wear his
ring just as his wife wore her* when
■he waa a bride. There is no chance
for him to pose as if he were a single
man. One can tell at a glance If he
ha* achieved matrimony, and German
girls believe that this Is the safest
way, a* It keps other girls from flirting with their fiance or husband. Th*
wearing of the wedding ring by the
.German men Is said .to have mad*
the divorce percentage small.
Sea Level,
"A thousand feet above sea level"
means that the point is just that
height above a beach mark, built on
the sea coast by the United States
coast survey. Indicating the average
of the tidal heights of the
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LESSON

(By E. O. SELLERS, Director of Evening;
Department, the Moody Bible Institute.
Chicago.)

LESSON FOR FEBRUARY 8.
TEXT—"Thy words were found, and I
did eat them; and Thy word was unto
me the Joy and rejoicing of ray heart."—
Jeremiah 15:10.

DARKNESS AND LIGHT.
LESSON TEXT-Luke 11:14-28. 33-36.
GOLDEN
TEXT — "Look
therefore
whether the Bant that la in thee be not
darkness." Luke 11:35.

There Is a great
difference
beI. The Accusation (vv. 14-16.) The
tween
"finding" fact of demonology as revealed in the
the word of God New Testament records
is here
and "eating" it, strongly emphasized. Their existence,
and it Is the man their malignity, their evil
powers,
who eats it that their relation to the devil, and yet
gets the benefit their subjection to our Lord, Is all
out of it. Eating clearly set before us. The devil had
makes
digestion so taken possession of this man that
and
assimilation he could not speak, yet a word from
possible,
and Jesus, and the dumb spake. That he
when these tuner, should have such power caused the
lions are normal people to "wonder" (v. 14). His mirIn their working, acles were for one principal reason
the
result
Is (John 5:36). Matthew tells us (12:23)
health,
and that in this case they asked the quesstrength, and all tion: "Is this the Son of David," e. g.,
'.be usefulness and joy of living.
the promised Messiah? The record,
EtAOINETAOIN
the
usefulness does not, however, indicate that they
ETAOINETAION
and joy of living. believed;
on him—were converted.
But eating comes first, and the eat- They knew what had been propheBied
ing that counts is that which has ta- about the Coming One (Isa. 29:18,
ken plenty of time for mastication. 32:3, 4), yet they hesitated to come
Vou must retain the food in your out on his Bide. Into the midst of
mouth, and get the full taste of it, and their controversy (v. 15j Matt. 12:24;
let it mingle well with the saliva, and Mark 3:22) the Scribes ajjd Pharisees
chew, and chew, and chew, until the projected themselves.
They had
least possible amount Is left to swal- come down from Jerusalem seeking,
low. The man who does this has "that they might accuse him" (John
learned one of the great secrets of his 19:35, 36). It is ever thus that the
physical being. He has leareed how devil seeks to divert.
to keep well, and how to eat almost
Convincing Logic.
i
anything he likes without ill results.
II. The Defense (vv. 17-20). "But
Keeping the food in the mouth is the
he, knowing their thoughts." Evidentkey to it all.
"«i
ly they dared not openly to make their
Something like this Is true in the
accusations. They would not accept
higher realm. Usefulness and joy In
the natural and true explanation.
the spiritual life depend on spiritual
Jesus endured this contradition and
health and strength. But these In
these charges for us (Isa. 63:3, 4),
turn depend on the spiritual nourishand must not his disciples expect a
ment one takes—its kind, its quantity,
like treatment? (Matt 10:25). With
Its condition. The only nourishment
convincing logic Jesus reveals their
for man's soul Is the word of God.
motive (v. 16) and demonstrates the
"Desire the sincere milk of the word
untenable position and conclusion
that ye may grow thereby," Is the inwhich resulted from their own charge.
■pired exhortation (1 Peter 2:3), aad
Satan 1B not fighting himself. A king
the more you get of it the better, alnever Bends an army against his own
ways provided that you can digest and
soldiers, but against those of his enassimilate it.
emy. Therefore, out of their own acHere comes the thought of eating
knowledgement that the devils were
again. Holding the word In your mind
cast out, he proves that the kingdom
Is like hplding the food In your mouth.
of God has come Upon them. Such an
That is how to get the full taste of it
accusation (v. 15) was to Jesus an evPrayer does in the one case what the
idence of the depravity of their hearts.
saliva does in the other. Turning it
There ig keen sarcasm in the answer
round and round, thinking of it from
he demanded from them (v. 19). Evithis point of view and that, asking
dently they, too, had had power over
questions about it, taking it to your
demons, and it Is easy to see the diparents, your Sunday school teacher,
lemma into which he led them. This
your pastor, searching its meaning in
is not the only time that Jesus cona commentary, all these things correvicted men out of their own testispond to the chewing that makes good
mony (Matt. 21:25).
digestion and assimilation.
III. The Application (vv. 21-26).
What I Got One Day.
With- a true teacher's skill Jesus
The other morning at family praydrives home the truth brought out in
ers I read this verse In Proverbs 18:
the preceding paragraph. Satan is a
10. "The name of the Lord Is a strong
"strong man," but he, Jesus, is strongtower: the righteous runneth into it,
er. He has power to overcome and to
and Is safe." I at once fastened it
take from the strong man his armor
correctly In my mind, and as I walked
(defense), and his spoil, and to bind
down-town to my office, I kept "eating"
him fast.„jfcv, 22; Mark 3:27; Rev.
It, turning it over and over, and get20:2). Those bound by chains of sin
ting such a sweet taste out of it and
are the spoil of Satan, and Jesus is
ouch a sense of strength and spiritual
the only one powerful enough to—
satisfaction.
—break the power of canceled sin
" 'The name of the Lord,'" said 1,
And set the prisoner free.
"why that means the Lord himself!
Cleanse the "Palace."
'
He la a strong tower." "And
the
With Christ there must be entire
'strong tower?' In olden time that
was a, place of defense and protection possession; there can be.no neutrality
like our forts today." "The 'righteous (v. 23). We cannot belong to Christ
runneth into it' Who can the righte- and be a slave to Satan, to mammon,
ous be, save those who are made to self, or even to others whom we
righteous through receiving Christ by may love. The persistence of evil la
faith as their righteousness?" " 'Run- here indicated. Unclean spirits are
neth,' there Is the thought of haste ever seeking a habitation. Therefore
because of pursuit by an enemy," and it is not enough for a man to be
Paul's word came into my mind, "We cleansed, his dwelling must be occuwrestle not against flesh and blood, pied, and if the Holy Splrift does not
but against principalities, against pow- take possession, the evil one will. The
that
follows ^w»-_24;26)
ers, against the rulers of the darkness parable
of this world, agalnBt spiritual wicked- teaches this truth negatively. In one
ness in high places." " 'Runneth Into case Satan is dislodged by Christ, he
it and is safe.' O. the security and finds the "palace" (v. 22) (man) to
peace of the believer who puts, his be pre-occupied. In this case the! palace is empty (Matt. 12:44). Thd, abtrust in God!"
But that was not all. Before the sence of a positive attachment, too, or
day was over I needed all the strength possession by, Jesus Christ, Involves
I got out of it There were trials that hostility to him. This picture is that
day, the enemy was on my heels, and of the reformed man, not of the rehow glad I was to run, and to know generated man. This latter has hia
place pre-occupied, and the returning
the place to run to and be safe!
spirit can find no place of abode. UnWhat the Prophet Meant
I think this Is what the prophet less, however, such be the case, the
meant when he said: "Thy words were latter end of that man Is far worse
found, and I did eat them; and thy than his first state; witness the goldword was unto me the Joy and rejoic cured Intemperate men who return to
ing of my heart." Add this is why 1 their cups (2 Pet. 2:22); they return,
urge every Christian to memorize a because they have no strong defender
portion of the word of God every day to drive off the returning enemy.
It gives his soul something to feed This application and principle here
upon, and the more he feeds upon,.and propounded may, and does, account
digests and assimilates it, the greater for most of the back-sliding after many
is his spiritual strength, and joy, and of the so-called conversions, viz., that
the germ of character has not been
power, and frultfulness In the Lord.
Let me Illustrate this. The next generated (John 3:7). It Is by tar
day after my experience with Proverb? tbe most difficult proposition in
16:10 I waB at a prayer meeting, and Christian work to reach one who is
being suddenly called upon to give a thus gospel hardened.
word of exhortation, I had an opportu
IV. The Illustration (w. 33-36). Itt
nity to pass on that verse to three oi his teaching, Jesus constantly used fafour hundred other people. And tc miliar objects as illustrations. The
how many more will they paBS it on' incongruity of placing a candle under
They were all bible students preparing a bushel measure rather than In Its.
for Christian work in the uttermosi rightful place that It may conspicupart of the earth. Can you computt ously perform its proper function is at
the number of souls to whom they ma> once apparent
Jesus is the Light
pass It on In a lifetime, and who, in (John 7:17; 8:12),' so also is the.
turn, may pass It on, and on, and or Christian. They are to be so set bewhile the age lasts! And all beeausi fore men that, seeing Christ reflected
of that one little bite of truth I got ;n them, they will glorify the Father;
that morning, and because I held I
vho sent him. This Is that which is<
long enough to chew It.well! Memo
ised.by God in redeeming, transform- ■
rlze the bible If you want to be blessec
ng and ennobling earth's sinful chil-.
and become a blessing.
dren,
K
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BEMJfYAND SICK HEADACHES PKUrtK COURSEJN READIN
These Are 8worn Enemies and F«W
Women May Keep Both—Some
Simple Remedies.

Systematic Selection, With a Purpos
It About the Only Way to At
tain Results.

AS ENGLAND SEES US
*.
TYPICAL AMERICAN NOJ REFERRED TO FLATTERINGLY.

BRGOKFIELD
1

Let the "Blue Beir
Sign Remind You

A book, an apple, and a blazing fire
If yon are "subject" to sick beadWhat more can the heart of man de
■tth.es, then you may be pretty sure
slrer
, Truth Is, the American Is of a Type
the marks do not disappear with the
That the Old World Has Not Yei
Pretty near soli* comfort isn t It!
attacks but remain to mar the beauCome to Understand, and So
Especially if the fire burns without
ty of your face. That drawn look.
Its Judgment Is at Fault
smoking, the apple Is ripe and Juicy,
those circles under the eyes, the sal- and the book is of the right kind. For
lonness of the skin—they are all the book is the most Important part
The Americans as a race walk better
traces left of the headaches.
than we—more freely, with a taking
combination.
In nine cases out of ten perhaps of Intheplanning
your reading for the swing, and almost with grace. How
Shis may be effected by exercising a long winter months, it is a good thing much of this Is due to living In a deJlttie common sense, for whatever the to have some deflmite Idea in mind- mocracy, and how much to wearing no
arlmary cause, secondarily headaches some particular line along which you braces, it is very dicult to determine.
Ire due to disordered nerves. The would like to add to your store of InBut certainly It is the land of belts,
Orst suggestion, then, is control your formation. It may be history, biogra- and therefore of more loosely moving
»erves. Shut off the tension. Let phy, science or farming. It may be
■ourself down. Close your eyes and that you would like to know more bodies.
Also, Americans take their coats off,
abut out thoughts. Remain thus for about animals, or bug or birds. If which is sensible; and they can- do
five minutes, and tomorrow at noon you take pains to plan your course of It the more beautifully because they
repeat the performance, and then the
reading carefully, you may in a few are belted and not braced. They take
next day and next and forever. Then months' spare time accomplish a great their coats off everywhere and anyjut a watch over yourself and every
where, and Bomehow it strikes the vistime during the day when you catch deal.
Suppose for example, that you are itor as the mbst symbolic thing about
.yourself and your nerves getting principally Interested In birds. There
them. They have not yet thought of
tightened into knots "let down." A are enough books, magazines and othdiscarding collars; but they are unfew weeks' attention, and you vjlU er literature devoted to these pretty,
find-that you have those nerves pret- feathered friends so that it will be ashamedly shirt-sleeved.
Any sculptor seeking to figure this
ty well under control, and If the head- easy to find material for the whole
republic in stone must carve In fuAches haven't stopped annoying alto- winter's work on this one subject
ture a young man, open-faced, pleasgether you are at least now in condiOf course you should make notes as ant, and rather vulgar, straw hat on
tion to deal with them.
you go along. In this way you can
Perhaps your system is in a weak- save for future reference any scraps the back df MB head, his trousers full
ened condition and you need a tonic of information that you may glean and sloppy, hU coat over his arm. The
(Which the doctor will prescribe; but from the sources at your command, motto written beneath will be, of
ordinarily camomile tea may be just and you wUl find, In a short time, that course: "This is some country"
The philosophic gazer on such a
what you need, and certainly It is you have accumulated a vast fund
.harmless. The less medicine the bet- of definite knowledge on the subject monument might get some way toward understanding the making of
ter and never, no matter how disFor convenience you may divide
turbing the headaches, be persuaded your notebook Into several sections, the Panama canal, that exploit that
no European nation could have carto "try" powders or sleeping draughts. under such headings as follows:
ried out
Better let the headaches take their
1 Classes of ■birds. 2. Their nests
The American race seems to have
course than commence that habit
and nesting-places. 3. Their habits developed two classes, and only two,
Eat simply, avoiding rich foods, and and food, 4. Description and classifl*i
eat regularly and often rather than cation*Rf oommon birds. 6. Bird* the upper middle and the lower midThe sign indicates the presence of a Pay Station.
too greedily at a time. Drttik plenty that are rare or extinct 6. Miscel- dle.
Their
faces
are
very
distinct
The
of water, including a glass of hot wa- laneous notes and anecdotes.
upper-class head Is long, often fine
From any Pay Station you may talk, at a reasonable charge,
ter with half a teaspoonful of baking
Any subject may be divided In a
N
soda in it once a week, and a glass similar style. By following some about the forehead and eyes, and
to any of 500,000 telephones connected with the New Engvery
cleanly
outlined.
The
eyes
have
Of water with half a teaspoonful each such methods one is enabled to put
Of soda and cream of tartar half an knowledge into definite shape, which an odd, tired pathos In them—mixed
land Telephone and Telegraph Company's system in the four
hour before breakfast one morning helps one to remember and make use with the friendliness that Is so admirable—as If of a perpetual, never quite
northern
New England states
out of the six.
of vastly more than when It is left successful, effort to understand someTake plenty of rest, snatching a nap a mere Jumble of Odds and ends.
Also
with
telephones in 40,000 cities and towns connected
thing.
If for only five minutes, in the middle
One need not—In fact should not—
It is like the face of an only child
of the day.
Beware of eya .strain. confine reading to only the one cenwith
the
Long
Distance Lines of the great Bell system
Keep the eyes In condition by dous- tral subject Good literature of any who has been brought up in the company
of
adults.
But
the
mouth
of
such
ing them with water with salt in it kind should be mixed in for the sake
•very night, and keep clear of colds. of variety. Every boy and girl should men Is the most typical feature.
ft Is small, tight, and closed downIn fact, use common sense to elim- -acquaint themselves with the great
inate the recurrent headache.—Kx- writers of prose and poetry,.both of ward at the corners, the lowerillp
very slightly protruding. It has very
-change.
our own and of former times. The UUie expression in it, and no curves.
boy and girl In the country have no There the Puritan comes out
Panama's "Flat Arch."
better time for this purpose than the
But no other nation has a mouth
One of the most famous "flat arches
stormy days and long evenings of win- DA. Arts. It is shared to some exIn the world is to be found in the ruin ter.
tent by the lower classes, but their
of the church of Santa Domingo, Panmouths tend to the wider and more
ama City, and has stood for nearly
Competition Defined.
expressive.
three centuries. The arch, says a
In deciding that a retail oil dealer
These, anyhow, are the types, that
writer In the Wide World magazine, In Iowa may recover damages from the strike one In the eastern cltiea. Ami
has an unsupported span of 36 feet 5 Standard OH company for going Into there are intermediate varieties, as
Inches and stands 20 feet from the the retail trade In competition with of the genial business man, with the
ground. Tradition has it that the Do- the plaintiff with malicious Intent to narrow forehead and the wide,
minican monks planned and built their drive him out of busitess because ha
smooth, lower face.
own church. This arch was near the quit buying his supply from the deThe women's faces are more inJront of the entrance and supported fendant and got It elsewhere, the sudeterminate; not very feminine;
the organ loft, and It fell down three preme court of Iowa says in Dunshee
many of them wear those "Invisible"
times ae soon as the supports were vs. the Standard Oil company:
g. eyeglasses which center glitterlngly
When You Dine With King George.
taken away. Then a monk, who was
"Men have the right to engage f about the bridge of the nose and get
Dinner at Buckingham palace is
neither an architect nor an engineer, lawful competition, and though the
from them a curious air of intelli- never later than eight. King George,
"dreamed" an arch, and drew up a competition may have the effect of
unlike
King Edward, plays the part of
plan according to his vision. Whan driving another out of business, if the gence.
Handsome people of both sexes are listener rather than talker at the dinthe arch was for the fourth time com- competition is lawful no action arises
pleted the designer stood beneath it though injury resulted from the com- very common; beautiful and pretty ner table. The rule that no guest
ones very rare.—Westminster Ga- should touch on a subject of talk that
while the supports were removed, stak- petition. Where there is lawful comhad not been first introduced by the
ing his life on his Inspired work. It petition for gain, for supremacy in zette.
royal host and hostess is now out of
stood and still stands. The church business, for the legitimate control of
date. At a private dinner party the
Old Weir Utilized.
was destroyed by fire In 1737, and now business, even though the purpose and
An ancient stone weir on the river king and queen are addressed as "sir"
nothing remains but this marvelous effect of the competition is to drive
arch. The ruin is now the property from business competitors, yet If the Dee, constructed by Hugh Lupus, earl and "ma'am," and never as "your
» of private owners, and unless the fa- competition is lawful and carried on of Chesteh, between 1070 and 1101 is majesty."
A rather curious rule that concerns
mous arch is speedily bought by the In a lawful way no action will lie. being utilised to supply the city of
government of Panama It will be torn There Is a difference between lawful Chester with electricity, relates Lon- the serving of wines whjch are not dedown and a modern apartment house competition and simulated competition don Answers. The weir was original- canted is observed at the king's dinly erected to drive cornmllls, and the ner table. The name of the grower or
** will be erected on the site.
carried on with t) e sole purpose and
shipper of the wine is always removed
intent not of profit and gain, but of milling industry continued up to 1908. from the bottle before it is taken Into
maliciously Injuring others engaged In In 1910, however, Chester corporation, the royal dining-room. The reason of
Warm Winter Camp.
who had purchased the property, disIn winter In the open tent or lean- that particular business."
mantled the mills. Mr. 8. B. Brltton, this Is to avoid giving the grower or
to you will conserve as much heat
the city electrical engineer, then de- shipper the big advertisement of his
from the campflre as possible. That
Uses for Old Newspapers.
vised a scheme for converting the wa- wines appearing on the king's dinner
How many housekeepers know the
which goes up is lost, but It can be
It dates from the reign of
ter power Into electrical energy, and table.
reduced to a minimum by placing the value of old newspapers? They are
It Is believed that the anuual saving George HI.
Are as close to the front of the camp excellent for many things.
Spread on the kitchen table they thus effected will repay the capital exas possible and having a rather steeply
No Time for Haste.
penditure in five years. It is estimated
pitched roof which will catch and re- catch crumbs and can be renewed at
The heroic fireman, with the faintthat the Installation will yield 1,250,flect the heat waves that go diagonally every meal. Crumpled In the hand
ing
woman
in his arms, stood at a
upward. The heat that would ordi- they polish stoves and remove su- 000 units per annum at a cost of less seventeenth-story window of the burnthan 0.3d per unit, Inclusive of capital
narily spread on the Bide farthest from perfluous gresse and dirt on the
ing building. Flames were bursting
the camp can be thrown almost en- stove and on cooking utensils before charges.
from the windows above and below
tirely backward Into the structure.
they are washed.
and dense clouds of smoke were swirlCentenary of Famous Botanist,
The fireplace must have a .reflect- I Placed between quilts they keep the
Albert Kellogg, celebrated as a bot- ing around the man and his unconing back, which Is constructed by bed warm. Put in the soles of shoes
scious burden. In another minute it
Placed anist, was born In New Hartford,
standing two heavy green sticks In they keep the feet warm.
might be impossible for him to reach
front of the shelter, as close to it as across the chest they keep the body Conn., one hundred years ago. In early the Iron fire escape, yet he stood there
life he moved to Kentucky and reIt will be possible to have the fire, warm.
^
waiting, with the woman In his arms.
Packed around woollens they act as ceived his education at Transylvania
and with their tope Inclined slightly
"Hurry! Hurry!" shouted the agonA firm la now university. In the early forties he
away from the shelter. Brace them a moth preventer.
lied people, who looked up from
behind with forked sticks, and against making paper quilts. These can be traveled extensively In the far west across the street, where they were
their front pile green logs to a height made at home by using newspapers and made the earliest scientific de- kept back by watchful policemen.
of three feet or more. The fire will be for filling and making the outside of scription of *$he big trees of California.
One man, more excitable than the
built against these front logs. Better the best grade of crinkled tissue pa- He explored the republic of Texas
I
than this reflecting back, face the per. A serviceable and pretty quilt with the famous naturalist, J. J. Audu- Others, shouted:
"Come on down, you idiot! What
camp against a big rock it one Is avail- can be made of white tissue paper bon, at the time of its annexation to
are
you
standln'
there
for? Can't
with a floral design. It lasts one sea- the United States, and later made boable.—Outing.
on and a fresh one can be made the tanical explorations along the western yon see that escape will be cut oil
coast of America from Cape Horn to In another minute?".
next summer.
Hospitable, Anyway.
"Keep quiet," commanded an ofllAlaska. During the latter years of
The mother of a three-year-old girl
his lite *lr. Kellogg made his home in oar. "He don't start down till they beWhooping
Cough
Caused
by
Germ.
thought It was about time her small
gin oa the second reel."
That whooping cough 1» caused by California. He was the founder of the
daughter learned the why and whereCalifornia Academy of Sciences. His
,Xore of Christmas. Consequently, one the bacilluB pertussis, discovered by death occurred at Alameda, March SI,
Dreamless Rabbit.
afternoon when they wereMying down Drs. Bordet and Oengou, hae now at 1887.
Those who want a dreamless sleep
together to take their afternoon nap last been proved beyond a doubt.
after the late tldbjts will surely appreshe began to tell the little one about "Masses of minute bacilli Infest the
Trappers Making Money.
ciate this rule and will enjoy the dish
the Christ Child and the lowly manger epithelial cells lining the windpipe,
Twenty
thousand
moles
In
Essex,
in the bargain.
where he was born. As best she could and tubes that lead to the lungs. England, have been killed In the last
Put In the blaser of a chafing dish
Their action is chiefly mechanical;
■he imparted the idea to the child that
three
years,
by
John
Merchant
and
his
one tablespoonful of butter; when hot
they interfere, with the normal moveNot withstanding the fact that Monterey County, California, produces
Christ was good, and that it was beson,
Harry,
with
an
ingenious
new
add
one cupful of milk, a cupful of
ments of the cilia by sticking them to$5,000,000 worth of potatoes, sugar beets, apple", live stock and barley
cause of his baring been born on, the
gether; In this way the germs furnish trap. During the trapping season fresh breadcrumbs, two cops of grated
every year, there is a lot of land that is waiting the settler and farmer.
25th o€ December that the day was a continual Irritation, which results which has just begun they hope as the fresh cheese, add a teaspoonful of dry
called Christmas and was celebrated
in the symptoms peculiar to the dia- result of Increased contracts with mustard and a pinch of paprika and
You should learn more about this splendid coast country. We have issued
all over the world.
ease." Dr». Mallory and Homer now farmers and landowners nearly to doa- -salt Stir constantly and when well
When she had finished her story
s booklet describing the country, which we will send along with a map o
announce the results of experiments ble this figure. Their agreements ex- blended add two well-beaten eggs.
■ho waited for her wee daughter's
California, and a sample copy of SUNSET MAGAZINE, the monthly
upon puppies. They Infected these tend over five years, payments being Cook one minute and serve at once on
comment Receiving none, she looked
guide of the homeseeker and settler, If you will send us ten cents in stamps
animals by Injecting the sputum of At the rate of 2d and sere for the first hot crackers. This Is delicious made
to see if the child had fallen asleep. whooping conga patients Into their year and \Vi& an acre for the subse- with Edam cheese, using one cup of
to help defray the cost of mailing.
She had not; apparently she was noses and throats. 81a- weeks Jataw quent years. Up to this season they grated cheese, one and one-half cups
(ynHnt, (or her blue eyoa wore Tory
SUNSET MAGAZINE SERVICE BUREAU, San Francisco, Csl.
the lesion characteristic of the disease had had about 10,000 acres to work- of milk and one and one-half cups of
serious.
was found In their windpipe*. Normal Now they are making arrangements to breadcrumbs. It also makes a
"Mamma, what did yon say that puppies that essoclat*d with them double their bunting ground. Moleluncheon dish.
nan's name wast I'm going to have
skins sell at about f 10 a hundred.
caught the disease.
• birthday party and invite him."

OF THE ERRAND YOU FORGOT TO
EXECUTE and a ready wqy out of the difficulty
OF THE ORDER YOU WERE ASKED TO.
DELIVER for your firm or for your home
OF THE ENGAGEMENT FOR WHICH
YOU HAVE BEEN DELAYED and the
quickest way of explaining yourself
OF* THE CALL YOU PROMISED TO
MAKE but failed to make, through forgetfulness
Of a hundred ways in which, to use a quaint
phrase, you may "LET YOUR HEAD SAVE
YOUR HEELS''

Remember

New England Telephone
and Telegraph Company

the Rayo

Doing chores at night is easy if you
have a reliable lantern. The RAYO
Lantern gives a clear, powerful light,
and can always be depended upon.
The Rayo is your best friend out-doors
after dark. Safe, handy and built to last
At dealers everywhere.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY

Monterey County, California
Needs Farmers

\<«-
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RICHARD HEALY
The Second Week
Of Our Celebrated and Incomparable

CASH CLEARANCE SALE OF

Brookfield Times
PUBLISHED

BROOKFIELD.

ReV. Dr. Charlton attended the meetEVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
ing of the Farmers club in West BrookAT
Journal Block, North Brookfield, Maes field.

JSo. 7.
WEST BROOKFIELD NEWS.

A Patriotic Service.

Miss Frances P. Austin is the guest of
The patriotic service to be given at the Mra Chauncey L. Olmstead.
Congregational church, Sunday evening,' Roy W. Porter, of New York, is visitThe large ice house at the summer cot- jreb Ifi,
HORACE J. LAWRENCE,
at 7 o'clock, will be of much ing his sister, Mrs Edward M. Houghton.
tage of Edward B. Phetteplace, Quaboag more than1 usual
usuafinterest.
< a splendid
interest. Of
p 1? ni «,„ r>
Thp Y p s
EDITOR ASD FBOPBIETOB.
lake, was filled with, fe-inch ice Tuesday. literary character, it is also filled with a^L-i, JMJL V^ ^^
1.00 a Year in Advance. The "New Patriotism" will be Dr.. historical information and religious inspi- tl ° C 21
"
??£" ^Z
Single Copies,3 Cents.
Every number in the following I^^^ZT^J^
Charltou's topic Sunuay morning.
Mr8 ration.
M
' " .
"
expected.
Address all communications to BKOOKFIELD Peckman will have charge of the Ep-: program is fully illustrated, 48 beautiful
TIMES, North Brookfield, Mass.
j stereopticon slides being used in the ser-1 The whlet P"1* ot the We8t Brookfield
wbrth League at 7 o'clock.
7
club wi te Feb 19 inBtead f F
Orders (or subscription, advertising:, or Job
„ ;-. vice. The program is as follows: Sing- «°"
"
- >
° eb.
work and payment for the same, may be sent
Mrs Henry H. Pratt, North Brookfield, ,nK_ The Doxol
retmo
tne j£Z. 20, on account of a play that is to be
direct to the main office, North Brookfield or
o George W. McKamara, Brookfield,
IS substituting in grades 6 and 7 at the.j^. ^^ whftt a Frf . The given in Warren on the latter date. ♦
TV.

chard building, dunng the ^ | Wi PTM«; Awn* Sire* Hoor of) Waldo E. Miner, Laktstreet, has taken
weeks' absence of the regular teacher,
Prayer; reading, 1st Psalm; singing, j a 75-acre farm in Waverly, Va. Mrs MiMiss Conrad, who has gone to her home
Nearer my God, to Thee, and America, ner and Hazel expect to leave here Feb.
J. Wayne Burgess visited in Worcester, in Lisbon, N. H., on account of illness.
Lecture on Washington; singing, Star 24. Four and one half acres of the farm
Sunday. 1
Homer O. Webster of Wellesley caught Spangled Banner; reading, Independence. will be devoted to raising peanuts.
Mrs William Chickering is visiting a four-pound bass, through the ice, at Bell; singing, Battle Hymn of the Re-f The anxi|i
Brookfield
of
friends in Worcester.
^X£
Lake Quacumqussit, Tuesday, and John pubhc; lecture on Lincoln; singing On- Grang(, wi„ J
an
Wedne8dlly
Walter R. Howe and Horace May, Jr., J. McCarthy caught a three and a half ward Christian Soldiers^ The service >sj dance in Q# A R ha|,
£
J
Mueic
pound one at the same place Wednesday. given by the Y. P. 8. C. E., and ,s m eveni
were in Worcester; Saturday.
charge of Howard Leete
The lectures[^^ ^ Patrick J^Hn^y
Miss Felt Fletcher spent Sunday in
Quaboag Valley drum corps, assisted by will be read by Miss Hattie Ormsby and •„„ t„_ nv.i..._ «
.Leicester, with Miss Sadie Fitts.
the Spencer drum corps, will manage a Miss Emily Ham. Mrs Works will sing prompter. Tickets 50 cents a couple.
Abraham
Rosen
spent
the
week-end
at
dance in West Brookfield town hall, this the Battle Hymn of the Republic. The
Paul H. Hazen, John J. Mulvey, Jr.,
Extraordinary conditions of weather and. business have
his home in Chelsea.
(Friday) evening, with Wedge's orches- church choir under the leadership of Mr Arthur H. Brighan. mid Ray Chesson enmade extraordinarily low prices. The thousands of women who Mr and Mrs John Oharron visited with tra of Spencer, to furnish music.
Irwin, will lead the singing. The mem- tertained their friends, students at WarHigh School, in Grand Army Hall, on
purchased Garments and Furs the past week ate convinced that friends in North Brookfield, Sunday.
She senior concert and ball,, managed bers of Dexter Post, No. 38, have acceptEdward Locke or Boston, was at his by the senior class, B. H. S , wi1' be held ed an invitation to be present. The pub- Friday night. Mrs Chesson presided at
this sale is the greatest in our history and that our values are home on Willard hill, over Sunday.
the punch bowl, and refreshmente were
in the town hall, Monday evening,'.' Feb. lic is cordially invited to attend.
served. Cards and dancing were enjoyed
unequalled in New England
Michael Delaney of Natick; was the 23. Donahue's six piece orchestra will
during the evening.
"Every body at church Sunday" was
guest of his son, Edward F. Delaney, on furnish music. The committee in charge
$5.00 to $19.50 Sunday.
Ephraim C. Carey, 80 years, 10 montns
i coo COATS
is: Misses Pauline Eaton and Beatrice observed in the local churches, Sunday,
Mrs Frederick Butler of Allston, visit- Bailey, and Howard G. Leete, Sidney in harmony with the appeal made by and 24 days, died at 2 p. m., Thuisday,
$9.75
to
$25.00
the Massachusetts federation of churches. at the home of his nephew, Clarence he
750 SUITS
ed her sister, Mrs Edward B. Phette- Roger and Edward J." Q'Day.
The attendance at the forenoon servi<
''-■wdson, Long hill. Death was from
Among those who attended the old- at each of the churches was considerably
$5.00 to $25.00 place, TuesBay.
750 DRESSES.
mileSjementia.
r Carey had been in
William Pratt of Marlboro, was the fashioned dance, managed by the fire de- in excess of the usual attendance. In
g health for some time, but his
$2.98 to $7.50 guest of his parents, Mr and Mrs Charles partment of West Brookfield in their the evening, there was a union service at
x 800 SKIRTS
lastTlmess was of but a week's duration.
Pratt, 8unday.
town hall last Friday night were: Mr and
79c to $7.50 Waldo Healey, South Warren, was the Mrs David N. Hunter, Mra Charles M. the Methodist church, and the auditori- He was the last of 14 children of Zeb3000 WAISTS
um of the church was filled. The three ulon Carey of West Brookfield. He was
Buchanan, Mr and Mrs Jame. Crowley, pastors, Reverends Emanuel C. Charla member of Co., I, 34th Mass. Regi$25 to $5.00 guest of Mr and Mrs Frank Chase, on Mies
250 GOWNS
Maude
Langlois,
William
Bern's,
Montlay.
X
ton, Sherman Goodwin and William L. ment, and mustered July-31, 1862, re$2.98 to $9.75 Harold Foster of Rowley, has gone to Miss Hazel TJ. Bemis, Mr and Mrs Hor- Walsh gave addresses. During the ser- ceivinghisdischarge June 16, 1865. Mr
800 GIRLS' COATS
work in the office of the Foster-Moulton ace W. May, Peter Levasseur, Matthew vice, there was singing by the chorus of 1 Carey was a member of Clara Barton
/
Daley, Arthur Van Train and Charles
79c to $7.50 shoe factory.
aooo GIRLS DRESSES
40 voices, that recently sang at the Old Post, G. A. R. He leaves three nieces
Capen.
Folks' concert, under the direction of E. and three nephews.
Miss
Mary
McNamee
of
Springfield,
$5.00 to $75.00
500 FUR COATS
. ... .
An entertainment will be given in town Richard Irwin.
was the guest, Sunday, of Miss Mary
hall, Friday evening, Feb. 20, by the la$3.98 to $75.00 Walker. «
Reed—Greene.
700 FUR SCARFS
There was no session in any of the
Mrs Vernon Converse and children, of dies of the Congregational church. The
$19.75 t0 $250.00 Niagara Falls, have been visiting Mrs piny "The girl who paid the hills," will schools in town Thursday, owing to tbe A very pretty home, wedding was at
' -aoo FUR COATS
be-presented. There will be solos by extremti cold. The no-school signal was the home of Mr and, Mrs ?nmncr H.
Lucy Converse, Lincoln St.
Miss Lucy Blakelan of Worcester, and sounded on the whistle at the Foster- Reed, Thursday afternoon, when their
Mr and Mrs William Thompson Of readings by Misses Reta McCrea and Moulton shoe factoay at 7.30 and 7.45 in younger daughter, Faith Hamilton Reed,
Holyoke were the guests, Wednesday, of Laura Martin, both of Millbury. Mis the morning, and this being the first became the bride of James Taylor Greene
Mr and Mrs Charles M. Buchanan.
Richard Finney will have charge of the time in recent years that it has been nec- of Middldbury, Vt. The ceremony was
Thomas Durkin of Tale college has entertainment. •
essary to give the no-school signal, many performed by L. Clark Seelye, President
Emeritus of Smith college, the bride
been the guest this week of his brother,
Miss Esther C. Howe observed her 13th people thought the whistle was blowing
for a fire. Temperatures from 20 to 26 being a graduate of that college in the
Henry Durkin, Central street.
birthday anniversary Monday and enterclass of 1908. The double ring service
J. Wayne Bnrgess and T. Earle Me- tained friends at a party in the evening degrees below zero were registered on
was used. Miss Jessie Gilbert, West
Namara attende^ dance-in North Brook- at the home of her parents, Mr and Mrs thermometers in different sections of the
Stealing.
town Thursday morning, making the sec- Brookfieid, was bridesmaid and the
Walter Howe, Maple street. Games were
field. Friday nigbKV
Stealing is a wholly silly business
groom was attended by his brother, Herond coldest day of the winter.
played and a musical program enjoyed.
at toe best; but to steal In the postbert Greene, of Brooklyn, N. Y. The
Mr and Mrs Robert H. Hyde were
A
birthday
luncheon
was
served,
the
office, in a bank, or In any other orguests of Mr and Mrs Arthur W. Mitch
The senior class of the high scihool.oon wedding marches were played by Miss
We want to get the news to all old people
ganized Institution, is absolutely Idiofeature being a large birthday cake, decducted a food and candy sale and art ex Josephine Powers, a college room-mate
tic. There Is no surer road to state about Rexall Olive Oil Emulsion, aremark- «». Over-the-River distnet Sunday,
orated with 13 candles. ' Those present
, Pal
hibition in the school room, Saturday af- of the bride. Guests were present from
wfl8 the
prison than to steal from an organ- able nei^ food-medicine1 which we firmly I D wd A D1
were:
Elora
Charron,
Kdna
Richardson,
believe is thS.best remedy ever made to I
,
/
•
Warren, North Brookfield, Brookfield,
ised business; and the larger the bus- overcome
the fc weakening, debilitating guest of his parents, Mr and Mrs Matthew Evelyn Burke, Mary and Julia Lounge- ternoon, from 2 to 6 o'clock. The sale
iness is the more complicated the bus- effects of increasiifntold age. It helps to re-1 Daley, the fiisf of the week,
was in charge of Howard G. Leete, Sid- Springfield, Worcester, Northampton,
way, Harold Capen, George Finney,
iness Is, the smaller the possibility build wasted tissuesTStasngthen the nerves.
ney J. Roger and Misses Pauline Eaton Staftord Springs, New Haven, Winsdor,
1
Mrs Charles L. Vizard and Robert S. Winfield and Esther Howe.
that the thief can avoid that final de- and give new energy anda lively feeling to
and Beatrice Bailey. The art exhibition Wicksford, R. I., Boston, New York and
tection. The thief burrows around In the body. It contains no alcohol or danger- Vizard of Charlton, * were gueBts of Mrs
The following duplicate copies of popu- was in charge of Miss M. E. Gussman, Brooklyn. Many beautiful gifts were rebis little corner very much as mice ous drug. It may not make you feel better Vizard's parents, George L. Twichell and lar books have been received at the Mer- supervisor of drawing. The proceeds of ceived. The bride is a graduate of Warfor
a
few
days,
but
if
you
do
not
feel
much
wife, Sunday.
make ways for themselves under the
■rick public library and will be let out at the sale, which were $30, will go towards ren high school and Smith college. She
Boors of a storehouse or a dwelling. better and stronger before you have taken
Arthur Peterson and Misses Elsie E.
a quarter as much as' you have of other
has been high school assistant in WicksBoth the thief and the mouse have medicines that have not helped you, we Peterson and Olga Moore visited Monday the rate of two cents a day:—"The White the* fund to pay the expenses of the class
ford, R. I., Stafford 8pnngs, and ShelLinen Nurse" by Abbott; "The Iron on the trip to Washington.
It all to themselves for a while, and will gladlv give back your money.
with Mr and Mrs William Chickering, Trail" by Rex Beach; "T. Tembaron"
ton, Cqnn. The guests included many
the thief at least thinks that nobody
Rexall Olive Oil Emulsion contains pure_
Mechanic
street.
by Bennett; "Inside the Cup'' Churchill:
The Woman's Alliance of the First of her college friends and teachers. The
knows. But to think such a thing Olive Oil and the Hypophosphites which,
only shows that he Is a fool. His op- though they have long been endorsed by" Letters are advertized in Brookfield V V's Eyes" by Harrison; "Isabelle, * Parish church had an open meeting in groom is a native of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
erations necessarily touch other peo- successful physicians, are here for the first, ^ offlce (or Mjfl8 Edna cfcm-ook-, Mrs true blue story" by Porter; "Bobbie, the auditorium of the church Tuesday af- but recently moved to Middlebury, Vt.,
combined. The result is a real body, *L .-,_„_
. „«. .,
„'. ,
ple, for otherwise he would find noth- time
Other ternoon, at which Mrs George H. Mellon where the couple will live after a short
nerve and blood-building food-medicine | E. A. Cass, Mr Frank Partridge, 64 Am- general manager" by PrOuty.
ing to steal. They complain; the trap that we believe is superior to anything else ory St., Mrs M. D. Wells, 103 Thorndike books are to be added to the list in the of Newton Highlands, gave an interest- wedding trip.
Is set for him; and merely by con- in overcoming debility, weakness and lia- ' street.
near future. Any ,of the duplicate copies ing address on "The Modern Noblesse
tinuing to steal he walks Into It and Ability to disease, and to tone and strengthen
Quaboag Pomona Grange.
George T. Eaton crushed three fingers will be reserved for persons leaving tbeir oblige." , Preceding the address there
Is caught, lust as the mouse is when the nerves and1 enrich the blood. You who
was an organ recital by Mrs William
Its secret passageway finally opens are weak and run-down—-you who, are of his right hand, in a machine at the names.
There will be an agricultural rally in
Into the room it seeks to enter. The often troubled by various cold weather ail- Ideal Coated Paper Company mill, on
Word has been received by Selectman Croft, Jr. At the conclusion of the meetman who steals once may escape, but ments, use Rexill Olive CHI Emulsion to Thursday. They will not have to be and Mrs Osear Bemis, that their son, ing there Was a reception in the social connection with Quaboag Pomona Grange
get and keep well and strong. It is a sen.
in Brookfield town hall, February 18, at
the man who makes a business of Bible, pleasant-tasting aid to renewed amputated.
George M, Bemis, has been elected super- room. The hostes.es were Mrs Arthur
10.30 a. m. At the morning session, Mr
stealing Is as certain to be caught as strength, better spirits, glowing health.
F.
Butterworth'
and
Miss
Louise
V.
Newintendent
of
schools
at
Revere,
Mr
BeWilliam L. Mulcahy left Tuesday to
John R. Combey of Bedford landscape
he is to live. He has to quit stealing If it doesn't helpyou, come and tell us and
hall.
Mrs
Edward
Phetteplace
and
Mrs
mis
is
a
graduate
of
Brookfield
high
or to die in order to avoid being we willgive back your money without a resume his studies at Grand Seminary,
Henry L. King poured, and Miss Ella M. gardens will speak, also others on subcaught It Is a dead sure thing.— word. TTiat is how much faith we have in in Montreal, after passing a two weeks school, class of 1892, and received bis Bartlett, Mrs John McLauren, Mrs Hen- jects belonging to home and its surroundit Sold only at the 7,000 Rexall Stores, vacation, with his parents, William Mul- collegiate education at Yale, from which
Hartford Courant.
ings. Dinner at noon. Wilfred Wheeland in this, town only by us. $1,00.
cahy> and wite of Howard 9treet,
place he was graduated in 1896. In 1905 ry W. Irwin, Mrs Robert G. Livermore,
er, secretary of the State Board of AgriFastest Travel on Record.
Eugene W. Reed, North brookfield- "John L. Hughes, instructor of chem- and 1906 he was superintendent of the Mrs Lucius E. Estey, Mrs Walter B. culture and Henry m Harvard of West
Mellen and Miss Clara M. Clarendon
Th researches made by physicists
istry, at Connecticut Agricultural College, Brookfield and North Brookfield schools,
served. There Were 125 attended, guests Newton, also Prof. F. A. Foord of the
of all centuries have proved that the
leaving
here
to
become
superintendent
of
at Storrs, is spending a few days at the
college, and others will speak at the afterLondon Provided With New Seal.
hertzian waves move with the same
the schools of Wrenthain, Plainville and being present from the surrounding
The official seal of the corporation home of his parents, Mr and Mrs Geo.
noon session. Subject to be discussed is
speed as light, that is to say, at about
towns.
Norton,
occupying
the
position
for
5
of Londbn was formally "broken" re- H. Hughes, Kiinhall street.
Farm Management and tbe Market Gar186,000 miles a second.
years.
He
is
now
serving
his
third
year
The Republican, caucus, for the purden. Everybody welcome.
Tbree\ French scholars, Mr. Abra- cently and a new one substituted. The
Women
of
the
First
Parish
church
had
as
superintendent
of
schools
at
Andover,
ham, professor at the Conservatoire old one had been In constant use for pose of nominating candidates for the
a Valentine social and chicken-pie supper
des Arts jet Metiers; Major Ferrie and S32 years. It had only one predeces- town officers, to be vot«>d for at the an- His new position is in a much larger
BROOKFIELD.
field, and therefore added responsibility. in the vestry of the church, Wednesday
Mr. Dufour, have, under the auspices sor, which was destroyed In 1381, be-, nu
evening.
The vestry was attractively
of the bureau of longitudes. Just de-. cause It was "too small, rude and an-; m f' ^^ n>«bng, March 2d, will be held
The collection of paintings and drawThe third in the series of rhetorical ex- decorated with valentine decorations and
elent" The seal, which was used for , banquet hall, Mon.lay evening, Feb.
termlned the speed of propagation of
16 Bt 7i48 and the
>
>
citizens caucus, for ercises at the high school was held Fri- at each plate was a cupid and heart dec- ings by Miss Gussman, supervisor of
the hertzian waves between Paris and the last time on the 1st, was of sllToulbn. Part of the result has been ver, about the siM of a dollar. It Is* the same purpose will be held at the day afterno'n. The program opened orated folder on which the menu was drawing in the Brookfield and North
calculated, and the speed found la much, worn and blurred. It probably same time and place on the following with a piano solo, "The garden of girls," printed. The decorations were in charge Brookfield schools, that were on exhibiby Miss Mary E. Johnson; and was fol- of Mrs Charles M. Clarendon and Miss tion at the senior sale at the high school,
295,800 kilometers to the second, with was used 1,500 times annually, or 798,- evening, Tuesday, Feb. 17.
_,.
. ,
..
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„
a difference of less than one per cent 000 times altogether.
The- musical section of the Young lowed by recitations, "The wreck of the Sadie Eaton. The committee of arrange- Saturday, have been placed on exhibition
for each determination. In comparison
Ladies Auxiliary to th- V. I. S. bad a Birkenhead," by William E. Cottle; and ments was Mrs William Mitchell, chair- at the Merrick public library and will reto the average.
musical at the home of Miss Ethel John- "The duty of public service," by Miss man, Mrs William Hayes, Mrs Edwin main there for some time.
Romance
In
Gibbon's
Life.
They Intend to measure this speed
Golds Wilson; then came "An incident H. Eaton, Mrs Charles H. Clarendon,
Edward Gibbon, author of the "De- son, Friday night Th ■ program opened
between the Eiffel tower and the staAlabama Advice.
tion of wireless telegraphy at Wash- cline and Fall of the Roman Empire," with a paper on "Chiifiii, as a pianist, of the French Camp," byGeorge Adams. Mrs Horace W. May and Miss Sadie EaIf you have no section harrow, then
ington, while the longitude of the had bis engagement with the Swiss tekcher and composer,'' by Miss M. Isa- A piano solo by Miss Pauline Eaton, was ton, Tbe waitresses were Mrs Delbert A.
capital of the United States is beinr Miss Murchod broken off by his fa- belle McNamara; ani was followed by followed by the recitations ' 'The battle of Eaton, Mrs Charles L. Vizard, Mrs Les- sell your shotgun and buy one. We
ther, mainly on account ot his son's piano selections byClvpin: "Nocturne," Waterloo," by Edward J. O'Day; "The lie Wright, Mrs Robert G. Livermore, are fond of hunting ourselves, bat a
determined.
Messrs. Abraham, Dufour and Ferrie health. On his return to England Gib- by Miss Ruth 8. Nizird; "Polonaise," wreck of the Hesperus was by Miss Golds Mrs Dwight G. Tucker, Mrs Henry W. farmer who Is too poor to own m harpropose to continue their experiments bon wrote: "After a painful struggle by Miss Mary G. McK -y; "Mazurka," Wilson; and a selection from "The court- Irwin, Mrs Charles L. Vizard and Misses row, or a lawyer who la too poor to
and to study the speed of the propa- I yielded to my fate: I sighed as a by Miss Pauline Eato , "Nocturne," by ship of Myles Standish," by Miss Mil- Clara M. Clarendon and Marion Gregson. buy a book, la certainly not In a financial condition to possess tbe Implegation of hertzian waves between two lover, but I obeyed as a son." The
dred G. Mitchell. Tbe program conclud- During tbe evening there were piano ments of a sportsman. Feel yourself
disappointment made Gibbon a sad Miss Edith. O'NHJ!; •• Three Preludes,"
points separated by the sea.
ed
with
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song
"Anchored"
by
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solos
by
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S.
Vizard
and
selecby Miss Mildred F. Mi, . mil, and "Etude"
for your fight with fortune, and gel
and tour man all bis life.
school.
by Miss Clara M. Clai idon.
tions on the victrola.
a harrow.
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had gone from th. fact that Ms'noTiAmericans as a man would speak to
departed.
the woman he loves, with the whole nad
Baked Bean Luncheon.
,
As they walked to the girls pony,,
truth in my heart. I have talked, though, Holton, with a sudden exclat
For the woman who wishes to en- FAST INDIA FUNERAL PYRE
since I saw you this morning, with mation. leaned forward. There, altertain at a small cost, such a lunchscores of high officers, and I can tell
eon would be charming. Crepe paper Immolation of Silent Figure While^
you that what I have already said to most at his feet, lay the body of SH
Brother Looked on In
napkins with wreath ot tiny yellow
man. The girl saw It almost at th«
Bitter
Grlaf.
you i» the whole truth.
flowers should be laid on a polished
same instant.
"Cuba
is
certainly
and
surely
to
he
table tor centerpiece and plate doil"What is ltT" she asked tremulousEven aa we came opposite the bearleft to the Cubans. England, France,
ies, and in the center of the table
ly_
Germany,
Italy—all
great
countries
ers
lifted
one
of
them,
all
cool
and
there should be placed a glass bowl
mu.tr.tion. to
"A man," was the solemn reply.
have been officially assured by the
Ellsworth Youn£
filled with small yellow flowers and dripping, from the river and set it,
Holton lighted a match and bent,
<y>
Lawrence
Perry
'erry f
state department that It 1B to be. But
each place favor should be a larger the slim, small figure, so quiet, so
over the body. Then he straightened
Chmffenr7«teAiraiorof*J^Marrt»W,"THngf orC
first, order fflttlt be restored here and up as though he had been strut*, to.
yellow flower. The quaint brown bean content, on a half-built pyre, C. F.
the wheels ot government set going.
pot may grace one corner of the table Benson writes in the Century. BrushLi
.,
To that end General Wood is to be ap- the"Itface.
and diagonally aerpss from that may wood and fagots were built over it
Is Cesnola!" he whispered
pointed military governor, and In good
be a plate of old fashioned ginger- and at the head and foot and sides
breathlessly.
.
.
time every single American soldier
bread On another corner place sand- the Are was applied. A Brahman di"Cesnola!" She bent down until her
will leave this island. There is no face was close to the dead man, andi
wiches of thin slices of brown and rected the rites and once, as the
doubt about that. Ah, Miss La Tossa, her hand, reaching out, came In conwhite bread laid together, while the flames mounted and aspired, the
believe me! For, as God is my Judge.
fourth corner may hold hot Boston brother, who was watching, clutched
tact with ainife. This she withdrew,
I have spoken only the truth.
brown bread. Salted peanuts and tiny at his heart as there appeared for a
and, standing up, trembling, she held
"One
mometft,"
as
she
essayed
to
cucumber pickles will keep within the moment at the top of the pyre a
It toward Holtonspeak.
"Losing
you
is
a
price
too
color scheme and sliced bananas with girl's face, with closed eyes and
"You must get rid of thU!" she,
great for me to pay—even when It inwhipped cream for dessert make a mouth that seemed to smile; then tho
cried.
good ending to a brown and yellow radiant veil of flame shrouded it
, The Cuban's hand tightened on his volves saving my countrymen. No, I
"Rid of it! Why?"
SYNOPSIS
cannot lose you—and live. I do not
again. The smoke rose In gray
luncheon.
arm like a vise.
"Because it is Pierre's knife."
wish to live. And so—you have not
whorls and streamers against the
•■jM
I
am
certain
now
the
In a flash Holton saw It all. Pierre,
0_come.
Ueutenant Holton 1» detached from his
stainless and tender blue of the sky, command in the navy at the Wlgtrtth* way is clear. 1 fea»ed he was below. believed me. Every look, every word coming out had seen the spy waiting
Cooking Hint.
of
yours
tells
me
you
regard
me
as
a
war and **t*M«1"
If you have oatmeal left In your and still the brother watched, quiet Spanish-American
for tho explosion. Filled with hatred,
Important secret service duty. Wfi le din It is all< right Come." ,
■
Something in the fellow's manner liar. So be It"
for the man who had led his beloved
cooker after breakfast, do not throw again and composed; he had given Ing at a Washington hotel he detects a
He
moved
away
from
the
push-butwaiter
in
the
act
of
fobbing
a
beaiumu
It away or scrape it out. Simply cov- only that one sign to show that he young lady. She thanks him for Ms serv made Holton's obedience Implicit.
Ranee into this situation, he had
ton
and
folded
his
arms.
er it with cold water The next morn- loved her whose ashes now lay among fee and gives her name as Miss La Tossa Without a word he followed the man.
"You are now at perfect liberty to promptly paid off the Bcore.
,a
Cuban
patriot.
Later
he
*»«Wi
The
Cuban
had
lighted
a
candle.
Folthe
charred
and
smoldering
logs.
Or
ing pour off the water, chop the oat"Give me the
knife."
Holton
a ball. A secret service man warns Hoi
meal into pieces with a spoon, add hot rather it was only for the moment ton that the girl Is a spy. Miss La,.™8,* lowing the light, Holton could see a press that button. I shall not Inter- wrapped the thing in hiB handkerchief,
for her home in Cuba. Holton is long tunnel opening before him. In fere. I shall stay here and die with and In good" season contrived- to place,.
water and whatever more oatmeal is that, thinking of days of childhood leaves
ordered to follow her. They meet on the
needed, and cook as usual. Oatmeal and dawns by the riverside, he forgot Tampa train. Miss La Tossa tells Holton the apartment itself were several elec- you. That is my wish. Life means It where it would ueyer ,be found.
Is a Cuban spy and exp iwt"doubt trical appliances, and a push-button nothing now for me."
Is better for much cooking, and a that it was not she who had been she
Which is getting a bit ahead of the
regarding the sincerity of" the Unitea
A cry ot horror broke from the girt.
consumed in the flames of the pyre. States, holton is ordered to remain at was in the wall.
penny saved Is a penny earned.
Btorv
She
stood
swaying,
surveying
the
two
*~*
Tampa
to
guard
the
troop
tr«MJ"S
Holton marveled greatly at what he
Then he remembered again, and look- He saves the transports from destruction
In the meantime the two wended
with
staring
eyes.
Her
gaze
at
length
ing up from the pyre to the dazzling at the hands of dynamiterandB report. was going through, but the man he
their way-toward headquarters. HolShort Blanket*.
fastened upon Holton, standing there,
Admiral Sampson for further (
Many people complain about the river he saw there on our boat his Holtonn l.r sent^General Garcia', com had seen with Miss La Tossa was up- hie arms folded, his broad shoulders ton leading the horse, the girl walkin" the" guiae of a newspaper cor- permost in ills mind.
ing very close to his side. The recent
blankets pulling from the foot of the friend, the Brahman, and smiled to rnan§
respondent to Investigate Cuban plow
"I thought that fellow, Cesnola, was heaving, his dark, handsome face ordeal, coupled with the discovery of
bed. This trouble can be easily reme- him.
against the American troops and tt|»™
turned to her with an expression of
dead,"
he
said
tensely.
the
plans
of
the
Span
sh
navy.
He
ae
the body of Cesnola, had unnerved -her,
died by sewing a strip of outing flantacts a trusted Cuban leader In™,?™
For the man with the girl was none great tenderness.
East to Butte.
nel 18 inches wide across the bottom
of fomenting trouble among the Cubans
Something In his eyes something and occasionally a dry sob broke from
The Boston man who, when asked in the interests of the Spanfards Holton other than that of the omnipresent and
of the blanket. This you tuck under
of the magnetic the power of his great love her lips.
? seized by friends of the spy and later
the mattress, and you have the full if he had ever been west, replied: ordered executed as a spy. He' "cfJS. apparently immortal waiter
Holton decided that, more than anylength of your blanket. You will find* 'Yes, indeed, I've been to Albany,' has and naves the American troops from la" New Willard.
thing else, she needed lights, good
Ing
Into
a
Spanish
ambush.
«e
.earn,
Pierra
laughed
without
mirth,
them very comfortable fixed this way. a counterpart in a chap I met on my from General Garcia that the spy Is Jo»
cheer, and good food. So they went
"The man is a devil!" he replied.
last trip to the Rockies," said a Bos- Soigne of the most trusted ^gj
to the Venus restaurant, and there,
Holton
takes
part
in
Jb«
battle
at
»*■
"The
firing
party
at
his
execution
waa
ton copper operator at the Plaza.
Sponge In Jar.
amid all the brilliancy of Its military
selected
by
an
officer
friendly
to
him.
"I
was
In
Spokane,
going
from
the
patrons, the blushes returned to the
A sponge in a porcelain umbrella
enTrs sssss «**3fe1R£ They shot over his head. He pretendhotel
to
the
railroad
station
In
the
hogirl's cheeks and the laughter to her
stand will keep the umbrellas from
ed death. Thus he escaped. General
tel
bus.
A
lanky
rancher
from
Walla
striking the bottom of the jar, which
lips.
. .
Garcia was tricked by his own men.'
is often broken in this way, and will Walla was beside me.
the harbor at Santiago on July J. Holton
After their meal Holton and the girl
Holton nodded.
" 'I'm agoin' back to the ranch/ he escapes and arrives in sight of_ffiJ^Wf.
also absorb the rainwater from a wet
set
out
for
the
La
Tossa
estate,
the
-__ 5 * t„ tim. to see the admiral s nag
"But what is the meaning of all
remarked Where are you agoin'?'
signaling
girl on her pony and Holton on a
umbrella.
/
sail sway, ,After frantic
He theBe InstrumenU?" he asked. ',And
" 'Oh, I'm bound for Butter,' said I- ■hip
he is answered by the
-— Brooklyn.
horse he borrowed from one of tn*
of
the
warns
Schley
of
the
intent
ons
why
have
you
brought
me
here?"
" 'Agoin' east all the way to Butte!' Spanish fleet and witnesses the destruc
general's aides.
The man faced Holton gravely.
ejaculated the rancher. 'I'd like to Son and eaptureof the enemy "VMee^
When they reached the estate It waa
learns that Sorter has receives
"This tunnel," he answered, "lead*
go with you, for I've never been Holton
nearly midnight Ranee was delighta message from President McKlnley ae under the heart of Santiago. At short
clarlng
that
the
war
was
Instituted
ior
ed to find awaiting her a message,
east.'"
the sole purpose ot freeing C aba. He distances it is packed with dynamite.
Can quickly be overcome by
learns that a meeting of dlMatisfled Cu
from her father In Havana, assuring
This key will release the spark that
bans
is
to
be
held
that
night.to
Plot
her that he was well, and that through
CARTER'S LITTLE
HOW TOIREAT PIMPLES AND against the American army. He gives sets It oft. It is the plan that the city
Miss La Tossa the president's message.
force of circumstances he would reLIVER PILLS.
BLACKHEADS
and
the
American
soldiers
shall
he
He spies on the meeting and |»a« Ces
Purely vegetable
main In that city until the result of
nola attempt to Inflame theCubans blown to pieces, after which, the
—act surer/ and
the present campaign waB determined.
against the Americans. J»*J»Toss,» Cuban soldiers now gathered on the
For pimples and blackheads the fol- denounces
Ceenola and reads Mt-Kinley >
gently on the
The girl wept over the letter as she
lowing is a most effective and eco- message. Garcia and his soldiers place secret trail, leading Into the town, will
liver. Cure
handed it to Holton.
Cesnola under arrest.^ Later bata.« rush in and assume control."
Biliousness,
nomical treatment: Gently smear the dered
executed.
"Poor, dear father!" she cried. __l
Head"And\ Miss La Tossa?" he asked
affected parts with Cuticura Oint- render and Shafterimtef* Santiago.
trust he Is happy—as happy as—as .
ache,
ment, on the end of the finger, but
quaverihgly.
Holton crushed her to his breast
CHAPTtRXVI.
"Senorita has been selected to
nesfand Indigestion.' They do their duty. do not rub. Wash off the Cuticura
,
.
.
»
..••
•
press
the
button.
I
have
brought
you
Ointment
in
five
minutes
with
CutiSMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE. SMALL PRICE.
As to the war, but little remained.
A Frightful Revelation.
here to stop her. To save the city, to
cura Soap and hot wa* and continue
The fleet of Cervera had been wiped
Genuine must bear Signature
Holton's ride back to the city was save the Americans, to save herself,
bathing for Borne minutes. This treatout, and thus shorn of sea power,
ment is best on rising and retiring. the most forlorn he had ever taken. for when that button is pressed she
there was really little use in resistAt other times use Cuticura Soap In the flash of a hand he had been low- dies here." Pierre sank on his kneea.
ance on land. So it came about that
freely for the toilet and bath, to as- ered from the heights of ecstasy to "Oh Mr Holton, save her! She loves
peace was agreed upon by commisthe
depths
of
despair.
>
A
beautiful
Wirh
a-Low'Cry
the
Gjrl
Sprang
t«
you.' You love her! Save her. You
sist in preventing Inflammation, irrisioners of the two countries.
Him.
dream had been lived out, and the bitcan, and you alone can."
,
tation and clogging of the pores, the
It was on this day that Holton, with
Holton struck the man on the shoul- for her, the Intensity of his emotions
common cause of pimples, blackheads, ter realities of waking had come.
a long leave of absence, and many flatAs he sat before his tent thinking, der and his voice was stern.
redness and roughness, yellow, oily,
rivfted
her
gase
to
his
face.
tering* official papers In his luggage,
a man paused in front of him, holding
s&k
"1 will save her," he paused, "So
Slowly, in spite of herBelt, she crept stood on the deck of a great transatJi,ffi.SSf-Sw«KW
- -" mothy and other unwholesome condi- his broad sombrero in bis hand. As help
si.ooo to *3,ooo a yo;r
me, Pierre, I will!"
tions of the skin.
toward
him,
fascinated.
lantic liner.' looking down upon the
aaoalhW oar bis sell.™. J&g&SSSSffl&Ek
The candle was blown out and the
Cuticura Soap and Ointment sow Holton glanced at him curiously his
"Ranee! How my armB have ached crowd assembled on pier and bulkhead
throughout the world. Sample ot each face lighted with recognition.
two waited in the darkness.
for you. How my heart has bled for to wave farewell and Godspeed to
"Pierre!" he cried, rising. "What
"But why," whlBpered Holton, 'has you! Ranee! Come."
free,with 32-p. Skin Book. Address poBtfriends and relatives who were hurryyou want?"
THE DUOFORM CO.. Dept. 10.
Miss La Tossa volunteered for this
card "Cuticura, Dept. L, Boston.' —Adr. doThe
With a low cry the girl sprang to ing to the continent to spend the last
Cuban nodded to him gravely.
NORTH JAVA. ». T.
work?"
him
In
his
powerful
arms
he
caught
brilliant days of the waning summer
"Can you come with me. Lieutenant
• . Quite True.
"Because," was the reply, ' the per- her. She looked up at him and kissed away from the scenes ot bloodshed,
Patience-I see an international Holton? It is very important."
son who presses that button will never her. Her hands caressed his face.
Holton, without replying, accom- leave this place. It is intended that it
and disease.
congress for physical education will
She drew hiB head down once more to
Close by his side, with her arm
panied the Cuban.
shall be destroyed BO that no trace of her lips.
be held in Paris in March.
The
two
hurried
along
until
at
tightly locked in his, was a girl so
Patrice—What's the use? We all
the mystery will ever be found."
And thus in the darkness, with po- radiant that she attracted the attenlength
the
Cuban
stopped
In
front
of
knoW it is a physical impossibility to
Holton's heart grew sick. Undoubteda long, rambling, one-story building, ly the girl In her blind, patriotic fury, tential death all about, love, the con- tion of everyone who passed the liteducate some people.
tle group. She. had just kissed her faevidently used at one time as a bar- had come forward as a martyr to give queror, triumphed..
ther good-by and he was turning to
racks for the Spanish soldiers He her life for the country she loved.
Many School CnlMren Are S^kly.
CHAPTER XVI.
Children who are delicate, feverish and cross leaned down and took off his ahoes,
leave the ship.
At the moment there was the sound
wfll g«Pimmediate relief from Mother Gray's motioning Holton to do likewise..
"And you, Thomas," he said, will
Sweefpowders for Children. Tbey cleanse the
of a lock turning and then the door
The
Day
of
Peace.
Realizing
that
the
situation
was
rife
not be selfish. You will let my daughBt"macl° act on the liter, and are recommended
creaked. Holton and Pierre were lying
Ten minutes, perhaps, had elapsed
?or"omplainlng children. A pleasant remedy
me on the estate frewith
importance,
the
American
Bat
fSrwSSS Used hy Mothers for M,ears. A<
behind some wine-casks: The next when Pierre, who had thoughtfully ter come to
down and complied without a word.
all Druggists, !5c .Sample FREE. Address,
quently."
.
„
instant
they
knew
the
girl
was
in
the
wandered
away
down
the
tunnel,
reapA. B. Olmsted, Le Boy, N. \. Adv.
Then rising in his stocking feet.
"As frequently as she wishes,
apartment with them.
peared with a warning "Ahem!"
Pierre took from his pockets key, unlaughed
Holton,
"when
I
am
doing
my
They heard a match strike. EviParticular.
Holton, exalted to the seventh
locked the door, and entered, motion- dently she had lighted a lantern, for a
"Jack loves to be alone with you,
heaven
of happiness, glanced at two years' sea service."
ing Holton to follow. After they were
The father laughed and waved goodsoft yellow glow filled the place. And Pierre, and then striding to the Cuban,
doesn't he?"
now Holton, peering through a crack he seized him by the arm and led him by. But just before the ship sailed
"YeB, he even insists on putting toe
aen.l-trop.es. Ajemj bring ^V.Setopn.ent
they made out his figure dashing to
between two casks, saw her.
forcibly Into the tunnel again.
'light out."
___^_
Holton arose silently and stole to a
"Now then, Pierre," he laughed, the end of the bulkhead.
"Father!" cried the girl, "what la
position directly in front of the switch "you stay here until I call, or I'll set
ARE YOU CONSTIPATED?
key. When she returned she found you down on some of this dynamite It?"
Wrights Indian Vegetable Pills have
Senor La Tossa held aloft an eveproved their worth for 75 years. Test them
him there with arms folded, standing and press the button."
yourself now. Send for sample to 873 Pearl
as immobile aB a statue.
So saying, he returned to MisB La ning newspaper.
St.,
Hew
York.
Adv.
"Peace!" he cried. "Peace has beenLadles Wear Co.,
She did not scream. Her lips parted Tossa and gave such an account of
Pimples' and blackheads
and she stood still, staring at him with himself as a young man very much In declared."
Accommodating.
"She turned to Holton.
dilated eyes. So they stood for the love with a beautiful young woman
"Drink to me only with thine eyes."
secret
"Peace," she smiled.
space of a minute. To Holton it may be expected to give.
Thousands
-^^iir'bKi.^-lfJ.t-,
Achieve
•All right; here's looking at you! —
pnMUO „"?*.™*,*'
treatment prnpaiH.
^
i
r
of
plroPlO
Holton pressed her arm. 6
c
a
seemed an eternity. Then she spoke.
A little later they made their way
Beauty P*pwt4«- *udKRHj8 wltrT Treain.Mii. Baltimore American.
"Was there ever anything but peace
"You!" Her voice was deep, but ex- out of the building. Her pony was still
pressionless.
standing where she had hitched It, but —anywhere In all the world?" ha>
T'se Roman Eve Balsam for scalding «ensaTion in eyes and inflammation ot eyes or
"It is I, Miss La Tossa," responded Cesnola and his horse were gone. At whispered.
(THE END.)
eyelids. Adv.
- .
least, Holton assumed that Cesnola
Holton.
Ularia^BW <;nn. yourself Bt home. WrlU!
,.Why—why have you come here?"
Lite-seems to be a game ot hideJm"»EsWr CO. OHrt.■79J,21.IOMrh«lSl.,CMcin
"I have come to save you from yourand-seek between the right opportuniself. You are in the grip of a great
FormuTaJUl That Brings Dollys ty and the right man.
misunderstanding."
,.
sntl.leanremedT.blpand aMomen «
|it
Before Holton's steady, compassionPutnam Fadeless byes are the easate gaze, the girl's eyes fell. It was as
iest to use. Adv.
though some message from the AmeriBEADTVSINEW CREED The man who looks for a sittingcan's heart had reached her. At any
rate, her voice became more gentle.
down job finds It hard to get up.
"You must leave me, Lieutenant
signal for him as he struggles with Mali
Holton," she resumed. "I—I—"
jjj INNOVATION MAY NOT WORK necktie to yell down stairs, "Maria,,!
HomeSewers 5S'.SSff«5
She paused, realizing what it would
have Bridget pour the coffee. Underil
mean to have Holton leave her to per- Weak Human Nature Likely to Spoil the new order of things the samel
form her deadly task of shattering the
Laudable Move Made by an
sound will be the reveille for him tol
city and its American occupants. This
Eastern Railroad.
IN TERNATIONAL POLISH CO.. K«teBt«. New Yerll
iamp out of bed and shed hts paja-f
^^Van«fL«wSgteaShTp\PU»Jh,"kT.nn. both inside, the Cuban closed the door thought caused her to reel.
mas. And then, too, wl»at about the
and locked it, withdrawing the key
FORMULA AD THAT BRINGS DOLLARS
Then, as though with the flashing
In announcing a breakfast car serv- l card playing contingent! How canl
__— - » T «- 10.1100 fee' of ■•eonft.Wf'.Ma and placing it in his pocket again.
swiftness
of
lightning,
she
sprang
toce
for
commuters
an
eastern
m"^
|
$& commuter expect to reach his of-[
"She has not arrived yet," remarked
ward the officer and threw one arm evidently seeks to diseourage the rep- flee in a proper frame of mind for!
IngashlKhasKea."MKlur lot. CN- IMM"""*."
Pierre. "I am happy. I 'eared it around his neck, the oUier reaching
rehensible practice of sprinting for business If he has been wasting uponil
1914 BEEKEEPERS' CATALOG FREE would be too late."
over and touching the electric button the morning train, and the stHl more breakfaBt the time consecrated toil
Ad4I.BH.il—.,».».» »-■'■ »«M»,«M*»—'■>■■■
•Too late for what? Who did you
"Now, Mr. Holton." she cried, it reprehensible practice of missing it the regular morning game? Pinoclef
expect to And here?" whispered Hoi-,
But there appears some danger that and pancakes are plainly Incompatyou move 1 sbsll press—"
ton, almost irritably.
Before she could complete her sen- the innovation may fall of Its laudable ible.
For answer Pierre squeezed his arm
Beb'nllt aotomobllM at WJW
P75, Write for tanialnsbeeli SS.OO TO SloToO DAItV. E49ILY M»DE and silently pointed out Into the night. tence Holton raised his shoulde* ever purpose, remarks the Newark Star.
«,. i.!l!surprl*o yon. KtKKSJ
so slightly and ber finger was thus re- The average commuter's last moments
Misapplied Force.
Afro to., Hwii-i **■- ■***•L
Following the man's finger, Holton
moved at least an inch out of reach is too" deeply ingrained to be broken.
' The force expended by dlssatlsfled|
saw the form of a woman alighting
WoodrldjI*
of the little knob. She tried to spring The time saved by not breakfasting
The
3»st
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persons
on
efforts to escape their surfrom a pony. As his eyes strained
away from him, but Holton held her.
at home will be devoted to 40 extra roundings would often pluck the string
■"***
-__ ,, .,._,
_.-la* A lainl.lt'.IT t<lM
Explains DafriiieBftfoily-Ot*'
he recognized Miss La Tossa.
"Miss
La
Tossa,"
he
began,
"I
cam
winks.
As
it
1B
now,
when
Mr.
Wkuriltti. iTloolHU(•»!▼«■
out of the incongruities of their sitft
By her side was a man and, a» his
here because I love you—that 1B my Howson Lett, ot Lonesomehurat, hears
ation, and track them to whole hivei
face turned toward the building, Hol- unly thought.
I love you. I have the chugging of his train leaving tM
rnms SUMPS~%ET$?>&*™
Hot Coojh Srmp. tiiU»Q«od. L.. LJ
ton gasped and whispered hoartely to
ot honey.—Samuel Johnson.
, lnUmi. Sold V DnutKUtt.
loved you since 1 first saw you. I next station up the road It U thu
his companion:
FOR COUGHS AND COLDS
I have spoken to you concerning the
EYE
"Gife n»e that key!"
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You'll wake up with
a good taste in your
mouth

LESSON

V" -

The Wretchedness
of Constipation

TIMES

(By E. O, SELLERS. Director of Evening
Department, the Moody Bible Institute,
Chicago.)
)

LESSON FOR FEBRUARY 15.
CHRIST'S HATRED OF SHAMS.
LESSON TEXT-Luke 11:37-54.
GOLDEN TEXT-'Be not deceived; God
is not mocked."—Gal. 6:7.
This is a strange breakfast episode
(to "dine" means literally, to breakfast). Jesus accepted three such
Invitations from the Pharisees and
An Excellent Trio,
was accused of being a glutton and a
I
. (By W. C. COFFET.)
Improved during the last twenty years. wine bibber, Matt. 11-19; Luke 7:36,
If close proximity to the regions Until the sheepmen of the west be- 39, 44. In this. Instance we are told
where most ot the sheep are produced came recognized as specialists in mut- plainly (v. 54) why he had been asked
were the only factor in determining ton production, treacherous fluctua- to this feast. At a later time, e. g.,
the best location for a market, the tions were matters of almost dally during the Passion week, Jesus delivlargest markets would be still farther occurrence. There are records of de- ered a special liscourse against the
west than they are, because nearly clines of fifty cents per hundredweight Pharisees (Matt. 23) in 'which he reseventy-five per cent of the sheep In In prices within an hour. The large peated many ot the things we study
the United States are west of the western shipper was obliged to fore- today.
Must Be Clean.
Mississippi river and fifty-seven per stall such ruinous conditions. This
I. False vs. True cleansing (vv. 37cent are in the Rocky mountain was 'done by establishing' feeding staregion and west to the Pacific Coast.
tions on the railway lines tributary to 44). The orthodox Jew is very puncShipping facilities for getting the Chicago from the west. Most of these tilious to avoid ceremonial uncleanlioutput of the packing houses to the are owned and controlled by the rail- ness. In Christ's time this ceremoniconsumer have an Important bearing. road companies. The large shipper alism was at its highest development
Still another factor which has a great consigns" his sheep to some one of To be defiled was far worse than to bedeal of influence is the fact that many these feeding stations and then awaits morally unclean. This Pharisee "marsheep from the west are fattened in the advice of his commission firm aa veled" that Jesus was not likewise
M the Mississippi and Missouri valleys. to the number of sheep and the time concerned with his outward acts (v.
39, se also Matt 23:25, 26). To have
Many of these are handled twice by he shall send them to market.
a clean cup and platter was more imthe markets, first as feeders, and again
A shipment of say twenty thousand portant -than to have a clean heart
as sheep Intended for slaughter, when sheep Is thus distributed over a period
sold as feeders they go only a com- of a week or ten days Instead of all In a fragment of Gospel found at
paratively short distance from the being dumped on the market on the Oxyrhyncus, Jesus is reputed to have
"Thou hast
market and this is a factor that equal- same day. Since from sixty-five to said to a Pharisee:
izes the seeming disparity of the sqventy-five per cent of the sheep washed in waters wherein dogs and
markets being too far removed from reaching Chicago market are sent first swine have been cast, and wiped the
regions of heaviest production and to the feeding stations, it can readily outside skin which also harlots
really makes such places as Chicago be seen how much they aid in prevent- anoint and beautify, but within they
and Omaha the actual centers of the ing market glutting. The record run are full of scorpions and all wickedness. But I have Been dipped in the
sheep trade.
of sheep on the Chicago market for
The great central sheep markets of one day_ is about 60,000 and a run of waters of eternal life which come
today have enjoyed a very large 40,000 Is considered very heavy, but from the throne of God." PIOUB plat,
growth during, the last twenty years, were It not for the feeding stations it ters, presented In pride, must be in^he number of sheep received In Chi- Is claimed that there would frequently wardly purified.
Jesus
pronounces three "woes"'
cago being 2.857,253 more the IaBt be days when the run would be nearer
griefs that like an avenging nemesis
year than twenty years before. This 100,000 head.
hang over men ot such a character.
growth is largely traceable to the'
(DA "woe" against those who make
turning of the sheep husbandry intera show of tithing the common garden
ests in the west from wool production,
mint and herbs and at the same time
as a primary object, to the production
avoid the weightier matters of just reof both mutton and wool, and to the
lations
to their fellow men and love
rise of the sheep feeding industry. By
to God (v. 42). We are not to negliberal infusion of mutton blood into
lect our churchly duties at all, but
their flocks, and by marketing their
cannot be" substituted tor
sheep at a younger age than formerly, Department of Agriculture Been these
(see Micna 6:8). (2)
Western flockmasters supplanted a
Endeavoring for Years to Pre- righteousness
A "woe" against those who love the
dry, Ill-flavored mutton with a wholevent Spread of
places of pre-eminence (v. 43, cf. Matt
some product that met with ready de* Disease.
23:6, 7). This spirit has not departed
mand. Almost at the same time sheep
from
the church after a lapse of cenThe United States, department of
feeding, became popular, and these
better bred sheep of the range were agriculture has been engaged contin- turies. It Is unchristian, unchristllke.
also better fed. A further Impetus was uously for more than 26 years In en- The great one must be the servant of
thus given to mutton consumption deavoring to discover some method cf all (Matt. 23:11, 20:28, John 13:14, IS,
whichs has now reached £he point In preventing or curing hog cholera. Aa Phil. 2:5-8). (3) (v. 48.), The third
many of our cities at least where the Is now quite generally known, these "woe" is directed against hypocrisy.
only check to liberal consumption is experiments of the department finally To touch a grave was to become unresulted In the discovery of a serum clean, and hence they were whitethe lack of the ability to buy.
With this greatly Increased activity that will prevent the disease when washed to give men warning. Many
In the production of better mutton in properly prepared and administered. Christians are without beautiful to bethe west and in feed lot operations, The results ot these experiments of hold, yet within full of dead men's
the large markets have not only in- the department ot agriculture were bones and all manner of uncleanllnesa.
The Three Woes.
creased In volume of business but they brought to the attention of the authorII. Real vs. Sham Lives (vv. 45have also Improved In their organiza- ities in all of the states, and as a retion, as may be seen in the review of sult approximately 30 different states 54). The lawyers were the theologians,
conditions past and present at the Chi- are engaged in the distribution of anti- the expounders of the Mosaic law. Evidently the words of Jesus produced
cago market. Formerly sheep on this hog-cholera serum to farmers.
This work has undoubtedly resulted great conviction. The word "reproachmarket were not classed and graded,
but were sold In mixed bands just as in a great saving to the lndlgidual est" (v. 45) means "to entreat spite-,
they were unloaded from the cats. farmer, but it has not resulted In the fully," and the probabilities are that
Often these mixed shipments were eradication or noticeable diminution he spoke to Jesus as if to rebuke him.
made up of all ages and sexes. In every of the disease in the country as a Jesus at once pronounces' three woes
degree of quality and condition. The whole. The department ot agricul- upon him and his class. (1) A "woe"
volume of business was small; mutton ture believes that with this serum to because they laid burdens upon others
was not much sought after, and hence use as a basis, a country-wide cam- .which tbey themselves would not even
the need of careful discrimination was paign, looking to the elimination or touch with one of their fingers (Matt
not felt. To the commission man or control of hog cholera should be un- 23:4). That is, they added to the law
and. troublesome details,
the buyer this system perhaps 'did not dertaken. Congress has recognized minute
offer great inconvenience. Perhaps the importance of such work by an which they declared to be more imthe buyer even counted It to his ad- appropriation ot $75,000. This appro- portant than the law Itself. (2)
vantage as he is Inclined to measure priation authorizes the department of (v. 47) A "woe" is pronounced upon
the value of the whole offering by tha agriculture to demonstrate the best them for honoring the dead prophets
inferior individuals in It. But to the methods of controlling hog cholera and at the same time rejecting and
shipper who occasionally visited the and the work thus authorized has al- persecuting those that were living.
market, little opportunity was pre- ready begun, although, owing to the To honor dead teachers, to praise the
sented by such a system to determine small amount of money available. It is prophets of the past, those whom we
the preference of buyers. , Th(s sys- necessarily, restricted to a few local- cannot endure while living, is a form
of hypocrisy which costs but little. It
tem gave way to one that is more or- ities.
Implies that had they lived in the days
derly and definite. The day of the
of their fathers their conduct would
buyer taking "pot luck" on shipments
Millet Hay Not a Safe Feed.
Is over. Now they are sorted Into the
As a result of extensive investiga- have been indifferent, yet they are with
different classes and grades and thus tions, the North Dakota experiment the living prophets, following the exprepared for the Inspection of the buy- station decided that millet hay when ample of their fathers. God foresaw
er. The result Is a market by which used entirely as a coarse feed Is In- this (v. 49) and the faithful minister
the man who follows his shipments to jurious to horses. It produces an in- of his word must expect a like treatsale may be enlightened, and from creased action ot the kidneys, causes ment (Mk. 10:29, 30). (3). (v. 12) The
which market quotations may be made lameness and a swelling of the joints, third "woe" was pronounced against
that will be of aid to those who hare produces an infusion of blood into the these religious teachers because, pos■beep to sell.
joints, and destroys the texture of the sessing the key to knowledge, they
- With respect to control of receipts bone, rendering It softer and less te- neither entered themselves nor would
•o that violent fluctuations In prices nacious so that traction causes the they allow others to enter; "ye enter
do not qcour within a short space of ligaments and muscles to be torn not In yourselves, neither suiter ye
them that are entering In to enter."
time, .the Chicago market has greatly loose.
(Matt. 23:13, Am. Rv,). These lawyers, theologians, were professedly interpreters of the law, that law which
was the foundation and bulwark of the
Jewish nation. In fact however, they
bad so obscured and "explained" that
law as to leave men ir, darkness.
Supposed to lead men Into truth, tbey
were shutting them out of .the truth.
What a terrible indictment of many
of this present age.
We quote from the letter of a Wisconsin" business man: "The average
man is interested in the teachings of
the Bible. If the Bible cannot stand
upon Its own feet, it is foolish to bolster It up by any personal Ideas. We
make too many apologies for Scriptures and do not stand squarely by
what It teaches." Not a tew who occupy the position of teachers obscure
the truth of God and they shut men
out of a rear knowledge of him. Jesus
thus replies to both Pharisees and tbe
lawyer, that character Is not a garment to wear, -but It Is tbe inward furlishlng ot the heart
Hustling for Feed During Winter.

it you chew this after
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This
clean, pure,
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purifies your mouth
—sweetens your breath. It's
, a pleasant, inexpensive, beneficial
pastime.
It brightens teeth besides.
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It stays fresh until used
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Actor Had Been Called on So Often
That Further Assistance Was
Out of the Question.
When "September Morn" was In Its
final week of rehearsals a bare spot
In act III. gave unbounded annoyance
to the actors, and the managers, the
librettist, who was appealed to again
and again to do something to brighten
a scene which was simply talk, and
yet could not be cut out without
throwing awry the stage director's
scheme of songs, dances and costume
changes. The librettist at length
made thto appeal to "Dave" Lewis, the
star of the piece:
"Say, old fellow, you're been a
comedian for 20 years and must hare
a trunkful of hokum. Won't you dig
down into it and fish up something
that will help us over this spot?"
Mr. Lewis' reply was:
"I've been an actor for 20 years,
and I had a trunkful of hokum. But
I've dug down so often fixing up the
first and second, acts that the trunk's
empty and there's a hole In the bottom."

■*:

of Hoiwhound and Tar
It soothes and heals.
Sold by all druggists.

NO

■ li.

His Table Manners.
"The charity worker," says one of
them, "is always learning. We can
learn much from the destitute. Thus,
apropos of the affectation of some of
our table etiquette, I once heard a
ragged little chap at a school treat
say, aa he held a chicken leg In one
fist'and a hot potato in the other:
"The trouble about table manners
Is that they was Invented by people
who was never very hungry."
Uncomplimentary.
"I've a half mind to tell you
I think of you!" snorted Mr.
blus,
"Ufnph!" replied Mr. Swatley.
a mind is what you were
with."

what
Blob"Half
bora

Sore
Throat

Tame.
"What do you think of football?"
"Oh, it's rather tame," replied the
Sample *rt».
«hn I. Brown A Bon. P. O. Bo. wit, Bonbon, nlna*. militant suffragette.
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Every man Is hts own master or
els* a Slav* for others.
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J. Keys arrived in
country 5 years Ago from i
Denmark with very little 1
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dent one everywhere in Wei
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LOOKING ON BRIGHTEST SIDt ORE THAT CURES RHEUMATISM
It Would Seem From This That the
World le Undergoing Something
of an Improvement.
London fogs are reported to be
growing less unpleasant, and a contemporary refers to a "marked improvement in their quality." If this
eupuuuious way of talking of ".'ie nuisances oi life becomes general we
may shortly expect the following:
Talking with a one-legged 3ailor at
the docks yesterday, we learned that
of late years there has been a marked Improvement in the quality of the
sharkbltes supplied in the Indian
ocean. Not only are the creatures
quicker off the mark, but a great deal
more snap has of late been introduced Into the performance from htarl
to finish.
It Is pleasant to be able to report a
marked Improvement in the quality of
the squalls of our neighbor's baby.
The pauses during which one feared
that the child would choke are now of
less frequent occurrence, and the loudest shrieks are timed to coincide less
exactly .with our struggles with particularly tricky sentences. Greater accomplishment, too, is being shown in
the tremblo passages. Our wife also
reports a marked Improvement In the
quality of the hawkers in our neighborhood. The clothes prop which one
of them recently thrust In the doorway to prevent the doling of the door
Improved to be easily breakable when
the door was slammed, and the por* tlon left Inside burned quite easily
and saved at least one shovelful of
coal.
London pedestrians are loud in
praise of the marked Improvement in
the quality of the mud supplied by our
motor buses. It Is now comparatively
rare to meet a man who spends more
than two hours dally in brushing his
clothes, and many of the best people
Jiave been able to reduce the wages of
their valets in consequence. Few
things have pleased us so much as the
recent marked Improvement In the
quality of the colds and influenza in
the njjlJropoMs. In fact, since the insurant act, more than one man ha?
laid up with them of his own accord,
and found the Time of his incapacita
t'.nn pass quite pleasantly.
This general amerlioration in the
conditions of life was first observed
In the summer, when a marked improvement was noticed in the insects
stipplied at all the leading picnics. Tea
*, la midge proved Itself for the first
time a far from unpleasant beverage,
and even the wasps in the jam sql
dom got as far as the esophagus—a
kindly abstention that has won them
the respect of all true nature lovers.—
London Opinion.
Unexpected Gift.
Ha was a shy young man, but in hit
heart there raged a consuming passio.
for the fair Florence. On his waj
home from the city he managed tr
screw his courage up sufficiently t<
enter a jeweler's shop and purchase ;
small gift for the lady of his heart.
This, he hoped, would pave the way
to the popping of the great question.
That night he called at her house
and found her alone. Producing e
small, square box from his pocket, he
said nervously-:
"I have ventured to bring you a
small present. Miss Finn, but I am
afraid that perhaps it will not fit youi
finger. Will you try It on?"
"Oh, dear," said the girl, blushing
most becomingly, "this is quite unex
pected! Why, I never dreamed that
you really cared enough—"
Poor fool! Instead of grasping the
opportunity in both hands, he opened
ti box and produced a thimble! Then
tl * thermometer dropped about ten
d rrees.
New Pott-Glaclal Lake.
V new post-glacial lake has beer,
covered at the mouth of the River
ie, in England. The lake stands
iut 100 feet above sea level and cova square mile. Its existence was
iovered apuai ently as the result of
avations during quay building.
j series of deposits begin about 85
t above sea' level, and are 25 feet
:k in places. A peculiar series of
ncretions and stalactite inflltrais" were found in the sands and
fa, and many specimens of vegetaremaiu in situ 20 feet below the
face. Post-glacial lakes, or their
ains are more or less abundant all
r the area originally covered by
great ice sheet of the glacial ep; so that the mere discovery of the
beaches of another is not a thing
;reat geological importance. The
tion of this "Tyne-mouth" one and
leight above sea level give it speinterest, however.—New York
ning Post.
autographs on a Rubbish Heap,
ie discovery of some valuable auaph letters is reported from Al.
o (Sardinia). A quantity of rubhad been recently discharged on
an in a field, when an army lieunt who chanced to be passing by
" ht sight of what appeared to be
baldi's signature on a letter. He
eeded to examine a number of
■rs among the rubbish, and found
they were all genuine autograph
rs written by Garibaldi, Cavour,
dnl, King Carlo Alberto, King VicEmmanuel and others, bearing
lly on the history of the period
to 1860, and subsequent expert
nlnation la reported to have esshed the fact that the documents
of real historical value apart from
r obvious Interest as autographs.
Is stated that the letters belonged
ie family of Piccinelli, a house
», recently extinct, which played
mportant part during the. wan of
an Independence.

At Least, It is Said That Mineral
Known as Carnotlte Has Performed Wonders.
Radium mining in the Paradox Valley of Colorado has developed a very
curious by-product in the shape of an
unlooked-for cure for rheumatism.
The government bureau of mines
has recently undertaken to supervise
the working of some 57 radium mines
in that valley, which contain the most
Important deposits of radium-bearing
ore in the world. The ore is a yellowish mineral known as "Carnotite,"
and occurs in "pockets" associated
with uranium and vanadium.
It has been found that the men engaged in working these deposits, if
they happen to sufferers from rheumatism, are cured of the malady. Not
only that, but their general health
seems to be benefited In a remarkable
way.
This Is a matter of no small importance. While radium itself is the
most costly thing In the world, being
worth over (2,500,000 an ounce, the
ore from which it is taken is by no
means so precious that anybody of
moderate means could not afford to
buy and keep on hand a considerable
quantity of it
It takes a ton of "carnotlte" to produce a bit of radium no bigger than
the head of a pin; and the cost of the
radium is due mainly to the difficulty
of the processes involved id extracting It.
Perhaps it the sufferer from rheumatism were to keep a few pounds of
"carnotite" by him he would experience relief. The matter, of course, is
wholly one of speculation as yet
There Is no question of the fact that
radium is good for rheumatism. It
has been used very successfully in. the
treatment of this distressing trouble,
the method commonly adopted being
to allow*the patient to breathe the
emanations of the mysterious mineral
through a rubber tube entering the
nostrils.
Wine Dealers to the King.
Wine dealers who are fortunate
enough to get their products into the
king's household are well paid for it,
but he who drinks it must have an exceptionally acute taste to discover the
name of the bottler. FOTit Is a rule
in the king's household that not a bottle of wine shall appear upon the table bearing the name of the grower
or distributer.
British merchants are prone to
make immense commercial capital out
of their sale of goods or devotion to
services to the royal household. *Vo
be a king's tailor carries a prestige
that has madeTrrtn rich. To have supplied the queen's shoes has been the
financial uplifter for many a London
tradesman. And these functionaries
have not hesitated to make advertising capital out of their connection
with the royal family.
One might easily imagine the prestige a certain wine would attain
among the rich and titled of nations
If the label of the maker were conspicuously displayed upon the king's
tables. Therefore the butler's assistants remove the label from every bottle of liquor before it enters the dining-room. This custom dates from
the reign of George III.
She Remembered.
Aunt Jane is quite absent-minded,
and when she started on a short journey, a few weeks ago, each member
of the family labored to Impress on
her that she must not forget any of
her parcels or belongings. When she
reached her destination, she wrote at
once of her safe arrival, and closed
with the following postscript:
"I remembered what you said about
forgetting, and tried to be as thoughtful as possible. I neglected, though,
to have my trunk rechecked at the
junction, and think I must have left
my lunch at the window when A
bought my ticket.
"I must have forgotten my umbrella.
too, when I changed cars, but I cannot
imagine what could have become of
my shawl. I suppose I neglected to
put my brush and comb back In the
bag after using them, but I feel confident that some one stole -my jet
brooch, as I do not see how I could
possibly have mislaid It.
"I got on quite nicely, though, and
had a real pleasant journey."—Youth's
Companion.
Lefthandedness a Stain?
A German philosopher, Dr. Ewald
Stier, has set himself with true Teutonic thoroughness to discover-the inwardness of heing letthanded, remarks
the New York Independent. According to the modern fashion, he begins
far back, In fact, with the monkeys,
which, he says, are completely ambidextrous, there being no signs of sighthanded or lefthanded
individuals
among them. The examination of
tools and implements of the stone and
bronze ages leads Doctor Stier to believe that, In prehistoric times, perhaps one-half of the population was
lefthanded. Modern lefthanded people
he looks at askance, as a kind of re
version to stone age manners, as remnants of a variety of homo sapiens in
process of extinction. The characteristics of lefthanded
people as a whole give them, in his
eyes, an unfavorable, even' a degenerate aspect, and he pours ridicule on
the attempt to revert to the ambidextery of monkey times, which is now attempted in our training schools.
Austrian! Turn to Athletics.
Athletic games and general sport!
are rapidly growing in favor In Austria.
Many societies devote themselves to certain sports such as bicycling, rowing. Held and track eos>
tests, lawn tennis and toe like.
a
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tor a Limited l.m; and fur a Limited Number of Members

Our First Club Sale of
Vacuum Cleaners
10
On Spec al
Easy Club
Terms of .

The Famous "Domestic" Vacuum
Cleaner with Carpet Sweeping; Attach- *
ment—Most Practical of all Cl aners
at the Low Price of
The day of the Vaccum Cleaner has come
—and come to stay. The days of uncertainty and experimenting; are now things of the
past, and tlfe modern vacuum cleaner is
acknowledged the greatest aid to the
housewife.
■
■.«.«.
m.'
No longer need the house cleaning be tne
dreaded drudgery of the past—no longer is
the beating, shaking and tedious broomsweeping of rugs and carpets necessary, for
now the "Domestic," the most practical and
best of all vacuum cleaners is within the
reach of every home—and the most modest V
incomes. Do your cleaning with a Domestic—saves time, energy and does the work
more efficiently than the old Method.

Special Notice
Only 100 Members are Elitf-ble to
Join 1 his Club and T»ke Advantage of
Thee Very Special Terms Make sure
of Yours by Joining the Club Early.
Club Terms:

$1.00 Down—$1.00 Per Week

Per Week Until
Balance is Paid

Thousands of "Domestic" Vacuum Cleaners are now in usej and every user *P****
in the very highest terms of it. The Domestic" is a Wefcester product that has
won international recognition a« a 'wYjqJ
among vacuum cleaners. "Every "Domestic
Vacuum Cleaner is backed by the makers,
as well as by this store's guarantee to perform evdry service claimed for it.
The "Domestic" is »f practical sixe —
works perfectly — sucks every particle of
dirt and dust from carpets, while the carpet
sweeping attachment removes all particles
of paper, thread, etc. The "Domestic" Vacuum Cleaner saves labor in dusting, for it
does not spread the dust as the old broom
method of sweeping does. It will pay you
many times over to take advantage of these
exceptional club terms and offer.

Secures this Wonderful
Vacuum Cleaner For
Your Home

Secures this Wonderful
Vacuum Cleaner For
Your Home

You may pay the balance
while you use it. $1.00 per
week until the balance is paid.
No interest, no extra charges
of any kind. It will earn its
price many, many times over.
Club limited to 100 members.

You may pay the balance
while you use it $1.00 per
week until the balance is
paid. No interest, no extra
charges of any kind. It will
earn its price many, many
times over. Club limited to
100 members.

Some of the Points on Which the
'Domestic* Vacuum Sweeper Excels

A Demonstration of the
Domestic Vacuum Clean*
ers During this Club Sale

FIRST AND feESTj

Vacuum Clikner

Come in and see'the wonders accomplished by this marvelous cleaner. Let us tell
you and show you why the "Domestic" is
the best vacuum cleaner for you to buy. We
will take great pleasure in telling you all
about these cleaners and this remarkable
club sale offer.

*sm

1st, "The Steady Air Suction" (has three
bellows), perfect vacuum. 2nd, "Large capacity" (hold large quantity of dirt). Srd,
"Large Cleaning capacity" (cleans a path
10 inches wide, whereas most cleaners clean
but 7 or 8. 4th, "Superiority of construction" (most thoroughly made in every part).
5th, "Adjustable roller in front" (stays in
just the proper position automatically). 6th,
"Perfect sweeper attachment" (a necessary
addition to any vacuum cleaner).
<
See them.
—Basement.

r
The Ladles in this Town are Simply Going Wild
over Harmony Hair Beautifier. And no wonder, because to make
the hair lustrous, soft and silky we believe there's nothing else—
and we sell about all the various hair preparations made—that anywhere near comes up to Harmony Hair Beautifier.
Ask any one of. the many women in this townjnrho use it—
she'll tell you she "loves" it. Just look at her hair, and you'll come
to us and get some yourself.

HARMONY
HAIR BEAUTIFIER
Harmony Shampoo
—A liquid shampoo to keep the hair clean, soft, smooth and beautiful. It gives
an instantaneous, rich, foaming lather, penetrating to every part of the hair and
scalp. It is washed off just as quickly,, the entire operation taking onlv a few
sweet
'moments. It leaves no lumps or stickiness.—Just a refreshing sense of
cleanliness.—Just a dainty, pleasant and clean fragrance. •
—Both in odd-shaped ornamental bottles, with sprinkler tops.
Harmony Hair Beautifier, $1.00.
Harmony Shampoo,
Both are guaranteed to please you, or your money back.

These Stage Beauties Endorse Them' There is no class of women who know better how to discriminate in the use of things to make
them more beautiful than actresses. Among the many celebrated stage beauties who use and
enthusiastically praise both Harmony Hair Beautifier and Harmony Shampoo sre:
LAURKTTE TAYLOR
ETHEL BAH8YMORE
Star in "Peg o* My Heart," Cort Theater, New
York.

Star in "Tut*," Empire Theater, N*w York.

Star la "A Strange Woman," Itfoeum, Now
York.

LOUISE DRESSER

NATALIE ALT

Star in "Adele," Longacre Theater, New York.
Star in "Vine Feathers," now touring the United
States.

Sold only at the more than 7000 Jhwtt **"•*-
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EUGENE W. REED

North Brookfield
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North Brookfield Boy Honored.

EDWIN T. CHAPIN *

The Appleton Club was entertained
ARCHITECT
FRED C. CLAPP
Edgar H. Parkman elected Grand
Wednesday evening at the home of Supt.
Master of Connecticut Masons.
727-728 State Mutual Building, Worcester
»
and Mrs H. H. Pratt on Gilbert street,
and notwithstanding the intense cold] North Brookfield should feel honored
Telephone
there was a very gratifying attendance of by the election of one of tier sons, and a
The musical pro- graduate of her high school, to the honmembers and guests
COLBV H. JOHNSON
Registered Kmlyilmt-r.
gram furnished by the hosts of the even-1 orable position of: Grand Master of the
ing included piano BOIOS by Miss Bertha Grand Lodge of the state of Connecticut
AUCTIONEER,
Johnson, Miss Helen M. Eaton,and Miss The story of Mr Edgar H. Parkman'a
I-.rn.ay AsMl.Ma.nt,
. Some people are agitating the idea of Mary Hc'Jvoy, and a mandolin solo by' rapid rise in the masonic order, and tbe
DEALER IN REAL ESTATE
a night school in town. This has been Miss Vera Brucker. The papers were—' popularity attested by.bis continuous serOFFICES,
frequently suggested in the past, but no Uniort Biographies by Hubert Stoddard,! vice ,of 25 years in the Thompsonville
CjanectM by LID:; Diritanoa Teledefinite action has ever reculted. At the who gave a sketch of Admirals Foote and' h'Kh school is shown by the story below
School Street, No. Brookfield
phono at House and Store. *
present time there are doubtless more Farragut; Confederate Biographies by We heartily congratulate Mr Parkman
40 Foster St. Worcester,
people in town that actually need such a Supt. H. H. Pratt, who paid a pleasing
"A distinct honor was conferred upon
help, but it is an open question whether tribute to Gen. Robert E. Lee, the most this community to-day, when Edgar H.
the school committee will feel warranted prominent man on the southern side in Parkman, principal of the Enfield high
in the expense of such a venture at the the civil war; Present Day School Books school, in Thompsonville, Conn., and a MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
present time.
was the theme of Miss Teresa Boyle's native of North Brookfield, Mass., was
DRESSMAKING
Secretary Snerk of Amherst Agricultu- paper, comparing the past with the pres- elected grand master' of the Masonic orral College at the chapel of Congrega- ent methods of school instruction, and der in Connecticut for the cjming year I r Prospect St
North Brookfield
tional church, next Monday evening, at Mrs Charles E. Allen took for her paper The election was made at the annual
session
of
the
in
oat
worshipful
grand
The
PhillipinesT
8 o'clock, with a social half hour precedThe next meeting will be held with lodge of Connecticut, F. and A. M., and
ing the lecture, and refreshments at the
Close. Mr Sherk is a fine speaker, and is Mr and Mrs W. T. Sherwood on Gilbert follows Mr Parkman's steady advance Call at 46 Summer Street
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
very popular with the young men of the street, on the evening of Wednesday, from the lower positions in the ConpectiTo see the Latest Models of ,
college, with whom he is brought into Feb. 25, when the poetry of the later pe- cut grand lodge.
For many years Mr Parkman has been
' The G. F. 8. have a valentine party, very intimate relations In his daily work. riod of American History will be taken
Tuesday evening,, Feb. 17.
V
All men of the town are most cordially up, with Mrs George 'W. Lane, on The prominently identified with Masonic acbotb rubber ana »teei urea, Buggies,
Democrat and Delivery Wagons, SurMiss Forrest ie bravely holding her own invited, and it is hoped that Mr Sherk Poets of Nature, Mrs F. S. Bigelow on tivities throughout the state. He first
reys an<1 Road Wagons, both new and
second hand,
in the automobile contest.
may be greeted by a large and appreci- Women Poets of the Period, and on the united with the order as a member of
Poetry of Daily Life by Mr Ward A. Doric lodge of Thompsonville, April 9,
The High School athletic association ative audience.
IT BOTTOM 'PRICES
CORSETS
1886. In 1897 he was elected senior deaSmith.
cleared 930 by its recent dance.
Harness, Bobee, Blankets, Whips sM
At the. next meeting of the Grange,
Arrangements are nearly completed for con in the local lodge, the following year
Oil Cloths. Not too costly. Not toe
Twenty-fifth anniversary of the. Apple- Thursday, Feb. 19, the Lecturer, Mrs
Cheap.
Or have them brought to your bom*'
the banquet at tbe Prospect House, to he became junior warden and in 1899 and
ton Club, at the Prospect House, Mon- Lila Lidstone, will present the following
by sen dine word to
"•*
*•*
commemorate the twenty-fifth anniversa- 1900 he served as its worshipful master.
day evening, Feb. 23d. ,.
program:-"-Violin duet by the Wiley
Shingles and Roofing Material,
ry of the Club. It is*expected that at Mr Parkman was associate deputy for
• The Ladies' Aid of the Methodist brothers; Roll Call, to be answered by least two ex-presidents of the Club—Mr Hartford county in' 1903, and in 1904,
MRS. B. C. GRAVES,
All the different trade*. All sizes ot
church, will have an orange supper, Wed- each member present, giving a brief des- W. A. Hoyt of Allston, and Mr Burr J. 1905, and 1906 was deputy for the 6th
Natls.sJso.
Representative for the Brookfielda.
cription of their interpretation of the Merriam of Marblehead, will be present. Masonic districtnesday, Feb. 18.
^>
fUsauabu that 167 prices are elwajn
Telephone 18-13,
the lowest I sail so as to sell again.
Town Clerk, George R. Hamant, re- Grange: current event, George R. Donne; During the quarter century there have
Mr Parkman was elected grand senior
Dr. Daniel's Hor.. Remidlu AIWKI*
ports 75 births, 14 marriages and 58 song, Mrs F. E. Conger; paper on spray- been only seven presidents—Mr W. A. stewaid for Connecticut in 1907 and since
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
MASS
ing
by
J.
Albert
Anderson,
of
Montclair,
deaths in North Brookfield, last year.
Hoyt, four years, Mrs J. E. Porter, five that time has advanced steadily in the
In Block.
N. J.; which will be followed by a gen- years, Mr F. M. Ashbey, eight years, Mr grand lodge until his election today to
The L. A. A. O. H. will hold a food
llUmn OiKHiM 04,
eral discussion; song, John J. Lane. The Chas. M. Perkins, two years, Col. John the highest position in Blue lodge Maand apron sale in A. O. H. hall, TuesLecturer will open a question box and re- 8, Cooke, three years, Mr Burr J. Merri- sonry ifftths state,
4VILUA* S. C<t44Vrp3*9
f
, day, Feb. 24. Entertainment at 8a'clock.
quests all members to ask any question am, one year, and the present incumMr
Parkman
is
a
native
of
North
OAKHAM.
«. Everybody welcome.
they wish to hear answered or discussed.
Brookfield, Mass., where he Was born
Frank S. Baatlett wishes it known that She will endeavor to have such presented bent, Mr H. J. Lawrence, two years.
The banquet will be at 8 o'clock, Mon- Aug. 28, 1862.
He is a son of Charles
he retains the aeency of Lewando's Dye during the year.
day evening, Feb. 23. Members are al- and the late Caroline (Shumway; Park*
House, and will receive orders at his
An order from the Post Office Depart- lowed to invite as many friends as they man. He received hie early education in
home on Summer street.
ment has been received to the effect that please; all former members are cordially the public schools of North Brookfield,
■ Thursday, Mar. 26, the ladies of the
CHARLES S. LANE,
all miscellaneous printed matter of the invited also, and they can bring husband being graduated from the high school
'Woman's Union will hold a sale of use3rd class weighing four pounds or over or wife with them. Tickets, at 75 cents, there, and he also was graduated from
ful and fancy articles in the Chapel of the
may be mailed as parcel post matter, and are limited to 15Q. All desiring tickets Monson academy. For three years before
engraved or printed in the
first Congregational church.
postage shall be charged under the new should njiify Hubert E. Stoddard, before and during his college course, Mr ParkMrs Grace Webb McMinimen of New zone rate. That is, that from 4 to 50 Wednesday evening, Feb. 19, that the
very latest styles, and the
man taught school in various places in
REGISTERED EMBALHER.
Kraintree gave a whist party Wednesday pounds of printed matter may be sent as committee may know how many to proMassachusetts, including Gloucester and
best, work guaranteed.
night in honor of the 62d birthday of parcel post within the 1st and 2nd zones, vide for.
Personal Prompt Attention Da?
Belchertown. He attended Amherst col
or Niirht.
her mother, Mrs J. Thomas Webb.
»
and 4 to 20 pounds of printed matter may
lege and it was upon his graduation from
Telephone North Brookflela No.
Mrs Doyle of Summer street, starts for be sent within the 1st and 8th zones.
Horace
J.
Lawrence,
The Firemen's Smoke Talk.
that institution in the class of 1889 that
IM.II.
New York, to-morrow to attend the mil- However printed matter weighing under
he went to Thompsonville to assume tbe
Long Distance Connection.
A very enjoyable evening was the relinery openings. During her absence the 4 pounds shall be mailable as usual at
Journal Office,
\
principalship of the Enfield high school.
Funerals Personally Directed
sult
of
the
visit
of
the
members
of
the
store will be in charge of Mrs Dickinson. ounces for 1 cent. After March 16, books
In educational circles Mr Parkman
and Erery Requisite FurnNorth Brookfield, Mass. J
Spencer Fire Department to North Brookished.
The ladies of the Woman's Union will shall be mailable as parcel post matter,
holds a wide acquaintance. He is now (
field,
on
Tuesday
evening
as
the
guests
of
I,ndy Assistant.
serve a Colonial supper in the Chapel of Postage on books weighing 8 ounces oi
completing his 25th year as head of the
North
Brookfield
Fire
Department.
The
the First church, on Thursday, Feb. 26. less shall be one cent for each two ounces
Thompsonville high school and under his
Chief, Chas. A. Mayers, welcomed the
All who can are invited to come in cos- as at preeent, but on books weighing over
direction ft has been maintained at a high
visitors
in
a
short
and
apt
speech,
and
8 ounces the regular parcel post rates
tume. ^,
standard of scholarship, ranking most
called on Capt. Batcheller to occupy the *favorab1JJwi|hjBchobis
of likesize throughMr and Mrs Thomas Kelley, of Bigelow shall apply. .
chair. Interesting remarks were made out the state. Besides his affiliations in HAY FOB SALE. WILLIAM. RYAN, Bell
Hollow, mourn the Joes of an infant son,
ENGRAVED CASING CARDS
iwTStreet.
Another cold snap struck town Wed- by the chairman, Ex-Chief Hatch, Chief educational and Masonic circles, Mr
Edward Francis, who died on Thursday
nesday afternoon, and is still with us. Kogaii of Spencer, and the meeting listen- Parkman is a member of De Soto lodge,
IN SCRIPT OR
I. 0. 0;F., of Springfield and of several
of bronchitis. The funeral is attended
TO RENT
The thermometer ran low, but the worst ed attentively to Mr J. A. Martin, of the local organizations. He is an active
A GOOD up-stairs tenement. Town water.
this afternoon, with, burial in at Joseph's
ENGLISH TEXT
we have heard in town was a report of 22 Knox Automobile Co. of Springfield, member of the First Presbyterian church.
Everything on one floor.
*
_. Inqnireof
CRKD
cemetery.
A. STEARNS, South Main Street, North Brook;. J
... .
*
degrees below A daily paper quotes 32 who discussed at length the recent imneld.
1
H.
F.
Lawrence,
North BrookfieM
The meeting of the Young Woman's below, as the record for North Brookfield, provements in tractors and auto fire apMethodist Church.
Club for last evening was postponed on Although the cold wave came suddenly, pliances, touching on the economy, mainTO RENT.
account of the intense cold until next we believe there were fewer people caught tenance, and efficiency of auto fire appasunny furnished or unfurnished teneAt the Methodist church next Sunday, NICE
Tuesday evening, Feb. 17, when there napping than in the first cold snap, and ratus as compared with horse-drawn vement of thiee rooms; everything needed for ARTISTIC MONUMENTS
will be the same Dickens program planned fewer frozen water pipes, although the hicles. Splendid photographs of appara- Sunday school at 1 p.m., preaching by housekeeping. Ail conveniences on one floor
Kent reasonable. Apply to
AND CEMETER^ MEMORIALS
DANIEL FOSTER.
for Thursday.
plumbers again reaped a harvest.
Tbe tus already supplied to cities arid towns the pastor at 2 o'clock, on "Abraham
Spring St.
3tf
Lincoln,
the
Ideal
American
Patriot."
Miss Sara Hopkins of Worcester, dio- coal bins were seriously affected, and in New England were examined by the
In all kinds of
WORK SHOES FOR SALE.
cesan president of the G. F. S. of western even with vigorous work at. the furnaces members and much information was re- The evening services will also be in
WE HAVE AT THE FACTORY ready for
Massachusetts,'has been obliged to post- and heaters, it was impossible to keep quested and giveir by Mr Martin in a charge, of the pastor.
GRANITE
AND MARBLE
immediate sale a large variety of Men's
The North Brookfield Men's League heavy sample shoes. These shoes represent expone her visit to the North Brookfield warm. At the high school, Janitor clear and conci-e way. Solos were renceptional
values
and
will
give
excellent
outI A. RISLEV & COMPANY
branch from the 17th to the 24th of Moody was at the school-house at 4 a. m. dered by Messrs Mayers, Berthiaume and added two new members at. their last door service.
H. H.
BROWN COMPANY.
a
3w6
February.
-j-J Thursday, and had the building in such Taylor, and general singing was taken meeting. Dr. Charlton gave an address
Telepfcone.
West Brookfield.
' There will be a whist party and dance good shape as regards heat that he was part in by all. Suitable refreshment was on "Marrliood in the Church." A lively
FOR SALE
at Castle Hall, on Tuesday evening, Feb. very much surprised when at 7.M0 he provided by the local department for the discussion followed. It was voted to invite rrtO SETTLE AN ESTATE, Preferred Stook In
I the Denholm & McKay Co. Pays 7 per cent
17, under the auspices of Coiicordia heard the signal for no school. This was guests, and the evening closed with the the Hon. Champ Clark to visit and lad- dividends
quarterly. C. E KENDKICK 814
dress the League at his. earliest ,Jcon- State Mutual
Building, Worcester, Mass.,
lodge, K. of P, The tickets are—whist, blown on the factory whistle because singing of America by the company.
venience.
gentlemen 10 cents, ladies 5 cents. Danc- Supt. Pratt thought it best not to call out
A Serious Accident.
the little folk.
The blowing of the
Nineteen of the Epworth League had
ing 10 cents.
a social gathering at the home of Mr and COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Mr M. A. Longley, Adams' block, whistle, 3-3-3, at 7.30 and VI.30, alarmed
WOBCESTRit 88,
PEOBATE COUET
Ralph,
the
14-year
old
son
of
Mr
and
starts to-morrow morning, a reduction a good many people, who have not yet\ Mrs Fred A. Brucker, Gilbert street' is Kenneth Howe, Wednesday evening. A To W.F„rcy Rartlett and Matgar t B. Bart- AIR ff&HT STOVES,
got
accustomed
to
looking
for
it
pleasant
'time
Was
enjoyed
and
refreshIctt,
tbe
parent*
of
Eunice
8.
Bartlett
ot North
sale of many lines of goods. Certain
sufferiug from the result of an accident ments were served in charge of the social BrookiJefdinaaid County of Worcester.
OIL HEATERS,
Wheieas, a petition has been presented to
lines will be sold at less than cost, and
at Quaboag lake last Saturday afternoon, committee. Those present were Frank said Couit by ileleii H. Uapp of North Brookfliers quote many moneyeaviug proposiWARDEN LORD TO RESI6N,
Held
In
tbe
County
of
Worcester,
praying
for
when an ice chisel slipped in his hands, Bennett and family, Mr Wheeler and the appointment of uerself, or some other nutt- O-CEDAR MOPS,
tions. Call early and get the first choice.
and cut diagonally through his rubber family, Mr and Mrs Paul D. VVheelock, able person, as gua<dian,and for the custody WIZARD MOPS,
of said minor.
The B & R Rubber factory will start After Twenty Years of Service on Town and a heavy shoe he was wearing. The
You are hereby cU__
cited to appear at a Probate
Mr and Mrs George Goodrich, Rev. Dr.
Farms He Wants to Take a Rest.
Court,\o be betd at Worcester in -aid County HORSE BLANKETS,
on Monday to run night and day on jar
keen edge nearly severed the big toe, and Charlton, John. Benjamin, Mrs Fanny of
Worcester, on the >eventeerh day of Febru
Warden
Simon
E.
Lord,
who
has
been
rings, for which they have abundant orinjured two others.
He was brought Cardinal, Misses Leslie Benjamin, Jo- try A. I>. »yl4, at nine o'clock In the forenoon,
to show cause, if any you have, why a guardian POCKET KNIVES,
ders, far in excess of last year. A ship- in charge of the North Brookfield town home in an automobile in the care of Dr.
sephine Brown, Emma Crocket, Esther should not be appoint* H and bare tbe custody
of said minor as aforesaid.
ment of some 13,000 rubber mats goes farm for the past seven years is to send Phelan, and since then the very best eare
and Cora Wilcox.
And said petitioner is hereby di'-ected to PLASH LIGHTS,
out to-morrow to the Ford Automobile in his resignation to-morrow, to take ef lias been taken with the wound, by the
give public notice thereof, to tbe next of kin
of said minor, and others interested, by pub- SCISSORS,
feet on the last day of March, when his doctor, Mrs Brucker and Mr James T.
Company at Detroit.
lishing; this citation once in each week, for
NEW BRAINTREE.
*>
three miccessive weeks, in tbe Nor h Brookneld
A handsome banner has been swung year expires.
Saunders, who bathes the foot every half
Journal,
a newspaper publshed to North CARVING SETS, *
Mr
Lord
served
on
the
farms
at
Norton
Brookfleid, thw last publication to be one day
out in front of Duncan block this week
hour with a salt solution. There is now
Mr L. B. Crawford was home from at
ieact t efore said Court, or by delivering a
and
Brookfield
before
coming
here.
Dura good chance for his recovery from more New York, Tuesday. /
advertising the<approaching golden ancopy thereof to the said \V. P* rcy Bartlett a no BARN LANTERNS,
Marcret K. Bartlett at least seven days before
niversary of the Knights of Pythias, Who ing the last two years, there has been serious results, and it is hoped that it will
Mrs C. F. Bush of Worcester, is the said Court.
DRIVING LANTERNS,
Witness, WILLIAM T. FORBES, Esquire.
hold a celebration in'Castle hall, on the considerable friction between the warden be possible to restore the foot to its nor- guextof MrsM. W. Allen.
Judge of said Court, this twenty-eighth day of
evening of the 28th. It was the work of ajnd one member of the board of the mal condition, if only a circulation of
January in tbe year of our Lord oi.e thousand FAMILY SCALES,
Reliable thermometers registered' 2(f nine hundred and fourteen,
Mrs Rose Conger, and ie lettered in the overseers, who is its chairman thiB year. blood can be maintained in the injured
H. H. AT WOOD, Register.
Mr Lord says that he has no doubt tbe members. Ralph is enduring the suffer- degrees below zero, Thursday morning.
WRINGERS,
Jan. 30, Feb. 6.13, C.
three cardinal colors of the order.
other two members otAhe board would ing bravely, and jokes with the doctor
Mr E. L. Havens had the misfortune,
Rev. C. M. Elllnwdod of Boston field vote to elect him for another year, but
FOOD
CHOPPERS,
last week, of losing a valuable new milch
secretary of the Florence Critteuton' aftertwenty years of continuous service, and the nurses. His excellent health
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS SAFETY RAZORS,
coV.
in
strongly
in
hiB
favor.
.
League of Compassion, will occupy the he feels that he would like at least a year
Worcester *s.
Probate Court
Mr Herbert E. Cummings of North To the heirs at law. next of kin, and all other"
pulpit of the Congregational church,
of rest.
persons Interested in ihe estate of Clemance THERMOMETERS,
Brookfield,
has
moved
his
saw-mill
onto
For Bee Stings.
next Sunday morning and evening.' The
lXiinsier, lateof North Brookfield, in said Coun- .
For Insect bites or bee and wasp the- Mary Scoville wood lot.
„ ty, deceast-d.
DOG COLLARS,
pastor leaves to-morrow morning for a
Whereas, a certain instrument purporting to i
■tings, a solution of common baking
The Firemen's Ball.
A good number of. the friends of M be the l*-t will and testament of said deceased
trip to Providence and vicinity.
^
soda and water will give relief. Weak- Frank Morse gave him a pleasant sur- has been presented to siid Court, for probate, UNIVERSAL
j by Oliver Derosier who prays that letter* testa>
The Selectmen give notice that they
may be issued to him, toe executor
Next Friday comes the event of the ened ammonia is also good..
prise on Saturday evening. Whist, sing- | mentary
BREAD MIXERS,
will hold a special meeting fionday eventherein n mod, without living a surety ou his
I official bond.
ing and a social time was enjoyed.
ing and will positively be the last chance season, the annual ball of the North
You are hereby cited to appear at a Probate BROOMS,
Abont 40 of the friends of Mre ^. ' Court, to be held at Worcester, In said Coaly
for the presentation of bills against the Brookfield Fire Department, at the town
of Worcester, on the seventieth day of FebruCARPET SWEEPERS,
town. All departments are requested to hall, with music ly Collins' Singing orThomas Webb, called upon her, Monday ary, A. D. 1914, at nine o'clock in the
chestra
pf
Marlboro.
The
concert
proCOMPLAINTS will be heard, and IN- evening, it being her birthday. Games S?.n»mSXui^„crS.egr».>ou taw* why,ICE OREA.MFREEZERS,
complete their reports, and send them to
the Board, as soon after that date as pos- gram will be as follows:—
FORMATION furnished relative to the were enjoyed, and refreshments were nobMInotiMthereof, by"pubfisbioj this elu? SLEDS AND SKATES.
March: " When Johnny Comes Home."
sible.
tlon once In each week for three successive
workings of the WORKMEN'S COM- served.
Singing orchestra.
weeks In the North Brookneld Journal a newsThere were 50 in attendance at tbe
Loyal Circle, King's Daughters, will Selection. " Alma, where do yeu live? "
er published In North Brookneld, the last We deliver everything too heavy
PENSATION ACT from-%P. M. to 4 P.
Icatlon to be one day at least before said
Farmers'
an K^
publcatloa
saifl
hold an all day meeting on Tuesday in the Song. ■' In Love's Garden, Ton and I.,,
farmers Hluh
wup, Tiimdav
tueeaay, who
wno heard
nearn an
^
Sostpalo, or delivering
to earrv.
M., FEB. 18, at DISTRICT COURT interesting address by Hon. Chas. N. la oopy ot tatsnaUiagt
citation to all known persons inparlors'of the First Congregational church.
Mr George E. Hardy,
.
, n
, D I..JJ * terrsted in tne estate, seven days at least ben
XT ,.
ROOM, EAST BBOOKFIEm Inspect- Prouty
Mrs Wiggland from Spencer will give a Xylophone Trk>. ''fashion Rag."
of Spencer,
on National
Prohibi- j£„ „w court.
or J. F. MALONE. >
Messrs. Burhoe. Bley and Sbattuck
talk on District, Nursing. Dinner will be
tion.There were piano solos by Hi. Jn'd^^0^S»hJt^".Sl«^
served to members at noon. The regu- Seng. "The Old Bass Viol"
Mass. Industrial Accident Board Sadi*/ MoClanathan, Sinner was served January in the year one thousand nine SunMr
Eugene
Closson.
lar business meeting will be held at 3.30
by Mr and Mrs Frank A. Mone and Mr. d*wl "d ""HASJJ* H- ATvroob, Register,
I Beacon St., Beaton
North Brookfield.
Finals. ■' At The Fair."
and Mm J. A. Barr.
J»a.», r.b.«. ltD.
p. m.
MAILS DUE TO ABHIVB.
A, M, 6.46— East and West.
9.3U—West.
P. M, 12.45—East and West.
2.00-West
4.B0—East.
7.06—East and West.
MAILS CLOSE.
A. M. 6.00—West.
\
6.46—East.
11 JO—East and West.
P. M. 1.00—West.
4.40—East. JT
6.00—East and West.
Mail? for East Ilroosneld are despatched at
S.46A. M..11.30A. M. and I P.M. Mails from
East Brookneld are received at 0.80 A. M. and
6.40 P.M.
Package malls are despatched twice daily as
follows:—11.30 A. M. East and North, 6 P. M
West and South.
Mails for the Rural Delivery if closed at 8.1S
A. M. and received at 1.30 P. M.
The office hours will be:—6 30 A. M. to 8 P. M.
Holidays,680to980 A.M.and8to6 p.M.
Persons who continually ask to have look
boxes opened are respectfully requested to use
their keys.
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
PAUL M. KEANEV, Asst.

Funeral Director

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concords

SPIRELLA

JVedding Invitations

and Announcements'

Workmen's Compensation Act

ROSE COGHLAN

Star in "Potash and PcrlinuUar," Q. M. Cohan
Theater, New York.

The Appieton ciub.

AT FULLAMS

Is just what its name implies.—Just to make the hair glossy, lustrous, more
beautiful.—Just to make it easier to dress, and more uaturi.1 to full easily and
gracefully into the wavy lines and folds of the coiffure.
It leaves a delightful fresh and cool effect, and a lingering;, delicate perfume.
Will not change or darken the color. Contains no oil; therefore doesn't leave the
hair sticky or stringy. Simply sprinkle a little on your hair each time before
brushing it. But first, make sure that your hair and scalp are clean, by «**:i g

ELSIE FERGUSON

A play, "The Straw Man?' will be
presented in the gymnasium of Christ
Christ Memorial church next Wednesday, at 7.30.p. m.'. A monologue, "Helpingfather with a business deal," and
music by the "Garden Orchestra" will
accompany the play, all under the direction of Castle Quaboag, K. O. K. A.,
who hope tMrpa^n7wiuVpleased"at
«._!-«■..-...
J
their efforts.

W. F. FULLAH

Mais.

' ■

BROOKFIELD TIMES

GEORGE WASHINGTON

BROOKFIELD TIMES

MARINES READY TO LAND IN MEXICO

MAY PUSH THE
NEWLANDS BILL

CAPE CANAL 75
WILSON-GLYNN
PERCENT DONE
WAR ON MURPHY
Alliance for State Reorganiza- Power Boats and Other Small
Craft Can Use Waterway
tion Effected at White House
Late in Summer

Would Stand for Conservation
Plan of Administration

0SB0RN FOR STATE CHAIRMAN
OTHER

APPROPRIATIONS
Plan is to Break Murphy Control at
. the
September
Primaries—McCombs for Senator—Croker

For River Regulation Carrie*
Annually S6O,0OO,00O—It Ha» Important Bearing on New
England.

WashingtonW^lotal
onWrf"1o
of *1«6,000,000
for ihe Appalachian and Atlantic Regions including New England and
Slates to the south, is' called for in
the revised water ways bill
introduced into the Senate by Senator
New lands of Nevada.
For the first
year after the passage of the bill.
?iO,uuO,000 is to be appropriated for
river conservation in the territory
mentioned, this appropriation to be
renewed annually for ten years.
A
million dollars is appropriated* to be
expended as provided in the Weeks
Appalachian National Forest Act for
fire protection and the prevention and
extermination of insect pests.
For
the acquisition of forest lands by the
National Forest Reservation Commission as directed by the Weeks act,
|5,(H)0,04reVja called for.
The Newlpnds bill, as outlined in
" these despatches is being seriously
considered by the Administration as
the big conservation measure on its
immediate programme.
The bill
calls for an annual appropriation of
160,000,000 for ten years for a fund
known as the river regulation fund.
A waterways commission and board
of river regulation is created by the
bill, whose object is "to promote inlerstate commerce by the development and improvement of the rivers
and waterways and water resources
of the United States and co-operation
between the rail and water routes,
and providing a fund tor the regulation and control of the flow of rivers
and for the maintenance at all seasons of a navigable stage of water
In waterways and for the connection of
rivers'and waterways with the Great
Lakes and with each other ana as a
means to that end to provide for flood
prevention and protection and for
water storage and for the beneficial
u«e of flood water* for irrigation and
water power, and for the conservation
and use of water in agriculture and
for the protection of water sheds
from denudation and erosion and
from forest Ares, and for the co-operation in such work of Government
service and bureaus with each other
and with States, municipalities and
other local agencies."
The scheme is a gigantic one, and
H is reported that the details are being carefuly worked out by the executive officers of the Government for
full presentation to,the Senate and
House. Government experts
who
have studied the question of flood
prevention are convinced that the
Newlands bill, calling as it does for
complete river conservation from the
forest cover at the head Waters to the
mouths of the streams, is the only
f-oposltion of its kind so far present«<• to Congress tha* 1B real value.
The passage of the Newlands bill
will materially affect New Kngland.
While no detailed plans have been
worked out showing exactly how the
forests and streams of New England
will be affected, it can be said that
the Connecticut river would) be placed
under control together with its tributaries, and that a series of storage
reserynits in the Green and White
Mountains, together with a reforestation of denuded areas would result
The navigability of the Merrimac", the
Kennebec and the Penobscot would
also be improved.
WASHINGTON'S

PI8TOL8

Calls Boas Handicap.

inspection of marines on board the United States battleship Michigan
in the harbor of Vera Cruz, Mexico.

FIERCE FIGHTING 40 DEAO IN WRECK
IN MEXICO CITY CAUSED BY REBELS

SOLD.

New York—For one pair of pistols
■aid to have been used by George
Washington 1*000 was paid by Bidward H. Utchfleld, a collector, at an
auction sale of American and foreign
antique weapons.
The inscription
"Gen. G. Washington" is engraved on
each phrtol. and there was documentary evidence apparently furnishing
authenticity of the claims made for
thero. Bach weapon was 15 inches in
length. Washington's medicine chest,
Bill! containing one or two remedies
brought *37B.
The battle flag of
-Ught Horse Harry" Lee was sold
for $400 to the Rev. W. H. Burke, curator of the Valley forge Museum,
Pennsylvania
TO INTERPRET FINDINGS.

Uprising Against Huerta
Suburb of Guadalupe

in Passengers Burned to Death in
Tunnel in Mexico

WHOLE ARMY IS ON GUARD VICTIMS OF BANDIT CASTILLO
New Plot

Uncovered—Second

Move-

New York.—President Wilson has
joined hands with Gov. Glynn to break
the hold of Charles F. Murphy on the
New York State organization of the
Democratic party.
The fight will be opened without delay in preparation for the September
primaries, when it is hoped that the
new alliance will remove the last vestige of Murphy control from the State
organization.
\
The preliminary battle will be for
the removal of State Chairman George,
M. Palmer and the substitution in his
place of William Church Osborn,
whose fitness for the office received
the hearty support of the President
It Is also believed that President
Wilson will welcome Mr. Glynn as the
next Democratic candidate for the
Governorship- .
National Chairman McCombs, who
attended the conference between the
President and Mr. Glynn at the White
House, is said to be grooming himself
to be Elihu Root's successor in (he
Senate.
There was made public a letter from
Richard Croker to the late John Fox,
in which Croker said:
"Murphy was a big handicap to McCall. The Hall will never win under
Murphy's management. 1 hope some
good man will get in and drive all
them grafter contractors out."
Dudley Field Malone, Collector of
the Port, speaking to John D. Rockefeller's Bible class, said:
"Who cares what Croker thinks ol
Murphy or what Murphy thinks of
Croker? They are both alike. The
days of Croker and Murphy are past.
It isn't enough* to eliminate Murphy
from the leadership; the name of
Tammany must go with it."

Only One Body is Found—Brakeman,

ment of Conapirators was Checked
Special Precautions Taken to
Protect Executive.

ARMY AVIATOR 18 KILUED.

Creeping Through Poisonous Fumes
to Give the Alarm, Fell Dead
Near the Exit.

Juarez, Mexico.—At least nine, and
perhaps thirteen, American railroad
men. and 40 to SO Mexicans, were
suffocated in the great Cumbre Tunnel
on the Mexico Northwestern Railroad
as the result of the diabolical act of
Maximo Castillo, the bandit chief, in
allowing a passenger train from the
north to run into the tunnel, which
hal already been set afire from a
biasing freight train, sent in for the
purpose.
This startling news, the climax of
a day of wild and contradictory rumors concerning the fate of the Americans, reached the local headquarters
of the railroad frem a party of officials,' Including F. C. Clarke, Dr. F. C.
Herr and four assistants, who left
Madera to visit the scene of the affair.
The searching party was unable to
penetrate far Into the tunnel, but they
reached a body within 300 'feet of
the north entrance of the tunnel. It
was that of Juan Fernandez rear
brakeman of the passenger train.
As the passenger train did not stop
until within a few hundred feet of the
freight train with which Castillo had
set Are to the tunnel seven hours before.^Fernandez must have staggered
and crawled nearly three-quarters- of
a mile before he succumbed to the
fumes of the smoke.
The passenger train consisted of
one first-class coach, two second-class
coaches, a baggage anjl express car,
and a freight car. The number of persons aboard is not exactly known.
First reports put the number at 36,
while a request for coffins asked for75 of them.
It said the Americans known to.
have been aboard the train and whose
bodies were being sought by a relief
party Included: ,
M. 3. Gilmartin, Superintendent of
the Mexican Northwestern Railroad
at Chihuahua.
C. H. Marders, express agent
Henry Schofield, Superintendent,
Juarez.
SAYS CANAL 18 TOO SHALLOW.
K. L, Hatlield, business man. El
Paso. *
Thomas M. Kelly, conductor.
German Engineer Declares Big Ships
J, 1. Morris, road master.
Can't Pass Through.
L. E. Williams, employe Madera
Berlin.—D. W. Ewald, a prominent Lumber Company.
J. Webster, conductor In charge of
German engineer, in an article published in the paper "Der Tag" pre- trai
Maximo Castillo and his' bandits,
dicts that large warships and ocean
liners perhaps, will never be able to who caused the train wreck in Cumbre
tunnel, in which fifty-one persons,
go through the Panama Canal and
that second class ships will be able to including sixteen Americans, were
gq, through the great waterway part killed, are closely pursued by a rebel
force and will be captured surely.
of each year only.

Mexico City.—The expected uprising against Huerta's dictatorship has
begun. It started in the suburb of
Suadalupe where fighting of a desperate character took place.
Troops went hurrying through the
itreets in various directions.
The garrison at Guadalupe baa revolted and the Santiago military prisjii has beep opened and the prisoners
liberated.
The suburb of Guadalupe, offlciallq
mown as Guadalupe.Hidalgo, is three
DileB northeast of Mexico city proper
tnd is the seat of the most popular
Satholic shrine in the republic. It has
i population of 10,000. which is swelled
to 100,000 daring the great pilgrimages made to the shrine. This place
Is the focus of the most fervent and
jowerful cult of the Mexican republic.
It was founded ten years after the conquest by Cortez.
A new plot to overthrow Huerta
was discovered.
The entire garrison of the city, is
under arms.
Patrols are placed all over town,
with heavy guards all about the artillery barracks.
The National Palace is filled with
troops and is surrounded with large
oumbers of cannon and machine guns.
Soldiers are sleeping under arms in
the court yard.
The roofs of the buildings near the
artillery barracks are crowded with
soldiers, and the families in the neigh'
borbood have been ordered to move. The garrison of one of the suburbs
attempted a revolt, but the plot was
discovered and the mutineers overpowered.
Everywhere one hears the phrase
"coup d'etat."
There was fighting near Tampico In
which the rebels drove the Federal
outposts Into Tampico, killing forty of
them.

New York—The iboard of arbitration which served last year under the
Mewlands act in the controversy be- FORTUNE TO "THE UNWANTED/
tween the eastern railroads and their
conductors and trainmen reconvened Founds Home for Women "Who Live
With Relatives."
have to interpret certain seclions of
the award It banded down on Nov. 10, • White Plains, N. Y— The will of the
!at«
Annie
Coe MacDowell, who died
last.
at her home in Yonkers early in January, filed litre leaves her entire forFIGHT PETITION.
tune, said to be $75,000, for the esroncord, N. H.—A denial of the acts ;ablishment of a home for- "refined,
of bankruptcy alleged in a creditors' •ducated and Protestant ienUewomen
petition in bankruptcy has been filed whose means are small ar.d whose
fay the Rockingbam Park Company ^lome is made unhappy by having to
owners of the race track and fair ive with relatives who think them
:n the w*»"
(round* at Salem.

Sandwich—The Cape Cod canal,-the
construction of which even the Pilgrim . fathers saw would rob the
sandy peninsula and Nantuoket shoals
of their terrors to coastwise shipping,
is expected to became a reality within the next six months. This sixmile ditch, connecting Cape Ood bay
with Buzzard's bay, is 76 percent,
completed, In the estimation of the
engineers, and it is believed that the
waters of the two bays will meet during summer.
For the first few months the canal
will not be sufficiently deep, nor its
approaches in cleared of obstructions
to allow full-powered vessels to make
the passage. But power boats and
other smal craft will he permitted to
go through, and already several Nr
England yatch clubs are planning
cruises with the canal passage in
view.
The greater part of the digging recently has been by two big dredges
that entered the canal at each end.
They are now within 8000 feet of
each other in the hills of Bournedale.
Between them, for nearly a mile Is
a 15-foot trench which will he flooded as Boon as the dredges cut the
harriers.
tiater the canal will be made of
•greater "depth.'' In addition to dredgIrg, considerable blasting will
be
nscessary at the Buzzard's Bay entrance before it can be thrown open
to r.oastwlse shipping.

ENDURANCE

FLIGHT RECORD.

Ingold Remains In Air Over Sixteen
Hours, Covers 1,060 Miles.

Munich, Germany.—Aviator Ingold
broke the world's record for an endurance flight. He remained in the air
Tor 10 hours and 20 minutes and covered a distance estimated at 1,060
miles without landing
Ingold started at Mulhausen, Alsace,
and flew far to the north. Ha then
proceeded southward to Munich, landing In a suburb. The previous record
was 14 hours.

Lieut. Post at San Diego Falls 500
Feet From Aeroplane.

San Diego, Cal—Second Lieut. Henry B. Post, Twenty-fifth Infantry, First
Aero Corps, U. S. A., was instantly
killed by a fall of 600 feet in a hydroaeroplane. About 150 feet from the
surface of the bay he was seen to
shoot clear of the machine. It was
said by watchers that the engine exploded.
Lieut Post was flying for an altitude record. He had the reputation
of being the best aviator in the army
camp on North Island, across the bay
from San Diego.
Lieut. Post was horn in New York
on June 16,1885, and was appointed a
second lieutenant in the Twenty-fifth
Infantry on February 11, 1911. .
The widow and sister of Post are
here. Their home is in Babylon, L. I.
This fatality is the 363d in the record of aviation and the fourteenth in
the United States army.

"LONG AS WATER RUNS
AND WOOD GROWS"
Unique Will

By Travelling Salesman.

ty; Refuses Liberty.

SHORT $15,000, KILLS SELF
Cashier of Failed Georgia Bank Was
Facing Arrest.

Fondness for Outdoor Life
Marked Characteristic of
Washington in His Youth.

Boston—"As long as water runs and
wood grows" trusts created for public purposes under the will of the late
Hilas E. Roberts, a salesman,
wha
lived at 30 Woodbine street, Roxbury,
and died Jan. 10 last, shall continue.
Never in the history of the Suffolk
Registry has such a line been inserted
in any of the thousands' of
wills
which have been filed for probate.
The unique testament of the deceased
Is written in his own handwriting.
Trusts of $3000 each are*""created,
from which the income is to be used
annually to Keep in repair the Congregational church and parsonageiB
the town of Chelsea, Vt., an*-"the
building of the Methodist Episcopal
church in that town.
The Income of a fund of $10,000 1»
to be expended for the benefit of the
public library of Chelsea, Vt..and the
income of $500 Is to be expended annually on graves of deterving poor in
the cemetery at Chelsea,
In the event of the destruction by
fire of the school house
situated
"near the Court' House and Common"
vn Chelsea, $15,000 of the principal
is to be used to replace the building.
A fund of $30,000 is established to
aid and assist poor men, women and
children In the town of Chelsea.

CHICKENS 8AID TO BE TORTUED.
Shipping Methods of
All
Poultry
Raisers to Be Investigated.

Boston—The discovery by an agent
for the Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals that chickens are
being shipped in crates in a manner
that results in the death of many,
■which are then sold on the market,
has resulted in the starting of a
wholesale investigation.
In the city police court one prosecution on this charge was pressed
as a test case, Fred G. Wilson of
Bratntree, a poultry raiser.
It is claimed that twenty-two large
fowl were found lammed into one
crate which was being carried through
the city on a truck loaded with these
(containers, and that one of the hens
• was dead and that the others were
suffering. Wilson claims that he has
been shipping poultry for twenty-five
years and that he has never shipped
live poultry to market in any manner other than the accepted custom.

SHOE

MEN FAVOR
ONE
LETTER POSTAGE.

CENT

Boston—At their monthly meeting
the directors of the New England
Shoe & I^eather Association endorsed
the movement for-a reduction in letter postage to a one-cent basis, and;
voted to request the national chamber
of commerce to take up the matter of
discriminating duties on boots, shoes,
and leather maintained by France,
Canada and other countries to the
detriment of United States manufacturers.
'
The industrial education committee
was requested to consider the feasibility of a state school for boot and?
shoe trade instruction, as recommended foy President John S. Kent in hie
annual address.
$1000 FOR SIMPLY LOOKING
CONTRACT.

Signature of George Washington
Makes It Invaluable to
Its Owner. •
A LETTER signed by George Washington is an heirloom In the family of William H. Paret, a real estate
man of Kansas City. Mr. Paret received the letter from his father, the
late William Hale Paret, Episcopal

AT

Sen. Horgan Saye Bruce Wyman Received it From Port Directors.

Boston—That Bruce Wyman, former
professor at the Harvard Law School.
was paid $1000 by the Board of Port
Directors "for simply looking »t svcertain contract" was the declaration
of Senator Francis J. Horgan on the
floor of the Massachusetts Senate la
opposing the bill to appropriate $26,000 for the use of the Port Directors*
The senator said further that no
mention was made in the report of the
directors of the payment to Wyman,
who resigned as a member of the
IHarvard Law School faculty because
of the disclosures that he was paid
at the. rate of $10,000 a year by the
New Haven railroad. f

Eighteen In One Grave.
Boston.—On the eastern slope of »
wooded knoll in Mt. Hope Cemetery
the eighteen nameless, unclaimed victims of the Arcadia fire were twried
Sunday afternoon with fitting ceremony *y the Boston Lodge of the
Benevolent Protective Order of Bilks.
Mayor James M, Curley, as a member
of the order, delivered a funeral adOne Eag In Five Broken.
Boston—Waste must be avoided if dress over the common grave of the
More than 1000
the cost of living is to be lowered, ac- unidentified dead.
cording to Dr. Mary E. Pennlngton, persons witnessed the services.
chief of the United States food re5 Die In 5 Weeks In Same Familysearch laboratory.
Webster.—The fifth fatality in the
"One egg in every five laid is broke
before it reaches the market," she Crotteau family In five weeks was resaid. "The egar-laying season is only corded Sunday, when Mrs. Marie
from March to May. At any other (C'rotteaul Martel, of North Grosvenordale, was Wiled instantly in a fall
season of the year, therefore, fresh downstairs at her home, to which she
eggs will normally be at high prices, had returned from the funeral serand women must learn to realize that vices of her father and mother and a
cold storage eggs are as useful and
brother In Canada.
valuable as other products thus preOnly one member of the family t»
served."
now living—Joseph Crotteau, of WebWould Have State Sell Pure Milk.
Boston—A bill to provide for milk
distributing stations in all cities and
In towns over 6000 population In Massachusetts has been filed In the House
by Representative Oscar B. Arkwen
of Worcester.
The bill orovide* that the stations
«h!>ll r,e established for the distribution of THiiw milk and that thev shall
rin utid°T the rare and direction of
ih« milk inspector or of such other
pen-on an rim'l he designated by the
local Board of Health.

LETTER HELD AS
PRIZED HEIRLOOM

Hazlehurst, Ga — To avoid arrest on
a charge of embezzling $15,000 of the
funds of the Farmers' State Bank,
Cashier G. F. Armstrong committed
suicide by putting a bullet through
his bead. The bank closed Its doors
Jan. '31. A warrant had been sworn
out for Armstrong's itrrest.
Arm
strong saw the sheriff coming and shot
himself. ■
The dead man's son. W. O. Arm- Mayors To Oppose High State Ten,
Worcester—Mayors ofMasoV>bM5e«.ta
strong, is in Jail in Dublin charged
with $20,000 shortage in his accounts cities will term a protective associaits cashie< of the Bank of Rents. The tion against a high State tax, -If the
latter bank was inspected the same plans of Mayor George M. Wright ol
day the Farmers' Bank clOBed its Worcester are carried out. He plans
to form the association at the next
doors.
meeting of the Mayors' club.
Me has Already received many letSEEK $15,000,000 MORE.
ters commenting favorably on his
House Committee Will Favor Doubling |ian, and the mayors-of several cities
of Magazine Rates.
have expressed their readiness
to
Washington.—A movement was set join in it.
in motion by tke House committee on
post offices and postroads to increast
Burnt Aluminum Pane.
the postal rates on magazines from
If your aluminum pans or kettles
one to two cents a pound. The indi- get scorched and black do not scrape
cations are that a bill authorizing tht or scour them. Halt fill with water,
increased rate will be passed by thr- add a heaping teasponful of soda and
House. It is estimated that the pro
boil for ten minutes; they will be aa
nosed increased rates on magazine;
bright as new.—Good Housekeeping
would yield anywhere from $10,000.
Magazine.
000 to $15,000,000 additional revenue.

ster.
Owl Enter* > Home.
Watertown—A small ,owl found a
likely-looking knothole out in Water
town the other night, went down It tt,
investigate and emerged into tha
music room of the home of Herbert A
Fuller, No. 119 Palfrey street.
The
knot hole was really a chimney. Car)
Fuller captured It after It had flown
Unto a window glass, thinking to escape, f
Militia Officer Kills Himself.

Peterboroy N. H.—James H. Holden, captain of Troop A of the New
Hampshire National Guard cavalry,
shot and killed himself Sunday.
Worry over illness and recent criticisms of his, command are thought to
have led to the suicide.
No Spring Water Cure.
Grandpa Mintlicker went into a
Pullman dining car and asked for the
wine card. Under prevailing restrictions the best the waiter eould give
him was the mineral water list. Grandpa looked at him reproachfully and exclaimed:
"Young man, I'm thirsty,
not sick!"
Another Paradox.
It's a strange fact that a man can ha
used best as a tool when he ia dull.—
Boston Tranacrint;

either of ships of war or transport*
with troops, or should an embarkation of any consequence take place,
you will Very much oblige me by sending a particular express. You will
now be pleased to furnish me with an
account of all the expenses which
have been incurred by you in this
last buBiness and it shall be repaid
with thanks by, dear sir, your much
obliged and obedient servant, .
"G. WASHINGTON.
"GENERAL FORMAN."

OFFICER OF THREE CHURCHES
Edifices Still Standing Proud of Washington's Connection With Their
History.

Three churches in Virginia bolo
proud claim to close connection with
George Waahington, in each of which
he held the position of vestryman. One
of these is Christ church, in> Alexandria; another, Falls church, in the
town of the same name (about six
c2U ^
miles southwest of Washington, In
Fairfax county); the third is old Poj«
hick church in Mount Vernon parish,
->*
so called for Pohick creek, a small
stream flowing close by. The last
named was the. "home" church ol
Washington, and that to which he was
most closely allied, having served ai
warden.-and vestryman in it for ovei
twenty years, and contributing genFac Simile of Signature of George
erously to Its support.
Washington.
Of Christ church he was a frequent
bishop of Maryland, who in turn had attendant, as business often called him
it from his father, a resident of New to Alexandria (which place was his
York City.
The letter follows:
"Headquarters, 3d December, 1782.—
Dear Sir: Your favors of the 21st
September and 24th and 26th October
came regularly to hand, as they contained only intelligence of the movements of the enemy's fleet, and required no particular answer, I did not
think it worth while to give the Chain
of Expresses the trouble of riding the
whole way back to you.
"You must have seen the resolve of
congress by which Captain Asgill was
released. All things considered, 1
question whether the determination of
congress upon the proceedings of Lippincott's court martial would have
been different from what it has been,
had not the courts of France interceded warmly in Captain, Asgill's
favor, but after a request made by the
prime minister in which he expresses
the -wishes of their majesties that
Captain Asgill's life might be saved
there, was scarcely no possibility of
refusing, more especially as Sir Guy
Carleton promised to prosecute still
further the persons who might be
found guilty of Captain Huddy's murder. I have lately written to him and
begged him to inform me what steps
had been taken.
"The report that General Carleton
had pledged his word that during his
command no small parties should
come within the American lines or
to any part of our shores is not literally true. But I have reason to believe that he has taken measures to
discountenance and discourage all acts
of violence on the part of the refugees.
Indeed we bad an instance of it a
few days past. Two of Sheldon's
Dragoons were taken off their post by
a party-of- refugees from Monisania,
and carried off to Kings Bridges. They
were immediately returned with their
horses, arms and accoutrements to
Colonel Sheldon, Intimating that as
they had been captured without proper
authority it was not thought justifiable
Christ Church, Alexandria.
to detain them. Upon the whole, sir,
I cannot help hoping, that the savage post office, voting and market place)
kind of, desultory war which we have for considerable periods; and especial-,
ly was this true after the Revolution,
long experienced~1s at an end. *
( "There will he no occasion for yon when Pohick church (which suffered
any longer keeping a lookout upon the severely from the misfortunes of war)
coast, or a communication with Morris was frequently closed. With Falls
Town". But should there in future be church he had a somewhat slighter
any uncommon arrival at New York connection and for a shorter period

ACCORDING to the old entry In
the family Bible George Washington's birth is recorded as follows:
"A son to Augustine Waahington
and Mary, hi* wife, waa born ye 11th
of February, 1731, about ten in the
morning."
A* everyone knows by the parliamentary change ia the calendar of
1732, the eleventh of the month became the twenty-second, while the
settling of the doubt whether the year
began on the first of January or the
twenty-fifth of March, made the year
in which Washington waa born 1733
instead of 1731, And this important
event took place near Frederickaburg,
Va., on the Rappahannock.
From all the "Lives" and "Letters"
extant we glean the fact that'the lad
who was destined to become "the
greatest American of them all" spent
his boyhood much like other lads of
his age and position, perpetrating
many pranks and receiving many
whippings in consequence. On more
than one occasion did he and his man
Peter roast ears of corn in forbidden
cabins of the field slaves or go on
surreptitious coon hunts at night
when all the house was asleep. In
other words, .young "Massa" did as
he pleated when with Peter, to whose
care he was entrusted more than ever
after the elder Washington died In
174&V- when George waa a lad of
eleven.
As a youngster Washington had a
remarkable bump of curiosity which
his father encouraged, but which to
the contrary his mother disliked. A*
to the latter, we all know how foolishly fond she was of her children,
allowing her love to interfere with
her good judgment, many times, making herself miserable in their behalfYet there Is no doubt that Washington's mother, as has been the case
with all great men, had a patent Influence over his life, and her strong
character was afterwards reflected
in the remarkable balance shown by
her son in whatever situation he was
placed.
After hlB father's death he was
soon made to understand that he
must do something for a living. By
the provision of his father'* will,

ffPy
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Pox Hunting Waa Washington's Favorite Sport,

Mount Vernon was inherited by his
brother, Lawrence, while the few
acres on the Rappahannock were to
be given George upon his becoming
ot age, though SB a matter of fact he
never fcnflmed them.
His sensible
brother; Lawrence, and his halfbrother, Augustine, disapproved of the
easy life of the sons of planters and
many animated discussions were held
as to the future of their young
brother.
Meantime, George was Hying witJi
his half-brother, Augustine, though
later he spent much time at Mount
Vernon with Lawrence. It was wtile
there that a family council resulted
in the decision that George was to
follow the ■ sea.
When the news
reached Mrs. Washington, however,
she was so upset that she hurried to
Mount Vernon and begged her son
to give tip the idea of becoming a midshipman.
Accordingly, the,, Small
cheBt of George, which had already
been placed aboard a British vessel,
was brought ashore.
It was many a day before the lad
ovtercame his disappointment. Hl3
brother Lawrence comforted him with
the assurance, "There are many roads
in life; only one is barred to you."
With characteristic bravery George
never spoke of the matter to any one
again, for as was his custom to the
day of his death, Washington never
recurred to a thing when once concluded.
It was after this disappointment
that he turned his attention more
definitely to surveying. In fact, he
was greatly interested in exactness,
and the educational value of surveying suited his taste. Even in his boyhood, from this period on he never
found happiness in intercourse with
his fellowmen or In reading; but it
was in the active outdoor life that he
was at his best He was pronounced
"a sober little prig" by no leBser personage than Lord, Fairfax, when at
fifteen he again took up his residence
at Mount Vernon with Lawrence.' On
better acquaintance, Lord Fairfax
nhanged his opinion, reaUainavthat the*
tad waa not cold and unresponsive by
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CATARRH TONIC

For COUGHS
&. COLDS
CARING FOR LAYING PULLETS
Dry, Comfortable House* Should Be
Provided and an Abundance of
Green la Necessary.

By LOUISE S. DUN.

Association Alao Calls Attention
Discriminating Dutlea,

Embraces Judaism.
Boston—Further details of the circumstances surrounding the elopement
of Miss Dorothy B. Wollenberg to
Kansas City, where she married her
childhood friend. John T. Bird, and
of his renunciation of the Roman
Catholic faith to become a convert
of Judaism, her own religion, Indicate
that ihe young poeple had contemplated matrimony four year ago.
Since their agreement to wpd. made
at that time. Bird has studied the
Jewish religion. Just before their
MEMPHIS BANK SHORT $788,800.
matriage he was formally received into ihe Jewish faith, and his name
C. H. Ralne of Mercantile Pleads Guil- changed from John to Abraham.
Memphis, Tenn.—C. Hunter Raine,
president of the Mercantile Bank,
which closed its doors WBB arrested
at his home on Central avenue, on a
bench warrant charging embezzlement
of $788,804 of the bank's funds. He
refused to give bond when arraigned
before Judge Palmer of the Second
Division Criminal Court, and was taken to the county jajl, where he still
remains.
He was taken before Judge Palmer
The court read the warrant under
which the banker was arrested and
which was sworn ont by AttorneyGeneral Estes to Raina and asked him
i' he bad anything to say.
"I am guilty," replied the banker.

UKE OTHER LADS

Filed In Probate Court

nature but as shy as a girt, in due
time a friendship sprang up between
the two—the young lad and the older
man—which had a tremendous influence on the after-life of George Waahington.
It waa during these years that
Washington developed great personal
strength and endurance, and because
of these physical qualities It was frequently a temptation on land or water to put his powers to the test. Ia
fact, his greatest pleasure seemed te
be In encountering danger which apparently lifted him in body and mind

MR. Samuel McEIniey, 1215
Grand Are, Kansas City,
Mo, write*: 1 can honestly say
that I owe my life to Peruna.
Traveling from town to town,
and having to go into all kind*
of badly heated buildings, plying my trade as auctioneer, it is
only natural that I had colds frequently.
s
"Last December I contracted a
severe cold which, through neglect on my part, settled on mr
chest I heard of Peruna. It
cured me, SO I cannot praise it
too highly."
Thoie who
Equid medic in<
Peruna in tablet farm.

Changes In management of poultry
can not be made during the course of
the breeding and hatching season
without seriously interfering with the
results. Any new methods of management, feeding, etc., which one wishes
to use, must be inaugurated at the beginning of the season and adhered to
throughout.
The bringing of the chickens in
from the range upon which they have
grown from little chicks, into the laying home, is apt to be a very violent
and abrupt transition. An authority , A roiling stone gathers no moss, but
then, neither does a rolling gait.
Worms expelled promptly from the bumu
•yatem with Dr. Peery'e Vermifuge "Dea4
Boot." Adv.

For one man whose religion is sane
there are a thousand whose piety
comes in the form of spasms.
Nightly coughing and tofturing throat.

Martha Waahington.

Green Food Grower*.

above hie common level. During thl*
time also hi* powers of decisiveness
and swift judgment developed greatly.
Riding was one of his greatest joys,
and be early prepared for the year*)
when he was to be so much in tha
saddle.

upon the raising of poultry profitably,
has the following to say on the/subject: "It has seemed in studying the
birds in the fall of the year that the
change from the range to the laying
house, was an Important one In the
life of the bird, and that the results
during the subsequent winter with reference to egg production depended
much npon the way this transition
was made. It seemed advisable both
on general grounds and from observation of the birds themselves to make
this change as gradual aa possible.
With this idea in mind the pullets
have been brought into the houses
from the range much earlier during
the past few years than was the custom before—and the results have been
excellent When the pullets are first
brought in it is not advisable to shut
them up entirely in tin houses at
once. On the contrary, our work is
planned in such a way that there is
always a freshly-seeded yard full, of
green grass for the birds to run in
after they are brought into the house
until cold weather sets in. The fowls
are brought from tree range into a
condition of restricted range, but with
better pasturage on the restricted
range than on the free range. The
yards are freshly seeded and have not
been trampled down or burned or
dried out by the sun, as is the grass
on the open range from which the
birds are taken. In this way the attempt is made to have the transition
from the range conditions to houss
conditions as gradual as possible.
After about two months of restricted
range, the birds are finally shut up in
a curtain front house for the winter.
The feed of all adult birds, whether
pullets or not, consists of two essential parts: (a) The .whole or cracked
grains scattered in tr|e litter, and (b)
the mixture of dry ground grains generally known as a dry mash. In addition to the grains and dry mash, oyster shell, dry cracked bone, grit and
charcoal are kept in slatted troughs,
and are accessible at all times. Plenty of clean water is furnished.
About five pounds of clove/ hay cut
into one-half' inch lengths is fed dm
daily to each 100 birds in winter.

AS A YOUNG MAN
Remarkable Bust That Is Now
the Property of an English
Curio Dealer.
COLLECTORS will be Interested ia
the recent discovery in London oi
a remarkable bust of George Washington. It is very doubtful if there exists
a similar work, taken at the same time
of life. Experts consider the "find" as
throwing a new light on an Interesting
period of the career of the "Father of
His Country."
Most of the statues made of Washington show him at an advanced age,
when fame had crowned him 'with military and civic glory, but this new
work depicts him in the "formative'*
stage of life—a young man just enter
ing on .his career.
This bust was put up for sals at
Sotheby's auction rooms and Bold for
?50. American buyers did not attend
the sale in large numbers, as they
were more interested, apparently, in'
the sale of Lord Amherst's great library. The consequence was that an
English dealer—Rochelle Thomas—acquired a treasure which should have
been bought by Americans who go ia
for collecting Washington relics. Mr.
Thomas considers the bust a very fine
specimen of French bronze work, the
artist's name being Fournler. It seems
quite probable that the work was done
in America, though how it came to
Europe la not, at "present, known.
Washington is shown in the uniform of
a general, and the work represents
him at>a period corresponding with the
second year of his leadership of the
American army. The uniform is so
modeled as to indicate active wear;

tickle quickly relieved by Dean's Mentholated Cough Drops—6c it ell Drugguta.
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The small tumbler is responsible
for many of the slips attributed to the
e»p.
^_
Only One "BROMO QUININE"1
Tta< 1. LAXATIVS BBOMO QU1N1NH. Loot foe
UuillutaraotaW.aBOVa Cai—m, Cold in OH
DW.Cu™ Unpin Two D»r«. *>0.

It takes a pretty evenly balanced
man to be a* strong in prosperity aa
in adversity.
Important to Mothera .

Bxamine carefully every bottle
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
Infanta and children, and see that it
Bears the
Signature of (
In Use For Over 80'Teaia.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castori*
In the Department Store.

Patience—I just saw that woman
over there with the purple dress, talking some snuff.
Patrice—Do you mean to say she'*
a kleptomaniac T
Tree Strangely Marked.
A curious tree which though sound
was never known to blosibm ha* just
been cut down by Mr. James Hayden Carrlglen, on his lands at Pandatown, County Kildare, Ireland. On
the freshly sawn butt of the tree there
was found a blood-red Imprint of what
closely resembled a hand and part of
an arm.
Vegetable Nightcap.
A vegetable nightcap may be seen la
the agricultural museum at Washington. It is the sheath of an immense
African flower, and is used by the natives as a cap. Turned up around the
lower edge, it runs to a point like a
tasseled nightcap. Its color is a rich
brown, its texture of a fine lacelike
quality, and it is strong and durable.
"They Sayl

They Sayl"

Wife—The cashier at the bank saya
you are just the meanest stingiest—
Husband—Great Scott I Wha—what
is that? He says—
"Well, he dldn!t say it in so many
words, but that is what he meant, of
course."
"Look here! What did the fellow
say?"
j
"He asked me to Indorse the check,
and, when I told him I didn't^know
what he meant, he said he presumed
I hadn't had much experience In getA, Empty Plat; B, Oats Started to ting checks cashed—so there!"
Sprout; C, Oats Well Sprouted.

A Remarkable Bust of George Washington, Recently Sold at Auction In
London.

while the top button of his single
breasted vest is characteristically
open. The expression on the face is
one of calm mastery. One of the curious features connected with this work
is that Washington is shown wearing;
a "pigtail'—that is, the braided wig of
the period.
Quite a number of relics of Washington, Franklin, William Penn and other
American history makers recently
have found their way to English auction rooms. These doubtless have
come from old members of the respective families who have died and whose
estates have been disposed of.

Wheni the wheat, oats, and cracked
corn are given, the birds are always
ready and anxious for them, and they
scratch in the litter for the last kernel before going to the trough where
an abundance of feed is in store* The
hens like the broken and whole grains
better tfftn the mixture of the fine,
dry materials. Yet they help themselves to it, a mouthful pr two at a
time, whenever they seem to need it.
There is a general unanimity of
opinion among poultrymen that the
fowls do best when some form of
green or succulent food is given them
during the winter months.
In fact, it is an absolute necessity,
If best results are to be obtained. The,
function of green food Is largely in
the nature of a digestive stimulant.
Green sprouted oats have been
widely used in regent years as a
green, food for poultry and It is a
most excellent thing. The oats are
fed when they are from four to six
Inches In height, and are fed at the
rate of a piece of the matted oats and
attached green stalks about six by
eight inches square for each 100 birds
oer day.
Care of Farm Flock*.
"Better care of farm flocks and their
products" is the battle cry of those
who have learned the financial possibilities of well-kept hens. -The farm
Hock is no longer a "convenience;" it
must show profit
Reducing Profits,
The more poor layers and extra
males there are in the Book the less
oroSt there will be.

Appetite
Finds Ready
Satisfaction
In a bowl of

Post
Toasties
>

and Cream.

Thin, crisp bits of Indian Corn—cooked and
toasted so that they have a
delicious flavour—

Wholesome
Nourishing
Easy to Serve
—sold by Grocers everywhere.

WfcNflU VHtlll DEATH CALLED FATHER OF SCIENCE
ANIMAL TRAGEDY IN THE HIMALAYAN WILDS.

Herd Obediently Followed lt» Lord
1 and Matter a* It Had Been Accustomed, With Instant, Unquestioning Obedience.

Truly Wonderful Thinker and Inventor Was Archimedes, Famous
Through the Centuries.

On December 10 of the year 212 B.
C. perished the great Archimedes,
murdered by a brutal, ignorant Roman
soldier, as he sat with bowed head in
his house at Syracuse thinking out
the mighty problems of science.
Archimedes was born at Syracuse,
Sicily, B. C. 287, and was therefore at
the time of his death seventy-five
years old. He was the greatest man
of his day, and will ever rank as one
of the profoundest thinkers and reasoners of all time. In mathematics
and natural philosophy he had no peer
oh earth, and It is not too much to
say that he is fairly entitled to be
called the "father of science." He
would have discovered the differential calculus had algebra been known
In his day, and he came very near
doing so even as it was. He anticipated the astronomical system subsequently worked out by Copernicus.
He laid the foundation of hydrostatics.
He Invented the method for the determination of specific gravity. He formulated the true theory of the lever
and uttered the ever famous words,
"Give me whereon to stand and I will
move tiffi earth." In theoretical mechanics no advance was made upon
his ideas during the eighteen centuries between him and Leonardo da
Vinci.
It was Archimedes who invented the
endless screw, the most Important mechanical contrivance known to science.
From the teeming brain of the old Syracusan came also the idea of the
screw pump, the hydraulic engine and
the burning mirror. He waB the creator of the catapult, the artillery of
the olden time, whose dreadful belts
were the terror of ancient armies. He
invented another engine, the ponderous claws of which, reaching over the
walls, lifted up ships and their crews
and then suddenly dropped them Into
the sea, while with his great "sun
glasses" he was able to set on fire
such of the enemies' ships as could
not be reached with the grappling machine.
It took the world 2,000 years to produce the equal of the mighty intellect
that was brutally snuffed out by the
blow from the mace of that brutal Roman soldier.
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MERELY DIFFERENCE OF OPINION AMONG ITALIANS.

Stolid Americans Naturally Felt a Little Alarm at the Heated Discussion, But It Wat Nothing to
Excited, Volatile Latins.

"There is something most refreshing,
! The cruel and savage side of nsv
to the colder northern races in the extare gives F. St. Mars the theme for
citable and volatile Latins," said
■ome of the most readable stories of
George Hamlin recently. "We had a
natural history that have appeared in
delightful exhibition of this quality
■ long time. A tragedy of the wild is
when we first reached Milan. We en"Magnificent of the Steeps," a story
tered a cafe, celebrated as much for
of the wonderful takins, the goatlike
the artists who frequent it as for its
•ntelopes of the eastern Himalayas.
excellent cuisine, and had barely givIt is told in "On Nature's Trail." The
en our order when our attention was
bull takln has led his herd of three
attracted to a nearby table where two
jaows and two young through advendiners were engaged in what was evitures with a snow leopard, with wild
dently a very serious discussion. At
dogs and bears, always demanding
that time our linguistic accomplish•nd always being accorded, so strict
ments were limited to Mark Twain's
land cruel is herd law, absolute, urtfamous 'Quanta costa?—Troppo caro,'
■uesttonlng, unhesitating obedience.
with an additional phrase or two
Flnally-the takln herd met a hunter.
thrown In, all of which were InadeThe herd escaped. But the hunter was
quate to unravel any clue to the earnno ordinary hunter.
He was "an
est conversation opposite.
American of long experience, one who
"Presently the voices grew louder
and more passionate, and the two men
did not give up things lightly." So
the herd and the hunter met again.
looked positively violent as they half
rose from their seats and glared at
And Mr. St Mara says of this meeteach other ferociously across the
ing:
table. We became decidedly uneasy.
"At a jharp bend in the steepest
Vendettas, stlllettos and such Italian
place, and at a point where the path
appurtenances are all pictureaflque
•was narrowest and strung on the
enough in grand opera, but we did not
mountainside like a spider's web along
care to have our dinner punctuated
a wall—just there the bull, who was
with deeds of carnage.
leading, stopped dead. He had to.
"In the meantime all the other
Be was looking full Into the quiet,
diners had stopped eating and were
gray eyes of the hunter, not six yards
gazing
with interest toward the scene
•.way.
of altercation. Gradually they aban"The position was slightly exciting.
doned their dinners altogether and
"None but a bird could have stepped
came over to take sides with the disoff that path on either hand—sheer
putants. Even the waiters forsook
up, sheer down! Neither could turn
their posts, and attached themselves
back; and If either went on, someto one side or the other. 'Surely,' we
body would have to get hurt
thought anxiously, 'this quarrel "must
"The silence which followed was
involve
the honor of the whole nation.'
refined and clarified.
"By this time the din was fearful. A
"Death hovered* about, waiting to
score or more of excited men were
pounce.
shouting at each other across the
"The double flash and twin report
small table, brandishing furious fists
" of the heavy Express rifle which folIn each other's faces, and looking llKe
lowed seemed to bring the whole
bloodshed and murder. Our soup
world of silence tumbling down about
cooled untasted before us; all appetite
the hunter's ears. And the banter's
had vanished. We clung /to our
Jaw fell and he gasped.
His face
chairs, too terror-stricken to flee for
paled to gray. Lines drew about his
our lives, even though we felt a deseyes. He became in seconds ten
Baths of Sea Sand.
The very latest beauty bath Is that perate conviction that a massacre was
years older.
at hand and our minutes were num"Nothing had happened. That was composed of hot eea sand. Some famous beauties have the sand brought bered.
the rub.
"Finally, one of the crowd pounded
"The hunter had fired both barrels direct from Coney island or Long on the table vigorously and yelled
island In barrels.
almost together.
These baths are fairly expensive, some noises which sounded like a
"He had not missed. Such men as
pack of firecrackers exploding. There
be do not miss. Yet the bull takln but then It Is claimed that they do was an instant's silence, and then the
bad not even acknowledged receipt of infinite good to a certain quality of whole lot of them, waiters and all,
either bullet; had not winced, even., skin—that white skin which so often bolted out the front door.
"He just stood there, like a huge accompanies red-gold hair and a peach
"We breathed an immeasurable remass of superb sculpture In black and complexion.
The hot sea sand bath la prepared lief! At least the scene of slaughter
bronze, motionless. Nevertheless he
was
transferred and our skins were
was hit onto death,' ana he knew it In rather a peculiar way. A large safe. Just then our waiter reluctantsheet is placed on the floor and covSeconds raced with his strength
ered thickly with smoking hot sand. ly returned, though he made it plain
against the foe.
In an Instant he
Then the "patient" is wrapped up in that his duty to us was a decided bore.
must have measured the distance
" "Was it a feud?—a vendetta?' we
the sheet and quietly massaged. Affrom him to the enemy, and the time ter five minutes the "patient" is rolled asked—'and can't the police stop them
It would take to get there, and have
over and over a dozen times and then before they kill each other?'
realised—probably for the first and again massaged. By this time the
"And the waiter replied in his own
certainly the last time In his Implac■and la cool and the operation fin- peculkk braffd of English: 'It be onable, intolerate life—the fact that h% ished, unless a very enthusiastic lee that they not agree which be the
was Impotent.
beauty lover has the courage to begin shortest road to La Scala, and so half
"I like to think of what he did then. all over again.
they go one way, and half they go the
It was so supreme, so grand, so typical
After the sea sand bath is over other, to make it prove!'"
of the beast
a strong hot sea water bath is taken,
"He tunrned, he screamed one and this Is followed by a delicious
A Real Draught
•cream of unadulterated rage, and he douche of cold, faintly scented water.
If you don't like it in the United
plunged headlong over the edge of the Next comes the cup of coffee accom- States this summer go to Aden. Ed.
path to—death.
Instantly—and this panied by a roll and then—half an Howe has lately been there, and the
was the grandest part of ajl, perhaps hour's repose!
following are some of the pleasant
,
with unswerving obedience to discipthingB he says of the place: '"At nine
line, the whole herd turned as one
o'clock this evening we came to Aden,
Lesson In English.
beast and followed him blindly into
Many travelers lfave the unfortunate in Arabia, said to be the hottest town
oblivion.
falling of attributing ignorance and hi the world. Every drop of water
"The hunter stood like one carved backwardness to everyone who wears used there is condensed from the sea,
In stone—he might have been watch- the strange garb and observes the though there is a white population of
ing the abysmal plunge of human strange customs of a foreign land. 2,000, Including English soldiers, and
eouls into the pit by the feeling writ Often, as in the case of the tourist in an Arab population of 40,000. There
on his strong face—and he counted China that the New York Tribune tells is a tradition that rain fell at Aden,
the seconds till the faraway thuds an- of, there Is a rude awakening.
three years ago, and that every roof
nounced the washing to pieces of his
When his steamer touched at Hong- In town leaked; but previous to that
quarry on the rocks a thousand or kong, the tourist was delighted to see time no rain had fallen in the town
more feet below.
a Chinese woman in the costume of or its vicinity for many years; many
"Then he turned away slowly and her country come on board ship. She of its elderly citizens had never seen
was the first Chinese woman that he a rainstorm, and looked with wonder
retraced his steps.
"'Magnificent!' he muttered, And had seen in the native dress, and he upon the one which fell three years
determined
to take a picture. Ad- ago. A gentleman who lives at Aden
that was all."
vancing to within a few feet of the lit- says he pays $20 a month for water,
tle woman, he leveled the camera at which Is delivered at his door in tanks
Incident of War of 1812.
One hundred years ago the northern her, and began to exclaim loudly in drawn by camels. Some of the numerous shops in Aden sell bottled wadivision of the American army had amateur pidgin English:
"Me takee picture! Can catchee? ter, and the price in quantity is usugone into winter quarters near Maally a dollar per hundred gallons.
lone, N. Y. The British army had en- Can catchee?"
The Chinese woman looked at him Many years ago great tanks were built
camped not far distant and a clash beat
Aden to catch the precious rainfall,
in
deep
disgust,
and
replied
in
perfect
tween the opposing forces was rebut these have not been in use for
garded as Imminent. A latter written English:
"You can catchee, but you may not." rjany years, although tourists usually
from Plattsburg and dated January 8,
Turning, she walked away. She had •isit them."—Nebraska State Journal.
1814,,contained the following: "For
■ome time past, it has been strongly been graduated from an American colBreeding Tailless Dogs.
suspected that the enemy meditated lege the year previous.
Philippe de Vtlmorin has jnst com'
an attack upon this place. Night bepleted some odd experiments to asA Fslr Offer.
fore last the commandant received inIt was at the moving-picture show. certain the Influence of heredity on
formation that the enemy were in moIn
front
sat
a
young
woman,
very
prettailless dogs. There are several diftion—that they had cannon mounted
on runners, and were confiscating all ty and modlshly costumed, with her ferent breeds that have no tails, and
the horses within reach.* This infor- son, a youngster of perhaps six years. these are fairly common in some parts
mation has neither been confirmed nor Just behind sat a young man—a good- of France and Germany.
In an effort to ascertain if absence
contradicted, but the destruction of looking young man—a well-dressed
this post at the present time, being of man. The young man watched the of tail is hereditary in dogs, he brought
the first importance to the enemy, it Is young woman very much more closely ab jut twenty-seven crosses between
reasonable to suppose that an effort than he did the screen across the dogs of different breeds. He reports
stage. For the first quarter of an hour to the Academic dee Sciences that
will be made to effect it"
he did not dare to speak to her. But when tailless is bred with tailless, the
she wag. so attractive that he cudgeled result is 75 tailless and 25 with tails.
The Symbol.
his brains for sonle excuse to begin a This Is exactly in accord with the
He bad decided at last to make the conversation. At last he hit upon the formula of Mendel, absence of tall begreat avowal, convinced that a word idea of pretending be was a stranger ing In such dogs dominant to posseswould suffice to assure his good for- —a foreigner—in need of information. sion of tail. Of the 75 tailless dogs
tune. He only lacked a beginning, a He leaned over and said in bis best 25 are pure bred, and the other (0
beautiful, poetic, inspiring beginning. French:
unite the two characters. The 25 pure
At last he had found it Presenting
"Pardon, madams, may I address a will bear pure tailless progeny; the
himself to the desired one, and sud- few words to you?"
50 mixed will bear in the same prodenly showing her a ring, he said: "My
The six-year-old escort turned portion, 25 pure tailless, 50 mixed, 26
love for you la like this ring; it has around with a courteous inclination of with tails.
no end,;' The young lady examined bis curly bead.
Breeds that normally possess tails
the little golden circlet for awhile
"If you wish, sir," said he, "I will are pure and will always have pupwith close attention, and then returned translate for yon. My mother does pies with tails. .
it to him. "Mj love tor you," she said, not understand French."—New York
He makes no report on the effect Of
. "is also like this ring; it has no be- Evening Post
breeding tailed with tailless.
ginning."—Youth's Companion,

By the "Blue Bell"
Ye May Know
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First, that a Pay Station of the New England Telephone and
Telegraph Company is indicated
Second, that from- this Pay Station ! you may talk to any of
over 500,000 telephones connected with this Compauy's lines
in the four Northern New England States
Third, that you may talk from any Pay Station, over the Long
Distance lines of the great? Bell system, to 40,000 cities and
towns throughput the United States
Fourth, that from any of these stations you will receives as
prompt attention and as good service, as can be given you at
any subscriber's station, or by going to the Central Office
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RICHARD HEALY

Garihents and Furs
AT COST
Half Cost and Below Cost

35° Coats must be sold this week.

250 Suits must be sold this week.

250 Dresses must be sold this week
150 Fur Scarfs must be sold this week

New England Telephone
and Telegraph Company

150 Fur Muffs must be sold this week

RICHARD HEALY
512 Main Street,
Worcester, Mass

TWO HOME WOMEN
TALKED ABOUT HAIR

Irishman Turns to Mahomet.

An Irishman who worships at the
shrine of Mahomet, prophet of Allah,
and who prays with his face turned
toward holy Mecca—such Is Baron
Charley Mark Allanson Winn Headley.
The venerable Irish lord ie a recent
convert to the faith of Islam, the announcement that he had embraced Mohammedanism having been made at a
meeting last month of the Islamic Society 6f Great Britain. Many Englishmen have become disciples of Mahomet within the last few years, but
Hibernian Moslems are almost as rare
as the proverbial hen's teeth.
Lord Headley comes of a distinguished ancestry, the baronetcy dating from 1660 and the baronial title
from 1797. He Is the fourth baron,
and succeeded his father in the title
and estates in 1877. He married a
daughter of an Anglican clergyman.
Baron Headley has been a representative peer for Ireland for 30 years,
and has also had a distinguished military career. As an attache he went
through the Franco-German and Carllst ware. He has a handsome town
house in London and owns about 126,000 acres in Ireland, including Aghadoe house in Killarney and Illaunagiuninl in County Galway.
Wild and Tame.

An American professor recently
made a list of 17 common "weeds"
which in his Judgment ought to be
cultivated for food. This was a mere
off-hand jotting down of facts which
occurred to him, not a study of the
subject, but it shows that man has
not made very extensive use of the
opportunities which nature affords
him.
The learned professor might have
Included the animal world as well.
Why was not the American bison or
buffalo domesticated by Indians?
Why, when he has proved his value in
many parts of the west, is he not
bred in larger numbers now? Why,
was the African elephant left wild
while the Indian brother was trained
to harness and war?
t Why is the pheasant still half wild
and the grouse wholly so, when they
have at least as many possibilities of
usefulness as the ancestors of domestic fowls? The quagga of South Africa is larger as well as handsomer
than the wild ass of western Asia.
Why was one taken for service and
the other left?
Two Ways.

"Ever been hauled In?" asked the
first, motorist.
"Hauled in?"
"Yes, hauled in."
"How do you mean hauled in? By
a cop or a rope?"

Rayb

LANTERNS

On the Road at Night
You need a lantern that gives a strong,
steady light The RAYO is always
reliable.
Easy to light, easy to clean, easy to rewick. Safe,
durable and handy.
RAYO Road Lanterns are a protection
to the driver. Throw a bright steady light
ahead—show red light in
the rear.
All dealers everywhere
STANDARD OIL COMPANY
New Tark
Albur '

•f New Yeik

Bafudo
Boatoa

Monterey County, California
Needs Fanners
Not withstanding the fact that Monterey County, California, produces
J5,000,000 worth of potatoes, sugar beets, apples, live stock and barley
every year, there is a lot of land that is waiting the settler and farmer.
You should learn more about this splendid coast country. We have issued
a booklet describing the country, which we will send along with a map o
California, and a sample copy of S0N8ET MAGAZINE, the monthly
tfiiide of the homeseeker and settler, if yon will send us ten cents in stamp8
|<> help defray the coat of mailing.
SUNSET MAGAZINE SERVICE BUREAU, San Francisco, Cai.

BROOKFIELD.

BROOKFIELD.

BROOKFIELD.

PUBLISHED

Agricultural Rally.

Felix Rose has bought the property on
The Citizens' Caucus.
the corner of Lincoln and Pleasant streets,
Tne
owned by Henry V. Crosby. The propCitizen's Caucus, held Tuesday
More than 150 attended the agriculturerty consists of a house, large barn and even'ng. was well attended, there being a
HORACE J. LAWRENCE,
large
3-4 of an acre of land, and is assessed for
number present from East Brook- al rally Wednesday, in banquet hall.
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.
$1700. For years the property has been,fleld'in the interest of the two opposing The morning session opened with Mrs
j canaidateB for selectmen, Warren E. Tar- George 8. Ladd of Stnrbridge, lecturer of
1.00 a Year in Advance. leased by Edward B. Phetteplace.
....
„
...
....
..
bell and Leander Mora* The first ballot the State Grange, presiding. She compliSingle Copies, 3 Cents.
At the Republican caucus held in the caat rauIt^ in a tie and Mr MorBe wjth mented the people on the interest they
Caucus
hall
of
the
town
house
Monday
Address all cominunicatious to BHOOK FIELD
drew from the contest. The following had shown, many coming a lopg way
Ti.-.u:.-*, Noi-Lh UiouklielcJ, Alass.
evening, the following candidates were
over roads that were deep with snow and
Orders for gutacriptiou. advertising, or job nominated for the town officers to be were nominated: Selectmen* Arthur W.
work and pujuiuiit u,r the same, imiy be aunt
All deMitchell, Oscar Bemis and Warren E. in some cases not broken out
dirwtto tliu main ufiicii. Xurili Ilrouiifiuiil or voted for at the annual town meeting to
Tarbell; treasurer and tax collector, Ar- clared it the most instructive and enu George W. McN'un.ura, Brookf.uid, /
beheld March 2nd;—Selectmen, Oscar thur F. Butterworth; assessor for three thusiastic meeting that had been held for
Betnis, Walter B. Mellen and Warren years, Emmons W. Twichell; member of a long time. After two songs by the
BROOKFIELD.
E. Tarbell; treasurer and tax collector, the school committee for three years, Dr. members, Mts Ladd introduced the
Arthur F. Butterworth; assessor for three Mary H. Sherman; overseers of poor, speaker, Mr John R. Comley, landscape
Fred F. Franquer was in Worcester, years, EmmonsW. Twichell; overseers
Charles A. Sweet and Henry M. Green; gardener, of Bedford. His subject was,
Friday.
of poor, Charles A. Sweet, Henry M.
highway commissioners for three years, "The home and its surroundings."
Mrs Taylor Clbugh and Miss Zelia Mer- Green and Elbert L. Beinis; member of Charles A. Mitchell; water commissionHe was given a vote of thanks and
school committee for three years, Edward | ers for three years, Albert J. Balcom and
ritt are quite ill at their homes.
suggestively answered many questions
B.
Lawrence;
highway
commissioner
for
G. E. Zimmerman has returned from t
Charles A. Rice; board of health, Dr. that were asked, as to the planting of vathree years, Charles A. Mitchell; water
visit in Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
H.Sherman; trustees of shade tree and rious sliruba and plants.
commissioners for three years, Leon cemetery fund, for three years, Oscar
Thomas Connelly, who broke his leg at
Boutin and Charles A. Rice; board of Bemis; for on e year, J. Herbert Conant; -Dinner was from 1 to 2, by BrookChristmas time is able to be out again.
field Grange, under the direction of Mrs
health for three years, Dr. Mary H. Shertrustee of Merrick public library, Dr. Elbert L. Bemis and Mrs Henry King,
The board of,reeistrarfl will hold their man ; trustees of Shade trees and Cemetery
Lawrence
T.
Newhall
and
Emmons
W.
assisted by Mrs Henry Clarke, Mrs Sherlast meeting before election, on Saturday, fund, for three years, Oscar Bemis; one
Twichell, fence viewers. William A. Rich- man Goodwin, Mrs Henry Cottle, Misses
from 12 m. to 10 p. in.
year, J. Herbert Conant; trustees of
ardson and Frederick H. Siucerbeau;
Donahue's orchestra played five nights Merrick public library, Dr. Lawrence T. auditor, Andrew J. Leach; tree warden, Mae Hal! and^lizabeth Godaire. Mrs
Edward Warren of Leicester, lecturer of
this week, at the Foresters' fair, in Mon- Newhall and Emmons W. Twichell; fence
P. Eugene /fijpdaire; constables, John Quaboag Pomona Grange, presided at the
viewers, William A. Richardson, Arthur
8)11.
Grotty, George"?", Woodward, James W, afternoon session. The program opened
Mr and Mrs William Thompson of Hol- W. Mitchell and Frederick H. Sincer- Bowler, Thomas Mooney, William Bemis,
with a violin duet, Melody of Love, by
beau;
auditor,
Andrew
3.
Leach;
tree
yoke were the guests last week of Mr and
George Bolac and Isador Trahan. Frank Frank and Frederick Wiley, accompawarden,
Elbert
L
Bemis;
constables,
Mrs Charles M. Buchanan.
P. Sleeper, a member of the citizen's nied by Mrs John J. Tape, all of North
William Bemis, James W. Bowler, George
Mr and Mrs D. A. Rice of Springfield, Bolac, Henry M. Fish, J. Victor Guerin, town committee for fifteen years, refused Brookfield, and was followed by a readAH Skirts, Waists, Girls' Coats and Girls' Dresses, and all were guests, this week, of Mrs Emogene
to serve any longer, being dissatisfied with ing by Robert W. Williams of Warren.
David N. Hunter and Thomas Mooney.
the acts ot some of the members. The After another violin duet by the Wiley
Watrous, South Maple street.
Imported Wraps and Gowns must be sold this week!
The caucus chairman was Lucius E. Estey
citizens' town committee chosen for the Brothers, the lecturer introduced Prof. The patriotic service announced for and the clerk, Edile H. Clarke. '
ensuing year is: James W. Wall, Andrew
head of the division of agriculture
We have taken account of stock and find that we have fin- last Sunday at the Congregational church The Junior League of the Methodist J. Leach, Martin J. Donahue, Frederick Foord,
at Massachusetts agricultural college.
was postponed to next Sunday evening,
church had an entertainment in the ves- F. Franquer, Edward F. Delaney, Albert His subject was, General farm manageished the biggest season's business in our history. We will cel- on account of the storm.
try of the church, Wednesday evening, H. Bellows, William Roach, John M. ment and Market gardening.
Prof.
ebrate this record-breaking event with our customers. All this Brainerd H. Smith of North Brookfield from 7.30 o'clock until 9. The program Tnnstall, William J, Walker, Leander Foord said in part: "There is no need of
will speak at the open meeting of the opened with a selectiop by the League or- Morse and Felix 8. Balcom.
the milk market of this district having to
week a festival of bargains will astonish and satisfy to the fullest Woman's Alliance, next Tuesday even- chestra and was followed by singing by
be suppled with milk that is produced 500
The discovery has been made that thd
ing, at 7.30. It will be Gentlemen's the members of the League.
The next
miles away, as it can be supplied for the
extent every customer who enters our store.
night.
was a recitation, "The Bnowbird,,' by republican caucus, Monday night, and I Boston market right in this district, and
Letters are advertised in the Brookfield Dorothy E. Cottle; then a song, "The the citizens' caucus Tuesday night, «tr at a profit o the farmer, but there must
post office for Mr W. Eugene Baker, care child's prayer," Liilian Watrous; a dia- illegal owing to the fact that they were be a radical change in conditions in this
of Herbert Rigley, R. F. D., and Mr log, "The bine bows," Leabell, Orpha, both called nnder provisions of chapter milk district before it can be dose.
1
George Doyle, Box 277, care of Mr Foun Edward and Soyd Hall, and was followed 460 of the acts of 1907, when they should favor one inspection of milk and that by
have
been
called
under
the
provisions
of
tain.
by sinW^Tby^il! members o* the League
a-tocal inspector. The farmer has r-scoaie
Emerson H. Stoddard of East Brook- and a selection by the orchestra. Pre- chapter 835 of' the acts of 1913. The so he Is afraid to produce xtrfllt on aeeottni
matter
was
not
discovered
until
Wednesfield, gave an interesting talk to the pu- ceding the recitation "A fellow's mother"
of the way he is used by the state inpils of Blancbard school, Friday after- by Linley Hall, was the duet, "The sun- day. To eliminate any trouble that may spector. With a local inspector in charge
Strength of the Stubborn,
arise
over
the
matter
the
candidates
that
shine chorus," by Misses Leabell and
noon on Lincoln and the Civil War.
confidence would be restored, as both
v
How nmch perfectly good, servicewere nominated at both caucuses will be
John L. Hughes returned, to his duties, Fannie Hall, and then came a selection placed on nomination papers, and the would understand conditions, and sugable will-power people waste in mere
obstinacy!
Martha Malone, after
as instructor of chemistry at the Agri- on the zither and violin by Mrs John names filed to insure their being placed gestions would be received willingly by
Two women met in our store the other nultnral college at Storrs, Conn., after Bleumer and Edwin Bleumer. Next was
working three years for Mrs. Blxby,
farmer, and on this basis of co-operation,
on the ballot. In making out the official
appeared one morning at Mrs. Wil- day, when one of them said:
short vacation with his parents on the dialog, "Rum- and tobacco," by ballot for the annual town meeting, on with an inspector, well known by the
My, how pretty your hair looks! What
son's back door,! and applied for a
Hazel
B.
Rice,
Beatrice
Eaton,
Lillian
farmer, milk could be produced at a
Kimball street.
haveVou been doing to it?"
place.
Binley, Arthur Bailey, Edwin Bleumer March 2d, town clerk Robert G. Liver- profit." Prot. Foord was also, accorded
"Why, I have been using Harmony Hair
Orpha Hall observed her Ilth birthday
more
will
have
the
candidate's
name
and
"Why," said the surprised Mrs. Wil- Beautifier for the past two weeks," was the
and Leonard Rice; next came German
a vote of thanks.
anniversary Friday and entertained her
son, "I thought you were working for
songs by Gertrude, Elsa and Edwin whether he was nominated at the citiGeorge S. Ladd of Southbridge differed
Mrs. Blxby!"
Why, indeed I" replied the first woman, friends at her home on Hayden Ave. in Bleumer. The last number was a selec- zen's or the republican caucus, and the
"I was, mum. But '.'TB quit."
"that is just what I am using. Isn't it the evening. Lunch, including a large
word "nomination" after each candidate. from Prof. Foord, in that be believed in
tion
by
the
League
orchestra,
and
the
great,
and
don't
you
think
my
hair
shows
a
"Is that so?" Mrs. Wilson could not
two inspections, one of animals and
cake decorated with candles, was served.
members gave the League rally cry. Afconceal her surprise. "I thought yon lot of improvement?"
barns, andjbe other of the milk, but
Harmony Hair Beautifier is becoming all
All the schools in the Blanchard school ter the entertainment games were played
She Was Long-Headad.
liked her."
believed in local inspectors.
He said
the rage among both men and women who were closed Tuesday on account of the and luncheon served.
He asked her in yearning, pleading
"Indeed I do, mum."
,
are particular in the care of their hair. It
tones if he could not give her an en- "We can produce milk for the market
cold
weather,
and
the
snow
being
drifted
"And I'm sure she liked you."'
is just what it is named—a hair beautifier.
Rhetorical exercises were held at the gagement ring as a Christmas present from this district at a profit, but it has
"I believe she did, mum. Leastwise It seems to polish and burnish the hair, so deep.
The no-school signal was
■he always seemed to."
making it glossy, silky-soft, and more easy sounded on the whistle at the Fostcr- high school Friday afternoon. The pro- But she comes -ot a thiffty and far- got to be done under-different conditions
"Well—" Mrs. Wilson was still won- to put up in graceful, wavy folds that "stay Moulton shoe factory at 7.46, making the gram opened with a piano solo by Miss seeing family, which never loses its than exist at present. The parties at war
put." Contains no oil, and will not change
presence of mind. "No, darling," she at present over the milk question must
" dering what the trouble had been.
second time this winter that it has been Goldie Wilson, followed by the recitation,
"Well," said Martha, seeing that color of hair nor darken it. Simply sprinkle
"Somebody's Mother," by Miss Elsie Boftly whispered; "I will take the ring show a spirit of co-operation, in which
necessary
to
sound
the
signal.
little on your hair each time before
some explanation was expected, "you a
Morrill; next came "Lincoln's speech at now. Let Christmas bring its nappy each side must give way'a little, in order
brushing it.
see It was like this, mum. I always
Mrs Sussanah Mazfield died yesterday, Springfield, III." by Stuart P. Butter- surprises, just as usual."—Lippincotte. that the former may secure his rights.
To keep your hair and scalp dandruff-free
put the blue china plates on the right- and dean, use Harmony Shampoo. This aged 70, of cerebral apoplexy. She was
The farmer cannot raise milk, which with
worth; "The height of the ridiculous"
hand side of the cupboard, and this liquid shampoo -gives an instantaneous born in Ireland, but has lived in Brooke
all inspection should bring 15 cents a
Keep the Windows Open.
morning the missus comes along, and rich, foaming lather that immediately pene- field for half a century. She leaves a ■by Anthony Zaikowski; then came a
Open windows are a wholesome In- quart and receive by 3 1-2 cents for it."
piano solo by Miss Mildred G. Mitchell;
moves 'em, and says, 'Martha, every trates to every part of the hair and scaip,
husband, Joseph, three sons, a daughter, "The Phillipines," by Howard G. Leete; spiration. Sunshine and blue skies,
Carlton D. Richardson, West Brookmornin' for three years you've put the insuring a quick and thorough cleansing.
the dash of rain and wind, the thrill
plates on the wrong side,.and I've'had It is washed off just as quickly, the entire a sister, and a brother, the latter still in "Brutus' Speech," by Harry Hayes; and of frost and sleet, the biting cold as field, past master of the State Grange,
operation taking only a few moments. Ireland. Funeral at 9 a. m., Saturday.
outlined a bill to be put before the state
"The clock on the staira," by Miss Mary
to come along and move them—and I Harmony Hair Beautifier, $1.00. Harwell as the soothing warmth, all of
can't stand it any longer.'
mony Shampoo, 50c. Both guaranteed to
Miss Mary H. Gnssman, for the past Ellen Johnson. The program closed with these things are vital, elemental, natu- legislature, to take the place of the Ellis
"And," said Martha, "I says to her, satisfy you in every way, or your money year supervisor of drawing in the Brook- tbesong, "Voicesof the Wood," by the ral experiences and serve to keep us bill. It will advocate the appointment of
'Mrs. Blxby, every mornin' for three back. Sold only at the more than 7,000
school.
In a state of healthy, normal activity a state milk board of five members, that
years I've put them plates In the right Rexall Stores, and in this town only by us field and North Brookfield schools, has
will be higher in authority than the state
and alertness.
resigned
her
position
to
take
effect,
on
Members of the senior class, B. H. a.,
place, and you come along and moved
board of health, and will practically
March
13.
Miss
Gussman
has
accepted
them, and then I had to come along
will hold their concert and ball in the
Eugene W. Reed, North Brookfield
serve as a court of appeal for the farmer to
' Let It Qo at That
a position as supervisor in the* schools town hall, Monday evening, Feb. 23.,
and move them back, and I can't
The Philadelphia Record refuses to go to, when in hie estimation he has been
stand It any longer, either.'
of Augusta, Me. Her home is in Lon- the proceeds from which will be added to
believe the story that the world is 600,- treated unjustly.
"And so I quit."—Youth's Cotnpan
donderry, N. H.
Fatal Electric Shocks.
the fund necessary for the expenses of 000 years old, baaing this doubt on the
The next meeting will be at Auburn,
Electric workers know that a severe
Miss Emily Ham entertained her Sun- the"cla8S on a trip to Washington next fact that the world Is now in a state March 2.
It will be a "Dairyman
■hock received In one foot and passing
month. The floor will he in charge of ot folly that could only be palliated
Philadelphia's Early Journalism.
day
school
class
and
guests
at
a
valentine
Rally," with Mr Duffy of Hartford, Ot,
The flr»t newspaper publishes tn out by the other is not likely to be party at her home on Howard street, Fri- Howard G. Leete, assisted by Edward by extreme youth. Why not accept
Philadelphia was the American Week- serious, while if it passed out by the day night. Valentine games were played O'Day and Sidney Roger. The refresh- the theory ot science and credit world- president of the Dairymans' Association,
as the principal speaker.
ly Mercury, which Issued Its first num- hand on the opposite side of the body
and lunch served. Those present were ment will be in charge of Misses Pauline ly folly to second childhood?
ber 194 years ago on December 22, it would kill instantly. This Is beEaton
and
Beatrice
Bailey,
assisted
by
1719. It was the third newspaper In cause tn the former case the Current Louis Flower, Howard G. Leete, Albert
The Teachers' Club was entertained on
Marry and Get Used to It
the American colonies, its two prede- passes through no important organ, D. Hooker, Jr., Ralph Foster, Thomas the girls of the other classes of the
A young lady of my acquaintance Friday evening at a valentine party by
cessors having been published In Bos- while In the latter It finds the heart and Richard Finney, and Misses Beatrice school. The decorations are in charge
in its path.
gets extremely angry at times. She Mrs Emma S. Ludden at the home of
Bailey, Ruth S. Eetey, Mary Ellen John- of the joint committees.
ton. The publication was "printed
will throw knives or anything she can Mrs Emmons W. Twichell. The home
son and Imogene Flower.
' and sold by Andrew Bradford, at the
get her hands on. She jumps, kicks was attractively decorated for the occaBible, In the Second street, and John
Natural Inference.
Pictured Signs on Tramways.
and slams things at a terrific rate. sion. There was a short entertainment,
The blizzard of last Saturday, which
Copson, in the High street" BradA school teacher was reading a story What can be done ?—Query in Chicago
Instead of painting or frosting signs
consisting of a piano solo by Miss Kathford, like the founders of the Boston or rules on glass, the Montreal Tram- was the worst in recent years, had >the to a class of very small folks, and
Tribune.
-,
erine A. Dunn and a reading by Mrs
News-Letter and the Boston Gazette, ways company uses a process similar town buried up for two days. The trolley paused at the word "lay brother," to
Robert G. Livermore, after which, valenwas a postmaster. His father, William to that of the colored transfer pic- line was put out of business at 9 o'clock, explain their meaning. "Does any one
Not Suitable.
Bradford, had established the first tures so popular with children. These Saturday morning, and itj.was Monday know what 'lay brother' means?" she
tine games were played, and whist was
"You
mean
to
tell
me
that
box
la
an
printing office in America outside of signs cost only three cents tp five forenoon before cars were operated for asked. For a moment a row of perenjoyed.
The amusements . were in
, New England. The postmaster-editor cents each and remain on the glass passengers, and then only between West plexed little faces looked up at her. ideal place to keep beef and chops and charge of principal Arthur B. Bucknam,
eggs!"
"Yes,
Blr,"
replied
the
man
bad his troubles with the authorities, I despite any number of washings.— Brookfield and Spencer.
Two enow Then one face brightened suddenly, who was selling refrigerators. "Why, assisted by Mary G. McEvoy and Mary
and was warned, on pain of Imprison-* Electric Railway Journal.
plows and four cars were stalled out on and a small voice piped, "Yes, ma'am a burglar could break Into that without Gleason. Mrs Ludden and Mrs Twichell
ment and the confiscation of his printthe line and the crews had to remain on —It's a rooster!"—Youth's Compan- even using nitroglycerine."—Washing- served refreshments to twenty.
ing plant, never to publish anything
ion.
ton Star.
Too Much Sulphur In Gas,
them until they were rescued Sunday af•bout the political affairs of the colFrank Fangno, watchman at the FosIt is not the soot from gas flame ternoon. It was Wednesday before the
bnfef. The reprimand and warning
ter-Moulton shoe factory, fell through a
that blackens ceilings and corrodes line was opened to Warren. Road ComNot Looked for Very Hard.
followed the publication of an article
Henry Clay a Senator at Twenty-Nine.
metal, but the sulphur dioxide or -trlThe reason a lot of people can't And trap door in the sole leather room of the
missioner, Emmons W. Twichell, had a
- which Bradford explained had been
The Constitution of the United
factory Monday, and received a fractured
oxide that is a product of the combusInserted by a journeyman printer
States provides that "No person shall Opportunity is' because old Op usularge
gang
to
work
as
soon
as
the
snow
tion. If the gas contained little or no
without bla knowledge. Bradford had sulphur, as it might if the companies stopped drifting and the sidewalks were tea senator who shall not have at- ally goes around disguised as Hard second rib dn the right side and sustained
bruises on his face. He was attended by
Work.—Cincinnati Enquirer.
tawed to
other .disputes with the powers mat
t*8 BKe or thirty years."
would spend a Uttle more money In in very good condition, Sunday after^'
Dr. Mary H. Sherman.
He walked
ruled Philadelphia, and on one occa- purifying it, our ceilings would remain
noon. The women employees of the FOB-iHenry Clay aerved M Unlted states
around a barrel that had been placed in
sion .was committed to prison. bu<
Linden Tree la 1,200 Year* Old.
!
D
m e 29, 1806,
18 6 to
white
and
the
silver
on
our
sideboard
te,MonH»shMfa^ry^Lte\enhome rra^ ^ I r * ° ' "
was released.
The German village of Rembprn has front of the trap by engineer James W.
would not tarnish in a tew days.
having I» linden tree which la said to bVoiore Bowler, who was in the cellar, thawing
the company,
• than 1,200 years old.
been born April 12, 1777.
lout a water pipe.
"Foremost in Fashion"

50 Fur Coats must be sold this week

Note: If the person with whom you desire to speak is not
a subscriber, the company will, where feasible, arrange, at a nominal
charge, to send a messenger to request him to come to one of our Pay
Stations and receive the call
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LABOR UNIONS
KILL AMBITION

MEXICAN FEDERALS WHO WERE DYNAMITED

TO REMOVE ALL
TOLL EXEMPTION

Tells* Efficiency Club Profitsharing Is Only Remedy.

Wilson Trying to Win Solons
Ouer.

8AY8 WE ARE NOT FAR FROM
SLAVERY.

GREAT BRITAIN'S CASE FIRST
Brigadier
Some Doubt As To' His
Senator O'Gorman
Standing by

Unions'

Success.—

and

Platform

Of

Washington—President Wilson Is
tending every effort to win the meiu,iers of the Senate and the House of
' Representatives over to his policy of
removal of toil exemption for American coastwise ships at the Panama
canal. It is by no means certain that
he will succeed.
*
The expired treaty with Great Britain, which awaits ratification for extension, will be taken up first It Is
certain to open the flood gates of
oratory on the Panama tolls question,
as this was the stumbling block that
prevented ratification last summer.
Senator O'Gorman, who, standing by
the Baltimore platform of the Democratic t>arty, opposes the removal 01
tolls exemption, will lead the attack.
Though it is given out that four unnamed Democratic senators told tho
President on the night of his conference at the White House with the
foreign relations committee that they
would reverse their position and vote
to repeal the free tolls section of the
canal act. it is by no means certain
that a majority of the Democratic
senators will go back on their part>
platform in this matter.
In the House there is tven more
opposition to repealing the tolls jirorision. To the representatives., theretore, the President is turning his attention now. Tomorrow lie will confer with Majority Leader Underwood,
who has been a stanch advocate of
tolls exemption for American ships.
It is reported that the Senate may
not wait for initiative action in the
House before taking the tolls question under consideration. It is stated
by several senators who are anxious
to have the matter settled that some
tction toward a solution of the .problem is probable within a few days.
Mr. Wilson is known to regard it as
Bxtremely-vital to the foreign policy
»f the United States that the action
be taken. He feels' confident it is sala,
that Mr. Underwood and the leaders
generally will vote for the repeal
when ^bey are acquainted with certain
International phases of the question.
WILSON TAKES UP WATER
POWER.

With

Plans

for

Development

Cabinet—Co-operation

with

States.

Washington—First steps towadr the
tormation of the administration's policy to govern the development of water power projects on the public lantrs
ind in the navigable streams of the
nation have been taken by President
Wilson and his cabinet.
The chief idea thus far evolved contemplates the making of arrangements
setween the national government and
private capital by which the latter
would construct and develop water
power projects under a federal permit given for a fixed period of years,
after which the ; project would be;ome the property of the government.
The government might turn the prelects over to the states or might
lease them to private concerns, turning the funds over to the various
states. These are some of the ldea^
liscuBsed by the cabinet. Underlying
them all is a desire for co-operation
between the states and the federal
government in working out the pro.,
lem.
GAME

PRESERVE TO

Influence

Crazier

Calls

Demoralizing.

Others

Democrats.

Discusses

General

8TATE.

These federal troops, photographed as they were about to leave Mexico City for the south, were dynamited
later by the rebels, 40 of them perish 'ng and many being wounded.

STATE TREASURER NAVAL AVIATOR
STANDARD OIL
CHINA'S PARTNER KENNEDYASUICIDE DASHED TO DEATH
First Arrangement of a Kind Slashes His Throat with Razor Thousands See Lieut. Murray's
Airship Fall 800 Feet
in Buffalo Hotel
Entered Into by a Nation
OWNS MINES AND RAILWAYS FOUND

DEAD

BY

HIS SON DROPS INTO PENSACOLA BAY

U. S. Supremacy Over Japan in Development of Celestial Empire Seen

Deposit of State Funds and Bonding

In Project of Corporation and
$6,000,000 Loan.

Be in Good Shape; Had Nothing

New York.—Standard Oil interests
have agreed to furnish capital to China for the development of her oil
and mineral lands. In return concessions will be granted by China to American capitalists to build railroads.
The agreement is considered in Wall
Street a signal victory for America
over the Japanese, who have striven
vigorously for the concessions obtained by the Americans.
Development of China's oil and mineral deposits will be conducted by the
Standard Oil Company of New York,
a 175,000,000 corporation, headed by
H. C. Folger, Jr. W. E. Bemis, vicepresident of the company, however,
will, it Is understood, engineer the
great undertaking.
The Standard Oil Company of New
York has already sent geologist* and
engineers to China, and drilling machinery is now on its way there. An
initial outlay of S6,000,000 to $10,000,000 has been providede for.
Mr. Bemls* confirmed this news. He
Baid the contract was with the Chinese
Government.
"The agreement is unique in that
the Chinese Government has entered
into partnership with a private corporation and will have a substantial
share in the profits,' he said. "Wa
did not seek the Chinese Government
They sought us and asked us to go
into the development of the oil resources of the nation.
"At first they wanted us to loan
them $15,000,000 in return fcr concessions, but as we are not in the
money lending business we refused.
After four months of negotiating we
came to an agreement.
"We have the right to explore and
develop the provinces of Chi Li and
Shen-si for oil, copper, silver and gold,
to lay pipe lines and build railroads.
"The Chinese Government agrees to
take control of the land for us. This
breaks down the barriers of provincial
trouble and anti-foreign sentiment that
has in past attended efforts of foreigners to develop China.
"We propose to form an AmericanChinese company in connection with
the undertaking. It will be controlled by the Standard Oil of New York,
but the Chinese Government will have
a large share In the profits."

Hartford, Ct.—Morton F. Plant, the
well known yachtsman, who has maintained a game preserve near East
Lyme 3000 acres in extent, offered it
to the state fish and game commission and (he offer has been accepted.
Mr. Plant kept the preserve stocked
with partridge, quail and pheasant,
3,000-MILE VOTE WALK.
and many well known sflortsmen have
enjoyed the hunting there as his Campaign Afoot Will Save Wisconsin
guests.
Candidate $600.
Madison, WIs.—A 3,000-mile walking
■EATS EXPRE88 AGENT, STEAL8 tour covering every county in this
f
16400.
State faces Henry Roethe, of Fennimore, candidate for the Republican
Peorla, 111.—An unidentified man en- nomination for Governor.
tered the Adams Express Company is
Mr. Roethe will start about March
office at Farmington, 111., beat Agent 15. His average rate will be thirty
C. L. Brown Into unconsciousness and miles, a day. He has purchased three
escaped with a package containing pairs of cowhide shoes, which he
$G400 consigned to the
National thinks will last through the tour. Mr.
Roethe has limited his campaign exBank of the Republic at Chicago.
penses to $1,000.
Brown probably will die.
PREPARES

FOR

ULSTER

WAR.

Fishing by Moonlight.
On the Ningpo river, in China, moon- British War Office Takes Over Park
light fishing is carried on to a large
Near Dungannon for Troops.
extent. For this purpose a long, narLondon—A Belfast dispatch to The
row, fiat boat, provided on one side London Times says it is reported from
with a board sloping down into the Dungannon that the War Office authorwater, and painted a bright white, is ities have taken over Ronghan Park,
used. On the other side of this craft Tyrone, for the use ef troops in case
Is a net stretched vertically on stan- of any emergency arising on the
chions.
The fish, attracted by the passing of the Home Rule Bill for
white board, jump upon it, and thence Ireland.
into the boat, the net preventing them
Roughan Park was bought a few
from falling into the water on the oth- years ago by Messrs. O'Neill of New
•r side.
"York.

Under Fire—Accounts Believed to

Is the Fifteenth Man to Lose His Life
While Flying for the United.States
Army,

Buffalo, N. Y,—John J. Kennedy,
State Treasurer under Governor Dix,
Sulzer and Glynn, killed himself in
the Markeen Hotel here by cutting
his throat with a razor.
He was under subpoena to testify
in the John Doe graft hearing at New
York and his closest friends declare
that he worried himself into temporary
Insanity, fearing that his ignorance
of financiering would he used to make
him ridiculous.
Out of many rumors no substantial
reason for the suicide appears, save
that advanced by his confidants—selfmade man!s Intense fear of ridicule.
Rapid inquh-y in Albany, showed, apparently, that there is nothing wrong
with the State Treasury. Suggestions
that the Treasurer had been lending
the State's money for personal profit
found no support.
A story that Osborne, the Governor's
graft Investigator, was about to go into the operations of a bonding company with which Mr, Kennedy had
been conected found no confirmation.
Rumor had not incriminated him In
barge, canal or road graft. He was
well to do. His family }ife was unruffled.
"The family says that Mr. Kennedy
had been acting strangely for the
last two weeks, and asserts as does his
attorney, Michael Dirnberger, Jr., that
he must have been insane when tie
killed himself.
Mr. Kennedy had attended high
mass at the Bishop's Chapel, three
blocks away from the hotel, and walked home with his family, just before
noon. He was in good spirits, laughing and joking with his wife and
daughter in their apartment just before he killed himself.
Kennedy left no note to explain his
action.
His son immediately telegraphed the news to Governor Glynn
and asked to have an audit of his father's books. The Governor in Albany gave out a statement in which
he said the State Treasurer's books
were checked up last Monday and
found correct. However, another examination has been ordered.
John J. Kennedy was born in Buffalo in 1856 and this city was always
his home. After going through the
public schools, he studied at St Joseph's College, then entered business
with his uncle, James, Kennedy, a
pioneer grain and freight broker of
Buffalo.
When 28 years old, he was elected
alderman from the old eighth ward.
The 26 years he served in the lower
house of the common council, until he
was elected state treasurer in 1910,
he served also as Democratic state
committeeman.
He was resident
vice-president in Buffalo of the United
States Fidelity and Guarantee Co.,
which place he held when elected
state, treasurer. He was accounted
well to do.
VILLA SUCCESSFUL AT RACES.

and

Is

the

Second

Victim This Month.

to Fear, Attorney Says.

Pensacola, Fla.—Lieutenant J. McC.
Murray, attached to the Pensacola Naval Aeronautical Station, fell 800 feet
into Pensacola Bay and was killed.
His body was recovered floating about
100 yards from the wrecked aeroplane.
Lieutenant Murray was among half
a dozen aviators making flights. He
was the most daring among them,
making startling dips over the city
and bay. He disappeared from sight
over the Gulf, but was seen a few
minutes afterward coming from that
direction.
When near the middle of the bay the
machine was seen to take a sudden
dip and point its nose downward.
Thousands
witnessing the
flight
thought the-aviator was performing
another one of his feats. Instead, the
machine hurled forward into the water while almost perpendicular, and
was demolished.
The fatality is the first that has occurred at the Pensacola station. Lieutenant Murray was thirty-two years
old. Until a month ago he was stationed in Annapolis.
The death of Lieutenant Murray
makes the total number of aviation fatalities 265. Since January 1, eleven
aviators have been killed.
Lieutenant James McClees Murray,
U. S. N„ was born in Nebraska, September 14, 1883, and was appointed
to the Naval Academy from Pennsylvania, July 4, 1903. He had sea service of more than five years while
his shore duty totalled four years.
Aviator Flies Over Sierras.

Los Angeles.—Silas Chrlstofferson
of San Francisco arrived in a biplane
from Bakersfleld, Cal., having flown
over the Tehachapi and Coast Range
Mountains, which had resisted all pre
vlous attempts of aviators.
In crossing the Sierras, Christofferson at times went as high as 7,000
feet, nearly 2,000 feet above the highest peaks.
$60,000,000 LOSS IN HOGS.

Boston—That labor unions have no
loyalty, no desire or intention to do
good, and that we must get rid of
the rfbniineering Ideas of the unions
by introducing profit-sharing, were the
declarations of Charles W. Bllot,
president emeritus of Harvard University, before the Efficiency (Sub of
Boston the other night.
"We are not far away from slavery,"
said Dr. Eliot. "Nobody can do his
best work unless he is in love wit]
It, No driving will produce good n
suits. Wage earning is an improvi
ment on slavery, but we must find
something better than the wage system. We are after a modification of
the wage system that will give the
workingman a prospect of Improve
ment.
"The fact is that under the union
doctrine the young man has not the
slightest motive for personal improvement. Me cannot get anything over
tiio union wage. Could any of us work
happily under those conditions?
"We shall never get on to any high
degree of industrial efficiency or
peace BO long as millions of men are
brought tip to union ideas. We must
get rid of the domineering ideas of
unionism. How shall we do it? Tho
only way is by profit-sharing.
"All my objections to tie unions are
objections to the training they give
union men. It is a had mental training and a bad moral training.
We
men of today want to work for our
wives and our'children, and that Is
why we want to make the working
world more efficient.
"I believe that we have come to the
limit of the success of the wage earning system and to a moral decline as
a result of it."
Brig. Gen. William Crozier, chief of
ordinance of the War Department, declared that the Influence of the unions
has had a demoralizing effect on the
men employed at the Watertown arsenal.
"They do not make much progress
In working with the men themselves,"
he said, "because our employees now
make from 25 to 30 percent more than
they ever made before. ,
"Furthermore a successful strike
can not be conducted against the government. Therefore the union men
try to bring political pressure on the
administration and Congress.
"We have recently had a petition
appealing for the discontinuance of
the efficiency system at Watertown. It
was signed "by about half a dozen employees, but I feel that It does not
represent their sentiment
"If the government is not allowed to carry on its work at the Watertown arsenal economically and efficiently, it cannot but be prejudiced
to every industry in the vicinity."

EQUITABLE TAX
METHOD S0U6HT
Barry Points to Inequalities—Martin
Advocates the Tnree Mill Rate.

Ravages of Cholera.

CANAL PROJECT FAVORED.

Boston—In order that Boston merchants may have a larger share inv
furnishing supplies to the ships of the
navy, Mayor Curley has appealed M>
Senator Weeks to use all Influence in,
his power with Secretary of the NavyDaniels for a change in the long-tin>e>
practice of that department. If Secretary Daniels' will give the Boston
and New England merchants a chance
to bid on suplics at all comparable
with that afforded New York me»chants, the mayor believes that it
will mean at least $1,000,000 yearly tothis section of the country.
Senator Weeks is enthusiastic over
the appeal that the mayor made hy
telephone and replied that he wilt
call a meeting of the Massachusetts*
delegation in Congress, and lead it it.to Secretary Daniels' office.

Boston—A canal project from Taunton to Scltuate harbor through the
headwaters of the Taunton and North
rivers was discussed before the Committee on Harbors and Public Lands
the "other day.
Senators Clark
of Brockton and Burbank of
Bast
Bridgewater, who had resolves calling
for appropriations of .$10,000 and
$5000, respectively, for a survey and
estimate of the cost of construction,
joined forces at the hearing. They
were assisted by delegatlonffrom the
towns through which the proposed
canal would pass. Members of the
Legislature from that section placed
themselves on record as favoring the
■cheme.
Webster—Adolph J. Bert, the "hermit of Worcester county," who for
eight years had not been outside of his
dooryard and who has never seen an
automobile or a street car, died last
week at his home, six miles from this
pln.ee.
Bert was 72 years old. He never
admitted anyone to bis dwelling, and
after his body had been
removed
$4000 was found secreted in his
■hack.

1 tor

** *

Mayor Curley Starts Another Investigation.

Many Speak on Bills for Ditch from
Taunton to Scltuate.

ATTENTION TO "THREE
Spelling

R'eV

Also To Be Specialized
Boston Schools.'

In

Boston—Plans for giving greater attention in the elementary schools toreading, spelling, writing and arithmetic'are outlined in a statement by
the school committee.
"The committee proposes," say»
tlto statement, "to establish minimum
requirements In the various studies
each particular grade; to eliminateany non-essentials that may
have
been Included in the present course,
and to fix attention more strongly
than ever upon improving the character and quality of the instruction in.
those subjects which are universally
recognized as of fundamental importance in any school.
Eight Tongues Represented.
Boston—Editors of Boston newspapers representing publications printed In eight different languages were
guests of the committee on international relations of the Twentieth Century Club recently. The reception
was attended by editors representing
papers published in Armenian, two in
Swedish, two in Italian, two in Polish,
three in Hebrew, one In Syrian, one
in Scandinavian and three in German.
Boy of 7 Given Scholarship.
Avon—Leon Parkinson, 7-year-old, a
of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Parkinson, a
piano player of exceptional ability for
one of his years, has been awarded
a scholarship at the New England Conservatory of Music of Boston. He is
a brother of Lawrence Parkinson, aged
9, who also two years ago won a
scholarship at the Conservatory because of his ability as a violinist
Head of Highway Board.
Boston—Col. William D. Sohler ot
the state highway commission has
been elected president of the Massachusetts Highway Association, to succeed Division Engineer James H. Sullivan of the Boston public works depa-tment at the association's annual
meeting.

PH;

Italian Town Home of Many
Beautiful Churches.
Cathedral Is Orncte Outside Except
for Ona Indifferent Dome, While
Interior Lacks Harmony of
Design and Conception,

NAVY BUSINE88 WANTED.

Washington.—A bill was passed by
the House appropriating $600,000 to
enable the Secretary of Agriculture to
take measures to check the spread of
bog cholera in the agricultural states.
The measure already has been passed
by the Senate. The House increased
the appropriation allowed from $500,000 to $600,000.
It is estimated that hog cholera has
caused a loss in the hog producing
states of about $6,000*00. Farmers in
Election Cost $100,000.
New York, Illinois, Iowa and other
Boston—About $100,000 in
cold,
agricultural states have suffered hard cash was spent in and about the
heavy losses on this account. The ap- twei'ty-five wards of*the city of Bospropriation authorized will be availa- ton- to elect or not to elect candidates
ble as soon as the measure has been for mayor. City Council and the school
approved by the President.
convmittee.
c
Of thlo amount about $55,000 was
TO TRY MELLEN ALONE.
spent by the C. M. L,, the Good Government Association and the Kenny
Manslaughter
Indictments
Against
campaign committee jn their failure
Others Are Dismissed.
to elect their candidate.
Bridgeport, Conn.—Charles S. Mel-'
len, former president of the Now HavMcOonald Resigns From B. AM.
en Railroad, will be the only person
Boston—President Morris McDonald
put on trial in connection with the
Westport wreck when seven persons of ihe Boston & Maine Railroad presented his resignation to the board of
were killed.
All the indictments against the dlr;ctors this week at the North Staother railroad officials were quashed' tioti. The board accepted it on the
in the Superior Court on the motion understanding that he would remain
of Stiles Judson, the prosecuting at- until the appointment of his suecess-

Wins $1,200 with $400 and Hands $500
Tipster.
El Paso.—For the second time this
season Pancho Villa and his staff attended tho Juarez races, occupying
private boxes. Just before the opening event of the day one of the horse
owners interviewed Villa and advised
him to wager a bet on a certain horse.
Villa, accepting the tip, wagered a
$400 bet and soon realized he had
won $1,200. Rejoicing over his BOB?
csss, he handed his adviser $500.'
torney.

I

f '

Boston—Lieut-Gov. • Edward
PBarry wag the guest of the Massachusetts Real Estate Exchange at a luncheon in his honor at the City Club.
President John J. Martin of the exchange presided and began the speaking with a discussion of the tax situation and urged laws which woula
bring about the proper taxation of
property now impossible for
the
authorities to locate and assess.
Mr. Barry opposed centering the
wealth in one section of Boston, instead of allowing it to spread Into alt
sections of the city. He referred to
his opposition to the location of the
South Station in its present site and)
said it would soon become a white elephant.
"Property today in the centre of the
city is taxed for 60 percent less than
-ft should be, while less than-a mile
away there are properties taxed for
50 percent more than they shoudl be,"
he said.
President Martin, in his address,
said in part:
'Gov. Walsh, In his Inaugural aodress recommended to the Legislature'
legislation making definite and actual
returns upon intangible property compulsory.
"With such legiBhttion in force capital will rebel; it will refuse to divide
its income from intangible property
with the state on a 50 percent basis,
and the result will be that the men
of large wealth who are today tne>
backbone of many of our Industries
will leave Massachusetts and take uptheir residence in nearby states, likeConnecticut or Rhode Island, wherethe tax laws are more equitable.
"Such a withdrawal from Massachu.
setts would mean great dlsasted toour industries and would bring about
a depression in the labor field such aa
we have never known.
"It we had in operation here in
Massachusetts a three mill tax upon,
Intangibles such as is in operation,
in several neighboring states, a return would undoubtedly be made upon all of the $4,000,000,000 of untaxed
property to which I have referred
and there would accrue to the state
an additional annual Income at the"
rate of $3 per S1000, of $12,000,000

Hermit, 72, Leaves $4000.
House Vetoes $600,000 Fund to Chock

CUT OF PALERMO

I

Roma.—Palermo Is wonderfully rich
in churches. The cathedral la beautiful outside except for one dome which
it owes to a wretch of an architect
named Fuga, who spoiled the Inside at
the same time—about two centuries
ago."
The Palatine chapel not far away,
affords ample compensation for the
disappointment of the cathedral. It is
lined throughout with wonderful mosaics all laid with a back ground ot
dull gold. One seems to be in the
heart of a great jewel. It is said that
from the Palatine chapel Wagner derived his conception of the chapel in
"Parsifal."
One goes by tram to the nearby
town of Mon Reale up the mountainside back of Palermo. Here can be
had an ever-widening vista of hill,
plain and bay, with always a fore
ground of orange and lemon orchards,
fig trees and cactus hedges.
The village itself has stone houses
covered with gay little balconies
swung out like birdcages. Many ot
the streets are merely flights of steps
slipping under weed-grown arches. Add
the flocks of goats and of children
and an artist could easily perish with
despair at not being able to decide
where to begin.
The cathedral and adjoining cloister
of Mon Reale are one of the most notable Bights In all Italy. The church
la mosaic—lined like the Palatine
chapel but, larger, lighter and even
more brilliant The adjoining cloister
is Saracenic as the Alhambra. It is
a huge square inclosed by a walk of
"coupled pillars." There Is endless
variety in the carving of these pillars
and they are gay with varying designs
in bright-colored inlay.
On two a particular monk was caricatured among the carvings of the
capitals. ' Once he is represented
alone; again in an absurd company of
birds. The satire was startllngly modern; only now we have it in the morning paper, not recorded in stone to endure for centuries. When the pompous old prelate paced this cloister,
did he hasten his steps a bit and turn
away an Irate countenance as he

God s Appeal
to the
Backslider
Br REV. JAMES M. CRAY. D. D.
Den ol Moody B44. beanie

toBNAIiONAL'

SfiNMrsawoL
LESSON

(By E. O. SELLERS, Director of Evening
Department, The Moody Bible Institute,
Chicago.)

LESSON FOR FEBRUARY 22.
T»XT-"C- Israel, return unto the Lort
thy God; for thdk hast fallen by thine
Iniquity."—Hosea M:L „

FAITH

DESTROYING FEAR.

Sixty towns in Germany have polioswomen.
Over 800,000 women voted la
tralla in 1913.
Putnam Fadeless Dyes color noi%
goods than others. Adv.
A reformer never believes in bin*
self as much as be wants others to believe In him.
.. PNSOTLATICA STOP 8 YOCR FAIN
Sbreake up your cold ID on hour.
1
It'gmarveioi
36 centa. Ad
ed external!?. All druggists,
drugg

Astrology.
Bonny—Pa, what is a cometf
Father—A comet is an Atlantaised
star; that Is, it consists mostly of gaa

LESSON TEXT—Luke 12:1-12.
GOLDEN TEXT—"Every one who shall
While but one
verse Is Indicated confess me before men, him shall the
Only One "BROMO QUININE"
Son of Man also confess before the angels
as the text yet of
To get the genuine, call for full name, LAXAGod."—Luke 12:8.
TIVE
BROMO UUININE. Look for signature ol
it wonld be betB, W. CKOVS. Curee ■ Cold in Ona Day. ISo.
ter to read careThe first verse of this lesson indifully the whole cates the character of this period in
It has been said that women never
chapter which is the life of our Lord which we are now love as deeply as men—probably be
full
of
divine studying. It was a time of thrilling cause there Is so little to furnish the
grace.
interest and of intense excitement A Inspiration.
The Israelites time when the crowds were so great
were God's chos- that they "trode one upon another."
Ight'e Indian VegaFor 75 years Wright's
en people and rep- This may have resulted from the table Pills have been their own recomresent those who preaching of the seventy; but we of
today profess and today can see what Jesus then saw^ mendation in conditions of upset stomcall
themselves that this interest was only superficial ach, liver and bowels. If you have not
Christians. It 1B and transitory. So it was that the tried them, a test now will prove theii
only such
who Master turned "first of all" to his dis- benefit to you. Send for free sampla
can backslide. As ciples lest they be deceived by thli
to 372 Pearl St., New York. Adv.
Mr. Bpurgeon seeming popularity.
once said, "No one can Slide back who
The Alternative.
Hiding the Truth.
has not first slid forward," and it is
Mrs. Casey (sitting up In bed)—
I. The fear of losing a reputation,
only the believer on the' Lord Jesus
Moike, did yez put out the cat?
Christ who has taken that forward w. 2, 3. The Pharisees, made great,
Mr. Casey—Ol did.
step. Alas! that there are so many pompous claims at their being reMrs. Casey—Ol don't belave it!
backslidden Christians in the visible ligious. A hypocrite is one who hides
Mr. Casey—Weil, If yez think Ol'ni
church, but thanks be to God that behind a mask, one who is a play a liar get up and put 'er out yerself.—
there is hope for them if they will re- actor. It la pretence Instead of reali- London Sketch.
Therefore, it one is not real his
turn unto him.
, ty.
Notice the text closely. God has toar of ,0BlnS his reputation Is IncreasA Bungler.
not cast off his people, but they have ed In direct ratio to the extent of his
"VIEW rEOrl SCXJTHwTSr
Mlsa Jaggers (angling for a comcast themselves off. He still says, deceit The principal error of these pliment)—They say plain girls are al
EDGEHILL is one of the oldest piece, beautifully preserved, given to
"return unto the Lord thy God," call- Pharisees was that they hid the truth ways religious. Now, I'm not at all
and most beautiful places In Martha Jefferson as a wedding presing himself their God although they and at the same time refused to be religious.
Virginia, ranking second only ent by the people of France. The
had forsaken him. And furthermore, ruled by It themselves. Jesus deMl. Fortnit (gallantly)—Yes, but
in historic Interest to Mount place was soon famous for lavish en•"Thou hast fallen by thine iniquity." mands a new publicity (v. 2) ot serv- there are exceptions to all rules, yon
Vernon and Monticello. This tertainments and as a resort for disWere it not for their iniquity there ice and in the presence of this vast know.—Puck.
interest lies largely in the fact that it tinguished visitors.
would have been no separation be- crowd denounces this hypocrisy as being sin. He also says plainly that what
tween him and them.
was the home of Martha Jefferson
Martha Jefferson died In 1836, her
Face and Fight Worry.
Randolph (the daughter of Thomas eldest son, Thomas Jefferson RanBut his grace does not end here, they had been saying In darkness will
Realize your worries for what they
Jefferson) and her husband. Governor dolph, inheriting Edgehill. He also
since he tells them how to return. be proclaimed from the housetops.
are worth—for what they really are.
Our Lord compares hypocrisy with Face them—stare them In the face
Thomas Mann Randolph, one of Vir- managed his grandfather's farm, Mon"Take with yon words and turn to the
ginia's ablest governors, writes Alma ticello. For a young farmer (he was
Lord." Not "works" -but "words." leaven In that It is the product of cor- Leave the future to the future, and all
Turner Phelps in Town and Country. then twenty-one) It was a difficult unThis does not mean that the words ruption, it works secretly, it infects your worrying and anxious wondering
The original grant was patented from dertaking. He assumed the debts of
will not be followed by the works, but the whole mass. (So hypocrisy will will not alter It an atom. All you do
the crown of England by William Ran- his grandfather, Thomas J. Jefferson,
only that the words must come be- effect our whole life and conduct.) la to burden yourself with your exagdolph early In 1700 and contained 2,000 and after his death Monticello was offore the works can really be done. This leaven is a sour spreading cor- gerated conception of your worry and
acres. Edgehill crowns a hilltop and fered for sale. All this practically
They must be words of confession, ruption that changes the whole charac- to carry It with yon upon your back
nestles In a grove of magnificent old ruined him financially, and later on,
"Take away all Iniquity"; words of ter of a man. It cannot be hid. No .into your future. Face It, realise its
trees that stretch out on either side after the losses of the Civil war, his
faith, "receive us graciously"; words amount of care can effectually cover limits and fight It.
•of the porch like great arms and frame wife opened a private school for the
of promise, "so will we render the our deceit. We may, for a time, hide
a wonderful view over the Piedmont education of her daughters and those
calves (praises) of our lips"; words our sin from men, but God knows and
The Man Without Folly.
valley, looking across to Carter's of her friends. This was the beginof repentance, "Asshur shall not save In due time will publish it abroad (v,
William Dean Ho wells, apropos ot
mountain, upon the summit ot which ning ot the famous Edgehill School for
us. we will not ride upon horses, 8); I. Tim. 5:21.
the tercentenary of the birth of La
stands Monticello (Italian for little Girls. Mary Johnstons, who was one
neither will we say any more to the
Warned by Jesus. ' Rochefoucauld, quoted at a dinner In
mountain), the home of Thomas Jeffer- of the students, often speaks of Edgework of our hands, ye are our gods";
II. The fear of death, w. 4, 7. Such Boston some of the famous French1
son, which can be plainly seen on a hill in her novel, "Lewis Rand."
words of trust and confidence, "for In publicity will and always has led to
man's maxims.
. .
-clear day.
thee the fatherless flndeth mercy."
Edgehill still stands, after a lapse
persecution, and so Jesus calls his
"La Rochefoucauld," said Mr. Howe
That allusion to "Asshur," or "As- disciples to courage, charging them
"Punch Bowl Tract."
of eighty yuars, in Its majestic pride,
syria," is interesting. In her af- that they fear not those who have1 ells, "wasn't the sorrowful misanAdjoining this tract of land Peter while so many of the great and the
fliction at the hands of the heathen power over the body, but rather to thrope some people think, bat a gay
Jefferson, the father of Thomas Jeffer- good and gifted who have graced its
son, obtained a patent for a thousand halls have passed away forever. At
Israel had turned to Assyria for help. fear him whose power is over the and gallant figure. His character was
acres and named it Shadwell for the present It Is owned by Mr. and Mrs.
Instead of Jehovah, and this had been soul. Notice the manner ot address, best protrayed, indeed, by one of hla
parish in England, where his wife was Edmund Twohy, whp have spared no
one of the causes as well as one of "my friends, fear not." Intimacy and best maxims:
" 'He who is without folly la not M
born. Not having a good building site expense In preserving and restoring in
the effects of her backsliding, but Je- courage are suggested. Look up the
hovah now calls upon her to cease many times the Scriptures admonish wise aa he thinks.' "
for his house and wishing to be near all of Its pristine beauty the old home
trusting in that arm of flesh and to UB not to fear, I. John 4:18. Satan and
his friend and neighbor, William Ran- of the Randolphs of Virginia.
trust In him. And so the reference man (v. 5) have power over the body,
Different Colors of Clouds.
"'
dolph gave him 400 acres of his estate,
to "horses" Is an allusion to her conEdgehill. The purchase price as named BULLETS STOPPED BY PAPERS
In answer to a subscriber's question
but they cannot touch the soul. The
fidence In Egypt a nation that used Christian, however, needs not to fear concerning the color of clouds, the Na*n the deed was "Henry Weatherhorses in its warfare. Israel was
bourne's largest punch bowl of arrack War Correspondent 'Has Bible and
and Science department of St
man or Satan, Isa. 61:12, Rom. 8:31, ture
Nicholas says:
no longer to trust in the horses of
punch." For that reason this particuWallet Which Saved Hla Life In
for the angel of Jehovah (the Lord
Egypt If she would have God's favor,
lar place is stiU known as the "punch
"While clouds are those which are
Ruiso-Turklih War.
Jesus) encamps about them that fear
bowl tract"
who could bring victory to her arms
so thin that sunlight comes through
Jehovah
(Ps.
34:7).
Paul
tells
us
that
without such material assistance.
William Randolph's son, Thomas
them, or else they are in such a poTo illustrate the bullet-resisting
to depart from this life Is again, Phil.
Mann, settled at Edgehill in 1767 and
sition that the side seen by the obHow God Meets the Backslider.
powers of papers, a veteran war cor1:21; II. Cor. 5:8. We have, therefore,
soon after he married Martha Jeffer- respondent brought for the inspection
And how comforting are the words no cause to fear the death of the body. server is lighted by the sunlight
son. Thomas Jefferson speaks of his
of some of his journalistic colleagues
of Jehovah that follow later. On the One only, God, has the power after Black clouds" are those that are so
son-in-law in an old letter as "a man
a pocketbook filled with photographs
supposition that Israel will return as death, to cast the soul into hell (v. 6) thick, or dense, that little sunlight
J>f science, sense and virtue, in whom
Palermo's Ancient Battlements,
and papers and a Bible, each of which
he has indicated, he exclaims: "I He it Is who gives us a suggestion of, passes through them, and at the same
i have nothing more to wish," and feel- on separate occasions had been instruwill heal their backsliding; I will love awful consciousness of the soul, and of time are not illuminated by sunlight
passed'the
portrait
pillars?
There
Is
ing as he did, he wished to have his
mental in saving his life in the course none to tell, now that caricaturist and them freely, for mine anger Is turned the body as well, when they are In on the side seen by the observer. It
daughter and son live near his home.
is these heavy, large clouds that are
of the Russo-Turklsh war.
ridiculed have been for centuries re- away from them. I will be as the dew hell, Matt. 10:28. Jesus has warned most likely to produce rain.—St NichAn extract from an old letter, written
unto Israel." The backslider is like us and we are to warn others that they
In one Instance he was knocked off duced to equal dust
*y Jefferson in 1791, says: "I hope
olas.
•
The Sicilians are lovers of the sun. a sheep which has wandered from the avoid that which was prepared, not for
Randolph's idea of settling near Mon- his horse by the Impact of a bullet
fold and become torn, by the briers man, but ofr the devil and his angels,
ticello will gain strength and no other and became unconscious, only to find The better classes take the air on
6CH00L TEACHERS.
* \
or the wild beasts, or suffered injury Matt. 26:41. Is there a hell? Yes!
lettlement in the meantime be decided on regaining his senses that the friend- their balconies or In their carriages.
Alts Have Things to Learn.
by falling over the rocks. He is Else Jesus was deceived or has de■upon. I wish some expedient be de- ly wallet had prevented the bullet In the meaner streets the poor live,
wounded in soul and needs healing liberately deceived UB. Thank God,
vised for settling him at Edgehill." entering his body. On the Becond oc- work, play and visit in the street
"For many years I had used coffee
and binding up of his wounds, and however, that as a man is of more
Thomas Jefferson is said to have casion, at Plevna, the Bible, which he itself. Their cave-like dwellings open
and refused to be convinced of Its bad
this
God promises him. But think of
.planned Edgehill and It was built by had placed in a side pocket, deflected directly on the highway. Before the the next promise—"I will love them value than a sparrow, so God has pre effect upon the human system," writes
the same workmen as the buildings of a heavy piece of shrapnel that threat- doors'sit the mother with her baby freely," or "eagerly," as the word pared better things for those who a veteran school teacher.
ened to end his existence.
or her mending, the tailor and the
place their faith In his son.
the University of Virginia.
"Ten years ago I was obliged to
He had kept the wallet Intact as a shoemaker and many folks of many might be rendered. It is the picture
III. The fear of making an open conThe estate obtained its name from a
of the father In the story of the prodi- fession, vv. 8-12. With such a tender, give up my much-loved work in the
memento
of
his
escape,
and
one
of
the
occupations
which
they
ply
in
the
Held near'the village of Edgehill, in
public
schools after years of continugal, who seeing his son afar off runs
Warwickshire, England, where the journalists who was examining its con- open. Washing and Ironing are car- out to meet him in the gladness of beautiful assurance of God's care over ous labor. I had developed a well detents
came,
by
a
curious
coincidence,
ried
on
outside
the
front
door.
The
us it would seem unnecessary for fined case ot chronic coffee poisoning.
Cavaliers under Charles I. first crossed
his heart Oh, what a God and Father
swords with the Roundheads. The upon a letter which he himself had clothes are hung to dry on the sunny we have. Who would not return to Jesus to admonish his followers about
"The troubles were constipation,
confessing him before the world. Yet flutterings of the heart, a thumping
Randolphs come to this country from indited to the war correspondent some side of the way. Many are the colors
him! And yet, God does even more
Warwickshire in 1661, soon after this 30 or 40 years ago, the very existence of the garments thus displayed and than this for the returning prodigal, such is the persistent hardness and In the top of my head, and various
various the hues of the added patches
the natural timidity of the human parts of my body, twitching of my
event It is said that the view from of which he had entirely forgotten.
In the letter he had expressed the and many the holes lacking patches. for he sayB, "I will be as the dew unto heart that the Master, in mercy, warns
the present Edgehill much resembles
limbs, shaking of my head and, at Israel." The dew was everything to
hope
that
his
friend
would
return
safe
We
noted
one
patriotic
vegetable
shop
that of its English namesake. The Jefthe land of Palestine In the absence ot his followers, Rom. . 10:9, 10. Our times after exertion, a general "gone"
and
sound
from
the
seat
of
war.
The
which
displayed
portraits
of
the
king
tersons and the Randolphs were very
such rains as we experience in the Lord looks beyond his disciples to the feeling, with a toper's desire for very
neighborly, Jefferson spending much words "safe and sound" had been al- and queen framed in onions and garlic Occident, and It Is. the type of the dispensation of the Spirit and de- strong coffee, I was a nervous wreck
most cut away by the bullet, which,
of his time at the Randolph home.
clared that men, speaking against him tor years.
but for the providential Interposition MAN IS PITTED AGAINST RATS Holy Spirit in the believer's heart would be forgiven, but that those who
Old Tulip Trees.
"A short time ago friends came to
and
life.
As
God
gave
the
dew
to
There Is a quaint old cottage imme- of the bundle of papers, would probIsrael, keeping her fresh and green slander, detract and heap vituperation visit UB and they brought a package
diately back of Edgehill. It is said ably have ended the war correspond- Stableman Bitten All Over Body In and fruitful, so he gives his Holy upon the Spirit would commit a sin, a of Postum with them, and urged ma
that It stood originally on the site ent's life.
Fierce Battle With TerrorSpirit to those who come to him in blasphemy, which could not be for- to try it I was prejudiced because '
of the present mansion and had been
given. Moreover, in that dispensa- some years back I had drunk a cap of
Strlcken Rodents. Christ for like spiritual blessing.
Her
Only
Musical
Instrument
tion of the Spirit, no matter how much weak, tasteless stuff called Postum
removed back. Between the two
The Believer's Blessings.
Miss
Helen
Keller,
after
speaking
men might suffer, or be in danger,
houses there are several huge, misNutley, N. J.—In a flght with rats
Carrying out the type, God says of they would be taught by that Spirit which I did not like at all.
shapen old tulip trees, towering over- with her teacher, Mrs. Macy, several Charles Gilman was bitten all over
"This time, however, my friends
the backslider who has returned to what they ought to say, vv. 11, 12.
head and leaning in a threatening times In and near New York, has start- the body, but he killed 17 at them.
made the Postum according to direchim, that "he shall grow as the lily,
The one who commits this sin, de- tions on the package, and it won me
manner. This is the explanation: The ed west on an Itinerary which takes Oilman was cleaning a pit in the rear
and cast forth his roots as Lebanon.
cottage was moved over the trees her all over the south, west, middle of the stable of West Nutley Hose
liberately attributes to the Devil what Soon I found myself improving In •
His branches shall spread, and his
when they were mere twigs. Mrs. west and Into many cities In Canada company when, with a pitchfork, he
beauty'shall be as the olive tree and he knpws to be the work of the Spirit, most decided fashion.
In
these
lectures"^Mrs.
Macy
speaka
Randolph loved trees and was a welluncovered a rat nest. The animals his smell as Lebanon. They that Matt.. 12:22-32. It is a deliberate
"The odor of boiling coffee no longknown horticulturist. The old-fash- about three-quarters of an hour and tried to run up the smooth concrete dwell under his shadow shall return; choice of darkness and the heart Is so er tempts me. I am so greatly beneMiss
Keller
for
fifteen
or
twenty
minioned garden still remains, where peowalls of the pit Falling, they climbed they shall revive as tie corn, and hardened as to preclude repentance- fited by Postum that if I continue to
nies, English violets and lilies of the utes, and then the audience usually en- up Gilman's trousers.
grow as the vine. The scent there- There is no desire for repentance. lmprdve aa I am now, I'll begin to
Valley bloom luxuriantly. The old for joys an opportunity to ask questions,
Those whom Jesus calls to proclaim think I have found the Fountain of
Gilman dropped his pitchfork and of shall be as the wine of Lebanon."
mal garden is at the side of the house, which are passed on to Miss Keller tried to flght off the rodents with his We cannot dwell on all these beauti- the truth concerning the Kingdom of Perpetual Youth. This Is no fancy
through
Mrs.
Macy.
as is also the vegetable garden, which
God may depend upon a co-operation letter but stubborn facts which I am
hands. Each time he would knock
"Do you play any Instrument?" was one down, however, it would come ful figures, but they speak of growth of the Holy Spirit whJth will make glad to make known."
is bordered by flowering shrubs. On
and strength, and extensive influence.
one
of
the
questions
put
to
her
at
every side are evidences of out-of-door
back. Finally, he picked up the pitch- They speak of the beauty and the them fearless of all opposition. The
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
life which characterises the southern New York lecture.
fork again, and, knocking off the rate fragrance of the Christian life", and death of the body is but an Incident Creek, Mich. Write for a copy of "Th»
"Only the hand organ," WSB the one by one, killed most of them.
home.
its beneficence to others In the high- As we receive the Comforter and Road to Wellvllle."
Edgehill is well arranged; a large quick reply, throwing out both hands.
Postum now cornea, ta two forma:
est and- trust sense, and all because come to know the God of all comfort
drawing room and library on one Bide
Extinguishes
Church
Fire.
.Regular
Postum—moat be well
Mean Thing,
the favor of God is resting upon -him. we begin to sense our value to him in
of the hall, which ,run« the entire
carrying
out
his
enterprises
and
the
boiled.
„St.,
Louis.—While
his
congregation
"Man never knows what untold agIf yon are a backslider, no matter
length of the house; on the other side ony woman suffers," exclaimed Mrs. watched and cheered, Father J, J. how long'or how far you have wan mystery of his condescending grace
Instant Postum—la a soluble powthe morning room and dining room. Gabb. «
Godfrey climbed the steep roof of dered from God, bs comforted today There is no warrant for undertaking der. A teaSBOonful dissolves quickly
The morning room is particularly at"The only untold agony- a woman the Ferguson Catholic church and ex- to return to him in the faith of Christ work for Christ without .adequate in a cup ot hot water and, with cream
tractive, for in this room is the- ex- suffers is when she wears tight shoe* tinguished a blaze which threatened and start again In the path of a holy preparation, but there is sufficient war- and sugar, makes a delicious beverqiisite Italian carved marble mantel- to be stylish." replied Mr. Gabb,
to destroy the structure.
rant for fully trusting hinj In every age Instantly. Grocers sell both kinds.
pilgrimage.
•mergency.
"There's a Reason" tor Postum.
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CHINA'S FUTURE OF INTEREST MEMORIES THAT NEVER FADE

1 The Men's League were to have held
WEST BROOKFIELD NEWS. 'an
open meeting, Monday night with Every Student Realize* the Poulbill' Prof. Clark of Amherst, as speaker, bnt
tie* That Are Part of Country's
Mias Alice Walls, of Worcester, cpent owjng to the storm conditions the speaker,
Present Development.
the week-end with Fred B. Walla.
| wag unai,le to reach West KrookBeld, so
China is tossing restlessly in her
Richard D. Olmstead is on a southern the meeting was postponed.
business trip for the Quahoag Corset Co. , A ^^^ mcetjnp of the L 0. R. M. age-long sleep, and shows signs of
awakening. This situation appeals to
Leon Clark, Worcester, has been a wag ile|d in Red Men's hall, Friday night the United States only indirectly; but
guest of Mr and Mrs John W. Walker, by thf, Quaooag tribe. The meeting was most of the land-hungry European
on North Main St.
| arranged by Great Sachem Samuel W. nations are waiting at her bedside,
Fred L Woodward, North Main St., is Sawyer of Fitchburg. Tribes from East and are guessing as to her present
confined to his home with a bad attack Brookfield. Spencer, Ware and Palmer pathologic condition and her outlook
of erysipelas
i
| were present. The Great Sachem told for future health and strength. Competent judges near at hand agree that
Women's Aid society of the Methodist the things he desires to see accomplished
if China were to produce, soon, some
church held a qalentinetea in the Chapel during his tern,
Other speakers were great leader, he would become the
Sachem John P. Cregan, D. G. S. James center of crystallization for the satWednesday night
W. Hall, of Spencer D. G. S. William
The meeting of the Brookfield Medical 8. Maeuin and P. S. Prank P. Sleeper, urated Solution of loyal sentiment,
which is latent in this mighty people.
Club'to have been held in Ye Olde Tav- East Brookfield. Luncheon was served
Lacking such a living leader, the Chiern Tuesday was postponed.
nese may call upon Confucius, and
after the meeting.
James A. Anderson was in West BrookMerriam public library's annual report, unite the several diverse provinces
field for a short visit with his mother, as written by the librarian, Miss Mary under a potent bond of religious fervor. However the Influence of the
Mrs Augusta E. Anderson.
Foster, shows a circulation of 15,818 for great ethical teacher may have waned
Miss Frances B. Austin, Milford, js vis- 1913. The largest circulation la any one
during the past century, he has not
itng at the home of Mr and Mrs Chaun- day was 127, and the smallest was 13. become a negligible quantity, as the
cey L. Olmstead, West Main St.
The average circulation was 305. There recent surprising observance of his
Mrs A. F. Folsom, Boston, is a guest are 10276 volumes in the library and the birthday fully attests. About a week
of Mr and Mrs Francis S. Maeuin at the accessions during the year included 236 before that date a circular letter was
volumes bought, 108 by gift, 137 maga- sent to all the governors of provinces,
home of Jabei C. Barrett.
setting forth the virtues of Confucius.
Fred C. Sanford, Somerville, passed zines bound and 17 public documents. The Intention was that this statement
Sunday with hia parents Mr and Mrs The shelves in the circulating department should be presented to local magiscontain 9279 volumes and there are 1027 trates, and by them be brought before
~B. Sanford.
The auxiliary of the Grange managed public documents available for persual. j the plain people. Thus a way would
The numbers of borrowers registered in be prepared for the subsequent elevaan old fashioned dance in G. A. R. hall,
Feb. 18.
Hewitt's orchestra furnished 1913 was 613. The issue sheet shows this tion of the great and honored sage as
apportionment of circulation in the year- j the true leader of the new republic.
music.
General works 3306, philosophy 31, re- Naturally, we would expect him to be
Abraham L. Creswell, Lakeside farm, ligious 39, sociology 121, philogy 10, nat-', held most highly in honor by the old
has returned from Brooklyn, where he ural science 184, u°efu! arts 143, fine arts! dethroned Manchu dynasty. "Young
was called by the illness of his brother-in- 4, literaturd 411, history 341, travel 2 28, I China," however, realizes that the
country greatly needs both a leader
law, George Commoss.
biographies 289, fiction 10,579. The free and a religion, and that these two
In the absence of Rev. John H. Hoff- public library commission of Massachii-;
needs could be met by a revival of
man of Northboro, last Sunday, because setts made an addition of 47 children's the Confucian cult probably In a modof sickness, the pu.pit was supplied by books. Prof. Stanley L. Galpin, Trinity ernized form. Twenty years ago the
Rev. Mr Venters
college, Hartford, gave a collection of j sage's birthday was observed only
A meeting of the Social and Charitable French books. Other contributions were , slightly and sporadically, but this year
society was held at the home of Mrs A. received from Harold Chesson, Charles there has been a widely spread and
W Beals, Pleasant St., Thursday. Busi- A. Rawson, Mrs Chauncey L. Olmstead, distinctly fervent expression of public devotion to him. Decorations, proness was discussed and a social time was Miss Marion F. Ray and Mrs Robert B. cessions and public meetings are reDavis.
enjoyed.
ported from all the provinces. "Young
Mrs A. R. Brigham, Cottage St., reChina" Is willing to concede much, if
only It can gather In most of the facceived a severe burn on her arm from
tions,
conservative
and
radical,
hot fat, last week, and was obliged to
throughout this heterogeneous nation.
have medical attendance.
At one celebration, not far from CanWest Brookfield golf club was in
It your child is under-weight, listless, ton, hymns in favoY of Confucius were
charge of a whist party in G. A. R. hall ailing, liable to get sick easily it needs a sung by four graduates of the Canton
Feb. 19. The committee of arrangements medicine to build its weight and strength. I Christian college; and the words were
was Miss Helen P. Shackley, Mrs Otto For this purpose there is nothing slsfc we , set to the music of "Ye Banks and
know of that we can so strongly endorse as ! Braes of Bonnie Doon," and to a faOlmstead and Mrs Harold Chesson.
Reicall Olive Oil Emulsion. The remarkvorite Methodist melody. The effect
.Frederick L. Donovan, oldest son of able success of this splendid medicine is | of this year's observances Is to sugdue to the fact that it contains ingredients |
Mr and Mrs Jeremiah Donovan, Church that tone the nerves, enrich the blood and ' gest the conjecture that China's awakstreet, has accepted a position as steno- furnish to the entire system the strength, I ening may have to be primarily resubstances it
grapht'r in the
tne Wocester
wocester freight
ireigui office
uiuuo u,
weignt and
ana health-building
IIC*IUI-UU"U„^ .,„„.»*»...«...
-. j ligious, and Becondarlly ' political.
grapher
of weight
the Sew York, New Haven, and Hart- needs^ And^to aU* i|^hout m^ What will result from this call to
ing the stomach. In fact, Rexall Olive Oil | Confucius?—American Review of Reford
iu railroad.
i am ••<-■.
Emulsion is not only pleasant to take, out
views.
Frank
Spooner oi
of West
Holyoke, ,cre- even the
rrank wiiooner
went uuijwac,
w« most
muai, sensitive
»«««'v stomach
.^...—.. is
.„ bene-----

GIVE THAT PUNY CHILD
THIS GUARANTEED REMEDY |
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ceiv*. the deed of the property on Winter street, assessed to the Martin Mulvey
heirs, last Monday. The propertv conpi».jt. house, barn and one and a half
, ,
' , . . ,-~„
aens of land, valued at »700.
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fito^ihwif flnrt t.hp diues-Jon imoroved. On

r„K"^S'n?Zt^
6abit_forming drugSj which most pareits
object to giving their children. It does its
good work by taking hold of the weakness
',nJ
KnitHa the body
hndv up
UD to its natural
and builds
strength, at the same time making it strong
to resist disease.
If Rexall Olive Oil Emulsion doesn't
D^fd^*^adup,Teedtnert"u^ted7puny"
muscies, and mate the little one lively,
strong, well, and full of the animal spirits
4ildrenaremeantbynataretote,fflme
back and tell us and get
your money back.
K
2*^™.°J™J*
losJa
We don't want you to
to lose
a^t.
cent. W
Weethink
think
this is no more than fair, and it leaves you
no cause to hesitate. For old people also
_for e^ygiescents—for all who are ner..«,..,
mn-Hown. no matter what
vous, n~*A.r**'t
tired-out, run-down,
the cause—we offer Rexall Olive Oil Emulsion with the same guarantee of entire satisfaction or money Vick. Sold only at the
7,000 Rexall Store*, and in this town only
jyus. *1.00.

Pleasing Impression* of Childhood
Matter of Joy Through All the
Year* of Life.
Coming down In the world is not
popularly supposed to be a pleasant
proceeding, and not a little pity Is expended on those who, having started
life In what is known as "well-to-do
circumstances," are afterward reduced
to living under less luxurious and
favorable conditions. It Is all very
well to pity those who are thus situated; and possibly for the very old an
uprooting late In life from beautiful
Surroundings to those which are less
attractive may be in the nature of a
calamity.
But for the young there Is quite
another side of it, and it is certainly
better for those who cannot live all
their life In beautiful surroundings
that childhood's days should be spent
in the place or the home which is
beautiful.
It Is childish Impressions which
last, and particularly those of places.
In after-life it is people and events
which count; but childhood's mind is
more occupied with little bits of scenery, all the dear delights of a> rambling garden, delightful hay-lofts and
potting sheds and places where all
manner of "let's pretend" games can
be played; fields where there are fairy
rings to be found and birds' Pests to
be looked for, and every kind of wild
flower to be picked.
All these are the delights which
matter to a youthful mind; but to
those who have grown up to more
steady and less delightful pleasures, a
rambling garden and "pretendable"
nooks are of less Importance than
some of the more prosaic comforts of
environment
So we need not pity too much those
who have left these delights and beauties, childish as they may be, behind
them, because they will live in the
memory and be a constant source of
pleasure long afterwards. Certainly
it is better to start in a big house and
descend to a little than vice versa.
Youthful powers of enjoyment are so
much greater than in later life.
Strongest Impulse of Instinct.
Perhaps the strongest Impulse of instinct to be found in nature is that
exhibited by the salmon In spawning
time. On the Northern Pacific coasts
of the United States, Canada and Siberia, where these fish abound, they
annually make their desperate dashes
up the great rivers, some of them
1,500 to 2,000 miles in length, In seurch
of suitable spawning grounds. Nothing seems to stop the mad rush of
the fish, leaping the falls, dodging and
evading all obstacles, they come in
countless thousands; heedless of Birds,
bears, minks, otter and other wild
beasts which prey upon them in addition to man's wholesale slaughter,
the males, who become quite savage at
this time, fighting desperately among
themselves. When the spawning
grounds have been reached and the
eggs laid the fish are so weak from
exhaustion that they are unable to
protect themselves, for they take no
nourishment whatever after leaving
salt water, and drifting down the current, they fall easy prey to the enemies of their kind, or die of exhaustion
before reaching the sea. It is one of
the unsolved mysteries of nature that
these fish should thus inevitably sac( rlflca themselves In their first season
of reproduction,

Prison Reform Praised.
Law Notes makes this comment on
the recent prison reform in the state
of Washington by which the lninajtes
of the penal institutions are allowed
a small dally wage for their labor,
MissFreeda Huyck, Main street, enwhich 1B paid to their families;
tertained eight of her friends, at a valen"Aside from the humaneness of this
tine party, at her home, Monday evening.
practice, it has its value In the administration of the criminal law, for
She wa« assisted in entertaining, by her
Sunday school teacher, Miss Helen P.
no one will venture to dispute that
'
'
, „ ,,,.,,.
~ .,, ,. ■•
many criminals who should be u in
Shackley, and Mrs William Trail!. Vai, prison are at large because Juries,
entine favors were received.
!
out of regard for the Buffering ; of
.,
j their families, have refused to cqnyi|Ct,
Francis A. Sampson, mad messenger
or judges after conviction have susbetween New Braintree and West Borok'pended sentence, or imposed a light
field found it impossible to make his secsentence, out of regard for the same
ond trip to West Brookfield last Satur
fact. Of course with such a system
Music for Children.
/ '
day owing to the severe storm, and the
I In force the reason for such unwarIt is never too early to draw the) atdrift* near Muster hill stock lann. Highranted (from a legal view) leniency tention of little children to music.
wa> commissioner Bruce opened the New
is removed, and the criminal receives i They love rhythm; let them clap their
Braintree road, Sunday.
his Just punishment regardless of fam- ; hands, and stamp their feet in time to
Eugene W. Reed, North Brookfield.
ily connections. And certainly If the I some little march or jig played for
Miss Helen P. Shackley entertained the
state can make money out of the labor ' them. Then let them hear a little
Aihtion Bridge Whist Club at her home,
Puzzle—What Happenedf
of Its convicts, there Is no good reason
on ientral St, last Friday afternoon.
A well-dressed lady having given why it should pocket the gains, leav- song repeated often, or two songs of
different character, one sad, one gay;
Tln're were two tables played, accommo- the signal that she desired to alight,
ing the family of the criminal, In no
dating the following ladies: Mrs William the trolley car was brought to a stop, way responsible for his misdeed, to they will soon ask for more, and learn
Traill, Mrs Otto B. Olmstead, Mrs Clem- but just so the rear step was directly bear the real punishment for his to sing themselves, Music will become
for them the means of self-expresBion,
ent E. Bill, Mrs ChcBselden Ellis, Mrs over a small mud puddle. The lady crime."
a beneficlent outlet of pentup nervous
J.i n G. Shackley, Mrs Chauncey L. Olm- looked an instant, and then asked:
energy, leading their little feelings
si 1, Mrs Harold Chesson, Miss Helen "How do you think I can get off here?"
College's Ten Commandments.
into channels of cheerfulness, possiand the conductor replied: "I can not
The college students' "Ten Com- bly averting iUtemper, whining inertia,
SI ckley
, .. ,
tell you. madam, but I do know that mandments" have been discovered at
The first of a series of pitch games was ^ ^ wg,t ^m that pu„dle m<jB
and dulness. A little drill done to
Columbia university. They were pub- music as a game will be helpful to
pi.ved in Firemen's hall, Monday night.
„
lished by the Dorms, a paper issued , """""V; ""TJ„"'" TherT'air ac
T ineinbei* have been divided into two
v.. the
... residents
,;*„„>. of
„» Hartley,
u„,.«„„ Livinguvta.. i mother and chUdren. There a»e ac
by
tion songs published for Mndergarg, ipa of players^the losing side to payj
^
stone and Furnald halls. A strange tens, but a resourceful mother can
f„ , supper, to be arranged for March 7, ■ „Glve me the glrJ whQ kmt8 her feature about the list ie that there is
contrive something of the kind her- |
b> )hn Cregan, John J. Mulvey and M. gtocklngg aDi not her brows, curls her no provision for spending a single mo- self according to the child's age. '
J tegley. The arrangements for the nalr but not her Up ana threads her ment at his lessons. These are the Marching round the room with a clap
g esarein the hands of J. A. Brady needle and not the streets!" exclaim- commandments:
of the hands on the first beat of the
1. To rise at 7:30, to retire at 10:00. bar first In four-four time, then three- ,
ai ' Frank Stone. The dates for the sec- ed the old fogy philosopher, who seem2. To exercise half an hour daily.
0
and third games, are Feb. 23d and ed to think he was going to have troufour time, lastly Blx-tlme will make a j
3. To read at least a chapter of the pleasing diversion for noisy little ones,
Si cb 2d,
-i
i ble in finding somebody who could
' . „ „
. .
watt.— » give him one of that sort.—Brown- Bible d.iily.
,,. ..
1 i and help them to realise their sense
rsCliarles H.Dane and son Wdhara, « « Magazine.
i. To attend the theater once a 8nrhythPm 0n no account should the '
B. n street, were called to Worcest.r,
"
.
week.
I children hear ragtime frequently, as
6. To attend all the important lee- j
rlay on account of the sudden death
that will upset the natural sense of
tures on the campus.
i, ir son-in-law, Howard C. Streeter. ■
J"*t a Suggestion.
correct measure and accent
6. To spend a few minutes daily
s
-treeter was 29 years, 1 month and 10
Neighbor-"Every time you feed
„
old, and was born in Worcester, son 7our d°S' he„ brlng8 tne bone9 0Ver reeding periodicals.
Couldn't Feaze Him.
i»
tn!
\,\ a»°, gnaws them on our premises.
7. To get as much out of myself as
„
,e ,',,,,„
late Edward C. andi Mary
(Clark)
Luther Taylor of Indianapolis spent
I(m t there Bome way lQ
Btop
ur
possible.
his
vacation
at Bass lake, with a numf
'ter. He leaves a wife, the only owner—"Suppose you feed him here8. To read one novel and one play
b'" • Indianapolis people. One night
u
liter of Mr and Mrs Charles Dane, after; then he'll probably bring them a week.
a
one brother. They were married on over and gnaw them on my premises."
9. To write to mother every week. tl 0 'ent to Knox in Clarance Doll's
1
uary 8, 1913, and kept their first —Puck.
10. To take inventory of myself the auiu. Mr. Doll wished to get his shoes
mended and the entire, party went
first of each month.
a
versary, just one week before the day
.
down the stairway into the shoe shop
i.
is death
Wlth Some Parties.
with him.
AuUier.:* Bowed to Artist.
"Pa, what does it mean when'they
ie Olmstead Quaboag corset factory
"Well, I see you have nearly everyJean Gerardy, the 'cellist, who has
.- say a mat is "the life of the party?"
d at 10 o'clock, last Saturday mornthing
in stock," said Mr. Taylor. . He
finished a successful month's tour In
o allow the employees to reach their "The life of a party, my boy, is a England—with Tetrazzlni, will tour in had noticed shoestrings and other odds
es before , becoming snow-bound, man who buys while the other fellows Qermany, Bussia, Parie, Belgium and and ends that may be found in a small
are ban n
tr
Wan.
emolovees were
were obliged
obliired to
B back
y»«>g to remember
Ware employees
to whoge K'
^
Free Austria. He tells the story of how town shoe repair shop, '
R
la „_Detroit
"YeB,-we keep 'bout everything," rea delightful provincialism is still prevI their homes by way of Palmer for presg
plied the shoemaker.
| alent In England:
ast Ware car ran at seven o'clock,
"Well, 111 take a nickel's worth of
| "1 was invited to stop off at a vil>day morning. By four o'clock, on j
' lage not on my regular itinerary by a roasted peanuts," said Mr. Taylor,
lay morning, the Ware line was able'
World's •flalnleot Region.
with
the air of having stumped the
deputation of music lovers. I couldn't
,n its plow into West Brookfield, and .vTh« ™ln,e?* ,reg!on '? thf T^,'" resist the invitation. The hall was shoemaker on the "everything" propo,,..,,
,
,
the Khasla hills, two hundred miles
able to get the employees to work on north Qf ^ Bay'of Benga, whefe fta packed.
sition.
"Certainly," said the shoemaker,
. Plow one, of the Warren, Brook- MnuaI preolpltatlon frequently ex"Fancy my amused amazement when
on coming on to the stage and making pulling out a sack which he had on bis
and Spencer line, became derailed at eeeds 400 Inches.
my usual perfunctory bow the entire bench under a newspaper, evidently
west end of the Boston and Albany
audience politely rose from their seats for his own consumption. And his
lion bridge, causing its crew to leave
Immense
Demand
far
Pianos.
and bowed back with the utmost for- companions swear that the Indianapo. iedly, fearing the car would go over ]
More than 400,000 piano* are built 'ir-«iiy, some of the u.der woman lis man was so taken aback that he
embankment. The line was not thor- in this country a> ually. They are
paid for them.—Indianapolis New*.
throwing a curtsey.'*
ily cleared until Tuesday. ,
T»lt»d at, laarly 170,000,900.
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NEW BRAINTREE TOWN WARRANT.
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS.

The K. O. K. A. Entertainment.

To THE EwTOB._

-

EDWIN T. CHAP1N

A very unique and pleasing entertain- | ?*» l nf ur*> the Publi« throu8h «*"
MAILS DUE TO AEBIVB.
FRED G. GLAPP
ARCHITECT
was
given in the gymnasium of SbfW-f?'°m0'..rf T S"^ »** tta TJ"
A, M. 6.46—East and Wast.
Ezra Batcheller Post 51, celebrated its Memorial church, Wednesday evening, birds with grain, crumbs and suet, while
e^u—West.
727-728
State
Mutual Building, Worcester
P. II. 15.45—East and West.
forty Bixth anniversary, at'G. A. R. hall, under the auspices of the K. O. K. A., the snow lasts? Our winter birds do
2.00-West
Telephone
Thursday afternoon, February 19. Din- assisted by several members of the G. F. splendid work for humanity all winter
4.50—East.
ner was served at the hall at one o'clock, 8. The program was opened with sever- long by devouring larvae and eggs of
7.05—East and West.
with twenty-one members present, and al selections by the Gardeners' orchestra, noxious insects and seeds of many
COLB/ H. JOHNSON
Registered Embalmer,
MAILS CLOSE.
three members of Alanson Hamilton accompanied by Edwin Hambury. The troublesome weeds. They do not mind
A, M. 6.0O—West.
the
cold
if
well
fed.
But
the
snow
covers
AUCTIONEER,
Post, No. 160, West Brookfield, and orchestra consisted of most of the choir
6.45—East.
iA-dy Assistant
twelve members of Joe Hooker Camp, boys, who played their instruments in a their food supply and starves them. To
11.30—East and West.
>EALER
IN REAL ESTATE
P. M. 1.00—WeBt.
No. 73, 8. of V. of this town. A bounti- most enthusiastic manner. Edwin Ham- tie suet and meat scraps to trees and scat4.40—East.
ter
grain
and
crumbs
on
hard
tramped
OFFICES,
ful dinner was servtd, arid the comrades bury's piano solo was followed by a monC'jnnectod by IVmi? Dmtano>3 Telf
6.0O—East and West.
snow, or better on a "food-table" a box
Mail)? for East Brookfield are despatched at were waited upon by four ladies of the. ologue—Helping Father in a I'usiness
piiorio.at House and Store.
School Street, No. Brookfield
6.45A.M., 11.30 A. M. and 1 P.M. Halls from Woman's Relief Corps. Com. George Deal, by Miss Morse. Six of the mem- or board on a po:.t set up out of reach of
East Brookfield are received at 9.90 A. M. and
40 Foster St. Worcester,
W. Bruce called the post to order at bers of the St. Hilda's class, Misses Doris cats, is a kindness to suffering wild
5.40 P. M.
Package mails are despatched twice daily as 2 o'clock, and after the opening business Crooks, Elizabeth Foster, LeFaun Saund creatures. But, it is more than that. It
follows:—11.30 A.M. East and North, 6 P. M.
was transacted, speeches were made by ers. Dorothy Smith, Kathryn Winchell, is a public spirited act, redounding to the
West and South.
Mails for the Rural Delivery is closed at 8.15 comrades from West Brookfield, as well and Dorothy Chisholm gave a very welfare of mankind. The birds saved MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
A.M. and received at 1.30 Y. M.
will repay a thousand fold in their work
The office hours will he:—6 30 A. M. to 8 P. M. as by comrades Deyo, Foster and Holmes interesting illustrated song, -I'm going to
Holidays, 6.90 to 9.30 A. M, and 5 to 6 P. M.
of our home post. Letters were read Church with Mother—which was accom on garden, shrubbery and orchard. Chaff
- DRESSMAKING
Persons who continually ask to have lock
from the barn floor and scraps from the
boxes opened are respectfully requested to use from Capt. Edward J. Russell, of Day- panied by Mrs Brainerd Smith. After i
II Prospect St.
North Brookfield
table
are
fine
for
this
work.
If
we
can
their keys.
tona, Fla., Capt. David M. Earle, of short intermission, during which the
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
«5
Washington, D. C, and comrade Henry members of the K. 0. K. A., sold home afford it, hemp and sunflower seed are
PAUL M. K.EANKY, Asst.
H. Bush of Paxton, all expressing their made candies in the audience, the play, splendid. But, let us each do something
regrets at not being able to be present, The Straw Man, was given by Masters in the ^name of humanity, until bare
Call at 46 Summer Street
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
two on account of the distance, and the Maynard Foster, Edwin Hambury, Ralph' ground and warmer weather relieve the
strain.
other on account of poor health. Capt. Hill, and Misses
arion Crooks and
To see the Latest Models of
Yours very truly,
Monday is a legal holiday, this year.
David M. Earle, in his letter, paid a high Helen Moody. The various situations
WlNTHHOP PARKABD.
„ „
,.,, , • .,, » L
. „„ tribute to the memoryJ of the citizen of brought about by the straw man created
botn rubber ana steel tires, Buggies',
Mrs Margaret Tay or is ll at her home „ .. „
, „ ,. .,
,
.r^.
North Brookfield after whom the Post much merriment, particularly at the last,
Democrat and Delivery Wagons, Suron the corner of North Main and Central
James Rich, of Birch street, has been
reys and Road Wagons, both new and
was named, of his loyalty 11 his country, when the straw man was wheeled away
second hand.
streets.
*
arrested by Officer Quill for alleged assault
and his goodness and assistance to the for .burial, to the strains of the Lohengrin
with a dangerous weapon on a man who
A.T BOTTOM PRICES
The postponed orange supper of the union soldiers during the war. He also Wedding March.
CORSETS
surprised him in the act of stealing hens.
Harness. Robes, Blankets, Whips and
Methodist church will be next Wednes- expressed the feeling, that the citizens of
The members of the Castle wish to The complainant in the case, who reOil Cloths. Not too Costly. Not too
day, the 25th.
Cheap.
North Brookfield, had been very kind to thank their friends, who rendered them
Or have them brought to your home
ceived a shot in the left shoulder, is Sylby sending word to
*••
%• - '
Miss Bertha Howard's dancing class \the soldiers during the war, and to the such substantial assistance that helped
vester Jalinsky, who Iwards with Thomas
Shingles and Roofing Material.
will have a dance at Castle hall, on the old veterans-since the war was closed, make the evening a success.
Jobiusky, and it was the hens of the latMRS. B. C. GRAVES,
evening of Feb. 23.
I Then came a surprise, planned by the
All the different grades. All sue* at
Nails, also,
I ladies, when two of the Sons of Veterans Hibbard Win* in Hia Fight Against ter that were being stolen. It is said that
The lecture booked for Monday even- brought ^^ fato the luM
Sylvester has identified Rich, as the man
which
Representative for the Brookflelda,
u.member that my prices are always
An Open Saloon.
whom he saw, and who fired three shots
ing by Secretary Sherk, was postponed tWo of the ladies each placed vases, con
the lowest. I sell so as to sell again.
Telephone 16-13,
to March 16, on account of the storm.
at
him.
The
case
is
on
trial
at
East
taining 46 handsome carnation pinks.
Dr. Danl*l>, Bora. R«m«dl«. AJway*
Some time ago the Journal gave an acBrookfield
to-day.
It
is
hoped
it
may
NORTH
BROOKFIELD.
MASS
Regular meeting of the i Woman's These were followed by 17 members of count of the brave stand taken by Mr prove the first step toward breaking up
In Stock.
Guild in the Guild room, Wednesday the Corps, one bringing an elegant frosted Frank Hibbard, a Norffi Brookfield boy, the gang of hen thieves in town.
1KLEFHOXK OASHAM D4.
fruit
cake,
bearing
46
lighted
candles,
to prevent the establishment of an open
evening, Feb. 25th, at 3 p. m.
WltUA* S. C*ArVr-0*0
the gift to the Post, of Mrs Effle Eames, saloon in his present home town, IrvingThe G. F. S. will entertain Miss Sara wife of comrade E. O. Eames.
NEW BRAINTREE.
Mrs ton, Nebraska. A second chapter in the
OAKHAM.
Hopkins, of Worcester Tuesday evening, Georgie B^geIow7daughter of"comman7 story is given in tne clipping below from
Children's Day of the Farmers Club
February 24, in the Guild room, at 7.45. er Bruce, in a pleasing address, present- a Nebraska paper:
will be held at town hall next Tuesday.
The Social Ten gave Mrs J. M. Doane, «' the pinka and the cake to the poit
"Irvington is to have no saloon. •
Literary program in charge of the New
a surprise birthday party, yesterday at tnrouKb the Post Commander, George
Judge Sutton yesterday afternoon re- Braintree school teachers.
Dinner will
the home of Mrs Herbert W. Bemis,'w; P™ce, who responded in his usual versed the action of the board of county
he Berved by the program committee, of
School St.
.felicitous manner. The cake was cut, commissioners in granting a saloon liCHARLES S. LANE,
which Mrs Frank A. Morse is chairman.
ancl
.,.,.
, ," ,
,....„
psssed around to all present, togeth- cense to W. W. Williams & Son, on the
g er With 8 lass of
Mrs Sarah W. Wetherell, who has been
appeal of the people of Irvington.
^1
f 24
£^in nCastle
fT?,
P"cn.
/ engraved or printed in the
Clubh'TIT
Tueeday, I
Fob
hall. Then ,ollowed« ian0 m"■I*"*
Jc Jd »
,
sick for two weeks, is improving.
This case has been dragging since OctoTickets 25 cents
Whist from 8 to 10. by Mrs Rose Conger, and all others ores
TheG.angemet on Wednesday evenvery latest styles, and the
REGISTERED EM8ALMER.
Dancing until 12 o'clock.
| ent who cou,d ein? The ^ ^ ^ ber 14, beginning with the county commissioners at that time. Over the pro> ing with a good number present. Music
thanlt
Personal
Prompt Attention Day '
best "work guaranteed.
As Washington's birthday falls on Suns to Mrs Eames fonherelegant cake, test of Irvington citizens, the commis- was furnished by Miss Kittredge; Current
or Night.
Events, Rev. Mr France; there was a roll
day the post office will be closed on Mon- The members of Ezra Batcheller W. R. sioners granted the license.
Telephone North Brookfield No.
day according to the regular schedule,'C-' have always done all in their power,
Judge Sutton found that the people liv- call of members and a general discussion
121-11.
and there will be no rural delivery on to aid the post in every way possible, and ing around Irvington and in that portion on "What in the Ritual most appeals to
Long Distance Connection.
that day.
ithe Po8t thoroughly appreciates their of Union precinct who would be affected me;" and a box social in charge of Mrs
Journal Office,
Funerals Personally Directed
greajjielp, and loyal co-operat on. We by the presence of the saloon were over- Mary Barr and Cora Titus wa enjoyed
and Every Requisite FurnNow that the ground is so deeply cov- know they will continue to be their cor- whelmingly opposed to it; that seventy- hy all.
ished.
( North Brookfield, Mass. )
ered with snow it would be a humane act dial and loyal helpers, and the Post wish- five members of a church within twenty
L.dr Assistant,
Owing to the blizzard of last Saturday
to save the lives of many birds by baring es them, one and all, long life, health rods of the proposed saloon, and seventy and the condition of the roads no church
the ground at some distance from the and happiness. The cigars were passed other citizens from the immediate local! services were held last Sunday.
house and scattering cracked corn, etc., around, and amid wishes that the mem- ity, had signed remonstrances; while the
■tiMr and Mrs Jonathan Webb were surforthem.
j here may live to celebrate the flOth anni- live freeholders in the same locality .Had
>riS6d last Friday evening by th irfriends
FOB SALE. WILUAM .RYAN.Mi ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
Thursday next the Woman's Union versary, the meeting was declared closed. signed Williams' petition, the balance' of who passed a very pleasant evening. HAY
Street.
Of the original charter members of the his signatures liavine been obtained from
meet at 2jr.ni., with business at 4. At
Music was furnished by Miss Comi ky
I
IN SCRIPT OR
<3.30 a 20-bent Colonial supper will be Poet, four are living, Capt. David M. the north end of Union precinct, from of Clinton. ■■
» ■
TO RENT
served. All who can are invited to come Earle, Washington, D. C, Capt. Edward- which place the people do not frequent
A GOOD up-stairs tenement. Town waf
ENGLISH
TEXT
Everything on one floor. Inquire of KR^
in costume. Social hour after supper, J. Russell of Daytona, Fla., Albert H. Irvington. Thus he found that while>he
A. STEARNS, South Main Street, North BrooltEvolution of Billiard*.
Fssterand Charles H. Deyo of North letter of the local option law might not
H.
T.
Lawrence,
with entertainment by Y. W. C.
North Brookfield
The development of the billiard taBrookfield.
V
he opposed to this saloon, the spirit of. it ble' has been Interesting. In those
The choir of the Congregational church
was.
TO RENT.
far back days when billiards seem first
were entertained Wednesday evening by
Anniversary Banquet.
He also took into consideration, he said to have become on indoor game, a bil- NICE sunny furnished or unfurnished tenethe committee. There were 30 present.
ment of tht ee rooms; everything needed for ARTISTIC MONUMENTS
the fact that Irvington has nd police pro- liard table was about the size of a housekeeping.
All conveniences on one floor
The evening was passed with games and
Rent reasonable. Apply to
bit;
room.
The
average
table
was
30
tection;
that
the
village
is
not
incorporIn
recognition
of
twenty-five
years
of
AND CEMETERY MEMORIALS
music, followed with refreshments of ice
DANIEL FOSTER.
feet long and 18 feet wide. The sis*
Spring St.
jt{
cream, cake and coffee. The whole con- e*^"™ as a purely literary society, the ated, and that the precinct has not even a
was gradually and irregularly deconstable;
Snd
that
no
proper
regulation
Appleton
Club
will
meet
at
the
Prospect
In all kinds of
eluded with an "old-fashioned sing," in
WORK SHOES FOR SALE.
M
creased, until the present standard
house, next Monday evening, Feb. 23, at could therefore be given to the saloon,
WE
HAVE
AT
THE
FACTORY
ready
for
which ail could join.
carom
table
was
Introduced
at
a
biland the evils that would probably flow
GRANITE AND MARBLE
immediate sale a large variety of Men's
7.30 o'clock. Turkey supper at 75 cents from it.
liard tournament held In Samson hall. heavy sample shoeB. These s'—
shoes represent exRev. Mr Budd next Sunday morning a plate wiU be served at 8 o'clock. All
tfonal values and will give
gi excellent out
ceptional
Williams' attorney announced that no Philadelphia, In 1864.
7
door service.
H H. BROWN COMPANY. C A* RISLEV 8c COMPANY
will give his usual talk to the children members are invited, and may bring with further fight would be made for the liSwS
preceding the sermon on Grace and t em any they choose to invite. Mr Hu- cense.
Telephone.
West Brookfield.
Paint.
Irvington was settled over fifty years
Glory. In the evening the next in the bert Stoddard, as chairman of the supper
FOR SALE
Paint is used on houses, 1>ark setees,
ago, by New England people, and has
series of addresses on the ethical and re- committee has the promise of about ~
SETTLE AN ESTATE, preferred Stock In
sev- ever retained its old customs and tradi- fences and faces. It comes In colors. rlthe
Deuholm & McKay Co. '"
Ifcious value of the modern novel-taking enty thm far, and it is hoped a few more tions. It has never had but one saloon, Red paint is used on town* by young dividends
quarterly.' cr E~KEN"Dlifck 814
8tate
Mutual Building, Worcester. Mass.,
and
that
was
put
out
of
Lusinese
within
Dickens Hard Times," or the law of may yet respond to the invitation,
college men and old deacons. Fresh
a
year."
service, for his theme.
, Among those who are expected from
paint Is used by children when they
have their new clothes on. Paint is MORTGAGEES' SALE OF REAL ESTATE.
Frank Spooner, son of br. George R. abroad a™ Mr W. A. Tloyt, the first presalso used on sign boards which are
An Evening with Dickens.
Spooner, is now secretary of athe Salt iJent ol tne t"llb> Rev. and Mrs J.' L.
By virtue of a power of sale contained in a cerput up everywhere to Improve the tain mortgage deed given by James R, Bond to
Lake'City police department, and has Scwall> Mr and Mrs W. H. Holt and Miss
scenery. No American scenery is North Brookfield Saving. Bank, dated July ifi AIR TIGHT STOYES,
Clara
Rowley
1913.
and recorded in the Registry of Deeda for
been highly praised in their official
The Young Woman's Club met Tues- complete without them.—Life.
the County of Worcester, libro 2033, folio 1«, will OIL HEATERS,
be sold at public auction, on the premises, on
ports for his admirable system ol records, " There will be fine vocal and instru- day evening at the home of Miss Helen
Saturday, the Utli day of March, 1914, at 3 o'clock
and the faithful manner of keepiiitr them. mental music, and responses to toasts af- Cooke. Plans were made for the fancy
in the aftei noon foca breach of the conditions of O-CEDAR MOPS,
Timber : .in-led by Tornado.
said mortgage, all and singular the premises conSeveral other cities have sent men there ter the supper.
work and candy table at the coming
A tornado transported timber a dis- veyed by said mortgage deed namely :—
Of those who were member^ of the fair of the Woman's Union. Then came
to inspect the system, with a view of
A certain parcel of land with the buildings WIZARD MOPS,
tance of about six miles In Wales, re- thereon
situated in East Brookfield, in the town
Cub during its first year 1889-90, the fol- the Dickens' program, with quotations cently. The timber and other debris of
adopting it.
Brwkik'ld, bounded and described as follows
lo.viiijrare living—27 out of 40:—F. M. from his writings; a short sketch of his were found by a farmer, on top of
Beginning at the southeasterly corner thereof, at HORSE BLANKETS,
a stone monument 8tanding at the southwestThe many friends of Sfiss Cora Frances Ash try, 'Mrs M. B. Bishop, Florence life read by Gretchen Poland; of his mountain In Brecknockshire, where It erly eonrtjr'Gf land formerly
of I). W. Hodgkins, POCKB,T KNIVES,
Stoddard will be pleased to know that Campbell, Mrs Geo. M. Duncan, Mrs leading characters by Mrs John J. Lane. must have been carried by the severe at an angle of Mechanic Street, thence by land
of said Hodgkins North 81 4 degrees E. eightyaheis doing well at a private hospital in Gso. R. Doane, *Miss Mary French, Mr Mrs Jarley's Moving Pictures was a vari- storm that swept through the country two feet and ten inches to an Iron pin In the PLASH LIGHTS,
5round, th««ee by land of said Hodgkins 8. H2
Dorchester, where she was taken la tSat- w- A- Hoy', the first president, Mr and ation from the well-known waxworks- a short time ago.
egrecB E. about eleven links to land now or
formerly of Geo. -Baleom thence by land of said SCISSORS,
urday, by her parents, Mr and Mrs EmT Mrs W. H. Holt, Mrs N. 11. Foster, H. Mrs Jarley was represented by Mrs EuBalcom northerly about five rods and eighteen
Have Exterminated Mosquitoes.
links to the oid post road, thence westerly by CARVING SETS,
erson H. Stoddard of East Brookfield. &■ King, the first secretary, *Horac'e J. gene McCarthy; Marchioness, Mrs E. W.
post road to land nowor formerly of Francis
In Livingstone, the capital of the said
On Sunday she submitted to a successful Lawrence, Mrs F. A. Lincoln, E. C. Lin- Reed; Pegotty, Miss Mary Warner;
A. walker, thence southerly by land of said
Walker to said Mechanfc Street, thence south- BARN LANTERNS,
operation for appendicitis and the remov- co1"' ^v. Chas. S. Mills, Mrs Laura Little Nell and her grandfather, Elvie African territory of that name, the easterly
by said Mechanic Street to the place or"
al of gall stones. Mrs Stoddard will re- Miller Grout, Miss Katie Pepper, Frank Downie and Helen Tucker; Dot Perri- mosquito problem has been practically beginning, excepting however, what rights, if
solved.
A
ceaseless
war
has
been
anjr,
the
public may have to pass over the west- DRIVING LANTERNS,
■ roam with her daughter until she is ii ble A. Smith, *AIice W. Smith Foster, Luth binkle, Mildred Thompson; John Perri-_ . ,,TT xr ~^, .
waged against these Insects, with the erly part of same tract.
to be'removed from the hospital.
er K. Snell, Geo. R. Spooner, Mr and binkle, Helen DeLand; Tilley Slowboy, result that they are now scarcely ever tl00 will be required to bo paid in cash by the $ AMIL X bUALEb,
Purchaserat the time and place of sale,
Mrs A. C. Stoddard, Mias Cora F. Stod' MaryJMarsh; Mr and Mrs Mantiliny, seen.
NORTH BROOKFIELD SAVINGS BANK,
Concordia Lodge, No. 54, K. of P.,
WRINGERS,
Feb.
Ifi, 1914.
Arthur C. Bliss, Treasurer.
durd, *Mrs L. J. Stockbridge, Florence Beatrice Smith and Mrs G. Fred Crooks,
Feb. 20, 27, Mar. 6.
wwunu.
wish all its members and their families^
Rogers, and Eva M. Reed.
Those Jennie Wrenn, Lillian Walley; Mrs
POOD CHOPPERS,
and Pythian Sisters to iiofcfy the commuNot Overlooking Anything.
marked with a star still retain their mem- Squeers, Mrs W. H. Fullam.
Games
te, on or before Saturday, Feb. 21st if bership.
Spokesman of Creditors—"Veil, CoPossibly Some of Them.
SAFETY RAZORS,
were enjoyed, and refreshments were hen, we've decided to accept five
they are going to attend the Golden /ub-1
Dodo" Gaston remarks that a newsserved by Mrs John J. Lane, Misses cents on a tollar—cash!" Cohen— paper's Income springs from three THERMOMETERS,
ilee, so that they may be provided for at
Nina Finch, and Effie Amidon. Next "Cash, you say? Den of course I get sources. Advertising, circulation and.
Sets a Good Example.
the supper. This is important. Supper
DOG COLLARS,
der regular cash discount?"—Pucli
meeting with Mrs W. H. Fullam.
the owners of lost dogs.
at 7 o'clock sharp, Feb. 28th. Enter- i
———~ t 1
tainment after the supper.
Watch for I Elizabeth Forrest, Elm street, deserves
UNIVERSAL
Saturday gave us the hardest mow
' Rwy Money for Planter*.
Serlou* Indeed!
the colors of the order at 7 o'clock.
1 honorable mention for her plucky service
BREAD MIXERS,
storm since 1888, and caused an entire
Guatemala Is about as large as LouOabe—"I saw the doctor's auto In
8 milkrouto this wintef
William M. B-ridges is suffering from a'm T T""*'
' suspension of travel on the trolley lines front of your house today."
isiana. The planters are the moSt BROOMS,
"Any10
30
broken shoulder. *«£$£%£ ZCZnr"
^^ '^^ for three days. The Branch line Itept thing serious?" Steve —"Serious? Influential element and they sell their
No matter how cold, or pretty well on schedule, but the main line
onto the sidewalk
Should say so. He collected his bill." products for gold and pay their labor
CARPET^SWEEPERS,
In depreciated currency.
market on Summer st^'whel thel^'h T ^^j}™ 8now- °h° »»■"»-£ trains on Saturday were greatly delayed. —Cincinnati Enquirer.
ICE
CREAM FREEZERS,
tipped over, throwing, m lea" f,to te °nlf °nCe t0'fT'mi,k to their ™»J Good work was done toward clearing the
walk? He was assisLrt ,Z \? , I customers, and that once was when her sidewalks of the drifts by B. A. Bush and
SLEDS
AND SKATES.
Smith*
In
England
arid
Ireland.
Dally Definition.
In England the Smiths are the most,
Morton Lincoln, and the highway deOptimism is the screen the Individ
partment did its best to get the roads nal holds up to keep yesterday from numerous of all families, but in Ireland We deliver everything too heavy
M
bUt the open.
they are content to rank fifths after
to eafrv;
Church services were slimly at- telling tomorrow all It knows.
with his shoulder, and drove to £
i?"?^
""'
**
*
™'
r. actual deliveries are made by the young
Murphy, Kelly, Sullivan and Walsh.
tended and everybody that cooJd found
Prouty's, who found that the bone of his
woman. No wonder that with such daily plenty of exercise with the snow 'shovel.
left'shoulder was broken, and that it
Watch Bargain Sal**.
exercise in the open air she is always
Bad a* th* Canada Thistle.
The high wind 8aturday added to the
would be advisable to take him to WorWhen a native of Ecuador want* •
Licorice root 1* a peat in some part*
bright and cheery, for good health and trouble, and a second SnoW storm fol<feetor'fbr examination under fiiex.rw.
blank*t h* cut* on* from a damajagua of Turkey and Russia, interfering
good cheer go together.
lowed on Monday.
with toe cultivation of th* land.

Funeral Director

WORCESTER, SS.

To Frank H. Hair, Constable of the Town of. New Braintree,
in the County of Worcester,
GREETING:—
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, you
are hereby directed to notify and warn the inhabitants of said
town qualified to vote in elections and town affairs to meet in
the Town Hall, in said New Braintree, on Monttay, the second
day of March next, at nine o'clock A. M., then and there to act
on the following articles, viz:
1st. To choose a moderator to preside at said meeting.
2nd. To hear the annual reports of the selectmen, overseers
of the poor, library trustees and committees, and act thereon.
3rd. To choose all necessary town officers for the year ensuing, including one selectman, one assessor, one overseer, one
member of the school committee and two members of the board
of library trustees, for three years each, and one tree warden.
4th. To raise money for the support of schools, the support of poor, the repairs of highways and bridges, the library,
and for contingent expenses, and make appropriations for the
same.
5th. To determine the manner of repairing the highways
and bridges for the year ensuing.
'
6th. To see what price per hour the town will vote to
allow for men's labor and also for the use of horses.
. 7tbi To see what the town will vote to do with the money
received from the County Treasurer, called the dog fund.
8th. To see If the town will vote to make all poll taxes
payable on demand by the collector.
9th. To see if the town will vote to make a discount on
all taxes paid at a certain time, and if so what per cent.
10th. To see at what time the town will instruct the collector to collect all unpaid taxes by due process of law.
11th. To see in what manner the town'will collect their
taxes for the year ensuing. '
12th. To see if the town will vote to abate any taxes of
the collector that remain unpaid.
13th. To see what action the town will take in regard to
the care of cemeteries the ensuing year.
I
14th. To see what action the town will take on the list of
jurors as reported by the selectmen.
15th. To see if the town will vote to have their valuation
by the assessors printed the ensuing year.
16th. To bring in their votes on a separate ballot. Yes or
No, to the following question:—" Shall licenses be granted for
the sale of intoxicating liquor in this town ? "
17th
Voted that the town treasure r, with the approval of
the selectmen be and hereby is authorized to borrow money
from time to time in anticipation of the revenue of the present
municipal year, beginning Feb. 1, 1914, to an amount not exceeding in the aggregate six thousand ( $6000 ) dollars and to
issue a note or notes therefor payable within one year; any
debt or debts incurred under this vote to be paid from the taxes
of the said municipal year.
18th. To see if the town'will vote to paint the Town Hall,
and appropriate money for the same.
19th. To see if the town wiU appropriate money to pay the
Addie E. Hoar note.
'
20th. .To see what action the town will take in regard t
the Public Document series.
21st. To see if the town will vote to change the date of
holding the annual town meeting.
22nd. To see if the town will petition the director of the
Bureau of Statistics for an audit of its accounts in accordance
with the provision of Chapter 598 of the acts of 1910 and amendments thereto.
And you are directed to serve this warrant by posting an
attested copy thereof at the Town Hall in said town, seven days
at least, before the time of holding said meeting.
Hereof fail not and make due return of this warrant with
your doings thereon to the town clerk on or before the time of
holding said meeting.
Given under our hands this fifth- day of February in the
year one thousand nine hundred and fourteen.
CHARLES S. LANE,
IRVING T. WEBB,
CHARLES H. BARR,
Selectmen of New Braintree.

Monterey County, California
Needs Fanners
Not withstanding the fact that Monterey County, California, produced
15 000,000 worth of potatoes, su)rar beets, apples, live stock and barley
every f"ear, there is a lot of land that is waiting the settler and farmer.
- You should learn more about this splendfd coast country. We have issue
a booklet describing the country, which we will send along with a map o
CaWornia, and a sample copy of SUNSET MAGAZINE, the monthly
guide of the homeseeker and settler, if you will send us ten cents in stamps
to help defray the cost of mailing.
SUNSET MAGAZINE SERVICE BUREAU, San Francisco, Cal.

Modern 8oclety Arrogance.
Manners seem to be largely a mat*
ter of Individual preference since there
is so little harmony in opinion. A woman who condemns praise of a pretty
gown or becoming hat on the score
of bad taste will openly criticise her
neighbor for acts which are not to her
liking. This Is, on the whole, a great
deal of arrogance shown in setting up
a standard and expecting the rest of
humanity to follow it.—Exchange.

The Grand Army is Surprised on its
Forty-sixth Anniversary.

Shepherding Healthy Occupation.
Shepherds enjoy
extraordinarily
good health. It Is not simply a matter of the open air, the farmers do
not show a bill of health nearly as
clean. Doctors have suggested that
the reason lies in the fact that the
'strong-odor of the sheep has an antiseptic Influence and kills off stray
germs. The odor Is supposed to be
particularly good for whooping cough,
and In a sheep rearing district mothers often send ailing children to play
among the sheep when whooping cough
Is about.

Underestimated. ,
A lonely highbrow who can say anyBest Tree for the Street.
thing he wants to because nobody
The American elm haa many times
knows how to disprove It, declares the
rigidity of the earth is about that of demonstrated Its superior value as A
Bteel. Those who have sat down on street or lawn tree. It Is not nearly
■aid earth unexpectedly when it (the so subject to disease or insects aa
earth) was frozen, believe the pro- many other trees.
fessor a ding-busted old optimist.
Evidently Knew Them Well.
Bui—"What did yo* gin ">• Beng:
New Hep* for Hi* Bald,
plngton* for their golden weddtagr
An Australian has obtained a Unit- Dix—A book entltUd "Fifty Tear* of
ed States patent for a process for Confllet."—Boston Tranaorint.
transptantinf living hair on bald head*.

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concords
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SPIRELLA
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Furnishing Undertaker

Horace y. Lawrence,

'

'

AT FULLAM S

W. F. FULLAM
North Brookfield.
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Rebutting a Libel.
John D. Rockefeller, talking to a
Cleveland clergyman, said one daj
with a whimsical but rather sad
smile:
"From the stories that are told
about my love for money and my disregard for humanity, you'd think I was
some such monster as the criminal of
Ute anecdote.
"A judge once said to a terrible
criminal:
" 'And you actually had the heart to
murder this poor man for 50 cents!'
" Well, your honor.' said the criminal, with an injured innocence air,
•well, your honor, what do you expect?
Fifty cents here—and 50 cents there—
it soon mounts up!'"—Washington

e TIM EAU Hi

f

LOCK

Charted
Edmonds
Walk,

°Th& SW&r BJdid&l "77ie JbtemoJter Jtubg9 Etc.

Star.

was perhaps Rudolph Van Veen
cury olazed at mid-day on that mem- sumed too much alcohol the night be-1I liked,
#,,••.'.-, mnst
nil vsfnnl charfhfl.r
te>'s
most nntlnoahla
noticeable physical
orable occaeion, if you have not for- fore.
Then one afternoon the club was acteristic; for an Impassive face, and
gotten this apocryphal footnote to
electrified. Tom Phinney had been the ease of manner which cuBtomarily
The Silent House.
history.
accompanies It, is due to one of two
Certain it'is, at any rate, If Van staring unseeingly into the street for
things:
Either a set of sympathetic
Vechten had been anywhere else at some minutes. It struck him all at
CHAPTER I.
emotions that are sadly atrophied, or
this particular hour on this particular once that the windows and the front
else an acquired self-control so habitSunday
morning,
he
would have door across the way were no longer
Number 1313.
ual that every genuine feeling Is perAs Rudolph Van Vechten entered missed witnessing an incident which boarded, and that all the windows
Cruel.
fectly masked. In either case habit Is
"You needn't Bpeak to me for a the outer doorway of his club, the presently was to jar him from the wore blinds; the red stone steps, how- not long in asserting itself. And It
handsome mission clock in the hajl lethargy of his ennui as effectively as ever, showed no indication of having
month!" she said icily.
has been shown that Mr. Rudolph Van
"Then you expect to be through was chiming the three-quarter hour if the rotation of the earth upon its been recently cleaned,
"I say, fellows," he abrutly sang out, Vechten was capable of being startled
axis were suddenly to be reversed.
after eight.
talking by that time?" he asked.
and astonished.
And the incident, but one of a start- "thirteen-thirteen's occupied!"
The young man's thin, sensitive lips
On the present occasion, therefore,
There was a concerted movement
Ain't None.
assumed a rueful curve and his brow ling series, was not long In coming.
he did not long permit his amazement
Again from the hall floated the state- toward the club's window; everybody
1
"I'm always getting into hot water gathered in a scowl.
present left off whatever he happened to flaunt Itself. Quite soon he was
at my house."
"Fifteen minutes yet until nine," he ly, melodious chime.
the same lmperturbed Individual whose
to
be
doing
at
the
moment
and
stood
Nine
o'clock.
"You couldn't say that if you lived muttered in a tone of complaint, starpresence had surprised the club atWith the first dulcet note, Van Vech- silently gaping at the gloomy front
ing hard at the dial.
"Whatever 1
In ours."
"Blinds
close-drawn,"
somebody tendant a few minutes previously.
ten's
regard
fell
idly
upon
a
man
who
shall do until night the gods alone
It occurred to him by and by that
was passing along the farther side presently remarked. "Wonder who it
INVALIDS AND CHILDREN
know. Plague on such rotten luck!"
while he had missed witnessing the
should be given MAGKK'S KM1II.SION to
of the street—the first human being he can be?"
strengthen lie body. Never falls. All druggists.
And having thus given audible exWhat was learned during the word- stranger's entrance Into the House of
had seen since taking up his position
pression of his. feelings, he dismissed
Mystery, It did not necessarily follow
Some people would cry over spilled the temporary irritation with a re- at the window. He was not at all in- lesB, curious inspection was about all
in the man, who was entirely the information respecting Number that he must fall to see him when he
milk even if they don't like milk in signed shrug and sauntered listlessly terested
emerged.
Sooner or later the man
1313 that was to be vouchsafed durany form.
into the luxurious but deserted V^'S™^ ^iWSs&f ing the succeeding months. During must depart.
advanced within his field of vision,
ing-room overlooking the street, where
Van Vechten was eminently well
IN THE MATTER OF FLOUR he dropped heavily into a huge, bil- and it was much easier to follow him that time it was scarcely possible that qualified
to wait, since all his energies,
than it was to look away. So he con- any person could have come or gone
lowy leather chair which stood facing
and such ambition as he possessed,
Important Thing to Know, 8lnce So one of the windows. He immediately tinued to watch him, albeit but hazily within the eighteen hours that are the
conscious of the fact, because his liveliest of the twenty-four, without were directed toward that most, laboriMuch Depends on the Quality
discovered that the chair was insufferthoughts were occupied with matters attracting somebody's attention at the ous of all taBks, "killing time;" despite
of This Staple.
ably hot, and bounding to his feet,
of vastly more importance to himeelf. Powhatan. For as the weeks passed, which, backed by a considerable ferglared round for an attendant
That is to say, at the time he fancied and the shades remained down by tility of invention, most of the minPerfect flour has a slight yellow
None was to be seen; so he shoved
utes of each passing day flitted by,
tinge and a faint, pleasant smell, es- the stuffy chair away—it was too they were of more Importance; subse- day, and the windows dark by night,
leaving him more bored than ever. So
pecially after wetting. Daizllng white- heavy to kick—and Jerked a cooler quently his opinions on this score un- curiosity grew apace; the house became more and more a fruitful topic of he resolved to keep his station at the
ness indicates bleaching; a gray tinge and more Inviting willow one into its derwent a decided change.
window—all day If necessary—and satOnly a few seconds later, in truth, speculation; and with its secret front
or minute black specks, showing only place, wherein he once more seated
isfy his curiosity respecting the man's
he regretted that he had not given the constantly staring one in the face, the
under the microscope, grinding from himself.
man more of his attention—sufficient least sign of life or activity must have general appearance.
■polled grain. Test by gripping a
"Somebody ought to kick me for
The first twenty minutes or so were
handful—if it remains the shape of having come here," he feelingly re- at least, to recall something of bis been noted.
Why should anybody want to main- alleviated by a lively anticipation that
But even at that be
the hand and shows the lines of the marked. Then he turned again to his appearance.
the door would open almost any monever dreamed how nearly the epi- tain snch persistent, unnatural seclupalm, buy It Gluten is a most desirincipient contempLition of the hotment, and the man come forth; but
sode affected himself at the moment, sion?
able element Test for it by wetting
empty street.
Inquiry at the estate's office build- nothing of the kind happened. The
nor did he have any premonition of the
a pinch to a stiff dough, and washing
Van Vechten might have told ,yon.
house remained as still as It had been
the starch out of it in cold water. The if he had paused to analyze his feel- extraordinary events that were to en- ing was productive of no enlightenf he had nausea to™
»
., .«„
lmmealate future,
ment Considerable difficulty was ex- for months. Not a blind was raised;
greater and tougher the stringy rest- ings "8P«f nB Qe Powhatan ul
that hto
^^
w
perienced In gaining access to the no sign of life was manifest
due the greater the gluten content
attachment to his club was based upon
Then the watcher began to grow
lndennlte „0wne.s, the whirs
manager; then he at once denied NumWet another pinch very soft, take it
As the minutes ticked off
ber 1313'e occupancy. Whereupon restless.
betwixt thumb and finger, and try to
Tom Phinney felt that the Powhatan's and nothing occurred, he glanced at
spin a thread. If it spins it Is right; chiseled, high-bred _ features (which »-°° « *** "Urea .
All at once ,he stopped stock-still. committee was not being treated with his watch with Increasing frequency.
if it does not. but makes pnly blobs
were much paler than they should
Van Vechten, as it chanced, failed to the deference which It unquestionably Presently he rose and went over to a
on the flngCT tips, there Is likely to
have been) were by no means strange
push-button, upon which he pressed
observe this, for his eyelids, heavy deserved.
have been corn ground with the wheat.
to their present rich and elegant sur"See here," be said, thumping the with unnecessary violence, afterwards
with loss of sleep, chose this precise
Another test for corn mixture is to
roundings. In point of fact, no memhastening back to the window under a
second to curtain the scene. Nothing desk under the manager's nose; "your
dry a pinch, but not scorch it, and rub
ber of the Powhatan more assiduously
had yet occurred to prick his curiosity. confounded house is situated right sudden apprehension that the man
between the fingers. Pure wheat flour
availed himself of the club's exclusive
His lids drooped only for an instant, across the street from the Powhatan might take advantage of his brief inwill not feel gritty, but corn, no matprivileges than did he. Among the
to be sure; but within that brief space dub-**, *
r attentlveness to vanish—as the fellow
ter how finely ground, remains a little
small coterie of his intimates and
For the first time the manager's had caught him napping before.
the strange man's bearing had sudrough.
friends, and the much longer list of
A cocktail was presently set beside
1
denly altered. He had thrown off bis eye contained a gleam of Interest. He
Set flour barrels a little above the
acquaintances who would have liked
him upon a tabouret; he gulped it
irresolution, and had gone quickly up interrupted.^
Boor, and do not UBB the same one
to share the closer relationship, no"Isn't Mr. Percy Bonner on yonr down, then lighted a cigarette which
the steps of the house directly oppocontinuously. Any wooden container
body ever thought of calling for him at
he began to smoke feverishly. But he
site. Van Vechten opened hie eyes house committee?" he Inquired.
may become a harbor for insects. A
his own handsomely appointed bache"Yes, he Is," returned Tom, not re- tossed it away after a puff or two; he
only Just in time to see him disapJapanned tin can, emptied and aired
lor apartments in the Kenmore until
pearing through the doorway, and the ceding in the least from his determined had smoked too much the night bemonthly, is best tor keeping flour,
the Powhatan Club had first been
fore, and the tempered spirits could
stand.
door itself Bwlng shut.
»t—w He
«= waited
-~.-~- a
- moment,
—
, but
meal or oatmeal in bulk. All should
tried, and even then not before noon.
The Silent House! The House of the gleam died In the manager's eye. not 'remove the furry taste from hiB
be kept where it is dry, airy and free
Because, prior to that hour, all attongue.
Mystery! The house wherein nobody proceeded,
ot smells, as all take up taints very
tempts to communicate with him so
Another glance at his watch; nearhad even been seen to enter!
■ "Our bow .= „„™„., ,—
—
readily.
invariably had been frustrated by his
There was ho mistaking the fact aware, and we are proud of the quiet ly an hour had he waited, for It was
f
—r'
diplomatic valet, Barnicle. that everynow
ten minutes to ten. Would the
that Van Vechten was galvanised Into respectability of our neighborhood.
Everton Toffee.
body had long since learned that he
enough influence In our mem fellow never appear?
; One pound of powdered white sugar.
an alertness which, had it been almost There's
"
was not in the habit of rising before
And then Van Vechten's attention
Pour upon this one teacup of water;
anybody else under the same condl- bership to run out anything of a shady
twelve o'cloek.
was all at once diverted. He had orwhen the sugar has soaked up the wations, would have amounted to excite- nature—we won't stand for' It, in
Familiar, therefore, as his appeardered and consumed a second cockshort"
iter, add a quarter of a pound of fresh
ance was to the astonished and dis- ment.
The manager acknowledged the jus- tail, and was attempting a fresh cigar• butter, beaten to a cream. Allow this
"Say!" he demanded of himself un-'
comfited club attendant (in season),
tice of this ultimatum, but merely ette, when he paused, the blazing
to boil, constantly stirring the mixture.
It was associated—reluctantly as the der his breath. "Is this a pipe-dream? said:
"If you see or hear anything match suspended in mld-alr.
Add one-half teaspoon of essence of
fact must be admitted—only with late Or did somebody really go Into that wrong, run 'em out; I don't care."
He saw another and quite different
lemon, and turn out on a dish previhouse?" And after a reflective pause:
"We have a right to know who on* stranger approaching along the oppoously well buttered. Boil about ten
"No, I wasn't asleep," he deliberatesite walk. He knew Instinctively that
minutes. A copper or thick iron pan
ly settled the unwonted occurrence In neighbors are," insisted Tom.
"Inquire of them," said the mana- this could not be the first man, but his
could be used.—Mrs. English.
his mind; "I saw the chap coming
manner copied that worthy's so prealong the walk. Let;s see—what did ger; "I can't tell you."
was con, "Do you mean to say you don't cisely that Van Vechten
he look like? What was he doing?
strained to watch hinf Instead of mainknow?"—incredulously.
1/ T»U feel 'OUT of BOMS' 'SCR DOWIT" 'GOT the SLUM
What the dickens does It mean, anyTiyrKK from KIPHM. BLADDER, KKBTOUS MBJJABM,
"Just that. The present tenant nev- taining his unprofitable vigil.
CHROHIC WSAKHS8B. ULCER*. SK-* -WOPTIOKS, FILM,
how?"
He lighted his cigarette, flipped the
write tor FREE CLOTH BOUHD MEDICAL BOOK OR
er applied to us at all—have never
There was nothing or nobody to anseen htm, In fact. Occupancy of the match away, and waited.
swer these puzzled Inquiries. He was
This second individual was walking
house was arranged In quite another
convinced that
he had remained
the remedy Tor *OUK own •.llnient. Absolutely F REE.
manner. Really, gentlemen, that Is all hesitantly, Just as the other had done,
No-forU-wW Circulars. No obi lff»t ions. I;R. LKCIJBO
awake, although drifting along the borand also seemed to be devoting bis atuzb Co . »;TKRSTO<-IC Kn. HAHPSTKAD, LONDON, ERA.
I am at liberty to tell you."
derland of slumber, because he dis^W« WJJTt IO l'KOVt TBXRAFIOM WILL ccms IOC.
And the Powhatan's committee was tention to the house numbers.
tinctly recalled havlag heard the clock
He paused before the house acroBS
bowed politely out.
in the hall strike nine. He glanced at
It was not for nothing that the the way. There could be no doubt but
his watch. Yes, only nine.
So he
house was called the House of Mys- which was only Imperfectly outlined
could not have been asleep, even for
upon the red-curtained fanlight. Then
terya second.
that he was searching for the number,
Is Growing Smaller Every Day
All of which may seem a ridiculousabruptly all signs of hesitation vanCHAPTER II,
CARTER'S LITTLE
ly trivial matter to be the occasion of
ished from his bearing; he went deso much concern; but anybody acLIVER PILLS are
terminedly up the steps and rang the
On the Stroke of the Hour.
responsible —they
quainted
with
the circumstances
A perpetual mien of impasBivlty bell.
not only give rel' '
would not have thought eo.
which
effectively
repulsed
advances
At that very Instant the clock In the
— they perma
To begin with, there was something
or familiarities on the part of the hall began striking ten.
nentlycure C*SH
positively repellent in the verr appear(TO BE CONTINUED.)
strangerB and persons whom he dts•tiaatiin. Mil
ance of the house across the way.
lions use
Even
the
number
on
the
fanlight—by
them for
pure accident, 1313, for it was an old,
Buumaeii,
lsdi,r.t,os, Sick Hesauke, Sab* Skk.
old number and not the true one at
SMALL ITU, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.
all—was doubly and reiteratively unAt That Instant the Clock In the Hall
inviting to persons owning superstiGenuine must bear Signature
Began Striking Ten.
tious weaknesses. And who of us, to
hours, the poker or bridge table, and some extent, does not? Erected in the
a multitude of cocktails whose num- days when high, narrow brownstone
ber was known by no man save that fronts were accepted as the hall-mark
miracle of divination, the Powhatan's of aflluence, It still successfully resteward. He carefully indexed and sisted the encroachments of improve- VENICE MUST BE ENLARGED 161,000 In 1911. The cbolera kept many
tourists from Venice In 1911, entailing
preserved all the checks which Van ment which otherwise modernized and
a loss of thousands of dollars. Last
beautified the thoroughfare.
Vechten so promptly forgot.
Accommodation of Increasing Populayear there were no such fears,''and the
At the time the Powhatan Club
Without spending too much time,
tion Has Become a Problem for
biennial art exhibition and the dedicaor trying to interpret too many words, moved Into its new quarters Number
Italian City to Solve.
tion of the restored Campanile brought
let us endeavor to make the situation 1313 was vacant, and had remained so
an unusual number of visitors.
clear; for It was all very strange, the up to something like three months
Venice to confronted by a serious
manner in which the commonplace sit- prior to the opening of this story; problem. The, city Is rapidly gaining
Absurd Congresses.
uation described interlaced with what that Is to say, not quite two years. in population, and so far no place, has
How long previously to that It had
Andrew Carnegie, in his advocacy
immediately followed.
been found to accommodate the InHere—and this 1B the point to be stood empty no club member could crease. There are now 30,000 Inhabi- of universal peace, has no faith In
brought to the front and borne in mind say. During all the period within their tants In Venice In excess of suitable half measures.
was a concurrence of time, place and knowledge Its begrimed facade had,. quarters. Among the many plans; dls"These congresses," he once said In
Individual which had never happened been an eyesore and an object of exeNew YorlWthese congresses that adcratlon;
somber
and
brooding,
It
was
a
cussed
IB
the
building
of
new
quarters
4
before, and in all likelihood would
.' «"**~
<=>
uion/t. Another
Another plan
nlan coa
con- vocate, not universal peace, but smallT,.
at the Lido
island.
never happen again, but which wore sort of memento inorl to the idlers templates an additional town at the er ballets, gentler bombardments and
behind
the
big
plate
glass
windows
of
every outward aspect of one of those
mouth of the Drenta river. To-study less destructive bombs, annoy me.
rare and Inexplicable tricks on . the the lounglng-room, a silent but per
"When we succeed, thanks to such
the whole housing problem, as well as
THE HIT OP THE SEASON
part of Fate,;'ks rare and mysterious petual rebuke to the. folly of their other questions of local Importance^ congresses, In eliminating savagery
as mushrooms, freakishly contrived to lives; which attribute had more than
SATEEN MADRAS 2 for 25c
from
war, then It will be quite li
prominent citizens have organized a
once called
forth
munai plump
yiuuiy in
m the
i-uc uu^o
,.»...« .„»
v« a
- passionately
*■
~
„ resent*
.~~.—
land some poor mortal
order- for
society named
nameu "Pro
rm Venezia."
vcu»«.».
.-- ——
--- us
— to
— proceed
- • -- to elMnlnaU
midst of a troublesome predicament, ful tirade from some member who had
present population Is 165,000, against | the darkness from-night
Mafc*ra of Troy'a Beat Product
Hke Napoleon's star at Waterloo. Mer-1 been unlucky at cards, or had conTbla "Will Interest Mothers.
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for Children
relieve Feverishnesa, Headache, Bad Stomach,
Teething- Disorders, move and regulate the
Bowels and destroy worms. They break up
Colds In 24 hours. They are so pleasant to take
children like them. Used by mothers for 24
years. All DrUft-R-ists, 26c. Sample FBBB. Address, A. 3. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y. Ady.
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The Army of
Constipation
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SWEEPSTAKE UPON
SWEEPSTAKE

MEMBER OF PASTOR'S FLOCK
Benevolent Clergyman Was Right In
Assuming That He Knew Young*"■
ster He Addressed.

CANADA ADDING OTHERS TO ITS
SERIES OF VICTORIES.
A Manitoba Steer Carries Off Similar
Honors to Those Won by a HalfBrother In 1912.

DRY MASH OF GREAT VALUE
Meat or Green Cut Bone Should Be
Kept In Front of Laying Hens at
All Times During Winter.

When Glencarnock I., the AberdeenAngus steer, owned by Mr. McOrege*
of Brandon, Manitoba, carried an" the
sweepstakes at the Chicago LAvo Stack
Show In 1918, it was considered t» be
a great victory for barley, oats aad
grass versus corn.
So that there
might be no doubt of the superiority
of barley feeding, Manitoba climate,
and judgment In selecting the animal,
Mr, McGregor placed In competition
In 1913, another Aberdeen-Angus, a
half-brother to the animal that won
last year, and secured a second victory In the second year.
In ether
classes he had excellent winnings, but
the big victory was the sweepstakes
for the best steer. This vict»ry proved
that Manitoba-grown barley and eats,
and prairie hay, had properties better
than any contained In corn, which in
the past has been looked upon as
being superior to other grains In fattening and finishing qualities.
Not
only this, hut Glencarneck's victory
proves that the climate of the prairie
provinces of western Canada, In combination with rich foods that are possessed by that country, tends to make
cattle raising a success at little cost
Other winnings at the live stock
show which placed western Canada In
the class of big victories were: Three
firsts, seven seconds, and five other
prizes In' Clydesdales.
The winners, Bryee, Taber, Sutherland, Slnton/lJntch, *McLean, Haggerty, Leckle and the University of Saskatchewan are like family names In
Saskatchewan.
Each one had "the
goods" that won honor to himself and
combined made a name aad record for
Saskatchewan.
Look at the recent victories won by
western Canada within the last three
ream.
/
In SVbruary, 1911, Hill k. Sona of
Uoydmlnster, Saskatchewan, showed
a peck of oats at the National Com
Exposition, held at Columbus, Ohio,
and carried off the Colorado stiver
trophy, valued at $1,500.
In February, 1913, the same men,
father and son, had a similar victory
at Columbia, N. C, aad should they
win in 1914 at Dallas, Texas, they
will own the trophy.
Ih 1911, Seager Wheeler of Rosthem
won $1,000 la geld at the New York
Land Show for the best It* pounds of
wheat.
In 1912 at the Dry Farming Congress at Lethhridge, Alberta, Mr.
Holmes of Cardston wen the $2,560
Rumley engine for best wheat In the
world.
In 191S at the Dry Farming Congress, held at Tulsa, Okla., Mr. P. Gerlack of Allen, Saskatchewan, carried
off the honors and a threshing machine for the best bushel of wheat
shown in competition with the world.
In 1913 at the International Dry
Farming Congress at Tulsa, ©Ha-,
Canada won the majority of the
world's honors in individual classes,
and seven out of the sixteen sweepstakes, including the grand prize for
the best bushel of hard wheat
The grand prize, a threshing machine, was won by Paul Oerlack for
best bushel of hard wheat, which
weighed 71 pounds to the bushel, aad
was of the Marquis variety. In the district in which the wheat
was grown that won this prize, there
were thousands of acres this year that
wonld have done as well. Mr. Oerlack
Is to be congratulated, as well as the
province of Saskatchewan, and western Canada as a whgje, fer the great
success that has been achieved In
both grain and cattle.
Other prizes at the same place
were:
Best peck of barley, Nicholas Totmlger, Claresholm, Alberta.
BesWpeck of oats, E'. J. Lanigaa, Elfross.^askatchewan.
Best bushel of flax, John Plews,
Carnduff, Saskatchewan.
Best sheat of barley, A. H. Crossman, Kmdersley, Saskatchewan.
Best sheaf of flai, R. C. West, Klndersley, Saskatchewan.
Best sheaf of oats, Arthur Perry,
Cardston, Alberta.
In district exhibits. Swift Current,
Saskatchewan, won the Board ot
Trade Award, with Maple Creek second:
Other' exhibitors and winners were:
Red Fife spring wheat E. A. Fredrick, Maple Creek.
Other variety of hard spring whwt
B. Englehart, Abernethy, Sask.
Black oats, Alex Wooley, Horton,
Alta.
i
Western rye grass, W. S. Crelghton,
Stalwart, Sask.
Sheaf of Red Fife wheat, R. H. Cartor, Fort Qu'Appelle, Sask.
Sheaf of Marquis wheat C. N. Carney, Dysart, Sask.
Oats, any «ther variety, Wa S.
Simpson, PamBruh, Sask.
Two-rowed barley, R. H. Carter.
Fort Qu'Appelle, Sask.
Six-rowed barley, R. H. Carter, Fort
Qu'Appelle, Sask.
Western rye grass, Arthur Perry.
Cardston, Alta.
Alsike clover, Seager Wheeler, Roothern, Sask.—Advertisement
Geordie and His Wheelbarrow.
Oeordie was wearily coming along
the road pulling his wheelbarrow after
him when he met the vicar, who asked
would it not be easier to 4 push the
barrow?
"Aa darBay," replied Oeordie, "hut
ka's sick o' the sight on't" i
Many a man's popularity begins and,
inds with himself.
The fellow who has a free foot has
o business to ba a kicker.

Profitable Wool and Mutton Specimens.

i

The feeding of dry mash to the laying stock means much toward the Increased production of eggs. During
the winter months about one-fifth of
the entire ration consumed by the hen
should consist of meat In some form.
If they are expected to do their best'
and the feeding of dry mash offers an
excellent opportunity to give the meat
or green cut bone so that, it will be
evenly distributed and proportioned to
the hen. This form of food should be
kept constantly in front of the hens
unless you feed wet mash, in which
case they should be used on alternate
days.
The dry mash should consist of two
parts bran, one part middlings, one
part meal and one part beef scrap and
green cut bone. To this may be added
If desired one part ground oats. The
mash food should he fed In hoppers
specially prepared and not placed In
open troughs, as by the latter method
the hens will waste almost as much as
they will eat The dry mash food Is
naturally eaten slowly by the hens
and at a time when they have no grain
food that can be scratched from the
Utter.
As the dry mash is consumed much
more slowly than Is the wet all the
particles of meat or bone will be best
preserved In It and therefore more
evenly proportioned than Is possible
In the wet mash. The slow eating is
also of benefit to the hen in many
other ways.

HENraf HOWIAND

\visdom

F !JBH

T>r. MIlo Hudson Gates, vicar of the
Chapel of the Intercession, is a benevolent and fatherly man. He has no
children of his own, but is godfather
to nearly eighty. A few belong to his
friends, but the gi eater number are
children who have been presented for
baptism with no one to stand sponsor
for them. A dozen or more bear Doctor Gates' name.
Not long ago he was walking down
Broadway near One Hundred and Fifty-fifth street, and saw a small ItaloAmerican industriously digging in the
dirt. Thinking there was something
familiar about the youngster's appearance he patted him on the head and
asked:
"What's your name, young
man?"
The boy looked up from his excavating and replied:
"Meeld1 Hud-so-a
Gatus!"—New York Evening Post.

ECZEMA BURNED AND ITCHED

Uric Ac'ri Is Slow Poison
Excess uric acid left in the blood by
weak kidneys, causes more diseases
than any other poison.
Among its effects are backache, headache, dizziness, irritability, nervousness,
drowsiness, "blues," rheumatic attacks
and urinary disorders. Later effects
are dropsy, gravel or heart disease.
If you would avoid uric acid troubles,
keep your kidneys healthy. To stimulate and strengthen weak kidneys, use
Doan'S Kidney Pills—the best recommended special kidney remedy.
Aa Alabama Cane
" Weery Picture
Mis. Bmma Vlrjlnta
Harms. 6«H ti. Jeflflraoa
leu* u utviv."
8t Mobile, Ala..»ay»l
Kldnej troobla
caused me terrtbla
suffering. My kneaa
and joints swelled and
mr ankles were twloa
ttieirnorinalsize. For
over a reur I didni
leave tbe hoosa and I
save up hope. I bad
awful rains throaga
my bacif and was at
death's door. After
docu> rs' treatment and
everything else bad
failed, lJoiln's Kldnsy
Pills came to my aid
and in a few weeks,
they made me a wail
woman. I have never suffered since."
Get Dean's at Any Store. 50c a Box

DOAN'S",1,^

FOSTER.MILBURN CO.. BUFFALO, N.Y.
The young lambs will begin to come its course, and If she has been propalong pretty fasti now and If you erly cared for there will be little
7 Hartwell St., Southbridge, Kass.—
have kept a record of the service you trouble. When the lamb comes re"Our son commenced with little pimshould know exactly when each ewe move the membrane from its nose and
ples all over his body.
They said
should drop her lamb. From 148 to see that it sucks at once. Never alIt was eczema. The pimples look*TPinf Ufl.u a;r, n c DAT n:C
152 days from the time' of service low a ewe to become separated from
ed like small insect bites and almost
Removes fiursal Enlargements,
the lambs should be dropped. If you her lamb, because there 1B likely to
covered his body. They came to
Thickened, Swollen Tissues,
have taken good care of your ewes be difficulty In navlng her claim It
Curbs, Filled Tendons, Sorea head from which
water would
by feeding them on a light ration of again.
ness from any Bruise or Strains i
run. They Itched and burned so badStops Spavin Lameness. Allays pain.
corn, stover, bran, fine clover hay and
ly that my son scratched them and
When a lamb Is a day or two old
Does not Blister, remove the hair or
a little oil meal toward the finish, you it can be placed with Its mother with
made seres. His clothing irritated the
lay
up the horse. $2.00 a bottle,
may reasonably expect a good crop, of the rest of the ewes and lambs and
eczema and he was cross and fretful. delivered. Book 1 K free.
lambs.
the breeding place used for other
He could not sleep nights and would
ABSORBINE, JR., the antiseptic liniThe good shepherd will see to it ewes.
cry and say they burned and itched ment for mankind. For Syyiovitis, Strains,
that his Iambs are entirely free from
all the time.
Gouty or Rheumatic deposits, Swollen,
Examine the ewe's udder carefully
ticks.
At least six weeks
before and If she seems to have no milk do
"I used Cutlcura Soap and Ointment Painful Varicose Veins. Will tell you
more if you write. $1 and $2 per bottle at
lambing time the ewes should he very not be discouraged at once. Let the
and
the
first
night
I
used
them
be
The wisest man 0* all may be
dealers or delivered. Manufactured only by
carefully examined and If there Is lamb suck and she
seemed to be so relieved he slept a W.F.YOUNG, P.D.F..310TsmDlsSt..SnrlnD"«l6.Msaa,
will
probably
Confounded by some other man;
any sign of ticks they should at once bring her to her milk In a few hours.
The greatest seer may fail to see
little. I first washed the affected parts
Some
truth
a
ragged
vagrant
can;
be dipped. Place the ewe on Its back, On the other hand, if the udder conwith Cutlcura Soap and then applied
The greatest king that ever ruled
part the wool along the belly, and tains too much milk, more than one
At
By some poor clown might have been Cutlcura Ointment twice daily.
line of goods direct t« pour on the dip solution so that It lamb can bring, allow an older lamb
fooled
the end of the first week he was much
_ _rOT NKCE8SAir£
We frilly Instruct yon. Farmers, laborari,
will run down and cover the entire to suck the udder dry. This is very
In some most foolish way;
better and at the end of the second mechanics,
or
any
men
willing
to work can mtvki
The sage who has the greatest mind
skin. Do not keep the ewe on her Important and should never be negr
$i,ooo to S3,ooo a year
some time, 1B sure to find week he was completely cured. Every bandlinK
back too long, but place her on her lected.
our
big
sellers.
Bzclnslvfrbwrttory
glTtrev
WINTER EGGS ARE DESIRABLE Somewhere,
mark
was
gone."
(Signed)
Mrs.
W.
B.
Some silly thing to say.
We furnish you tbe capital; yon furnish tbe team
feet, part the wool along the back
to carry the goods. Be yon r own boss in a pleasant,
Potter, Nov. 12, 1912.
If the ewe does not have sufficient
permanent
and
profitable
business.
Write
at
uoea
The cunning montebank, the seer.
and pour some of the solution on so
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment sold for f nil particulars giving age and occupation.
milk for the first few days feed the No Branch" of Farming Will Show
The man who serves, -the man who
that it will run down and meet that
Quicker Losses Than Poor Feeding
throughout
the
world.
Sample
of
each
THE
DDOrORM
CO.,
Dent
10,
lamb on cow's milk, diluted about
leads,
from the belly. It Is a bad plan to
NORTH JAVA, «. T.
and Management of Hens.
free.with 32-p. Skin Book. Address postThe one whom others hold in fear.
one-fourth. A little sugar added will
allow lambs to come when the mother
The man of words, the man of deeds;
card "Cutlcura, Dept. L, Boston."—Adv.
make It more palatable and very often
The wisest king1, the poorest clown.
Is covered with ticks.
With
the
price
of
eggs
so
high
it
the lamb will thriven from, the very
The man who has achieved renown.
There Is no such thing as raising
stands us In hand to plan our manageModern.
start.
The priest to whom men bend their
lambs, or rather, of bringing them
Winifred was the guest of a coun^
knees.
The ewes should not be fed heavily ment so that the flock will do its best
into the world In
good
condition.
Each may behold ere he can wink
try gentleman of sporting procliy*
on grain food Immediately after the It. Is surprising what good care and A woman who will make him think
When the man takes good care of his
ties. She was walking with ~her~host
lambs are dropped.
It Is better to Intelligent feeding will do in producThe moon is made of cheese.
ewes he Is likely to have a good crop
through the park One morning when a
give them a light bran mash tor a ing winter eggs and on the other hand
of lambs. When he does not he will
no branch of farming will show quickfox leaped from the covert and darted
day or two.
Hope.
likely have a poor crop of lambs.
er losses than poor feeding and man"When I come home tonight," said across an open space. '
In the case of twins, the mother
The breeding ewes should always
agement of the winter layers.
Winifred clung to her companion's
Tommy's father, after Tommy had.
be separated from fat sheep and should be fed all Bhe can eat of the
Winter layers must have a com- while in a temper, upset the milk on arm. "Heavens, Mr. Tubbs!" cried Before Patenting your invention or
wethers, and In no case should, the most nutritious milk-giving food.
fortable house, plenty of room, plenty ,he clean tablecloth, "I shall punish she, "what was it? You don't mean to disposing of your Patents corauft
If the lambs do not thrive it Is betrams be allowed with them previous
tell me that red fox fur can run about
it Bunllght and ample ventilation. Too^ yon."
ALEXANDER
DENE8
to lambing time. Hurdles, four and teKfto take one of them away and much care cannot be given to provid*
Rmg. Patent At torn my
"Gee," said Tommy along about all by itself?"
five feet long should always, be In blUe them with a more vigorous owe. ing good ventilation. Cold draughts
125 K. 23rd Street,
New York City
noon,
"I
hope
they'll
give
dad
a
raise
readiness so that the ewe and her This is not always easy to be accomImportant to Mothers
today."
Examine carefully every bottle of
iamb can at once be separated from plished, but sometimes it can be done.
"Why do you want him to get a CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
the, jest of Jhe flqcfc This is espe- If no mother can be found to take
'raise?" the boy's mother asked.
Infanta and children, and see that it
cially Important with twins, because it, it will have to be separated from
"He always seems to be BO kind and
Send IOC for large package nice
Bears the
If one of the lambs should become the rest of the lambs and fed on
cheerful for about a week after he gets
separated from the ewe she will not cow's milk. This Is some trouble of
SlgnatureofCVa^^r^^ Silk Remnants for patchwork.
a
raise."
course, but It always pays.
Also earn money copying names.
claim It again.
In Use For Over 30 Tears.
Cribs should be provided for the
Always arrange your pen so that a
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria AMERICAN ADVERTISING BUREAU
Still
In
Doubt
owe will never have to lump over a lambs when two weeks old, so that
Dept S
Leitthloa'a Corners, N. H.
"So that is your impressionistic masThey
gate or a high board#or run against they can eat by themselves.
Economy In Fuel.
terpiece?"
sharp corners.
She should
always should be taught to eat a little ground
"The baby has been playing In the NEW FORED00R TOURHtt BODIES
"Yes. What do you think of It?"
•W- •Wil'Oa t'ness prtues lesa than ooat of ug-no*have plenty of exercise and access oats early and should be given a little
coal bin!"
stery. Madeor metal, leather npholstarj.arat-olaaa,
"It ceretainly Is a wonderful piece of
clover
hay
at
which
to
nibble
all
the
to water and salt.
"Have the nurse wash him thor- Dtaovcar. Hare coaaoe to make your ear look newi
work. What It is intendedsto repreNEW
TOPS * 10 DP. TOP COVJSKS «1 UP
time.
See
that
they
have
plenty
of
In order to give ewes exercise It
oughly and see that she saves all the Write for oar bargain list. Cash tor Automobiles,
sent?"
Sena particulars.
Is a'good plan to place feed and salt fresh water and exercise.
" "I have not decided as yet whether coal dust."
SOtb Century Co.,1700 llr.HKl wnjyNewyor»
They should be fed all they can
some distance from the fold in order
to call it 'Sunset on the Moor" or 'An
eat from the minute they can nibble
that they will go to it.
Mean Hint
Orchard In Bloom.'"
WE
MANUFACTURE
ANYTHING
Can famish
patterns.of bnu.t,or wood.
CaaUonfii
If you have not already provided grain until they are sent to the mar"His wife made him."
braxti or caat Iron and alntninao. Our shoo la
equipped with heMy engine lath w,d*HI presto*, owr
your lambing quarters divide one of ket.
"Good
heavens!
Where
did
she
ever
GRAND LITTLE MACHINE.
mining machines (universal.) QnotMlons fornlahed
Good lambs cannot be produced
the horse stalls or some other warm
get the pattern?"
w Lhoincoet to you: write. PRACTICAl. GAS BM*
Of course,
place In the barn where the eyes can without heavy, feeding.
Prize-Winning Plymouth Rock.
"What kind of an automobile Is It
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Mere Clicking of Animal'* Teeth
Frighten Simians Until In Their

Excitement They Fall From
the Treee.
How the leopards of the low country Jungle of Ceylon capture monkeys
is told by L. S. Woolf in a letter to
the London Times.
"Native Singhalese, who knew the
jungle well," he writes, "always as■ured me that no form dCJood, except
perhaps the dog, is so ace&ptaJUetp
the leopard as the large gray Wal
deroo monkey. I have Beveral times
found the remains of monkeys that
tad obviously furnished the leopard's
meal in the caves which serve the
Jeopards for a lair—and the inside of
■ dead leopard has shown further
proof.
"The Singhalese had often told me
that leopards do not attempt to climb
trees in search of their prey.
"Whenever monkeys see a leopard
■linking under the trees they become
excited and all chatter. As soon as
the leopard hears this he lies down
under a bush and begins to click his
teeth.
"This noise seems to fill the
monkey with terror and excitement.
They huddle together in the tree top
above the leopard's head, jumping up
and down on the branches, shrieking
and chattering. Below the leopard
waits motionless, clicking its teeth.
Until suddenly one of the monkeys
misses its footing and comes to the
■round with a thud—and then the
leopard is on it in a bound.
"I had always received this information with some doubt until I one
day saw, at any rate, the first acts of
the tragedy. I was traveling in thick
Jungle and my bullock carts having
gone on in the early afternoon, I was
following later in the evening down
the same sandy track. I noticed that
a large leopard had been following
behind the bulls and that he had suddenly turned aside down a small
game track.
"At the same moment I became
aware of a tremendous chattering of
monkeys in the distance.
I had a
Singhalese with me and we crept
through the thick Jungle toward the
nisse.
"After crawling about 150 yards I
saw about fifteen to twenty monkeys
Jumping up and down excitedly on the
top of a small tree. They seemed to
be looking down at something on the
other side of a large bush which was
in front of me and when they saw us
they kept on turning their heads first
at us and then to something else, leaping up and down and shrieking perpetually and—as It appeared to me—
gesticulating and beckoning to us
with their long, thing gray arms.
"The same thought came to the
Singhalese, for he whispered to me:
They are beckoning you to shoot/\I
lay still for a moment thinking which
side of the bush it was best to crawl
around, and then I distinctly heard
the click, click, click of the leopard's
teeth behind it. I chose the wrong
side, tor as I came around all I saw
was the leopard disappear In a great
curving bound Into the thick Jungle
beyond."
The Creative Impulse.
The creative lmpudse does not itself'
know the next step it will take, or the
next form that will arise, any more
than the creative artist determines beforehand all the thoughts and forms
his Inventive genius will bring forth,
writes John Burroughs in the Atlantic. He has the impulse or the inspiration to do a certain thing, to let
himself go in a certain direction, but
Just the precise form his creation will
take is unknowctto him as to you and
me. Some stubbornness or obduracy
In his material, or some accident of
time or place, may make It quite different from what he had hoped or
vaguely planned. He does not know
what thought or incident or character
he Is looking for till he has found it
till he has risen above his mental horizon. So far as he is inspired, so far
as he is spontaneous. Just so far Is the
world with which he deals plastic and
fluid and Indeterminate and ready to
take any form his medium of expression—words,
colors, tones—affords
him. He may surprise himself, excel
himself; he has surrendered himself
to a power beyond the control of his
win or knowledge.
Where "Stogie" Cama From.
"Ever know how the word 'stogies'
came into use?" asked Robert Simpion, a newspaper man of Pittsburgh,
to a little party of his colleagues at
the New WlUard. No one In the
group of writers did, whereupon Mr.
Simpson proceeded: "I presume there
are more stogies smoked In the middle west than any other form of tobacco. In fact, stogies are becoming
popular the world over, and there are
many who like them better than the
best cigar. A long time ago I was In
a Pennsylvania lumber district, and
the timber was transported to market by means of teams. The teamsters in most instances had a long
haul, and ordinarily would take a
whole day to reach their destination,
which was Conestoga. Instead of taking along a pipe, the teamsters would
lay in a supply of Pennsylvania tobacco, and as they drove along, with
one hand would roll It Into shape for
smoking. These rolls came to be
known as Coneatogaa, and as time
went on tie word was contracted to
■stogies.'"

GO AS THEY
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NOW

Mrs. De Vote No Longer Attempts to
Make Her Family Eat
Hyglenlcally.

^ did not Bee you at the domestic
science lecture yesterday," said Mrs.
Twinkler.
"No," answered Mrs. De Vote.
"There is no use in my studying domestic science."
"Why not? They tell you JuBt what
foods are to be fed to children to make
them grow In a healthful manner and
develop properly."
"My children don't want to hear
about foods that are good for them.
Neither does my husband. I don't dare
tell them that a certain food is good
for them. They will never touch it if 1
do. They think it in the medicine
class.
"I used to feed them rice. Rice, as
I learned when I attended the lectures,
is rich in protein, and the body requires a certain amount of protein.
"I explained It all to my husband and
the boys and that settled the rice question forever. They said they didn't
care for drugs with their meals. They
said they ate for the fun of the thing;
not for their health.
"They made all sorts of fun of me.
Mr. De Vote would say: 'Have some
protelds, boys," and the boys would respond, 'Sidetrack 'em, dad.'
"It was the same with albuminous
foods. They wouldn't eat eggs. They
said they didn't care for albumen. I
quit Just In time or they would have
abandoned their cereal In the morning.
"Some people want to be ill, anyway.
It would be a deprivation to them not
to be ill. Suppose old Uncle Wltterkop should cure himself of all his ailments by eating proper foods. What
a lot of good fun he would miss!
"Uncle Witterkop likes to take medicine. He can have more fun with such
symptoms as he can extract than he
can with a Japanese puzzle or a chemican experiment. It is science, philosophy and mental exercise to him to find
out his symptoms. They are his companions morning, noon and night
"When he discovers a new symptom
he feelB that life is worth living. He
hurries to the medicine chest with an
elastic step. He is anxious to see what
his favorite remedy will do to that new
symptom. If the remedy wins he
smiles with delight. If the symptom
wins he rubs bis hands. It is a splendid game.
"It would be a shame to feed Uncle
Witterkop properly and thus deprive
him of all that sport
"So I have decided to drop the lectures and let things take their course."
Lean Men.

A prominent Methodist bishop Is
quoted as having warned the people of
a certain congregation against putting their trust In lean men. The lean
man, he says, "takes himself too seriously, is Inclined to be hypercritical
and to regard hlmBelf self-appointed
inspector of the universe."
The good bishop draws conclusions
too sweeplngly. There are lean men
and lean men, some lean, perhaps,
through meanness, others through heredity or chronic illness. We protest
against the generalization that because a man's waistline Is scant his
character Is warped. The old dictum
that "nobody loves a fat man" should
not be reversed so abruptly, as if there
was nothing to be said on the other
side.
Girth, like a bald head, is but a poor
Index of what Is In the heart One
greatly fears that the bishop Is a rotund gentleman who falls Into the
quite natural error of believing that
some necessary relationship exists between his own physical proportions
and his own undoubted qualities of
grace. It has always been hard for
a crosseyed man°to understand that
any beauty .or virtue attached to eyes
that were straight.
Japanese Superstition.

If a guest leaves a Japanese hotel
without paying his bill a broom Is
dressed up, MB name is attached to It,
and it is inverted as a sign of disrespect, W. L. Hildbufgh said In a lecture on Japanese popular magic before
the Japan society, a London correspondent of the New York Sun writes.
Complaint he added. Is then made
to the figure, and it Is ordered to bring
the money next day. Farmers heat
beans to find out what the weather Is
going to be, and sacrifice a black
horse If they want rain. ..Paper amulets are used during thunderstorms
and shopkeepers at the end of each
year conduct demon dispelling , ceremonies.
To avoid litigation the person who
fears It bathes In the twilight on the
fourth day of the fourth month. In
villages wells are covered over during
eclipses of the moon, as the people believe that poison drops from the sky
at that time.
Billiards Extraordinary.

Harris Merton Lyon, the author, has
a number of gross and earthy friends.
He says that the other day two of them
began to play billiards. As drouth
overtook them they took the necessary
steps. Toward evening one of them,
closed one eye and looked at the clock.
Then he left to telephone his wife. The
other remained stolidly to pursue the
balls about the table. After 15 minutes the first returned.
"How—hie—many you made?" he
asked.
"Aln' made none," said the other,
drearily.
"What?" demanded the first friend.
"You been shootln' aU thish time and
tin' made none?"
"Yesh," said the other, with some irritation. "I aln' made none. An' lemee
tell you, I been shootln' for you, too,
ud you aln' made none eltherl"

DIDN'T TAKE HIS ALL
LAUNDRYMAN UNDULY EXCITED
OVER MISHAP.

Fears That Loss of Ambassadorial
Shirt Might Prove His Ruin

Turned Out to Be Quite
Unnecessary.
What happens when an ambassador
gets superheated under the collar has
become known on more than one occasion but it remained for the last few
days to develop what happens when
an ambassador loses bit sffrrt.
Tnere are countries where ambassadors don't wear shirts—at least as
shirts are understood, here. Indeed,
there have been envoys at Washington
who affected flowing robes, but that
was before the day when sf million
pairs of scissors got busy Jn some
200,000,000 Chinese queues. Shirts are
as necessary a part of an ambassadorial wardrobe as of that of the plainest native.
Almost every Indian
wears a shirt nowadays until he Joins
a circus or comes to New York, when
he must apepar in the traditional
blanket of his forefathers. And all
the excellencies that are accredited to
this country affect this garment.
So it is with that particular excellency who has lately been paying a
visit to New York, a habit that during the present administration has
gained such vogue among the diplomatic corps. Among other things, this
ambassador sent to the hotel laundry
a shirt. It was one of several shirts,
and, according to the best information
obtainable, It was a white shirt.
When the "wash" came back the
shirt was not in It, or of it. It was
missing.
The ambassador made a
complaint. An attempt was made to
trace the garment, but a frantic
search revealed nothing that looked
like it, except shirts that were established as belonging to other persons.
The chambermaid, the valet, the porter, and the employes of the laundry
were closely questioned, but none remembered having seen the article.
It was with deepest regret that the
management reported to the ambassador the result of the Inquiry. His excellency was wroth. He said be must
have damages; the shirt should not
have got lost. It was pure carelessness, and the hotel must reimburse
him.
Wild notions as to the value of a
shirt that was good enough to be used
by an ambassador flitted through the
mind of the manager. He knew that
shirts cost a lot more in the United
States, as a rule, than in Europe, if
they are made to order, or if they
happen to be of a superior material.
He knew of hotel clerks who wore
shirts that cost as much as $15 apiece,
and who would not think of putting on
a cheaper garment. What would be
the price of shirts worn by an ambassador?
As he pondered, the ambassador
spoke.
"That was a good shirt," he said,
"and it was new. It would be only
right that I should be paid Its full
value."
"And what, may 'I ask," ventured
the manager timidly, "Is the value
your excellency puts upon the garment?"
"It cost me," said the ambassador,
"$1.86."
The shirt was promptly paid for.—
New York Times.
'
True to Yankee Traditions.

A long-felt want has been supplied
by an enterprising New Jersey farmer
who owns some land of doubtful value
within easy reach of New York city.
The pioneer in a new life of endeavor
had noticed that city '^hunters were
greatly handicapped in their efforts
by having to tramp over a much greater area than they should to accomplish a very little shooting. Plainly
the situation demanded the services of
an efficiency engineer. So he assumed the job. He wire-fenced about
fifteen acres of his most worthless
brush land; stocked it with a modest
assortment of Belgian hares and permitted the Idea and ground to He fallow for three years. Then he allowed
It to become known that he would permit "shooting over" his covers by city
sportsmen on the basis of a payment
of 50 cents for every "ntbblt" shot
Gothamite hunters jumped at the opportunity, and the original genius Is
now busy booking dates and collecting
half-dollars. And still there are those
who maintain that the day of opportunity for the man of modest means has
passed.

CALLED FOR MUCH PATIENCE
Making of Arrow Heads Brought Into
Requisition All the Art and
Skill of the Indian.

Not all Indians can make arrow
heads. This art was the special function of the older and more skillful
men. Ishi seems to have been close-'
ly associated with the usual customs,,
he preserves many of the more highly developed arts and crafts.
In the manufacture of arrow heads,
flint and obsidian were used by the
Yanas.
Obsidian is volcanic glass, occur-'
ring in parts of California in the
shape of dark opaque, bowlders of
small size. When splintered either
by stone mallets or by another rock
It appears as brownish or dark gray
glass, uneven in color.
Ishl breaks these bowlders by hitting them with another rock. Having
obtained fragments varying from 2 to
4 inches long to 1% inches wide, and
about a quarter of an Inch thick, he
is prepared to flake his haka or heads.
The first flakes are large and freely made, calculating to give by wide
transverse lines of cleavage, and to
establish the fundamental outlines of
the point.
Later these flakes are
smaller and more like finishing touches. The tool he now uses Is not horn
but iron or soft steel.
Smaller tools are made of wire nails
driven into wooden handles 6 Inches
long. These are filed to a flat rounded point, something like a blunt
screwdriver.
In working the obsidian this edge
Is held vertical to the stone and the
shaft of the "flaking tool in the plane
of the left palm. Apparently the soft
metal permits the glass to make a
small dent In it which engages the
two and allows pressure being applied to the edge to be flaked.
As Ishi develops the form of his
arrowhead to a graceful acute angle,
he changes to a finer flaking tool, and
resting the stone on his protected
thumb, he then makes the little indentations near the base, which permit
the sinew to hold the head of the arrow. Never once during this process
does he hit or beat the obsidian. No
rough force is required, JuBt patient,
artful dexterity and strength of fingers.
Activities of Women.

In the Colorado state penitentiary
there are only 87 women as compared
to 803 men.
No woman under forty years of age
Is allowed to drive her own motor car
la Paris.
Mme. Pallier recently made a flight
'of 174 miles in an aeroplane, which is
a new record for women.
Miss Annie J. Cannon, the most distinguished astronomer in the world, is
cataloging 240,000 new stars.
Paris women are wearing half veils,
which Is regarded as a reversion to
the Turkish habit
Over 1,500 women weavers In Pat-,
erlon, N. J., mills have decided to
ask for shorter working hours and if
they do not receive what they want
they will go on a strike.
So that she will be able to learn
the methods of just how the schools
are run, Mrs. Lola Morgan, recently
elected a school director In Norwood,
Ohio, will attend school every day
with her children.
The school children of Lane county,
Oregon, will be taught road building,
and Miss Goldle Van Biber, who will
direct the work, will have charge of
TOO square miles of country through
which roads will be built.

—Festival of St. Sabas.
rhe first order of Christian Anchorltes\ established in Palestine was
founded by St. Sabaa, whose festival
Is celebrated on Dec. 5, the anniversary of hisNjeath In the year 632. This
renowned patriarch of the monks of
Palestine came of a wealthy family,
but a dispute among relatives about
the settlement of an estate so disgusted him that he forsook the world
and entered a monastery. At the age
of eighteen he went to Jerusalem, but
later sought seclusion In the wilderness. He made his home In a cave on
the top of a mountain. The fame of
his holiness spread abroad, and many
came to him, desiring to serve God
under his direction. He finally founded a new monastery of men who desired "to devote themselves to the
praise and service of God without interruption," and gained hundreds of
adherents. Some of the oldest Christian monasteries in the world, scattered In remote places over the deserts of Asia and Africa, were founded
by monks who had received inspirat*n from St. Sabas. In the latter part
of his long life St. Sabas was the suNo Place for Nearsighted.
The nearsighted man watched his perior general of all the Anchorites
**
friend restore to a portly dowager a of Palestine.
ridiculous little bead bag that she had
dropped as she sailed past their corWireless Musical Performer.
ner of the room.
I am anxious to get into communica"I wish," he said plaintively, "that tion with a musical wireless telegraph
women could learn not to drop things. operator who played "America" on his
My wife got me into a ridiculous key without an error <from -start to
scrape the other night by not being finish at about sundown Sunday.
able to hold on to her belongings."
I was tinkering with my son's ama"How was that?" his friend In- teur wireless outfit about that time,
quired.
listening to the dot and dash babble of
"It was at the opera," continued the Sound steamship operators, when,
Benedick, "and in the middle of the without a warning, came the strains
first act Carrie let her opera glasses of "My Country, 'Tls of Thee," In efslip off her lap. She asked me to get fect similar to a violin and with althem. I looked down and thought I most the same continuation between
saw them under the seat in front of notes. It seemed as if the operator
her.
could manipulate his key so delicately
"I grabbed them, but they didn't that his song had no Interruptions or
come at once, and there was a squeal dashes tn the rendering.
from the woman in front It was the
Whoever he Is who sounded this
heels of her little slippers I had new note In wireless telegraphy must
grabbed, and nearly tipped her out of not hide his light under a bushel. He
her seat
should come out in the open and tell
"She got hysterical, and had to go a very Ignorant young world what new
out until she calmed down. O, I had miracles are knocking at the door.—
Louis W. Greeman, In New York Sun.
a merry evening!"
.

AQUEDUCTS OF ROME
EMPIRE HAD MAGNIFICENT SYSTEM OF WATERWORKS

Dally Supply for the Ancient City
Was 400 Gallons Per Capita, Much
More Than Used by Any

Modern Community.
Will It surprise the citizens of New
York, in the year 1914, to learn, if
'they did not know It before, that the
citizens of Imperial Rome in the year
A. D. 300, or thereabouts, were favored with a supply daily of somewhat over 400 gallons of water per
capital as against a supply dally of
about 100 gallons per capita which is.
available at the < present writing In
this city?
Manhattan and the Bronx, with a
population of about 3,000,000, receive,
daily from the Croton watershed about
300,000,000 gallons; but Imperial Rome
brought in by aqueduct, chiefly from
the distant hills that encircle the
Campagna, over 400,000,000 gallons of
water per day—and this, by the way,
is four-fifths of the total supply which
will be led from the Catsklll mountains to this city, when the new aqueduct Is completed—and New York, be
it remembered in respect of its water
supply ranks high among the capital
cities that are the boast of our modern civilization.
The Romans had a full appreciation
of the value of an abundant supply
of pure water, as ministering to the
health, the pastimes and the artistic
delight of -a city of 1,000,000 souls.
Tne Romans of Imperial days had a
passion for cleanliness of body, and
the stupendous public baths such as
those of Trajan Diocletian and Constantino, were capable of accommodating at one time from 1,600 to 3,600
bathers.
The water In Rome was the property of the crown, and It was led to the
private houses by thousands of pipes,
which ran in every direction and under every street, and were stamped
with the name of the "concessionaire"
to whom it was brought from the
nearest crown reservoir.
The Roman was nothing if he was
not artistic, and huge drafts were
made upon the city supply for the
magnificent series of public fountains
which graced the public squares and
plazas, and were to be found casting
forth the mountain waters from every
point of vantage.
To the engineer and artist alike,
the most attractive. feature of the
water supply of Rome is the aqueducts, the remains of which, in many
a mile of picturesque ruins, radiate'
across the desolate and solitary waste
of the once fertile' Campagna In the
direction of the distant hills.
Of these aqueducts there were 11,
or,' if we include the tributaries, 14
In all. Their total length was 350
miles, and of this 304 miles were below ground and 66 miles were carried
on monumental arcades of masonry,
much of which has survived practically intact for upward of 2,000 years.
The answer Is that the Romans had
no cast Iron or other suitable material to construct the strong piping
which would have been necessary to
withstand pressures. They were acquainted with the principles of the
siphon; indeed they built many notr
able specimens.
Let It be understood, furthermore,
that the Roman* did not merely divert the water from the river beds
Into their aqueducts, thereby exposing
the supply to contamination by the
mud and silt of the river floods. On
the contrary, they thoroughly understood, and practiced on a grand scale,
the art of impounding the supply by
means of artificial dams. Also, the
Roman engineers understood all about
tunnel construction; and In one case,
between Tivoll and S. Gerlcomlo, a
tunnel some three miles In length was
driven through the mountain simply
for the conveyance of the water.
All of which reads very much like
some of those descriptions which
were published recently of the great
water supply systems of Los Angeles
and toew York.—Scientific American.
Mountaineer of the Lowlands.

The dandelion Is to these altitudes
what the Alpine flowers are to levels
just under the line ot perpetual snow.
It asks only a little softening of the
earth in the morning, a few hours of
sunshine, and It comes forth as vigorously and bright as if the season
happened to be late May. It can sleep
cold, stand the grip of the frost, endure the rain that freezes when It
falls, and, with such' nourishment as
it can take between the loosening of
the earth before noon and its tightening in the evening, produce Its crown
of gold—symbol of contentment with
feeble blessings.
It has not yet occurred to those who
seek to Improve upon nature's formulae In plant life to feed the dandelion
on luxury and steam heat. If the dandelion should be thought deserving of
prayer It should be this—that It be
left strong and capable and thankful
for the small favors that an open winter can give it The hothouse might
mako it as big and glorious as a. chrysanthemum. But it would make it a
weakling also.
Nutritious Peanut.
Scientists assert, after long research, that the peanut, which in the
past was not very highly regarded, is
the only food staple that will at once
nourish man, beast and the birds. It
is the most nutritious of the whole
nut family, rich in tissue building
properties, consisting glucose and carbohydrates—and at the same time Is
the cheapest

TYPICAL BLUE GRASS MEAL
When Preacher Came to Dinner Delicacies Were Offered Which No
Hunger Striker Could Resist.

Were you ever In the blue grass region upon a Sunday when the preacher was to come home with ma and pa
to dinner. On the day before, It would
get out to the negro quarters somehow
that the "preacher man" was coming,
and then the feathers would fly.
The jam and jelly shelves would be
rifled and finally the dinner came on
the table. There would be about half
a bushel of friend phlcken from which
the necks, backbones and wings had
been eliminated, done Jo rich brown
color; flanked with mashed potatoes
on one side (old blue Meshannock) as
white as the driven snow and as light
and pleasing as the laugh of a child;
beaten biscuits; Jams, preserves and
that old-fashioned apple butter; corn
dodger about the size of your clenched fist with a husk like the shell of a
cocoanut. and BO on ad lnfinitum.
We-children all had to wait for the
second table, but the old colored mammy never let us suffer and I Imagine
sometimes we were better served than
the grownup people. Then the pie,
the "punkln" pie. Never served in
less than a quarter and always with a
spring-cooled glass of cream as *
"chaBer."
•»
Do you know how to eat a "punkln"
pie? . Some of the degenerate scions
of a long-forgotten race of barbarians
clip it off with a fork and I actually
saw a fork the other day In your city
which had one of the tines widened
and sharpened so that It lookeu to me
like a kind of shovel, and they use
these Instruments to eat a "punkln"
pie with.
»
But no well-bred citizen would dese- S
crate a "punkln" pie by treating It in
this manner. The well-bred citizen
takes his piece of pie in his hand and
bites out crescents of rich, amberhued deliclousness from the pie, while
the crust around the pie and the sides «
of the pie and the bottom of the pie
are browned flakes of ecstacy. Half
the enjoyment of eating a "punkln"
pie is in smearing some of it over
your face. A pie having the kind ot
crust that wouldn't stand alone and
which would allow Its contents to run
all over your fingers and gum them up
would be hastened to the pigpen.—
Kansas City Star.
Plenty of Dry Streaks.

Dudley Field Malone, the new collector of the port of New York, said
to a reporter:
"I'm too new to my Job to talk
about it yet If I talked about It, I
might, like the mountaineer, give>
s
away my Ignorance.
"A man was hunting in Pike county, and up round Porter's lake he vls>
lted a settler's house.
"He noticed a volume of a good encyclopedia on. a shelf above the gun.
and said:
"'It must be a handy thing, away
off here, to have an encyclopedia.'
"'Yep,' said the mountaineer. 'Yep,
she's handy. I only got the first
book.'
"'Why haven* you got the othersr
"'I ain't finished this one yet, so I
ain't ready for another. I bought this
one off'n an agent eight years ago.
He come round six months arterwarda
and says, says he, "Here's yer second
volume, mister."
"What!" says L
"Why, I ain't near finished the first
volume yet You jest dig out!"
'"He dug, too. Nine year ago it
was. I ain't more'n half through her
yet. The wife, she's about quarter
through. It took a lot o' brains to
write this book, but It's my opinion
all the same, and I don't mind tellln*
ye, that I think she's got her drystreaks, like most, everything else."*
Marriage.

"There are too many divorces. Thereare too many marriages ot the Duluth
variety."
Jerome S. McWade, the millionaire
sociologist, was addressing the Duluth Y. M. C. A. on divorce. He continued:
'
"A very pretty girl from Duluth got
married five years ago. She is a stout,
round-shouldered matron today, with a
complexion like leather. And this Is
the little poem, entitled 'Marriage,'
that she wrote the other night while
her husband was attending a banquet
at the lodge:
"I never dreamed of such a fate—
When I—a girl—was courted;
Wlte, mother, nurse, seamstress, cook,
house—
Keeper, chambermaid, laundress,
pants
Presser, and flood scrubber, generally doing
The work of a dozen—
For the sake of being supported."
She Knew.

The modern rural postmaster has
not much time to read the post cards
of his neighbors, even It lie wished to.
But his more or less mythical propensity for doing so has at least given
rise to many stories, one of which the
Boston Traveler repeats.
One day a young farmer drove to
town, and wound up at the village
postofflce.
"Hello, Sethi" said he. "Got anything here for me?"
"Don't see nothin', Jake," -rather
Indifferently replied the postmaster.
"Was ye expectin' somethtn'?",
"Yes," answered the farmer. "I was
expectin' a postal card from my Aunt
Jinny, tellln' me what day she was
comln' down."'
"Hanner," called the postmaster to
his wife, "have ye seen anything ot a
postal card from Jake Leed's Aunt
Jinny?"
"Yes," was the prompt reply ot the
postmaster's wife. "She la comln*
down on Thursday."
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The voting list for the annual town
meeting, March 2, as prepared by the
board of registrars will contain 463 names,
men voters, 310 from precinct 1, Brookfield, and 153 from precinct 2, East
Brqokfield. There were 16 names crossed
off and 12 names added. There are 10
women on the voting list from precinct
1, and 11 in precinct 2, who vote for
school committee.
There was one
woman added to the liet this year, the
name being added by the registrars Saturday night.
,
A patrol'of boy scouts was organized
.Monday afternoon at the home of Rev.
Dr. Emanuel 'C. Charlton, with the latter
as scout master.
The officers elected
were:-~-patrol leader, Arthur Bailey;
assistant patrol leader, Raymond Bemis;
scribe, John F, Morrill; treasurer, Braqdon Elliott. The other members are:—
Harold C. May, Edwin Blemner, Leonard C. Rice, and Stuart Hall. Plans for
the spring campaign will be completed
before the eijd of the week.

EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
AT

"Foremost in Fashion"

100 COATS AT COST
200 COATS BELOW COST
100 COATS HALF PRICE
COATS
For Women, Misses and Girls
We have finished the biggest season's
business in our history and will celebrate
|' this record-breaking event with coat values
that are unequalled.
COATS AT $5.00

COATS AT $ 15.00

Worth $12.50 to $20.00

Worth $^7.50 to $25.00
Chinchilla, boucles, mixtures
All the best materials and all
and fancy coatings in very atsmartest styles, cleverly designed
tractive styles.
, ••

COATS AT S7.50

GOATS AT $10.00

Worth $20 to $30.00
Worth $25.00 to $45.00
Coats in black and colors,
The finest Coats of the seaboucles, Persiana cloth, broadcloth and fancy coatings in stun- son, exclusive fashions and select fabrics..
ning styles.

Journal Block, North Brookfield, Maes

HORACE J. LAWRENCE,
EDITOR AND PBOPBIETOB.

1.00 a Year in Advance,
Single Copies, 3 Cepta.
AddresR all communications to BBOOKFIBLD
TIMES, North Brookfield, Mass.
Orders for s'lb-criptinn. rdrcrU^nfr or job
ivirk and payment for thi> enme, may be sent
dtrtjutto the main office. North Brookfield
o Georgtj W. McNuitiiira, Uruuktieid.

BROOKFIELD.
T. Earle MeNainara was in Worcester,
Saturday.
Mrs Edward B. Pliettepla.ee visited in
North Brookfield Wednesday.

Holy Communion Sunday will be observed at the Congregational church Sunday morning.
The regular meeting of the V. I. S.,
Rhetorical exercises were held at the
will be held in banquat hall, on Tuesday
high school, Friday afternoon. The proafternoon, .March 3.
gram opened with a Lincoln's Gettysburg
Miss Ruth Prouty ot Brockton was the Speech, by Miss Catherine May, followed
guest Sunday of Mrs Lucy Converse, by recitations, The; Inauguration qf
Prouty street.
Wasington by Albert Tunstall, and The
Margaret Sheehy of Ware spent Sun- Tehjpejt by Miss Ida Boulette. Miss Imday with Miss Mary Pratt, South Maple ogenej?lower's piano solo was followed
street.
by an essay on The Philippines h;
Walter J. Langlois.of Brockton spent ard Leete, and the recitation, When Nifc
Sunday at the home of his parents, Mr poleon Ascended his Throne, by John J.
Clancy, and McKinley's Dying Prayes,
and Mrs Cyril Lauglois. ,
by Miss Lillian Weare. The song, The
Mrs 'Charles M. Buchanan returned
Postillion, by the school, closed the proWednesday from a visit with relatives in
gram,*rNorwich, Ct.
A |Wr of horses owned by Clarence
Mr and Mrs Benj. Clements, Spring- Palmer, of Rice Corner, attached to a
field, spent Suuday and Monday, with bob sled ran away on Pleassnt street, last
Mr-and Mrs Rotter t G. Liverinore.
Friday morning. The horses became

BROOKFIELD.
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A large sleigh, loaded with boxes from j
The Annual Town Meeting.
trie Spencer Box Co., tipped over at
May's Corner, Monday afternoon, and | The warrant for the annual town meeta runner was broken off the rear bobsled. ing has been completed and copies were
The big load of boxes was delayed two posted Saturday by Constable JT Victor
hours, while the runner was being re- j Guerin. The warrant contains 22 artpaired by the driver, Earl Potter, Spen- icles, of which 1 to 14 are for the election
cer, and Charles Pratt.
of the various town olficers, the approThe Woman's Alliance of the Fir8t J P>-i»tion of money for the different de
Parish chureh.had an open meeting in | partments for the ensuing year and acthe auditorium of the church Tuesday cepting the reports of the town officials of
evening at 7.45, at which Mr Brainerd the past year. The special articles in the
H. Smith of North Brookfield gave an in- Warrant that are expected to create conteresting address on "The Hawaiian siderable interest and be the cause of
Islands." It wasGentlemen's Night and much discussion at the town meeting are:
To see what compensation the town Will
guests were present from the Brookfields,
Warren and Spencer. After the address allow its fire engineers and firemen for
a reception was held and luncheon served. the ensuing year.
To see if the town will provide a suitaWord has, been, received in town of the ble place for the accommodation of sick
death in Brockton, Tuesday, Feb. 17, and aged people travelling through~the
of Mrs Pauf" Jerome, who a resident here town.
for many years. Funeral services were
To see if the town will petition the Diheld at that place Thursday, the 19th, and rector of the Bureau of Statistics lor an
the body was taken to Warren for burial. audit-of its accounts, in accordance with
Mrs Jerome while in town lived in the the provisions of chapter 598 of the acts
Adams' house on Central street. Her of 1910, and amendments thereto.
husband, Paul Jerome, was for many
To act upon the matter of an additionyears a motorman for the W. B. & S. St. al water supply for the village of BrookRy. Co., and died about iive years ago.
field, and raise and appropriate money
Word has been received in town of the ! thereto.
death, in city hospital Worcester, of Mrs
To see ifVie town will vote to disconPearl M. (Pecot), wife of Ernest H. tinue its present almshouse as a home for
Whittaker,taged 29 years, 1 month and its poor and indigent persons, and will
3 days. She was born in Brookfietd, the join the Charlton Town Association, or
jghterof Joseph D. and Jessie (Bemis) adopt some other way and manner for
P%cBT; where she lived most of her life. the relief and support of such poor and
Her home in Worcester was at 11 Kilby indigent persons.
St. Her husband, mother and'a sister
To see what action, if any, the town
survive her. Funeral services were on will votl to take as to the sale, use, or
Wednesday.
other disposition of its present town farm
The patriotic service in the auditorinm property, or anv part thereof.
of the Congregational church Sunday
To see if the town will vote to raise and
evening was well attended and proved to appropriate a sum of money for publishbe a source of enjoyment for all present. ing the proceedings of the celebration
Rtoreopticon views depicting incidents of of the Two'Hundred and Fiftieth Annithe life of Washington and Lincoln were versary of the original settlement of the
shown and a lecture on Washington was town of Brookfield.
read by Miss Hattie Ormsby and on Linv * To see if the town will raise and apcoin by Dr. John 11. Ham
Howard A. propriate a sum of money for the purLeete read a lecture on the Independe.i ■• ,.,.. ul extending the water main along
Bell, and Louis Flower recited Lincoln's the i'oihink road in the East village, from
Gettysburg Address. Mrs Frederick W. its present terminus in said road to the*
Works sang The Battle hymn of the Re- house of Pierre Loiseile, a distance of
public.
R'OU feet. ,
To see if the town will extend the
The funeral otjlrs Susanna (McGlinchy) .'.laxfield, who died on the 19th, was water main hi the East viilasa irqm...jhe.
held Saturday morning, witli a requiem ' North Brookfield crossing to the home of
high mass in St. Mary's church, at 9 A. H. Drake and also along IJ»ifle~±ve—
o'clock, celebrated bv Rev. Michael J. j To sec what wages the town will vote to
Murphy. During the mass Miss Etta pay for ibor and services on -the IiigliLawlor of North Brookfield, sang. The! ways,
bearers were the three sons, Edward F.,! On tin oflicial ballot the following quosof Hudson; John II., of Auburn; and tion, reij iiringa"Yes" or "No" answer,
Joseph M. Maxlield, of Brookfield; sindrwilf app' ar: "Shall this town accent the
provisions of section 42 of Chapter 514
Patrick Connolly. The body was placed , proyiskit
acts of (909, as affected by Chapin the r"cei\iiiLr vault in Brookdeld cenie-; of the at
tery, but burial will he in Sacred Heart tar .494 of the acts of I1JI1, which, procemetery in West Brookfield later.
-I vides that eigiit hours shall constitute a

J. Wayne Burgess of Marlboro was the frightened, and turned sharply around,
guest Sunday of his parents, Mr/and Mrs breaking the pole and one of the runners
of the sled, and becoming clear' of the
iidward R. Burgets, Lincoln street.
sled dashed down Pleasant street, until
At the Methodist church next Sunday
they came to the watering trough in ReRev. Dr. Charlton will take for his obpot Square. One horse attempted to go
ject, "Good-sound common sense."
on One side of the trough, while the other
Miss JosephineeHolcomb of Worcester horse started around the opposite side;
was the guest Sunday of her parents, Mr both were thrown heavily into the deep
and Airs Oscar Holcomb, Howard street. snow, but were uninjured. Before they
Muffs, Scarfs and Coats Below Cost a-nd Half Cost
Misses Mary E. Corcoran and Ida E. V. could retrain their feet, Harry Lamb and
Brown" speSit the week end with ae1 W,t!-eif Nichols core oe. haed to prevent
quaintauces in North Easton and Boston. their further progress.
The selectmen at a meeting Monday
Mrs Walter J. Hart of Springfield visii afternoo*n, approved I.
ted the'fii st of tin; week at tile parochial
i $2500, and appointed the following ele
residence of Rev. M. J. Murphy, Howard
I tit HI officers tor the annual town meetin
street.
i next Monday: warden, Henry W. Irwi
Miss Annie Delaney attended the ball, I checkers and counters, Fred F. Fraixpie
given by the Clieverns council, Knights [EdileHB, Clarke
irge W. McNamara,
of Columbus in Symphony hall, Boston, iHra in J. Dona
rank E. Holdeil,
Monday night.
/3al ■s Daley, I!
to.lilard, Clarence
All tin; schools were closed Momhiy
Olough and Raymond Vanvy; police
observance of Was igton's birthday and others, James W. Bowler and George
the .factory' of the .Ideal Coated Paper Bolac. Raymond Varney notified the
day's work tor city or town employes.
Company was also cli Hied during the day. selectmen that he could not serve as an
The polls will open at 8 o'clock in the
Still In Doubt as to His Mission.
Not withstanding the fact that, Monterey County, California, produced
"I am a trifle un#rtain as to what morning and may be closed at 4 in the
Mrs.HarryCorbin iand daughters Lill- election Officer, owing to a previous en$3,000,000 worth of potato'.'?, sugar beets, apples, live stock and barley
Ian and Mabel, of Itevere, were the gagement, and George A. Putney was I really came to KansaF City for," afternoon.
every year, there is a lot of land that is waiting the settler and farmer.
confessed Tobe Sagg of uoshkonong,
guests Sunday and Monday of Mr and appointed in his place.
At the annual town
An entertainment under the manage- who hjid consented to be interviewed.
Mrs Edward (irec
Prouty.
You should learn more about this splendid coast country. We have issued
"I
left home with the Intention of Monday, there will be
ment of'tlie ladies of the Congregational
having a quiet, orderly and entirely enough to make the met ing interesting
Mrs George W. Johnson and Mrs Clara
a booklet describing the country, which we will send along with a map b*
j church, in charge of Mrs Richard Finney,
orthodox visit, watching the people
California, and a sample copy of SUNSET MAKAZINE, the monthly
8. Thompson left town Wednesday for
A year ago
I was held in the towu hall, Friday night. do their Christmas shopping early, and bring out. a large vob
guide of the homeaeeker and settler, if you will send us ton cents in stampM
California, where they expect to stay for
I Miss Olive Goodwin of Millbnry, opened listening to the walla of fhe over- 1 334 votes were cast, and it 9 expected that
six
weeks,
making
a
tour
of
the
state.
to help defray the cost of mailing.
I the program with a piano- solo, which crowded passengers in the'street cars number will tie exceeded tl-is year. The
John E. Durkin left Sunday to resume ; was followed by a vocal solo, Sing me to observing tile deftness with which the j contests are for the offices of selectman,
SUNSET MAGAZINE SERVICE BUREAU,?San Francisco, Cal.
his duties as a police officer at New j Sleep, by Miss Mildred (I Mitchell. Next drivers of motor vehicles disregard I there being four candidates for three
Haven, Ct., after passing a three Weeks' ' came readings by Miss Laura Martin of the traffic^, ordinances, and so forth, i places; also four candidates for three -poJN_
vacation at the Durkin home on Central Millbnry, and vocal and piano solos by IntersperseH try resting now and then sitions on the board of overseers of the
street.
Miss Lucy Brarakelien of Worcester,' fol- at my aephew's comfortable residence. ! poor; two candidates for the position on
However, my neighbors at home, many
i Matthew M. Daley, Andrew J. Leach lowed by the one-act comedy, I The Girl of whom asked me in a circumlocu- , the school board ; two for tree warden;
When Newspaper Writers Fall.
and Martin .1. Donahue were in Worces- Who Paid the Bills, with the following tory way what, might be my business ; three candidates for two places on the
Newspaper English at its best had
ter, Sunday, attending an exemplification taking part: Mrs Clarabelle Bailey, Mrs in theidty and received more or less i board of water commissioners; and ten
the qualities that its enthusiastic adof the third degree by Worcester Knights William Granger, Misses Imogene Flow- diplomatic replies that whatever else candidates for the seven constable jobs.
mirers claim for It—vigor, concrete'
er and Margaret Blanchard, and Herbert my business might be it probably
When one of our woman customers re- of Coluuibus.
bess, directness and that demand on
NEW BRAINTREE.
wouldn't be any • of their business,
the attention which conies from deah cently bought five bottles of Harmony Hair • Through an oversight the name of Bieumer and Richard Finney, Jr.
Tiie senior concert and ball managed seemed to be so thoroughly under the
ing with the living facts of a vital, Beautifier to give to her friends for Christ- Charles 'li Gunn wa* omitted, in last
Miss Alice L. Cluise of Lowell has'been
contemporary world. Yet this Is no mas, she started all by herself a mighty, big week's issue, from the list of candidates by the senior class of the high school was impression that I was coming here to
advertising campaign, because not only
more than to say that a stirring mes- does each one of the women to whom she' for overseer of the poor nominated at the held in town hall, Monday nigl\t and was match dollars with total strangers and the guest of Miss Kathryn Mahan.
perhaps become drugged and wander
J. Thomas Webb and son Dying
sage usually compels fit expression. gave a bottle of the*Beautifier now consider
well attended, many being present from around with my mind a total blank,
citizens' caucus, the 17th.
But it would be idle to deny that the xt indispensable for the proper care of the
Webb have returned from their New
the
surrounding
towns.
The
members
of
and appear to hope so earnestly that
Pupils of the high school had a sleigh
newspapers.are not always delivering hair, but each of them has been the means
the class did everything possible to make it would be so, that, frankly, I am un- York trip.
vital messages; that there are days of getting several of her friends to use it. ride to Warren Wedn' sday night and atMr and Mrs W. J. Gray enjoyed a visit
if things keep on in this tended a moving picture show. They the affair an eventful one and that their able to determine exactly ifcat I came
when the fate of the world is* not in As a consequence,
f
the balance; and yet the newspaper way or a few months loneer, we wilLbe left here at 7 o'clock andYeturned at 11 efforts were successful is evidenced by the for until it is all over and I find what from al out thirty of their friends last
selling more of it than of all other hair
Saturday evening. ^
\
must proceed on the assumption that, preparations combined. Sprinkle a little- o'clock, being driven by Merton E. Wil expressions of enjoyment heard from all I n*. "—Kansas City Star.
that attended. The hall was prettily decevery day ie Armageddon. Theq ono Harmony Hair Beautifier on your hair each, soh.
Mr and Mrs H. D. Pollard and chilgets newspaper English at its worst. time before brushing it. Contains no oil;
orated wish streamers of light blue and
dren have been visiting in Worcester,
Manners In Russia.
Let a battle be fought in Mexico, with will not change color of hair, nor darken'
Among those who attended the fire- gold, the class colors, and to the right of
Mme. Viardot, the famous musician, this week.
i
the attention of a continent hanging gray hair.
men's ball in North Brookfield, Friday the stage were seated the patronesees, giveB one a poor impression of RusThe Ladies' Aid society, will serve a
To keep hair and scalp dandruff-free and night, were: Matthew Daley, J. N. Shea,
upon the issue, and the reporter will
j,rs Dejbert A, Eaton, Mrs Edward J. sian manners from the account she dinner to the voters at the annual town
rise to his opportunity. But when no clean, use Harmony Shampoo. This pure John Mulvey, Charles Hannigan, Misses
O'Day of West Brookfield, Miss Mary G, narrates in her "Memories and Adven- meeting, Monday. Pies and doughnuts
battles are being fought, when no liquid shampoo gives an instantaneous rich
lather that immediately penetrates to every Charlotte M. Daley, Katherine Dunn and MeEvoy of North Brookfield and Mrs tures" of a visit to the Crimea in 1886.
crises are reaching their climax, what part of hair and scalp, insuringaquick, thorare solicited.
Lucius E. Estey. A reception was held Their "want of logic" amused her.
comes out of Mexico? Columns upon ough cleansing. Washed off just as quickly, Felt A. Fletcher.
Miss Elizabeth Corcoran of Lynn,
"It enables them to be scrupulously
The gold-headed cane for the oldest from 8 to 9 o'clock, during which there clean in their persons," she says, "and
columns of vague conjecture, If^not Jhe entire operation takes only a few mospent the week end with her sister Mrs
worse; of Irrelevant facts; of rumora ments. Contains nothing that can harm the resident in Brookfield, that was given to was a concert b'vDonahue's orchestra, yet they are not nice in their' table
magnified and multiplied, and all this hair; leaves noharshnessorstickiness—just the town of Brookfield in 1909 by the and dancing followed until midnight. manners. One substitutes his finger Edward Glavin, who is stopping at Mrs
vague matter diluted with repetition, a sweet cleanliness.
Boston PoBt has been given to Henry Edward J. O'Day was floor -director, for his fork; another drinks out of the Mahan's.
Both preparations come in odd-shaped,
prolixity, tautology, pleonasm and all
Children'sDay of the Farmer's club was
ornamental bottles, with sprinkler Richardson, who will be 85 years old assisted by Howard A. Leete. During cream-jug, a third cools his perspiring
the other ills against which the rhet- very
observed at the towu hall, Tuesday with
tops. Harmony . Hair Beautifier, $1.00. next June. The cane was held by Tilly the Evening refreshments were served in brow with the break-knife."
oric textbooks warn us.—New York Harmony Shampoo, 50c.;Both guaranteed
But, if their manners were doubtful, a large number present. The program
Bemis of East Brookfield.
the banquet hall in charge of Misses PaulEvening Post.
to satisfy you in every way, or your money
was in charge of the school teachers.
Mr and Mrs Henry L. King celebrated ine Eaton and Beatrice M. Bailey. The their music was divine. "The whole
back. Sold only at the more than 7,000
Not Like the Label.
Rexall Stores, and in this town only by us. their 27th wedding anniversary Tuesday waitresses were Misses Mary Ellen John- nation is thoroughly musical, down to Much credit is due both teachers and
the lowest." And in the matter of scholars for the excellence of their exhi"What Is to be will be," remarked
with a dinner party at their home on son, Kathryn Eaton, Elsie Morrill, Cath- manners, as in other things, Russia
bition, in singing, essays' reading, and
Eugene W. Reed, North Brookfield.
the optimist.
West Main street. Relatives were pres- erine 0. May, Katherine O'Day, Dorothy baa traveled a long way since 1886.
"Well, I don't know about that." redialogues, and drawings and sewing.
ent from North Brookfield, Springfield E. Woodard, Ruth S. Estey and Georgia
plied bis pessimistic .neighbor. "You
Remarks were made by superintendent
and Brookfield. Mr and Mrs King were Holcomb. The sum of ftlO was netted
In the Campaign of Life
HAY FOR RALE
Just ought to see how those governof schools M. A. Stone, H. D. Pollard,
Lit* Is a campaign, not a battle,
from the affair, which will be added to FODB TONS8 good cow hay for
fol Mis. For furment vegetable seeds I planted panned and has Its defeats as well as Its vlo> married at Petersham, the latter being
ther Information
uaformatton inquire
jngutre of
F. A. Morse, D, C. Wetherell, Rev. Wm.
formerly Miss Mattie Stone. They have the fund to pay expenses of the class on
out"
W. H. NICHOLS, East Main Bt,
toriea — Donn Piatt.
a trip to Washington next month.
Brookfield France and J. E. Barr.
lived in Brookfield 20 years.
1W9*

The Greatest Fur Values for Years
RICHARD HEALY,
512 Main Street,
Worcester, Mass.

Monterey County, California
Needs Farmers

LOCAL WOMAN NOW ^~~
A BIG ADVERTISER

.,'
BROOKFIELD TIMES
BROOKFIELD TIMES

LIEUT. BECKER
MAY GO FREE

DEFENDERS OF THE PANAMA CANAL

[BLIZZARD GRIPS
MIDDLE WEST
Winter's Worst Storm Rages
Over Wide Area

New York Gun Men.Must Die
For Rosenthal Murder.
A RETRIAL IS

TRAINS U0ST tNjTHE SNOW

UNLIKELY

Whitman Believes Second Conviction
Now Impossible.—Court

of

Great Damage to Live Stock—Wire
Service Demoralized—Towns Short

Ap-

peals Affirms Verdict Against

of Fuel—Cold Wave Extend-

Four.

ing

New York—The
conviction
of
Charles Becker, former police lieutenant, of the murder of Gambler
Human Rosenthal, has been annulled
by 'he court of appeals at Albany, the
highest tribunal in the state.
Becker is entitled to a new trial,
but it seems probable that he may go
free without facing a second ordeal.
It was made known that Dist. Atty.
Charles S. Whitman believes that under the prevailing opinion handed
down by the court conviction a second
time would be impossible.
The appeal taken by the four gunmen "Whltey" Lewis, "Lefty Louie,"
'Gyp the Blood" and "Dago Frank,"
convicted as the actual murders of
Artillery men are temporarily encamped at Corozal, in the Canal Zone,
Iloehenthal, and whom Becker was acuntil the big guns which are to be manned by them are put in position. The
cused of having instigated to commit
upper photograph shows one of the 12-inch disappearing guns which «ye te be
the crime was not sustained and they
mounted at the entrances to the canal, and below is seen the Corozal enwill die in the electric chair, probably
campment,
.i.. >i
in March, except in the event of executive clemency.
Justice Goff, the court held, erred
In many of his rulings at Becker's
'trial and appeared to be prejudical
iin his attitude toward the defendant
iThe reversal was based solely on
ithese grounds.
No attempt was made by the court
| to say whether the weight of evidence
[against Becker was sufficient to war- Capture Mail and Baggage Cars Chieftain Said to Have Personrant his conviction. It was pointed
ally Slain W. S. Benton
on Queen ami Crescent Line
'out, however, that the
testimony
| against him was given by witnesses
of low class, and as much of it was
jopen to doubt he therefore was en- GET$40,000 REGISTERED MAIL EXPECT ACTION BY POWERS
titled to a fairer trial than he reI ceived.
>
Six members of the court concurred Postal Clerk Who Resists Is Stabbed, Villa Leaves Juarez in Haste, Folin the prevailing Becker
opinion,
lowing Exposure of Act Which May
and Outlaws Escape with Booty—
which was written by Judge Hiscock.
Result in United States
Sheriff's Posse Trailing Them
In a dissenting opinion, Judge WerIntervention.
With Bloodhounds.
Iner said that the main contentions of
ithe state had been amply proven to
El Paso, Tex.—Willalm S. Benton,
Birmingham, Ala.—Queen &, Creswarrant conviction.
the wealthy Scotch ranch owner who
"The district attorney is the last cent passenger train No. 1, from New was killed in Juarez, lost his life be| man in the world," said Mr. Whitman York to New Orleans, running forty cause he would not swallow an un"who should want a conviction to minutes late, was held up about twelve speakable insult and a blow in the
|stand which is not justifiable by law. miles north of here by three masked face from Pancho Villa, rebel leader.
That is all the comment that I care robbers, who obtained four sacks of
Whether he was shot by Villa himregistered mall, said to have contained
jto make."
self as he lay on the floor at the feet
Mr. Whitman says he has little hope more than $40,000,
of the rebel cheftiain or was executed
At Attala three men boarded the
of presenting evidence against Beckat the order of a hasty court-martial
ier sufficient to convict at a second engine, and one and one-half miles is a matter for conjecture.
[trial. As the district attorney was south of Attala held up the engine
Benton's Mexican wife insists, that
said to have interpreted the opinion, crew at the point of revolvers. They he was murdered in cold blood and is
then
ran
the
train
to
within
five
miles
Ithe testimony of the three chief witcrying for vengeance. His cousin,
nesses against Becker—Jack Rose, of Irondale, where they forced the partenr with him in the great ranch the
crew
to
uncouple
the
mail
and
express
Eridgey Webber and Harry Vallon,
spoliation of which sent Benton to proslf-confessed accomplices—has not cars from the rest of the train.
test to Villa, asserts that Benton was
The robbers ran the locomotive and
been held by the court to be credible.
unarmed when he went to the rebel
Although It Is known that the district express and mall cars a mile south, leaders' office. Villa declares that the
attorney has new evidence which he and forced the crew to uncouple the Scotch rancher was In a plot to
could bring forth, the testimony of mall cars.
assassinate him and came to him
The robbers then entered the mall
these gamblers, who said they hired
armed to kill him if he got the chance.
car and covered the live clerks. They
the gunmen to kill Rosenthal at BeckA few hours after Villa had made
asked for the chief clerk and demander's behest, was the foundation of the
ed the registered mail. The clerk re- his explanation of the killing to T. D.
case.
plied that he had none. He resisted Edwards, the United States Consul,
he left Juarez hurriedly for ChihuaMr. Whitman is also under the Imand was stabbed. *The robbers ranpression that in effect the court had sacked the car and secured the regis- hua on a special train carrying a carheld that Sam Schepps, the smooth- tered mail books. They took the New load of ammunition just cleared
talking little gambler who corrobor- York-New Orleans registered mail and through the 'American custom house.
A. Mexican who was present when
ated the trio, also was an accomplice.
decamped, leaving one sack contain"If 20 men were in the conspiracy ing {10,000 behind. The express car Villa first received Benton told his
version of the affair, but insisted that
to murder," a lawyer close to the dis- was not molested.
his name be withheld, fearing the
trict attorney said, "and 19 of them
Birmingham officials of the Queen heavy hand of the rebel leader.
were to turn state's evidence against
& Crescent were notified of the hold"Benton was admitted to Villa's
the 20th, the 20th could not be conup, and a special train rushed officers
victed under this decision. It would and bloodhounds to the scene. No presence," says this man, "and at once
began
to speak heatedly of the wrongs
be futile to bring Becker on trial trace of the robbers was found. The
he had suffered from the rebels.
again."
officers are searching for them.
" 'You and your men are bandits,
It is the consensus of opinion among
pure and simple,' said Benton. 'You
those connected with the district atGOETHALS HOME AND SILENT.
have taken my horses, destroyed my
torney's office that, should any action
property and damaged me in every
be taken by Becker's counsel toward Refuses to Discuss Politics or Canal way, yet you pose before the world
securing a dismissal of the case, Distas civilized warriors. You are fightAffairs.
atty. Whitman would not oppose it.
New York.—"I am not In politics?] ing for loot and power.'
"Villa then rose from behind the
f
AMERICAN CITIZEN HANGED
IN I have nothing to say."'
Thus Colonel George W. Goethals, small desk at which he was sitting,"
MEXICO.
builder of the Panama Canal and prob- contlnuued the Informant, "and shakably next police commissioner of New ing his fist at the Scotchman, exclaimComplained of Federal Soldiers StealYork,
answered all questions regarding ed: 'You Bre a Federal -"ympathlzer
*
ing Horses.
his future on his arrival on the steam- and you have aided the ssasslns of
Madero in every way. I am going to
er Metapan from Panama,
Laredo, Tex—Clemento Vergara, an
drive you out of the country, you
'
The
first
person
aboard
the
steamAmerican citizen, captured and car"Then Villa slapped Benton full in
ried into Mexico recently by Mexican ship was Robert S. Blnkerd, secretary the face. The rancher was inflamed
Federals, was hanged after his cap- of the City STjlub who has charge of with anger.
ture, according to advices brought the campaign for the passage of police
" 'Damn you, , Pancho Villa,' he
bills for which Colonel Goethals has shouted, 'I am as good a man as you
here from Hidalgo, Mexico.
asked
as
a
condition
before
he
acare and I will net take that insult.'
Vergara had been ordered released
cepts th police commissionership.
"He sprang at Villa with his bare
ty the Federal commander at Piedras
Another
person
was
Mirlton
Fluhrer,
hands. The giant rebel stepped back
Negras, as the result of representasecretary
to
Dudley
Field
Malone,
cola pace and coolly struck 1 lm over the
tions in his behalf by American aulector of the port of New York, bear- head with a heavy revolver. As Benthorities.
ing
the
freedom
of
the
port
to
the
ton lay on the floor he levelled the
Vergara, it is reported, complained
weapon. A woman who was In the
that Mexican federals were stealing color -I.
Colonel Goethals had nothing to room—I do not know whether it was
*his horses from an island in the Rio
Grande, near Falafox, was lured to say in regard to the report that he the General's wife or not—rushed in
'the island by promise of pay for the would become Progressive candidate front of him, grasped his arm ami
horaes, knocked in the head and car- for Governor of the Stats of New begged him not to shoot. Then I and
York or that he would sometime ac- the others in the room ran out and
vied unconscious into Mexico.
cept the police commissionership of do not know what happened afterward,"
Carden to Tell Wilson of Many Other New York City. -',»',

MASKED ROBBERS VILLA KILLS A
HOLD UP A TRAIN BRITISH SUBJECT

Murders.

Mexico City.—Sir Lionel Carden,
the British minister, who has left the
'Mexican capital for Now York, says
Hie expects to have the opportunity to
(tell President Wilson much regarding
lincidents similar to the Benton case,
[although not registered at the headquarters of any of the rebels, so
(prominently identified with the re'volu'tion as is Villa.
The British minister has further
stated that he has collected for WF
government data regarding scores o
murders ,
,

FLOODS SPREAD WIDE RUIN.

TRAIN BANDITS KILL 3.

Two Lives Lost and Damage Estimated
•t $500,000 to $1,000,000.
Los Angeles.—Two lives were lost
and damage estimated at from $500,000 to $1,000,000 was wrought by the
two-day storm which brought a record
rain to six Southern California counties. At severfSflPOlnts near Los Angeles a precipitation of from six to
eight inches was recorded between
midnight Tuesday and 8 o'clock Thurslay morning. The orange growinr
section and the railroad suffered most.

Resisted by Great Northern Passengers They Give Battle.

Belllngham, Wash.—Three passengers on a Great Northern passengers
train bound for Vancouver, B. C, resisted three bandits and were shot
dead. .
Thomas B. Wadsworth, a Canadian
Pacific conductor, of Vancouver, B. C;
R, L. Lee of Bremerton, Wash., and
M. B. McElhoes, a traveling salesman,
of Vancouver, B. C, were killed. The
robbers escaped with their booty.

to

Gulf.

Chicago.—Intensely cold .weather
arid the worst storm of the winter,
extending over a wide area, were reported in despatches from., practically
all the Northwest,' middle West, and
Ohio and Missouri valleys, the middle
Atlantic States and southern New England. On the Pacific coast heavy rains
prevail, and the South Atlantic coast
also reports cold rains and lowering
temperatures.
In Chicago the blizzard caused four
deaths and numberless injuries. The
terrific gale- blew people from the
walks and rolled them along the
streets. Ropes were stretched and extra policemen were stationed at the
most exposed corners facing the lake.
Chicago has no wires to any point
west of Omaha. All of the Middle
West is under a heavy snow. Montana
points report 40 degrees below zero
with high winds.
KansaB City was practically isolated
with wires down and train schedules
impossible. Colorado is under a fresh baptism of
six inches of snow.
Central Illinois reports the worst
storm in its history. Springfield was
virtually isolated, with business paralyzed, trains stalled jn snowdrifts and
wires down. At Decatur schools were
dismissed. The coal supply there is
almost exhausted and the city will be
in darkness unless the stock can be
speedily replenished.
These conditions prevailed also in
Iowa and Nebraska, but were somewhat improved later, the gale having
moderated and the snowfall subsided.
Great damage to the fruit crop of
east and south Texas is feared as a result of the severe cold wave In the
State. Below freezing temperature is
predicted to the Texas coast A forty
degree drop was registered in Austin.
Southern California is still Incommunicado.
Neither telegraph company will accept any business for LOB
Angeles, San Diego, RediandB, or any
place in that territory, and the limited
service had at Intervals with San
Francisco and Portland was abandoned altogether, nothing being accepted
for any point west of Omaha.
Throughout Missouri, Iowa, Central
and Southern Illinois, Kansas, Nebraska, Indiana and Ohio heavy snows, accompanied by high winds and low
temperatures, were general. Telephone and telegraph lines were demoralized and steam railroad traffic
badly delayed. Interurban lines were
put out of operation and in several
cities street car traffic was entirely
stopped.
Mail trains arriving in Chicago were
four and five hours late.
Grain brokers in Chicago felt great
apprehension over the probable effect
of the storm on the winter wheat crop.
The damage caused by the three
days' storm in California, said to be
the worst In the history of the State,
is estimated at $4,500,000. Almost all
trains were stopped and telephone and
telegraph service was crippled.
Traffic on the Pennsylvania lines between Dayton, Ohio, and Richmond
Ind., was abandoned because of the
heavy drifts through the Miami River
valley.
The Muskingum Valley also was
hard hit, eight inches of snow falling
during six hours.
Fuel shortage threatens several
Ofilo cities and towns, but chiefly Canton and Newark.
In western Pennsylvannia and West
Virginia the snow drifted badly, making country roads impassable and
threatening serious interruption of
business. Telephone and telegraph
wires suffered. Hundreds of track
men kept the railroads in the Pittsburgh district open.
Conditions in Indiana became worse
as the day wore on. Wires were down
all over the State and almost all of
the extensive interurban traffic was
tied up. Schools were shut down ail
over the State.

MASSACHUSETTS NEGLECTS
"WHITE COT'' DEVELOPMENT
Legislative Committee Favors Investigation of Water Power
•

Boston.—Thorough investigation of
the water power facilities of the rivers and streams of the State is provided for in a resolve reported favorably by the, committee on mercantile
affairs, in which a commission is authorized to expend $25,000 for the purpose of carrying out the investigation.
The recommendation of the mercantile affairs committee is based on a
report made by the special commission created to study water conservation during the past summer. The commission reported that many
other States have done much to develop the "white coal" stored up anfl unused In its rivers and streams, but
pointed out that Massachusetts has
sadly neglected its opportunities to
develop a source of power which
would overcome to a large extent the
handicap under which local manufacturers, especially those in the western sections, have operated because
of the high cost of coal.
In the State of Maine the water
power was increased several times
over what It had been previously, and
In New York a conservation commission has been working on the subject
lor some time.
--v^i
In its report the commission said:
"Practically nothing on these lines
has been done in this State. Yet the
facts * are that, among the New
England States, Massachusetts today

stands next to Maine in the amount
of water power actually developed,
and t. probably also, in the total undeveloped
power.
Manufacturers
throughout the State,t located on a
water course or in reasonable reach
of a hydro-electric transmission line,
are becoming vitally interested In
this subject and are anxious to know
what policy respecting It is to be assumed by the State.
"This policy can only be safely de-.
termined and suitable legislation devised upon a basis ot adequate and.
reliable information, to which sound
business principles must be applied.
Facts as to existing utilization arevaluable, and when more fully collected something like real knowledge of
our water resources will be had. Today it must be admitted that of theundeveloped power of the streams:
and possibilities of their utilization
but little is officially known.
"Such knowledge 1B of the greatest
Importance. It necessarily involves a.
more comprehensive study of the rivers and streams of the State than
has yet been made. Similar work is
now being carried on in other States.
It seems to be of equal importance
here. In pursuing advantage may well
be taken of the great masB of material gathered by various public authorities, but which needs to be systematically collated."

ASSERTS LABORERS
LOSE $500,000,000
WILL JH $5 A DA1T
• INJASTE SOIL
Reclamation Necessary Says Edward A. Filene Makes This
Prediction
Reynolds
Boston.—"We are losing $500,000,000 annually in waste soil," declared
Harris A. Reynolds, secretary of the
State Forestry Association, at the
seventh annual Boston meeting ot the
American Society of Landscape Architects.
"This great loss is due to deforestation," he Bald. "The Geological Survey
estimates that 800,000,000 tons of
earth are carried annually to the sea.
This is deposited In our harbors and
makes necessary the great expense
of dredging.
«
"Waste land Is one of the great
causes of high taxes. Instead of reclaiming waste land, Massachusetts
Is making more waste land. It increases the taxation and adds to the
cost of living. Towns are too poor to
afford reclamation work. The State
should take it up.
"Lumber has doubled In price In
the last fifteen years.
The waste
land does not come back into merchantable timber. The forests are
fast disappearing. Lumbermen are
buying in other fields.
Mills are
starting to move into other states.
One large mill, with a weekly payroll of $1,000 has just moved to Concord, N. H.
"If half of the waste lands in Massachusetts were put under forest we
could give steady employment to 15,000 men. Experience in Germany
shows us that a net profit ot $7.20 an
acre can be made from forestry. We
can employ one man for every thirtythree acres. ■ In spite of the great economic advantages of restoring our
forests, the wholesome effect on society Is even greater.' The love for the
forest is In every German's heart. He
has that privilege ot living a part of
bis life in the wonderful German forests."
Horses Killed By Humane Society.

Boston.—Agents of the Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals examined 3727 animals during the last month, according to the report of President Rowley. They made twenty-eight prosecutions, with twenty-five convictions,
took 142 horses- from work, and humanely killed 166 horses.
In the stockyards and abattoirs 27,269 animals were examined, and flftyseven cattle, swine, and sbeep Tailed.
TO FORCE CURLEY FROM HOME. During the month 468 animals were
treated at the free dispensary ot the
Mann, Republican Leader, Introduces society.
Resolution Asking Action.
Washlngton.-^Representative Mann
Electric Roads Show Gains.
of Illinois. Republican leader, surprisWashington.—Marked gains in ined the House by demanding consideration of what he termed a resolution come, number of passengers carried
of high privilege. It urged that the and track mileage on the electric railHouse express the sense that the re- ways of Massachusetts for the year
tention o? his offiec as a member of that 1912 as compared with the year 1902,
body by James L. Curley, now mayor are shown in a preliminary reof Boston, was incompatible with the port by the census bureau. An Inbest interests of the House.
crease ot 19 per cent, in mileage, 63
per Cent, in passengers, 68 per cent.
OFFICIAL BENTON INQUIRY.
in gross Income, and 62 per cent, in
operating expenses was shown;
State Department' Agents Arrive at
El Paso to Begin It.
Sells Own Daughter
El Paso.—Agents of the American
State Department arrived here to
Charlestown.—Found guilty of demake an Investigation of the Benton riving support through three girls unkilling. The Investigation will begin der 16 years of age, one of whom is
at once, and it will continue for many her own daughter, Mrs. Annie M.
days. These agents are not empow- Ross, 48 years old, was sentenced by
ered to do more than to gather data Judge Sullivan in the Charlestown
and get names of probable witnesses Police Court yesterday to nine
and arrange the details of the hearing months in the House ot Correction.
which wil be held here later, A report is expected in ten days.

'Boston.—"The time is coming when.
every laboring man will be earning $5a day," said Edward A. Filene, In discussing "Labor and Capital" before the
members of the Council of Jewish.
Women in Temple Israel. He spoke
ot Henry Ford's profit-sharing plan,
and said that the only way in which.
a capitalist can succeed through his
capital is by investing it in labor.
"Three of the most Important
things that are needed in order for any
man to become a successful capitalist," he said, "are capital, labor and
opportunity.
"When a man Is a capitalist It is,
due to his own efforts. It Is because.
he worked hard while his friend*
were wasting time.
"Money in itself has no value onlyi
for what it will bring if property ln-i
vested.
"During the last half century wonderful progress has been made In the)
way ot commercial and industrial development. During the rapid devel-l
opment two classes were formed.]
Some are known as captains ot Industry and the others, who have less
power, and less ability, are the working people. The result Is that both,
parties are suffering from the fight
"Capital will come In a, unlimited)
quantities to the man who possesses)
capital, labor and opportunity it heknows how to control great bodies of,
labor. One ot the most important!
features on the part of the capitalist!
is to realize the wage system of thei
present day, and that we must alsoi
improve the present conditions for;
the next generation, the same as our
fathers did for us.
"High, pay does not necessarily i
mean high wages unless it enable*
the worklngman and his family to
live comfortably and give them a.
chance for recreation. Good living al-1
so means good housing.
"There is no question ot the present day that can be solved without]
having women to participate in the]
solution, and the time will come when] •
men and women will work in real!
partnership in order to solve thei
problems that may appear from time!
to time."
Henry Sterling, secretory of the; .
Massachusetts Homestead Commie-sion, made a plea for the large army
of unemployed people ot this country. He Bald:
"The competition for Jobs keeps
down the wages for those who work.
Low wages and Intermittent employment must cause poverty with its accompanying ignorance, vice, misery
and degradation.
"There Is no need for involuntary;
idleness. Society stands between la-j
bor and its opportunity, by creating
monopolies—land, money, transporta-,
tlon, patent and many others. Abolish)
all monopolies and there will be ample opportunities for both capital and
labor."
Charleatown Navy Yard Wins
Contract,

Charlestown.—The contract for the
$1,600,000 supply ship has been awarded the charlestown Navy Yard by
Secretary ot the Navy Josephus Daniels.
The bid of the Boston yard, 11,171,713, was considerably lower than
those offered by private shipbuilders
seeking the contract,
The supply ship will be the first ot
her type ever built for the navy.
;

■ BEARS IN ■ swrsowoL
YtUPttSIbNEPlMS. LESSON
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(By E. O. SELLERS, Director of Evening
Department, The Moody Bible Institute,
Chicago.)

Sin—
AgainstWhom?
Br REV. J. H. RALSTOrt.
Secretary of CeBMsegSSK* Dnnilwen
M~Jr Bible i-iiiiiu. Cik«o

MILLINERY FOR IN COLDS
An up-to-date remedy for
colds. That is what Peruna
is. In successful use over
30 years.

The Headfleprof. "flirts? in British East Africa.
Natives Are extremely Vain; and a*
Hats Form Chief Article of Attire,
They Display Great Ingenuity
In Adorning Them.

Colds are caught In msny
ways: Illy ventilated rooms;
rooms that have direct draughts;
crowded rooms; damp' houses;
stuffy school rooms; offices illy
heated.
A dose of Peruna at the right
time, at the first symptom of
cold, before the bones begin to
ache, before the sore throat
manifests itself, or the cough, or
the discharge from the nose, just
a dose or two of Peruna before
these symptoms begin is generally sufficient. But after the cold
is once established with the
above symptoms prominent, •
bottle of Peruna, or maybe two,
Will be necessary.

LESSON FOR MARCH 1
TRUSTING IN RICHES AND TRUST- , THiXT—"Agalnet thee, thee only, have 1
"Sinned* and done tile evilin thy eight-"—
ING IN GOD.
Psa. 04:4.

LESSON TEXT—Luke K:lS-24.
GOLDEN TEXT—"Where your treasure
is, there will be your heart also."—Luke
12:34.
j '

Very much as
to ultimate results depends on
the answer to
this question.
The section before us has a very
Sin Against Selflogical progression from the introducIt is not very
tory request to the words of Jesus
difficult to show a
which constitute the golden text
man that a cerJesuB Is Btm In the midst j>t his
tain kind of life
Perean ministry. This lesson ocwill land him in
curred but a few months before the
poverty,
shame,
crucifixion.
and
consequent
1. The lessotv-Vv. 13-15. "One out
wretchedness. It
of- the multitude" desired toi bolster
Is among those
lls claim to a portion of an inherlwho thus fall that
:ance. He was sure that his brother
rescue
missions
needed admonition from Jesua. the
have their field.
result of which would accrue to his
advantage. Jeeus n*de a sharp, quick That which Is referred to is often
•YOUNG CINNAMON fiEAR
reply. He had been teaching about spoken of as Bin against -one's self,
the sin of covetousneBB, but by his and sad to say, much of the preaching
who
were
stopping
over
for
a
needed
WHEN I say' bears, I mean
answer he Intimates that his mission of this day is the appeal to self, as
rest
at
this'resort
ot
heavenly
quiet,
quite literal bears, not gouty
>.far as sin is concerned, and the
old gentlemen with a dlspo- saw our fellowtravelers of the day was not to judge men of that or any strength of this appeal is in the consebefore off for the canyon, then we other sin. His work as a Judge was quences of sin that are in this life and
. sitlon to growl.
A bear behind cage-bars strolled away Into the woods' to idle to come later, John 6:19-32. There temporal. The words: "He that soware thousands who for the prospect of
1
'
has small charm for me; he Isn't what and dream.
eth to the flesh, shall of the flesh reap
The breeze blew cool off the spark- personal gain would strictly enforce corruption," are frequently quoted and
you might call sprightly enough. It 1B
the
ethical
principles
of
the
gospel
cut upon his native heath, with burs ling blue lake, but tbe sun shone
their truth is rarely questioned.
In his coat and the stain of wild rasp- warm and cosy on light green lawns though at the same time they are not
But even in this there is something
willing
themselves
to
abide
thereamong
the.
pine
trees.
The
woods
berries on his nose that he is truly
forgotten, the consequences of such a
under.
Covetouaness
is
a
desire
to
were
gay
With
flreweed,
marigolds,
interesting. Not that I have exactly
life in the future world. The hell besecure more and it is not confined
seen those raspberry stains, but I geraniums, monks', hoods, lupines,
yond this life Is not alluded to freto the rich nor to the poor. Therehave lately met bears under condi- asters and goldenrod. Wild gooseberquently, except often in a sneerln*
tions which made such stains logical, ries and strawberries, ripe and' lus- tore Jesus sounds a warning, "take way as suggesting the hell on earth
heed"
(v.
15)
e.
g.,
beware.
This
Itchwrites Neeta Marquis in Los Angeles cious, were ours for the picking, too ing Is so gradual and - often begins Into which so many fall. There aria
The gathering of the elusive strawmany who work along religious lines,
Times.
with a desire to possess things that
' The dictionary says a bear is a berry, BO inclined to hide its tiny head are good of themselves and frequent- who appear tohave very little In view,
1
except the consequences of sin as seen
plantigrade carnivorous mammal of under,the Crimson leaves of its own
ly good for him that haa possession. in the present life. Many I who ara
the genus UrsUB- I wouldn't be Bur- plant, or to burrow Its little face into
But as It creeps In ^e find It becom- enthusiastic in the support of foreign
the
mat
of
pine
needles
below,
is
prised If he is. The fh-Bt bears we
saw In the Yellowstone looked just fascinating labor. Phyllis' and I be- ing a great sin. A desire to build up missions are so simply because they
came so engrossed with It that we a. church, or even,to compass the sal- wish to lift:up the heathen who live
that way.
vation of a loved one, mar be ani- In huts and cavea of the earth into
This was at Gibbon, a lunch camp went farther and deeper Into the
mated by a selfish, covetous motive, which they crawl as the wild beastB
on the way to the Upper Geyser Basin. trees. When I straightened up and
see I Cor. 5:10, :ll; 6:10, ab.d Bph.
It was our first day of travelin the looked around me after a while, what 6:3, 5. A man's life consists not ot crawl Into their dens, who are altogether unclothed, or slightly clothed,
park, and we were a-gape for sensa- should I see but a black bear in a
the things possessed and the desire and subsist on foods that are not proptions, BO when the cry of "Bears!" tree just ahead, fairly falling over
to get should be lost in the desire to erly prepared, to the comforts of sanihimself
to
climb
down
and
come
right
was raised, we raced around the corbe for the/glory of God.
tary homes, modern dress, and the
ner of the dining tent, into the pines at me I
delicacies of the modern dining table.
Treats Them, Like Dogs.
Lighten Other'* Burdens.
at the edge of the camp, to see what
I wasn't, scared—oh, no. I merely
The Effect of Sin on Others.
was there.
II. The Illustration, w. 16-21. This
:
We were just in tine to witness, the thought I would return rather hur- warning of Jesus against wrong sense
The appeal here Is not as strong as
most spectacular tree-olimbing exhibi- riedly to where I saw Phyllis last. valuations and his suggestion as to in the first case, but there are pertion of our lives: A little black cub Looking around Inter, I saw that' the the/true source of life, are empha- ' sons who have BO much of the better
had been chased away from a piece of bear was not In actual pursuit, so sized by his illustration from life. All man in them that they really regard
meat by a bigger brown bear, and the neither Phyllis nor-1 ran away en- material values come from the earth. the welfare of those who are about
lively way the two "shinned" up the tirely. We just went back to a spot Mine, forest and field are the sources them. The husband has regard to bis
Bine tree left one in no doubt wljat- in which we had seen a woman sit- of all wealth. But in this Illustration obligations to his children, and he
flver as,to the'tree-cliaiblng ability of ting reading as we came by earlier, the ground yielded "plentifully." He-' provides for their comfort. The son
black bear kind. Thay were spright- and asked her what tile chances were took great counsel with, himself. In recognizes that the father and mother
ly enough to suit the most fastidious. for being eaten alive If we went after these three verses are twelve ipersonal have deepest love for him, and if he
[ There were live or six bears In evi- more strawberries.
pronouns. Prosperity ls| heaped upon acts in a way that wounds that love
I She laughed reassuringly.:
dence altogether at this camp. They
prosperity, yet'-his enterprises were ; he feels that he haa sinned against
"The bears are more, apt! to run lawful and legitimate for there la no 'them. This is all very worthy, and it
-ought to be—and apparently were—
1
the most blase animals In the world, from you than toward you,' , she said. suggestion of wrong methods. The ' is proper on certain occasions to call
fed for the sake"'of their advertising "They come up to the house,! and we trouble was that In his selffcentered, the attention of> certain persona to
value, stared at day after day by treat them as if they were dogs."
pride he saw only the gratification of their sinning in this regard.
There are some dogs I I wouldn't his material appetites. Any human
hordes of tourists, and photographed
Sin Against God.
care
to
meet
In
open
combat"
by armies of kodakers.
activity, even the highest, may be>
There is another sphere that In
Satisfied with our adventure for the come groBBly Belf-centered. His plans
But our real Intimacy with bears
time, we strolled along the edge of of enlargement were wise In the sight these days needs notice. Harry Monbegan later, at Yellowstone lake.
the woods just above the lake, found of men, but he left God out of his cal- roe, the man who in years long gone,
Find More Bears.
knew the depths oi sin, but,. who for
After dinner on the evening of our a delightful outlook and resting-place, culations, and this Is the common mis- thirty years at the Pacific Garden
arrival at the lake, we set out to hunt and sat down to revel In the sheen of take wprldly men are making, Jas. Mission in Chicago has been tbe
up bears. This was the customary the water, the scent of the pines, and 4:13-15. His anxiety, a characteris- means of leading hundreds of sinful
thing to do. A whole party of us the luxurious freedom from travel- tic of those who truBt In riches, was' men and women to God Bald to tbe
went down the dusky road between hurry for a little while:
uncalled for, and the folly ot that ■writer ot these words only a few days
Presently I noticed something dark course was revealed In a flash when ago: "It is not hard to get men and
the pine trees toward the hotel, cut
across the hotel's back yard, skirted out in the water some distance ahead he was called Into the, presence of women to raise their hands, and to
an imposing woodpile, and struck a of where we sat. I called Phyllis' God: "The things which thou hast stand up and go forward to the altar
narrow path leading through the attention to it, and we both specu- prepared, whoBe. shall
they be?" —but that is not enough, the trouble
woods to a clearing where the refuse lated as to what It might be.
Jesus reveals the worthlessnegs ot is, there is not enough conviction' of
I Bald at first that it must be a log such motives, the uselessneas of such Bin," and he quoted the words' of
from the tables is dumped.
Other parties were on their way, floating around; then, as It seemed to anxiety, and Its unworthlnesB In view David. "Against thee, thee only have
and we found a goodly company of move of Its own volition, I declared It of what God is in himselt, w. 20, 21. I sinned." One of the greatest difjpleasant people already there when was the old red cow we had seen by He who can array the lily and clothe ficulties that workers for God have to'
"we arrived—people who would no the road as we drove Into camp the the grass of the field. The place to meet is to get men and women to get
more spend an hour In such close day before. I could make out the lay up goods is not in barns, Mark hold of the idea of God. A main's
proximity to a garbage heap under horns distinctly.
10:21; the right way to be merry moral degradation may be acknowlPhyllis argued that it was more like is to lighten the burden of another, edged with very little thought of Gpd.
ordinary circumstances than they
would go Into tbe rags, sacks and bot- a horse than a cow—or else it was a said j the way' to Satisfy l$e soul is Even one's; Sine against others may
pig. Its nose looked so pointed. Yes, not to pamper the* body. Tlead John be conceded with very little or no
tles business.
*
' ! j
Two swaddle—park parlance for sol- (it was a pig. It couldn't possibly be ♦il*j 14;/john 7M49S t'llm. B-.6;. thought of i God, and there are many
a
bear.
Idlers—were at hand, each with his
Jas. 6:5; Rev. 18:7. .
1 men and women who are faithful. to
We rose In our excitement and
little gun, ready to fire upon any rude
their dependents wno do not know
True Way of Life.
"bear which showed a disposition to walked along for a nearer view. We
God. But in deeper thinking on sin
III. The application, w. 22-34. practically everything is lost If God
■mistake a tourist for a discarded pork never had seen ,a pig In' clean water
before. The creature proved to have Jesus then proceedB to set before bis Is left out. There is no proper Bp-,
chop.
And out In the clearing, about a not only a pointed snout, but pointed disciples the true way of life from prehension of sin until God is brought
block away, four big black bears were ears as ^eU, and after a leisurely ten- the positive Bide, just as in the illus- into the foreground. The man readily
nosing around In search of their even- minute swim in the cold lake water it tration he had set before them the says: "Yes, I have sinned against
came but on shore to shake itself—a negative Bide. Those who are living myself, and I have sinned against soing meal.
In right relationships with God are ciety," but when asked if he has
We stood patiently and waited for big shaggy grizzly bear.
With a casual glance around he not to seek satisfaction in the things sinned against God he is dazed, and
something to. happen. Nothing did,
however, except that the lovely color ambled off into the woods while we ot time and sense, those things of is silent. If the man who acknowlwhich their father knows they have edges sins against himself and soin the sunset sky above the pines was stood gasping.
"Well," said Phyllis, "what Is there need, and which he will supply, Phil- ciety, would only think a little, ;he
changing momentarily. I wanted to
watch the reflections of that color on left for us to do if the bears should 4:19. They are, however, to Beek would ask the question. "Who estabthe lake. That would be more excit- take after us? The black ones could his kingdom and to rest In confidence lished the law that enforced these reing than four stupid bears a block beat us up any tree in sight, and the In the knowledge that it Is his pleas- sults?" he will soon come to the
away. So I excused myself and went grizzlies would follow us Into the ure to give to them that kingdom place where he must acknowledge
(v. 32). The way to get Is to give, God, and If be does so, the solution
•jack alone to commune with the twi- lake:"
light.
"Our only recourse," I replied, fall- Prov. 11:24, 25. This is laying up of the problem of his sin is at hand.
David waB near* that solution when
Of course, I missed the big event by ing back upon my' natural history, treasure in heaven. Every man is the
MO doing. Four great grizzlies, the gleaned in childhood from Grimm's Judge of his own acts. If they be ac- he said: "I acknowledge my transgressions,
and my'sin is ever before
«lze of cows, came | charging out of fairy tales, "would be to feign death- cording to divine standards, bis dethe woods together (just after I left, He down and stop breathing a while. cision is wise, if not the Bible char- me. Against thee, thee only have I
put the black bears; to rout like so A bear won/t touch a dead body, you acterizes that man as a fool. It 1* sinned, and done this evil in thy
our sense of values which determines sight." Job was near it when he said:
many dogs, and reigned over the re- know."
"Behold, I am vile; what shall I anMusing upon our chances, we re- our wisdom.
fuse dump with true; silver-tip selfishIV. The teaching. Jesus does not swer thee? I will lay my band upon
turned to camp.
ness.
N
begin in his dealings with the sub- my mouth."
I felt that I had chosen the better
This is properly called conviction of
jects of his kingdom by making compart| however. I saw the softest of
Forcing the Millennium.
pearly lights over the take and the
Three engineers in the employ of the pulsory division of their possessions. sin. It is not produced by trial in a
splendid mountains opposite. In the city givernment in New York have In this lesson we can see the false court of justice, nor is It the result
west a pink-and-salmon glow burned asked to have their salaries reduced and the true method by which to of carrying an abstract proposition
softly, with the black pines standing from $6,000 to $3,000. If that sort of establish right social conditions. to its logical conclusion, but to a
in sharp silhouette against it Then precedent holds, there won't he any- This man's idea was to "divide"; sense of personal wrong doing in the
the salmon turned a delicate blue, and thing, in politics worth an enterprising ChrlBt's idea is expressed in the sight of God. A great evangelical
■) words/"set and give »*hiB." The pas-. .teacher of the last century said that
the rose light leaped across the lake man's time.—Buffalo Express.
sion ot this man M'as.f to possbss, the, conviction of sin (involves/a sense of
to the far mountains, where It faded
^passhj^ of Chrisjf wat- to giye, Matf. wrong doing, distress in .view «K the
•(
Misunderstood./
;gentiy Into mauve land violet, with
Belle—Are those plants not indig- 20:2g! X, In the mind of Christ Ht» past and an apprehension in view of
one white star shining down and burywhat is to come. How much of thei
does not consist of the things posing its beams in the bosom of the enous to the toll hare?
' Bulah—Oh, no; I don't think they sessed, John 6:27. Things have » conviction of tbe present day contain*
clear waters.
these elements?
| ,.■.
value only as lite la strong.
i The next morning, Phyllis and L hurt tbe soil any!

London.—It Is hot only in Bond
street and other haunts of fashion
that feathered millinery is the order
of the day. It would almost seem as
It the big Paris and London milliners
had taken a trip to British East A/.
rica and evolved the latest styles from
a study of the native headgear.
The natives there' are extremely
vain, and since hats form the chief
article of their attire, they display
great Ingenuity in adorning them. If
the results are not strictly beautiful,
they are at least striking.
, Some of the headdresses are made
out of gazelle, skins arid trimmed with
hawks', feathers, others .encircle the
face something after the style of a
nun's headdress, but perrfaps the one
with the" long, upriiht festher most
nearly' resembles the millinery ot ithe
moment at irome.1 •,|- '
But whereas in England it is the
women who spend feverish hours and
enormous sums of money in the desire
to obtain so'methirig really chic, in
British East Africa it Is the men who
take so much pains over their personal appearance'. Far from adorning
themselves, the' women are actually
compelled to make themselves as unattractive as possible.
',
It may be that their lords and masters can flaunt their own finery with
more effect if the other sex is unbecomingly garbed, or perhaps they fear
that the East 'African women may
outstrip them in appearance if allowed a 'free hand In the matter of at
tire.
'
One shudders to consider what consternation would.ensue were such a
policy suggested in England today
Women' 'have for so long had the
monopoly of frills and furbelows that
many of them would find their days
empty and shorn of Interest were
there no pilgrimages to the drapers'
and no consultations with dressmakers and milliners.
As for deliberately making, themBel vea unattractive, it is doubtful
'i

>!^> • '
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Pull Headdress.

whether any civilized, woman could be
Induced even to attempt it, and It la
quite certain that no civilized man
would be courageous enough to propose It
Some of these dusky "huts" are
quite imposing-looking men, and can
carry oft even a rather overpowering
head-dress with a certain amount of
distinction, whereas a woman, unless
she is tall, is often quite overwhelmed
by the gigantic feathers and enormous
wings so popular In modern millinery.
Whether fashions chaDge In Bast
Africa as frequently as they do in Europe we are not told. It is probable,
however, that feathers are always popular, since they are the ornaments
most easily procurable by the young
bloods who indulge In elaborate millinery. Flowers wduld be rather Incongruous, and It is probable that the
tying of a; realty fetching bow would
be quite beyond them.

MEETS DEATH IN ODD WAY
High School Boy Strangles to Death
on Trapeze In Attic of Hie
{
-- Home.'

Erie, Pa.—Chester Cbilds, seventeen,
an Brie >hlgh school senior and mem*
of the last season's football team, was
strangled to death on a trapeze Which
he had put up in the attic of the family home. Young Childs went to the
attic alone to try the trapeze.'
An hour later his mother found his
unconscious form hanging by the neck
from the trapeze. He died before the
family physician reached the home.
It is believed he fell and in falling his
head caught in a loop of the trapeze
rope.
Hot Water Comes Prom Town Welt
Glrard,, Kan.—Hot water Is flowing
from this town's water'well. The town
authorities have removed the pumps
and the 3,000 inhabitants are without
a water supply. . The hea,t haa
reached 120 jlegreea. The change cannot be accounted for.
Removal of Corn Causes Suit.
La Crosse, Wia.—L. L. Brown was
denied $2,000 damages which he sought
because he .was dissatisfied with the
removal of a pet corn by which had
been his constant companion tor years,
by a local chiropodist.- ,
' Captu res Live Seal. I
New! ToskJ—John1 Schenck and John
sBelterd, ashermen, captured a live seat
in Oravesend Bay, It is the first time
la- years a seal haa been caught in this
iVietqity.,.:: l-> : -.>< ■ iM "!i >•-" ,-

USED STAMPS WANTED SWuSS
A. O. BOKSSLBB, ID Olaj St. Kept- L Mewark,». J.

COINS, STAMPS

g^sfrafSfia

F.K.Iiloiljall.34 Kobblna St.,Wa.ltlitti»ifM»M.

CSfflEBSEEBflfo^^I
MY OKLAHOMA FARM FOR SAt.B or trad*
lor land- Bo»8ka. Beatrice Creamery, Lincoln. Neb.

A man who makes a bluff at hustling succeeds In making others tired.
1

Putnam Fadeless
satisfaction. Adv.

Dyes

guarantee

A conscientious man should back up
the good opinion he has of himself.
Sore Eyes, Granulated Eyelids and Btlea
promptly healed with Roman Bre Balaam. Adv.
„
.

Give a woman plenty of rope and
shell use It for a clothesline.
Drive that cough from your system,
Dean's Mentholated Cough Drops will
surely help you—6c at all Drug Stores.
Some feilows are so clumsy that
they can't even talk without making
a break.
Only One "BROftIO QUININE"
To set the eennlne. call lor fall name. f*AXA>
TIVB BROMO QUININE. Look (or signature of

K. W. GROVH. gates a Cold in pat Da. 2S»
I

A Provision.
"Do you think there will be a shortage of Ice this winter?"
"Well, not if we have any winter."

No Compliment.
"Really, Willie, you look more; Ilk*
your, father every day."
"Quit your guyln', maw."—Life. •■ .
"The Mexican Attitude.
"What do you think of America*
art?"
"I must say I don't much care tow
their marine views."
. . »
Dangerous Pastime.

)

Wilkins—Did Jones break anything
when he threw a kisa to the tall
blond?
Bilklns—No; but she cracked a
smile.
•
Neighborly. Bitterness.
*
airs. Murphy—Take in that face and
put out your pup's.
Mrs. Maloney—I did this morning,
and everybody passing by said:
"Good morning, Mrs. Murphy."—Sydney Bulletin.
And He Old.

When Shlmmerpate arrived home
an hour later than usual he was nibbling a clove.
"I stopped In a concert hall for a
few moments," he observed. "The
music was Intoxicating."
"That's right!" exclaimed his better half. "Blame it on the music."

Speaking
Of Lunch
the wife said, "Bring horns
a package of
t

Post
Toasties

—Surer

Toasties are wonderfully
good at any meal, and
somehow seem to match
the appetite of both home
folks and guests.
Bits of selected Indian
Corn, delicately seasoned,
cooked, rolled thin and
toasted to a rich golden
brown —that* * Post
Toasties.
Fresh, tender and crisp,
ready-to-eat direct from
the package. With cream
and, a sprinkle of sugar—
"The Memory Lingers"
Toasties sold by grecen

»

WEST BROOKRELO NEWS.
guest of
John I. Teelian, Boston, is
Mr ami Mrs Alfred X. Labariie Ctntra!
street.
Rev. Mr Perkins, formerly of Ware,
preached at the Congregational church,
Sunday.
Mrs Frank W. Fonl, Worcester, is visiting Mr and Mrs Lewville W. Ford on
Milk street.
Miss Maria M. Hastings, Central street,
ivill spend the rest of the winter in
Springfield.
Mr and Mrs Eli M. Converse, School
street, are entertaining their son, Robert,
of New York.

Quaboag tribe, I. 0. R. M. had a social
gathering in Red Men's hall last Friday
night. Families of the Red Men were
enterta'ned, it being ladies' night. Miss
Frances Morgan entertained with singing; music for dancing was furnished by
Charles F. Hewitt and his daughter Miss
Annie. Refreshments were served.
John Madden, Church street, received
word, Saturday, of the death of his
daughter Margaret, wife of Daniel Donahue of Salem. She is also survived by
two brothers, William of Whitman
John J. of Ware; four sisters, Misses
Nellie and Anna of Springfield, Mrs
Frank C. Irish Waterbury, Conn., and
Miss Agnes, West Brookfield.

The annual report of Tax-collector
Mrs Ella M. Sherman, Cottage street, Carlton P. Tyler, is completed and the
entertained the Dorcas society Wednes- debit items are:—Amount of warrants for
collection, 1913, #19.860; Ware and
day afternoon.
Miss Ruth Emerson, Northhridge, vis Brookfield street railway excise tax,
ited Mr and Mrs Herbert X. Dodge and $186.47; Warren, Brookfield & Sp:ncer
street railway tax, 90.86; amount of infamily, Milk St., this week.
terest collected $-12.16; total debit,
Jay T. Banister, Worcester, soent Sun$20,179.49. By cash paid to town treasday with his parents, Mr and Mrs Alurer, $19,504.02; taxes abated, $63.08;
bert Bannister.
unpaid tax, $508.69; cash on hand,
Mr and Mrs Elmer R. Varnum enter$101.70; total,4 $20,17il 49.
Mr Tyltr
tained Miss Edith Varnum of Westooro,
said, "Since I completed the report I
th past week.
have reduced the unpaid taxes to about
^C. W. Walls, Worcester spent Wash- $300."
ington's birthday with Frederick B.
Monday afternoon a meeti ng of the
Walls, Long Hill.
committee of the 250th anniversary eel Leonard Prouty of Chicago is visiting
bration of the old Town of Brookfield,
his grandparents Mr and Mrs Charles R.
was held in the selectmen's room.
ReProuty, Church street.
ports of the sub-comjnittees, which gathMr and Mrs Frank Mahaney, Ansonia, ered the data for the story of the celebraCt., have lx«n guests of Misses Esther tion proceedings, were read. Charles F.
Adams, Worcester, has written the stoiy
'(and Emma Mahaney.
Frank Daley, Springfield, spent Mon- of the proceedings and it was voted to
day with his parents, Mr and Mrs John approve the work as one of progress
The towns of the Quaboag district will be
Daley, Mechanic street.
asked to insert in the warrants for the
Mrs Peter Brany, East Tempieton, is
annual in yting an article to see if it ii
visiting her parents, Mr and Mrs James
desired to have the story of the celebra
H. Pratt, Church street.
tion printed.
Mrs Arvilla Makepeace, Central street,
Henry W. Barrett, a farmer, aged 50
is visiting at the hour's of her brother,
yrs. 8 mos. and 15 days, died at his home
Harry J. Stone, Springfield.
on Ragged Hill, Sunday, from valvular
Miss Mildred S. Dayo, Kingston, N.
heart disease, from which he had been
Y., was entertained by Wallace L. Gladsuffering for the past three weeks.
He
ding and wife, during the past week.
has been in poor health for a year.
Mr
Mrs Marshall C. Gilbert, Central street, Barrett was born in West Brookfield on the
has been visiting in Red Bank, N. J., as Barrett homestead, where he has always
a guest of J. H, Gilbert and family.
lived. His parents were Henry E. and
Miss Ida C. Bell, a teacher in Little- Celuria W. (Tuttle) Barrett, who lived to
Mr
ville, spent week-end with her parents, b; 91 and 94 years, respectively.
Mr and Mi* Charles H. Bell, Long Hill. Barrett was twice married, and Mrs
'Abraham Creswell was the daughter by
John H. and George Anderson, South
the,nrst marriage. His second wife was
Framingham, have been guests of their
Mias May F. White, Furnace, to whom
mother, Mrs Augusta Anderson, Central
he was married in Optober 1900.
There
street.
are five children from this marriage.
Marshall C. Gilbert cut hii left hand The funeral wa from the Barrett home,
while carving meat at his market, last Wednesday, Rev. Charles B. Tolman of
Saturday. Dr. Clifford J. Hnyck dressed Woodbridge, Conn., officiating.
Burial
the wound.
was in West Brookfield, Undertaker C. S.
Robert T. Allis, superintendent of the Lane of New Braintree, in charge.
Springfield branch of the Olmstead QuaWest Brookfield Farmers' club had an
boag Corset Co.,
was in West Brookall day session in G. A. R. hall on Wedfield, Monday.
nesday.
The entertainment committee
Mr and Mrs William H. Fox and their
was Mr and Mrs Henry J. Weeden. Mrs
daughter Mary, of Springfield, were the
John C. Berry, Worcester, was essayist
guests, recently, of Mrs Sarah Turner,
during the forenoon,
speaking
on
Front street.
" Women of Japan." She was in JapanThe parish auxilia." met with Mrs
ese costume.
Following dinner there
Lauriuda T. Fales, West Main street,
was a musical and literary entertainment.
Tuesday afternoon.
Quarterly business
Haschal Underwood, Warren, Dr. Winswas conducted.
dor It. Smith and Lewis A. Gilbert, spoke
West Brookfield schools were closed on on "Commercial and Chemical fertilizers'
Monday, for the observance of Washing- followed by a general discussion.
ton's birthday, also on Tuesday, the
teachers' visiting day.
Art Gallery In Schoolhouse.
Frank L. Johnston, lately employed by
The opening of the public art galCar'ton D. Richardson, Indian Rock lery In the Washington Irving high
farm, has moved to Shapleigh, Me., echool marks the first step in a movewhere he has bought a farm.
ment which, it Is hoped, may be spread
John Madden and daughter Agnes, to every part of the city. It Is the
Church street, were in Salem, Sunday, result of a suggestion made by Patrick H. McGowan, former president of
to attend the funeral of Mr Madden's
the board of aldermen, who was condiughter, Mrs Daniel Donahue.
vinced that by making use of school
Leslie E. Hollenbaek, West street,, is buildings as centers art, with Its upto be/employed as a relief agent on the lifting Influence, could be brought
B. & A. Division lines. Mr Hollenbaek more easily within the reach of the
has been second trick operator at the masses. That the new gallery, which,
station. This position is now open to by the way, ie the first municipal art
gallery, will be a great success seems
bide.
assured. If others were to be estabGood Times club was entertained at lished there is no doubt owners of pri-the home of Mr and Mrs Eugene F. vate galleries would be glad to offer
Thatcher, West Main street, last Satur- works of art enough to keep them all
day nigh{.
Supper was served at 7 constantly supplied with exhibitions.
The private collections in this city
o'clock, followed by games of pitch. ■
contain treasures which otherwise
i
Brookfield Medical club held its post- might never be placed on public view.
poned meeting in Ye Olde Tavern.tWedThis innovation is in line with the
nesday aftern >on. Dr. Homer Z. Leach, people's demand that school buildings
Gilbertville entertained.
Dr. Smith, be used more widely than only during
It is added evidence
Springfield, was thespeaker for the after- school hours.
of the approach of the time when our
jioon.
school buildings will be civic, art and
West Brookfield Literary society met community as well as educational cenat the home of Mrs Philander Holmes, ters.—New York Globe.
"West street, Thursday afternoon.
Mrs
Alice J. Carter read a paper on "FlorSparrow Pie for Poor.
The way to get rid of the sparrow Is
ence L. Barclay.
Current events were
to eat him, observed Deputy Game
discussed.
Warden Louis Kuertz of Hazelton, acMembers of the Grange enjoyed a Colcording to a Cincinnati (O.) dispatch
oniajevening, Wednesday,
The memto the Philadelphia,. Record. He an'feers weTfe requested to wear old-fashioned nounced that in a few weeks he excostumes. Mrs Mrs Dehnar C. Watkins, pects to come to Cincinnati with a
Mrs H. Stanley Smith and Mrs Carrie A. large trap, which he will place somewhere and Invite all the sparrows in
Porter were in charge.
the vicinity to come In.
A second in the series of the West
"Sparrow potple," eays Kuertz, "Is
Brookfield Golf club whist parties will be
a rare dish. I have eaten It myself.
held in Red Men's hall, March 6.
The It's better than chicken pie. I pro■ committee of arrangements is Mrs Chas. pose to catch the sparrows and disH. Clark, Mrs William R. Traill and Mrs tribute them free to all who wish to
J. Lyinan Barnes.
eat them. Twenty-four sparrows baked
The first of a series of subscription in a pie—sounds like the old rhyme—
make pie enough for an average-size
card parties was held in Red Men's hall,
family."
last Thursday night.
Mrs Charles H.
If the crusade against the sparrows
Clark received a gray leather sewing case la successful the fight will be extendas a souvenir for the best score for women ed to every section of the city and
auction bridge, and Otto B. O instead re- each day's catch of birds will be
ceived a book (or highest scoring for men. passed out In the neighborhood to help
In p|ain whist, Mrs Charles A Risley, solve the high cost of living problem,
■cored highest and received • grey leath- Kuerts says.
er aewing case. ,
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THE APPLETON CLUB.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1914.

WORCESTER,
MASS.

Denholm
&
McKay
Co.
■"Boston Store'

WORCESTER,
MASS.

Loyal Circle of King's Daughter will
hold an all day meeting in the parlors of
MAIM DUE TO ARRIVE.
the First Church on Tuesday, March 3, Celebrates ita Twenty-fifth AnniverA.M. 6.46—East and West.
to tack quilts. This will take the place,
sary at the Prospect House.
9.30— West.
of the meeting which the Circle had j
The banquet of the Appleton Club at
F. K. 12.45—East and West.
planned to hold Feb. 17, and wljicn was
2.00-West
the Prospect House, on Monday evening
postponed on account of the weather. A
4.50— East.
is declared by all to have been a grand
dinner will be served to members at noon
7.06- East and West.
success, thoroughly enjoyed by all of the
and if the day is pleasant it is expected
MAILS CLOS^.
four score members and gueBts, who were
that Mrs J. T. Wigglund of 8pencer will
A. M. 6.00— West.
present to celebrate the twenty-fifth an6.45— East.
give a talk on District Nursing after the
niversary of its organization.
After, a
11.80—East and West.
dinner.
The regular business meeting
P. at. 1.00—West.
brief social gathering in the parlors, the
will
be
at
4
p.
in.
4.40—East.
! company repaired to the brilliantly light6.00—East and West.
The Woman's Union had
very sue- gj dining room, with its tastefully arHails for Kast Brookneld are despatched at cessful Colonial supper at their Chapel
ran^ table8.
At the nead uhU) were
6.46A.M., 11.30A. M. and 1 P. M. Halls from
East Brookneld are received at 9 30 A. H. and last evening, with the tables well filled, j
Lawrence,
seated president Horace J.
6.10 P. H.
Package mails are despatched twice daily as At its close all repaired to the parlor Miss Frances Lawrence, Mr and Mrs B.
follows :—11.311 A. H. East and North, 6 P. H. where a short entertainment was (fivenlj Merriam, Mr W. A. Hoyt, Miss Anna
West and South.
Halls for the Rural Delivery is closed at 8.15 by members of the Young Woman's club: Hoyt, Mrs John 8. Cooke, Miss Clara
A. H. and received at 1.30 P. M.
Recitations b, Mrs Margaret Wiley andRow,
Mrg j
B
8tockbridge, Rev.
The office hours will be:—6 30 A. M. to 8 F. H. Miss Frances Doane; vocal solo by Mrs
Holidays, 6 30 to 0.30 A. H. and 5 to 6 P. M.
and Mrs R. M. Adams, Mrs F. A. Smith,
Persons who continually ask to have lock Mary Wiley; violin duets by the Wiley Rev. and Mrs A. W. Budd.
boxes opened are respectfully i equested to u*e brothers.
Among those appearing in
their keys.
"ftfter the invocation by Rev. John L
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
colonial costume were Mrs M. B, Bishop,
PAUL H. KEANKV, Asst.
Mrs E. W. Reed, Miss Mary Warner, Sewall, President Lawrence, acting as

>

^

Extensive Alterations, Now Being Made on Our Fifth F.oor, Make it Imperative Tha
Our Present Stock of Furniture Be Reduced At Once

mm Worth of New Furniture l-4iol-3 Undcrpricc
The tremendous stock of furniture which we have been carrying the past year or so, owing to the great increase in our business, has necessitated tin. using of a large part of our fifth floor, in addition to our large department on the fourth floor, for its display. It is impossible to move
1
e furniture now on the fifth floor to the fourth floor, while the alterations are being made, for the fourth floor space is filled to overflowing.
('■n!y one thing to do in such a case—reduce the entire stock. Only one way to reduce the stock quick and that is to cut prices low enough
for you to buy now. Deep price cuts have been made—many reductions from even our former low February sale prices—but we are bound to move
r lot of furniture—and move it NOW.

A Car Load of Brass Bedsteads A. Astonishingly Low Pries Amg£2T&!&2i~*

NORTH BROOKFIELD.

Misses Topping and Wright, Mrs Ward
A. Smith, Miss Clara Rowley, Miss Fran-

ees Doane, Mrs Herbert W. Beinis, Miss
Jennie Doane, Miss Jessie Gilbert of
Stanley Adams, of Providence, hatless
West Brookfield.
and hairless, was in town this week.
"Higbee of Harvard" by the
school, at town hall, March 17.

high

Death of Deacon Cuuningham

These are facts that lift the town of
North Brookfield into a position of honorable mention, and reflects credit upon
the A ppleton Club. The club has made
a place for itself, and justified the ho|
of its early friends and founders.
I feel
sure its future will be no less honorable
and useful than its past.

Jewelry Business For Salej

Large and roomy, French walnu.
finish, seat and back upholstered in
imported cretonne.
Made of A-l
quality reed.
Regular
AO __
$12.50 value at ...
$0.5U

FOR SALE.
FIVE LARGE PICTURES, framed, complete,
ready to bang. Cheap for cash. See them
at MASON'S, Gilbert street.

Six of the original charter members
were present—Mrs Bishop, Mrs Stock- HAY FOR SALE. WILLIAM RYAN, Rell
Street.
bridge, Miss Florence Campbell, Miss
Mary French, Mr Hoyt and Mr , LawNOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN
rence.
That the subscriber has been duly appointed
Mrs Cooke wishes us to apologize for
administrator, with the will annexed, of the esof William E. Hobbs, latent North Brookthe omission in her paper of the name of tate
field, in the County of Worcester, deceased, and
Maj. N. H. Foster in the list of deceased has taken upon himself that trust by giving bond
as the law directs. All persons having demands
members, owing to an error in copying.
upon the estate of said deceased are required to
exhibit the same, and all persons indebted to
The music was by the Ideal Quartette, said estate are called upon to make payment to
GEORGE R. HAMANT, Admr.
made up from Battey's Mandolin orchesFeb. 27, Mar. 6.
#
tra of Spencer, for this special occasion.
It inclnded Mr Earl Battey, first mandolin, and leader, Miss Vera Brucker and
Miss May Maber, mandolins, and Michael DiComo, guitar. Their music was of
, toastmaster, introduced Mrs John 8.
a high character and gave universal
Cooke, as historian of the club, and in
response she gave a carefully prepared satisfaction.
The supper was another source, of
sketch of its origin, those active in its
formation, its officers, the various lines pleasure, and Landlord Revane received
of study taken up, its necrology, and many compliments upon the excellence
other matters of interest.
There have of the menu, and the promptness of the
been seven presidents and about 260 service.
I>art y AsiUunt,
members, the membership varying from
Covers were laid for eighty persons.
40 to 60 annually, according to vote of
the Club.
C>uaeotad by Ling DistanceTele-

727-728 Slate Mutual Building, Worcester
, Telephone

COLBY H. JOHNSON
AUCTIONEER,
DEALER IN REAL ESTATE
OFFICES,

School Street,

No. Brookfield

40 Foster St. Worcester,

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concords

FRED G. GLAPP

Funeral Director

botn rubber ana steel tires, Buggies.
Democrat and Delivery Wagons, Surreys and Road Wagons, both new and
second hand.

Registered Embalmer.

Word has been received from Los
A.T BOTTOM. "PRICES
^The sermon topic at the MethddUt
Angeles, Cal., that Joseph A. CunningHarness, Robes, Blankets. Whips and
church, Sunday will be " Good sound
Oil Cloths. Mot too Costly. Sot too
ham, who will be remembered by our
-Common sense.''
Cheap.
older residents, passed away in that city,
Mr Burr J. Merriam, superintendent of
phomi.at House and Store.
A citizen's caucus should be called this Saturday, Feb. 7th.
schools in Marblehead, responded to the
year to nominate non-partisan candidates
Mr Cunningham left North Brookfield
Operation*
at
Recent
Clinic
Only
a
next toast, "Our Country," giving i
for town officers.
All the different grades. All sizes ot
about 40 years ago, settling in Janesville,
Short Time Ago Would Have
scholarly outline of some of the princl
Nails, also.
Herbert T. Maynard has again been Wi«. He remained in business there unBeen Considered Miracles.
pies of our Country's Life, and speaking
««memb«r that my prices are always
chosen as chairman of the Republican til about 12 years ago, when his health
of the great opportunities of. clubs and
the lowest I sell so as to sell again.
The Clinic Congress at Chicago
town committee.
necessitated his going to California to
especially schools in the instruction of seems the climax of modern surgery
Dr. OmiUl's Boris Hsmsdlss Always
Seven of our people went to Spencer live. He is survived by his wife, Henri- the future citizens.
and is surely a triumph of which the
la Btock.
DRESSMAKING
last evening to hear a lecture by Rev. etta Uarruth, a daughter, Mary, of CalMiss Clara Rowley, of Melrose, in re medical world everywhere may be
ifornia, a son, Herbert, of Wisconsin,
1 KLEFHOira OAKOUt D4.
Charles M. Sheldon.
Justly
proud.
Before
a
thousand
exII Prospect St.
North Brookfield
sponse to a toast, gave a clear review of
and a sister, Mrs Anna Sparks of PasaTo-morrow night comes the celebration
rVlLLIAVI S. CHAkVFOftQ
the Advantages of Club Life in the Com- perts In surgical technique there have
45
dena, Cal.
been
performed
operations
which
for
in Castle hall, of the 50th anniversary of
munity. She spoke of the many clubs
OAKHAM.
| |-Vlr Cunningham was in business on Mt.
their
marvelous
dTlng
match
the
age
Pythianism. A big time is assured.
Guyot street, as a shoe manufacturer for for civic and social betterment and sug- of miracles In almost every particular
An examination by the x-rays failed to a number ot-years. He was a deacon in gested that the Appleton embrace such save raising the dead. To adduce a
work.
reveal any broken bones in the shoulder fie Congregational church.
few instances. At the clinics portions
To see the Latest Models of
Rev. R. M. Adams spoke briefly of the of the intestines have been removed.
of W. C. Hridges, only a dislocation.
A
piece
of
bone
has
been
taken
from
Possibilities
for
the
Future.
The Appleton Club.
."The body of Mrs Margaret Quigley,
I
Mr W. A. Hoyt of Allston, the first the leg of a patient and used to mend
formerly well known in town, was brought
The meeting of the Appleton Club on president of the Club, in response to the a diseased spine. Splint arm bones
here for burial this week from Nashua,
that would not knit have been pinned
Wednesday evening, was with Mr and toast, "Away from the Fold," compared
N. H.
together by silver nails and screws.
Mrs Sherwood, Gilbert street.
The pa- the life and activities and purposes of the
The entire lung of a dog has been reMrs Mary Belcher, who reached hi r
pers were—The Poets of Nature by Mrs Appleton Club with those of the clubs of moved and replaced as a hint of what
REGISTERED EMBALMER.
S5th birthday on Saturday, was the reGeorge W. Lane; The Poets of Daily other cities and towns where the effect is may be the future treatment of tuberOr have them brought to your horn*
cipient of many remembrances from old
Personal Prompt Attention Day
Life, by Mr Ward A. Smith, with familiar entertainment rather than solid work re- culosis.
The calloused skin on the
by sending word to
*•*
"•'
or Night.
time friends.
selections from the four poets whose life quired of each member, which is the eyes of a child thus blinded from birth
Telephone North Brookfield No.
Miss Mary H. Gussman, teacher of work he reviewed in a concise sketch. fundamental doctrine of the Appleton, has been pierced. By brain operations
iaa-11.
drawing in our public schools, who re- The Women Poets, with selections from and which he believed was one secret of upon prisoners the savants demonLong Distance Connection.
signed to accept a much larger salary in fieir works, were treated by Mrs Georgie its continued success among the many strated the surgical cure for criminals.
Representative for the Brookiields,
Funerals Personally Directed
Augusta, Me., will leave for her new Bige'ow. The musical program included changes in our population affecting its Spectators have watched the effects of
and Every Requisite FurnTelephone 16-13,
radium
mineral
upon
malignant
position on the seventh of March.
ished.
a piano solo by Mrs Alfred W. Budd, and membership.
growths such as tumor and cancer.
IjKcly Assistant.
NORTH BROOKFIELD,
MASS
The Young Woman's Club will hold a t.vo violin duets by the Wiley Brothers.
Rev- John L. Sewall of Worcester, was And patients under a new anesthetic
special meeting next Tuesday evening, A pleasing diversion at intermission was the last speaker, adding a word of ^com- method have actually watched an
March*3d^ at the home of Mrs W.~H. given in the form of a brief spelling test, mendation for the work ofthe Club in operation performed upon themselves.
In short, the whole clinical exhibit at
Fullam, Ward street. Members are re in which Miss Mary Kendrick was the the community.
this congress has been one startling
quested to bring their sewing and any winner. The next meeting of the Club
Rev. Charles S. Mills, now of Monifeat of professional practice following
fancy articles they may have ready for the will be on the evening of Wednesday, clair, N. J., wrote as follows:
close upon the heels of another.
fair.
March 11, as the guests of Mr and Mis
Your letter brings back delightful
A generation ago many of these opIN SCRIPT OR
Rev. Mr Budd's theme next Sunday George R. Hamant, Gilbert street. The- memories of the days when the Appleton erations, which have come into actual
morning will be The Remnant and the ology will be the theme, with papers Club was organized.
I wish to extend and assured prlctlce would have been
ENGLISH TEXT
Leader. The sermon will be iollowed by' by Mrs Frank A. Smith on The New ray cordial greeting to all the good friends deemed chimerical and Impossible of
the Sacrament of the Lord's Supper. In Spirit in Theology; by Rev. A. W. Budd still enrolled in the club, and who made achievement. Thanks* to the assidu0
tbe evening there will be a lecture on The on Modern Prophets, and Mrs FoBter on up its charter membership, and to all who ous study and persistent experiment of
medical enthusiasts, surgical science
A nominating
Religious World in the Time of Christ, Van Dykes' Pastorals.
may remember one who had the privihas,reached a level where none dare
committee was appointed to report at the
illustrated with 60 fine views.
lege for a few brief and happy years of dogmatize upon Its limits. It has, next
n>xt
meeting,a
list
of
officers
for
the
The firemen's ball was again a-great
citizenship in the dear old town. I think to the laboratory, made a new era, excoming year.
success, with a large patronage, fine muthe idea of the Appleton Club came at alting medical lore and research
AND CEMETERY MEMORIALS
sic, handsome costumes, and general satabout the same time to Mr Alfred W. among the mightiest excellencies of a
la all kinds of
isfaction.
Landlord Revane had over
BurriH and myself, and the first meeting marvelous age. Sufferers whose des325 to supper, and had to turn away a
for its consideration was at the home of perate plight was once judged hopeGRANITE
AND MARBLB
On
Tuesday
of
.this
week
the
Girls'
less have the greatest reason to regood nmnv, as the host was so much
Mrs J. E. Porter. The next meeting was
joice over the victories of surgical reFriendly society and the Senior Candigreater than he had anticipated.
held in the little room over the Chapel,
search and experiment.
dates received a visit from Miss Sarah
where the details 61 organization were
Div. 18, XfO. H., will give a sociai
Hopkins, diocesan pre ident of the G. F.
planned. The constructive work after
Telephone.
West Ba|ofcHtld.
dance at Castle, hall, on*-St. Patrick's
Love vs. Chancellors.
S., who gave them an earnest, helpful
■the movement was once launched was in
The ancients knew that love laughs
night. Mar. 17, with music by the Noveland spiritual talk, followihg the short
other hands than mine. From the very at locksmiths, but It was left forf modty Orchestra, 4 pieces. The division will
soeial and the refreshments.
first meeting the Club has been a notable ern times to prove that the little blind
have a big time next Sunday when 15
The
regular
meeting
of
the
G.
F.
S.,
success. The papers and discussions were god can outwit chancellors and kaisers
candidates will be initiated and memas well.
bers from other divisions will be present. will be held in the Guild rooms, Tuesday of a very high order and the spirit of
Prussia has spent more than her
evening at 7.45, when the reading of good fellowship was developed.
I have
financiers like to reckon trying to de' The school committee have elected Miss Lorna Doone will be resumed.
always felt that it was one of the best nationalize those Poles who live under
Alberta Afolphson of Springfield, a:ndI the German flag.
The regular meeting of the Candidates things of its kind I have ever known.
Land has been
mite of Mount Holyoke, '13, to siiiceed
TO RENT
will be on Saturday, at 3 p. m., as usual. have no doubt that it has not only stimu- bought by state money in Prussian
A GOOD up-staira tenement. Town water.! OILi
HEATERS
Miss Marion Hixson at the high school.
Everything
on
one noor./ Inqulreof ifRED I Vj'"' ««-"IJ."«U,
lated
the
intellectual
life
of
the
communPoland
and
German
colonists
assisted
Lent began on Wednesday.
The lentMiss Adolphson has commenced her
A.^TEARNS, Bouth Main Street, North Brook- ^~. OTPTIAT? 1WO"P*3
to
settle
thereon.
It
was
hoped
that
ity
and
promoted
its
hig'iest
ideals
and
en services until holy week, will be as
work, and Miss lllxson leaves to-morrow
broadened its horizon, but alBO that it has In this way Tentonic influence would
morning for her new position in Concord, follows: Sundays, as usual, except holy
become paramount; but this is where
communion at 10.45, omitted at 8 a. m., been a social factor of no little signifi- Cupid upset calculations of Bismarck
TO RENT.
N. H.
March 16; Wednesdays, service at 3.45 cance. I am glad to extend my heartiest and hie successors.
NICE sunn; furnished or unfurnished teneIt is expected there will be an article in
ment
of
thiee
rooms; everything needed for
p. in.; Fridays. 7.30 p. m., except to- congratulations and to express Jthe hope
Among German colonists settled in housekeeping. All conveniences on one floor
the warrant for the coming town meeting
night and March 27. At the service on the years to come may be as happy and Prussian Poland there Is a consider- Rent reasonable. Apply to
DANIEL FOSTBB.
to see if the town will appropriate money
able excess of men. Among the Poles,
Friday evening of next week, the Rev. as fruitful as those of the past.
Spring St.
2tf
to buya new town clock to take the place Donald N. Alexander, curate at Christ
Howard Q. King, first fecretary of the owing to emigration to America, there
of the one which has for so many years
FOR SALE
Church, Springfield, will preach.
There club, wrote from Woreesterr being de- is a small excess of women. Polish
done service in the steeple of the Congre- will be services at 9 a. in. and 7.30 p. m.,
girls are pretty and attractive. Ger- rpo SETTLE -J
AN ESTATB.Fn,,,,
ESTATE. Preferred Stock in
tained by sickness in his family. He said
1
the
Denholm
&
McKay 06. Fa:
Pays 7 per cent
man settlers want wives. The stanch dividends
gational church. It is expected that such on Wednesday, March 25, in addition it
-..idends quarterly. C. E
K"''
E. KENDBXOK.
814
in part: A multitude of thoughts crowds
Brandenburger, planted on a farm State Mutual Building, Worces
action wfll be heartily approved by all.
being the Feast of the Annunciation. into one's mind at this time in connec- in Posen at state expense, takes a
Mr and Mrs John Helliwell of Spencer The Rector preaches at Tbe Church of tion with the Appleton Club, which has Polish wlfe^—and all the efforts of hla
WANTED
were in town visiting former friends. Mr the Atonement, Westfield, next Tuesday stood the test of a quarter century. Sel- government have gone for naught. A YOUNG WOMAN wants house work of any
u
kimf,
bj
the
day
by the hour. No Sunday
_
.—.
dom can it be more appropriately said of The children of this marriage are uni- work. Inquire lor oiMBS
Helliwell will be remembered as the en- evening.
tAMlilSET at Mm FAMILY SCALES.
'
those who had a part in organizing a so- formly raised as Poles, and usually Carter's.
gineer on the Branch, going from here to
ciety, that "they builded better than thes the nominal head of the house comes
Palmer, and later to the Spencer branch,
Sight Worth Seeing.
to feel that Poland Is an ill-used naH. Hamilton Fyfe, English journal- knew," than it can be said of those who
on which he ie now running. The daughMORTGAGEES' SALE Of REAL ESTATE.
tion, which has some right to comter, Miss Maud Helliwell, has a respons- ist, was talking, in New York, about laid the foundation and formed upon it plain.
By virtue of a power of sale contained in a cer> ,.,
Mexico,
whence
he
had
Just
returned.
the
structure
since
known
as
the
Appleible position in the Third National Bank
tain mortgage deed viven by James R. Bond to feAxMjjlY KAZOKo.
"Among the Mexican Indians," he ton Club. The writer feels a pardonable
North
Brookneld Savings Bank, dated July 15,
»
at Springfield.
Tea and The.
19tS, and recorded in the Registry of Doeda for
said, "two things astonished me—first,
At a tea given at the Ruhl In Nice to the County of Worcester, Hbro 2033, folio 141, \rtll
The Story Club will meet at the public the early age at which the children pride in having been one of the number
be sold at public auction, on the premises, on
library, Wednesday evenings, from 7.30 begin to smoke, and, second, the late and in haying served as its first secretary. the officers of the Mediterranean fleet, Saturday, the Hthday of March. 1914, at 3 o'clock T)Ofi- nOfJiARS
It was felt that such an organization E. Royal Tyler, tjie well-known au- intheaftotnoonforabreachoftheconditionsof -»-"«»»v* W±JLJJ*.A.VKJ,
to 8.30. All girls who have finished their age at which they continued to be
said mortgage, all and singular the premises conwould bring the various social branches thor, said, nodding toward a sign, "The veyed by said mortgage deed nameiv :—
schooling, and especially those who have nursed by their mothers.
A certain pared of land with the buildings
"Frequently the Indian babies are of the community into pleasant and prof- Dansant," which might be translated thereon situated in East Brookfield, in the town
never had a high school course, and
"Tango Tea."
of Brookfield, bounded and described as follows
women of all ages are cordially invited. suckled till they are four years oldi itable relations and that the educational
"A French maid, when I refused tea Beginning at the southeasterly corner thereof, at
a stone monument standing at the southwestIf you like to read novels and stories or By that time they have learned to and cultural features wou d benefit the the other afternoon exclaimed:
erly corner of land formerly of D. W. Hodgkins,
smoke, and ii Is not uncommon in the community. That it has accomplished
to hear stories told, COMB.
ALL ARE
at an angle of Mechanic Street, thence by land
"
'But
monsieur
is
not
like
his
fellow
Indian villages to see a child leave all this and in a greater degree than was
of said Hodgkins North 31 4 degrees E. eightyWILCOUB.
countrymen, then!'
two feet and ten inches to an iron pin in the
ita mother's breast and Immediately
Sround, tUeuce^by land of said Hodgkins S. «2
To my
'"Not like them? How sor said I.
The meeting of the Orange next Thurs- light up a comfortable 'after-dinner' anticipated none can doubt.
egrees E.l about eleven links to land now or
mind
the
surprising
feature
is,
that
a
"
'Why,'
said
the
maid,
'I
picked
up
formerly of Geo. Balcom thence by land of said
day evening will be open to the, public, cigar."
one of your American novels the oth- Baleom northerly about five rods and eighteen
club
requiring
research;
investigation
and
as there will be an address by Rev. A. H.
links to the old post road, thence westerly by
study of every member, and that excused er day, a Howella novel, and, though I said post road to land now or formerly of Francis
Wheelock, Chaplain of the State Orange.
WAGON WANTED
A. Walker, thence southerly by land of Hid
can't
read
English,
I
saw
that
there
none, neither ever had an honorary
Walker to said Mechanic Street, thence southThe paper on Spraying by Mr Anderson, WANTED, a second hand democrat wagon.
"^ t0 OWTV.
was nothing but "tea," "teas" • "tea" easterly by said Mechanic Street to the place of
E. W. REED, North Hrookneld. membership, has maintained practically
deferred from the last meeting will also
beginning-,
excepting however, what rights, (f
on every page. Now, people who talk*
***
lull ranks for a quarter of a ceutury, and
any, the public may have to past over the, westbe given. The program also calls for voso much about tea must be inordinate- erly part of same tract,
thi
■Oat AND CHICK* FOR SALE
" w all the more remarkable when we ly fond of it, n'est ce pas, monsieurr
cal solos by Mrs Rose Conger and piano
$100 will be required to be p*I*ln cash by the
T Alt BOOKING orders BOW tor 8. C. B. i. call to mind the adverse conditions which
"She thought, you see, that oar ar- purchaserat the time and place of sale,
duets by Carrie Bullard and Mabel Chad- * Sap Chicks and Walts Books
NORTH BROOKFIELD SAVINGS BANK,
*tB$£b$KV£*Z- b" broo*ht 'too* . constantly changing ticle the' had the same meaning as
bourne.
Feb. 16.1914.
Arthur C. Bllas. -"
Korth Brooknsid, reb. 3s membership.
Feb. 90.37. Mar. C.
the- la French."

Shingles and Roofing Material.

.MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH

(Exact Illustration)

(Exact Illustration)
This $27.50
Bedstead For

■rasa

! $19.98

A very handsome brass bed at
very low price; lacquer guaranteed
to stand acid test—will not tarnish
Dull or bright finish. All sizes. Has
6 one-inch fillers, two-Inch posts
and
heavy
husks;
*«—— _
127.60 value at only .
$19.98

ThI* SB0.00 Brass
Bedstead For
Very heavy brass bed, strong and
serviceable.
Guaranteed lacquer.
Has 2%-Inch heavy posts and five
1%-inch fillers. It is the heaviest
brass bedstead in our stock. A good
bed at the regular price, $50— a
wonderful value In this *«ft —c
sale at only ...
$«?9.75

! $29.75

This (20.00
Bedstead For

Brass
.

$15 00

A genuine brass bedstead at a
price within the reach of all.
A
good style, serviceable bed. Guaranteed lacquer; 2-inch continuous
posts, six %-lnch fillers; all sizes.
A bed well worth the regular price,
$20. Our special price, », _ A—
while they last ... $15.OO
Few Speoimen Values Selected
Random From Our Croat Stock

Bedroom Furniture At Prices Unequalled For Like Qualities *
(Exact Illustration)
This (30 Dining; Room

Tahle^orth •30.00,

t. CHAPIN

ARCHITECT
A forty years standing in North Brookneld is
for sa e at once, to settle an estate Inquire
of GEORGE B. HAMANT, Administrator,
North Brookneld, 1
2w9

MODERN SURGERY A MARVEL

(Exact Illustration)
This Large Rattan
tlo.ker, Worth $12.60,
<gG C(

EDWIN

Call at 46 Summer Street

SPIRELLA

CHARLES S. LANE,

Furnishing Undertaker

CORSETS

MRS. B. C. GRAVES,

$20.00

Strong, substantially built table,
excellently finished, has 1%-ihch
plank top, of quartered golden oak,
colonial scroll base, 48 Inches in
diameter, extends to S A__ __
ft. Regular (30 tables at $20.00

Dining Chair Reduced

ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS

Wedding Invitations
and Announcements H. T. Lawrence,

(Exact Illustration)

(Exact Illustration)
Handsome Dining Chairs,' slip
scat, made of quartered oak, seats
boxed and blocxed.
Regular $5
value. Sale
.
ffi
price
»J3U
Arm Chairs to match.
Regularly worth $10.00. Sale
!-rice omy ..../.

«6 00

(Exact Illustration)
This Handsoms (30 (DOI Crt
Dresser For
. tptVi.JU
Made of golden oak, mahogany
and toona, divided top drawers,
two large drawers.
Matches ChlfTonlers at $21.50.
Case measures 42 in. x 22 in
Size
of glass 22x28.
Regular $30.00
Dressers.
Sale Price. _ _ . _ _
■iKh, oirfy
.:.... $21.*0

(Exact Illustration)

$25.00

This Regular $36.00
This Regular (30.00 0>01 CA
Dresser For
.
.
Ch.ffonlsre For .
. iPZl.DU
Very stylish, strongly built ChifThe popular "Adams" style—mafoniers. Golden oak, mahogany or hogany and toona finish — hand
toona to match I) essers at $21.50.
carved.
Has large Pre- ch plate
All poliKhed, with full swell fronts
and divided top drawers.
Case mirror. Case measures 42 x 22
A good $35.00
measures '.',2 s 2u.
French plate Indies.
beveled
eilse
minor -,_, - rt value at
$25.00
!»,...,.<.. r- ..-.:■!.. rit
!**<^I.SU

/

North Brookfield

engraved or printed in the ARTISTIC MONUMENTS

Christ Memorial Church.

very latest styles, and the
f
best work guaranteed.

Horace T. Lawrence,

G A. RISLEY & COMPANY

"Journal Office,
North
Brookfield, Mass. )
(

AT FULLAMS

AIR TIGHT STOVES,

THE LAWRENCE PRESS

WIZARD MOPS, HORSE BLANKETS,
POCKET KNIVES,
FLASH LIGHTS,
SCISSORS,
CARVING SETS,
BARN LANTERNS,
DRIVING LANTERNS,

WRINGERS,
POOD CHOPPERS,
THERMOMETERS,

RT YOUR

UNIVERSAL
BREAD MIXERS,
BROOMS,
CARPET SWEEPERS,
ICE CREAM FREEZERS,
SLEDS AND SKATES,
We deliver everything too hmrf

W. F. FULLAM
Ntrtn Brdokfield.

I

\
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WESTERN CANADA
CAME INTO EVIDENCE
AT THE CRUCIAL PERIOD FOR
8UPPLY OF WORLD'S FOODSTUFFS.

25 CTS.

2 FOR

EARL & WILSON

MAKERS OF
TROY'S BEST PRODUCT

Make the Liver
Do its Duty
Nine times in ten when the liver to
right the stomach and bowels are right

CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS
gentlybutfirmly - „
' pel .lazy liver to^gj gjCARTERS
do its duty
Cures Coastipation. In
digestion,
Sick
Headache,
and Dutre» After Eating.
WALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Genuine must bear Signature

Wanted—Honest,
Eirergetic Men
■_„.., KinntT tn sell our bis Itusot goods dlrpct to

tfSm EXPFI{lKN«:Ki«»T NW.SSAKV.
wi folly instruct yoa. Varm-era, laborers,
■MCbanles, or aur men willing to wort can make
si.ooo to $3,000 a ye'-r
tauadllng our blgselleie. Exclusive territory given.
Wefnmlsh you the capital: Sou furnish the leant
to carry the tfoods. Be your own boss In a pleasant,
Mroaenentand profitable business. Write at one*
fcr lull particulars giving age and occupation.
THE DUOFOKM CO.. Dept. 10,
NORTH JAVA, H. T

ELECTRIC LIGHT
Without Street Wire Connection
New Invention 1 Putselec- nnmnl[in 4af%
trie light In any home any ■"■■
• J
where. Write for circular.
fjLl4m,,J(lattll*(..So»tn.Pi

There's Money in Ice
We offer % limited amonnt of Trcmsnry
Stock in an Ioe Co., now operating S planta
la IHlnoifl. to order to enlarge oar plant!
Hint keep up with the demand. WItb InlBUJS£VV9ai InVeBlSgatioii ImriteZ

Glacier Ice Company
Mtn-t-Mi»-Uc-*«fl NdC

Sore

Si. Lotiii, Ho.

EP4B&&S

Throat

Osaataa and boaraenaaa relieved, ate. Mc aad 11.00.
y^
Sample Free.
/
'lot. LBrew. Attca. to- ■•• Mia, Boston. ■»".

GALL

STONE
Onr

VICTIIWB.,
§TQMAPH

SUFFERERS

UTWG-VU Book «•*** »«*■
'Cufe yourself ivt home. Write
UUmu RaiEBT CO. DepL 713,2111 Btvtera Si, Oilcan
M

On reeetpt of 26o ..liver and a stamped
.dressed enrelope, I will "end any
secret that coat meJL
LnUlLu ladr a valuable
T»I
■—ft?*
Un. I*. ▼. Crluer, Middiesboro, ky, Box
AOftNTB-rO- TOO TVA>T A BflAJ, fcTVE
IIIXBB »end 16c for iftmple, particular*
ud orlcea of our phoriograph record on a
yMteard. Spencer Novelty Co.. Spencer, Ind.
itered Ayrshire Bull, coming two
Photograph seut
1, TOAHO. VA.

„r. t-rlce siaom
SAL-ESS?'
JgisfOH, DBPT.
WM. "BliA

fm.
rt

... ■- uf«.H».tiBT young German, on board

The present demand for foodstuff"
In all parts of the world, and the expense of producing it on high-priced
lands, would make it seem that western Canada came into evidence at the
crucial period. There Is to be found
the opportunity that will be a large
factor in meeting this demand. With
Its millions of acres of land, easily
cultlvatable, highly productive, accessible to railways, and with unexcelled
climatic conditions, the opportunities
that are offered and afforded are too
great to be overlooked.
There have been booms In almost
every civilized country and they were
looked upon as such, and in the course
of time the bubble was pricked and'
was burst But in no country has the
development, been as great nor as
rapid, whether in city or in country,
as in western Canada.
The provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta have the largest :area of desirable lands on the
North American continent, and their
cultivation has Just begun.
EVen with a two hundred million
bushel wheat crop, less than eight
per cent, of the land is under the
ploughs, four per cent, being In wheat
Less than five years ago the wheat
crop was only 71,000,000 bushels. It
is a simple calculation to estimate
that if four per cent, of the available
cultlvatable area produces something
over 200,000,000 bushels, what will 4*
per cent produce? And then look at
the Immigration that Is coming into
the country. In 1901 it was 49,149,
17,000 being from the United States;
In 1906 it was 189,064, of which 57,000
were Americans, and in 1913 It was
about 400,000, of which about 140,600
were Americans. But why have they
gone to Canada? The American farmer is a man of shrewd business Instincts, Just like his Canadian brother,
and when he finds that he can sell his
own farm at from $100 to $200 per
acre and move into Canada and homestead and pre-empt half a section for
himself, and similarly for all his sons
who are adult and of age upon lands
as rich and fertile as those he left,
and producing indeed several bushels
to the acre in excess of anything he
has ever known, it will take more
than «n ordinary effort to prevent him
from making the change.
land then, too, there is the American
capital following the capital of brawn,
muscle aad sinew, following it BO as
to keep In touch with the industrious
farmer with which it has had dealings
for years back. This capital and the
capital of farming experience is no
small matter in the building up of a
country.
Nothing is said of the great mineral
and forest wealth, of which but little
has been touched.
No country in the world's hlBtory
has attracted to Its borders a larger
number of settlers in so short a time,
or has attracted so much wealth In a
period of equal length, as have the
Canadian prairies. Never before has
pioneering been accomplished under
conditions so favorable as those that
exist In western Canada today.—Advertisement'
Fear will sometimes cause a woman
to change color almost as readily aa a
little rouge.
INVALIDS AHDCHIIDBEH
_
should hi glvei JBAUEIC'S KMIII.MON to
.Lengthen thsihodjTTletet laUa. AU drsgglMa.
If we sing our, own praise we must
provide our own encore.
Every mother knows that her son

PgSitiOn USSfu^I&^iXSKli ought to marry a princess,

CASTORIA
Tor Infanta and Children.

The Kind You Have
Always Bought

» ALCOHOL-3 PtR CENT

ll
K

f
1

A\*.etable Preparation for As similating the Food and Regulating the Stomachs and Bowels of
iNKANIb.-CHlLDKHN
Promotes DigestionAeeriulness and Rest.Contains neither
Opium .Morphine not Mineral
Arjw sou DrSAm/ei/mtn
I Mx4***m w
AnmSnd.
fyppermini ffiCivttitaUStd**
H'.r*S,.d -

>'<■

m

Aperfecl Remedy forConslipotion. Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea
Worms ,Convulsions,Feverishness and LOSS OF SLEEP
1

I

of

NOT NARC OTIC

!

ii

Bears the
Signature

;

Fir.5imile 5ifoturro.
THE CEMTAUR COMRMIY.

NEW YORK.
Al b months old

_

35 DoS.tS-"35CENTf

tsiniiE iCi-ioca-cr/-:

In
Use
For Over
Thirty Veers

CASTORIA
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after dark—Jimmy, you know, and all modating of Van Vechten, considering
that sort of thing," a sarcasm which that he would have been rather surprised than otherwise if one oMoclc
was frankly Ignored.
came and went without bringing »
"It has occurred to me," pursued
fresh arrived. And there was another
Van Vechten, picking daintily at his
arrival, and be was surprised—very
omelette souffle, "that a person -who
much surprised. And Tom Phinney
has been at such pains to keep hla
identity hidden from the rest of the lost his second wager, too, wMeh, B«>.
<<>
world, to stimulated to do so hy some could Hi afford to do. VMSBTW**
This was the way of M.
powerful motive. If he U a oerson of
It was very close to one when they
intelligence it will be no light matter
resumed their seats. Alexander, with)
penetrating his secret; It might be
patient disappointment, reported that
dangerous for the meddler. And it Is
nothing at all had happened. Then,
no business Of our»*
the clock struct the hour, and a tax**
"Rats!" Tom Phinney exploded in
cab whirled madly up and came to m
dlsguBt
"You're loBlng Interest alskidding stop In front of Number ISIS.
ready," ,
A lady hastily descended,,a fashionThe. other elevated his browa and
ably gowned lady, who fairly ran up
leaned comfortably back In hie chair,
the steps; and before she had tlmei
"Tonijny," be return*! wearledly,
even to touch the bell the door swung!
"I an* willing to'try ' anything—once.
ope* and she darted through tfco openAnd, as yod know, whatever I under1
ing and was swallowed up.
take I see through to the end; whatTom was Indignant and, disgusted.
ever that end may be. Just now I
"Now what do yoa think of' that!"—
am too depressed by this uncertainty
giving} the exclamation the slangies*
about Paige-rnot to mention its,disgo
up
that
stoop,
ring
the
bell
and
be
sort of Intonation. He was, of course,
, SYNOPSIS.
agreeable consequencss-rrto become inadmitted."
thinking only of the outcome ot that
terested In anything,"
"What
do
you
mean?"—bluntly.
Rudolph Van Vechten, a young man of
bet
leisure, IB aetonished-to Bee a man enter "Been tipped off to anything about our ' "It is deuced queer you don't hear
But Van Vechten had not heard. Thai
No. 1313, a house, across ^the street from House of Mystery?"—the second ques- from her,' ton't It?" Tom felt called
instant
the woman appeared at the top
the Powhatan club, long unoccupied and
upon'
to'BhoW'aijdllte
concern.
tion with kindling interest. ,
of the stoop—until then the cab had.
■poken of as the House of Mystery.
HIB
friend
Sighed,
"Since
my
cousin
The other, however, shook his head.
partially concealed her—he startled
"The bet's a fair one," he eaid. And 1B a woman," he said)'"'queer' bi'not Tom into forgetfulness of his disapBOOK I.
he repeated it "You are always so the I wordy Her disregard for my and pointment, by bounding from his chair.
devilish hard up that I thought you Uncle Theodore's plans is Just what At the same time he smothered an exCHAPTER II—Continued.
would like to pick up' a hundred. You might have been expected; it 1B SO clamation which,, although InarticuFirst of all, Van Vechten was struck can take it or leave it"
• thoroughly feminine, as you would late, was a good deal more indicative
by this coincidence. Even before in"Oh, I'll take you fist enough," Tom know well enough if you had a will- of agitation and amazement than
ventorying the man's semblance, he made "haste to agree. "Your money's ful, pretty cousin like Paige. But by
asked himself how many had preceded as good as anybody's. But s(t here till the same token I am no more resigned Tom's had been.
"What the dickens I" Tom cried.
him; how many were yet to come. And noon? I don't think! I haven't break- to sit twiddling my thumbs in this
Van Vechten slowly sank back into
bake-oven ot a town until she chooses
how did they time their arrival so fasted yet."
.
to come home—or at least let me know his seat again.
nicely?
"You pamper that gross appetite of
••I—1 thought—for a moment," he
There had been something furtive yours. We'll breakfast together. There about when to look for her."
"Just the same," Insisted Tom, "11 muttered vaguely. "If 1 did not posiabout the second fellow's admittance, Will be something to talk about, whotively know to the contrary. I shoul*
Van Vechten recalled; not particularly ever wins; for, truly, something is she was my cousin I'd be worrying."
1
ii-;i
"I am. Tommy—for myself, though; say—"
on the man'svpart, but suggested rath- happening across the way at last"
He left it unsaid, howe-rei-. The cab
not for her. . . . But I was going
er by the narrow crack which the open
Tom was immediately all eager inturned
and
departed,
and
the
young
door at first disclosed, making one quiry, but to bis importunities Van to say that we would better let this
man sat staring in a perplexed way at
think that the ch.-iin had not been re- Vechten opposed the one injunction— matter drop; -the affair is none of
the closed door. It was as silent and
leased until after a parley. And. then "Wait" So Tom grumbled and growled ours."
But Tom Phinney, once his head illegible as it had been for months,
the aperture had widened only enough to no purpose, and was In and out of
the windows all as irresponsive, the
for the visitor to squeeze his bulk his chair a dozen times during the was Bet, was not easily turned aside.
"No telling what devilish conspiracy sooty facade as sphinxlike.
through, wheraupon the door bad period of waiting, though he made it a
Tom was slill contemplating his
promptly banged shut Van Vechten point to settle himself there some min- IB afoot, Ruddy," he urged; "it's our
retained merely a sense of absolute utes before the hour ot noon. He sat duty as good citizens to interfere tf friend in bewilderment
"You didn't by any chance think it
darkness beyond the threshold; not glowering darkly at bis friend and ut- we have some reason to think that—"
"Slush!" remarked Mr. Van Vech- was Miss Carew, did you?" he asked.
the slightest glimpse had he caught tering sarcastic remarks which the
The other bent a startled) took upon
ten without feeling. "I am not a good
of servant or attendant The door latter apparently did not hear.
.
foil >
citizen. According to Paige, I belong him.
might have been, tended by invisible
However, the alert watchfulness that
"Paige? Heavens, no! Don't be a
to the least desirable class of all—the
hands.
; ■
, ,
lay behind Van Vechten's Imperturbblooming idiot It was a young girl,
Again he asked himself: Would the ability was infectious, and as the preg- spenters, the wasters of substance.
though. I couldHt"see hdr tat*, but
And I toil not, neither do I spin."
Incident be repeated in another hour?
nant moment drew nearer and nearer
Tom snorted his disgust at such sen- for a second; 1 thought she, was someThe wait between ten and eleven Tom himself tell to scanning the
one I know—a muph older wornan^-'
o'clock dragged with most exasperat- street, which was quiet and oppres- timents. '
"What bluffers girts are!" declared The wordB trailed oft
ing slowness; but the self-appointed sively respectable, and never crowded
he from the lofty height of twenty-five ' There followed a moment of Silence,
watcher's interest was at such higji with traffic of any sort, even on workyears' accumulated wisdom. "I'll bet then he announced with -quiet depitch that he left bis third cocktail un- days. On Sundays it was practically
Miss Carew don't believe any such rot clsion:
tested.
deserted all day long—especially mid"Tom, I believe my interest is reas that Can't a man do as be pleases
As the hour approached, be darted summer Sundays.
viving. If you don't mini), my dear
with hie own money?"
quick glances along the street in anThere was nto word from Van Vech"She says not A man's money is fellow, we shall Bee whether this to an
ticipation of a new arrival. And sure ten until he quietly announced:
not his own; he is merely holding it in occasion calling for an ouu»idOr*s interenough, at a minute or two before the
"Here he comes."
ference." ,
' ,. .
trust."
X,
hour, here came a third muscular, reso- . Tom Phinney craned forward. He
Tom chortled. "Enter, a girl, and
Tom, however, had never met Paige
lute-looking young man, not over-Ias- beheld a stalwart, well set-up young
Carew, who had lived most ot her the bludgeon is to be supplemented by
tidlously attired, who was scanning man In a shabby suit, approaching on
twenty years abroad, and he had no a 'keen, thin blade.'" . ".
the house numbers as intently aa his the opposite walk. He scrutinised him
"Just so, old man," drawled his
more tolerance for her opinion than
two predecessors had done.
Intently.
he had fOr anybody else's that did not friend.
And Just as the chimes in the hall
Excepting that it was so nicely agree with his,
But these two puzzled young men
began toiling eleven, he mounted the timed, there was nothing 1 dramatic
"They may be plotting to rob u were not afforded much time to exsteps and rang the bell.
about the man's advent Tom.even in- bank," he abruptly bent the talk back change views upon the newest developVan Vechten Scarcely breathed, so dulged in a disdainful "Huh!"—not- to the paramount topic.
ment. Without the slightest forewarn1
Intently was he following the proceed- withstanding which he was sensible of
Van Vechten regarded him with a* ing of the gravity of what was about
ings across the street. As before, the a distinct tbrlil when; a' few seconds far-away look.
to happen. Number 1S13 gave them
door was opened perhaps an inch, a later, the young man mounted the
Or starting a dramatic school," he the most startling epiBOde- BO tar ot
brief colloquy patently ensued, then steps of Number ISIS, rang the bell, added, "or condemning vlvtoectlon or the day.
• (TO BE CONTINUED.)
the gap widened barely enough for the and after the now familiar preliminary woman suffrage, or something equally,
young man to equeeze through. And measures on the part of the unseen ghastly. Drop it, Tom; that's my adRand Gold Industry.
also as before, the door was slammed door-tender, was admitted.
vice. Sitting comfortably at a windowThe economic value ot the South
And all the while the clock In the and waiting for whatever surprises our
without Van Vechten obtaining the
least glimpse of whatever mysteries club hall was chiming the hour of House of Mystery may have to dis- African gold industry and the consequences to the world at large, should
might lie beyond.
noon.
close, to one thing; actively Interfering
a strike ever close the mines tor any
By now he was taking account of:
with something that does not in the
length of time, are difficult to estiCHAPTER III.
time only with reference to Number
least concern us, is quite another, if
mate.
Last year, according to the
ISIS. He was in such a state of mind
therefajeaJM')''' any, JWWtery, and it to
London
Chronicle, almost 38,000,000
Alt Exit
that he forgot that he was tired and
to be dealt with at all, It calls for a
pounds
sterling
worth of gold was ta"Alexander!"
sleepy, or that he ever had been bored.
thin, keen blade, not a bludgeon."
A page hastening cat-footed,, after , "if that's someof^our pink'-tea wit," ken out of the mines of the "WitOther club members—the few unfortunates anchored to the city—w«re be- the manner of all well-trained pages, growled ^Tbm, ''a bludgeon is a mighty watersrand." A large paxt of this vast
ginning to drop in, but Van Vechten swerved abruptly from bis course and good thing to' have when-you are deal- sum remained in the country to be
used to pay the wages' of the ifcOOO
was too Intent to give any of them bore down upon the window where the fag wfth 'crooks." '" ''
particular notice until Tom Phinney two friends were'seated.
"Doubtless—when the crooks do not Europeans employed in the mines and
Van Vechten wared in the direction fight with rapiers. Ill give you
arrived.
a of the almost 300,000 natives.
The recent industrial upheaval in
chance to break even; youdon't want
It was ImposBible ' to ignore Tom :of Number 1313;
"Alexander,"
he
sa.d,
"we_are-g«ing
the "Rand" has called more attention
to owe me.a hundred, I suppose?"
Phinney. Not that Van Vechten wantThe, troubled look, result of unwont- to the "Reef that supplied the whole
ed to, because he didn't—as a rule. to breakfast, and we want you to hold
Their friendship antedated their col- these two chairs for us. I^eep an eye ed niintai effort, was Instantly erased world, with the greater part of Its gold,
because the money centers,of Europe
lege days; which was odd enough if upon that house across the way^-thlr- from 'the-' handsbme boyish face.
"No. I dost. I'm oh; if you're bet- openly feared' that even a temporary
one cared' to sum up the differences teen-thlrteen. Observe whether anybody departs, or whether anybody arj- ting nobody'will show up at one,",
suspension of work in South Africa
between their two characters. Tom
rives, and make careful note of them.
"Either irend ypu like- A hundred would paralyze the world's finances.
Phinney, never celebrated for his wit;
If anything unusual happens; come to says no man' will enter thirteen-thh> But, fortunately, this has been averted
was once inspired to epigram by an
me Immediately in the grill. Underby the speedy termination of the
appreciation of theee tempermehtal
teen at one o'clock."
,
■
•
, i . .Which was very decent and aeconv strike
dissimilarities, and as bis utterance is stand?"
Alexander signified that he undernot without pith it is worth quoting.
stood, and that he yas willing to wait
He confided to his right-hand neighand watch—for even the club's ser
bor at a certain formal dinner: "Rudyahts shared the general Interest in
dy not only belongs to a half of the
the House of Mystery—and Alexander
world fhat's hot wise to how, the other
was already seated in one of the va |
halt lives, but it's the half that doesn't
cated chairs, Ms eyes glued to the.
care a rap and would be tired to death
doorway opposite.
if you tried to tell it."
There were only two other diners in
With a lazy lifting of one slender
the grill. Van Vechten and Tom sought
hand. Van Vechten arrested Phinney's a secluded corner, where the latter
noisy .progress across the lounglnglistened in blinking bewilderment to
room. As soon as Tom comprehended an account of the morning's happenwho was hailing him, his good-hu- ings. But, after all, he was no more
esteem of European potentates and
DEAL MAINLY IN MILLIONS princes when contrasted with the tomored expression died, away with com-, mystified than the narrator.
leal rapidity, a look. of. mingled amazekens of the open-handed generosity of
He was, however, all at once InOpen-Handed Osnsroslty of American our American plutocracy nowadays!
ment and alarm taking its place.
spired.
Plutocrats Is Something to
"Moses and green spectacles!" he
"I have It!" he impetuously anMarvst At.
voiced in astonishment "You! Out nounced. "Let's hurry and eat—I'm
Reclaiming Zuyder Zee.
ot bed this time of day? Sunday, too!" not hungry now, anyway. What say
Queen Wllhelmina In her speech
A
cable
dispatch
the
past
week
anHe hurried to his friend's side and ex- to me walking up and ringing the bell
from the throne on; the opening ol
nounced, with quite a flourish
of the Dutch parliament said that
amined him critically.
a
at one o'clock?" „
trumpets,
that
the
money,
value
of
the
"Seen a doctor yet? You'd better. If
measure would be IntrO'ducdd for the
But Van Vechten's comment was not
magnificent dtoplay of gifts at the wedyou're not able I'll go fetch old Pottle encouraging.
reclamation of the" Zuyder Zee. I The
ding of the royal Prince Arthur of
sleeps here, you know."
"Crude," was hie word. "I fear you
Zuyder Zee was originally a lake, and
Connaught and the Duchess of Pile
These remarks were ignored.
will never learn anything
beyond
the scheme to-to make-It so again by
•'Draw up a! chair," was the response squasb, yachts and polo ponies. Those was estimated at no less a Bum than constructing a great dyke across the
$760,000,
The
number
and
generosity
—"no, not, that etuffy one; it makes men*are not wandering blindly into
entrance ot the Zuyder Zee and then
me perspire only to look at It—the wil- the house; the indications all point to of the-donors are reported to have ot> build three other dykes.around the
casloned
a
great
wagging
of
tongues
low rocker."
a prearranged meeting. T'hey may be
coast of the Zee,, one,running nearly
Tom did precisely as he was direct- the tenants themselves; some sort ot and a general lifting of eyebrows' in directly north and south and one closthe assembled ranks Of royalty. On
ed. "Well?" he grunted, eyeing-Van secret society—"
ing the Western'part of the Zee; anVechten with a concern that was oply
"Anarchists!" Tom yelled.** thought the same day there was recorded a other from near the southern end of
half simulated. But in a moment he had but to enter his head to emerge wedding at Baltimore on which occa- the first to a- point well up otf the
felt his gaze impelled to follow his at his mouth. The other two diners sion the father of the groom, Mr. eastern ishosBkiSuhlle a third one will
looked up, startled; but perceiving the Henry Clay Prick, pre«ented to the stretch. 1 northwest, in Uj»!,direction,of
friend's..
"What's up?" be demanded, staring source of the outburst, they returned bride Mr check for $8,000,000. while the dx)ie' b,#}t,,across the entrance.
hard—even belllgerenUy-^at the silent to their meals with expressions of pa- the fortunate groom recstved from hjs This scheme pill pot,touch the,center
father seouritiesivalued at $12,000;QO».
'.
House of Mystery, tf , ',
.;.!'- tient endurance.
of the Zee, which'wiU thus .retem to
"Yes, anarchists,"' Van Veetten No m'en«6n''wa» 'made of other glfte, fts former condition of a Jake.
: Van Vechten listlessly consulted his
1
And you. »puld which were presumably numerous an? ' 'If the' Dutch chainbena sanction It
watch, Stifled a yawn, andi then said:'' agreed ; '"even to.
ctosfiy: M»*« thsHarsUler Pbraaei Co
1
"Twenty-two minutes to twelve. <i I'll have a nice, pleasant time getftlng In
-the'Work wilt he 'carried en hi1 meana
f
:r»sratively -speaking, how msager an
nra public loan In the Netherlands.
lay you a, hundred that while tM lafcsjlt" once in, getting dat"*'galn' '
t
uloefc's striking the hour a chap will
r

ENDEAVORING FOR THE BEST BACON TYPE
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PROPER HOUSE FOR TURKEYS
Too Much Cars of Fowls Will Result
In Poor Success—Confinement Is ,
Always Hard on Them.

"The rafernotferXuti
Etc.
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Excellent Bacon

Jl

The style of animal whieh best
meets the bacon curer's Ideal has often been spoken about, but the desired
standard is not always reached, and
this in many cases is due to faulty
breeding. (
To consider briefly one or two of
the Indications as to what is really a
good bacon pig, we might start first
from the head.
HetSSjlength of snout, which partly
Includes length; of jowl and the absece of loose flabblneSB BO frequently
seen there, indicates as a rule a
lengthy animal. The idea has been to
reduce the cheap parts of the animal
and to increase those which are dearer. On that account a light forehead
is necessary, but it must not be at the
expense of width of back or depth in
the pig. .
As a ride a pig narrow at the poll
(between the ears) Is not the widest
on his top, nor is he the thriftiest of
feeders. There may be exceptions to
this rule, but It cap be applied generally. The advantages of a prominent eye and a Bmooth unwrinkled
Jaw or cheek, as well as width between the eyes, are that they invariably indicate a smooth, lean-fleshed
animal.
A short heavy head is invariably associated with a very round body and
a wide and very fat back, altogether
a very wasteful carcass.
The neck
should not be too long, otherwise it
Indicates weakness and a short neck
generally goes with a short
side,
which from the bacon point of view
of course is not desirable. It to lm-

Type.

I have a neighbor who has been trying to raise turkeys for five years now.
and has never made a success of it
He insists that they should be housed
every night In the same type of shelter that be uses for hla chickens.
J have grown turkeys for ten years,
.and the only kind of exposure that I
know will hurt turkeys Is allowing
the little fellows to wade through
wet grass and weeds. Where they are
running in a woods lot even this does
not seem to hurt them, Bays a Tennessee writer in the Farm Progress.
My turkays are out of doors practical.
ly all the, time.
I never had a turkey to "catch
cold" and go around with head and
wattles all swollen. The wild turkeys

portent to note the character of ths
middle piece.
The ribs should spring from the
back, but, they should not be entirely
round. They should rather spring
well and allow the animal to be turned out slightly flat from the sides.
There will then be less wasteful fat
on the top.without decreasing the
depth of the pig.
What to wanted is a pig that contains a maximum of lean meat and an
undercut with as much streaky as possible. The loin should of course be
covered and muscular, because so
MpsMiAmfawgg^e^,;,.
muph depends on good development
there? The rump should not be too
straight, otherwise the hams will invariably be short. . There should be no
fiabblness about the hams and a wellcarried tall puts finish to a pig, which
helps R greatly at the time of sale to
the butcher. •
The quantity ot bone, should also be
accompanied by strength of bone, be- 11 JsV'i-; .itcause it is not possible to carry a
heavy weight of 1 meat of very fine
^K.T'' KlM
quality without .substance.
Round
*£*
bone should be avoided as It Indicates
lack of breeding and is invariably as¥"'"' " J £
sociated with a fat carcass.
The pasterns should not be weak
and the pig should be straight on Its
•~''*\BBBBS2R' 4,< *' .'■'<•■:
legs. This Is likewise of great importance for exercise is necessary in
fc^-»> >-jr*r».1 Si^ri'^ji
the production of the best class of
carcass.
Profitable Specimens.
These may seem small' points yet
they all Indicate particular functions
manage to live through the bitterest
which the bacon pig is supposed to
weather, and I think the hearer the
fulfill.
domestic bird is left to himself, the
better he will do.
,
A close house isnot so good for
chickens as one where there to plenty
of ventilation.
Ot course, I would
not want to expose any bird to a wind
that would freeze combs and feet, but
the open shelter seems to be enough
Ration for Idle Horses Should Be to keep the turkeys from Buffering any
such troubles from exposure.
Reduced—Get Cows Into
From one end of the, year to the
other my turkeys roost in the open.
Good Condition.
In the spring they desert the shed as
A Pennsylvania man had a fine soon as the weather moderates, and
young horse die from nothing in the take to the trees and higher fences.
world but overfeeding when not in They lay well, and start nesting at
work. If he had cut the ration down once. I lose a few young ones when
to one-half while the animal was stand- they get out In the wet fields, but
ing In the stable idle, it would not most of them grow up hardy and vighave had azoturia, a disease that to orous.
In nearly every case where I know
almost always fatal.
When your horses take cold, a few of turkeys becoming unthrifty and dydrops of oil of tar dropped Into the ing off, they have been kept housed
up through the winter and most of ths
feed will do a lot of good.
When you put the horse In the sta- summer. The confinement 1B hard on
ble, wet from hard work or driving them. They are naturally a bird of
on the road, rub down first with dry the open.
I have had a few broods of turkeys
straw, then put on a light blanket
later following with a heavier one. A hatched under the Plymouth Rock or
horse cared for that way will rarely Brahma hens that liked to roost in
the Inclosed shelters. They never did
take cold.
Scrape the snow and Utter off your very much good. Their plumage was
shoes before boing into the house never bright and clean looking, and
Your wife is an awfully good woman, their wattles aud heads always looked
of course, but she often feels tired sort of bloodless and unhealthy. It
when you come in bringing a load of was easy to pick them out from birds
perfumery on your shoes and sit down that grew up and roosted out of doors.
The turkey to only a little way reat the kitchen fire and perhaps in the
nice clean sitting room. Be thought- moved from his wild forbeara He In
not nearly so domesticated as the
ful of these things.
The nearer the turkey la
If your cows come through skin- chicken.
1
poor, it will take you several weeks permitted to live to nature, the betafter they go to grass to get them up ter he will grow, and the more money
In condition to do good work. That he will be worth when cooped for the
will cost you a good deal more than winter markets.
It will now to give them plenty of
good feed to bring them up into good
condition.
A good sled is a nice thing to draw Birds Will Stand Low Temperature If
manure out on If you do not own a maSheltered From Wind and Snow
nure spreader. Have it about ten
and Given Dry Bedding.
feet long, made of good strong stuff
ahd furnished with a good bottom and (By C. E. BROWN, Poultryman, Crookssideboards.
By putting the manure
ton, Minn, Experiment Station.)
on day by day as made, you can keep
Ducks and geese will stand rather
your yard clean all winter through, low temperatures it they are sheltered
and in the bargain have your manure from the wind ahd snow and the floor
all drawn out when spring comes.
to well bedded with clean, dry Btra-v.
Water runs down hill. Think ot They should be given their liberty
this It you draw manure In winter. whenever they choose to go outside.
If you spread it on the Bide of a hill Their shelter should open toward the
when the snow comes, it will carry south. A house of this style to a splenoff a good share of the goodness of did shelter for ducks and geese and
your fertilizer In the spring. Too eosts very little to build. The ducks
can't afford that It you can, few ot and geese run together In the house
us can.
except at feeding time, when tie ducks
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PROPER FEED FOR
PRACTICAL HINTS
UMBS PAYS WELL
AROUND THE FARM
Sudden Change in Ration Create* Dietetic Disorders and
Consequent Loss of Life.
<By GEORGE H. GLOVER, Colorado Agricultural College.)
A small percentage of loss In lambs
In the feed lot is to be expected, but
this loss in some Instances is tar
greater than It should be. When range
lambs are placed on a fattening ration
the change of feed is so sudden that
dietlc disturbances cause a general
disorder and several dead sheep are
found in the pens each morning. This
Invariably leads to the suspicion that
they are dying of some infectious disease.
In some cases the ration Is not well
balanced to secure the best gains and
the conditions of care and handling
might be better, but these things will
account for only a nominal loss.
The change from grass to alfalfa,
corn, barley, molasses and straw, ensilage, etc., must be made gradually and
herein lies the secret of the heavy
losses ot lambs In the feed lots in
the early fall. The desire to get the
Iambs on a fattening ration as early
as possible and falling to appreciate
the danger of too heavy feeding and
change of ration, has helped to make
lamb feeding an unprofitable business
in some instances. A sudden change
of feed or overfeeding must be guarded against in the domestic animals, especially to this true with the horse and
sheep.

FATTENING PIGS
ON SHELLED CORN
Experiment Conducted at South
Dakota Station Shows Advantages in Using Milk.
->

—

«

Ordinarily, with all ages of swine, a
bushel of shelled corn will produce an
average of ten pounds of pork. In an
experiment at the South Dakota station, on an average for the two years
of feeding period of sixty-two days
each, a bushel of shelled corn yielded
11.0 pounds of pork. But when an average of 163 pounds ot milk was fed
with a bushel Of shelled corn, an average yield of 17.7 pounds of pork was
produced.
^
This was a difference of 6.8 pounds
In favor of the milk lots; or, In other,
words, the milk was equal to 6.8*
pounds of pork. However, it must not
be understood that this quantity of
milk fed to a pig without the corn
-would yield this amount of gain, but
when fed in combination, as above
stated, similar results are to be expected.
Healthy Poultry.
Clean quarters and wholesome food
are worth more
to keep
poultry
healthy than all the fancy condition
ftiwdart you can give them.

HOUSE FOR DUCKS AND GEESE

are fed at a separate trough.
Hardy Alfalfa.
We do not think that the value oi
the acclimated Montana or Dakota
seed to as well known as it should be.
Scientists in the past hare not always
agreed as to the Influence of environ
ment upon plants, Bays a writer in an
exchange.' Some have thought that
both plants and their offspring wen
affected by soil and climatic conditions, other that they were not so affected and that hardy strains would
retain their hardiness,
no
matter
Where planted, north or south. Of late
they seem to be reaching neutral
ground on this question.
Laxy Hens.
Lazy hens cannot now otter the
moulting period as an excuse for not
laVTin*".

Supplying Fresh Air.
In supplying hens with necessary
fresh air there is no necessity of exposing them to draughts. The modem method of keeping a hen house
properly ventilated Is to have what is
commonly called an open front The
old method was to make them as airtight as possible. To obtain what was
then called ventilation, various forms
of ventilators were made, some from
the floor and others from the top.
Feeding Mashes.
The damp mashes, if fed at all,
should not be fed hot, but simply
*arm. If they are fed hot they overheat the hens and the reaction makes
them likely to catch cold.

SETTING THINGS
RIGHT
"I'll
make
the
world a better
place,"
A man one day decided ;
"TO look the liar
In the face;
He shall be roundly chlded.
I'U tell the truth to
all and each.
And where I find
men greedy.
Without delaying, I
will teach
Them
how
to
serve the needy.
"The driver with hut
meager brow,
Upon the load of
fuel,
I shall not quietly
allow
To be unduly
cruel;
I'll take his •tinging- goad away
And from hie seat
eject him,
And naught that he
may do or say
Shall from the law protect him.
"I'll scatter gladnees everywhere.
And sorrow I will ,banish;
I'll tell the alck to cease tor care.
And gloosilnesa shall vanish;
The hungry, grafters I will shame.
The loafers I will scatter,
And those who sin shall have the blame
For things that axe the matter."
At morn he started out te do
His self-appointed duty,
To war against the sinful who
Deprived the world of beauty.
To flght the wronga that should be fought,
And only truth to utterBut early In the day they brought ,
Him .home upon, a shutter.
What of Itf
"It is my opinion," Said the prosecuting attorney, "that somebody here
has committed perjury."
"Aw, what's the matter with you?"
sneered the lawyer for the defense.
"You'rlrmlways hlntin' that somebody's
commlttln' perjury."
"Yottt; witneBB appears to have a
very accommodating memory. He remembers everything that is favorable
to your side, but always forgets the
things that would injure 'the case. He
has sworn to tell the truth, the whole
truth and nothing but the tnih."
"Well, -what of it? He had his fingers crossed when he was sworn."

KNOW8 OP A BARGAIN.
'
-<a
Sue — If your
father had $10,000,000 would you
marry a titled foreigner?
Maude — I
wouldn't wait till
he got ten million.
I know a lovely
titled foreigner that I could get If we
bad Only two million.
Bitterly Disappointed.
"Did you have a good time at Mrs.
Gaddaway's last night?"
"Not very. I was disappointed."
•How?"
- "Well, several people wanted Mist
Mickieworth to sing."
"And she refused?"
"No, after holding out for quite a
while she consented."

.

The Strange, Weird Case of Willie.
Little Willie combed his hair
Every morning, rain or shine;
Willie brushed his teeth with ne'er
A wild outbreak or a whine.
Willie took two baths a week.
Took them willingly, Indeed;
When his parents aad to speak,
Willie always gave them heed.
Willie did not have a lowWater-mark upon his neck;
He cculd come and he.could go
Pausing not to malm or wreck.
Nay, the north wind does not blow
Where above him clods are piled;
Willie did not die, altttpugh
He was such a decent child.

.'

-

Few Are Able to Resist.
"BoBWorth apparently Is a man of
great force of character."
"How has he ever shown It?"
"I overheard him yesterday refusing to sign a petition tor something
that he didn't know anything about."
Encouraging Him.
"I suppose it isn't necessary for me
to tell you that you're the prettiest
girl I ever saw?"
"Oh, no, it isn't strictly necessary,
but tell me, anyway. You look so
handsome when you say it"
The Pity of It
Just about the time a woman finds
out how to preserve her beauty she
discOvers that she to so old that it
will not be worth while.
Ought to Get Something Good.
A woman who to compelled to live
all her lite with a genius deserves the
best they' are going to have to offer
in heaven.
Eaay.
About the easiest thing in the world
Is to make splendid plans for the investment of the money one has not yet
succeeded In getting.
Seldom.
People seldom .forget the names or
faces of those whom It may pay to
know.

Sympathy.
He was middle-aged and untraveted.
For forty five years he bad lived in
the country. At last be made, a trip
to the city.
There, for the first time In his life,
he saw a schoolgirl go through her
gymnastic exercises for the amusement of the little ones at home. After
gazing at her with looks' of Interest
and compassion for some time he
aeked a boy near if she had fits.
"No," the boy replied.
"Them's
gmynastics."
"Ah, how sad!" said the man. "How
long's she had 'em?"

HEAD ITCHED AND BURNED
713 Dudley St., Dorchester, Mass.—
"My trouble began with dandruff. It
caused me much trouble and after a
while my hair began falling out. The
dandruff could be seen very plainly In
my hair and also on my coat collar. It
caused my head to get itchy. The
itching and burning caused scratching
and left sores on my head. I lost
much sleep through the night. Every
time I combed my hair lots of hair
would fall out.
"I tried
and two other remedies without success. I Buffered almost two years until I used Cuticura
Soap and Ointment.
Then I got a
sample of Cuticura Soap and Ointment, and I was relieved a little bit.
Then I got a full-sized cake of Cuticura Soap and a box of Cuticura Ointment and in four weeks I was all
cured." (Signed) James Mahoney, May
1, 1013.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold
throughout the world. Sample ot each
free, with 32-p. Skin Book. Address postcard "Cuticura. Dent 1,. TWstdn."—Adv
Even the high cost of living doesn't
seem to have any effect on the wages
of Bin.
Many School Chilliren Are Sickly.
Children who are delicate, feverish and croas
will get Immediate relief from Mother Gray's
Sweet Powders for Children. They cleanse the
stomach, act on the liver, and are recommended
for complaining children. A pleasant remedy
for worms. Used by Mothers for 24 years. At
all Druggists, 25c. Sample FREE. Address,
A. B. Olmned, Le Boy, N. Y. Adv.
The art of pretending is not confined
to regular actors.

For

Coughs
and Colds

Hales Honey
of Horehound and Tar
is unrivaled. Pleasant te the tastesoothing and healing—absolutely dependable. Sold by all druggists.
.
Trr PikV.
I Teetaach. Dreass

400,000

ES>J -*=*

Settlers
.SLTtear

Immigration figures show that ths \
population of Canada increased during 1913, by the addition of 400,0001
new settlers from the United States
and Europe. Most of these have gone 1
on farms in provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta.
Lord William Percy, an English Nobleman, j
says:
..
I
"The possibilities and opportunities offend t
by the Canadian West are SO infinitely!
greater than those which exist In England,
that II seems absurd to think that pe—1thould be impeded from coming to
country where they can most easily '
certainly Improve their poskioa.
New districts are being opened up,
which«vlll make accessatle a greet
number ol homesteads in district*.
especially adapted to mixed I,
tag and grain raising.
For Illustrated literature and.
reduced railway rates, apply tol
Supt. ot Immigration. Ottawa,!
Canada, 01 to
M. A. LOWLBY
13 TriSKrl It, hues, Bus.

ARE TOUTHINKING flDCPAIIO
or COMING TO UlfCUUIl i
If you want honest Information of its lands,
climate, crops, markets or other facts, I will
tell youths truth. 1 have nothing to sell, am a
rancher on wild land. Have lived in Oregon
and' Washington 7 years and know the country
from the California Una. Inclose express order
for SOo and I will answer 26 questions fully.

GUY C. GRIFFIN.

Peak, Oregon

iii, ———

,

I FOR DRUNKENNESS and
eelev [all DRUG ADDICTIONS
no publicity.
Ireatmciil No«lokn«M,
Ladles trvated M prlv-

Kt fur 1

IF YOU'RE GROUCHY
It Is likely that your liver needs stir
ring up. Wright's Indian Vegetable
Pills will Bet you right quickly. Adv.
A vivid Imagination Is as dangerous
as a little learning.

" » ■%*> In thsjlx own.
home*. H«ltd for free booklet^
THE KEELET INSTITUTE
StfMt
151

PORTLAND, ME.

I IRRIGATION

T>r. Peery'a Vermifuge "Dead Shot" kills
and expels Worms to a very few hours.
We want enthusiastic young men to tak* up
Adv.
and develop thle line for ui In New En el and.
Bennett Brothers Co., Lowell. Mas*.
It keeps some men busy explaining
foolish things to their wives.
Waitayi TO WIT OLD COINS SKWRB
wuila. BBsaSasTTaMaak SM..,l»lTw.i„ia».. SKIS, Bass,
PKEUKATICA STOPS tons PAIN
or breaks up jonr cold In one boar, lt'smarveioea. GET moat tmlqna women's "■■f-'r- published,
Used externally. Ail druggists. 2» cents. Adv. Irail year. Send 18 penny stamps and addresses oral
lady friends. Vasay.w. anuai, SUsaassns, r' isila
We can readily believe that many
people are saddest when they sing.
W. N. U., BOSTON, NO. 9-1914.

Why City of Brooklyn Is Famous and Otherwise
NEW YORK.—Brooklyn is a large expanse of territory lying adjacent to
New York and on the route to Coney Island. At one time It was a city,
but now it to a borough, having been very anxious to sink its identity in that
of New York. Brooklyn has regretted
It ever since. The borough of Brooklyn Is supposed to be the property of
the Free and Independent Citizenry
of the Municipality of New York, but
that is a popular error that is pardonable. In reality Brooklyn is the exclusive poperty of the Brooklyn Rapid
Transit company, sometimes called
the "B. R. T.," but more often called
things that it would be poor taste to
repeat here. Exploiting undeveloped
territory should be a commendable deed. Men who have opened up virgin
lands have been called pioneers. The B. R. T. didn't exactly find Brooklyn an
undeveloped territory, but it has been exploiting Brooklyn for many years,
nevertheless. Ostensibly the B. R. T. Is a corporation organized to run street
cars and elevated trains at regular intervals through the streets of Brooklyn.
It runs the street cars and trains—also, it runs the Borough of Brooklyn—but
It doesn't run the cars at anything resembling regular Intervals.
The Brooklyn brfdge has made Brooklyn famous. Lots of people know
rbcut the Brooklyn bridge, but they don't know whether it runs from New
York to Jersey City or to Staten Island. It does run to Brooklyn. Ths
Uroqklyn bridge has tracks for elevated trains and street cara, and every.
once in a while a street car or an elevated train may be seen crossing it. Th«
bridge has a wide promenade. This Is for the benefit of Brooklynites, com,
peiled to alight from an elevated train or street car during a block. Brooklyn
bridge has a signal system known to railroad men as a "block system." It 1st
Every time one of the lamps lights there is a block. The lamps are lighted
most of the time.

Pursuit of Alley Cat Proves Undoing of Nero
BALTIMORE, MD.—Nero, the big, black German wolfhound said to be worth
$600, Is dead. He was the property and pet of Mrs. Gretchen Lebb, 1901
Braddtsh avenue. He met his death while chasing a cat that was found trespassing in the Lebb yard. The yard
surrounding the Lebb home is inclosed with an iron fence. Nero, in full
pursuit of a cat that bad come without invitation Into his own domain,
made a spring over the fence. He had
many times before negotiated the
hurdle without a spiK But this time
he slipped on a bit of Ice as he
jumped.
He was Impaled on the fence. His
whines brought his mistress to his assistance. In his anguish Nero bit her severely, his tewth going through the
flesh ot her hand. Dr. F. 1+ C. Helm, 2757 West North avenue, was called to
dress the wound, and Patrolman Stevens was notified of Nero's position.
As soon as Patrolman Stevens arrived he called the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. The dog bung'suspended on the fence with the
iron palings through his breast. He made no outcry, but all attempts to release him or to help him were met with snaps and growls.
Mrs. Loeb asked Officer Stevens to shoot the dog a,nd epd Its misery, but
the officer urged her to wait until the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals' agent arrived.
Tired of the delay and of watching the suffering of the dog, the officer had
the patrol wagon backed up against the fence, and with the gratings as a protection lifted the poor animal off the fence with two sticks. As soon as the
dog was free he ran Into the backyard at 1900 Braddtsh avenue. There Officer
Stevens ended his Bufferings with a pistol shot.
Mrs. Lebb was grieved at the death of her pet. Both she apd hor neighbors said that Nero was a gentle, kindly dog and not the least bit ferocious.

I Ban Cut Syr-p Tute, Oeod. Oae HI
InUma. Bel, fcy Dtagiclala. ■-

FOR COUGHS AKD COLDS

m .«•*. l--|kJ-*fBC US or ruore wefkl» Send Mo for
AlaE.ll I O sample .ui-! partial.a 1-s. Address
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{SAILORS' GREAT FEAR
FLOATING DERELICT ONE
WORST PERILS OF THE SEA.

CLEANED THE DOC'S BUGGY

Which W»» Not What Boys Intended
to Do, but That Was the End
of thi/Atttventure.
OF

We Promise Yoii Relief
ImkllStomach Troubles

1 remember,"(Baid Uncle Josh, who
had Just finished a hearty dinner and
was in the humor for telling a yarn.
Forsaken Ships, Practically Un.lnk"I remember one balmy day in July
able, Can Rarely Be Perceived Unwhen the other boys and I decided to
til Too Late to Avoid the
steal old Doc Hoffum's horse and
Fatal Collision.
buggy and drive to the river to go
swimming. Doc was visiting at outThe dismasted, battered bulk of a house that day. and it looked easy to
ierelict, floating so low in the water as us to drive two miles over to the
to be almost level with the waves, is, river and get cooled off and then
of course, a very great danger to navi- bring the horse and buggy back before
gation, especially in foggy weather.
the old man missed them.
P
The majority of derelicts are sailing
"There were a good many of us
bhlps laden with timber. They may anfl we were not dressed very fine.
v
jhave been dismasted and rendered ab- Slim, for example, was attired in a
Vm. know us—vour family druggist. You know we wouldn't dare recommend anything we didnt
solutely helpless in storms, partly de- long linen duster that flopped out beknow
aboJt nor dare o brJak a promise. Therefore, when we recommend any remedy ,t » because
enolished by fire, by collision with an hind. The springs allowed us to bump
webelitveit'to be bet er than any other tq^relieve the ailment for which it is made and when we
ceberg, or by the mere force of the pretty hard, there being so many pashwaves themselves. The crew, unable sengers, but we got to the river safeprove our faith in it and our sincerity toward you by promising to give back your mW JjJ
ito make their ship seaworthy, may ly.
doeTn't relieve you and in every way satisfy you, you have no possible excuse for doubt or hesitation.
|have abandoned it in the boats, or
"We had a bully swim, but Slick
(have been rescued by some passing said he thought we ought to wash the
■vessel, but, whatever their fate, their buggy while we were there. The way
forsaken ship, it laden with wood, re- to do it. he said was to run the buggy
mains practically unsinkable and Is into the river.
driven hither and thither, over the
"We unhitched the horse and proocean, at the mercy of the winds and ceeded to back the buggy into the
currents.
water. But the buggy got away from
. In course of time the swelling of the us, and away it went, much further
wood cargo may burst the hull asun- than we expected. We couldn't hold
der, but until this happens,, or until it and so it disappeared entirely. A
the vessel is driven ashore and broken couple of bubbles came up and that
into matchwood against some ironskod was all!
best remedy made for Indigestion, Dyspepsia and all
coast, it will remain a terror to pass- ' "While we were diving to locate the
are, we honestly believe, the
other Stomach Ills
ing ships.
buggy the horse got away, and we all
Now and again a steamer may he took after him. We chased him
rendered helpless owing to its ma- around a clump of trees, half of us
chinery becoming disabled by shortage on one side and half on the other to
of coal, by fire or by the loss of its head him off. Both parties rounded
Our willingness to have you use Rexall
rudder or propeller in heavy weather. the clump of trees at the same time
Don't neglect indigestion, for it freDyspepsia Tablets entirely at our risk
Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets, in addition
Its crew may decide to abandon it and and ran plump into a camp meeting,
quentlv leads to all sorts of ills and comto
other
ingredients,
contain
Pepsin
and
proves our faith in them. We always
take to the boats, but if they neglect mostly women!
plications
The
pain
and
discomfort
is
Bisrouthftwo great digestive aids usedby
sell them this way. and itJs because
to open the seacocks on their deparnot the most unfortunate part The fact
"We let the horse go then and by
we know that they have greatly benthe entire medical profession. They
that when the stomach is not acting
ture their ship may float for many a that time we had forgotten where we
soothe the inflamed stomach, check tin
efited scores of sufferers to whom
right
the
material
needed
to
repair
the
long day. The erratic movements of left the buggy."
heartburn and distress stimulate u
we have sold them There's no red
wastes that are constantly taking place
some derelicts are almost uncanny.
healthy secretion of the gastric juice,
tape about our guarantee. It means
"I suppose some one stole all your
in the body is not being given to the blood
iiid in rapid and comfortable digestion
Nat so very long ago a Norwegian sail- clothes while you were gone." sugjust
what it eays
We'll ask you no
either
in
the
proper
xcondition
or
fast
of the food and.help to quickly convert
questions You needn't sign anything
ing ship called the Crown left Nova gested the man from Topeka.
enough is far more serious Nothing
it
into
rich
red
blood,
and
thereby
into
Vour
word
is
enough
for us. We know
Scotia for a South American port. It
will cause more trouble than an unhealthy
"No," said Uncle Josh, "we found
Bean,' bone and muscle They relieve
that when they help you you will conwas laden with timber, and while still our clothes, and from their position
stomach
Tbe
blues,
debility,
lack
of
stomach distress promptly, and. used
sider it money well spent even if they
strength and energy_ constipation, bilin the North Atlantic ocean was over- on the bank we figured out where the
regularly /or i short time, tend to rehad cost you ten times as much If they
iousness, headaches iHd scores of other
taken by a terrible storm, which disstore the stomach 10 a comfortaolc.
don't help you. the money you paid for,
buggy ought to be. One of the camp
serious ailments result from the failure
masted and left it a battered wreck.
easv-acting
health*
Mate
They
aid.
them is yours, and we want you to have it
meeting people brought the horse
ol the stomach to properly do its work
The crew, realizing it was useless td back and we got a rope from him and
greatly Is proinoli regain bowel action
remain on board, abandoned it and dived around until we got the rope
took to the boats, never to be heard tied to the buggy. Then we got it
In convenient boxes—three sizes: 25c. 50c. %'tM
Soul only a. <b« more than 7.000 Bexal! Stores-th. World's Greatest Drug Stores.
of again, but their ship, although it out on the bank. That is the only
ivanished completely for no less than time Doc Hoffum's buggy was ever
three months, was sighted at the end
clean!"
of this time on the edge of tl*e Sargas"Didn't it hurt the buggy?" asked
iso sea, a good 700 miles away from the man from Topeka.
. -where disaster overtook it. Soon aft"Didn't harm a thing but the
terward it was sighted off Bermuda, squeak. The bath utterly destroyed
out then disappeared again, and may that. Old Doc Hoffum often wonderstill be drifting about the ocean.
ed what had become of the squeak,
Another sailing ship was abandoned for he missed it badly. The horse
off Cape May. The crew endeavored missed it, too. It was a good, soothing
' to destroy it by fire on their, departure, sound that the two of them were acahon Story Writers.
| Which Kills Most—Worry or Drink?
varnish ooiea of Sh<v»3.
"Movies" Not So New.
but, although it blazed furiously, the customed to doze by as they jogged
"I asked H. G. Wells, while lunchThat the optimism which pervades
Patented liquids to spread upon the
The "movies" (perhaps we should
sodden, waterlogged cargo eventually
soles of shoes <n order to make them Kate Langley Bosher's new book, omit the quotation marks, the word is ing with him last month at the Naover the road."
extinguished the flames. A few weeks
sear longer l*ve recently been an- "The House of Happiness," has the working into the language so fast) are tional Liberal club, in London, why he
later the hulk was off the English
alyzed in (^laboratories of La Na- racy quality of the phoilosophy of considered a strictly twentieth-century wrote no more short stories."
Even
Thing.
coast and it was thought it would bo
The speaker was an artist. He con"Sir," began the man with the ture, in Paris. The chemists report (hose who live near the soil, wcild development. Hefeis an amusement addashed to pieces on the shore, but,
that these are little else but copal feem to be proved by-the following vertisement which appeared in the tinued :
newspaper
in
bis
hand,
as
he
turned
altering its course, it proceeded to the
"Mr. Weils said that there was very
varnish, very strong in copal. They (emarks of one of its characters:
public prints in England exactly 101
southward along toe French coast and to the man on his right, "this Is an suggest that, as this is far less exH'.tlti money in short stories. He paid
"And if anybody will tell me what years ego:
was next seen near the Azores. Hav- age of deception."
that the yarns about the enormous
"I quite agree with you," was the pensive than any of the patented sub- Ijood worryin' does they can have ev"At the Duke of Marlborough's
ing got thus far, it proceeded to cross
ery egg my hen is agoin' to lay this Head in Fleet street, is now to be sums paid by magazines for short .-tostances, it be used instead of them.
the Atlantic, and alter covering fully reply.
More folks wear out from, seen a new invented machine, com- rlos mere mostly fak.es—fakes got up
Their advice is to wear new shoes Wring!
"Nothing Is what it seems to be."
6,000 miles iu its wanderings, anally
for several days to make the surface worryin' than dies from drink, and posed of five curious pictures, with by editors, which writers sttpBO£t&4
"No,
nothing."
drifted ashore near Panama.
"For instance, you have been try- of the soles more absorbent, then to drink is the kinni-hee killer, Mr. Deyo moving figures, .represents# tec -his- out of vanity.
Derelicts are sometimes salved and
" 'In tact,' 5Jr. Wells concluded, 'in
ing for the last ten minutes to get varnish them with the copal nntil the says, and he ought to know, bein' a tory of the heathen gods, which move
bring in a large sum in salvage money
fact, rieiplte those fakes, you'll find
hold of my watch. I wear a chain, leather refuses to take up'any more. preacher."
as
artificially
as
if
living;
the
like
not
to the crews of the ships who tow
"lie thinks all the world of her, seen before in Europe. The whole that all short-story writers are siiot'C *
and the natural inference is that there Set the shoes aside until the varnish
them into port. On one occasion an
is perfectly dry. They close their re- waits on her like she was a baby. I contains near an hundred figures, beAmerican steamer bound for Liverpool is ar watch on the end of it."
Being Awaka!
used to think she was a fool critter, side Bhips, beasts, fish, fowl and other
port with the comment:
" ut there is no watch."
with a car.^o of cotton ran out of coal
Mocnl reform and Improvement are
"We do not know if this really but it's me who's been the fool. A embellishments, some near a foot in
"No, sir. I wear the cfiain for an
off the north coast of Ireland. The
the
effort
to
throw off sleep. Why 1$
ornament. You have simply thrown makes the leather more resisting. man don't think much of a woman ha hight; all of which have their respecsea was running high, signals of dis'it that men give so poor an account
But one can always try and we hope don't have to wait on."
away
your
time."
tive
and
peculiar
motions,
their
very
tn'i-s were made to a passing steamer,
''I ain't never heard tell that tb/l heads, legs und armss hands and Au- of their day if they have not been
"And .on your part," said the man that some of our readers will do It
- :i■' 3 a tow rope to the helpLord pays taxes, or cuts the firewood', gers, artificially, moving to what they ilurain ring? If taej had not been
who had failed, "you took this scarf and let us know the results."
less sliip. But the towing wire snapped
or mends tbe roof when it leaks, o.1 perform, and setting one foot before overcome with drowsiness tnay won d
|.in for a real diamond, and liave
anu the cr.-\v were accordingly taken
More Trouble in Texas.
gets shoes'for the children, and all another like living creatures, in such have performed something. The milmatteno less than three trials to seon board the newcomer, while the disBacon—It seems to be a fact that them things has got to be done. Solo- a manner that nothing but nature can Hona are awake enough for physical
cure it."
abled vessel was left to drii'c.
mon Hatch leaves things he don't like excel it. It will continue to be seen labcr. but only one in a milli.m is
"And it is not a diamond?"
* some troubles never come single.
A Liverpool tug heard of the affair,
Egbert—What now?
to do to the Lord. He gets me anc every day from 10 in the morning un- awake enough for" effective IntelifiC-.
"No, sir—only a dry goods store
and being doubtless aware of the great rhinestone, but I wear it for an ornatual exertion, only one in a hundred
"Why, I see by this paper that In the Lord mi:ted uo."
til 10 at night."
value of the cotton cargo, determined ment, and it serves my purposes. You April 37 sets of twins and t!»ree sets
This will probably hold you for a million to a poetic or divine life. Toto find the derelict and to tow it into have, wasted y"pur energies. It's an of triplets were born in Texas."
Food and the Wild Birds.
while, although it roust be admitted be awak.e is to be alive. I have never
harbor. After a protracted search it pven thing, however, and let's go for
The Audubou society has issued an that the moving pictures of 18J2 were yet met a man who was quite awake.
■ came upon it and eventually took it that old duffer as he gets off the car
Jersey Journalism's Jaunts.
appeal .to the people of suburban and different in mechanism and extent How could I have looked him in the
into Belfast, little worse for its buffet- and whack up on the boodle."
The first regular newspaper pub- rural communites In Ohio to feed the from those which play so large a part face?—Thnre»u.
ing. The enterprising tug netted no
lished in New Jersey, the New Jersey wild birds when sleet and snow cover in the life of 1913.—Maroer's Weekly.
less than £7,960 for its share in the
Oid-Fashioned House.
Gazette, was issued from Burlington the ground and trees this winter. This
proceedings. By an act of parliament, What! Against Veils.In Glrlihgton? on December 3, 136 years ago. Isaac
Minor furnishings for the house of
request deserves favorable consideraThe vicar of Girlington, Bradford.
Famous Flagpole.
passed in 1896, the master of any BritCollins, a Quaker, was the founder tion from all the people of Ohio who
The Kew Gardens flagstaff, remited eighteenth century type are not easily
ish ship sighting a derelict is bound Rev. George Pedley, deals in his parish of the publication. It did not long
live in the open country. In the su- to be the tallest in the old world, has picked up, but of late some of the oldto report the fact to the nearest magazine with the wearing by women have the field to Itself, for within a
buibs of the big pities wild birds can had to be taken down owing to time fashioned domestic plenishings have
Lloyds agent, so that if the abandoned of motor veils and shawls in church.
"Many years ago," he writes, "we year the New Jersey Journal was es- get along even in she most severe and decay having weakened it at miny been reproduced a^rices which even
ship is in the track of ships a man-ofthe very thrifty may seriously considtablished at Chatham by David
war may be sent out to destroy or forbade the use of shawls In church. Franks. Collins, the father of New weather. ' Out in the open country, places in Its 150 feet length. Experts er. The revived fashions include belhowever, another story is apt to b? will have to decide whether It can be
Much was said at the time, bu\ the
bring it into port.
rule is observed. Too often a .shawl Jersey's fourth estate, was a printer, told. There snow and ice have things re-erected. For over fifty years it has lows in braBS or carved wood, FranRis a convenient cover for an untidy and bad a printing office in -Burling- their own way; a> cold Spell, following been a landmark in Kew Gardens, and line stoves, which furnish the cheerHome Made Floor Polisher.
head ana dirty appearance. There is, ton for several years before he under- a thaw, is apt to make the whole on the death of a reigning sovereign ing effect of the open fireplace minus
Take a wooden box, such as starch however, a respectable makeshift took the publication of a newspaper. country one great glare of ice and to and the coronation of his successor it its dangers—if left alone—and dog
or cocoa is shipped in, and stretch sev- springing up in the form of a motor Twelve years before the Gazette ap- put an effectual lock on the food store- has borne a specially large Royal and irons in brass or iron. Delightfuleral thicknesses of carpet or flannel
peared a paper called the Constitu- houses of the wild' birds. All winters Standard sent down by the board of ly quaint, too, are the fireside stools
over the bottom, allowing it to come veil.
"There are all the signs of respecta- tional Courant was issued In Burling- are more or less hard on the wild admiralty. This year, when it came having four short posts joined |y
well up on the sides.dnd tack smooth- bility otherwlae, and therefore assur- ton "by Andrew Marvel, at the sign
birds. It is in periods of deep snow- to be examined by the men who are cords of firm wool hemp and handly. Make a handle of two stout pieces ance thatf'the person possesses hat or of the Bribe Refused, on Constitution
particularly when there is a crust on hauled to its giddy height by ropes, woven to form a foundation for a cush
of wood, thirty-six Inches long, and
Hill, North America." Only one num- It—that they are in the greatest dan- it was found to have so many weak ion in gay-hued chintz, taffeta, or veljoin their upper end to a shorter piece bonnet.
"Twice lately this 'get-up' has been ber was issued, and while the Courant ger of starvation. At such times men places that It was deemer .advisable vet. Also the round, braided, mats of
of wood as a cross piece and nail all to seen at the service of holy baptism. was printed In New Jersey it was cirand women ought to be glad to come to lower It to the ground, and this has alluring coloring. These are pretty
the bqx. Place three paving bricks VVe object to it . . . because it shows culated principally in New York. The
just been dene. The spar is a remark- in any room furnished In eighteenth
Inside of the box and it will weigh a satTwant of reverence."—London real publisher was William Goddard, to the rescue with food, both for ably fine specimen of a Douglas fir, century,style.
humanitarian
reasons
and
because
the
sixteen pounds, just the weight sold
who later published a paper in Phila- wild birds are a great asset to any and was sent to Kew Gardens by Mr.
for use by women. Hub always with Globe.
Expression Is Old One.
delphia. The Courant bitterly attacked community, with their songs and their Edward Grey, a timber merchant in
the grain of the wood.
The expression "the devil to pay
the British government,' and was very valuable services in getting rid the Canadian trade, in 1861. It-came
May Have Meant the Clown.
and
no
pitch hot" Is of nautical origin,
This, with the addition of housewife
State senators are placed in a new promptly suppressed,
of Insects that prey on plant life.— from Vancouver island, and was then according to Brewer's "Dictionary of
muscle and elbow grease, makes the
260 years old.—London Mail.
classification by an Italian who was
Cincinnati
Times-Star.
Phase and Fable," which says: "The
work perfectly simple.
On the Road.
desirious of becoming a citizen of the
'devil' is a seam between the garboardA Yankee tourist spending a holitvny rapa Lost Consciousness.
United States. He was being examDucal
Pastime.
"If you marry him," said her papa, strake and the keel, and the'pay' is to
Rare English Coin.
ined for admission before Justice day in Dublin happened to be riding
Pointing out the vanity of titles to a
A unique gold coin has just been Crane in the Queens county supreme a motor bicycle on a road that leads group of debutantes at a tea in New who was exhibiting symptoms of vio- cover tt with pilch. In former times,
purchased for the nation by the trus- court, at Long Island City. Justice to the tows of Bray. Seeing an Irish- York, Frederick Townsend Martin lent displeasure, "I will not only have when vessels were often careened for
man riding an ass toward tbe city
to support him, but I will have to pay repairs, it was difficult to calk and pay:
tees of the British museum, with the Crane came to the question:
this seam before the tide turned.
and thinking to have a joke with him, said:
assistance of private subscribers. It
"What is a state senator?"
"On a boat returning from Europe his debts, too."
he dismounted, and, approaching Pat,
But the pretty girl and petulant, Hence the locution, the ship la carIs the only known example of the gold
"I don't know," was the reply.
I once heard a pretty girl say enyoung thing who was hanging to his eened, the devil is exposed, but therei
coinage of the Anglo-Saxon King Offa
"Did you ever see' one?" asked Jus- exclaimed:
"Hello Pat Is your motor or mine thusiastically to a young man:
coat lapels was not moved by the ar- is no hot pitch ready, and the tide
(A. D. 767-796), the most celebrated tice Crane.
"'And
so
you
met
a
dtfke—a
real
will turn before the work can be done.
of all tbe Mercian princes, the friend
gument.
•
"Oh, yes, I see them," said the ap- the best?"
live
duke!'
"I think they're just the same"
"Now, papa," she said, "you know (French payer, from paix, poix. pitch).
of Charlebagne, and the recipient of plicant.
"'Yes,'
he*answered,
yawning.
said Pat.
well enough that Fred has to live, just 'Here's the very devil to pay,' Is used
many present from that emperor. It •"Where?" asked Justice Crane. ,
"'Oh, tell me,' said the girl, with a the same as other men. And, as to in quite another sense, meaning:
"Do you think this motor of mine is
Is the earliest gold coin that can be
After considerable thought the man
rapt look, 'what was the duke doing?' His debts, I've heard you say hundreds 'Here's a pretty kettle-of flsh,' I'm
definitely ascribed to any English replied: "They keep them in circuses, an ass?"
" 'He' was engaged,' said the young of times that a man's debts ought to In a pretty mesa,' etc"—A. T. O.
"I do," said Pat.
fclng. Although struck by a Christian I see them there."
man, 'in a high-kicking contest with a
"How do you make that out?"
king, tt bears a Mahommedan inscripbe paid."
He was advised to devote further
"Because it's going to Bray." __ chorus lady.'"
tion in Arabic.
time to study,—New York Sun,
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We honestly believe we have the best remedy in the world/^"*P#^
and dvsnensia We urge you to try it at our risk. If it doesn t relieve
• you-as we feel sure it wiil-we'U give back your money without a word
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HANDSOME NEW SPRING SUITS, AT
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The other officers,,elected are—TreacWEST BROOKFIELD.
urer and collector, A. F. Butterworth;
EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
THE ANNUAL TOWN MEETING. assessor, E. W. Twichell; school com.', The registrars of voters held a meeting
Mary H..Sherman; highway com., C. A. Satuulay, from 7 to 0 p. m.
Journal Block, North Brookfield Maes
Mitchell; auditor, A. J. Leach; trustees
Brookfield's annual town meeting was shade tree fund, 1 year; J. H. Conant;
The W. C. T. U. held an interesting
HORACE
J.
LAWRENCE,
held Monday and although the total vote 3 years, Oscar Bemis; overseers, H. M. meeting last Friday at the home of Mrs
EVERY DAY THE RICHARD
cast was below that of former years, due Green, C. T. Gunn, C. A. Sweet; water^??m EDITOB AND PKOPBIETOB.
HEALY HIGH CLASS OUTER APprobably to the poor traveling conditions, com., A. J. Balcom, C. A. Rice; board' w'"iam Madden, Spencer, spent Sun1.00 a Year in. Advance. the
meeting was one of the liveliest held of health, Dr. Sheiman; library trustees, j day witn nis mother on West St.
PAREL SHOP IS OPENING BOXES OF
Single Copies, 3 Cents.
for some time. It was a long drawn out
Dr Newhall, E. W. Twichell; constables,
Mr and Mrs Thatcher, West Main St
Address all communications to BROOKFIELD affair, lasting until 6.18 o'clock bu( the
William Bemis, George Bolac, J. W. are visting Mrs Thatcher's mother, Mm
TIMES, North Brookfield, Mass.
discussion on many of the articles in the Bowler, John Crotty, J. Victor Guerin, !Dean, of Providence,
Ordure for subscription, advertising, or job
work and payment for the same, may be sent warrant kept those that attended inter- D. N. Hunter, Thomas Mooney. License
direct to the main office. North Brookfield
Miss Susan Bill of Boston, spent theested to the end. The fight for positions Yes 158; No 146.
o George w. MoNamara, Brookfield.
week end with her parents, Dr. and Mrs
on the board of selectmen was the keenC. E. Bill.
est and Oscar Bemis was defeated, with
Eighty-Fourth Birthday.
BROOKFIELD.
only four votes below Arthur W. MitMr and Mrs Louis Balcom, East Weychell who was elected with Warren E.
mouth, are visiting Mrs Balcom's parHenry E. Rice observed his 84th birth- ents on the Brookfield road.
Misses Felt Fletcher and Isabelle McNa- Tarbell and Walter B. Mellen.
day anniversary, Saturday by receiving
Mara were in Worcester, Saturday.
The selectmen met Friday ntght to reFor years you have not beheld such an array of style beau- Joseph Durkin of Holy Cross College, Officers elected in open meeting: sex- calls from relatives and friends at his ceive articles for the warrant for the antons, Robert G. Livermore and Warren home in the Rice Corner district. He
nual town meetingj Maech 16.
ty, color effects and exquisite fabrics with many artistic combin- was at home over Sundav.
R. Upham; cemetery commission, Brook- enjoys very good health for a man of his
Pupils in the School St. building had a
field,
Robert
G.
Livermore,
Oscar
Bemis
advanced
years,
and
is
able
to
attend
to
Mies
Viola
Crimmins
of
Riverdale,
N.
ations of plain and figured goods.
Y., has been the guest of Mr and Mrs and Waiter B. Mellen; East Brookfield, many duties about his farm, coming to sleighride to Ware, last Friday night,
Warren E. Tarbell, Warren R. Upham the village frequently. He is a descend- and attended the moving picture Bhow.
Edward Moreau, Central St.
Mrs Mary E. W. Frink, accompanied .
At the Methodist church, on Sunday and William F. Haywood; Podunk, W. ant of the Rice family, which settled in
morning, the sermon topic will be "The M. Gay, h. A. Starke and C. L. Under- the district in the south part of the town by her brother Dr. Melville E. Webb,
wood; pound keeper, Myron Barnes; field of Brookfield 200 years ago. He was born went to Boston to receive treatment at
consequences of a mispent life."
drivers, David N. Hunter, Mirton Wilson, on wliat is now known as the Sanderson City hospital.
Harold Moreau has gone to work in Emerson H. Stoddard, Victor Nelson, place, near Quacumquasit lake, the son
At their sewing meeting at the home of
the sole leather room at the Foster- Moul- and John Nichols; measurers of wood, of Peter and Mary Rice, and with the exMrs Frank Gilraore, Tuesday afternoon,
shoe factory. ,
bark and lumber, Charles A. Rice, ception of two years, when he was in the the Social and Charitable society disFrank Derrick of Westfleld, Visited Dwight G.. Tucker, Claude H. Laflin, state of Ohio, working at the shoo busi- cussed business for the month.
Mr and Mrs Edward Delaney, Sherman Warren E. Tarbell, Fred H. Lincerbean ness, as a young man, he has lived all
The date for the second West BrookSt.. the first of the week.
and Victor Boucher.
his life in Brookfield. He was married
field Go'f club whist, has been changed
in Townsend, Dec. 4, 1859 to Miss LucreThe ladies' society of the Congregafrom Mareh 6 to March 10. The party
The appropriations made were as foltia Smith, now 76, and the couple have will be held in Red Men's hall.
tional church, will have an all day meetlows: selectmen, 8225; treasurer, $300;
occupied their present home 32 years.
in in the vestry, Thursday, March 12,
tax collector, 8300; assessors, 8500; town
The fourth and fifth grade pupils has a
At the Rise home, Saturday, a birthday
dinner at noon,.
clerk, 890; auditor, 825; elections and
sleighride Saturday, and were accompaThe ladies oi Congregational church, registrations, $250; printing town reports, cake, baked by his daughter, Mrs Laura
neid by their teacher, Miss Lena Gamble
will have an Easter sale in the vestry, on 8156.70; town hall, $300; contingent, Noyes of Taunton, was enjoyed by the
Arthur Cutler took the party in his two
Wednesday April 1, afternoon and even- 8200; highways, 81800; bridges, 8175; guests. His son, Arthur B. Rice was horse barge.
"
ing. Supper at 6, with an entertainment snow removal, 8400; sidewalks, center, present during the day. Mr Rice has
Alanson Hamilton Post, G. A: R., met
at 8 o'clock. The committee in charge 8200; east village, 8100; street, lighting, been partially deaf for a number of years
is Mrs Henry Clark, Mra Sherman Good- 81916.32; tree warden, 850; education, causing him much annoyance. He has Monday afternoon. George H. Allen reregretted for years that injuries received ported having secured Rev. A. H. Wlieeiwin, and Mrs Charles T. Gunn.
89400; public library and reading room,
in an encounter with a bull, prevented ock, Marlboro, Chaplain of State Grange,
$1200;
military
aid,
860;
soldiers
relief,
Rev. Oliver W. Means has filed a $125
him from'enlisting during the civil war, as Memorial day speaker.
deer damage claim with the county ♦600; Memorial Day, 8100; care of comalthough he considers he/imd remarkA series of Episcopal services will be
commissioners at the eeart house, Wor- mon, 825; public charity, $3500; ceme- ably good fortune in surviving the injuheld in G. A. R. hall on Tuesday evencester. His claim is that 26 three year teries, Podunk, 810; interest on notes, ries received at HIP time, as he was Lid ■• •"-» during Lent.
March 10 is the dale
old apple trees, and. 42 two year old ap- 82750; fire department, 81000; forest fires, up in bed for a year. Mr Rice claims to
l <t tue first, and meetings will be three
ple trees were eaten, and destroyed. The $50; constables services, $100; care of be the second pidest person in BrookWorth $15.00 to $50.00
lolUving Tuesdays. Rev. R. M. Adams
appraisers of the damage were- Walter. E, lock-u])g, f?50('eourtfees,$10q; insect exfieldi-rJelng bat a'few months younger rector of Christ Memorial church, North
Mellen, Warren E. Tarbell and Oscar termination, 8100; health and sanitation,
than Henry Richardson, who recently Brookfield, will conduct the meetings.
$150; for publishing the proceedings of
Bemis.
was given the Boston Post cane, as the * Laat Saturday, William Jaffrey bought
the 250th anniversary, 8125; for an ad'
oldest person in town, and who will be the Teehan place on Winter street, which
Word was received in town, Friday, of
ditional watdr supply for the village of
85 in June.
the death in" Eustis, Florida of Charles
is assessed to Alfred N. Labargep for
Brookfield, 81200; sealing of weights and
F. Lane, who was well known in this vi81150. The property includes a house
measures, $25. Total appropriations
cinity as a member of the Lane Construc$27,533.02.
The newly elected board of selectmen and barn and 17 acres of land. Mr Jaftion Co., of Meriden, Conn., that had
frey is employed by the Olmstead QuaIt was voted to allow the firemen and met Wednesday night and organised with boagCo., and has lived in the Shaw
the contract for building nearly all of the
Warren
E.
Tarbell.
chairman,
and
Armacadam highways in this vicinity. The engineers the same pay that they received
house on Long hill for 13 years.
last year. The article to see if the town thur W. Mitchell, clerk. It was voted to
cause of his death was heart failure
Peter T. Kittredge, formerly owner of
have
the
regular
meeting
the
last
Monwould provide a suitable place for sick
a homestead on Ragged Hill, has bought
Miss Fannie M. Conrad arrived in and aged people passing through the town day night of each month.
the Richard's house, High St., assessed
MAIN INGREDIENT IN COOKING
Brookfield, Saturday, from her home in was passed over. The selectmen were
A quantity of mixed grain was reLisbon N. H., and resumed her duties, appointed agents to defend the town ceived at the Brookfield post office, Fri- to the heirs of John W. Adams. Frank
Not the Simplicity or Richness of
Monday, as tetfeher of grades 6 and 7, in against any suits, and to bring suit, when day from the Worcester County Fish and W Adams, Central St., is administrator
Food, but the Manner In Which
the
Blancbard building, after a three necessary. The article to see if the town Game association, to be, distributed of "Wie estate. The property consists of a
Of all women in the world, probably those
It la Prepared.
house, barn and one eighth of an acre,
on the stage are most particular about their weeks leave of absence, granted to her by would petition the Bureau of Statistics through the district as food for the birds. valued at $550.
The gentle reader who has been personal appearance, and especially in the the school committee on account of poor for an audit of its accounts was passed The grain was scattered by rural mail
Evelyn Stone Robinson was given a
observant of these columns, so far care of the hair; and when such leading health. During Miss Conrad's absence, over. The article relative to securing) an carrier, Carlton O. Dean at different
stage beauties as Ethel Barrymore, Elsie
at least aa tbe poetry and eating Is Ferguson, Natalie Alt, Louise Dresser, Rose Mrs Henry H. Pratt of North Brookfield additional water supply for the village* of places along the 22 mile route. Mr Dean yarty at the home of her parents, Mr and
concerned, could-not have failed to no- Coghian.iLaurette Taylor andmany others substituted as teacher in the Blanchard Brookfield, brought forth much argureceived a notice from the post master Mrs David Robinson, Milk St., on Fritice how much we enforced the Idea are so enthusiastic about Harmony Hair school.
ment. Judge Henry E. Cottle, for the general giving him permission to do this. day afternoon from 3 to 6 o'clock. She
(that the cook was the main ingredi- Beautifier as to write in praise of it, that
has had but one birthday, having been
The funeral of Mrs S. George Harwood, water board, stated that it would be
ent. What she Is so Is the pie, the is certainly evidence that it does just what
There will be a supper and entertain- born Feb. 29, 1908. Mrs Robinson was
pudding, the hash, the buckwheat they say it does—that is, beautifies, the .who died the 26th, was from the Har- cheaper to instal a pumping station at ment in town hall, St. Patrick's night,
assisted, in entertaining, by her sister
cakes, the biscuits, and whatever hair. There are many women right in^his wood home, in the Over-the-River dis- the mill yard than to continue the pres- March 17, for the benefit of St. Mary's
town, and men, too, who regard it as indisMiss Gladys Stone, Merrick St. There
ent way of pumping from the paper mill.
graces the table. It 1B her divine con- ' pensabie,
trict,
at
2
o'clock
Saturday
afternoon,
because it makes the hair glossier
ceits that make all the delicacy and and more silky, easier to dress and make with services by Rev. William L. Walsh, It was voted by a rising vote, 29 to 22, to parish. Supper will be served in banquet were games .played, and refreshments
fragrance of the viand which she'con- stay in place. Sprinkle a little on your hail pastor of the First Parish Church. The install the mill yard pumping station, hall, from 6 to 7.45, bV the ladies of the were served, "i
parish and at 8 there will be a musical
structs. Some have, no doubt, regard- each time before brushing it. Contains nc
An extra meeting of the Farmer's Club
bearers were Charles H. Newcomb, and 81200 was appropriated. It was and dramatic entertainment in the hall
ed this Idea as purely fanciful, but otf; will not change color of hair, nor
was held on Tuesday. Following a short
voted
to
authorize
the
clerk
of
the
water
Charles
O.
Bemis,
Charles
A.
Harwood
darken
gray
hair.
in
charge
of
Andrew
Leach,
and
Misses
greater men are now indorsing it.
To keep hair and scalp dandruff-free ana and Merrick Newcomb. The body was commissioners to collect all water rents Mary Walker, Mary Derrick, Ida E. V. musical and literary entertainment, Mrs
Speaking of pumpkin pie in an article
Philander Holmes presented the paper
over to the town treasurer D
, „, . '
In the Independent, B. P. Powell, one clean, use Harmony Shampoo. This pure placerHn the receiving vault at Brookfield and, turn them
..
_.
_.-,.,. u
LA Brown and Charlotte! Daley.
liquid shampoo gives an instantaneous rich
for the forenoon session. Dinner was
of the greatest authorities in matters lather that immediately penetrates to every cemetery. There were many Woral trib- each month. The article that brought
served at 12.30, in charge of Mr and Mrs
of this kind, says:
partofhairandscalp,insuringaquick,thor4_^[rom "Stoves and friends, among forth the most discussion during the aftArthur Cutler, West Brookfield, and Mrs
"But you must find the right woman ough cleansing. Washed off just as quickly, which was a casket piece from the Wo- ernoon, was that to see if the town would
Ella Morse, Warren. The afternoon sesto mix and cook It—that is, the pie. It the entire operation takes only a few mo- man's Alliance of the First Parish church. join the Charlton town farm association.
ments.
Contains
nothing
that
can
harm
the
sion was taken by Prof. Edward H. ForIs like ginger cookies, not too much
By a rising vote the plan to join the asginger; not too little, and tbe same hair; leaves no harshness or stickiness.
bush, Boston, state ornithologist, who
Rhetorical exercises at the high school, sociation was defeated, 49 to 19. The
Both
preparations
come
in
odd-shaped,
with the sugar; and after that if you very ornamental botUeSj^w'th, sprinkler Friday afternoon, had an interesting pro- sum of $125 was appropriated toward the
There are a lot of people in this town who gave an illustrated lecture on "Birds."
stir the mixture Just once too many tops. Harmony Hair Beautifier, $1.00. gram, which was carried out as follows:— publishing- of the proceedings of the cannot afford to be sick. Perhaps none of
The town and village improvement
you feel that you can, but certainly some
times you spoil the cookies. Nobody Harmony Shampoo, 50c. Both guaranteed
The Village Schoolmaster, by William 250th anniversary of the original settle- of you can't, for as soon as you are sick, Clubjs conducting a pool' tournament in
can tell why, only it,is so. But the to satisfy you in every way, or your money
pumpkin pie must have a bracing back. Sold only at the more than 7,000 Petersen, followed by recitations, The Lo- ment of Brookfield. The proceedings are your wages stop and worry and debts be- its rooms, in the Wheeler and Conway
charge of ginger, and sugar enough Rexall Stores, and in this town only by us. comotive Engineer, by Edward Delaney, to be published in book form, and will be gin to pile up. The sensible thing for you building. The two sides are captained
To a Waterfowl, by Ethel Remsen, and sold by the town. Prof. Adams, Worces- to do, as soon as you feel run-down and by Charles H. Clark, for the blues and
to be really sweet in the raw; and as
worn out, no matter what the cause, is to
Eugene W. Reed, North Brcokfield.
Mother's Fool, by Raymojul Marshall. ter Institute Technology has arranged the take something just as quick as you can to John G. Shackley for the reds. The
for the milk! our word for it, don't
try condensed milk, and one more
An essay, Juvenile Courts and their matter. The articles for water extensions build up strength and health. Make your- teams are tied in the number of games
thing, don't try making Just one pie.
Each Hair Distinct.
Work, by Beatrice Bailey was followed along the Podunk road and Blaine Ave., self more comfortable and provide against won, but the reds have an eight point
We have never known stinginess to
Each hair commences its life la a by recitations, selections from the Prin- in East Brookfield, were left in the hands serious sickness.
We don't believe there is any other lead. The tournament is in charge of
work well with pumpkins."
minute pit, or follicle, of the skin and cess, by Lewis Flower, and Hiawatha's
medicine made that will do as much Chas. H. Clark. The club will later
It is not the pumpkin, or the sugar, has a tip that is gradually pushed up- Fishing, by Georgia Holcombr' The pro- of the water commissioners td investigate towards saving your health and thus helpconduct a whist tourney in charge of
and report at a later town meeting. The
or the milk that make the pie—it Is ward by the development of tiny cells
ing you save your money as Rexall Olive
the woman, says the Ohio State Jqur- In the bulb or root. Oil glands at the gram was concluded with a piano duet, school department were we/e given $300 03 Emulsion. It is a medicine that gets Herbert N. Dodge and Edward Houghnal. And the more poetry she has in aide of the latter supply the hair with by Mildred Mitchell'and Lillian Weare. additional to their recommendation of right at the trouble and relieves it by ton- ton.
ing the nerves, enriching the blood, and
her soul the more she puts into the grease, so that when one is pulled out
Town officers, whose terms expire this
The musical section of the Y. L. AS to $9100, to put the schools in Lower Po- giving new strength and jiealth to the
pie. We forget this. We think the It appears as a ball of fatty substance.
dunk and Rice Corner into condition so whole body. It doesn't do this by means of year, where election is for more than one
the
V.
I.
8.,
were
entertained
at
a
musiartist putB his soul into his landscape, However long a hair may be, ltB free,
they can be opened again., and do away
or habit-forming drugs, because it yesr, are: Edward K. Haskins, selectthe architect his in the edifice, the or most distant end, is the oldest, be- cale at the home of Miss Ethel Johnson, with transporting the children to other alcohol
contains none. Its strength and health- man; Frederick G. Smith, overseer of
musician his Into his soaring strains, cause It is in and around the neck of Friday night. The subject for the evengiving
power
is due to pure Olive Oil and
hut when it comes to the cook, she is the bulb that new cells are added, and ing was Ethelbert Nevin and his compo- schools. The town accepted the eight the Hypophosphites, long endorsed by suc- the poor; George B. Sanford, assessor'
hour
amendment,
by
a
vote
of
Yes
150,
Just., nothing but corn, molasses and therefore push out the already fin- sitions. A sketch of his life was given
cessful physicians, the one for its food Harold Chesson, school committee; Dr.
potatoes. That's sacrilege.- Anybody ished length.
by Miss Clarabelle Bailey, followed by No 73, and laborers on the highways will value, the other for its tonic value. Here, W. Cowles, board of health; James D.
for the first time, they are combined, and Farley, water commissioner; Edwin Wilreceive
82.00
per
eight
hour
day,
for
the
can tell whether a woman puts a
the solo "Mighty lak' a rose," by Miss
the result is a real nerve, blood and bodyensuing year.
smile pr a growl into a pie. And everyClara M, Clarendon; the duet, Narcissus,
building medicine—a real strengthener bur, cemetery commissioner; Clarence
body can tell Immediately if it ie some
Memory a Storehouse.
Arthur F. Butterworth was moderator that we are prpud to tell you about. You W. Allen and Harold Chesson, trustees
by
Misses
Pauline
Eaton
and
Ruth
Vizfellow down in a cellar making a pie
Professor Bergson believes that ard; Venetian Love Song, by Ruth Viz- of the meeting.
don't need to/hesitate in using it, because Merriam public library. For the office
for ten cents.
if it doesn't do all we say it will and satisfy
memory is imperishable; that all we
The town went license by 12 votes, the you in every way, it will cost you nothing. of highway commissioner, the names of
have thought, felt and experienced In ard. Preceding Chepin's Etude, by Miss
Lewis H. Bruce, Royal Fountain, Danieh
Latest In Typewriters.
past life is In
me way stored, up and Clara M. Clarendon, was,* solo, The Ro- majority being cut down from*31, last f it doesn't make you strong and well
again, come back and get your money. It W. Mason and Frederick B. Walls are
One of the American typewriters may, under favorable circumstances, sary, by Mies Eaton. The entertain- year's majority.
>
will be given to you without word or ques- mentioned. The names of Sumner Reed
•old extensively in India has per- be revived in dreams; and that the ment concluded with a piano solo, ChoIn addition to the appropriations of tion. Sold only at the more than 7,000
fected an arrangement by which it can totality of'the past Is involved In the pin's Polonaise by Miss McEvoy. There
$27,533,02
made
at
the
meeting,
the
sum
I
Rexall
Stores, and in this town only by us and Dr. Windsor R. Smith are heard in
print the 360 characters and signs of present as a rolling snowball gathers
connection with school committee.
was a dainty luncheon served to the 20 of 83967.50 is to be paid on the town j *100the Bengali alphabet.
up all that Is In Its path.
members present.
debts.
Eugene W. Reed, North Brookfield.
Continued on 1st inside page.
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Fascinating Women's Clothes
For Spring and Summer, 1914

You Risk No Money

MASSACAUSETTS

NORTH BKOOKFIELD, MASS., FRIDAY, MARCH 6, 1914.

Worth $12.50 to $50.00

$5.00, $10.00, and $15.00

; FURS

SCARFS, MUFFS, COATS

% and Yi Price

SUITS

$7.50, $9.75, and $15.00

Dresses, Skirts, Waists, Girls' Coats and Girls' Dresses
At One-Half and One-Third Price
RICHARD HEALY,
512 Main Street,
Worcester, Mass.

LOCAL WOMEN AGREE
WITH STAGE BEAUTIES

YOU CAN'T EARN MONEY
WHEN YOU'RE LAID UP

BROOKFIELD

BROOKFIELD TIMES

STORM DAMAGE
BREAKSjlECORD

SAKURASHIMA VOLCANO IN ACTION

BLIZZARD

Conducted as Private Venture,
Commission Reports to
Legislature.
Boston—Millions are invested in
Massachusetts in "white slavery" as
private ventures, but there is no evidence to show that any organization
exists for the buying or selling of
women for immoral purposes in this
state.
Sexual vice as a business enterprise
exists in Boston and other Bay
State cities despite the activity of the
police and other public officials
against it.
Professional prostitution can be successfully attacked and eradicated by
corrective legislation and its proper
and vigorous enforcement; by an
awakened public conscience and by
scientific and individual treatment.
These are among the most important conclusions reached by the Massachusetts white slave commission,
which has filed its report with the
Legislature after an extensive study
of all phases of organized vice in this

TRAGEDIES

Uncord Storm Driven Seaward—Fire
and Oisease Feared in Ice-Choked
Streets—Seven Hundred Firemen

on

PARCEL POST KILLING STATE
EXPRESS BUSINESS.
Massachusetts Expressmen Lay Com.
plaints Before Senate Postofflce

Committee.

lailroadsand Wire Lines Never
Before So Eadly Crippled
|l6

MILLIONS INVESTED
HI WHITE SLAVERY

Guard.

Washington — Massachusetts expressmen appeared before the Senate
Committee on Post Office and Post
Roads to state that the rates of the
parcel post were ruining their business. The delegation consisted of
Samuel C. French, president of the
Expressmen's League of Massachusetts; E. J. Sampson, express office
manager of Boston; Daniel Corcoran
and Marcus Pettingill.
They were
represented also by James F. Cavanaugh as attorney.
The testimony
brought out that in the opinion of the
expressmen the Government must be
running the parcel post business at a
loss with present rates. To their
statement that the farmers of New
England were not patronizing the
parcel post. Senators Bankhead and
Martine took exceptions, suggesting
that although the farmers might not
be shipping goods yet they were buying in large quantities. Mr. Sampson
returned that the expressmen regarded the shipper rather than the receiver the real patron of the parcel
post. If the profitable part of the
business is taken away he said—that
from one to fifteen pounds—the unprofitable part must be left to the
government.

LOCK

Hearing Before Mouse Judiciary
Committee.
/
DEMOCRATS THREATENED
Harmful

to

Women

and the Coun-

sentative from Alabama
Is Hissed.

WHAT AN 0HI0AN

Charted
Edmonds HENRT HOWLAND
Walk,
MADMAWJ

Juffior of
"7he SW&r Blade:: "The TaterndderXubz:' Etc.

try, 8aye Antls—Heflin, Repre-

Washington.—All phases of the woman suffrage question were presented
I New York.—The worst blizzard
to the House judiciary committee, acalong the Atlantic Coast ia twenty-six
companied by cheers, jeers, hissed
[■spent itself, after thirty-six hours of
Hury, leaving in its trail death, sufand applause.
fering and a loss of millions.
Deserting sentimental phases of the
" Packed in a foot of ice and snow,
suffrage argument, Mrs. Crystal EastiNew York City was almost isolated
man Benedict and Mrs. Mary Beard,
ffrom the world. Wires are down to
pie West and South and only a few
New York lawyers, threw down the
I trains nosed through the drifts.
gauntlet to the Democratic party in
i Fear of a milk famine was averted
no uncertain terms, warning the comflfhen trains bearing one-fifth of the
Photographs of the terrible volcanic disaster in Japan have just reached
mittee that the political wrath of the
(normal supply shouldered through the this country The one here reproduce! shows the volcano Sakurashima in
Jsnow banks into the city, twenty-four action pouring forth the ashes and lava that devastated towns and country.
4,000,000 women in suffrage States
l>hours late.
- ,
would be visited upon the party un-'
The commission tw created by the
f Pestilence and Are threaten the city
Legislature of last year. Its report
less favorable consideration was givibecause of the heaps of garbage lying
Is a voluminous one df about 100
en the constitutional amendment for
sin the streets and the damage to 80
typewritten pages, and is the result
GRAIN DEALERS PROTEST.
iper cent of the Are alarm system in
woman suffrage.
of Investigations and study of the
S Brooklyn and Staten Island.
Antl-suffragists told the committee
problem extending into all of the prin- Ask Chamber of Commerce To File
I ' Seven hundred firemen are patrolthat woman suffrage -would be harmcipal cities and towns of the state.
Brief Against Special Charges.
['ling the streets, and all leaves of
ful "not only to women but to the*
The medical, legal and social sides
absence in the department have been
Grain dealers of this city voted
At the conclusin of the
of tb question were given especial yesterday to ask the directors of the country."
Irevoked.
hearing,
Dr. Mary Walker, trousered
Damage Rivals That study by the commission and a corpB Chamber of Commerce to file a brief and silk-hatted,
t Sixteen are dead in New York City Woman Who Fed Arsenic to Her Storm
presented to the comof trained men and women Investi- with the Interstate Commerce Com[and vicinity since the blizzard began,
Done in 1888 Blizzard
gators. Many conferences were held mission, protesting against special mittee what she called "the crownLand scores have been injured. SufFamily Sentenced to Die
with public officials, physicians, chari- railroad charges for leaving cars on ing constitutional argument," to show
I fering among the poor has increased
that women already have the right toty workers and others.
terribly.
vote under the constitution.
The commission declares sexual private sidings.
I Meagre reports coming from other
PARALYZE
RAILROAD
TRAFFIC
The
dealers
also
voted
against
the
In the meanwhile, debate on the
vice is not the result of natural and
I'nard hit cities tell of five dead in SHE KILLED HER HUSBAND
McCumber grain Inspection bill, now suffrage amendment was continuing:
Inevitable conditions, but is based
I Philadelphia and two in Cincinnati.
pending in Congress.
in the Senate.
and continued on the desire for
; Every big railroad system entering
The suffragists who appeared beI New York went out of business foi Justice Ignore. Mercy Recommenda- Six Trains Stalled with Passengers financial gain.
$5,000,000
BONDS
80LD.
Between New York and Albany—
fore the committee were divided.
The commission sets forth Its cona day, except the New Haven, which
tion and Pronounces Death Serr;
Mrs. Antoinette Funk, Mrs. Medill
Thirteen New Jersey Towns lio-.
clusions relative to the belief that an
f ran all its trains, though greatly betence, Fixing Week of April 5
Boston—Treasurer Frederick W. McCormick and Mrs. William Kent,
organization exists for the buying or
► hind schedule.
lated In Darkness.
for Electrocution.
Mansfield announces that actual sales representing the National Woman
I Thousands of unemployed can have
selling" of girls as follows:
of bonds "over the counter" has Suffrage Association, urged that if
[work removing snow, but they will not
"It has been shown that pimps and
New York.—The worst storm In
Little Falls, N. Y„ Feb. 28—Mrs.
amounted to more than $5,000,000.
the committee would not report the
Fapply. Accepting the dare of the 1.
twenty years swept over the East, procurers In many localities in the
Cynthia
Buffum
was
found
guilty
of
"Seventy-five persons," said he,
fif. W. agitators, dozens of ministers
killing five persons in New York city state systematically persuade and in- "have bought bonds of less than $500 proposed amendment, it report an
murder
in
the
first
degree
for
poisonamendment to allow the suffrage
Loitered to house the homeless. "Nothand vicinity, injuring scores of others, duce girls and women to enter the
Etng for I. W. W. oratory, but 20 cents ing her husband by means of arsenic tying up traffic and paralyzing public business of commercialized prostitu- denominations. And while reaction- question to be decided by referenadministered
over
a
period
of
two
aries
were
spending
their
time
in
ridum in the various States, instead of
an hour for shovelling," is the slogan
tion.
service facilities in every section.
of the Street Cleaning Commissioner. .months. Justice Brown sentenced her
"It Is also true that in the resorts diculing me and the sale in general, by the Legislatures.
It fell with paralyzing effect on
I Men who went through the blizzard to die in the electric chair in Auburn southern New York, New Jersey, which they frequent these procurers more than 40 savings banks and trust
Mrs. Benedict, Mrs. Beard, Mrs.
Lot 1888 said that the effects of the lat- during the week of April 6. She was Pennsylvania and southern New Eng- do bargain for girls whom they con- companies availed themselves of the Glendower Evans of Boston and Dr.
privilege
and
bought
these
attractive
Coat storm were more disastrous be taken to the death house in Auburn
Cora
Smith King for the Congressiontrol and arrange for their transfer from
land.
' cauBe the city had grown so greatly under guard of Sheriff Dempsey.
al Union, declared the time had come,
Guesses are that the property loss city to city. The prostitutes them- securities."
The
jury
was
out
five
hours
and
a
to make the suffrage question one of
|-Jn twenty-six years. There were more
half. During this time Mrs. Buffum will be second only to that caused by selves profess not to know of any Eliot Opposes New Check On I (mi; things for a blizzard to hurt.
political expediency.
market place for prostitutes except
the blizzard of 18SS.
sat
in
the
court
room
with
her
aged
gration.
Funerals and burials were suspend"It Is because I have the interests;
New York city was cut off as It had the well-known immoral cafes and
mother,
two
brothers
and
one
small
Boston—President-Emeritus
Eliot
oi
Md. For the first time In years there
of thiB administration at heart," said)
not been since the great storm of hotels, where they make their own arson.
Harvard
remains
convinced
the
fur' were\no funeral processions on the
Mrs. Evans, "that I hope the DemoWhen the jury announced its ver- Washington's birthday thirteen years) rangements for entering houses of Ill- the restriction of immigration woulo cratic'majority in the House will seef Toad to the cemeteries in Queens.
fame In the same or other cities.
ago.
Of the 20,000 commuterB on Staten dict Mrs. Buffum appeared unmoved.
aggravate
the
scarcity
of
labor
In
the
its way clear to reconsider what, afAn eighty-flve-miles-an-hour wind,
"The evidence indicates that 'proIsland only 5,000 were able to get to She stood up and answered the or- driving a mixture of rain and snow, curing for prostitution' and 'enticing rural districts and smaller cities, he ter all, was a somewhat unconsidered?
dinary question put to the condemned
New York.
raged, making travel almost impossi- to prostitution' in this state Is done writes the National Liberal Immi- action by the Democratic caucus."
The public schools In the five bor- without a tremor of the voice.
Mrs. Evans and Mrs. Benedict warnas a private venture, and not as part gration League:
ble.
Over
In
the
corner
her
mother,
a
oughs were all open, despite the
"Not a single argument for fur- ed the Democrats not to "dodge the.
Shipping along the Atlantic Coast of an organized plan.
great
grandmother,
in
her
late
sixties,
'' storm, but they were sadly lacking
was forced to seek refuge in the near!n this investigation It has also ther restriction of the Immigration issue," and declared that action on
j In pupils. In the outlying districts, dabbed her eyes with a handkerchief. est harbors. Six vessels were reportbeen shown that procurers do bring have I yet seen," he says, "which does the suffrage question must be taken
' where all traffic was at a standstill The little ten-year-old son, Francis, ed lost off New England, with the loss
women from other states to practice not violate the plainest principles ot at this session of Congress.
I whole classes were missing and, In a kept his head resting against his of from nine to twenty lives, and ships
"Gentlemen," said Mrs. Beard, "you
prostitution in this state. This fact sound American industrial developflew cases the teachers and janltorB mother's shoulder.
are warned by the Weather Bureau Is also proved by the convictions un- ment, or which' does not propose.to cannot answer us by shaking in our
Attorney
Patrick
Collin's
motion
for
■were the only ones in the holdings.
abandon or maim the nobly; policy of faces that tatterdemalion of a State's
not to leave port.
der the Mann act.
■ Nothing approaching the damage to a new trial was denied.
the United States, which has made right scarecrow, and then expect u»
The gale on the sea was the worst
"The
commission
has
received
no
j telegraph and telephone service was
George Buffum, a farmer, 50 years in the memory of modern mariners.
this country the hope'iof the multi- not to read the newspapers when yon
evidence
which
would
show
that
any
of age; his wife Cynthia, five years
§ ever known.
The victims of the storm hereabouts organization exists in this state for the tudes who cannot yet find freedom repudiate your platform and violate
Miles of telegraph and telephone younger and five of their childreu lived
express State's rights in the matter
buying or selling of women for Im- and comfort in their native lands."
X wires were useless, having broken or on a little farm about a mile from are:
of a presidential primary.
You canLAURO, JOHN, aged six; killed
moral purposes."
I sagged under the weight of snow and Little Valley, the county seat of Catnot tell us that the platform will not
To Fight For Tax Reform.
under falling canopy.
taraugus county. The husband was
| Ice.
allow
this
suffrage
discussion
becauseBoston—Gov. Walsh declares he InCONTI, GAETANO, aged twentyWANT CHANGES IN
COMPENSASuch a storm smiting New York hard working, the woman likewise
tends to continue vigorously his fight it is silent, but will permit the repeal
six;
killed
under
falling
canopy.
TION
ACT.
'■- caused more damage to business thanand they were poor.
for a constitutional convention, re- of the canal tolls exemption, which it
M'ARDLE, JAMES, aged ' fortyI will ever be estimated. More than
There was gossip of the countrygardless of the adverse report made expressly forbids.
eight;
dropped
dead
from
exJudiciary
Committee
Asked
to
Make
JJ00.000 commuters couldn't get to of- side about the' woman, but nothing
"It is underestimated our resources
on a bill providing for this measure
haustion.
Disability Allowance $4000.
Ktee or shop. Customers stayed at tangible until she became infatuated
by the committee on constitutional to suppose that we cannot put these
FARRAN, LOUIS, aged eighteen;
pjhome. Deliveries of coal were almost with Ernest Frahm, a farmer hardly
facts into the hands of 15,000,000 votgrabbed dangling electric wire.
Boston—Proposed changes
and amendments.
" Impossible in most districts of the more than half her age.
The Governor said be believed the ers, including over 3,000,000 free womRAFFAEL BRUNO, Tarrytown;
amendments in the workmen's comThe theory of the prosecution In the
k city.
en. The political party which enters
blinded by snow, hit by train.
pensation act, advanced by James B. best method of securing a constituRailroad service was never so com- case was that, b-s'ieving or hoping
Thirteen towns in New Jersey were Carroll for the Industrial Accident tional convention is to enforce rigid- into possession of the federal governpletely demoralized in the memory, of that if she were ifree Frahm might
ment March 4, 1917, will belfive that
teperatiag officials. Not even the bliz- marry her. Mrs. Buffum deliberately Isolated arid in darkness. Communi- Board; James H. Vahey and others, ly the present taxation laws. This, woman suffrage.is a matter of nacation
between
villages
was
impossihe
believed,
would
bring
about
such
a
were
heard
by
the
committee
on
the
X sard of 1888 pinched so fiercely.
set about to do away with her entire
protest that the people of the state tional concern and transcendent naThere was no such thing on most of family. She procured horse liniment ble, and in many places cars were judiciary last week.
tional importance."
fcthe lines as through train service.- An of the cheapest kind, which contained stalled with passengers aboard.
The board recommends that the would regard a constitutional convenThe representatives of the National
Railroad traffic east of Albany was death or permanent disability allow- tion to bring about taxation reform
| occasional through train, like the a strong percentage of arsenic in soWoman Suffrage Association disclaimTwentieth Century Limited on the lution, and arranged to feed it to her at a standstill. Six New York Central ance be increased to $4,000, and that as a necessity.
ed participation in the political warntrains were held up between New hospital and medical attention be exF. New York Central and the Congres- family in their food.
ing of the Congressional Union, and
Rslonal Limited on the Pennsylvania,
The entire family became ill last York and Peekskill by fallen tele- tended. It does net oppose increas- Farmer's Treatment of Wife Lauded. for some time the committee room,
\ managed to creep in, but the former April. Measles was the cause, accord- graph poles. Other railroads moved a ing the weekly payments to persons
Boston—Spirited praise of the New was in confusion, with half a dozen
■ was six hours late and the latter 16. ing to reports, and no partioulsr at- few trains only, and those without any injured. It wants the word* "casual" England farmer's treatment of his
women trying to explain things. At
The crack flyers, not darins to move tention was paid tc it by the neigh- pretense of keeping schedules., taken out of the act, and recommends wife marked an address by Mrs. Ed- times during the hearing the spectaWires were down all over the East,
■raiorg tracks strewn with the debris of bors. No physician was called.
that the act have extra territorial ef- ward Pearson Pressey, lecturer and tors who crowded the room gave vent
tthe Btorm, or because telegraph wires
Norris, the four-year-old son, died in trains fighting their way through sog- fect. One man's case was cited. He authoress, at a meeting of the Wo
# eie down and they could get no or- May and three others were very ill. gy drifts, and heavy blockades were in was killed shortly after he had been man Suffrage campaign committee. to their feelings. Representative Heflin of Alabama, who spoke agalnBt
tteit, stopped at the most convenient Laura, the twelve-year-old daughter, control of all forms of traffic.
The telegraph companies were prac sent outside the State, and his family "The average farmer," she said, suffrage, was frequently hissed.
Itallons.
began to waste away. She became
could
not
be
recompensed
under
the
"works
from
daylight
to
dark
and
Mrs. Arthur M. Dodge, president of
very much emaciated and at last phy- tically out of commission, without a law.
dresses in overhalls, while his wife, the National Association Opposed to>
ASK8 DIVORCE AND RECALL.
sicians were called who could not singie direct line to Philadelphia,
Proposals
that
injured
men
be
perfiguratively
speaking,
is
clothed
In
diagnose the disease from which she Washington^ Chicago, St. Louis, New mitted to choose their own physician, purple and fine linen. He remains at Woman Suffrage, conducted the oppoSheriff Eggers's Wife Argues He Is
sition to the amendment.
Orleans and other cities.
suffered.
Not Fit to Hold Public Office,
Some sagged and snapped under the and.that more compensation be pro- home night to chop wood or care for
Buffum, the husband, died on AuSan Francisco.—In addition to having gust 25 and immediately thereafter weight of the clinging snow, some vided for partial loss pt eyesight were the fires, while she goes to the city
BISHOP BOWMAN DEAD.
for amusement."
<
brought divorce proceedings against the suspicions and the rumors of the were carried down by poles similarly advanced.
Frederick S. Eggers, Sheriff of San country-side reached the county seat, laden and blown over, whole regiments
Orange, N. Y.—Bishop Thomas BowUrge 8-Hour Day Ror Women.
Victory For Woman Suffrage.
Francisco County, his wife announced where the authorities began to ask at a time.
man, formerly president of De Pauw
Boston—"Eight hours a day for woI to a signed statement, that she would
In New Jersey the storm caused
Boston—The first victory for woman University, is dead here at the home
questions.
circulate a petition for his recall from
Mrs. Buffum was arrested and after more damage, and greater inconven- men" was the cry that went up from suffrage at this session of the Legis- of his daughter. He was 97 years of
ouice.
They have lived together
undergoing some severe questions she ience than any other since the blizzard labor organizations from all parts ot lature was assured when a poll of age.
thirty-five years.
constitutional
was charged with murder in the first of 1888. Railroad and trolley traffic the State before the legislative Com- the committee on
Bishop Bowman was the patriarch
"This is not spite work," said Mrs.
session, of Methodism in America. No other
degree. It was alleged that she con- was almost at a standstill and the mittee on Social Welfare which gave amendments, in executive
Eggers. "I simply do not believe that
a
hearing
at
the
State
House
on
progreatest
part
of
Hudson,
Essex,
Passhowed
a
majority
in
favor
of
an
fessed that after her husband had
Sheriff Eggers is a fit man to be in a beaten her for infidelity she took sate and U.nion counties went without posed legislation to this effect. New out-and-out amendment to the con- bishop in the service of that church
ever reached such ah advanced age.
public office."
the advice of Frahm and poured the electric lights. Many wires and poles Bedford, Fall River and Lawrence stitution striking out the word "male" He had been affectionately known for
In her statement Mrs. Eggers outliniment in the food. Frahm was al- were borne down under tb,e weight oi figures most prominently in the sup- from the qualifications for* voting. a generation as the "Grand old man
lines testimony which she has given*
port of the bill. Opposition of a vig- The vote was 6 to 2.
the snow.
so taken in custody.
of tho faith."
before the Grand Jury.
orous nature came from the hotel
BUYS
NO
MAN'S
LAND.
men throughout the State, all of
PREFERS U. S. RAILWAY CONTROL
State
Employes
Organize.
08BORN NEW YORK CHAIRMAN.
GANG LEADER SHOT.
whom claimed that hotels should be
Boston—The Massachusetts State
VIce-President Harris of Central Says Joshua Crane, Polo Crack, to Make exempt from the Intended law.
Employes
Benefit
Association,
which
New
York.—James Corrigio, also
William Allaire Shortt Choaen SecreIt His Country Home.
State Supervision Makes Trouble.
tary to Succeed Mason.
Boston. — No Man's Land, the Find $300 Necklace In Mill Rag Room has been in the process of organiza- known as "Jimmy Curley," leader of
Washington.—Federal
incorporation
tion several months has completed a gang bearing his name, was shot
New York?—The Democratic State
most isolated inhabited spot on the
Holyoke, Feb. 25—Mrs. Wasyl BurV
Committee elected William Church Os- and exclusive Federal regulation of is- New England coast, is to be stocked ko found a necklace in the rag room organization with the election of Pres- and killed on the East Side by two
sues
of
railroad
securities
were
recommen who escaped:- The police believe
born chairman to succeed George M.
as a fish and game preserve, and of a local paper mill. A forewoman ident Frank Gillesple.
Palmer as the first step In the reor- mended to the House Commerce Com- made the country home of Joshua
that Corrigio was killed as the result
offered
her
fifteen
cents
for
it
She
mittee
by
Albert
H.
Harris,
vice-presiSen. Pag* on Committee.
ganization of the party in the State.
of a quarrel arlBlng from the division
Crane, former national racquet cham- refused and wore the jewel and then
It elected William Allaire Shortt, of dent and general counsel for the New pion.
Washington—Senate- Carroll
8. of loot consisting of diamonds, other
discarded it. Then the police heard
Richmond county, secretary, with Mr. York Central lines.
He has purchased the island, which of it and valued the diamonds in the Page of Vermont, has been appointed jewelry and money obtaiped in a
"Most of the people in the railroad
Osborn's approval. It delegated to
recent raid on a restaurant.
business would be well satisfied to re- is three miles in circumference, and necklace at $300. There Is no clew a member of the commission to In
Mr. Osborn the appointment of a
vestfgate vocational education.
incorporate under a Federal charter lies about six miles off the southwes- to the Identity of the owner.
treasurer to succeed Arthur A. Mctern
extremity
or
Martha's
Vineyard.
and avoid State control," said he.
I Lean.

SLEET AND SNOW
MRS. BUFFUM
FOUNDJUILTY WREAK DEATH
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HAS TO SAY ABOUT CONDITION*!
IN WESTERN CANADA

W. E. Lewis formerly lived neasl
Dayton, Ohio. He went to Saskatche- f
wan seven years ago with $1,800 lav.]
money, a carload of household effectu
and farm implements, including fowl
horses and three cows. Of course, thai
first year he only got feed from
crops, but the second year had 1091
acres In wheat which made over 2.80* ]
bushels. He has not had a failure in 1
crop, and at present has 21 bead of!
horses, 15 head of cattle and 36 hogs, i
and owns 1,120 acres of land, all under cultivation. He has been offered
$35 an acre for his land, and should
he care to dispose of his holdings he.
could pay all his debts and have |30,000 to the good; but, as he says,.
"Where could I go to invest my money
and get as good returns." He continues in his letter to the Immigration
department, August, 1912:
"We hate equally as good if not
better prospects for crops this year »• ■
we had three years ago, when our t
wheat ranged from 30 to 48 bushels)
per acre. I never believed such crops ;
could be raised until I saw them nafl
self. I had 15 acres that year that J
made 50 bushels to the acre. Ou
harvest will be ready by the 12th
We have this season in crop 400 acre
of wheat, 125 of oats, 90 of flax and]
run three binders with four men tol
do the stooklng. We certainly like
this country and the winters, although '
the winters are cold at times, but wedo not suffer as one would think
What we have accomplished here can
be duplicated In almost any of the
new districts."—Advertisement

Blow, wild
winds!
quitted himself so vigorously but a the dead man, and Intent only upon ly pace back to the Powhatan. Once
east,
few short seconds previously, was catching her eye. And then "the mag- more to themsedves. and Tom Phlnwest;
Blow
north, blow
Rudolph Van Vechten, a young man of lying at their feet—dead.
netism of his look had its effect; her ney's volubility returned.
south — blow as
leisure, Is astonished to see a man enter
eyes were drawn to his, and she came
"Why
the
dickens
didn't
you
want
ye
will;
No. ISIS, a house across the street from
CHAPTER IV.
to herself with a start A tinge of color to tell him what you know?" he deThe Joy of spring la
the Fowhatan club, long unoccupied and
in my breast.
appeared in her cheeks; but Van Vech- manded.
•
spoken of as the House of Mystery. SevThe snow is g-one
eral persons at regular Intervals enter
The Face In the Crowd.
ten observed that the terror and deThe answer was uttered softly.
from
yonder
No. 1313. Van Vechten expresses concern
Up to the present moment the two spair still lingered in her eyes.
"Tom, whatever reasons I may have
hill!
to his friend, Tom Phlnney, regarding the young men had been confronted only
Van
Vechten
turned
his"
attention
I
couldn't
put
into
words.
At
least,
I
whereabouts of his cousin and fiancee,
I hear the hopeless
Paige Carew. A fashionably attired wo- by a series of mystifying incidents, to the man with something like resent- sha'n't attempt to just now. You sureones complain
man Is seen to enter the House of Mys- baffling, to be sure, but bearing noth- ment stirring in his bosom, for the fel- ly know what a 'hunch' Is; your
B e c ause dull
terying sinister upon their face; and un- low's manner suggested a proprietary scheme of life seems largely to be govclouds
obscure
less Van Vechten's more recent per- relationship toward the girl, which, for erned by them."
the sky,
BOOK I.
Because
the
rain
turbation (at sight of the veiled lady) a reason he did not attempt Just then
"Huh!" grunted Tom, without underbeats on the
be taken Into account, neither had the to explain, made him angry. As far standing, but inadvertently hitting up-,
pane
CHAPTER III—Continued.
morning's queer events borne any as attire went, the man was present- on a part of the reason for his friend's
And mad March
The door had been closed behind the especial significance whatsoever.
winds are roarable enough; but Van Vechten was not reticence. "It is the veiled lady in the.
girl a minute or such a matter, when
ing by.
But here, in the twinkling of an eye, favorably prepossessed by the sullen, taxi; you think you are on the scent
Cease — cease, ye
Van Vechten and Phinney eaw it was tragedy stark iand grim. Only a battered countenance, the coarse,
of an adventure. Rats! No adventure
dismal ones, to
jerked partially open and at once minute or two ago and this man was sandy hair, nor the big, loose-jointed,
there. She was a lady, I can tell you
fret
banged violently shut again. In truth, pulsing with the perfect vitality of powerful body.
Because the March
that."
they both plainly heard the concus-' young, vigorous manhood; now the
winds
wildly
Then the cautioning glance was of a
The other gave him a sharp glance,
roar;
eion. Van Vechten rose and pressed spark of life was Sown—extinguished,
They go to tell the
closer to the window, his gaze intent- as one might puff out the flame of a eudden accounted for; the man, satis- as if estimating the degree of his perviolet
fied that the girl had caught his mean- spicacity. How much could Tom tell?
ly upon the door across the way.
candle.
That spring; is
"Tom"—after a moment, "if you
"By Jupiter!" .he exclaimed under
on
the
way
Both were profoundly sobered by
must talk—and I know your limitaonce more.
his breath. "Tom, there's a scuffle go- the shocking end of their brief chase,
tions
as
compared
with
your
intening on over there, or I'm an Indian!"
and even Van Vechten's more active
Blow, mad March
tions—promise me that you will not
And his surmise was promptly af mentality was slow to accept realizawinds!
Blow
mention the lady In the taxi—to anyfirmed. The door flew open with s tion. As for Tom Phinney, he merely
gloom away,
His Past
body."
Blow
vernal
tints
final jerk and a brawny man could be stood gaping at the still form, his
A benevolent lady was feeding a
Van Vechten's manner was so delibacross
the
seen standing upon the threshold. He brain for the time being utterly behungry tramp. She expressed her dielea;
erate and grave that Tom favored hlml
was so large that he fairly blocked the numbed.
Vviiat matter if thu skies be gray
favor at his wandering, idle life.
with a questioning stare.
doorway; his back was to the street;
While
April's
hopes
are
blown
to
met
The spell of horror was in a meas"I was not always in this condition,
"Why, sure. Ruddy," was the prompt
but it was plain that he was strug- ure broken . by a policeman's belated
mum," said the tramp. "I came from
and hearty response—"if it's as seriMERE OPINION.
gling with somebody beyond.
arrival. He stooped and turned up the
a
good
family."
OUB as all.that. You know her—what?"
Save for themselves, the room was man's face, and a thin crimson line
"You did?" asked the lady. "Might "No,
I
don't.
But
I
think
that
I
now once more deserted (since the could be seen staining the left temple
If you have no reason to be cheerful
should—which is quite a different you will emphasize your mistake by I ask your name?"
passage of the luncheon hour) and The features were composed, as if
"Blanklelgh," replied the tramp.
thing."
neglecting to look as if you were bethere was nobody else to witness the death had been kind and mercifully
"Why, that Is the name orthe peo-He knew that one phase of the morn-' ing well treated by the world.
abrupt termination of the affair.
swift
ple that live next doer!" exclaimed
Ing's happenings would not be too
Suddenly the man drew back his
The time that is used by a woman of
"Slugged," was the officer's sentenmuch for Tom to keep to himself, and sixty-five in frizzing her hair might the lady.
right arm and struck a mighty blow tious conclusion. Standing upright, he
"I know It," replied the tramp. "They
for some unexplained reason Van lust as well be devoted to solitaire.
straight from the shoulder.
shot a glance round the crowd, "Who
kicked me downstairs Just before I
Vechten wanted it to be the mysteri"Bing!" shouted Tom in gleeful ad- saw this done?" he roughly demanded.
Nothing so grates upon the nerves came here!"
ous lady of the taxi-cab.
miration. "Oh, my! Wouldn't I hate
of one who is disappointed In life as
Nobody replied; only an uneasy stir/As they were turning into the Pow- to see another who is making the best
to get a punch like that!"
ring undulated through the small gathhatan's granite archway. Van Vech- of things as they are.
DRUG HOUSE ENJOINED
Whoever did, obviously had no fur- ering, which promptly settled again Inten bent an inquisitive glance toward
ther stomach for opposing the trucu- to silent immobility; and the blue-coat,
Why do women go on experimenting
BY FEDERAL COURT
Number
1813.
His
curiosity
was
now
lent one, for the latter tore loose and as usually happens in such cases,
with substitutes for trousers? If men
Immeasurably
augmented
by
a
fresh
ran down the steps. Van Vechten and sought to cover with rudeness his lncould ever have found anything better
Judge Jeremiah Neterer, of the
interest And he received another than real pantaloons they would have United States district court, to-day
Phinney recognized him as the man competency to handle the situation.
shock—one
that
fairly
staggered
him.
who had arrived at noon—Number
adopted It (or them) long ago.
granted a permanent Injunction in beIt was at ahout this juncture, Van
For the first time in all the months
Twelve, they afterwards called him, Vechten forever afterwards rememThere Is something good In every half of the Centaur Company of New
that he had surveyed the silent facade, man, but frequently It Is too deep to York, the manufacturers of Fletcher's
Don't—Don't Look at
associating him with the hour. He was bered, that he first became aware of
he caught a movement at one of the be worth digging for.
Like Thatl"
panting and considerably disheveled, the face. He was standing behind
Caatoria,' against the Stewart at
blinds. It was drawn aside, and he
though otherwise he appeared to be Tom, a bit to his left, and opposite the
The fame that is thrust upon a man Holmes Drug Company of Uiis/Clty.
ing,
showed
that
he
had
noted
Van
was
afforded
a
momentary
glimpse
of
none the worse for the struggle.
Is never accompanied by stickers.
The controversy arose from the Sim-'
alley mouth. His entire attention, natHowever,' there was no mistaking urally enough, up to this time had Vechten's more than casual regard, by a girl's face—the face of the girl In
Money 1B never compelled to talk ulating of the labels of this well-known
a
vindictive
look
from
a
pair
of
steely
the
crowd.
*
the fact that be was exceedingly been absorbed by the ugly scene at his
through an ear trumpet.
preparation, and from the evidenceBut it waB not this circumstance
wroth. Once on the walk, he turned feet It was all the more strange, gray eyes—a look at once so keen and
filed in the case it was shown that the.
and shook his clenched fist at the al- therefore, that his mind should have truculent and challenging that its re- alone that stirred him.- She was gazInfringing label was first discovered!
Barely Passible.
ready closed portal, with a quivering been attracted and held elsewhere, cipient was for the moment dum- ing directly at him with a look that
on
sale in Honolulu, and was traced to
The beautiful stenographer was
was both bitterly scornful and accusflexing of the arm that signified a pas- even temporarily. But nevertheless, founded.
its origin here in Seattle.
■lone
In
the
private
office
of
the
great
However, Van Vechten's puzzlement ing, 'in this new mien the face was
sion seething and surging for adequate all at once he experienced an indefinThe defendant company is one of I
financier. Presently a reporter for the
expression. Then he apparently real- able, IrreBlstable impulse to glance up- over this strange bit of byplay, his en- even more beautful than he had dared Evening Howitzer arrived. Jle glanced the oldest and largest concerns of its
grossing
admiration
of
the
girl's
hope
for.
But
why
should
she
be
withized the futility of upbrading an unre- ward at a certain point in the ring of
first at the beautiful stenographer, 'kind In the Northwest
sponsive door, for he swung round onlookers. And his regard came to rest beauty, was broken rudely in upon by ering him with a look of contemptu- then looked at the closed desk of the
The decree carries with it an order
ous
disdain
and
rebuke?
He
had
never
a
sudden
confused
movement
of
the
and made off at a rapid pace.
upon a particular face.
great financier and after that he took •that the Stewart & Holmes Company
crowd.
With
clanging
bell
and
a
in
all
his
lite
seen
her
face
before
this
"Quick, Tom!" Van Vechten was up
recall the goods which are on the marStraightway he became sensible 'of
a careful survey of the office.
and dragging at his friend's arm. an unfamiliar thrill, an abrupt quick- noisy clatter of Iron-shod hoofs upon day.
"Mr. Bulllngton Is not in, is he?" he ket under the infringing label, and to
He was actually stung to an involun"Our hats! We must overtake that ening of the pulse, for which he dould the asphalt, a police ambulance drew
pay
all costs In the suit and damages
asked.
up at the alley. Phinney and Van Vech- tary expression of protest.
chap!"
not in the least account
"I don't believe he is," the beautiful assessed at $100.—Seattle, Wash,
ten
were
jostled
with
the
others,
and
"My
God!
Don't—don't
lookat
me
With a speed that amazed Tom, Van
;
Perhaps he would have looked away
stenographer replied, "but you might "Times."—Adv.
Vechten led the way to the street The again at once had there not come to the latter's attention was distracted like that!"
look in the waste basket He may be
from
the
girl
and
the
sandy-haired
man.
"Er—what?"
Tom
Jerked
out
slewman was walking rapidly, and as they him, as instantaneously as had the
Wherein the Improvement Lies.. H
hiding under some of the papers
He watched a second officer and the ing around and following Van Vech- there."
emerged from the club entrance he impulse to glance upward, a convicMrs. Sauers—Among the barbarous
was just rounding the corner Into Lex- tion that the face signified something young surgeon leap nimbly down; the ten's set gase.
people of the earth a man can have
But the blinds were again closed.
ington avenue. The gait of the pur far out of the ordinary.- The present first to Join his comrade in holding
as many wives as he desires, while
TOO YOUNG—YESI
"You need a cocktail," Tom counsuers was almost a run when they circumstances might in a measure ac- the crowd in check, the other to rencivilization limits each man to one.
turned the same corner, in eplte of count for the horror mirrored there, der such aid to the stricken man as seled- pithily after a pause. "This
"But mamma Now, you can't tell me but that civiliWhich they bad not gained upon their but not for the despair, the terror, any faint indication of life mfght call thing of not going to bed at night so
zation
makes man better morally.
thinks I am too
which seemed gradually to be chilling for. The motionless figure, however, as to be up before noon has got you
Mr. Sauers—Not necessarily. It
young to marry."
to
seeing
things."
was
beyond
the
reach
of
any
surgeon's
the face's owner Into a statue of ice.
"Why s h o u Id merely gives him better sense.—Puck.
"My dear fellow," was the composed
The face. Van Vechten told himself, skill; it required- but a cursory inspecshe think that?
reply,
"you
can't
imagine
how
emition
to
determine
this.
was reflecting emotions of a depth and
.you're much older
ECZEMA ALL OVER HANDS \
Van Vechten saw, hazily, the young nently correct you are in tsat conclupotency for which the man's - death
than she was
alone was wholly inadequate to ac- physician indicate the mark on the sion." And as they passed inside: "No
when
she
got
marP.
O. Box. 25, Alburg, Vt—"My
count; the fixed stare was directed at man's temple, and lay the tip of a fore- cocktail, though, thanks. And if. you
ried, aren't you?" hands were so affected with eczema,
something beyond and behind the life- finger upon another spot behind the do not mind, go talk to somebody else;
"Yes, but father was drawing a much that I could hardly do my house work
left ear, the while he talked in under- I want to think."
less figure.
larger salary at the time than you're for all summer. The eczema broke
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
It wae a girl's face. It was refined tones to the two policemen. Then the
getting."
out as pimples full of matter and the
and delicate of contour, and was crowd quieted, and he had an opporInterest In Colors of Beards.
Itching and burning were so Intense
framed In a nimbus of wavy midnight tunity to look at the girl again.
The color of beards arouses many
Luck.
that I scratched and made it spread
It was with something of a shock
hair. It was, moreover, a strikingly
points of Interest. All the ancient tap"I
found
a
nice,
new,
crisp
$10
bill
all over my hands. They itched and
beautiful face—even hauntingly beau- that he realized she was no longer con- istries show Cata.and Judas Iscariot
tiful, for it was a face which the be- fronting him. His glance flew quickly with yellow orTea beards, and Ponti- the other morning, greatly to my sur- burned so I could not sleep. I tried
prise."
different
kinds of salves, pills and liqholder would not be likely to forget for hither and thither—even hoping for us Pilate in ancient art always was
"Well, almoBt anyone would be sur- uids but to no success. Then I used
many and many a day. Van Vechten the sandy-haired man, as a sort of given a beard. (Being a Roman of
knew that he had never seen the girl clue-^-but Bhe was nowhere to be seen. good family, he probably had no prised at finding a $10 bill. Where did Cuttcura Soap and Ointment. I wash-,
you find it?"
ed the sores with Cutlcura Soap then
before; still grere was something Both had vanished.
beard; but those details did not
"In my pocket.
My wife had let them dry and then I used the CuThe ambulance was now departing trouble the old masters.) A reddish
about her that teased and perplexed
tlcura Ointment In a few nights I
him.
with ItSaBllent burden, the crowd was beard, however, does not carry the missed it somehow."
could sleeps well and In two weeks my
He knew dimly, later, that she must dissolving or breaking up into little significance that goes with red hair,
hands
were completely cured." (SignAs He Figured It
have been slender and not very tall, groups to discuss the tragedy, and the for many eminent men with dark
"I hear your daughter has gone east ed) Mrs. George Pelkey, Oct 14,1913.
for she was standing in the paved al- two friends were walking at a leisure-1 brown hair have had reddish' beards
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment sold
to school."
ley, on the crowd's outward edge, and
throughout the world. Sample of each
"Yes."
It was only an accident of relative po"Preparing for college, I suppose?" free,with 32-p. Skin Book. Address postStill There Was Something About Her sitions that afforded her an uninterrupted view.
"Well, as nearly as I am able to fig- card "Cutlcura, Dept L, Boston."—Adr*
That Teased and Perplexed Him.
ure it out she is preparing to stick me
What terrible, gripping horror was
Queer Sort
■ '
quarry. They saw him disappear east- it that seemed to be paralyzing all her
for a gorgeous commencement outfit"
"What bent has this young man la
ward Into Twenty-third street.
fancies? What did this man'B death
the drama?"
"He'B not acquainted with the neigh- signify to her moce than it did to anyA Difference.
"Straight work."
borhood," Van Vechten ventured; one else here present?
"How did he lose his money?"
"he's making, for the Twenty-third
To one such as Van Vechten, accus"Backing a musical comedy In
Only One "BROJHO QUININE"
street L station. Hurry!"
tomed to reading the all but Impercept- ENJOYS TRAVEL IN OLD AGE forward to America for the last 70 which all the members ot the chorus
To set the eenmne, call tor fall name. LAXABut by the time they turned into ible Indices of schooled features, this
years. It has become BO much of a wore skirts reaching below their TIVE
BROMO QUININE. Look for •ifn.tureof
Twenty-third street a good deal had vision was like a naked human soul. Lord Strathcona, Ninety-Three Years habit that I never think of the fa- ankles." ,
B. W. CKOVE. Curst a Cold ia One Day. ZSs,
happened. A small group of people Terror and despair parted the delicate
tigue, if there is any. My time was
Old, Thinks Nothing of a Journey
"That Isn't losing money. That's
If we can let out a hearty laugh
were gathered at an alley mouth mid- pink lips and widened the lustrous
of 7,000 Miles.
fully occupied. I reached New York burning the stuff."
once an hour we'll never be troubled
way in the block, and others were to dark eyes, they blanched her cheeks
on the Friday after my departure,
with chronic indigestion.
be seen running toward the same and held her breathless, utterly obLord Strathcona, high commissioner transacted some private business and
Self-Evident.
point.
livious of aught else save the dead of Canada, who recently celebrated left early the next morning for Mon"What do you consider the most
"Wonder what's doing?" Tom ex- man.
Even after a man has lost all eonflw
his ninety-third birthday, returned to treal, where I attended quite a num- beautiful thing in the world?"
dence in himself he may refuse to give
claimed. Van Vechten's-response wae
And now he discovered, suddenly, London after a lightning Journey to ber of functions, besides looking after
"A
sweet.
Innocent
girl
about
ninean increased forward pressure on the that he was not thfj-only person Inter- Canada, in the course of which be cov- my correspondence."
the undertaker a show.
teen."
other's arm and a repetition of the in- ested in the agitated girl. I His atten- ered over 7,000 miles in 16 days. Lady
"Oh, then you have no daughters
junction.
INVALIDS AND CHILDREN
tion wae somehow drawn to a man Strathcona, who is eighty-nine, accomWhat Did He Want?
■horrid bo glren MAGKE'H EMULSION to
for whom it is necessary to buy East- ttrengtiien
"Hurry!"
tho bod j. Never rails. Ail dmsglata.
standing a half dozen or so feet from panied her husband.
One of the men in a certain com- er outfits."
A second later they arrived at the her; a tall, raw-boned fellow with a
"I enjoyed the trip immensely and pany of British territorials made a disEven luck may be handicapped by)
alley, where a knot of excited people powerful frame and a sullen cast of feel all the better for It," said Lord
paraging remark about the man in
Diplomacy.
laziness.
was tightly drawn around the object countenance—a countenance Just now Strathcona. "A Journey like that is a
frOrit
of
him.
The
victim
turned
with
"Are
you
one
of
those,"
she
asked,
of Interest. Tom unceremoniously scratched and bruised, as if Its owner mere nothing in these days of luxuriindignation and assumed a fighting at just to lead him on, "who think two
forced his bulk through the press, be- bad recently met with a severe acci- ous boats and trains. I really forgot
Putnam Fadeless Dyes make as>
titude. Then the captain remarked, can live as cheaply as one?"
ing closely followed by Van Vechten. dent of some kind.
muss. Adr.
how many crossings I have made alto- sharply: "That will do there. We don't
"It all depends on the tastes ot the
In a moment they saw and underThis man was staring angrily at the gether, but I hope this won't be the
Who gives a trifle meanly
stood. The young man who had ac- girl. He too seemed to be oblivious of last I have been going backward and want any fighting men In this regi- one," he diplomatically replied.
ment"
meaner than the trifle.—Lavater.
SYNOPSIS.
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Word was received in West Brookfield,
Saturday, o! death of John Powers a former citizen of West Brookfield. He was
SI years of age, and died in Holyoke,
Feb. 27. He is survived by two sisters,
Mrs Ellen Ooffey, Wist Brookfield, and
Margaret Stevens, Boston, and three
children, Mary, Nellie and Joseph Powers, of Springfield, where the funeral was
held on Sunday afternoon, and attended
by some of his West Brookfield friends.
The bearers were John Mulvey, Joseph
Malloy, Michael Begley, of West Brookfield, and Thomas Russell, Springfield.
Burial was in St. Benedict's cemetery.
The Social and Charitable society met
in the chapel at the Congregational
church Wednesday night. The young
people of the society, provided the supper, which they served under the direction of Miss Helen Shackley. The surprise entertainment was in charge of Mrs
Edwin Wilbur chariman, Miss Francilla
Burlinghain, Mrs Harold Chesson, Fredcrick G. Smith and Mrs Robert Carter.
The progam for the evening was in
charge of Mrs Webster L. Kendrick, assisted by Miss Jessie Winn. The program was opened with a vocal solo by
Miss Marjorie fflutler.
Then followed
"MrsJarley's Wax Works" with Miss
Winn as Mrs Jarley. Others taking part
were: MSrjorie Smith, Roland Cowles,
Cary Gilbert, George Wass, Helen Dodge,
Freeda Huyck, Blanche Adams, Frederick Blake, Vernon Hollenbach and Doris
Cutler The assistants were Paul Hazen,
and Arthur Brigham. Singing followed,
by the members of the society.

LESS DYSPEPSIA NOW
-HERE'S THE REASON

NEW BRAINTREE
Mrs Abbie Lane is visiting at Breezy
Heights this week.
Mr and Mrs H. D. Pollard visited at
the home of H. H. Bush, Paxton, last
week.
Mr H, D. Pollard took the Center
school scholars and teachers for a sleigh
ride to West Brookfield, last Thursday
afternoon.
The Grange hacks good program at the
last meeting, with a paper on Current
Kvents by Frank S. Morse; a reading by
Mrs France; s paper on Community
Prizes by Mrs Ross, and a discussion on
The Betterment of our Community by
C. H. Barr and William Loftns. This
committee on Community Prizes was appointed:—Rev. William France, Frank
Morse, Harry Pollard and William
Loftus.
The next meeting of the Farmer's club,
will lie held in town hall, Tuesday evening, March 10. It is expected a speaker
from Amherst Agricultural college, will
address the meeting on Community Service. The BUbjeet f >r the day is What
percentage of tire losses could be prevented by the exercise of ordinary precaution?
Opened by Ward Smith of North Brookfield, and there will be music by Mrs Lidstone of North Brookfield and an essay
by Mrs John Ranger, both of North
Brookfield. Dinner committee, Mr and
Mrs W. J. Gray.
The license vote in New Braintree was
No, 32; Yes, 15. Officers elected were:
Moderator, James E. Barr; town clerk,
Charles Barr; town treasurer, Harry B.
Pollard; tax collector, John Bowler; auditor, Sanford L. Dickinson; selectman for
three years, overseer of the poor, board
of health, Charles H. Barr; fence viewers, Clarence D. Wetlierell, Frank A.
Morse, and John Webb; as essorfor three
years, John Bowen; road commissioner,
Timothy Mahar; school committee for
three years, Harry Pollard; trustees town
library, Clarence D. Wetherell, Edwin
L. Havens; constables, John Webb, John
Bowen, and Eugene Whitcomb; field
drivers, Edwin L. Havens, J. Arthur
Barr and Harry Pollard; tree warden,
Edwin L Havens; measurers of wood
and lumber, Fred C. Barlow,. Charles
Barr, and Timothy Mahan. Appropriations were: Schools,
92150; highways,
$1400; *tate road, 8.r>00; to fight brown
tail moths, 8250; toward the fund for
publishing the report of the celebration
of the 250th anniversary of the founding
of the town of i'rookfield, $35.

The fact that there is less dyspepsia and
indigestion in this community than there
used to be is largely, we believe, due to the
extensive use of Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets,
hundreds of packages of which we have
sold. No wonder we have faith in tbem.
Na wonder we are willing to offer them to
you for trial entirely at our risk.
Among other things, they contain Pepsin and Bismuth, two of the greatest digestive aids known to medical science. They
soothe the inflamed stomach, allay pain,
check heartburn and distress, help to digest
the food, and tend to quickly restore the
stomach to its natural, comfortable,
healthy state.
There is no red tape about our guarantee. It means just what it says. We'll ask
you no questions. Your worn is enough for
us. If Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets don't reBROOKFIELD.
store your stomach to health and make
Congressman Calvin D. Paige has this
your digestion easy and comfortable, we
want you to come back for your money. week provided the local public library
They are sold only at the 7,000 Rexall with a se£of the atlas and quadrangle
Stores, and in this town only by us. Three
maps issued by the United States Geologsises, 25c, 50c and $1.00.
ical Survey, covering the: territory ip this
Eugene W. Reed, North Brookfield.
immediate vicinity. The maps show the
lakes, ponds, rivers and other streams in
Congressman Calvin D Paige has blue, the mountains, hills, valleys, cliffs,
placed in the hands of Superintendent etc., in brown, and the works of man,
Henry H. Pratt of the public; schools of such as cities, towns, roads, railroads,
Brookfield and North Brookfield a supply boundaries, etc., in black ink, and are
of pamphlets for the use of teachers in valuable for reference purposes.
the higher grades of the local schools,
which contain the details of the system of
OPEN PATHS OF LIFE
resuscitation of the apparently drowned, IN
the saving of drowning persons by swimWoods Contain Many Homes of Much
ming to their relief, and the treatment of
Interest, Where Live the Little
frost bite, which system is used by the
Wild Folk.
life saving crews of the United States
government.
Sometimes when the eternal struggle between the two human Impulses
to go, to stay, leaves the former triAUCTION SALE OF REAL ESTATE
By licence of the Probate Court for the Coun- umphant, I fling forth, impatient of the
ty of Worcester, the subscriber, administrator limitations of my own threshold, a
of the estate of Liania P. Barton, late of North
Brooktiela in saM Connty, deceased, intestate, writer in Scrlbner's says. Though the
will sell at public auction on the premises, on little white house with the drooping
Saturday, the twenty-eighth day of March
current, at two o'clock in the afternoon, the roof looks the embodiment of home
following described parcel of real estate of said and of sheltering peace, for the time
deceased, to wit:—
Certain real estate situate in North Brook- I will none of It, being breathless for
field in the County of Worcester, bounded and knowledge of how life has fared with
described as follows, viz:—Ben inning at the
southeast oorner thireof at a stake and stones others.
on the northerly side of the town way leading
Lingering along the open road, I
from the house now or formerly of Samuel
H. Skerry to the high school house; thence X. read much of the experience of my
16 1-2 degree E In land now or formerly of neighbors, human and other, written
George E. (lilmore about seven (7) rods; thence
.N. 77 3-4 degrees W by land of the beirs of en their doorways. The bank swalOalYlii KoVon, six (6) rods and fourteen (U)
links to a stake and stones; thence 3. n 1-2 de- lows with their fascinating thresholds
grees W., about eii'ht (8) rods to the abo.e in the sand cliff near by; the orioles,
named n ad; thence easterly along the norther- with their safe, high thresholds of silkly line of said • oad about twelve (12) rods to
the first me tioneri corner, containing fifty (SO) en thread; the squirrel whose doorway
rods of land, more or less.
One hundred dollars must be paid by the pur- is a hole in a decayed chestnut; the
chaser at the time and place of the sale, as woodchuck, into whose house I almost
earnest money, and the balance of the purchase stepped, uninvited, are of undying inprice on delivery of the deed and within two
terest.
weeks froo, the date of sale.
FRANCIS D BARTON. Administrate*.
I know an old frog who lives down
Hatch 2,1914 North Brookfield Mass.
by a bend in the river, a philosopher,
March 6,13,20.
a friendly Diogenes, crooning and
booming from his damp and charming
residence, sheltered by reeds and illy
Laconic.
pads. His surprised and scolding proThe mother of a very wealthy Amer- test the other night when a canoe, glidican young lady had' for some time ing too near, violated the sanctity of
hesitated whether her daughter should his watery threshold, roused sympathy
marry a rather dissipated foreign of full understanding In me. We are
grandee or a thoroughly Impecunious not so far as we think from the stages
but quiet and gentlemanlike English of unobtrusive life that go on In meadpeer, absolutely warranted to give no ow and wayside. The wood near us
trouble. Owing to unsatisfactory re- is one great threshold of Innumerable
ports concerning the foreign grandee, homes and suggest a hundred points
choice u timately fell upon the Eng- of contact with our own; through the
lish peer. So she cabled to an accom- silences bright, brave eyes watch the
modating English friend: "Grandee Intruder from beyond the guarded
off, send along peer."
doorways, I feel my pride in house
building put to shame by these little
houses, often stronghold and larder
No Spring Water Cure.
Grandpa Mintlicker went into a In one, hidden with wise cunning and
Pullman dining car and asked for the showing a tender and secret wisdom
wine card. Under prevailing restric- shut from me.
tions the best the waiter could give
I like to watch people, too, at their
him was the mineral water list. Grand- doorways; the white headed carpenpa looked at him reproachfully and ex- ter, who sits on the front step of his
claimed: "Young man, I'm thirsty, little brown house by*the aqueduct;
the bent old woicnn at the edge of the
not sick!"
wood who banks her tiny habitation
with leaves when winter comes her
Of Course Net.
way;
the "spinsters and the knitters
No man would lose his reputation If
be took as good care of It aa he does In the sun," on their old-fashioned
porches In the old-fashioned villages
of his meerschaum pipe.
near by. From all the walks and ways
of life wbat knowledge have these folk
The Bachelor Girt.
brought home; word, or look, or ges▲ bachelor girl Is a maid who posi- ture, may perhaps bring some fragtively refuses to marry—until she la ment of their hard won wisdom to me
asked.—Boston Post.
as I

FRIDAY, MARCH 6, 1914.

U. S. GOLD HELPS PALESTINE
Emigrants From That Country to
America Send Home Much of
the Wealth Gained.
The Americanization of certain
parts of Palentine was described
at London, England, by Dr. A.
M. Gyle, the explorer and lecturer. He found even the Mohammedans eager to learn English and to
educate themselves according, to western Ideas. In Nazareth he discovered
a great dearth of young men, for the
active fellows had all migrated westward In search of fortune.
"Many of them." he said, "are going
to America, where they obtain situations as clerks In houses dealing with
produce from their native land. Some
of them have done well, and at Bethlehem I observed quite a number of
excellent new houses which I learned
had been erected by successful emigrants for their parents."
On the borders of the Sea of Galllee Dr. Gyle was surprised to see a
derrick, and still further surprised to
discover a Callfornlan In charge, who
explained, "We are after oil; we have
already gone down 500 feet, and there
is no question that we are going to
get oil."
"The merriest men in the world
seem to be the pigmies, who live and
laugh in the 'Forest of Eternal Twilight.' " said Dr. Gyle, whose discovery
of these people made him famous. He
added: "They laugh louder and more
often than any other person I have so
far met. It was a very pleasant experience in this striving age to be
with people who laughed more than
they frowned.
"Next to the pigmies, the Jolllest
race, I believe, Is that of the Shans.
Some of these little people are to be
found In the northern part of Slam,
and I am preparing an expedition to
go and study them. They have succeeded in resisting the Influence of
the Chinese, Siamese and Burmese,
by whom their territory is surrounded,
and they ,have preserved their1 own
language and a great many of the customs peculiar to their race."
Moria Lisa.
For centuries "Mona Lisa's" *bea,uty and perversity" have fascinated
beholders. No one, apparently, ever
had so rapt and yet uncommunicative,
so fascinating and yet baffling a smile
as Lisa, wife:of Ftanceaco del Glocondo, Leonardo's "Mona Lisa."
When Leonardo painted her, she
was about thirty years old. Her gown
Is simple and drapes the figure in easy
folds. Her dark hair hangs loosely
i ver her forehead, and frames an Aral
face. Her eyes are Impressive-,, aha
about her mouth is seen the-, smile
which has been the chief characteristic in making the painting famous.
The story goes that In order to obtain
this effect the painter had ;mualc(ans,.
singers and jesters always *i»r. his
subject so as to amuse her as ha
painted.
.,;,
But her smile Is Infinitely more than
one of mere pleasure. It Is an. eternal
smile. As Walter Pater says of It, "It
Is a beauty wrought out from within
. of strange thoughts and fantastio
reveries and exquisite ipassliCjns."
Pater proceeds:
,:,«|
"Set It for a moment'beside' ohh of>
those white Greek goddesses or beau-,
tlful women of antiquity, and you
would then be troubled by Its beauty.
Into which the soul with all Its maladies has passed! All the thoughts
find experiences of the world have
etched and molded therein that which
they have of power to refine and make
expressive the outward form."-^-New
York Outlook.
Substitutes for Cellulola.
The Increasing use of celluloid for
the manufacture of Imitation Ivory,
horn, shell, linen, wood, glass, procelatn, etc., is due to the cheapness of
this mixture of pj roxlin and ..camphor. It has, however, the serious
drawback of being highly Inflammable,
end even explodes at high temperatures.
Hence substitutes lacking this dangerous property have long been
sought. Such a one Is acetyl-cellulose,
made by the action of acetic acid on
pure cellulose. This, however, Is
more costly, and therefore has not
made Its way except where price la
a secondary consideration.
Very recently, however, substitutes
have been Invented which are not
only effective, hut cheap. There are
viscose and formyl-cellulose, already
known because of tbelr employment
In maglng artificial silk.
While they are not aa yet utllixable
for objects which must have great
solidity like those of horn and Ivory,
It Is safe to predict a great future for
them, since already blodks of viscoid
have been produced which can be
readily colored, polished and worked.
Activities of Women.
London women are now buying
frocks to match tfeeir furnitureMrs. Clarke W. Kelley of Devil's
Lake, N. D, runs a 1,000 acre farm.
More than 42,000 births were recorded in Philadelphia during 1913.
The International Olympic games
will hereafter be open to women.
During the past year 18,122 marriage licenses were Issued In Philadelphia.
Mothers generally are agreed that
It is necessary to begin spanking boy
babies at the age of one year and girl
babies at the age1 of sixteen months.
Miss Margaret B. Connell, deputy
clerk of the United States court. Is
slated for the position of receiver of:
the United States land office for Utah.
Miss Ida O. Ttllman, postmistress
at Geneva, Ala., has refused to surrender her office to the government,
and says she will not be forced out
without making a fight. .

WORCESTER,
MASS.
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Denholm
& McKay Co.
"Boston Store"

WORCESTER.

MAILS DUE TO ARKIVS.
A. If. 6.46—East and West.
0.30-West.
P. M. 12.46—East and West.
2.00—We«t
4J50—East.
7.06—East and West.
MAILS CLOSE.
A. M. 6.00—West.
—
6.46—East.
Ii .30—East and West.
P. M. 1.00—West.
4.40—East.
6.00—East and West.
Mails for East Brookfield are despatched at
6.4S A. M., 11.30 A. M. and 1 P. M. Malls from
East Brookfield are received at 9.30 A. M. and
6.4* P. M.
Package malls an despatched twice daily as
follows:—11-80 A. M. East and North, 6 P. M.
West and South.
Mails for the Rural Delivery is closed at 8.16
A. M. and received at 1.30 P. M.
The office hours will be:—a 30 A. M. to 8 P. M.
Holidays, 6.30 to 9.80 A.M. and 6 to 6 P. M.
Persons who continually ask to have lock
boxes opened are respectfully requested to use
their keys.
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
PAUL M. KEANET, Aunt.

BASS

A Most Remarkable Sale
of Embroideries, Flouncings,
Voile, Crepe and SemiMade Robes

NORTH BROOKFIELD.

Savings of % to %
Here are a Few of the Values
Edging* and Insertions worth up to 1214c at
Edgings and Insertions worth up to 15c at
Edgings and Insertions worth up to 20c at
Edgings and Insertions worth up to 26c at
Edgings and Insertions worth up to 29c at
18 Inch Swiss Flouncings, 25c value at
27 Inch Swiss Flouncings, values to 59c at.
45 Inch Embroidered Flouncings, value $2.25 at
38 Inch White Crepe AUovers, Sale Price.
Corset Cover Edging. Regular 50c value
Voile Robes, Embroidered. Regular $8.50 value
Crepe and Voile Robes. Worth regularly $9.50, at
Crepe and Voile Robes. Values $10.95 ana) $12.95, at
Lingerie and Lace Robes, $25 and $29.50 values, at.
-

■

•

7c Yard
10c Yard
12%c Yard
15c Yard
19c Yard
14c Yard
33c Yard
' $1.39 Yard
98c Yard
29c Yard
$5.95 Each
^
$6.95 Each
$8.50 and $9.95
$13.50

I

Prospect House Damaged.
Last Friday evening the people at the
Prospect House smelled smoke and made
ajcareful search for its cause, and again
before they retired for the night, but
without success. A little after 4 a. m. of
Saturday, Mr John Chadl ourne, a boarder was awakened by the crackling of
flames, and gave the alarm. A number
of linemen, employed by the telephone
company did excellont emergency work
with their axes, cutting holes in the
flooring over the kitchen, to get at the
flames, which were between the floor and
ceiling. Fortunately there was no wind,
and the firemen, when they arrived,
were able to conquer the fire before it
broke out much into the open, thus preventing what must have1 proved a most
disastrous Are. As it was, Landlord Edward Revane estimates his loss at over
$1000.
Pythians Celebrate the Fiftieth Anniversary.

FOR SALE.

Town Department Recefots and Expenditures^

A SHE!>, »x lift..(ft.high wl0l noor and
A V roof.
MICHAEL HOLLAND
2W-10
Gilbert St.. North Brookfield

For the Fiscal Year Ending Feb. 16, 1914.
Appropriation other Income Expended
School Department
School Sup't
School- Physician
SidewalksSoldiers' Relief
State Aid
Town Officers
Town House
Library
Breaking Roads
Board of Health
Cemeteries
Fire Department Highways
Street Lighting
Memorial Day
Support of Poor
Gypsy Moth Sup.
New Fire Hose
Police Patrol
Water Department
Guideboards
Spraying Elm Trees
Repairs,„Town Hall
Macadam Road
Contingent Fund

Ov'rdrawn Un'xpend'd

110,000.00 $2,198.84 12,299.19 $100.35
375.00
625.00
750.00
250.00
50.00
50.00
710.00
622.83
89.17
500.00
77.00
433.00
834.00
822.00
12.00
1,500.00
1,128.66
371.34
983.52
997.69
14.17
1,500 00
558.30 2,058.30
600.00
12.94
587.06
250.00
356.97
106.77
250.00
443.40
610.51 ,','
82.89
1,500.00
20.89 1,504.58
16.31
3,000.00
2,734.57
265.43
1,200.00
1,254.14
54.14
50.00
50.00
3,000.00
929.20 3,607.30
321.90
200.00
172.99
27.01
300.00
300.00
780.00
693.83
86.17
3,500.00
417.19 4,393.71 476.52
200.00
226.62
26.62
200.00
174.00
26.00
2,000.00
1,374.74
625.26
2,000 JOO
2,852.36 352.36
1,500.00 4,006.57 2,282.20.
3,224.37

FINE LAUNDRY WORK.

AMERICAN LADY would like to take In
Laundry Work. Experienced on fine work.
Small family washings and ironings. Beferences. Call on Central St., North Brookfield.
MRS. E. TIIOKNE.
3wlwl

FOR SALE.
FIVE
framed complete
' IVE LARGE PICTURES, framed,
ready to hang. Cheap for cash. See them
at MASON'S, Gilbert street.
9
FOR
H AYstreet.

SALE.

WILLIAM RYAN, Bell
iw7*

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN
That the subscriber has been duly appointed
administrator, with the will annexed, of the estate of William E. Hobbs, late of North Broolcneld, in the County of Worcester, deceased and
has taken upon himself that trust by giving bond
as the law directs. All persons having demands
upon the estate of said deceased ar? required to
exhibit the same, and ail persons indebted to
said estate are called upon to make payment to
„ u „ ..
GEORGE R. HAMANT, Admr.
Feb. 27, Mar. 6.

EDWIN T. CHAP1N
ARCHITECT
727-728 State Mutual Building, Worcester
Telephone

COLBY H. JOHNSON
AUCTIONEER,
DEALER IN REAL ESTATE
OFFICES,

School Street, No. Brookfield
40 Foster St. Worcester,

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concords

FRED C. CLAPP
Mr George M. Howe of Worcester,
grand
keeper
of
records
and
seal
of
the
The barn of Charles Park man blew
over during the high wind of last Sun- Massachusetts Knights of Pythias, in a
very pleasing address last Saturday evenday evening. No lives lost.
both rnbDer ana steel tires. Baggies,
ing, at Castle hall, told of the origin of,
Democrat and Delivery Wagons, 8m
William, son of F. Arthur Fullam,
reya and Road Wagons, both new and
the order, now half a century old, of its
Registered Embalmer,
second band.
Ward street, who has been quarantined
growth in power, influence, and benefifor scarlet fever, is free again.
A.T BOTTOM. TRIOlM
cence; the origin of the colors of the orI***ty Assistant.
Spring and summer millinery display der—blue, yellow and red, standing for
Harness, Robes, Blankets, Whips and
$35,165.00
11,018.91
40.9C6.93
1,130.93
6407.91
Oil Cloths. Mot too Costly. Net too
» at Mrs M. A. Doyle's, Thursday, Friday friendship, charity and benevolence, of
Cheap.
11.018.91
5,276.98
1130.93
' and Saturday, March 12, 13 and 14.
the desire of the grand chancellor to se0 xinootAd by LY»ng Distance TeleJohn Kalusha, an employee at the rub- cure a round million members before the
Shingles and Roofing Material.
$46,183.91
phone^ House and Store.
$46,183.91
5,276.98
ber factor/, cut two severe gashes in his close of this jubilee year, and of the adAll the diderent grades. All sizes 01
hand, this week, on a bottle. Dr. Prouty vantages offered by the order. Frank
KalU.also,
Death
of
Ebenezer
Ward
Skerry.
attended him.
The Selectmen of North Brookfield,
Powers, of Spencer, deputy of the Lodge,
Beeawaker that my terns are always
Will Make the Following EstiThe K. of P. will hold a military whist brought congratulations, and then Frank
the lowest. I sell so is to sell again.
Tidings have come from Sions City,
mates for 1914.
pagty in Castle hall, next Tuesday even- E. Conger, as toastmaster, called the roll,
Dr. Daniel's Horse R.W.dl.a Alway*
Iowa, of the death, on Feb. 27,. of, EbehMRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
ing, March 10, from 8 to 11. Tickets at each member responding. Letters were
In Meek.
$19,250
read from the Supreme Chancellor and ernsr Ward Skerry. He was descended" town Notes
Reed's at 26 cents each.
TaLaWHom OiiRia IM.
from an old Salem family, the first of. interest
DRESSMAKING
Grand
Chancellor
Ellinwood;
F.
M.
Ash2,500
Capt. Colby H. Johnson's "Claim's dethat name having settled in Salem in
10,000 II Prospect St.
feated their opponents the "Lobsters" in by and John H. Sparks in California; 1639. His grandfather, Capt. Samuel Schools
North Brookfield WILLIAM •. CRAWFORD
15 games of pitch in the fire department E. A. Farrar at North Adams; Frank Skerry, Jr.,
OAKHAM.
School Superintendent
375
whose
wife,
Content,
Goodrich at Lynn, and other absent
tournament.
rlVibrary
•■-;«,-.
was
a
daughter
of
Ebnezer
Ward
of
Sa^
1,500
members.
Then there were songs by
Miss Edna Kittredge, who is training
1,500 Call at 46 Summer Street
Mrs Grace Crooks, Mrs F. E. Conger, lem, came'to this town through the influ- Fire Department
as a nurse at city hospital, Worcester,
arid tor- Watklns, and a piano solo by ence of 'Squire Gilbert, also of Salem, Support of Poor,
3,000
spent the week end with her mother, Mrs •frs Watkins.
and bought for his farm the tract of land
To see the Latest Models at
■^Town Officers .--.1,500
i
Ross.
All this was preceded by one of the bounded by Main, School, Guyot and
CHARLES & LANE,
1,000
The Young Woman's Club will meet at very best of turkey suppers, well cooked North Common streets. The farm house Breaking Roads
.Sidewalka
stood
on
the
site
of
the
office
of
the
Batthe home of Mrs A. H. Prouty, Tuesday and well served. The tables were all
500
evening, March 10, at 7.30 o'clock. All filled by a very sociable company, and cheller factory, which the older people of ■ Board cf Health
400
members are requested to bring their after supper and the roll-call, there was a the town will recall as a house before . It fiKgb.wa.ys and Bridges
3,000
REGISTERED EMBALMER.
sewing, and all articles ready for the sale. short tableau vivant by Mrs C. Leon was remodelled. There, two years before
CORSETS
Contingent Fund
1,500
Charles H. Edgerton has sold his resi- Bush and Miss Marjorie Stuart, which his own untimely death, his youngest
Personal Prompt Attention Day
jStreet
lighting
...-■.
1,240
or Night.
Or have them brought to your home,
dence on Gilbert street to Willard B. was capitally acted. The committee in child, Samuel Henry, was born. Samuel
500
by sending- word to
■„•
*,•
Telephone North Brookfield Ne.
Wilson. Mr Edgerton intends to bny charge of the banquet were Messrs G. F. married Mary Thompson, daughter of Soldiers' Relief \
■aa-li.
elsewhere in town, as he has already Crooks, F..E..Conger, Fred A. Stearns, Nathan, whose house in District No. ¥ Water Department,'/'.
3,500
Long Distance Connection.
MRS. B. C. GRAVES,
i
made a School street man an offer for his and Dwight Reed; of the entertainment! has long been known as the Kane place^,
a Memorial Day ,.- 50
„. ~
Funerals Personally Directed
place.
Mr Crooks, C. A. Pepper and Marjorie Her sisters, Sarah and Rebecca married Sim „A ^
6,000
and Brery Requisite FurnRepresentative for the Brookfields,
respectively S. Sumner Edmund, and B- f
"""^ T**
.
ished.
' Congratulations to Mrs Jennie New- Stuart.
00
Thomas Bond.
.-. j S?^ ' Physician .
50
Telephone 16-13,
man, Elm street; and Mr Gilbert T. Webt*i*T Assistant.
Ward Skerry was born in the bld'etherf (Cemeteries? - .
' 250
ber, Gilbert street, on thuir birthday to- Importanr Meeting.of th« First ConNORTH BROOKFIELD.
MASS
new) fikerrx homestead, o* North' Majif "Gfjwy Moth
.
200
day, and to town auditor Frank S. Bartgregational Society.
street;
Aprfl
6}
1840.OffiHTorbtheni
andSpftying
Eta
Trees
'
Tett, who passes another milestone to200
sisters, Anjprr; Russell, Mary, Content JLL'J.^
morrow.
ro1
780
The usual March meeting-of the first and Sarah? Mary Jocelyn (Mrs Joseprr "Q,tCe •
'
'
Treasurer Carl Whittemore reports the Congregational society on Wednesday Greene of Pasadena) alone survives. JB 'Gare ef Sewer
;■ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
300
net proceeds of the.Firemen's Ball to evening, on account of insufficient notice, seventeen, he went west to join his >ro- 'Fbrtsif Fires' " '"'
'
100
IN SCRIPT OR
have been • 101.78, of which (M0 is re- drew out a much smaller attendance than
then in their venture in a store tajfM'T TIL '' ' '"''■'" " "■'""?
served for'the purchase of a flag for the is desired, when such important business
pioneer state of Iowa.
He returned-1<). Totol'*■'■'■■"' ■-'■ '""•
fiNGUSH TE3CT
$59,195
engine house, and the balance deposited is to be transacted, and it was thought go into business in New York, but went
.
,
. in the bank for the Belief Fund.
best to adjourn until next Tuesday even- back to Iowa where for nearly fifty years, rr<s*i,S^ed Incotne
$31,203.60
engraved or printed in the H.J.Lawrence, North BrookfieW
During Lent the rector of Christ Mem- ing, March 10, at 7.30 p. m
he was in the banking business,
-, first -as_
'
—
ar
The business called for in the warrant cashier, later as president of a Sioux City
orial church'will preach a series of Sunvery latest styles, and the
Death of Edmond O. Eames.
day morning sermons on the Christian includes consideration of the question of bank.
ARTISTIC MONUMENTS
best work guaranteed.
■virtues—humility, liberality, charity, raising, money for the expenses of the
In 1866, he married Jane Lincoln of • In the death of Edmond O. Eames,
gentleness, temperance, brotherly love coming year—preaching, music and con- North Brookfield and Belchertown. Top early Sunday morning at his home on
AND CEMETERY MEMORIALS
and diligence.
tingencies, and the fourth article is to see much cannot be said of their loyalty, de- Bieelow street, aged 72, there passed anbtlietbf
the
veterans
of
our
civil
war.
Mr
la all Una's of
The Grange Auxiliary will meet at if the society will grant the town permis- votion and sacrifice for each other..
Grange hall, Tuesday afternoon and eve- sion to repair the clock in the steeple of Theirs was an engagement of seven years;, Eaniee transferred his membership in the /
Journal Office,
\ GRANITE AND MARBLE
ning, March 10. Supper at 6.30. Mrs the church, or to put a new clock in the years when she gave herself to the care of G. A. R., only a few months since, to
her invalid mother, and then to her rap- •Ezra Batcheller post. His death was as \ North Brookfield, Mass. ) C A. RISLEV & COMPANY
A. C. Stoddard and Miss Addle Stoddard place of the one now in use. >
Every member of the parisrMs urgent idly failjgg fatter. Of this union, two the result of an oparation performed
will entertain. All not solicited please
ly requested to be present at 7.30 p. m., children survived Lucy Ward, Mrs. Ro- (kbput a week before, for an abcess. He
bring pie or cake.
Telephone.
West Brookfield'.
TO RENT
bert Andrews, ai Sioux City, herself a is survived by a widow, Mrs Effie Eames, A GOOD op-stairs tenement. Town water.
Last week Monday Messrs Fred C. next Tuesday, March 10.
Everything on one noor. Inquire of FEED
grandmother, and Carrie, Mrs Lee Berry, and a son, ,,who reached here only the A. BTEARNS.Bouth
Main Street, North BrookClapp, Henry and Fred Walker start >d
j
of Priest River, Idaho. Since the death day before his father's death. The funer- field.
ont with a team and several bushels of
The school committee in their annual
al was attended Tuesday afternoon from
of
his
wife,
two
years
ago,
he
has
dividcracked corn, hayseed and grain, to scat- report give the salaries paid teachers as
the home, Rev. Adams officiating, with
TO RENT.
ter in various places where wild birds are •8074.96, transportation of scholars as ed his time between them and his sister
ICE sunny furnished or unfurnished tenein Pasadena. His plans were made to g Undertaker Chas. S Lane. A large deleknown to congregate.
1601.75, janitor 616.00, repairs 209.36, to his sister the first of the year, when gation from the G.- A. R , and W. R. C. *, ment of three rooms; everything needed for
housekeeping. All conveniences on one floor
.On Thursday, March 26, the Woman's incidentals 413.02, supplies and fuel
his suddenly enfeebled condition made it were present, with other friends of the Rent reasonable. Apply toDANIEL FOSTER. AIR TIGHT STOVES,
Union and the Young Woman's Club 1033.12, freight and express 351.95. *7f 0
jtf
impossible. He had the loving ministra- family, and the Grand Army service was Spring St.
Will hold a sale of useful and fancy articles for school ailpt. and 50.00 for school phyOIL HEATERS,
tions of his children and grandchildren, used. The body was taken to Brooklyn,
and children's dresses and aprons. A s'ciui were also psid by the committee.
FOR SALE
at the last passing quietly into sleep. His N. Y., on Wednesday, for burial in
r) SETTLE AN ESTATElVeferred stock in O-CEDAR MOPS,
supper will be served. Look for notice
Rev. A. W, Budd's sermon topic on was a singularly beautifull nature, one Cypress Hills Cemetery.
the Denholm & McKay Co. Pays 7 per oent
in next week's JOUKNAL.
dividends quarterly. C. E. KENDHICK 814
Sunday morning will be—The Joy of Sal- that gave and called forth love and inWIZARD MOPS,
State Mutual lluilding, Worcester, Mass
Taxpayers will sit up and take notice- vation. Usual fortnightly talk to the tense loyalty. He was a man of spotless
The total vote at the annual election
HORSE
BLANKETS,
when they read in the forthcoming re- boys and girls. In the evening will be integrity, of good intellectual attainments, last year was 541 men and 109 women.
WANTED
port that the cost of board at the farm given (weather perroittingUhe Illustrated a gentleman in the finest sense of the The libenee vote was 296 yes and 517 no. A YOUNG WOMAN wants house work of any POCKET KNIVES,
kind, by the day 01 by the hoar, NO Sunday
is «5.49 4-6 per week for each of the six' lecture postponed from last Sunday on term. For his freinds in the east, he had
The regular meeting of the Woman's work. Inquire lor MRS LAMBKKT at Mrs
Carter's.
FLASHLIGHTS,
inmates. Mr Doyle, this year, includes account of the storm.
the keenejst interest. He and his wife Guild will be on Wednesday afternoon,
in the report a warden's statement ot. replanned ihiltoped till the last that they MarotrlT, at 8 o'clock in the Guild room.
SCISSORS,
, ,
Mr Charles E. Batcheller, as clerk of
ceipts and expenditures at the farm —
wifesW JJyJiii'; ifarth Brookfield and
The town will be asked, at its annual MORTGAGEES' SALE OF REAL ESTATE.
the Board of Selectmen, has handed to
■which has never been made before.
CARVING SETS,
again see "the folks." For the sake of meeting, to appropriate a sum of money
By virtue of a jwwer of sale contained In a certhe printer this week all the matter for
mortgage deed given by James K. Bond to
William E. French, a popular North the forthcoming annual report of the these dear "folks" this sketch is written toward meeting the expense of publish- tain
North Brookfield Savings Bank, dated July 16 BARN LANTERNS,
Brookfield boy, who has "made good" town. All departments have been un- with the hope that it will awaken mem- ing in book form an account of the cele- 1913, and recorded in the Registry of Deeds for
County of Worcester, libro 21*83, folio 141, will
as the New York manager of the Cypher usually prompt this year in sending in ories of a happy past, with but a passing bration of .the 260th anniversary of the the
be sold at public auction, on the premises, on DRIVING LANTERNS,
Incubator Company, and who has a their several reports, and they are all in sigh for one whose slumber, is now pro- founding of Brookfield, which has been Saturday, the i-ith day of March, 1914, at 3 o'clock
In
the
aft«i noon for a breach of the conditions of
found.
pleasant home in Rutherford, N. J., re- excellent shape for publication.
very carefnlly prepared by Prof. Carl J. said mortgage, all and singular the premises con- FAMILY SCALES,
veyed
.by
said mortgaire deed nameiv :—
S.
R.
S.
cently celebrated the 25th anniversary ot
Adams of Worcester. It is proposed to A certain
parcel of land with the buildings WRINGERS,
Chairman Doyle in his report for the
thereon situated in East Brookfield, In the town
his marriage, with a reception to his
reimburse the towns for any expense by of
Brookfield, bounded and described as follows
overseers
of
the
poor
strongly
recomNorth
Brookfield
Brotherhood.
> friends, who generously remembered him
the sale of the books when issued, and Beginning at the southeasterly corner thereof, at FOOD CHOPPERS,
stone monument standing at the southwestmends that the horses at the town farm
with gifts of silver.
the project has found favor in the other aerly
corner of land formerly of D. W, Hodgkins, SAFETY RAZORS,
The lecture by Secretary Sherk of the
be given the preference on town work,
at an angle of Mechanic Street, thence by land
towns in the original Brookfield territory. of
Thp Womantf "Union of the First Consaid Hodgkins North 31 •* degrees E. eighty
such as drawing sand, etc., rather than Massachusetts Agricultural College at
two feet and ten inches to an iron pin In the THERMOMETERS,
gregational church will hold an all-day
The trial of the government case against ground,
thence by land of said Hodgkins 9. Hy
to have them stand idle at the farm so Amherst, postponed from February on
meeting at the parlors on Thursday,
the men accused of using the United degrees E. about eleven links to land now or DOG COLLARS,
much of the time when outside teams are account of the storm, will be given at the
formerly
of Quo. Balcom thence by land of said
Stafa mails to defraud investors in the Balcom northerly
J*arch 12^ at,9 a. m.
There will be a
about five rods and eighteen
hired. This would help reduce the ex- Chapel of the Congregational church on
stock of the Oxford Linen Mills is on Hnka to the old post road, thence westerly by UNIVERSAL
basket lunch. Hot coffee will be served
Monday
evening,
March
16.
All
men
of
said post road to land now or formerly of Francis
pense of running the farm, and make the
trial in New York this week. Mr F. E. A. walker, thence southerly by land of said
^ at noon. Home missionary meeting at cost of board less.
the community are most cordially invited
BREAD MIXERS,
Walker to said Mechanic Street, thence southWinchell, ex-president who pleaded easterly
4 p. m. There is a great deal of sewing
by said Mechanic Street to the place of
to be present.
Mr Liberte of Spencer, this week
•0 be done. Every member who can is
guilty says:—"The district attorney in beginning, excepting however, what rights, if BROOMS,
any, the public may have to pass over the west
bought the stock of the W. E. Hobbs
Jaquested to be. present
The universal need for such instruction New York came to my attorney and said erly part of same tract.
CARPET SWEEPERS,
jewelry atore, from George R. Hamant, and the fact that no apparatus is requi. ed that lie could not find evidence of moral
$200 will be required to>be paid in cash by the
At their meeting thiB week the OverAdministrator. It was tt first reported other than such aa is readily obtainable turpitude on my part in my transactions purchasernt the time and place of sale.
ICE
CREAM FREEZERS,
NORTH BROOKFIELD SAVINGS BANK,
seers of Poor chose Mr and Mrs Harris
that he would move it into the store in ! almost everywhere renders this system while president of the Oxford Linen Mills.
Feb. K 1914.
Arthur C. Bliss, Treasurer.
SLEDS
AND SKATES.
Sleele of the Ayer town farm to succeed
Feb. 20,27, ICar. 0.
;
Adams* block lately vacated by Mr Bart- peculiarly availble for school work. The Therefore if I would tell him what some
'Simon Lord and wife as warden and malett, but this morning this is denied and organisation of life saving "crews'* for of the entries on the books of the Oxford
We
deliver
everything too heayy
tron of the North Brookfield farm, at a a To Rent placard hangs in *a window.
WAGON WANTED
the actual performance of the system, Linen Mills stood for, he would drop my WANTED, a second hand democrat wagon.
to carrr.
salary of $450, a cut of 8100 Irom the
It is now understood t^at he will open in using a volunteer as the subject, is sug- case."
JS. W. REED, North Broofcfleld
salary paid the present warden. Mr and
the present location, and continue there gested by the Life Saving Service officials,
i
Mrs 8teele will come April 1st, or be- if the business warrant*, if not he may
Clawed by Chiffon.
EGGS AND CHICKS FOR SALE
fore that Urns if Mr Lord desires to leart> later reriove the stock to Spraoar, when in Washington, on the ground that prac"The world doesn't Judge a maa kr
tical application is more effective than
BOOKING orders now for S.C.&.IiMfarathea,
kU owa olothfjL pat kr Ml wW**.*~ AM
Ked Chicks and White Rocks, plshel strain.
he has rtothtr stora.
< mare ueaoricatiem «f the rulsa.
asahss t "■
W. HABCOCK. Breeder.

Funeral Director

SPIRELLA

Main Floor.

Wedding Invitations
and Announcements

Hwce J. Lawreitct?,

.k

AT FULLAM'S

N

HORACE J. LAWRENCE

For Telephone Orders
1 '••'

■

CairilO, North Brookfield.
s

W. F. FUliLAM

tart

N«ria Brooktiulil, w*h. m

North Brookfield.

J

:■

BROOKFIE-LD

ipig %

TIMES

swrsoiooL
LESSON

(By E. O. SELLERS, Director of Evening
Department, Th» Moody Bible Institute,
Chicago.)

LESSON FOR MARCH 8

(Temperance Lesson.)
LESSON TEXT—"Luke 12:35-48.
QOLDEN TEXT—"Blessed are those
servants whom the Lord when he cometh
shall find watching-."—Luke 18:S7.

English Chloken Pie.
Cut into dice two ounces of bam.
four large fresh mushrooms and four
truffles; add to this two ounces.of butter, with an ounce of flour, a pint of
white stock and a glass of Madeira.
Display Almost Human Ingenuity Stir thle over the Are constantly for
two or three minutes, then let simmer
in Making Nests.
for 20 minutes very slowly. Put In
them tWo cupfuls of cold cooked chicken cut into small cubes, half a dozen
Baltimore Oriole's Nest I* Constructed gherkins cut In slices, and the salt and
Like a Pouch and Hung From
pepper that seem necessary. Line a
Limb of Tree—Few Show Sudish with paste and bake till It Is yellow. Then fill with the chicken mixperiority In Construction.
ture, cover with a paste and bake slowBaltimore.—True it la that many of ly for almost an hour.
those birds which went away for the
When Beating Eggs.
winter vacation have not yet thought
of returning to their summer- homes.
Biggs should be beaten in different
But some of them have, for some come ways according to the use they are to
back early, and they always like to be put to, whether much air Is to ba
take a ticket that permits several stop- beaten in or whether a fine close texovers and side trips by the way.
ture is wished. The latter is the re
It's Bate to say that young Miss Rob- BUlt when the Dover egg beater Is
In and Miss Bluebird feel a little nerv- used, as It Is operated by turning a
ous these days when they think of wheel without lifting the beater from
those nests to be built back* In the land the egg so incorporating little air. Ths
to the north. Of course, It's different flat wire beater gives the airiest texwith the older ones, for their homes ture of all, and Is best to use for angel
may have withstood the winter; and cake, sponge cake and meringues.
then if they do have to build, why they
are old hands at the business. Very
Steak In Butter and Crumbs.
likely the bird misses wish they had
Prepare enough dry ,bread crumbs
given more attention to the construc- and fill a cup, turn on to a platter,
tion of the nest when they were fledg- cut a pound and a half slice of rump
lings. But It's one of a young bird's or round Bteak In palm-sized slices,
tailings and a blessing to men that ap- which butter on both sides and salt
petite Is about the biggest thing in its and pepper and thosoughly cover with
world. -Bating about fifty times a day crumbs; broil over a bed of red-hot
as- it does, there isn't much time to coals; be careful not to scorch even^
notice how Its "home Is made. Then verve with browned potatoes, celery
when they get big enough to leave the relieh, stewed tomato, macaroni and
nest there are so many gay and happy tomato or creamed cabbage.
events that more serious thoughts are
dismissed for the, time.
Fish Puff.
Some observers of birds have placed
This is a delicious dish made from
different colored ribbons at the foot of remnants of cold cooked fish. Chop
the trees where orioles were building fish and mix it with equal parts of
their nest. The orioles accepted the mashed potato. Season with salt and
ribbon with silent thanks and wove pepper and a tablespoon of melted
the colors together not aimlessly, but butter. Stir Into It two eggs, form
after a definite plan. A naturalist tells into a roll, brush with a beaten egg,
of showing such a nest to an elderly roll in bread crumbs and bake In a
woman, who seriously suggested using quick oven until brown.
the bird to knit stockings.
The nest of the Baltimore oriole,
whose name, by the way, comes from neat surraas, cu assCHROMIC WXAKNM* LOST VKO*
Its colors, yellow and black, those of FILM, >1THS> BO. OHUOCHTS or KAIL »!. Ml I «•

BIRDS SHOW SKILL

IHOTIONAL

WATCH FULNE38.

BR06KFIELD TIMES

TEXT—"Look unto
saved."-Isalah 46:22.

A very common
excuse which Is
met In Christian
work* Is this:
'I am afraid I
The words of Jesus are the greatest
cannot hold out"
authority the believer has upon which
In dealing with
to found his belief in the Second Comany case it is well
ing. Some refuse to-have much to do
to demon etrate
with this important theme because othfirst the cause,
ers have perverted it or else "overly
and then look for
emphasized it" yet in the 260 chapters
a cure.
There
in the New Testament there are 318
may
be
many
distinct references to this theme,;*' far
causes, but whatgreater proportion than is placed upon
ever they are,
some of the doctrines upon which
there is always a
whole denominations have been foundsure pure In the
ed.
Word of God. In
Relative Value.
' "
this case It Is evident that the cause
I. The exhortation tb watch, w. 35- at the man's fear Is this: He Is think40.
This Is the beginning of a new ing of saving himself, instead of comparagraph.
Jesus has been showing mitting the case to Christ. He means
the relative value of material posses- to try a little harder than ever before
GROUP •$ ESKIMO «v STEAHER
sions and the Kingdom of God and to do good, but he has failed so often
epitomizes his teaching in v. 34. He In the past that he has little condrift
must
be
a
single
storm's
work
now sets before his disciplines what fidence that he will succeed any betON the roof Qf (Ive %orld is the
for
then
the
snow
is
more
compact.
shall
their attitude towards him during ter In the future. And the man is
Eskimo country. Few are its
An
oblong
hole
about
five
feet
long,
his absence (II. Fet. 3:11,12 R. V., Ti- right He certainly will fall If he reflowers. Of trees there are
none. Illimitable are its sum- two or three feet wide, some two feet tus 2:13; II. Tim. 4:8). Thus to be lies upon his own efforts to lead >
mer muskegs and its eight- deep is next cut. Blocks are then watchful seems to contradict his sug- Christian life.
taken from M;s clean face. Each block gestions about anxiety. We need to
month winter snows. Yet the EskiThe remedy in this case Is to take'
is about half a foot thick, a foot and remember, however, that the child
mo is as jovial a soul as any that ever
the man's attention away from hima
half
deep
and
two
and
a
half
feet
of the Kingdom is ,tn entirely new self, and fix it upon the Lord Jesus,
came from southern lands whera life
His who alone can save him. Say to hint;
is a joy. He is a humorist, although long. One man wedges the blocks relationship with the world.
and
another
builds
them
round
in
a
desire is not for self enrichment but "My dear friend, the question is not
he feeds on blubber and rotten fish; a
circle
the
siza
of
the
intended
house.
Eportsman, although he knows not
rather to be in such relations with God whether you can hold out but whether
soap and water, and a good fellow, al- The first layer completed, the blocks as his rights demand and thus to bring or not God is able to save you. Le*. us
cut downward diagonally so that the to others their highest good. This parthough the shiftless Cree despises him
next layer will take a spiral form and able epitomizes opportunity. Rightly Bee what he says about,if Opening
and calls him In insult "husky." -"
continue to curve up until the dome is to make use of none's opportunities your Bible ask him to read aloud HeScattered over a wide area of the
brews 7:25. "Wherefore he Is able
north, living in tribes distinguishable closed by a key-block. Women mor- spells happiness for the disciple when also to save them to the uttermost
Toiollo warn:'<>« ftttt »oo« TO OH. L« CtMO
tise the block chinks with soft snow.
lu£co?H««ii"ioi«»aHAiiritEAi>,Lo»DO». E«o.
to the traveler by slight linguistic
he the king shall appear. The evidence that come unto God by him, seeing be
tnmgwusitAmwraiw »«, ntul
The door is cut and inside opposite
that we are watching for his appear- ever Uveth to make intercession for
difference and local habits and cusit
is
piled
the
snow-bed,
while
outside
toms, the Eskimo from Greenland to
ing consists of the readiness of the in- them." After he has read it, say to
... "HATTTAD" MAHAIO WORD •TMRA.-ION' I» 0«
a wind Bhield of blocks protects the
KTTMVT"^ "rruip TO JJX OEHUWEMCW.
the west coast of Hudson bay, are
dividual who Is or Is not watching, him, "If God is able to save to the
door from a drift. It is now the woone and the same people. They have
frVfrvn noise imw*.
v. 35; I. Pet. 1:13. Jesus knocks at the uttermost there is certainly Bom»
men's task to make the place homo
the sanie physical characteristics, live
hope for you. With an 'uttermost'
within while the husky bucks feed Individual heart (Rev. 3:20) but when
In much the same way and think
be comes 'twill be to be present at a salvation such as Christ offers, there
much the same thoughts on hunting their dogs.
On the bed pile go mats of closely feast, v. 36. We cannot contract this are no hopeless cases, do you see?"
and life as their visitors, the white
time and there is no call to service to"Yes, It does look a little more hopewoven willow branches, then deer
men. Even the fierce Nechllliks and
skins and deer skin sleeping bags. morrow. Lions girt, ready for the bat- ful. I must confess, but I am afraid I
Igluliks of the far, far north (with
The soapstone lamp is lighted and tle or for the race, and lamps burn- should fall, if I started in the ChrisPAU parti of the Province* of \
1
whom the various trading companies
M»iutoU,S»akBtch«w»nand "j
placed on a snow shelf between the ing, (light Is always the result of some- tian life. My bump of persistence Is
deal as a rule through other tribes
Alb«rta, have produced won- '
door and bed. In it a wick of dry, tjilng being consumed), are today's vis- not very prominent and I am easily
derful yields of Wh.at. O.U, '
acting as middlemen), have the same
ible
evidence
of
continuous
service.
discouraged."
J
B«l«y and FU*. Wheat graded
pulverized moss Is fed with deer fat
v
taboos and angekoks (or witch docPeter's Question.
"That may be true, but do you know
from Contract to No. 1 Hard, '
or seal blubber. The kettle Is now
' weighed heavy and yielded from 20
tors) and quaint legends.
this
"uttermost'
Savior
has
made
proII.
The
explanation
to
Peter,
w.
slung over it.
lo4Bbu»>heUperacre;22buahel!iwas .
People of Dirt.
about the total average. Mtea*] F-*nw- v
The sleds outside are now denuded 41-48. Between this parable and the vision also to keep you from falling?
\ an* may be considered fully aa profit-1
f Stunted, squat men seldom averag- and the dogs bedded. The most valu- one which follows, Peter interrupt* by Read what he says in Judsji24." "Now
j able an industry aa grain raising. The X
ing over five feet and a half, they ace able of the Bleda are ivory shod, other- asking the question, "Lord, speakest unto him that is able to keep you from
I excellent grasses full of nutrition,, are V
) the only food required either for beef 1
muscular and strongly built, but Blow wise they have whalebone runners. thou this parable unto us, or even un- falling, and to present you faultless
or dairy purposes. In 1912, and again in '
of limb and mind. With their curious During the cold months they are to all?" That which follows Is his an- before the presence of his glory with
1913, at Chicago. Manitoba cai-riod off \
Chinese slanted eyes and inflated nos- sheeted with muck and frozen so swer to, that question but It Is also a exceeding joy."
th* Championship for beef •tear. Good \
schools, markets convenient, climate <
"Isn't that splendid? 'Able to keep
trils, they are a people of dirt and there is least friction and for this the continuance of the teaching just given.
rellent.
For the homesteader, the m
you
from
falling,
and
to
present-you
In
this
part
Jesus
refers
to
stewards
laughter. Their heavy black hair is ice coating is renewed daily. The
Baltimore Orioles Are America's Most
who wishes to farm extensively, or the 3
worn by the males over the shoulders Eskimo now set their traps and go (bond-servants) that It is fneir su- faultless.' Blameless Would mean a
investor, Canada offers the biggest op- 1
Remarkable Nest Builders.
1 portunity of any place on the continent.
to protect their large ears. Across in for the night. So the trail goeB preme business to seek the Kingdom great deal, but without fault means
Apply for descriptive literature and
their thick lips comes the flash, as a on day after day, night after night by selling in order to give. The one much more. And that Is the condition Lord Baltimore, Is constructed like a
I
reduced railway rates to
rule, of perfect but discolored teeth. until they come, in two months or so, work of a servant 1B to give to the' in which Christ promises that you pouch and hung from the limb of an
Superintendent
of
members of an household, each In due shall he when he presents you before elm, or willow or maple. And the
Such is the Eskimo, gentleman—the to the lonely traders of the north.
Immigration.
Furs are given in and counters,on season his portion of the father's the Father. (And the joy referred wise little bird knowB enough to build
real lord of the north.
I Ottawa. Canada, or to
As for the Eskimo bellee, they, too, a graded scale received—a white fox bountiful grace. John 21:15-17: I. Pet to In that verse Is not the joy of the, a shallow neBt if it is attached to a
M. A. BOWLBY
have their virtues. Beauty is a ques- counting'as one skin and some silver 5:2; Jer. 3:15. There are many de- sinner, though that will be unspeak- stout branch and a deep one if on a
j3Trsaw,iti.,l«ion,IU.i.
tion of taste and probably the Eskimo foxes as much as forty. The Eski- ceitful servants who first feed them- able, but the Joy of the Savior as he swaying twig.
J"ew birds surpass the oriole in the
would not exchange his flat-faced, mo then hand 'over the counters, selves, or feed only a portion of the looks with actual pride upon his finishCanadian
strong and sturdy mate with dark their tokens for White man's plug to- household, or who feed chaff rather ed work. It doeBn't seem possible," beauilflcatlon of their homes, br"
- Government Agent I
brown eyes and natural bust, for the bacco, his killing powder and shot and than bread, even the true bread of life, does It that you can be saved so doth- tiiere is one, the baya of southeastern
fairest chorus girl. Very often, too. his needles and Jsh hooks and what I. Pet. 2:2; 4:10,11. Jesus teaches us pletely, and made so perfect and befttt- Asia, which goes a step further. This
when these glrlB have European blood ever the trader oan attract him with. that each bend-servant shall likewise1 tlful, that the Lord Jesus will put .you bird even illuminates Its home. It
on exhibition as a sample of his handi- sticks small lumps of moist clay on the Inererronontrto staour his UnaejMoM (Hreettts
In them their looks are far from unbe judged and that suddenly.
KXt-EBIEMCBTIO* WSCB88A»V.
III. • The exhortation. Jesus Christ work, with actual prio? and Joy? And Inside walls of the nest and then fanneS.
We fall, instruct Too. Fuaun,, labo-rara,
comely.
■'-,, or nor men willing to wo* emm maka
But to arrive at a real understand- OLD-FASHIONED LITTLE GIRLS here presents to us the fact that we yet that is precisely What he says he catches some of the Innumerable AreSI.000 to $3,000 a year
ing of the Eskimo you must spend a
shall all be Judged. That the measure can do, and he certainly' ought to flies and fastens them in the sticky handling onr big aellera, BaclMtT»»»rrttorrsiren.
furnish youthe capital; Jott inrsJak tJKtmm
•year at least among them. Thus only They 8tlll Exist, It Is Asserted, Al- of our reward or of our punishment know.) Now does not your case seem clay. The result is startling in Its evi- We
to earrythe good.. Be jour o-n hose.toa pleasant,
though Hidden From the
can you arrive at a complete picture
is dependent upon the measure of our nopeful, looking at it from God's stand- dence of intelligence. The^lttle bird £^n<rat land prolltable business. Write at mm
Worldly-Mlnded.
home is lighted by a dim'phosphores- lor lull parOcnUrs glrlng H> »ml omipBUoa.
of their strange life wherein trains
knowledge and of our opportunity, point?"
THE DDOFORM CO, Dept 10,
"Yes, I must admit that It does, but cent glow. Reluctance to credit a bird
and banks and offices and telephones
James 4:17. To him to whom much
NORTH JAVA, B. Y.
Where are the little girls of yester- is given, of him shall much be re- you see my case la peculiar. I had a with such ingenuity may well be parnave no part. For they, like all primiyear?
Where
are
the
little
girls
who
grandfather
who
was
a
drunkard,
and
doned,
but
scientists
teU
the
story,
tive races, are a nomadic people livquired. Our present responsibility is
ing under the bright stars. So we sewed "doll rags;" who hung on the that of being ready for the coming of I have Inherited from him an appetite adding that the baya Is capable of
may see an Eskimo's health, wealth front gate, who romped and climbed the King and of his Kingdom. The ex- for liquor. Occasionally an awful crav- learning many clever tricks.
and content So, too, you may face fences with their brothers? Gone, all pression of that readiness is evidenced ing for strong drink comes upon me
starvation and hardship with him. g0ne—that Is, in the large cities where by our lives of service. There are of with irresistible power, and down I go WIFE HIS "HOUSE FLOWER"
And again you may watch the wages houses have crowded out the fields, course many other phases of service before it. That is the real cause of
of the civilisation that leave ' him and where busy days have swallowed not Included in this parable, but our my apprehension. If it were not for
Husband Would Pump Water on Her
robbed of furs, pillaged of livelihood the hours of leisure.
Lord Is emphasizing opportunity, stew- that I think 1 could be saved, but you
Every Day,.Says Young Spouse
It was most Interesting for one of ardship, service, watchfulness. In or- see my case is peculiar."
and branded with disease.
(n Seeking Divorce.
If you have not decided upon what
"Yes, I see your case Is peculiar, but
The Eskimo lives by the chase for the elders, the other day, to visit in a der to fulfill our service we must enter
he neither ploughs nor farms. By little town near Columbus, and there into fellowship with the king in his do you know we have a peculiar
Georgetown,
Del.—Declaring
that
her
means of the chase come his food and to find the same little girl that used to reign, and those who enter Into that Savior? In the first place, he was achusband called her his "house flower,"
to take, try
raiment and the fuel that Is to warm play 40 years ago In Columbus. There fellowship, who are faithful, he will quainted with that grandfather of
him through the long northern winter. was the vUiting of several small maid- reward vv. 37, 43. The measure of our yourB, and he knows all about that ap- and that he watered her every day by
His winter mansion is the igloo or ens with bags of "pieces," and with punishment 1B conditioned upon the petite. In the second place;'he;, has placing her head under a pump, Mrs.
Florence Magee, age nineteen, has
snow house, his summer home a tupik china and wax "children" to be measure of our knowledge (v. 48) and made ample provision for It:.In the
In the Sussex county court here been
or tent of seal and deer skins.
clothed.
our knowledge can be enlarged as we Book. Indeed, he has provided, a spe- granted a divorce from her husband.
"The thpring 1th comln'" lisped one, use our opportunities.
cial promise for Just such cases. Read
When the days of the north begin
Levin Magee.
The specific ground
to spread out in January comes the "and Hethter haint got anything to . IV. The Golden Text, (v. 37)*. Is If you will 1 Corinthians 10:13, 'God
By arousing the liver
was cruelty. The couple were marEskimo's hard times. For two months wear, an' I'm jutht worried to death Intended to fix our attention upon the is faithful, who will not suffer yon to
They cleanse tb* system of accomalatsd
ried
January
14,
1911.
or more life Is a burden, intolerable for fear I won't get her thingth done acts of our Lord when he shall return. be tempted above that ye are able;
The bride, a delicate young woman, Impurities and
and bitter, yet fiercely clutched at for in time, for Eathter."
It seems astonishing that he shall com- but will with the t temptation also objected when her husband insisted
PURIFY THE BLOOD,
make
a
way
to
escape,
that
ye
may
be
"Just
the
same
with
my
Marian,"
all its uncertainty. The ice is storm
pel those whom he finds, watching to
that she work in the fields. "He would
seized and the seal on which the Eski- quoth anBtber. "1 feel terribly about seat themselves that he may gird him- able to bear it'
If the man Is sincere in his desire come Into the house and call me his
mo depends keep out in the open war the Paris styles. They don't suit Ma- self and serve them.
Here we gird
house flower. Then he seized me and
ter. And it Is In this season the rian at all, and—"
Wo oSor t limited raonnt of Tremor,
ourselves that we may serve him by to be a Christian there is only one al- Baying house flowers needed water,
Stock 1 D an loe Co., now opor.il n« 9 pant.
"My Bertha is really very eensible." serving others (Matt. 25:40). But In ternative, and usually he will accept
southern Eskimo strikes his annual
he placed my head under the pump
trail for the trade post, where he will said the third. "I told her this morn- that tomorrow the day of his victory, It
and
pumped
water
all
over
me.
SomeIf these verses do not lead a per'* barter a winter's pelts for ammuni- ing that 1 could not possibly afford—" he will gird himself and serve those
aasSsirisri TnT^Wo1. ^.Si
Dear me, dear mel The old days who have been watchfulness and obe- son to a decision I have sometimes times he did this three times a day,
tion, tobacco and white men's baubles.
Glacier Ice Company
First provisions for the way must be over again, when we used; to foregath- dient servants. This is a suggestion tried this method: "You are lost now, saturating me completely. Each time
Herckulvladel. BMg.
SI. Looli. Mo.
found and at no other time are they er In the dining room after the table of the exceeding grace mentioned by anyway, are you not?" "Yes, I am I was compelled to change my clothlost now." "Well, If you should try ing. On a number of other occasions
to hard to obtain. So it comes to was cleared, and in front .of the coal the Apostle Paul, Rom. 11:33.
he also doused me with buckets of
pass that with a little deer meat re- fire in the grate and after mother's
V. The Temperance Lesson Is sug- the Christian life and fail, you could
ELECTRIC LIGHT
served over from the fall and,with a admonition; "Now, children, don't gested by the conduct of those who not be any worse off than you are now, water."
scant stock of seal, the company sets poke the fire, or you'll get burned," are not watching for the King's ap- could you?" "No." "But If you should
Without Street Wire Connection
Cannot Stop Hiccoughs.
forth. The long narrow komatiks we sewed, and sewed, and 'sewed for pearing (v. 46). They were Indulging succeed you would be a great deal betN«rwInvention! Pntoelec- Complete S. A
New York.—Hilda Cain, eleven, has
ter off, would you not?" "CertainlvV*
.are lashed, the dogs harnessed to the family of dolls.
trio light In anj borne any ""■■I""""* ,jf
In
the
animal
pleasures
of
the
moment.
Where Is the little' girl of yesterwhere. Write for circular. n,.l(|(
nfB
"Then it looks to me as If you hfflj been hiccoughing since Bhe was frightthem and the trail goes on in stages.
The Kingdom of God Is not In eating
everything to win and nothing to lose ened by a ragamuffin on Thanksgiving
Generally two or three famines make year?
and
drinking
but
consists
of
righteousYou sometimes find her,.but she is
by starting, Is .that not so?" "Yes, day. Physicians have used every
them together. An old woman leads
ness snd peace and joy in the Holy
the way. Then come tlie dogs' and hidden from sight of the worldly- Spirit, Rom. 14:17. The effect of in- but I never thought of that before." known remedy, but are unable to stop "KIMO" M-.MAh,ll««. 0»llW«5t»«>^«r}j'
thUM,
daob.r and poil.lMr, mil ,'»f«|'£SRia
minded.—Columbus
(O.)
Dispatch.
"Will you then kneel right down here it
!6o.v seM ror tree aalalogne. pafntwl hoyfcoia
the sleds whije scouting on each side
temperance on the death rates, on the
OMSrMKiMtollaj. U~n in«attj Co., UtaMG^ lao.
and commit the keeping of your soul
wander the men in search of seal
next
generation,
from
an
economic
Maybe Bo.
to Christ?" "I will."
300 Take Cigarette Cure.
holes on the ice. The short day wanes
Farmer—Your cow bells are no ac- standpoint or viewed from any angle,
PISO'S RLMEDY
and a small snowhouse has to be built
I have seldom found a person who
'Hpaokeu, N. J.—Wives, mothers and
is
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result
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moBt
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count. They don't ring loud enough.
BM Coofh Sjrop. Tub! Qoo*. On
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Building a House.
When you do bear the bells you don'i lion of the fact of the imminence of
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.e a Christian.
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Recorder
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First B veteran tests the snow of
Us return would change all lives.
have to go fax to find the oowf
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BEGINNING WITH THE HORSES IN SPRING

FEW CAUSES OF BUMBLEFOOT
Many Cases Result by Bird Jumping
on Some Hard Substance—Proper
Care of the Wound.

A Good Team of Work Horses—Work Them Carefully In the Spring Time,
Until Their Muscles Get Right
(By PROP. A. 8. ALEXANDER.)

THERA>TONI=S^

THERAPION ss.::.»»
]

[RETORM? Cropsm»ii
"WesternCam'

Wanted—Honest, Energetic Men

BEGIN NOW
Spring Medicine

There's Money in Ice

if

FARMt
POULTRY
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Begin to work the horses carefully
In the springtime. They have been
standing around until their muscles
are all soft and to get right down to
hard work all at once may make them
siok. Feed carefully, too, for a few
days. Better underfeed them than to
give them too much on the start.
Some of the curry-combs and
brushes used on some of the farms of
this country are a Bight to behold.
Better throw them over the fence and
get new ones. The cost 1B slight and
you will do a great- deal better job.
Think how much better the horses
will feel about It, too.
Harness is high this spring, as well
as all other kinds of leather goods, yet
It Is better to buy new than to run
the risk of a runaway. If you really
think you cannot afford a new one
take the harness to some good man
and have every weak piece made good.
That will tide you over until you can
do better.
Halter-pulling Is a bad trick in a
horse. Often it Is brought on by careless usage in the stall. Never do anything that would frighten a horse In

Old turkeys, especially heavy old
toms, sometimes are troubled with
feet that swell, first on the under side
or ball of the foot, and then, if sufficiently damaged, form pus, and the
swelling extends up between the toes,
anil finally the turkey is almost unable to walk. Such cases result from
something penetrating
the
foot,
caused by jumping down on some
hard substance.
In the first case, if anything Is left
In the wound, it should be thoroughly cleaned out and disinfected, and
when that is done the foot will sometimes get well without further attention. In the second case it is necessary to make an Incision, squeeze out
the PUB, and thoroughly wash out the
wound with some disinfectant When
this is done the foot should be bound
up carefully with cloth to keep out
dirt and germs.
The turkey should be confined so
that It cannot exercise on the damaged foot very much. In summer It
may be put in a very small yard,
moved onto fresh ground every day to
keep it clean. In winter it should be
put In a pen which is bedded with
clean straw and kept disinfected and
particularly clean. f
If the wounds fill with pus again it
must be opened and the pus again removed, and the wound again disiafected. It is well in this case to paint
the Inside of it with sliver nitrate. As
fast as the bandage becomes very
soiled, they should be removed and
fresh ones put on.

his stall. Look to it that no one else
does either.
Half the bad habits of horses may
be laid at the door of the men who
handle them. I have seen a mare
cured of pulling at the halter Just by
a change of the master. Kindness always brings the best kind of returns
with all animals.
When a horse gets to gnawing at a
manger the best thing to do is to cover
everything gnawable with tin. Better
do it before the habit is formed, however.
The first symptom of kicking should
lead us to dispose of the animal that
does it? Life is precious. Never risk
It with a horse that kicks.
Bee to it that every strap and
buckle Is in place before leaving the
barn.
The horse that can walk fast,
whether he be a saddle, driving or a
draft horse, always commands a better price than the one equally good MAKING MONEY WITH DUCKS
in other respects, but a slow walker.
In training a horse to walk fast he Massachusetts Man Does Exceedingly
is not injured In the least for any othWell on Four-Acre Plot—Running
er gait and can be taught to trot and
Water Aids Greatly.
gallop just as well as before.
03/ M. HUTCHINSON, Massachusetts.)

RIGHT CONDITION
JOBS AROUND THE
BEFORE LAMBING
FARM IN WINTER
Important That Breeding Ewes Best Time of Year to Move and
Be Put Under Careful SurTransplant Trees—Many
veilance Few Weeks.
Other Excellent Hints.

I am not a large duck raiser, but
have been ojnite successful on a small
scale. My poultry plant is composed
of four acres of rather low land, with
a brook running through the center
of the plant. The yard for ducks,
also for hens,- crosses this brook. ,1
put a dam in the duck yard, giving
them two feet of water in the brook,
from four to eight feet wide, and I
could see a- great Improvement in
their growth from the very first day
I gave them full .swimming range.
Of a flock of about' fifty. I only lost
one after I gave them the brook. Before, when I had them In wire coops,
with a dish of drinking water by
them, I lost a great many. B\>ur
times a day I feed a mash composed
of ground oats two parts, middlings
two parts, and corn meal two parts.

Feel All Used Up?

Ever feel that you can go no further—that you most have rest for that
lame and aching back—relief from that
constant, dead-tired feeling?
Have you suspected your kidneys?
Kidney disease shows itself in backache, nervous troubles and disorders
of the kidney secretions.
If tired,
worried, lame, rheumatic, dizzy and
nervous don't let a possible weakness
of the kidneys escape attention until
it turns into a case of gravel, dropsy
.orjBright's disease.
> Sick kidneys go from bad to worse.
Their useful work of filtering the blood
Is only partly done. Poisons that
should be passed out with the kidney
secretiona are held in the blood, circulating freely, attacking muscles,
nerves ard vital organs. The kidneys
Inflame, swell and throb, and that is
the cause of sharp pains in the back,
or that dull, constant heavy ache.
For quick help use Doan's Kidney
Pills. No other kidney remedy is used
and recommended so generally. Take
them when you feel the first bad
backache, or see the first disturbance
of the kidney secretions. Doan's have

brought new life and strength to tho»
sands of despairing men and women,
and there is nothing In the remedy to
cause any barn or start a pill-taklns;
habit
Here's the best of proof—testimony;
from a grateful user.

"Every PtcfttreTelia a Story"

GIVEN UP TO DIE \
Kidney Disease Brought on a Campletm
Collapse.
Oliver ChappeH, R. F. D. No.-S, Horeeheadi. N. Y., iays: "Kidney troubl* cuu
on me auddenly and I didn't realise lte
■eriouBneaa until I coltapaed. Four doctore
treated me hut none of their medicine* did
me the I^ast bit of good. I was BO bad that
all one summer I had to aleep out doom la
a hammock, bolitered up with plllowe. I
had to get up about twenty timei at/nlsrht
to pass the kidney aecretlent. When/1 wae
well, 1 weighed one hundred seventy mounds,
but the Illness brought at down to dne hundred pounds. My hands were numfc and Z
couldn't do a bit of work. The doctors gavs
me up to die and I lost heps myself. I wae
In constant pain. My sister told me to trr
Doan's Kidney Fills and the first box helpesl
me. I -wasn't so nervous and I felt better.
As I kept on taking the remedy. I got back
my weight and I felt like a different man,
.Doan's Kidney Pills put me on my feet-M
1 that I could work; they saved my life."

What will help my back?

"When 'Your, Back Is Lame—Remember the'Name"
DOANS
KIDNEYS
' PILLS^.
MILITANT

IN

D<WS KIDNErTILLS
SOW fay oD Dealeri' Price 50 cenb. Foster-MDburn Co, Boilalo, ft:Y, frpprielori
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Small Girl Has Begun Early to Resent
Restrictions Imposed Upon
Her by Her 8ex.

Children often voice the spirit of
their times In surprising manner. Little Elsie, for example, in the pertinent
questions her adult relatives found
so difficult of reply. Several times in
a single day the little girl had encountered the wall of conventionality
Interdicting for her Joys and liberties
easily granted her brother, and at last,
when told that nice little girls must
not play in the street after dark, even
upon special occasion such as Hallowe'en, she was tempted toward open
revolt.
"Mother, who mode things so much
harder for girls than boys?" she
asked, suddenly. "Boys can do many
things girls can't and they have good
times, somehow. Who said It was to
be so?"
"God, I suppose," was mother's
dubious but determined answer.
Elsie considered the case in silence
for a few'moments then burst out impulsively:
"Well, I wonder who'd call that
Just?"

It pays to be honest, but sometimes
pay day seems far off.
Between a half-baked optimist and a
kiln-dried pessimist which would you
choose?
PNBUMATICA STOPS TOUR PAIK
or breaks up y.mr colrt In one hour. II'.'; uiarrelom.
Used external!? Al] dragBiBts, 26 cent.. Adv.
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CENTRE OF EVERYTHINQ
We all have to pay for our experi- 360 ROOMS
BATHS 209
ence, but most of us want to buy it in
A room with bath • - • .$i.so
Other rooms with bath $2.00, $2.50)
retail quantities at wholesale rates.
Booms for two persons 12.50, $3.00
CUISINE
(alaOarto)
MUBIO
Let Dean's Mentholated Cough Drops relieve you of that cough and atop the SEND FOR COLORED MAP OP NEW VORK.
EDGAR T. SMITH, Managing Director.
throat irritation—5c at Drug Stores.
Sharp and Flat.

Mr. Phlat—I must come and play
my violin for you some evening. Miss
Sharp. You like music, don't you?
MIBS Sharp—I do, indeed, Mr. Phlat
but come all the same.—Judge.
s
Tight Wad.
"Brown's a lucky dog."
"What's he been doing now?"
"You know that one thousand dollars he Inherited a year ago?"
"Yes."
"Well, he still has It"

_
important to Mother*)
2 for
Examine carefully every bottle of
25 Cute
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
Both before and after lambing is an
Keep the horses sharp shod when
Settling Siberia.
infants
and
children,
and
see
that
it
anxious time- for the sheep raiser as the ground is ley. If you do not, they
Omsk, Siberia, has become the outhe stands to lose considerable or to are apt to slip and strain themselves,
Fit Better, Wear Longer
fitting point for an extraordinary milose a great deal. The next month or perhaps permanently.
gration, estimated at 2,000,000 people
Than
Ordinary Collars
two are Important ones.
Winter is the very best time of tho
annually, which pours into the country Xn Use For Over SO TIMTII^^
Much Is written about the treatment year to move and transplant large
EARL & WILSON
bordering on Mongolia. Nothing in C3uldren Ory for Jletcher'g Castopia
of ewes, after lambing and too little Is shade trees. Take them up with a
Europe or Asia has ever been quite
said about giving them extra care be- large ball of frozen soil which holds
Prudent
Man.
so like the springing up of the great
forehand.
"What induced you to cut your
without injury a large number of feedcities of the American middle west
>
If the ewes are thin and weak the ing roots.
as Is the growth today of new towns friend Qushly?"
Iambs always make a bad start but if
"His very hlghflown sentiments
Drag down stalks and tall weeds In
in Siberia. Except that the tide is
the milk Is deficient both In quantity winter when the ground is frozen or
moving east Instead of west the move- about the duties of friendship. I was
Cut out cathartics and ptirxaUves. Ther aa.
and quality, they are badly nourished. dry. In this condition they will catch
ment has many parallels to the won- afraid' the day might come when I brutal, harsh, unnecessary. Tr^ffajw
If only one Is to be raised It may suc- the snows and rains, become rotten,
derful migration which won the west couldn't afford them."
CARTER'S LITTLE
ceed better than twins, but even a make plowing easier and sooner befor America. There are, however, two
LIVER PILLS
single lamb will have a hard time of come available plant food when turned
Purely vegetable. Act
striking dlSerences. The first Is that
Satisfactory.
gently
on the liver,
under.
It If the ewe Is poor.
"So you want to marry my daugh- eliminate
the pioneering is comparatively luxubile, and
I know there is danger In- having
On hilly land Inclined to wash,
rious compared to the American move- ter. What is your financial standing?" soothe the delicate,
membraneofthe,
some kinds of stock too tat at the time watch the soil during winter and fill
"Well,
sir,
I've,figured
out
every
exment while the natives, instead of bebowel. Car.
of producing their young, but very few depressions and gullies with stalks,
Constipation,
ing swept aside, are being absorbed emption possible, I've had the best Btliontaoai,
ewes suffer from that. Indeed, the straw and any rubbish that will hold
by Intermarriage with the settler. The legal advice that money would Beeure, Sick Ho.ddanger is that they may be too thin, the soil and catch any that may be
ten-day journey up the Irtish river I've done everything I could to dodge •che and Indi.nllon, as millions know.
and especially Is this true if the win- washed in from roads and adjacent
from Omsk into the promised land is it—and I still find that I can't entirely SHALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICK,
fields.
ter has been unusually severe.
made by steamboats which are the last escape paying an Income tax."
Genuine must bear Signature
A good tool to cut turf around trees
It Is most undesirable to have the
"She's
yours."—Cleveland
Plain
word In the luxury and convenience of
Dealer.
strength of the ewe impaired at this and along borders of walks can, be
river traffic.
time, as strength Is needed to lamb made from an old hoe. Bend the
An Expert Duck Picker.
successfully and condition is wanted shank out straight and sharpen from
To the Rescue.
Words Fall on an Occasion Like Thlsl
to provide amply for the lambs. For both Bides.
An Englishman sat at a New York
Into every six quarts of this dry feed
"Why did you call your hen MacColtB ought to be halter-broken now I put one quart of meat scraps and a duff, o' all names?"
this reason it would be well to put
boarding-house table.
One of the
the breeding ewes under careful sur- and by spring they otight to be uBed good handful of fine sand, mixing all
boarders was telling a story In which
"Because she lays on."
to
the
bridle
and
the
backhand.
vellance for a few weeks before lamba "dachshund" figured. She was unwell together dry before wetting it
Will rcducv Inflamed, Strained,
ing.
If you cannot afford to build an ex- I make the mash a little more wet
aWe for a moment to think of the
Swollen Tendons, Ligaments,
NO GUSHER
word.
hoghouse,
take
ten-foot for the ducklings than I do for the
A heavy coat of wool may give them pensive
Muscles or Bruises. Stops the
But Tells Facts About Postum.
., a fat appearance, but if the bones are boards and nail them to a stout little chicks. After I get the ducks
lameness and pain from a Splint,
"It was one of these—what do you
Side Bone or Bone Spavin. Ne
prominent It is not a good sign. Extra frame made In the shape of a peaked to weigh about two pounds each, at
call
them?—one
of
these
long
German
A Wls. lady found an easy and safe
blister, no hair gone. Horse can he
care and superior food daily Is neces- roof. Cover these with long straw night I add two parts of cracked corn way out of the Ills caused by coffee. dogs."
used. $2 a bottle delivered Describe
sary if one would be quite sure the and batten them down with strips to the mash, and can almost stand She says:
The Englishman dropped his fork
your
case for special instruction*
running crosswise. The boards should and see them plump up. At about
ewes are in proper condition.
hlB
face
beamed.
"Frankfurters!"—
and
Book
2 K Free.
"We quit coffee and have used Pot
It is much cheaper and more satis- run from the peak downward and nine or ten weeks old they are ready turn for the past eight years, and Llpplncott's Magazine. .
ABSORBINE, JR., the antiseptic liniment fa*
factory to do thiB than to make great the straw should be laid the same for market, or Just before they start drink it nearly every meal. We never
mankind. Reduces Strained, Torn Ligaments. Enlarged Glands, Veins or Muaclesv
way In order to carry off water. A the pin feathers. To delay longer is tire of it,
i efforts to improve them afterwards.
New Idea In Shipbuilding.
Heals Cuta. Sores, Ulcera. AUays pain. Prlc
window for light and ventilation a losing game every time, as they
Scene, the main gate of the Brook- fl.uOabottlcatdcaleraordellrtred. Book"Erldenc*" ire*.
"For several years previous to Quitshould be put is one end and a self- shrink In flesh as the feathers coma
W. F. fOUKG, P. D. F. 310 Tcranle Street. SpjInxtleJd, Mall
ting coffee I could scarcely eat any- lyn navy yard.
closing door In the other.
out
Some big function was going on inthing on account of dyspepsia, bloatA cheap and effective protection for
ing after meals, palpitation, sick head- side, and a crowd had gathered to
young and tender vines can be made
Water for Ducks.
ache—In fact was In such misery and watch the generals and admirals enby taking small wooden boxes of any
Ducks in feeding plunge their bills distress I tried living on hot water ter. Two poorly dressed men were in We will send you for 25 cents)
kind, knocking off both ends and tack- in beyond the nostrils. Where their and toast,
the crowd. One of them Bald to the post prepaid, six of New York's
latest hits—song and instrumental.
Time of Appearance of Incisors ink a piece of cheesecloth over one. runs are on moist, soft ground, which
"Hearing of Postum I began drink- other:
Press the box down tightly over the
Send for Catalognemuch prefer, they do a great deal ing it and found it delicious. My ail"Say, what's goin' on In there toVaries Within Narrow Limits- plant so that the bugs cannot get un- they
day?"
THE
ROGERS BROS. MUSIC rlJBUSHmC CO.
of probing for worms and bugs. In ments disappeared, and now I can eat
der. The cheesecloth will filter the this manner their nostrils are apt to anything I want without trouble.
N.W Yerk Cir»
Molars Don't Count.
"I dunno," said the other. "But I SJ-S3-5S E«at 125th Su-e.t
light just enough to give the plant a get clogged up. Any observing perguess they're layln' the cornerstone
"My
parents
and
husband
had
about
good start
son will see how they seek water deep the same experience. Mother would of one of them big battleships.
<By O. B. MORTON, Colorado Agricultural College.)
One of the handiest things about a enough to plunge the head In and often suffer after eating, while yet
■ The calf when born has two pair of farm'is a cart made from the wheels shake their heads in it to clear the drinking coffee. My husband was a
MOTHER CRAY'S SWEET
incisors, the other two pair appear of an old buggy on which is mounted dirt out of their nostrils. Without great coffee drinker and suffered from
during the first month. When a calf a light frame, constructed to hold hay their water supply for washing they indigestion and headache.
POWDERS FOR CHILDREN
Is eighteen months old it loses the or other light material. A pair of cannot thrive. Therefore be sure their
Relieve Feverishnesa, Constipa"After he stopped coffee and began
tion .Colds and correct disorders of
middle pair of milk incisors, and handshafts can be attached and these drinking vessels are deep—four or five Postum both ailments left him. He
.sstesu ^"Ssss
the stomach and bowels. Used 6?
Larva packs*. SauitSi
\ Mothers for 24 years. At all Crusrgrows a permanent pair. The next should be supported by a stick hinged Inches, at least.
'will not drink anything else now and
Lawrence
Supply
Co.,
3154 OsSsa Are.. Okmt
ffists
25c.
Sample
mailed
FREE.
pair, one on each Bide, is replaced at to the handle when the cart is stand!■■—TW Andrea* A. a. OJMaterf, L* N*v, *. v.
wefaave It three times a day. I could
twenty-seven months of age, the third ing.
write more but am no gusher—only
Difference In Breeds.
Motorcycle Free
001 Something
new. Aaonts 110 dar. straight salpair at thirty-six months, the fourth
The difference in breeds is general- state plain facts."
ii; n_.if»
Swrt«&f sent to sell greatest article erep AA-n.p motorcjflejrtTen awar tree: forftill.
or outside pair at forty-five months.
i?1- rb*T*1*!" pollap.lola<Hrment hangar ■end JO stamp. F. fl. Jaooba, Susan* Baj,
Range for Fattening Turkeys.
ly a difference In breedere. One man
Name given by Postum Co., Battle .;;*
f SS'i'W anj children, carrj In rest pocket.
The time of appearance of these inbook, send Sc sample ontat. Satisfaction or
Turkeys should have free range will make mongrels pay and another Creek, Mich. Write for a copy of the Pocket
money refunded. aUegvtCe., tea Ikwtaa Be, aaastls,Waaa.
cisors varies within rather narrow while being fattened for market.
COINS, STAMPS RBf.SJfflSSa
cannot make expenses out of two- famous little book, "The Road to Welllimits, so that we are able to tell the
We used to fatten the turkeys in hundreu:—.egg hens. Care tnay have vllle."
Wat.<mB.Coleman,Wiuh
lngton.UC. Hooks free. Hlghage of young cattle fairly accurately. small enclosures, but discontinued killed a eat but it was not the kind
Postum now comes In two forms:
aat rafanuoas. Bast results.
TO BUTOLO
The calf also has a temporary set of this several years ago because they of care hens should have.
wmu- itait_, r>at>k Bta>,i*aTr£^%2^gb£
Regular Postum—must be well
molars, which are later replaced with did not seem to thrive well.
boiled. 15c and 25c packages.
I EYE TROUBLES
permanent ones, but they are not conW. N. U., BOSTON, NO. 10-1914.
After the first tew days they would
Separate Chickens and Turkeys.
Instant Postum—if' a soluble powsidered in estimating the age of the begin to lose their appetites no matter
Don't keep turkeys and chickens der. A ;easpoonful dissolves quickly
•pimal.
how great a variety of food was given. in the same house, or rather in the In a cup of hot water and, with cream
35eT£ARS SUCCESSFUL MBBATMENT
The whole trouble was lack of ex- same apartment The turkeys are and sugar, makes a delicious beverage
Preventing Roup.
OEJL.IQUOR AND DRUG AJTBICHONS
ercise. If turkeys cannot get plenty sure to abuse the chickens and If Instantly, too and 50c tins.
A roil of tarred paper and a few of exercise they cannot have a good there are any of the large body lice
The cost per cup of both kinds la
boards and nails now may save an appetite, and of course will not gain around the turkeys will get their about the same.
outbreak ot roup la midwinter.
la weight.
WHITE PLAINS, N.Y.
BOfFAt.0, H. Y.
share.
"There's a Reason" for Postum.
LEXINGTON. MASS.
PROVIDENCE, ». I.
WE«Tr,AVEN, CONN.
—•Old by Grocers.

DETERMINING AGE
OF YOUNG CATTLE
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VOLCANOES IN ACTION
TERRIFIC

DAMAGE

DONE WHEN

MOUNTAINS BLOW UP.

Long List of Disasters Due to Eruption!—That of Krakatoa In 1883
About the Worst of Which
There Is Record.

«

The eruption of Sakura recalls that
of Mount Pelee, which destroyed St.
Pierre, Martinique, the most beautiful
city In the West Indies, with appalling
suddenness. Like Sakura, the volcanic peak of Pelee had been quiescent for a long^ period, and was believed to be practically extinct. It
amoked a little for a few days before
It blew up, but It had previously sent
up similar thin, vaporous clouds at
Intervals of ten or twenty years—so
nobody paid attention to its seemingly
harmless activity. Without warning
a pillar of rock shot up from the crater
of Mount Pelee to a height of nearly
100 feet, and a rent opened half-way
up the mountain's slope, from which
blew a hot blast, stupefying and incinerating every organic thing in the path
Of Its withering breath. In less time
than It takes to tell, St. Pierre, with
nearly its entire population, was wiped
out and burled In the rain of aahee
which followed the explosion.
In Its tremendous force, however,
the eruption of Sakura more nearly
resembles that of Krakatoa In 1883.
This Is believed to have been the
greatest cataclysmic disturbance suffered by the earth In historic times,
and possibly within the more recent
of the geologic eras. Krakatoa was a
volcanic peak rising 2,000 feet above
sea level, in Sunda strait. After warning manifestations, which continued
several days, the outburst came on
August 27. The entire northern half
of the volcano was blown away, and
the soundings subsequently made
Bhowed a depth of 1,000 feet of water
where the mountain had stood. An
eye-witness of some of the prenomena
observed from the shore of Java processions of native boats, held by a
current many times more irresistible
than that of Niagara and sucked into
the vortex caused by the great hole
torn In the floor of the ocean. It Is
estimated that the column of stones
and ashes thrown up by Krakatoa's
explosion shot up to a height of 17
miles. Nearby islands were covered
with volcanic debris to the height of
the tree tops of their forests. The
dust particles left floating In the upper
strata of the atmosphere encompassed
the earth ae with a belt 76 degrees
wide, producing a deep red glow in the
sky after sunset for months after the
upheaval. On the day of the eruption
and for several days thereafter lamps
had to be lighted at Batavia at noon.
The waves started by the explosion
reached almost around the earth. They
were distinctly observed at Cape
Horn, and were perceptible even In
the English channel. The most remarkable fact, however, was the distance to which the noise of the explosion traveled. It was audible In the
Philippines, 1,400 miles; at Ceylon,
2,000 miles, and In South Australia
2,200 miles away; and a sea captain
claims to have distinctly heard It all
the way across the Indian ocean off
Zanzibar.
The Destroying Teeth.

It is somewhat cruelly said that a
number of prominent men, civil and
military, who have passed away in
Washington recently, ate themselves
Into untimely graves.
Of course this might well be true
of the civil persons, but what are we
to think of our stalwart army and
navy officers succumbing to soups and
salads, riddled by rib roasts and ragouts and driven down and out by
souffles and sirloins!
In these piping times of peace when
the dove twitters on the epauletted
shoulder, will the Insidious enemy
rout an ornamental soldiery with potage and with pudding?
Where are the army regulations?
Where are the shades of the ragged
continentals starving at Valley Forge?
Where are the abstemious habits of
the warriors of old?
Where are a lot of things that have
been mislaid?
When Cadmus sowed the teeth and
the soldiers sprang Into life, he certainly didn't dream that teeth would
also lay them low.
Luxury of Sugar.
Sugar was considered an article of
luxury In Europe until tea and coffee
became usual articles of diet. Sugar
was then used to sweeten these beverages and so gradually came to have
a prominent part In the dally diet. Before the days of sugar much more
meat was eaten and the drinking of
alcoholic beverages was much more
common. The fair maiden who could
not, with Impunity, drink a pint of ale
for breakfast was unusual. Perhaps,
In spite of the fact that most of us
eat too much of it, sugar is a blessing.
Even oversweetened coffee and cereal
covered with sugar sound more beneficial than a pint of ale and half a
pound of beef for breakfast.
Boy Nature.

Bishop Olmsted was talking about
boy nature.
"Boy natuie," he said, "shows itself
in numberless ways. I once said to a
little boy:
"'Do you know the parables, my
child?'
"'Yes, sir,' he replied.
"'And which of the parables,' said
I, 'do you like best?'
"<T like the one,' he answered, aftei
a moment's thought, 'where somebodj
loafs and fishes."

SHE

BORROWED

A

START

Prosperous Modiste Knew How to
Make Clothes, but That's Not
Secret of Her First Success.

WAS MAN OF BUSINESS
OWNER

OF
PURLOINED
WASTED NO TIME.

COAT

HAD TO BEAR HIS TROUBLES
Circumstances Such That There Was
No Chance for Unfortunate
Man to Escape.

In room 425 of a downtown office
How one dressmaker got her start
building are six men who usually deIn New York is the pet story of the
Completed Task, With Time to Spars, vote one hour of each day to storywoman who started her.
telling. Last Wednesday all but one
She rented two rooms on the first
and Recovered Property With
had contributed his quota to the fund
floor of a Ninety-fifth street house,"
Satisfaction to All the Parties
of
entertainment. The painfully silent
the woman said. "I occupied the floor
Concerned In Transaction.
sixth was the man who sells washing
above. I had seen her sign in the winmachines on the Installment plan.
dow for several weeks before 1 saw
Sidney was a man of business. When
"What makes you so down in the
her. One day I met her in the hall.
Two days later she called at my he found that some one had walked out mouth today?" the book agent asked.
of the restaurant with his mackintosh "Does Dame Fortune refuse to fork
flat.
" 'I'm in an awful pickle,' she said, he went about recovering his property over her golden shekels nowadays?"
The silent man shook his' head.
and I am going to ask you to help me in a businesslike way. It was then
jut. There are two ladies downstairs 12:40 o'clock and he wished to catch "No." he said. "I ain't enjoying life
a
1:10
train,
so
he
had
no
time
to
very
much, but it ain't lack of money
who want some dresses made, but bethat troubles me. The fact is," he went
fore they give me the order they want waste in hysterics.
Some men would have made a scene. on, seeing that an explanation of his
to see some of my work. With the exception of my own clothes—and you Some would have thrashed the man- despondency was inevitable, "I have
cauld pack all of them into a bandbox ager and thus become entangled with troubles at home and I can't shake
I have nothing to show them. I find the police. Others would have con- 'em off, even when in the presence of
it very hard to drum up trade here. I sumed valuable time suing the restau- you genial chaps.
haven't had a customer since I moved rant company or«onsulting a clairvoy"You see, I live in a Madison avenue
into this house, and I will lose those ant. Still others would have had re- boftrding house that is run by the
course
to
a
want
ad,
which
would
have
two women if 1 cannot make the raise
meanest woman this Bide of Tophet—
of a few nice gowns to show them as restored the lost coat, but not In time may heaven forgive me for saying it.
samples. I have seen you go out sev- for the 1:10 train. None of these Upon my word, I haven't had a square
meal for a month. The woman sets a
eral times in lovely dresses. Would things did Sidney.
Five overcoats were hanging on the fairly good table, but when I take my
you mind letting me have them for a
few minutes? I will return them as wall between his table and the next, to place I am served with a little cold
be divided among four diners. Each meat, some stale bread, a cup of tea.
soon as the women go away.'
"The pure nerve of the girl stagger- of the four men identified his own coat and a dab of potatoes, and with that
at Sidney's request. Sidney took the bill of fare I have to sit and famish
ed me.
" But you didn't make my dreBses," fifth coat and looked in the inside while everybody else fills up.
I said. They were made by a dress- pocket. There the card of John Jones,
"Once I was foolish enough to think
maker, who runs a very fashionable tailor, Market street, was stitched.
I could sneak out something after
At 12:43 o'clock he left the restau- meals, but I reckoned without taking
shop.'
1
'So I supposed,' said my neigh- rant. At 12:46 he stood by the desk the innate deviltry of that woman into
bor.
Are they marked with her of John Jones, tailor, while Mr. Jones consideration. She not only locks up
looked through an account book.
the pantry good and tight, but carries
name?'
"I made that coat away back in 1900 the cold chicken and other choice tid' No,' said I, 'that woman's style
is her trademark, and I ought not for Chris Minderman, the shoe dealer," bits to her own room and locks them
said John, Jones.
give another the benefit of It'
up in there. Ever hear of anything to
'The girl st^od just there and lookTwo minutes later Sidney entered beat that?
ed at me, and the pitiful drooping of the shoe store of Mr. Minderman. The
"Besides, she turns off the gas in my
her eyes and mouth appealed to me day being Saturday, the store was do- room every night at 8:30 o'clock, and I
more effectually than any words. The ing a rushing business. Saturday is either have to go to bed. or sit in the
upshot of the matter was I loaned shoe-buying day in Newark.
dark."
her five of my newest best gowns.
Mr. Minderman looked up from try"You're a fool," interrupted one of
Naturally the callers were delighted ing to put a shoe on a fat customer's the men, savagely, "and don't deserve
with them, and gave the girl a large foot.
a spark of sympathy. I wouldn't live
order for summer clothes,. I worried
"Something for you?" he asked in such a place for two seconds when
myself sick over the affair.
Sidney.
New York is literally runnning over
1
'What will you do,' I said, 'If you
"Yes," said Sidney. "I'd like to with good boarding houses. Why don't
turn out poorlj; made garments? How trade overcoats with you."
you leave and go into a decent place?"
will you square yourself?'
"You can't trade, overcoats T
The man sighed. "I can't," he said
**!
' '1 shall not need to Bquare myself," me," said Minderman, positively.
dejectedly. "I'm her husband."—New
she said confidently.
"I think I can," said Sidney. "iBn't York Times.
'And she did not need to. Her work, this yours?"
Instead of being botchy as I had ex"It sure is," said the dealer, astonHow Curtis Learned tho Ropes.
pected it to be, was beautiful. All ished. "What are you doing with it?"
The recent announcement that M. B.
she needed was an introduction, and
"I'm carrying it over my arm until I Curtis, long the star of "Sam'I o' Poafter she got that, through gowns get my own. I think we'll do a little sen," had located in a email California
made by a fashionable dressmaker, trading after all, won't we?"
town as a theater magnate recalls the
her reputation and a good income
"But I haven't got your coat. I don't time when Curtis,and a few others
were easily made."
know anything about it. Where did took a cruise on Lake Ontario In a
you get mine?"
., sloop yacht, leaving Toronto with
"In Kidd's restaurant. You must Rochester, N. Y., as the objective
Explaining the Telegraph.
As a general rule, the telegraph no have taken mine by mistake, and left point.
~ Curtis was the cook for the comlonger arouses the wonder and awe your own."
"But I haven't been Inside Kidd's pany, but his effortB never caused
that it did in our grandfathers. In reMarion Harland or Mrs. Rorer to lose
mote countries, however, there are restaurant in a week."
"Then how did your coat get there?" nights of sleep for fear of mislaying
still people who have never heard of
"By
golly!"
the
shoe
merchant
cried.
their well-earned laurels.
it, or who are, unable to understand
As a sailor he was even'worse. He
it. Das Echo tells of the perplexity "I lent that coat to Lou Splegelmeyer
not
an
hour
ago.
He's
a
lawyer
friend
never
could learn the difference bethat the telegraph caused in a small
of mine in the Sussex building."
tween the fo'c's'le and the anchor. His
village of Bosnia.
It was 12:55 by the village clock companions were naturally surprised
The government had Installed a
telegraph line from Prijedor to Bl- when Sidney got Mr. Splegelmeyer on one afternoon to find him earnestly
the wire.
engaged In tying playing cards to evhatsch.
"What do you mean I got a coat ery rope available, explaining that
"What Is the meaning of this wire?"
asked the astonished inhabitants of a that don't belong to me?" shouted Mr. it was for their mutual benefit.
"If you want a Jib sheet loosened,"
village through which the line hap- Splegelmeyer. "I'm a thief, am I?"
"Look in the pockets and see whose he said, "call it the little casino, and
pened to pass.
"It Is a telegraph," said the head- coat it is," said Sidney. "By the time so on, but for the love of Mike don't
man of the village, who had been In you find out I'll be over there to get tell me to tie a bowline in the jib halyards, for I don't know the difference
consultation with the officials. "One It"
At 12:57 he opened the door of Mr. between the bowsprit and the cockpit;
can send a message along this wire,
Bplegelmeyer's office in the Sussex besides)—"
straight from here to Stamboul."
Just then the wind blew Mr. Curtis
The villagers were Incredulous. building. Within was a man wild-eyed
overboard, and as they fished him oat
"That is impossible. ' How can a mes- with worry.
"Have you looked in the pockets?" he said:
sage run along a wire?"
"Yes," answered the wild-eyed man,
The headman thought awhile; then
"And I don't want to."
he hit upon the proper explanation. "and 1 ain't got the coat I thought I
"Imagine," he said, "a dog that is ter- bad. I borrowed Chris Mtnderman's
Of the New Knowledge.
ribly long, and whose tall is stretched and now I got somebody else's, a mackSage John Burroughs, looking backlike the wire on these poles; imagine intosh besites, and I suppose now I ward with the wisdom given by althat his tail 1B BO long that he reaches nave to buy Chris a new one when I most iseventy-seven years and forward
from here to Stamboul. Now, suppose can't afford a new one for myself, with the calmness that comes from a
we pinched his tall here. Wouldn't even."
life given to reflection, has this to
he howl In Stamboul?"
His eyes lighted on the overcoat say In his latest book, "The Summit
The villagers understood.—Youth's which his caller was taking off. Joy of the Years" of the changing world:
Companion.
"We must face and accept the new
swept the worry from his face.
conditions. They will seem less hard
"Gott sei dank!" he cried.
"My sentiments exactly," said Sid- to our children's children than to us.
Bit of Strategy.
Two men borrowed a horse and car- ney, slipping Into his mackintosh. If the old awe and reverence must go,
the old tear and superstition must go
riage to take them to a distant pond "Good day."
As he Btepped out of the elevator with them. The religious ages begat
on a fishing trip. Arrived at the pond
the men, by the exercise of great Into the street he looked at his watch. a whole brood ot imps and furies—su"One o'clock," he said. "Ten min- perstition, persecution, witchcraft, war
patience, although neither knew a
harness from \a whiffietree, managed utes to kill before train time."—New- —and they must go, have gone, or are
going. The new wonder, the new adto get the harness off the horse, after ark News.
miration, the new humanism with the
which they tied him to a tree with a
new scientific view of the universe,
Question Oft Repeated.
neck baiter.
The
Judge
summoned
Raftery.
chilling though it be, must come In.
The fishing over, the men set to
work reharnesslng the horse. They "Young man," he said, "you have been We shall write less poetry, bnt we
found that they could manage every- asking those jurors questions. Who ought to live saner lives; we shall
tremble and worship less, but we shall
thing but "the bridle. They simply has been Informing you?"
"I can't tell you. Judge," Raftery be more at home In the universe. War
couldn't get the bit Into the horse's
mouth, for he wouldn't open it. Final- replied. "It wouldn't be right to the must go, the zymotic diseases must
ly one of them said, after every rusa Juror. He didn't know he was talk- go, hide-bound creeds must go, and
a wider charity and sympathy come
ing to a reporter."
had failed:
"But you asked him questions," said to."
"Well, pardner, there's nothing to it
the Judge, heatedly.
but to wait."
No Cheeseparer.
"Not questions, Judge," soothed
"Wait for what?" asked hiB friend.
The late George A. Hearn, the New
"Why, for the confounded animal Raftery. "I only asked him one question—Just one—but I asked that one York millionaire art collector, was
to yawn."
noted for his generosity to his emfrequently."
"What was that question?" demand- ployes.
Insured a Tree for $30,000.
To a reporter who once congratulatThe most valuable fruit tree in the ed the judge.
"Why," Raftery replied, "my ques- ed Mr. Hearn on the high wages and
world has had built around it a fence
30 feet high to keep, out miscreants tion was, 'What will ~fa\ have to unusual comforts that his. employes received, Mr. Hearn said:
s
and has been insured against wind and drink?'"
"I don't believe in cheeseparing
fire with Lloyd's of London for $30,000.
economy In the treatment of those
The Liviray Cost.
The tree is a six-year-old alligator
whose
hard work makes a man's sucIn a series of lectures at the Teachpear and Is on a Whlttier ranch owned
by H. A. Woodworth of California. ers' Training , college, in Baltimore, cess. Cheeseparing economy, applied
Last year the tree made its owner $3,- the following are a few of the topics: In that way, seems to me as mean
What 1B the food requirement for and paltry as the Yonkers man.
206, and he didn't kive it as much at"A Yonkers man was summoned
tention as the ordinary man gives to one day for a young woman sevenfrom his evening paper by his wife's
teen to twenty years of age?
an old speckled hen.
frightened
cry:
A study of actual lunches that can
Fifteen hundred dollars of the mon"'George, come quick I The cook
ey came from the sale of the pears at be prepared for three cents and five
has tried to kill herself by inhaling
six dollarg-a dozen, and the remainder cents.
gas!"
■The value of pure food.
—In other words, the big end of the
"'Good.gracious!" growled George,
How does the sanitation of the
purse—came from the sale of budwood Buds sold so rapidly last year school affect the health and efficiency as be rushed to the kitchen, leaped
over the cook's- prostrate form, and
at ten cents apiece that Mr. Wood- of the child.
How can we as consumers influence turned off the cock^-'good gracious,
worth raised his price to 22 cents In
order to avoid having to ruin the tree economic and sanitary conditions by think what the gas bill will be this
month!'" .
'■_
careful buying?
to satisfy bud-wood hunters.

RECOVER LOST MONEY
MANY IN8TANCES OF REMARKABLE RESTORATIONS.
Carelessness Responsible In Some
Cases, and Falling Memory In
Others, but All Wound Up In
''Satisfactory Manner.

$

John Neary of Williamsburg left a
pocketbook recently in a pair of trousers which had been taken to a cleanera. The pocketbook contained $1,450. Neary did not recollect that he
had failed to transfer the money when
he transferred hia trousers, so when
he missed the pocketbook he started
a police search. While he was dejectedly awaiting reports the doorbell
rang and the tailor delivered the $1,450
which he had found but a moment before.
Not long ago a drummer left Cleveland for Denver and was horrified en
route to discover that a bill fold In
which he bad $700 was not in the pocket where It should be. The drummer
dashed off the train at Chicago and
did a lot of telegraphing to the Cleveland police.' Then he thought be
would accentuate his concern by going
to Cleveland in person. He did so and
spent two days there, hoping for good
luck reports. Just as ha was about to
leave his hotel for the Chicago train
the clerk said:
"What's the matter, Mr. Rollins?
You haven't looked yourself since you
came from Chicago. What's the matter?" The drummer at the request ol
the police had kept mum about' hia
loss. He thought he might as well
tell of it, now that the money waa
gone. And he did.
„
"Too bad, too bad; Indeed, I'm sorry," said the clerk. And as the drummer walked off with his grip he called:
"Will you want this envelope this trip,
Mr. Rollins? You told me to Jiold it,
you recall, until you came back from
Denver."
The drummer pounced on the envelope. It was the $700. He had left
-it with the clerk for safety at a tims,
when he did not know what the next
few hours might bring forth with a
few boon companions.
It is on record that a satchel containing $14,000 was left on a seat In
the Grand Central station in New York
for half a day. The police in the meantime were scurrlng all over in search
of it after the distracted woman who
owned the satchel had reported her
loss. And strange to say the last
time she could remember having the
Batchel was fully ten hours before it
was carelessly left on the seat.
A cleaner knocked It to the floor Inadvertently and his attention was centered on it for some time afterward
because he had beard a rattle as it
dropped. After an hour had passed
and no one had taken possession of It
the cleaner turned the satchel in to
the parcel room. There It was finally
found.
There are many instanoes of people
hiding money in their sleep and having no knowledge of where it was In
their waking hours.
Origin of Petroleum.

Experiments recently conducted by
two Swiss scientists seem to have
solved the mystery that veiled the
origin of petroleum, a riddle with
which scientists have struggled foi
many generations. There have been
two theories as to the origin of petroleum, one school of investigators believing that It is produced by carbon
compounds that exert an Igneous action on water, while others held that it
proceeds from a distillation of vegetable origin.
The tests made by the Swiss scientists seem to support the second the
ory. They distilled ordinary coal In
vacuum at a very low temperature
and obtained a special kind of vacuum
tar that contained no phenol or any
aromatic hydrocarbldes.
When this product was washed with
alkali and sulphuric acid It gave a
powdery product which when dissolved in water in turn produced semiaromatic alcohols whose characteristics resembled the Canadian petroleums.
Deteriorate With Age.

It has been noticed for a long time
that monkeys become more stupid as
they advance In years, but until recently no plausible explanation for this
condition was available. Edmond
Perrler, a French scholar, says the
reason is that the temporal muscles
grow upward from birth until adult
age and that by compressing the brain
they prevent its development.
In the same connection a number of
experiments have been made showing
how the development of the skull or
the face Is influenced by the compression or removal ot certain organs. The
teeth of dogs were extracted as soon
as the molars appeared through the
gums, and it was noticed that little by
little the skulls of these dogs grew
deformed. By cutting the temporal'
muscles of dogs or monkeys a compression of the cranium is produced.
Will Save Famed Frescos.

An artist has been found who claims
that he can restore the frescos of the
famous museum of Thorvaldaen, at
Copenhagen, and the municipality has
appropriated a sufficient sum for the
work of restoration of a building
which was rapidly becoming a reproach to the Danish capital.
The unique collection of Danish
sculpture within the museum are in
splendid condition, but the outside
decorations of the building, especially
the famous frescos recording the history of Thorvaldaen, are in a deplorable state.

DETERMINE COURSE OF SUN
Scientists Give Great Luminary 400,000 Years to Reach Apex That
It Is Making For.

In according with the recognition
of two independent streams or drifts
of stars, and the discovery that the
Bun belongs to one of them, a revision
became necessary of the determination of the path.of the sun in space.
L'Abbe Moreux sums up in Sclentla
the recent work which has been done
in ascertaining what is called the
solar apex, beginning with that of
Professor Kopold of Kiel, who was
the first to bring to light in 1908 the
systematic error which has. been introduced in all previous determinations of this point.
It is clear that this error might become considerable if while the sun
were moving toward the apex of its
own path it were also part of a swarm
of stars moving with it. The redeterminatlon of the direction of the
Bun's path among the stars has been
accompanied by a new investigation
of the speed at which the solar system moves in space. The new investigation, which has only been undertaken systematically since the beginning of the century, depends for its
results on the application of the principle that the wave length of a ray
of light must alter according as the
source of light is moving toward or
away from the observer. To apply
it to the particular problem before us
it becomes necessary to compare the
radial movements of a large number
of stars situated in the direction followed by the sun with the radial
movements of the stars which the
solar system Is leaving behind.
Movements of approach would be
In the majority in the first case;
movements of departure would he
dominant In the Becond. By striking
a mean, relatively to the movements
of the stars employed in the calculation, the speed of movement of the
solar system might be arrived at.
When all the new determinations are
correlated the following seem to be
the results which embody the sun of
observations up to the present time:
That the sun Is being carried in the
direction of the constellation of
Lyra, probably aiming at a point In
the neighborhood of the star Vega,
and a little to the south of it; and that
the speed of Its path is somewhere between 20 and 24, kilometers a second.
If Vega were no farther away than
our nearest neighbor Alpha Centauri.
the sun would reach its goal In 70,000
year* at latest, or 56,000 years at
earliest. But Vega is nearly six times
as far away, and the solar apex will
not therefore be reached for some
400,000 years.
Unaccustomed Compliment.

A refreshing little Incident of royalty without its crown was reported
recently In the New York Tribune.
Accompanied only by his dog, the
old King of Wurttemberg takes many
long walks along the shores of Lake
Constance during the summer. Recently he crossed In a little tourist
steamer to Rorschach, on the Swiss
shore. AB a simple traveler he entered a restaurant, and ordered a sandwich.
"You have a beautiful dog there,"
remarked the waitress.
"Yes, more beautiful than I am," the
king replied.
"That is true," said the girl, simply!
"and certainly he Is far younger."
"You are perfectly right."
When he bad eaten the sandwich,
the king departed, leaving a gold piece
on the table. The girl ran after him,
to say that he had forgotten his
change.
"Oh, no," the king said, "you are to
keep the gold piece as a remembrance
of the K>ng of Wurttemberg, to whom
you have paid the unaccustomed compliment of sincerity."—Youth's Companion.
L
One of Those Trifles.
John Miller Gregory, playwright,
short story writer and editor of Town
and Farm, was invited to Cincinnati
recently to help organize a branch of
the Drama league. A meeting of society women was called and Jack was
callen on to address the gathering.
Jack, by the way, Is not at all "high
brow," and at one time was the proprietor of the Consolidated Shows of
which he writes so entertainingly.
The chairman transfixed him with
her lorgnette, "Do you know, me deah
fellaw," she drawled, "youah name
has escaped me?
You must pahdon me, I'm suah, for forgetting
youah name."
"Well," replied Jktck with a smile,
"the name of Gregory has been current almost since the time of Christ;
it figures in the annals of the early
Christian church—but one does sometimes forget those trifles, doesn't
one?"—Chicago niter Ocean.
Not an Octet.
Cyril Maude, the English comedian,
was talking about class distinctions.
"They are less marked with you
than with us," he said. "Here you all
talk alike—the shop girl's accent differs In no wise from that of a Stuyvesant or a Roosevelt. But, with us,
the lower classes talk a disgraceful
Jargon.
a
"The' 'h' especially! The lower
classes can never master that 'h.' In
my youth I once heard a stage maaager rehearsing "Fauet,1 He had
sprung from the, people, poor chap,
and he conducted the rehearsal like
this:
"' 'Old your 'and on your 'ips, 'old
up 70ur 'eads and look 'auhty. You're
not on 'Ampstead 'Eath now—you're
in 'ades. Now 'asten off 'urriedly,
with a look of 'ate.'
" 'But, sir,' said I. 'there's only six
Of ua.'"
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"Foremost in Fashion"
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For Spring and Summer, 1914
Suclr^urprising and charming things of Fashion—for years
you ha^e notT'fefheld such an array of style, beauty, color effects
Dries with many artistic combinations of plain
and exquisite
and figured
is.

1600 HANDSOME NEW SPRING SUITS
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Mrs Harriet H. Parratt reached her
Mrs Sarah Carlton and her daughter
Members of the musical section of the
young ladies auxiliary to the V. I. S. i Miss Evie, of Spencer, called on friends 93rd birthday last Friday.
AT
ln town
last Saturday.
Mrs Susan A. Ellison, Springfield, has
Journal Block, North Brookfield, Mass had a musical at the home of Miss Ethel
been visiting Mrs Augusta F. Hale.
0h
n
edn
iay ni8ht
f
^°
lr
,
"^"H
The
Rev
Dr
Joseph
P.
Kennedy,
dis
1
HORACE J. LAWRENCE,
tor Herbert
n,ght and papers on h,8 com-'trict ,
intendent wi„
h in the
Mrs Dora N. Leavitt, Brockton, is visEDITOR AND PBOPBIETOB.
positions were read. The meetin? was in
Methodist church Sunday evening, and iting her mother, Mrs Mary A. Stone.
charge of Miss Ethel Edwards. Refreshat the close of the service will hold the
1.00 a Year in Advance, ments were served.
Mrs Clara Batcheller is visiting her
>,
4th quarterly conference.
Single Copies, 3 Centt.
daughter, Mrs John C. Rowley, Berlin
The constables that were elected at the
The Rev Dr CharJton was called to Ct
Address all «6mmunic*vtionB to BUOOKFIKLD
TIMES, North Brookfield, Mass.
Miss Grace D. Wilbur, Chicopee, is visannual town meeting, March 2, had a New Bedford early in the week to attend
Orders for subscription, advertising, or job meeting in the south hall of the town
the funeral of Mr George Stone, one of iting her parents. Mr and Mrs Edwin
work and payment for the same, may be sent
direct to the main office. North Brookfield or house Friday night, and elected Thomas the most promising young men of that Wilbur.
o George W. McNamara, Brookfield,
Mooney chief of police for the year, and progressive city, who was under Dr
Miss Josephine G. Harvey, PhiladelDavid N. Hunter clerk.
The officers Charlton's pastoral care several years phia, visited Mr and Mrs Allen W. Hapresent were:—James W. Bowler, John ago.
BROOKFIELD.
zen, Sunday.
Crotty, J. Victor Guerin and Messrs.
Mrs Herbert Moore, Wayland, was a
Dr Charlton's Lenten topics for the
Frank Galloway of Worcester waa in
Mooney and Hunter. Mr Mooney is the
next two Sunday mornings will be "The guest of Mrs Webster L. Kendrick, for a
town Wednesday.
A
oldest member of the force and this is the
Chief Point," a very pointed sermon, to few days last week.
Mrs Ernest Zimmerman has returned first time be has held the position of chief.
John L. Howe, South Framingham,
be followed the 22nd by "The Great
from a visit in Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
His electton was unanimous.
Cloud." The entire Lenten season will spent Sunday with his mother, Mrs Geor.
Miss Winnifred S. Farrell was the gueBt
gianna Howe.
The Central Massachusetts Electric be devoted to a study of the Book of
of relatives in Holden, Sunday
y Mrs David McLachlan, Ansonia, Ct.,
Company announced to its Brookfield Hebrews.
EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,

The Brookfield Boy Scouts, patrol A, is visiting her sister, Mrs Mary I. Winn,
are very proud of their charter, which Central St.
bears the signature of President WoodThe Missionary society of the CongreThe Prices are Unusually Low
row Wilson, and ex-Presidents Taft and gational church met at the home of Mrs
Roosevelt. The Boy Scout movement Louisa J. Combs.
here as elsewhere, is free from sectarThe Congregational church pulpit was
ianism, open to all boys over 12 years of occupied Sunday by Rev Mr Perkins,
Miss Edna Gay of Monson was the
age.
formerly of Ware.
NEW DRESSES, $12.50, $17.50 up to $75.00
guest Wednesday of her parents, Mr and
The Junior class of the high Bchool
Frank J. Lindsey, Springfield, passed
Mrs Charles P. Gay.
have made arrangements to have the Sunday with his mother, Mrs Ida SeyNEW COATS, $12.50, $17.50 up to $45.00
Miss Sadie Fitts of Leicester was the
Juuior Prom in the town hall, Monday mour, Pleasant street.
guest, Sunday, of Miss Felt A. Fletcher,
evening, April 13. Donahue's orchestra
Arthur L. Flagg, Worcester, visited
River street.
will furnish music. John J. Clancy
his mother, Mrs Harriett Flagg, Church
Rev. W. E. Streeter of Princeton, Me.,
will
act
as
floor
director,
and
the
aids
Members of the King Philip Club went
street, Sunday.
called on friends here last Friday, stopto West Brookfield, last Thursday, for a will be C. Alfred Du Pois, Stuart P.
Mr and Mrs David H. Robinson have
ping
with
Mrs
Taylor
Clough.
r
banquet at Ye Ancient Tavern, and en- Butterworth and Edward J. Delaney.
returned from a visit in New Dorp, NJ
The name of P. Eugene Godaire, elected joyed a turkey supper that was served by
Members of St. Mary's parish will Y., with J. Oscar Robinson and wife.
tree warden at the annual town meeting, the landlord, Elmer M. Huntoon. The have a supper and entertainment at the
Mr and Mrs Louis M. Webb, Worceswas omitted last week.
banquet marked the end of a pool tour town houBe Tuesday night, the 17th. ter, were at the home of Mr and Mrs
AT LESS THAN HALF PRICE
The selectmen have announced that all nament, which had been during the past Supper will be served in the banquet hall Elisha Webb, South Main street, on
applications for the position of cattle in- six weeks at the club rooms on Central from 6 o'clock until 7.45, in charge of Sunday.
,
All Furs bought at this sale will not be charged spector must be filed before March 16. street, in which the side captained by the women of the parish, and at 8 o'clock Word was received Tuesday by Mrs
Edile H. Clarke, gained a victory over there will be a musical and dramatical George H. Howard, Pleasant street, of
Misses Kathryn Eaton, Mildred G.
or billed to you till October 1st.
the team captained by Everett S. Nutter, entertainment in the upper hall in charge the sudden death of her brother, George
Mitchell and Imogene Flower visited.
by a.score of 639 to 517. Captain Nut- of Rev Leo Goddard, Andrew J. Leach, II. Hall in Boston. He was born in
Monday with Mr and Mrs Roy W. Mitchter's side paid the expenses of the ban- Misses Mary J. Walker, Mary A. l)r- lii-uoklield.
ell in Warren.
quet, and from 8 o'clock to 12 the mem- rick, Ida E. V. Brown and Charlotte M.
At the last session of the registrars of
Mr and Mrs Carl Whitttumore of Norjh bers made merry at the tavern. Arthur Daley.
voters, on Saturday night, 17 men's,
Brookfield were the guests Sunday <$T F. Butlerworth was toastmaster.
The trustees of the Merrick public names were added, and seven women's
Mrs Whittemore's parents, Mr and Mrs
FIVE FLOORS
512 MAIN ST.
library organized at the library at 8 names. The list now contains 323 men
William Item is.
The Woman's Alliance of the First o'clock Tuesday night with Rev William and 29 women.
FINEST FASHIONS
WORCESTER, MASS. Gilbert L. Leete was in attendance at Parish
church had a meeting in the social L. Walsh, chairman, and Emmons W.
Miss Georgia Gardner, Pleasant street,
the auditorium in Springfield, Sunday room of the chnrch Tuesday afternoon at Twichell, clerk. Miss Winifreds. Farrell is to be assistant principal in the high
afternoon, when Secretary of State Bryan which Mrs Lucy Converse and Mrs was re-elected librarian of Merrick pub- school at Dalton. She is a daughter of
Emma Pellett were hostesses. It was lic library for one year, and Mrs Clarence
addressed 4000 people.
MraG. Frank Gilmore and has been a
SURPRISED THE SMALL BOY
The Ladies' Aid Society of the Metho- voted to have a parish supper in the S. Putnam for the Podunk branch teacher in the Southboro schools.
church
the
night
of
the
parish
meeting,
dist church held a supper in the vestry
library.
It was voted to have Mrs
The Blues'and the Reds', pool teams
Woman's Knowledge Seemed Amazing
at 6.30 o'clock Tnesday evening.
Fol- March 26, and the arrangements will be William Gaudette librarian for a month
to the Juvenile Distributor of
We believe Rexall Olive Oil Emulsion U lowing supper, a social hour was enjoyed. in charge of Mrs William L. Walsh, Mrs at the branch library, East Brookfield, contesting in the tournament of the Town
Florist's Wsres.
the best remedy made for toning the nerves,
Claude H. Laflin and Mrs Delbert A. until some action can be taken to fill the and Village Improvement club, are a
enriching the blood, building up wasted
Saturday night, the school committee Eaton.
The report of the treasurer vacancy caused by the resignation of Miss point apart in standing. The Blues have
Although he was only a tiny chap tissues, renewing health, strength and en- organized for the year, with James Wall,
the advantage, having 343 points and the
showed
that
#34 were made at the chicken- Mabelle E. Bannister.
of not more than ten or eleven, he al- ergy—the best medicine you can use if you
Reds 342.
chairman and clerk. The other members pie supper managed by the society. Aftready felt the necessity of helping the are run-down, tired-out, nervous and deA United States deputy marshal from
West Brookfield Literary club met in
family earning capacity, and was bilitated, no matter what the cause. It of the board are Lucius E. Estey and Dr. er the business meeting tea was served at
doesn't depend for its good effect upon
' cheerfully doing his small share by alcohol or habit-forming drugs, because it Mary Sherman.
which Mrs Converse and Mrs Pellet Djfew York came to town Monday and the home of Mrs Charles A. Blake. Mrs
delivering flowers for a florist. The contains none. It may not make you feel
Attorney and Mrs Ralph Bartlett of poured while Mrs William Mitchell, Mrs summoned Miss Annie E. Delaney to ap Sarah Carter presented a paper on the
Woman Who Understood chanced to better in a few hours, but it will make you Newton, Dr and Mrs H. P. Bartlett and Delbert A. Eaton and Miss Sadie Eaton pear as a witness on the 20th in the life and workB of Joseph C. Lincoln.
sit next to him in a crowded street feel better, we are sure, just as soon as the Attorney Warren Bartlett of North Brook- served.
federal court, post office building, New Current Events were discussed by the
car on an early Saturday evening when tonic and food properties it contains have a field were the guests Sunday of Rev and
York, at the trial of Benjamin C. Mudge members.
,
chance
to
get
into
the
blood
and,
through
the air was crisp'and frosty, and a
Members of Hayden Lodge, A. F. & and the officers ot the Sterling debenture
Mrs Willian L. Walsh.
The auction of stock of G. Frank
the
blood,
into
the
rest
of
the
system.
Pure
blustering wind was playing havoc Olive Oil and the Hypophosphites have
A. M., entertained their families and company, who are charged with using Larose, a farmer living four miles from
Mrs Henry Flagg was committed to
" with women's skirts and hats.
long been endorsej by successful physiguests at an assembly in town hall, Fri- the United States mails to defraud the West Brookfield center, on Ragged Hill,
He wiggled his smalll body close to cians, but here, for the first time, they are the insane hospital in Worcester, Mon- day night.
The entertainment given investors in the stock of the Oxford was Monday afternoon. Davis of Ware
the end of the bench to make room combined into one preparation which, as day, by Judge Henry E. Cottle. The
was opened with a performance by Prof. Linen Mills. Miss Delaney was employed was auctioneer. Joseph W, Clark and
for her, taking care meanwhile not to a nerve-food and a builder of strength and papers were signed by Dr Lawrence T.
Fred Eldridge, magician, of, Springfield; as a stenographer in the office of the Charles H. Allen, West Brookfield,
crush his precious burden, and looked health, we believe, has no equal.
you don't feel well, begin taking Rex- Newhall and Dr Mary H. Sherman. Mr Harry L. Chase of East Brookfield, Oxford Linen plant at North Brookfield
up with an lngraciatlng little smile. all IfOlive
bought cows. The saleprice of one cow
Oil Emulsion today, and build Mrs Flagg was taken to Worcester by gave baritone solos and tenor solos were
for a year previous to the closing of the was 870.
'
...
Across his arm he carried a bunch of your health and strengthen your system Officer David N. Hunter.
rendered by George Chesson of Spring- place.
gorgeous chrysanthemums, nearly as against more serious illness. To convalesWest Brook field grange met in Grand
The
6.20
o'clock
east
bound
electric
big as himself, and In the other hand cents, old people, puny children and all
field, and soprano solos by Mrs Wm. McAn attempt is being made to organize Army hall, Wednesday night. A debate:
was a square purple box, evidently others who are weak, run-down or ailing, car, ran off the track at Quaboag Junc- Lauren of Brookfield; R. E. Gibson of a camp of Sons of Veterans of the Civil Resolved, that insect pests are on the
we
offer
Rexall
Olive
Oil
Emulsion
with
tion,
Tuesday
night,
and
passengers
had
containing violets. In spite of the
West Warren and Miss E. M. French of
increase, was the first event of the evenrakish tilt of his ragged cap, the our personal promise that, if it doesn't to transfer for two hours. The car was Warren, played a violin duet; and the war, in town, and a few of the persons
ing. Affirmative speakers were Arthur
you well and strong again, it will cost
interested
have
announced
that
a
meetgrimy aspect of his sleeve ends, which make
you nothing. If we didn t have the utmost in charge of conductor Joseph Adams program was closed with a 15 minute act ing will be held in the south hall of the Warfield, Philander Homes. Negative,
betokened many an Impromptu face faith in it, we wouldn't offer it with this and motorinan Louis Mathieu.
in cartoon sketching by Edwin V.J"Law- town house at 7.30 o'clook, Saturday Fred Smith, Fred White. Russell Cantercleaning, and the grubbiness of hia guarantee, nor even recommend it to you
Lassawa tribe of Red Men will have a rence of Brookfield. During the evening night to form plans for the organization bury gave a reading followed by a solo
.. little hands, you could not help notic- We are sure that once you have used it you
ing that his cheeks had still an ador- will recommend it to your friends, and military whist party in Red Men's hall, refreshments were served by E. Richard of a camp. For a number of years there by Alfred Allen. The last number was
thank us for having recommended it to you. East Brookfield, Monday night, March Irwin, Dancing and card games were
able baby curve.
a farce, "A Bad Case," in charge of
Sold only at the more than 7,000 Rexall 16. Refreshments will be served. The enjoyed by the company until a late has been no camp in town, although
So the Woman Who Understands Stores,
member of Dexter Grand Army Post Dorothy Smith.
and in this townonly by us. SI.00
smiled down upon him and asked him
committee of arrangements is—James W. hour.
had endeavored at various times to inMiss Elizabeth Jane Gilbert, aged 76
the names of the flowers he was carEugene W. Reed, North Brookfield.
Wall, James Hart, Louis Coville, Archie
terest some of the younger men in the years, 3 months and 15 days, died at the
rying. He didn't know. All he knew
People in town were greatly surprised
Ledoux and Henry Plouff.
project.
It
is
the
plan
now
to
have
any
home ot Miss Emily S. Woods, early
were dandellions, daisies, buttercups
The teachers of the Brookfield and the first of the week when it became son or grandson of a veteran of the Civil Tuesday morning of gastro entiritis, after
Not Hia Concern.
and clover. He picked them in Central
known
that
the
property
on
the
corner
of
war, eligible to membership, and as the a six days' illness. Miss Gilbert was a
Wife (studying vocallsm)—"I wish, East Brookfield schools held their monthpark, he confided, when the trees beMain and Common streets, owned by
camp would be of great assistance to the native of Furnaee. Her parents were
gan to get green. But these pretty dear, you'd have double windows put ly meeting in banquet hall, wfth superin
John
L.
Zimmerman,
had
been
sold
to
Grand Army Post, the promoters of the Henry and Mehitable (Woods) Gilbert.
flowers with the "fancy" names were on. I'm afraid my practicing will dis- j tendent of schools, Henry H. Pratt, last
a mystery to him. The big flowers, he turb the neighbors." Hub—"Well, If It! Friday afternoon. There was a general George E. Phillips of Woodstock, N. B. affair hope that the plans will materialize. She was one of two children, a sister,
The
agreements
of
sale
were
signed
Satthe
topic:
"Correlating
said, were called "mums." He knew does. It's up to them to put on double discussion on
on
Let every person eligible for membership Mrs Mary E. Barnes, Furnace, widow,
urday through the office of Edward T. show his approval of the plan by being
that because he had heard the "boss" windows."—Boston Transcript.
language work with reading."
of Charles H. Barnes. Miss Gilbert had
Harrington company of Worcester. The present at the meeting Saturday night.
, say so.
lived in West Brookfield with Miss
The senior class of the high school will
prope.ty
consists
of
a
large
14
room
"'Mums,'" repeated his companion
Ita Fixtures Unusually Ornate.
Worlds for six years. The body was releave the 20th for the trip to Washington.
In astonishment. "Why, no, those are
house,
barn
and
one
acre
of
land.
The
"This bar," said the proud dispenser,
moved to Furnace in charge of Under-^
A CARD OF THANKS.
chrysanthemums.
Don't you think "has a solid mahogany top." "Yes," The members of the class are Misses Paul- purchase price was more than 87000.
taker Charles 8. Lane. New Braintree
ine Eaton and Beatrice Bailey, Howard
that's so much prettier?"
The property was brought last Septemremarked Noyes E. Brewmore, sizing
We wish to express to our relatives and for the funeral and burial.
He stumbled over the name, but re- up the negro porter and the man be- A. Leete, Edward J. O'Day and; Sidney ber by Mr Zimmerman from Dr. Nelson
friends our sincere appreciation and
peated It again and again, evidently hind the bar, "and you also have some Roger. Mre Robert G. Livermore will
West Brookfield, Warren, West Warren
E. Nichols of Hebron, Maine, and he thanks for their heartfelt sympathy and
Impressed with the grandeur of the •olid ebony and solid ivory fixtures." be chaperone of the party.
and Brookfield acquaintance were the
had
greatly
improved
the
place,
making
the
many
kindness
shown
us
during
the
- title.
At a meeting of the water commission- it one of tne handsomest residences in recent bereavement of our mother and guests of Miss Isabel Joyce at her home
*' "And what are in the box, do you
ers, Thursday night, Warren E. Tarbell town. Mr Zimmerman is a retired New daughter. We wish also to thank the Thursday night in honor of her 21st birthFashion Set by Moors.
know? I can almost guess, without
The Moors of Arabia and Spain was elected chairman, and Judge Henry York police captain, having to his credit Woman's Alliance for the beautiful cas- day. Employes in the lacing and examinhaving even seen them."
ing department of the Olmstead Qua"Dey's purple, lady,' he informed were the first to display colored E. Cottle, clerk for the year. G. Whit- 28 years service with the force. The new ket piece.
boag Corset Company gave her a chather. "I seen 'em go In. And they globes In chemist's windows.
man Green was re-elected superintendent owner plans to use the property as an
MRS CARRIE A. YOUNG,
elaine watch pin. Other remembrances
smells sweet."
of the water system. It was voted to automobile Inn, and will start in a short
RALPH P. ALLEN,
were a $10 gold piece from Mrs. Marga"Of course they're purple. They're
adopt the rules of last year.
time to make the necessary alterations.
TWO HOUSES FOR SALE.
EARL C. ALLEN,
.violets—sweet violets."
ret Osborn, 15.00 from Mrs James MaTN BKOOKPIFD
:
both In gooe&onditfon; one
He
will
turn
the
barn
into
a
repair
shop
CHARLES O. BIUIS.
George Twichell received word of the
"Vi'lets," he repeated wonderlngly. 1
_ of 10 rooms with 13 acre of land. 82500; the
honey, Springfield, gold beads from Miss
"I read, a story or ;t about vi'lets, other of 7 rooms, $1500. 1-3 Cas n in each case. | death in Philadelphia, Feb. 19, of Mrs and supply room, to be run in connection
Lizzie Joyce, and a boquet of pinks from
but I didn't think how dey looked."
Henry Lewis, aged 90 years, the mother with the Inn. Mr Zimmerman has made
Edward and Norman Bell, West Warren.
*
Far Reaching.
A WOOD LOT FOR SALE.
no definite plans for the present.
Then he looked impressed.
enT
owner
of
the
Lewis
60 ACRES In Brookfield, convenient to the °' "
J Lewis, Jr,
Spite is a' little word, but It repre- Refreshments were searved in the Ideal
"Gee, lady," he burst out, "don't _ rRailroad.
Letters are advertised in the Brookfield sents as strange a jumble of feelings lunch rooms at nine o'clook.
Part 35 and ppart 24 year j'growth, mansion on Main HI.
St. Mrs LL-wm
Lewis was
to cut.
you know an awmul lot!"—New York Lota of poles ready
for »1800'oa.h.'ewrlt«<F.'1i LINCOLN ?26Bou15 well known in town as she had visited | P°st office for Norman Souther and Mrs and compounds of discord as any
Press.
evard St., West Sprinjrfield, Mais.
Continued,on 1st inside page.
frequently at her son's summer residence. I **■ E. Streeter.
polysyllable ln the language.—Dickens.

$15.00,

17.50

Up to

$75.00

MARCH FUR SALE

. $30,000 Worth of Women's Fur Coats, Scarfs and Muffs

RICHARD HEALY

k REAL NERVE AND
BODY-BUILDING MEDICINE

0

Mrs Charles H. Clarendon and Miss
Clara M. Clarendon, were - in Boston
Monday and Tuesday.
Doctor Lawrence T. Newhall left town
Wednesday for Clearwater, Florida,
where he will stay for three weeks.

consumers Saturday, that beginning
April 1, there would be a reduction in the
price of electricity. The present rate of
17 cents a kilowatt hour, less a 10 per
cent discount, will be reduced to 16 cents
per kilowatt gross, with a net price of 15
cents, if bills are paid within 10 days after they are rendered.
The company
have been doing business in town for 15
months and have given general satisfaction to the many consumers, and a
further reduction is promised as soon as
business warrants.

BROOKFIELD
Ugliness a Qualification.
Sorai1 bygone housewives appear to
have regarded ugliness as a quality
to be desired In tlielr servants. When
Eliza Coke, daughter of Coke of Norfolk, was about to marry, she wrote
to
her prospective mother-tn-law:
"Pray, have the goodness to decide
as you think beet about the pretty
housemaid.
I wish she were less
pretty and less fond of dross, but if
her conduct and principles are good
neither are really objectionable, faults.
I think our establishment will be a
pattern of morality, particularly li
Mr. Stanhope engages the squinting
butler and the terrible housemaid he
mentioned to me."
THINK OF THE MILLIONS
that have been relieved in the past 75
years by Wright's Indian Vegetable
Pills and decide whether they are not
worth

a

trial.

They

regulate

the

bowels, stimulate the liver and purify
the blood.

Adv.

So Obedient
Stealthily
Light-Fingered
Sam
slipped up behind the strolling pedestrian.
"My doctor said I needed a little
change, didn't he?" he murmured to
himself.
' i
And then he took it.
important to Mothers
Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, a sa/e and sure remedy for
HU children,
cunarru, ana
tnat It
it
Infants and
and see that
Bears the
Signature
In Use For Over SO'YearsT
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
Welded.
Boob—Weak things become strong
when united.
Jliss Tarte—Why don't you marry?
—Judge.
Talking Machines.
"Papa, did Edison make the first
talking machine?"
"No, son, the Lord made the first
talking machine, but Edison made the
first one that could be shut off at will."
INVALIDS AND CHILDREN
Should be given MAUEK\S KMI LNION to
strengthen the bodf. Never tails. All druggist*.
Social usages seem to make a distinction between marrying well and
marrying happily.
Fruit Candy.
Fruit candies require no cookinl
and can be easily and quickly made
It is best to use confectioners' sugar
as this may be more easily molded
The sugar is moistened with varloui
fruit juices to obtain various colors
The sugar should be separated lntt
as many portions as there are colon
and moistened with enough of th«
Juice to enable one to mold easily
The mixture should then be former)
into little balls and rolled in granu
lated sugar.
' Grape juice makes a delicate laven
der-colored candy: orange juice a lighl
yellow; cranberry and currant jelliel
—more
or
lees
diluted—different
shades of brown are obtained by mixlng cocoa with the sugar before add.
lng moisture:
Cream and white ol
egg make the white candies, and the
yolk of egg makes a bright yellow.
Any of these flavors may be used as
a filling for dates. A layer of chopped
nuts and raisins between two layers
of candy is good.
Spanish Style Beefsteak.
• Butter the bottom of a roasting pan
Just enough to prevent sticking and
lay in it a sirloin steak one and onehalf inches thick. Put upon this a
half can of tomatoes, rubbing the vegetables through a colander, a green pepper from which the seeds have been
removed, chopped fine; a medium
sized peeled and minced onion, two
tablespoons of butter cut Into bits,
and salt and pepper to taste. Bake for
a half hour in a hot oven, basting frequently. Remove the meat to a hot
platter and thicken the gravy left In
the pan with browned flour.
Pour
over the steak just before sending to
the table.
How to Soften Your Flannels.
In the Woman's Home Companion
appears a page entitled "The Exchange"— department
of
helpful
household news contributed by readers.
An Illinois woman makes the
(following suggestion about flannels.
"Wheif flannels have become hard
;and shrunken, they may be restored
to their former softness by soaking
them in gasoline."

Constipation
Vanishes Forever
Prompt Relief —Permanent Cure
CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS never
fail. Purely vegetable — act surely
but gently on
the liver.
Stop after
dinner distress—cure
Indigestion,
improve the comptexkm, brighten the eyes.
SHALL P1U-. SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Genuine must bear Signature

nil I STONE

wrmmn

IlBl
our Liver-Oall hook w>nt '•«
Uflbk Cere yourself at koine. Write
MUSIHE H«f si CD tertWI.iMl.lesrMniH.tWeM'
PISO'S Rl ML.DY
IBortCoaghSyrap. TesM Ooo*. DM
la tuna. Sou br Omsk*.
fOR COUChi AM- f OLDS

Hope for the
Hopeless
By REV. L. W. GOSNEIX
AauUat le the Does

MmMTIONAL IN FAMOUS VILLAGE

swrsoiooi
LESSON

(By E. O. SELLERS. Director of Evening
Department,'The Moody Bible Institute,
Chicago.)

Moody BibU iMtitule, Oiicaav

LESSON FOR MARCH 15
TEXT—And as Jesus passed forth from
thence, he saw a man, named Matthew,
sitting at the receipt of custom; and He
salth unto him. "Follow me." And he
arose, and followed him.—Matt. 9;9.

TIMES

LAWFUL USE OF THE SABBATH.
LESSON TEXT—Luke 13:10-17; 14:l-«.
GOLDEN TEXT—"The Sabbath was
made for man and not man for the Sabbath."-Mark 2:27.

In the verse following the text,
These two sections of scripture
we are told "Je- have been chosen that we might emsus sat at meat phasize the truth of the golden text
In the house; but which can correctly be translated,
Mark and Luke "The Sabbath was brought Into being
say that the feast on account of man, and not man on
was iu Matthew's account of the Sabbath."
home. It is easy
There are two extremes of thought
to do good "to be and action as regards the Christian
seen of men," but Sabbath. One Is to make it a holihere is a man who day, the other to make it a holy-day,
humbly hides him- to worship the day as though it posself and thus ex- sessed some secret sacredness therehibits the mark of
by forgetting the author of the day.
a saint. And what
A study of what Jesus taught will
poor material was
check laxity on the one hand and corMatthew for the
rect fanatical error on the other.
making of a saint!
Contrast Shown.
The Sinner.
I. Jesus loosing the woman, 13:10The publicans were servants of the
17. This incident Is a strong contrast
tax farmers, who collected dues for
between God's mercy and man's lack
Rome, and were extortioners; the cusof mercy. Satan was to blame for the
tom house official was considered the
woman's illness (v. 16) and at the
worst of his class. The Jews had a saysame time for the hardness of the
ing that bears and lions might be the
hearts of these men.
The incident
fiercest wild beasts in the forest, but
occurred in a synagogue and displeaspublicans and informers were the
ed the leaders. As if to rebuke them
worst in the cities.
For a Jew, such
as Matthew was, to enter thus into Jesus not only spoke the word of
the service of the oppressors of his relief but also touched her, causing
own race, was considered the lowest an instantaneous and a complete cure.
degradation. The religion of the day Her response was to glorify God. The
sight of this satanlc captive acted In
had no hope for such a man.
Some who read these words may contrast upon Jesus and the ruled ot
have given up hope for acquaintances, the synagogue. Compassion and an
and even for those of their own house- utter lack of sympathy. More care
hold.
There may be some, still more for legalism than for the relief of one
unfortunate, who have given up hope created to God's imagjj? Jesus seems
for themselves. Let us see what Jesus to have acted speedily and is today
did for a man who was considered be- cal(,ing the unfortunate to him to be
healed and comforted. Matt. 11:28-30.
yond redemption.
Jesus could have healed by a word
The Saviour.
\pnly, John 5:40-43, but there is power
(1) He called this man to himself. alsojn the loving touch, which In this
Matthew did not seek him, but he case Quickened her faith (v. 13). Tbe
sought Matthew.
Christ's words are record does not suggest that her cur»
true, "Ye have not chosen me, but I was to response to her faith as was
have chosen you."
He calls us by the ease in other cures. Matt. 8:10;
his Holy Spirit, by sick beds, by sor15:28. If the ruler had had a heart
rows, by the words of friends.
of compassion he too would have re"I've found a Friend, oh, such a Friend! joiced at the cure, but he cared more
for ceremonial eccleslastlclsm than
He loved me ere I knew Him;
He drew me with the cords of love.
for the good of the worshipers and
And thus He bound me to Him."
his emotion was that'of indignation
(2) He proved attractive to this rather than that of Joy. A rellf-ion
man. The Pharisees acted out their that Is more concerned with bondage
feelings, "I am holler than thou." But, to the beggarly elements, the observthough sinless, Jesus was the friend ance of days (Gal. 4:9-11) Is here deof sinners. He won Matthew's heart, nounced as hypocrisy (vv. 16, 16). It
and when men know the love of him Is to have more interest to property
who was lifted up on the cross for than In human souls. Ofttlmes hatred
their sins, they are still drawn to him. for those who do not agree with us It
Raphael's "Transfiguration" is an un- covered up by a false fanatical presightly daub when seen from certain tended jealousy for the law of Ood.
Love's Attribute.
angles; we must get the right viewII. Jesus healing the man, 4:1-6. ID
point to behold the glories.
To a
broken and contrite heart, Jesus is this incident the question of the Sabbath Is raised by Jesus himself, evialtogether lovely.
(3) He was misunderstood.
The dently in answer to their mental atPharisees inquired, "why eateth your titude, for "they watched him" (v. 1).
Master with publicans and sinners?" Receiving no reply, Jesus first healed
It cost Matthew something to follow the man and then again reminded
Jesus, but it cost Jesus more to reck- them ot the care they gave their caton him among his disciples. Even if tle. Jeans plainly implies that if they
it requires great sacrifice to become a give care to an ox or an ass on the
Christian, we should remind ourselves Sabbatb, how can It possibly be wrong
that Christ's followers often cause him to relieve humanity on the Sabbath?
grief and shame; still, he invites us.
Mercy and love are superior to ceremonies though these be of divine apThe Saint.
What were the results ot Christ's pointment. The reasoning iB clear.
Love is an attribute of God's characcall on Matthew?
(1) He left his business. It may ter, I. John 4:8, and therefore his own
make a similar demand now and some ceremonies must give way before the
may not be willing to heed it; the activities and energies of his being.
Gadarenes preferred their swine to Thus to act upon the principles that
Jesus (Luke 8:26-37).
But
Christ concern the value of an "or or an ass"
promises, "Seek ye first the kingdom is to allow the lower v.0 control the
of God, and all these things shall be higher, for a man is of more value
than the ox. These Pharisees were
added unto you." (Matt. 6:33).
(2) He became an open disciple. By exceedingly religious, great for the
the grace of God, he takes rank above "letter of the law," but they were
Nicodemus and Joseph, who were dis- dried up at heart, and consequently
ciples "but secretly."
The hearts of far worse off than the man with the
some go out to ChriBt, but they are dropsy. It is small wonder then that
not willing to confess him before men. the master's reply should silence them
But the promise is, "If thou shall con- so "they could not answer him."
The Teaching.—It is true that funfess with thy, mouth the Lord Jesus,
and shall believe in thy heart that damentally the Sabbath idea is one
God hath raised him from the dead, of worship and rest, but the reason
thou shalt be saved." (Romans 10:9). for its existence is because of man's
(3) He endeavored to win others. need of that rest. That true rest can
The feast In the house was doubtless be found only in a true and intellifor the purpose of acquainting his gent spiritual fellowship with God.
friends with Jesus. Every follower of Anything, therefore, that Interferes
Christ has the opportunity of reach- 'with or hinders rest breaks the Sabing those in his circle of influence. bath-.and should be removed in order
The cultivated Henry Drummond help- that the Sabbath Intention may be obed students especially, while Samuel served. These men were justified in
Hadley led many a drunkard t& Jesus. leading an ox or an ass' to water on
What blessing you will miss, what loss the Sabbath or to rescue one In peril.
may come to your friends, if you do On the same principle any
work
not follow Christ!
which enables men to enter Into a
(4) He was lifted out of the com- Sabbath rest is not only justifiable but
monplace. Matthew seems to have necessary in the interest of the Sabbeen an ordinary man: he writes as a bath itself. They cared for cattle onplain man of business.
Yet he was ly as cattle, their property; we must
made an evangelist and apostle; and care for men for their own sakes and
John, In vision, saw his name in the in his interest and behalf.
foundations of the new Jerusalem
The Sabbath must never be dese(Rev. 21:14)!
The same Saviour crated by being made an instrument
made out of Bunyan, the swearing of harm to man. It is always desetinker, the author of "Pilgrim's Prog- crated when, In the presence of huress," and has wrought many such man need, we decline to render servmiracles:
He offers to write your ice on the plea of the sanctity of the
name in "The Lamb's book of life!" day. A false ceremonial sanctity of
any particular day must never be perWhy should you do without hint?
mitted to destroy the underlying, the
It is not yet too late:
He has not closed the day of grace.
truly essential, sanction and authorHe has not shut the gate.
ity for sj Sabbath rest. Physically we
def-aof each night fully regain our
Out of the total of 83,638 Christians lost energy and need the seventh day
on the church records in Japan, 30,666 to balance (he account Spiritually
are non-resident, or about 3? per cent we need the strength that comes from
of the whole.
ike Sabbath day's rest, ha. 30:15.

(

Oberammergau a Quaint and
Fascinating Little City.
inhabitants Are a Courteous and Gentle-Mannered People—Streets Are
Narrow and Tortuous and Are
Filled With Shops.
London.—When the weekly perform
ance of the play is over and the
crowds
of
strangers
who
have
thronged the village have mostly departed, Oberammergau settles down
again to its ordinaxv workday life,
writes Archibald Marshall in a London publication.
It is a fascinating place. One calls
It a village because it is impossible
to think of It as a town. In spite of
its 1,650 inhabitants. It seems to be
built anyhow, and although I have
been walking about it for nearly a
week, I hardly yet know where I am
If I lose sight of certain well known
landmarks.
The houses are white,
with deep-browed red roofs. Many of
them are gaily painted, not only as to
their woodwork and with quaint devices around windows and doors, but
with pictures, sacred or profane, and
one of them has the whole of its wall
space decorated in this way with frescoes done 100 years ago by a great
master in the art
The tortuous
streets are full of little shops and
some big ones, in most of which carvings are displayed for sale, and In this
festival year there are temporary
booths besides, for the sale of postcards or other things that the modern
traveler has need of.
The rocky
mountains clothed with dark pines and
still In part snow covered, rise on
either side, and on the summit of the
highest peak is an enormous wooden
cross so far above you that it looks
as If it were made of matchwood.
As you walk about the streets and
the country roads almost every one
you meet- halls you with a "Grass
Gott!" and the men and boys raise
their green, feathered hats. They are
the most courteous and gentle-mannered people I have ever met, and I
think the most religious. You soon
get used to the long hair of the men,
even when you see it on the roadsweepers.
This morning I passed
Barabbas sweeping a road as I walked
out Into the country. He was smoking a long china pipe, and he looked
up, took off his hat, and gave me his
"Gruss Gott!" with the mildest expression. The true Oberammergauer
never cuts his hair. When the "Passion Play" was interrupted to 1870 by
the Franco-Prussian war those who
were liable for military service had

BROOKFIELD TIMES
JAPAN'S BIG RELIGIOUS FETE
Japs Hold Great Festivals and Church
Celebrations in Which Processions
Are Leading Features.
Toklo, Japan.—Great festivals and
church celebrations are held to Japan
by the various religious sects. For
days and nights there is one continuous round of processions, geisha girl
dances, athletic games and merrymaking of all varieties.
It usually
ends up in a free fight as the celebration draws to its close. One of the
greatest of these gala events is a-threeday fete In October. ''Many stalwart
Japs, amid flags, lanterns and gorgeous ceremonial robes, are guided,
with a great display, to the religious
temples of worship. Pageant bearers
carry on their shoulders the god-images
from the shrines and proceed to walk
up and down the temple steps cease-
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Geisha Girl Dressed for Festival.
lessly. After a time they begin to
jostle each other, and about the only
reason one could discover for this peculiar custom was that It afforded the
walkers endless opportunities to be
"treated" by the merrymakers with
"sake," the Jap national alcoholic
drink. Among these religious festivals
there is one In particular, called the
Feast of the Lanterns, a very impressive spectacle. This gala event is held
only during the period of the seventh
moon. During this time the spirits of
the dead are supposed to revisit the
scenes of their old lives upon the
earth.
The Jap graveyards are all
profusely decorated and at night
everything is aglow with the omnipresent lantern. As many of the native burying grounds are located on
the hilltops overlooking portions of the
cities, the sight is a very brilliant and
fantastic one. On the final night of
the Feast o.f Lanterns, large boats
made of rice straw are laden with
offerings of fruit, fish, rice and other
edibles.
The boats are launched,
after being lavishly decorated with
lanterns, upon the nearest waterway,
where' they burn up. The belief is
that the spirits thus take their passage
back to the other world, after having
visited again their old earthly haunts

MAN GROWS CURLS TO ORDER
Roadside Crucifix, Oberammergau.
to go, but they were allowed to keep
their hair long.
Nineteen of those
who were to have taken part in the
"Passion Play" never came back.

ICE FIELD 200 MILES LONG
It I* Sighted by a British Steamship
to Eastward of Newfoundland Coast.
Halifax, N. S.—A vast Island of
field Ice, more than 200 miles in
length was sighted away to the eastward of Newfoundland by the British
steamer Lord Antrim, which put into
Halifax for bunker coal in order to
complete her voyage from Narvik,
Norway, to Philadelphia.
The steamer was delayed by continuous westerly galeB and received a
further setback when, approaching the
Newfoundland coast, she encountered
the field ice. Her course had to be
changed to the south and east, and
she skirted the field for almost two
days.

STOLE A $1,000 EAR OF CORN
The Exhibit by James J. Hill Waa Taken From Dallas Fair by
Thief.
Dallas, Tex.—An ear of corn from
Minnesota, known at exhibitions aa
"the $1,000 ear," one of the attractions
at the National Corn exposition here,
was stolen. J. J. Furlong, president of
the Minnesota state fair. In charge of
the ear, Informed the police it was taken from a desk in the lobby ot a hotel
here. James J. HiU was awarded a
prize of 11,000 for this ear, which li
14 Inches long. It was Mr. Hill's property.
Although Injured, Man Weds.
New York.—Refusing to disappoint
800 wedding guests, Michael O'Donnell, hurt by an automobile, married
Mary O'Sulllvan, although his body
was swathed in bandages. Two friends
helped him to stand upright

London Hair Specialist Advertises
for Straight-Haired Babies
for Experiments.
London.—"Twelve
straight-haired
babies, not under a year old, wanted
■at once—to make their hair grow
curly."
This is the gist of an advertisement
which appeared in a morning newspaper. It was a genuine advertisement,
and 12 babies with straight hair were
really required. C. Nestle, a West end
hair specialist. Is the man who wants
the 12 infants. To a Daily Mirror reporter he explained his idea.
"One of my private hobbles is that
of making straight hair curly," he
said. "I have succeeded, by the simple process of keeping the hair damp,
in making my own child's hair curly.
I want to put my theory to a proper
test with 12 babies. So long as they
are healthy, clean infants I do not
mind where they come from. It will
be a three, months' test. At first I
want the mothers and nurses to bring
their babies here, so that the process
may be demonstrated to them. Afterward they can continue the treatment
to their homes."
Mr. Nestle said that the babies
must have straight hair, not more
than six laches long, and that the
treatment, which was absolutely harmless, must be rigorously continued if
the experiment was to be a success.
"If there Is any difficulty 1n getting
babies," he added, "I do not mind
paying to get them for the experiment"
Negro Woman Wrecks Schoolroom,
Chicago.—Mrs. Woods, a large negro woman, mother of Blanche Woods,
wrecked the interior of the fifth grade
room, tore the dress and pulled the
hair of Miss Eva Levy, the teacher,
and escaped a wagon load of police
men, because her daughter had been
"kept in" after school.
Find Man's Ashes In Gutter.
New York.—The ashes of Carl Mar
tin, cremated October 31, 1904, were
found in a small can in the gutter ol
'Park row. The can, »«J **=* to «••
■norgua.
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SUCCESS IN RAISING DUCKS

is now electrically sealed with a
"SEAL OF PURITY" sm

One of First Essentials Is to Have
Quarters Dry and Clean—Keep
Old and Young Separate.
Oxford Down Ewes.
(By ANNA GALJGHBR.)
Ducks alwayB sleep on the floor on
on the ground, therefore all such
places should be as clean and dry as
possible. Keep the floors covered
with clean litter or straw, and change
It every day, or as often as necessary.
If a large number are housed together, once a day is none too often.
Keep old and. young separate, and
don't keep ducklings of different sizes
together. The larger ones will abuse
the smaller ones, especially at feed-,
ing time.
It Is best to keep not more than 35
in a flock, as they grow faster than
when a large number are kept together.
Pekin ducks that have been well
fed and cared for through the winter
will usually begin laying'very early
in the spring; sometimes before the
cold weather is over. Ours used to
begin about the last week in February.
But it is difficult to keep the eggs from
getting chilled, when they begin to
lay so early, and besides, the first few
eggs a Pekin lays each season will
not hatch.
If the weather is not too cold, Marcb
Is about the proper time to begin saving the eggs. Remember they will not
keep In batchable condition very long.
Wrap each egg in paper and keep
to a cool place (50 to 60 degrees 1B
about right) and turn every day until
placed for hatching. These directions
should be observed In caring for other
eggs.
If incubators are used, the ducklings will be very thirsty after they
are hatched. Open the outside door

Lambs should have their tails cut
oil and be castrated In from seven
to ten days after birth.
Lambs just under ten months old
produce better meat at that age than
any other.
The best time to market lambs Is
between January and May.
Never keep more than twenty-five
or thirty sheep in one lot together
if possible.
The best time to have lambs to
come is about two weeks before pasture.
No every man can have pure bred
sheep but it is not difficult to obtain
a pure bred ram.
It Is not a good plan to keep sheep
housed up too closely. They should
always have plenty of exercise in the
open air.
As long as a sheep's coat is kept
dry It can stand a good deal of cold
weather but rain and sleet are fatal.
A rough boisterous hired man will
do more harm to a flock of sheep
than) he is worth. This is particularly
true about lambing time.
Ground corn and cob meal makes an
excellent food for lambs, but they
should be started on a 'small allowance at first.
If sheep are turned on to alfalfa
pasture and allowed to eat all they
want some of them will die from
bloat.

Most feeders find better
results
from grinding corn for young lambs
although many feed whole grain very
successfully.
The big flocks are going to the far
West all the time and are crowding
the cattle off of the ranges.
One part sulphur and two parts salt
Is an excellent combination for sheep.
It should be placed where they oan
always get at It
Unless you actually love the work,
do not attempt to raise a flock of
sheep. The shepherd must be in full
sympathy with his flock or else he
cannot be successful.
If you keep your sheep shut up to
a close pen without proper ventlla„
tion they will catch cold when they
go out into the cold air.
Sheep will drink nothing but absolutely clean water, and will suffer for
the lack of it.
A l|ttlo oil meal fed twice a week
with the bran will prevent Indigestion
In sheep.
Sheep should be changed from one
feed to another gradually. They are
delicate and cannot stand sudden
changes of feed any more than sudden changes of weather.
Never feed mere than one-fourth
of a pound per day per bead at the
start and when ou full teed three or
four weeks later the limit should be
two pounds.

Give
regular aid
to teeth, breath,
appetite and digestion. It's the safe
besides delicious and
beneficial confection!

for 85 cents—at most dealers. Each box contains twenty
5 cent packages. They stay fresh until used.
It's clean, pure, healthful
it it's WRIGLEY'S.

ESSENTIAL POINTS
SMALL VS. LARGE
IN CARE OF MILK
CHICKEN FLOCKS

A Bad Arrangement for a Duck House.
and look through the glass once to a
while. If they are too warm they will
be panting with their mouths open.
They should be removed at once and
given a drink of tepid water. If the
air is cold they should be placed to a
brooder as soon as taken from the
Incubator.
Be sure to have the brooder properly
regulated. The temperature should be
be about 90 at flrjst. Keep tbe ventilators in operation all the time, and
lowef the temperature as the ducklings get older.
When two weeks old 75 degrees will
be warm enough. When four weeks
old they need not be kept in a brooder
at night It they have a comfortable
house to sleep In.
Don't overcrowd
or overheat In
brooders.
The first / feed for
the
ducklings is dry breadYsoaked in sweet
Bklm milk or water. Don't let it soak
too long, or it will get gummy, and
that is what ducks do not like.
They cannot or' will not eat sticky
feed; they simply shake it out of their
mouths, and then it is wasted. Old
ducks do the same thing. Place some
clean water beside the feed each time. Cold water will do when the ducklings
grow older.
Some coarse, clean sand should be
placed in the water each time or to
some shallew vessel near the feed or
water. They need both grit and water
while eating.
But do not add sand or any other
grit to the feed. Don't confine ducks
to one kind of teed.
They like a
variety. Never give young ducks milk:
to drink. They will smear their heads.
with it and become very messy.
Corn bread Is very good for young
ducks, but it is very fattening. We
never feed raw mixtures to newly
batched ducks. They will eat raw
food, of course, but it will sometimes
cause bowel trouble.
Too much milk will sometimes cause
It, also. Green food Is essential ipom
the start. If there is plenty of grass
in the yard that will do, although they
like It best when It is added to their
grain food.
We use green clover, green rye,
cabbage, dandelions, onion-tops, etc.
Green oats are also good for this purpose. All should be cut small enough
for growing ducks to eat with ease.
We do not often begin feeding rawmixtures until the ducks are several
weeks old, although some green stuff;
Is added once or twice a day.
The Pekin dueka should be fed fOUT
or five times a day from the time they
are hatched until ready for market.
The best time to sell ducks Is when
from 10 to 14 weeks old. ^.t this age
they should weigh anywhere from four
to seven pounds each.
Eggs for Hatching.
In getting eggs for hatching pur.
noses, try to select them from the
trongest bird*. .

IMPROVEMENT OF
ALL LIVE STOCK
Good Ram on Bunch of Grade
Ewes Is in Many Cases More
Than Half of Flock.

I

(B> HOWARD HACKEDOM, MlMOU*
Station.)
Tbe use of a good sire is one of the
recognized principles of improving the
live stock. This principle is generally
considered to be fundamental by all
breeders of live stock, both breeders
of pure bred stock and breeders of
animals tor the open market. However, some breeders through neglect,
or a lack of knowledge and interest
id the Improved types, use sires which
retard the general quality of their
flocks and herds, rather than advance it
Judging from the quality of-native
lambs on the various Missouri markets, lamb producers of this state are
realizing more fully each year the
economy of investing to good sires.
A good strong yearling ram should
be able to serve 60 ewes. A good
ram when used on a block of grade
ewes is In many cases more than half
the flock, because he will usually have
greater ability to stamp his character on the offspring than have the
ewes. So with a small flock of grade
ewes, worth from $4 to $10 per bead,
one can afford to purchase a good
mutton ram. As the value of tbe ewe
flock increases one can afford a higher
class ram.

BREAK BROOD SOW
, OF VICIOUS HABI1
Smell of Kerosene Disgusts Animal and Prevents Her From
Eating Her Young.

DROVE GU0RMET TO SARCASM

35 BUSHELS I

JwsthiyWd of WHEAT
on many forms In
Western Canada in
1913, tome yields
being
rtedi
hlgfaufl-■r tcr«. As high
_i 100 bushels were ,
recorded in somo
districts for oats, \
BO buaheU for bwley and j
from 10 to 20 bu». for flax.
J. Keys arrived in the .
country 5 years ago from
Denmark v/ith very little '
means. He homesteaded, ,
worked hard, is now the
owner of 320 acres of land
! In 1913 had a crop of 20.
seres, which will realize him I
I about $4,000. His wh.«t I
weighed 68 lbs. to the bash*! \
| and averaged over 3d biuhob |
to the acre.

Thousands of similar in- I
J stances might be related of the I
f homesteaders in Manitoba, Sss-1
j katchewan and Alberta.
The crop of 1913 was an abun- L
, dant one everywhere in Western |
f Canada.
Ask for descriptive literatureand \
reduced railway rates. Apply to \
Superintendent of Immigration,
Ottawa, Canada, or
M. A. BOWLBY,
73 Tremont Street. Boston, Mess.
Canadian Government Agent

RED
MAN
BRAND

2 for 25 Cent*
A STYLE FOR COMFORT

EARL & WILSON

MAKERS OF TROY'S BEST PRODUCT

Wanted—Honest, Energetic Men
As a general thing It is somewhat
difficult to break a sow from the habit
of eating her young after she has once
formed this vicious and unnatural desire. It starts from the fcovjjgjuug out
of condition; she is feverlnrXd her
appetite demands something that she
is not getting.
v
The state of feverishness is frequently brought about by constipation
and effort should be made to prevent
constipation by the feeding of linseed
oil, and care previous to and after farrowing, as it removes the cause toi
fever.
Dip a woolen rag into kerosene and
rub it lightly over the hair of the pigs
Be careful, however, not to get it on
the skin as it will blister. The smell
of the kerosene disgusts the sow at
once and thus prevents her from taking the life of her young.
Beautify the Farmstead.
Set out some shade trees this spring
and beautify the farmstead.

CHEW IT AFTER
EVERY MEAL ii

Look for the spear

System of Safeguards Should Be Amateur Should Start With Few
Birds and Gradually Work
Observed in Dairy House and
Up to Full Capacity.
While in Transit.
It seems to be the ambition of the
average amateur to immediately get
on top of the heap. He sees no reason why he cannot at once establish
a good Income bfStsr poultry farming,
and the way he figures out results is
really remarkable.
Do not his figures show that as he
made so much profit on 50 hens, he
can make ten times greater on 600?
He forgets that to the care of 60
fowls he has plenty of time to supply
all their wants, and that they received a greater variety of food than
would be possible to give a flock ten
times larger. The table scraps alone
in the feeding of 60 fowls is an item
which cannot be everlooked and which
in all probability contributed more to
the results than anything else.
In a small flock an ailing fowl Is
more readily noticed than It is to
a large flock, for the reason that the
keeper has more time to carefully inspect. In a flock of 500 the attendant must hurry up his work of feeding
and watering and cleaning up. and he
at times only mechanically glances at
the birds.
Large flocks necessitate the employment of extra labor and the "hired
man" question is a serious one on the
poultry farm. It Is difficult to secure
a man who will take the same interest
in the flocks that you will.
He Is
working more for wages than he is for
the success of the plant.
The moral is this:
Begin small,
grow gradually and
stop
growing
when your capacity is reached.
If
hired help must be employed assign
some particular work to help, but let
the real personal management be in
your own hands. It is the only way
to make a large poultry farm pay.

^

IT BY THE BOX

'!

Milk is kept wholesome after leaving the cows by a system of safeguards observed during milking in the
dalryhouse and while the milk Is in
transit from tbe farm to the consumer.
. |
The precautions observed during
the milking are sterilized white duck
suits for the milkers, careful washing
of hands after each cow is milked,
milking through a sieve into the pail,
and straining the milk when it is
poured from the pall into the can.
The foremilk, as the first milk that
Is drawn is called. Is also discarded,
thus preventing any bacteria which
may have found their way Into this
part of the milk from getting into the
milk that is kept.
All the milk is exposed to the barn
air but a very few minutes and Is
taken into the dairy just as soon as
the cans are filled.
The range of .yield per pound of
milk is very wide, it taking from
eight to ten pounds of the richest milk
up to 30 and over of the pooreBt to
make a pound of butter. The average
of common stock in the country is
about 25 pounds. Anything between
that and 20 pounds of milk for a'
pound of butter Is good. Below this
Is very good, and extra down to eight
and ten pounds is extraordinary. At
ten pounds to the imperial gallon,
eight quarts would be 20 pounds of
milk.

absolute that it is
damp-proof, dust
proof, impurityproof— even
air-proof!

\l

In every coantr to sell our big llneof goods dlroct to
f.rmeri. KXMSRJBNCETtOT NSCB88ABV.
We tally Instruct you. ^Farmers, laborers,
mechanics, or any men willing to work can make
11,000 to 83,000 • ye-r
bandUng our big sellers. Hxolusive territory given.
We furnish yon the capital; yon fnrnlsh tbe team
to carry the goods. Bo your own boss in a pleasnnt.
permanent and profitable business. Write at one*
for lull particulars giving age and occupation.
THE DUOFORM CO., Dent. 10,
NORTH JAVA, n. T.

Throat

B ^mcScS

Ooosfa* ud boarniMu relkred. 26c, ote *nd 11,00.
Smnpl* Fr«e.
MiLBV0.lA|fl.l|'.0,l,it1

CONSUMPTION .SSoH:

boon
Mi suffering 1 rum that dreadful disease.
Writ* fo
full particulars. U a. rBTOSOn Bex1 —
Wjo.
Dnin^AM 9^ ron mix colors? Formula, SToom
I alHterS "WtoM, over *> shades; also
•aUIlVAV.IktBgU,

Evidently French Restaurant Wine
Was Not Exactly the Quality
He Had Ordered.
William E. Corey praised at a Pittsburgh club the wines of California.
"Our California wines," said the
steel magnate, "are much better than
wines of a similar price in France,
for French wlneB are so adulterated
today that even a high-priced one
often tastes like burnt sugar and
water."
"But the fine wines, the 'grand cru'
wines are wonderful," a young banker
interrupted.
Mr. Corey shook his head.
"Not always," he said. "A friend
of mine, a gourmet with whom I
lunched not long ago at a fashionable
boulevard restaurant in Paris, ordered
a bottle of very old celebrated Margaux. Pouring out a little of the wine
and rolling It on his tongue in true
gourmet fashion he made a wry face.
"'Waiter!' he demanded.
'What
wine is this you brought me?'
" 'It Is what monsieur ordered,' was
the reply. 'Margaux 1895, grand, cru.'
" 'Humph,' sneered by friend, 'now
lucky it is to be so old and to conceal
its age so well.'"
Too Good.
"To say that honesjy is the best policy—to say in other words, that the
more honest you are the richer you
will become—that is a silly and selfevident lie."
The speaker, Harvey Woodruff, the
well-known G. A. R. historian of Houston, had been discussing the honesty
of George Washington. He continued:
"To be virtuous means to be poor
and wretched. Take the case of Auntie
Martha Washington Clay.
"Auntie Martha visited the office of
a Nola Chucky lawyer and said:
" 'Ah wants a divorce from mah husband Cal.'
" 'Why, auntie, what has Cal been
doing?'
" 'He's done got religion, sah, an' ah
hain't tasted chicken fo' free months.
Testing Nephew's knowledge.
There is a certain old German of
Wilkesbarre, Pa., whose pride, like
that of many self-made men, leads him
at times into a sort of patronizing condescension toward those things he did
not "have time for" when he was making his way in life.
Upon the occasion of the graduation
of a nephew, he asked:
"Veil, Wilhelm, vot did dey teach
you up there?"
"Greek and Latin," said the boy,
"and German and algebra."
"So, so!" murmured the old German. "And vot's der algebra for potatoes, now?"—Youth's Companion.

No Joke.
At the Chicago Athletic club a
game had been put up on a cynical
old bachelor.
The man had waited
from eight to ten in the park on a
snowy evening In obedience to a
pale pink, violet-scented note that his
friends had faked in order to see if
he was really as confirmed a woman
hater as he claimed..
Turning up at the club for a nightcap, tbe duped and frozen bachelor
was very sullen and sulky when his
friends derided him. He saw no fun
whatever in the fake note.
George Ade, noticing his black and
lowering looks, gave a loud laugh and
said:
"What a skinflint you must be!
Won't even laugh at a Joke, eh, if it's
at your own expense!"

.4 Gilbert St., New Britain, Conn.—
"My little boy's face used to get awful red and sometimes when I used to
■wash it it would bleed. Then it got
blotchy all over and was horrid looking. His face broke out in red spots
and then became scaly. He used to
scratch them until he would make
them bleed. Then his head started
to break out.
He was restless at
night and complained of his face being sore. His head was all little cuts
from scratching it.
"So I thought I would send for a
sample of the Cuticura Soap and Ointment
I only used tbem for a few
days when there was such a change in
his looks. His face began to get clear.
When the sample was gone I got one
cake of Cuticura Soap and one box of
Cuticura Ointment. I got another cake
of Cuticura Soap and one box of Cuticura Ointment and was only using
them for two weeks and they made
his scalp nice and clean. His head was
cured." (Signed) Mrs. Isabella Guenther, May 26, 1913.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold
throughout tbe world. Sample of each
free,with 32-p. Skin Book. Address postcaid "Cuticura, Dept. L, Boston."—Adv.

Peace in That Family.
A little girl being lost, was taken to
the police station, where the officers
tried to learn her name. At last, after
many vain efforts, one of them asked
her:
"Tell me, dear, what names does
your mother call your father?"
"She doesn't call him any name,"
the child answered, Innocently. "She
likes him."

rStop
<^M
Stop
That Cough ^
with tbe old reliable,
most agreeable sad
and
effective remedv
remedy

■
f

Hales Honey

of Horehound and Tar '
Soothes and heals sare
throat, hoarseness, dryness and all irritatiea.
Sold by drusvteta.

U

TIT Pike'.
Toothache Drops

FOR DRUNKENNESS anil
| all DRUG AltiCTIONS
Treatment

No slckneHB, no jmbltrJ. tj.
LsHtlles treatwsT an privately as In tk«lr owm

ELECTRIC LIGHT
Without Street Wire Connection
New Invention! Puts elec- PnaMtLota A av%
trio light in any home auy UuIayTeiil J"*
where. Write for circular. t%uUti
«^va
**tma,Htmmi.,SautH,ti. Uwll
V

There's Money in Ice
We offer a limited amount «f Treasury
Btock in an loe Co., now operaKxic Kjjaa
in II! inois, in order to en la rge crar slants
and keep up wltn tbe demand. With Increaaed capacity we expect to pay 901
dividends. Full inTesdgati««i lBTlted.

Glacier Ice Company
Herchioia-Liclese Bldf.

Si. Lni.ii, Ho.

NEW F0RED00R BODIES ISSISSH

150.00,176.00.1100.00. Make roor oar B»»w"

Tops $10
to $30. Top Coief* $1 to $5.
Fit all cars. Bend meas&maaenta.
MRS $100—$2,000 "nSr?/08

MANAG£B IN? That customer that you loaft
yesterday you must replace with a new on*.
A high grade lead pencil with your ad oa
will set you the new customer. Request oa
your letter head will bring yon a .ample.
Sl'ECIAI. DISCOUNT 20 PKK t'BNT. SYNDICATE ADV. AGKNCV, ROCHESTER. N.t
AC.ENT8—Sell beautiful pearl waist pin seta
S pin. to st-t; every woman buy.: .ample ties
doz. by mail 95c; ,money back If you want It.
THE LEONARD P. TII.I.Y CO.. Dept. 6». US
East Baltimore Ave., Detroit, Michigan.
OXViiEN MAKES HEALTH without druam,
e.erclae. or hard work. Treatment based oa
Natural Law; ea.y. delightful: u.e In on
home: complete course onlv Sop. ].ES .
CO., SS ANDERSON ST.. BOSTON, MASS.

« nu

ML

you .too SSeMiv&a

tlty. Partial sets in prubortion. Bend by Pares*
Post to Dizou Dontal Co., Dorchester. B
ltflf, prontwithoutciperlenco. Bfeci*.

*-'<.? needs them. Great seller; r*.
AGENTS
t c"-"
HOB.RT
^5^
.ST^I'M^OO'EX

A successful man must expect to be
envied and abused as well as to be FaRMERS 110 GARDENERS eTKh;„n?J„S"BHow
u> Increase j„nr earnings 1100 to situ each season.
admired and respected.
Particulars free. «. c. COrraaH, Bn M, Uutkfdu,. re.
Your family Doctor can't do more for
your cough than Dean's Mentholated
Cough Dropg; "they cure"—4c at Druggists.

PATTNTw
BeglBtorea Attorneys nia.e otat
5""*a aaapaoaa. Head sketch for bn
report. No altorofcy fees until patent allowed. Frea
boon. J-ullor * lfCler. D«pt. L, Washington, & 0,

The Medium.
When a man is unable to buy diarlWi etc !».».»,, S,g.„, F^rtwrttKT
"How can you drink to anybody
monds for his wife It will help some
with your eyes, as the poet says?"
to praise the biscuits she bakes.
WANTED TO BUT OLD COINS ggSEWKa
"I suppose, In an eyeglass."
WUUaw U~I1«, rsabak alag.,MlTa^t«., aatas, Saav
PNECMATICA STOPS TOUR PAIN
or breaks up your cold in one hour. It'smarvelon..
Has to Be.
Used externally. All druggists, 36 cent.. Adv.
"What a fine building that la!"
DISEASE*
"Natnrailyi It Is a police court,"—
Many an opportunity Is missed beW. N. U, BOSTON, NO. 11-1(14.
Baltimore American.
cause it Isn't recognized.

ISffiSaIEt§3IH,FO
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A Special Proposition on Water Heaters

Special Offer No. 2

(FOR IMMEDIATE INSTALLATION)
For a specified time, we offer the installation of a LION WATER HEATER
(ii) upon a RENTAL PURCHASE PLAN.
This proposition is the most liberal offer of its kind ever made by our company.
The regular price of this heater, including connections, for 1914, will be $18.00.

We have just eighteen ( 18 ) Clark Jewel Gas Ranges left which we offer f<j>r $15
connected ready for use between now and
April 15.

OUR PROPOSITION

These ranges, after this date, will not be
sold for less than $22.

We will install one of our $18.00 Lion Water Heaters connected to your kitchen boiler as shown in cut upon a rental basis of $4.00 when the contract is signed
and $3.00 per year for the following four years. When five payments have been
made or a total of $16.00 ( this amount being $2.00 less than the regular price ) the
heater will become the property of the purchaser.

We are making this reduction to reduce
our stock at once.

FIRST. The rental price of $4.00 for the first year must be paid when the
contract is signed.
SECOND. We must be allowed to install the heater at our convenience
and within two weeks from the signing of the contract.
THIRD. We reserve the right to withdraw the offer at any time. >
Special Notice! A request, by postal or telephone will bring a representative to
you to explain the special offer.
PALMER, MASSACHUSETTS
Local agents will take your order.

WORCESTER COUNTY
GAS COMPANY

Tel. 52-2 Palmer.

t

WEST BROOKFIELD.
Death of An Old Resident.

WEST BROOKFIELD.
The Town Warrant.

The warrant for the annual town meeting, March 16, contains 29 articles;
Art. 20 is to see if the town will vote to
build a bridge on the Ware road, at the
outlet to Lake Wickaboag.
Art. 22 is to see if the town will install
six additional electric lights.
Art. 23. The question will be raised
to see if the town will build a section of
macadam road, in conjunction with the
Massachusetts highway commission, from
a point near the location of the flag staff
on South Main street to opposite the residence of John Conway, West Main St.
Art. 24, to see if the town will vote to
appropriate a sum for the publication of
the proceedings of the celebration of the
250th anniversary of old Brookfield or
Quaboag.
Another article to get the expression of
the voters regarding the change of date
of the annual town meeting from the
third Monday of March to the second
Monday in February.
Appropriation for repairs on the town
house is called for under atricle 26.
Art. 27 is of importance, and reads, to
see if the town will buy a watering tub,
and change its location to a point at the
foot of the common in the road leading
from North Main St. into South Main St.
Art. 22 pertains to the town acting in
regard to the use of the watet from the
West Brookfield water system for the
fountain and drinking fountain on the
common.
Candidates for Town Offices.
Art. 29 is to see if the town will authorThe candidates for office, to be voted ize the selectmen to sell to Alfred C.
for at the annual town election, March 16 White, a lot of land, known a-? the site of
are: For three year terms, Selectman, the district 3 schoolhouse. The lot is in
Edward K. Haskins; overseer of poor, the northwe.-t corner of the field, former
ly owned by Ivers Lincoln.
Frederick G. Smith; assessor, Robert M.
Carter and Charles A. Rawson; school
As a result of the recent pitch tourney
committee, Sumuer H. Reed; board of
of the firemen a clam supper was served
health, Dr. Frederick W. Cowles; trustees
in Bed Men's hall Saturday night by the
of Merriam library,
Mrs
Philander
losers, the reds, to their guests, the winHolmes, Mrs Uobert M. Carter; burial
ning team, the greens. John P. Cregan,
ground com mssipner, Edwin Wilbur;
foreman of the fire department was chef,
water cominisxiouer, James D. Farley;
and was assistet by Michael J. Begley
for one year, town clerk, Dwight Fairand John J. Mulvey.
banks; treasurer, Charles H. Clark; auditor, Albert W. Bliss; tax collector, CarlThe Worcester Woman's Club is to
ton P. Tyler; constables, George A. Hoedit The Worcester Gazette for its issue
cum, Walter E. Young. John P. Cregan;
of April 10, all the matter to be furnished
common com., Eli M. Converse, Claranikedited by them.
Miss Arabella H.
ence W. Allen, Daniel W. Mason, Frank
Tucker, president of the club, and a
E- Brown; road commissioner, Daniel
North Brookfield girl, will be editor-inW. Mason and Royal N. Fountain; tree
chief.
warden. Philander Holmes; measurers of
lumber, Henry W. Foster, Dwight M.
Overdoing Housework.
Tyler; measurers of wood and bark, Phil"Housekeepers everywhere recogander Holmes, Henry M. Foster) fence
nize that life Is too valuable to spend
viewers, John H. Webb, Arthur W. Cut•very hour of the day in the mere
ler, Philander Holmes; field drivers, F.
keeping of the house. No human beArthur Carter, Walter E. Anderson, ing can be continuously efficient and
Richard D. Olmsteaxl, Wallace E. Glad- work more than eight hours In twending. The names of Charles A. Rawson, ty-four. There ere better ways, more
Royal K. Fountain and Frank Brown scientific methods, more efficient utenwill appear on the official ballot through sils."—Charles Bernard.
nomination papers filed.
Julia Gay (Foster), aged 88 years, 8
months, 9 days, widow of Lewis U&ea
Foster, died at herN home on Pleasant
street, at 1.30 o'clock Monday morning.
Death was caused by neuralgia, following
four days sickness. Mrs Foster was born
in Barnard, Vt. Her parents were Peter
and Anne (Mclntosh) Foster. She was
the last of four children. She was married to Lewis R. Fotser in Ware, Nov.
10, 1847. He died in 1874. Mrs Foster
lived in West Brookfield 38 years. Mrs
Foster is survived by seven daughters
and two sons, Elisha Freeman Foster
Watertown, Mary P., librarian ofMerriam library, Fannie F., West Brookfield, Mrs Emma J. Rand, Los Angeles,
Abbie J., wife of Frank W. Combs,
Chicopee Falls Myrtle B., a teacher,
Moody school, Northfield, Nellie F., wife
of A. H. Howe, Caroline F. wife of
Hovey W. Davis, and William D., West
Brookfield; she leaves eight grandchildren
and ten great grandchildren. The funeral
was from the home at 1 o'clock, Thursday afternoon, Rev John H. Hoffman
officiated. Undertaker Robert G. Livermore, Brookfield, was is charge.
Mrs Foster was the second wife, and
three children by the first marriage
survive, Elgin E. Foster of Ware, Joseph
M. Foster, South Braintree, Charlotte A.,
wife of George D. Paige of Hardwick.

Women's Day was observed by Welt
Brookfield Farmer's club, Wednesday.
The program was in charge of Mn {John
H. Webb and Mrs Simmer Reed.

American Tools Fevered.
American drills ere much used in
India Cor well boring. For dees artesian walla American tools and mettled* are considered aa ni|iieas;alH| the

NEW BRAINTREE.
New Braintree Farmers' Club held the
best meeting of the season at town hall
on Tuesday. A musical program consisting of violin solos by the Wiley brothers
of North Brookfield, and duets by the
Root brothers of Barre, was enjoyed in
the forenoon. An excellent dinner tree
served at noon, in charge of Mr and &Jrs
Will Gray.
The afternoon program,
opened with vocal solos by John Lane of
North Brookfield. Then Mr R. H. Ferguson of Mass. Agricultural college was
introduced and gave a very int resting
talk on "Co-operative Societies;" George
Root then sang several solos with violin
and piano accompaniments. The subject
of the day, '' What percentage of farm
fire losses could be prevented by the exerciseof ordinary caution," was opened
by Ward Smith of North Brookfield, and
well discussed by those present.
Rev.
Mr Smith of Barre, whom all were pleased
to see and hear, was the next speaker.
The meeting closed with violin duets by
the Wiley brothers and vocal solos by
Mrs LilaL. Lidstoneof North Brookfield.

OUR HOME WOMEN
HAVE BEAUTIFUL HAIR

Even If His Wealth le Small.
The mind of every true countryman
undergoes an evolution. Starting with
the desire for material achievement,
passing on through the stage where
he prizes tho commendation of men
most highly, he arrives at the condition where good living Is Its own reward. If a man has planned wisely,
cultivated will without stint or oversight, ha can regard the yield as
worthy, even though the consummation In terms of the world's goods is
meager.—Country Gentleman.

Foohsn Jealousy.
The jealous man throws a thousand
stumbling blocks In his own road.
He often lives In constant fear of the
tripping he has prepared the way for.
No philosophy will so surely build him
a smoother way as that based on the
sensible conclusion that he could not
be the other man and that what he
has reason to hope for will be aa
gratifying as anything another
can get.
■

Next time you go to the theater or to the
"movies" just notice, if you please, how
many of our home ladies have beautiful
hair—glossy, lustrous, and well-dressed.
Then, if you will pick out five or ten of
those whose hair seems to be particularly
pretty and will ask them what thev use on
ft, we feel sure that at least more than half
of them will say "Harmony Hair Beautifier." It is fast becoming the rage with both
men and women who are particular about
Took Names From Bees.
the appearance of their hair.
Told by the Eyes.
' Sprinkle a little Harmony Hair BeautiThe bee Is about the only inseot
Greenish, hazel and spotted eyes are that ever gained feminine namesakes.
fier on your hair each time before brushing
it. Contains no oil; will not change color accompanied, usually, with shrewd, Deborah was a name given by the
of hair, nor darken gray hair.
quick, nervous, restless temperaments. Hebrews for the bee, and owing to its
To keep hair and scalp dandruff-free and According to Professor Hudson, Asiatpopularity among the Puritans there Is
clean, use Harmony Shampoo. This pure
liquid shampoo gives%rinstantaneous rich ics with hazel eyes are cunning and still to be found an occasional Deweasel-like.
Contrary
to
the
popular
borah In the United States. Melissa,
lather that immediatelypenetrates to every
part of hair and scalp, insuringaquick, thor- notion, persons with green eyes are the Greek name for bee, li seldom
ough cleansing. Washed off just as quickly, too indifferent In passion to be at all found nowadays.
the entire operation takes only a few mo- Jealous
of the opposite sex; they are,
(
ments. Contains nothing that can harm theTlj,,lowever, frequently envious of their
hair; leaves noharshnessorstickiness—just
own.
Winning Success.
a' sweet cleanliness.
Individual success depends not on
Both preparations come «i odd-shaped,
Millions for Defense.
laying grand plans for the future, but
very ornamental bottles, with sprinkler
tops. Harmony Hair Beautifier, tl 00.
A negro had heard of Charles C. on doing absorbingly and to the very
Harmony Shampoo, 50c. Both guaranteed Plnkney's famous words, "Millions for best of our ability our daily work.
to satisfy you in every way, or your money defense but not one cent for tribute."
Death of Sumner Thompson.
back. Sold only at the more than 7,000 Some time later he was crossing a
Rexall Stores, and in this town only by us.
field on foot and an angry bull chased
In the Campaign of Life.
Mr Sumner Thompson, formerly of
him. He made a tremendous effort
Eugene W. Heed, North Brookfield.
Life Is a campaign, not a battle,
New Braintree and Ware, died at "Northto get to the fence first and this ia •nd has Its defeats as well as its vicampton, Monday morning of old age.
what he said: "Millions for de fence, tories.—Donn Piatt.
Mr Thompson was born Oct. 31, 1825,
but not one cent for de brute."
in West Brookfield, son of Chauncey and
Betsy (Kendrick) Thompson, one of
seven children. When three years of age
he went to live with Moses Thompson. in
North Brookfield.
At the age of nine,
he went with them to New Braintree, and
married Caroline Thresher, on Dec. 19,
1849. Ot this union, nine children were
born, four died in 1861, of malignant
diphtheria.
Those now surviving are
Edward, of Turners Falls; Mrs Kate
Marsh of Ware; Mrs Lucy Bishop and
Fred M. of Watertown.
-r,
Mr Thompson began the care of the
town clock and the ringing of the Congregational church bell in New Braintree, April 1, 1866, and kept at it until
just before it was destroyed by fire in
April, 1911.
During these 45 years of
service, he did not miss more than ten
Sundays. He had many friends and had
the respect of all who knew him.
After
the death of his wife he went to Ware, to
live with his daughter, Mrs Marsh, by
whom he was tenderly cared for. At the
time of his death, Undertaker Charles S.
Lane was sent for.
The funeral services were held in the
Congregational church, at New Braintree, Wednesday, March 11, at 2 o'clock,
Rev. William France, officiating.
Many
old friends gathered with the family and
relatives to pay their last respects to the
aged man. Burial was in the family lot.

A CARD OF THANKS.
We desire to express our sincere appreciation to our friends for their kind
thoughtfu I ness during the past months,
and (or flowers sent for the funeral of our,
father, Sumner Thompson..
Tan FAMULI,

HORACE J. LAWRENCE

For Telephone Orders

Call 110, North Brookfield.

MAILS DUE TO ARRIVE.
A. M. e.4S—East and West.
w.30—West.
P. M. 12.46—East and West.
2.00—West
4.60—East.
7.06— East and West.
MAILS CLOSE.
A. M. 6.00—West.
6.46—East.
11 JO—East and West.
,
P. M. 1.00—West.
4.40— East.
6.00—East and West.
Mails for East Brookfield are despatched at
6.46 A. M., 11.30 A. M. and 1 P. M. Mails from
East Brookfield are received at 9.30 A. M. and
6.40 P.-M.
Package mails are despatched twice daily as
follows:—11.30 A. M. East and .\onh, 6 P. M.
West and South.
Mails for the Rural Delivery is closed at 8.16
A. M. and received at 1.30 P. M.
. The office hours will be:—6 30 A. M. to 8 P. M.
Holidays, 6.30 to 9.30 A. M. and 6 to 6 P. M.
Persons who continually ask to have lock
boxes opened are respectfully requested to use
their keys.
JOHN HOWE, PoBtniaster,
PAUL M. KEANET, Asst.

The Grange meeting March 5 was very
largely attended. A very able paper on
Spraying, written by J. Albert Anderson
of Montclair, N. J., arid read by Mrs H.
E. Cummings was much appreciated.
An address, Thrift the Foundation of
Independence, by Rev A. H. Wheelock
of Marlboro, Massachusetts State (irange
chaplain, was very interesting and helpful. He held his audience from start to
finish. The musical program was furnished by Mrs Rose Conger, Miss Carrie
Billiard, Miss Mabel Chadbourne, Mr and
Mrs Frank Wiley, Mr and Mrs Fred
Wiley, and Mr and Mrs John J. Lane.

Warrant For The Annual Town Figures From the Warden and Over
seers of the Poor.
Meeting. Monday, March 30.
The warrant for, the annual town meeting, so far as it has been prepared, contains 42 articles.
Art. 1, to choose a moderator.
Art. 2, to choose all necessary town
officers.
Art. 3, the license question.
Art. 4, to choose all minor town officers.
Art. 5, to hear and act on annual reports.
Art. 6, in relation to the collection of
taxes.
Art. 7, refers to compensation of town
officers.
,
Art. 8, to borrow money in anticipation of taxes.
Art. .6, to appropriate money for various departments.
Art. 10, in reference to school physi
cian.

On March 19, a play, A Suffragette
town meeting, will be given. The committee in charge are Mrs M. F. Lincoln,
Mrs C. W. Witt, Misses Florence O.
Thompson, MarjorieB. Stuart and Mabel
O. Chadbourne. On account ol the open
Art. 11, in reference to appropriating
meeting Marcli 5, the collection for the
educational fund was deferred until money for suppression of illegal liquor
selling.
March 19, when it will be taken.
Art. 12, to appropriate money for MemNORTH BROOKFIELD.
orial day.
The Appleton Club.
Art. 13, to appropriate money for solAlmost spring time again.
The Appleton Club had an unusually diers relief.
Town meeting, Monday, March 30.
Art. 14, in regard to care of highways,
interesting meeting on Wednesday even
Bring out your candidates for town ing, as the guests of Mr and Mrs George bridges and sidewalks.
Art. 15, in regard to printing reports
officers.
R. Hamant. There were selections given
Did you see the eclipse Wednesday upon a fine grapltophone, and duets by of town officers.
Art. 16, for money for suppression of
Mrs E. D. Corbin and Mrs Grace Crooks,
night.
arid a vocal solo by Mrs Crooks, wiih gypsy moths.
Baked fish dinner at the Methodist
piano accompaniment by Mrs A. W.
Art. 17, to raise money for expenses
church on Wednesday, March 25, at 12
Budd.
the ensuing year.
o'clock.
Art. 18, to authorize selectmen to deThere were interesting papers on Van
Dr. Frank R. Minns, Hudson, was the
Dyke's Pastorals by Mrs Albert H. Fos- fend suits against the town.
guest of his parents on Ayera street, the
Art. 19, to see if the town will petition
ter; The New Spirit in Theology by Mrs
first of the week.
Frank A. Smith, and Modern Prophets the director of the bureau of statistics for
' The W. C. T. U. will meet next Frian audit of its accounts.
by Rev. A. W. Buddd.
day with Mrs Frank P. Stoddard, with a
Art. 20, to appropriate money for cemThe .next meeting, the last of the seapaper by Mrs Sherwood.
son, will be held March 25, with Miss etery repairs.
A reduction of one cent a killowatt is Achsah Witter, at her home on South
Art. 21, to provide money for spraying
- announced on the price of house electric Main street.
At this meeting the club trees.
lighting to take effect April 1.
Art. 23, to provide money for the
will reorganize, and select a course of
publication of the report of the 250th
Don't forget the food sale at the Chapel, study for the coming year.
anniversary in book form.
Friday, the 20th, at 4 o'clock under the
Art. 24, to see if the town will sell its
auspices of the music committee.
The Oxford Linen Case.
school house in District No. 5, and the
There will be a Food Sale at the Chapel
house and lot in No. 7.
Friday afternoon. March 20 at 4 o'clock.
Much interest is manifest in the cases
Art. 25, to appropriate money for the
Many tempting things will lie for sale.
that are being tried before the Supreme
care and management of its Bewerage.
Mr W."H. Fullam, Ward street, will Court in New York this week, of the
Art. 26, to vote money for expense of
eoon mov nto the house on South Main | goverm»nt against the Sterling Debenture
and Oxford Linen men for an alleged extinguishing forest fires.
street now occupied by W. K. Wilson.
Art. 27, to see if the town will provide
Miss Emerson, the commercial teacher use of the United States mails to defraud itself with a town clock.
the
public,
in
the
sale
of
stock
in
th
in the high school, will be asked to chapArt. 28 and 29, to see if the town will
erone the class of ' 14 on their coming latter company on the claim that they
had a secret process for turning the raw extend its lighting system to the residence
Washington trip.
flax into linen in 24 hours. Messrs. of John A. Anderson on South Main St.,
Miss Elizabeth Forrest, after getting
Winchell, Mudge, Taylor and others have and place a light on St. Clair Ave., and
nearly 4,000 votes, has withdrawn from
been in the city to appear in the case, Art. 30 asks if they will continue the'serthe automobile voting contest that is beArt. 31 asks for a
which is still in progress. Mr Win- vice until 1 a. m.
ing conducted by a Worcester paper.
chell, who pleaded guilty, is assisting the light on the corner of Worcester and
The committee of tne Woman's Union, government, we understand, in their and Birch streets.

—

/

Remember eighteen is the number of ranges
to be sold and this offer extends from Palmer to Leicester and the * Brookfields and
Warrens.

WORCESTER COUNTY GAS COMPANY

Grange Notes.

*

Don't delay getting your order iu early,
as the limited number of ranges to be sold
at this price requires us to fill the orders in
the order they are recieved. No range
will be held for later connection unless paid
for in full.

Conditions of the Propositon

FRIDAY, MARCH 13, 1914.

EDWIN T. CHAPIN

ARCHITECT
From the first report ever made by a
727-723
State
Mutual Building, Worcester
warden of the receipts and expenditures
at the town farm we learn that the warTelephone
*--—■—■
——.
*
den received *378.54 for sale of calves,
$69.00 for a eow,,»101.50 for pigs, $80
for hogs, $379.80 for hay, harness $10.C0,
Registered EmbalmeK
potatoes $76.60, eggs $19,33, milk $1.35,
onions $10.63, pork $20.90, chickens
ZvKdy A,1$llt*nt,
921.81, apples $3.00 labor 21.95, shirt
50 cents, work on Bewer^$20.75, sand
OFFICES,
$1.50, telephone $7.88, a
total of
C mnBCtAd by Lmg Distance Tele$1,231.04. The expenses were: Calves
pliono.at House and Store.
$287.52, butchering $3.00, bread and
pastry $71.26, labor $16.06, use of stock
$9.00, clothing $4.50, tobacco 50 cents,
plants $2.25, eggs $2.00, hulled corn
$1.65. carfares 64 cents, tinware $10.93,
weighing hay $1.50, chickens $13.50,
turkeys $14.82, strawberries, 50 cents,
DRESSMAKING
peaches $5.00, pears 85 cents, sawdust
$1.30, freight $1.17, total $448.37. Paid II Prospect St.
North Brookfield
to overseers $782, cash on hand 67 cents.
The amounts above given were handled
by Warden Lord, and the balance
maining was turned over to the everseers.
To see the Latest Models of
■ The overseers paid for salaries $968.87,
grain and fertilizer $419.97, meat and
both rubber and steel tares! Buggies,
Democrat and Delivery Wagons, Surprovisions $312.44, groceries $183.08,
reys and Boad Wagons, both new and
second hand.
lumber $69.12, telephone $33.28, clothing $18.85, blacksmithing and repairs
$60.70, plumbing $49,44, burials $86.50,
Harness, Kobes, Blankets, Whips and
Oil Cloths. Not too Costly. Mot too
coal, oil, ice and supplies $116.52, farm
Cheap.
Or have them brought to your home!
tools $15.94, medicines and medical atby teadlnr word to
*•*
•••
tendance $37.40, shoes and blankets.
$23 22, dry goods $18.60, tobacco $20.18
All the different grades. All sixes at
veterinary $5.00, team $2.50, repairs on
Nail., also.
barn $106.40, teams $3.94, total $2,562.70,
Representative for the Brookfields,
R.m.mb.r that my prices are always
less net income from farm $782.00, balthe lowest. I sell so as to Mil again.
ance $1,780. The overseers thus received
Telephone 16-13,
Dr. Daniel's Hon. Bam.dl.s Always
in all $3,029.15, and paid out $3,607.30.
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
MASS
Im Stack.
">
leaving an
unexpended
balance of
$321.85.
Aid rendered outside poor
1 KLBPHOHB OAKHAM IM.
cost $1,010.87.

FRED G. CLAPP .

Funeral Director

COLBY H. JOHNSON
AUCTIONEER,
DEALER IN REAL ESTATE
School Street, No. Brookfield
40 Foster St. Worcester,

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concords

MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH

Call at 46 Summer Street

SPIRELLA

AT BOTTOM IPRIOE8

CORSETS

Shingles and Roofing Material.

MRS. B. C. GRAVES,

Methodist Church.
There will he public worship with sermon by the pastor, at the Methodist
church, at 2 p. in., and at 7 oclock in the
evening.
>
The Rev. Dr. Kennedy, superintendent
of the Springfield district, will visit
North Brookfield, Monday evening to
hold the 4th Quarterly Conference in the
chapel at 7 o'clock, and at 8 o'clock, he
will give an address before the North
Brookfield Men's League.
A Slight Correction.

WILLIAM S. Crt-AvVFOftO
OAKHAH.

W^edding Invitations
and Announcements

engraved or printed in the
very latest styles, and the

CHARLES S. LANE,

Furnishing Undertaker

best work guaranteed.

REGISTERED EMBALMER.

Horace J. Lawrence,

Personal Prompt Attention Day
or Night.

Journal Office,
\*
North
Brookfield,
Mass.
J
(

Telephone North Brookfield No.
133-11.

Long

Distance Connection.

LAUREL, MII., March 9 1914.
'uneral* Personally Directed
and Every Requisite FurnMv DEAR MHLAWBENCH:—•
ished.
I have just read with combined sadness
TO RENT
Lady Assistant.
and pleasure your notice of Ebenezer A GOOD up-Btairs tenement. Tow. water,
Eyerp*-' on one floor. Inquire of FRED
request that all articles for the sale and efforts to get at the truth of the matter.
Art. 32, to see if the town will vote to Ward Skerry, deceased. I feel quite sure A. 8TBA1 NS,~South Main Street, North Brook. 1
Held.
that
the
statement
that
his
aunt
Rebecca
mystery table be left with
rs C. A. lie hus been asked as to his connection hold its annual meeting at an earlier date
married Thomas Bond, is an error.
It
Bush, before two o'clcck, Thursday, with the company, and its sale of the than the last Monday in March.
TO RENT.
should read Gilbert Bond, who built the
stock, and also as to what certain enMarch 19.
Art. 33, to provide fire proof fittings
NICE sunny furnished
tenernished or unfurnished
ui_
house on the upper corner of the street
ment of thtee rooms; everything needed for
foi
MrWillardB Wilson is soon to re- tries in the books really mean Mr Mudge for the vault in the library building.
housekeeping.
sekeepinr All
' conveniences on one floor
running back from the office of the JOUR- Rent
wl
.Die.
Apply
to
reason.
move into the house on Gilbert street, re" endeavor to prove that the secret
IN SCRIPT OR
Art. 34, to see if the town will appro- NAL, and beyond that of the late Major
DANIEL FOSTER.
2tf
Spring St
cently purchased of C. H. Edgerton. ?"?""" ?" tha\T cla""f
!' priate money to sprinkle or preserve its
Foster.
Ward's grandfather, Nathan
ENGLISH TEXT ,
,n
1,terature
th
u h he m lls
Mr and Mrs Charles fiT Allen will remove! ln £?
«'
™ « '
"
macadam roads.
Thompson, was named for his father,
M.X. TI ..
i.
o u. u i- ot
immense quantities. One of the clerks
FOR SALE
to the Porter house on South Main St.
,
1
"1^7,^™
Art. 35, to see if the town will appro- hence also my name. His wife was JenflV) SETTLE AN
stock in
..J ESTATE.
ESTATE Preferred
l*rt,.u.
I of the Debenture company testified that
Pays 7 nerr cent
&, McKay Co. Pa:
priate money to remove trees and shrubs nie Lincoln, a delightful North Brook- 1 the Denholm &
Mr William Mason, High street, left they had a list of over a mililon "prosdividends
a E K8HDBTCK
idends quarterly,
quarterly. C.
KEN-- " 814
from its highways and townways.
field girl, whose father came from Oak- State Mutual Building, Worcester. Mass..
Thursday noon to spend a week with his pects," including thousands of clergyArt 36, to see if the town will appro- ham, I think, and for years had a meat
daughter in Needham.
He is 93 years men, and that at times a force of 500
FOR SALE.
priate money to coVor with trap rock its market. Ward and Jennie were an ideal
old to-day, and in excellent health. He j clerks was kept busy sending out circuASHED, 12 x i'2 f t, 8 f'. high, with floor and
V
roof.
MICHAEL HOLLAND
roads
which
have
been
underdrained.
walked vigorously to the station, and lars through the mails. There are said
couple, of the choice kind that used to
fAND CEMETERY MEMORIALS
2w-10
Gilbert St.. North Brookfield.
Art. 37, to see if the town will extend be characteristic of North Brookfield.
made the trip unattended.
to be nearly nine thousand large and
its water main through a portion of Ev- You see my boyhood recalls all these
FINE
LAUNDRY
WORK.
In ill kind, of
Remember to save Thursday, March and smah stockholders scattered all over ergreen Street and appropriate money
AMERICAN LADY would like to take in
names: Sarah Thompson, my uncle's
Laundr
Work.
Experienced
on
fine
work.
the
length
and
breadth
of
the
United
26, for the Fair of Days at the Chapel.
GRANITE AND MARBLE
therefor.
Small family washings and ironings. Referdaughter, before she became Mrs Sumner , ences.
Call on cential St., North Brookfield,
Be sure to patronize the Y. W C. tables States.
Art. 38, to see if the town w ill extend Edmands, or about that time, Gilbert MBS. E. THORNE.
SWW
for fancy articles and candy. Dainty
Crosby's orchestra of Worcester, has their water-main on School street from I Bond, Thomas Bond, the latter prominent
things for Easter gifts, I useful things for
ECCS AND CHICKS FOR SALE
corner of Mt. Guyot to the house owned in the town. When- the high school was IA& BOOKING orders now for 8. C.E.I.
Telephone
Vest Brookfield.
all the year, and toothsome sweetmeats bee^ engaged for the dance of the A. O.
Red Chicks and White Rocks, Flshel strain.
by
6.
D.
Sage
and
appropriate
money
I
opened
by
O.
W.
Whitaker—later
Bishop
n ne
for your pleasure
I ^' ' '
town hall on the evening of
W. BABCOCK, ..n-edcr.
therefor.
■
Whitaker, on its present site, Ward was
North Brookfield, Feb. 16
swB
'
'
I March 17.
The "Clams" and the "Lobsters" to I
Art. 39, to see if the town will' repair one of the original students. I am very
the number of 30, ate supper at the! Tax-collector Dunphy has a clean sheet the penstock leading from Doane's Fond glad for the good notice of him by "8. K.
AUCTION SALE OF REAL ESTATE
Prospect house last evening, and made for 1H12 taxes, except, of course, the to the Pumping station, and appropriate 8." of the family line.
But I started
By license of the Probate Court for the Conn1
merry with brief, informal speeches from item for the Oxford Linen Mills, which money for same.
this for the name Gilbert Bond which is ty°* Worcester, the subscriber, arimmistrator
of the estate of Liania P. Barton, late of North
all the fluent talkers. The spirit of, com-1wi!1 h8 Pai(i in timeArt. 40, to see if the town will vote to doubtless correct, to you who are the his- Brookfield in .aid County, deceased, intestate.
will sell at public auction on the premises, on I A11TT> T* I-!* 1TTrP Qrn#-Y\/ ijiQ
radeship thus developed is most enjoyPercy James; the adopted son of Mr instruct its Selectmen to lay out a public torical man now.
Saturday, the twenty.eighth day of March M " lluul O A \J V S!iO,
able.
and Mrs Jesse M. James, who went wett way or highway over the course of the
NATHAN THOMPSON. current, at two o'clock in the afternoon, the' _,.». ,__« . _,_,_,
following described parcel of real estate of said ' v
Oil, HKATE RS
deceased. io wit:|
' uuttiuuo,
The total cash receipts of the water de- some time ago, has been heard from in piesent way from the junction of said way
. . .
| ,,eld
Certain
real estate situate In North Brook-( >-. /-ITTIT-. A T> Tirrf~w"nci
partment from all sources for the year Utah,,%here he writes back that he is with Bell street on the easterly side of St
ln the
Th« K nf P will hnW omilita™ whirf
County of Worcester, bounded and . U-OEjL/AK jVlU.rO,
ine «.. 01 r. will now a military whist described as follows, viz ^-Beginning at the
'
1913 as reported bv the commissioners doing well.
Joseph's Roman Catholic cemetery and
and dance in Castle hall on Tuesday, southeast corner thtreof at a stake and stones WT^ A T?T\ MOPS
. „, ,
,
,. „ .
, „,
on the northerly side of the town way leading *" L£J£%.I\±s IM-V^lTOj
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•6979.44 was levied for water rents.
| the highest tribunal on an appeal from acceptance of said layout at a meeting
N. 77 3-4 degrees W. by land of the heirs of POCKET KNIVES,
'
The hour, of the evening services on Calvin Edson. six (6) rods and fourieen (U)
All men are cordially invited to the the decision of the United States District called for that purpose at as early a date
links to a stake and stones; thence S. 1.11-2 de- rif A QTT T Tf"1 Wm*2
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Commission of the Massachusetts Agri- Church, will be the morning subject at the provisions of Chap. 807of the acts of excepting April, the services on the third ^S^X™^™"™ *™ '^! „ A n„T^A a™ •,
cultural college at Amherst. Social half the Congregational church next Sunday, 1»13, providing compensation to laborers, I Sundays of the month will be the same ^n^hundred dollar.m^be paid by thymr-l CARVING SETb,

ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS

H. J, Lawrence, North BrookfieM
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i Committing
fommi!
service\ and
the 8 a. m. service;
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tained in public employment and to ex
empt from legal liability municipal cor- Evening Prayer at 7 p.
porations which pay such compensation.
Remember the sale of the Woman's'aration forEaBterUndervaluation at Ware.
Art. 42, to see if the town will extend
Union, Thursday, ti arch 26. There will I Rehearsals are progressing finely frr
its water mains on Bigelow street to the
be booths representing each day of the the play—Higbee of Harvard, by the
Under a special act passed in 1910 the
estate of the late E. O. Eames.
..»«.w
. ,ln,h»
week, with articles for sale appropriate class of 1914, N. B. H. S., under the diml.«,i„n„.. h..
state
tax «™.
commissioner
has a
right ,„
to ~~rec
to the day. In connection with the sale reetion of Miss Helen Eaton and Mrs
ommend to local boards of assessors a
Parish Meeting.
a supper will be served from 5 to 7 Helen U. Batcheller. The final rehearrevision of assessment on property which
o'clock, also lunch on the European plan, sals are to be directed by Harry L. Chase,
At the meeting of the First Congrega- he has reason to believe is undervalued
to meet the appetite of every one.
This who has had long experience on the oper- tional Society, Tuesday evening, prelim- by them. At Ware, in the spring of 1913
sale will be your opportunity to replenish atic stage. It promises to be one of the inary to the annual meeting, it was voted the assessors placed a valuation of 89700
the children's wardrobe with home-made best shows ever given by the high school, to continue for another year the same on the personal property of the estate of
articles.
land is deserving of your support.
At
method of raising money for parish ex- ■ Charles E. Stevens. Afterwards circumEverybody seems to be in favor of the'town """ Tuesd»7. M»™h 17.
Secure penses as last year, and to use the duplex stances led them to believe that this was
out tioketo 8t
purchase by the town of a clock to re- ^
Mason's now.
envelopes.
I much less than it should be, and in Deplace tire one which has done such splen-1 The next and last entertainment in the
Herbert L. Rand resigned as a member' cembar last an additional assessment on
did service for half a century in the Brotherhood
Course comes Monday of the music committee, and his rraigna-1 •260,000 was made and paid withoutpro-'
steeple of the Congregational church, evening, March 23, by Willard Gorton, tion was accepted. The vacancy will not j «»■*• *W>. *> wnen an inventory of the
There is nothing that appeals more as a '"the royal entertainer." He will give be filled until the annual meeting in ! estate was filed another investigation was
necessity to every citizen, and the church several character sketches in costume, a April, The remaining members of the' ordered by the state, and a still further
which has so long maintained this public fr"'68 of impersonations of noted men of committee, Messrs. Reed and Cummings, advance was made of 165,000; which calls j
atility ia ready to cheerfully grant the the nineteenth century, several cbarac- Mrs A. W. Budd and Mrs A. H. Prouty, for the payment of a tax 61 •2,702.64, or'
town permission to place such a clock in : teristic recitations, and a number of were authorised to arrange for tne organ- including the fire district tax, brings the
tax due for 1013 to »2,955.16.
the law
♦he belfry of their church, or to repair quaint original stories, concluding with ist and music for the coming year.
the one that ia stilt there. It would be cartoons in charcoal, pictures made from
allows the assessors to go back one year. J
It
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voted
to
allow
the
town
to
rev
much better,' however, to have a brand .tom, P'eees of cloth, and rapid modeling pair the present town clock in the steeple !Tn,8 unpaid sum total for the tw» years,
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served at the close, by L. S. Woodis, Strength of the'Nation. It will he " WitW. W. Bartlett aud Walter Webber.
; ness Day" in the Sunday school in prep-
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Prlce on d the date nf sale.
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COLUMBIAN WYANDOTTES.
T CAN SPARE
few hatchings from my
splei
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winter layers. ♦2.oo for is. ALFRED
awn
BUDD.
Undivided Attention Demanded.
Not giving your whole undivided attention to the task in which you have
Invested your life .and money, means
that you are wasting your own precious time and. that of others. Whatever you do, do it with your whole
heart and mind or get out and try
something else. It takes pretty nearly
all ot a man's time to perfect an undertaking provided It be a big and
worthy one to begin with,
First to Manufacture 611k.
The wife of a Chinese emperor nude
die first silk in 2600 B. C. In 360
Aristotle first mentions silk among the
Or.ek.. In th. twelfth century the
maaafaetnre of silk was carried on In
Belly, later ••reading to Italy. Spain
aanth at lYaaaa. It waa ant
■ —gtoaa hetore If**,

DRIVING LANTERNS,
FAMILY SCALES,
WRINGERS,
POOD CHOPPERS,
SAFETY RAZORS,
THERMOMETERS,
DOG COLLARS,
UNIVERSAL
BREAD MIXERS,
BROOMS,
CARPET SWEEPERS,
ICE CREAM FREEZERS,
SLEDS AND SKATES.
We deliver everything too hetvy
to oarrr.

W. F. FULLAM
Nortk Brookfield.
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TWO MINISTERS TO BE AMBASSADORS

OVER 35 OIE IN HOW FARMERS
SUSTAIN THEIR
FIRE IN ST. LOUIS
Home of Missouri A. C. and Boatmen's Bank Destroyed

TOLL REPEAL BILL TEXAS RANGERS
WILL BE PASSED INVADE MEXICO
House Leaders Claim Majority Recover Mutilated Body of American Killed by Federals
of 100 for Measure
SENATE POLL IS FAVORABLE RAID ON COLQUITT'S ORDER
Prompt Response Made to Appeal for
Support in Foreign Policy—Declare
Sims Bill Fails to Nuliify Clause
In Ignoring Another Provision.

Corpse Shows Evidences of Torture
and Mayhem—Governor Colquitt
Will Not Admit Complicity
in Expedition.

$1,300,000 BURIED IN RUINS
Fallen

N. E.

Walls

Cover

$1,340,000

in

St. Louis.—Thirty-five persons perished in the fire which destroyed the
Missouri Athletic Club, at Tenth
street and Washington avenue, officials of the club estimated. Eight
bodies are at the morgue. The death
toll may run as high as 50 as several
;uests are believed to have spent the
night at the club, whose names were
unknown to the officials.
The flames which caused the worst
holocaust in the history of St. Louis,
began at 1:50 a.'m., when a six inch
gas main is believed to have burst in
the club kitchen on the third floor
and ,the flames, following the explosion
burst straight through the building to
the roof.
The fire caused a property loss of
approximately $500,000.
On the Washington avenue side, the
walls stand sheer and unsupported almost its full length. The floors have
dropped down inside to the third
floor. All the west wall except a
small portion to the north is standing and so is the north wall which
is shaky. A portion of the east wall
of the club building fell at 2:10 p. m.
Before the walls of the burning
building fell, firemen managed to
reach the sixth floor by means of
ladders* and there found the body of
J. Martin Rickey of St. Paul, auditor
of the Ford Motor Co. Mr. Rickey
had been suffocated, and his body
was almost destroyed by the flames.
Many of the guests, driven to the
windows as the flames burst into their
rooms, jumped to the street when
they could stand the heat no longer.
Two were killed in this way and several were so badly injured that they
may die. Others, it is believed, perished as Rickey did, and their bodies
were carried down in the flaming
debris when the floors fell in.
Thirteen men escaped from the
fifth floor of the building by sliding
down a rope made out. of sheets.
The building was owned by the.
Boatmen's Bank, which occupied part
of the first floor. The bank opened
temporary quarters next morning in a
building four blocks away. In the
vaults of the burned building, bank
officials said, were $1,340,000 in Currency and $27,000 in coin.
When the firemen arrived a few minutes after the fire was discovered, the
flames were shooting out of the roof
and the windows above the second
floor. Men were jumping from windows, others were climbing down
ropes made of bedclothes.
Heroism bordering on the superhuman was exhibited, both by firemen
and guests at the club. The flre-flghters time and again dodged one falling
wall, only to find themselveB under
another tottering mass of granite and
brick.
The. telephone operator, a young
boy, remained at his post on the
ground floor, even after the firemen
began pouring water into the building. Many of the guests credited their
escape to him.
Theodore Levy, of Louisville, Ky..
clung to a windowslll until both his
hands were scorched almost black.
Just as he was about to let go, a fireman grasped him about the waist and
carried him down a ladder. At the
City Hospital, Levy later said two
of the men who had been killed Jumped from the window to which he had
clung.

Washington.—A quick response by
Congress to the demands of President
Wilson for the repeal of the free tolls
clause in the Panama Canal act made
It practically certain that the Administration is to have its way.
' " By a vote of 17 to 4 the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce reported favorably the resolution of Representative Thetus W. Sims
of Tennessee repealing the toll exemption clause. The vote indicated a
stronger sentiment in the committee
for the Administration than had been
expected.
Polls were taken by Administration
members of both branches to ascertain how they stood in regard to the
President's demands. The poll in
the House indicated that the Sims
bill would be carried with a majority
of 100.
In the Senate the vote, taken by
Senators Lodge and James, showed
SO in favor of the repeal, 23 against
it, 17 uncertain and 6 absent. Administration members said this was only
approximate, and that the final vote
would be much larger for the repeal,
as high as 60 or 65.
Even if these figures hold good in
the final vote, the Administration will
have at least fifty votes against a possible 46, leaving a safe majority of 4.
In the vote on the Sims resolution
in the House Committee on Interstate
and Foreign Commerce four Republicans—Stevens of Minnesota, Esch of
Wisconsin, Willis of Ohio and Hamilton of Michigan—voted with the Democrats.
Those against the repeal were two
Democrats, Doremus and O'Shaunessy, and one Republican, Knowland
of California.
The bill, as reported by the Committee, Is brief and to the point. It simply provides that the sentence in the
Panama Canal act, reading, "no tolls
shall be levied upon vessels engaged
in the coastwise trade of the United
States," shall be repealed. Members
who voted against it pointed out that
another provision relating to minimum
tolls also must be repealed, or the
whole question still will be open, and
the United States may, in Its discretion, allow American vessels free use
of the canal.

Laredo, Texas.—Nine Texas rangers, in the dead of night, crossed the
international boundary line, exhumed
the body of Clemente Vergara, buried
in a cemetery at Hidalgo, Mexico, and
brought it across the Rio Grande to
American soil. The little band of
heavily armed men, ignoring diplomacy and braving the Mexican Federal
army, left Palafox, TexaB, at two
o'clock In the morning, crossed over
to Hidalgo, then rode by a circuitous
route by moonlight to the Hidalgo
Cemetery.
While two men dug into the shallow grave containing the body of the
American, executed by Mexican Federals, the remainder of the band
picketed the cemetery to prevent their
work being interrupted.
The body was brought across the
Rio Grande in a skiff, convoyed by
other skiffs containing the little band.
Whether the Mexican soldiers knew
of the expedition is not known, but
in any event they made no effort to
thwart the purpose of the "invaders."
The body of the American stockman
lies in an undertakerlng parlor, having previously been turned over to
United States Consul Garrett. Hundreds of persons surrounded the undertaking establishment, -toping to get
a view of the body, but a guard kept
the curious from entering.
Dispatches from Austin, the State
capital, quote Governor Colquitt as replying to a question as to whether
he cared to comment upon the situation as saying:
"Some people might call this 'invasion,' but it is not We wanted Vergara's body to determine the matter
of his death—and we have it. I do
not care to talk further until I have
more details "
Ranger Captain Sandlers laconically
wired the Governor as follows:
"I
preceded to Hidalgo, secured Vergara's body and brought it to Laredo."
An examination of Vegara's body,
made in the cemetery, showed several
bullet wounds. The skull had been
crushed and the hands charred, indicating that the American stockman*
had been tortured before being beaten
ami hanged. Numerous, other bruises
and Indignities were inflicted upon
him.

Paris.—Details of a remarkable
crime by a band of Apaches have
been made public in spite of the efforts of the police to keep them secret.
Fifteen members of a band calling
themselves "Five Spots"—each member having five dots tattooed between
the thumb and the index finger of
the left hand—gathered about an old
convent used as a girls' reformatory
in Boulogne, a suburb of Paris. At
a given signal the band opened fire
with revolvers, shattering the windows
and putting the Inmates into a panic.
Under cover of the fusilade three of
the inmates, according to a prearranged plan, effected their escape.
Bertha Faget', aged 15, and Pauline
Rouleau, aged 17, returned to their
homes, where they were found later.
Susanne Bourdon, aged 17, alleged to
be the instigator of the plot, joined
her Apache allies and went with them
to one of their haunts near the fortification of Paris.

RIVAL OF THE TANGO.

FOR THREE VICE ADMIRALS.

LOTTERY FRAUDS IN HAVANA.

Padgett Bill Revised So as to Take
In the Asiatic Fleet.

$1,000,000
Scandal
Bared—Menocil
Would End or Restrict Evil.

Hypnotic

Dance Now Performed
Teas in Paris.

at

Paris.—The latest rival of the tango
here is the so-called hypnotic dance,
which is being performed in the tearooms. It is fearfully complicated.
It has seven movements, beginning
with threats, and after that there is
a fascinating suggestion of catalepsy
: and the hypnotic step. Then there
is a hint of lethargy and coma. The
inventor says this is the most scien
tiflc dance.

LARGE LOSSES

C. J. Brand of U. S. Bureau of
Markets Gives a Notable
Address.

Vaults of Boatmen's Bank on the
Ground Floor—Auditor of Ford
Motor Co. Suffocated.

John W. Garrett, the American ni..aster to Argenti
Romulo S. Naon, the Argentine minister to the United States (left), are to
be raised to the rank of ambassador by their respective governments. The
administration bill to raise the United States legation at Buenos Ayres to
the rank of an embassy has been in troduced in the senate by Senator
Shively of Indiana.
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FRENCH 'APACHES'ON WAR-PATH
Open Fire on Girls' Reformatory to
Effect Escape of Three Inmates.

Washington.—The Padgett bill to
Havana.—After frauds had been
create the grade of Vice Admiral of discovered in the management of the
the Navy was reintroduced in the national lottery amounting to more
House,- changed so as to give not than $1,000,000, President Menocal's
only the Commanders in Chief of the Cabinet decided, to send- a message
Atlantic and Pacific Fleets that rank, asking for its suppression.
but also the Asiatic Fleet Commander.
Recent investigation shows that
Each fleet would have a Vice Ad- former Secretaries and Treasurers
miral.
have received as high as $8,000 month
The plan Is approved by the Navy ly in graft from the lottery. It profr
Department. '
ably will not be abolished.

Federation

Elects

Officers

Over 130 Organizations Represented at Meeting In Faneuil Hall.

Boston—The New England Federation of Rural Progress held its annual meeting here last, Friday. Many
prominent men spoke, and over 130
organizations interested in the promotion of agriculture section were
represented.
President Joseph Li Hills of the
Federation and dean of the College
of Agriculture, University of Vermont, presided.
The officers elected
were: President, R. M. Bowen of
Providence, R. I.; vice-president,
Leon S. Merrill of Vermont; secretary and treasurer, James A. MoKibben of Boston. The executive committee elected was J. A. Roberts of
Maine, E. S. Bingham of Vermont,
Kenyon S. Butterfl'eld of Massachusetts, Professor Fred Rasmussen of
New Hampshire, Dr. Howard Edwards ol Rhode Island, and R. E.
Dodge of Connecticut.
C. J. Brand, chief of the bureau of
markets, United States Department
of Agriculture, Washington, spoke on
"Markets and Marketing," and in his
address said:
"The agricultural operations of the
United States have reached a point
where further production waits upon more economical and efllcient distribution.
«
"This is not primarily a matter of
freight rates or legitimate transportation charges, nor does it necessarily imply an unwillingness upon the
part of the middleman to perform his
legitimate functions, but it does indicate that the relations
between
middlemen are not properly adjusted
end that the service which they render is often so manipulated mat immense amounts of food materials are
permitted to spoil before they are
offered to the consumer at a price
which will tempt him to increase his
purchases. In other words, ruinously
low prices to producers are not accompanied by corresponding advantages to consumers.
"The average consumer today Is
crying out against the increasing
prices of the necessaries of life. The
average producer, on the other hand,
has for many years received wholly
inadequate rewards for his labor and
Is today working for lower wages
than the average mechanic, except in
our most favored localities.
Easier
conditions of living are not to be obtained by increasing the quantity and
thereby reducing the price of farm
products.
"Producers sustain enormous losses under present methods from a
number of causes. In the case of perishable .products primarily perhaps
because the greater part Is sold to
middlemen, who are not directly ansverable either to the growers themselves or to the consumers. There is
a very general belief that the average commission
Jfierchant would
rather swindle a consignor, and take
his chances upon catching a new victim, than to do a Btrictly legitimate
business, confining himself to the
commission which he is supposed to
charge."
"Other enormous losses occur because of needless competition among
producing areas on the same market.
"We must multiply our existing' cooperative activities at least by ten
before, we will make a serious impression upon the food distributing
business of the country.
"Something in the way of a market
news service, more prompt and more
ciosely allied with trade movements
than are the reports of the present
1 _reau of statistics, is al.-.o needed.
At the end of his remarkable address on "Markets and Marketing,'
Mi. Brand was given a great ovation.
He was followed by Dr. George Tupptr who spoke'en "Immigrants as
farm Laborers."
' -ne greatest problem that confronts us today is to make two lmmlprant farm laborers grow where one
does not grow," he said. "Our men
here brought up in the city do not
make good farmers. They are used
to other kinds of work and are not
physically fit for a farm."
"De Luxe" Book Trial March 13.

Boston—Trial of the four book
agents who were Indicted for complicity in the alleged "de luxe" book
frauds on wealthy Bostonians win begin on Wednesday, March 18, before a
Jury in the Suffolk superior criminal
court. Judge Chase issued this order
on motion of ABSL Dist-Atty. Daniel
V. Mclsaac, who will prosecute the
quartet.
Census Analyzes Boston Population.
Boston—The census bureau has announced the following figures showing the division of the total white
population of Boston: Total whites
655,98fi, English and Celtic 311,810,
Yiddish 57,072, Italian 50,216, Qerman Zfi.m. Slavic 13,161, Swedish
2067, France 9240.

WANTS STATE TO
GET FRANCHISE TAX
Walsh Declares

Present Laws Rela-

tive To Distribution Unjust.

Boston—Declaring that the present
laws of the State relative to the distribution of the corporate franchise
taxes are unjust and bear too heavily
upon the manufacturing cities and
towns, while the wealthier municipalities are unusually benefited, Governor Walsh sent to the Legislature
a special message in which he recommends :
1. That the corporation franchise
taxes paid into the treasury of the
Commonwealth by railroad, telephone
and telegraph companies and trust
companies be retained by the Commonwealth, instead of being distributed to cities and towns in proportion
to the residence of share owners.
2. That the franchise taxes of gas
and electric light companies, except
such portion thereof as corresponds
to the shares of the capital stock
owned by non-residents of Massachusetts, be distributed to the cities and
towns where the property of the gas
and electric light companies are located, instead of being distributed to
the cities and towns where the stockholders reside.
The message and a bill submitted
by the governor to carry out his recommendations were referred to the
committee on taxation.
In his message the governor says:
"If the first recommendation is
enacted into law there would result
a" very material addition to the revenue of the Commonwealth; had the
law proposed been in operation in
1913 it would have been possible to
have a state tax of approximately
$6,400,000 Instead of $8,000,000; for
the amount paid by railroads, telephone and telegraph companies and
trust companies which was distributed to cities and towns wks $1,602,171.03.
"If the second recommendation is
enacted in the law the revenue of the
Commonwealth will in no way he affected; it merely provides a different
method of distributing to cities and
towns that part of the taxes paid by
gas and electric light corporations.
The same amount would be distributed as was distributed last year, but
it would not be distributed to cities
and towns where the stockholders reside."

BLUE 8KY LAW STRIKES A SNAG.
Bank

Commissioner Thorndike Opposes Bills.

Boston—Opposition to the "blue
sky" bills came from Bank Commissioner Augustus Thorndike, with others, before the committee on banks
and banking. The bank commissioner declared that he was opposed to
the establishment of a central authority with power to scrutinize the various securities as represented by a
promoter or stockfbroker.
Ex-Representative Herbert Frost of
Boston, was sponsor for the proposition tnjjrt all securities tor sale to the
public should be regulated by some
commission.
George S. Baldwin of the governing
committee of the Boston Stock Exchange considered that the Owen bill
for the federal regulation undertakes
to cover most of the Important features of the bills before the committee. He said that it would 'be better
for the state to await the result of
federal regulation.

SENATE PASSES
SUFFRAGE BILL
First Time in History of Massachusetts.
THE VOTE WAS 34 TO 2
Doyle,

O'Rourke

Step.—Galleries

Sold Liquor To Feed Family.
Brockton—Claiming that* she sold
liquor to help support herself and live
small children while her husDand was
serving a six-months' sentence at
Plymouth for non-support, Mrs. Pauline Vedona in court said she had no
other means of providing them with
food, She was told she had no right
to break the law, even to feed her
children, and on her promise to get
out of the business Judge Reed continued the case until June 5.
New Business For Boston.
Boston—Arrangements have almost
fteen completed whereby a large New
York manufacturing concern, the
largest of its kind in the world, will
come to Boston under the auspices
of the Curley "Boom Boston" committee and erect a $2,000,000jilant.
Mayor Curley has made this announcement, but would not reveal the
name of the concern until all arrangements had been^completed.
Cannot Collect Damages.
Boston—The full bench of the supreme court has overruled a decision
of Judge Keating of tne superior
court, and found that Harold Horan
of Watertown.nlne years old, cannot
collect damages from that town for
injuries sustained ^vhenr playmates
threw dynamite left beside the highway by municipal employees into a
'bonfire and caused an explosion.

Wells
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Oppose
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Boston—For the first time in the
history of the State, the Massachusetts Senate has gone on record in
favor of amending the constitution
so as to grant the right of suffrage
to women.
The declaration of the ■ upper
branch of the State Legislature was
most emphatic, only three of the
forty members being recorded in the
negative.
With one member of the Senate
absent, the vote was 34 to 2, with two
other members recorded on a pair.
..President Coolidge, following the custom- of not voting' except to cast a
deciding vote, was not recorded.
The three who voted in the negative were Senators Andrew P. Doyle
of New Bedford, Hugh H. O'Rourke
of Worcester and Henry G. Wells of
Haverhill.
Doyle and Wells are Republicans
and O'Rourke Is a Democrat.
The
unrecorded absentee
was
Senator C. Augustus Norwood, Republican, of Hamilton.
Senator Henry J. Draper, Democrat, of Lowell, although absent,
was paired by Senator O'Rourke.
The galleries of the Senate and the
scats around the chamber outside the
rail of the members' enclosure were
tilled with women, who have been active for and against the proposed?
amendment.
For more than an hour they listened
to arguments in favor of equal suffrage by Senators Clarence W. Hobbs.
of Worcester, chairman of the committee on constitutional amendments;
John H. Mack of North Adams,
Charles E. Ward of Buckland, Charles
E. Burbank of East Brldgewater,
Charles M. Cox of Melrose, Charles
F. McCarthy of Marlboro and James
H. Brennan of Boston.
The only speeches against
the
amendment were made by Senators.
O'Rourke and Wells.
"I believe It is understood," said;
O'Rourke, "that a man who dares to>
oppose the passage of this suffrage
amendment might as well sign hie
death warrant politically, as the leaders in this movement take credit for
chopping off political heads and 'cooking the goose' of tne man who opposes them.
"Let me ask them. If they don't
mind, when they serve my goose that
they serve It with a little cranberry
sauce and celery and all that goes
with it.
"1 am reminded that this is a Democratic measure, or rather -it is itt
our platform, and 1 shall be expected to support that platform; but i
may I ask the advocates of the passage of this measure if they are all
Democrats? And may I ask: Should
this pass this year and next, will all
the women who favor equal suffrage
become members of the Democratic
party."
INFORMATION.

Bridgeport, Ct.—A demurrer setting
up that there was irisufficlency of information in the complalnf which
charged former President Charles S.
Mellen of the New Haven railroad
with manslaughter in connection with,
the wreck at Westport on Oct. 3, 1912,
is sustained by Judge Tuttle in the
criminal side of the superior court.
In his memoranda the court said
that the state's attorney claimed and
Intended to try and prove "involuntary manslaughter" on the part of the
accused.
That is, that the accused,
as president of the company, charged
with certain lawful duties, so negligently performed or omitted to perform those duties as to cause the
death of a certain person.
DEAD, WIN8 MILLIONS.

New York—A decision unholding
the patent claims of the Rev. Hannibal B. Goodwin against the Eastman
Kodak Company of Rochester, Involving
millions of dollars in royalties, was
handed down by the United States circuit-court of appeals here today, confirming the opinion handed down by
Judge John R. Hazel of Buffalo.
The
decision says that "the Rev. Hannibal
B. Goodwin is undoubtedly the inventor and entitled to all the benefits of the basic patent on photograph
films."
Goodwin died more than 13 years
ago a poor man. The profits of thu
Eastman Kodak Company on the disputed patent have been estimated to
run into millions.
WEALTHY PUT BREAKING 8T0NE

Portland, Ore.—Five days at hard
labor on the city rockplle 1B the sentence for speeding given to N. C. Barker, a millionaire clubman, by Judge
J. S. Stevenson in the Municipal
Court here.
Expecting to be let off with a fine;
Barker pleaded guilty to speeding
with hlB automobile fifty miles an
hour within the city limits.
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HENRT HOWLAND

Some people fret because they get
No credit and no
praise.
And some because
they are beset
. By hard luck all
their days;
Some people sigh
because the sky
May not be always blue.
And many men are
saddened by
The friends who
prove untrue.

ILLS OF LIFE"

sent free by the Peruna Co* Cothat he and Paige had always regarded
Rudolph Van Vechten rose and
At which they were all the more
lumbus, Ohio.
It as a settled thing—an assured fact walked over to a front window.
curious and eager, concluding that
Peruna can also be obtained In
"Come here," he Invited Mr. Flint Tom himself was In some way inRudolph Van Vechten, a young man of —awaiting only the ripe moment
tablet form. Ask your druggist,
leisure, is astonished to see a man enter True, neither of them seemed eager to And then, after the latter had quietly volved—or, at least, that he really
or send to us direot
No. 1313, a house across the street from hasten the time, but if that time was joined him, he nodded toward Number possessed some inside information.
'the Powhatan club, long unoccupied and
This .drew an explosion.
'spoken of as the House of Mystery. Sev- ever to come it must now be near at 1313.
It is hard to forgive our enemies
"See that house across the way?
"I don't know a d
thing about
I eral persona at regular Intervals enter hand; they could not much longer be
when they have us by the neck.
- !No. 1313. Van Vechten expresses concern content with "some time."
WelK less than two minutes before my It," Tom shouted, beating the air
to his friend, Tom Phlnney, regarding the
He frowned with annoyance. Why friend and I came up with the poor with his hands. "I saw a lot of fel'whereabouts of his cousin and fiancee,
Anybody can dye successfully with
Paige Carew. A fashionably attired wo- couldn't such a sensible girl come chap lying in the alley, he emerged lows going into the house, and a womman is seen to enter the House of Mys- home at the proper time, when all ar- from there. I am pretty certain, too, an— Confound you chaps!
Some people And the Pntnam Fadeless Dyes. Adv.
Why
tery. A man Is forcibly ejected from the
dally grind
that
his
departure
was
accompanied
can't
you
let
a
fellow
alone
when
he
Ibouse. Van Vechten and Tom follow the rangements had been made for her reA thing that tries
Any man can score a big hit with ■
.man and find him dead In the street. ception and her family and friends had by some sort of fracas—before the wants to think by himself!"
their souls;
Van Vechten is attracted by the face of every reason to expect her? There door was opened, you know."
"A woman!" he was quickly taken
Some feel dismay woman; all he has to do is sit still
a girl in the crowd of.' onlookers- sur- was one consolation In the absence of
and listen.
day after day
The network of wrinkles marked a up by both. "Who was she?"
' rounding the body. Later he discovers
Because of warts
But Tom relapsed into an obstinate
the girl gazing at him with a look of those friends from town; he was not narrowing of the gray eyes, while Mr.
or moles;
Only One "BROMO QUININE"
■corn from the windows of the myeterl- obliged to Invent answers to embar- Flint subjected the unprepossessing silence. He was angry and morose,
Some people grieve
ret the genuine, call for full name. LAXA«u* house.
because they To
and his two friends left him in a huff,
rassing Inquiries concerning his dila- facade to a long, searching scrutiny.
TIVE BROMO QUININE. Look for signature ol
leave
"Then," he said at last, "you were calling him impolite names and guyU. W GKOVIi. Ciirei a Cold in One Da. lie.
tory cousin. But this was small comThe pathways thai
BOOK !.
pensation for stewing in New York by following him. Why? Surely, not out ing him for expressing a desire to
are straight,
Out of Date.
put his mental processes through an Some mourn their failure to achieve
himself until Paige chose to notify him of idle curiosity?"
"Isn't she graceful?"
CHAPTER V.
The young man shrugged his shoul- unaccustomed exercise. This made
The glory of the great
of her whereabouts and intended move"Yes, but horribly old fashioned.
ments. He gave one moment of sober ders. "Sit down," he curtly bade, re- him gloomier still. And when he reSome people moan because, unknown.
The slouch Is all the style nowadays.
Introducing Mr. Flint
thought to the circumstance that he suming the seat he had occupied ear- flected that, after all, he had menTheir talents go to waste;
Whatever it might have been that really did not know precisely where lier in the day, while Mr. Flint sank tioned the mysterious woman In the And some because they sit alone,
Their Breed.
Rudolph Van Vechten wanted to pon- she was; if some sudden emergency into the one lately occupied by Tom taxi, his depression became acute.
Unwooed and unembraced;
"Tour father has a lot of very fine
der In connection with the morning's should arise necessitating a cable he Phlnney. "If you can make anything
He drove the balls around a de- Some people weep because they reap
No
crops
from
seeds
they
sow.
chickens," observed the young man.
happenings, he had no thought for the would not know where to reach her. of what I have to tell you, you are serted table with vicious jabs of his
And some are sad because they've had "Has he incubators?" "No," said the
hourly procession of strange men Into
cue, the while he too bewailed the
But he speedily dismissed this phase welcome to it"
Unlovely rows to hoe.
■weet young thing just home from
Number 1313, nor for the veiled lady of the matter; it was ho new thing
He began with as much of Number fate that kept him away from the
boarding school, "1 think they're
(as much as her appearance had agi- for Paige to start off on a holiday 1313's history as he knew, and, with Carterets' yacht For he could not Some people let themselves forget
That gladness may be gained.
Plymouth Rocks."—Dallas News.
tated him), nor yet for the murder— jaunt without confiding her proposed but two reservations, recounted every- think of availing himself of this Because
they find themselves In debt
If murder there had been.
And always are restrained;
itinerary to anybody, and now Mrs. thing down to the moment that he and pleasure unless Ruddy were along.
His mind was flooded with dissolv- Devereaux was with her.
Tom rushed from the club to overtake Tom's Income did not permit of his Worst fools of all are they who bawl
Brilliant Idea.
Their sorrows to the crowd.
ing Images of a fair girl's face. He
Young Mother—I really don't know
the
man
killed
at
the
alley
Intersecowning
yachts
or
motor-cars;
hut
"Just the same," he mused, "if I
And
snivel
when
their
fellow
men
saw her shrinking In dread before an knew where to catch her, I would send tion.
why he cries so.
what he did not know aboot them
Have reason to be proud.
unspeakable terror, from which he her a cable that would set her to
The detective listened with a marked was not worth anybody's time trying
Bachelor Friend—Perhaps it is his
■could not shield her; he saw her sob- guessing for a while."
but respectful attention, not once in- to And out
teeth coming through.
CANDID OPINION.
terrupting
the
recital.
And
when
Van
bing out her heart in bitter distress,
Young Mother—No! He Isn't teethHe was thus reminded of a catboat
Unable longer to remain quiescent,
«nd It was not his privilege fo comfort he bounded from his chair and collid- Vechten had finished, Mr. Flint asked over at Rocky Cove, belonging to a
To the blind man feeling Is believ- ing.
her. And then, most vivid of all, were ed with Alexander, who was seeking a single question. His preoccupied friend who was in Europe, and which ing.
Bachelor Friend—Maybe It's his hall
the scorn and reproach of her hand- him In his corner—an accident that look remained upon Number 1313.
coming through that hurts him!
he could use whenever he wanted to.
eome dark feyes, against whose silent did not affect the page's accustomed
"Has it occurred to you," he said, He threw down his cue, hunted up
A man Is generally about the last
accusation he could not defend himwith thoughtful deliberation, "to won- a time-table, then hastened home to one to lose a good opinion of him
High Hats.
composure In the least
self.
der where the murderer came from?— toss a battered but wonderfully com- ■elf.
The enormous height of the mil"Gentleman to see you, sir," Alex- and whither he fled?"
His fruitless mental effort was chaflinery of 1914 led Jane Cowl to refortable negligee outfit Into a bag,
ing and fretting him almost to dis- ander announced.
Van Vechten sat silent unmoving, and hie himself over to Long Island.
—
Every man likes to boast about hla mark:
"Who Is it?" Van Vechten snapped his face a mask. Involuntarily now,
traction; his head ached and throbbed;
"I know a man whose wife said to
As he passed through the lounglng- home town—after he is safely out
his nerves felt as If they stood stripped Irritably. "I don't want to see any- his mind once more fashioned a map room—it IB worth recording—Van of it
him the other day:
In a sleet storm. And a beautiful face, body—"
of the neighborhood—one that carried Vechten was brooding in his corner,
" 'Oh, dear, there's that old ChristHe
paused.
Didn't
he?
Alexander
as luminous as dawn, floated elusively
the fatal alley straight behind the and so did not see him. Tom surMan is never satisfied. As soon aa mas tree lying In the back yard over
had
not
presented
a
card,
but
whoever
house across the way.
before him, pleading, rebuking, teasveyed him a second or so, then con- he finds an Ideal woman he wants to a month now, I don't know what on
ing, coaxing, hating, but constantly the caller might be he signified a di"I mentioned," Mr. Flint was pursu- cluding that he had better not break marry her.
earth to do with It'
and always leaving him more and more version. If he tried any longer to ing, "that this case offered some rath- In upon bis cogitations, hastened
" 'Can't you put it on jsour new
think he would be a raving lunatic in er extraordinary features. So far, away.
mystified and hopelessly perplexed
No man can be truly happy unlesi hat?" her husband asked."
As far advanced as the season was, another hour. And, besides, something quite the most extraordinary is that a
While it was yet daylight, Tom he Is willing to get along with less
there still remained several weeks had destroyed the savor of the sole man was struck down on a populous found the sail where it was stored In
But He Didn't Hit Him.
than he expected.
-which, earlier, he had planned to spend pleasurable aspect of his meditations. thoroughfare, in broad daylight, and his .friend's boathouse, shipped the
The Judge—What did you hit this
Alexander resolved his doubts. He nobody saw the actual deed. Besides single mast and rigged It up, then
with the Carterets> Fred Carteret
man
with?
The trouble with the still small
owned a pleasant summer home on the caught a knowing look In the page's the newsboy, there was a lady almost went up into town after a box of proPrisoner—I didn't hit him with ami
voice Is that It generally permits ltsell
north shore of Long island, and a com- countenance.
directly across the street from the visions. He meant to cruiso around
to
be still until there arises the dan. thing.
"Beggln' your pardon, Mr. Van alley, who witnessed from a window the Sound for a day or two, thus givfortable ealllng-yacht which Tom PhlnThe Judge—But look at him. He's
ger of discovery.
ney delighted to navigate up and down Vechten. I think you'd want to see the man sink to the walk. Bat she ing Ruddy plenty of time to think,
In a horrible condition. Surely you
the sound, while the other dined, made this gentleman."
saw no one running from the scene." and perhaps learn something definite
didn't do that with your fists.
Fully Informed.
merry or took advantage of the cool
"Perhaps," murmured Van Vechten about his Cousin Paige's movements
"Very well," Van Vechten weariedly
Prisoner—No, yer honor, I ketched
"Is this Mr. Walsingham'B office?"
—"perhaps no one did."
breezes to sleep. He even regretted acquiesced. "Show him in."
Into the bargain; afterwards they asked the gentlemanly solicitor, as he 1m by the heels and humped Mm agen.
that he must forego Tommy's cheerful
"Ah—to be sure," observed Mr. Flint might find time to join the Carterets.
He did not know the man who immea
brick
wall a few times. But I didn't
habit of every now and then poking diately followed Alexander Into the smoothly. "A crowd gathered very He was profoundly disgusted that a paused before the dignified old man
hit him with anything wanst
bis head In at the cabin skylight and lounglng-room. The stranger was un- quickly, I believe; what was easier girl's caprice was depriving him and who sat at the only desk in the room.
"Yes, sir."
shouting directions to the bridge play- der medium height, slender and un- than to remain and mingle with it? Ruddy of a jolly good time.
Griffo Gets Religion.
"Are you Mr. Walslngham?"
^
ers below—who, as everyone knows, assuming In appearance, but carried An old trick, Mr. Van Vechten."
That night, after a couple of pipes,
"Dowllng's" burned out on Times
"No, I'm just an inquisitive young
always enjoy that sort of thing. He himself with a certain quiet assurance
That, young man did not meet the he went to sleep In his little craft's
square the other night, and those who
would invariably vanish before the that commanded attention. He was swift oblique glance that swept his cabin, and before daylight he was scamp who has come in to paw over
for years had occupied rooms above
only available missiles could annihi- as gray as a badger, and his lean, immobile features. Mr. Flint rose astir and taking advantage of a .light his papers, read his private correspondthe
famous ojd billiard hall were
late him, and become Immersed in smooth-shaven face resembled tooled slowly, and stood irresolutely linger- off-shore breeze. All day he loafed ence and smoke a cigar that I have
forced
to run for their HveB in what
some profundity of his self-imposed leather.
ing his bat He was again absently around the lower Sound, enjoying taken out of his vest pocket"
raiment they happened to be wearing
duties.
There was a conspicuously alert contemplating the Silent House. After himself Immensely and Incidentally
at that nocturnal moment Among
A Change.
And then would have followed a look about his steady gray eyejs, Van a moment his eyes crinkled In a smile. emptying the provision locker to the
What changes Time brings to mankind; them was Kid Griffo, who was at one
Journey in his own trim steam-yacht Vechten also noted, which presently He said softly:
last crumb. He viewed this circumLlewellyn golfed a year ago;
time a fighter and is today the best
"I see, Mr. Van Vechten, that the stance with a rueful laugh.
(T. Phlnney, master), down to the disclosed a habit of narrowing and reTo stoutness he'd become Inclined,
piano player between midnight and
Cheeeapeake, to wait for the autumn vealing a web of fine wrinkles at their same thought has come to both of us."
He wished to walk It off, you know.
"Moses and green spectacles! And
one o'clock In an uptown music halt
And before departing he bestowed a I thought I was laying In supplies
begira of ducks. His cousin's pros- corners. This single change of facial
"I did a nut trick," Griffo Is quoted
A little one has come to cheer
pective arrival from abroad had al- muscles, Van Vechten soon learned to final reflective nod upon Number 1813. for a week's cruise!"
The home Llewellyn, occupies;
as saying. "I took two flights of stairs
tered all these pleasant arrangements. recognize, possessed the peculiarity of
Then he laughed again—light-heart- Its lungs are good ones, that Is clear;
in
two jumps, wl' the fire' bltln' at me.
CHAPTER VI,
Paige Carew had completed her mu- Indicating one_ of two moods—concenIt splits the welkin with Its cries.
edly this time—and trimmed about for
If I'd. been left at the post you coulda
tration upon the matter In hand, or
home.
buried me In a fryin' pan."
Llewellyrrsywife must walk the floor
Tom Phlnney1! Adventure.
else a smiling humor that made one
Dusk was falling when he drifted
When In trie ntght.thelr baby frets;
"And what did you get?" asked his
Tom Phlnney was so accustomed to close in toward Rocky Cove. He was He's lost his faith In walking, or
warm to him. Van Vechten felt that
friend.
Else does not core how fat he gets.
his visitor would be chary of speech, whatl he was pleased to call his friend's possibly two miles off shore when
"On them stairs," said Mr. Griffo, "I
but that whatever he might eay would "aberrations," that at Van Vechten's he heard the muffled exhaust and
gets a pair of singed hands and reintimation that he desired to be left
Sick, All Right
be well worth harkenlng to.
warning pipe of a motor-boat And
"Henry, 1 want you to tell me In- ligion."
"Mr. Rudolph Van Vechten?" now alone, Tom stalked off to the billiard here is where his adventure may be
stantly where you have been!"
queried the newcomer in a tone that room without a word.
said? to have begun.
Unluckily for his peace of mind,
LIFE'8 ROAD
"I've been sitting up with Binksley,
could not have carried a yard beyond
Glancing back, he made out the
Smoothed by Change of Food.
the person to whom It was addressed. he intruded upon two of bis closest craft bearing down upon him under a He's sick."
Van Vechten nodded and motioned to cronies, and interrupted a desultory smother »f spray of her own kicking
"Sick? Humph! I saw him this
game of billiards. And the Instant he
Worry la a bis load to carry and so
a chair.
up: She swept by so close to port afternoon, and he wasn't sick then."
appeared
he
was
assailed
by
a
bom"Well, he's been sick all the eve- unnecessary one. When accompanied
"My name," he acknowledged. And,
that despite the half-light, he was
bardment
of
questions,
all
prompted
by
indigestion it certainly Is cause for
ning,
juet
the
same."
with a wry mouth: "You are a detecafforded a distinct view of several of
"What made him sick so suddenly?" the blues.
tive. I might have expected it—but by eager curiosity respecting Number the boat's occupants.
1313's tragedy.
But the whole trouble may be easily
I didn't"
"The cards he held."
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
"Say, you fellows, cut it out!" he
thrown off and life's road be made
Instantly the steady eyes contracted
easy and comfortable by proper eating
An excellent coffee substitute is
and wrinkled at the corners.
The cried in desperation. "I'm not going
A REAt FRIEND.
and the cultivation of good cheer.
young man all at once discovered that to tell you anything at all. I'm not made of prunes and figs. It has real
going
to
talk
about
It"
Read what a Troy woman says:
food value, but not stimulation.
his Irritation was evaporating, and
"I wish yon
"Two years ago I made the acquaintthat he could smile in sympathy with
would give me ance of Grape-Nuts and have used the
hit visitor.
your honest opin- food once a day and sometimes twice,
Said the quiet voice; "I am glad to
ion concerning a ever since.
know that my estimate of your Intellimatter of busi"At the time I began to use It life
gence was not at fault Flint is my
ness
that
I'm was a burden. I was for years afflictname—Phineas
Flint—from
Central
~Why Can't You Let ■ Fellow Alone
thinking of tak- ed with bilious sick headache, caused
When He Wants to Think by Him- Office."
ing up."
by Indigestion, and nothing seemed to
"Considering that you have never
self.
"All right Tell relieve me.
seen me before, Mr. Flint," Van Vechme what you have made up your mind
■leal studies In July; some day she ten lightly retorted, "it Is rather ex"The trouble became BO severe I
to do, and I'll be very glad to strengthwould enchant the world—or at least traordinary that you should possess VITAL GROWTH; OF GERMANY In Germany Is still higher than In
had to leave my work for daya At a
en
your
decision
by
taking
the
other
time.
that elect portion of it which she any particulars upon which to base
this country. In fact the Increase In aide."
would condescend to favor—with her an estimate of my intelligence."
"My nerves were In such a state I
Increase of Population, as of Wealth, the German population Is progressive.
violin; her career at the conservatory
could not sleep and the doctor said I
In the period 1881-90 this Increase
The steady, smiling regard still met
Must Be Most Gratifying to the
Doubtful.
assured this prophecy. Was not that the young man's.
was on the verge of nervous prostraamounted to 5% millions; In 1891-1900
Country.
"Now they say that alcohol causes tion. I saw an adr. concerning Grapehonor and glory enough for a girl not
"I'll demonstrate just how simple a
to 7.3 millions, and in the next ten
deafness."
Ijet. twenty?"
Nuts and bought a package for trial
matter it ie—If you have -<ardoned this
An Important work on the progress years to 8 2-3 millions. This was part"Maybe so. I never knew anybody
Then why should she and Mrs. Dev- Intrusion?"
"What Grape-Nuts has done for ma
of Germany and Its social development ly due to this decrease In emigration,
ereaux go off to London for the seaThe listener nodded. His attention during the last fifty years has just as well as to the rapid decline In the to fail to hear an invitation to drink." Is certainly marvelouB. I can now
—Pittsburgh Post
son. Instead of coming home to meet waB. already won.
sleep like a ohlld, am entirely freabeen published by Dr. Helfferich, the death-rate, ft Is estimated that In I960
the people with whom she would have
from the old trouble and have not had
"Have you any Idea how the poor director of the German bank. The Germany will have nearly one hundred
The
Best
She
Could
Do
for
Him
to; mingle after they were married, chap met his death?" he queried.
a headache In over a year. I feel like
In these circummost satisfactory feature In this rec- million people.
"Miss Harrington—Geraldine—Hove a new person. I have recommended It
and receive their laudations and con"Yes," was the prompt reply. "He ord is the Increase in Germany's popu- stances It.Is not surprising that the
you.
Will
you
be
my
wife?"
gratulations ?
to others. One man I knew ate prinwas struck over the head with some lation. In 1816 Germany had 25,000,000 vital statistics of the country, as ex"Well, I can't promise that now. Bui cipally Grape-Nuts while working on
Van Vechten paused at this reflec- kind of blunt instrument It is pretty inhabitants; in 1888 48,000,000, and In plained In Dr. Helfferich's book, should
tion.
certain that only one of the blows— 1912, 66,000,000^ It 1B true that the cause serious misgivings In France.— I'll put yon on the waiting list if yon the Ice all winter, and said he never
wish."
' After they were married! Ever the one on the temple—could have percentage of births has fallen from Westminster Gazette.
felt better in his life."
■luce he could remember, this contin- proved fatal; the other—right behind 40.7 per 1,000 to 29.6. In spite .of this
Name given by Postum Co., Battla
'
At
the
Gate.
gency had been taken so for granted the left ear—might have stunned him fall the proportional yearly increase
Creek, Mich. Read "The Road to
Her Good Wishes.
Some people have their minds sc Wellvffie," In pkgs. "Tfhere'B a Reathat he had never thought to question or produced unconsciousness. But as In Germany Is larger than In any other
A woman prisoner's greeting to an
it. It was so much the proper thing to who did It—there's the question European country, Russia Included, English magistrate: "Good luck tc firmly and exclusively fixed on base son."
/
lor them to do, such a logical union, There are some extraordinary features and is nearly 1 per cent more than In you, old sport! May you never want hall that they will probably ask foi
Ever read the alen letter* A »evr
rain checks, when they get to heaven "» »BJ»M xrea* tlate to tin*. Tiles'
no desirable from every point of view, about this murder, Mr. Van Vechten." Great Britain, although the death-rate for a shilling or a shirt!"
ire STesmtae, tnMa ud tan ml saau
SYNOP813.

INSUFFICIENT

Mary Newton is Slowly Dying.
Boston—After threescore years
spent in missionary work among the
Indians of northern Michigan, Mary
Newton, who renounced her luxurious
life as a daughter of a wealthy Boston family to go into the wilderness,
is dying at the age of 80 In her tepee
at Standlsh, Mich.
Her second Indian husband, the
aged Peter Sagatoo, is watching at
her bedside. She fell and broke her
arm a few days ago. Because of her
ago and general poor health, the
bones will not knit properly. She is
slowly dying of a complication of
diseases.

and

eTlME,
w r\^-Hi/-

Hoarseness

Have you got hoarseness that
continues? Or do you get hoarse
once In a while, whenever you get
the slightest cold?
Hoarseness means a catarrhal
condition of the vocal cords. The
vocal cord* axe way down In t&e
larynx and when affected by
hoarseness] should causa serious
concern.
Peruna has been found to be an
excellent remedy for such cases.
W« have received testimonials
from responsible people who have
been relieved of hoarseness by
Peruna. Should you want to read
a lot of excellent testimonials on
sul subjects write for the

WORCESTER,
MASS.

North Brookfield Savings Bank
NORTH BROOKFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS.

IMPORTANT NOTICE

INCORPORATED IN 1854.

Free Delivery Anywhere
in Massachusetts

ALL DEPOSITS THAT ARE RECEIVED ON OR BEFORE APRIL 3 68 ON INTEREST APRIL 1,1914.

STATEMENT

ALL Purchases, including Housefurnishings,
without any restriction whatever, will be delivered
FREE anywhere in Massachusetts.
ALL Purchases, except Housefurnishings, will be
delivered FREE anywhere in New England. Purchases of Housefurnishings amounting to $2.50 or
over will be delivered free anywhere in Maine, New
Hampshire, Vermont, Rhode Island and Connecticut.

AT CLOSE OF BUSINESS, MARCH io, 1914

LIABILITIES.

ASSETS.
Mortgages on Real Estate
Real Estate.
Bank Building
Bonds and Public Funds
Cash on hand and in Banks

$430,405.00
948.78
4,500.00
294,57J-2S
11,254.50

$66a,973-°5
78,766.48

Deposits
Surplus

$741,679.53

?74i.679-53

The word Housefurnishings. as used above, means Furniture. China,
Glassware, Pictures, Lamps, Hardware And Kitchen Goods.
We reserve the right to deliver by freight, express or parcel post.
Note also, that freight delivery means to freight station—not the home.

GEORGE R. HAMANT, PRESIDENT,
ARTHUR C. BLISS, TREASURER.

BOARD OF INVESTMENT.
GEORGE R. HAMANT,
GEORGE' R. DOANE,

Under this much wider Free Delivery system we must
decline to send purchases C. O. O. to places not included in
our present free delivery unless return money charges are
paid by the purchaser.

SUMNER HOLMES,
HERBERT T. MAYNARD.

TRUSTEES.

««»

GEORGE R. HAMANT,
WM. F. FULLAM,
ARTHUR C. BLISS,
EZRA D. BATCHELLER,
DR. HIRAM P. BARTLETT,
MAURICE A. LONGLEY,
THOS. G. RICHARDS,

WHY AUTHORS AND ARTISTS VAGARIES OF CYCLONE ARE INFAIL TO MAKE GOOD LOVERS.
COMPREHENSIBLE.

teem Unable to Detach Themselves &Reporti of Their Action Read Like
From the Creature* of Their Fancy
the Work of Imaginative Writers
Long Enough to Appreciate
of Fiction, Though They Carry
the Real Thing.
Only Actual Truth.
One might suppose teat the writers
•—Authors and poets—who have immortalized women's charms from the
beginning of time would provide the
ideal lover, but in actual fact it la
often their interest in women in the
abstract which spoils them for the one
.Woman. To her they may appear
more engaged in the expression of
life than in life itself, and she feels
In their company that she runs the
risk (a very genuine one) that the
tenderest emotions will be used as
"copy."
Even to be the heroine of a book
bis disadvantages nowadays, since
heroines are generally faulty creatures and the author is so engrossed
by the study of human nature that his
love herself, may fancy she is under
the dissecting knife.
Then the writer of Imagination, BYlag with the creatures of his fancy,
la necessarily somewhat detached
from the outside world. "I feel terribly jealous of my husband's heroines,"
■aid the wife of a well-known author.
"I am sure he is as fond of them as
be is of me." Often the creator of a
•world of his own is rather ineffective
in the actual world.
Be seems in such a hurry to get
away from the latter and resembles
the woman who has cooked the feast
and, in consequence, has no appetite
for it. Life with him is apt to be
tame, because his dreams have destroyed his interest in realities, and
there seems almost a lack of slncer> ity about his human relations.
The artist, with his eye trained to
notice and analyze external loveliness
of form and feature, has similar faults
and some special ones of his own.
For instance, though a woman likes a
man who notices her dress, she pre.
fers him to be appreciative rather
than critical. She is apt to be annoyed by a meticulous attention to
trivialities in the house and in her
owm appearance, which she imagines
part of her province, and unless she
has the artist'B point of view, with its
hatred of conformity, she is more
bothered than flattered.
A girl engaged to an artist said,
with a sigh: "Before he kisses me,
Fred looks to see If my draperies
hang in classic folds. He can't bear
modern fashions, and I do feel such
an object when I try to please him..
To be beautiful in a picture Is not
nearly so gratifying to the pride as
to be well dressed in a drawing
room."
Both artists and authors have, probably, too much of the feminine In
them to be ideal lovers, and are often
subject to moods and nerves, accounted feminine privileges.

This new Free Delivery offer should be of the greatest interest to all, as it brings to your
very door selections from the largest and the best stocks of merchandise to be found in
Central New England.

SUMNER HOLMES,
GEORGE R. DOANE,
SAMUEL A. CLARK,
FRANK S. BARTLETT,
AMASA G. STONE,
BURT A. BUSH,
H. T- MAYNARD.

DON'T LIVE THE PART STRIKES IN „— »«io

Cyclones of the sort that recently
devastated the colliery valleys of
South Wales are very rare in this country, says Pearson's Weekly.
This
particular storm, the fiercest ever
known in Britain, carried a man nearly a quarter of a mile through the
air before dashing him down to death.
It threw tombstones about, hurled shop
goods Into the street and took the
roofs off hundreds of houses.
Cyclones as a rule occur only in hot
countries. Their fierceness is due to
a sort of a hole in the atmosphere.
The air all around rushes in with tremendous force to fill up this hole. So
a cyclone is really a sort of a cartwheel of winds, fierce gales blowing
along each spoke toward the hub,
which is called the "eye" of the cyclone.
In a cyclone the "cartwheel" is
much smaller than in an ordinary
storm, and the winds are correspondingly fiercer. There are authentic Instances of cyclones driving flying nails
into trees and planks right up to the
head. Straws, too, have been driven
half through stout doors.
A very curious thing about cyclones
is that a house caught In the eye of
one has Its doors and windows burst
outward, not in. This was noticed in
Wales, and accounts for the contents
of shops being hurled into the street.
The reason is that the eye of a tornado being empty of air, the pressure
of air within a closed house against
the empty space outside makes the
house burst outward as if It contained
a charge of dynamite. Air everywhere
,1188 a pressure of fourteen pounds to
the square Inch.
It is this suction that makes a cyclone draw corks from any empty bottles It finds In its path.
Any one caught in a cyclone often
finds that dust or mud Is driven into
his clothes under such pressure that
repeated washings refuse to remove it
The tremendous lifting power at the
eye of a cyclone Is shown not only by
its hurling men and even sheds into
the air, but by the curious fact that it
usually leaves every well in its path
quite dry. It is this upward suction
that accounts for waterspouts at sea.
In countries where cyclones are common every house has a "cyclone cellar" close at hand for use when a cyclone-Is on its way.
The only good point about a cyclone
as compared with an ordinary storm
Is that the track along which It travels is always a very narrow one. Its
path is seldom more than 200 or 300
yards broad.
On each side of the
track where a cyclone is spreading
death and destruction the weather is
often quite average.

When unable to visit this store in person we
recommend using our telephone and mail order
organization, which we assure you will give pro
per and satisfactory service.

Spring Fashion Show All This Week

TURN TO LITTLE PIG
PHYSICIANS WILL IMPRE88 HIM
FOR GRAFTING PURPOSES.

Denholm
& McKay Co.
-"Boston Store"

WORCESTER,
MASS.

.
PASSING OF OLD SYNAGOGUE WHEN ACCIDENTS BRING LUCK PICKED OUT THE RIGHT GIRL

Idea Put Forward Thst It Is Not NecAncient Jewish House of Worship In
sary for Human Beings to SacriWest End of London I* to Be
fice Cuticle In. Interests of
Demolished.
Tfwtr Fellow Men.
The forthcoming demolition of Lon- The latest martyr to science Is the don's oldest West End synagogue, sitlittle pig. When occasion demands— uated behind His Majesty's theater in
and it will do BO with increasing fre- St. Alban's place, Haymarket, marks
quency — he is not even to have the an Interesting stage In London Jewry.
privilege of keeping his bide until he
There are today In round figures a
grows up to go to the packing house. quarter of a million Jews In Qreat
From time to time, If he be healthy, Britain, and of these 150,000 are resihe is likely to be seized, etherized, dent In London. The metropolitan
scrubbed,
disinfected.
sterilized, synagogues Included In the United
shaved and peeled in order to save a Synagogue number sixteen, but of
human life or to prevent necessity of these few have a more curious record
the sacrifice of cuticle by one person than that of the Western Synagogue
to save the life of another. For the
The synagogue owed Its origin to
little pig, according to Dr. C. S. Ven- Wolf Llepman of St Petersburg and
able of San Antonio, Tex., one of the Baron de Symons, who lived in Bedforemost of the younger surgeons of ford row, and co-operated about the
the United States, has just been dis- year 1768 in the establishment of a
covered to be the best existing source minyan, which met in the private
of supply of skin for grafting pur- house of Mr. Llepman for nearly thirty
poses.
years.
"I believe," Dr. Yenable told the
In 1798 a regular congregation waa
Medical Association of the Southwest, established—the first synagogue in the
"that it will not be necessary in the West End of London—and a house
future for men and women to give up was hired for the purpose In Dentheir skin for the sake of others. The mark's court. It was known as the
skin of swine, if taken when the ani- Denmark Court of Westminster Synamal is from two to six months old, can gogue, and stood on the site of the old
be grafted upon a human being more Zseter hall, now covered by the
successfully than the skin of another Strand Palace hotel.
human being.
It was In 1826 that the congregation
"In course of my experiments I acquired the premises in St. Alban's
have found that the grafting of pig place, and the present synagogue was
skin Is successful in from 75 to 100) built. The western synagogue was the
per cent, of the attempts. The skin, only congregation under the Jurisdicof frogs, guinea pigs, dogs, cats and tion of the ecclesiastical authorities
human beings averages only from 82 which In the year 1841 refused to read
to 50 per cent, of 'takes.' The little the chief rabbi's proclamation against
pig, therefore, is the most promising the then newly-founded Burton street
source of supply of which we know synagogue.
now.
*
"It is the recognized rule of skin
Unoanny "Telautomatlca."
grafting that skin from a lower organA young American, John Hays Hamism will grow upon the body of a mond, Jr., has recently been doing
higher organism, while the attempt things down on the east coast of
will not be successful it the conditions Massachusetts that would have been
are reversed. The pig Is, of course, a his death-warrant in the days of the
low organism compared to man, and Salem witcheB. Prom a hill-top overfortunately, In spite of this difference, looking Gloucester harbor he was dithe texture of its skin is very much recting daily, by means of invisible
like that of the human being. It is waves, the maneuvering of a sinisteralso about the same thickness. Fur- looking craft of high speed Which may
ther, it has a high degree of cell hardi- soon develop into a very formidable
hood and cell prollflcatlon, two very instrument for coast defence. Mark
Important factors.
you, no one is on board; the boat per"A further advantage in the use of forms all of its amazing evolutions
pig skin is that the supply is plentiful guided by a curious combination of
and easily obtained. This means that vibrations having their source in an
extensive operations in skin grafting apparatus at Mr. Hammond's hand,
may be carried on with much greater far up the bluff! This sounds uncanrapidity than Is now possible. Of ny doesn't it? But it is one of the
course transferring skin from one part developments of a new branch of
of the patient's body to another la knowledge, the science of telautomatpreferable to all other forms of skin lca, or the management from afar of
grafting, but often this cannot be done, mechanical operations. Telautomatlca
owing to the large area of flesh wbieir is going to do a large variety of astonhas been denuded of its covering,'*
ishing things for us before long, and
all of us should know something
about this new wizardry.—St. Nicholas

What Seemed at first to Be Misfortune Turned Out to Be Cause
of Prosperity.

When It Came to Art of Making Men.
Fall In Love She Proved to Be
Well Grounded.
' |

"What looked like an accident that
would put me completely out of business was instead the cause of my
present prosperity," said a man whe
makes a business of taking people out
to the fishing grounds.
"When 1 started business three
years ago I had just enough capital
to buy a second-hand motor boat
which was rated to carry sixty passengers.
' "On the first day I took a party of
fishermen out the spring on the intake
of my carbureter broke when the
boat was between Coney Island-Point
and Monument Light. For an hour
the boat drifted and my passengers
cussed.
"As every boatman' knows, the
Shrewsbury river forms new sandbars
every winter, and although I had not
been up the Shrewsbury that season
I took a chance. Just at the entrance
to the channel the N>at poked her nose
upon a sandbar, and as the tide was
on the ebb she stayed there.
' "Swearing like a pirate I reversed
the engine, but It was no use. By that
time practically all of my sixty passengers were vowing they would never
take another trip on my boat and
they threatened to warn their friends.
"An old German who sat in the stern
and who could not speak English did
not realize that the boat was aground,
but thought we had reached the fish/
lng grounds. Very calmly he baited
his hooks and threw the line over.
"Hardly had the line struck bottom when the old man began to haul
In vigorously. He landed a big, fat
fluke on the deck. In a moment every
man had a line overboard. Such fishing you never saw. The men got
fluke Just as fast as they could pull
them in.
"I have been a seaman a good many
/ears and I understood what had happened. The Shrewsbury and especially around Sandy Hook Point is famous
for fluke and these; fish will always
go where the bottom Is being dug up.
There's no better, place for fluke Ashing than behind a boat that is dredging
for oysters or clams. The reversing
of the propeller of my boat was, of
course, tearing up the bottom and the
fluke were coming from all directions.
"I Just thanked my stars and kept
the engine reversed. After a couple
of hours the tide turned and lifted us
oft the bar, but by that time every
one had a mess ol fluke and all were
happy. The fishermen took it for
granted that I had run the boat
aground at that spot and had then
kept the engine going so as to give
them a day's fishing and make up for
the time lost previously.

"Miss MUledge," he said, "I want
you to do me a favor."
"I shall be glad to," she replied, 'it
I can."
"I hardly know just how to explain it I hope you won't take offense at what I say. It is rather a
delicate matter. May I be thoroughly frank?"
"Certainly. What Is the trouble 7"
"There's a girl with whom I have'
been terribly in love."
"Aren't you any more?"
"That's it. I am. I want to get
over it Ton Bee, she doesn't care
for me, and I want to forget her."
"And you want me to help you?"
"Yes, if you please. I've been horribly upset I've tried to take an Interest in other things, but I can't get
her out of my mind. It has seemed
since she told me I had no chance
to win her love as If nothing at all
was worth while.
I realize that I
can't go on, feeling this way. I've
got to. do something. I've reasoned
it all out, and I think I have found a
solution of the problem."
"The case is Interesting. What la
your solution T"
*
"I must become interested in some.
one else. I want you to make me forget her. You can—"
\
"I don't care to hear any more
about your affair. If you think I
have nothing better to do than—"
"Please wait till I have explained.
I was afraid I shouldn't be able to,
present the matter in the proper light,
you see, I have been thinking of all.
the girls I know, and you are the only
one who can possibly help me out or
my trouble. Some of the others
might be willing enough, but they
couldn't make me forget her. You),
alone are more beautiful, more graceful, more charming in every way than
she is. So I am compelled to ask you.
to rescue me. You see how it is, don't
you?"
"I think I do. But how am I toproceed. Do you want me to make.
you fall In love with me?"
"Yes. Will you?"
»
•'
"O, very well, anything to oblige a.
fellow creature In distress.
I Buppose you realize that I don't care for
you at all, that there is some one elsewhom I think a great deal of, that
I don't consider you handsome, and
that—"
?*
"Why do you begin by telling me>
that?"
You want me to make you tall In
love wioi f»~ ~5s"i your"—Chicago*
Money-From Ostrich Farms.
Ostrich farms in British southwest
Africa export more than $12,000,000
Worth of plumes a year.
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Death of Walter E. Gerald.

Jt Is To Be Post Master Delaney.

NO. 12.
WEST BROOKFIELD.

The W. C. T. U. met wiih Mrs Louisa
What is thought to be the closing inci J. Combs, High street. Friday afternoon.
Mr
Walter
E.
Gerald,
a
life-long
resident in the contest for the position of
"Foremost in Fashion"
The Dorcas society met with Mrs Geo.
dent, and for many years associated with postmaster of Brookfield occured Tuesday
H. Howard, Pleasant street, Wednesday
HORACE J. LAWRENCE, business interests in town, died Tuesday when the name of Edward F. Delaney, afternoon.
morning at his home on Main street, of prominent business man and chairman of
EDITOB AND PBOPBIETOB.
Miss Nettie S. Allen. Foster Hill, is
heart failure, following an acute attack of the Democratic town committee was for1.00 a Year in Advance. bronchitis, Irom which he had been a mif- warded to the Senate by President Wil- visiting in Fall River with G. E. Nute
Single Copies, 3 Cents.
ferer for years. He had been able to go son, in nomination for the appointment. and family.
Watson C. Gilbert, Indian Leap farm,
Address all communications to BROOK FIELD to his place of business, on Central St., It is expected here that the nomination
TIMK.S North Brooklield,Mass.
but a few times this winter, but last week will be confirmed and the ultimate ap- is visiting his father, Louis A. Gilbert,
Orders for subscription, advertising, or Job
'(■'
He pointment made within a few days. Mr Springfield.
work arid payment tor the same, may be sent had appeared greatly improved.
direct to the main office. North Brookfield or complained, Monday night, of feeling
George A. McKenney, Worcester, is
Delaney has received no official notice
o (ienrge W. McNamara, Brookfield,
much weakened, and Tuesday morning, from Washington relative to the position vtoiting Mr and Mrs Martin Gilmore on
Dr. Mary Sherman was called, but he but the announcement of the appoint- Ware streetBROOKFIELD.
failed to rally.
ment in the Boston, papers Wednesday
Mrs Susan J. Dane ifl.entertaining her
He age was 53 y>ars, 5 months, and 24 morning was verified by certain memdaughter, Mrs Charles H. Lamb and her
Miss Ella Hannan of Oxford, spent days, having been born in Brookfield,
bers of the Democratic State Committee. husband, from Chicago.
Sunday, with Miss Mary A. Walker, on Sept. 23, I860, the son of Emu his B.
It is thought that this will bring to a
West Brookfield chapter of the EpCentral street.
and Sarah J. <Prouty) Gerald. He mar- close the contest for the postmastership
Principal Arthur B. Bucknam of the ried MisB Gertrude M. Bames, Nov. that has been going on for the past 11 worth League attended a social of the
high school, spent the week end at his 21, 1887, at the home of her parents, Mr months, although in a quiet manner. Warren League Tuesday night.
George F. Wags, North srreet, is spendhome in Stoneham. ■
and Mrs Frank E. Barnes, Barnes Hill, Other candidates for the position were
William Pratt of Marlboro, spent Sun-*' by the Rev. Samuel Hamlet, at that time former Selectman Albert H. Bellows, ing a vacation in Springfield with his
day, with his parents, Mr and Mrs Charles pastor of the Unitarian church. He be- Assessor Emmons W. Twichell and the sister, Mrs Herbert A. Thompson.
gan his business life in 1880, after leaving present incumbent of the office, Edwin
Mr and Mrs George B. Sanford, are
Pratt, South Maple St.
Mra Frank E. Prouty, Cambridge, has the high school and becoming a regis- D. Goodell. Mr Delaney had the in- visiting with their son-in-law, William
been visiting her father Charles Bemis of tered druggist, by going to work for his dorsement of practically the entire town C. Watson, and family, Arlington.
brother, Hiram P. Gerald, in the drug committee and the support of the many
Mr and Mrs Chauncey L. Olmstead,
Lincoln St., this week.
store at the old town house. In 1888, he leading business men and citizens.
He have entertained, Mr and Mrs Wallace
Miss Alice N. May, a teacher in the
opened a confectionery store and news- secured the recommendation of Dr. John C. Spinney, and family, Worcester.
Hampden schools, arrived in town Saturroom in what is now the Burgess store. W. Coughlin of Fall River, Mass., mem.
Mr and Mrs William L. Allen, Worcesay to spend her vacation.
These Suits show all the latest style touches, all
Five years later, opened a gent's furnish ber of the National Democratic committer, were guests of William H. Allen
Miss Nellie Adams of Worcester was ing store in what was known as the Ger- tee, and was indorsed by the State comthe new colors and materials and the richest trimmings.
and sister, AlthedaB. Allen, last Sunday.
with her father, Ephraim Adams, of ald block on Central street. He, in com- mittee, when it bad as its chairman,
The skirts show the new apron styles, and the double
John H. Donovan was operated upon
Central street, last Sunday.
pany with his brother, also operated the Judge Thomas P. Riley of Maiden, and
or triple tier effects, also skirts not extreme in cut,
John A. Guerin of Worcester was the Brookfield skating rink. After disposing also the present chairman, Michael Thursday in Worcester City hospital for
but with any any amout of style.
guest, this week, of his brother J. Victor of the gent's furnishing business, feeble O'Leary of Boston.
He was also sup- adhesion of the muscles of the right sidehealth prevented him from following any ported by the associatibn of Western
Guerin, Over-the-River district.
Elmer R. Potter and son Otis are to
active occupation for years, not having Massachusetts town committee chairmen, engage in the meat business in West
Miss Nora V. Hannigan is substituting
been able to leave the yard at his home of which he was vice-president. Mr De- Brookfield and Warren, beginning on
in the Burgess newsroom during the illfor five years. Although suffering much, laney has taken an active part in town April 1.
ness of Miss Louisa Mulcahy.
he was always cheerful and enjoyed visits and state politics for the past 22 years,
Bernard Bugbee, Cleveland, has reThomas J. McNamara of Bos ion spent from his friends, and delighted to recall and through his chairmanship of the
THE RICHARD HEALY SUIT DEPARTMENT
Sunday at the home of his mother, Mrs old times in the town. Three years ago Democratic town committee became ac- turned to his home after a month's visit
with his parents, Joseph S. Bugbee and
Mary F. McNamara, Prouty street.
he opened a lunchroom and confection- quainted with men who have been canis ready with 1200 New and Correct Spring Suits.
wife, New Braintree road.
i'Christ in the Affections" will be the ery store in the Gerald block, on Central didates for state and county offices for
Every Suit we offer is absolutely the newest Spring ^
Jeremiah Cronin, Boston, was in the
street,
and
with
the
assistance
of
his
wife
more
than
a
score
of
years.
The
actopic
of
the
sermon
at
the
Congergational
style and we match it up with a
lo-kup Friday night, having applied to
quaintances thus formed have been valuchurch, next Sunday "morning, by Rev, carried on a successful business.
U.li^Br Oregan for lodging.
Cronin
He is survived by his wife; one sister able in the present contest
He has atSherman Goodwin.
claimed to be a civil war veteran.
Harriet
L.
of
Brookfield;
and
two
brothtended every state convention as a deleMiss Ethel W. Cottle of Radcliffe col
Brookfield Medical Club held its
lsge, is spending a two weeks' vacation ers, Hiram P. of Whitman, and Henry gate for the past 15 years. Mr Delaney
P.
oTOjifcn.
'
*
has been a resident of Brookfield for 28 monthly meeting at Ye Olde Tavern, in
at the home of her parents, Judge and
The funeral was held Friday afternoon, years. He was born in Oldham, Eng- West Brookfield, Wednesday. Dr. WorMrs Henry E. Cottle.
with services at the home- at 2 o'clock, land, and came to the United States when thington W. Miner of Ware, entertained.
1 Eleven members of Steamer Co. No. 2,
conducted by Rev. William L. Walsh, a boy, with his parents, Mr and Mrs
Mrs Belle Donaldson and daughter
went to North Brookfield, Wednesday
pastor of the First Parish church, of Michael Delaney, who settled in Natick, Helen, of Worcester, will soon remove to
night and had an epjoyable social hour
which Mr Gerald had been a life long where they still reside.
He secured his West Brookfield, where they will occupy
as guests of North Brookfield fire departmember.
education in the Natick schools and la- the lower tenement in Mrs Donaldson's
ment.
Burial was in Brookfield cemetery. ter followed the occupation of shoe- house on Mechanic street.
FIVE FLOORS
512 MAIN ST.
Miss Eva A. Brunnell, physical inThe funeral was in charge of Under- making, coming to Brookfield for that
Rev. John H. Hoffman, Northboro,
FINEST FASHIONS
WORCESTER, MASS. structor, for girls at the Oliver Ames high taker Robert G. Livermore.
purpose and worked six years in the acting pastor of the Congregational
school in North Easton, was the guest,
finishing room of the Burt factory.
He chufch, was in the pulpit Sunday, after '
Sunday, of her parents, Mr and Mrs A.
The large farm in the Over-the-River entered the meat and provision business several weeks' absence because of sickB. Brunnell, Quaboag Lake,
district, considered to be the best in the in 1894 with James F. Derrick, at the ness.
Throug the generosity of a friend, the
MEAN MAN USED DIPLOMACY
county, and owned by Mrs Abbie F. Derrick and Delaney block on Prouty
Paul H. Miner, Brockton, a son of Mr
Congregational church has received the
Prouty of Cambridge, was sold Saturday, street, that was destroyed by fire in 1900. and Mrs George H. Wright, accompanied
gift of a complete electric light equipProving That There Are More Ways
They
did
business
then
in
the
town
house
to Mr E. M. Hubbard of South Deerfield,
by Miss Belle, the daughter of Colonel
Than One of Getting ■ Seat In
ment for its parsonage. Mr Victor J.
' Our big Harmony Laboratories in BosThe farm consists of a fine residence, a up to the time it was destroyed by fire in Whipple, Brocktonr visited Mr and Mrs
Crowded Car.
ton have caught up with their orders now Fortier will do the work.
large barn and carriage sheds, assessed 1902. Since 1904 Mr Delaney has been George H. Wright, Sunday.
and so we won't have to disappoint any
There was a meeting of the bov scouts for S5900, The farm had been in the in business for himself in the Donahue
He was not tagged the meanest man who are using Harmony Hair Beautifier
The Men's League of the CongregationIn town, but he might well have been. and want more of it, or any who have been of theJCongregational and First Parish possession of the Prouty family for 100 block on Central stre t. In town affairs
al church met in the chapel, Tuesday
The first thing he did after stepping advised by your friends to use it. We can churches in the vestry of the Congrega- years, although no farming had been -he has always taken an active part, serv
Inside the car was to fall over a suit- now fill all demands, even if it becomes j tional chureh Friday night, from 6 to 7 carried on since the death of Mr Frank ing on many important committees. He evening. Rev. Timothy C. Craig addressed the meeting, upon the subject
- '
case, the next was to astonish his even more of a rage than it is now.
Harmony Hair Beautifier is just what it o'clock. A supper was served the scouts E. Prouty in November, 1912. The was elacted continuously from 1902 to "Marcus Whitman, pioneer, his work
neighbors with an outburst of vigoris named—a hair beautifier. Itisnotahaii and Rev. Sherman Goodwin gave an ad- house occupies a site commanding a view 1914 as an overseer of the poor and al and results."
ous language! His virile remarks dye or hair oil—but a dainty, rose-per- dress.
of Quaboag lake and river, and the towns ways was clerk of the board while a memmade the owner of the suitcase un- fumed liquid dressing to give the hair its
Alfred C. White, the Maples, addressed
Papers were passed Saturday conveying of Brookfield, East Brookfield and SPen- ber. He has been a member of the fire
comfortable.
natural gloss and brightness, wavy softness,
a meeting of Quaboag Pomona Grange,
Easy to apply—simply the property on Hyde street, known as cer can be seen from the front veranda. department for 22 years, the last 15 of
"I am sorry," he apologized. "The rich beauty.
in Spencer, Wednesday. He spoke on
suitcase does seem to be in the way, sprinkle a little on your hair each time be- the Michael Smith place, and owned by The new owner will take possession April which he has been chief engineer. Be
fore brushing it. Contains no oil, and will William Mulcahy, to Mrs Minnie Fen- 1st The sale was made through the Jo- refused to be a candidate for Overseer of "Alfalfa as a coming crop." Mr White
but I have no place else to put it."
not change color of the hair, nor darken
"No place else to put it?" repeated gray hair.
ton of Brookfield. The property consists seph H. Clarke agency, West Brookfield. the Poor at the recent town meeting. has experimented on the raising of alfalfa on his farm.
the Irate passenger. "You can easily
To keep your hair and scalp dandruff-free of a two story house and 1-2 acre of land
The regular monthly illustrated lecture Mr Delaney is a charter member of Spenfind a place. Any place would be bet- and clean, use Harmony Shampoo. This and is assessed for 9900. Mrs Fenton will
A second of the series of Lenten leccer
council.
Knights
of
Columbus,
a
will be given next Sunday evening at the
pure liquid shampoo gives an instantaneous take possession April 1.
ter than right here by the door."
Congregational church at 7 o'clock. Sub- member of Div. 17, A. O. H. of this tures under the direction of the EpiscoThe man In the corner seat sur rich lather that immediately penetrates to
pal church Guild was in G. A. R. hall,
every part of hair and scalp, msuringaquick
Members of the boy scout patrol of the ject: "Cosmopolitan America, or Citizen- town, of which he has been treasurer for
veyed the well-filled car doubtfully.
Tuesday night. Rev. Raymond M. D.
"But I can't move," he said, "and I and thorough cleansing. Washed off just as Congregational and First Parish churches ship in Twenty-three different Tongues." 20 years, a member of Friendship Lodge,
Adams, rector of Christ Memorial church,
quickly, the entire operation takes only a
can't shove the suitcase any further few moments. Contains nothing that can went on a tramp to Indian Rock and the The United States has been called "The N. E. O. P., holding the position of finanalong with nobody to look after it harm the hair; leaves no harshness or sticki- deer reservation on the Oarlton D. Rich- Melting Pot" in which the representa- cial secretary for the past 10 years, and a North Brookfield, presided.
The Social and Charitable Society held a
Somebody might swipe It"
ness—just a sweet-smelling cleanliness.
ardson farm, West Brookfield, last Satur- tives of the difierent nations of She world member of Lassawa tribe of Red Men,
Both preparations come in odd-shaped, day. They were under the leadership of are being fused into a new race. This East Brookfield. He has been a member business and sewing meeting at the home
The irate passenger reflected a movery
ornamental
bottles,
with
sprinkler
ment "I'll tell you what to do," he
Rev. Sherman Goodwin of the Congrega- lecture shows how this is being done and of the Democratic town committee for 21 of Mrs George A. Johnson, on Tuesday
■aid. "Ask somebody to Change places tops. Harmony Hair Beautifier, $1.00.
the part that the church is playing years, and has been chairman continu- afternoon. Sixteen members were presHarmony
Shampoo,
60e.
Both
guaranteed
with yon. Almost any man down to satisfy you in every way, or your money tional church.
ously for 15 years. Mr Delaney is one of ent. The next meeting, April 31, will be
Papers were passed Saturday convey in helping on the great matter. The ser
there in the middle of the car would back. Sold only at the more than 7,000
the largest individual property owners of at the home of Mrs Arvilla Makepeace.
be willing to swap. Tou ought to try, Rexall Stores, and in this town only by us. ing the summer cottage on Lake Qua- vice is given under the direction of the Brookfield. He is married and has four
Word has been received here, that on
anyway. Somebody is going to get a
cumquaset owned by William It. Moody V. P. 8. C. E. A most cordial invitation children, and resides on Sherman street.
last Tuesday night, Mrs Mary E. (Webb)
broken neck if that suitcase'is left
of Waltham to Frank E. Webster of is extended to the public to be present.
Eugene W. Reed, North Brookfield.
The
present
postmaster,
Mr
Goodell,
has
Frink, the widow of the late Rev. Benstanding where it is much longer."
The schools with the exception of the
Wellesley, salesman for the Foster-Moulheld the position continuously for 16 son M. Frink of West Brookfield, died at
The prospect of being charged with
ton Shoe Company. The property con high school, closed Friday, for a two
years,
having
been
appointed
in
1898
by
Net His Concern.
homicide quickened the corner man
Boston city hospital. The funeral serWife (studying vocalism)—"I wish, sists of a house, barn and 1 1-2 acres of weeks' vacation and the out of town President McKinley, succeeding Mies vices were Thursday morning, from Watinto immediate activity. He picked
teachers will spend their vacation at
up the suitcase and advanced to the dear, you'd have double windows pat land and is assessed for *10O0.
Augusta Meeban, who had the position erman Chapel, 2326 Washington street.
on. I'm afraid my practicing will dismiddle of the car.
The body of George H. Hall, aged 66 their homes. Miss Fannie M. Conrad, during the Cleveland administration.
Arthur Langlois, East Brookfield, will
"Sir," he salt, addressing a gentle- turb the neighbors." Hub—"Well, if It years and 4 months, who died in Boston teacher of grades 6 and 7 of the Blanch- Mr Goodell had secured reappointments
man of portly mien, "will you change does, it's up to them to put on double the 11th, was brought on the noon train, ard building, went to Lisbon, N. H.; from Presidents Roosevelt and Taft and be second trick operator at the Boston
places with met I have a seat in the windows."—Boston Transcript.
and Albany station. J. B. Howe, BosFriday, and placed in the receiving vault Mies Katharine A. Dunn, teacher of has given general satisfaction.
sorner, but my suitcase appears to be
grades 4 and 5 went to Worcester; Miss
ton, who has substituted on the second
at
Brookfield
cemetery.
Mr
Hall
lived
In the Way. If you will let me sit here
Where Silence Reigns.
Mary A. Gleason, grammar school, went
trick since the transfer of Leslie E. HalThe
Methodist
church
elected
these
in
town
up
to
30
years
ago
when
he
went
I will appreciate the favor."
Two sadly afflicted husbands were
The funeral was in to Shirley; Miss Ethel Edwards, teacher officers at the annual meeting: trustees, lenback to relief agent, is to be operator
"Certainly," aald the stout man, and discussing the marriage of a former to Boston to live.
at the Over-the-River school, went to Judge Cottle, A. P. Goodell, Wm. B. at Warren station, filling the vacancy
began to rise. Before fully surrender- widow. The first one sighed, turned to charge of Undertaker Robert G. LiverWaltham; and Miss Helena Rutherford, Hastings, M. A. Love, J. R. Blnemer, caused by the death of Eugene Ritchie.
ing his advantageous position, how- his fellow-sufferer, and exclaimed: more.
teacher at Potapoag school, went to her Oscar Bemis, Harry R. Lamb, Mrs Lucy Mr Howe will live in West Brookfield.
aver, he looked toward the corner and "How is It that widows generally marWhat is known as the Bacon place on home at Oak hum.
sat down again heavily.
ry again?" The answer came quickly:
Sherman and Mrs Cottle. Judge Cottle,
The grammar school baseball team was
West Main street, owned by Harold
'1 believe," he said, "I'll stay where "Because dead men tell no tales."
Rev. Dr. Kennedy delighted the Boy Mrs Hastings, Mrs A. R. Nichols and organised Friday afternoon with Roy
King
of
Albany,
N.
Y.,
was
Bold
SaturI am."
Miss
Stone
were
elected
lay
members
of
day to Dr. J. A. Osborne of Utica, N. Y. Scouts with stories, last Monday, after the New England Conference. Pres. W. Hinds as captain and Berton Haskins,
The meanest man In town had
TWO HOUSES FOR SALE.
usurped the place occupied by the
The property consists of a two-story which they were presented with their F. M.S., MrsC. R. Sherman; Pres. of manager. The players are—William
both in good condition j on* v,j_i, !.„„_. K-»„ ._ J . , , . Tenderfoot badges.
Junior League, Mrs Charlton. and Rev. Mnlvey, c ; Roy Hinds and Veraon Holowner of the suitcase and waa intent- PIofBBOOKFIED,
10 rooms with is acre of land, (moo; *» bnck hooBe» b*rn *ai W acre of land
A. R. Nichols, superintendent of Sunday lenback, p ; Berton Haskins, lb ; William
ly studying the panorama aa viewed otner of 7 rooms, Slooo. 1-s out In each caaep- and is assessed for 91600. Or. Osborne
school.
The services in the Methodist Reardon, 2b ; Harold LaPearl, 3b; Ralph
through the platform window. His
is
a
doctor
of
homeopathy
and
will
move
church,
gunday will be held in the main Jaffrey, se ; Watson Gilbert, rf; Fred
A WOOD LOT FOR SALE.
Fine Distinction.
victim sighed and clutched at a strap,
auditorium. The pastor's topic will be
to his new home April 1st and open a
The fine distinction in the animal
and during the rest of the trip he im- OF 60 ACRES In Brookfield, conrenient to the
Blake, If; Edward Malboy, cf; George
Railroad. Part 36 and part 24
it years' growth
growth. practice in Brookfield.
The sale was kingdom is that the biggest hog gets The Clouds." Tnt evening service will
periled hit own neck by stumbling Lots or
of poles
"
pows ready to _cut.
oat. Land
and timber
. -i.„ _«. »>
.-,
. ™ . . ,,
Olmstead, substitute.
be conducted by Rev. A. R. Nichols.
for
SIM)
cash,
writaF.
A
LINCOLN,
36
Boulmade
through
the
George
L.
Twichell
killed,
while
the
human
article
goes
ever the Inconvenient suitcase.
erard St., West Springfield, Man.
' agency.
agenct.
on and on forever.
Continued on 8th page 1st column.
Continued next page 2nd column.
EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
AT

Journal Block, North Brookfield, Maes

Handsome $5 SILK Petticoat Free
WITH

EVERY

NEW

TAILORED SUIT
This is our Annual Silk Petticoat
Week, when we give to every purchaser of a Tailored Suit a Silk
Petticoat Free. This offer is for
this week only.

Women's and Misses' Suits
$17.50, $19.75 and $25.00
Silk Petticoat to Match Free This Week

Women's and Misses' Suits
$29.50, $35.00 and $95.00
Silk Petticoat to Match Free This Week

$5 /Guarranteed Messaiine, Taffeta or Jersey
/
Top Petticoat Free of Expense,
gyj
For This Week Only

RICHARD HEALY

WE CAN NOW SUPPLY
* THIS HAIR PREPARATION

BROOKFIELD

BROOKFIELD TIMES

GiBLEMADISE

CANADA WINNING
CHAMPIONSHIPS
IN AGRICULTURE
The Latest Is Winning Cham*
pionship for Oats a Third
Time.

HENRf HOLLAND

Recently was published the fact ot
remarkable -winnings by Canadian
farmers In several events during the
past three or four years. The latest
la that of Messrs. J. C. Hill & Sons
of Lloydmlnster, Saskatchewan, who
■won In a hard contest for the oat
championship over Montana. At the
National Corn Exposition at Dallas
during February, Montana oatB were
•warded the championship for the
United States. Waiting for the winner of this to be announced was a
peck of oats belonging to the Canadian growers above mentioned, and
alongside of these was a like quantity
belonging to a Minnesota grower, who
was barred from the regular competition because ha was at one time the
winner of the trophy—the prise. The
three entries ware side by side on the
Judge's bench. It would not be possible to bring together three more
likely samples. The Montana and
Saskatchewan entries were of equal
weight—60 pounds to the bushel. The
Minnesota sample was some three
pounds lighter.
The award w**
unanimous In favor of the Saskatchewan oats. A remarkable feature and
one greatly to the credit of the Canadian product was that the oats,
grown In 1913, were grown and shown
by those who had competed during
the paat two years, winning on each
occasion.
This, the third winning,
gave them for the third time the
world's championship and full possession of the splendid *1,600 silver
trophy contributed by the state of
Colorado.
The oats which have thus glvw to
Western Canada another splendid adTertlslng card, were grown 300 miles
north of the International boundary
line, proving that In this latitude, all
the smaller grains can be grown with
greater perfection and with more
abundant yield than further south. In
all this country are to be found farmera who produce oats running from
43 to 48 pounds to the bushel, and
with yields of from 60 to 100 bushels per acre. Wheat also does well,
grades high, and yields from 30 to 40
bushels per acre. The same may be
said of any portion of Manitoba,
Saskatchewan and Alberta, famed
over the jvorld not only as a country
where championship grains are grown,
but where cattle and horses are raised
that also carry off championships and
where wild grasses are abundant
yielders, cultivated hay and alfalfa
are grown, thus giving plenty of feed,
and with a good climate, sufficient
shelter and plenty of water, bring
about results such as western Canada
has been able to record. Thousands
of farmers from the United States
who have their homes in Canada bear
ample testimony to the benefits they
have derived from farming in western Canada,—Advertisement

I met Bill Bprlnger
yesterday, h I a
look was mighty
sad;
IAtook hlnv W the
hand and says:
"What makes
you feel so bad?
Tour corn la purty
fair," says I, "so
what's the matter now?"
He heaved a long
and troubled
sigh, with wrinkles on his brow.

LITTLE ADVANCE
TOWARD PEACE

Writer Classifies Votaries of Casino at Monte Carlo,
Eliot Tells Students Poverty Is
Incentive Toward Rebellion.
Puts Them Into Three Classes, the
System Players, Hazy Players and
Punters, the Latter Largely
Predominating,
Monte Carlo.—It seemB to me that
people who put their money on the
green baize at the Casino of Monte
Carlo fall into three categories, says
Valentine Williams in New York
Press. There Tare system players,
the hazy players who come in
for an hour or two and who know
enough about the intricacies of the
game to systematize their play to*ome
extent, and, lastly, the punters.
One sees BO many of the last class.
They hover about from table to table,
risking a louiB here and a louis there,
getting more and more crestfallen as
their pockets empty, then, their last
loula gone, making a resolute bolt for
the door.
A caricaturist would find it well
worth his while to make some
sketches of "Les Sorties du Casino."
The whole gamut of the human emotions is to be seen depicted on the
faces of the people emerging from
the swing doors into the brilliant Riviera sunshine.
The real plcturesquenesa of gaming
at Monte Carlo, however, I have found
In the luxurious establishment whither
It is the chic thing to proceed after
the Casino Is closed. Here are the
rich furniture, the elegant surrosndIngB, the beautiful frocks, the hectlo
atmosphere bred of high stakes, to
meet the demand of the most blase
of rakeB as a setting for hfs "Progress."
The voice raised above a whisper
Is silenced by reproachful glances,
piles of golden louis, of large hundredfranc gold pieces or flat green hundred-franc counters and wads of pink"
Ish-blue bank notes are scattered over
the smooth green baize, and there ts
a grim intensity about the proceedings which acts like a tonic on jaded
nerves.
The croupiers are majestic and dignified, the waiters soft-footed and discreet in their movements; the. band in

Immigration to U. 8. TremendousPoints Out Seven Roads Toward
Peace Civilized Nations
Should Follow.

CALLS PARCEL
POST ROBBERY
B. AM. Counsel Says It Forces
Railroads To Carry At
A Loss.
Somervllle—The parcel post Is
nothing short of highway robbery
from the railroads, William H. Coolldge, legislative counsel for the Boston & Maine, told the Somervllle
Board of Trade. "The government
forces the railroads to carry the
large parcels at a rate which meanB
a continual IOBS to the carriers," he
declared.
Mr. Coolldge gave a general survey of the railroad situation in New
England, Incidentally defending the
administrations of Presidents Tuttle
and Mellen of the Boston &■ Maine
and the Morgan interests.
"The sole purpose of the combination of the BoBton & Maine and
New Haven," he asserted, "was the
commercial advantage of New England and had the policies been carried through to a logical conclusion
Boston would have been a powerful
railroad terminal. The constant public criticism, however, has so shaken confidence in ths railroads that
the officials now have little time for
anything except to answer orltiolsms."

Handy Window Pole. ,
Take an old broom-handle. * Paint
It to harmonise with your room and
Insert at one end a screw-hook. Screw
Into the upper sash of each window
in the room a ring-screw for the booh
on the pole and your window pole Is
ready for Immediate use. This will
save you from having to run up and
down and through the houBe looking
for a window pole, or climbing on
chairs to reach the sashes every time
you wish to raise or lower a window.

Do You Wish .0 Enjoy

NAVARRE

"UmM38& HOTEL

., NEW YORK

SHOES

opportunity tszfzxnysssssii

«^S»ili8lrsW^

A Complete
Salvation
Br Rev. PARLEY E. ZARTMANN, D. D.

/

Broiler Raising Is a Specialty In Poultry Work and Returns Qood
Profit to Worker.

See-etar? el Eaieowoo Depart-eenl
MaoJy Bible hulitule. Cllicaw

(By PROF, A. 8. ALEXANDER.)
Chicks can endure cold weather better than extreme heat Disease, lice
and mites always come with the summer months, and the expense of feeding is no greater in winter. Profits
can be realized from broods hatched in
November, December and January.
The winter hatches do not grow as
fast as the spring ones, but a heavier
coat of feathers is grown. They
feather fast In the winter months
and are more solid and compact and
are just the right size to sell In April

TEXT—Wherefore he la able also to
save them to the uttermost that come unto God by him, sealns he ever llveth to
make Intercession for them.—Heb. ?:2&.

Fine Work Team, Gentle and Strong.

FREE TO ALL SUFFERERS

f HERAPION SffiSS

FARM <
POOLTRY
RAISE CHICKENS IN WINTER

Iron More Easily.
An easy way to keep clothes damp
for ironing Is to sew up a bag from
an old Bheet and dip in water and do
not wring dry. After clothes are
dampened place in bag and tie. Clothes
treated in this way will iron more
easily and Btay damp longer than if
placed In a basket and covered in the
usual way.

Cambridge. — President Emeritus
Charles W. Eliot of Harvard spoke before 400 students of the University on
"Some Roads Towards Peace," declaring that the outlook for such a condiLaundry Lists.
tion is not as hopeful as it might be.
When counting the wash make out
He told of conditions as he saw them
two lists, one for the washerwoman
in his recent tour around the world
and one for yourself. A book may be
under the auspices of the Carnegie
purchased with carbon paper in it,
Peace Endowment, and declared that
such as clerks use In the stores. Write
the poverty in populous countries was
the list once and the other will bs
an incentive toward rebellion and war.
»I don't ss« wny
He said in part:
you're worried
traced.
BO," I says In
"Wars have not been confined to the
kindly tones;
Baked Pork Chops.
east, for the most terrible wars during
••Tour health is
Take as many1 thick slices as are
the past half century have taken place
good, your wife
in
the
western
countries.
It
is
the
needed
for
the meal, place In a pan
15 well, you've
Christians who have done the fightgot no broken
with a little water, lay a thin slice
ing;
Nor have wars shown any rebones;
of onion on each, season with salt and
The rain haa helped
cent tendency to decrease. Just after
pepper and bake till done.
your crops a lot.
my return the troubles started in the ONE OF WORST CITIES IN THE
your fruit, looks
Balkan
states,
which
developed
into
For Your Oilcloth.
healthy, too,
WORLD.
the most disastrous wars of recent
Bo I don't see what cause you've got to
A very good and Inexpensive polish
make you look so blue.
times. On the whole, I fmd the From Fire Protection Standpoint Is for oilcloth and linoleum is made by
causes of war are: Those for merely
melting bits of candle and adding
Bill took a piece of timothy and chewed
Charge.
territorial, causes, like the Italian
common turpentine to the grease. ApAnd nUVhe'C say. « "The crop.
war; the interference of alien forces
ply the mixture with a spft rag and
Boston—This city Is the worst in polish with a clean cloth.
in government; and sudden migration
But c"ps""t;the only thing, folk.
the
world
from
the
standpoint
of
tire
of people. This last force was never
have to think about;
losses, Chairman C. H. Blackall of
We git our hopes raised high and then
so great as today. ,
Fruit Salad.
they up and nicker out.
"Immigration to America during the the Chamber of Commerce committee
One pineapple,, sliced,
peeled,
on fire prevention, told the Legisla- chopped; two oranges, peeled and
past
five
years
has
been
tremendous.
"You know how hard I've worked and
Whole nations have found their home tive Committee on Metropolitan Af- cut up; three bananas sliced, Juice of
saved to send my boy away;
He', got through college flnally-coms
conditions intolerable and have moved fairs at a hearing on the Cham- half a lemon, two tablespoonfuls grape
home the other day;
,
over to this country. There is a cer- ber's fire prevention bill. The BUI juice, ltt cups sugar. Stir and blend.
He', graduated and he's got a pale ana
tain hope in these people, for their was also urged by President Coolldge Prepare 1V4 hours before using.
lofty brow—
, ..„.,.
and other members of the Chamber.
migrations have been peaceful.
The thing that worries me is what to oo
Chairman Blackall cited the Area"One of the reasons for the late
to save him now."
troubles of China has been her des- dia lodging bouse fire horror, the B yon te.1 'OUT of ecu' •■!)» no»"l'«0,.,5*.M;™
CANDID OPINION.
potic government, which has forced Triangle fire In New York and the inn
own,
"iiM«»i."SI22L..^JfII
cimotto from
wnaaaM,
Dtctai.
an. ..OTTTOW, pu.se.
for FREE CLOTH Kuan nncei. »"I o»
the people into misery and desper- Blnghamton fire In connection with write
theae illnniiii and aHVDUrUL CVM. effected by
ation.
In their down-trodden condi- his statement that of the forty-one
Every married man fully realises
tion, with the great prevalence of dis- lives lost in fires in Boston last year,
that what the world needs most Is
ease and vice, rebellion has been the he could not find one death due to a th" r"ni«lTforTot7Bow»»tlm«nt. Absolutely LFREE.
more dressmakers.
follow op' olreolaF*, Ho obligations. »*-j ™™?
only outcome for them.
The decline fire in a building protected by sprin- Ho
MED- CO.. B»TSUSTO(-* RD.. HAMrtTKAD, LOJTDOX. EKO.
VI WAUT TO FBOTB TBBaUFlOM WILL CVMM TOO.
In
despotic
government,
such
as
the
klers.
»"
The man who is "never at his best
establishment
of
the
Chinese
republic,
Mr.
Blackall
said
Boston's
fire
inunless he has two or three drinks in
la a strong tendency toward universal surance IOSB 1B one of the greatest
him," isn't likely to be very good at
peace.
Wherever despotic govern- of any city In the world, that fully
any time.
ments have been found there have 75 percent of Boston's fires are due the comfort of a dear head, a
been
noticed
such ills as plagues and to non-compliance or non-enforce- sweet stomach, keen appetite and
It happens not infrequently that'the
crimes, which are the- sources from ment of the "most ordinary princi- a good digestion?
man who thinks he has money to burn
which wars spring.
ples of fire prevention" and that "90
USE
gets scorched.
"My report to the Carnegie Institute percent of all fires In Boston are
has
not
been
acceptable
to
many
of
unnecessary."
The trouble with the story which
the so-called practical promoters of
Mr. Blackall stated that last year
you tell Is that it is almost sure to re
peace, because they cannot wait long Boston's fires cost the Insurance commind somebody of another which la
enough.
They want universal peace panies $30,000,000 and that the tojust as old.
within a century. Moreover, they fail tal loss to business, employees and BO
to see that under present conditions
Send for free sample to
It never Is necessary to hunt for
of society strong-armed forces are on was about $9,00(f,000. He said
the bill would help make Boston one Wriuufs rndiai. Vegetable Pill Co.
long or to travel far if one Is looking
necessary.
for a chance to do a good deed.
372 Pearl Sired. New Tors
"There are seven roads toward of the best cities in the world "from
the standpoint of fire protection, inpeace which should be followed by
stead
of
the
worst"
A lot of very poor Christians bear
civilized nations.
First, agencies
good Christian names.
should be created in civilized coun- Imports at Boston for February.
tries which are competent to help to
Boston—The value of Imports free
Why He Kicked.
prevent the wrongs and miseries
FIREPROOF
"See here, you told me when 1
which are the chief causes of war. of duty brought Into the port of Bos■bought that stock yesterday you had
Second, publicity in commercial and ton during the month of February
3MTfEET raOM BROADWAY
a pointer that it was going_ to rise
government transactions should be was $12,447,023, and those dutiable ammo CBTRM. STATION
Answered.
sought, for much harm and misunder- $2,601,627, a total of $15,048,650, acEvelyn—"When does Hazel expect Here it is, down four points."
"Yes, I see. But the stock you
standing come from useless secrecy. cording to flgurea furnished by Col- KWtltiStl-*.
CENTRE OF EVERYTHING.
to get married?"
wanted to buy is down ten points
Third, such secrets as commercial lector of the Port Edmund Billings.
BA
Loraine—"Oh, every season."
860
ROOMS
™8 *?£
Domestic
exports
for
the
month
were
What are you kicking about?"
processes in manufacturing should
^ ——
A room with bath - - - -»'-°u
valued
at
$4,493,210,
and
foreign,
not
"What am I kicking about? I'm
not be so vigilantly protected, for
Other rooms with bath »2J»0, $2.59
A food for sore lungs. Dean's Mentholated
they Increase Jealousy and friction including merchandise In transit, had
Cough Drops. Cure coughs, by relieving kicking because you didn't have the
Rooms lor two persons $2.50, $3,00
manhood to throw me out of youi
the soreness—5c at Drug Stores.
among individuals and among nations. a value of $98,395, making a total ol
Roulette Room, Monte Carlo.
blamed old bucket shop."
Fourth, cultivate more public spirit $4,581,605. During the month Uncle
In spite of ttie fact that Ignorance
Sam collected $705,024.12 from cus- EDGAR T. SMITH, Managing Director.
the adjoining supper-room is pianis- In individuals, which should lead to toms duties alone, and from other
is bliss, a lot of people are continually
Much-Needed Boon.
the application of private money to
simo. The men are all in evening
trying to educate us.
"I am working on an invention that
public institutions; this is one of the sources the month's receipts were
clothes, the women in decollete, and I
$19,500.61.
will, I think, be the greatest boon mandoubt if the bank could pay for even greatest forces In that it promotes
PNECMATIOA STOPS TOCB PAIN
closer fellowship and more general
„brea*» i ™T*»rcLld in «»» hour, llsmurr.tooa. kind could have."
one
or
two
of
the
necklaces
that
glitTo Build Highways.
?T»ed nieriilly All druggist* » ™» A«v.
"Will it reduce the coat of living?"
good will among citizens.
WFSTERN CANADA NOW
Boston—The Bay State Street Rail"No, but it will make it impossible ter on the necks of some of the wom"In this connection I think that the
Prosperity helps some men to forget
en
around
the
table.
for people in other parts of the house
Invention of the corporation, with its way Company has petitioned the PubThere is one human emotion which
The opportunity of securing free a
their friends.
to hear those in the boxes talking
limited liability, is one of the best in- lic Service Commission for authority
homesteads of 1M acres each, andi
gamblers seem to banish. That Is
while operatic performances are go
ventions which the twentieth century to Issue $528,000 four per cent, mortthe
low priced lands of Manitoba.
mirth. As the light in the Casino
Putnam Fadeless Dyes color in cold
has produced.
It promotes savings gage bonds, dated July 1, 180.4, for
Saskatchewan and Alberts, will
tag on."
rooms is artificial, so la the atmoswater. Adv.
,_
among the masses and unites individ- new railway construction. The bonds
soon have passed.
phere. People do not laugh much.
uals into one body, having a common are to be Issued under mortgages
ABNORMAL.
Canada offers a hearty welcome
Somehow one never thinks of blamIt is the contrast between the arti- purpose.
Fifth, elementary educa- originally executed by the two constitto the Settler, to the man withit,
ing hiB face because it needB a shave.
ficial atmosphere within the CaBino tion should be encouraged, for schools
"I'm worried
uent companies, the Boston & Northfamily looking for a home; to the
and the natural beauty of its sur- are the great promoters of happiness.
farmer's son, to the renter, to all who
ern and the Old Colony street railabout my boy."
wish to live under better conditions.
"What'sths roundings without that constitutes the Sixth, I believe that all nations should ways.
charm of Monte Carlo—a charm that keep armed forces, but these should
Canada's grain yield In W13 is
.trouble? Isn't he
deadens the pain of many of the be primarily for protection.
the talk of the world. Luxuriant
$300 for Sucking Bite of Mad Dog.
They
getting along well
wounds Inflicted by the spinning rou- should be kept up in order to prevent
Grasses give cheap fodder for large
in echool?"
Needham—For sucking the bite of
herds; cost of raising and fattening
)
Interference from without and decay a mad dog William Q. Courteney of
"Yes, but 1 lette wheel.
MM.i3oiH?s%S»
for market is a trifle.
from within. Lastly, I am a strong Needham received a $300 bequest unbought him a'3
The sum realized for Beef, Butter,
believer
in
the
upbuilding
and
upkeep
airgun
the
othet
"SKEETER"
WAR
IS
ASSURED
der
the
will
of
Mrs.
Mary
V.
B.
Hill
i»,Boy.,Chlldron
Milk and Cheese will pay fifty pec
of naval forces, for the protection of of Needham. On August 22, 1907,
SUBO Si.7SS2S2.SO
any, and he hasn't expressed a deslr^
cent on the Investment.
New Jersey Commissioners Organise commerce and of coastal regions, for Mrs. Hill had gone to Boston to reto go out and kill anything."
Write for literature and particstrong armies and navies are the cover a lost dog. Returning on the
the Mosquito Extermination
ulars as to reduced railway
greatest
forces
in
discouraging
hostile
Association.
rates to Superintendent
train, the dog went mad and hit her
Utopia.
of Immigration, Ottawa.
outbreaks."
hand. Courtnay sucked the wound.
To every man of every creed
• 1,006,_.
There
comes
a
sweet
Utopian
dream:
Canada, or to
Atlantic
City,
N.
J—Permanent
or
ff&Mftftrw...
He sees a land where not a weed
■jSlSta-iil liiTSe. ma
ganization of all the counties in New Puts $100,000 Lien on B. * M.'s
"Sandy's" Wife Gets Divorce.
M. A. BOWLBY
Tbta to the reason w. live you UM
May ever grow, where every stream
Fundsu-Se value, lor i3.00.fe.6i). M.00
Jersey under the head of New Jersey
Makes mualc as It winds along.
71 Ttimott St., lollon, tail.
eSd
|JiU .4.60
S>*.OU .aolwitSajandlnf^Ul.
UVlwlvua-ai~."»
t
' Salem—An absolute divorce decree
Mosquito Extermination association
Where all the breeies blow in tune.
Boston—Through
his
attorney,
eoormoui Increase la tbt cost of
and the custody of her minor child
"totttMl-. our standards have
Where all is fair and life a song,
Canadian Government Agt.
was effected by the members of the Charles B. Shattuck, Henry H. Tim„ not been lowered tod toe price
Where all the blissful year is June.
mosquito commissions of each county ken, president of the Tlmken, Roller has been given Mrs. Alice B. Ferguson In the superior civil court at Sacreated under a legislative act. nalph Bearing Company of Canton, O.,
There fragrant roses ever bloom.
And everywhere contentment spreads; Hunt of East Orange was elected placed an attachment of $100,000 up- lem. Mrs. Ferguson was the wife of
Iffiw&S^.AWSS
"Sandy" Ferguson, erstwhile boxer,
The nights are jobbed of all their gloom, president
'TteW aa coooaaoUier HW eold at
Dr. Joseph. O'Connell, on the funds of the Boston and Maine
U^prteS. Tbaonlr aiflereiie.
The sun a genial radiance .beds;
and also known as "the Chelsea bad
health officer of the port of New York, railroad in an action of contract to
tftSeDrtee.
There
all
thing,
are
superbly
planned.
TAKn MO •us«TrruTi.
and Dr. W. E. Barton, Connecticut compel the payment of notes, which boy." Her suit waa brought on the
The pro«pects all spread far and fair;
Each man has dream, of such a land
state entomologist, reviewed the work Mr. Tlmken holds and which were grounds of cruel treatment.
™!T,. aet to ale l> jeur rUMV. e«*f
With him enthroned as master there.
eimtnvnlaetcrjr. Bbo«for...rym.Bbw
and possibilities of* mosquito exterm- due Feb. 3.
el Oa fcwllr •> ell prl~, peeaae fee.
Sevan Candidates.
ination In territory under their JurisMr. Tlmken is one of the noteOh That This, Etc., Etc
■e erier tr "all- W. L. SOVSUS,
Boston—There will be seven Demoholders
who
refused
to
grant
an
extMSjiamw—
diction.
jlaod—Whenever Mr. Staylate calls
tension to the railroad company un- cratic candidates for the Congressionhe makes me think of Hamlet
al nomination in the Curley district,
Churches Must Care for Poor.
WE WILLFUL TOU $1.00 l8Uj&j&££
til June 2.
Ethel—Why so?
according to the returns at the office
Chicago.—Addressing a meeting in
Maud—Like Hamlet, he "cannot re>
of the secretary of state, but there
Form New Racing Circuit.
the Interest of the ousting of saloons,
solve himself Into adieu."
uffJIUVI EC SUace you look old and ngly, they banRev. A. J. Francis said; "Until the
Boston—The completion here of the will he one Republican and one ProWnlRKLto iBb lite nwrio by Ming ooi wonderchurches take In the thousands of organization of the Bay State Short gressive.
fol new wrlnhle treatment. Write <orjpaM«Un.
'
Practice.
feueedale B»eci»ltT Company, Dopt. A,BrtatoWXinn.
"I hear your shoemaker Is going ts homeless, hungry. Jobless men that Ship Circuit assures Massachusetts
Last Stats Bond Sale.
throng our streets, it ill behooves us to of a long season of harness racing
turn doctor,"
Boston—State Treasurer Frederick
this year. The seaBon will .open
"Then he ought to succeed, for h« say the saloon must go."
THE NEW SPRING STYLE
June 17 and continue until the second W. Mansfield has disposed of the
has already had considerable practice
NOW READY.
2 FOR 25 CENTS
$4,000 for Washington's Pistols.
week of August, The circuit em- last of $6,325,000 worth of State
,
« . . A
, ■
Devoted to th. core of dleeM. In the heeling art." ,
New York.—A pair of pistols carried braces tracks in Medford. Taunton, bonfis and the, first "over-the-counPrivate Sanatorium intom median.. High ciu.
EARL
&
WILSON
rber£^rc£^ari^.^n°n!
by George Washington throughout the Worcester, Framingham, Providence, ter" sale In Massachusetts has come
Different.
MAKERS OF TROY'S BEST FROI>UCT
to
an
end.
revolution
were
soM
to
K.
H.
Litch
"The proper study of man is man
Haverhill. Fltchburg and Springfield.
field for $4,000 by the Nerwin Sale.
OchooSoerTiD* Powder SS^UlgsSg you know."
__
L
"Yet, but the proper study o company.
11TEHTC w""*De'2ft"f*,,*H«i£
woman Is her clothes."

W.L.DOUGLAS

SUGGESTIONS FOR TREATING THE COLTS

TIMES

1

)

Some breeders are bold enough to
castrate their own animals, still more
employ a man who makes a living as
a gelder, but does not pretend to be a
veterinary surgeon. The danger In
castration le in rupture.
• So long as the testicles are In the
purse, and their cords are occupying
to a great extent the orifices in the
belly the obtrusion Into the scrotum
of a small knuckle of Intestine may
be overlooked unless a very careful
examination Is made; Indeed It may
then escape the Intending operator's
notice, if the colt has been well fastened and placed upon his back, remaining there for a minute or two, as
during this time the small portion of
gut will often slip back into the abdomen.
For this, among other reasons, an
old hand will prefer to have the animal on his side while making an examination. Some will squeeze the
larynx to make the animal cough by
way of a test. If another person does
the squeezing (as for wind patients ot
adults), the castrator's fingers upon
the cords of the testicles will tell him
of a bulge and he will then exercise
special precautions.
It Is far better to let the colt get up
again and sacrifice the time than to
proceed without all necessary appliances. Ruptured colts 'should never
be entrusted to gelders without anatomical knowledge, or not possessing
a reputation for operating upon such
cases.
The animal should be prepared by
long fasting, placed upon his back,
rendered limp by the inhalation of
chloroform, and the teeticleB removed
while the horse is Insensible and unlikely to struggle.
The veterinary surgeon may choose
to put in two or more stitches of soluble material across the orifice now no
longer partly occupied by the cord.
If his hands and all things used by
him have been rendered antiseptic
this will probably be the best plan.
There will be just enougb adhesive inflammation set up by the sutures to

make a plug and stop the escape of
the gut afterwards. The suturing material Itself will be dissolved and absorbed in a few days.
This suturing matertaFis at once a
great gift to the surgeon and a danger if he trusts it too much. It may
be absorbed In forty-eight hours before sufficient or sufficiently strong
plastic material has been thrown out
to guard the entrance to the abdomen,
Dark Brahma Hen.
or exit for the bowels as we fear It
might prove.
and May when prices are at the highA further precaution may therefore est point.
be taken by putting a few stitches of
Broiler raising is a specialty In
insoluble silk through the empty purse poultry work and returns good profit
rather close up to the belly. This to those who are successful. The one
should be well saturated with an anti- who has his own fowls can make sure
septic as we do not want a formation of the fertility of the eggs used.
of pus, although we may have to leave
I raise three and four thousand
It for three days or more, if the sub- chickens every year, and find the persequent swelling outside the belly does centage of mortality small In the winnot satisfy us that it Is safe to remove ter and early spring. The cost of raisthese outside stitches.
ing broiler chicks in January and
Unless any foreign substance has February is no greater than In May
gone in while operating, there ts ap- and June. The latter are marketable
parently little danger of peritonitis or In July and August when the market
other HI results. There are other Is glutted.
methods of operation the details of
The April and May returns are trom
which more concern the practicing 35 to 60 cents per pound, 60 to 80
veterinary surgeon . than the horse cents per chicken, which costs about
breeder, who should neither attempt 25 cents to raise—a very good profit.
the * performance himself nor let anOn the other hand the August price
other whom he cannot fully trust.
shows but a small margin of profit
It Is to put our readers on their with a lower per cent of ^atofr—
guard against the reckless assumption and larger per cen* ot mortality.
that every colt Is normal, and that no
The secret of profit from broiler
such precautions need be taken that raising Is to produce high class broilwe offer these suggestions, there being ers that will bring top prices at the
no use In Idle regrets when an hour smallest cost with rapid growth. Eggs
after castration a colt is found with averaging high In fertility, produced
hlB bowels hanging out and beyond as- by stock that is strong and vigorous,
sistance.
make the battle half won at the i 'art
One may say that such cases have
The business is not only good row,
been successfully dealt with, but the but will be even better In the future,
delay Is nearly always fatal. If the as wild game disappears. Much of the
animal can be secured snd the bowel prairie chicken and quail served at
held up by a sheet saturated with a fashionable hotels are nothing more
disinfectant until the veterinary sur- or less than common guinea hens and
geon arrives, It may be possible to re- pigeons. When a knowledge of this
turn that portion of intestine and re- fact becomes more common* the dotain It while anticipating subsequent mestic hen will become more popuinflammatory troubles by proper lar and her products consequently
treatment.
higher In price.

GOOD TREATMENT
OF ANIMAL WOUNDS

left alone. Occasionally a wound la
such that the edges can be held together by means of bandages. If this
can be done there may be considerable advantage In doing, so, but these
wounds are rare. Bandages should
be changed frequently and the wound
kept clean.
Maggots may be prevented In small
wounds by smearing the following
mixture around the border. Turpentine, one part; tar, three parts; fish
oil, two parts.
If a wound becomes Infested with
maggots, use chloroform by spraying
or sprinkling the jparts by throwing it
from a sponge.
►

Few Injuries Are Materially Benefited Unless Treated by
Professionals.
By DR. M. H. REYNOLDS, V. S.
Various preparations of turpentine,
alcohol, vinegar, carbolic acid. Irritating oils, and even mineral acids are
frequently used in the treatment of
animal wounds and then because, the)
'patient recovers In spite ot barbarous
treatment, people erroneously conclude that the medicine cured.
Bleeding can usually be checked
quite easily. If the blood Is from a
large number of small
vessels,
hemorrhage can be checked and finally stopped by the means of Ice and
!by very hot or very cold water, or
the wound may be packed In clean
cotton or oakum and tightly bandaged.
In case a large blood vessel Is severed the artery may be secured by
means of small forceps or even a hook
made by bending a pin or piece of
wire.
In some cases hemorrhage can he
easily controlled by "a tight bandage
iplaced above or below the wound. It
■the blood flows in a steady stream
(the bandage -should be on the side
farthest from the heart.
If it flows in jets the bandage
i should be tied ' between the wound
iand the heart.
Comparatively few wounds are materially benefited by sewing, bandaging or washing except in profession hands.
If the wound is made lengthwise of
ithe muscle there may be considerable
advantage In holding the sides together by sewing. No special form
of needle or thread 1B necessary except that both should be elean and the
'latter should be of a reasonable size.
A darning needle and ordinary cotton
thread will do very well In an emergency.
JX the wound 1B made across the
muscle and gapes widely It is usually
unwise to sew, for the stitches will
cut nut in a few days and make the
•car much worse than If it had been

FEW TIMELY HINTS
FOR POULTRY YARD
Pleasure and

Profit

Found in

Fowls When Rightly Fed
and Sheltered.
Rightly bred, rightly fed, warmly
and cleanly housed, the fowls at SnowBird poultry yards are a never falling source of pleasure and profit.
The ground feed if compounded at
home was composed of one scoopful
ot wheat bran to one of chopped corn
and oats equally halved.
Vegetables were substituted far the
summer-time green food. Cabbage
hung by. the roots within easy reach,
mangel-wurzels split in half then Impaled on spikes BO the biddies might
pick the flesh from the outer covering
in a cleanly manner, with added succulency in the form of chopped onions
and uncooked potatoes together with
clover-chaff
and dried leaves as
scratch material and roughage, minimized the grain bill and kept the
fowls comfortable, vigorous, productive.
Meat was either ground green bone
or beef meal. If the former, one-half
ounce to the fowl dally, If ths latter. It
was hopper fed, they eating as much
as desired and whenever inclined to.
A tri-weekly cleaning ot drop
boards; a weekly spraying of perches;
a semi-annual house-cleaning, (together
with the usage of effective Insecticides
kept down the vermin.

POULTPYNOTES
Cater to the market.

. • •

Capons sell best when choice game
cannot be exposed for sale.

* • •

It must not be forgotten that food
flavors the flesh as well as the egg.

« • *

The most certain way of Identifying
poultry roup Is a characteristic sickening odor.

• • •

Don't overfeed the first week of fattening.
Rather feed lightly three
times a day.

• * *

Have everything ready beforehand
and start your hatching operations
early in the year.

• • •

Whole corn Is a good feed for setting hens. Water, grit and dust baths
should also be provided.
• • '•
V
Cornmeal, meat and potatoes are
three of the most valuable Ingredients In the fattening bill of fare.

• • •

A hen cannot lay an egg unless she
has the food with which to make It
Grain alone cannot make many eggs.

• • •

Do not compel the hens to eat snow
for drink. Give them plenty of clean
water, slightly warmed, three times a
day.

• • •

Dirty nests and dirty floors mean
dirty eggs and dirty eggs never fetch
the highest prices—neither do washed
ones.

• • •

Pullets and hens with coarse, maseullne-lookingV heads seldom make
good layers and it la wise to dispose
of such early In the season.

• • •

Mating birds with two extremes of
color will never produce a medium
color. Both sides of the mating should
be as near right as possible.

...

See that the Incubator is running
steadily at the desired temperature before filling It with eggs. Do not add
eggs to a r"m-*h'*ia> during loni-h-iif'.*'

That is exactly
what Christ is to
the believing souls
he sa ?es "completely." It Is not
only a fact but an
assurance as well
that the Jesus
who is the only
Saviour also Is an
all-sufficient Saviour. He is not
only the Name,
he is the all-prevailing Name. He
is able to save to
the uttermost; It
is a complete salvation, extending to all particulars.
No wonder those who put their trust
In him unite In saying. Hallelujah!
what a Saviour!
The Epistle to the Hebrews is a series of contrasts between the good
things of Judaism and the better
things ot Christ , He Is better than
angels, than Moses, than Joshua, than
Aaron; and the new covenant than the
Mosaic covenant
In the section of
the Epistle where the text occurs he
Is Bet forth as the Oreat High Priest
and certified as superior to Melchisedec and any of the Aaronlc priesthood* He is the eternal one who abldeth a priest forever. "This man, because he conttnueth ever, hath an unchangeable priesthood." The life in
the power of which he ministers, and
the life which he ministers, is a life
that abides unchangeable. HlB priesthood is an everlasting one, ever living, ever active. There is never a moment in which his priestly action, his
watchful care of us, his loving sympathy and succor, his working in us
in the power of an endless life. Is not
In full operation. Therefore he can
save completely.
Unto the Uttermost
We have here the very promise we
need, lest we hesitate to begin the
Christian life, or having begun, faint
by the way. This 1B not only the
heart of the gospel, but also the secret of Christian perfection. The Balv-Ktiou wrought by Christ for us and In
us ts not only negative. Saving us
from sin, but also positive, conferring
on us eternal life.
The work of Christ is set in contrast with that of the law. In verse
18 we read "for the law made nothing
perfect;" but Christ saves completely.
It has availed for the worst characters; the thief on the cross, Saul ot
Tarsus, John Bunyan, S. H. Hadley.
It reaches the greatest numbers: 3,000
on the day of Pentecost, multitudes In
mission fields, thousands under the
preaching ot Whitfleld, Moody, Chapman, Sunday, and finally a nation in
a day. It leaves nothing undone, it Is
a complete salvation. It meets the
uttermost need of any man, anywhere,
any time. What a word that is: Whatever you need, Jesus is able
Tou have doubted It; some days you
think you are saved, and some days
you are in despair. The real trouble
is, you are leaning upon some experience, looking for the repetition
of some unusual feeling, depending
upon favorable circumstances. You
have forgotten what manner of Saviour Jesus is—the unchanging, eternal.
Interceding, complete Saviour. Nothing Is too hard for him. Start
your thought of salvation not upon
your feeling or your experience, but
by apprehending what Christ really
Is for the human race: perfect God
and perfect man; with God's love and
power, with man's sympathy and experience, meeting our enemy and conquering him, and now gone Into the
holiest of all there to appear In ths
presence of God for us, ever living
to Intercede—his whole work appealing and availing that we may be mads
the righteousness of.God In him. Get
hold of what Christ's finished work
has done for you. Regenerating, Justifying, sanctifying;, then remember
that true faith takes what God provides, and needs no more for Its
ground and gladness than the fact that
God said it.
I Am included.
This complete salvation Is for them
that come unto God by him. You may
be ot the great and goodly number
who receive it and rejoice in it. When
the Lord said, Whosoever, he Included me. John 3:1-8 is still true; Jesus
Christ is, the same yesterday, today,
yes, and forever; still he says: No
man cometh unto the Father but by
me. Him that cometh unto me I will
in no wise cast out Still Christ is
able to save unto the uttermost. What
more could be done? What more
could one want than a complete salvation? Believe what God says;, accept
what God offers. "Tour sins he will
more than pardon; your cares he will
more than bear; your* temptations he
will more than overcome; your doubt
he will more than dispel; your crosses
he will more than carry; your perplexities he will more than resolve; your
bereavements he will more than
sweeten."
"Lord. I'll trust thy wondrous love.
Miebty ts sav*,**

TZ*
Plan- for Mother.
The bedtime hour was at hand, but
after usual preparations for the night
Violet hesitated over her prayers.
After a moment's silence she said:
"Mummy dear, are our prayers answered ?"
"Why, yes, dear!" replied Mamma.
"But what a question, dear!"
"I asked because, If they are, why
do you smack me? Why don't you
pray for me to be a good girl? It
would be so much more comfy."
Awaiting Developments.
Hye—Are you really In love?
81ye—Dunno; haven't received Bradstreet's report yet.

MAKES HARD WORK
HARDER
A bad back makes a day's work twico
as hard. Backache usually comes from
weak kidneys, and if headaches, dizziness or urinary disorders are added,
don't wait—get help before the kidney
disease takes a grip—before dropsy, grarel or Bright's disease sets in. Doan'a
Kidney Pills hare brought new life and
new strength to thousands of working
men and women. Used and recommended the world over.
A CONNECTICUT CASE
A. A, Perkins; II
Mechanic St., Danifllson. Conn., *ay«.
"I had kidney comSlalnt, brought on
y driving-. A heavy
pain darted through
my loina and shoulders. It was impot•tblo for me to lift.
The kidney lecr*tione paaaed too frequently and I didn't
rest well. Doan'a
Kidney Pills cured,
me
after doctor*
failed.
I haven't
had a sign of kidney trouble since."

"Brery
TelUaHtory

Only One "BROMO QUININE"

To get the Kennine1, call for full Dame, LAXATIVE BROMO CjUININE, Look for ail.ature of
B. W GROVB. Cures a Cold in On. D«. 2>c

A woman Is apt to wear herself out
worrying because she has nothing to
wear.
INVALIDS AND CHILDREN
(tumid be alren MAUKE'H EMULSION to
atrengthen the bodr. Merer fall.. All drug-giate.

A prude is generally a young woman who knows entirely to much.
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ALCOHOL-3 PER CENT

AVegetablc Preparation for Assimilating the Food and Regulating the Stomachs and Bowels of

i\ INFANTS/CHILDREN
Promotes Digesfion.Cheerfulnessand Rest Contains neither
Opium.Morphine nor Mineral

R

Get Doan*« a* Any Store). 50c a Box

DOAN,SV,Dl"l,iT
FOSTER-MILBURN CO, BUFFALO. N. Y.

CASTORIA
For Infanta and Children.
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The Kind You Have
Always Bought
Bears the
Signature
of
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A perfect Remedy for Constipation , Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea
Worms .Convulsions .Feveri shness and LOSS OF SLEEP.
facsimile Signatures!1
THE CENTAUR COMPANY,

NEW YORK.

Exact Copy of Wrapper.

^ciev
Kec

TH* OtMTAUR OOMI*AMT. N*W VOW OITT.

35 YEAKS SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT
OP LIQUOR AND DRUG ADDICTIONS

THE KEELEY INSTITUTE

BUFFALO, N.Y.
WEST HAVEN, CONN.

WHITE PLAINS, N.Y.
LEXINGTON, MASS.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Your Liver
Is Clogged Up

SPECIAL TO WOMEN
The most economical, cleansing and
germloidal ot all antiseptics la

That'. Why You're Tired
—Hare No Appetite.

CARTER'S LITTLE,
LIVER PILLS
will put you right
in a few days.
They do^
their duty.
CureCon,
stipation.
Biliousness, Indigestion and Sick Headache
SHALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICK.

Genuine must bear Signature

Wanted—Honest, Energetic Men

A soluble Antiseptic Powder to
be dissolved in water as needed.
As a medicinal antiseptic for douches
In treating catarrh, inflammation oft
ulceratlon of nose, throat, and that
caused by feminine Ills it has no equal.
For ten years the Lydia El Pinkham
Medicine Co. has recommended Paitln*
In their private correspondence wltb
women, which, proves its superiority.
Women who have been cored say
It Is "worth Its weight in gold." At
druggists. 50c large box, or by malL
The Paxton Toilet Co,, Boston, T

ID erenr

county to tell onr blaUneofjgoodjjfllr*>ct to
farmers. EXt*EBIEN«jKSOT NECESSARY.
We fully lnitrTjct yon. Fs.nn.ari, laborers, THICK, SWOLLEN
mechanics, or any men willing to work can make that make a horse Wheeze,

•1,000 to S3,000 a jr*ar

hawJIiD* onr big sellers. HiclnslTe territory gtYen.
Wefnrnlsh you ihe capital; you famish the team
to carry the goods. Be your own boas in a pleasant,
Ermanent and profitable business. Write at one*
r full particulars giYing age and occupation.

THE DUOFORM CO.. Dapt. 10,
WORTH JAVA, M. T.

FLECTRIC LIGHT
Wfthodt Street Wire Connection
Sew Invention! Puttselec- Pfimnlptfl #■•%
trie light in any home any UWigHelB #^-f
where. Write for circular, ft.-uu
,-^fc

Cvavu HfAtnaH needs our handsomely bound
F
CVeif
Woman
book, iUmlied,
for
e«ry
daily
e*penaefoaccount
»^e*j.Meentt.
Be^ntijai
Blue Bird pin free to Brstfc buyers mentioning this
ad. Itotjopontan Specialties, SpUyten.DuyriL, M.S'.

GLANDS

Roar, have Thick Wind
or Choke-down, can be
reduced with

ABSORBINE
also any Bunch or Swelling. No blister, 1
hair gone, and horse kept at work. Concentrated—only a few drops required St SB
application. $2 per bottle delivered.
Book 3 K free,
ABSORBINE, JR., antiseptic liniment for mankind, reduces Cysts, Wens, Painful, Knotted
Varicose Veins, Ulcers. % 1 and $2 a bottle at
dealers or delivered. Book "Evidence" free.
W.F.Y0UNG, P. D. F„ J10 taatilaS1.,SBrlno"e!il. Mas*.

There's Money in Ice
We offer a limited amount of Treasury
Btock t nan Ice Co., now operating J plant*
In Illinois, in order to enlarge our plants
and keep up with the demand, mth Increased capacity we expect to pay IOC
dividend*. Full investigation lnrltea.

Glacier Ice Company

MefchaaU-Lacisda Rid*.

St. Louis, Mo.

10 Colored Souvanlr Post Cards lOo

Get oar lift of second-hand ||«l*M-M-k|_1»,
Jffiup. Oui prices are the low- ■QIQICVCIES
eat as we sell for cash only, ■^"■"■wa wvv

of the public buildings, places or historical lntereat
In Washingtun, O. C., U. 8. Capitol, Library. Whlta
Hottse.etc 'T'*-'"- ——fri-- '■ rwfcftllsaJi.1L
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FRIDAY, MARCH 20, 1914.
MAILS DUB TO AEEIVB.
A. M. 6.46— East and West.
9.30—West.
p. M. 12.46—East and. West.
2.00—West
4.60—East.
7.06—East and West.
MAILS CLOSE.

A Special Proposition on Water Heaters

Special Offer No. 2

A. M. 6.00—West.
6.46—East.
n.30—East and West.
p. M. 1.00—West.
4.40—East.
6.00—East and West.
Malls for East Brookfleld are despatched at
6.46 A. M., 11.30 A- M. and 1 P. M. Hails from
East Brookfleld are received at 9.30 A. M. ana
6.40 P.M.
Package malls art despatched twice daily as
follows£-11.30A. M. East and North, 6 P. M.
West and South.
Mails for the Rural Delivery is closed at 8.16
A. M. and received at 1.30 P. M.
The office hours will be:—6 30 A. M. to 8 P. M.
Flag Presented Fire Department.
Holidays, 6»0 to0.80 A. M. and6 to6 P.M.
Persons who continually ask to have lock
boxes opened are respectfully requested to use
The following letter is self explanatheir keys.
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
tory:—
PAUL M. K.EANKY, Ant.

( FOR IMMEDIATE INSTALLATION )
For a specified time, we offer the installation of a LION WATER HEATER
(ij) upon a RENTAL PURCHASE PLAN.
(This proposition is the most liberal offer of its kind ever made by our company.
The regular price of this heater, including connections, for 1914, will be $ 18.00.

We have just eighteen ( 18-) Clark Jewel Gas Ranges left which we offer for $15
connected ready for use between now and
April IJ.
These ranges, after this date, will not be
sold for less than $22.

OUR PROPOSITION
We will install one of our $18.00 Lion Water Heaters connected to your kitchen boiler as shown in cut upon a rental basis of $4.00 when the contract is signed
and $3.00 per year for the following four years. When five payments have been
made or a total of $16.00 ( this amount being $2.00 less than the regular price ) the
heater will become the property of the purchaser.

Conditions of the Propositon
FIRST. The rental price of $4.00 for the first year must be paid when the
contract is signed.
SECOND. We must be allowed to install the heater at our convenience
and within two weeks from the signing of the contract.
THIRD- We reserve the right to withdraw the offer at any time.
Special Notice! A request, by postal or telephone will bring a representative to
you to explain the special offer.

We are making this reduction to reduce
our stock at once.

PALMER, MASSACHUSETTS
Local agents will take your order.

WEST BROOKFIELD.
West Brookfleld schools are closed for
the spring vacation, Miss Lillian Edniands, Wakefleld, who succeeded Miss
Anna M. O.Day as teacher in District 2,
will not return as she is to accept a position in Wakefleld. Miss Mellora Dickinson, South Hadley Falls, will succeed
Miss Edmands.
When Francis A. Sampson, mail messenger on the star route between New
Braiutree and West Brookfleld post offices, drove into X irth Main street Thursday morning, the shaft shacklepin broke
and the horse bolted. Mr Sampson succeeded in reining the horse across the
trolley tracks at the foot- of the common
where the wheels came in contact with a
brace on the ihtg pole and checked the
horse.
The rear and forward wheels
were broken, stripped of the spokes and
the iron step was broken.
While leaving an east bound freight
train on the Boston and Albany division,
about 3 o'clock, on Friday afternoon, two
boys, John Rohan and Edward McKeon,
were caught and placed in care of the
station agent, Edward M. Seeton
Two
other boys escaped, going to Brookfleld,
but they were caught and returned to
West Brookfleld, where Officer (Jregan
took the boys iu charge.
They were
from a state home in West Springfield,
and said they were trying to reach their
On Saturday
# own homes near Boston.
morning while waiting for some one to
call for them, three of them escaped from
a windmv. The fourth preferred to return to the home wilh Mrs Ada White,
who came from West Springfield for
them. The other three boys were later
taken in Worcester.

health, Dr. Frederick W. Cowles;
trustees oi Merriam public library, Mrs
Mary F. Holmes, Mrs Sarah A. Carter;
burial ground commissioner, Edwin Wilbur; water commissioner, James D. Farley; for one year, town clerk, JJwight
Fairbanks; treasurer, Charles H. Clark ;
auditor, Albert W. Bliss; tax collector,
Carlton P. Tyler; constables, George A.
Hocum, John P. Cregau, Walter K.
Young; measurers of lumber, Henry W.
Foster, Dwight M. Tyler; measurers of
wood and bark, Philander Holmes and
Henry W. Foster; fence viewers,! John
H. Webb, Arthur W. Cutler,. Philander
Holmes; Held drivers, F. Arthur Carter,
Walter E. Anderson, Richard D. Olmstead, Wallace L. Gladding; tree warden, Philander Holmes.
License,, vote,
Yes 105; No 80.
Appropriations made w^ro—Support of
schools $4025; support of poor, S750; repair of highways and bridges £1500; care
of sidewalks 8200; Merriam public library §:S2o and dog fund; towujidebt M00;
interest $2327; insurance $.*J; Are department SOoO; street j lights jt'rfji ;
soldiers' relief, #350; officers' ^salaries
8800; contingent fun 1 $750; for witer
bond due Dec. 1, 1014, 8500; Memorial
day $65; suppression of elm beetles, gypsy and brjw.i-tail m iths 8125; state
highway on Main street $1800; puoiishiug-250th anniversary; celel ration proceedings 8125; repair of town house 8250;
watering tub 1100; total $17,722.
Report* of town officers and committees were accepted.
It was v .ted to install six electric lights
and to extvnd the fcUte highway from
near the flagpole on Main street to the
home of John A. Couway, West Ma©
street. The meeting was adjourned 'till
March 30.

Quarterly Conference
The Fourth Quarterly Conference «>.
held in the Methodist church by the Rev.
Dr. Joseph P. Kennedy, district superintendent, following the regular morning
service. The election of Btlna M. Allen
as recording secretary was approved and
the roll call was foMowed by the eonfirm'ng of the elections of George H. Allen
as superintendent of the- Sunday school,
and Mrs Nellie J. L. Allen as president of
the Ladies'Aid society. The report of
the pastor, Rev. Eugene H. Thrasher,
was read and accepted, as were the reports of the Sunday school department,
the Epworlh League and Ladies' Aid, the
latter reporting the receipts for the year,
$lc4.9o. Mrs Eva Beeman was accepted
as the new president of the League. It
was voted to retain the old official Board
As delegates for the laymen's electoral
conference in Boston, April 17, the
church elected Miss Edna Allen and Mrs
'Sarah H. Blaekmer.
I Annual Town Meeting.
At the annual town meeting last Monday, March 16, the following officers were
elected:—Asse sor for three years, Chas.
A. Kawson; highway commissioner,
Royal H. Fountain; common committee,
Eli M. Converse, Clarence W. Allen,
Frank E. Brown; for three year terms,
selectman, Edward K. Haskins; oven-eer
of poor, Frederick G. Smith; school
ommittee, Stunner H. Reed; board of

THIS STOMACH REMEDY
HELPS YOUR FRIENDS
Almost every day some grateful person
comes into our store and tells us of ber.e
fits received from the use of Rexall Dys
pepsia Tablets. Knowing how much goo.
they have done others and knowing whp
they are made of, we feel sure they will hel|
you. So great is our faith in them tiiat m
urge you to try them entirely at our risf
with our personal promise that if thej
don't do all you expect them to do ann
make your stomach comfortable anc".
healthy and your digestion easy, well hand
back your money.
We couldn't endorse anything any more
strongly than we do Rexall Dyspepsia
Tablets. Containing Pepsin and Bismuth
two of the greatest digestive aids known to
medical science, they soothe the stomach,
check heartburn and distress, promote a
natural flow of the gastric juice, and help
regulate the bowels. Remember, if they
don't make your digestion so easy and comfortable that you can eat whatever you
like whenever you like, we want you to
come back and tell us and get your money
Sold only at the more than 7,000 Rexall
Stores, and in this town only at our store.
Three sizes, 25c, 60c and $1.00.
Eugene W. Reed, .North Brookfleld.
\

Electric Trap for Rats.

Electric rat traps are In u»e In Amsterdam. They are connected by a
wire with a supply of electricity. The
place where the bait rests Is the only
part of the traps which Is a conductor,
and the moment the rat touches this a
shock closes bis career.

NORTH BROOKFIELD.

Don't delay getting your order iu early,
Mrs L. A. Forrest is quite ill at her
home on Elm street.
The names of 30 more women have
been registered this year.
Mrs Herbert E. Cummings is reported
as quite ill at her home.
The Grange Auxiliary will meet with
Mrs Tucker, Spring street, at 2 p. m.,
Tuesday, March 24, for work only.

as the limited number of ranges to be sold
at this price requires us to fill the orders in
the order they are recieved.
No range
will be held for later conneetion unless paid
for in full.
Remember eighteen is the number of ranges
to be sold and this offer extends from Palmer to Leicester and the Brookfields and
Warrens.

WORCESTER COUNTY GAS COMPANY

At the close of the story hour next
Wednesday evening, at the library, all
will be invited to go for a short walk.
, The Class of 1914, Si B. H. S., will
have an entertainment and food sale at
high school hall, Saturday, March 28. ■
Mrs Nellie Louise (Eaton) Crosby died
Saturday evening at her home on Ayres
street. The body was taken to Palmer
for burial.
The Senior class of the high school are
trying to arrange for a presentation of
their play, "Higbee of Harvard" at
Spencer next week.

WORCESTER COUNTY
GAS COMPANY

Tel. 52-2 Palmer,

Having received word of the serious
illness of his ^mother, Mr''James T.
Saunders, Arch street, left here, Wednesday night, for hi home in Selden, Va.

Woroetter,
Moss.

Miss Jennie Winslow, a graduate ol
the North Brookfleld High .School, Clafs
of '12, has been awarded the Gould
Scholarship of 9250, at Mount Holyoke
college.
The V\il«y brothers—Kiel and Frank—
who recently bought the Tarbtll farm on
School street, have bought out the milk
route of Benjamin Banks, and will take
possession April 1.
John J. Lane has suffered another mis
fortune, by which the lorefl gar of his
left hand was caught in tiie gear shift j)f
a gasoline engine and so severely crushed
as to, make amputation necessary.

Worcester,
Mass.

DenholmBoston
& McKay
Co.
Store
JJ

A Silver Sale Without a Precedent

Five Thousand Pieces of High Grade Silver
Plated Ware To Be Sold One=Third
To One*Half Under Regular Prices

The regular monthly business meeting
of the Woman's Union will be held on
Thursday afternoon, March 26. Any articles for the sale should be left with Mrs
C. A. Bush, as early as convenient.

Five thousand pieces—think of it—of splendid quality, heavily quadruple plated silver ware—all in the newest and
most sought after patterns and designs, and all at prices that are from one-third to one-half what you would" ri'mtltir;.v
have to pay.
A great fortunate purchase brings this good luck—to the people of Worcester mid Worcester County—Make sure oi
your share by coming as soon as you can. Remember the Denholm & McKay Co. delivers free anywhere in Massachusetts.
On sale in the Basement.

In this sale you can buy Tea Spoons, Desert Spoons, Table Spoons, Knives, Porks, Berry Spoons, Cold Meat Foils. Setter Spreaders, Gravy Ladles, Soup Ladles, Oyster Forks, Bouillon Spoons, Orange Spoons, Sugar Shells, Towaio Servers, S?.;;:,
Tongs, Etc., at prices way far below that which is usually asked for these goods.

Also High Grade Quadruple Pitted Hollow Ware at Big Motions
TEA SPOONS
Sectional plated.

Value $3.00 dozen.
99c Set of 6

DESEET SPOONS
Sectional plate. Value S5.25 dozen.
$1.75 Set of 6
TABLE SPOONS
■ Sectional plate. Value $6.50 dozen. ,
$2.10 Set of 6
COFFEE SPOONS
Sectional plate. Value $3.00 dozen.
99c Set of 6
ORANGE SPOONS
Sectional plate. Value $4.00 dozen.
J
$1.25 Set of 6
BOUILLON SPOONS
Sectional plate. Value $5.50 dozen.
$1.38 Set of 6
BERRY SPOONS
Sectional plate. Value $1.25 each. 79c each
i■OYSTER FORKS
Sectional plate. Value $3.50 dozen.
$1.25 Set of 6
COLD MEAT FORKS
Value 89c. Each
59c
GRAVY LADLES
Sectional plate. Value 98c
69c
SOUP LADLES
SUGAR TONGS
Value 98c. Each
BUTTER KNIVES
KNIVES AND FORKS
The famous Rogers make.
Set of 6 Knives
'.
Value per dozen, $3.75
Set of 6 Forks.
Value peY dozen, $3.75

$1-65
69c
50c

BUTTER SPREADERS
Sectional plate. Value $6.25 dozen.
$1.75 Set of 6
SUGAR SHELL, value 65c, each

45c

TOMATO SERVERS, value $1.25, each... .79c
FOUR STYLES OF SILVER PLATED FERN
DISHES, ELEGANT STYLES
Choice of any $4.39 value for
$2.75
CRUMB SETS
A necessity on every table; value $2.25.. .1(1.59
TEA SETS
4 piece silver plated Tea Service, handsomely burnished, quadruple plate. These sets are
in the fine fluted pattern. Value $17.95 for...
$12.95
4 piece silver plated Tea Service, tall, graceful shape, handsomely engraved. Best quadruple plate. Value $23.50 for
.$16.49
4 piece silver plated Tea Service, handsome
style, nicely engraved on best quality silver
plated ware. Value $18.95 for.
$13.75
4 piece silver plated. Tea Service, handsomely burnished. Value $12.50 for
$9.39
4 piece silver plated Tea Service, engraved
or plain patterns, stands on 4 feet, stylish
shape. Value $10.98 for
*7.49

$1.49

SILVER PLATED BUTTER DISHES
Handsome designs in Butter Dishes. All
guaranteed to be quadruple plated on special
metal. 3 handsome designs to. select from,
some are engraved, others are fluted. All have
the Sanitary Glass Drainers. Values from
$3.00 to $5.00. Specially priced at, each
$2.19, $2.39, $3.19

SPECIAL PRICE ON ROGERS
26 PIECE SETS IN OAK CASE
This set includes 6 Knives, 6 Forks, 6 Tea
Spoons, 6 Desert Spoons, Butter Knife and
Sugar Shell. This combination, value $8.00,
sale price
$5.98

COFFEE SETS
Coffee Sets are attractively priced for this
sale. We include two styles, each style comes
with nice silver plated .Tray, Both burnished
and engraved patterns. Two prices:
Value $13.98 for
i
$9.98
Value $12.98 for
$8.98

$1.49

SILVER PLATED \i' *v>
Five handsome pleasing \
or Roll Trays; in this lot arc;
patterns ever shown, some
engraved.
Values of $3.49 for
Values of $3.25 for
Values of $2.39 for
Values ef $1.89 for

Ma ALEX K. PBCOT—
Dear Sir:—I am directed by the North
Brookfleld Fire Department to extend to
you their cordial thanks for the beautiful flag presented by you to them. The
"boys" have always been conscious of
your interest in their welfare, both as an
engineer and as a private, citizen, and
this further evidence of your generosity
is especially gratifying to them. I am
pleased to have been chosen by the Department to forward to you their vote ot
thanks.'
MABSHALL TAYLOK.

Dora DeLude.
Miss Dora DeLude, daughter of Mr and
Mrs Misrael DeLude, died Saturday night,
at the home on Willow street, of fibroid
phtieia, from which she has suffered for
the past three years. Her age was 34
years and two days. She graduated from
Sacred Heart school in 1889, and for one
year attended the Worcester normal
school. She was an accomplished painter as well as a fine soloist, and her voice
was heard both at the Congregational
church, and at St Joseph's church. She
was a member of Veritas Circle.
She leaves two sisters, Mrs Thomas
Powers of Bridgeport, Ct., and Sylvia
of North Brookfleld, also a brother, Ludger of this town, and her parents.
The funeral was attended Tuesday fonjnoon from St. Joseph's church, with a
higli mass of requiem by Rev. Edward
Judge. The bearers were friends of the
deceased,—Lawrence Powers, Oscar Poulin, Albert Shauibotix^Alliert Matthews,
Charles Barnes and Frederic L'HeureuxAmong the many floral tributes were a
liuuquetof lilies from the Garment Work
ers*Union[ another from Mrs John Mul
vey; bouquet of callas, Mr and Mrs A
K. Pecot; bouquet of pinks, Bridget and
Catharine Boland; another from the class
of '99, Sacred Heart high school; bou
quetbf daffodils from Mrs, Georgie Ma
honey of Springfield; wreath of roses,
Mr and Mrs Misrael DeLude and family
The bearers at the funeral were—Mrs
Emm t Derwin, Mrs Cora Hirbour, Mrs
A. Ledoux,' Misses Katherine Mullen,
Mary Collins, and Rose Jandreau, all
members of Veritas Circle.

The Work Committee ot the Y. W. C.
earnestly request all members of the club
to bring their articles for the fair to the
meeting at Miss Downie's, Tuesday the
Death of Mrs Tatro.
24th. This is important.
The firemen again played hosts on = Matilda, wife of A. B. Tatro, died at
Wednesday evening, ami the Brook field her Imnie on St, Clair avenue, Wednesand West Brook Held 'iire laddie*" wore day March IS, aged 70 years, and 2
royally entertained.
Dr. Phelnn told months. .She was a daughter of Aikcn
about first aid, and; other! gave valuable IVrreault, and was born in Keyesville,
hints in regard to Are fighting.
N*. Y., coming to North Brookfleld in
Regular meeting uf the Y. W. C. at the I8ii8. She has lived in the old homehome of Miss.JEIvie Dovnie) Main street, stead ever since. Her husband survives
Tuesday, March 24, at 7.30 p. m. Bring her, with four daughters and two sons:—
your own sewing. The meeting will be Mrs John B. Lavigne, Brockton; Mrs
an Irish evening, with stories, jokes Joseph l)agg, Mrs Frank LaFlamme, of
music and costumes appropriate to the Northampton, and Miss Agnes L. Tatro,
subject.
at home. The two sons, are Eugene B.,
*The Grange was much pleased with the Northampton, and Henry IS, ChappaSuffrrsiette town meeting, given at thei qtia, N. Y. There is one sister, Mrs Jashall last evening by the ladles of the on- per Depatie, Worcester; one brother,
der, and are talking of repeating it, that Cyril L. Perreault, of Holyoke, 15 grandthe public may enjoy it, for a small finan- children, and two great-grandchildren^
The funeral will be held at St. Joseph,s
cial consideration.
The young ladies of the Y. W. C. will church, Saturday morning, at 9 o'clock.
lie at home to all their friends at the
Wednesday and Thursday booths at the
Congregational Church.
Fair of Days, Thursday, March 20, at
theChapel. They will be happy to show
Next Sunday, March 22, the subject of
you dainty and useful articles, their own
work and suited to all needs. These may Rev. Mr Rudd's sermon at the Congregalie yours at a reasonable price. Also they tional church, will be—"The Land of
will tempt you with delicious sweetmeats, Far Distances." This will be' preceded
warranted strictly pure. Be sure and call by the usual talk to the boys and girls.
In the evening at 7 there will be an illusupVn them.
trased travelogu upon "Hong Kong and
Willard Gorton, "The Royal EntertainInland Points in China."
er," presenting a continuous progress of
Castle Plymouth, K. O. K., A-. will
readings, stories, impersonations in
makeup and costume, character studies, give a play entitled The Great Elixir, at
cartoons, fabric pictures, and clay model-, the Chapel, next Tu sday evening. Ading, comes to Njrth Brookfleld on Mon- i mission 10 cents.
day evening, March 23.
Mr Gorton's j Remember the sale ou Thursday afterimpersonations are said to be character- j noon at 3.30, under the joint auspices of
ized by wonderful realism, especially the Woman's Union and "the Young
those of noted men; his character studies Womafi's Club. A booth fur-each day of
in costume are delightfu|, his recitations the week and articles appropriate for
range from touchingj>athos t< * hilarious each day, including children's clothes,"
humor, his stories are quaint and origin- aprons of all descriptions, fancy articles,
al, his art studies in cloth and charcoal home made candy and Easter novelties.
■ are artistic and interesting, while his A supper will be served on the American
dexterous clay modeling is a revelation of and European plan. Hot griddle cakes
rapidity combined with artistic endeavor will be served with maple syrup. No
and remarkable talent.
one will be disappointed who comes.

Real Sterling Pattern Simeon L & Oeo. B. Rogers Plated Flat Ware of High Grail * 0 a'itjf a. Law ? i;:s

CELLULOID HANDLED STEEL KNIVES
In this sale, value $4.00 dozen, Set of 6 $1.59

The Senior Class dramatic section covered themselves with glory by the presentation of the play—"Higbeeof Harvard,"
at the tewn hall, Tuesday evening. The
members of the cast were—J. Edward
Doyle, John Robinson, Mildred Lane,
Rose Mahoney, Verna Vorce, Gwendolyn
Burnham, Raymond Herlihy, J. Henry
Doyle and Thomas Dunphy. The young
people all did well, and received hearty
congratulations at its close, when the
floor was cleared tor dancing. Every
seat in the hall was sold, and with their
candy sale, and the profits of their program the net proceeds amounted to
$145.00. Great credit is also due to iss
Helen M. Eaton and Mrs Charles E.
Batcheller for their untiring work in
training the players.

S
Br«ad
13 Ol p .jUic^t
plain. others'
. .$2.*9
..$210

. .$1 r,s
..$1.29

SANDWICH PLATES
Two very pleasing patterns to choose from.
Best quality plate.
Value $2.75 for
SI 95
Values $3.2& for
$2.19
CAKE BASKETS
On stand, with bundle. Two selections.
Handsome engine turned patterns.
.$3.19
Value $4.25 for
S2.7X
Value $3.75 for.
BAKING DIPHES
Just the finest dish f~r serving pudrl;ngs.
scalloped oystersj-.etc, froirt. Three styles at
three prices; olain or engraved patterns.
Value $8.98 for
$6 7<i
Value $5.98 for
$4.75
Value $5.25 for
$H.7r>
LARGE SILVER PLATED FRUIT BOWLS
$10.98 value for
$7.98
$8.98 value for
.$6,49
HANDSOME SOUP TUREENS
Value $8.49 for...
.$5.59
Also a large assortment of Mayonaise Sets.
Crubm Sets, Candlearbra, Fern Dishes, Spoon
Boats etc., at prices varying from 1-3 to 1-2
of regular selling prices.
SILVER PLATED FRAMED CASSEROLES
$4.26 values for
;
$3.00
$4.75 values for.
$3.49
These are positively the best values ever
offered for high grade Silver Plated Casseroles.
SILVER DEPOSIT WARE AT LESS THAN
ONE-HALF REGULAR PRICE
Sugar and Cream Sets, value 98c, at... ^9c
Cruets, value 98c, at
.49c
Mustards, value 89c, at
49c
These are elegantly trimmed with Sterling
Silver Deposits. Special for this sale, choice 49c

COME ONE! COME ALL!
To the Fair of the Week,
A CARD
There you will find the things you seek.
The Woman's Union is widely known,
For offering only the best they own.
. We wish to thank all those who helped
The Young Woman's Club will be there too.
With sweetmeats'to sat and things fair to view us in our late trouble.
MISRAEL DBLVOS AND FAMILY.
-A«T. "j

;I

DEATH OF ELLEN SOPHIA MORGAN.

Christ Memorial Church.

For Many Years an Efficient and Beloved
Teacher in HolyokeEarly Saturday morning, March 14,
there passed from life at the Stearns cottage on South Main street, Miss Ellen
Sophia Morgan, after a full year's illness
with chronic bronchitis.
For the last eight years she has been
living here with her sisters, having come
from Holyoke, where for many years she
made for herself an enviable name as an
instructor in the public schools.
Miss Morgan was born in Rio Grande,
Brazil, but her parents returned to the
United States when she was but four
years old, settling in Chicopee, where she
received her education, graduating from
the high school, which was at that time
third in the "tate, by reason of its most
excellent cientific laboratory. A few
years later she took up her'life work as a
teacher in Chicopee, then going to Jamaica, L. I., where she taught for several years, and then to Holyoke, where
she taught for more than forty years. At
her retirement, at the age of 72, she was
principal of the Sargent St. building.
As a teacher she was very successful and
had the faculty of winning the confidence
of all whom she met. It was a personal
letter from her to J. Pierrepont Morgan
that brought Holyoke a gift of »10,000
for their public library, when all others
failed.
She had a gift in story writing, and it
gave her much pleasure to surprise the
children with a new one. Her modesty
alone prevented her from allowing these
to appear in print, although often requested by her associates.
She leaves one brother and three sisters,
Mrs Henry H. Green and Miss Katharine Morgan of North Brookfleld Mrs J.
Reed Smith, of Ithaca, N. Y., and
Charles H. Morgan of Holyoke.
Miss Morgan came to North Brookfleld
with her sisters, eight years ago, that all
might be together.
The funeral was attended from her late
home on Tuesday afternoon, Rev. R. M.
D. Adams of the Episcopal church officiating, and at the tomb in Walnut Grove
cemetery.
Among the many floral tributes was a
large bouquet of daffodils from the Loyal Circle of King's Daughters, a very
handsome wreath of magnolia leaves
with pinks and callas, from twenty of
her associate teachers of Holyoke, and a
large bouquet of callas from the Allyn
brothers of Holyoke.
Out of town relatives present, were:—
Edward and Charles Allyn of Holyoke,
Leslie Newell, West Springfield, and .Mrs
Theodore Paige of Springfield.
From the Holyoke Transcript of Wednesday we take the following account of
the Memorial Service for Miss Morgan in
that city:—
' 'A memorial service for Miss Ellen S.
Morgan was held in the Morgan school
on Tuesday afternoon, at 2.30, the hour
of the funeral at North Brookfleld. The
exercises were simple but impressive con
sisting of the following Victrola selections: "When the Mists Have Roiled
Away," (Trinity Choir); "Some Day I
Shall Know," (Carl Wright); "Abide
With Me." (Gjtick and Homer); "The
Palms," (McDonotigh). The children of
the Bchool sang "He Leadeth Me,"
"Kind Words Can Never Die," and
"Home Over There." There was read
ing from the Bible manual, "Remember
Now Thy Cieator" and there were re
marks by Principal VV. E. Judd on the
life, character and work of Miss Morgan.
His conclusion was, "If you are asked
why this is called the Morgan school, say
it is in honor of Miss Kilen Morgan, a
devoted and talented teacher, a sympathetic and ituseliish woman, whose life
work was education in this part of the
city."
The Victrola selections were
among those acquired by the school by a
contribution for the Victrola fund made
by Miss Morgan herself."
The flag on Miss Morgan's school
building was at half mast all day lues
day.

The regular meeting of the Woman's
Guild will tie held in the Guild rooms on
Wednesday afternoon, March 25, at the
usual hour. It is hoped there will be a
good attendance.
Next Wednesday, being the Feast of
the Annunciation, services appointed are
Holy Communion, 9 a. m.; Prayers and
Address, 3.45 p. m.; Evening Prayer, at
7.30, with sermon by the Rev. Frank C.
Wheelock of bt. Philip's church, Easthampton. The Friday evening service
will be omitted next week. The preacher this evening is the Rev. Robert K.
Smith of Westfleld.

Methodist Church.

FOR SALE

EDWIN T. CHAPIN

GOOD HEN-HOUSE, 8 x 12 feet.
Inquire of CHARLES HIRROtiR
12

ARCHITECT

FOR SALE
A FEW TONS stoca hay* Green mountain
seed potatoes.
L. A. GILBERT
West Brooktield
lwl2

727-728 State Mutual Building, WotCMtcr

FOR SALE or TO RENT
COTTAGE HOUSE with or without barn' all
modern improvements.
W. H. FULLAM

COLBY H. JOHNSON

COLUMBIAN WYANDOTTES.
I CAN SPARE a few hatchings from my
splendid Columbian Wyandottes.
Heavy
winter layers. J2.00 for 15. ALFRED W.
Swll
BUDD.

Telephone

—.......—.

——•

AUCTIONEER,
DEALER IN REAL ESTATE
OFFICES,

School Street, No. Brookfleld
40 Foster St. Worcester,

WANTED
WANTED AT ONCE by responsible party, a
reasonable loan on ill St mortgage on a
North Hrookthrid farm. Address Cr in care of
JOUKNAL
1W12

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concords

FOR SALE

A GOOD DRIVING harness. Call on HENRY
Dr. Charlton's Sunday topic will be
W. AYRES, West Brookfleld road, Tele12
"The Clouds." He will also have charge phone 34-6
of the Sunday evening service.
FOR SALE.

The Fourth Quarterly Conference elect- HATCHING EGGS from large single comb R.
I Reds, selected stock, 75 cents a setting,
ed these officers: George Goodrich, A. J, also ejors from Rhode Islanu Reds for GO cents.
G. B FALK8,
and Mrs Gilbert, Mr and Mrs Paul Wheel- West Brookfleld
twltf
ock, James M. Benjamin, George O.
Bennett, Frank Howe, Mr and Mm
A. Matteson, Mrs A. M. Wheelock, Mr
and Mrs Frank Maney and Mrs George
FRED C. CLAPP
Bryant. Every department of the church
is reported to show an increase over one
year ago.

both rubbM »na me«l HTM, BOMM,
Semoorat »»> Drtirery WMOM.W
rey» ma Boad Wagooa. both new and
second Hand.
^

A.T BOTTOM. 1PRIOES

Funeral Director

aaroeu, Bobea, Blankeu, Whim and
Oil OlotiiB. Not too Costly. Not too
Cheap.

NEW BRAINTREE.

Shingles and Roofing Material.

Registered Embalmer.

Mr F. A. Morse, the town fire warden,
attended the meeting of fire wardens at
Fitehburg on Tuesday.
Mrs William France has been in Rockvilie, Conn., this week visiting her sister
who has recently returned to her home
from a hospital.

A.11 the dlflerent made*. AlHiaaao*
Halto, also,
BwnmMr that my prices are alwaya
the lowest I «eU so aa to sell again.

ti*tiy AaatatAat.

CinaeotM by Lang Distance Telnphono.at House and Store.

Dr.

Kra.aus aiwaj*

la stock.
lttLKFHOITB OAKHAM D«.

The last Farmers Club meeting of the
winter will be held next Tuesday, March
24. A good program has been arranged MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
and consists of an address by Rev. Mr
DRESSMAKING
Franct. Subject, "Which derives tne
most enjoyment out of life, the lazy or If Prospect St.
North Brookfleld
ambitious man or woman ?" opened by
C. P. McClanatnan; "Is it practical for a
farmer to own an auto: Negative, H. D.
Pollard; affirmative, C. S. Lane; music,
Mrs France; din ler committee, Mr and
To see the Latest Models of
Mrs C. S. Lane.

«VILUAM •. CdAirVFOaO
OAKHAM.

CHARLES S. LANE,

Call at 46 Summer Street

Rev. William France and wife were
completely surprised last Friday evening,
at the vestry after the evening meeting by
40 of their friends and neighbors who
had gathered to help them celebrate their
25th anniversary of their marriage. A
goodly purse of silver, a silver bread tray,
and checks were presented to them by E.
L. Havens in behalf of the company.
Mr and Mrs France thanked their many
friends in a very pleasing manner /or the
gifts and a pleasant evening was enjoyed.
Refreshments were served.

muttel'* Haree

Furnishing Undertaker
REGISTERED EMBALMER.

SP1RELLA

Personal Prompt Attention Day
or Night.
Telephone North Brookfleld No.
133-11.

CORSETS

{ Long

Distance Connection.

!' Funerals Personally Directed
and Every Requisite Furnished.
l.ady Assistant.

Or have them brought to your home"
by sending word to
••*
•**

MRS. B. C. GRAVES,
Representative for the Brookfields,

Telephone 16-13,
NORTH BROOKFIELD.

ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS

MASS

THIS HEW MEDICINE
SAVES YOU MONEY Wedding Invitations
We are druggists right nere in your town

and make.a living out M the drug business,
but it is because people have to have drugs
and not because we like tc see people suffer
—we don't. Our duty is tc render the best
service we can, and when someone is ailing,
we are interested in seeing tnem take the
best medicine there is'for their particular
engraved or printed in the
trouble. We don't recommend ' cure-alls,'
as we don't bdieve there are such things.
very latest styles, and the
We don't want you tc spend more than you
have to. Some ot you ,»et small wages and
best
work guaranteed.
when you're sick, none at all. and VKHI
should get the most you can torvout money.
We recently came -terns' * new remedy
tor increasing strength in.1 Building up
people who are run-down uid emaciated.
We know that a sllgit troubk sometimes
grows into a serous one, and tc stop it in (
"Journal Office,
\
the beginning, will sp « you money in tne
end. This new compound i*- :alled fioxall \ North Brookfleld, Mass. J
Olive Oil Emulsion. IT ■> Che r.tst remecfy.
when you are run-down tired .nit, nervous
—no mallei what the :ause. it does"'*
TO RENT
merely stimulate you and make you lee,
good for a few hours, but takes hold M the A GOOD up-stairs tenement. Town water.
Everything
"none
floor. Inquire of r'RED
weakness and builds you up tc a healthy,
A. STEARNS,"South Main Street, North Brooknormal condition. It is a real nerve-food fleld.
1
tonic and builder ot good blood, strong
muscle, good digestion. It contains HypoTO RENT.
phosphites, which tone the nerves, and
pure Olive Oil, which nourkhes the nerves, VflCE sunny furnished or unfurnished tene
lit
ment
of
th,
ee
everything needed for
the blood and the entire system. Pleasant housekeeping. Allrooms;
conveniences on one floor
to take. Contains no alcohol or habit-form- Rent reasonable. Apply
to
DANIEL FOSTER.
ing drugs. We promise that if you are not
2tf
Spring St.
perfectly satisfied with it, we'll give back
Lively Contest after All.
your money as soon as you telt us. Sold
FOR SALE
only at the 7,000 Rexall Stores, and in thil
At the last moment three new candi- town only by us. tl.00.
TO SETTLE AN ESTATE, Preferred Stock In
the lleuholm A McKay Co. l'avs 7 per cent
dates for selectmen filed nomination padividends quartern. C. E KENDRICK 814
pers, and there is prospect of a lively
State Mutual Building, Worcester. Mass..
Eugene W. Reed, North Brookfleld. .
contest after all. The full list is as folFINE LAUNDRY WORK.
lows :—
AMERICAN LADY would like to take in
Town Clerk, for one year, Timothy J.
Laundry Work. Experienced on line wnrk.
Small family washings and ironings. ReferCollins.
ences. Cal' on t?entiul St., North Brookfleld.
MRS. E THOBNE.
3wlo»
Selectmen, for one year, three to be
elected:—L. Emerson Barnes, Fid ward
ECCS AND CHICKS FOR SALE
A. Batcheller, F. Arthur Fullam, Ethan
AM BOOKING orders now for s. C. R. I,
Red chicks and White Rocks, ptshel strain.
Allan Harwood, Mortimer J. Howard,
W. KABCOCK, reeder.
Timothy J. Mahoney.
North Brooktield, Feb. 26
5w9
Assessor, for three years, Charles E.
Batcheller, C. Leon Bush and George A.
AUCTION SALE OF REAL ESTATE
Whiting.
By Heen.-e of the Probate Court for the County of Worcester, the subscriber, adiuioistrator
Overseers of Poor, for one year, three
of the estate oi Liania 1*. Barton, late of North
to.be chosen:—Patrick J. Doyle, JohntJ.
Brooktield in naid County, deceased, intestate,
Will supply you wi
will sell at public auction on the premises, on
Lane, Henry Rondeau, Frank Wine.
Saturday, the twenty-eighth day of March
following
seed-potatoes
current, at two o'clock in the afternoon, the
School Committee, one to be chosen for
following described parcel at real estate of said
three years, Herbert T. Maynard.
deceased, 10 wit:—
Certain real estate situate In North BrookGREEN MOUNT
Treasurer, for one year, (ieorge R.
tield in the County of Worcester, bounded and
described as follows, viz:—Beginning at the
Doane.
.southeast
corner thtreof at a stake and stones
NORCROSS,
Cemetery Commissioner, John A.
on tben.n-fcher'ysideof the town way leading
Jfrom the house now or formerly of Samuel
Krnssell.
H.^kerry to the high school house- thence N.
DELAWARE,
15 1-2 degree* JE. by land now or formerly ot
Trustees of Free Public Library,—two
George E.Gilinore about seven (7 ) rods; thence
to be chosen for one year, Teresa Doyle,
N. 77 3-4 degrees W. by land of the heirs of
GOLD COIN,
Calvin Edson, six (6) rods and fourteen (ii)
Maurice A. Longley.
Three to be
links to a stake and stones; thence 3.131-2 deitrees W., about eiuht (8) rods to the above
chosen for three years, Josiah C. ConCARMEN NO. 3,
named nail; thence easterly along the northerverse, Ward A- Smith, Allen B. Ward.
ly line of said'oad about twelve (12) rods to
tne first me tioned corner, containing fifty (GO)
NEW QUEEN,
Auditor, Frank-S. Bartlett.
rods of land, more or less.
One hundred dollars must be paid by the purTfee Warden, Colby H. Johnson.
chaser at the time and place of the sale, as
EARLY KOSE,
Collector of taxes, John J. Dunphy.
earnest money, and the balance of the purchase
price on delivery of the deed and within two
Constables, for one year, three to be
weeks f roiu the date of sale.
IRISH COBBLER,
FRANCIS l>. BARTON, Administrator.
chosen:—Edward
Dunphy,
Stephen
■:
March 2, 1914. North Brooktield Mass.
Quill and John Mattoon.
\
March 6,13, 2u.

IN SCRIPT OR
ENGLISH TEXT

H. I. Lawrence, North Brookfleld

and Announcements

Horace "J. Lawrence,

Seed Potatoes!

FULLAM

ARTISTIC MONUMENTS
;AND CEMETERY MEMORIALS
In all kin Js of
1

GRANITE AND MARBLE

C A. RISLE/ & COMPANY
Telephone i

West Broofcfieid.

AT FOLLAM'S
AIR TIGHT STOVES,
OIL HEATERS,
O-CEDAR MOPS,
WIZARD MOPS,
HORSE BLANKETS,
POCKET KNIVES,
FLASH LIGHTS,
SCISSORS,
CARVING SETS,
BARN LANTERNS,
DRIVING LANTERNS,
FAMILY SCALES,
WRINGERS,
FOOD CHOPPERS,
SAFETY RAZORS,
THERMOMETERS,
DOG COLLARS,
UNIVERSAL
BREAD MIXERS,
BROOMS,
CARPET SWEEPERS,
ICE CREAM FREEZERS,
SLEDS AND SKATES. *
We deliver everything too he»yy
to carrv.

W. F. FULLAM
North Brookfleld.

BROOKFIELD TIMES
BROOKFIELD

A NOTABLE
ANNIVERSARY
Farm and Trades School to
Celebrate Centennial.
SATURDAY NEXT, MARCH 21
Located on Thompson'* Island in
Boston Harbor—Private ___
School For Boys of ,
Limited Means.

,

Boston—The Farm and Trades
school, located on Thompson's Island
In Boston Harbor, which Is a private
school for worthy boys, will celeibrate
the hundredth anniversary of its incorporation on Saturday. March 21st.
There will be a public meeting on that
day at 3.S0 o'slock in the Old South
church, corner of Boylston and
Dartmouth streets, Boston. President Lowell of Harvard University,
Bishop Lawrence, Mr. Charles Evans,
Secretary and Librarian of the
Chicago
Historical Society,
who
left the school in 1S66, and Superintendent Charles H. Bradley of
the school, will speak on that occasion.
The Alumni Association of the
school, will also be represented and
the parents and friends of the boys in
the school will to invited. The chairman of the meeting will be Mr. Chas.
P. Curtis, vice president of the Board
of Managers, who will officiate in the
absence of Mr. Alfred Bow ditch, the
president.
The Farm and Trade school has finished a century of existence. The
present school is the result of a combination of two schools, the first of
which was incorporated on February
24, 1814. This was known as the Boston Asylum for Indigent Boys, and
the meeting to effect the organization
•was held on March 21st, 1814.
On March 19, 1833, was incorporated The Boston Farm school; and the
Asylum of 1814 and the Farm school
of 1833 were combined and incorporated under an act passed by the Massachusetts Legislature March 5, 1835,
the name of the combined school being The Boston Asylum and Farm
School for Indigent Boys.
This was
the name of the school until June
10, 1907, when, toy authority of the
State of Massachusetts, the school
took its present name.
Since 1833 the school has been located on Thompson's Island in Boston
Harbor. The first house of the school
was located at the corner of Cam'Bridge and Lynde streets, Boston, but
,soine time -before May. 1820, the
.school moved to the house on the
corner of Salem and Charter streets,
once occupied as a residence by the
Colonial Governor, Sir William Phlpps.
The records of the owners of
Thompson's Island extend back as far
as 1621. It was owned by a Scotchiman, David Thompson, a merchant of
London, before Dorchester or Boston
were settled, and within a year after
the Pilgrims arrived at Plymouth.
In 1631 the Island was not inhabited, when the Massachusetts Bay Colony claimed it, together with the other
islands of the bay. For three years
>they held Thompson's Island.
In 1634 the Island was given to the
Inhabitants of Dorchester for the support of a free school. Seven years
later, seventy of the most influential
townsmen deeded the Island to the
town of Dorchester. So for fourteen
years Dorchester owned, either directly or indirectly, Thompson's Island.
The jurisdiction over the Island lasted for two hundred years.
_.
The Farm school was incorporated
in March, 1833, and the three trustees
(transferred Thompson's Island to the
(proprietors of the school.
When the two corporations of the
"Boston Asylum for Indigent Boys"
* and the "Farm School" united In 1835,
(to form the "Boston Asylum and Farm
(School for Indigent Boys," the first
{two corporations transferred their
(property to the new corporation.
An act of the Massachusetts Legislature annexing Thompson's Island to
.the city of Boston passed in 1834 exempted it from taxation so lone as
the Island is used for a farm school
and provided that if it was used for
any-other purpose it should be restored to the town of Dorchester.
Thompson's Island is about three
miles from the foot of State street,
■Boston, and about a mile west of the
-main- ship channel. It contains 157
Ipcres, and by far the largest amount
la allotted to the farm, comprising both
arable and grazing land, which affords an opportunity for the Doys to
require a practical knowledge of farming. There is a large orchard and
several large groves. There are also
' playing fields for foot-ball, base-ball,
hockey and other games.
The Farm and Trades school receives boys not less than ten nor more
than fourteen years of age. They must
be of good moral character, in fair
physical condition, and not lower than
sixth grade In the grammar school.
An unfortunate impression has prevailed in recent years that the school
iwas a correctlonary institution. It is
far removed from that Only boys
whose recommendations are satisfactory are received at the school, and
If on trial a boy proves to be unfitted
fee is not allowed to remain. The parents, guardians or friends of the boys
■re asked to contribute something
toward their support if they are able.

but boys are not rejected on account of
the inability of their parents or friends
to contribute towapd their support, in
fact, aibout half of the boys now in the
school are cared for without pecuniary
assistance from parents or guardians.
The school is the oldest of its kind
in this country and the pioneer in
many of the educational features
which are now common and thought
to be indispensable in most of the
schools for boys in this country. Here
sloyd was first taught; here was the
first boys' band In any school in this
country; here was the first boys' government, antedating by at least ten
years the George Junior Republic; and
here the part time plan of education,
under which boys study in. school part
of the time and learn some useful trade
or occupation part of the time, has
been a part of the general plan of the
school since it was located on Thompson's Island In 1833. Many of "the
civic improvements In the school find
their parallel only in the most progressive municipalities, and the methods pursued in the school in the educational field place it well in the lead
among the schools of America which
give industrial training.
Cottage Row is a miniature city of
twelve cottages with a simple but
complete machinery of government
modeled on actual forms. Its mayor
and aldermen are chosen by the Australian ballot and its council composed of the Judge, the mayor, the chief
of police and three boys selected at
large by the pupils, advise' with the
superintendent of the school on matters relating to discipline and efficiency.
The school buildings are planned to
accommodate 100 pupils. There is also
a blacksmith shop, machine shop, carpenter shop, sloyd room and band
room; there are also two hams, a cement compost shed, various boat houses, a farm house, and clear from all
buildings on a high elevation is the
weather observatgry, where the boys
daily make weather observations and
reports and are associated with the
United States Weather Bureau as an
observation station.
The course of Btudy in the school
embraces four years' work. Up to
the ages of fourteen or fifteen all the
boys receive a similar education;
above this age the 'boys are permitted
to specialize somewhat in the direction in which their abilities tend.
To encourage and promote thrift
among boys, there is a bank and a
trading company. At the present time
every boy In the school has money in
The Farm and Trades School Bank.
There is an official organ of the
school, published monthly and called
the "Beacon." ReligiouB education
and services at the school take place
each Sunday; clergymen of different
denominations address the pupils, who
occasionally attend church in Boston.
Once a month, from May to October,
parents and friends of the boys visit
the Island.
The school is controlled and directed by a (board of managers, which includes some of the best known citizens
of Boston. From the beginning of the
school 100 years ago leading citizens
of Boston have been found on this
board. They have maintained the
school on a high, plane of efficiency
and have given freely of their time and
money to keep the school up to the
best standards. The present officers
are: President, Alfred Bowdltch; vice
president, Charles P. Curtis; treasurer, Arthur Adams, 135 Devonshire
street; secretary. Tucker Daland.
Since March 15,1888, the school has
been under the direct charge of Mr.
Charles H. Bradley.
The boys are also enabled to earn
money in various other ways, and with
this money they purchase, if they desire to do so, the shares In the cottages of Cottage Row. These ten
small cottages aie owned by the boys
who are stock-holders; no more than
six boys are allowed to occupy a cottage at one time. The transfer of
these shares in these cottages, and
the giving of the deeds and other papers, teach the boys practical lessons
in the transfer of property and in business forms, and train them in the
spirit and ideals of true citizenship.
A friend of the school has recently
established a fund, at the present
time amounting to 610,000, the income from which the managers may
"loan to such graduates of the Farm
and Trades school as they may deem
worthy to receive such aid," the "purpose being to help such graduates
secure further education or to become
established in some definite trade or
pursuit in life."
Recently the Massachusetts Charitable Mechanic Association has voted
to give The Farm and Trades school
two scholarships of 8250 eaeh for one
or in giving two worthy boys, lacking the proper means, the rudiment
of an industrial education, together
with his board and clothes and other
necessary expenses, preference being
given to eligible lioys who may be
recommended by a member of the
Massachusetts Charitable Mechanic
Association.
There is a Farm and Trades School
Alumni Association, which assists the
school in many ways.
DIES IN SPEEDING AUTO.

Boston—Within five minutes after
he had bade his sister and brotherin-law goodby, Judge Louis Munroe
Clark of the Suffolk county land court,
formerly chairman of the Boston
board of aldermen, dropped C.JA at
the wheel of his automobile as it was
speeding along Beacon street. The
machine zigzagged from one side of
the street to another for nearly 100
yards and finally ran over the sidewalk and stopped on a lawn. -^

MARTIAL LAW ON
MEXICAN BORDER

TIMES

HARBOR OF RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL

Wife of Finance Minister Avenges Him for Attacks

United States Postoffice Burned
by Mexican Bandit.
CALIFORNIA MUCH AROUSED
Men on California Line

Armed

WOMAN KILLS
"FIGAJHTEDITOR
CALLED

CAILLAUX GRAFTER

TO

Wounded Four Times—Climax of an.

Prevent Raid.—Americans
Are Arrested by
Mexicans.

Old Feud—Newspaper's Editor Had
Accused
in

San- Diego, Cal.—Although no proclamation was issued,
martial
law
existed in effect along the border for
miles each side of Tecate, Cal., following the destruction by fire of the
Rio de Janeiro and other Brazilian cities have been proclaimed in a
general store containing the United
state of siege by the national authorities, owing to the outbreak of revoluStates postoffice and customs office
tionary troubles. In this photograph of the harbor of Rio the president's
and the murder of Postmaster Frank
state barge Is seen In the foreground.
Johnston Saturday night by three
men, declared to be Mexicans.
The border is patrolled by American troops from Fort Rosecrans.
Across the line not many hundred feet
away, Mexican rurales performed
guard duty.
Every man within a radius of ten
miles of Tecate Is fully armed and
rifles and ammunition have been orFriend of Ex-Bandit Says Cardered from this city.
Governor Hiram W. Johnson was
ranza Will Be Forced Out
asked to make formal demand on Governor Francisco VaBquez, of Lower
California tor the delivery of the Mrs. Harriman Holds Millions in
Mexicans suspected of having killed
CRISIS MAY BE VERY NEAR
Stock of Both, and Deal
Johnson.
Maj. W. C. Davis, commander at
for Valued Holdings
Fort Rosecrans, received instructions
Carranza Sends Second Note to Bryan,
Is Hinted At.
from Washington to lend any assisYielding Right of the U. S. A. to
tance to the immigration and customs
Represent Foreign Powers
officials and keep the department inat Rebel Court.
formed of conditions. He had al- STOCK'S FIRM STRENGTH
ready taken initiative to the full
ADDS TO TALK OF DEAL
El
Paso.—The
announcement from
scope of his authority.
Chihuahua, to the effect that Pancho
Anti-Mexican feeling is aroused to
fever heat in the vicinity of Tecate. The New Express Rates Have In- Villa has resolved to "double cross"
Venustlano Carranza and seize the
creased the Charges on Thouspresidency of Mexico, caused some
ands of Regular Shipments
Arrested by Mexicans.
speculation, but little surprise, In El
Throughout
the
Country.
Laredo, Tex.—Edward Matson, capPaso. It has been obvious for some
tain of the Laredo company, Texas
time that the ex-cattle-rustler, bandit
New
York.—Although
the
dissoluand murderer who has succeeded in
national guard, was arrested in Nuevo Sunday and released with an ad- tion of United States Express Com- elevating himself to a high place
monition never to return to the pany, will require at least six months am»,ng Mexican rebels, would never
of preliminary work, evidences are yield his advantage to such a qlescent
Mexican city.
Matson, a few days ago, acting of- Accumulating that the Wells Fargo character as Carranza.
The only speculation is why Villa
ficially for the etete of Texas, re- Company will take over at least (he
ported that the island of the Rio major part of the United States Com- has chosen this moment—if, indeed,
pany's
business.
'
he knew anything of the announceGrande from which Clements VerNo announcement of any plan has ment—to let the world see his hand.
gara's horses were stolen was on the
come
from
any
other
company,
but,
in
The statement came from a "friend"
American side. Vergara, said to have
been lured across the border .on the face of the announcement of dis- of Villa, who was reported to be
solution,
stock
of
the
United
States
speaking with the voice of authority.
promise of payment for the horses,
Company is holding firm, and if no
"Gen. Villa will remain- supreml
was killed.
sale is made Wall street will be much commander through the progress of
surprised.
the rebellion," said this friend. His
Losing Faith In Carranza.
Perhaps the strongest reason for succession of victories against the
Washington—Copies of the first .thinking that this will come about is
dispatch from Gen. Carranza, the the fact that Mrs. E. H. Harriman, Federal army, his sweeping away of
the Huerta soldiers from the north
"first chief" of the Constitutionalist who controls about $2,202,800 par
of Mexico, while Carranza remained
party, have been given to representa- value of the stock of the United
in comparative obscurity on the Patives of the powers represented in States Company, personally owns
cific slope, have so exalted him in the
Mexicb. Secretary Bryan said that «56,466,500 par value of the stock of the
minds of his soldiers as to make his
this left our government to eonBtrue Wells Fargo Company. It was the
subordination to any one else imCarranza'B communication as it saw Harriman and allied Interests that put
probable.
fit He declined to give his own idea through the dissolution project, and
"Gen. Villa could not afford to go
if there should be a sale, Harriman south at the head of his troops in the
of It.
Some administration officials are control would be extended to approxi- attack on Torreon before he had first
credited with being convinced that mately 49 per cent, of the Wells Fargo satisfied himself- that his going would
there is little to hope for from the Company.
not result in the loss of any of his
Contracts with railroads and with power."
present head of the Constitutionalist
government. On the other hand, it mail order houses now owned by the
Luis Terrazas, Jr., is still being held
is regarded as obvious by certain of- United States Company are the as- a prisoner by Villa in Chihuahua. He
ficials that Villa is not to be accept- sets likely to be mast eagerly sought has been permitted to reside In his
Real estate now owned at terminal own home, but the place is carefully
ed in lieu of Carranza.
points would figure importantly in any guarded.
sale, and the territory now covered
BOSTON TO BE VISITED DURING
When seen the prisoner appeared to
by the Wells Fargo Company would be utterly hopeless of his release. He
LABOR INQUIRY.
join more neatly with United States has been confined ever since Villa's
Federal Board Will Investigate Many territory than thi-t of almost any other army entered Chihuahua last Decemcompany.
ber. When told that his father was
Phases of Situation.
The further fact that the United making every effort to procure his reStates Company is the only one that lease, the prisoner merely shook his
Washington—Boston is among those has taken action even tending toward
cities to be visited by the United withdrawal from business heightens head.. More than once since his deStates commission ou industrial re- the belief that there will be a sale tention he has been subjected to torlations in its study of causes of labor rather than an actual winding up of tures to reveal places where Terrazas'
money was supposed to be hidden.
troubles some time this month.
its business.
As understood here, Terrazas is beThe investigation, which will last
The contract with the Chicago, Milseveral months,'Will include all the waukee and St Paul Railroad was ing held by the rebels for three purmain divisions of inquiry authorized one of the most valuable ever held by poses. These are: So that money
by the Congress, including the prob- the United States Express and It 1B may be extorted from the Terrazas
lems of irregularity of employment, only a short time since the business family; so that by threatening the
unemployment, activities of trades' of that road was taken over by the execution of the prisoner the Cientifico party may be dissuaded from Inunion and employers' associations and Wells Fargo Co.
vading Mexico from the north, and so
the extent and operation of governThe Harriman estate Is the dominmental machinery for regulating the ating financial power in the United that the prisoner may sign documents
turning Terrazas' property over to
conditions of industry.
States Express Company.
The Harriman estate is also the Villa.
HIRE8 FIVE SPENDERS.
dominating financial power In the TWO DEATH8 END HIDDEN LOVE.
WellB Fargo Express Company.
Steel Worker Hears He Is Heir to
The United States Express Com- Young Woman Wore Mala Attire to
Visit Lover Who Slaw Her.
$7,000,000.
pany is going into liquidation on the
Oakvale, Miss.—Jealousy and fear
pretext that the new rates fixed by
Hammond, Ind.—Receiving a letter the Interstate Commerce Commission, of exposure caused Dr. John J. Stringfrom Greece that he is heir to a $7,- following the competition of the par- er to kill Miss Clara Polk and then
000,000 estate, Mathlas Constante, a cel post, make it impossible for the commit suicide. Such were the conclusions of the Coroner's jury.
steel worker here, has hired five close company to carry on its business.
The bodies were found in the street
While the express companies claim
friends at $5,000 a- year each to help
him spend his money. That is all that the express rates were reduced at daybreak near the young woman's
they will have to do.
"\, ' February first, a comparison of the home. Miss Polk, 19 years bid, and
Word of the estate came to Con- new rates with the old rates, .shows member of a prominent family of
stante Saturday. He obtained credit that the new rates hare In manyfeases south Mississippi, was dressed as a
for everything he wanted and ex- resulted In an Increase of fifty per cent. man. It was disclosed that for six
in the rate per hundred pounds and months, thus disguised, she had been
claimed as be read the letter:
"What shall I ever do with so much the new rates per hundred pounds stealing from her home two or three
has resulted in an increase of from nights a week and visiting the physimoney?"
ten to forty per cent, on thousands cian at his office. When her body
of regular shipments that make up the was found there was an automatic
DIES AT 114 YEARS.
bulk of the express business.
pistol strapped to her waist
Pensacola, Fla.—Isaac Cooley, reSOLD JUAREZ FOR $50,000.
HUERTA INCREASE8 HIS ARMY.
puted 114 years old, is dead at his
home in Escambla county. He had
Sueh
Is
Charge
Made
by
Fall
Against
He
Issues a Decree Raising Regular
more than 100 grandchildren. He atCastro.
* Force to 250,000.
tributed his old age to regular haEl Paso.—General Francisco Castro
Mexico City.—President Huerta has
bits.
resents the declaration of United iSBued a- decree increasing the
States Senator Fall that he was paid strength of the regular Federal army
VETERAN DIES AT 115.
160,000 for the surrender of Juarez fc to 260,000 men. Its present strength
Liberal, Mo.—Henry Dorman, 115 Pancho Villa, and challenges the New Is 200,000.
Mexico
statesman to produce the
Recruiting will be active as it is
years old, died here. He served in
both the Mexican and Civil Wars. proof. He asks the Senator to pub- intended to form ninety Infantry,
licly
withdraw
the
statement
unless
fortyvflve
cavalry and twenty scoutFamily records show he was born in
Steuben County, N. Y„ Jan. 10, 1799 he can prove It, "as is the custom ing regiments, five, batteries of field
among gentlemen." Gen. Castro sends artillery and ten of mountain artillery
his demand from Ft. Bliss.
and five machine gun companies.

IL 5. EXPRESS CO. VILLA TO SEIZE
BUSINESS MAY GO THE PRESIDENCY
TO WELLS FARGO

Ex-Premier of Graft
Financial

Deals.

1(1
LEADING FIGURES IN
THE PARIS SHOOTING
M. Gaston Calmette, whose1
newspaper, the Figaro, has been
attacking M. Caillaux, Minister
of Finance, for alleged efforts
to graft election funds, was shot
four times at the office of the
Figaro, 26 Rus Drouot, Paris.
He died at midnight
Mme.
Gsnevleve
Henrietta
Caillaux, second wife of M. Caillaux and former wife ■of the
writer Leo Claretis, was the assailant, having been incensed
by the publication in the Figaro
of the facsimile of a letter written by M. Caillaux to his wife
before she became Mme. Caillaux.
M. Joseph Caillaux, former
Premier and four times Minister
of Finance of France, statesman and financier, was the object ef a series of attacks by
M. Calmette.

Paris.—As the sensational climax of
the feud between Joseph Caillaux,.
Minister of Finance, and Gaston
Calmette, director of the Figaro,
which has been the talk of the boulevards for the past three months, Mme.
Caillaux drove to the office of the
Figaro and coolly emptied a revolver
at her husband's political opponent.
The shooting was the result of a.
letter written by M. Caillaux to his
wife when she was Mme. Claretie,.
wlfe of the well-known journalist,,
which M. Calmette published in the
Figaro in the course of his campaign
against M. Caillaux. Mme. Caillaux
was locked up in Saint Lazare prison,.
where women of the lower class are
sent Mme. Caillaux Is the second
wife of the Minister of Finance.
About 6 o'clock In the afternoon a
woman dressed in black entered the
office of the Figaro. She paced upand down the reception room in an
excited manner for about .an hour.
Shortly after 6 o'clock M. Calmette..
accompanied by Paul Bourget, the
author of "Cosmopolis," crossed the
antechamber. The woman arose and
handed him her card. After glancing;
at it M. Calmette said to Bourgot: It
is a woman. I must receive her.""
He invited Mme. Caillaux into his.
private office and they had been there
only a few minutes when five shots
rang out in quick succession. An.
office hoy seized Mme. Caillaux ant
shouted for help. When the police
arrived Mme. Caillaux arose and said*
quietly to her victim:
"My automobile Is awaiting your
disposal."
HUSBAND NAMES DEAD DOCTOR.
Dr. Cropsey's Suit Explains Suicide
Letter to Dr. De Baun.

Rutherford, N. J—Dr. C. B. Cropsey of Donaldson avenue, Rutherford,
had papers in divorce proceedings
served on his Wife. Dr. Cropsey
names as correspondent Dr. Edward
De Baun of Paterson, who is dead.
Dr. De Baun shot himself in January, leaving a letter which said that
he was the victim of a hopeless love.
There was considerable speculation,
at the time as to who might be the
object of his affection, but the name
never came out.
Dr. De Baun's letter. Which he left
on a table In the room in which he
took his life, was as follows:
"Love is the greatest thing In all
this world. No one man or woman
can really love two women or men. I
only loved one. No flowers. No tears.
No
for me. Just let me rest
in peace."
ONE CIES AT 116; OTHER AT 114.
Man Born In New York Said to Have
Been Oldest In United States.

Lamar, Mo.—Henry Dorman, said
to be the oldest man in the United
States, died in his home here in his
118th year. He was born in Steuben
county. New York, and fought through
the civil war in the Seventh Michigan
Regiment He was wounded at Gettysburg,
Pensacola, Fla.—Isaac Cooley, reputed to be 114 years old, Is dead in
his home In. Escambla county. He
was born m South Carolina and had
more than 100 grandchildren.
ALLERTON

Chicago

LEFT $20,000,000.

Stockman's Will Filed In
That City.
Chloago.—The will of Samuel W.
Allerton, a pioneer in the stock yards
here, was filed in the Probate Court
and disposes of an estate valued at
|20,000,000s It provides for hequestti
to Mrs. Agnes O. Allerton, the widow;
Robert Henry Allerton, son; Mrs. KatoAllerton Johnstone, daughter, and tho
latter's two sons and her husband;
Julia Moyhan, a servant, and William
P. Williams of Chicago, a friend.

TRUE TO HIS LEGAL TRAINING
Incongruous party. He tripped over the dark. Tie bla feet with It. And
obstructions and splashed through make sure his hands are good and
To Judge, the Beauty of Poetry Was
puddles, and now and then stepped fast"
Froth, and He Wanted to Get
He was being pushed forward
unwittingly into' depressions with a
the Facts.
jar that clicked his teeth together again. He stumbled against the bottom
step,
was
rudely
jerked
to
his
and wrenched his neok until his head
Richard Le GaJlienne wss sympaached. Round and round his captors feet, and then propelled upward.
thizing with a young writer whosv
"There Is no use being so rough,"
seemed to be leading him—they had
book of poetry had been refused by
long ago turned aside from the road, he heard the sweeter-voiced girl cry,
10 publishers.
he was positive; his brain whirled with a note of Indignation. "Mr. Cal"Real lovers of poetry," said Mr.
and he staggered drunkenly.
Only lis, tell those men to be more gentle." (By E. O. SELLERS, Director of Evening
After this the ascent of the stairs
Department The Moody Bible Inetitute, Le Galllenne, "are unfortunately Beonce did he attempt resistance, and
was
made
easier.
Up
two
flights
went
coming
rare. Too many people nowaChicago.)
stopped abruptly when his helpless
days are like the Judge.
condition demonstrated the futility of captive and captors. Presently a
door was opened, and under the im"This Judge was recommended by
any such move on his part.
LESSON FOR MARCH 22
a poetic friend to read Shelley. The
The wind had died dqwn, but ths petus of a violent shove Tom went
great man of the law said he suprain still poured a, torrent and the sprawling to the floor. The bandage
LESSONS BY THE WAY.
posed he ought to read a little poethunder rumbled and rolled so that was whipped from hlB eyes, and his
try, and having heard BO much of
all the night was full of the sound. ankle deftly bound.
LESSON TEXT-Luke 13:18-36.
The rough tumble hurt and dazed
After what seemed an interminable
GOLDEN TEXT—"Not every one that Shelley, he would try him.
htm.
Dimly
he
heard
the
door
shut
"'And what do ydU think of ltf
salth unto me. Lord, Lord, shall enter
time, Tom's feet collided, with a holv
low reverberation, against a wooden and the click of a bolt dropping Into Into the kingdom of heaven: but he. that said his friend to the judge after
doeth
the
will
of
my
father
who
is
In
he
had waded through a few pages of
its
Bocket.
step. He mounted three of them, and
Then—stillness and darkness of the heaven."—Matt 7:21.
"Epipsychidlon." 'Isn't it beautiful r
In an instant was out of the rain and
" 'Well, well—oh, yes—I dare say It
storm. He surmised that he was upon tomb.
The paragraph selected for our
is,' said the Judge, 'but What I want
a porch, and next that he was being
study
is
wlBely
entitled
"Lessons
by
land. He chuckled to think how luck conducted through a doorway Into a
to know is, when are we going to get
BOOK II.
SYNOPSIS.
the Way," and easily falls Into three
was shewing him her csrds; Ruddy,
house.
sections. There are two parables at the facts?'"
doubtless,
was
still
racking
his
Rudolph Van Vechten, a young- man of
A sudden feminine scream, halfabout the kingdom, a reply as to
The Carew Case.
leisure, is astonished to see a man enter brains and stifling In town.
Then a
who shall be saved, and an answer BURNED AND ITCHED AWFULLY
No. 1313. a house across the street from
Without an instant's hesitation, or suppressed, startled him.
the Powhatan club, long unoccupied ana
girl's agitated voice—and a most re•
to the advice given JBBUB about Herod
CHAPTER
I.
spoken of as the House of Mystery- Sev- a thought of the storm which was markably sweet voice, it seemed to
481 Bast 7th St. South Boston,
seeking after his life.
eral persons at regular Intervals enter about to break, he Bet out after the
No. 1813. Van Vechten expresses concern
Tom—said:
The first section Is properly a por- Mass.—"I first noticed little pimples
The Msn of Iron.
to his friend, Tom Phinney, regajalh^ the fellow. He neglected to observe even
"John! What has happened? Who's
Whoever it was that dubbed Theo- tion of the preceding paragraph which on my hands and arms and they
whereabouts of hts cousin and nances. the ordinary precaution of a glance
, paige Carew. A fashionably attired wothis?"
dore Van Vechten the "Man of Iron," relates to the incident of the woman burned and Itched me something awman is seen to enter the House of Mys around. If he had, the night's advenAnd Callis replied: "Don't be fright- he displayed a pretty wit For the healed on a Sabbath.
ful They first looked like little white
tery. A man Is forcibly elected from the ture might have terminated differbouse. Van Vechten and Tom follow^ the
ened. Miss Jessie.
Where's youf phrase was descriptive of the man,
1. What the Kingdom of Qod la lumps and then they began to fester
pinn and ftnd him dead In the •»•«: ently.
father?"
both
figuratively
and
literally.
like, w. 18451. The word, "there- and came to a head. The burning and
Van Vechten is attracted by the face of
He would have beheld, for one
a girl In the crowd of onlookers sur- thing, two other of the motor-boat's
His offices were in New Street, Just fore" (v. 18, B, V.), links this itching were BO Intense that I scratchMiss Jessie did not answer this
rounding the body, mter he discovers
With
the
lesson
of ed till I made bleeding sores and
the girl gailng at him with a look Of occupants, farther In the rear, walk- question. It seemed to Tom that a off of Wall, and quite close to the section
scorn from the windows of the mysteri- ing In the same direction—two ath- number of people had crowded into Stock Exchange; a location unrivaled last week wherein we observed they pained me very much. It seemed
ous house. Detective Flint calls on Van
Vechten to get his version of the traa- letic young men laden with bundles the hall during this brief colloquy. for his purposes, which were both the effect upon his adversaries when when my clothing touched me that I
•ay.
of various sizes and shapes. As it He heard a rustling of feminine tremendous and infinitely various. He Jesus worked his miracle of healing would scream. I could not sleep at
was, they on their part Instantly de- dresses and excited feminine whisper- has also been likened to a fat spider upon the woman (v. 13), and they night; 1 would turn and toss all night
BOOK I.
tected Tom's Interest In the first man, ings, denoting that at least two wom- lurking In the midst of his web, the were "put to shame," v. 17. With this I suffered torture. It seemed as though
and also the obvious fact that he had en were talking nearby. Then Callis filaments of which radiate in all di- fact In mind It* is easy to reconcile I should go frantic; I did not seem to
CHAPTER VI.—Continued.
commanded the other two of his cap- rections throughout the contiguous the principles advanced by the two care what happened. I did not care
started out to follow him.
There were five men and three
They at once ceased their low- tors to "hold him tight," as if they territory, and every one of them different parables, viz., the fact of whether I lived or not
women. The latter were half-hidden voiced conversation, and devoted all were not doing so already. After this guiding a steady stream of gold into intense opposition on the; part of his
"I did not know what to do until a
In their wraps and kept their faces their attention to Tom Phinney.
he sensed that Callis moved away the Van Vechten coffers.
enemies, and that of rejoicing on the friend told me to use Cutlcura Soap,
averted, but the men all turned and
Theodore Van Vechten typified part of his friends.
and Ointment After using the CutlThus the little procession advanced from him, and he remained standing,
■tared at him with a fixedness that in silence, on through the town and as sodden as'a drowned man, while Power.
cura Soap a few days the burning and
Symbols of Evil.
surprised Tom considerably and made into the open country.
There was, first of all, the prestige
the water trickled from his clothes
The faithful servantB of an absent Itching stopped. Then I began to
turn not a little curious. So he reof
the
enormous
Van
Vechten
forand
onto
the
floor.
As soon as the last of the fringe
but expected Lord are to watch for use the Cutlcura Ointment and the
turned the scrutiny with an Interest of houses was passed, the twain in
Manifestly he was being made the tune; and then the regulation and su- him that they may give him suitable pimples disappeared. I had only used
which normally he would not havs the rear quickened their pace, mov- subject of quite a lively debate, which pervision of all the money, stocks and welcome when he comes. This king- the Cutlcura Soap and Ointment a
felt
ing closer to Tom. Ths loose sand came to a sudden end when Callis ad- bonds within rifle shot of his office; dom is to be outwardly prosperous month when my hands and arms were
His own regard sharpened. And underfoot, and the now almost con- dressed him.
which is to say, the entire country, and grow to that extent that It shall all better." (Signed) Mrs. Elisabeth.
"Say, you, who are you? What's for even the United States, sub-treas- be a shelter to the birds, which rep- B. Gustln, Nov. 1, 1912.
then his Jaw dropped, and his pipe tinual craBh and rumble of thunder
ury—Its parent also for that mat- resent the nations, Ezek. 17:23. But
clattered upon the grating at his overhead, effectively drowned out all your name?"
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment sold
"Damn you!" leaped hotly from ter—Is not excluded from this sweep- at the same time there Is to be an in- throughout the world. Sample of each
feet
other sounds.
He recognised one of the men—the
Tom's
lips.
"Free
my
hands
and
I'll
ing
statement
The sole warning Tom had that
ward growth as well, one of leaven free, with 82-p. Skin Book,. Address postAs head of the Consolidated Metals (yeast), putrefaction. See I. Cor. 6:67, card "Cutlcura, Dept L, Boston."—Adv.
aged, white-haired servant whom he matters were not progressing as sat print It on your face, you dog!"
"Here! None of that!" another Company, he was a shining target for also Gal. 6:8, 9. A mustard seed thus
had seen once or twice emerge from lsfactorlly as he had fancied, came
Number 1318. Quickly he darted a with the first gust of hot dust-laden masculine voice warned sharply. the United States Attorney-General— growing large is abnormal; the birds!
Not Much of a Mystery.
and, It Is no doubt needless to add, are symbolic of evil; so Jesus teaches
glance at each of the others in turn; wind. A sudden shout directly In his "There are ladies here."
Two newspaper men met on the
tut he had never seen them before. rear startled him from his absorp"They're in deuced poor company," an Invulnerable target. There was not us here as elsewhere (Matt. 13:24- street of one of the large cities, spoke
a metal article manufactured and 30) that the kingdom is to' be of
In a flash they were gone, and It tion.
snarled Tom.
their minds freely, and told the truth,
was not until a vagrant puff heeled
"Gag him," Callis briefly command- marketed, from a pin or a wire mixed character, an intermixture of one to another. "Well," said Smith.
"Mr. Callis!" exploded a voice.
him perilously astarboard that he "Here! Quick!"
clothesline to a locomotive, motor-car good and evil, opposition and victory. "I hear that old1 Jones, editor of thsj
ed. "Here, take this."
recovered his wits and brought his
But there was an interruption. Tom or battleship, that did not contribute History has abundantly fulfilled these Trumpet, was found dead In his office
JUBt as he pivoted round, there
boat ro'und again into the wind. By came a dazzling flash and a deafen- heard a girl's voice—not Jessie's, who- along one or another of the web's fila- predictions, though at the time Jesus last night" "Yes, BO I hear," anthen the motor-boat had been all but ing crash—and then the deluge. He ever Jessie might be, but one infinite- ments to the aforementioned Van uttered these words nothing seemed swered Brown. "Foul play Is suspectswallowed in the gloom.
received an Instantaneous picture of ly sweeter, say: "Walt." The request Vechten fortune. Hence, literally, he more improbable than such a suggest- ed, of course," he added. "That's the
However, Tom reflected, they were two stalwart figures tossing a burden was made composedly.
And then was the "Man of Iron."
ed "development, either of outward police theory. But why should anyheading straight for Rocky Cove; if of packages to the ground, and then Tom fancied that the sweet voice'B
He was a big man physically as prosperity and power, or of such a
body kill him? Had his paper been
the breeze held he would have his in the ensuing blindness he was owner was approaching him. Next well as mentally, which was as It possibility of finding evil within.
making any enemies 1" "None at all
■own craft tied up at his friend's pier seized by violent hands.
should have been. His activity desecond he was sure of it,
Common Question.
as far as I can hear. You know he had
within the half-hour; then a quick
"Will you not tell UB who you are manded prodigious physical strength
Now Tom was himself a man of
II. Who shall be saved, w. 22-30. stopped all sensationalism and was
change of attire in the boathouse, and mighty sinew and well-versed not and why you were following Mr. and vitality, and theBe two factors In
What Is more natural In view of these printing a pure, modest, highly moral
lie could put in the evening reconnoi- only; in the science of defending him- Callis?"
his make-up, together with an Inflexterlng. It would be queer If he failed self, but of pushing war into the enTom's sole concern ^at that moment ible will, showed never so advanta- thoughts than to ask this question, a family paper." "Aha4 That explains
to turn up something in a little place emy's camp. For a minute or two was a profound regret that he could geously as in his habitual reserve, his question that Is a most common one It!" "Who could have killed him?"
still. Notice, he did not answer in a "He wasn't murdered, man. He
like Rocky Cove.
he made a brave fight; but what avail- not see the speaker. Her voice was steady, unswerving self-assurance,
But after he had dined at the one eth a man's stoutness of heart and so sweet, so soft and well-bred, that which made obstacles of no more Im- way to satisfy idle curiosity, but di- starved to death!"—San Francisoe
'
hotel where he felt free to go at this limb when he is beset by three indi- he knew she must be beautiful.
portance than BO many sheets of pa- rected each to his own duty, to see if Argonaut
they themselves had'entered the kingseason without evening clothes, he viduals nearly. If not quite, so strong
"I would be only too glad to tell per opposed to a speeding bullet
dom
rather
than
be
concerned
about
was put out to observe that a storm as he?
Jim's Response.
you," Tom returned, "If it would not
As for his personal appearance, its
how many are to be saved. The secwas brewing. The sky was already
Because of her own good looks, Mrs.
The spirited struggle ended with at the same time give some satisfac- general effect was one of Iron graythickly overcast, the night suffocat- Tom lying flat upon his back in the tion to the thugs and hold-up crooks ness: the smooth-shaven lips were a ret then is stm a secret He told Hatch felt she married beneath her
ingly close, and off to the west light- middle of the road, his three antago- who are present Please pardon
straight, thin, uncompromising line them to "strive" (contend earnestly) when she "took up" with one-efed
ning was flickering and approaching nists piled Indiscriminately on top of in the circumstances."
that scarcely moved even when he to enter in. Soon the door will be Jim. For six months she was faithful
with a rapidity that promised a squall. him and panting for breath, while a
There was a silent pause, then a spoke; the bare chin was square, mas- shut, now they are able to enter, then to her vow never to twit her husband
While he stood undecided as to cataract of rain pounded upon the gasp from the girl.
sive, Iron-like, and
the
closely not at all. He Is the "door," John about his deformity; then one day he*
what course to pursue, the matter was just and the unjust alike. The wind
"It can't be!" he heard her exclaim trimmed gray "sideboards" were well- 10:9.' There is one form of work sharp tongue got the better of her.
taken unexpectedly out of his hands. whistled and shrieked, the thunder in a whisper that was fairly alive nigh eclipsed by theBe more salient which is essential to the salvation of
Jim listened quietly to his wife's esA man, walking rapidly, came ab- boomed and crashed and' split the with astonishment.
features. His eyes, under a thatch of the believer, see John 6:29. "Works," timate of himself, physical and otheraltruistic
service,
Is
an
essential
part
ruptly out of the darkness and en- night, and the lightning illuminated
It did not occur to Tom to wonder gray brows, were simply a metallic
wise. "Ellen," he spoke at last, In hia
tered the glare of light from the hos- the whole Bcene with a ghastly sem- what she meant
glitter beyond whose surface no man of Christianity, being an evidence of calm voice, "you're my wife now, but
telry's open door and windows. He It blance of daylight
"But It 1B," he replied whimsically, had ever seen. His moments of weak- faith, James 2:17, 18, but altruism is If I'd had two eyes, I'd 'a' looked
was who had been controlling the
At last the one called Callis—the also In a whisper. "Won't you release ness, if he had any, would have been not. the whole of religion as some furder."—Judge.
seem to Imply. We do not drift into
motor-boat.
sandy-complexioned man—moved sud- me?—or at least remove this ban- another man's strength.
Tom now had an opportunity to ob- denly to his knees, but without re- dage?"
There was only one person who had the kingdom. Acts 14:22; I, Cor. 9:24To err is human—and to blame K
serve several particulars about him leasing his grip upon the' well-nigh
No reply was vouchsafed him, no ever been wholly at ease In this man's 27; Heb. 4:11; 2 Pet. 1:10. All one on the other fellow is still more so.
that he had previouBly missed, or drowned captive—a posture decidedly further speech from the pulse-disturb- presence—his. nephew, Rudolph Van needs to do to be lost is to do nothfailed to note—that he was a tall, uncomfortable for Tom, for the bony ing voice. In the soft, silky susurra- Vechten. Of the hundreds who came ing. To be saved calls for an honNOT A MIRACLE
loose-jointed,
muscular,
youngish knees bored Into him cruelly.
tion of her skirts there was a quality into and went out of the New Street est, earnest effort. Jesus again sugJust Plain Cause and Effect.
man, of a sandy complexion and a se"Hold this duffer," Callis shouted that signified grace and lightness of offices, this young map alone seemed gests his return as he reveals the
rious, not to say sullen, cast of coun- above the uproar, "while I knot-to- carriage; in the faint, exquisite fra- wholly oblivious of the fact, or Indif- kind of seeking which fails to find an
tenance. Moreover, his lean, sharp gether a couple of handkerchiefs. If grance of her presence a something ferent to it that Theodore Van Vech- entrance. In another passage (Matt.
There are gome quite remarkable
he makes a move bat him over the that rose to his head with the subtle ten had but to utter the word, and 7:13, 14) Jesus states this same things happening every day, which
thought. The way of unrighteousness seem almost miraculous.
bead." Then came a lower-voiced ad- Intoxication of ether. She had left he would be extinguished.
Some persons would not believe that
dendum which Tom alone caught: "I him.
Rudolph paid his uncle a visit on Is broad, easy to follow and many
don't know but what we ought to do
He heard Jessie, in a subdued voice, the Monday afternoon that Tom Phin- walk therein. Whereas the way of a man could suffer from coffee drinkask: "What did he say to you?" ney was cruising around Long Island life is narrow, straight, and few ing so severely as to cause spells of
it anyhow."
The other two shifted their posi- Whether or not the other girl re- Sound In his friend's catboat He choose to follow It. To be even so unconsciousness. And to find relief in
tions so adroitly that Tom could not sponded be did not know. The situa- entered the Inner shrine, and of familiar as to have eaten and to have changing from coffee to Postum la
stir. Another blinding flash, and an tion was brought to an abrupt close course found his uncle busy. The cir- drunk in his presence, or to have lived well worth recording.
"I used to he a great coffee drinker,
exclamation from the man kneeling by the man called Callis.
on the same street, will not sufllce,
cumstance was pointed out to him
"Take him upBtairs," that worthy
upon his arms,
Rudolph ignored the other two men and will not merit an entrance. In so much so that It was killing me by
"By cripes, Mr. Callis! It's the fel- gruffly ordered—"the front room. ?ou present
another connection (Matt. 26) Jesus inches. My heart became so weak I
low we passed In the sailboat!"
may take off the bandage after he's in
taught that even if admission Is would fall and lie unconscious for an
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
"The devil!" exclaimed Callis, who
claimed on the basis of actual service hour at a time.
"My friends, and even the doctor,
seemed to be the one in authority.
rendered there was still lacking one
"That settles MB hash. We'll just
thing, viz., the Lord's knowledge of told me It was drinking coffee that
take him to the old man."
them. To be casually, superficially caused the trouble. I would not beThen Tom was- unceremoniously
familiar with him is not enough—they lieve it, and still drank coffee until I
rolled over upon his face, his arms
did not know him. Many of our could not leave my room.
jerked rudely back and held securely,
"Then my doctor, who drinks Pos"first" people will then be "last"
while his wrists were tied tightly toThen a fellow at the rear
when that door iB closed, and they tum himself, persuaded me to stop cofUP THE PRICE hall
gether. Next he was lifted to his BOOSTED
fee
and try Postum. After much hesifind themselves without "Blessed is
spoke up:
feet, the powerful grasp on either arm
"I bid £51," he said.—Answers.
he that cometh In the name of the tation I concluded to try it That was
When
You
Come
to
Think
of
It
the
never relaxing In the slightest degree.
eight months ago. Since then I have
Lord."
Article Was Worth tho Inand was so held while a third hand"Word and Work—the two Wi. had but few of those spells, none tor
Lays Divorce to Music
creased
Amount
kerchief was found over his eyes.
"One reason for the great number You'll soon get spiritually gorged If more than four months.
He did not submit tamely to these
1 feel better, sleep better and am
Hot and stuffy was the auction- of divorces Is that women now go In it is all word and no work, and you
Indignities, but as his opposition was
tor piano lessons and voice culture, will soon be without power if It is better every way. I now drink nothconfined to angry curses and threats, room, and packed, too—yes, even but scorn plain sewing and cooking," all work and no word. If you want ing but Postum and touch no coffee,
it was worse than futile. He sputtered packed to its utmost capacity.
Who
Suddenly through the crowd pressed said the Rev. G. H. Seers, of this city, to be healthy Christians, there must and as I am seveasy yean of age all
'John I What Has Happened?
and fumed and swore until Callle Ina large, important-looking person and the first priest to be called to testify be both word and work."—D. I* my friends think the Improvement
Is This?"
terrupted him.
quite remarkable."
in divorce proceedings In this coun- Moody. ,
"If you don't cut that out" he an- held converse with the auctioneer—
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
III. Warning about Herod, w. 31featured face bore a number of marks
converse, low, deep and awe-inspir- ty.
35.
Why
the
FhariBees
gave
Jesus
Creek, MlcKs Write for a copy of theand abrasions, as if he had quite re- nounced with an air of finality, "I'll ingi
"If our girls knew how to cook
cently met with an accident Tom's gag you."
Then up spake the auctioneer to the meals and how to darn and mend their this warning is hard to tell. Ihey famous little book, "The Road to WeilAnd Tom perforce fell silent
iwn
good-humored
psysiognomy
husbands would be more contented. were not interested in his safety par- Tille."
multitude assembled:
though
he
continued
to
seethe
and
more than once had acquired similar
Postum now comes In two forms:
"Gentlemen," he said, "I am Inform- But not all the blame lies on the wom- ticularly and perhaps only wanted to
rage
Inwardly,
high lights and shadows, resultant-on
Regular Postum—must be well
ed that a pocketbook has been lost an's shoulders. The small Incomes of frighten him and thereby limit his in"March,
you,"
ordered
Callis's
curt
tumbles from sundry polo-ponies.
r
In this hall tonight containing £200 our worktngmen and the high cost of fluence and activity, see Neh. 6:9-11: boiled. 16o and 36c packages.
The, man proceeded upon his way, voice, the command being emphasised
Instant Postum—is a soluble peer*
living do much to swell the percent- Amos 7:12, 13. There Is no doubt
in bank notes,"
looking neither to the left nor the by a vigorous push that sent him
der.
A
teaspoonful
dissolves
quickly
however,
of
the
truth
of
their
words
A great hush fell upon the assembly. age of divorces," Father Seers deThe
right He carried a large laden bas- stumbling helplessly forward.
"Yes," continued the custodian of clared.—Cincinnati (Ohio) Dispatch to and we know that Jesus never need- In a cup of hot water and, with cream
ket—which he bore lightly—and in a firm hands held him, however, and hs
lessly Incurred danger. He had hia and sugar, makes a delicious beverage)
the hammer, "and, owing to other val- New York Tribune.
mbved
through
the
tempest
and
the
second or two had passed into the
work to do and could not be killed Instantly. 30o and 60c tins.
uable documents it contains, the gennight
under
their
guiding
Impulse.
darkness again.
The cost per cup of both kinds la
until it was done, John 11:8-10. The
"The Why of It.
To Tom the adventure was taking tleman will offer £60 to anyone who
The night, though, wfts now so puncWhy does lightning turn milk sour? mention of the usurper called from about the same.
returns It, while no questions will be
tuated by lightning flashes, that Tom on the aspect of a nightmare. AU
There's a Reason" for Postum.
Because It doesn't know how to con- Jesus a revelation of his compassionround no difficulty in marking his sense of direction was lost; not an- asked."
ate love for the city of Jerusalem.
■aid tar Grocers, J
Again a silence, deep and unbroken. duct itself.
progress along the road that led In- other word was spoken by any of the
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The St Patrick's supper and concert
managed by the parishioners of St Mary's
' church in town hall, Tuesday evening,
proved to be a source of enjoyment for
all. People were present from the Brookfields, Warren, Spencer, Worcester and
Springfield. Supper was served in the
banquet hall from 6 to 8 o'clock and
covers were laid for 300 people. The Bupper was in charge of Mrs John L. Mulcahy, Mrs Martin J. Donahue, Mrs John
M. Tunstall, Mrs James Hart, Mrs Geo.
H. Hughes, Miss Isabelle Murphy, Mrs
Mary F. McNamara, Mrs William Mulcahy, Mrs John Mulcahy, Miss Elizabeth
Mulcahy and Mrs Patrick Cotter. The
waitresses were-Misses Lena B. Hughes,
Etaie Gaudette, Teresa A. Mulvey, Nora
V. Hannigan, Margaret Fenton, Mary
A. Derrick, Elizabeth Gadaire, M. Isabelle McNamara, Agatha and Barbara
Loungeway and Margaret B ron. Coffee
was poured by—Edward J. Hannigan,
Edward J. Delaney, John J. Clancy,
Albert Tunntail, J. Raymond Clancy and
C. Alfred DuBois. The entertainment
in the main hall, attended by 400, opened
at 8 o'clock with an overture of Irish
Melodies by Donahue's orchestra, which
also played throughout the evening.
Next was an Irish Folk dance by 12 parish girls under the direction of Misses
Charlotte M. Daley and Mary A. Derrick.
Miss Nora V. Hannsgan accompanied on
the piano. The dance was heartily applauded and was followed by the bass
solos, "O'Donnell Aboo," and "Minstrel
Boy," by William Ryan of the Apollo
quartet of Worcester.
By special request Mr Ryan sang "Mother Machree.'
Preceding the violoncello solos, "Av.e
Maria" and "Kathleen Mavourneen,
by Dr. J. C. Normand of Worcester was
the soprano solo, "The harp that once
through Tara'shalls," by Miss Frances
Brown of Spencer. Following the xylophone solo by Mr N. M. Clarke of Warren was the presentation of the trial
scene in Robert Emmet. The characters
taken were—"Lord Norbury, " Fornst
T. Donahue; "Baron George," John M.
Tunstall; "Baron Daley," James WCrowley; captain, Charles Simpson; fore*
man of the jury, Joseph F. Daley; "Robert Emmett," Andrew J. Leach. The
entertainment closed with a selection by
the orchestra. Miss1 Etta V. Lawlor of
North Brookfield accompanied the soloists on the piano. Rev. Leo L. Goddard
was in charge of the general arrangements.
Death of Mrs Mary B. Durkin.
Mrs Mary B. (Doherty), widow of John
E. Durkin, aged 53 years, died Wednesday morning at the home of her daughter, Mrs Charles H. DnBois in Palmer,
from a cerebral tumor. She had been in
feeble health Aice last June when she
suffered a slight shock. She had been a
resident in Brookfield for 35 years. She
was devoted to the interests of her family and her death is keenly felt in the
home and among her wide circle of
friends. She was born in county Sligo,
Ireland, the daughter of Mr and Mrs
John Doherty and came to the United
States 35 years ago. Mr Durkin died in
May 1910. She is survived by one daughter, Mary, wife of Charles H. DuBois of
Palmer, and six sons, James A. of Worcesterr John E. of New Haven, Ct.;
Thomas T., a student at Yale college;
Joseph J., a student at Holy Cross, Worcester, and William and Henry M. of
Brookfield. The body was brought from
Palmer on the 5.20 train Wednesday afternoon and taken to the Durkin. home
on Central street. The funeral was this
morning with a high mass of requiem at
St Mary's church at 9 o'clock. Burial
was in Sacred Heart cemetery, West
Brookfield, in charge of Undertaker Robert G. Livermu. e.
Two boys giving their names as Edward Carr, aged 12, and Raymond Borden, aged 11, were taken into custody
late Friday afternoon by Officer John
Crotty and Chief of police Thomas Mooney near the power station of the W. B.
A 8. street railway. The boys told the
officers that they were state boys and had
ran away from the home of Mrs Ada
White, 63 Kane street, West Springfield,
with two companions, John Rohan and
Edward McKeon. The two latter had
been caught earlier in the afternoon by
station agent, Edward M. Luton in West
Brookfield when the four had alighted
from a freight train. Carr and Borden
managed to escape but the Brookfield
officers were notified and managed to
catch the pair. Officer Crotty took the
two boys to his home and later in the
evening went to West Brookfield and
turned them over to Officer John P.
Cregan. The boys told the officers that
they had left the home with the intention of going to Boston to see Governor
David I. Walsh and James E. Fee, who
has charge of the state children, to ask
these offlcals to do something in regard
to allowing state boys' mothers to visit
them once in a while.
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HEALTH .AND JOY IN WALKING

From California.

Pedestrian Sure to Live Longer Than
HI* Brother Who Neglects Exercise In Open Air.

EniTOR Tlm.8;—
You say you would be glad to hear,
once more, from the "Wanderer," which
quite surprises me, as I supposed everyone
back there had forgotten such a person
ever existed It lacks but one month, of
being 31 years since we left Brookfield,
and thats a long time to remember.
We have had a most delightful winter,
with but few frosts, and none severe
enough to injure the plants and vines,
here in the city; almond, plum and peach
trees have been in bloom for several
weeks, and the foot hills and vacant lots
are covered with wild flowers. One can
see scores of tourists, every day, in the
street cars, and machines, with bouquets
of poppies, gathered from the Pasadena
poppy fields. Last autumn acres and
acres were planted, near the entrance to
one of the canyons, by the Pasadena
park commissioners, and now they are in
their glory, and free to eyery one. It is a
beautiful sight, like an immense yellow
blanket, thrown on the ground. The
mocking birds are singing as if they
would split their throats, and the linnets,
looking over vines and trees for good
nesting places, as the new leaves are
bursting forth. The sun is so nice and
warn), and everything smells so green,
and fresh, and sweet, one would much
rather remain out of doors.
We have had two very severe rainstorms, the last about 10 days ago, when
much damage was done to bridges and
railroads, as well as houses and streets,
here in the ctty.'" So many bridges on
the Southern Pacific, Santa Fe, and Salt
Lake went out, we were without either
outgoing or incoming mail for. three
days, and one train was seven days getting here from San Francisco, a trip that
should take but IS hours. It became
marooned between two bridges that went
down and had to wait for repairs.
In
the city, thousands of dollars worth of
damage-was done. The Arroyo Seco, a
sleepy, dry stream in summer, and a
branch of the Los Angeles river, which
is also so small at times, one needs a vivid imagination to see it, went on a rampage, and tore things out generally. The
Arroyo rises in the mountains, above
Pasadena, and a cloudburst up there,
caused it to come down just booming,
tearing out bridges, and large sycamore
trees, cutting great holes in Sycamore
grove, and undermining 14 houses so
they toppled into the stream, and "weie
washed to kindling wood, in no time.
No persons were drowned, but lots of
furniture was lost, and four pianos went
sailing down toward the ocean. _ On the
bank of the river, just above where the
Arroyo joins it, was the largest pigeon
farm in the world, having 500,000 birds.
It was washed out, slick and clean, as
though cut out with a knife, and less
than 2000 birds remain.
This happened late in the afternoon
and evening, many of them were so wet
and soaked, they could not use their
wings, and were drowned. This all happened within a mile of my home, so of
course, as soon as it cleared off in the
morning, we went down to see the ruins.
It was a sad sight—just imagine, not
only losing your house and furniture, but
the lot being washed away too. It has
been 30 years since there was such a
storm. And these streets and cement
walks, and houses were laid out and
built in the official Lid of the Arroyo, so
really they can blame no one but themselves, for their loss. Every minute during all the rains, this stream, would become, what you people in Massachusetts,
would call a good sized brook (we don't
have such things out here), and many
people living there, had no idea it would
ever overflow its banks. Such a storm,
once in 30 years, isn't so very bad after
all, you probably have storms that "do
things" back there, as often as that, so
you can forgive us this time, and in spite
of it all, we love California.
We arejhoping to see some of you
Brookfield people at the fairs next year.
You will want to visit both of them.
The one in San Francisco is to open Feb.
22, and is priding itself on being completely finished, and ready to receive exhibits six months pi ior to the openii g
day. It ia the—Panama-Pacific—while
the one in San Diego is the Panama-California, andjboth will be well worth the
trip. £Loe Angeles is making great plans
for the.itourists she expects to pass
through here on their way to one or both
of .these, and is going to be on her very
best behavior for the occasion, so begin
now, to save your pennies for the trip.
THE WA«DEHEB.
LOS ANGEI.ES, CAI..,

Mar. 1, 1914.

The sophomore and freshman classes of
the high school bad a debate in the school
room, Friday afternoon: "Resolved, that
the public school buildings should be at
the disposal of any citizen or citizens for
any meeting or meetings at such times as
would not interfere with the work of the
stadnnta." The negative side was taken
by J. Raymond Clancy, George Adams
and Edward J. Hannigan; and the affirmative" by Misses Georgia Holcomb,
Ethel Yard|and Elsie Morrill. William
E. Cottle was chairman. ,The negatives
were "declared the winners by student
vote.

Furnlshsd a Text Topie.
Tillie Clinger says that Sunday 1
fore last she went to church and abaentmindedly dropped her vinaigrette
Called to Order.
In til* collection basket, and last SunMater at the Theater—"Now, daufb
day the minister preached on the sub- ter, don't laugh satirically at the sad
ject of "Vials of Wrath."—Galveston Parts. If you can't cry, keep stIU."—
News.
Columbia Jester.

North Brookfield Savings Bank

Some put walking on the shelf with
many others of the "lost arts." No
one ever walks now except the members of the Switzerland club. Boy
Scouts and the Women's Hiking band.
And they overdo It.
Dr. R. S. Castelaw, superintendent
of the General hospital, believes the
body should never be tired after exercise. He says never walk to the point
of exhaustion. And never walk more
than two miles at one time. The man
who goes for a 20-mile walk for fun
Is not only looked upon as a mild sort
of lunatic, but really is one.
Surely the busiest business man has
time to walk two miles each day. It
would only take 30 minutes, and he
might never have to have a family
physician. Even a walk once a week
helps lots. Try it next Sunday.
"Put on an old sweater and walk
briskly, but not hurriedly," Dr. Castelaw says. "Stand erect and breathe
through the nose. Air taken into the
body through the mouth goes direct
to the lungs while cold. Air taken In
through the nose passes through all
the nasal passages and is warmed by
the time It reaches the lungs. Make
the breaths long and deep.
"Oxygen is a deadly poison to some
things—chief among which la the
tuberculosis and meningitis germs.
Breathe deeply and kill them. Walking exercises every muscle In the
body, except, possibly, the muscles of
the face. And if a man looks around
at the beauties of nature while he is
walking he will exercise those. Walk
and you'll never have a cold, lung
trouble or tuberculosis.
"The people who walk the most live
the longest"—Kansas City Star.
Got the Wrong Flag.
Tommy was short and fat and
freckled, but Tommy knew all about
United States history, for he went to
school at the Webster and received
"excellent" on his report In that
study. If there was anything, except
dirt, that Tommy was thoroughly
grounded in, it was revolutionary history, and he hated the English like a
tramp does a cake of soap.
One day his mother took him to a
moving picture theater. In front of
the theater were big, glaring posters
showing Washington as an Adonis and
Cornwallis with a face that would
send any man to jail. So Tommy
begged until mamma squandered a
dime and took him in. -Presently the
piano struck up a march and on the
screen paraded the revolutionary
troops, their flags flying bravely in
the wind. But instead of being pleased, Tommy rose from his seat in disgust and his mother followed htm Into
the street.
"Why, what's the trouble, Tommy?"
she asked. "Didn't you enjoy the
show ?"
,
"Enjoy nuthln'," groaned the young
historian. "Why those fellows are
fierce. They was walking around with
a flag having 47 stars and the flag In
those days didn't have but 13."
Fuel Costs Her Little.
One "bachelor girl" in this city has
solved, in part at least, the high cost
of living, says the New York Tribune.
Among her circle of friends she numbers a house wrecker. On these cold
winters, when her open grate Are demands an unusual supply of fuel, the
house-wrecking frleud comes in most
handily. Visitors to the "studio" of
the "bachelor maid" were surprised
and mystified recently when their hostess carried in an armful of wood tor
the fire. Arms of mahogany chairs,
legs of oak tables, panels of heavy
maple doors and rungs of Colonial
banisters, together with a varied assortment of other odds and ends of
what had once graced a drawing room
of the old style, were In the armful
of wood that was cast Into the fire.
"It's the simplest thing in the world,
my dears. My house-wrecking friend
supplies me with these, and they burn
most beautifully," was the way she
explained the matter.
Told of Thackeray.
Lady Ritchie gives us little of
Thackeray; but in another reminiscent
book, "Bar, Bat, and Bit," by Hon. Sir
Edward Chandos, we have the following:
"Thackeray and others were great
frequenters of Evans* in Covent Garden, kept by Paddy Green, where the
moat beautiful glees used to be sung.
There was a little coterie there, and
I was honored by being allowed to
Join that coterie; we used to devour
chops, baked potatoes and other adjuncts' to a homely supper after the
theater. One night I found Thackeray
alone at the table, when up came a
■mall obsequious gentleman, who
rubbed his hands together and addressed Thackeray with the most fulsome compliments. When he passed
on I said to Thackeray: 'Pray tell me
who la that?' His answer was: 'He
calls himself an artist, but he paints
as much in butter as he does in oil.'"
Enormous New Hampshire Elm,
An elm was recently cut down, in
Llmyo Center, N. H., which measured
21 feet In circumference and had cast
a shadow, when in full leaf, 160 feet in
diameter. It was lk-ought from Tolr,
land, Conn., and set out as a small tree
In 1779.
Japan's Rise In Commerce.
Japan, aside from shipping' onethird of her exports to the United
States, now dominates the trade of
China in piece goods which formerly
were largely obtained from Great
Britain and America, ■
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Mortgages on Real Estate
Real Estate
Bank Building
Bonds and Public Funds
Cash on hand and in Banks
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78,706.48

GEORGE R. HAMAJ>JT, PRESIDENT,
ARTHUR C. BLISS, TREASURER.

BOARD OF INVESTMENT.
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New Spring Tailored Suits in Adance
and Authentic Styles

SUMNER HOLMES,
GEORGE R. DOANE,
SAMUEL A. CLARK,
FRANK S. BARTLETT,
AMASA G. STONE,
BURT A. BUSH,
H. T. MAYNARD.
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New Coats and Wraps
New WaiSts

Women In the Trades.
Has any one ever seen a woman
plumber? There are not many persons who "could reply in the affirmative, but according to the report of
the census of England and Wales relating to occupations and Industries,
there are 86 women who ply the calling of plumber. Of these 77 are widows. The same blue book, which has
just been issued, shows that women
have succeeded in establishing themselves in a number of industries
where their presence is unexpected.
There are 70 women paperhangers and
whitewashers, four bricklayers, all of
them women, but only one woman
coachman. Three women appear under the heading of "clergymen, priests
and ministers," and four are coal heavers. There are 347 car men and wagoners and 231 women blacksmiths and
"strikers." Only one woman occupies herself with making patent fuel,
only three women are shipwrights, five
women are "tramway car makers,"
and finally, England and Wales can
boast of 66 women carpenters and
joiners and 14 women masons.
Electrifying Terminals.
An investigating committee, financed
by the railroads themselves, ia said
to have drawn up a report in favor of
electrifying all passenger lines within
the city of Chicago, including thus*
devoted to suburban service. Such a
report should end all controversy on
this long-discussed matter, and usher
In the era of action. The city council
should provide for prompt electrification in any terminal ordinance that
may be passed, and the executive
branch of city government must see
to it that such provision is enforced.
This will make a beginning—and only
a beginning—in the work of clearing
smoke and soot out of Chicago's atmosphere. Railroads are not the only
offenders in this regard, though of
necessity they are the most conspicuous ones.—Chicago Journal.
Germans In Mexico.
There are between 5,000 and 6,000
Germans in Mexico. They are prominent as promoters of electrical industry, and they lead in the brewery business. There are large German breweries In Monterey, Toluca and Orizaba
while in the state of Oaxaca half of
the coffee crop is In the hands of the
Germans. They have suffered small
loss by reason of the revolution.
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Seeing Ourselves as Babies.
"By aid of the telescope you can get
to the stars actually in less than no
time, because you can see things that
are happening not today, but many
years ago," said Professor H. H. Turner, Ssvillan professor of astronomy
in the University of Oxford in one of
the series of lectures on "A Voyage In
Space." "If yon could go into one of
the nearest stars. Immediately and
take a sufficiently powerful telescope
you would be able to see yourselves as
babies going out for the first time, and
if yon went to the more distant stars
you might even see your grandmothers going out for the first time as
babies."

VOICES OF THE PULPIT
MANNERISMS CONDEMNED
GREAT PREACHER.

BY

Too Many Ministers, In the Opinion of
Noted English Divine, Adopt the
"HolyTone" While Delivererlng Their Sermons.
To the close observer, there is no
more Interesting study than is to be
found In the wide variety of mannerism, method and voice among our public speakers. Spurgeon, who was
gifted with a keen eye as well as a
ready wit, made a special study of
pulpit voices. He wrote:
"By far the large majority of our
preachers have a 'holy tone' for Sundays. They have' one voice for the
parlor and the bedroom, and quite another tone for the pulpit; so that, if
not double-tongued sinfully, they certainly are so literally. The moment
some men enter the pulpit, they no
longer speak as men, but a whine, a
broken hum-haw, an 'ore rotundo,' or
some other graceless mode of noisemaking. Is adopted, to prevent all suspicion of being natural and speaking
out of the abundance of the heart.
There are two or three modes of
speech which I dare say you will
recognise as having frequently heard.
That dignified, doctorial. Inflated,
bombastic style, which I have just
now called the 'ore rotundo,' Is still
admired by some. There ia another
style, a method of enunciation said to
be very lady-like, mincing;, delicate,
servant-girlified, dawdling. We have,
most of us, had the felicity of hearing
these, or some others, of the extensive
genus of falsettos, high-stilts, and affectations. I have heard many different varieties, from the fulness of the
Johnsonian to the thinness of the little genteel whisper; from the roaring
of the bulls of Bashan up to the chip,
chip, chip of a chaffinch. Understand
that where even these horrors of
sound are natural, I do not condemn
them—let every creature speak in its
own tongue; but the fact ia, that in
nine cases out of ten, these sacred
brougues are unnatural and strained.
"A sharp discordant squeak, like a
rusty pair of scissors, is to be got rid
of at all hazards; so also, is a thick,
inarticulate utterance in which no
word is complete, but nouns, I adjectives and verbs are made into a kind
of hash. Equally objectionable is that
ghostly speech in which a man talks
without using his lips, ventriloquizing
most horribly. One of the surest
ways to kill yourself is to speak from
the throat instead of the month.
Avoid the use of the nose as an organ
of speech, for the best authorities are
agreed that it is intended to smell
with. Speak aa educated nature suggests to yon, and you will do well; but
let It be educated, and not raw. rude,
uncultivated nature.
Demonthenes
took, as you know, unbounded pains
with his voice, and Cicero, who was
naturally weak, made a long journey
Into Greece to correct his manner of
speaking."

Chinese or English?
We hear a good deal nowadays about
spelling reform, but Sir William Ramsay believes it is a pity that we did
not from the beginning adopt the Chinese language Instead of our own!
The Chinese did not spell; they used
symbols which conveyed ideas. The
Chinese language had the great advantage that it could be read much
quicker than any spelled language. It
went straight from the symbol to the
brain as an idea.
Although he would not support the
adoption of a new alphabet on the
lines of the Chinese system, he felt
that it was a pity that 3,000 or 4,000
years ago our ancestors did not adopt
the Chinese system.
Outside of the scientists there will
not be many to deplore the choice of
the English language to that plctographlc affair the unhappy Chinese
scholars are afflicted with.
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Got Even With Deputy.
A deputy of the Italian parliament
recently lost his shirt in a sleeping
compartment while on a railway journey. He wrote an indignant letter to
the directors of the line, in which
he said: "It is shameful that the railway servants, for whom so much has
been done by members of parliament,
should dare to appropriate the belongings of passengers." A few days after
this protest he received a letter signed
by 200 railway employes and enclosing a postal order for $1.50, which, the
letter said, was the result of a small
collection, and which the railway men
hoped would enable him to buy another shirt,
Oxen In Perilous Trip.
An unusual ox story comes from
Townshend, Vt, to the effect that a
yoke of oxen when let alone walked
down a railroad track on a trestle
bridge. After proceeding about 16
feet the oxen turned about on the
narrow bridge and made their way
back without mishap.
Oldest Drama Extant.
A dispatch from Madison, Wis.,
about two weeks ago 'informed readera of the Times that the students In
the State university were about to
stage the book of Job. Professor Kallen of the university, who had the
staging in hand, remarked that he
had not dramatised the work, "but
simply restored it to the form in
which it was originally written for the
ancient Hebrews."
Then the reporter who sent the Information out to the world added the
remark, "This is differentjrom the
opinion of most of the big men in literature today."
The "big men in literature today"
may differ from the university man
of Madison, but he has with him the
biggest literary men of the past.
Among these is Thomas Carlyle, who
holds the book of Job is the oldest
specimen of drama extant It would
be impossible to tell where the book'
originated, but it is far older than
Moses, and the writer knew not only
human nature, but the geographical
features of the whole world as known
in Moses' time and a good deal later.
—Los* Angeles Times.

J. Wayne Burgess, Marlboro, visited Which at First Threatened Destructhis week with his parents, Mr and Mrs
tion of Much Property.
Edward R. Burgess, Lincoln street.

Miss Inez V. Allen, of Weymouth has
HORACE J. LAWRENCE.
been a guest this week, ft the home of
Mrs Sarah Chambers, Over-the-River
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.
district. Miss Allen formerly taught the
l.OO a Year in Advance. school in that district
Single Copies, S Oasts.
Spring millinery opening, Thursday
Address all communications to BROOKFIELD and Friday, April 2 and 3, afternoon and
TIMES, North Brookneld, Mass.
Orders for subscription, advertising, or lob evening. All are cordially invited. Miss
work and payment ior the same, may be sent Lulu L. Langlois, Donahue Block, Cendirect to the main offlce. North Broolfleld or
tral street, Brookfield.
*
o George W. McNamara. Brookfield .

of Assured Style and Quality
At the Lowest Prices.

J741.679.53

J74I.679-S3

.

EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,

SERIOUS FIRE IN BROOKFIELD

Fire that for a time threatened to wipe
out the business blocks on Central street,
from the town house to the corner of
Prouty street, broke out in the rear of
the upper story of the Mulcahy block
Friday night and before it was controlled
resulted in the partial destruction of that
block and the adjoining post-office building, owned by Hiram p. Gerald of Upton.
John L. Hughes, instructor at the The fire was discovered at 10.40 by ConConnecticut Agricultural college, Storrs,
BROOKFIELD.
ductor Joseph D. Adams and Motorman
Ct., arrived in town Tuesday to pass his
Louis Mathien, in charge of a west bound
Vacation
at
the
home
of
his
parents,
Mr
A letter is advertised at the post offlce
car. The two men smelled smoke when
and
Mrs
George
H.
Hughes,
Ktmball
St.
for Mrs Clara Bowley.
the car stopped in front of the car station,
The high school closed Friday for a 10 and on investigating found flames shootWomen from far and near are thronging our store, eager for Edward Locke, Boston, was at his fiys
vacation.
Principal Arthur B. ing from the rear of the Charles M. Buhome on Willard Hill, Sunday.
uckman left to spend the vacation at chanan barber shop.
The alarm was
authentic information of Spring Fashions as portrayed by the foreMrs Cyril Langlois left Thursday to bis home in Stoneham and Miss Mary G. sounded on the Foster-Moulton whistle
McEvoy went to her home in North and tbe fire department with volunteers,
relatives and friends in Brockton.
most European and New York designers.
that included nearly all the young men of
Brookfield.
Miss Barbara Healey spent her two
Our tastefully selected, correctly designed models present a 11 weeks' vacation with relatives in Milford, Henry M. Donahue arrived home on the town responded in record time and 10
minutes after the alarm had sounded
the latest tendencies in Spring Fashion, and we can now serve James Fenton of Boston, was the guest Friday, from Library, Penn., where he three lines of hose were laid and water
has been emrloyed as a clerkjor the past
of his parents at North Crossin, Sunday, i
Engineer
7 months, tot the John Marscbs Con- poured into the building.
your every wish in the selection of Perfect Clothe*. Clifford Currier of Brockton, visited Mr struction Company. Mr Donahue went Walter R. Howe was in charge in the
and Mrs James Crowley, on Green St., to work, Monday, in the office of the absence of Chief Edward F. Delaney,
who was in New. York. The flames made
this week.
ideal Coated Paper Co.
rapid headway and securing a hold .in
William Pratt of Marlboro, was at ' Elbert L. Bemis inspector of cattle and the partitions of the poet-office building
home with bis parent on South Maple St. barns, has finished his inspection for threatened to entirely destroy that build1913 and sent a report to the selectmen. ing, and it was thought by those in
last Sunday.
In this choice collection of Suits there are 300 different models Miss Ethel Johnson is away, on a visit The report shows for the year, 395 cows, charge that the entire north side of the
238 young cattle,' 20 bulls, 8 oxen, 99 street was doomed.
A call for help was
her sister, Mrs William A. Clarke, in
swine, * difference over 1912 of 23 cows, sent to North Brookfield fire department,
that represent the cream of Spring Fashions. The prices of to
Northampton.
three more young cattle, three more bulls, which responded with a chemical and a
Suits begin at $15.00 and #17.50 up to $75.00.
Mr and Mrs Ernest Parsons of Ware, two more oxen, 22 less swine and 30 less
hook and ladder trnck, although the fire
the guests of Mr and Mrs William Nich- sheep, there being no sh ep last year, had been placed under control when they
against 30 in 1912.
arrived. The origin of the fire is un1.75 to $50.00 ols, East Main St,
At a meeting of the Selectmen Monday known. Mr Buchanan with Robert G.
Charles H. Moulton of Amherst college will spend his vacation at the home night, Walter S. Green watchman at Livermore and Horace W. May were the
the power house, was appointed special last to leave the building and there were
$2.98 to '$29.50 of Mr and Mrs Irviug Breed.
police officer*. Actloh on the petition of no indications of fire then and people
Mrs Emogene Watrous returned) Wed- the Nem. England TelepTone and -Telewho passed on the street at 10.30 observed
nesday, from a visit with her Mother, graph Company to erect polar and string
no indications of fire. After the steamer
Andrew Gorham, Nashua, N, H.
wires for a trunk line on North St., Eest had been placed at the corner of Central
Miss Alice Hyde Tucker, of Smith col- Brookfield, was postponed until the reg- and Prouty streets, 6 streams of water
lege is spending her vacation at the home ular monthly meeting night, at which were poured inro tbe two buildings and
(tonethe tattlf.inspector will also be ap- the fire was practically drowned. The
of heir parents on River streets
Mr and Mrs Arthur D, Douty, of Wor- pointed. At a-joint meeting of the se- fire department received much praise for
512 MAIN ST. ""■
cester, spent the week-end at the home lectmen, school committee, and trustees their excellent work in confining the fire
of the Merrick public library, held at the to the two buildings, and although a few
WORCESTER, MASS. of Mr Douty" s parents, on Central St.
selectmen's room, Monday night, Patrick criticized the officials for sending for
Mr and Mrs Roy Mitchell visited Mr Webster was re-elected janitor for the assistance, their action wss undoubtedly
Rich Lapland Mine.
and Mrs Charles Flower, Mrs Mitchells' town buildings in charge of these three
Last King of the Goths.
justified, as it appeared at the time as if
The richest, and probably the largRoderick, the last king of the West parents, on Main street, last Sunday.
boards; at * salary of 1576 a year. the local men would not be able to stop
est, Iron ore mine in the world is lo- Goths, in Spain, was overthrown and
Mrs William Mitchell, Over-the-River This is an increase of #76 over previous the flames, and they wished to do everycated at Klrma, Lapland, in latitude probably slain by the Saracens in 711.
63H degrees north, which Is about the The fate of Roderick has always been district, has been visiting with her son, years. The increase will be met by each thing possible to insure the safety of the
same aa the northernmost boundary a mystery. His horse and sandals Rev. Harry Sumner Mitchell, at Keene board paying their proportionate share surrounding buildings. Mrs Edwin D.
from the annual appropriations.
of Alaska. The climate Is somewhat were found the day after the battle on
Goodell, wife of the postmaster, when she
milder than in Alaska and these mines the river bank, but his body could N. H.
Word has been received by Mrs Chas. saw the flames reaching the post-office,
are worked the year round. About 1,- not be found.
Miss Viola Crimmins, of Riverdale,
Probably he was
Gay 6* the death of Mrs Mary (Pellet) got help and removed all mail matter and
600 men are employed, and the equip- drowned and washed out to the sea, N. V.,
Y., visited Mr and Mrs
airs Edward Mo- j^' March 15, at Minneapolis, Minn records to the home of Robert G. Liverment la all of the most modern ma- but the Spaniards would not believe reau, last week at their home on Central shBWMthe olde8t d^bter 0f the lab
She was the oldest daughter of the late more and, after the Are was subdued and
chinery obtainable. Machine tool* for this. They clothed the dead king with
street
Edward Pellet, who went west at the the damage was found to be alight worked
the repair shop, air compressors and • holy mystery which certainly did
all night putting the mail back and was
of the
1 Civil war.
Later
he was
reck drills, and several of the largest sot enshroud him when alive. He beThe
XIR3 Woman's
TTUUUIU a Alliance
iuiiwiw. of
v»» the
w"» First
»MH. dose
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steam and electric shovels are of came a legendary savior, like Arthur Parish church will have a food sale, joined by his children, and all have mar able to have the first mail sent away in
**
Tf.i
— I ._n
— Ml
„
■
1
_. 3
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Utilri
American make. The plant is at pres- of Britain, and It was long believed April 10
ried and settled in different states. Mary the morning. Frank Cutler went into
Hot-cross-buns will be
ent operated by steam power, the coal that he would come again from his specialty.
Pellet's early life was spent in Brookfield Mrs Gerald's store and saved the books,
supply coming from England and resting place in some ocean isle, healed
where she attended the public schools, but Judge Henry E. Cottle tried to get
Miss Bessie Bailey, Smith college,
.
Spitsbergen, but the electrification of ot his wound, to lead the Christians
into his offlee but was driven back by the
the mines is in progress, and this once more against the Infidels. Span- arrived in town Wednesday to pass the principally at Bice Corner. In the early
smoke. Charles Simpson received a cut
power will be used exclusively as ish legends record that Roderick fled vacation at the home of her father on sixties she married Mr Haddeus Benson,
and they lived for a time in Sturbridge on the left wrist from hitting it against a
soon aa the new power plant of the to the mountains and became a hermit River street
and Spencer, and then joined Mr Pellett broken pane of glass and five stitches had
state of Sweden, now under construc- until, by penance, he was purified from
Mr and Mrs Thomas Chase of Clinton
tion at Porjiis Falls, is completed. The sin and wae then suffered to depart to have been the guests this week of their in Minnesota- Mr Benson, who was a to be taken. Charles Huntington was
transmission line Is completed, and It the enchanted isle to await the time
soldier, died 20 years ago. Of their six overcome by smoke on the upper floor of
son, Frank W. Chase and wife, South
Is expected that the power station will for his reappearance.
children^ three sons, Edward, Jesse and the post-office building and had to be
Maple street
be retdy to deliver current early In
Guy, survive her. Mrs Benson and her carried out by his companions- The Bu1914. One hundred and fifty thousand
William Tunstall of goutbbridge, and sister, Lucy, made their last visit east chanan barber shop, where the fire cenWho Was Jack Robinson?
horsepower will be the capacity of this
Ton have uttered that famous Frank Tunstall of Bridgeport, Ct, were when they came to attend the funeral of tered, was entirely burnt out and the furstation, and it will be transmitted over phrase, "As quick as one could say guests at the home of Mr and Mrs John
their sister, Mrs Julia Bowen, in 1910, nishings are a total loss. Mr Buchanan
a distance of 150 miles.—Dundee Ad- Jack Robinson," of course, but have Tunstall, Main St., Sundayand they also attended the reunion of the places his loss at $400. The Burgess
vertiser.
you any idea who the real Jack RobRev. Leo T. Goddard announced Sun- Rice Corner School Association at the newsroom under the barber Bhop was
inson was? Well, John Robinson
Married Up In a Balloon.
proves to have been a politician who day that *125 was made at St Patick's Point of Pines. A brother William and gutted by Are in the rear and the conMrs. Violet Martman, twenty-one flourished in the time of George Ml. supper and concert in town hall, the a sister, Mrs Lucy Coldwell, live in Col- tents are a total loss, as a great quantity
years old, known as "the bride of the and who was a great favorite of the 17th, for the benefit of St Mary's church. orado. The cause of death was from of water poured in to retard the flames
air," whose marriage in a balloon to English king against whom the 18
"Junior Prom" in town hall, Easter neuralgia around the heart She was damaged everything. Loss *.20O0. In
Dr. Mllo E. Hartman was the opening American colonies revolted, says a
the Gerald building, Judge Henry E.
-Monday
evening, April 13. Donahue's about 67 years old.
event of the national elimination bal- writer in the Buffalo Express. Robin'
Cottle's library was damaged by water
Members
of
the
senior
class,
B.
H.
S.,
orchestra
of
Brookfield
will
furnish
the
loon races in Kansas City, In 1912, son's political career was a long one,
and smoke, loss $700. Mrs Gertrude
died there in a sanitarium from pneu- and he was a member tor Harwich for music. John F. Clancy will be the floor started last Friday on tbe long anticipated
director, and the aids are: Stuart P. But- trip to Washington, leaving on tbe 6.20 Gerald's store was not touched by fire,
monia a (ew days ago.
26 years.
bnt the water poured in the upper story
Mrs. Hartman formerly was Hiss
On one occasion he was bitterly at- terworth, Edward J. Delaney and C Al- train for Worcester. They left Worcester
Violet Davis. She left school when tacked by Sheridan, who, denouncing fred DuBois.
on the Norwich line to New London, and resulted in the practical destruction of
her stock in trade, »800. The Mulcahy
she was a pupil to carry out the novel bribery and its Instigators, replied to
The Overseers of the Poor met Monday by boat from there to New York where
marriage ceremony and honeymoon. the cries of "Name! Name!" by pointthey arrived Saturday morning.
The block will have to be rebuilt from the
afternoon,
for
tiie
fourth
time
in
10
days,
The two married while in the balloon ing to Robinson on the treasury bench,
party arrived in Washington and |were first story and the poet-officee building
basket before 10,000 wedding guests. exclaiming: 'Tes, I could name him with the intention^ electing a warden
to Congressman Cal- will require repairs in all parts of it The
They then sailed away. The balloon as soon as I could say Jack Robinson." for the town farm, but after being in ses- met by thejaecretary
n
Mulcahy block is assessed for »1000 and
landed in a pig sty on a farm 30 Thus originated the saying still oar- sion all afternoon were not satisfied that vin|D.;Paige, * d escorled to the Bancroft
the post-office block for •1700. It is eshotel,
where
they
stopped.
The
party
miles away.
the candidates for the position were comrent
timated that the losses are between »6000
was
presented
to
President
Woodrov.
Wilpetent and adjourned without electing a
Beginnings In Authorship.
and »7000, covered by insurance. Th«
son
on
Monday
afternoon
by
.Congresswarden. They hope to secure one before
Result of Weird Will.
The first appearance in print of that
insurance as a result of the fire has been
man
Paige,
with
other
students
from
A liiile over two years ago the ec- Monday night
successful author, Mr. Arthur PendenMassachusetts. They had reserved seats adjusted in a satisfactory manner. The
nls, was a poem written to match an centric Russian, Countess AustrigildOn April 1st, the ladies of the Congre" at the sessions of the National House and post-office building is to be repaired by
engraving which the proprietor of a skl, died and left a bequest of $1,300
bagaslne found unexpectedly thrown a year for life to any person who will gational church, will have an Easter sale Senate the flrst of the week. They vis- William Fullam of North Brookfield and
tin bis hands. M. Jules Claretie's first shut himself up In a tomb at Fere in the vestry,' afternoon and evening. ited Mount Vernon and also went to Phil- work was started on it Wednesday mornhovel was composed under somewhat Lachalse for 12 months and a day. There will be an added attraction in tbe adelphia and Atlantic City, and stopped ing. It is expected that work on the
similar circumstances. Edmond Dentu, The first man to attempt this torture form of a Japanese booth, that will be
a day in New York on the return trip. Mulcahy block will be started the first of
a prominent publisher under the sec- has become a raving lunatic. The supplied direct from New York. There
the week. Mrs Gerald opened her store
They
are expected to reach Brookfield
ond empire, had widely advertised a one who undertakes this is offered will also be fancy candy, home-made
this morning for the first time. E. R.
novel entitled "Une Drolesse," by a lodging in a stone cell built over the food and apron booths, with their various thisev entng. These are in thej party: Burgess had his papers for sale in the H.
Misses Pauline Eaton, Beatrice Bailey,
writer who signed herself Countess Countess Austrlglldskl's vault and he
Dash. On the eve of publication the must never leave the abode day or attractions. The entertainment commit- Louise V. Mulcahy. and Howard A. F. Crosby store for a few days, and will
lady wanted the title altered. The night for a year and a day. He may tee Has been fortunate in securing as part Leete, Sydney Roger, Edward T. O'Day, have temporary quarters in the west store
publisher refused
to make any. not communicate with any person in of the entertainment, which will be at 8 and the chaperon, Mrs Robert G. Liver- of the Livermore block until bis store is
change, and in order not to wasfc.* the outside world save the person o'clock in the evening, two readers, who more. The trip was arranged through repaired, and Charles Buchanan opened
money, hunted around for an author who brings his food morning and eve- are always appreciated here, Miss Isabel
Marston'B Agency, Boston,. From cards a barber shop in the rear of the same
capable of furnishing within four ning. And he may never have a light. Morse of North Brookfield, and little
store, JudgeCotUe will use the selectweeks a novel which the title would A dismal prospect even at^he thought Miss Reta McCrea of millbury. Supper that have reached town, the members men's room at the town house for an
fit M. Claretie undertook the task; of a yearly Income of $1,300! Who will be served in the vestry, from 6-30 evidently had an enjoyable time.
office, until repairs are completed.
and finished it well within the stipu- will the next martyr to gold be?
More Brookfield on Fourth Page.
unts8 o'clock. Admission 26 cents.
lated time.
I

EASTER CLOTHES

LIABILITIES.
J430.405.00 Deposits
948.78 Surplus
4,500.00
294>57i-25
11,254.50
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Death of Elisha Webb.
Elisha Webb, aged 82 years, 3 months
and 13 days, died at his home on South
Main street, at 3.10 o'clock, Saturday
morning of artorio sclerosis, following a
two weeks' illness. Mr Webb was born
in Hardwick, Nov. 8, 1831. His parents
were Jonathan and Mary (Paige) Webb.
He was one of eight children and a
brother, J. Thomas Webb of New Braintree, is the only member of the family
who survives. Mr Webb left his native
town with his parents when he was 17
years old, his family moving to New
Braintree and later to Templetc n. In
the early sixties Mr Webb was in Petersham, where for over 30 years he was engaged in the lumber business and the
manufacture of wooden powder kegs.
In 1884 he was elected a representative
to the general court. He filled all the
various town offices excepting town clerk
and treasurer while in Petersham. Mr
Webb taught school in Barre, Dana, and
North Brookfield. He attended New
Salem Academy for a term. He was
twice married, bis first wife being Miss
Eliza Stone, Barre. His second marriage
Aug. 17," 1869, was to Miss Martha A.
Miles of Rutland who survives. There
were 6 children, four of whom are living.
In 1896 he bought the farm of the late
Ebenezer B. Lynde, on South Main street.
He was a member of West Brookfield
Farmers' Club, Quaboag Pomona Grange,
and the local Grange.
He served as a
selectman in 1900 and in 1902 he was a
member of the common committee. He
had been a large real estate holder.
Besides his wife, Mr Webb leaves three
sons, Louis M., Worcester, superintendent of the Webb Granite h Construction
Co.; Arthur, Milford, president of the
Albambra Rubber Co.; John H., West
Brookfield, proprietor of the Foster hill
dairy; and also a daughter, Sarah A.,
West Brookfield, and a brother, J. ,
Thomas Webb, New Braintree, and four
grand children.
The funeral was from his home at 2 ,
o'clock, Monday afternoon. Relatives
and acquaintances from Worcester,
Brookline, Springfield, Atbol, Gardner,
Spencer, New Braintree, Ware and the
BrookfieldB were present Rev. William
L. Walsh, pastor of the Unitarian church,
Brookfield, officiated.
A male quartet
from Worcester sang "lam with thee,"
"Nearer my God to Thee" and "Gathering Home" A wreath of flowers surrounded the casket.
The body was taken to Barre, Tuesday
for burial. The bearers were the three
sons and a nephew, Irving T. Webb of
New Braintree. Undertaker Robert G.
Livermore, Brookfield, as in charge.
C. W. Walls and daughter. Alice, spent
Sunday with Frederick B. Walls, Long
Hill.
George W. Stone of Springfield, visited
his aunt Mrs Arvilla E. Makepeace, last
Sunday.
Willis B. Temple, Milford, was entertained on Sunday by Mr and Mrs Chauncey L. Olmstead.
Mrs Walter P. Dodg, Springfield, ia th8 guest of her mother, Mrs Horriet H.
Crowell, Front St.
Elmer Blodgett of Brockton has been
chosen warden of the town farm, to
assume management April 1. He sucElmer R. Potter, and is a native of Belchertown.
The S. and C. Bociety has received a
white woven shawl from Mr Louis A. Gilbert Springfield.
Holders, numbered,
are to be sold for 10 cents, the person
holding the lucky number receives the
shawl. The holders, together with articles left from a former sale, are to be sold
at the next meeting of the society, April
2. -The shawl will be on exhibition in
the window of Edson's store next Tuesnay and Wednesday.
Holders may be
obtained before Wednesday from Mrs M.
C. Gilbert, Central street
The store of Herbert Cutler, Main
street, was entered by thieves Tuesday
morning about three o' clock. They were
discovered by Mrs Elmer M. Huntoon,
wife of landlord Huntoon of Ye Olde
Tavern, who heard the breaking of glass,
the thieves having broken a window in
order to gain entrance.
Mr Huntoon
went to the upper porch and fired three
revolver shots in tbe air, and shoueed
"There are robbers in Cutler's store."
The thieves were frightened and ran from
the back door escaping across the fields.
It was discovered that the Richards house
on High street, had been entered also
and there were signs that some one had
camped there on a mattress. Fred L.
Woodward discovered an attempt had
been made to enter his store by a rear
window.
Continued on 8th page 1st column.
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OBSERVES 100th
ANNIVERSARY

BULL FIGHTS REVIVED IN PANAMA

Of the Thompson's Island Farm
and Trades School
MANY PROMINENT SPEAKERS
Bishop William A. Lawrence, Pre»,
Lowell of Harvard College,
Chas. Evans of Chicago,
And Others.

"You have developed in this school
« plan of study and shop work in a
way no other Hchool has done that 1
know of in the vicinity of Boston or
indeed within ihe limits of any great
city at the present time."
President A. Lawrence Lowell of
Harvard University spoke these words
on Saturuay atternoon of the Farm
and Trades School, located on Thompson's island, Boston.
High word* ol
praise, indeed, are these. A thousand
auditois applauded at the celebration
of the one hundredth anniversary ot
this old school, which was commemorated by a public meeting at the Old
South Church on Saturday afternoon.
The speakers were Bishop William
Lawrence, Pres. A. Lawrence Lowell
Bull fighting has been revived in Panama after a lapse of several years, and 5,000 persons thronged the
of Harvard University, Charles blvans
great amphitheater at Vista Alegre t he other day and rose en masse to greet the returned toreadors. I» the
of Chicago, representing the alumni
upper galleries were many America 'i men and women.
association and Charles H. Bradle>,
the superintendent.
Charles P. Curtis, vice president of the board of
managers, presided.
After landing at City Point the
boys of the school were taken to the
church in special cars.
They occupied the north gallery, and their neat
appearance and' gentlemanly behavior
■was the cause of favorable comment.
Bishop Lawrence said:—"ThompExtreme Measures To Prevent ostmaster-General Plans Mar- Cavalrymen Drive Back Federson's Island, between the horizon and
als Firing Across Rio Grande
a great city is in a position best adapteting by Rural Carriers
Civil War in Ireland
ed for the development of a healthy
tody and a healthy mind.
The boy
in the best school with the most exFOR HOME RULE HAMPERS BY PARCEL POST KILL FIVE OF HUERTA'S MEN
pensive 'tuition is unable to do chorea CRISIS
—and the boy or the man that has
not the capacity of doing chores, of
adapting himself to the conditions of Government Taking Precautions by Post-Offices to Serve as Information Federal Soldiers, Who Attempted to
Pursue With Rifle Bullets a Defeattaking up a saw or a hammer or of
Bureaus—Printed Lists Will Show
Sending British Troops to North
handling a plow or of knowing someed Constitutionalist Force EscapKind of Commodities Available
of Ireland—Opposing Leaders
thing of birds or butterflies or of trees
ing to U. S. Meet Resistance.
and Sellers' Names. ■
Counsel Calmness.
—is a boy who is only one-third trained.
Eagle Pass, Tex.—The first actual
Washington. — Postmaster-General
London.—Interest In the Ulster
'•At Thompson's Island he has all
Question has been for the moment; Burleson is going to act as go-be- engagement between American patrbl
his muscles developed and he becomes
transferred to Ulster itself, and, if one tween for the farmer and the ultimate and Mexicans since the revolution
an American boy with the capacity of
were to Judge by the utterances of consumer. He has formulated a plan began in the Southern republic took
standing on his own feet—a boy who
the Unionist press in London, it by which farm produce can be market- place about five miles west of Del Rio
can be kicked out West and can make
might be supposed that the province- ed direct and the middleman elimin- on the Rio Grande. Mexican Fed>
his way because he was trained to
was on the eve of a rebellion on a ated. Postmasters at Boston, Atlan- erals on their side of the river and
make his way.
I commend Thompta, St Louis, San Francisco, wash- a detachment of the Fourteenth Cavalgreat scale.
son's Island, not only for the educaington, Baltimore Detroit, Lacrosse, ry on the Texas side exchanged shots
Hardly
had
Sir
Edward
Carson
artion of the boys but for the education
Wis.; Lynn, Mass., and Rock»Island, across the river, the Federals losing
rived
in
Belfast
when
troops
were
of its patrons."
111., have been directed to receive five killed. There were no casualPres. Lowell
said:—"The boy moving from the centre of Ireland to the names of persons willing to sup- ties on the American side.
brought up in the city has the ten- strategic points in the North. Ball ply farm produce In retail quantities
Previous to this battle Mexican Condency to think anything can be done cartridges and ammunition were serv- by parcel post.
stitutionalists and Federals had been
if one is clever enough. On the farm ed out, the motor transport service
Printed lists of these names, show- fighting while the American patrol
be soon finds there are certain inexor- was called up and troops, embarked ing the kinds of commodities avail- looked on.
The Constitutionalists
able laws of nature wbich cannot be at Kingstown, arrived aboard two able, will be prepared from time to were forced to retreat and fifty of
changed and if he tries to change cruisers in Dublin Bay.
time for distribution to city and town them fled into the river and to the
Perhaps the most sensational news patrons who wish to buy farm pro- United States, pursued by a hot Are.
them he is checkmated. The boys at
Thompson's Island are brought up as of tho day, however, was that, fol- ducts direct The plan will be ex- The bullets from the Federals began
lowing an order from the War Office tended to other points eventually.
to whiz close to the American soldiers.
our ancestors were—in the country.
"You have developed in this school to the officers in the Curragh camp,
"By the use of the lists the city * Frequent warnings had been given
a plan of study and shop work In a that if any of them were unprepared consumer will be able to get in touch to both factions in Mexico that they
way no other school has done that 1 to undertake military service in Ulster with a farmer who will fill his weekly must not fire into or toward the
know of in the vicinity of Boston or they could resign and they would be orders for butter and eggs and other United States. The commander of the
Indeed within the limits of any great dismissed from the service with for- farm products," said First Assistant American forces shouted a warning
feiture of pension, more than a hun- Postermaster General Roper.
city at the present time."
"The to the Federals to cease. They fired
Mr. Charles Evans of Chicago, sec'y dred, most of them cavalry officers, fanner will be relieved of carrying back in derision and turned their guns
actually
tendered
their
resignations,
of the Chicago Historical Society and
his produce to the market, as the point blank upon the cavalryinen
cne of America's foremost authori- but there was a fair sprinkling of in- rural carrier wlH make dally collec- while the rebels were • clambering
ses in bibliography, and himself a fantry also.
tions at the farmer's own door of ashore. The order to Are was then
Farm and Trades School boy said:
Brigadier General Count Gleichen, these, retail shipments to city con- given to the United States soldiers.
The firing lasted for fifteen minutes,
"It is the most famous school in commander of the troops in Belfast, sumers.
"The point has been raised that dif- and the Mexicans retreated, carrying
America on a charity foundation." He. .has been summoned to London to
also made the announcement that the* confer with the War Office officials. ficulty will be experienced in the re- the five who had fallen with them.
Alumni Association has raised $1000 The number of troops now in Ireland turn of hampers and other containers. Their aim was bad and not an AmeriThis problem doeB not appear to me to can trooper received so much as a
Which will be turned over to the school. is 24,000.
be difficult of solution. The farmer scratch.
Mr.'Charles H. Bradley, SuperinThe papers are filled With reports may use Inexpensive hampers whose
The rebel band was taken prisoners
tendent of the School said in part:—
of the movements of troops; maps are value would not warrant their return, and will be sent to Fort Clark. An• '"Twenty-six years ago when I beprinted showing the position of Gov- or he may use the higher grade ham- other troop and a machine gun are
came fascinated with the Farm and
ernment garrisons and the location pers, for which he mayMncludo an ad- on the way to Del Rip from Fort Clark
Trades School, its unique location
of Ulster volunteers; warships are
and its work and possibilities, the steaming north from Dublin Bay; pro- ditional charge to be credited to the and an additional detachment left
school had but little company in the visions and stores, It is asserted, are consumers upon the return of the ham here for the scene.
•work it was doing.
We were prac being gathered in Glasgow, which, it per by parcel post.
PROF. PECK A SUICIDE.
"The Postmaster-General has the
tflcally alone In the teaching of agri- is added, is to be the base for the
firm conviction that this plan Is the
culture and some of the manual arts Government forces.
"Bullying Ul- one thing necessary to enable the Blows Out Brains in Room of Stam,and in the division of time for mental ster," "Troops Moving Fast," "Resford Boarding House.
•work and shop practice— the very ignations of Officers," "Anxiety in the people of this country to enjoy the
Stamford, Conn.—Melancholia, In(things which are nowadays receiving Cabinet," "Premier at Three Hours' potential benefits of the parcel post."
duced by thoughts of the days when
earnest support.
Conference," "Soldiers Embarked in
BOY OF SIX KILL8 SISTER.
he held a high position In the literary
"Our school was the first In this Cruisers"—these are headlines In the
and educational world and by bis Incountry to introduce sloyd, which is Daily Mail, which prints a series ot
Playing "Soldier," Says "Now You ability to effect a reconciliation jivith
really the A B C of all manual instruc- dispatches beginning: "Scarcely had
Must Die," and Fires.
His wife, led Dr. Harry Thurston Peck,
tion, and the teaching of which is now Sir Edward Carson arrived in Belfast
Nutley, N. J.—Unnoticed by older formerly professor of Latin at Columto be found In nearly every city and when troops were moving from the
folks in the house, two children, a bia University, to take his life. He
jlarge town.
centre of Ireland to hem in the North."
brother and sister, were playing "sol- ended his career with two bullets
"The band, Cottage Row (the boys'
Sir Edward Carson issued an appeal dier" about the bedroom of their aunt through his head.
.government), with its many depart- for calm, and John Redmond warned
Ever since Professor Peck figured
ments, the bank, the trading company, the Nationalists of Derry not to hold on Hancock avenue when the little
ithe monthly japer, meteorology and their projected parade on the ground boy levelled a revolver at his sister as a principal in a foO.OOO breach of
and
said:
promise
suit started by Esther Quinn,
•the mechanical Instruction which has that it would be "playing the gain*
"Now you must die!"
his one-time secretary, In June, 1910,
llrom time to. time being introduced all of our bitterest enemies."
He pulled the trigger and a bullet he had been slipping back. His health
.contribute to the one end of helping
Mr. Nevihson thinks the rifles of
;the lad to find himself and to bring the volunteers obsolete and of several struck the girl in the heart. She fell was sadly impaired' and his earning
The boy ran capacity was reduced to almost no'thout the best that is in him for produc- different patterns, and says that am- to the floor dead.
screaming Into the room where the ing.
tive and effective citizenship.
munition is scarce.
older folks were talking and became
So reduced had his circumstances
"The pioneer work accredited to us
The Liberal papers take a much less hysterical.
become that he had to live in two
Jhas been made possible by the con!inalarmist view of the situation than
County
Physician
McKenzie,
after
rooms
he rented for $4 a week. He
•wity of management and by team play
their Unionist contemporaries. There an Investigation, said he was satisfied had to discharge his secretary, Mar;cn the part of all interested.
We
Is no question that the situation is the shooting was accidental, and made garet McDougall, because of lack oi
ihave not been hampered by a change
fraught with serious possibilities.
no arrest.
work.
of board or of administration or by
interference of any nature.
HA3 COTTON ARMOR PLATE PLAN
HESSIAN FLY IN IOWA.
U. S. FUNDS FOR FARM LOANS.
"Our aim and our purpose today Is
the same as a century ago, starting North Carolinian Says It Would Be
Southwestern Part of State Prey to Bill Providing for Treasury Bureau
boys for a broad education with the
.Superior to Steel.
Wheat Pest.
Offered by Senator Gronna.
rudiments of a trade and the trade
Washington. — Col. Marcellus E.
Randolph. la.—The Hessian fly has
Washington.—A bill providing for
which they are most likely to follow. Thornton, ofHlckory, N. C, has writ- appeared In southwestern Iowa, and a bureau of farm loans in the Treas.
'They are taught to do real things in ten to hUfiJrapw North Carolinian while the season is not sufficiently ad- ury Department wbich would have
a natural way, the things which are to Secretary cTJBnrlfaYy Daniels as fol- vanced for any considerable damage branches all over the country and
! be* done in after lite. They are taught lows:
to have resulted there<C}£ apprehen- make loans of from $200 to $10,000
;obedience, respect for their superiors
"I have a plan for making armor sion as to finar*butcome.
, to the farmers at 4% per cent, on first
and the rights of others; to be honest, plate out of cotton. I know It can be
In order that there might be no mortgages was proposed in the Sento be loyal—in fact, to be good cit- done and I Intend to do It. I believe doubt specimens of the pest were sent ate by Senator Gronna of N. Dakota.
izens."
such an armor plate would be super- to the State Agricultural College, and
Capital for the operation of the sysThe benediction was by Bishop ior in efficiency to any metal armor the official reports show the sample tem would be provided out of the Fed
.Lawrence.
that can be devised from any process." to be Hessian fly.
oral funds on deposits in reserve banks.
I

BRifiSHTROOPS PRODOCE FROM MEXICAN AND O.S
SENTJOJLSTER FARM TO HOME TROOPERS CLASH

CENSUS TO
COST $490,000

MILK PRICES MAY BE HIGHER*
Dealers Declare There is No Reason.
For Producers' Demand.

Boston—Wholesale milk dealers areobjecting strongly to the demand of
Getteny Files Bill for Decennial the milk producers for an increase of
two cents a can over the usual sumCompilation.
mer rates. Not only do the local dealers say that they cannot see their way
clear to grant this Increase, but they
Plans Comparative Saving of About declare" it will require careful scrutiny
of their books and expense account*
$200,000— Expense of Field Work
to prevent an increase in price to the»
To Be Cut Down.
consumer during the coming summer.
Richard Pattee, secretary of the
New England Milk Producers' AssoBoston—A bill to provide for tak- ciation, has already notified the Bosing the decennial census of the Com- ton milk contractors that the assomonwealth in 1915, as required by the ciation has decided to ask 35 centsconstitution, has been filed in the
a can of eight and a half quarts of
office of the clerk of the House by
milk for the six months beginning;
Director Charles F. Oettemy of the April 1. Last summer they received
Bureau of Statistics. An estimate of
31 cents a can and during the last
the probable cost is given as $400,- winter they have been receiving 40"
000. Of the total amount, an approcents a can. Mr. Pattee says that
priation of not more than $lt>,000 is
this increase of two cents is "exasked for this year in connection tremely reasonable," and that the assowith the preliminary work of prepa- ciation is willing to submit the quesration, which must soon be got under
tion to the Boston Chamber of Comway. The $400,000 estimate is based
upon the director's proposal to elimi- merce.
Although the milk dealers hint at
nate altogether from the census of
possibilities of an increase In milk1915 certain features of former States
price for consumers, the producers)
censuses and to reduce to a minimum
are said to claim that their Increase,
Inquiries relating to certain social
and economio questions wbich are be- If granted will not affect the consumyond the scope of the absolute census ers.
requirements of the constitution.
INCREASED ARMAMENT IS CALLThe primary purpose of the decenED INEXCUSABLE.
nial census as provided for by the
Constitution is to secure an enumeraBoston—"There
was never a timetion of the population and legal voters in each city and town as a basis In the history of America when thefor raying out the senatorial, repre- call for an increased armament waasentative and councillor districts, so inexcussible," declared the Rev.
thewbich it will be the duty of the Legis- Edward Cummings, pastor of
South Congregational church, at a.
lature of 1916 to provide for.
Director Gettemy believes that by "Law for War" meeting, arranged by .
eliminating certain statistics, he can the Massachusetts Peace Society an*
hold the expense to the amount the Daughters ot the American Revonamed, whereas a census, on the lution,
"Europe Is occupied with Itself," *
same lines as that of 1905, would
cost the State about $600,000. "The continued the Rev. Mr. Cummings.
proposed reduction -in expenses," he "Japan cannot fight if she would, andE
says, "Is to be made possible partly she wouldn't. The situation growsby the elimination altogether of the more grotesque from the fact that tho
censuses of manufactures, mines and very men who wanted the Panama-s
quarries, and agriculture, which I can canal because It would mean, a 30 tr
Bee no necessity off providing for, id percent Increase In the fighting efview of the fact \hat it is contem- ficiency of our navy, now demand a
plated by the United States to take larger navy to defend the same canal.
censuses covering these subjects in That Is an Insult to American Intel1915. I also favor omitting in 1915 ligence; it is immoral and stupid now
the special censuses of trade; libra- for us to do anything beside cut our
ries and schools and school property, armament appropriations rather than,
each of which was a feature of the increase them."
census of 1905; and I am of the opinion that a very considerable number SPEAKS FOR LAW FOR FISHERMEN.
of Inquiries asked on the population
schedules of the State census of
1905 can be eliminated from the cen- Connolly Says-98 Percent of Them Go.
Out in Sailing Vessels.
sus of 1915 with no *acriflce of really
valuable information in regard to any
subject of vital Importance and, furBoston—Movements and legislation.
thermore, that certain economies of In favor of developing the port of
administrative,
clerical and field Boston and protecting to the full thowork can be made which will reduce American fishermen who sail from
the relative, if not the absolute cost Boston and Gloucester and Marble—bearing In mind the Increase In head and other Massachusetts fishing
population—of gathering and compil- ports were given impetus at the meeting such facts of economic Impor- tog of the Boston chapter of the Amtance as the public have a legitimate erican Institution of Banking.
right to look to the census to furnish.
James B. Connolly, writer on theIn order to Identify legal voters as fishing industry, made a plea for prosuch, It Is necessary to make provl- tection of American fishermen oh tho
lion on the population schedules for Grand Banks, making his" 'statements,
& dozen or more inquiries, the an- on Information gained by his own Infwers to which, in my opinion, give vestigations.
nearly all the social data which need
"The American fisherman must
be gathered In a State census taken have better protection," he
said.
midway between the Federal census- "Over 98 percent of the fishermen go»s."
out In sailing vessels and are not
equipped with the steam trawlersSWEDISH LINERS ASSURED.
which sweep vegetation from the>
banks and tangle up the lines of othBoston Preferred In Negotiation for er vessels."
I
Terminal,

NEVER

Boston.—Several conferences have
been held in Boston over the proposed establishment of a direct steamship Bervice between Sweden and the
United States. The financial backing of this undertaking by prospective Swedish shippers by the Swedish
Government and by business men in
the United States is deemed adequate
already to guarantee the establishment of the line. Its Swedish terminal will be Gothenburg, and in all
the literature issued relative to the
enterprise and in recent conferences
preference has been given to Boston
over New York in the choice of an
American Terminal, Docking facilities at the Commonwealth docks In
Bouth Boston have been spoken for
tentatively, and one of the advantages discovered by the Swedish promoters is that the docking will be
cheaper and more expeditious to Boston than New York. In the first instance this proposed line appeals to
the Swedish residents of the United
States as passenger service.
Had Longest Record as Bay
Town Clerk.

State

Milbury—Ira N. Goddard, who was
elected town clerk of Mlllbury for his
62d term at the annual town meeting
last week, died Friday after an Illness of two days, with pneumonia,
aged 84.
Mr. Goddard was the oldest city or
town clerk In point of service, in the
state. He was the dean of the Worcester County Association of Town
Clerks and never missed a meeting.
$150,000 Statue for Boston.
Boston,—A large bronse statue of
the late President Sarmlento of the
Argentine Republic, costing between
$100,000 and $150,000,, will be presented to the city of Boston and
placed to front of the Public Library
at Copley Square, Mayor Curtey announced In discussing an Interview
with Dr. Ronaldo S. Naon, mlniBter
from Argentine, at Washington, during the mayor's recent visit to that
Olty.

MET DISHONEST JUDGE.

Former Chief Justice Emery of Main*.
Hopes Day Will Come When Cases
Are Tried on Their Merits.

Boston—"The dishonest Judge la exceedingly rare and I never met one.
to my experience on the
Main*
bench," said former Chief Justice L.
A. Emery of the Supreme Court of
Maine in remarks at the banquet of
the senior class of Boston University
Law School at the Quincy Bouse.
"The law has greatly'Improved even
In my time," Mr. Emery continued.
"but1 I hope thd day will come dtir?
Ing my life when there win- be hot
one broad road to the temple of justice— that the road will be made
smooth, broad and straight and that,
like trials in England, our cases will
be tried simply on their merits."
Saves Many Animals.
Boston—Within the last month the
Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Anlmala has
made eighteen prosecutions, with sixteen convictions;
has taken 122
horses from work, and has humanely
put to death eighty-three horses and
forty-four cattle, sheep and swine. At
the free dispensary, 423 animals were
treated.
Army Officer Now a Boston Walter.
Boston.—Frank Luilo, formerly a
lieutenant in the Argentine army, is
now a waiter' In.a downtown hotel.
His -wealthy relatives, he explained,
disapproved of hie predilection for
taking part in revolutions, so he decided to come here to study American government.
Lockwood, Painter, Dead.
Brookllne—Wilton Lockwood, a leading American painter, whoso portraits
and flower pieces are treasured in
many Boston families, died at the
Deaconess Hosp4>al, Longwood, last
Friday, after several weeks' Illness
due to diabetes. He was 53 years oW.
old.
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these men who sat humbly waiting
here was no less a personage than the
Rudolph Van Vechten, a young man of president of the Continental Union
leisure. Is astonished to see a man enter Banking and Trust Company; the
No. 1313, a house across the street from
the Powhatan club, long unoccupied ano other was head of the Atlas Safe
spoken of as the House of Mystery. Sev- Company, a concern tributary to and
eral persons at regular Intervals enter allied with Consolidated Metals, and
No- 1318. Van Vechten expresses concern
to his friend, Tom Phinney, regarding
trie which had of late monopolized Theowhereabouts of his cousin and n»nc'5l- dore Van Vechten's fostering care. In
Paige Carew. A fashionably attired woman Is teen to enter the House of My»: the world of finance and commerce
tery, A man Is forcibly ejected from tne
house. Van Vechten and Tom follow tne theirs were names to conjure with;
man and find him dead in the street. here they were merely lieutenants
Van Vechten Is attracted by the face ol awaiting tbelr captain's pleasure.
* girl in the crowd of onlookers sur"Well?" Mr. Van Vechten at last
rounding the body. Later he discovers
the girl gating at him with a look »
•corn from the windows of the mysteri broke the silence.
Rudolph was brief and to the point.
<JUS house. Detective Flint calls on van
Vechten to get his version of the trag"Last Saturday ended the third
edy. Tom Phinney goes alone on a yacni- week since Paige and Josephine left
Ing trip. He recognizes among some persons In a passing motor boat two men Paris for London. In a letter mailed
whom he had seen enter the House, or
Mystery. He sees one of them, a Mr. CaJ- just before starting, Paige Informed
11s, on shore later and follows him. Tom me that she expected to remain In
is seized, blindfolded and taken to a England two or three weeks—three
house. Me hears a girl named Jessie, evidently the daughter of the man In author- at the longest—and mentioned a numity, question his captors. A sweet-volcea ber of friends she proposed visiting.
girl later protests against the roughness
Some I know, and some I don't Since
of his captors.
then I have had no word from her:
have you?"
BOOK II.
Mr. Van Vechten pressed a button.
It might have controlled the door InCHAPTER I.—Continued.
'T see that you are," he retorted stead of the clerk, so promptly did
carelessly, "and I am sorry that I the latter appear. To blm be said:
"Have Timrnons get out the latest
have to intrude. But you always are
engaged, you know, and It would be Devereaux letters, and show them to
Idiotic to wait I'll hurry up and get Mr. Van Vechten when he comes out."
And turning to the young man again:
through."
"I suppose It will be Impossible for
The forceful regard rested pointedly upon the young man's monogramed me to knock off to meet them. And
cigarette. Unmoved, Rudolph flipped this uncertainty about a sailing date
is disarranging your plans—h'm, I
It away.
"Pardon me," he said; "I forgot see. If you could cable—"
"To what address? How would It
your aversion. I came to see you
look to send cables to all our London
about Paige,"
acquaintances,
asking if they know
Perhaps ten seconds it was that Mr.
where Paige is? The newspapers
Van Vechten considered. Then—
would be sure to get hold of 1L She
"Can you take dinner with me?"
and Josephine are the ones who
"Home?"
should be cabling—or at the very
"Yes."
This WBB an invitation which any least, send a card."
"Well," decided the older man,
one of New York's industrial captains
would have coveted.' Nevertheless "look at Jo's last letters; if they
don't
contain something definite, go
Rudolph hesitated. Mentally, he ran
over his engagements. He knew there wherever It Is you want to—just so
was nothing of sufficient Importance It Isn't too far away. ... By the
to interfere with an acceptance, but way, you received notice of a directie did not fancy dining tete-a-tete tors' meeting next Saturday night, the
with his uncle in the gloomy Fifth ninth?"
"Did I? A good many things come
Avenue palace—untenanted, save by
the latter and an army of servants. In the mail that Barnlcle doesn't let
8o, with a comprehensive gesture that me see."
took in the two men (though he did ■ "If Barnlcle Is faithful to your tnnot so much as glance at them), he terests," commented the Man of Iron,
grimly, "he had better not hold up
said:
anything like that The notice was
"Can't you chuck It?"
mailed
to you with the others. I par"Chuck It!" echoed Mr. Van Vechticularly desire that you be present."
ten, blankly.
Van Vechten eyed his uncle curi"Yes. Postpone for a minute or
two whatever you are doing now. It's ously.
"Saturday night," he repeated at
too beastly hot. to go anywhere."
The Man of Iron simply glared. length. "My unfamlliarity with busiWhat words could affect such sub- ness may be to blame, but Isn't that
limely unconscious cheek? The two a deuced peculiar time of day for a
strangers, who knew that they were directors' meeting, Uncle Theodore?"
"It Is a bit unusual," his uncle was
' not the objects of that look, eat with
bated breath; but Rudolph seemed se- agreeing, and Rudolph was surprised
to observe the thin lips as cloBely aprenely unaware of it.
Rudolph's request, however, from proximating a smile as it was possible
his standpoint was not impudent. His I for them to achieve; "but the occauncle was under more of an obliga- slon will be unusual. You will not retion to concern himself about Paige gret canceling anything else and makCarew than he was, for Paige was the ing it a point to attend."
The Continental's president now
elder man's niece and ward. Young
Van Vechten recognized the fact that felt called to chime in.
"It will be a festival occasion. Mr.
Theodore Van Vechten was a man of
multitudinous affairs; he was willing Rudolph," he said with heavy levity.
to make any reasonable sacrifice to "An exceptionally rich and Juicy melon will form the piece de resistance."
If all the dead and gone Van Vechtens had materialized In the flesh and
without warning appeared at that
"meeting," their advent would have
been no more surprising, and scarcely
less extraordinary, than what actually
was on the cards to happen. It really
was too bad that the Man of Iron and
his satellites—the "lion and the hyenas," as Rudolph characterized them
—should not have been vouchsafed
some premonition of the climax they
were unwittingly preparing for.
"I see," said Rudolph after a pause.
"You chaps have squeezed some poor
devil dry, and mean to hold a wake"—
a random surmise that elicited no response. "Very well. I don't think,
though, I shall want to leave town for
a while. Tiramons can find me either
at my club or lodgings."
An Inspection of JUrs. Devereaux's
letters, whlcb Timrnons handed him
when he emerged from the private ofGo Wherever You Want To—Just So fice, shed no light upon the two ladies'
movements or intentions. Paige wrote
It Isn't Too Far Away.
only when the spirit moved her,
accommodate him; but when It came which was seldom; and so her silence
'to throwing over all his own plans and WF,s In no way remarkable. But It
[loafing here In the city without defl- seemed that a woman of Josephine
fnlte Information concerning his cous- Devereaux' mature experience should
in's intentions, why, he considered be realize the advisability of keeping
pad a right to protest when and where him and his uncle better Informed.
jbe chose. If be only knew upon what
Paige Carew, It may be Inferred,
boat she Intended sailing, it would was an orphan; she had been since
be anf easy matter to run down to early childhood.
for a day, meet her and Mrs.
However, he straightway forgot her
ereaux and carry the two away —thought of her no more for about
jwitb him. It was the uncertainty that five minutes, when she was brought
(rendered him vexed and impatient.
to mind again in a most unexpected
' Gradually Mr. Van Vechten's brain way.
(bridged the wide gap between matters
CHAPTER II.
(commercial and those immediately affecting his own household, and he recThe Gold Mesh Purse.
ognized the justice of bis nephew's
On leaving the Man of Iron's oflattltude. The thin, Inflexible lips even
Pflowed a smile at the temerity that fices. Van Vechten walked slowly
exacted his attention. On* of toward Broadway, where he stood
SYNOPSIS.

casting about for a taxicab when an
alert, assured young man accosted
him.
"May I have a few words with you,
Mr. Van Vechten?" the stranger politely Inquired, extending his card.
Van Vechten accepted it and experienced a twinge of apprehension as be
read:
T. JENKINS
Representing
The New York Sphere
Nevertheless he presented a smiling visage to the reporter.
"I can't imagine what you should
want with me," he returned pleasantly enough. "If you think because you
saw me come from my uncle's offices
that I can tip you off to anything^
why, I know less about him and his
affairs than do those truck-horses yonder."
While speaking he had signaled a
cab, which now drew1 up at the curb.
It offered a#means of escape that he
was not loath to avail himself of.
But the reporter's next words
stayed him.
"It Is not about your uncle or Ms
affairs," said Jenkins quickly.
"I
don't want to detain you, Mr. Van
Vechten, but I would appreciate it
very much if you would give me some
Information about Miss Carew."
Van Vechten could not restrain sv
start of surprise at the unexpectedness of this overture, which, he knew,
did not escape the other's keen eyes;
but he promptly recovered himself
and considered briefly. Then:
"Will you tell me just why you
come to' me for this Information?"
he asked, apparently unmoved, .but
profoundly curious—"why you are
seeking It at all?"
"Why, It's this way," returned the
alert young man, but paused and

"Mr. Van Vechten," said Mr. Flint,
"Do You Know Where Miss Paige
Carew Is?"

eyed Van Vechten doubtfully., "I trust
you won't be offended, but of late I
have heard considerable speculation
over Miss Carew's present whereabouts. It seems strange, you know,
to people not acquainted with the circumstances, that she has hot returned
to New York, or that some afmounoement of her movements has not been
made public."
With sadden decision. Van Vechten
moved to the cab.
"Get in," he Invited. "Ill drop you
at Park Row, or anywhere you wish
on the, way up-town." He directed the
chauffeur to hie club, and after they
began threading their way up Broadway, he turned again to the reporter.
"Look here, Mr. Jenkins, I don't
see why people should be so curious
over my cousin's movements. She is
merely taking a much needed rest
before coming home and entering the
grinding round of social affairs. One
needs air the energy and strength at
one's command for that sort of thing,
you know."
"Where, may I Inquire?"
"In England—with friends."
Mr. Jenkins smiled.
"That's sufficiently vague," he commented. His sharp eyes studied the
other a second or two; then he said:
"Mr. Van Vechten, I am going to
tell you something. Some time ago—
shortly after Miss Carew's graduation.
In fact—some such statement was given publicity and generally accepted
as the truth. Yesterday our London
correspondent notified us that the
lady was not to be found; that,- In
short, she had not been in London at
all. Our paper sent him a list of
families with whom she might be sojourning, but so far we have not
heard from him. Honestly, doesn't
that sound odd to anybody outside
your family?"

This Intelligence alarmed Its recipient, but he did not show it He merely suggested, suavely: "London, as
you are aware, la not all England. In
truth, it is no part of England at all—
to anybody seeking quiet and rest"
"True enough. But It is the central information bureau when it comes
to gleaning, news about anybodjr that
is anybody, wherever they may be in
the United Kingdom—or out of it, for
that matter."
Mr. Jenkins' laugh was of a nature
to disarm resentment and Invite confidences.
"Come, Mr. Van Vechten," be continued brightly, "you can be franker
with me and not bring about any disastrous results—can't you? You will
If you pause to consider my point of
view. Here it is.
"Miss Carew's social position Is the
very highest; she Is a distinguished
figure not only in New York, but her
beauty and charm and talent—ber
genius, I might say—have been heralded all over the country. For a
week or more cablegrams were fired
In to the papers dilating upon her
brilliant performances as a musician.
Next tt Is announced that she is to
come home shortly—an event even for
New York. And then—dead silence.
When society—the public—has such
a keen but respectful Interest in her,
it's not fair for her to hide herself
away.
"Don't you think," he concluded by
asking, "that you ought to tell me
vthere she Is?"
"I am sorry," said Rudolph, "that I
am not In a position to accommodate
you, but I must respect Miss Carew's
desire for seclusion." He spoke a
trifle stlflly, which was not bia habit
at all. and felt decidedly uncomfortable.
Then came the one dreaded query:
"Do you know where she Is?"
He was nettled.
"Really," he returned, "you appear
to be attaching undue importance to
a very commonplace situation—(ndeed
without any warrant whatever, I assure you. Regardless of my cousin's
position, she Is as much entitled to
privacy as anybody else.' I repeat
that I respect her desires, and must
insist that you dot so too.''
Jenkins pressed^ him nb further.
The cab had now arrived opposite
Washington Place, and the reporter
asked to be dropped.
When he was once more alone. Van
Vecbten was annoys d at the extent
to which the Interview had disturbed
him; a feeling which he sought to
relieve by mentally upbraiding his
cousin and promising himself ample
revenge In the days to come.
"Wait till I see her," he assured
himself, "if I don't give her a pleasant quarter of an hour! Paige has a
devil of a temper, and I can make
It hurt"
However, on his arrival at the Powhatan he was to be still further dlsturbea. He found Mr. Flint waiting
for him, who, as soon as he entered
the lounging-room, drew him off Into
a corner.
The detective produced from his
pocket a gold-mash purse, which he
handed to Van Vechten.
"Did you ever see that before?" he
quietly asked.
It looked very familiar, very like
one he had given Paige her last birthday. But there were thousands of
similar purses, and the circumstance
signified nothing.
"Open it," said Mr. Flint
The young man obeyed mechanically. His nostrils were assailed by
a delicate, famlitar fragranoe; still
he was not consciously apprehensive.
He perceived a pair of gloves, a small
gold vanity-box, a few hairpins and
an old-fashioned silver card-case. He
viewed this latter with a shock of
surprise; next Instant he had It open
and one of the cards In his hand.
To his utter amazement, the card
bore his cousin's name.
One thought alone clung persistently in his mind: Paige was in England,
and here was her purse in New York.
It might have left her possession only
within the hour, too; the faint, sweet
perfume was so much an intimate
part of herself, so typical of her exquisite femininity, of her Individuality, that her presence here in the
room with him was almost certainly
Indicated.
No wonder that he was dumfounded, No wonder that be remained Blaring blankly at the flittering object
until the detective's voice aroused
him.
'"Mr. Van Vechten," said Mr. Flint
"do you know where Miss Paige Carew is?"
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

"BOUND FOR
WESTERN CANADA"

HENRr" HOWLAND

W* GLORIES
o/WLNTER
I met him on thi
corner where ]
saw his breatl
congeal.
And he spoke fron
- furs that covered
him almost- fron
head to heel;
"Ah. but this II
lovely weather
Stirs a fellow'i
blood, you knowi
If I could I thinl
I'd always hav«
It ten degrees below;
Take a cold bate
every morning,
sleep out on tin
porch at night—
Nothing like It II
you're anxious
to keep feelin
fit and right"
In the hovels peoplf
shivered, c h 1 1 dren who wert
lightly clad
Heard the frosted
windows rattll
and neglected to be glad;
'
Through the storm the doctors hurried,
wearied -from long lack of rest
Many a weeping mother vainly clasped a
dead babe to her breast;
Through the city Death went stalking,
striking down the young and old.
And the gaunt cab horses shivered aj
they stood out In the cold.
I met her In a parlor, where she lolled Is
luxury;
"Ah," she said, "this 1B the season thai
brings greatest joy to me;
How I love to hear the creaking of the
wheels upon the snow;"
What a joy there Is In living when it's
ten degrees below!
Springtime brings Its fragrant blossoms,
but I feel supreme delight '
When the wind blows from the northland
and the world Is clothed in white."
By the curb an old man tumbled; at his
side his shovel lay.
And his poor, thin coat was fluttered by
the wind that howled away;
Pallifl children crouched where sadness
could not be Induced to leave.
In the hovels women shivered and forgot
all but to grieve;
Through the city Death went stalking,
madly striking right and left
Where the little, gloomy coal bins of si)
contents were bereft.
CANDID OPINION.

There are no lamp posts along the
straight and narrow path.
Friendship goes out the window
when envy enters the door.
A wise man never pretends to know
all about everything.
Putting confidence In a cheap man
is an expensive experiment.
The happiness that comes over a
bar Is always very brief.
Since she cannot put her hands In
her pockets It li a lucky thing for
woman that ber back hair needs
constant fixing.

A PRAIRIE SCHOONER SLOGAN,
THAT STARTED FROM
NEBRASKA.
Four horses abreast attached to a
red painted prairie schooner, with
windows and a protruding stovepipe,
with the words, "Sound for Canada,"
on the schooner's side, was the object
of considerable Interest aa It passed
on the way northward from Nebraska
a Bhort time ago through the towns
In Nebraska, South and North Dakota.
After some weeks of strenuous traveling In this way, Mr. J. F. Jensen made
the overland trip from Jameson, Nebraska, and with his little family made
the regular customs entry at North
Portal, In the province of Saskatchewan. Their destination was Willow
Bunch, a district that Mr. Jensen
had selected as one to which it was
possible for him to work out his fortune- He located on a good half section of land, and Intended putting on
It some cattle that would fatten on
the,wild prairie grass that grows so
luxuriously to that district In addition to this his purpose was to cultivate a portion of It and raise wheat,
oats, barley or flax. In short, a Ufa
devoted to mixed farming Was what
he had to view and it is easy to understand that he will make a success
of it, and to a year or so will attach
some more land holdings.
Although his beginning may ba
•mall, it may safely be said that Mr.
Jensen, like thousands of others who
have begun life in western Canada on
no more and with probably much less,
■will prosper. He will not be far from a
line of railway. Schools will be close
at hand and other social conditions so
necessary to a new country are avail«.
able.—Advertisement i
Some people are so fresh that we
always feel like taking them with
a grain of salt.
IF YOU'RE GROUCHY
It Is likely that your liver needs stirring up. Wright's Indian Vegetable
Pills will set you right quickly. AdT,
Mean Thing,
Belle—Why, I actually changed
countenance.
Nell—I don't see any Improvement

\
Literal.
"How did you happen to come to
this prison, my poor fellow?"
"In the Black Maria, ma'am."
Had Something to Learn.

The village orchestra was rehearsing. The passage waa marked "pp."
but the cornet-player was blowing
away as if his life depended on it
The new conductor, after an ear.
splitting
blast
which effectually
drowned the sound of all the other
Instruments, leaned over to sea,
whether the cornet part was properly
marked. Yes, it was.
"My good man," said be, approach
tog the subject diplomatically, "what
da you understand 'ff' to mean?"
"Full force!" answered the rustic.
This was unexpected, but It might
pass.
"Then what does 'pp' stand for?"
"Plenty of power!" was the Illuminating reply.

How, Indeed?

"Do you love your papa?" asked the
minister.'
•
"Yes. sir." said Willie.
"And do you obey him?"
"Yes, sir."
"And now comes the most Important question of all. Do you honor
him?"
"How can I if be is tbe kind of a
man ma tells him he is every little
while?"
BLOWING 80ME.

"Have you an
Ananias club in
this town?"
"Yes, sir. The
president of it Is
a fellow
who
claims that durt n g the recent
storm here tbe
wind blew the blacking from his shoes
without doing any other damage to
his property."
$
The Disturbing Poet
"There Is no death," the poet said,
"What men call death Is only sleep:
The husband whom you mourn as dead
But lies In slumber sweet and deep."
The widow heard the poet speak
And wonder seemed to fill her eyes;
A tear dried on her dimpled cheek.
She sighed some very soulful sighs.
"Not dead? Not dead?" she said at last;
"Ah, sir, why will you scare me thus?
The courts have thrice within the post
Objected to divorcing us."

Good Rule to Follow.

Half of the fun of anything is looking forward to it, and the other half
is looking back at it; the climax, the
event itself, is merely the point at
which the two kinds of pleasure meet
in the middle.
Learn to go to your good time, when
you have earned it, with the full expectation ,of enjoying yourself; and
when it is over, let the happy memory
of It keep coming back to bless and!
sweeten the subsequent days.
To a great extent, wherever you go,
you bring your own happiness with
you. You will have the best time by
giving It to others, contradictory aa
this may seem. You will look 6a,*
with most satisfaction' on the occasion,
when you were "the life of the party,"
when you entered Into the fun and
made most of It yourself, and did uot
sit back and expect to have it mode
for you.
WANTED TO KNOW
The Truth About Grape-Nuts Food.

It doesn't matter so much what yoCj
hear about a thing, it's what you know
that counts. And correct knowledge
Is most likely to come from personal
experience.
"About a year ago," writes a N. Y.
man, "I was bothered by indigestion,
especially during the forenoon. I tried
several remedies without any permanent improvement.
"My breakfast usually consisted ot
oatmeal, steak or chops, bread, coffee
and some fruit
"Hearing so much about Grape-Nuts,
I concluded to give it a trial and find}
out if all I had heard of it was true.
"So I began with Grape-Nuts ant
cream, soft boiled eggs, toast, a cup of
Postum and some fruit Before the
end of the first week I was rid of the
acidity of the stomach and felt mu*>
relieved.
"By.the end of the second freak all
traces of indigestion had disappeared
and I waa to,first rate health once
more. Before beginning this course of
diet, I never had any appetite for
lunch, but now I can enjoy the meal
at noon time."
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Creek, Mich. Read "The Road tot
Wsjlvllle," to pkgs. "There's a Reason."

asked, pressing a box of bonbons Into
Did His Best.
her hands.
"But why in the world did the poor
"Oh,
yes!"
quickly
returned
Mrs.
Little Slip Made by Mr. Jones That
fellow wish to go about barefooted In
Jones, "I got It all right But I would cold weather? He ought to have known
He Probably Found It Hard
like to know why you sent a wire at it would cause his death."
to Square.
4:30 telling me you bad missed the
"Somebody once called him an ecJones usually caught the 5:80 train 5:30 train."
centric genius, and he was trying to
Jones
couldn't—Judge.
out of the Grand Central for New Romake good."
chelle. This day, however, he had
Famous
Rhode
Island,
Praise.
met a friend and remained over to reIt was a geography lesson, and the
"What," asked the proud young aunew acquaintanceship. He was plainly up against It, but finally managed teacher had been asking what some thor, "do you think of my new novel?"
"I most admit," replied tbe heartto get the following wire off to Mrs. of the different states were noted for.
Looking at one of the little girls, she less critic, "that you afforded the artJones:
asked:
ist an opportunity to make some tine
"Missed the 5:30. Don't keep din"Tell me, Florence, what Rhode Is- Illustrations."
ner waiting. Will be a little late toland
Is
celebrated
for."
night."
Useless Bother,
For a moment the child was silent
It was long after midnight when be
"But haven't you ever saved np any
left the train at New Rochelle and then an Inspiration apparently came
thing for the rainy day?" ,
ten minutes later before be reached to her.
"No, what's the use? I expect to
"Rhode Island," repeated the little
home.
Mrs. Jones met him at the front girl, "la celebrated for being the one go to Arizona as soon aa I find that
Ever read the above lettert A new
of the United States that Is the I'm down and out here."
•D« appear* from time to ttate. Tmey
door.
are seaatae, true, sue* tail at a——
"You got my message, darling?" he smallest"—Harper's Magazine.
sstvrest*

PRETTY

HARD

TO

EXPLAIN
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Funeral Services of W. E. Gerald.

Funeral of Mrs Mary B. Durkin.

The funeral of Walter E. Gerald was
held from the home Friday afternoon, at
2 o'clock, and was well attended. The
services were conducted by Rev. Willirm h. Walsh, and a quartet consisting
of Mrs Ernest D. Corbiu, soprano, Mrs
Henry Baker Crooks, contralto, Eugene
W. Reed, tenor, and Dana J. Pratt, bass,
all of North Brookfield, sang "Beautiful
Isle of Somewhere," and "Some sweet
day, Bye arid Bye." The bearers were
Lewis and Ralph E. Thresher and Burton E. Potter, Worcester, and tliram P.
Gerald, Whitman. The body was placed
in the receivins vault at Brookfield cemetery. Undertaker Robert G. Livermore
was in charge of the funeral. During
the service the stores and business places
were closed and the curtains drawn, as a
token of respect to the memory of Mr
Gerald, who for 30 years had been associated with Brookfield business interests.
Among the floral tributes were: casket
mat of sweet peas, blush pinks and hyacinths, inscribed "At Rest," Mrs Gerald;
wreath of galax leaves and hyacinths,
Brookfield business men; casket piece of
white tulips, Mr and Mrs Frank Cutler
and family, Worcester; pillow of roses,
hyacinths and tulips, Lewis Thresher and
family, Mr and Mrs Burton Potter and
Mrs James Dyer, Worcester; casket piece
of dafiodils, Mr and Mrs T. J. Burkhill,
North Brookfield; casket bouquet of
white ten we ks' stock, Mrs J. L. Barnes,
West Brookfield; bouquet c f daffodils,
Marianna and Grace K. Blair, West
Brookfield; ca ket piece of pinks, Mr
and Mrs L. H. R. Gags; casket mat of
calla lilies, Mr and William G. Smith and
family and Mrs Lydia Smith; pinks,
Kalph Thresher, Worcester; and a casket mat of calla lilies from the Woman's
Alliance of the First Parish church.

The funeral of Mrs Mary B. (Doherty)
widow of John E. Durkin, who died the
18th at the home of her daughter, Mrs
Charles H. DuBois, in Palmer, was held
Friday morning, with a high mass of requiem in Saint Mary's church at 9
o'clock, celehrated by the curate, Rev.
Leo T. Goddard. The requiem rnaes
was sung by Misses Etta V. La^br and
Bertha K. Howard of North Brook-field,
and at the conclusion of the mass, Miss
Howard sang, "Lead Thou Me." The
church was filled with relatives and
friends.many being present fronfPaimer,
Monson, New Haven, Wore^ter and
Spencer.
The bearers were Minim J.
Walker, Matthew M. Daley, William F.
O' Brien and Walter DuBois. Burial was
in Sacred Heart cemetery, West Brookfield.
Among the many floral tributes were:
Tillow inscribed "Mother," from the
family; casket piece of roses, the grandchildren, Helen Durkin, New of Haven,
Conn, and Charles DuBois, Palmer; large
casket piece of galax leaves and violets,
employes of Warren, Brookfield and
Spencer street railway; casket piece of
pinks, Mr and Mrs Walter DuBois; casket piece of roses, Katherine E. Doyle
and Elizabeth G. Howard, North Brookfield ; casket bouquet of white roses, Mrs
Margaret Doherty and family, Worcester; white carnations, Mi* Mollie A.
Fitigerald, Palmer; casket piece of white
carnations and calla lilies, Mrs Mary
Hanniganand family; bouquet of white
and pink carnations, Misses Tilley Brown
of Worcester and Dorothy Begley, Spencer; bouquet of daffodils, Miss Mamie
King, Warren; bouquet of white carnations, Mise Katherine O'Brien, Monson.
Robert G. Livermore was undertaker in
charge of the funeral.

Mrs Ruth A. McKay died at the Bloomingdale hospital, Worcester, Thursday
night, aged 76. She was born in Halifax,
Nova Scotia, the daughter of Mr and Mrs
James Sanford, and had been a resident
of Brookfield for 30 years, living for 10
years in what is known as the Sam Whitt
emore place, South Maple street. She
was taken to the hospital, April 15, 1913.
The body was brought Saturday and
taken to the home of her daughter, Mrs
Byron Britch, Over-the-River district.
She issurvived by adaughter, Mrs Britch,
and three sons, George E.. of Houston,
Texas, William of Derry, S. H., and
James H. McKay of Chicago.
The funeral was held Monday afternoon at 2
o'clock with services at the home of her
daughter, conducted by Rev. Dr. Emanuel C. Cbarlton. The bearers were Byron Britch, Walter B. Mellen, Norman
C. McGregor and William McKay of
Derry, N. H. The body was placed in
the receiving vault at Brookfield cemetery.

Edward F. and Miss Annie E. Delaney
returned last Sunday night from NewYork, where Miss Delaney was a witne s
in the federal court at the trial of Benjamin C. Mudge and the officers of the
Sterling Debenture company, who are
charged with using the mails to defraud
the investors of the stock of the Oxford
Linen Mills.
Miss Clara M, Clarendon held a class
meeting of her junto? pipils at her home
last Sstur4ay afternoon, from 2.30 to
4.30, Solcwand duets were played, after
which a composer was studied, and musical games were played.

There will be a union service at the
Methodist church, Sunday evening. The
Rev. John C. Duncanson of East Brookfield will deliver his illustrated lecture on
Temperance. Sunday morning the pastor, Rev. Dr. Charlton, will have for his
topic, The Church of the Firstborn.

Mrs Eleanor M. (Duke), wife of Silas
W. Boyden, aged (50 years, died Tuesday
morning at her home in the Over-theRiver district. The cause of death was
chronic valvular disease of the heart and
bronchitis. She was the daughter of Mr
and Mrs Levi Dube, and came to Brookfield to live last summer with'hen husband, from Old Orchard, Maine, on the
Samuel Ijikin place.
Besides her husband she leaves a sister, Mrs George
Davis, who lives on the Nathan Newton
place, Over-the-River district. Mrs Boyden's body was taken to Plainfleld, Vt.,
Thursday morning, for burial. ,
Spick and Span.
There Is no better agency of renovation than fresh paint. Not only 1*
It efficacious In itself, but it Is easy
to apply, says the Philadelphia Ledger. There are probably in every house
many things that would be greatly Improved by a coat of paint. It may be
a built-in bookcase or a chair or cupboard. The handy man or the handy
woman can always do a deal of renovating very Inexpensively with the
paint brush, and keep things in the
■pick and span condition so essential
to an orderly, comfortable home.
Husbands Have Been Known to Do It.
A Manhattan woman was "working"
her husband's initials In some napkins
when a woman peddler dropped in the
other day. "I don't see why you put his
Initials on those napkins," said the
peddler woman. "What on earth would
you do with them if he happened to
get a divorce?" The owner of the 'napkins had to admit that she had never
thought of that

0

North Brookfield Savings Bank
NORTH BROOKFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS.
1854.

ALL DEPOSITS THAT ARE RECEIVED ON OR BEFORE APRIL 3 60 ON INTEREST APRIL 1,1914.

STATEMENT
AT CLOSE OF BUSINESS, MARCH
ASSETS.
Mortgages on Real Estate
Real Estate
Bank Building
Bonds and Public Funds
Cash on hand and in Banks

?43°>4°5948.78
4,500.00

IO,

191^

Deposits
Surplus

$662,973.05

78,706.48

294,571-25
11,254-5°
*74i,679-53

$741,679.53

GEORGE R. HAMANT, PRESIDENT,
ARTHUR C. BLISS, TREASURER.

BOARD OF INVESTMENT.
SUMNER HOLMES,
HERBERT T. MAYNARD.

GEORGE R. HAMANT,
GEORGE R. DOANE,

TRUSTEES.
GEORGE R. HAMANT,
WM. F. FULLAM,
ARTHUR C. BLISS,
EZRA D. BATCHELLER,
DR. HIRAM P. BARTLETT,
JV1AURICE A. LONGLEY,
THOS. G. RICHARDS,

t.

Opposite City Hall. Woreeater.

OmawU* OKy abU.

SUMNER HOLMES,
GEORGE R. DOANE,
SAMUEL A. CLARK,
FRANK S. BARTLETT,
AMASA G. STONE,
BURT A. BUSH,
H. T. MAYNARD.

All Worcester is entering into
the spirit to make this the biggest
merchandising event in her history.
As is our custom the John C. MacInnes Co. will go into this Dollar Day
a litte deeper—try to give a little better
values — show bigger^ assortments —
thus make it an object for you to visit
our store before deciding on your purchase.
It will my you to make a special effort to participate in
these Dollar Day bargains. A united effort of all the Worcester stores
will surely offer many necessary articles which your pocketbook can•not afford to pass by. Every statement in this advertisement is a
plain, truthful fact, without exaggeration or frills.
The new Spring Merchandise is all in and ready for you.
Some of it you will find mentioned in the items below at from a
third to over a half off. The most of it we do not give mention to
in this advertisement because it cannot be priced at an even dollar.

A. M. G.00~West.
6.45—East.
1130—East and West.
P. M. 1.00—West.
4.40—East.
' 6.00—East and West.
Malls for East Brookfleld are despatched at
6.4SA. M..U.30A. M. and 1PM. fails from
East Brookfleld are received at 8.30 A.,M. and
6.40 P. M.
Package malls are despatched twice daily as
follows?-11.80A. M. East and North, 6 P. M.
, West and South.
Malls for the Rural Delivery Is closed at 8.16
A. M. and received at 1M P. M.
The office hours will be :-6 30 A. M. to 8 P. M.
Holidays, 6-80 to 9.80 A. M- and 6 to 6 P. M.
Persons who continually ask to have lock
boxes opened are respectfully requested to use
their keys.
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
PAUL M.'KEANET, Asst.

NORTH BROOKFIELD.

$

50

In
Prizes

Miss Anna Doyle is at home from Smith
college.
The polls open at 5.45 a. m. on Mon.
day, and may close at 4 p. in.
L. 8. Woodis and suite went to Warren
last evening and installed the new officers
of Marks Mountain iodge, A. O.TJ. W;
For Sale, a Stanley steamej* runabout,
working parts in excellent condition.
Call on John A. White, Summer street.
—Adv.
,' . •
-• .;' ."((.
Mrs Effie F. Eames, Bigelow street, has
for sale a 1J0 egK incubator, a brooder
and ran, a|portable hen-house, two selffeeders anoKa pen of 16 selected pullets
and cockerel. Call after Saturday.

will be given by the Worcester B»enlng Gasette lo
the persons presenting at
their offlce the greatest
number of Cash Sale Slips
before is o'clock noon,
March jl.

—You can secure
one of these
Prizes.
Pull conditions of this
offer may be found in the
Worcester Evening Oaaette.
1st Prls«-»20 In Mdss.
2nd Prisa-*10 in Moss.
Four Prizes of $5 each
Our
JUT cierKU
clerks will
win help
neip you
by giving • ftepnrate salts
slip with each sale (or f i oo

Saturday, March 28—One Pay Only
$1.50 to $1.98
Girls Dresses
Here Is one of the very
best lots we shall offer for
Dollar Day. Girls fine
quality
Gingham
and
Percale Dresses, In 6 to 14
year sizes, prettily trim' med, splendidly made garments; sell regularly from
|1.60 to $1.98.
d»|
Dollar Day
«P *

$1.69 Kid Lined
Vanity Purse

German Silver Vanity
Purses, the new oblong
shape, kid lined and fitted
with mirror and purse;
$1.69 value.
&1
Dollar Day
••? *

$2 to $2.50 Ready to Wear Hate
Beady-to-Wear Street Hats, all
good new shape's trimmed with ribbon, bows and novehirs; sell in a
regular way fmm $2 00 to <J» 1
$2.60. Dollar Day
»J>*

$2.50 Untrimmed Hats
Eeal Hemp Untrimmed Hats, in blaok,
navy, brown, taupe, purple, gold and green,
rewest modi Is; values up to $2.50.
tfl
Dollar Day.

$1.50 Ladies' Kid
Gloves

Ladles'
fine
quality,
Real Kid Gloves, made
with • 2 clasps, overseam
sewing and either Paris
Point or three row embroidery, black, and black with
white, tan and tan with
black, also white, and
Five Pairs 25c
white with black. All new
goods, our own direct ImHosiery
Lot of Ladies', Men's or portation from Grenoble,
Children's fine quality. France; $1.50 goods. d»1
«p *
Cotton and Lisle Hose, Dollar Day, pair
In black, tan and white;
some of our well known
Three 50c Union
35c brands. Dollar &•■%
Day. 5 paira
%f 1
Suits
Almost evey lady In
Worcester County knows
$2.50 AH Wool
our Richelieu Summer
Smyrna Rugs
Union Suits. Absolutely
All Wool
Reversible perfect in every detail,
Rugs, in a splendid range made of finest lisle thread,
of colors, mottled bodies styles Include low neck,
with poster borders, frin- short or no sleeves, knee
ged on both ends. Great- cuff or wide leg with lace
est Rug value ever offer- or shell edge, regular sizes
ed; Worth $2.60.
*1 only; always sell at *1
Dollar Day
•?* 50c. Dollar Day, 3 for sf 1

$2.50 Feather
Bed Pillows

45-Inch Embd.
Flouncings

.''Perfection Brand" All
Feather Pillows, guaranteed free from dust or
ordor. Gold Medal blue
and white stripe tick,
size 20x27 Inches. A nice
full pillow; worth *|
$2.60.Dollar Day, pair «J> 1

Novelty Dress Flouncings, 46 inches wide, beatifully embroidered on voile,
crepe neige and fine batiBte, every high priced
piece in our stock; values
to $4.00 included. #1
Dollar Day, yard....»fA

$1.50 to $2.00
Ribbons

LIABILITIES.
00

f s^«m^k^ I AfcSfirfsfi Afefflfefefi
This Week Saturday Is Worcester

The assessors organized Thursday with
Leander Morse, chairman, and Emmons
W, Twichell, clerk. Joseph St. Martin,
supervisor of assessors, from the tax
commissioner's office, Boston, made his
semi-annual inspection of the records of
the assessors and of the records of the tax
collector, and declared them to be in a
satisfactory condition. He also instructed the assessors relative to their work.

Repartee In the SerapplRgton Home.
Mrs.
Scrapplngton—"You
never
amounted to anything until 1 married
you. If I were snddenly taken away
where would you be?" Mr. ScrapplngA CARD OF THANKS.
ton—"At the funeral, if sober enough
,
i.
We wish to express to our relatives to go."
=T
and friends, our sincere appreciation and
TWO MOUSES FOR SALE.
thanks for their heartfelt sympathy and
BROOKFIED. both In good »nditinn; one
many kindnesses shown us during the re- TN
1 of 10 rooms with 13 aore of land. »2W0i the
cent bereavement of husband and broth- other of 7 rooms, $1600. 1-3 Case in each case. ,
er. We wish also to thank them for the
A WOOD LOT FOR SALE.
gifts of beautiful flowers.
,F 60 ACRES in Brookfleld, oowfenient to the
\J Railroad. Part 36 and part 34 years' growth.
GERTRUDE M. GERALD
Lots of poles ready to cut. Land and timber
HAHKIKT L. GERALD,
for SISOiTcash. Write F. A LINCOLN, So BoulHENRY P. GERALD,
evard St., West Springfield, Mass.
HIKAM P. GERALD.

INCORPORATED IN

KAILS DUB TO ARBIVIB.
A. M. (.40—East and West.
9 JO—West.
P. M. 12AB—East and West.
2.00—Wlest
4JS0—East.
7.06—East and West.
MAILS CLOSE.

All silk Velour Ribbons,
8 and 6 inches wide. In
Pompadour and Oriental
designs and colors, real
good for girdles and other
trimmings; $1.60 to $2.98
values.
tt 1
Dollar Day, yard
sj> A

$1.00 Shirt and
50c Tie
Take your choice of any
regular $1.00 Shirt
in
stock, all makes Included
and make a selection from
hundreds of newest styles
In neckwear ranging in
value from 26c to 60c.
Shirt and Tie Dollar •>*
Day, both
•?*

$2 Ladies' and
Misses' Dresses
200 Ladies'
and Misses'
Wash Dresses,
mads from good
quality Gingham andChambray, all new
styles, prettily
trimmed with
embroidery or
laoe, all perfect
fitting, well
made garments
in a splendid
assortment of
patterns and
colorings; (2
values. Dollar

pay

pnon.

$1.25 to $2.00
Wash Goods
20 yards best quality
Light Prints; IB yards
Best Apron Ginghams; 10
yards Best Percales; 6
yards Black and Colored
Soiesette;. 9 yards Rlpplette, needs no ironing; 10
yards Bates' Gingham for
children's dresses; or 6
yards Yard Wide Colored Ratine; value $1.26 to
$2.00. Dollar Day
s>1
choice
«P*

Chantilly Lace
Flouncings
Fashion's favorite laces,
beautiful Silk Chantilly
Lace Flouncings, in black,
white and cream, 18 to 27
Inches wide; Including values to $2.00 yard. *1
Dollar Day
•«}>*

$2.00 Muslin Underwear. ^
860 pieces of fine quality Muslin Underwear including Long Skirts, Night
Robes, Combinations and
Princess Slips, beautiful
lace, embrodldery and ribbon trimmed garments;
nearly every one a regular $2.00 value at 61
least. Dollar Day.. epJ.

Boy's $1.98 Wash
Suits

In percale, madras, galetea and gingham, all colors, ages 3 to 9 years; regular $1.98 quality. *1
Rich Hand Embroidered Dollar Day
•}»*
Pillow TOPB, Centers and
other Novelties at mu(fc
less than the cost of the
$1.25 to $1.95
materials alone. Values to
$6.00. Dollar Day, 4»|
White Goods
while they last
sj>l
Choice, 6' yards White
Ratine, yard wide, retails
for 39c yard;9 yards White
$3.00 Real Hair Crinkle Batiste for underwear,
sell for 17c or 8
Switches
Special lot of 60 Real yards; Irish Linen finish
Hair Switches, 26 inches for boys' suits, nurses
etc.;
values
long, all colors except grey costumes,
to select from; worth not $1.26 to $1.96. Dol- *■!
larlar
Day,
choice
*}> A
less than $3.00.
dj|
Dollar Day
•?*

Samples of Embd.
Art Needlework

Marabou and
Ostrich Boas
Capes, Stoles and Canettes, made of marabou
and ostrich, just a limited
number, way below *<
cost. Dollar Day
.•]) JL

NOTE— H y" aw trying
for s Worcester Evening
Gazette Prise notify toe
clerks when purchasingand they will assist yon by
making ss many EVBBtDOLLAR checks ms possible. That Is to say providing you purchase three $1-00
Items they will make out
three separate checks Instead of one as usual.

Ladies' $3.00
Raincoats
100 Ladies'
ttnd Misses*
Rain 00a ts,
made of rubber
surface materials, in blaek,
grey, maroon
ana tan, some
have oemetrd
seams, all wonderfully good
ooats; not one
under $3 00
AJOIMT
value. Dollar
prioa.

Si

$1.50 Lawn and
Voile Waists
45 dozen
Ladies'Waists,
made of lawn
voile, snappy,
effectivestylea,
very daintily
trimmed with
neat laces that
gives them ft
touch of likeness to the
better grades.
Several pretty
styles to select from, some
with long sleeves, others
with short sleeves and
low neck, all sizes; genuine $1.60 values.
4»|
Dollar Day
«P*

$1.50 to $2.25
Infants' Wear

.

<

We are going to give
some great values for the
little tots on Dollar Day.
A lot of long and short
Bedford Cord Coats, Long
and Short White Dresses,
in beautiful lace and embroidery trimmed effects,
also a lot of new spring
Hats; all regular $1.60 to
$2.26 values. Dollar * |
Day
' •?*

Rev. A. W. Budd's sermon topic next
Sunday morning will be "God's Requirements." In the evening he will give an
other of his most interesting critcisms of
modern novels—taking Hall|Caiiie's book
—''The Woman Thou Gavest Me," as
his theme.

Worth to $1.98:
Petticoats
Splendid lot of fine quality Mercerized Gloria and
Cotton Messallne Petticoats, In black and all the
new colors, every one of
them made in this season's best styles; sell regularly up to $1.98. *1
Dollar Day
sfl

Mrs A. W. Poland has a nice assortment of beads from a large bead store,
which are used in making the extremely
popular coat chains, necklaces, bracelets,
purses etc. She vt ill be very glad to show
them to the ladies of the town if they
will call at her home on Walnut stteet.

$3.00 Scrim
Curtains
Just 234 pairs, made on
superior quality striped
and plain scrims with lace
edges.
One number in
white only, has a valance.
Other patterns In white,
cream, beige and arablan
color; Worth $2 to *1
$3. Dollar Day, pair t? 1

..50 All Wool
$1.
Dress Goods

An extraordinary offering of the Newest Spring
Dress Materials In the latest shades viz. golden
brown, tan, taupe grey,mahogany, violet, wisteria,
Deauville green, navy, vendome blue and black, 48
Inches wide, strlcttly pure
wool; handsome $1.60 material. Dollar Day, *|
yard
.spl

Ladies' $3 to $4
Shoes
300 pair Ladles Boots
and Oxfords; value $3.00
to $4.00, mostly sample
shoes In sizes 3%, 4 *|
and 4%. Dollar Day «p I

Standard , 12£c
Handkerchiefs
Linen
Handkerchiefs,
both plain and initial, comprising our regular standard styles on which we
never have cut the price.
For Dollar Day, ' *|
choice 6 for
.«]» A

The Board of Management of the D.
A. R. chapter, will meet with Mrs M. B.
Bishop, Saturday, March 28, at 3 p. m.
The regular meeting of the chapter, will
be at the chapel parlors, Saturday, April
4th.
Castle Plymouth, K. O. K. A., will
give a performance at the Chapel, Tuesday evenlng.March 31, including the
play entitled "The Oreat Elixir," and a
pantomine, "Wanted, a Wife." Admission 10 cents.
Selina (Beaudry), widow of Joseph
L'Heroux, aged 83 years, died March 20,
on St. John St., of old age. She leaves a
sister, two Bons, a daughter, 25 grand
children, 22 great-grand-children and
great-great-grandchildren.
Colby H. Johnson had his right hand
caught in a circular saw last Saturday,
and three fingers were seriously injured.
If blood poisoning does not set in, (it is
expected that all three will be eaved in
time.
,
Thomas T. Robinson, receiver of the
Warren, Brookfleld and Spencer Street
Railway Company, in Kis second report
recommends that the road be sold in
foreclosure. The creditors will meet in
Boston, April 10, to take action.

vi

The people in "Canada" are anxiors
to have a constable in that section, claim
ing there is great need of one.
The
name of Augustus Ellery is boomed for
the place and there will be stickers issued
with his name on.
Miss Pauline Coggeshall has resigned
as teacher in the public schools, and will
go to West Springfield. Miss Kate A.
Mahoney, after 33 years of service in our
public schools, has resigned to accept a
positon as private teacher. Mrs H. H
Pratt is temporarily filling her place in
the ninth grade.
John and Fred Iago have bought the
Hillsdale farm of Simeon BeilowB farm
containing 375 acres, a 10 room house,
and two large barnea. The farm is on
the New Braintree road and was formerly owned by Horatio Moore. Possession
given at once.
Mr G. W. Donahue pf Snringfleld returned on Saturday from a seven Weeks'
business trip through Germany, France,
Holland and England in the interests of
the Massachusetts hacksaw works, of
which he is assistant general manager.
He was accompanied by his wife, daughter of W. L. Vbrce, Elm St.
The body of William A, L i son, who
died in New York City, of appendicitis
was brought to West Brookfield, Thursday, and placed In the receiving vault
His father* Harrison O. Lamson, was a
former resident of North Brookfleld, and
the late John D. Lamson of this town,
was a cousin. He was 54 years, and a
graduate of Harvard.'
Miss Elizabeth Emerson of Ware, commercial teacher at the high school, will
chaperone the party of seniors—five boys
and three girls, who will go to Washington, April 10. So far as heard from the
party will include John Robinson, J. Edward Doyle, Thomas F. Minns, Thomas
Dunphy, John H. Quill, Rose Mahoney,
Gwendolyn Burnham and Verna Voice.

Coming home from the Brookfleld Are
last Friday night-the Chemical company
lost off their wagon a three-gallon chemical extinguisher. A careful search by the
men has failed to bring it to lignt, although it is reported that some people
saw it lying by the side of the road early
Saturday morning. The finder will please
return the same to the engine house or
notify Mr Frank Chadbourne where it
may be found.

NORTH BBOOKFIEI.D.

DkAB

Mar. 24, '14.

SIB:—

As there have been several rumors circulated regarding the Tax Rate and other
town affairs, I think it due to the voters
that the actual facts and figures should
be plared before them for consideration.
^The appropriations; recommended bj»
The last entertainment^in the Brother- the Board of Selectmen and other officers
hood course was given in the town hall, for the ensuing year are as follows: —
Monday evening, by Willard Gorton, of
fl9,250
Utica, N. Y., and was thought by most Town Notes,
2,500
of the audience to have been the best of Interest,
10,000
the four that were included in the course, Schools,
375
although the concert by the Colonial School Supt.,
50
quartet was much appreciated. Mr Gor- School Physician,
1,500
ton is certainly versatile, being at home, Slbrary,
1,500
as a story teller, impersonator, cartoonist' FireDept.,
3,000
artist and clay modeler. It is seUiyin Support of Poor,
1,500,
Town Officers, that one man can hold an audiei
1,000
Breaking Roads,
hour and a half witn "somethi
500
Sidewalks,
all the time."
400
Important changes are soon to be made Board of Health,
3,000
Highways
and
Bridges,
at the station by which the south door of
1,500
the station nearest the ticket office will Contingent Fund,
1,300
Street Lighting, .
be closed, and the high platform now in
500
front of the whole station be removed, Soldiers Relief,
3,500
except in front of the freight depot. Water Dept.,
50
This will leave a gravel walk, only seven Memorial Day,
250
inches above the track for the passenger Cemeteries,
200
Suppression of Gypsy Moth,
service. This change will be made in
200
the interest of public safety. Of course Spraying Elm Trees,
780
there will be steps to enter the station, Night Watch,
Publishing proceeding of Celebration, 125
andaninclined plane up to the freight
300
Management of Sewage System
platform.
100
Forest Fires,
Edward M. Allen, an old resident, died Town Clock,
400
on Sunday, at the home of his niece, Mrs Additional Lights,
60
George 8. Dickinson, Nursery Avenue, Library Vault Fitting,
450
aged 69 years, 2 mos., and 17 days. He Street Sprinkling,
200
was the son of William M. and Matilda Removing and Trimming Trees
50
Allen. He formerly conducted a laundry Trap Rock for Underdrained Roads, 800
where the railroad station now stands, State County and Road Tax,
8,000
and later a furniture store on Summer St.
Then he owned an orange grove in
$63,340
Florida, which he sold to Nelson H. DeEstimated Income From
Lane, and worked in the Batcheller and
State and County for Taxes, »5,000
Prouty shoe shops.Of late, until his
2.250
last sickness, he has lived in East Brook- Railroad Dividend,
400
fleld. Nine weeks ago he came to the Town Hall,
.itffc 7,500
home of his niece, Mrs Dickinson. He Water Dept.,
9,122.22
was a member of Woodbine Lodge, I. 0. Uncoilected Taxes. ->,ta>
9,431.98
O. F. and Concordia Lodge, K. of P., Cash on Hand,
both of which sent delegations to his funeral on Wednesday, and both conducted
services at the honse. The Harmony
quartette sang Face to Face and Beautiful Isle of Somewhere. There were many
floral tributes.
Miss Edith Hathaway, the new drawing teacher, began her work in the North
Brookfleld schools, this week,
Very Successful Fair.
The Woman's Union and the Young
Woman's club, both of the Congregational church, working in unison, had a
most successful Fair of Days, at their
Chapel and parlors, Thursday evening.
Each day was represented by a handsomely decorated booth, presided over by
members of the two societies. Sunday—
Mrs B. A. Bush, Mrs Georgia Reed:
Monday, Mrs Jane Skerry, Mrs William
Fullam; Tuesday, Mrs Jonas Doane, Mrs
Minnie Melvin, Mrs H. W. Bemis; Wed
nesday, fancy work, Mrs Louella McCarthy, Miss Frances T. Lawrence, Mrs
G. F. Crooks, Mrs W. H. Fullam; Thursday, confectionery, Misses Gretchen Poland, Marion DeLand, Lillian Walley;
Friday, aprons, Mrs Anderson, Mrs
Stone; Saturday, food, Mrs Hamant, Mrs
Gleason, Mrs Brown, Misses Topping and
Wright.
The supper, on the American and European plans, was as good as it was novel
and very satisfactory to a large company.
A short muucal program by the Wiley
Brothers, and a reading by Frances
Doane follow d.

Christ Memorial Church.
There will be an extra meeting of the
G. F. 8. in the Guild rooms on Tuesday
evening, March 31 at 7. 45.
"Penitence, Pardon, and Peace," the
sacred cantata, by Maunder, will be
sung, peceded by choral Litany, at Christ
Memorial church, on Palm Sunday evening at 7 o,clock April 5th, if present
plans are carried Jo completion.
The preacher on Wednesday evening
was the Rev. Frank C. Wheelock, of
Eastliampton. Next week Friday evening, the Rev. Willard H, Roots, of Cherry Valley, will speak on personal experiences in western work. The rector is to
preach In Eastliampton tonight.
A CARD OF THANK8.
We wish to extend our sincere thanks
Krthfrlniany friends who were HO kind to
us during our recent bereavement, also
for the floral tributes.
A. B. TATBO AND FAMILY.
A CARD

_ .

•33,704.20
To be raised by Taxation,

«29,635.80

Whichmeans a Tax Rate_of_approxim'ately $16.00 per Thousand, Three Dollars per Thousand less than last year. *
^A problem which will inevitably have
to be faced in the near future is that of
the disposal of the Town Sewage. For
several years previous to last year, the
owners of the property through which
town brook flows have threatened the
town with expensive litigation, owing to
the pollution of the stream. 'Last year
the Town followed the suggestions made
by Engineer Craig of. Spencer and carried
out by Mr T. J. Mahoney with the result
that there have been no complaints
whatever, and, if this course is followed
in the tuture, the matter of an expensive
Sewage System can be postponed for
some years to come.
Complaints were continually brought
before the Board of Selectmen by townspeople to whom the position of the
Screen on the East side of the Common
was a nuisance, and, in justice to these,
the Selectmen placed the matter in the
hands of several citizens prominently
connected with baseball, and on their ade, the screen was moved to the position chosen by them, where it now
stands. Being personally much interested in the national game, T am ready now,
as always to place my men and teams at
the disposal of the townspeople to lay out
a good baseball diamond on the Common for general use.
Regarding the top dressing of the so
called "Yellow Mud" on Gilbert street,
the facts are that, during the construction of the State Road on North Main
street, a seam of gravel was opened np
and it was the opinion of the Engineer
that the same would make a good topdressing for macadam roads, and could
be put on at a cost of 35c. per load as
againBt $2.35 the cost per load of draw
ing gravel from East Brookfleld? In the
interests of economy the-experiment was
tried, first on North Main street, and, as
the dressing had a chSnce to harden before any heavy raiftC^ame, was satisfactory. The weather* conditions were not
sc favorable on Gilbert street owing to
the heavy rains, with the reiult that the
dressing could not harden and could not
give such good results.
In regard to laying ont a public highway from the junctiou of Bell street to
the new gate of St. Joseph's Catholic
Cemetery. In my judgment it is needed
and can be constructed without any
special appropriation.
Hoping these facts will enlighten the
townspeople on some doubtful points,
I am, yours truly,
E. A. BATCHELLER,
Chairman of the Board of Selectmen.

We wish to express our sincere thanks
to the neighbors and friends, and to Concordia Lodge, K. of P., and Woodbine
Lodge, I. O. O. F. and to all who in any Saturday is Dollar Day in Worcester.
way assisted us in our late bereavement.
Special efforts are being made by the
MBSS. L. UNDIBWOOD,
John O. Machines Co, to make WorcesMB F. A. ALI.KM,
ter Dollar Day, Saturday, March 28, a
MBS NEI«ON GBAT,
big event. Through special concessions
MB AKD Mas Guo. 8. DICKISTSOX.
by manufacturers they will offer greater
values than a dollar ever before bought.
A CARD
•50 in six prizes is offereo! for the largest
We wish to thank all those who so number of sale slips presented to the
kindly assisted us in pur late bereave- Worcester Gaxette. Read the advertisement and also for the flowers.
ment of the John C. Maclnnes Co. ir
MR AHD Mas A. T. ELLCBT.
another column.

,

The Appleton Club.

An Open Letter to Our Taxpayers.

The Appleton C|ub had a very pleasant
meeting, Wednesday evening, at the
home of Miss Achsah Witter, closing the
eason. Mrs Ward A. Smith gave a
skefch o( Child Literature, with fine selections, and Miss Achsah Witter gave
illustrations of Everyday Life in Fiction.
Mrs Helen Luther gave three selections,
showing her dramatic power and training. The club elected Mr Lawrence as
president, Mrs Greene, vice-president,
Miss French, secretary and treasurer,
Miss Lawrence and Dr. Edmands, members of the executive committee,—all old
officers, except the vice-president.
It
was voted to take up Travels next year,
studying the literature, art and history of
several countries in an entertaining and
instructive manner,
Adjourned until
tha first Wednesday in October.

FOR SALE

GfOOD HEN-HOUSE, 8 x 12 feet.
Inquire of CHABLKS HIBBOUB
12

FOR SALE
A FEW TONS stock hay. Green mountain
seed potatoes. /
L. A. GILBERT
West Brookfleld
lwl2

FOR SALE or TO RENT
COTTAGE HOUSK with or wlthou' barn* all
modem improvements.
W.H. FULLAM

COLUMBIAN WYANDOTTES.
I CAN SPARE a few hatchings from my
splendid Columbian Wyandottes.
Heavy
winter layers. $2.00 for 15. ALFRED W.
BUDD.
2wll

WANTED
IJTANTED AT ONCE by responsible party, a
** reasonable loan on tiist mortgage on a
North Rrookneld farm. Address C. in care of
JOUKNAl.
1W12

FOR SALE

Funeral Director
Registered Embalmer.

here.

; ' World's Wasted Wealth.
Experts have estimated that if thsi
forests of the world were scientifically operated they would yield the
equivalent of from thirty to one hundred and twenty times the present consumption of wood-annually.
LOST BANK BOOK
ASsTBobk.ls'o 1951, of the North BrookBeld
.i Savings Bank, is lost, and the owner has
made application for the payment of the same.
This notice IB published as required by Section
40,vChapter 590. or the acts of 1908.
' '"**™.
ABTHDE C. BLISS, Treasurer.1
3„13*
March 27, 1914.

DUCKS' ECCS
>R tale, nve oenta each.
NISTt, North Brookfleld.

F5

Telephone

COLBY H. JOHNSON
AUCTIONEER,
DEALER IN REAL ESTATE
OFFICES,

School Street, No. Brookfield
40 Foster St. Worcester,
■■■■■■

■"

'

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concords

both rubber ana steel Ores, Buggies,
Democrat and Delivery Wagons, 8ux>
reys and Boad Wagons, both new and
second hand.

A.T BOTTOM 1PRIOES
Harness, Robes, Blankets, WMpl sad
Oil Cloths. Mot too Cosily, not toe
Cheap.

Shingles and Roofing Material,
All the different grades. All slies fll
Sails, also,

1 KLKr-HOKl! OASHsJf D4.

WILLIAM t. CRAWFOftD

MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
DRESSMAKING
North Brookfield

CHARLES S. LANE,
Call at 46 Summer Street

Furnishing .Undertaker

To see the Latest Models of

REGISTERED EMBALMER.

SPIRELLA

Personal Prompt Attention Day
or Night.
Telephone North Brooklleld No.
IM-l*r-<J>'

CORSETS

Long

Or have them brought to your home!
by sending word to
**"
*•*

MRS. B. C. GRAVES,

Distance Connection.

Funerals Personally Directed
and Every Requisite Furnished. .
Lady Assistant.

Representative for the Brookf ields.

Telephone 16-IS,
NORTH BROOKFIELD.

MASS

ENGRAVED <^LUNG CARDS
IN SCRIPT OR

ENGLISH TEXT
.
Wedding Invitations H. I. Lawrence,
North BrookfkM
and Announcements

ARTISTIC MONUMENTS

loxriMBIA and Buff Wyandotte eggs for
j batching, SUM for 13, tlOOper 100.
13» :
W. L.VOBCE, Elm Street.

ECCS FOR SALE.

engraved or printed in the

|AND CEMETERY MEMORIALS

very latest styles, and the

In all kinds of

best work guaranteed.

HATCHING eggs that will hatch. Houdans,
Rhode Island Reds, and White Wyandottesj—50 cents a setting. Indian Runner
Me*a,U<HSfertim J0HN ,_ DUNpHy.

Horace J. Lawrence,

GRANITE AND MARBLE

C A. RISLEY & COMPANY
Telephone

0

J38atUr(l*y'EPWE F. EAMES, Blgelow St.

TO RENT

HAY AND ECCS FOR SALE

JOOD. bright early cut swamp hay, SIOOO, A GOOD up-stalrs tenement. Town water.
Also good White Indian Runner duck eggs,
Everything <m one floor. Inquifia of FRED
Flshel strain, 81.00 setting.
, •
„
A. STEABNS, South Main Street, jRSrth Brook' J. T. SHEOD. New Braintree, Mass.
fleld.
1
18

0

TO RENT.
.
TO RENT AND FOR SALE
IO rent, a six-room cottage house on south
ICKsunuy furnished or unfurnished teneMain street
_ . ment of thi ee roomf.; everything needed for
)B sale.—cottage bulldlug lots at Quaboag housekeeping. All conveniences on one floor
Kent reasonable- Apply to
pond. C. L. COOLIUUE; No. Brookfleld.
■
DANIEL FOSTER.
2wl3»
Spring St.
,
,
3tf

N

F°,

TO RENT
TWO good upper rooms, 3 windows in each,
FOR 8ALE
bath, toilet, continuous hot water, on same r» SETTLE AN ESTATE, Preferred Stock in
noor,-i.beated by hot water, lighted by electrithe Den holm & McKay Co. Pays 7 per cent
cltv. jive minutes walk from post office.
dividends quarterly. C. E. KENDRICK 814
MRS W. E. HOBB8, King St., North Brook State Mutual Building, Worcester. Mass..
field.
"

FINE LAUNDRY WORK.
AMERICAN LADY would like to take in
Laundry Work. Experienced on line work.
Small family washings and Ironings. References. Call on Central St., North Brookfleld.
MBS. E THORNE.
3wlo«

ECCS AND CHICKS FOR SALE

FULLAM
Will supply you with the
following seed potatoes :
GREEN MOUNTAIN,
NORCROSS,
DELAWARE,
GOLD COIN,
CARMEN NO. 3,
NEW QUEEN,
EARLY ROSE,
IRISH COBBLER,

Vest BrookBeld.

f
Journal Office,
\
\ North Brookfield, Mass. J

te

Seed Potetoes!

"sss*

OAKIIAM. '

i EOCS FOR HATCHINO.

JNE Old Trusty Ineulia or, ISO eggs, one Phl'o
brooder and ran, one portable hen bouse.
8 x 12 ft., two self feeders, one pen of 16 selected Barred Rocs pulleta and cockerel. Call af-

■

In ■tack.

NELSON OBE1»*

FOR SALE.

W

it.m.mb.r that my prices are always.
the lowest. I sell so ss to sell again.
Dr. n.nl.1'1 Hone B.m.dl.s Alwraw*

CianeotrM by L'>ntj DintanoeTalepUoD6>t House and Store.

U Prospect St.

Care of Phone.
The most scrupulous care should be
given the house telephone. Housekeepers should remember that both
the transmitter and the receiver will
transmit dirt germs and odors. Unscrew the tops of both and sterilize
thoroughly. Warm water with weak
carbolic add, or the suds of carbolio
acid soap. What care the publlo
phones need can readily be imagined.

ARCHITECT
727-728 State Mutual Building, Wore***

A GOOD DBIVING harness. Call on HENRY
W. AVBES, West Brookfleld road, Telephone 34-6
12

An Extraordinary Tragedy.
FOR SALE.
An extraordinary tragedy of super- HATCHING EGGS from large single comb B.
stition is reported from Burdwan,
I. Beds, selected stock, 75 cents a setting,
from Rhode Island Beds for 60 cents.
where a man named Vahamidan mur- also ewes
"
G. B FAI.K8,
3wl2
dered his wife with her own consent West Brookfleld
In the course of a secret ceremonial.
Vahamidan had for some time been
learning the principles of Tantric worship from a monk. To complete his
' FRED C. CLAPP
studies he needed a dead body, and
pn' his assurance that he would restore her to life when he had finished
his worship, the wife consented to be
killed. The man is now In the hands
of .the police.
How the Children Graded.
An experiment carried on recently
with school children to determine bow
the foreign born compared with the
native born shows how marked In effect the environment in this country
has on immigrants. It was found that
the children with the lowest standing
in school were foreign born. The next
lowest were those born of foreign-born
parents; the next after them were of
parents born in this country, and the
highest were those whose grandparents or great-grandparents were born

EDWIN T. CHAPIN

[AH BOOKING orders now for 8. C.R.I.
Bed chicks and White Rocks. Flshel strain.
W. BABCOCK, ureeder.
North Brookfleld, Feb. 26
' GwS

AUCTION SALE OF REAL ESTATE
By licence of the Probate Court for the Conn'
ty of Worcester, the subscriber, administrator
of the estate of Liania P. Barton, late of North
Brookfleld in said County, deceased, Intestate,
will sell at public auction on the premises, on
Saturday, the twenty-eighth day of March
current, at two o'clock ih the afternoon, the
following described parcel of real estate of said
deceased, 10 wife:—
Certain real estate situate in North Brookfleld in the County of Worcester, bounded and
described as follows, via:—Beginning at the
southeast corner thtreof at a stake and stones
on the northerly side of the town way leading
from the house now or formerly of Samuel
H. Skerry tn the high school house: thence N.
15 1-2 degree* E. by land now or formerly of
GeorgeIs.GHmoreaboutfteven(7) rods; thence
N. 77lM degrees W. by land of the heirs of
CalYiii jEdsoa, alx (6) rods and fourteen (li>
links tn,* stake and stones; thence S. 131-3 degrees W2, about elicit (8) rods to the above
named t*>ad: thence easterly along the northerly line of said *-oad about twelve (12) rods to
the first me tioned comer, containing fifty (60)
rods of land, more or leas.
One hundred dollars must be paid by the purchaser at the time and place of the sale, as
earnest money, and the balance of the purchase
price on delivery of the deed and within two
weeks f roui the date of sale.
VBANCIS O. BARTON. Administrator,
March 2,1914. North Brookfleld, Mai
V
March 6, U, 30.

AT FULLAMS
AIR TIGHT STOVES,
OH; HEATERS,
O-CEDAR MOPS,
WIZARD MOPS,
HORSE BLANKETS,
POCKET KNIVES,

,

PLASH LIGHTS,
SCISSORS,
CARVING SETS,
BARN LANTERNS,
DRIVING LANTERNS,
FAMILY SCALES,
WRINGERSy-L
POOD CHOPPERS,
SAFETY RAZORS,
THERMOMETERS,
DOG COLLARS,
UNIVERSAL
BREAD MIXERS,
BROOMS, *
CARPET SWEEPERS,
ICE CREAM FREEZERS,
SLEDS AND SKATES.
We deliver everythiDg too hear*
to earrv.

W. F. FULLAM
North Brookfleld.

-W*V**W^**wSV"

BROOKFIELD

TIMES

HATED TO P/fiT WITH HEP
Loving Father Niturally Distracted a!
Giving Up Daughter But It
Had to Be.

"It ain't everybody I'd trust my llttll
«al to." Bald old Farmer Skinner to
the love-lorn swain who had becom*
•namored of Miss Sally Skinner, and
wished to carry her from the lovinj
care and shelter of the home nest.
The "little gal," who was five feel
11 inches high in her bare feet, a«
she was at that moment, hid hei
happy, blushing face on the dear,
fond old father's shoulder and wepl
happy tears as he said to Sally's deeply
moved and sympathetic young lover:
"Tou must take great care of mj
wee blrdling, Jack; rlcollect that she'i
been raised kind o' tender like.
"Two acres a day is all I've asked
her to plow, and an acre of corn a day
is all she's used to hoeing. She kin
do light work, such as making rail
fences and digging post-holes and
burning brush, and all that, but ain't
used to regular farm work, and you
mustn't ask too much of her. It'i
hard for her old dad to give hi«
little sunshine up. He'll have to split
his own firewood and dig his own
taters now, but go, birdie, and b«
Happy."

THE RIGHT SOAP FOR BABY'S
SKIN
In the care of baby's skin and hair,
Cuticura Soap la the mother's favorite.
Not only la it unrivaled in
purity and refreshing fragrance, b»I
Its gentle emollient properties ar«
usually sufficient to allay minor Irritations, remove redness, roughness
and chafing, soothe sensitive conditions, and promote skin and hail
health generally. Assisted by Cuticura Ointment, it is most valuable 11
the treatment of eczemas, rashes and
Itching, burning infantile eruptions.
Cuticura Soap wears to a wafer, often
outlasting several cakes of ordinary
soap and making its use most economical.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold
throughout the world. Sample of each
free,with 32-p. Skin Book. Address post
card "Cuticura, Dept. L, Boston."—Adv.
Half and

Half.

Hon. Horace E. Stanton, apropos ol
the mismanagement of a railroad that
had gone into a receiver's hands, said:
"The calm and bland excuses offered
for their mismanagement by the road's
various heads remind me of Smith.
"Smith, last Sabbath, put in a strenuous day cleaning up his garden for
the spring planting. .
' "But Jones, his nert door neighbor,
tackled htm indignantly in the smoker
the following morning and said:
" 'Look here, Smith, do you think I
want all your tin cans and bones and
•id .shoes thrown over into my garden r
" 'Tou haven't got 'em all, old man.
You've only got half,' said Smith
calmly. 'Brown, on the other side,
got the other half.'"
'.'
Vote on Socialism.
Under the British trade union act,
1912, it was laid down that before
any" union could contribute from its
funds to the support of a political
party it must take a ballot of Its members. Provision was alao made safeguarding the minority from being
compelled to pay towards the support
of political opinions from which they
differ. Trade unionists of the United
Kingdom have just balloted on the
proposition of paying Socialist members of parliament. The vote as announced was: For, 464,473; against,
824,316.
>

Argentina a Good Customer.

Argentina is the foremost South
American country as a market for
products of the United States, our
sales thereto In the last calendar year
having been $55,000,000 in rakie, compared with $40,000,000 to Brazil and
$52,000,000 to the remaining 12 countries of that continent.
important to Mothers
Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
Infants and children, and see that It
Bears the

Signature of C^ut^/yftcUcAtkii
In Use For Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletchers Castoria
,
Literal.
"I say, Jinks, is your wife an antlT"
"Of course. She couldn't very well
be an uncle, could she?"
Only One "BROMO QUININE"
To get the eetiuine. call (or full name. LAXATIVE BKOMO QUININE. Look lor signature o!
Z.VJ GROVB. Cures. Cold in One Uaj. 21c.

She Didn't Scream.
Patient—May 1 scream if you hurtT
Dentist—Yes, but we charge extra
for that
i
Doctor up that Cough—Dean's _ Mentholated Cough Drops are a sure relief for all
coughs and colds—6c at Druggists.
That man Is playing la luck who
can stretch the truth without breaking his word.
PNEUMATIC* STOPS TOCB'pAm '
breaks up your oold In one bour. it'ituHrrelon*.
arbri
-* eiterutdlj. All druggists, 26 cenu. Adv.
WMd

FORECASTING STORMS, FROSTS AND FLOODS

MlEN/fflONAL

A FREE BOOK
That

SDNMSOM
LESSON

(By B. O. SELLERS, Director of Evening
Department, The Moody Bible Institute,
Chicago.)

LESSON FOR MARCH 29
JESUS THE GREAT TEACHER.
(Review.)

,.

__

READING LESSON—Matt 7:21-29.
GOLDEN TEXT—"He hath showed1
thee, O man, what is good; and what
doth the Lord require of thee, but to do
justly, and to love mercy, and to walk
humbly with thy God."—Mlcah 6:8.

M.ONTEREY, Colic, Dalmatian,
I seaman,
ensue,
dubbed."
1
Why, certainly, help yourself, glad to know you, sir,
or anything elBe you wish.
That's about what you wduld say to
anyone who stepped up to you on
the street with a knowing air and delivered himself of the above quotation. There would be Just a chance
that he was kidding If he pulled it
verbally, but if he sent it to you via
wireless—well, there would be but
one answer, "bughouse."
At least that would be your natural surmise, and you little know how
wrong you would be. For instance,
the government weather bureau at
Washington receives just such messages every day in the year. And the
weather bureau men know that these
apparently "dippy" messages are
really an important part of a great
and intricate system which Uncle
Sam supports to tell the people of
the United States what the day ie
going to bring forth in the matter of
weather.
As a matter of fact, "Colic, Dalmatian," etc., when translated, signifies
that the steamer Monterey is saying
that at 7:00 a. m. on the seventh of
the month, she is in latitude 22 degrees 52 minutes; that the barometer
ia 30.04, the temperature 80; that the
wind is northeast, blowing 14 miles
an hour, and that the sky is clear.
Rather an original and unique way
lot saying it, is it not?
It is a mighty slick little organization, this weather bureau of the department of agriculture. It keeps a
small army of experts busy from
seven o'clock in the morning until
njidnight every day in the year.keeping track of just what Old Man
Weather is up to, cataloguing all hie
Idiosyncrasies and doping out what
new caper he is about to cut dp.
No ghost of an atmospheric disturbance, no' storm wraith or cold
wave apparition can stalk abroad in
any cranny of the states, nowadays,
without being instantly pounced upon
by the nearest bureau, and its wouldbe secret maneuvers spread broadeast to other stations that they may
expect its coming and set in motion
their machinery for doping out the
exact time of ltB appearance. It was
only comparatively recently that the
efficiency of the weather bureau was
enhanced by an arrangement between
the department and many of the big
steamship lines to send semt-daily
weather reports from vessels at sea
beyond a distance of 75 miles from
port.
Many people have an Idea that there
Is something mysterious and occult
about the work of the weather bureau
in forecasting the coming of storms,
frosts and floods. Not a few think
that the observers must necessarily get their data by reading the
planets, the stars and the moon. As
a matter of fact the forecaster of the
bureau foretells the coming of disturbances In a businesslike way, very similar to that in which a man who has
ordered a shipment of goods would
estimate the date of its arrival.
Suppose a business man had ordered a carload of pineapples from
the Hawaiian Islands. He would know
the average time it would take the
steamer to make the trip to the Pacific port, the average time for unloading and loading Into refrigerator
cars, and the average number of days
to be allowed these cars for their' trip
across the continent to New York.
His estimate, however, would be subject to error, because the steamship
might be delayed by fog, or the cars
might meet with an accident.
Storms, like pineapples, as a rule
do not originate in the United States.
They come to us, some from the Philippines, Japan, Siberia, Alaska, Canada or the Gulf of Mexico. The weather bureau gets cable, telegraphic or
wireless notice of a foreign storm.
Station after station, or vessel after
Vessel reports the storm's arrival in
Its neighborhood, so that the general
direction and rate of progress can be
determined very early. In fact, the

womrer BUREAU Hire wm/jfccoKoma
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arrival of some storms can be foretold ten days In advance.
The forecasters watch for the region of low barometer, which is the
storm center around which the winds
blow. This whirl or eddy moves bodily forward with the general eastward
drift of abont 650 miles a day in our
latitudes. As the lines of equal pressure (Isobars) around the low center
crowd closer together, the winds attending the storm increase in force.
The forecaster determines the direction of movement of the storm and its
velocity.
When weather disturbances are reported, the forecasters know from experience about how long It takes them
to reach our Pacific coast, and then
how long after they will reach the
Atlantic coast For example, If a
storm coming from Siberia drifts eastward around the North pole and reappears in Alaska, it should appear in
Washington and Oregon in about two
days; should get to the great lakes in
six days and to the Atlantic coast in
seven or eight days.
Unexpected conditions may delay
storms or divert them from the
straight track just as a refrigerator
car ma/ be thrown off its schedule* or
be shipped by accident on a wrong
road. Some of these storms deplete
themselves by running into regions
of high barometer which are of greater magnitude and extent than the
storm 'itself. Some of them, however,
travel completely around the world.
To keep tab on cold waves that
come into the United States from
Canada and Alaska, the weather bureau studies the Canadian weather reports. England sends reports from
Iceland, the British islands and continental Europe, and daily reports come
from St. Petersburg on the conditions
in Russia and Siberia.
The same businesslike system used

LOTS OF BUYERS LIKE THAT
Man's Complaint That He Never Q'Tw
Quite What He Wants Is a Pretty
General One.

"I never buy what I want!" explained Trazzler to his friend, Ebsan.
"Every time I buy anything, no matter what, 1 hardly get home before I
think of something else that I need
worse and that I could have bought
with the same or less money. Sometimes I can figure out three or four
things I really need that the same
money would have bought
"There Is the library table that I
have needed so long. The time for It
never comes—yet I paid $18 for photographs the other day. I could have
bought the library table for that
money. I could have paid the laundry
bill with that $18."
"There is truth in what you say,"
murmured Ebsan sadly. "I went
without a phone in my house for
eight years and spent the money I
could have used to pay phone rent In
making monthly payments on an encyclopedia! Can you beat that?
"Many a time I hurried over to the
neighbor's phone in my bathrobe
and slippers when I could.have had a
phone right in my own bathroom,
and so could have gone along with
my ablutions while the boss complained over the phone about my
latest blunder."
"In your bathroom!"
"Sure. I never took a hath in my
life without some one calling me on
some urgent matter. So my phone Is

EXTRAORDINARY DISHES

Mrs. Dan Crauford, whose book,
Flatter a woman and.she will believe you. Tell her the truth and she "Thinking Black," has created considerable
controversy, mentioned some
won't.
extraordinary Central African "dishes"
Dr. Peerr'B Vermlfnge) "Dead Shot" kills in the course of a recent lecture.
and expel* Wormk In a very few hourm. These
included stewed elephant's,
AdT.
trunk, roast rhinoceros foot, boiled
Hard luck is the kind that comes hippo tongue (stewed 48 hours to
make it tender), roast wild donkey,
easiest.
stewed monkey, roast (water rat
Foojs and children tell the truth, •lead, tall and all, and the luscious
and generally at the wrong Urn*.

In tracing the track of a storm is
applied in determining the arrival of
frosts.
Flood forecasts are made In much
the same way. Information as to the
amount of rainfall at the head waters
of streams that cause floods are covered by telegraphic reports sent by
local observers. As this rain reaches
the main channel, the height of the
water in the channel is determined by
successive gauging stations. Past
records establish how much a height,
say of 20 feet at Dubuque, Iowa, will
produce at Davenport, another station
80 miles down the Mississippi. This
plan is followed all the way down the
river, and at each point full allowance is made for the effects of water
from tributaries, and from additional
and local rainfall. As a result of
these observations in the recent flood,
the people of Cairo had warning a
week or ten days in advance. The
Pittsburgh district can be given only
12 to 24 hours' notice, because a flood
is upon them within 24 hours after a
heavy rainstorm.
To carry on this work of forecasting storms, frosts and floods, there
are established throughout the United
States 200 branch bureaus, eaeh'witb.
apparatus for measuring rainfall,
wind, etc., and with a circulating system of information between them that
twice every 24 hours swaps observations, each with the other 199.
Briefly,, forecasting of the modern
school la resolved* into watching the
course of great disturbances and calculating their probable movements
and the time it will take them to
cover given distances.
But then,
there is a good deal of the forecaster's work more subtle than this. »For
instance, it recently has been discovered that there is a remarkable interplay between atmospheric phenomena
In widely separated regions.
The
state of the barometer iir Siberia in
winter is found to be related In an
Intimate way to the existence and
progress of storms in the United
States at the same time. And now
the modern forecasters are reaching
out Into other continents for their
storm warnings and prognostications.

In my bathroom now. I stopped payments on the encyclopedia and had a
phone put in.
"But it has turned out now that I
need the encyclopedia worse than I do
the phone. That's the way it, always Is. Every time I go to take a
bath now some neighbor Is stricken
with paralysis or some other calamity
and the family has to use my phone
instantly. So I have to don my dressing gown and duck into my room while
the family's representative tells (looters, nurses and relatives about it"
"Even so, why do you need the encyclopedia?"
"To fill up the bookcase that Uncle
Hltbottle gave me for Christmas."
Banded Against Napoleon.
One hundred years ago Great
Britain, Russia, Austria and Prussia
concluded the treaty of Chaumont, so
called after the French town where
the allied sovereigns then had their
headquarters. Fearing the disputes
might break up the coalition when its
object—the overthrow of Nopojean—
was all but accomplished, Lord Castlereagh, the British plenipotentiary,
proposed to conclude a treaty among
the four great powers which should
bind them solemnly to one another,'
at first until the conclusion of the existing war, and then for 20 years afterward. The treaty of Chaumont however, was soon after succeeded by that
of Paris, signed April 11, 1814, by
which Napoleon renounced his sovereignty.
a fur boa, which any West end lady
would envy, of squirrel skins, gray and
white, the toilet being completed possibly—for all European garments
were fashionable---by one of Mrs. Dan
Crauford's skirts specially lent for the
occasion.

morsel, which a chief provided as a
state delicacy, of a mess of thousands of white ants, frizzled In their
own fat, like a sort of Central African whitebait Also there was a special dish, much favored, of starchy
Underworld Assurance.
boiled grass, "green and glutinous."
"We have a number of blue law* la
Mrs. Crauford also told of the Cen- Ibis town," said the police officer,
tral African "touts." The young warningly.
bridegroom wore a necklace of teetb
"Blue!" exclaimed the elegant crook.
and hairs of the elephant's tall, and "My favorite color!"

There is no chronological order to
the lessons for the past quarter,
though they have all been selected
from the period of the Perean ministry
of our Lord. The thought of the Golden Text, rather than the reading lesson, will serve to give us a connected
review.
The lessons bave chiefly concerned
Jesus as the great Teacher, thus we
notice the inclusive note of the first
clause of the Golden Text, "He hath
showed thee, O man, what is good."
As an exposition of that note we have
presented God's' plan of action, outward, "to do justly, aid to love mercy,"
and inwardly "to. walk humbly with
thy Go<L" With this-thought In mind
let us divide lessons of the quarters
into two sections: (1) The first seven
lesBons which have to do with man's
relation to the kingdom In its outward
manifestation, and (2) the remaining
five that have to do with "walking
humbly with thy God."
As Children.
I. The first section. In order to
keep this two-fold thought before us,
we must observe carefully the several
golden texts. In the first lesson we
have set before us the manner whereby we are to enter into this new
kingdom. We must enter as children and the Golden Text, "Likewise,
ye younger, be subject unto the
elder . . . for God reslstetb the
proud, but givetli grace to the humpie," illustrates the humility of children and the necessity of our right
relationship to them. The second lesson deals with the possibility of cooperation with him in service, as
when the 70 went before his face.
Great privileges, however, when
abused, bring condemnation and degradation. "It is not you that speak,
but the Spirit of your Father that
Bpeaketh In you." The third lesson—
"The Good Samaritan"—is another expression of the outward walk of life,
that of loving mercy. True love never
asks who It may, but rather who It
can, serve. It always manifests Itself In sacrifice and in service—"Thou
shalt love thy neighbor as thyself."
The story of service actually rendered to our Lord In the days of his
flesh is the subject of the fourth lesson. All other interests and ties must
be secondary to our allegiance and
obedience to him—"Inasmuch as ye
did it unto one of these, my brethren,
even these least, ye did it unto me."
The fifth lesson concerns prayer. The
parable of the unfriendly neighbor and
the effect of prayer to bring about just
relations is revealed in the Golden
Text which is the heart of that lesson. "Ask, and it shall be given you;
seek, and ye shall find; knock*; and It
shall be opened unto you." The sixth
lesson still continues to treat this outward aspect and reveals to us the
fact that great as Satan is, our Lord
Jesus has far greater power.
Must Walk Humbly.
II. The second section. We now
come to a group of lessons that seem
to emphasize the second part of God's
requirements, as expressed In the
Golden Text for todayf viz., "and to
walk humbly with thy God."
This
is the Inward, personal, relation with
God, as against our outward, righteous relations with men. These remalnirfg lessons deal with the abiding
principles of dlscipleship
which.
Jesus gave to his followers. The
eighth lesson reveals the principle of
a true-confession of Christ to be that
of the ntith which makes fear impossible. We are to fear God alone. In
the ninth lesson we see that the true
fulfillment of life is that of having
the heart set upon the true treasure,
which is spiritual, rather than upon
the false treasure which is material,
for, "Where your treasure is, there
will be your heart also." In lesson
ter. we have set before us the principle of faithful service which is that
of watchfulness for the returning
King, and which expresses Itself in perpetual service In bis Interest and on
behalf of his household.
"Blessed
are those servants w4iom the Lord,
when he cometh, shall And watching."
The principle of the religion of Christ
Is that of compassion (lesson 11),
and the true sanction of the Sabbath
is fulfilled in such service as makes
the Sabbath* possible to those who are
in need. It is, therefore, lawful to
do good on the Sabbath.
Lesson 12 deals with the vital issue
of this second section, viz., that it la
of far more Importance that we be In
the kingdom than any other issue. We
must put forth strenuous efforts that
we may enter the narrow door. The
kingdom of God Is doing the will of
God, rather than calling him Lord!
Lord! "Not everyone that saith unto
me, Lord, Lord, shall enter into the
kingdom of heaven."
Thus as we hastily look over these
lessons from these two viewpoints,
we are led to conclude with the first
declaration of the Golden Text for
the day.

i

Teaches the People How
Avoid Catching Cold.

BROOKtaEJLD TIMES
tMw)s)e)sM

to

The thirteenth edition of the "Ilia ol
Lite'' is now ready for distribution. Beginning on page three of this popular work
on medicine, is an article stating in plain
language how any one can avoid catching
cold.
The article was written by a doctor. It
was written by a doctor eighty-four years
old, who is a hale and hearty man. It ie
his boast, founded upon fact, that he does
not catch cold. He thinks he knows the
reason why. He explains it in detail in
this book. Every family ought to have a
copy of if. Sent free by the Peruna Co.,
Columbus, Ohio.
Mr. O. Fred Linstrura, J923 University
Ave., St. Paul, Minn., writes: "I contracted a severe cold several years ago.
Through the use of Peruna I fully recovered. I have never had any trouble since."
Mrs. Henry Martin, La Motte, Iowa,
says: "I have found Peruna to be a great
remedy for coughs and colds of children.
A dose at bedtime will relieve them all
night."—Adv.
Some people would- never be happy
unless they felt they had more happiness than anybody else. _____^_

400,001

Settler!
aTYear
Immigration figures show that the j
population of Canada increased during 1918, by the addition of 400.000J
new settlers from the United States
and Europe. Moat of these have gone i
on farms in provinces of Manitoba,
Saskatchewan and Alberta.
Lord William Percy, an English NobUmsn, j
says:
J
"The possibilities and opportunlSw offered i
by the Canadian West an so infinitely J
greater than those which exist in Bnsland. 1
that It seems absurd to think that people!
should be Impeded from coming to "-'
country where they can most easily P
certainly Improve their position.
New districts are being opened up.
which will make accessible a greet ."
number of homesteads In districts |
•speciallyadapted to muted*
log and grain raising.
For Illustrated literature and.
reduced railway rates, apply tO|
Supt. ol Immigration, Ottawa,!

PRACTICAL HINTS PICKED UP IN HOG YARD

The BibleWhat It Is
By REV WILUAM EVANS. D.D.
Director of Bible Coune
Moody Bible Institute, Chicago

WORKING IN A POULTRY YARD
Overfeeding, Overcrowding and Lack
of Fresh Air Cause Much Loss
—Sell Surplus Stock,

Alligator in Gas Heater; Porter Breaks Record
ATLANTA, GA.—And the puzzling thing about It Is, How did it manage to get
there? It's an alligator, an honest-to-goedness alligator, a baby thing with
tall and head and jaws like a lizard, and they found it in a barber shop.
The shop is operated by L. M. Brady.
Tom Ectools, who Bhines shoes while
he isn't sweeping out, went back to
light the Instantaneous heater for a
customer who was going to take a
bath, artd as the'gas flared up some- Sf9^~ aiBS
jfjj^.2 )
thing leaped from the tank, sprawled
upon the floor and commenced kick- 1 i J JEJ/'r-SS
^-T^S3 ji ^5^4
lng about.
in 11—\ « vl
'
^
^' -"
Echois, who is black and superstitious as well as easily frightened, darted for the -street. He made the distance In time that amounted to just a
little bit less than nothing, screaming and striking terror to the souls of a half
dozen customers and fully that many barbers.
Upon investigation Brady discovereB an alligator crawling forlornly beneath the gas tank. It measured about six Inches in length, and was the size
of an overgrown north Georgia lizard. It was the "hellbender" size, to use a
scientific term, and can be carried in the hand or pocket with safety.
How the thing managed to get into the Marietta street barber shop is a
scientific mystery.
Some say the sun absorbed it with an amount of water from the flow of
the-Nile, away over there in Egypt, carried it In the clouds until it became a
burden, then dropped It into a north Georgia stream, from whence it flowed
into larger streams which carried it into the Howell mill reservoir of the city,
from which It was sucked Into the water mains of Atlanta, later being deposited into a feed pipe of the barber shop, which carried it into the instantaneous heater tank.
That, however, is only one of the theories. There are many others, all
of which are conflicting.
One way or another, it got there, and still happens to be there, having
rested uncomfortably in the currency compartment of the Brady cash register.

The Bible is not
only the book ol
God, it is also the
book from God. At
(By PROP. A. &. ALEXANDER.)
least this is the
Be careful in handling fowls, parway In which it
ticularly ducks and geese. Ducks have
gives its own acvery weak joints and it always Incount of its orl
jures them more or less to catch them
gin:
"All Scrip
by the legs.
ture is given by
Overfeeding, overcrowding and lack
1 n s p i r a t ion ol
of ventilation cause much loss among
God"—that is to
amateur poultry keepers. A large per
Fins Matured Sow—The Right Sort for Breeding.
say,
is
"God ■
cent, of the chicks die and those that
breathed" (II
I did not believe they would do any survive are runty and undersized.
(By HENRY O. GROWN.)
Timothy 3:16).
For many years I bave followed the permanent damage to it until the last
Forgetting to provide grit causes inAgain, in II Peter
method of allowing my pigs to run year or two, when I became convinced digestion and after a while it turns
1:20, 21, we read:
with the sows as long as the sows that It would not do to pasture alfalfa, to cholera.
1
"Knowing
this
will permit them. My theory Is that and I now keep my pigs out of it. I am
Fall Is the best time of year to pur- first, that no prophecy of the Scripsows are made for that purpose, and satisfied that pasturing alfalfa to eith- chase geese for next year's, breeding.
ture
is
of
any
private
interpretation
I see no reaaon why young pigs should er pigs or hogs will cause it to run out.
Geese do not mate as readily as
I begin to feed oats to the pigs as other fowls and it is therefore advis- [or origin, for it seems clear that it
be taken away from their mother as
long as she has milk for them. The soon as harvest comes on. They eat able to procure them several months 1B to the source rather than. to the
morn milk the pigs get, the better it is it with a relish, and I find it one of before the laying season ar^veB. If exposition of the Scripture that referthe best foods-I can use to give the possible, buy stock that Is at least ence is here made.] For the prophecy
for them.
came not In old time by' the will of *1EW YORK.—He was a charter member of the Amalgamated Associates Who
I use matured sows for breeding, pigs stamina and start them on the one year old and mated.
man, but holy men of God spake as
and try to bave them in very good road to fattening.*
Get a Living Without Work, He never ascended to "second Btory" robbery
As a rule one should engage the
When the corn Is past the roasting stock sometime in the summer. Have they were moved by the Holy Ghost." or descended to pocket picking. Both were too risky. Quick as a trout after a
flesh at farrowing time, but not fat.
Here
are
some
very
clear
and
definite
fly, slippery as an eel just out of HudThey do not get too thin from suck- ear period, I begin to feed them that the birds shipped after the weather
son river mud, and with sight as alert
ling, and very often come in season in very lightly at first, gradually increas- gets cold. This gives the birds time statements concerning the source ol
the
Scripture.
It
is
this
"God-breathed"
as that of a crab after carrion on the
time to breed for fall litters, before ing the ration, until the late corn Is to get accustomed to their surroundelement
that
differentiates
this
book
ripe. I always feed sqrbe oats or old ings.
river bottom, he skims the tidal flow
pigs are weaned.
of New York's shopping eddies
uies £nd
isnu
Another thing: I feed my pigs near- com along with the grjen corn, and
Send all surplus poultry to market from all other writings. The Bible is
quite
often
referred
to
nowadays
as
have
never
had
any
trouble
from
gathers in what he may.
ly all the corn they will eat, although
as soon as the fowls are In proper
splendid
''literature."
Well,
the
Bible
That
gathering
is
good
vh£n
all*
I know this practice is condemned by thumps.
condition.
I consider it very important to feed
New York Is shopping—shopping
many hog raisers.
When they are
Unless one understands the process is that, but it is more than that—it
Btrenuousiy—but tethered helplessly
very young, 1 give them a little slop the pigs in dry warm quarters, and of forcing, it is seldom wise to wait is Scripture. Literature Is the letter;
Scripture is the letter inbreathed by
with its skirts BO tightly wrapped
made of shorts, water and a bit of oil- never allow them to stray out In the for prices to go up.
the
holy
spirit.
Just
as
in
the
creacold, wet rain. I bave good shade in
about its legs that to stoop over and
meal.
Cull out the backward looking pulpick up a dropped parcel is a physical
I feed the pigs in an lnclosure by the pasture under which they can lie lets, keeping only the best and most tion of man we learn that man became
a
living
soul
when
that
frame
proposition that must be passed up.
themselves, and never give more at during the very hot weather.
prominent for egg production.
of
dust,
as
it
lay
on
the
ground,
beHandbags
will
pop
open,
particularly
If
properly pressed by an adept. That
I
spray
my
hog
houses
regularly
one time than they will clean up. I
Even in cold weather be vigilant and
feed them a little slop all through the twice a year, and keep them white- use the whitewash pall and brush at came inbreathed by the spirit of life helps when business has been bad., with the accumulator of unconsidered
summer, and give them a free run of washed Inside and out, and have never least once a week. The mites are busy from God. Man is dust inbreathed trifles.
by deity, and if you take away the
"I literally pick up a living, and an honest one," he explained, when asked
the pasture. I take care that they been troubled with Hoe on my place. 1
spirit of lite from man he returns to why he did not return a bundle to Its owner, instead of trying to get It Into
have all the sweet grass they can eat, raise from 60 to 75 hogs, every year,
dust. So is it with the Bible; it is his pocket unobserved. "Findings is keepings, I was taught when I was a kid,
feeding them what I raise on the farm,
clover and alfalfa.
the letter, but it is the letter in- but I always advertise them flijet—If they're worth It Good rewardB you get
They root up the alfalfa slightly, but arid always manage to make a profit
breathed by God's spirit that makes Bometlmes. If I make a good find around the big hotels and it's advertised,
that letter Scripture. And when you especially when it says, 'No questions asked,' and it's a watcb or jewel that's
rob the Bible of its inspiration you listed In all the pawnshops, I return it"
It turned out that the accumulator had been an exercise boy In a racing
have nothing but mere literature left
stable, steering suckers against handbooks, capper at auction rooms, and
—you have no Scripture.
The Bible the Authority In Matters of tinder and feeder for street fakers at intervals.
Faith and Practice.
Another Proof.
Where is the seat of authority in
Representative Henry, whose objecWith Silage, Roots or Grain It Has Higher Feeding Value When
matters of religion? This is always
the problem of the day. Various re- tion to American girls, marrying earls
Cut at' an Early Stage-^BetMakes Good, Ration—Also
and counts Is Well-known, said at a
plies are given to the question.
Reason, says one, is the seat of final recent dinner in Waco:
ter to Feed Than SelL'
Valuable Fertilizer. ■
"Take the Cinderella story. The
authority. May not the intellect with
its various functions be relied upon prince, you will remember, rejected
of Horehound and Tar |
Alfalfa is Invaluable as a pasture
Many farmers do not realise to
A Chicken House Easily and Cheaply to render sure judgments? One has the two old and ugly sisters, add then
what extent straw Is valuable, or for live stock. For .hog .pasture It
Constructed—Windows Are Well Ar- only to recall the grotesque fancies the beautiful Cinderella slipped on the the best of all specifics for the prompt
how to'make the best use of it. Large is especially, so. Ten pounds of green
ranged for Ventilation.
that have from time to time taken glass slipper and the young man made relief of coughs, colds and sore throat.
quantities of straw have been burned, alfalfa produces one pound of pork.
her his bride."
It soothes and heals.
■In the past, as the easiest method of Figuring on this basis, -an acre of taking the lite from the bodies of our hold of the finest and brainiest men
Mr. Henry paused, then he added:
disposal, but from now on It will be green alfalfa, weighing 20,000 pounds, best layers and a louso-infeBted ben and led them into the grossest deSold by all druggists.
'This etory is but another proof that
lusions
to
satisfy
himself
that
the
seat
will
not
-$iy.
will
make
2,000
pounds
of
.pork
which,
used to a great extent with silage,
Wk« It Aches A«»ln
Some people make the mistake of of authority does not lie in the rea- the girl who marries a title puts her
roots, grains and the like. In using at five cents a pound, is worths $100.
Pike's Toothache.
foot in it."
It with silage it serves a double pur- This estimate is true when corn and selling all the good birds and retaining son. Not that we are to throw reaDrops
son.aWay in matters of religion; for
the poor ones.
pose—it helps keep certain kinds of 'alfalfa are fed together.
Ample Explanation.
Stop up cracks,in walls and doors while faith is ofttlmes above reason,
silage from spoiling in the silo, and
Alfalfa has a higher feeding value
"Hello, Mike, where did you get
It is a good filler for stock feeding.
when cut at an early stage of maturity, and do not allow drafts to blow in on it Is by no means contrary to it. The
FOR DRUNKENNESS and
Straw is especially poor in crude about one-tenth In bloom, than when the roosts. Top ventilation is the voice of reason, however, is not to be that black eye?"
| Keeley ill DRUG ADDICTIONS
considered
final
arid
authoritative.
"Why,
O'Grady's
just
back
from
his
best,
for-foul
air
rises
and
if
there
'protein and fat, and rich in cellulose, out in full bloom. It contains more
stckneM, no publicity.
Can we not depend upon conscience, honeymoon an' 'twas me advised him
(Treatment No
Laities truatea M privor woody fiber. This makes it par- nutrient value, pound for pound, than is an outlet it will escape.
ately as In their own
that
organ
as
delicate
and
sensitive
t'
get
married."
The^ventilator
Bhould
be
opposite
ticularly useful la the winter time for, any other forage crop, being almost
as the balance turned by a speck of
horses and cattle, as It requires a equal to wheat bran in digestible nu- the end where the rooets are.
Raw'Knows Everything.
1S1 Cessnas!
When the snow comes there Bhould dust, to admonish us of evil, to praise
great deal of energy to masticate, di- trients. Alfalfa, compares favorably
Willie—Paw, what is light fiction?
gest, and pass It through the body, with cottonseed meal, soy beans and be paths shoveled down to the ground us for the good, and settle for us
j
Paw --Ggs and electric light bills, my
thus keeping the animal warm. Wheat wheat bran in amount of digestible for the fowls to walk without getting the right and wrong of matters religious? We have but to recall into son.—Cincinnati Enquirer.
. . ERERS
straw is being used at the Hays ex- protein. Since the price of these con- into the drifts.
Our Llyer-QaU Book sent WES.
what
incalculable
mischief
the
conGive
warm
water
twice
a
day
and
periment station at the present time, centrates is higher than the price of
Care yourself at home. Wrles
sciences
of
some
men
have
led
them—
empty
the
water
fountains
every
Bore
Byes,
Granulated
Eyelids
and
sties
SU.LST0KE REHEDT CD. Dest. 79J, 21! S. Ostrsers St, CUcaej
along with other feeds. The cattle alfalfa, it is cheaper and more profitahealed with Roman Kye BalSaul pf Tarsus, for example—-to recog- promptly
night before they freeze.
are eating quite a large amount of ble to feed alfalfa.
sam. Adv.
Potato
and
turnip
peelings
boiled
nize,speedily
that
We
muBt
look
elseWanted
Postage Stamps IX^iSZ
this straw and have gained in weight.
The best way for the farmer to
before 187* of Banks, Business Honw, aad FriT***
Oats straw is far more nutritious than market alfalfa hay is In the form of and mixed with the morning feed are where for our authority. "In all good
Many a fellow who trusts to luck IndWldoaJs, either bj Mail, or ID Person. Spot Cash,
hlfchest
references.
aaklog Information, kindly
conscience men have written deadly eventually gets there but he often enclose postage. W. O.IfSWAB,
wheat straw and Is much preferred by horses, hogs, beef, mutton or dairy excellent for laying hens.
139 am* r '
Sweep up the hayBeed and spread heresies in their books, and under has to walk home.
stock.
products. Such products are easily
on
the
"floor
where
the
hens
take
their
the sanctions of a religious conscience
After stock have been allowed to taken to the market, and the ma$15 to $160 Each Paid &»
critic!se,eorrect, re»lse, typewrite, help aWll. Parrun to a straw pile, the straw will soon nure, which may be returned to the sun baths and let them scratch for have performed deeds of violence and
INVALIDS AMD CHILDREN
should
Kiren
MAIJKK'S
EMULSION
to
the
oats,
wheat,
buckwheat
and
corn
shame,"
decay and contain a considerable soil, is almost equal in value to thi
ttiengtben the body. Merer rails. AU drug-gists.
There are people who claim that
amount of droppings from the animals, hay itself. Under all conditions, it sprinkled there. It will make them
Opportunity,totfay for free partloalara tegarains
demuni
trying easily demonstrated
high grade specialiywhich makes it valuable as a fertil- is better to feed alfalfa to live stock busy- and warm and make the egg the church is the ultimate authority
Trouble never dodges the fellow who ¥
beH.B. Baurron Co., Maine St., Barton.VU
izer. Wheat straw makes excellent than to sell It as a marketable'prod- basket heavier, and the old hens will in matters of faith and practice. This is looking for it.
Join the World'* Ckirrenpondeiice I-*Bjrne for
bedding material, as It does not break uct. It is advisable for the farmer to not grow so far. Regularity is an is the position of the Roman church.
exchange of postcards and letters. List* eErenlata
Called of God, divinely founded, with
up badly, and will absorb more mois- sell his hay only when, he has more essential in the feeding of fowls.
Life membership ll)c. You'll be dePutnam Fadeless Dyes do not stain eTerywoere.
lighted. W«Hd'.t«T«p«*deuML-»»t«,mM«a^,l»,».il*J4
Cold
water
tastes
good
in
winter;
perpetual witnesses to the truth, with the bands. Adv.
ture than either oats or rye straw.
than enough to feed his live stock.
Just
remember
that
with
the
chickens,
bishops
and
councils—surely
the
TITK-WAD RUBBER REPAIR outfits reWheat straw is often used by manuduce- TIRE BILLS 50%, $1 or 12 size by
and note how they will leave the best church is a sufficient guide. Yet what
Handsome isn't always as handsome mall.
facturers for packing purposes. It is
A gen la wanted, stamp for partlcula
food and crowd around the fountain. enormities have flourished under the as he thinks he is.
Blpley Salea Co.. Newton Centre
also used in the paper Industry. If a
Skimmilk has a high value in egg banner of the church! So long as
farmer has a large amount of straw
production. Don't waste a bit.
she is composed of fallible human beand has good shipping facilities, he
Fortunate are they who grow their ings the church can never be final
may be able to dispose of it at a profit.
own feed. Much of the Imported and authoritative in matters of faith
ground meal or bran 1B poor stuff. and practice.
Use Two Pieces of Very Strong When you get your own oats and
On every hand we bear the cry,
corn ground you know you are not "Back to Christ," he and he alone,
Wood and Have Blacksmith
feeding sawdust If you have screen- Is the' final and ultimate authority in
ings feed them and count yourself all these matters. We certainly have
Make Standard Sockets.
just that much ahead. But it is rare- no desire to take any glory away
ly economy to buyethem as much of from the church's Lord and Master
One of Old-Time Customs Which
(By W. H. UNDERWOOD.)
Take two * by 5 pieces of very the weed seed is worthless and even in order to give it to so sacred a book
the Present Generation Might
the
grain is so Imperfectly'developed even as the Bible. We are willing
strong wood not less than eleven feet
Profitably Follow.
to go "back to Christ." But where
long and not more than twelve and cut as to furnish little nutrition.
If the hens do not eat with a relish shall we find Mm? With the excepa notch so as to fit down over hind
Tb» old-fashioned New England babtt bolster of wagon to prevent rack from something Is wrong. It is up to you tion of a reference in Josephus and
of whitewashing everything, from the slipping backward or forward. Use to find out what, and that in short a line or two in Tacitus where, outside of the Bible, shall we find ChriBt?
front yard fence to the stable, at least font or six standards on each side and order.
When von paint the old-fashTHEN your roof
The chick once stunted never fully So we see that in order to "get back
ioned roofings you are practically
") covered with
twice a year, was a most excellent one, the same number of cross pieces and
recovers.
to Christ" we are In duty bound to
Amatite. there trying to keep them from getting
aad is one of the old-time customs at the same places make sure that the
Weed out the culls even if they fall back upon the Scriptures.
is an end to the roof painting wet. Amatite is made to get wet,
which the present generation might standard in going down through the
nuisance. Amatite has a real for water won't hurt ft a bit.
must be sold at what may seem to be
For our master himself the Scrip
well adopt.
standard socket catches and pries
mineral surface and needs no Next time your old-fashioned roofs
The following is the recipe for mak- against the end of the cross piece. a sacrifice, and by thus getting rid of tures were considered sufficient auneed painting, cover them with
painting.
ing whitewash published by the United Make standards three and one-half all but the best avoid having culls the thority in matters of faith and pracAmatite instead.
next year.
The
mineral
surface
makes
painttice.
It
would
repay
anyone
to
look
States department of agriculture:
feet long. They may be afterwards
A sample of Amatite and booking unnecessary and it will stand
Let the turkeys have some range, up all the passages In which these
Slake half a bushel of unslaked lime cut off If desired. Hare a blacksmith
rain and bail and wind and snow, Jet about it will be tent on request.
■with boiling water, keeping it covered make standard sockets from old even when fattening. Feed liberally words of the master occur, "Is it not
Address nearest office.
for years, without attention.
"Have ye not read?"
during the process. Strain It and add wagon tires to admit a standard one all the grain they wUl eat three times written?"
BARRETT MANUFACTURING COMPANY
a peck of Bait, dissolved in warm'wa- and one-half by four leches and with a day, and they will lose less flesh in "What saith the 8criptures?" "It is
Ohl
New Tork
Ht. Louis
Pttt«b<»nra
PkUadalphia
ter; three pounds of ground rice put bolt holes for one-half inch bolts. Bolt the little exercise than they would written." A careful study of such
City
Hluwnpolis
Seattle
BiraUnanaat
Cincinnati
Scripture references will reveal the
In boiling water and boiled to a- thin all cross pieces firmly. Hare wagon while chafing under confinement,
Never leave a broken egg about the fact that Christ referred to the Scrip' paste; half a pound of Spanish whit- nearby when making rack and have
1
ing, and a pound of clear glue, dis- the rack go as far forward as possible poultry house. Not only will It in- tures as the authority which settled
HOWKKY CLEANING COMPOUND I'OWduce
the egg-eating habit, but it la matters of faith and practice for him.
1>KR—Thla la an uin-qualtd preparation for
solved in warm water. Mix these well so that when it is turned so that front
PISO 5 REMEDY
cleaning goods, gloves, carpels, etc., and t*
Should the Bible be lees to the church
together, and let the mixture stand for wheels strike the side rail on one^aide a breeder of Uce.
designed to remove all greaaw and other
I Bast Cough flyrop. Ti*te* Good.
than
it
was
to
the
church's
master?
sputa.
10c. F. U. Howery, Coaberton, Ohio.
several days. Keep the wash thus and the other wheel will just miss the
In time. Sold hy DroxirUt*.
Getting Fertile Eggs.
We think not
prepared In a kettle or portable fur- front end of the other side rail, and
FOR COUGHS AND COLDS •
An
old
ben
is
not
so
apt
to
lay
goo^
W.
N.
U., BOSTON, NO. 13-1914.
nace, and when used put it on a* hot also the front standard pocket. Boarda
•a possible with painter*' or white- may be used oh the wagon to get fertile Agge.as.OBfi thai la a. yearli&s
wash bi-uBh.ee.
these measurements.
*>

Picking Up a Living on

or 10

M. A. BOWLBY
7JTreeMiU.,lo.t™.llsss.

The Wretchedness
of
Constipation
Can quickly be overcome by
CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS.

Purely vegetable
•—act surely and
gently on the
fiver. Cure
Biliousness,
Headache,
Dizziness, and Indigestion. They do their duty.
SMALL PILL, SHALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Genuine must bear Signature

K?&?£

the Streets of Gotham

ALFALFA PASTURE
KEEP ALL STRAW
FOR LIVE STOCK
FOR STOCK FEED

|JFHa.e's^|
Hale's

r

Honey

^

fel

"IfSLT" PORTLAND, ME.

GALLSTOKE liSB?,".,

THE NEW SPRING STYLE
NOW READY. 2 FOR 25 CENTS

EARL & WILSON
MAKERS OF TROY'S BEST PRODUCT

Wanted—Honest. Energetic Men
We inly insr.ro.ci yoa. Lnwi,, ...u.-.^
mechanics, or any men wlll'ag to work can make

$1,000 to S3.0OO a year
handling oar big Bellers. Exclusive territory given.
We furSsh you the capital; you torn ah the team
to carry the goods. Bo your own boss In a pleasant,
permanent and proStable business. Write at onoe
for lull particulars giving age and occupation.

THE DUOFORM CO., Dept. 10.
NORTH JAVA, M. T.

BUILDING A RACK
FOR HAULING WOOD

WHITEWASHING IS
EXCELLENT HABIT

There's Money in Ice
We otter a limited amount of Treasury
Stock In an lee Co., now operating 2 plants
In Illinois, In order to enlarge onrplante
and Seep up with the demand, with ln-

dl?l3enox',*rilU TnveaSgatloB Invited.

Glacier Ice Company
MercBinls.Lar.lede Sid,.

Sore
Throat

SI. Loots. He.

BRJ&&£S

Gowks aad husrssesss relieved.

Se. Me end ll.ua.

jeaa s. B.... * Soawffo. aw. sits. Bastoa. Mass.
n
^lilij. Send oani at once and learn
KOVSand lilrlS »°w Jou can earn oneproUVfDauuuuin minnu quickly. Alao BIBS
and lady agents wanted for household specialties
SIlHUall srscUWl CO.. II llsadlu. St, WlHsilir, Warn
Set our list of second - hand
Koup. Onrprleesarethe lowest as we sell for cash only.

Motorcycles

s'.rjASkwwiasriv.D.n.OT:-..-..
„_

J

~-psr-

W

1 ft rilTO IB to 110 daily easily made selling on.
■ Ul-H I \ high-grade household specialty; p«AULfllO tloWr-Tfree. CL\mtUJKD 4AU,
SUPPLY COMPANY, 4Bti 0- TUt, Cleveland, Uhlq

Beautiful firgim. Homes XZJftftStfSftS;

slnd, also or price. We have them. Write us for
BartTeulars It yon want to buy. Southern Rnl
EetVte Ag»noj, B18 E. Hruaa,Blchmond,V«,
FOR

AU,

Pettils F.vc Salve soiinivria

The Roofing tKat
Keeds No Painting*

■

^
Continued from 1st page.
Rice L. Harrington, Holyoke, has been
a guest of Mr and Mrs Leslie K. Hollenback, West street.
Mr and Mrs James B. Haskins, Central
street, entertained their son Boy E., from
JBpringfleld, Sunday.
[p
John L. Howe, South Framingham, is
a guest of his mother Mrs Georgianna
Howe on West street
West Brookfield Golf Club will manage a dance, in'.town hall on April 15.
Plante's orchestra of Spencer, has been
engaged.
Miss Evelyn Edson, a teacher in
Orange, is spending her vacation with
her parents, Mr and Mrs Charles O'M.
Edson, on Cottage St.
Frank L. Daley, Springfield, and his
sister, Miss L. Ray Daley, Concord, were
guests of their parents, Mr and Mrs
John A. Daley, for over Sunday.
Mrs Eugene A. Gilbert, North Main
street, was taken to Memorial hospital,
Worcester, last Sunday, accompanied by
Dr. Emerson A. Ludden of North Brookfield.
Vernou and Miss Nelva Hollenback,
West street, were given a farewell party
In Red Men's hall, Monday night. They
left West Brookfield Thursday to live in
Worcester where their father, Leslie Hollenback, will be located as relief agent on
the B. & A. division lines.
The Grange Auxiliary met in G. A. R.
hall, Friday afternoon and evening.
The afternoon was spent in cutting and
making aprons and a social followed the
supper. The supper was served by Mrs
Dwigbt M. Tyler, Mrs John A. Conway,
Mrs John A. Brady, Misses Altha M.
Duncanson and Mary A. Campion.

1

The Grange met in G. A. R. hall Wed.
nesday evening and had the program
planned for April 22. Mrs Sumner Reed
read a paper on "Snap shots from the
middle west," and Mr Reed spoke on
"Controlling weed pests." Miss Jessie
Winn gave a reading and there was music
in charge of the music committee. First
and Second Degrees were worked on
class of candidates.
Lake Wickaboag house, a summer
hotel, was entered sometime recently
The break was discovered by the proprietor, Mrs Henry H. Niles, who returned to West Brookfield on Monday
after having spent the winter in Everett.
The rooms bore evidences of having been
ransacked and a gold watch and bar pin
set with a diamond, was missing, having
been ieft there by Mrs Niles who overlooked them. Stereopticon pictures and
souvenir cardB were also missing. The
house was entered by a rear window on
the west side t>f ,the building.
Four
lights of glass were broken in the window and a door was smashed.
West Brookfield Farmers Club concluded its 39th season with the meeting
on Wednesday held in G. A. R- hall.
The hosts were Mr and Mrs Sumner H.
Reed and Mrs Newell Cutler, Warren
A special musical and literary program
was provided. The torenoon session was
devoted to business, election of officers
and annual reports. The officers elected
were:—Pres., William E, Patrick, Warren; 1st Vice-pres., William A. Day,
Warren; 2nd Vice-pres., Elmer D. Allen;
secretary, Sumner H. Reed; treasurer,
Philander Holmes; executive committee,
Albert Parrick, Charles Bliss, Warren,
Eliasand Arthur W. Cutler; program
committee, Dr. Olney W. Phelps, Mrs
William E. Patrick, Warren, Frederick
G. Smith, Mrs Sumner H.Reed, Bowman
S- Beeman; entertainment com., Mrs
^Austin Woodward, Mrs 0. W. Phelps,
Warren, Mrs Carrie Allen, Mrs Alice J.
J. Carter' Mrs Mary P. Smith; crockery,
Dr. Winsdor R. Smith.
After dinner
Prof. John C. Graham, Amherst Agricultural college, spoke on "The business
hen, how to get her and how to keep
her."
J

How Ha Knew.
A certain young man's friends
thought he was dead, but he was only
in a state of coma. When, In ample
time to avoid being buried, he showed
signs of life, he was asked how It
seemed to be dead.
"Dead?" he exclaimed; "I wasn't
dead. I knew alljthe time what was
going on. And I knew I wasn't dead,
too, because my feet were cold and I
was hungry"
"But how did that fact make you
think you were §1111 alive?" ashed one
of the curious.
"Well, this way. I knew that If I
were in heaven I wouldn't be hungry.
And if I was In the other place my
faet wouldn't be cold."
Can Photograph on ClayProf. J. Hammond Smith of the University of Pittsburgh, has perfected an
invention; which he calls a stereometrlcon, by which human features
may be reproduced in clay with photographic accuracy.
One with some knowledge of photography and having fairly nimble fingers may make a bust or statue of any
member of his family. Two high-power
cameras are used. Behind the lens of
the right-hand camera is a coarse
screen.
The picture taken with the left-hand
camera Is called a record photograph.
A lump of clay is placed on a pedestal
where the subject previously had
been. Lines thrown on it by the camtra indicate how to manipulate the
clay.
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Worcester, Mass.

Worcester, Mass.

Denholm & McKay Co.
"Boston Store

SATURDAY, MARCH^28th—(One Day Only)

DOLLAR DAY IN WORCESTER

Mrs George Davis, Over-the-River dis-

lecture given by the
Brookfield Times ! Rev.TheJ.stereopticon
C. Duncanson in the Methodist trict, went to Memorial hospital at Worcester, in Kingsley's ambulance, Spencer,

Here is how we demonstrate the buying power of $1 at the Denholm & McKay Store
Linen bargains at $1
Seven 25c hemmed huck towels, total
value $1.75, for
$1
Ten yards of 15c bleached Austrian
crash, total value $1.50, for
$1
Ten 15c bleached Turkish towels,
total value $1.50, for
• $1
%y2 yards of 75c bleached 70-mch
damask, value $1.87V2, for
$1
Two 75c 18x54 Renaissance iscarfs or
30x30 shaws, value $1.50, for
$1
Main floor.

White goods bargains at $1
Six yards of 25c white waistings,
total value $1.50,'' for
%\
3y2 yards of 39c white brocaded
crepe, total value $1.36% for
$1
Main floor.

Wash goods bargains at $1
Twelve yards of 12y2c shirting, value
$1.50, for
,•"«•*"
Twenty yards of 8c apron gingham,
total value $1.60, for
$1
Five yards of 29c Ratine (all colors),
value $1.45, for
■ • • ■• ■%}
Twelve yards of 12i/2c Ratine de la
Reine, value $1.50, for
$1

Lace and embroidery bargains at $1
Black and white silk Bhadow laoe
flouncings, 18 and 24 inches wide, values up to $%<at per yard
,$1
Embroidered voile flouncings with
inserts of Venise laces, 45 inches wide,
—regular $1.75 value at, per yard. .$1
Main floor.

Petticoat bargain at $1
Extra fine grade Halycon petticoats
made with fine plaited flounce, headed
by embossed floral band—colors are
emerald green, Tango, Copen, blue navy, black, etc., etc.—regular $1.50 value at
$*
Second floor.

Women's house dresses made of extra good quality French ginghams in
pink, blue, lavender and gray and
white stripes,—some plain—regular
$1.50 dresses at..-.-.-, .3.....
$1

Handkerchief bargains at
$1

Undermuslin bargains at
$1

Main floor.
Special lot of women's neckwear including collars, scarfs, etc., etc., values
up to $2 at, choice
"*
Main floor.

Women's embroidered linen handkerchiefs—regular 25c quality—five
for
.■% f\
Men's and women's linen initial
handkerchiefs (not all initials)—regular 25c kind—«ix for $1—regular 50c
kind, three for
$1
Main floor.

SilK bargains at $1

Forty-inch wide Charmeuse in a
large range of the season's best colorMain floor.
ings. Regular $1.50 quality at, per
yard
;■ •„• • ■?•
Domestic bargains at $1
Forty-inch wide crepe de Chine, a
Two 75c bleached sheets (81x99), good heavy quality, good variety of
value $1.50, for
• • • • %\ the newest and best colors. Regular
$1
One $1.50 hand crocheted bedspread $1.50 quality at,.yard...
Main floor.
for
>
f*
Twelve yards of 12y2c mil's bleachLining bargain at $1
ed 36-inch cotton, value $1.50, for. .$1
Mercerized sateen, permanent finish,
Eleven yards of 12y2c 40-inch Conall the leading novelty and staple
tinental D cotton, value $1.37i/2, at $1 in
colors—makes »n excellent lining; for
Main floor.

Umbrella bargain at $1
Two hundred men's and women's
$1.50 and $2 umbrellas, made of finest
tape edge American taffeta with pure
silk case, Paragon steel frame and rods
and handles of Sterling trimmed natural and Mission wood, choice at
$1
Main floor.

Stationery bargain at $1

coats also a good material for making
petticoats, regular 35c quality-4 yards
for

t,
■■•
Main floor.

/

"1

Picture bargain at $1
Choice assortment of framed pictures
—(iy2-incli malrpgany frames with gilt
lining)—religious subjects and landscapes in colors: Regular $2 pictures
at
"
vf
Main floor.

One pound box of Highland linen
Shoe bargains at $1
writing paper worth. 45c—Five packWomen's Vici Kid Juliets and Oxages of envelopes to match', worth 75c
—One box of Highland Linen corre- fords with hand turned soles and rubspondence cards worth 25c—total val- ber heels, our r regular $1.75 comfort
■
?
ue $1.45— all for.
*1 shoes at, per pair
Children's regular $1.50 shoes made
Main floor.
of blaok Vici Kid, also in patent leathBooK bargains at $1
er, with dull leather and cloth tops.
A special table of books that sold Sizes 5 to 8—correct styles for growregularly at prices from $1.50 to $3.50, ing feet—the kind with the good roomy
$1
(books of travel, poetry, history, bio- toes, at, per pair.'
Main floor.
graphy, etc, etc.), choice of the entire
lot at only.
"x Children's dress bargain at
• Main floor.

A talKing machine for $1

House dress bargain at $1

NecKwear bargain at $1

$1

Children's new Spring wash dresses
-^300 or more of them—the very latest
styles in plain chambray, also stripes
and checks in all the popular shadessizes 6 to 14 years—regular $1.50 and
$1.98 dresses at, choice
V-

The payment of only $1 down and $1
a week will put a splendid hornless
Victor or Columbia talking machine
in your home. No interest—no extras
of any kind. The complete outfit at
. Second floor.
the special low price of $39.50—consisting of talking machine, six records
Ribbon bargain at $1;
(double faced) and 300 needles. Sent
All silk taffeta and moire nbboi
prepaid anywhere in New England- suitable for mijlinery purposes, sasho
One will be sent to your home for. .$1 and hair bows—large range of colorsFifth floor.
choice of one or. more colors—our rer
Dress goods bargains at $1 ular 25c quality—6 yards for. .„. .$1
Any piece of $1.50 black dressgoods j
Optical bargains at $1
at $1—Henriettas, serges, broadcloths,
Regular $5 a pair Toric (deep curvePrunellas, whipcords, diagonals, pop- lenses at $1 for-each lense. Regulai
lins, imperials, silk warp crepes, all t2.50*Vpair Toric (deep curve) lenset
wool crepe, Nun's veiling, Melrose, mo- at $1 a pair. Regular $2.50 a pair gokl
hairs, etc., etc. Choice of anything filled Eye-glassep (Shur-on style) at $1
Second floor.
$1.50 black dress goods in our stock at
**
yar£l
Corset
bargain
at 91
Choice of any of our $1.50 colored
Regular $1.50 Royal Worcester corplaids (12 different colors) at..... .$1 sets made of fine quality coutil in a
New Duvetyne coating in the sea- splendid model for average figuresgon's best colors, $1.59 value, at....$l sizes 19 to 30—at, per pair
$1
Regular $1.50 imported silk and wool
Second floor.
'
Crepe de Paris in twelve new colors Children's coat bargain at
at .-....-- v* Main floor.
*
$1
Children's coats-jn a good variety of
,. Soap bargain at $1
popular colors—ikes to fit children of
A good toilet soap—scented—assort- two
to six years—Regular $3 and $3;98
ed odors—worth 5c a cakfrr-36 cakes
••
• ■ -*1
1 coats at
Second floor.
for
*
"•*
Main floor.

Second floor.

Women's fine lingerie night gowns
and skirts—Gowns made Empire style,
handsomely trimmed with lace yoke
and sleeves—ribbon beading on neck
and Empire Waist line finished with
ribbon bow. Skirts made of exquisite
style and new effects with fine Valenciennes and shadow lace flouncings,
headed by wide ribbon beading and
bow—regular $1.50 and $1.69 values at,
choice
"*
Second floor.

Waist bargains at $1

Women's chiffon waists in a choice
variety of colors including black and
white, navy and white, Copen and
white, etc.—several handsome models
made with high lace yokes—regular
$1.98 value at, choice
»$1
Second floor.

Knit underwear bargains
at SI

Women's $1.50 Venetian glove silk
vests—white and pink in all sizes—
America's best known make—at, per
garment
•
•> MM
Women's regular 50c union suits—
lace trimmed, wide knee—silk trimmed
neck and armlets at, per. suit
$1
Women's regular 25c Swiss ribbed
vests—low neck, sleeveless, with lace,
crochet, or plain neck—six v«sts for $1
Main floor.

Spool cotton bargain at $1
Chad wick's
celebrated six cord
thread, 200-yard spools, regular price
50c a dozen—(not over 4 dozen sold t6
a customer)—4 dozen for
$1
Main floor.

Rug store bargains at $1
Axminster rugs, size 27x54—regular
value $1.75, at
I*
Inlaid linoleum—ten different patterns to choose from—regular $1.50
and $1.65 values at, per yard...... .$1
Rubber mats, size 18x30; regular $1
value—special, 2 mats for
$1
Third floor.

Millinery bargains at 81*

PUBLISHED

church last Sunday evening, was .greatly
on Tuesday, on the advice of Dr. Emerappreciated.
son A. Ludden, North Brookfield, who
AT
Miss J«nnie L. Irwin of Madison, Ct., accompanied her with a nurse.
sls$
Journal Block, North Brookfield, Mass
and Miss Carolyn Irwin of Warren were Davis is suffering from a nervous breakthe guests Sunday of Mr and Mrs Henry down.
HORACE J. LAWRENCE,
W. Irwin, High street.
EDITOR ASD PROPRIETOR.
Special services will be held at the Con"Junior Prom" of the class of 1915 gregational church four evenings the
1.00 a Year in Advance B.The
H. S. will be held in town hall, East- coming week—Tuesday evening, The
Single Copies,3 Cents.
er Monday night. Donahue's orchestra Glory and Humility of Christ; WednesAddress all communications to BROOKFIELD will furnish music.
day, The Home-coming of the King, led
TIMES. North Brookfield. Mass.
by Sumner H. Reed; Thursday, ComOrders for subscription, advertising, or iob
Lassawa tribe of Red Men will have a
munion; Friday, Our Sacrifice for Sin,
work and payment (or the name, mar be sent
direct to the main offlee. North Brootneld or social dance in Red Men's hall, East
Rev. A. W. Budd, North Urookfield.
o Geonte W. McNainora. Brookfield
^rookfield, Easfer Monday
night.
Rev. Dr. Benedictus Nelson, Brooklyn,
Wedge's orchestra of Spencer will furBROOKFIELD.
N. Y., and Rev. Lewis Pehison, Red
nish music.
Wing, Minn., were guests of Rev. aiid
The Woman's Alliance of the First
Charles H. Clarendon has moved into
Mrs Charlton Wednesday.
Both are
Parish church will have a food sale in the
the Hooker house on Lincoln street.
nephews of Dr. Charlton, and began
south hall of the town house, Friday aftheir study for the ministry under his
Charles Huntington moved Tuesday ternoon, April 10. Hot-cross-buns will
direction. There are 12 ministers among
from Hyde street to the Converse house be a specialty.
the relatives of Dr. and Mrs Cliarl
on Maple street.
, At a meeting of the fire engineers, on ton,—three sons and nine nephews.
Mr and Mrs Patrick Mahoney of Spen- Thursday afternoon, Charles L. Simpson,
Atth.-ir meeting, Monday night, the
cer, visited Mrs Minnie Fenton, Sherman Nelson E. Lucier and Earl Cordan were selectmen voted to grant the petition of
appointed
substitute
hosemen
attached
to
street, Wednesday.
the New England telephone and telegraph
Steamer Co. 2.
company to erect poles and string wires
Edward ¥, Delaney, spent Sunday
A marriage intention was filed Friday for a cable line on North street, East
with his parents, Mr and Mrs Michael
night with town clerk Robert G. Liver- Brookfield. The selectmen reserved the
Delaney, South Natick.
more, by Homer Frank Gonyer, 24 years, right to decide the location of the poles.
Miss Fernice Delaney returned Sunday and Miss Matilda May Coran, 24, both of It was voted to recommend David N.
from a week's visit with her grand- East Brookfield.
Hunter for the appointment of inspector
parents in South Natick.
John L. Hughes left Tuesday to resume of cattle and stabies, by the state. Jo*
William Tunstall of Southbridge spent his duties as instructor of chemistry at seph D. Adams and Isadore Trahan were
Sunday with his parents, Mr and Mrs the Connecticut Agricultural college at appointed special police officers in East
Rills amouuting to «2000
Storrs, after passing a 10 days' vacation Brookfield.
John M. Tunstall, Main street.
at the home of his parents on Kimball were approved.
George Coult, of the Rice ekJmer disThese officere were elected by local 252,
trict, started Tuesday foi-a two montlis' street.
Boot and Shoe Workers' Union:— Preait
A meeting of the Village Improvement dent, Henry M. Durkiu; vice president,
visit with relatives in California.
society will be held in the banquet hall,
Miss Josephine Holcomb' of Worcester Tuesday afternoon, April 7, at the UBual Henry W. Irwin; financial secretary and
treasurer, Albert H. Bellows; recording
was the guest Sunday of her parents, Mr hour. This is the annual meeting and a
sacretary, George H. Hughes; sentinel,,
and Mrs Oscar Holcomb, Howard, street. good attendance is desired.
Charles Hannigan; conductor, Thomas
Mr and Mrs Frank E. Webster and
Car 54, on the W. B. & S. railway, in Derrick; executive committee, William
Homer Webster of Wellesley, were at charge of Glover S. Fletcher and motor- Mundell, Henry M. Durkin, William
their cottage, Lake Quacumquasit, last man Winnie Walker, went off the tracks Byron, Matthew Ryan, Harry E. Byers,
Sunday.
at 12.40 o'clock Sunday afternoon, and and Misses Abbie O'Brien of North
Brookfield and Mary Ellen Derrick; trus*
Palm Sunday will be-observed by ap- passengers had to transfer for two trips,
tees, George H. Hughes, Henry" W. llM
propriate services and sermon by the before the wrecking crewlrom the power win and Albert H. Bellows.
pastor at the Methodist Episcopal church. station got the car back onto the railB.
At a meeting of the Overseers of the
Sunday evening service in charge of the The forward end of the car went 10 feet
out towards the middle of the road. .
Poor, Saturday, Simon Lord of North
Rev. A. R. Nichols.
Brookfield, was elected warden and Mrs
Lord as matron of Brookfield town farm
for one year. They will take charge on
Tuesday.. The overseers have not yet
made public the exact amount of salary
to be paid Mr and Mrs Lord, although it
was announced that it is more than (550
a year. Mr Lord has been warden at the
North Brookfield town farm, for the
"Foremost in Fashion"
past five years, and from 1907 to 1909,
was warden at Brookfield town farm,
leaving for the position at North Brookfield, to receive a higher salary.
Richard Wentworth, who has been warden
for the past five years, received (500,
which included the services of his wife,
as matron. In the present arrangement,
Mr Lord will furnish all the help required about the house without receiving
any additional recompense.
EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,

Fancy vest bargain at $1

Men's fancy vests—just a hundred
of them—regular $2.50 to $5 valuesspecial at
™
Third floor.

Glove bargain at $1
Our regular $1.50 "Mentone" glove
—one of the finest gloves made in
France. Finest selected real kid skin,
with two clasps and overseam embroidery—all the very best colors including
the contrasting, colors—all sizes—our
regular Spring importation—special $1
Main floor.

Boy's clothing bargain
A brand new dollar bill given to
each of the first 50 purchasers of boys'
clothingon dollar day—this applies only to suits at $5 or over.
Third floor.

Men's furnishing bargains
at$l
Men's $1.50 "Yorke" shirts—America's best make—all new Spring styles
—all sizes—plain or pleated bosomsspecial at
P*
Barker brand pure linen collars—
regularly sold at 15c each—all the most
popular styles—all sizes—10 for
$1
Men's finest"-$l quality neckwear.
The season's newest styles in their richest qualities, made by America's best
Cravat makers. Special, 2 for
$1
Men's $1.50 silk finished pongee pajamas, plain colors and neat stripe,
made with silk frogs, liberally sized.
Twin needle stitched throughout. Special
*1
Main floor

Jewelry bargains at $1

Shoe buckles, in platinum finish, set
with white settings, regular $2.00 value at
i
'•
"••§?
Dinner rings, sterling silver, -platinum finish, stone setting, $5 value at $1
10 kt. solid, gold rings, with settings,
sapphire, coral, topaz, turquoise, opals,
emeralds, pearls, etc. Value $4 to $10
at
*1
Lavalieres, sterling silver, platinum
finish, tone settings, $5 values at
$1

Toilet goods specials at $1
Barkers' Hirsutus, regular $1.50 bottle, at
U
Bradley's Rosemaid perfume, $1.50
value, at
'■ ■ ■
§|
Halycon, Rose Perfume, regularly $1.75
per ounce, at
»1
Parisian ivory hair brushes, regular
$1.50 value at
$1
Hot water bottle, or fountain syrings, regular $1.75 value at
$1

RICHARD HEALY

EASTER CLOTHES

Curtain bargains at $1
Scrim curtains of white, cream, or
arabian, value $1.75 to $2.00 per pair,
special at
•••
.;-••■",,
Couch covers, 60 inch wide, full
length, oriental pattern, regular $2.25
value for ..'.
*1

:'

Regular $3 to $5 black or white
French or willow ostrich plumes (travelers' samples)—choice, at
fl
Regular $2 to $4 ready to wear tailored and dress hats—five hundred of
hem—made especially forthis sale by
Furniture bargains at $1
.lie of our best regular maters—turUmbrella stands in Mission finish,
ans, sailor and brim styles—choice, value $2 at
■ ■■_■ • • • -?1
t
"
Scrap
baskets,
of
Mission
finish, valSecond floor.
ue $2 at
.
••'••;*
Book racks, Mission finish, value $d
Hosiery bargains at $1
'*
120 dozen women's regular 3 for $1, at
avender top, fine gauze Spring weight
Art
Dept.
specials
at
$1
■otton hose—this stocking is probably
Combination offer. One stamped
the best known and most extensively
sold 3 for $1 quality on the market- night gown, value $1; one staniped
some of this lot have maker's mill chemise, Wue 75c; one stamped corset
faults, so slight you would never have cover, value 50c; total value, $2.25.
*1
known it, had we not told you. This Special, all for Fourth floor.
sale, 6 pairs for
•"
Women's $1 silk stockings—very fine
Coffee specie.! at $1
quality in black and colors. All over
Our popular brand coffee. Regularsilk except the deep double garter welt
and the soles and toes, whieh are of ly sold at 25c per pound. Special, five
$jl
extra strong wearing Jisle. This lot . pounds for
also subject to mill faults—Special,
Candy special at $1
2 pairs for
$J
For one day only, any selection in
Boys' or girls' Pony stockings—aH
weights—all styles—regularly 25c a our Candy Dept. to the amount of
t
$1
pair—special; 6 pairs for
fl $1.30 at
Main floor.
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of Assured Style and Quality
At the Lowest Prices.

%

The. new styles, the new fabrics, the correct
colors are shown at the Richard Healy store
months ahead of other stores.

i5oo NEW SPRING TAILORED 'SUITS
In Advance and Authentic Styles

k

X)

In this choice collection of suits there are 300
different models that represent the cream of
Spring Fashions for Women and Misses at
$15.00, $17.50 to $95.00.
We specialize on extra large women and
short waisted figures and can fit you stylishly
and becomingly.
NEW WAISTS

Matter of Friends.
It Is good to have a friend, but it Is
better to be a friend. The gain of being unselfishly loved and sympathized
with and helped and cheered, is not to
be compered with the gate of unselfishly loving and sympathizing and
with helping and cheering another. No
glad incoming to one's heart from
without can uplift and enlarge it like
the expansive force of' a generous Tind
eelf-forgettlng lore outworking from
within—H. Clay TrumbuU.

Where Many Make Mistake,
with a gentle heart and lound ret.
boning powers a man comes to admire
in others the qualities which he himself lacks, but earlier wanted so much
that he considered any one possess
ing them more or less of an enemy.
It is only men who have done nothing
with a single talent, or possibly a confusing, group of talents, who remain to
the" BW^oTTffe bitter toward those
who have made good, having but one
or two.

Queer English Duty,
*
Americans will be Interested to
know that from 1660 It has been customary to take a duty as one of the
hereditary customs of the crown. In
1660 there was a duty of eight pence
a gallon on all the tea liquor sold in
all coffee' HOUSW'^B. great Inconvenience to tea drinkers, because it was
surveyed umj 'twice a flay -by the "WIT
else officers, and so could only be
brewed twice a day.—London MalL

Life Is What We Make It
Life in Itself is neither good nor
evil. It is the scene of good or evil,
as you make it And If you have lived
a day, you have seen all. One day Is
equal and alike to all other days.
There is no other light, no other
shade. This very sun, this moon,
these very stars, this very order and
disposition of things Is the same your
ancestors enjoyed, and that shall also
entertain your posterity.

Trimmed Piano to Suit Him,
Afghans have a penchant for musical instruments, and the. wealthier
classes Import some costly makes,,
though occasionally their manner of
using them is somewhat startling to
more civilized eyes. It is of record
that an Afghan nobleman sent out to
Europe for a grand piano, and on Its
arrival had all the lower part of it out
off, as he found it most convenient to
play it while squatting on the floor.

98 c. to $25.00

NEW COATS

$9.75 to $50.00

NEW SKIRTS

$5.00 to $22.50

NEW DRESSES
512
MAIN STREET

$10.00 to $95.00

RICHARD HEALY

WORCESTER
MASS.

Death of Ephralm B, Adams.
Ephraim B. Adams, aged 79 years, 2
months and 20 days, died Friday night
at his home on Central street, from pneumonia, fo lowing an illness of two weeks.
Mr Adams was born on Ragged Hill,
West Brookfield, son of Sydney and Caroline (Ellis) Adams, Jan. 7, 1835.
He
wag married in Brookfield April 16, 1861,
to Miss Nancy Twichell, who died in
1898. Atfter their marriage Mr and Mrs
Adams went to live in New Braintree,
where he owned one of the largest farms
in that district. Thry returned to Brookgeld in 1866, and went to live in thelarge
bouse on Central street, in which he has
since lived. Mr Adams was foreman in
the cutting room at the E. E, Twichell
shoe factory for several years, and followed shoe-making up to 16 years ago,
and had lived a retired life since. He is
survived by a daughter, Miss Eleanor M.
Adams, Brookfield, a brother, Nathan
Adams, Omaha, Neb., and a sister, Mrs
A. G. Blodgett, Ware. The funeral was
held Monday afternoon, with services at
the home at 2 o'clock, Rev. William L.
Walsh officiating.
The bearers were
Charles L. Vizard, Charlton, and John
E. Walker, Walter B. Mellen and Oscar
Bemis. Burial was in Brookfield cemetery. There were many floral tributes
from relatives and friends.
Among the
oot-of-town people who attended the funeral were: Dr. and Mrs A. G. Blodgett,
Ware; Mrs Myrtle Wilbur-Abbott, Somerville; Mrs R. E, Jacobs, Mrs William
8. Perry, Worcester; Mr and Mrs Charles
L. Vizard, Charlton, and Emerson II.
Stoddard, East Brookfield. Undertaker
Robert G. Livermore was in charge.
TWO HOUSES FOR SALE.
IN BBOOKtriED, both In good condition: one
of 10 rooms with 1.3 acre of land. $2000; the
other of 7 rooms, S15Q0. 1-3 Case in each case.

A WOOD LOT FOR SALE.
F ao ACRES in Brookfield, convenient to the
. Railroad. Part 35 and part 24 years' growth.
Lota of poles ready to out. Land and timber
for $1300 cash. Write V, A L1NC(^% 26 Boulevard St., West Springfield, Mass.

0

Successful Easter Sale

WEST BROOKFIELD.

The Ladies' society of the Ccngregational church had an Easter sale and entertainment in the vestry, Wednesday
afternoon and evening, that was well attended. The vestry presented an attractive appearance, with streamers of purple
and Easter lilies as decorations.
The booths were arranged along the
sides of the hall, the home-made food
booth, being in charge of Mrs Elbert L.
Bemis and Mrs Mary J. Wakefleld; the
apron booth was attended by Mrs Sherman Goodwin, Mrs Charles T. Gunn and
Mrs Victor J. Fortier; the variety table
was looked after by Mrs Ella Miller and
Mrs William Granger, and the candy
booth was in charge of Misses Ethel Johnson, Mary Ellen Johnson, and Marion
Johnson Clark of Northampton*.
The
principal attraction of the fair, was the
Japanese room, which was supplied with
articles from New York. Tea was served
in tiny Japanese cups in regular oriental
custom. The room was in charge of
Miss Emily Ham and Mrs John McLaurin, boeh of whom were dressed in Japanese costume, and the handkerchief
and necktie booth Was in charge of Mrs
'Richard Finney.
Supper was served
from 6.30 until 8 o'clock.
At 8 o'clock there was an entertainment that opened with a piano duet by
Mrs Frederick D, Works and Mrs Charles
A. Sweet, and was followed by a reading,
"Deacon Jones' Grievance," by Miss
Isabelle Morse of North Brookfield; the
next was the solo, "The trysting time,"
by Mrs Frederick D. Works, and was
followed by a reading by MIBS Reta McCrea of Milbury.
Preceding the song,
"The Sunbonnet Girls," by Daisy Hunter, Alice Rice Laflin, Avis Green, Mabel
Finney and Leta Love, was the song,
"Easter Morn," by^Mias Edith O'Neil of
East Brookfield; then a reading, "The
spelling bee," by Miss Morse; next was a
piano duet by Misses Mildred G. Mitchell
and Pauline Eaton. The entertainment
cnncliided with the reading,- ''When I
onv grandma,'' by little Miss McCrea.
The committee in charge of the arrangements was Mrs Henry J. Clarke, chairman, Mrs Sherman Goodwin and MrB
Charles T. Gunn.

Marshall C. Gilbert, Central street has
a 1914 model Ford touring car.
The fire department held a special
meeting at the Firemen's hall, at 7
o'clock, Mondny evening.
Quabbas tribe I. O. R. M: met in Red
Men's hall last Thursday, and worked
the adoption degree on three candidates.
Circle 4 of the parish auxiliary of the
Congregational church held a food sale at
the home of Mrs Mrs George H. Fales,
Main street.
Carl ton D. Richardson shipped two
deer from Indian Rock farm game preserves, by express, to Germany, this
week.
Joseph H. Bennett, chauffeur for Geo.
H. Brown, Jr. South Main street, has a
license to operate a Harley Davison mo.
torcycle.
Saturday night, the Good Times Club
enjoyed a pleasant entertainment and s
meat pie supper at the home of Mrs Edmund R. Sibley.
The spring term of the rural schools,
and lower grades began Monday. Miss
Mellora Dickinson South Hadley Falls,
is the new teacher for District No. 2.
West Brookfield school committee have
organized for the ye"ar with Dr. Chas. A.
Blake for chairman and,Alfred C. White,
secretary. Sumner H. Tteed is the third
member. The election of a school physician was deterred to a later meeting.
Frank D. Stone, Mechanic street, was
delivered a deed Tuesday, to th i real estate on Cottage street, taxed to Albert S
Shackley. The property consists of i
house, shop and 1-3 of an acre of land
assessed for (1475.
Farm property assessed to Fred B.
Walls, executor, has been conveyed to
William Shaw of New York. It includes
a house, barn, shed and 97 acres of land
in the homestead, valued at. (2900. Mr
Walls has sold his effects at auction ami
will leave West Brookfield.

An Easter supper was served in Grand
Army hall by the Ladies' Aid Society of
the Methodist church, last Thurday
night. Candy was sold by Miss Carrie E.
Benson and Mrs Edith J. Livermore;
OAKHAM.
aprons by Mrs Albert A. and Mrs Wallace L. Gladding and cake by Mrs Nellie
The drama, "The Vagabonds," which Godfrey.
the grange advertised for Tuesday night,
Mrs Susan ROBS, West Main street, obbaa been postponed until April 10, on account of the illness of Edward M. Leav- served her 9lBt birthday, last Friday, and
itt, who is to have one of the leading she was pleased with a shower of postal
cards from her friends. There was
parts of the play.
small family party in her honor. Poems
At the annual town meeting the followwere read and stories told. Mrs Ross is
ing officers were elected without opposithe widow of Joshua Ross, formerly of
tion:—Selectman, three years, Gilbert T.
Ware.
Buttrrfield; assessor for three years,
The body of William A. Lamson, who
William H. Parkman, overseer of poor,
three years, Jesse Allen; school commit- died in New York, of appendicitis, was
tee, three years, Mrs Sibley F. Woodis; borught to West Brookfield last Thurscemetery committee, fot three years, day, for burial in Pine Grove cemetery.
James P. Fairbank; library trustee, three Mr Lamson was born in West Brookfield,
years, Miss Sara E. Butler; tax collector, the younger of two sons of Harrison O.
Edmund Cody; treasurer, John W. Lamson. He was 54 years of age, and
Dwelly; auditor, Walter M. Robinson; was a graduate of Harvard University.
tree warden, Harry W. Grimes; highway He is survived by his wife.
surveyor, Gilbert T. Butterfleld; fence
Miss Eunice Graham, Charleston, W.
viewers, Jesse Allen, Sylvester H. HasVa., was the guest of honor at a party in
kell,-Charles H. Trpwbridge; constables,
the home of Dr. and Mrs Clement E.
William C. Ayres, Henry W. Bartlett,
Bill, given by their daughter, Miss
Frank L. Cheever, Fred H. Parmenter,
Eleanor S. Bill. Miss Graham is a roomWalter R. Dean, Frederick Exley; sealer
mate of Miss Bill's at the New Haven
of weights and measures, Wayland An- normal school of gymnastics and they
gier; measurers of wood and bark, Syl- are spending their Easter vacation in
vester R. Dean, Alfred C. Morse, Fred H. West Brookfield.
Parmenter; measurers of lumber, Walter
At the adjourned town meeting Mon
Dean, James Leyden, Fred Parmenter;
field drivers, John W. Dwelly Wayland day night, it was voted to'increase the
appropriation for building the macadamAngier, Arthur K. Reed.
Appropriations—Schools, (1600, high- ized road, (400, and also to have addiways $14C0, poor (250, browntail sup- tional lighting Service, increasing the appigssion (t25, street lights (150, ceme- propriation, (13.75. Seven instead of
teries (100, opening roads $200, school six new lights will be installed. It was
superintendent (60, bonding officers (25, voted to build a reinforced concrete
soldiers' relief (10, medical school in- bridge at the outlet to Lake Wickaboag
spection (5, Memorial ball repairs (175, on the Ware road, but no appropriation
contingent fund (500. The vote for li- was made.
The last supper and entertainment for
cense is: No 24, yes, 48.
the year was held by the Social and
This committee was appointed to inCharitable Society at the Congregational
vestigate the feasibility of placing a munichurch, Wednesday night. The supper
cipal electric lighting plant in Oak ham:—
was served in the vestry by Mrs Arthur
Gardner M. Dean, Gilbert C. Butterfleld,
Warfleld, Mrs Edwin Wilbur, Mrs RichJohn P. Day, Clarence H. Parker and
ard D. Olmstead, Mrs Sumner H. Reed,
Walter R. Dean. It was voted to have
Mrs Lewis H. Bruce, Mrs Wiiliam E.
the annual town meeting hereafter on
Smith, Dorothy Smith and Mrs Webster
the first Monday of February.
L. Kendrick. Miss Lena^Gamble was in
charge of the entertainment.
Wrappings of the Mummies.
Sumner H. Reed has sold his farm on
The cloth woven by the ancient
Egyptians was so durable that though the Brookfield road to Albert L. Hauck,
it has been used for thousands of Cincinnati, Ohio. Mr Hauck will take
years as wrappings for the mummies possession April 20. The Durham cattle,
the Arabs of today can wear It It la bred on the farm for 40 years and all
all ot linen, the ancient Egyptians confarming tools were included in the Bale.
sidering wool unclean.
The homestead is of 165 acres which,
with the house, barn, ice house and farm
Wleldera of Influence.
hands' house are assessed for (9400. The
The hand that rocks the cradle may 12 cows, 5 yearlings, 8 two-year old and
rule the world, but there Is no ignor- one three-year-old are valued at (675.
ing the Influence wielded by the foot
and ankle that peep through the slit Mr Reed will move to Brookfield after
in a stylish skirt—Youngstown Tele- having been a citizen of West Brookfield
for 28 years.
gram.
/

NO. 14.
WEST BROOKFIELD.
Death of Mrs Blanche I. Brady.
Blanche I. (Snow), aged 20 years, 3
months and 13 days, wife of John A.
Brady, died at her home, on South Main
street, Friday afternoon of peritonitis,
after a week's illness. She was born in
West Brookfield, Dec. 14, 1893, her parents being Louis E. and Eva (Whiting)
Snow. Mrs Brady received her education
in West Brookfield public schools, and
was married to Johu A. .Brady of West
Brookfield, by the late Rev. Benson M.
Frink, January 25, 1912.
Mrs Brady was a, member of the Methodist church, the West Brookfield chapter of the Epworth League and of the
Grange.
,
She is survived by her husband and
one aSn, Arthur Redmond Brady, and
her father, mother and sister, Miss Hazel
Snow.
Prayers were said at the Brady home
by Rev. Eugene Thrasher, Sunday afternoon, after which, servfees were conducted at the Methodist church at 2.30 P. M.
The church was filled with mournere.
Two favorite hymns, Jesus, Savior, Pilot
Me, and Abide with Me, were read during the service. There were many floral
tributes from relatives, friends and organizations to which Mrs Brady belonged.
•
The bearers were: Frank A. Winn, of
Greenfield; Frank L. Wells, Brimfleld;
Arthur H. Bates, Springfield; and Peter
Brady, East Templeton. Burial was in
Pine Grove cemetery, Undertaker Robert
G. Livermore, Brookfield, in charge/
Death of Mrs Ethel May Conway.
Ethel May (Gould), wife of Bernard
Conway, died at her home, West Main
street, Monday morning of septicemia,
after a week's illness. Mrs Conway was
30 years, 9 months, 12 days old, having
been born at Martha's Vineyard, Aug.
18, 188:1. Her parents were William E.
a„d Auna M. (Howard) Gould. Mra
Conway passed most of her life in East
Douglas, and was a graduate of the
schools of that town and from the state
normal school at Worcester in the class
of 1904. She taught a year in South
Westminster, and two years in grades 4
and 5 at West Brookfield. June 28 1907,
she married Bernard A. Conway, and
the ceremony being performed in East
Douglas.
Beside her husband, Mrs
ConwaiP leaves three children, Bernice
Mary Anna, Dorothy Ethel and Robert
Augustus, and her mother, Mrs Anna
Gould. Funeral services were conducted
at the Congregational church at 2 o'clock
Wednesday afternoon. Rev. Vernon H.
Deming of East Douglas officiated'. The
members of Forest Chapter O. E. S. attended in a body. Burial was jn Pine
Grove cemetery. Undertaker Herbert P.
Johnson of Warren, was in charge.
Work for National Constitutional' Prohibition is going on throughout the country. The following resolution is being
presented to organizations for endorsement. "Resolved, That we are in hearty
favor of National Constitutional Prohibition and will do all within our power to
secure the adoption of an amendment to
the Constitution forever prohibiting the
sale, and manufacture for sale, transportation for sale, importation for sale, and
exportation for sale of intoxicating liquors for beverage purposes in the United,
States, in accordance with the joint resolution introduced in the United States
Congress by Congressman Richmond
Pearson Hobson." The W. C. T. U.
has secured the endorsement of this Resolution by quite a number of the organizations of this town.
The Lenten services, in charge of the
Episcopal church Guild, of West Brookfield, were concluded this week, at G. A.
R. with a talk by the RevR. M. Adams
of North Brookfield.
Foundation of Manhattan.
The foundation of Manhattan Island
is chiefly gneiss, a hard, brittle granite. In the upper part of the city
foundations are laid directly on th*
rock. Farther down, below Fourteenth
street, the soil is deep sand, running
into quicksand, and for some of the
greatest skyscrapers it has been necessary to sink caissons more than 100
feet to get to bedrock.
Supreme Court All-Pbwerful.
The Supreme court ot the United
States Is the most remarkable political
Institution of the world. Its judgment
rendered upon cases brought before
them becomes the supreme law of the
land.
Not Worth It.
It costs more than $3,000,000 a week
to run the olty of New York. We willingly accept the controller's figures
for It, but hanged If we believe it is
worth the money.—Manchester Union.
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SECRETARY M'ADOO AND TWO SONS

ASQOITH TAKES
WAR OFFICE
British Premier Springs Great
Surprise by Sensational Move
RESIGNS

FROM

COMMONS

FRAUDS WORKED
ON IMMIGRANTS
ARE SHOWN UP
Report of State Commission
Describes Cheating of New
Arrivals.
SOME

PRACTICALLY SOLD

INTO

SLAVERY.
Extraordinary Scenes in House of
Commons Follow His Announcement
and Dramatic Withdrawal From
It to Seek Re-Election.

Permanent State Board to Give Expert Advice Is Recommended.

FIVE BILLIONS Ur PROP.
ERTY ELUDES TAX
Commissioner

Trefry

Conclusions from

Draws

Hit

Report* on

Inheritances.
Boston—That personal property approximating $5,000,000,000
escapes
taxation each year in Massachusetts
is the estimate of state's taxation experts.
When Tax Commissioner Wllllani
D. T. Trefry made in his annual T»
port, just published, the astounding
statement that "some billions of dollars' worth of taxable property is untaxed," there were those who jumped
at the conclusion that the figures
were given for the picturesque purposes of argument.
Asked directly how he reached his
conclusions, he replied: "There is no
absolutely reliable basis upon which
to determine the exact amount and
value of personal property in the
commonwealth and the amount and
value of this which, though taxable,
remains untaxed. At best any fig.
ure quoted must be in the nature ol
an estimate, for no rule has been discovered that will give an undoubted
answer.
"There Is, however, a way of arriving at an approximate answer ana
there is a fair basis upon which to
work. Since the inheritance
law
went into effect this department haa
had the returns made for the taxation of legacies and successions, and
these returns have given 'an excellent
idea of the relation between the real
and personal property In the state."

MURDERS WIFE,
TRIES SUICIDE

I

LOCK

Nine Children Motherless By
Everett Man's Act/

Charleg

Edmonds

USE'S HATCHET AND RAZOR
Charles

F. SUrratt Crazed by JeaU

~oucy and Financial DifficultiesSeems in Daze When Questioned by Police, j

Everett, Mass.—Crazed by jealousyBoston—How poor, ignorant immiand financial difficulties, Charles F.
grants are defrauded of their scant
Starratt of Everett murdered his wife,
London.—Sensation follows sensa- savings, deluded with false promises
by almost severing her head with a.
tion in the development of the politi- and even sold Into slavery by sharks
razor, a liatchet and a knife, and then,
cal crisis precipitated by the Unionist In the form of unlicensed agents Is
attempted to take his own life by
attempt to render the British army told In the report of the State Comgashing his throat and hanging.
ineffective in -suppressing possible mission on Immigration sent to the
Three policemen, eummoned by theUlster resistance to the Home Rule Legislature.
terror-stricken children of the couplt,
Foremen in factories, It was found,
bill.
broke
down the bedroom door of theFollowing the fierce excitement of often charge $10, $15 or $25 for a Job,
Starratt home at 204 Sprlngvale avelast week. Prime Minister Asquith an- and then, under threat of discharge,
nue, Just as the man was adjusting a,
nounced in the House of Commons collect a weekly stipend. This pracBlipnooee about his neck. His throat,
that not only have Field-Marshal tice is prohibited by a statute, the
Secretary McAdoo's engagement to Miss Eleanor Wilson, daughter j>f French, Chief of the General Staff, enforcement of which is, however,
was seriously cut, and by his eld*the president, was recently announced. Secretary McAdoo Is here shown and Adjutant-General Ewart persisted difficult and, unjust. It provides that
was a razor.
in their resignations, but that War both the foreman and the immigrant
In the belief that they had to deal
with his two sons, Robert and William.
Secretary Seely had tendered his are punishable by fine or imprisononly with a case of attempted suicideresignation afresh and that all three ment for this offense.
the police looked for Mrs. Starratt,
resignations had been accepted.
only to find her body where It -had.
The system of peonage by which
Then Mr. Asquith proceeded to the lumber camps' are supplied is exfallen beside the bed, after an obviousmake the dramatic announcement that, posed in the report. A Pole In Peastruggle with her maddened husband.
he himself would take over the Secre- body, sent to the woods in October,
Starratt readily submitted to arrest,,
taryship of War in addition to his 1913, was promised $115 a day and
and when Questioned at police headduties as Prime Minister, and, in ac- board. He paid an office fee of $1.50
quarters, seemed to be in a daze. He.
cordance with the opinion expressed to a Boston agency. When he reachrepeatedly told the police, when quesby the law officers, he would submit ed Maine his receipt was taken away
tioned as to the motive for his act,
Chief of Staff French and Adjt. Miss Ud&Jmcfjer Murdered on himself for re-election to Parliament. from him by the Maine agency and
that his wife would tell them if they
No such sensational statement had he was given a contract on which was BACONS TO TAKE 20-YEAR LEA8E. asked her.
Road Near Poland. N. Y.
Gen. Ewart Offended
been made in the House of Commons stamped "office fee due." He worked
For several weeks Starrett's menbefore within living memory. Its ef- twenty-seven days and was paid $16. Aggregate Rental of Siegel Stores tal condition has been under suspifect was the more marked because no- It cost him* $6.50 to get home.
cion and the police, at the request of
Will Be $5,875,000.
KING GEORGE IS ALARMED TRIED TO REFORM SUSPECT body ever dreamed of such a step beAnother flagrant example from the
relatives on both sides of the family,
ing taken.
report follows:
Boston—W. ft A. Bacon Company, have been keeping a watch on him.
As soon as the House had recovered
"A Russian in Peabody was also
the corporation organized to take Hte wife had Btood In the way of havGreat Britain Still Face to Face With Girl, for Whose Brutal Murder Boy Is from Its surprise at Mr. Asquith's de- sent to Maine by a Boston agency
ing him removed to some institution
cision It was realized on all sides that with twenty-seven other Russian and over the merchandise and store of the
Held, Was Greatly Interested in
Internal
Distension—May
Mean
It was a master stroke, which at once Polish immigrants in September, 1913. Henry Siegel Company, will lease the for observation.
Uplift
Movement
—
Authorities
Reorganization of Army—CurAs nearly as the police can deterkills the army crisis and restores the They were told by the agent that they
Forge Chain of Evidence.
raah Officers Aggressive.
Government to Its old position of would be paid $35 a month and board, premises for twenty years at an ag- mine, the miirfw occurred about 8o'clock in the morning. Though the.
dominating strength.
that the fare from Boston , to the gregate rental.of $5,875,000.
Utica, N. Y— Driving into the little
London.—The resignations of Field
With Mr. Asquith in the War De- camp was $4, and that the railroad
For the first five years, $250,000; nine children of the couple were in
Marshal Sir John French, Chief of village of Poland in northern Herki- partment officers who show a dlsposi station was In the camp. Each of second five years, $275,000; third five the house at the time, none of them
the Ir-perial ueneral Staff, and Sir mer county early in the morning, Hen- tiop. to question orders will know they
them paid a fee of $1.50 to the em- years, $300,000, and last five years, heard the struggle that must have«
John Spencer Ewart, Adjutant Gen- ry Fitch, a farmer, saw a woman's hat, are dealing with a man who will
$350,000. The lessor has reserved an taken place. Their action in telei
eral, from the Array Council present- a raincoat, and a hair switch lying in stand no nonsense, while at the same ployment office.
"They walked two days, from early interesting option "at the end of any phoning for the police was caused shy
ed a new crisis for Premier Asquith the road about half a mile from the time the public will be reassured
morning till night to get from the fiscal year to take in lieu of rent 5 seeing their father's hands covered
In connection with the Ulster troubles. centre of the town. There were evi- that no military step will be taken
railroad station to the place where percent of the gross business of the with blood.
Field Marshal French Is the virtual dences of a struggle which led him to against Ulster tag* Is not positively
At 1 o'clock Mr. Starrett asked
head of the British army, and imme- leave his wagon and follow a path demanded by the requirements of the they were to work. Finding many lessee."
their oldest boy, Howard, to start a,
conditions intolerable, eleven of them
At a hearing In the Siegel receiverdiately following his resignation a ser- through a fence and over a knoll. situation.
left after eighteen days of work. They ship proceedings counsel for the De- fire In the kitchen stove. The child
ies of conferences and negotiations In a clump of bushes beyond the knoll
A further advantage is that in the
remained down stairs, and was frightn dead and War Office Mr. Asquith will be In a were paid $7 apiece when they de- partment Store Trust stated that it* ened just after 8 o'clock to see his
between Buckingham Palace, the War Fitch found a young wj
manded their wages. They walked
property had been under lease to the
e snow.
Office and Downing Street began.
lying face downwari
better position to deal with the House
father, hands red with blood, appear
was Miss of Lords In any attempt to prevent two days back to the railroad station, Henry Siegel Company at a rental of and demand in an Incoherent sort of
Field Marshal French and General
The murdered
Ewart were Joint signatories with Col- Lida Beecher, ag
teacher in the passage of the Army Annual bill found the fare was $13 and had to $302,000 per annum, payable monthly, way that he get a piece of rope.
onel Seely of the memorandum to Bri- the village high school Miss Beecher of which there have been renewed write to their friends for money to and that four months' rent remained
The lad searched in vain, and afget back to Boston. One Pole who
gadier General Gough giving guaran- left her boarding
home of hints In the past few days.
ter a. moment Starrett cut the cordV
worked twenty-one days, had $7.75 unpaid.
tee to the army officers that they would A. D. Countrymai
sh. lihe had
Not the least surprising feature of
from the boy's sled and went back,
not be ordered to fight the Ulster Un- stated that she was"i< g to the Post the coup is that Mr. Asquith will sub- coming to him when office fees and
8AVE HAMPDEN HAILROAD.
up stairs. Howard rushed f6 the room
ionists.
Office and that from ther*. she expect- mit himself to re-election. This is con- transportation had been deducted."
of his 15-year-old sister, Ethel, and
The commission recommends that
• In the north of Ireland itself, where ed to go to the home of a boy. Eugene trary to the precedent set In 1873
Bankers Aid To Secure Enabling Legtold her the condition of their fathsome plan be wotked out by the State
the controversy between Nationalists Gtanini, aged 17.
when Gladstone decided to assume
islation.
er's hands. She told him to send for
Declaring that admissions made to the double duties of Chancellor of the Board of Medical regulation by which
#and Unionists had been the cause of
the police.
so much difficulty to the British Gov- District Attorney Farrell of Herkimer Exchequer and of Prime Minister. The the large and rapidly increasing numBoston—On
the
recommendations
ber of women who use midwlves may
Capt. Brown sent Officers Horsmer,
ernment, there was no disturbance of County amount to a confession, Coro- Government
supporters,
however, be protected against the untrained of the Public Service Commission, cal- Ooadey and Murphy on the run when
the peace. The two parties were ner Huyck swore out af warrant for warmly approved the course decided
and
irresponsible
who
practise
that
seemingly content to await events in the arrest of GianinI, charging him upon, since it is more than likely that
culated to clear the way for the oper- he got the childish appeal. At the
London.
with murder in the first degree in hav- Mr. Asquith's constituents will give profession.
ation of the Hampden, Railroad, a Starratt home Ethel had taken charge,
Among
other
recommendations
of
of matters and directed them to theInquiries made both In Dublin and ing caused the death of Miss Beecher. hi
an increased majority, which the report are as these: That the bill for enabling legislation has been bedroom, where Starratt had locked)
Curragh showed that a majority of
District-Attorney Farrell and Coro- will have .the effect o: still further
prepared
by
the
Boston
&
Maine,
the
sale
of
firearms
and
other
weapons
himself in.
the cavalry officers still express their ner Huyck spent some time with the strengthening his hands In carrying
be stringently regulated; that court Hampden Railroad and the Boston
The police had to put their should.
determination to resign rather than boy's companions and Jfrom one of
the struggle to a finish.
Interpreters be appointed by the state bankers who advanced the first build- era to the door and force it. They
obey orders to act against Ulster.
them obtained an affidavit sworn to
under civil service; that in order to ing money. This bill was given a rushed for Starratt, who was standing
Sir Edward Carson described the before a Justice of the Peace, in
GUNS GO TO BELFAST AS TEA.
secure greater protection for savings hear)"B before the Railroad Commit- across the room. He made no effort
situation as absolutely unparalled and which he asserts that Glanlni attempt)
of immigiants, the commissioner of tee at the State House. It extends to resist and submitted to being handexcept as a fairy tale, difficult to ed to have him assist in the murder of
Maxims Which Passed Customs, Now
banking be given the right to ask an the time to Jan. 1, 1920, in which the cuffed without trouble. The body of
understand.
the school teacher and later the two
Can't Be Found.
Injunction and for the appointment
King George returned to London boys were to blow the safe In the
Hampden Company may build its his wife lay close to the bed, where
London.—A
despatch
from
Belfast
of a receiver for any unlicensed agenafter a two days' visit to Lord Derby Union#Store at Poland. 'This boy,
branch line into Holyoke. It also au- it was allowed to remain until after
at Knowsley, Lancashire, in a state Brainerd Wilt, eighteen years old, ab- to the Dally Mall says Maxim guns cy found to be doing a banking busiIt had been viewed by the medical exIn twenty tea chests have been land- ness, and that money accepted for thorizes thej Boston & Maine to lease aminer.
cf the greatest perturbation because solutely refused.
ed In tha't city under the noses of transmission shall be forwarded with- or buy the Hampden Railroad and to
of the public references made In ParMrs. S.tarratt's father, John Case, a
Miss Beecher's effort to swerve
issue stock or bonds to pay for it, on
liament and in the press to his in- young Glanlni from his path of lncor- the customs officers despite the pro- in live days after it is received.
.
former Everett man, is on his way
"The Investigation of complaints or terms approved by the Public Service East to visit her. Mrs. Starratt, who
terference in the army crisis. There rigibillty may have been the direct hibition of the importation of arms
has been no such outburst against cause of her murder, in the opinion into Ireland. VThe guns were packed exploitation with a view to their ad- Commission. One of the contentions was Miss Elizabeth Case, was 34
a BritiBh monarch for nearly a cen- of Herkimer county authorities. The In sections and surrounded by tea. justment and the recommendation of of the petitioners is that if this en- years old.
tury, and George V. has sense enough young school teacher, the daughter of The duty on tea was paid in London, measures by which those «*»*».'* abling legislation is passed it will
to see in Its a portent not to be the Rev. and Mrs, William A. Beecher from which place the guns were which the immigrant is peculiarly a wipe out any doubt that may exist
ON
WELFARE OF
relative to the legality of the road, CONGRE8S
ignored.
victim, may be prevented."
of Sennett, Cayuga County, had for cleared.
CHILDREN TO MEET.
now questioned in some quarters on
The customs officers have since
Economic
injustice
and
oppress
on
several years imbibed a deeply religlearned the nature of the content* at home are found to be the leading account of the change in tne route.
MRS. EDDY LEFT $2 590,632
ious spirit and planned to quit school
Washington—Leaders in the modteaching this year and offer herself as of the chests and are trying to trace reasons for the great immigration in
ern movement for a better child life
State Board Exam* In June. .
Administrator Makes Final Accounta Presbyterian missionary In foreign them, but they are no longer In Bel- recent years from southern and eastBoston—Announcement that the from nearly all parts of the world
ing at Concord, N. H.
fields. She had become deeply inter- fast, having been secreteJ in some ern Europe. Religious persecution
ako flgure^ to a considerable extent next State board examinations will will assemble in Washington April 22
Concord, N. H.—Joslah E. Fernald, ested in the moral welfare of Glanlni. unknown place.
,„ the immigration from Russia and take place June 29 and 30, makes to attend a 6-day session of the third
administrator of the estate of Mrs. who Is of French descent, and had
BIG ENGLISH COAL STRIKE.
timely a discussion of the unique ed- international congress on the welfare
Mary Baker Eddy, made a final settle- written to her father on the subject
Turltcy
"i
It is estimated that two-thirds of ucational position occupied by what of the child, held under the auspices
ment of his account in the Probate of the course she should pursue in re
35,000 Men Quit Work In Yorkshire— the population of the State at the
is known as the union school super- of the National Congress of Mothers
Court. He turjed over to* the trus- Claiming him from evil ways,
135,000 Others About to Do So.
present time is either foreign-born intendency. This institution fits ad- and Parent-Teacher associations.
tees appointed by the court, who were
it appears from the talk of various
The program for the meeting virLeeds.—Thirty-five thousand coal or of foreign-born parentage. Last mirably into our whole educational
specified in Mrs. Eddy's will and who persons that Glanlni tired of the
are the directors of the Christian teacher's persistence In her efforts to mlnerB in the Yorkshire pits laid year more than 100,000 immigrants ar- scheme. It is on the one hand a tually was completed today. Besides
Science Mother Church, the sum of l.sve him reform. Then, too, the down their tools demanding the Intro- rived in Massachusetts. During the splendid method of supplying the the business meetings there will be
$2,590,632.18.
jouth, It is said, had a notion that duction of a minimum rate of wages. past ten years the yearly average has smaller towns with adequate school open lectures and discussions of all
Notices were later In the day hand- been 73,383.
supervision, and on the other it pro- important subjects relating to the
The directors of the Mother Church Miss Beecher had influenced his' fa".By the enforcement of an adequate vides a real training school for men spiritual, mental and pnysicsl welfare
accordingly came for the first time ther to have him committed to St. ed in by 135,000 others.
The Miners' Federation of Great plan of education it must dispel the who hope ultimately to obtain posi- of the child. The only purely social
actually into control of the Eddy e» Vlnce-t's Industrial School, Utica,
Britain has given its support to the Ignorance which begets prejudice, tions as superintendents in the larger function is to he a reception at the
tate. They are said to have received last August as an incorrigible.
a memorandum prepared by Mrs.
An examination of Mlss^Beecher's strike and a long struggle Is expected. makes the uninformed the victims of cities. Two" hundred and thirty-nine Vv nits House by Mrs. Woodrow WilEddy before her death giving Instruc- body revealed the fact that sfle had
reckless agitation and substitutes ."towns of the State are grouped into son.
SAILOR EATEN BY 8HARKS.
tions as to the manner in which she been hit on the back of the head
■violence for constitutional methods seventy-five unions.
FORTUNE CHA8E8 HIM.
wished her estate administered. The thirteen times with some blunt instruof securing redress," say the comIn
He
Fell
Overboard
From
■
Vessel
directors of the Mother Church have ment.
missioners.
Try MelUn In April.
Havana Harbor.
the authority to fill vacancies In their
The finding of this wrench, with
Kane, Penn.—A fortune of $300,000
Among the more striking of the
Bridgeport—Action in. the case of
Havana, Cuba.—A report from Isa- commission's recommendations are:
Its wooden handle broken off, by
board.
awaits Keith Dalrymple, aged 23, of
Charles S. Mellen, former president Port Alleghany, who disappeared from
Mr. Fernald also settled the claim Coroner Huyck at the exact spot in- bella de Sague says Boatswain LunemCompulsory half-day schools for ilof the btate of New Hampshire on dicated by young GianinI in one of his berg of the steamer Borney Castle fell literates, and compulsory evening of the New York, New Haven ft home seven years ago. Relatives have
Hartford Railroad Company, charged started a country-wide search for the
account of the inheritance and suc- talks to the authorities, was the first from the bridge of the vessel Into the schools for illiterate minors.
with manslaughter as the outcome of young man. Nothing has been beard
cession tax by making a final payment Important link in the chain of cir- harbor and was devoured by sharks
Special classes in English for
the express wreck at Westport In of him since he disappeared.
of 19,892.25, bringing the total to * 118,- cumstantial ^evidence which the au- before a rescuing boat could be low»dults. ■■■
October, 1912, may come in the April
thorities say they are forging.
ered.
682.45.
The fortune was left him by hi*
Special classes for immigrants in
term of the Superior Court for Fair- father, an oil operator, who died rethe labor camps by the state board of
field county, as the criminal tide of
OIL MEN DISLIKE LEASE8.
BRIDGE BREAKS, 5 DIE.
500 BURNED TO DEATH.
cently.
education.
the March sitting has been adjourned.
7
state to pay cities and town part
Whit* Wolf's Band Sets Fir* to the Four Men and Women In Motor Independent California Operators Ob- of amount expended on evening and
BOY INHERI78 $12,500,000.
v
Ject to Proposed System.
Plunge Fifty Feet to Death.
Gin Fatal to 4-Year-Old 'Twin*.
Town of Shag-chow.
Washington.—Louis Titus, of San part-time schools.
Fresno, Cal.—By the breaking of a
PeUn-.'-Whlte Wolf and his band
That
private
employment
agencies
New York—John Nicholas Brown,
Franklin—Playing "doctor" while
of brigands, who were fighting 2,000 suspension bridge across the San Francisco, told the House Public doing interstate business be under fed- their mother was 111, the 4-year-old Jr., a 14-year-old boy, great-grandson
Lands Committee that the pending
regular troops at a place twenty mile* Joaquin River, four men and one woeral
regulation.
twin* of Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Mc- of Nicholas Brown, after whom Brown
from Shag-chow, feigned flight and man, crossing In automobile, were bill for a leasing system for opening
That the state makes a scientific Cahill are dead from drinking the university was named, becomes the
mineral and oil lands on the pjbllc dothe troops occupied the town. White plunged fifty feet Into the swift stream
"exploration
of
farm
lands
to
furnish
"richest boy in,the world" under a
contents of a bottle of gin.
main would work a hardship to the inWolf and his men surrounded the and drowned.
Mrs. MeCaTjHl was confined to bet
supreme court decision. A legal tanAmong the occupants of the ma- dependent oil operators of California. reliable information to prospective
place during the night and their
bed with a baby born "three -weeks gle had tied up a large portion of the
He Insisted that the interests for purchasers."
agents h-slde set fire to the town at dif- chine were L. N. Peart, general super
That the state shall provide "pub- ago, and the children obtained the
$25,000,000 estate left by John Cartel
ferent points.
Five hundred of intendent of the San Joaquin Light which he spoke should have recogni- He defenders" or, attorrmys for the
bottle in the absence of an attendant
Brown, son of Nicholas Brown.
the people of the town were burned and Power Corportlon, and J. E. Bur- tion of their Investments and that
they were facing a serious condition. AafMicA
gess, assistant superintendent
to death

PUPIL HELD FOR
BRITISH ARMY
HEADS RESIGN KILLING TEACHER
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Rudolph Van Vechten, a yoting man of
leisure. Is astonished to see a man enter
No. 1313, a house across the street from
, the Powhatan club, long unoccupied and
spoken of as the House of Mysterjr; Several persons at regular Intervals enter
No. 1313. Van Vechten expresses concern
to his friend, Tom Phlnney, regarding the
whereabouts of his cousin and fiancee,
Paige Carew. A fashionably attired woman is seen to enter the House of My*-?
t»ry. A man is* forelbly ejected from the
house. Van Vechten ftinf-Tom follow the
man and find him dead' In the street.
Van Vechten Is attracted by the face of
* girl In the crowd of onlookers surrounding the body, letter he discovers
the girl gaslng at him with a look of
•corn from the windows of the mysterious house. Detective Flint calls on Van
Vechten to get his version Vf the tragedy. Tom Phlnney goes alone on a yachting trip. He recognizes among some persons In a passing motor boat two men
whom he had seen enter the House of
Mystery. He sees one of them, a Mr. Calais, on shore later and follows him. Tom
Is setaed; blindfolded and taken to a
Ihouse. He hears a girl named Jessie, evidently the daughter of the man in authority, question his captors. A sweet-voiced
•ffrl later protests against the roughness
•of his captors. Van Vechten calls on his
uncle, Theodore Van Vechten, big man
In Wall street and known as the "Man of
Iron," in search of information sagardlng
the whereabouts of Paige CareW. Detective Flint shows Van Vechten a gold
■mesh purse found in the House of Mystery. Ven recognizes it as belonging to
X*alge Carew.

SSM

"Oh, no-no-no!" came a tense whisper. "You don't know what you are
talking about You haven't the slightest idea of the circumstances.
"Now listen to me—I must hurry. I
have come here to release you.
It
everything Is all right—I mean, If you
can satisfy me that I am warranted In
freeing you—you can go. Otherwise
I must leave you as you are; and I—I
don't want to do that."
"And I don't want you to, believa
me," breathed Tom, fervently. "Ar*
you the girl who asked me my name
downstairs?"
"Yes."

"Hush!" the girl cried in alarm.
"I—I couldn't help It" apologized
Tom. "It hurts like the very dev—like
the deuce. I'll be all right in a minute."
And after a bit, when the circulation
was restored to the benumbed members, Tom himself made short work of
the bonds around his ankles. He rose
unsteadily to his feet.
"If I could stamp a few time*." he
■aid.
"Mercy, no!"
"Oh, I shan't. What next?"
While he lent himself submissively
to the operation, she bound one of the
handkerchiefs over his eyes, tugging
the fabric and disposing It in such a
way that by no possibility could he
see when he got where it was light
Her fingers touched his face many
times, and the nearness of her, now
on this side, now on that and behind
him and In front, was making him
giddy.
"You must walk Just as carefully as
ever you can," she enjoined—"Just as
quietly as If you were a burglar. I will
take your hand. When I squeeze once,
It means you are to step down—twice
means to step up. . . What Is It?"
for Tom mumbled something.
"I said that I wished we were going
upstairs Instead of down."
"What in the world do you wish—
oh! So that Is all your promise
amounts to, is it?"
"I can wish, can't I?" Bald Tom,
moodily. "I didn't Intend for you to
hear."
Her response was a sharp command
tor him not to speak another word.
"Give me your hand," she said curtly.
Their fingers met and closed, but
when she attempted to move away
Tom drew her-to a standstill.
"Just a moment. I oust disobey you
this once. What will happen to you
when it Is discovered that I am gone?"
"'Why, nothing."
"It seems Improbable, don't you
know, that anybody who wanted me so
badly would be tickled to death to
have me get away."
"Nevertheless nothing will happen
to me," she repeated. "I know that
what I am doing Is for the best, not
only for you, but for us too. Pray
dont think I am going to all this trouble solely for you."
"I did think so," Tom said In a
gloomy tone. "Look here, If I'm not
sure that everything will be all right
with you, I'm not going to budge a
step."
In her exasperation his guide gave
his hand a vigorous Jerk.
"Meroy goodness!" he heard her exclaim. "Did anybody ever see such an
aggravating man. When I explain
what I have done, that will be the
end of It. Now come on."
"Truly?"
"Honor bright Step carefully."
And so, with Infinite caution, and
without attracting the attention of any
of the household, Tom was led down
the stairs—every step being indicated
by a single hand-squeeze—and out Into the night Presently he divined
that he was being guided round In a
circle, but made no protest Neither
spoke until the girl halted,
"Now, then, Mr. Phlnney, listen to
your final Instructions," she said In a
low voice—no longer a whisper, but
the same marvelously sweet voice
that had charmed him earlier in the
evening.
"You are In the middle of the road
that leads to Rocky Cove, and facing
the town. You are to stand here and
count one hundred, slowly, then you
may remove the handkerchief from
your eyes. Bear In mind that you are
to count slowly, and that you are not
to try to follow me. Have I your
promise?"
"The conditions are hard," returned
Tom. "If I am willing to agree, surely
I am entitled to some slight consideration in return?"
"Well?"—Impatiently. "You must
hurry."
* ■
Said Tom: "Promise me that I can
see you some time."
Said the girl: "Why in the world
do you want'me to promise that?"
"Because," said Tom warmly, "you
are the girl I have been looking for
all my life—the One Girl—"
"How ridiculous!" she coolly interrupted. "You don't know me. If you
were to meet me tomorrow—anywhere—you wouldn't know that I am
I.""I would," Tom stoutly protested,
"anywhere. I would know you among
a million. Tell me that I can see you
—soon."
There was a long moment of al-

"I want to hear your voice again.
ButTnore than anything else, I wanfio
see your face. If you're the same girl,
I'll agree to anything—even to remaining here, like this, to die."
This rash declaration was ignored.
"Will you tell me your name now?"
asked the girl.
"Tom Phlnney," that young gentleman replied simply. "I shan't ask
yours—not Just at present—but I mean
to know It some day. I mean to have
you to myself some time, so that I can
look at you to my heart's content. I
know you are beautiful."
The response to this, whisper though
BOOK II.
It was, revealed a flash of spirit
"Much good it would do to you to
CHAPTER III.
ask! If you don't remain quiet I shall
leave
you at once."
In the Dark.
If silence was what she wanted, sureNotwithstanding his exciting experience of the night, and the rough ly she could not complain of the Intreatment to which he had been sub- tensity of that which Immediately enjected, and notwithstanding the wretch- sued. It remained so long unbroken
edly uncomfortable plight In which that the girl's fortitude failed her.
"Well?" The tremulous whisper con*is captors had left him, Tom Pbintiey's day upon the water In time be- veyed a distinct Impression to Tom—
gan to produce its natural effect—he she was afraid. "Are you going to
dozed fitfully after a while, again and stop talking so silly?"
But he did not speak; indeed, he was
again coming to himself with a start
from the very verge of slumber; and once more holding hi* breath.
After another pause—
then at last, when his cramped posi"Are you asleep?" the girl whispered.
tion no longer annoyed him, when his
arms and legs grew numb and ceased "Have you—have you—fainted?"
Not a sound from Tom.
to pain, he slept profoundly.
Presently he felt a little hand touch
After he had slept some hours, he
ahot broad awake and to a conscious- his breast, as lightly as a feather, and
ness of two things—that the hour a warm glow flowed through him that
was. late, and that he. was not alone effectively banished the chill of hia
(n the room. The darkness was still damp clothing. Then the hand flutpitchlike, no sound had disturbed tered to his face and, in the darkness,
dim; yet he sensed another pres- rested a moment upon his mouth.
Afterwards Tom stoutly asserted
ence.
Minutes passed, and not a sound that what he did was wholly Inadvertdid he hear to confirm his first convic- ent, citing as valid corroborative evition; still he was no less certain that dence the fact that he had had no time
there was somebody else in the room. to will the act; and at the same time
A movement on his part, he conclud- he contended that because the act was
ed, must have alarmed the intruder; inadvertent. It was sincere and theretherefore he lay stiffly quiescent, fore to be condoned.
•carcely breathing in his anxiety to
Anyhow, he kissed the softest and
locate the unknown's position.
sweetest palm in all the world.
At last bis patience was rewarded.
The Immediate result, however,
The Intruder must have been holding nearly spelled disaster for this midbis breath also, for Tom plainly night enterprise. The hand was withheard an unmistakable exhalation, drawn as If It had touched a live coal,
then a faint stir, a rustling of gar; and the girl rose to her feet, utterly
tnents.
And then 'a thrill went disregardful of the noise she made in
through him. He was suddenly aware doing so.
of a faint, delicate fragrance. He
Tom could hear her panting; In imknew that the intruder was a woman. agination he could see her standing
Could It be the girl of the wonder- white and rigid with terror, and he
fully Bweet voice?
was promptly contrite.
"If you are trying to find me," he
"You are frightened," he said, ab■aid, scarcely above a whisper, "I am jectly apologetic.
bere."
"Oh, I am—I am!" she moaned. "If
The first word was met with a you knew what this meant for me you
■tlfled, startled gasp.
,
wouldn't be so foolish. All my life
"Oh!"
long I have been afraid of the dark—
"Don't be frightened. Lord, knows not Just shivery afraid, but frightened
I'm harmless enough."
clear out of my wits. And you—you"
Followed a silent pause; then came —Tom caught a soli—"you make It so
the soft froufrou of skirts, and he much worse. I didn't know what had
happened."
"What dp you think of me!" he
groaned.
"I think you are a cheeky young
man. I must have been Insane ever to
have thought of aiding you to escape."
\
"Don't say that," he muttered In
hoarse consternation. "Forgive me—
please do. I shan't take back anything
I've said or done, but I'll promise to
be good—to do exactly what you say."
There fell another pause. Then—
"Will you promise that?" whispered
the girl.
"I have promised,'' Tom whispered
back.
"On your word of honorf
"On my word of honr as a gentleLEARN WHAT THE EARTH IS
man."
He heard a long sigh of relief, and
the girl cautiously resumed her for Here I* the Proper Definition Fresh
From the Pen of a
mer positron at bis side.
/
Humorist.
"Here is my plan," she said, "and
you must be obedient in every little
The earth Is a ball, so situated In a
detail. I shall have to blindfold you
"But You Will Not Want to Know M*
again and lead you some distance from region called space as to get the full
Then."
the house. Have you any idea where benefit of the sun on bright days and
ot the moon on romantic nights. It
knew that the woman was groping her you are?"
Is somewhat larger than Jf baseball,
way toward him. He continued to
"Not a glimmer of one/'
guide her steps with low-voiced direc"And If you were out of sight of the but not so Important. It Is not so large
a*
m fixed star, but Is much closer and
tions, and by and by he felt the con- house, you couldn't find your way
ot a much pleasanter climate.- It is
tact of her foot Next she was kneel- back to It?"
ing beside him.
"If you told me not to I shouldn't not so flashy as a charity ball, but
much more efficient
"Whatever you do," he heard a trem- even try to And It."
It has two poles of which we are
ulous whisper, "be quiet. If I am
"Very well. Now let me untie your
certain, because they are vouched for
caught here it will spoH everything; 1 hands."
dread to think of the possible conseThe task was not an easy one, for by explorers; a center of which we
aquences. But I couldn't sleep for the knots had been tightly tied and are not certain because it Is vouched
thinking of your predicament."
were still damp. But presently his for merely by scientists; an equator
/"Juat release me," said.Tom, "and bands were free, and the first unham- and an axis which. are Imaginary;
!wa can let consequence* go bans. 1 pered movement of his arm* wrung Christian Scientists, which-ar* imaginative; and mathematician*, which
can take care of 'em."
.
from him a groan of anguish.

TIMES

ienee, during which Tom waited eagerly for her next words; but when at
last they came they were spoken so
gravely, and were weighted with such
a note of sadness, that be' was
startled.
"Mr. Phlnney." she said, "you may
discover who I am much sooner than
you can possibly expect But you will
not want to know me then; conditions
will be such that people will shun
rather than seek my acquaintance.
You will regret even this distant
meeting in the dark."
"Never. If you talk that way I'll rip
this rag right now."
v
"I know you will not do that"—what
delectable notes cooed and sang in
her voice when she talked like this I
—"not until you have counted a hundred."
"You're a witch!" he declared vehemently, and was rewarded with a
little rippling laugh that confirmed
the opinion.
"Am I? Then I cannot be beautiful,
for witches are old and ugly. But you
have been very good to trust me so
Implicitly.
Here Is my hand once
more. Good-by. Let me hear you begin to count"
And Tom, ^standing blindfolded In
the moonlight, raised to his lips the
hand of the girl he had never seen,
with all the gallant courtesy of a medieval knight paving homage to his
lady. There was a reverence In the
act that held the little hand captive
in his own.
Tom began to count in a low monotone. He had all at once grown very
grave, and his tall, erect figure had
taken on a new dignity that it had
never before known; tor his mind and
heart were, tor the first time In hia
aimless life, set upon a high purpose.
A mild rustling of garments, an
overpowering sense of aloneness, told
him that the girl had left his Immediate presence. He could not, of course,
know that she halted and looked back
at him from a little distance, nor
could he see the faint smile that
curved her lips. . . . It was a re-,
markably tender smile, Mr. Tom, that
you missed there In the night! . . .
But he did hear the soft "Good night,"
although he did not stir, nor cease
his resolute counting.
When he tore the bandage tiom his
eyes, he was alone; the night's stillness was absolute. And, paradoxically, although he was literally drenched
with the light of a white moon, he
was still so much in the dark that he
half-way believed he had been dreaming, and had only just awakened from
sound slumber.
CHAPTER IV.

,

Mr. Flint Advances a Theory.

Mr. Flint's voice dissipated Rudolph
Van Vechten's bewilderment; but the
young man remained completely nonplused over the seemingly Inexplicable
manner In which his Cousin Paige's
purse had appeared.. He met the detective's narrow regard with a long,
questioning stare; then he abruptly
dropped into a chair.
"Flint," he said, "you . took my
breath away. Sit down, man, sit
down. Think I'll let you go until you
have told me all about this?"
So slowly did Mr. Flint obey, that
the other could not restrain his impatience.
1
"Is my cousin in New York?" he
questioned peremptorily. "Have you
seen her? This Is a terribly serious
matter, Mr. Flint, as you would appreciate if you were acquainted with
all the circumstances."
"Suppose," returned
the
quiet
voice, "you first answer my question—
do you know where your cousin Is?"
"No"—bluntly, "I don't. Until today i Imagined I had some Idea of
her whereabouts, but"—he weighed
the shining purse In his hand, contemplating It soberly—"here Is the second
reason I have been given within the
last hour to feel a good deal of anxiety respecting her."
"Will you tell me the other reason?"
"Briefly Van Vechten related the encounter with T. Jenkins, of the
Sphere, and at the close of the recital
the listener nodded understanding^.
"It is beginning to look as though
my search for a murderer was opening up something a bit more serious,"
began Mr. Flint; but the other sharply interrupted.
"What do you mean? It can't be
that anything has happened to Paige?"
Before replying, Mr. Flint regarded
him a moment doubtfully.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
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are unimaginative. It Is inhabited
by people, husbands and other Insects, animalculae and bacteria. It
is connected with the rest of space b*
sound waves, light waves, wireless apparatus with Instruments at the sending* end only, telescopes and prayers.
It has recently endeavored to exaggerate It* ego by the use of aeroplane*.
The earth 1* highly recommended
a* both a summer and a winter resort
for well-to-do persons.
Favorable
terms to desirable parties.—Pulitzer'*
Magazine.
Difference In Speech.
Polly—"You can never tell much
about a man from his speech." Belle
—"That'* right There's Chollle, Tor
instance, who stutters terribly. He
proposed to me five minutes after we
met, and It took Jack, who Is the mos:
voluble fellow* In the world, threi
yeara.>,

CORN CAN BE GROWN
ON CANADIAN PRAIRIES

TEXT—"For It became him, for whom
are all things, and by whom are all
things, in bringing many sons unto glory,
to make the Captain of their salvation
perfect through sufferings." Hebrews
2:10.
In the preceding verse It Is declared that Jesus
Christ tasted
death for every
man, "for," the
epistle says, "It
became him, for
whom are all
things, and by
whom
are
all
things." In other
words, It became
God the Father,
"in bringing many
sons unto glory
to make the captain of their salvation perfect

Manitoba Is now commencing to
produce considerable corn, chiefly for
feeding purposes. In some cases,
where the crop can be matured into
the dough stage, silos could be used
and would be a profitable Investment
According to the Farm and Ranch Review, a correspondent visited a field
of corn In southern Manitoba on September 28. The corn then was untouched by frost and it stood on an
average eight and nine feet In height
The corn had developed Into the
dough stage, and the crop would easily
exceed 20 tons to the acre. At many
experimental farms, the same favorable showing of the corn crop haa
manifested Itself. At the Brandon experimental farm this year several varieties, all very good yielders, matured
Into good silo corn.
Considering the success with which
corn can be produced, and the advantages to be gained by so producing it,
should not It receive the serious attention of the western agriculturist?
Coin is successfully grown In the
northern part of Minnesota In similar soil and under the same climatic
condition, and there does not appear
to be any reason why like results
should not be secured in western Canada. It Is the opinion of many American farmers of experience that the
torn belt Is extending northward.* The
prairie provinces must gradually take*
up with mixed farming. More stock
on the farms must be raised, and in
consequence farming must to some
extent be diverted from grain growing
to other necessary crops. If crops
suitable for wintering cattle and especially dairy stock are to be grown,
why should not corn be one of these
crops? In Ontario and in the United1
States we find It forms'the main bulky
food for wintering beef and dairy catlie. They would not be without this
profitable plant. In fact, since it* introduction almost twice a* much stock
tan be retained on the same amount
of land, besides considering its great
value for keeping the land clean.
Some may say that many crops that
can be grown In Ontario and the
State; cannot be grown here, but not
so with corn, even now we find scattered fields of corn in Alberta and
Saskatchewan.—Advertisement

through sufferings."
To bring sons to glory Is God's great
purpose In Jesus Christ. The words
"sons" should be emphasized, for God
first must call men to be sons, and
after that bring them to glory even as
the epistle to the Romans says: "If
sons, then heirs." By nature men are
not God's sons in this sense, but become so by the regeneration of the
Holy Spirit through faith in Jesus
Christ. Have you experienced this
mighty and vital change? For they
only have the hope of glory who thus
receive the spirit of adoption whereby
they can cry, "Abba, Father."
When the text speaks of Jesus
Christ as the captain of our salvation,
a comparison is drawn between him
and Joshua, who was the captain of
the hosts of Israel in their entrance
into Canaan. He was to lead them Into
their Inheritance under the Abrahamic
covenant but Jesus Christ leads us
Brushing Up.
Into our inheritance under the gospel.
The other day the Ii. Lleber comIn the former case only they perished pany, among other pictures displayed
In the wilderness who either out of In the show window, had one that
love unto the flesh pots of Egypt, or attracted special attention. It was a
through terror at the hardships of the large picture representing an Immense
way refused to go up under their lead- lioness and four cubs. Together with
er's command. And so In the case of thet. praise bestowed on this group,
those who .through faith have become there was some criticism.
"What
sons ot God, there is no doubt of ulti- fool artist got up that picture?" said
mate victory in the following of Jesus an elderly observer. "Any one ought
Christ
to know that two cubs 1B the limit for
any lioness." This word picked up
Christ's Dedication.
Our captain was dedicated to his by a listener was taken into the picwork through sufferings, for that Is ture house. "This is rather overdothe meaning of "perfect" In the text ing the cub business," said this critic,
It was often used among the heathen "Any one ought to know that twa
to signify the Initiation of a man into lion whelps are enough." The peopls
the mysteries of their religion In order in the'picture house were greatly dis.
to become a leader ot others in the tressed under this criticism, until a
same religion. Sometimes these rites friend hunted up a cyclopedia of
were accompanied by much pain, and natural history and read these lines;
the inspired writer employs the figure "From two to four whelps are proto illustrate the sufferings of our duced at a time. They are born with
Lord. These sufferings were of two eyes open, but are helpless for sevkinds. His life sufferings and his eral weeks."—Indianapolis News.
Jdeath sufferings. In life he suffered
for righteousness' sake, that Is through
SCALP ITCHED AND BIJRNED
sympathy with man, but great as this
was, It was very different from his
64 Stanwood St., Dorchester, Mass.
death sufferings. These were the hid- —"For the past few years my scalp
ing of his Father's face and the awful was very much affected with dandruff.
darkness of Calvary when he bore It would itch and burn and cause loss
our guilt upon the accursed tree. To of sleep. I found pimples and many
some extent we may sympathize with sores appearing on my scalp. The
him in his life sufferings, but who itching and burning of the scalp were
can know anything of his death suffer- BO intense that I scratched and thereings? As one says, "man can paint by caused the sores to appear. My
the cursed tree, but who can paint hair would be dry and thin and would,
the curse of the Lord that made it so? keep falling out gradually, mainly comMan may describe the soldier's spear, ing out from the top of my head. My
but not the cup of wrath he drained coat collar would always be covered
with dandruff, and as It scaled off it
to the last drop,"
And how the mystery deepens as we could be seen plainly in my hair.
"I tried many remedies but without
read that it became God to do this.
It was not only right and proper, but success. The trouble having lasted
it behooved him to employ this meth- for about five years I finally purod In bringing many sons Into glory. chased a box of Cuticura Soap and
He could not do differently and accom- Ointment. After washing my head
plish It, because of the desert of sin with Cuticura Soap each night tor
and the unchangeableness of his Jus- two months and then applying the Cutice. He might have suffered all men ticura Ointment after my hair was
to perish In their sins, but once hav- dried I was entirely cured," (Signed)
ing. In love, determined to redeem Bernard Bresnick, May 17, 1913.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold
them, there was ho other way in
which it could be righteously carried throughout the world. Sample of each
fref
.with 32-p. Skin Book. Address postout. Truth failed, and as Isaiah says:
"The Lord saw it, and is displeased card "Cuticura, Dept L, Boston."—Adv.
him that there was no Judgment. And
Paper Walls by Machine.
he saw that there was no man,
Christian J. Siebenbaar of OrameL
and wondered that there was no intercessor; therefore his arm brought sal- N. Y„ has Invented a wall papering
vation unto him; and his righteous- machine in which an extensible frame
ness, it sustained him." Isaiah 59: is provided with means for extending
and collapsing it, and a paper and
15, 16.
paste applying mechanism are sup.
What Inference Follows.
piled on a holder, together with deIt it became God to adopt this plan vices icarried by the extensible frame
to save us, who are we to question its for pasting the paper on a wall of
wisdom or necessity? Who are we to
ceiling.
hesitate in bringing our conviction*
and conduct into harmony with hi*
Modern Politic*.
great purpose? And if the object God
"Some ot your constituents are dl»
had was to bring sons to glory should agreeing with you," said the trusted
we not earnestly inquire if we are lieutenant "Well, keep tab on them,11
son*? It is said of Jesus Christ in replied Senator Sorghum; "whe*
John's gospel (1:12) that "as many enough disagree with me to constttutf
as received him to them gave he au- a reliable majority, I'm going to turn
thority to become the sons of God." around and agree with them."
Have we received him? Does he by
his blessed Spirit dwell within and
INVALIDS AND CHILDREN
1UAUEK
VGKK'8 EMU I>ION M
rule us? Let us not take this for should b» siren "
strengthen the body. Nerer
-'
tells. All dnmtatJ
granted; let us be assured of it by
the testimony of the" Word of God
The fellow who fall* In love at flrsl
and the answer of our experience.
sight would like caviare the first tint*
he tried it.
. ' *
Know the true value of time, watch,
seize and enjoy every moment of it
Putnam Fadeless Dyes do not stain
No Idleness, no laziness, no procrasti- the kettle. Adv.
'
nations; never put off till tomorrow
what you can do today.—Lord ChesterWhoever heard of an actress seat*
field.
lag a divorce without publicity!

L

MADE PRISONER SWIM
AUSTRALIAN
POLICE
OFFICER
SURMOUNTED DIFFICULTY.

AUNT

BETTY

IN

THE

CITY I FEW CHINESE IVORY CARVERS

She Gives Her Opinion and Incidentally a Recipe Worth Having
for Nerves.

There Are Only Six Expert Worker*
Distributed Among Forty,
Shops in Canton.

ALL MUST HARMONIZE

ACTED AS PENDULUM
eOLDIER'S

LIFE

SAVED

BY

POSITE PICTURE.

There are in Canton about forty
shops which make and sell ivory arti- Remarkable Story, Long Ourrent In
moussVllne clcs, the Daily Consular Report states.
North of England, of How Sir John
> is small, consisting usua"~
Captor Made Certain That If Any
Macdonald Escaped After Disof a showroom, where the cutting
Trlcka Were Tried They Would
the neck and the sort of shoulder ruf
astrous Culloden Battle.
done
Members of the store also
Drown Together, and Black
The
Dared Not Rlak It. ',
of Imitation ermine
A story is told of an old clock which
two
had the fur trimmin dyed to match | industry may be divided into
. may very likely be true, though the
carving.
In the days when the Inspector was its color and a pale yellow one was stages, cutting and
Slam constitute the hero of it must have been very slight"In a shop the other day they
showed me some fur-trimmed nighties.

NEED QF,.COTTAGE GARDENS

School Teacher Points Out to Her
Class Just What It Mean.—Character Might Be Modeled Along
Same Lines.

It was MisB Frevert's custom to devote the last few minutes of the lesson
period to an informal discussion of
a trooper v(said he) he took a savage
anything that the glrle themselves
black fellow—meaning
by
this
a
Mrs. Philip Martineau of London de- might suggest. One Sunday Elizabeth
black fellow of some uncivilized bush ^ZZ rZ-^TZ^i:^^J^^^^^^ hattie ,n Scotland, the sol livered an illustrated lecture at Wash- French had a perfectly new idea.
o
—for the murder of a white squatter
"Let's have a composite photograph,
paratus consist, of a wooden block ^ters of the doteated "W «ed In aU ington recently on the subject of garThe slaughter of one black fellow by member of our sewing circle wearing
or vise, a saw and a tub of water. | directions, and one of them took ref- dening. Mrs. Martineau deplored the girls," she said, according to the
another is relatively a thing of small one of those transparent fur-trimmed
Youth'.
Companion. \ "When I visited
The Ivory Is secured firmly by the uge in a small ****»*»• ***<!*» absence of "cottage gardens" in the my cousin I went with her and a few
consequence;
the
aborigine
who nightdresses.
vise moistened with water and cut'found sympathizing friends. They United States, which she declared are
achieves this savage eclat la chastened
"Seeing the city is all right in its
so common In England. Here, .he .aid, other girls, and we had one taken. It's
| gave him food In the "™ "was
by an easy detention of a year or two way. but after a day of its clatter with ttthe required shape.
Perfectly flat pieces of Ivory as thin some one watched In case he was "the back yard," which .he called "a very interesting."
and liberated to his tribe.
Eut to your ears tired of hearing the rasping
The girl, agreed at once, and next
as paper were shown In evidence of purBued. He had finished hi.meal most delectable name," U usually:
spear a white man is a crime most squeaks of auto horns, one sighs for
week they .at for their pictures. When
the skill of the cutter. The cutting and hoping he had escaped notice, was merely a place to hang clothes to;
heinous and Intolerable. It Is visited the peace and solilude of the country,
the composite photograph was made.
flnished the blocks are then carved j Just preparing to set off -M^*« dry.
■with a pursuit which seldom stops and so I felt the other night when,
"A love of garden.," Mr.. Martineau Miss Frevert took it to the cla.. with
into shape with knives of many dif- there was a cry, The soldiers are
her. The girls exclaimed with delight
short of capture or a death at bay as if by magic, I was wafted away
e£nfsnapes. These have a shortcoming!" He attempted to make off said, "would, to some extent, cure the
In the open—a chase of a thousand from the relentless city by the sight
and surprise when she showed it to
bllde and a'long handle made of bam- ; by the back way but It was .^that restlessness BO often found among the
them. Then, as they studied it, a
miles, It may be, and quick, grim ac- of a large flock of sheep. There was
boo like a penholder. Other lnstru- the party had divided, and were ap- poorer people of the United States.
tion at the end of It, arrest or the a dog along to help tend them and
If a man loves his rose bushes he al- curious silence fell upon them.
ments
noted
to
be
in
use
by
carver,
preaching
from
both
d
™«°°»;
"Wh-y," said Elizabeth, .lowly, "It's
alternative.
Having now with vast they were being driven to slaughter,
were wire saws and a gfalet worked , There was a hurried look around for ways hesitates to move."
satisfaction taken his savage, the in- no doubt, but it seemed sort of homeShe declared that gardening I. the more beautiful, more spiritual, than
by a leather twirling apparatus. ,
U place of re uge
Into the clock
spector made haste back with htm to- like and natural to see them. Later
oldest pastime In the world, quoting any of us!"
The number of expert worker, in Iwith yon, lad." said »•£"»£■»*
"It look, like some picture, ot
ward his station to dodge the Impend- I eaw other cattle being skilfully diCanton 1. far less than the number. Into the long case the fugitive Virgil .and others—among them stri Mary, the mother of Je.u»!" orled Beting rains. But the rains caught him. rected between motors and wagons,
of stores, being only about six in squeezed. But there was not room Francis* Bacon—to prove her state- ty Ripley. Then .he flushed. "I don't
A river, dry in the outward track, and for a few minutes I was transnumoer The te™ Jt apprenticeship]^ him and for the Pendulum to ment.
was widely in flood; and on the bank planted to our breezy farmland.
"it Is the one sport." she said, "de- mean to be Irreverent," she stamserved by the experts is four rewMfc^^teg^Tou must pull on tb£ wheel
of it—the rain threatening a long in"My niece Buffers from nerves. Too L apprentice receive, no wagelTbut yer.elfTliid the owner. ■»««••*?* void of Jealousy, and a gardener, mered.
Mis. Frevert placed a reassuring
crease—the Inspector stopped chag- much entertaining and rush, probably,
whether professional or amateur. Is
hand over Betty'.. "You were not,"
rined. It waB wild country .and the and recently I suggested lavender tea gets $4 Canton currency A? ".hoe. re.ponded whha <*»<* «<*j ■■«««
never selfish."
monev"
at
the
end
of
the
frst
year.
"Has
Sir
Jo*n
Macdonald1
passed
trooper was alone with his captive, to her. Not the least of the virtues
What perhaps appealed to some of Bhe satd. "I am glad you have diecov,5 at"the end of the seconi year. «6 this way?" demoded thecaptainas the women preBent In what .he Mid, ered for yourselves the fact that this
who desired nothing more, as the of that fine old herb, lavender, Is its
at the end of the third yefcr and 17, the troop entered) the kitchen,^ and.
trooper very well knew, than a cun- tonic effect upon excited, trembling
more than anything el.e, was a re- composite picture 1B more ideal than
at the end of the fourth ylar, which hardly waiting fo\ a reply, began a
ning opportunity to do his captor ie nerves and irritability. Two or three
mark that gardens and leve of gar- any single face that has gone into the
I III the compensation hf receives, t thorough .earch «Wj •»«*»*£
making of It. To me there Is someteaspoonfuls of the tincture in a cupdeath.
er
gets
$7
to
*8
Canton
,
They
were
soon
A good worker get. *7 toj|8
j
Sausneo^;; ^'^Ir'.nThe^pas^the0 mfdi" thing very significant in that. Tou
A crossing must be made.
ful of hot water with a slice or two
"Well, now, how," the Inspector in- of lemon make a restorative drink currency
currency per
per month. Can! *«^2*- ^^^T.^^S Z&E^**?^. know that It 1. through agreements
essen- alone that you can make a composite
quired of us. in twinkling expectation that acts like magic and puts a wo- cy silver money is
equivalent
oT^ldr Ap^ritlce. and I the captain rf»*J™« » «™ ^TZn^ot ZTJP*
picture. Every feature that doe. not
of our bewilderment, "did I manage man in possession of her best self,
i are provide* with two food before we start/ off a
agree with other feature, leaves so
ready to take up her burden with reIt?"
, supplied by\thelr. em-1 shan't It*» him^ Injtalf an hour, »
^
gar.
.light an Impression on the plate that
"You swam.**
newed vigor."—Kansas City Star.
' expert cervek seldom he's on foot and w/ ride.
ployers.
An
He laughed.
How slowly tie Seconds seemed to den, even duchesses and «"ber women it cannot be seen. But every feature
works in the shop which employs him. ™» while the ^en ate and drank, of the peerage. She spoke of the great that is common to many face, will be
"First of all." I continued, to make
Athletes Good Students.
He generally work, in hi. own. house SulV l"st tLTwelcome sound of help the Royal Horticultural society clear and positive. Do you see what
the action pleasantly melodramatic,
"That athletics as practised in most
"you strapped you* revolver on your colleges do not detract the attention and can earn about $30 Canton, cur...I..H wk .stools scraping on the there 1. to every cla.«, and hoped for that mean.?"
There was a moment's silence, and
head; and having clone this, as any of students from scholastic duties is rency a month.
aggeo ttfTofEZ pendu- **»»%£««?,££'- then Louise Barton said: "It mean,
The working hours are from 7 a.'
good bushman could, you took your abundantly testified to by college proganlzatlon In the United State..
lum that a task wa. nearly done.
to
9:30
p.
m.,
with
Intermission
froi
that there Is eomethlng fine In each
knife between your teeth, drove the fessors," remarked Dr. James Hlne"GoodJfy, farmer. Your clock warn. I
one of us, no matter how mean and
black fellow in advance, and so came roan, a former professor in one of the 9:30 to 10:30 for morning meal, 1:30
me-Vmu8t be off," and atlast.the QfjTTAGES
MAKE BEST HOMES
to
2
for
lunch
In
atea
shop
and
5:30
vw
selfish we are."
safely to the other side."
--«-„...i,a,* off
*w with
his
men.
■ ■"'*"•-'
eastern colleges. "Recently I noticed
caj>tt.lnmarched
with
his
men
"Wouldn't It be awful," mused Betty
The invention was woefully short of that Dr. Brinker, the president of Le- to 7:30 foK-*venfng meals; In all, .ick! Tick! ^Fick! Hardly had the
Good Sense In Move to Get Away Ripley, "to think that there wasn't a
the reality.
hlgh university, declared that the Le- ten hours a day
last
man
gone
when
the
fugitive
fell
From Monotonous Ugliness of
single one of your feature. In that
There are'about 316 working
"Tis plain," said the inspector, high football squad had averaged
in a dead faint, The .train of keepWorkmen's Abodes.
photograph ?"
"that you've never seen a black fel- higher In scholastic Btanding than in the year, 44 holidays beinK>rrefduct- I ing the clock goingVt an even pace
But wouldn't It be fine," .aid Miss
low in the water. Man alive, they the students who did not participate ed from the 360 days, whjehare reck- I had been terrible. NHe got safely
The archbishop of York has been Frevert, "to combine In your face all
oned one year, according to the lunar
swim like sharks—like turtle
and in college athletics.
Lehlgh is not
I away,
away but it is said that to his
dying
ms
uyjua
the
condition,
of
Jeeply
Intere6tod
ln
the
flnegt llneB, and in your character
dugong! A white man would have as the only college In which this fact calendar.
day the ticking of a clock in a quiet tneEngUgn coal workeirand hlscoun-.; ,11 the finest traits that are to be
much chance with a crocodile. And has been marked.
Cornell for sevroom made him feel faint;
tel to the village builder, has been to found ln humanity?"
The Swineherd.
there's another thing—I can't swim a eral years—and I have no doubt that
.void those "long lines of monotonous
"But.nobody could do that!" exThis story is being told of a certain
stroke."
„
It continues to show it—had football
Was a Fine Course,
ugliness," so generally seen in house claimed several.
"Then you didn't get across?"
and baseball teams the members of English bishop who has a pleasant
Donald Brian, the musical comedy
.,.„- croups for—-^he- poor. The London
"i once heard a very eminent man,
habit of chatting with anybody he
"Ah. but I did!" he cried, delighted. which led their classes.
gtar, gleefully chuckled thb oth"Jtow,--a1iSied from an article ln Scrlb- speak of Frances Willard as the 'com"I made mv prisoner take me. And
"Properly controlled athletics are may meet during his country walk..
night
when
the
conversati<inJa-«--^;,
recently
telling
of
efpo,,^
photograph'of- her countryB magallne
The other'day he came across a lad
the big devil had a clever dodge, too. as necessary to succesful mental
theatrical club turned to golf. He said (ortg ^ thlg country to effect model men. .< ,aid Mlsg prWejt. "That was
I give him credit for cunning—I do training as are professors. I presume who was looking after some pigs by
he was reminded of an Incident that ^^ conBtructlon. The type adopted the gecret ot ner matchless power, he
that. He was to loop a strap over there have been instances where the roadside, and the bishop paused
happened at a country club in New ^ EdImgton, England (detached cot- iald(..
his forehead, you see, and let me flop members of college teams have failed to ask him what he was doirfg; that
■
X..
-■ _ ' iggtti with a small garden) would ap- I
«Ju8t suppose," said Betty Ripley,
along at the other end. It was ttfe In their examinations, and charges fol- being his usual opening to conversar Bifgiand'.
One day a member of the club was
^ ^ average American vfige '
surest way, says he—the usual way. low, as a matter of course, that these tion.
i . entertaining a friend, and after con- Barner much more u^n any setUe- "that every one In the United States
could be got into one composite pic"Moindln' .wine," the lad replied,
And that was quite true. But it didn't men are not genuine students. But
siderable persuasion Induced Tilm to ment Mea nQ matter how attractive ture. Which one of ns would It be
Bult my book. Ah, they're »ly, treach- the facts are so pronounced that the stolidly.
take a turn at golf. The friend was
n Is an ln- moet like, I wonder?"
offerg mlgntbe
lerous brutes! Trust myself with that best men on the leading athletic
The bishop nodded his head • u . ,._ i
||ln«. nrttli fho trOTTlA
".
■
A— >_.....
Just about ast.
familiar
with the game herent
^j ln
the American to love
"No one can tell that, Betty," said
nigger free in the water? Not I! I teams in our greater colleges are men thoughtfully.
as a golden harp tuner is with a ^ own ^^^ and Wt of ground.
Louise, laughing. "Bat If we should
love my life. He would have turned of big mentality that the suggestion
"Ah, is that so?" he commented,.
Blacksmith tonga, and naturally jthe rhe „teel tru§t ^w do wme genuine- have
_
another one taken in a year or
on me midway.
He would have that colleges have to hire athletes "And how much do you earn a week?"
toss he made was certainly some ,y good work among its employes If ; two , wonder whether or not ,t ^mj
drowned me In a Jiffy. 'Ah, no,' says falls In its beginning."
"Two shlllin's," was the reply.
•how.
instead
of
devoting
so
much
publicity
^
more
nearl
ldea,? It ought to o^,
"Only two shillings," remarked the
I; 'It may be that I'm to drown, but if
In trying to make a brassie shot he ^ Jtg penBlon and profit-sharing
I drown, you'll drown, and that's the
blBhop; titan he continued pleasantly:
Took a Desperate Chanee.
tore up considerable turf, which |chemeg lt wouid help Its tollers to
way we'll have It, b' gorry!' So I
"I, too, am a shepherd, but I get
Final Harnessing of Nile.
The long-suffering wife of a habitual
1 struck him fairly in the face. This
^ -rjme and Bqualor
f
■trapped his wrist to mine—with a drinker in a Mississippi town served more than two shillings."
Work has been commenced on ann
8
Th%Ta7lo:ked a;'h. m seriously for 'happened twice, and Just at that mo- fj^ ^enfor shack give
foot of leather for leeway. There was notice on the local dramshop keepers
other great scheme to reclaim by irI ««t another club member ap- ^ opportunltleg to acquire a little
no getting loose, neither for him nor —this was in the old days before pro- a minute, then he safd .lowly:
rigation vast tracts of desert in the
"Mebbe you gets more swoine nor V™**$; _
.. __ .... __ .„„ _,„„„.
ground,
and
also
make
It
possible,
by
,
for me. 'Twould take the slash--of a hibition—that she would prosecute
Itor 52°* ,"
h rwVv^hour day tor 1 Soudan. It to believed it can be pad,
Mr. Jones," he Bald, as the visitor
c ttlD
tt
l
knife to do it. I saw to the lashing any one selling her husband intoxi- me to moind!"
on. them
"
fto T
^^«It
™t or
or to
paused to scrape his complexion,
T'
have more
Ume to
to rest
to to add enormou.ly to the
^ cotWout^ ^^
myself. Do you take my plan? If cant..
put
So when the gentleman hi
"what
do
you
think
of
our
course?"
itlvate
a
garden
plot
Bu
one of UB went, both would go. I had question, slightly waverous on his
Origin of Trial by Jury,
which
1B
to
be
watered
t.
known
It's fine!" was the prompt response
him fast. He couldn't get away. He pins, but dignified and scholarly a. > A trial by Jury
the Gizra territor". It lie. between
jury Is
is an occurrence
occurrencB of
-. - ^^ „Ag g mMeJ. of fact>
UI
Proper LlghtlngjaVStreet..
might avown me, quite BO; but I always, dropped into his favorite .a- which we read every day, but how "
the Blue and White Nile., below
. ' . th y
begt , haTB ever
In the good old days before the illu- Khartoum, and consists of 1,500,000
would have my hands on bis throat loon that evening and called for a many of our reader, know the origin i™^"-Philadelphia Telegraph,
minating engineer was with us the acres. The force and flow of the two
Before he got very far with the busi- toddy the barkeeper only shook hi. of such a trial?
itreet was lighted by the hit-and-mis. rivers 1. sufficient to water the entire
ness, and he would pay with his life." head. "Can't do it, colonel," he said. 1 The origin of trial by jury Is very
Ingenious Defense.
method Th« poles were set up where district when propetfv harnessed.
"And then?"
"Sorry, but you know how it 1»." "But, obscure. All that Is known for cerAt
the
Investors'
league
dinner
in
conTenient and the lamps In
"I drove him into the water. He
I am athirst. tain is that from the earliest times
The proposal 1. to build two dams
took me across."—Norman Duncan, in
south of Khartoum, one over each
Harper's Magazine.
of the rivers. Thus the tract between
the streams will be Irrigated, while at
Many and many
the same time the force of the water
And he produced a cold, brimming a committee to determine upon the {£lnt°d
„
sou.
by
long
row.
of
unsightly
wooden
Each Hair Distinct.
flowing Into Egypt will be controlled.
glassful. For a moment the colonel gu* or Innocence of a person.
: ba Their defense," President Whigelt
g by drooplng arc lamps, sagging
Each hair commences its life la a contemplated the offering sourly.
At present the .Blue Nile comes down
The legal extotence of Jurors was I
Br, apropos of a notorious firm of from
trom'a
minute pit, or follicle, of the skin and Then he raised it to hto Ups and in first recorded under the Plantagenets later,
a netWork of overhead wires, by ln a raging flow, and the White Nile,
patent
infringe™,
"their
defense
reot
unsightly
Incandescent
has a tip that 1. gradually pushed up- a resigned tone of voice said: "If Dn^g the reign of Queen Elizabeth
■trlngs
flowing ln ateadler fashion, combines
ward by the development of tiny cells the great philosopher Socrates could a Jury which could not agree was Bent minds me in ita absurdity of Jack- lamps.
with it to make a huge overflow. The
It
was
not
until
very
recently
that
son's.
to the bulb or root. Oil glands at the drink hemlock without a shudder I to priec->. and also at the same period
'Jackson, a rough, sued a man for this subject of ornamental street building of the two dam. will enable
side of the latter supply the hair with suppose I can .wallow thl.!"
the flow to be properly regulated and
,f banquet was genera ly given to the assault, and yet, when the man apwas seriously considered,
Hghting
grease, BO that when one 1. pulled out
'Jury by the successful litigant. This
will practically mean the final harit appears as a ball of fatty substance.
latter {act naturally made the Jury- peared in court, he was bitten -all Then, it wa. .peedlly demonstrated nessing of the Nile.
Mistook HI. Man.
n«n an'ioue to Pro%6 the innocence over the face and ears horribly.
that a lighting system in any city
However long a hair may be. its free,
'How about this?' the Judge .aid or village could be made an ornament
Sir John Fisher relates an amusing ^Veir ™tlm, espccilny ZZ tl
"'How
or most distant enu, Is the oldest, beRuinous to Custom.
he had one inspection day.
to Jackson sternly. 'Here you sue to the place in daylight hours as well
cause it is in and around the neck of experience
Somehow he got separated from his happened to be wealthy.
The young man who eat. all 'round
a man for assault, and he comes Into M %i nlgnt. Down came the unsightly
the bulb that new cell, are added, and
-.. .:. .A
eourt marked all over with your D(jleg and the cobwebby wires. Orna- the circuit ran against thl. quicktherefore push out the already fin- official friends, and at last lost hi.
T e
way. He wandered about and event-'
^ Scorcher,
teeth!'
' mental standard, classic of design and lunch Incident the other day:
ished length.
ually came upon a workman gently ' Simeon Ford was talking about the
A fastidious person made his way
"'Well, Judge, your honor,' .aid henatjfni in appearance were set up
hammering a piece of iron out.ide one French chauffeurs_ emp oyed, by some Jackson, *he pounded me so hard >t reguiar intervals along the curb, charily into the place. A tumbler ot
of New York's multimillionaires.
Business of Painting.
while he was assaultln' me that 1 The w(reg were all put underground, murky water was thumped before him
of the workshops.
"These chaps," he said, "often get
The primary business of painting 1.
"Are the lords of the admiralty
had to have something to bite on, where theybelong, and at once the by the young woman of the other side
as much as $250 a month and found
to create a beautiful surface, beauti- about here?" asked Sir John.
of th» counter.
or else I couldn't have stood It.'"
street was transformed.
Just
for
looking
pretty.
For
they
fully divided into Interesting shapes,
"Vaiat's yours?"
"No fear, matey," said the man,
enlivened with noble llneB, varied with who did not know his rather careless- won't clean a car; they won't repair
"Coffee and rolls, my girl."
Novel Street Lighting Plan.
Help From the Newspaper..
lovely and harmonious colors. IU sec- ly dressed inquisitor. "I'm here doln' it; they'll only drive it.
One of those Iron-heavy, quarterIn the little city of Leetonla, Ohio,
Civic worker, in an Increasing num"And they drive it fast!
They're
ondary business is to remind the spec- crow for 'em."
inch-thick
mugs of coffee was pushed
scorchers!
Yes, they're scorckero, the .treet lamp, are controlled by a ber of cities are coming to realize the over the counter. -. The fastidious
tator of things he has Been and ad"Crow! What's that?"
home-made
time
.witch
operated
by
value
of
the
co-operation
of
the
local
mired in nature, and to create the ilperson seemed dazed. He looked un"What, don'tVer know? Inside this both literally and figuratively.
"I heard of an elderly Irish cook an ordinary alarm clock. A circular press ln campaigns for municipal im- der the mug and over it
lusion of truth.—Kenyon Cox In "The 'ere shed my mateB Is a-takln' of it
-,
piece of metal soldered to the alarm provement.. The willingness of many
who
got
engaged
to
a
daghing
youn;
Classic Point of View."
"But where is the saucer?" he
easy. When I sees some one that
chauffeur from Marseille.. She said j winding key wraps a heavy cord^ about
n"ow
er editors to assist ln such
qaerled.
dont matter I knocks »£ «e "W. to her mlBtresg, after announcing this it as the alarm rings and is attached
mentB tor the public good 1.
"We don't give no saucers here. If
Still Unsatisfied.
But when I sees old Jacky Fisher I
Thl. withdraws* a sliding
to a lever.
b
tn
uberallty with which
n
y
old
betrothai
„._,__,„
£r from beneath a weight, which in «°* J ^
„e tn/own 0
"He usad to brag about hi. wife's knocks like blazes, and when
to we did, some low brow 'd come pilin'
l
Jacky'
pokes
his
nose
inside
they're
"
'My
hut-band
that
is
to
be,
mum,
statesmanship." "Well?" "Now he
falling"JerkB a rope attached to a cli- """ ^'c~ ^^ 0n such .'ubjects in an' drink out of hi. saucer, an'
I. such a scorcher that it. bewil- cult breaker. Once a day the supercomplains that she Is the author of too working like blazes, too. See?"
knowledge and ability, say. the we'd lose a lot of our .welleet trade.
"Jacky" Fisher did see, and crow- derin'.
Saturday he picked me up lntendent wind, the clock and set. the
many bills ln the house."—Town
" i —Cleveland Plain Dealer,
Amerlcan cltyi editorially.
shooting
wa.
begun
in
the
dockyard
after
knockin'
me
down
with
bis
limTopics.
that dav
ousine; Sunday we got engaged, and. alarm at the proper hour for switching
the
lamp,
into
the
circuit.
By
Petrographer
Wanted.
, Like Medicine.
''
■
I today I find tnat he already owe. me
reversing the horh.s and setting the
The department of commerce to
"Some marriage, fail," said Ines
Moderation.
400
Woman's Bureau.
I*
-'"
alarm sue lamps are extinguished at ■vainly trying to-flnd a man to take a Milholland (Mrs. Eugena Bolssevato)
The boundary of man Is moderation.
Bacon—I see Oakland, Cat., is to
daybreak.—Electrical: Wo;jd.
' place as petrographer, although all a at a luncheon at the Colony club in
When onoe we pass that pale, our
Reveng*.
jpetrographer has to know l. chemis- New York, "because the,wife la not
guardian angel quit, his charge of us. have a woman's police bureau next
"Will you marry me. Miss Oussle?"
year with a woman ln charge.
*ry, physics, mineralogy and all about allowed enough freedom, because aha
ArW'
—Feltham.
"No, Mr. Jinks."
Egbert—Fine!
Did jn?u •v*T„try
•tones and their suitability tor con- u bos.ed overmuch,
Madge—l
"Oh, thank yon! I was so afraid
to find anything In .a woman's
atructional purposes. Thus we an re"Yes, some wives have to take marthe kind ■
you'd say yes, for, you see, the fellows
bureau?
" ...... tJSU .... _,.
salnded agate that there are man who ried life as they take medicine—aoInaudible at
were betting no fellow had the nerve lire In ' *
"Well, did If
Among those things that go without
ate
not
oars
for
monej,
cording
to directions."
:
MsWn^trylng to find a polic'eka. |to «k you and I took tt np to .pit.
laying may be Included th* language
to kit;
when you wanted one!"
!»' *• *■■
of deaf mats*.—Puck.

NEW TO WW OFFICERS.

Mrs"Ann O (Bishop) Belding, the Many Surprises are Sprung at the
MAILS DUE TO ARRIVE
widow of the late Norman Belding, died
Election on Monday,
. U. 6.«—East and West.
on Wednesday, April 1, at the home of; The gfation on Monday drew out a
8.W—West.
Mr and Mrs Herbert E. CumminRs. She gharp ^nt^t in three lines—for selectf P. M. 12.46—East and West.
was born at West Brookfield, Dec. |8, menj assessors and overseers of the poor,
2.00—West
1838, coming to North Brookfield when bu(. (he ^^^ ot the ballot for selectmen
4J50—East.
7.05—East and West.
very young, and attending our public waa the gI.easBBt surprise, every member
MAILS CLOSE.
schools.
Bhe was a roemlier oi long o{ tne o)(j board being superseded by
6.00—West.
standing in the First Congregational j newnames,—although two of them, MesA. M.
6.46— East.
church. For many years she lias been a arg> Harwood and Howard, have had ex11.30— East and West.
niost patient sufferer, courageous, yet j p^nee on the board in years past, and
P. M. 1,00—West.
ever ready and longing lor the summon. haye mad K0O(j.
4.40—East.
6.00—East and
and West.
West.
6.oo-East
. ttt that called her home.
For assessors the farmers were success6 S A '£58&.$°™i P M Talff'fmm | she leave8 a grand-daughter, Miss Alice L, in landing their candidate. Whiting,
Bast Broo'kneldare received at 9.30 A. M. ana Q B«lden, o! Brooklyn, N. Y.( and a thanks to two contestants from the Vll-

REAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE COM-

HIS

QUICK WIT AND NERVE.

Mrs Ann O.nBelding.

Englishwoman Deplores the Absence
In This Country of These Adjuncts
to the Home.

Base Bail Schedule.

Edna H. Kittredge.

COLBY H. JOHNSON

AUCTIONEER,
Edna Hattie Kittredge, the youngest
daughter of Mrs Julia Ross, School St., DEALER IN REAL ESTATE
died very suddenly at the city hospital in
OFFICES,
Worcester, at 9.30 p. m., last Sunday,
March 29, of acute appendicitis followed
School Street, No. Brookfield
by peritonitia.
MiBB Kittredge was born in Spencer,
40 Foster St. Worcester.
Jupe 15, 1896. and removed to New
Braintree with her parents aliout 8 years
ago, until the h,»ne was destroyed by
Saturday, May 9, Warrenj^at West fire, some two years ago when they removed to Springfield, and recently re
Brookfield.
bom ruboer ana steel tirei. Bugffle*,
turned to North Brookfield.
Saturday, May 16, Barre at Barre.
Democrat and Delivery Wagon*, SurIn January she entered the city hospitreys and Boad Wagona. both new waa
Wednesday, May 20, Ware at Ware. •
second hand.
al in a class of 20 probationers, and was
Saturday, May 23, open date.
Wednesday, May 27, Palmer at Palmer. working hard to pass the examination VT BOTTOM 'PRICES
5
atraoa, Robe.. Blanket., Whip, and
'paokan\» malls are despatched twice daily as grandson, William Belden oi Ware.
|,
e
and
Wine
are
new
men
on
Saturday, May 30, St. John's of Wor- which would admit her to regular study
Lan
as a-nurse, and just before her death the
oti Cloth.. Not too Corny, sot too
followsT-ii.30 A. M. East and North, 6 P. M. j The tuneral .g ^ (FridaT; afternoon, the board of overseers.
cester at North Brookfield.
Cheap.
W
The vote in detail follows, a star signi
M.ltoter1heBunU Delivery U cio«d at 8.16 ,rom the home of Mr and Mrs Herbert
Wednesday, June 3, Warren at West decision was reached which made her
one of the 9 successful candidates. She Shingles and Roofing Material.
A. M. and received at LSO P. M.
•
! E. Cummings.
fying election.
Brookfield.
K^rv*°l30Or»Si!li^d6^'.ptOMFI The cause of Mrs Belding's death was
Saturday, June 6, Brookfield at Brook was taken sick on Wednesday night, and
Town
Clerk,
for
one
year
All tee dlflerent grade.. All .lies of
Persons who contlnuauvask to tave lock | Briht>s di9ea8e from which Bhe has
Friday night an operation waa performed
•Timothy J. Collins,
3* field.
Nail*, also.
„. opened are respectfully revested to
from which she failed to rally. On SunWednesday,
June
10,
open
date.
Selectmen,
for
one
year
their keys.
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
day her mother, sister and brothers were a.member that my pnoes are always
186
Saturday, June 13, Palmer at North
tbe lowest I .ell «o u to nil again.
L. Emerson Barnes,
PAUL M. KEANET, Asst.
summoned to the hospital, and were at
200
Edward A. Batcheller,
Or. DaiU.l'. Hart. B.«»««Ue. «Jw«jw»
Brookfield.
K. O. K. A. Success.
her
bedside
for
the
last
few
hours
of
her
268
Wednesday, June 17, St. Mary's Acad*F. Arthur Fullam,
In Stock.
life. Miss Kittredge was, a faithful and
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
322 emy at Milford.
Casile Plymouth", K. 0. K. A., are to •Ethan Allen Harwood,
consistent mem ber of the Congregational
1 KUSPHOKS OlIHiS D4.
302
be cougratulated on the success oi their •Mortimer J. Howard,
Saturday, June 20, Ware at West
church in New Braintree, of the New
171 Brookfield.
♦VILU4* ». CdAsVFOUtt
-Easter post card', base ball goods and entertainment Tuesday evening. They Timotty J. Mahoney,
Braintree Grange and of the Quaboag
were favored with a full house, and apAssessor, for three years
Wednesday, June 24, open date.
fishinir tackle now ready at Desplainesr
OAKHAH.
Pomona
Grange.
She
leaves
beside
her
137
Saturday, June 26, Hardwick at North
The flay-The Charles E.B.tcheller,
Mre Harold A. Foster and daughter,!P^ve.audience.
lara
Kittredge
of
Spenmother,
a
sister,
182 Btttokseld.f.
tireat Elixir, was well given—Donald Charles L. Bush,
Robert Francis of
Elizabeth, left on Thursday for Philadelcer; .two brothe
263
Flaiulere as the doctor, and Robert Doane •George A. Whiting,
John Daniels is manager. They exond Everett of SpringSpencer a
phia.
as. the Irish character, were especially
Overseers of the Poor for one year
pect an extra good team out of some
field.
,
The annual meeting of the stockholders good; the other parta were well taken by ♦Patrick J. Doyle,
340 excellenf material.
The battery i.
The body was brought to North Brook
of the H. H. Brown Company will be Raymond Lane, Lester Clapp, Everett •John J. Lane,
361 Daniels and Gendron, with Doyle as a
field and the funeral attended from the
held Tuesday, April 7, 1914.
301 substitute pitcher.
Smith, Charles Bush, Robert MaeQues- Henry Rondeau,
Morrison, Cardin,
304 Dunphy, Miller and tucker are sure of home on School street, with burial in
On account of the week of prayer, the tion, Walter Wheeler and Earle Robbins. •Frank Wine,
Spencer, by the side of her father, the
School Committee, for three years
Young Woman'., club meeting will be They were assisted by Charles Fullam,
places on the team.
late Francis <i. Kittredge.
318>
Jessie Perrin, Evelyn Clapp, Frances •Herbert T. Maynard,
held on Tuesday, April 14.
The funeral service was conducted by
REGISTERED EHBALMER.
Doane, and Bertha Johnson, who gave
Treasurer, for one year
FOR SALE or TO RENT
Rev. Wm. France of the New Braintree
Mr H. H. Sanderson, a brother of Mrs the langhable farce—Wanted, a Wife., •George K. Doane,
406
- without ba- 'I
Personal
Prompt Attention Day
W. H. PULLAM
church, assisted by Rev. A. W. Budd.
William M. Crawford, is very seriously The Wiley brothers gave violin, duets
or Night.
Collector of Taxes, for one year
Many
relatives
and
friends
were
present
ill at hiB home in Lancaster, N. H.
Bertha Johnson a piano solo, Esther •John J. Dunphy,
Telephone North Brookfield No.
LOST BANK BOOK
at the funeral, and among the floral ofisa-n.
Johnson and Lillian Walley, vocal duets,
Trustees of library, for three years
I, No ,1951,
1861, of
or the
menoriu
DABS Book^No
North m™™
BrooMetd
Palm Sunday will be observed by apBant, i» lost, and the owner lias ferings were:—Casket bouquet of sweet
346 £ Bavlnas
Savlnf
Long Distance Connection.
Frances Doane a recitation and Master •Josiah 0. Converse,
made
application
for the_p»ymeiUof
on lur
ii» iiiijiAioi*« «» hthej»me
—~ —-—r peas from the mother; pillow of roses
propriate services and sermon by the
made
app
3a0
Tbto notice 1B tubjishpd as required by Section
Funeral. Perwraally Directed
pastor afternoon and evening at the Grenville Budd, two vocal solos. The •Ward A. Smith,
of the acts of 1908.
and Every Requisite Furn333 40, Chapter yARTHUR
C.BLIS^a^r.r.1 from sister and brothers; hyacinths, from
boys Bold home-made candies during the •Allen B Ward.
ished.
Methodist church.
C. D. Sage, Mr and Mrs H. D. Pollard;
3wl3
Trustees
of
Library,
for
one
year
evening.
I..dy Assistant.
Pole, are being set on Elm street, west
loose pinks, Mr and Mrs E. R. Sage of
360
•Teresa, Doyle,
DUCKS' ECCS
aide, on which a cable is to be run that
344 TJOR sale, five cent. each. NBL80N ORE- Cambridge; and from Mr and Mrs E. C.
Maurice A. Longley, ' ••
Christ Memorial Church.
, will take in most of the wires now runMilliard oi Auburndale; casket bouquets
C
NIKIt,
North
Brookfield.
"*
Auditor, for one year
from Mr and Mrs C. A. Rice, Mr and Mrs
ning up over Foster Hill.
380
•Frank S. Bartlett.
EOCS
FOR
HATCHING.
The services for Palm Sunday and
E. Godaire, Mr and Mrs'E. E. Kittredge
Loyal Circle of King's Daughters will
Cemetery Com., for three years
POWHBIA and Buff Tf7in2°"fnn egg* "* Mr and Mrs E. A. Kittredge, Mr and ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS Holy week will be:—Palm Sunday, Holy
337 C hitching. .1.00 for 13,|«rg»J»;
meet in the parlors of the First church to
sttMt.
•John
A.
Krusell,
Eucharist, 10.45 a. m i and Choral LitMrs J. E. Barr, Mr and Mrs Irving
Board of Health, for three years
sew, at 2 p. m. on Tuesday. The regular
IN SCRIPT OR
•
any and Cantata, "Penitence, Pardon.
Webb, Mr and Mrs Walter McMenimen,
31
ECCS FOR SALE.
business meeting will be at 4 p. m.
•Herbert
T.
Maynard,
Peace," 7 p. m. During Holy week
HATCHING egg_ that will hatch. Houdans, Mr and Mrs Harry Rice, Mr and Mrs
Water
Com.,
for
three
years
ENGLISH
TEXT
The North Brookfield Brotherhood has there will be a service daily at 3.45 p. m.,
LX r
Rhode" Wand Red,, and White Wyan- Freeman, John O'Brien, Mr and Mrs
271 dotte»,-so
cent, a .etting. Indian Runner
secured Rev. Edward Payson Drew to ad- with these additions: Maundy Thursday, Edward A. Batcheller,
Colby H. Johnaon, Miss Elsie Johnson, H. L Lawrence, North Brookfkld
Dnok.,12egg.for«l«. joHN ^ DUNpHY.
Tree Warden, for one year
dress them at the annual banqu< t at the Holy Communion, 9 a. m. i Good Friday,
Mrs Thomas Burkhill; casket bouquets
336
Chapel on the evening of Monday, April services at 9 a. m., the Three Hours •Colby 11. Johnson, >
from the Superintendent and officers, the
FOR SALE.
Constables, for one year
witli addresses, meditations and hymns
20
365 (\im Old Trusty Inoubaor, 1W eggs, f m Phjio nurses and classmates at the city hospit- ARTISTIC MONUMENTS
•Edward
Dunphy,
U
brooder
and
run.
one
portable
hen
house,
Rev. A W! Budd Was called to New from 12 m. to 3 p. m. and evening prayer
362 8x IS ft., two self feeders, one pen of l«w>'«*- al, Mr and Mrs Leland Wilson; white
•John Mattoon,
Call afYork this week as a witness in the Ox- and sermon at 7.45 p. m. The Way of
roses from Mrs Tufto and Miss Tufts; 18
314 ed Barred Rocs pullets and cockerel
|AND CEMETERY MEMORIALS
•Stephen
Quill,
ter Saturday
ford Linen Mills case—simply as a neigh- the'Cross will be the service for 3.45 p.
EFKIE
F.
EAME8,
Blgelow
St.
daffodils, Miss Eunice France; pinks,
113
Augustus
Ellery,
bor of Mr B. C. Mudge, one of the de- m., and all members of the school are
Miss
Addie
Vernon
and
Miss
Mary
In all Uwfa of
The License Question.
HAY AND ECCS FOR SALE
asked to be present at that time.
fendant, in the case.
'
bright, early out swamp hay, HOOT, Pollard.
•Yes, S28; No, 193- Last year the vote noo'p.
GRANITE
AND MARBLB
(} Also KOOO White Indian Runner duck eggs.
Mrs Gorbin, Mr Reed and Mrs Crooks
The K. O. K. A. will meet to-morrow was Yea, 295; No, 217A
Mies Hfelen Fairman Cooke is in New
FW.e> strata, ^"ggjft. BralntIM, Mass.
sang Rocked in the Cradle of the Deep,
York fora short visit with her sister, M'ss night instead of next^ Wedmsday.
There were 593 voteJtaat. The majorG A. RISLEY & COMPANY
IS' . l
and One Sweetly Sweetly Solemn Thought,
Marion Frances Cooke. Mrs John S.
Regular meeting of the Woman's Guild ity for license was the largest ever given
both of which were favorites of Miss
TO RENT AND FOR SALE
Cooke, who i. neav in Providence, will .in the pariah rooms, Wednesday, April 8, iu this town.
Telephone
Ve»t BrookKsa*.
,
rno teflt.asrjTroom cottage house on South Kittredge, and which she Bang the last
ilhe meeting adjourned to Saturday,- ,1 Main street.
join them this week.
at3p. m.
■'.■'■■'' ' '
b a
U0B! sale.-cottajre building lot. at Qoa J * time that she was at home.
The annual meeting of the First ConReserve Tuesday evening, April 14, for April 4, at 1p.m., when the remaining FwnSv'«. 1. COOLIDttlf.No. Brooineld.
Mrs ROBS and family wish to express
gregational society will be held on Mon- the Easter .upper in the Gymnasium. articles in the warrant will be acted upon
their sincere thanks to all for loving symarid appropriations made. Herbert T.
day, April 13, at 7.30 p. m., at the Chap- Specihl particulars next week
TO RENT
pathy and the beautiful flowers.
Maynard is moderator.
To .ee the Latest Model, of
el It usually comes earlier, but,was
rVO mod upper rooms, 3 windows in each,
oatStet. continuous hot water, on same
postponed on account of Passion' week.
nooTSeateub, hotwrfter, lighted by eleotrlInspection and Degrees.
NEW BRAINTREE.
cftv Five minutes walk from post ofrfce.
A full attendance i. very desirable.
WILL REBUILD AT ONCR.
MRS W. K. HOBBS, King St., North Brook,a
field.
..
,
'
Mrs Charles E. Batcheller was called
Harry D. Towne of Millers' Falls, paid
Miss L. E. Bowdoin is visiting at Tarryt
to New Braintree yesterday by the death his first official visit last evening; to North A Finer Church to Rtae on th. Ruins of th.
a-while farm.
TO
RENT
of her father, Mr James P. Utley. His Brookfield Grange, as ita Deputy. The
Edifice Destroyed by Fire.
CORSETS
water
Miss Eunice France, Stoughton, ia home
A GOOD up-.tairs tenement. Towa
.
age waa 76 year, and one month. Mrs third degree was was worked on four
Everything on one fioor. Inquire of FEED
All who knew Rev. Charles S. Mills, D.
for
a
week's
vacation,
■
Utley survives him. The funeral will be candidates by the Ladies' Degree Staff, D., when ha was pastor of the Congrega- A STaSkSs/south Main Street, North BrookOr have them brought to your horn*
^
Mrs E. E. Judkins of Greenland, N.
and the regular officers worked the fourth tional church in North Brookfield, read field.
at hie late home on Monday at 1 p. m.
by sending word to
V
Je*
H., iB the gnest of Miss E. A. Hoyt.
TO RENT.
At the Congregational church Sunday degree. The deputy expressed himself with sorrow of the destruction by fire of^
Miss the First Congregational church at Mont- NICE sunny furnished or unfurnished teneHon. and Mrs C. A. Gleason are at
morning Rev. A. W. Budd will speak as well-pleased with the work.
ment of th, ee rooms; everything needed for
upon The Theme of the Preacher. In Marion Tucker gave a piano solo, and clair, N. J., of which he became the pas- housekeeping. All convenience, on one floor their summer home for a few days.
Reprewnratlve for the Brookfield..
Mabel
Chadbourne
sang
"Somewhere
a
R.ntr*>*nable. Apply » ^^ FogTEB
the evening there will be an illustrated
Miss Annie Dailey has returned to her
tor in November, 1912.
8tf
Telephone 16-13,
The corner-stone of the ;church was Spring St.
lecture on Easter, past and present, in Voice iB Calling." The usual social time
school at Turners Falls after a week's vaw.is enjoyed.
eong, story and custom, at Jerusalem.
laid in 1872, and in 1890 it was encation.
NORTH
BROOKFIELD.
MAaSj.
FOR SALE
larged by tbe building of two transepts,
James P. Utley died at bis home yesrl SETTLE AN ESTATE. Preferred Stock in
The Pythian 8isters will hold a milithe Denholm & McKay &>• PftS['P" «-»$ terday morning, aged 76. Funeral, MonMrs Helena Monahan finished last Sun- and a beautiful memorial Chapel was also
tary whist party in Castle hall, Thursday
quarterly. C. E KENDBICb. 814
added the same year. The church prop- dividend,
EDWIN T. CHAPIN
State Mutual Building, Worcester. Mass.,
day at 1 p. m.
evening, April 23. Whist at 8 o'clock, day, her work a* organist of the Congreerty destroyed by the fire was valued at
gational
church,
which
place
she
has
acsharp, followed by dancing. Admission
A
large
number
of
townspeople
at*
ARCHITECT
EOCS
AND
CHICKS
FOR
SALE
ceptably filled for the last two years. Her nearly a quarter million dollars. A sub25 cents. Refreshments served. All are
T AM BOOKING orders now for S. C.R.I. tendel the funeral of Miss Edna Kitand
White
Rocks,
Flshel
strain.
friends gave her a pleasant reception at stantial wall, and a fortunate change in J.I Red-Chicks
727-728 Slate Mutual Building, VorcaseaT
Keawo»»»uu
w, BABCOCK, Breeder. tredge at North Brookfield on Tuesday.
welcome.
the Chapel on'Wednesday evening, and the wind saved the »80,000 Chapel, but
North Brookfield, Feb. 36
6w»
Telephone
Mr C. O. Johnson who recently bought
At the next regular meeting of the G. to show their appreciation presented her the church and contents were a total loss.
the old brick store, remodeled the second
F 8., Tuesday evening, April 7th, in with a half-dozen solid Bilver tea-spoons Insurance 8100,000. . Cause of fire unstory into a tenement and moved into it
the Guild rooms, Mr. Etta L. Chesley will and two solid silver table-spoons, the known. Many houses in the neighborTuesday.
give a talk on the Doone country, and presentation speech being very gracefully hood were covered by the flying sparks,
East Brookfield
will show pictures which she collected made by Mr Eugene W. Reed, chairman but hard work on the part of the firemen
Mr J. H. Titus who has been at Muster
while on a viBit in England last fall.
Hill stock farm for the past three years,
of the music committee. About 40 were saved them from serious damage.
Special Otters For Contract Paint*
The steel spire, surmounted by a stone
has leased the C. O. Johnson farm and
Special services will be held every eve- present.
took possession Wednesday.
cross stood even after the walls of the
ing and Paper Hanging
ning next week, except Saturday, at the
The postmaster has announced that church had fallen,
Congregational Chapel.
On Monday.
Miss E. A. Hoyt who Buffered a shock
Stock Furnished.
At a meeting of the First CongregaUonWednesday and Thursday evening the there will be an examination held at
of paralysis in her left side last WednesON
A
S15.00
order foa wall paper, I will give la
Worceater,
Mass.,
April
25,
1914,
for
the'si
church
of
North
Brookfield
on
the
pastor will conduct the service; Tuesday
day is improving. Dr. F. W. Cowles is
latex improved bread mixer free.
evening Rev. T. C Craig of Warren will position of Rural Letter Carrier at Sunday after the fire, Dea. Stone and Mr
attending her. A trained nurse from
A 110.00 order and »1.S0 ia money will get tkta
lead, and Friday evening, Rev. Sherman Shrewsbury, Mass. Persons residing in Lawrence were instructed to transmit to
Worcester is caring for her.
Mixer free.
Worce 'ter County are eligible for the posi-' Dr. Mills and the Montclair church the
Goodwin of Brookfield.
»
Mrs Ann (Minns) Gaffney, aged 78, A S5.00 oader and $2.00 In money will take a.
tion
For information concerning the deep sympathy of Dr. Mills' former
**
The regular meeting of the D. A. R. examination apply to the poBtrnaster at church. This letter was read, with othe a
died suddenly Monday morning of acute bread mixer free.
Chapter will be at the parlors of the Con- Worcester, Mass.
indigestion,
after
having
lived
in
the
\
j of similar import, at a great meeting last
Will supply you with the
gregational church, Saturday, April 4th,
same house since she was 17 years old.
<_
Sunday morning in the old Presbyterian
at 3 p. m. sharp. An address is expected
She leaves one daughter, the wife of MarAt the meeting of the Woman's church, which has been thrown open to
following
seed
potatoes
:
after the business meeting, on India by
tin Keeley, two grand-children, Alice and
Union next Thursday Mrs Sewall of Wor- them until their'new home can be erected,
Rev. Mr Osborne of Spencer, who was
Harold Keeley, a brother, James, of
ce t -r is expected to be pr. s -nt and will j With characteristic energy Dr. Mills at
GREEN MOUNTAIN, Whitinsville, also one sister in Nova
born in that country and has costumes give some report of the meeting of the once starteoV plans for .rebuilding, and
Scotia. The bearers were William Gaffand souveinrs from there. He will also
Worcester County Branch at West Boyls-1 with the prompt, loyal and generous supNORCROSS,
give some of their songs which will be of
ney, C. H. Dailey, W. H, Loftus, Jamee
ton and also the work in China. It will port ot a parish including many men of
Minns. Undertaker O. 8. Lane had
great interest. A full attendance is hoped
give her great pleasure to meet all her' great wealth, a new church will rise fro^i
DELAWARE,
charge of the funeral which waa held at
for.
old friends.
;t'ie ruins of the historic building, that
Registered Embalmer.
North Brookfield Wednesday morning at
James Saunders returned on Monday
GOLD COIN,
will be grander and more complete than
- from Virginia, whither be was called by
10
o'clock.
ECOS FOR HATCHING
the one destroyed.
Lady Assistant.
the sjekness and death of his mother. WHITE Plymotth Bock egg. for Hatching
CARMEN NO. 3,
JO cent. forU. EVBBJ5TT WEBBER.
„_
._
He was much surprised to find Buch
Rubber
From
Lettuce.
0nlon .treet.
M
FOR SALE.
NEW QUEEN,
severe weather even as far south as DelaTwo species of wild lettuce, lacHATOHINO EGGS from large single comb R.
Omneeted hy Long Dlstanoe TeleI Reds, selected .took, 75 cents a setting,
ware, and the passage down Chesapeake
—
tuca canadensls and L. scariola, both
v*f*» ""~ •
also eggs from Rhode If Una Reds for 60 cents.
pbone>t House and Store.
EARLY
ROSE,
common ln the northern United States,
was very rough and disagreeable. When A TWO HORSE lumber wagon, and a new
o. B FAI.r.H,
Pair double haruesse.. . West Brookfield
8wl2
have
been
shown
to
contain
rubber,
he reached Gloucester Point, Ya., at 4 14 two-hone mower. COLBY
H. JOHNSON.
IRISH COBBLER,
the former to the extent of J.l» »»*
a. m- he found the ground covered with
MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
the latter 1.58 per cenfc, of a food
PLACE FOR SALE
six inches of .now, and at that early hour
quality. As the plants also contain
was forced to walk 10 miles to hat destinlactucarium, which Is a recofniied
DRESSMAKING
FOR SA&.B
ation. A few days later be crossed to
drug. It ia suggested that they might
Cape Charles, on the eastern side of the toeplaee
ESS: M Proapsct St.
North Brookfkld
be proflUblr exploited for both taese
Bay and found farmers plowing and ■or-*or Ml
«wo<ta^..- ,,fl«o.......
— i»»*».', I
planting.
'. ,_, ,'■,'"_
FRIDAY, APRIL 3. 1814.

The AJJiletic Association of the N. B.
H. S. lias arranged the following schedule
of games for the base ball season, with a
few open'dates:—
Saturday, April 25, Barre at North
Brookfield.
Wednesday, April 29, Brookfield at
North Brookfield
--Saturday, May 2, Hardwick at Hard-

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concords

CHARLES S. LANE,
Furnishing Undertaker

c%Sp°rjisor tfwjBS-*

Gall at 46 Summer Street

u

SPIRELLA
MRS. B. 6. GRAVES,

H. A. HARPER,

Seed Potetoes!

FULLAM

FRED C CLAPP

Funeral Director

»
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PLAY FOR INSURANCE MONEY

s. hoRSg ezramrwaiezs
making
embankments over gullies,
these embankments being ironically known as
"golden
bridges."
The Russians depend
mainly
on
leaving their fields
periodically fallow
for the recuperation of the soil,
and a certain
amount of good Is
also effected by the
grazing of the rye
by the stock In
early spring—the
wheat and oats are
never put Into the
land In the autumn,
and so are not
grazed. A point perhaps worth noting
is the fact that little land is under
leguminous crops,
which enrich the
soil by virtue of
t&gEOiTiaKY&ir
their power of filthis common land the whole of the ing atmospheric nitrogen, so a powercattle and sheep of the village are ful factor in the amelioration of the
pastured together, looked otter by one land is absent
A large proportion of the wheat
of the villagers, and the mixed stock
presented a remarkably pretty sight. grown in the South Central district of
On the large farms horses are largely Russia 1B exported to England and
employed for plowing, and one often Germany from the port of Odessa by
saw a young foal follow'ing its mother steamers which reach that port with
patiently up and down the furrows. cargoes of coal. On several occasions,
A noteworthy point is the entire ab- on the Journey from Moscow to the
sence of hedges—as far as the eye Crimea, we saw a dead pig enveloped
can reach, field after field stretches In burning straw, and learned that the
away with monotonous regularity, pig, as Boon as killed, is placed on
often not so much as a single tree straw, which is then set fire to in orbreaking the uninteresting landscape. der to buVn the animal's hair. After,
Comparatively little of the cereal the desolate and monotonous counstraw is stored up, but most of It try of the wheat producing district,
is burnt in the engines driving the one was most favorably impressed by
threshing machines.
Where farming the Crimea. The Crimea may be said
Is practised on so extensive a scale as to OT the wine and fruit-producing disin the wheat-growing districts of Rus- trict for the whole of Russia, and at
sia, the farmer naturally is unable to the moment I am writing these lines
have his servants under his eye, and (April 27) the vines are Just comcases are on record of farm laborers mencing to Bhoot. The Crimea Is escarting the corn to their own stand- sentially a land of hills, and It is on
ings Instead of those of their employ- these hillsides that the vines are
er. The absence of any organized sys- grown. Cereals are produced only In
tem of manuring the fields is all the small quantities—the climate Is too
more evident after one has passed dry and the soil too rocky to permit of
through the rich agricultural ^district extensive operations in this line. A
of Eastern Austria, In Russia, I have little wheat and oats are grown, and
It on the authority of an eye-wltnesa occasionally one sees a field of rye
that a certain heap of manure exists already bursting into ear, while far
of the age of no less than sixty years, up the hillsides orchards with fruit
and no steps are ever taken to dis- trees—apple, pear, apricot, plum—
tribute it over the fields. Again, the laden with blossom, throw their perpeasants actually use their manure in fumes far over the land.
'

'

'■■"'

TREES WARD OFF HEAT AND COLD
He who plants a tree, he plants love;
Tents of coolness spreading out above.
—Larcom.
Y THEIR grateful
•shade trees screen
us from the too
fervid heat of the
sun. They abate
the winds and
protect from the
chilling blasts of
winter.
Their
leaves prevent the
spread of germladen dust and
help to purify the
air. They encourage the birds and
save our crops from many an insect
Injury. They lend a grace and beauty
to every homestead and every roadway that they border.
For shade, trees should be planted
wherever it is desirable to be shielded
from the hot rays of the summer sun.
Not all shade is agreeable.
The
shade of some trees is too dense and
others too light.
A heavy woolen
blanket properly suspended will make
a shade; so will mosquito netting, but
It would not be best to use either.
Trees with a close, compact head and
large, heavy leaves may make too
dense a shade.
There is much bad tree planting,
and even worse lack of care after
planting. Much has been written about
how planting should be done. It may
be well to note a few things that
should not be done. The following
are some of the things to be avoided:
1. Don't plant trees that are more
than from four to six years' old.

2. Don't overcrowd trees In plant'
Ing.
3. Don't plant trees In straight lines.
4. Don't plant shade or ornamental
trees In anything except good soil.
6. Don't plant a tree In a bowlshaped hole that Is deeper in the center than elsewhere.
6. Don't forget to cut off all mangled
or broken roots.
7. Don't fall to apply a mulch to a

Washington.—The character of the
food eaten by birds, Insects or animals
decides their economic status. When
the food of a bird consists of Insects
or mammals injurious to crops, forest trees, or to other property, that
bird is of service to man and, therefore, beneficial. A bird, animal or insect is beneficial or injurious to the
degree that harmful or useful forms
are eaten or destroyed by it.
Their mode of locomotion, together
with their structural fitness for their
natural functions, make birds a very
Important economic factor in the animal kingdom, especially from the
standpoint of their usefulness toman.
Endowed with the power of flight,
they Bpeedily cover great distances,
thus controlling plagues of insects
or rodents in widely separated sections of country.
Aside from their "destruction of
noxious Insects and animals, birds are
useful as weed-seed destroyers, also
as scavengers, and again are instrumental In the dissemination of the
seeds of trees and other plants. The
place of birds in nature is entirely
unique.
Each species performs a
service which no other can so well
accomplish.
Each is structurally
modified for the particular work
nature demands of It These modifications, In such species as the crossbill, spoon-bill, and others are very
marked, giving them an unnautral
and grotesque appearance, even to the
point of deformity. In other species,
various structural modifications In
Teet, legs, wings, necks or other parts
are found.
So complex are the food habits of
birds, that they are little understood,
and probably never will he fully
known. A species may be useful part
of the year, and harmful at certain
times. An active destroyer of insects

AINT.TOU GLAD
TDURE LIVM?
Ain't it splendid to
be llvin', 'long
'bout this [line o'
year,
With
the
green
things
peepin'
upward and the
mornings
crisp
and clear;
With the children's
cheeks a-glowtn'
and the future
lookln' bright,
And the gladdened
rooatera crowln'
Just for fun with
all their might?
Ain't it cheerful,
ain't it splendid
to get out and
whiff the air
When the winter
time is ended
and there's
beauty
everywhere.
When the buds are
busy Bwellln' and
the colts kick up their heels
And the lambs .quit friskln' hardly long
enougfc to get their meaJsT
Ain't It One to hear the cackle of the
ben whose heart is light
And to have the will to tackle any Job
there Is In sight?
Ain't it fine to see things growln Just
the way they used to grow.
And to feel the warm wind blowln Just
the way it used to blow?
Ain't It good to etart the furrow and to
smell the new-plowed earth,
And to hear the blackbirds chatter,
huntln' worme for all they're worth?
Ain't It good to hear the ring-In' of the
distant dinner bell,
And to hear the robin singln* Just to
show that ail is well?
AJn't It lucky to be llvin' when the blaev
some brighten things,
Awl yon're waltln' for the summer w*m
the gladneae that It brings?
Ain't It good to see the gleamln' dandelions in the lane;
Don't It kind of start you dreamtn" the
*
old boyhood dreams again?

CANDID OPINION
The man who is always positive that
he Is right loses many bets.
Frequently the worm that turns
merely gets ltBelf bruised on the other
side.
A poor beginning may lead to a good
ending, but it is not likely to. do BO If
one has started to tumble downstairs.
A theatrical producer Is a man who
had a drawing-room on the limited
train last week and Is sucking an
orange In a common coach today.

Food of the English Sparrow, Graphically Shown.
within the breeding range may become a pillager of grain during migrations. Certain species, highly beneficial in normal numbers, become destructive when their numbers are
greatly Increased. The whole economic problem hinges on the balance
that can be preserved in nature. An
Increased food supply would tend to
increase the number of birds feeding
thereon. When the supply Is materially decreased, the birds must look
elsewhere for food, and this may result In their becoming destructive.
Birds are not always the cheery,
light-hearted creatures of summer.
Sometimes conditions are most adverse and for days at a time food is
unobtainable. At such times, many a
bird that otherwise might starve or
freeze to death may be saved by feeding. The time and expense required
to maintain a food shelf for the bird*
la trivial, but the good resulting ia

Some of the college professors are
trying to find out whether the Indian
has a sense of humor. After they get
through with the Indians they ought to
examine the people who like popular
longs.
For Instance.
"The sphere," said the philosopher,
"Is the first principle of nature. The
earth is a sphere, the sun, the moon
and the stars are BphereB. The raindrop ia a sphere; nearly all fruits and
seeds are spherical, and what Is It that
a child learns to play with first? A
ball. Our eyes are spheres, and our
heads, by far the most important parts
of us, are round. In fact, there's hardly anything of any Importance that
Isn't round."
"Oh, yes there is," replied the Iconoclast
"What, for instance?"
"A sirloin steak."

NO WONDER

THEY

DISAGREED

'TvTiat were the
grounds on which
your wife secured
her divorce?"
"I n c ompatablllty of temperament"
"Why was It
that you couldnt
agree?'
"She Insisted that her former husband was an abler man than I am because he wore smaller shoes and f
larger hat than I do."

An

Enjoyable Shade, the Result of
Somebody's Planting.

transplanted tree If there la the slightest danger of drought
8. Don't allow trees to be used as
hitching posts.
9. Don't forget that good shade trees
are the result of Intelligent choice and
care.

went out in a sailing boat alone at an pay. They made diligent Inquiries, and
English seaside resort. He took good discovered that a man greatly resemCompanies Have to Be Constantly on. care that his departure in the boat was bling the "deceased" had landed on
well noticed by people in the vicinity. a not far distant island, had caught
the Watch to Prevent Heavy
Next morning the boat was found dis- the next boat to the mainland, and
Lessee Through Swindlers.
mantled and tossing .on the waves— had then taken a passage for America.
The matter came to court, and, owing
One of the dodges that insurance empty. He had disappeared.
His hat and other personal effects to the suspicious circumstances, a vercompanies have to guard against is
that of the man who insures his life were found floating on the water, but dict was found in the company's favor.
for a large Bum and then disappears, no trace of the man could be found,
Cambric.
bis relatives subsequently claiming the and the relatives conveniently assumed that he had been drowned and
On what supposition could a house
money.
claimed
the
Insurance
money.
The
Inbe built with a pocket handkerchief?
Some time ago a man Insured himU It became brick (cambric).
self for £5,000, and a month later surance company, however, refused to

Food of the Song 8parrow Shown—
The Relative Size of the Segments of
the Circle Show the Comparative
Amounts Eaten of Various Food-Stuffs.
very great
The food shelf (there
should be one or more on every farm)
should be placed, if possible, in a
sheltered situation, with a southern
side exposed, and well out of the reach
of cats. A sooth window is a good
place and permits of observation from
within. Suet, cracked nuts, seeds,
grains and crumbs should be furnished
In goodly quantity. A suet ball (made
by winding a piece of suet with cord
to keep it from falling to pieces, and
suspended by a strong twine) may be
hung underneath the porch or suspended from, a branch of a tree.
English sparrows seldom. If ever,
bother a piece of suet so fixed, but
more or less trouble will be caused by
the sparrows driving other birds
from the food shelf unleBS they are
disposed of. This may be accomplished best by removing the eggs
from their nests always—and destroying them.

PORTABLE FARROWING HOUSE IN FAVOR

Hostess Will Please Her Guests When
She Seta These Escalloped
Dainties Before Them.

Character of Food They Eat Decides Economic Status.
When It Consists' of Insects or Mammale Injurious to Crops or Forest
Trees, That Bird Is of Servico
to Man and Beneficial.

-

OYSTERS SERVED IN SHELLS

SOI BIRDS USEFUL

A(SMOTLTTOEMlHJ
N a country of such vast dimensions as that ruled
over by the czar, the
methods of agriculture
naturally vary enormously In the different districts; but during a visit
of three weeks' duration
—a visit now juBt drawing to a close—I have
7
been able to see ,8, good
deal of the methods of the Russian
peasant and landowner.
In the Petersburg district scientific
agriculture is practically unknown.
Here the summer is too short to allow
the successful raising of crops, and
tillage is confined to the lands belonging to the village communities. In
Russia practically every village
etate-owned—that is, under the control
of no landlord, and every village has
■within its bounds a certain acreage of
common land. The inhabitants of the
village have each one a fixed amount
of this land assigned to them; but, to
avoid favoritism, a peasant does not
farm the same strip
two "seasons
running, but a rotation
is practised whereby each member of
the Tillage in time
goes over the whole
land of the community.
The birth
of a son'is a source
or great joy on the
part of a Russian
peasant, for on such
an occasion an extra
grant of land is
given to him.
In
the north of Russia
wheat is
never
grown.
Oats are
produced, but rye is
the staple crop, and it is from this
cereal that the peasant makes his
bread. The rye is put into the ground
in September, and thus is able to
mains a start before the advent of
the winter snow, early In November.
Between Petersburg and Moscow agriculture is in a primitive condition.The fields are extremely small and
have a neglected appearance, while
the houses of the villagers are in
a dirty condition, the cattle and pigs
In some instances sharing the dwelllngs with their owners.
The rotation here practised is rye, oats
and
then
fallow,
to
allow
the
land to recover somewhat. Proceeding south, however, one finds better
conditions prevailing. The fields become larger, wheat takes the place of
rye, and one gradually enters the enormous wheat producing district of
Russia. Passing through this district,
which extends from Kliarkoff to the
beginning of the Crimean peninsula,
for hundreds of miles the country, as
far as the eye can reach, Is given
,over almost entirely to the raising of
cereal crops. The fields are enormous,
more than one field stretching for several miles by the railway line, and
as the whole district Is sparsely populated, the problem at once presents
itself; From where are the landowners to obtain an adequate supply of
labor? They must depend entirely on
the services of the villagers, and as
the latter are quite independent of
them, they have no power to force
them to work should they be disinclined to do so. An Instance of this
occurred a short time back. A landlord who owned a farm of 40,000 acres
had a fine crop of 900 acres of beets.
When the time arrived for the harvesting of these roots the peasants of
the village—on the excuse that, as
\ their own harvest was an- abundant
one, there was no necessity for them
to work—point blank refused to do
the harvesting of the beets, and the
whole of the country had to be scoured
—naturally, at considerable expense—
to procure laborers. Throughout the
extensive corn-growing district referred to above there is an almost
entire absence of root crops, with the
exception of beets, and only a very
email proportion of the land 1B under
grass or hay.
How the stock can
be maintained under these conditions
through the winter months is difficult
to understand, but the animals seen
were In poor condition as compared
with the English cattle.' The moBt important breed of Russian cow is the
Yaroslav, but on the estate where the
writer has been staying the stock consisted of Jersey cattle, and crosses between these latter and the Yaroslav are
looked on favorably. English pigs,
Yorkshire and Tamworth, are also
kept. Very little stock is kept on the
majority of Russian farms. As well
as the cereal crops, one frequently
noted fields given over to the raising
of sunflowers.
These are reared for
' the production of salad oil, which 1B
used extensively during Lent, and
the seeds are also eaten largely by
the poorer classes. The farm land of
a village community is easy to distinguish from that owned by the
landlord, from the fact that the former
is Invariably in narrow strips.
On
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The Center of Interest
I never read the sporting sheet.
It all la meaningless to me;
I do not care which club may boat
Or which the tail-end team may be.

This delicious dish was origlnallyf
made when dishes were more costly and so they were baked in large shellsi
of the scallop, which made very appropriate individual sections for servw
ing as taken from the oven. To makel
In this manner we must first prepare buttered crumbs.
Use either bread or cracker crumb™
and for every eight tablespoonfuls of
crumbs allow one tablespoonful of but-i
ter.
Melt the butter In a saucepan
and turn the" crumbs In, stirring untili
they are coated evenly with the butter. Next look the oysters over carefully for bits of shell, having first!
drained them and saved the liquor,,
and then wash with one-half cup oft
water. Butter the pan or Bhell or little ramekin lightly and sprinkle withi
a thin layer of crumbs. On this put!
a layer of oysters and season with
pepper and salt. Moisten slightly with
the oyster liquor and cream or rich
milk or either alone.
Cover with
crumbs, season and pour on all the'
milk that will be readily taken up by
the crumbs. For shells we seldom get
any large enough for more than onei
layer of oysters. When we use dishes,
add another layer of oysters and a.
layer of crumbs on the top.
This1
would give UB three layerB of crumbs'
and two layers of oysters. Cook untili
the crumbs brown on the top, but
there Is no damage to lift out an oyster to see If properly done, being careful not to break up the top layer more'
than necessary.
For escalloped oysters a moderately
hot oven Is desirable and also they
should stand for at least 40 minutes
after they are prepared, so that the.
moisture and flavor may blend well
throughout the mass. If on shells it
Is best to place the shells In a square,,
shallow tin, so as to handle easily1
In putting In and taking from the)
oven.

CHRI8T'8 TABLE TALK.
LESSON TEXT-Luke 14:7-24.
GOLDEN TEXT—"Everyone that exalteth himself shall be humbled; and he that
humbleth himself shall be exalted." Luke
Mitt.

Berkshire Sow With Litter.

responsible — they i
not only give relief^
— they perma-^
nentlycureCea-^'
stipation. Mil-J
lions u s e ,
them for
fiilioutnctt,

indiftitioa. Sick Headache, Sallow Skin.
SMALL PILL, SHALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Genuine must bear Signature

Fable of Misunderstood Pianist. .
A fable by Strickland W. Gllliian:
"Once upon a time there was a Young
Lady who was downright Abusive of
the Pianoforte. When she began to
Swat it, the Family first, and then
the Neighbors, Beat It to some Place
where the Hearing was less Acute.
One day when the Young Lady was
Maltreating the Ivories, a Great Critic
who had noticed the Signals wandered
into the Banger Zone and heard the
Noise.
He paused and Gasped and
people Watching from a Distance expected to see him Fall Dead. Instead
he Rushed to the place whence the
Noise Emanated and hired the Young.
Lady for a Concert Tour beginning
'Mr. Bingaling Presents.'" Moral—
Haec fabula dopes It that music Is
sometimes far better than It sounds.
—Kansas City Star.

Important to Mothers)

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
Infants and children, and see that It
Signature of C&^/^M^&J&U
In Use For Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
Her Writing.
"What's wrong with you, ThomaB?"
"1 want to get my laundry from
the Chinaman, and I can't tell If these
slips are the laundry tickets or notes
from Julia."
FNKUMATIOA STOPS YOUB FAIN
or breaks np yonroold in one hour, it»marYeioos.
Used externally, ill druggists, 25 cents. Adv.
Sometimes we would rather meet &
man who would lend us a dollar than
lend us a hand.

X have no wish to read about
The work of congress day by day,
I never hunt the book news out.
Nor pause to read about the play.
I write the letters which you read
Signed "Patriot" and "X, T. Z."
I read them only; they, Indeed,
Alone have .Interest for me.

Unsatisfactory.
"Pretty severe snowstorm."
"Yes," replied Mr. Growcher. "Jnsl
severe enough to make it disagreeable
and not severe enough to prevent s
man from going to work."

LESSON FOR APRIL 5

CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS are.

The market page I put aside,
Stocks may be high or very low;
There may be melons to divide—
I do not know nor care to know.

Changed Her Mind.
"My husband and I were engaged
for five years."
"You must he one of those who believe In long engagements."
"No. I did. before we were married."

LESSON

Is Crowing Smaller Every Day.

Fortunately for the average man,
few of his prayers are answered.

SHIRTS
are the best fitting ana!
wearing
shirts . made.
' Spring styles sparkle with
patterns, unique colorings
novel effects. $1.50 and
Every shirt typical of

best
The
new
and
up.

TROY'S BEST PRODUCT

EARL & WILSON
MAK.KKK OF BBD-MAN COHVABS
.CoIemtuteWuh.
1 A TtTMTP Wanon E.fi
Bookatree. High-

swrsoiooL
(By E. O. SELLERS, Director of Evening
Department, The Moody Bible Institute,
Chicago.) s

The Army of
Constipation

One gentleman who calls another
gentleman a liar Is no gentleman.

MHMnONAL

»

In order to give the pigs the right
kind of a start In life, they must be
born under good conditions. If the
brood sows can have their way they
will slip off to the woods when ready
to farrow, pile up a lot of leaves at
the side of a stump or In a fence corner and here the pigs will be born in
the open air. This procedure is all
' right In warm weather, but In the
spring when cold, wet weather prevails much of the time, a large loss
Is sustained when the pigs come amid
such surroundings, writes W. F. Purdue In Successful Farming. Hogs are
so poorly protected by nature against
the cold that warm, dry quarters are
a necessity for the sows that farrow
early in the season, or BO many of
the pigs will be lost that most of the
profit Is gone in the beginning. The
loss of young pigB every spring Is
enormous, though it is largely preventable. All farmers who are waiting until they are able to build a fine,
big hog house, with all modern conveniences, are making a mistake.
These men should do the best they
can at once and provide suoh shelter
as will be dry, warm and well lighted.
The portable type of farrowing
house has rapidly come into favor
lately, even with those who are well
able to provide more expensive quarters. The A-shaped building is a very
serviceable type of the portable house
that commendB itself to many farmers who are engaged In the hog business on a large scale. It Is warm at
all seasons and it may easily be kept
in a sanitary condition.
Two men
can move It to a new location In a
few minutes and thus It does not become Infested with rats or hog house
smells. The slopping and feeding are
always done outside, hence the floor
never becomes wet and filthy. These
houses are Just the thing for nervous
sows, as they can be located so as to
be out of the hearing of other sows
and pigs.
For the man who rents, the portable
house is very advantageous, since it
can be reads*/ moved. He can well
afford to construct portable houses at
his own expense, If his landlord will
not provide them, since he can retain
them as personal property when he
moves. These houses need not cost
much. One can be made out of good
materials for from four to five dollars.
Any farmer who can handle a hammer
and saw with any degree of skill at
all, can construct these buildings during spare time and thus save the
large wages demanded by carpenters.
HouseB 6 by 8 feet at the base are
large enough for young sows, while
they should be made 6 by 8 feet for
the large sows. Floors are not essential if the houses are located on a
high, dry site that provides perfect
drainage: In cold weather a swinging
door should be provided; a piece of
heavy canvas may be used for this
purpose. There Is an opening for ventilation at the back of the house.
The sows should be placed in their
individual quarters at least a week
before due to farrow. In order that
they may become accustomed to their
new surroundings. Quietness and but
little feed are needed h" the sow for
the first 24 hours afu
farrowing;
water with the chill removed and a
little middlings stirred in it is all that
she needs In any case. It is not desirable to start the milk of the sow
too rapidly, as it might be more than
the little pigs would need, and If It
is not all drawn out of the udder it is
liable to congest and cause trouble,
not only to the sow but to the pigs.
It requires caution, therefore, In the
start not to push the sow with feed
that will start the milk too rapidly.
If the litter is a small one, more time
should be taken in getting the BOW on '
full feed than otherwise. But the demands of the pigs will Increase every
day and it will not be long until they
will be able to take about all the
milk' their mother will furnish from
the best quality of feed. Care must
be taken not to overfeed.
A practical method of feeding a sow
with young pigs Is to allow her at
regular times, night and morning,
Just what she will eat perfectly clean
and still want a little more. This
method of feeding will retain the
sow's appetite and keep her In a good
healthy condition. The sow does not
demand a fattening feed,- such as an
all corn ration, but she requires a
milk-producing protein ration.
The
farmer who produces a large quantity of separator skim milk dally, has
one of the best feeds for sows wtlh
young pigs to be found, when the milk
Is combined with ground grains and
mixed into a thick slop. Access to a
growing pasture will help greatly to
keep tha sow's bowels regular as well

as adding to her appetite and assisting In the furnishing of milk for the
pigs.
Clean kitchen slops are all right
for the sows, too, but care must be
taken that no spoiled fruits or vegetables are put Into the slop, for these
are pretty sure to result In diarrhoea
or scours In the pigs, and there may
be some loss before corrective remedies can be administered. One of the
best of these, after the error in diet
has been corrected, la to give the BOW
In her slop twelve to fifteen grains of
copperas night and morning; If necessary, slightly Increase the size of the
doses until effective.
Provide dry bedding for the pigs,
and in good weather they should follow the sow around in order to get
the exercise which they need. In bad
weather the pigs will probably remain
In their beds, drawing plenty of milk,
and they will then become too fat,
which Condition is likely to be followed by the thumps. Thumps Is a
condition brought on by a fatty
growth about the heart and lungs, and
It Is fatal In a large percentage of
cases. Even though it does not prove
fatal, It always results In a decided
setback for the afflicted pigs at the
time and for a considerable while
afterwards.
It must be guarded
against, first, by not overfeeding the
sow, and second, by forcing the pigs
to take exercise If they will not take
It of their own volition. As long as
the weather remains bad, thus keeping the pigs in their quarters, they
should be stirred up and forced to
scurry around for 15 to 20 minutes
every day.
«■

NOT PROFITABLE
TO KEEP OLD HENS
Yearling Fowls Considered Superior to the Pullets for Breeding Purposes.
(By R. O. WEATHERSTONE.)
As a breeder I consider the yearling
hen superior to the pullets, as the
jVggs are usually larger and will produce better developed chicks. In fact,
the vigor of the offspring Is not decreased If the hen is kept three or four
years.
Considered as a breeder alone her
value does not depreciate as long as
she produces good chicks. But we
must judge her value also by the
total amount of her egg yield and we
know that the older she grows the
fewer eggs she will produce.
I
Experiment station results and practical experience go to show that It
seldom pays to keep hens after they
are two years old, except for breeding
uses.
Notwithstanding the fact that pullets will lay more eggs than yearling
hens, I believe It pays to keep as many
yearling hens In the flock as pullets.
Many who keep a farm flock do not
consider the cost of raising the pullets
to an egg-producing age while the
year-old hens are making a profit for
them.
Keeping about the same number of
yearlings as pullets enables me to
market about one-half of the older
birds during the summer when they
are In good condition and will bring
the highest price.
In this way I have plenty of room
for the young pullets early in, the fall
and get them Into their houses and
ready to begin laying before cold
weather comes on.
By planning
my
egg-producing
flock in this way I am able to supply
regular customers and maintain a
fairly uniform egg production during
the entire year.
After the older birds are marketed
the yearlings alone must be depended
upon to supply egg customers until
the pullets begin to lay In the fall.
I have found It unsatisfactory to
depend upon pullets alone to maintain a uniform production during the
whole of a year.
Does It Payf
A good fresh cow is worth f80 to
f 100, depending on how good she Is. A
heifer calf will sell for real at $10 to
$20, according to the time of year it
comes and the amount of milk It gets.
Does It pay to raise cows? WLat does
It cost to raise a cow?
Test for Tuberculosis.
Are you sure your herd is free from
tuberculosis? Not unless you've had
the tuberculin teet applied.
You
should not sleep well until you know
for sure

This lesson is connected directly
with that of two weeks ago, the
events occurring in the house of the
"chief Pharisee," 14:1.
I. An Honorable Promotion, vv. 7-11.
—The spirit of humility here emphasized by Jesus la not that ot commending the man who piously, ostentatiously, takes the low seat, and then
Is angry If he Is not promoted; the
man who says "no" and is angry if he
Is taken at his word. These words
are not only to be applied literally but
have a wide scope and embrace all
the followers of Christ in every walk
of life. The sincere evidence of this
spirit Is proof of the nearness of the
disciple to Ae life of his Lord; see
Phil. 2:3, 6, 7 and Matt. 18:4. Men
scramble for position and power to
be' obtained at the hands of other
men. Jesus, the keen observer, saw
men striving In this house, and criticizes auch conduct.
"Lest haply,"
twice repeated, gives us the clew to
this section. Guests are not to seek
the higher seats, "lest haply" more
worthy ones should appear who ought
to occupy them.
Real Hospitality.
II. A Holy Recompense, vv. 12-14.
—The man who makes a feast Invites
those who can return his favor or else
thereby pays his obligations to society.
Not so the members of the
kingdom (Matt. 6:1-6, 16-18).
"Recompense" is here the key.
Those
who are needy cannot make any material recompense and the one who
gives the feast does not need any
other recompense than that of the
gratitude of thoBe served and the approval, "well done," from the king.
This does not forbid the interchange
of hospitality and courtesies but does
warn us lest in our elaborate feasts
we overlook the poor, but worthy
ones. In the kingdom, hospitality consists of a desire to give rather than
to gat.
III. A Heavenly Invitation, vv. 1524.—One of the guests seems to have
been impressed with the words of
Jesus and exclaimed, "Blessed Is he
that shall eat bread in the kingdom of
God." He seemed to realize that the
conduct Jesus was speaking of was
to be found only there. In answer our
Lord gave us this pnrable of the great
supper in which he describes an atmosphere like that created by his host
and the guests there present By this
parable he replies to this man, con
trasting the admixing of-an ideal and
being willing to be governed by that
Ideal, (a) Those who refused. This
was a "great supper," a time of great
loy and many were Invited, see Gal
4:4, 6; Matt. 3:2; Mark 1:14, 15. All
men had to do was to "come," Isa.
65:1; Matt. 11:28; John 7:37; Rev.
22:17. There were three who made
excuses,,yet all three refused the invitation.' The first (v. 18) was the
man whose property stood In his way
(II Tim. 4:10; I Tim. 6:9). The second allowed a dumb ot, that might
have received attention later, to take
precedence over the glad feast. Domestic demands and godless home ties
are used frequently by the evil one to
keep men out of the kingdom. The
third excuse (v. 20) was still less Justifiable, for this man should have
brought his wife with him. It was her
place as much as his to accept the
invitation. Howev.er, to spurn God'a
invitation does' not mean that there
shall be any lack of guests, see John.
Mil and Matt. 21:31. (2) Those who
accepted, this Invitation (vv. 21-24).
Thus to be spurned made the master
of the house "angry" (v. 21).
God's Method.
This is God's method of filling
empty churches. If we wear out consecrated shoe-leather during the week
men will not forget us on the Sabbath, and guests will always be found
for God's table. "Compulsion" (v. 23)
indicates intense, earnest effort in
bringing men to Christ (II Cor. 6:20;
Col. 1:28; II Tim. 4:2). Men should
be reluctant only through a sense of
their unworthiness, which Is in reality
their greatest possible fitness.
Here again the question of host and
guest is thrust upon us. In society
we ask our friends and rich neighbors,
Jest haply they bid us in turn, or repay by making some other recompense. Our hospitality la a quid pro
quo business. Thus there Is set before us the blindness of human hearts
In the excuses they make In answer
to God's invitation.
In the matter of entering the kingdom of God it is the man whb humbles
himself that Is exalted within. Men
must stoop to reach the heights, we
undergo in order to overcome. In the
matter of our behavior, guests must
humble themselves to the needs of the
lowest. If they are to be exalted to
the highest In life. Our greatest duty
is to that call which cornea from the
highest authority. Wbat a wonderful
parable this is, given in answer to a
pious remark about eating bread in
the kingdom of God. Do our feasts
call forth wisdom or sensual pleasure
only?

Uric Acid is Slow Poison
Unseen In Its approach, hard to detect in Its early stages, and cruelly
painful In Its later forms, uric acid
poisoning is a disease too often fatal.
Bright's disease Is one of the final
stages of uric acid poisoning. It kills
in our country every year more men
and women than any other ailment
except two—consumption and pneumonia. Bright's disease and uric acid
poisoning usually start In some kidney
weakness that would not be hard to
cure. If discovered early, so It is well
to know the early signs of kidney disease and uric poisoning.
When uric acid 1B formed too fast
and the kidneys are weakened by a
cold, or fever, by overwork, or by overlnduigenceB, the acid collects, the blood
gets Impure and heavy, there Is headache, dizziness, heart palpitation, and
a dull, heavy-headed, drowsy feeling
with disturbances of the urine.
Real torture begins when the uric
add forms Into gravel or stone In the
kidney, or crystallizes Into jagged bits
in the muscles, Joints or on the nerve
tubings. Then follow the awful pains
of neuralgia, rheumatism, gout, sciatica, neuritis, lumbago or kidney colic.

It Is tat a farther step to dropsy of
Bright's disease.
Be warned by backache, by sediment
Intbekidneysecretions.by painful,scant
or too frequent passages. Cure the weakened kidneys. Use Doan's Kidney Pills
—a medicine made just for weak kidneys, that has Been preved good in years
of use, in thousands of. caseB—the remedy that Is recommended by grateful
users from coast to coast.

Doctors Couldn't Help Her
Georgia Woman Almott Case Up in Dummtr

I don't know what ails me."

Mrs. Rsbrm Burgees, Toccoe, Oe,, ears)
"Twelve years ego I began to suffer from
rheumatic trouble and kidney disease. Debtors said my system was filled with uric acts
poisoning. The kidney secretions were scanty
and too frequent In passage and bothered me
greatly at night. My back got terribly weak
and painful and there was a bearing-down
sensation through my loins. As the disease
progressed, severe pains ran from my head
and neck, down through my shoulders, Int.
my right side and limb. I tried almost «T- i
erythlns, but nothing helped me, even BUI (
months' treatment by doctors brought no re- i
lief. I was in despair. While In this critical
condition, I began using Doan's Kidney Pills I
and the relief was miraculous. By the time l
I bad used six boxes, all the ailments hae
left me. That happened four rears ago u«
1 noes newr mgtrti rt*a"

"When Your Back b Lame—RemembCT the Name"

DQAN'S KIDNEYTILLS
Sold by eB rieakn.'. Price 50 cents. fader-Mlfcurn Co, Buffalo, ft Y. Proprietor*

WAS NOT REVENGEFUL MAN
But at the Same Time Dog Owner
Meant That His Pet Should Have
a Fair Show.
"I am not a revengeful man," said
a Brooklyn real estate dealer, "but
now and then I do want to get even.
A few days ago I drove out as far as
Hineola In a horse and buggy, and my
dog followed me. He's no fighter as
a dog, and it was a bad trip for him.
Every time we passed a farmhouse a
dog came rushing out to roll my canine in the dust, and he was licked 36
different times before we got home.
I was sorry for him and mad at the
other dogs, and three or four days
later I got a loan of a mastiff and
made the trip over again. There was
fun from the start to finish. The same
farmers' dogs came bounding off the
fence to chew up something, and most
of them got hold of the mastiff before
they knew whether he was a poodle
or an elephant They saw their mistake too late. Lord, be slayed 'em
right and left. He simply left a trail
of howling, limping dogs from Prospect park to Mlheola and back, and
I've been told that some of the farmers along the road have offered as
high as $20 for my scalp. No; I'm
not a revengeful man, but I want to
see my dog have a fair show In this
world, don't you know."
The Movies In Italy.
Mascagnl is writing the music for a
moving picture film representing the
life of Garibaldi, composed by the Socialist Deputy Ferrl. The libretto II
by D'Annunzio; It Is one act and is entitled "The Children's Crusade." The
poet vaguely defines his work, as follows: "A pitiful and tragio medieval
episode interwoven with a popular
legend which in an age of violence and
heroism ended with the misfortune of
hundreds of poor children."
Notable Sight,
"Now don't forget about that Hungarian
goulash
while
you
are
abroad."
"No; we hope to see it In session."
His Mistake.
"Gimme some candy, Tom?"
Candy!
I ain't got no candy—
that's a toothache."
CLEVER WIFE
Knew How to Keep Peace In Family.
It Is quite significant, the number of
persons who get well of alarming
heart trouble when they let up on coffee and use Postum as the beverage at
meals.
There Is nothing surprising about it,
however, because the harmful alkaloid
—caffeine—in coffee Is not present In
Postum, which is made of clean, hard
wheat,
"Two years ago I was having so
much trouble with my heart," writes
a lady In Washington, "that at times
I felt quite alarmed. My husband took
me to a specialist to have my heart
examined.
"The doctor said he could find no
organic trouble but said my heart was
Irritable from something I had been
accustomed to, and asked me to try
and remember what disagreed with
me.
"I remembered that coffee always
soured on my stomach and caused me
trouble from palpitation of the heart.
So I stopped coffee and began to use
Postum.
I have had no further
trouble since.
"A neighbor of ours, an eld man,
was so irritable from drinking coffee
that his wife wanted him to drink
Postum. This made him very angry,
bat his wife secured some Postum and
made It carefully according to directions.
"He drank the Postum and did not
know the difference, and is still using
It to hie lasting benefit. He tells his
wife that the 'coffee' Is better than it
used to be, so she smiles with htm and
keeps peace In the family by serving
Postum Instead of coffee."
Name given by I the Postum Co.,
Battle Creek, Mich.
Postum now comes In two forms:
Regular Postum — must be well
boiled. 15e and 26c packages.
Instant Postum—la a soluble powder. A teaspoonful dissolves quickly
In a eup of hot water and, with cream
and sugar, makes a delicious "beverage
Instantly. 80c and 60c tins.
The cost per enp of both kinds la
about the same.
"There's a Reason" for Postum.
■old by Grocers.
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\WesternCanac
I parti of the Provinces of']
1
Manitoba. Saskatchewan and !
Alberta, have produced won- '
derfu! yields of Wheat, Oats.
I Barley and Flax. Wheat graded
from Contract to No. 1 Hard. '
' weighed heavy and yielded from 20 j
to 45 buabeU per acre; 22 bushels was ,
about the total average. Mixed Farm. \
' log may be considered fully as profit- >
I able an industry as grain raining. The X
f excellent grasses full of nutrition, are \
\ the only food required either for beef 1
or dairy purposes. In 1912, and again in '
1913, at Chicago, Manitoba carried off \
■ tha Championship for beef steer. Good \

i schools, markets convenient, climate ex-i
] cellent. For the homesteader, the man \
who wishes to farm extensively, or the \
investor, Canada offers the biggest op* 1
; portunity of any place on the continent.
Apply for descriptive literature and
| reduced railway rate* to
Superintendent of
Immigration,
' Ottawa, Canada, or to

M. A. BOWLBY
73 Tremoet St., Boston, Mass.

Canadian
I Government Agent I

You Can't Cut Out

A BOO^PAVlK^Tjrr orTHOBOTJGHPIN*
bnt

ABSORB1NE
.*»

TRADE MAKRRtO.U i.PAT. W

will clean' them off permanently,
and you work the hone BUM time.
Does not blister or remove the
hair. $2.00 per bottle, delivered.
Will tell you more if you writs.
Book 4 K free. ABSORB1NE, JR,
the antiseptic liniment for mankind,
reduce! Varicose Veins, Ruptured
Muscle, or Ufinrcnt.. Enlarged cundi. Goitres.
Wees. Crta. Allsri piln ouleklr. Price 11.00 »nd t2.pt
s bottle st drrjisleii or delivered. Msnulsctored only by
W.F. YOUNG, P. D. F., 310 Toils St., Sprlno«eltl. Mats,

tpSwitchforP
Send us a full length sample of your
hair and $1.25 (money order) and
we will send you a 24 inch 2 ounce
wavy switch.
Grey shades merer

expensive. Money refunded if not
satisfactory. All styles of hair goods
and hair nets. Write for prices.
D. B. MacLeod 564B,gSTo,r.^5f?Xs88,:••,

There's Money in Ice

W.L.DOUGLAS
SHOES

We offer a limited amount of Treasury
fltock in an Ice Co.. now operating 1 plants
B Illlnols, In order to enlarge onr plants
and Lkeep np wltb tbe demand. With Increased capacity we expect to par 26%
. dividends. Fall InveitlgaUon invited.

Glacier Ice Company

Merchanla-rUclene Blsi*.

St. Louli, Ms.

Women's UJME 8.

Misses, Bey s.Chl Id ran
SI.BO $1.7**2Sa.60"'

This Coupon Is Worth 48c

same values far 13.00,
I ""the"
Our gtandardi have
cot bean lowered sad the prise
to you remaini to seme.
Ask your dealer to shew yon

m&^WsravSi
~

©TYOU williSao be
_tt W.I-i.DOUSlM •hoes

I In the price-

TKKB HO •UMTITWTK

luuu wnhnt W. L, rrasaWsseS.
._ip5«ttskstiem. lrw7lTH.su

•boit mra nM Tor Ml, In jour Tldnlijr, order
dlrtci from r.clory. SIIM. lor ITM? mr.tar
the fmntltr >l ,11 price., POMS. ft...
rrite lor mutinied celtlo, .bowlr,, to.
order by null. W. 1. IWD0L.I.

»10 ipejs ftfrt. ImlU., Hnsl.

II mailed to QI with B2c. We will send yon one of
onr 6IX-IN-ONH newly patented All tiettulM
LeatherSl BUI Fold and Coin Purse. This is
a special adTortisinij price, good only for a short
time, W« will send only one to a person. From
factory to yon. No middleman's profit. 160 reward
to anyone who can prove oar Soc-IH-OISH BILI*
FOLDS are not made of Oenolne Lea>ttl«b
TBS MONCK SPECIALTY COMPANY
173 Uunjon Street
Newark, N. A

CANADA UNLEACHED
HARDWOOD ASHES

THE JOVNT BRAND-Do ren want bettsw
crops? Do yon want to enrich your land, bnild n»
and sweeten tbe soil restoring It to Its original
fertility? Then use nature's plant food. Pars
Canada Hardwood Ashes (Tbe Joynt Brand is tbe
best by test.) Write for prices and information to
JOHN JOINT, Lttckaow, Ontario, Canada,
IF TOO ME TROUBLED WITH RHEUMATISM 01 BOOT, TIT

A. P. PROUT'S
RHEUMATIC TABLETS

They are skilfully and scientifically prepared.
Sold on thefr merits, money back guarantee*

NAVARRE 100

£*?»***!»$
IAMBTOWW
CUnrAa i| J
A.-M«&:» x w w w» «• *•

FIREPROOF

7TH AVENUE & 38TH ST. HOTEL

30U FKT FROM BMMOWAV
From
6MHD CENTRAL STATION
7 Blocks
R.R.S

"*»» ■ *•**

.NEW YORK

FINEST QOAUTY
CALLING CARDS

including' onr handsome book form card caa»
tor only fiOo. Select cards for business men.
All tha latest letters including' Old English.
Samples lor stamp. Tin Sterling rni^Hllli&IUtt

T?T T3 T7 or don't bin extra help toplant roof
CENTRE OF EVERYTHING
jTlKli potatoes. Try a YANKER seed
350 ROOMS
BATHS 200 potato* cutter; beats four men. cnttina for band o»
machine planting. Bend postal today for partlonA room with bath
• • • .$1^0
Other rooms with bath $2.00, $2.50
ftCCVTC Keyless and Spring-less polished braaa
Rooms tor two persons $2.50, $3.00 AOLrl
10 locks, owner can change combination,
easy to sell, nice to handle, big profits, ezaluslT*
CUISINE
(a la Carte)
MlfSJIO
• END FORCOLOREDMAPOFNEW YORK territory, sample prepaid II. N. 8. Co.,BenSon41U
EDGAR T. 8MITH, Managing Director.
Get oar list
r of second- hand MAftAMaiWaMlataa

BEGIN NOW

If you have not decided upon what

Spring Medicine
to take, try

.SVB a jffl%^t-"o»K

"otorcyciei

W.J.WALKER COMPANY, Danvsrs, Mas*.
EXPERIENCED WAITRESSES for
botel at Watch Hill, R I. Write how
experience, and In what hotels yon
worked. C. E. JACOBSON. EXETER.

resort
much
hava
N. H.

FRENCH
BEATER tftSSffiiiffiS.
Postpaid at> ott Canvassers,,II start* yon. Stamp

brings special otter. M. H. FKBNCH, Clyde, Obi*

CALIFORWA TRADES teffii&'ffiagwaaB
ekut* BiwfdsvUat, 411 CAamlMr taumin,

By arousing the liver
They cleanse the system of accumulated
Impurities sod

PURIFY THE BLOOD

FLECTRIC LIGHT
Without Street Wire Connection
New InTention! Pnte eleo- nnmnlfit0 S Af%
trie light In any home »ny dUBpiHW 4J»JS
where. Write for circular. firiHI,
,J^
*A.tew.Mln.*.SaieaWt,ra. UUtTJI
\J

Wanted Posts** Stamps fiSStSS

before pro of Bsoks, BMlneee Houses, son Prl.st,
iBdl.HhiEls, eltherbj Msil.orln Person. BpotOub,
biejhewt references. Hejttl^taforaniSoo, klD«l>
•ncloso posteao. W,n, IW^, lSeSeteH., »r..fcrl »r^

•elev
Keel

ISM

ifslM, Cat

I SUIAM MAM If yon really want to quit the *eLlSltll IHBI1 bacco habit, write Iorfr«eadTlee,
WtfSTMRN COMPANY, Box 463. Cheyenne, Wy*>

Pettits Fve Salve

RELIEVES
S08E EVES

Horses For Sale

t

AT BELT LINE CAR BARNS,
Stable. S and C, 437 E. 23rd St., New Yot*

300-HORSES & MARES-300
Most be disposed of in next 80 day*. These an
the last of the horses used is tha oars and eonstrnotion work, riant ont of barn work and read*
for work, among them several matched teams and
lereral marea In foal; also sererai pafement sore
rees and mares from Ml upward; matched teams
HD ttS upward. Trial aJfowe-l. Look at these
nee before baying elsewhere. BeeBublelToremaa.

VV. N. U., BOSTON. NO. 14-1914.

35 YEARS SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT
OF LIQUOR AND DRUG ADDICTIONS

THE KEELEY INSTITUTE
WHITE PLAINS, N.Y.
LSXINSTON. MASS.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

BUFFALO, H. Y.
WESjT HAVEN. CONN.

KFIELD TIMES.

GOT TOGETHER AT BAD TIME

: QUELLING THE STORM :
By JEAN SHEAR.
Mrs. Albright breathed a long
breath of relief. Ten charming children between the
ages of six and
ten had arrived at
her home by ones
and twos at the
appointed hour to
participate in the
delights of her
young son Henry's birthday party.
They
had
been Bafely herded
up the stairs and
there had been
relieved of wraps
and mysterious
parcels; they had
reluctantly Identified
and
readopted their several pocket handkerchiefs and then
they had filed solemnly down the
stairs and had arrived on the scene
of the projected festivities.
The
dreaded moments during which Henry
received and examined his birthday
ilfta had also been passed through
With outward calm. Therefore, Mrs.
Albright permitted herself to take
that long breath of relief.
It is true that Henry had gazed with
undisguised scorn at the offering of
Mamie Tuttle,' aged six—a box of
paints with a box of feeble drawings
to color—and then his absorption In
the marvelous jackknlfe presented by
Walter had made him oblivious to
subsequent events, but these were
minor difficulties.
"The little dears!" murmured Mrs.
Albright tenderly to her niece, who
was helping her entertain the small
guests. "I am so glad we can make
them happy. Isn't that little Beals
girl a perfect angel? I think—"
She was interrupted by an angry
squeal. The difliculty was near at
hand. "Oh, Jane, you must be good
to your little brother!" she said to the
•ggreBSor.
Jane, desiring to sit by her particular friend, Mary Peck, had calmly disr
lodged a boy whose presence had interfered with her plans. "He's not
my brother, Mrs. Albright," said Jane,
with virtuous dignity. "He's a horrid
boy, and my mother says I'm not to
have anything to do with him."
"Huh;" retorted the aggrieved one.
"My mother says your mother can eat
her old calling list, and she hopes it
chokes her, that's all!"
"No, I don't want to play spin-tbeplatter," Mamie Tuttle was saying at
that moment to Mrs. Albright's niece,
who had approached her with blandishments. "No, I don't think games
are any fun; they make me hot.
Haven't you'got any lemonade at your
party, Henry?" Mamie Tuttle leaned
back languorously and turned her
melting glance on Henry with all the
coquetry of an experienced person 0/
twenty.
For a moment that small boy halted,
indefinably attracted by the novelty
of this appeal, but his attention was
distracted almost at once by the Impious conduct of Walter, who had
taken down Henry's favorite sailboat
and was removing the sails, mast and
all. Instantly party and manners were
forgotten in a wave of wrath.
"You give that here!" yelled Henry,
with astonishing volume. "Don't you
dare to do that, I say! Olve it to
me!"
"Henry, Henry!" interposed his
mother in a shocked voice. But that
Immaculately clothed youngster had
hurled himself upon the other boy
and had wrenched the precious sailboat from him. Bewildered by this infringement upon etiquette and the sacred laws of hospitality, Walter could
think of no better response than to
black Henry's eye with his fist
Three minutes later Mrs. Albright
and the niece, whitely determined,
were convoying to the bathroom two
small boys with tear stained faces
and injured noses. The terrified remnant of the guests gazed at one another in awe.
"Boys Is so blu-blub-blubby!" finally
gasped little Katharine Beals, hiding
her face in her arms and bursting into
tears.
"Aw, they're all right, sis; quit your
crying,"
consoled
her
brother,
promptly recovering his sang frold at
the display of feminine weakness.
The tension being thus relaxed
Mary Peck's demure voice was beard
making a sensible suggestion. "Why
don't they let us eat?" she demanded.
Mrs. Albright, returning after having consigned her son to the ministrations of the second maid, beard
these words of wisdom and longing
and noted the hopeful stir which they
aroused among the other children.
Why not adopt small Mary's suggestion? she asked herself. Perhaps the
socializing influence of eating in common, of which she had heard at the
Woman's club, would accomplish what
she had tailed to'do for these young
barbarians, the angels of an hour ago.
Henry and Walter, subdued if no)
regenerate, were hastily recovered,
the whole party was marshaled to the
long table of the sun porch, and In
40 seconds all signs of storm had dlft
appeared as if by magic.
All wai
bright contentment. One saw there
only polite and aimable childhood.
Mr*. Albright's ruffled spirits wen
soothed. "The little dears!" she mur
mured to her niece.

FUN WITH THE DEACOty

Colonel Thought He Was Being Made
Fun of by Men Whose Names
SQUIRE 8TRATTON JUST "TOOK
Were Peculiar.
HIM DOWN A PEG."
During the days following the close
of the Civil war the South was under
military government, and to conduct Talking About Costly Suits, It Seemed
matters properly the Union officials
the Squire Had a Whole Lot
found that they had many difficult duOver the Deacon's Boy,
ties. In Warrenton, Va., the colonel
Home From College.
commanding the regiment stationed
there decided that It would be well to
"None on us couldn't a-ben sot to
take a census of all male citizens. And
with this end in view the men of the gawkin' an' gapin' more not if a cirvillage were ordered on a certain day cus had come to town," said Bill Santo report their names, ages and other ders, the Homer of Joe Blnn's grocery
store up in Shinhopple, "the day Deadata.
This colonel was a quick-tempered con Pennington's boy Dick come back
man and would get very angry at the home from school to visit the old folks,
least imaginary disrespect, so the citi- an' wearin' that new suit o' hiBn. We
zens determined to carry the thing hadn't never see the likes o' setch a
through smoothly. But, unfortunately suit afore.
"The good ol' deacon was all but
for the peace of mind of the colonel,
the town had several men who pos- tickled to death to see how that 'ar
suit o' Dick's fetched us folks up all
sessed the names of animals.
A Mr. Lyon kept a restaurant, a standin', an' when we allowed, ez we
Mr. Hare ran a barroom, Mr. Bear car- sot at Joe Binn's store dlscusBin' of It,
ried on a dry goods store, while Mr. that It must 'a' cost a stack o' money
Coon was an auctioneer. These were the deacon swelled up consider'ble an'
the actual names of real citizens of sez:
" 'Now, I don't want to brag nor feel
the town, and, strange" to say, all happened to arrive at the polls at the a bit stuck up,' sez he, 'but Jes' ez true
ez
I'm a-settin' here an' tellin' it to
same time.
"What is your name?" asked the you,' sez he, 'that suit cost that 'ar
boy o' mine jes' $30,' sez he, an' he
clerk of the first comer.
,
"Bear," was the reply, and down went on an' sez that he'd bet nine
shlllin' that his boy Dick was the only
went "Bear,"
"Your name, sir," was demanded of one In our little town, b'gosh, ez ever
had a suit ez cost the half o'$30. 'So!'
the second.
"Lyon," came the response. And eez the deacon. "But I don't want to
brag nor feel stuck up!' sez he.
Lyon was written.
"Well, we jes' sot an' stared an'
"Name, sir," for the third man.
"Coon," Was the answer. The col- stared an' gawked an' gawked. Who
had
ever heard the likes o' $30 fer a
onel began to fret about like a bee in
a bottle. He thought the men were suit! Then by an' by we sorty started
making game of him, but he managed in to chide the deacon fer setch extravagance in that boy o' hisn, when
to keep his temper in hand.
"Name, sir," came for a fourth time Squire Ike Stratton, sighin' ez though
the subjec' was painful, spoke up an'
from the clerk.
"Hare," replied the last man. But sez:
" 'I had a suit wunst, oh, mebbe
this was more than the now angry colonel could stand. He jumped to his twenty years ago or BO," sez he, 'an' it
feet, his face blazing with anger at beat all how long that pesky suit did
what he thought was a trick, and, last! Winter, spring, summer, fall-^shaking his fist in the astonished faces winter, spring, summer, fall—year
of the four men, thundered out:
arter year fer a good five years,' sez
"This thing has gone far enough. If he. 'Seemed like to me the dern thing
any of you men try again to palm off never would wear out,' sez he. 'But
on me any more of your blasted ani- then,' sez he, cheerin' up like an'
mals, I will slap the whole bunch of smilin' at the ol' deacon, 'It orto lasted
you in jail."
some, I should think,' aez he, 'fer ez
So the four men departed, sadly re- true ez gospel preachin',' sez he, 'that
flecting that after all, in spite of suit cost me five hundred good, up to
Shakespeare, there is "something In a par dollar bills an' some odd cents!'
name."
sez he, Bhakin' his head an' shiftln' his
cud. 'True as gospel preachin',' sez
Really Educated Dog.
he.,
The spelling dog of Mannheim, Is a
"Well! You should a-see the ol'
dunce compared with "Vic," a terrier deacon jes' then. He begun to stalk
belonging to Mr. C. D. Leigh, the to'ards Squire Ike, shakin' his cane at
scenic artist at the Nottingham (Eng.) him tremendous, but BO all oonsumln'
Theater Royal. "Vic" is a mongrel, mad he couldn't talk a word. An' 'fore
nine years old. Mr. Leigh declares he got cooled down an' found his
that though "Vic" had never had a les- tongue Squire Ike smiled at him ag'in
son in arithmetic, the dog can add or and sez:
subtract without mistake. Asked to
"'But then'"that suit o' mine
add any two figures, he barks the to- wouldn't a-cost so much, deacon,' sez
tal; asked to subtract, he gives an ac- he, 'if the jedge hadn't socked the jury
curate number of barks. Shown a pic- fees an' other costs ez went along with
ture book and asked If he hae ever the jdegment onto me, an' if my conseen the animal depicted, he will bark sarned cheatin' lawyer hadn't V—'
"Yes" or "No." If he enjoys the pic"But jes' then the squire had to cut
tures, he gives four little barks. "Vic" hlsself off-an' bust out a snortin', fer
will bark the number of letters in any the way the good ol' deacon went
name mentioned to him, and if you ask tearln' up the pike you mowt a-sot a
him the name of the street he is in, he crock o' milk on his coattails."
will bark the number of letters including six for "street." Once, the dog
Weight-Lifting Prince.
added only two barks for "street," and
The queen of Roumania—"Carmen
was noticed to be gazing at a nameplate on which the word was contract- Sylva"—prints, the Mail sayB, a chared to st." Mr. Leigh denies emphatic- acter sketch of her nephew, Prince
ally that any signal is given to the William of Wied, who is to be the
dog. "It is weird and uncanny," he ruler of the new kingdom of Albania,
said. "The dog goes about the house in the "Osterreichlsche Rundschau."
and acts as If he had a human under- The prince, she says, Is a direct descendant of William the Silent of Orstanding of everything."
ange. "As a child we never saw him
without a book in his hand, holding it
Beware.
open with his finger to keep the place
"Beware of the over-cheap," said
while he walked. In spite of this stuWilliam Wood, head of a cloth manudious tendency he also boasted great
facturing company, at a dinner in
physical strength, and In the gramBoston.
mar school at Jena he was the leader
"The over-cheap too often has i
of the class at drilling and gymnastics,
catch in it—like the Paint Rock case.
and many tales of his prowess are re"A man went through the village of
Paint Rock selling cloth for men's lated by his schoolfellows. The prince
was able, to lift apy of them with one
suits. It was fine cloth and yet the
prfce was only 25 cents a yard—the hand, and would place them on a high
making of a complete suit for $1.25. shelf when they annoyed him, reachOnly one suit was sold to each cus- ing up as if the boy in his hand were
tomer and the vender said a traveling merely a trifling weight"
tailor would come along the next week
and make up the suite at an equally
low rate.
i
"The tailor duly came along and,
marvel of marvels, bis charge was
only 60 cents. The suit, complete, a
stylish Buit of good cloth, for M.75.
1
"The tailor took away with him, to
make up, all the cloth that his forerunner had sold in Paint Rock—and
the next week this same cloth was
sold over again in Nola Chucky or
Quegue. At any rate, the Paint Rockians saw no more of It."

Factory Girl In Chile.
One afternoon in Santiago there was
a parade of employes on a strike, says
a writer in the Christian Herald.' I
do not know whether the strike itself
was justified or not Companies of
troops, mounted and on foot, accompanied the strikers "to preserve tranquility." A squad of women factory
workers led the parade. Most of them
were girlB, but a number were older
women. During a pause, when the procession halted a moment, I asked one
of these older women what her wages
were.
"Thirty-eight cents a dav,
senor." "Have you any children?" "I
have four. I am a widow. We live
with my mother, who is also a widow.
She works, too."
Yet it must hot be understood that
the Chilean government is Indifferent
to the welfare of its laboring classes.
The government has fallen hold of the
question of providing suitable houses
for worklngmen, and this phase of the
Eggs of dlffejent species of bird! general welfare movement has been
greatly differ in shape, but the yolki made a matter of national policy.
are invariably spherical.

On a Money Basis.
The astronomers try by formidable
arrays of figures to tell us many
things about the heavenly bodies; but
abstract figures are not easy to comprehend. %
One amateur has hit upon the
scheme of using money values to show
the weight of the planets compared
with the sun.
Taking $20 as the earth's njtlue, the
moon would be worth about a quarter, and Venus $15. Some of the planets would have a respectable value,
$1,840 for Saturn and $6,200 for Jupiter.
But the only approach to a millionaire Is the sun, worth on this basis
$6,780,000!
Perhaps this contrast in dollars and
cents may help to convey the sun's
enormous size.
The First Advertiser.
F. Irving Fletcher, at one of the
Daily Ad club's brilliant dinners in
New York, said in praise of advertising:
"I once urged the millionaire proprl
etor of a very old and conservative
firm to.advertise. But he replied:
" 'Why should I advertise? My house
is very old and It is very widely
known.'
" Well, sir,' said I, 'speaking with all
due reverence, God is even older than
your house, and he Is even more widely known; and yet, from time to time,
he does not hesitate to call the people
to him witTT the sound of church
bells.' "—New York Tribune,

IdMlOT
PAYS TO HAVE DEFINITE PLAN
Committee of Experts on the Laying
Out of Cities Gives Conclusion Arrived At.
A state-wide meeting of those Interested In the moral and material welfare of their home cities was recently
held at Philadelphia. Summed up, the
consensus of opinion was as follows:
"First. It really does pay to sacrifice immediate sales for the future.
"Second. It really doeB pay to sacrifice immediate prospects for greater
results by selling in' the beginning:
lots twice as large for less than twice,
as much money.
"Third. It does pay to keep the good;
will of your purchasers, even at a monetary sacrifice, for their co-operation'
is essential.
"Fourth. It pays to control your sit-;
uation, so that you will get the accrued benefit of your own work.
"Fifth. It really does pay to spend
more money upon the beautiful things.,
"Sixth. It really does pay to have
regard for a city plan as a whole in
every plat you file.
"Seventh. And, In proportion to the
size of your city and the absorbing
power of your market, it does pay to
look ahead and provide that your section of the city shall permanently remain available for the particular character of residence property you select,
and so bind your own self, before you
bind your purchaser, that your restrictions must live.
"Eighth. It surely paye to use, in
such a development, the services of
a competent and interested landscape
engineer—a real 'city planner.' "

ALLOWS BILLBOARDS TO STAY
Decision of Wisconsin Court Prevents
City Doing Away With Unsightly Structures.
The circuit court of Milwaukee county, Wisconsin, has recently rendered
a decision that constitutes at least a
temporary setback to the cleaner city
movement in that jurisdiction. A city
ordinance provided that no billboard
should be put up or maintained unless,
among other requirements, It be placed
back from the lot line or line of a
navigable waterway a distance equal
to Its height, and be at least three feet
away, at each end, from other structures or obstructions. The court held
that the evidence of any danger from
billboards did not justify any such restrictions, especially in view of the
fact that the ordinance required a
space of from two to three feet to
be left below the billboard; that such
a requirement being unreasonable rendered the entire ordinance void.
The decision mentions the possibility of the extension of the police power to the promotion of purely aesthetic objects on the ground of the general
good of the community but apparently does not consider such an extension
a proper one.—Exchange.
Blots on the Landscape.
In the schemes for city planning
that are to be formulated what dispolition is to be made of the billboards
which are so rapidly multiplying along
Dur highways and upon vacant spaces
generally? The billboard Is becoming a natural nuisance if it bas not
already reached that unsavory distinction. It is garish, obstructive, vulgar,
unsightly and an offense to normal
sensibilities. These structures, with
their tawdry and ever changing
proclamations, now line what' would
otherwise be some of our most attractive boulevards, but whose outlook
upon the country through which they
pass Is shut off by these monstrosities. They destroy vistas, they hide
the view of stream and hill and compel relief in introspection or the rereading of newspapers with whose
contents we are already familiar.
They are a barrier between man and
nature and where the scenery Is finest
there they are most persistent In
seeking lodgment A few years ago
the brewers of a particular brand of
beer undertook to have the name of
their product stretched over the entire expanse of Niagara Falls, but happily without success.
German Idea Worth Following.
No one has figured out the Infinitesimal space of time It takes American
womsjn to adopt, in city, town and
country, the latest fashion presented
in Paris. But American cities, according to Frank Koester, a consulting engineer and civic planning expert, are hopelessly behind the style
In municipal appearance, judging from
the German standard, vhich, Mr.
Koester believes, is the very latest.
In the Travel magazine Mr. Koester
discusses "What German Cities Can
Teach Us." Like his book, "Modern
City Planning and Maintenance," pub
llshed by McBride, Nast & Co., it is
an urgent plea for American cities to
Improve their appearance.
The beauty of German cities con
sists in their attention to detail, Mr
Koester concludes.
The attentior
to detail is made possible by nonpartl
san and commission form of govern
ment. He gives some of the regula
tlons generally in force throughout
German cities, whlen America mighi
do well to copy.

HAD LICENSE

(ILL MAKING THE HENS LAY

PRIMITIVE FORM OF JUSTICE IN
THE AUSTRALIAN BUSH.

EARLY
HATCHED
PULLETS
SHOULD BE ENCOURAGED.

Survivor of Murdered Family Was
Actually Allowed to Slay at Will
Any Black Man Ha Happened to Meet.

Fowls Should Be Supplied With
Plenty of Sharp Grit, Charcoal
and Oyster Shells—All Feed
Must Be Kept Wholesome.

Near by this town, long ago, a savage tribe had murdered a family of
settlers In the night, save one lad,
who escaped death by opportunely
tumbling to the floor between the
bed and the wall, himself wounded,
unconscious, and left for dead. What
the provocation was nobody knows. It
is probable that there was no specific
provocation. It had doubtless been a
wanton thing—a childish mischief—
undertaken upon savage impulse and
accomplished for nothing more than
the momentary pleasure of dealing
death to some living creature. This
was the inspiration of many\similar
deeds—neither vengeance nor spoil,
but the swift, bestial, wanton bloodlust, indulged, celebrated, laughed
over for the time, and forgotten; and
therein lies a sufficient explanation of
the terrible character of the retaliation. Whatever the case, the boy,
having thus narrowly survived, made
his way to Brisbane, where he related
his story to the authorities, and to
such good purpose, as it turned out,
that he was given a rifle and free
leave to return to his district and
shoot as many blaclt fellows as he
could manage, being heartily assured
that the law would not molest him.
"You see," said our fellow traveler,
"he was regularly licensed."
"By the department of game and
fisheries?" I scoffed.
"Ah, come now!" he replied. "I am
not joking. I do not mean to say," he
went on, "that the authorities gave
this boy an engraved license, suitable
for framing, but I do assert that they
commissioned him to kill black fellows, and that his commission was
not altogether singular, but one of a
good many. And he did kill black
fellows—hundreds of them, possibly.
He killed them where he could find
them, running the bush or employed
on the stations, not even hesitating in
the presence of their white masters.
And by and by the thing became a
nuisance. It was awkward for the
station-owners to have their black
boys disposed of in this way. There
were complaints. I recall that one
station-owner had his best black servant shot from the saddle on the road.
He was very angry; but the boy flourished his commission and the stationowner could do nothing about it"—
Norman Duncan, in Harper's Magazine. /?

<By B. KNEEL AND, Agriculturist and
Farmer.)
(Copyright. 1914.)
With eggs selling at 60 cents a dozen, the poultry raisers who can persuade their hens to get briskly to
work and add to the weight of the
egg crate are the ones who are going
to add to their bank account.
The early hatched pullets and the
hens that were helped through their
molt by feeding them linseed meal and
plenty of meat scraps are the ones to
encourage and push along.
If the
poultry house is not provided with at
least one open window, covered with a
muslin curtain, take out a window
sash and put a curtain frame In Its
place. Cover the floor with dry earth
or sand about six inches, spreading
over it six Inches of straw, meadow
hay or leaves. Clean the roost daily
and sprinkle with dry earth or fine
coal ashes, but never wood ashes, as
they release the ammonia in the droppings.
Keep a good supply of sharp grit,
charcoal and oyster shells before the ■
birds constantly, and all feed must be
clean and free from sourness. Never
underfeed hens, for they never get too !
fat to lay; they fatten because they
don't lay. A hen should have enough
to sustain her and sufficient surplus
to convert Into eggs. There are two
methods of feeding—the dry and the
wet mash. For the owner of a small
flock, caring for his own birds, the*
cooked mash Is good.
The grains
used are the same for both mixtures,
the difference being when wet mash
Is ready table scraps are added and
the whole cooked by pouring on
enough boiling water to make a nice,
crumbly mash. Then spread a sack
over the bucket and leave It to cook
for the evening meal. Dry mash Is
safer where hired labor is depended
on, as there is no danger of its souring
and upsetting the bird's digeatlon.
feed this In hoppers, where access
may be had to it all day. The following mixture Is excellent for either
mash: Wheat bran, 100 pounds;
wheat middlings, 100 pounds; gluten
meal, 100 pounds; cornmeal, 100
pounds; ground oats, 100 pounds; animal meal, 100 pounds. For scratch
teed in the litter use: Wheat, 60
pounds; cracked corn, 60 pounds;
heavy oats, 40 pounds; barley, 20 j
pounds; buckwheat, 10 pounds; kaflr I
corn, 10 pounds; coarse beef scraps,
10 pounds. This is fed in proportion
of one quart to ten birds and divided
between morning and noon feeds. Provide green food daily in the shape of
cabbage, beets, carrots or clover, cut
fine and steamed. If the poultry are
thus carefully provided and were
hatched in proper season, plenty of
eggs are on the program.

The Old "Churchwarden."
jTht
They smoked churchwarden pipes
at the Cheshire Cheese's "mermaid
evening;" but—since Tennyson died—
has anyone else smoked the "yard of
clay?" One recalls G. A. Sala's lament,
and that was 60 years back: "There is
no such a thing as a pipe of tobacco
nowadays, sir. I see English gentlemen go about smoking black abominations like Irish apple-women. I hear of
Mllo's, Burns' cutty pipes, narghiles,
chiboucks, meerschaums, hookahs, water pipes, straw pipes, and a host of
other inventions for emitting the
fumes of tobacco.
"But where, sir, is the old original
alderman pipe, the churchwarden's
pipe, the unadulterated 'yard of
clay?' A man was wont to moisten tho
stem carefully with beer ere he put it
to his lips; when once it was alight it
kept alight; a man could sit behind
that pipe; but can a man sit behind the
ridiculous figments they call pipes
now? The yard of clay is departed."
Like the "yard of tin," perchance, it
belonged to the old 'coaching days, and
went with the sanded parlors of the
old coaching Inns.—London Chronicle.
Activities of Women.
Archduchess Maria Josepha of Austria recently won $1,000,000 on the Vienna bourse.
In the United States women attorneys, notaries and patent agents number about 20,000.
Pennsylvania State college has 65
female students learning the methods
of producing nourishing dishes.
A majority of the widows in Paris
are remarried within 18 months of
their first bereavement
Mrs. Katherine Todd Appleton is attempting to form a philanthropic organization which will care for starving
artists of all nationalities.
Mrs. Katherine B". Davis, recently appointed commissioner of corrections in
New York, has over 600 employes connected with her department
Testing a life vest, Miss Tiny Broadwick, an eighteen-year-old parachute
jumper, recently dropped 1,000 feet
from a biplane and landed with ease.

CONVENIENCES IN HEN HOUSE J
Roosts Are Arranged on Level and
Not Fastened Down So They May
Be Removed for Cleaning.
The diagram shows the best arrangement of roosts for a hen house,
that of having them on a level and not
fastened down so that they may be
removed for cleaning, says the Missouri Valley Farmer. The dropping
boards beneath also form the root
of the nest boxes. The hens get into

Hen House Interior.
the nests from the back. A hinged
door In front makes easy work of _
gathering the eggs. A curtain of mus- '
lin or canvas working on a roller may
be let down in front of the roosts on.
extremely cold nights to prevent frozen combs.

Test the Setting Hsn.
The hens should be allowed to setj
on china eggs for a few days befor
giving them good eggs, in order to
let them get used to the coop, and alBC
to see If they are really In earnest'
about wishing to Bet. Just before put-1
ting the good eggs under them, the!
Career of George P. Putnam.
George P. Putnam, one of the coun- bens should be dusted with an effect-(
try's ablest and most influential pub- Ive lice powder, and a little of the
lishers, was born 100 years ago in powder sprinkled over the nest
Brunswick. Me.
He was a grandTo Make Hens Contented.
nephew of Gen. Israel Putnam of RevRemember, the hens are not mads
olutionary fame. As a young man he
happy
with blegance but with condl-1
went to New York and became a clerk
in a book store. In 1848 he estab- tlons which make for their well-being 1
lished the-publishing and book-selling and comfortADryness, freedom from,!
house which bore his name. He pub- drafts, opportunity for exercise and?
lished the first books of James Fenl- enough of the right kind of food will j
more Cooper and William Cullen Bry- make them sing, and when they sing
ant and was the publisher of the works they produce results.
,„t
of Washington Irving, Edgar Allen
Keep Hens Healthy.
Jpe, James Russell Lowell, Bayard
To keep hens healthy provide
Taylor and many other noted American authors. Throughout his career dry flooj^nlenty of dry litter, plent
Mr. Putnam was a leader In the move- of dry air and no drafts; keep the!
ment to establish an International house clean, feed well, water regularj
copyright His death occurred in New ly and provide a constant supply of
artificial grit oyster shells, crackeqj
York city Dec * ber 20, 1871.
.
bone and charcoal.
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At the Congregational church next
Sunday morning, Rev. Sherman GoodH.
hall
on
Central
St.
is
beThe
A.
O
FU»Il&HSD
Annual Meeting of the Village Imwin will "peak from the topic ' 'That First
The Vicing wired for electricity.
EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
provement Society.
Easter day." ;
tor J. Fortier company has the job.
l*rof.
ChaB,
F.
Adams
of
Spencer
is
to
North
Brookfield,
Mass
Journal Block
The fourth annual meeting of the
An Easter service will be given at the
give an illustrated lecture at the CongreCongregational church Sunday evening, V. I. s, was held in banquet hall, Tuesgational church, Tuesday evening, April
HORACE J. LAWRENCE,
April 12, at 7 o'clock.
Readings by day afternoon, and the following officers
14, at 7.45 o'clock, on "How our ScienEDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.
Messrs Albert Hooker, Howard Leete, were elected:—President, Miss Emily H.
tific Men tell what the weather is going Richard Finney, Jr., Lewis Flower, Sid- Ham; vice presidents, Mrs Henry Cottle
1.00 a Year in Advance twbe." The lecture is free and the pubney Roger, Mrs William Granger and and Mrs Wm. B. Hastings; secretary,'
Single Copies, 3 Cents.
lic cordially invited.
Misses Felt Fletcher, Mary Ellen Johnson Miss II. Eliza eth Stone; treasurer, Mrs
Address all oommunicationi to BBOOKFIBLU
Amem»rial sermon will be preached and Itnogene Flower.
Solo and duet Edwin D. Goodell; auditor, Mrs Caroline
TIMES, North Brookfield, Mass.
by the pastor in the Methodist church on parts by Miss Mildred Mitchell, Mrs Ormsby; ways and means committee,
Orders for subscription, advertising, or lob
Fashions Have Changed—Our Garments Are Distinctly Dif- work
and payment (or the same, may be sent Memorial Sunday, the G. A. E. having Frederick Works, Miss Emily Ham, Mrs Mrs Emma S. Ludden, Mrs Robert G.
direct to the main office.Uorth Brookfield or
accepted the invitation to attend. Dr. William Granger aud Miss Edith O'Neal, Livermore, Mrs Henry T. Crosby, Mrs
o George W. McNamara. Brookfield
ferent, Correct Showing of New York and Paris Made
Chariton has also accepted the invitation supported by the choir under the leader- Clara S. Thompson, and Miss Mary- G.
to'give the memorial address at the town ship of Mr Irwin.
McEvoy: business committee, Mrs Chas.
BROOKFIELD.
WOMEN'S >JEW EASTER SUITS
hall on Memorial day.
H. Sanford, Miss Louise Newhall, Mrs
Word was received by Mrs Gertrude
Lucy Sherman, Mrs Richard Finney and
At 8t Mary's church Sunday morning,
M. Gerald Tuesday, of the death in WorSuits in fine serges, Wool Crepes in novelty effects, Poplins Henry P. Gerald of Upton, was in masses
will be celebrated at 8.30 and cester of her niece, Mrs Effle Belle Mrs John Mulcahy; sunshine committee,
Imported Wool Suitings, Chiffon Taffeta, Moires, Silk Poplins town, Monday. ,
Mrs Mulcahy, Mrs Euunons Twichell
and 10.30 o'closk. At the 10.30 mass,
Misses Mary A. Walker and Irene Du- there will be special music by the choir, (Thresher;, wife of F. Burton Potter, at and Miss Ethel Johnson; district nurse
and Crepes, and stunning fabrics of fashion, »17.50 to $95.00 Bois visited friends in Boston Sunday. under the direction of Miss Mary G. Me- ber home, 1345 Main street, after a lin- committee, Mrs David Hunter, Mrs E.
gering illness of bright's disease, 8he
R. Burgess, Mrs Wm. C. Bemis, Mrs DelGounod's
John J. Connolley has gone to work in 'jpJDy of North Brookfield.
was 32 years, 10 months and 7 days.
bert Eaton, Mrs Wm. J. Walker, Mrs
mass in C will be given, and the soloists
the
heel
room
at
the
Foster-Moulton
shoe
NEW EASTER COATS AND WRAPS
Mrs Potter was born in Brookfield, a
Irving Breed, Mrs Henry J. Clarke, Mrs
are Forrest 8. Donahue and Leon A. Gofactory.
daughter of Lewis E. and Effie (Barnes)
Short and Three-quarter Coats, light and loose, with grace- Miss Mary Corcoran spent Sunday with daire. At the offertory the girls sextette, I Thresher, and lived here until 10 years Otis Travere, Dr. Mary Sherman and Mrs
JncludingEvelynBurke, CeceliaLeonard, |
William McLaurin. The reports of the
ful lines, in finest cloth and silk, designed for practical wear or Miss Lena Hitchcock, at her home in Mary Loungeway, Claire Mulcahy, Alice _ •__
various officers and committees for the
Chariton.
vived by her father and three brothers,
occasions'of the most elaborate dress
$9.75 to $85.00 Alice, Florence and Grace Barnes of derrick and Elizabeth Mitchell,
Earle, Frank and Ralph Thresher, all of past year were given.
The announcement of Mrs Hastings,
The teachers of the public schools were Worcester. The body was brought on
Warren spent Sunday with AviB and Esentertained at Merrick public library, the noon train to-day (Friday) for burial of two gifts to the society, amounting to
ther Green, Prouty St.
WOMEN'S COSTUMES AND DRESSES
$125 was received with enthusiasm and
Tuesday afternoon from 4 o'clock until in Brookfield cemetery.
Mrs George W. Johnson and Mrs Olara
loud applause. One gift was $IC0 from
580, by the trustees of the library. A
S.
Thompson
returned
Friday
from
a
six
Afternoon, Evening, Dinner, Dance and Street Dresses in
Mrs Martha M. Hyde observed her James Longley of Commonwealth Ave.,
lecture on Children's books Was given by
weeks' stay in California.
88th
birthday
anniversary
Tuesday
and
Boston, in behalf of his wife, a former
distinctive new styles. Beautiful Wool Fabrics, Novelty Crepes At a meeting of Brookfield in banquet Miss Ethel P. Underbill, children's libraat Worcester public library.
There j received crita from relatives and members. resident;, and one of $25 from Chas. H.
and Imported Taffetas, Charmeuse, Crepe de Chine and Messa- hall Tuesday nightj the first and second sien
of
the
Woman's;
Alliance
of
the
First
Moulton of Waltham. Tae treasurer's
was also an exhibition of material in the
ge
.$15.00, $1975 up to $12500 degrees were worked on 6 candidates.
library, that is useful to teachers. Tea Parish church at her honra on Lincoln report showed total receipts to be $538.04
street
during
the
day.
She
has
been
a
Joseph J. Durkin of Holy Cross Wor- waBwrvedby Mrs William L. Walsh,
and total expenditures $362.53, leaving a
cester, is spending his Easter vacation at M*s William F- Haywood and Mrs Al- member of the First Parish church all balance of $175.51 on hand. The report
her
life
and
has
attended
the
dedication
the Durkin home on Central street.
EASTER APPAREL FOR LITTLE FOLKS
of the secretary showed a membership of
fred Gaudette.
of four Unitarian churches in Brookfield. 97. The business committee said that
Charles H. Mullet and Benjamin O.
Papers were passed Wednesday conveyShe received many gifts of flowers in among tome of the improvements made
School Girls and College Girls
Gay attended the Mass. G. A. K. Con- ing what is known as the Benjamin O.
honor of the day, among which was
by the society are: building a trap rock
You can alwavs find pretty styles for Girls at Richard Healy's vention at Boston,.Tuesday, as delegates <8»y farm, in the Rice Corner district,
bouquet from the Woman's Alliance, a sidewalk from the home of William Bai7
r
'
from Dexter Post, G. A. R.
isiuch was owned by Alfred Englander to
bouquet of violets from Mrs Fay of Mt. ley to the cemetery; placing a bubbler on
The district nurse committee of the V. yj J. Johnson of Holyoke. The live stock Holly, N. C, a bouquet of sweet peas
I. S. will have a food sale in the south and farming tools were included in the from Henry Clarke, Washington, D. C, the drinking fountain in front of A. O.
GIRLS' COATS FOR EASTER
hall at the town house, Saturday after- sate. The property consists of a house, and a bouquet of 'pinks from Miss H. hall on* Central street; spraying the
elm trees in the center of the town; two
Coats, i to 14 years - $2.98 to $22.50 noon, April 18, from 8 to 5 o'clock.
Warn and 50 acres of Jand. The purchase
Eleanor Adams, Worcester.
had been placed on the north end
-..-,- $5.00 to $29.5fr David N. Hunter, who was recom- jHce was, announced as $2000. The sale MissMegdaL. Hall, daughter of Mr H'tute
Coats, 13 to 19 yeaK^
mended by the selectmen for the position Was made through the Adams Farm Ag- and Mrs John Hall, Over-the-River dis- of the common to accommodate persons
of cattle inspector, has received the ap- ency. Mr Johnson will take possession tsict, and Lawrence E. Binley, son of waiting for the electric cars; the mall is
pointment from the state bureau of cattle next week and will begin raising poul.ry Mrs Frank E. Teckham, Maple street, improved and kept in first class condiGIRLS' DRESSES FOR EASTER
tion; a public dumping ground has been
Edward F. Delaney, who was named
industries.
married in Newburyport Saturday secured through the courtesy of Edward
Dresses, 2 to 15 years
98cto$l§,0C Mrs Dwight G, and Miss Alice Hyde 'leff'appointment as postmaster at Brook were
afternoon, by a Baptist clergyman of that B. Phetteplace, iwho furnished land for
$2.98 to $22.50 Tucker left Monday for New York to be field, March 17, and. confirmed by the city. The young couple returned Mon- the
Dresses, 13 to 19 years
purpose. November 1st, the society
Senate
on
March
23,
received
his
com
the guests for a week of Atty. and Mrs
day.
The announcement of the mar- engaged a district nurse, and have been'
mission, Wednesday morning, signed by
Louis H. Hyde.
riage came as a surprise to their friends, able to retain her services up to the pre$9.75 to $29.50 Delbert A. Eaton speut Sunday with President Wilson and Postmaster-general who, although being aware that the sent time.
Burleson. Mr Delaney made the stateyoung couple had secured a marriage
relatives in Cambridge, and Albert W.
The two social affairs, managed by the
ment that he expected to take charge of
license from town clerk; Robert G. Liv- seciety, during the year, the Fourth of
Poland of North Brookfield had charge
the office about April 20th.
Postmaster
ermore, were under the impression that July celebration on the common, and the
WORCESTER of the drug Btore.
Edwin D. Goodell, who retires after • 16
512
Miss Helen Murphy, a student at "The years of faithful service, with his' wife, the marriage would not take place until Home-comers' reception in town hall,
MASS.
MAIN STREET
Elms School," of 8pringnel8, has heen who clerk for the same number of years, next week. Mr Binley is. employed in Dec. 26, were successful events, socially
the guest of Mr and Mrs John L. Mulca- will remain in the office to assist Mr De- the sole leather department at the Foster- and financiallg. 8ince the, organization
Moulton shoe factory, and Mrs Binley of the society lour years ago, it has exhy, on Hayden Avenue.
laney until he becomes familiar with the
Discovery of Australia,
All the Facts.
has worked for the past two years at the pended $1400 for improvements in the
Miss
Eva
Brunell,
physical
instructor
work.'
The claim to have been the first
On* of the first tasks set the
Ideal Coated Paper factory.
town of Brookfield.
new curate, who was handicapped by discoverer of Australia has been put at the Oliver Ames high school, North
The efforts of the parties interested in
Word was received Saturday by Dr,
youth and inexperience"; was to inves- forward by many men and many na- Easton, was the week-end guest of her the formation of a camp of Sons of VetMary H. Sherinrn of the death in Dortigate the bona Odes of a "widow tions. Thus the French allege that parents at Quaboag Lake, last week.
Nothing to Worry About.
erans have been successful and 23 people
chester of Miss Alice M. Hereey, who
Gounevllle
woman," who had applied to the Captain Paulovier de
"Have you heard about the awful
Spring millidery opening, Friday and have become members. A charter from
made the discovery in 1504. Recent.
was assistant principal of the high school thing Mr. Jobson did this morning?
church for help. .
the National Encampment has been apHe departed nervously" on ms er- researches have, however, proved that Saturday, Apr.110 and 11, afternoon and
here from 1906 to 1909. Pneumonia was Several of the neighbors saw him
rand, and knocked, as ill luck would It was Madagascar, and not Australia , evening. All are cordially invited. Mrs plied for. It will be known as the Ferdi- the cause of death after an illners of two dragging his wife around In the back
nand
Dexter
Camp,
with
three
officers:
that
this.
French
navigator
sighted.
\
Edward
Moreau,
Central
street,
Brookhave It, at tho wrong door.
weeks.
She was about 30 yeaos old. yard by her hair. Don't you think the
Commander, Herman Wright; senior
"How long has your poor husband There is little doubt that the latter field.—ADV.
The announcement of. Miss Heresy's authorities ought to do something
vice-commander,
William
C.
Bemis
been dead, my good woman? What was discovered prior to 1642 by the j The selectmen at a meeting Monday
about if?" "Why should the authorities
number of children have you? Are Portuguese, but no record remains of !ni ht voted ^^ a„ appUcations for, and junior vice-commander, Charles Ca- death was received with genuine sorrow interfere? Haven't you heard that
by her many friends in town, for, by her
any "of them working? If so, what the details of the discovery^ The „
Ucense8 mu8t ^ flled with the pen; treasurer, C. Earl Allen; secretary,
Jobson and his wife are working for a
amount of money are they earning to- Dutch yacht Duyfhen, from Bantam, I cleak
,» . ...
,
■ .
_ „n „,„,., Merrill A. Love; counsels, Edile H. faithful performance of the^ duties of moving picture film concern?"
° the selectmen by 7.30 o clock.
assistant while at the high school, she
getberf* were the questions he fired, which had been dispatched to explore
Clarke, Eugene Godaire and Richard
held the respect of the students under her
like Bhots from a revolver, at the slat- New Guinea, sighted the mainland in Monday ntgbt, the 13th.
ternly woman-who answered his sum- March, 1606," and in June of the sameThe Junior class of the high school re- Finney, Jr. A committee to secure the school committee and the townsCondolence.
quarters
consists
of
Messrs
Wright,
Camons. "I presume I am addressing year Louis Vaes de Torres, a, Span-' port a good advance sale of tickets for
Mrs. Hen was in tears. One of her
people.* Since leaving here she has been
pen,
Allen,
Walter
Nichols
and
P.
E.
Mrs. Harriet Phillips?" he added, no- lard, accompanied by Fernandez de the "Junior Prom," and a record crowd
teacher of Latin and French in the high little ones had been sacrificed to make
ticing with alarm that, she looked an- Quiros, made the same discovery. The is expected to attend the event in town Godaire.
school at Wayland, Mass., and later at a repast for a visiting clergyman.
name
of
this
first
navigator
is
the
The Sunday school of the First Parish Lakewood, N. J., where she was when "Cheer up, madam," said the rooster,
try.
hall, Monday night,
Music by Dona"No, you ain't!" answered me wom- first authenticated one known In conchurch had their Easter concert last Sun- she was taken ill. She is survived by comfortingly. "You should rejoice that
an snappishly. "My name is Sellna nection with Australia, and his discov- hue's orchestra.
your son is entering the ministry. He
At the First Parish church next day at 12 o'clock, opening with the song, her parents, Mr and Mrs Joseph P. Her- was poorly qualified for a lay mem-,
Jackson, my bairns go to school, and ery has been perpetuated in, the
"Ye
happy
Easter
bells,"
and
the
resey, and two sisters, Mrs Maude Wright ber, anyhow."—Philadelphia Ledger.
my 'usband's doin' what.is necessary nomenclature of the Straits of Torres. Sunday morning the pastor will preach
to a plateful of rump steak and onions William Dampier was the first Eng- an appropriate Easter sermon. There peating of the 23rd psalm, which was and Mrs Mildred Buchanan, all of Dorfollowed
by
recitations
from
"Little
Baat this very moment. Would you like lishman to visit Australia, and Cap. will be singing by the children of the
chester. The funeral was held Monday
Cleaning Woodwork.
to know anything else? Where was taln Cook the first explorer to give gundav school" ^'d each child will be °Y Clouds," by Miss Pauline Eaton s noon with services at the home of her
It Is safe to UBS a few drops of amI born? When was I christened? At any really authentic and valuable In- presented with a potted plant.
Vesperj^lass:-AHce and Clare Phetteplace, Dor- parents. Dr. Mary Sherman and Thomas
what age I started courtln'? Perhaps," formation as to this then unknown J^
o'clock Sun-'°thy. "ay, Marrietta Woodward Mar- T. Durkin attended. Burial was in the monia in the water with which wood'
he]d
work is cleaned—but only a few drops
aha concluded sarcastically, rolling her continent
day
afternoon,
and
Rev.
Mr
Walsh will **«• w««ht. DOTOthy *"»?' rf^ family lot at Foxboro cemetery.
to a pailfui of water. The ammonia retattered sleeves' up above her elbows,
tell an Easter story.
Mellen, Warren Bartlett Walsh, Horace
moves grease and grime. But it
"you'd like 'to see my vaccination
First Real Attorney General.
and Sidney May and Billy Croft. Mrs
Sharp
Student.
whitens varnished wood and removes
marks before you go?" But the bashOne hundred years ago Richard
Arrangements were made Monday Walsh's class: Alice Rice Laflin, Barbara
"If
20
men
reap
a
field
In
eight
paint If it is used in too strong soluful curate, redder. In fact, than a Rush of Pennsylvania became attor- night for an old-fashioned dance to be
beet-root, was already In full flight ney general of the United States. He held in the town hall, Thursday evening, Healey, Henry Mellen, Harold May,. hours, how long will It take 15 men tion; and'It must always be used spaywas the first attorney general to be April 23. The committee in charge:— John Livermore, and George and Robert to reap the same field?" a student was lngly and quickly dried.
—Pearson's Weekly.
recognised as a member, of the presi- is Matthew Daley, David 'Hunter, An- Woodward sang "The Palms," followed asked. He thought long before writby a duet "Swing your silver bells," by ing down his answer, and when he
Near Death In Sewer.
dent's cabinet. Up to this time the
Horse's Endurance.
^_
Dr. O, Cooke Adams, who has been head, of the nation's legal department drew Ijeacb, A. B. Brunnell, John Zim- Misses Pauline Eaton and Georgia Hol- handed in his paper this Is what the
To test the staying powers of a
merman,
Victor
Nelson,
Wm.
J.
Walker,
a civil engineer, surgeon, naval offi- had not beefl regarded as standing on
combe. Preceding the song, '"Twas a examiner read: "The field, having al- thoroughbred horse a New Jersey man
ce"* and research worker IB Australia, the same footing with the other mem- Edile H. Clark, and Jlseph Clark, West bluebird told the story," by members of ready been reaped by the 20 men, rode an animal from New York to
was telling some of his blood-curdling bers of the cabinet His salary was Brookfield.
He covered the first 700
the Sunday school, Miss Eaton ,s class could not be reaped a second time by Chicago.
experiences, the other day.
■
the 15."
*
much less, and be had neither 'office ! Papers were passed Friday conveying Bang "Waiting to grow."
miles in less than 12 days of actual
The next
"My narrowest escape from death, room nor clerks, and was not required the house on Morrick Avenue, occupied
riding. This horse once made the
numbers were recitations by members of
he said, "was not at the hands of abo- to reside permanently in Washington.
distance of 78 miles In 24 hours, carWhere Nebraska Leads.
rigines or bushmen. I was engaged Mr. Rush was eminently qualified for by Jerome Hamilton, that was owned by Mrs Livermore's class, Misses Georgia
Though Nebraska has been termed rying a rider over the mountains beas an engineer in preparing plans for the honor bestowed on him. He had William Mulcahy, to Arthur J. Delmotte Holcomb, Catherine May, Ruth Estey,
tween
Johnstown, Pa., and Pittsburgh.
"the state without a mine," it ranks
a new system of sewers for the city long been looked upon as one of the of New York City. The property con- Ruth Vizard, Helen Sawyer, Katherine
first in the production of pumice, for
sists
of
a
2
1-2
story
house,
small
barn
of Sydney, Australia. In connection leaders of the American bar. Though
Eaton and Dorothy Woodard, followed less than one per cent of the total outValued Firewood.
with this work It was necessary to re- he served in the cabinets of three and half on acre of land and is assessed by the solo "Jerusalem," by Mrs Mellen. put ot pumice comes from other states.
Florida buttonwood, a tree confined
survey the old unventilated system presidents, his most notable achieve- for $1700. Mr Delmotte will take posses- The program closed with the song, "Eastlargely
to
the keys along the south
which had been laid 80 years previ- ments were in the line of diplomacy sion this week,
er bells," by members of the school
coast, is very highly prized for use in
-""~^
Future of Western Pine.
ously, the existing plans of which were rather than as a'cabinet officer. He
It is predicted that western yellow cooking on ship's galleys. It burns
most Inaccurate. I had been under- served eight years as minister to Eng- | Easter Sunday will be observed at the
TWO HOUSES FOR SALE.
ground several hours, and the men In land and four years as minister to Methodist church with services at 10.46 IN BROOKF1BD, OQth in good condition; one pine will furnish an excellent source slowly with an even heat and makes
but little smoke or ash.
a. m. Sermon by the pastor, followed
charge of the manholes had mistaken France.
of 10 rooms with 1.8 acre of land. S2offl); tne of turpentine as the southern pine be»
by the ordinance of baptism and recep- other ot 7 rooms, $1500. 1-3 CUB in each cue. comes exhausted.
the signals and closed the manholes,
Quick Changes.
' Or a Prevaricator. '
thinking I had come to the surface.
tion of members and Communion. At
A WOOD LOT FOR SALE.
"Let us go out sleighing while the 6 p. m. the Sunday school wilt give an
The person who Insists that he preThe gate valves were opened and the
His Dying Words.
F Ot
00 ACttESJn Brookfield^convftaientjo the
sewage started on it* way before the snow lasts."
"I've Men caught napping at last" fers the drumstick of a fowl is either
Easter Concert with Rev. A. R. Nichols OFRattroa'
Railroad. _Part 86 and part M years" growth.
"All
right;
but
you
had
better
carry
mistake was discovered and 1 was resLots ot poles ready to cut Land and timber said the moth that the man discovered a family martyr or a poor judge ot
in charge. Special offering for Missions tor
tbr^UoJc^'lvriti
SUM cash. Write F.~A
F. A UNOOWJ, S
cued, together with an .assistant, both some automobile tires along in case
food.
in his heavy ulster.
evaxd St., West Sprlngaeld, Haas.
at
the
morning
service.
we
need
them
to
get
back."
of us unconscious from sewer poison-
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Ready For Easter's Fashion Parade

Junior Suits for Easter

RICHARD HEALY
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Backache Warns You
Backache is one of Nature's warnings
of kidney weakness. Kidney disease
kills thousands every year.
Don t neglect a bad back. If your back
is lame—if it hurts to stoop or lift—if
thero is irregularity of the secretions—
s*'3pect your kidneys. If you suffer headaches, dizziness and are tired, nervous
and worn-out, you have further proof.
Use Doan's Kidney Pills, a fine remedy for bad backs and weak kidneys.
A KENTUCKY CASE

Q. W. L. Nesbltt,
Marion, Ky., says:
"Kidney disease had
made me an invalid.
1 wag In bed (or
weeks at a time and
often wished
that
death would come
and end my misery.
I could hardly hold
my arms above my
head at times and
the
kidney
secretions were In awful
shape. Doctors held
out little hope foi
my recovery. A relative advised me to
try Doan's Kidney
Pills and after I had
taken one box, I felt
better. Before long"
I wig a well man
and Doan's Kidney Pills alone cored me."
Get Doaa's at Any Store, 50c a Box

UNREASONABLE THING TO ASK
Thlrtty Tourists Inclined to Bo Finicky Should Visit Ireland During
the Winter Months.

Cft* Vfetmt nf % Qlttlb
By S. E. RISER

Two New York men were touring
Ireland laat summer by automobile.
On a hot July afternoon they came
to an Inn. Stopping, they went Into
the bar. A red-cheeked peasant girl
was the barmaid. The travelers ordered Irish and soda. The girl served
them and went on with her Interrupted work of wiping the bar. One
of the men tasted his drink and found
it tepid.
"I say, my girl," he said, "won't
you please put seme Ice in these
drinks?" ^V
Her mouth went wide open and the
mopping cloth was poised In mid-air.
Amaze held her silent for a moment
Then she found tongue In a hurry.
"Ice, Is It? And who the — ever
heard of Ice In July?"
Whereupon she fell to polishing
again.

B the hope He gave us dying? Has our wisdom
brought us doubt ?
Is the world a world of scoffers? Has the lamp
of love gone out?
Has He ceased to be the Savior? Is He but a
fading wraith ?
Is pethsemane an idyl that no longer rouses
faith?
Hark! Hear the bells ring out—behold the cross
upon the hill;
Once more the stones are red by which His
< t
weary feet were prest;
*
Doubt yesterday was master, but today there
rises still
The vision of the Little Child upon His mother's breast.

unui I can't breathe. And you live'
up here with your violets and your
pretty things, and let other people
slave for you."
As the last flaming word burned.
Into his consciousness, she stumbled)
over the threshold and was. gone!
Cunningham stood in the middle of
the floor, and said to himself, over
and over again, "Oh, you selfish pig,
you selfish pig."
Presently he went downstairs and:
found her In the kitchen with her
head on the table, crying.
"Oh, look here," he said, awkwardly, "you- mustn't. You go out and
have a.good time—"
She seemed such a child that he
obeyed an Impulse to comfort her as
he would a child.
"Put on your hat and have a ride
with me. My car will be around In
a few minutes."
"Oh, I mustn't"
"Nonsense."
"But you should Bee my hat—It's
ancient"
His inspiration seemed heavenborn.
"I have a lovely one upstairs."
"I know—I—I tried It on once."
"Try It on again and let me see."
For a moment she hung back, then
followed him upstairs. Curtains of

REALLY was a
beautiful hat. Alone
In Madam's window, flanked on one
side by a wisp of
We decline to reach for shadows, and" we pity them- that'
ECZEMA ITCHED AWFULLY
white veil, and on
FOSTER-MILBURN CO- BUFFALO, N. Y.
grope
the other by a
39 Atkinson St., Bellows Falls, Vt—
Where no substances are present, blindly holding fast to
_ mauve parasol, It
"I had eczema on my head and it
hope;
further
emphasis of v. Its
Mrs.S.A.Allen's
itched something awful. It seemed
WOK I- O'S
spring loveliness.
Cart die newer, wider knowledge we possess be satisfied
sometimes as though I would go wild.
On an Impulse Cunningham vent
Hair Color Restorer The eczema was dry and flaky. One
With a faith that spread in darkness? Have we swept
In and bought it He murmured
die myth aside?
day I combed It hard with a fine comb
something about a mythical sister,
and made it all raw. My hair nearly
and madame accepted the explanation
Hark! Hear the belli ring out again; once more the
all came out gradually so I had a
placidly. So the hat was sent home,
anthems thrill,
small twist of hair and did not use
and was enthroned on a little table
but one hairpin to hold it.
The faith we turned from yesterday is lovingly confessed.
In the alcove of Cunningham's sitting,
"I tried
but in vain; it did no
For, though our knowledge may be great, before us rises
room, a monument to masculine folly,
good. Then I thought I would try Custill
and a temptation to little Anne.
ticura Soap and Ointment. I used them
I'lttle Anne was the landlady's
The vision of the Little Child upon His mother's breast.
three months and then my head was
niece; she was eighteen, and she had
all cured and my hair began to grow
come into Cunningham's line of vision
so It is quite thick now; I have four
for several years, simply as a slim
times as much as I had." (Signed)
child, with dark braids banging down
Mrs. Ellen W. Adams, Nov. 16, 1912.
her back.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment' sold
When she finished school she helped
throughout the world. Sample of each
the oriental sky, where breezes sway ber aunt with the lighter housework,
free,with 32-p. Skin Book. Address postthe yellow celandines amid the and it was thus that she discovered
card "Cuticura, Dept. h, Boston."—Adv.
grasses, where tiny violets clothe the the hat. She tried it on, and awoke
hillside modestly with bloom. .
for the first time to a knowledge of
One's Ancestors.
How many male and female ancesBack to their garden at Nazareth her beauty.
came at last the holy family, and in
tors were required to bring you into
Down In the kitchen little Anne
the world? First, it was necessary
the little house adjoining they lived
all through the boyhood of Jesus.' In was still at work. Her aunt was sick;
that you should have a father and
"I Know—I—I Tried It On Once."
this pleasant spot Mary often Bat, her Cunningham's breakfast rolls were
mother. That makes two human bechild at her knee, and dreamed long yet to be made; it was midnight, and silvery 'green hid the alcove. She
ings. Each of them must had had a
It seemed to her that she had washed went behind them and called back,
thoughts of tender motherhood.
father and mother. That makes four
"May I wear the veil?"
By this path she led her little boy dishes since dawn.
Years Have Dealt Lightly
The most economical, cleansing and human beings. Again, each of them
"Wear anything."
In the morning, when she took np
to Joseph's workshop, where he would
must have had a father and mother,
germicidal of all antiseptics is
Then, all at once, her voice cried,
With Spot Where Mary
learn the trade of carpentry. Hers Cunningham's Sunday breakfast of
making, eight mora htiman beings. So
"look,
oh, look at me," and with a
sweetbreads
and
bacon,
she
apoloshe was happy. Here she was young.
on we go back to the time of Jesuit
Was for a Time Happy
Not ye( into her loving heart had gized for the heaviness of the rolls. quick gesture she parted the silvery
Christ 56 generations. The calcula"I'm not very good at such things," curtains, drawing them about her
come the fear of her Son's great destion thus resulting shows that 139,With Her Infant Son
she said.
again, so that her old skirt was hidtiny.
235,017,489,534,976 births must have
"Yes—" absently. Then as she den.
A soluble Antiseptic Powder to taken place to bring you into this £^jr»%cccc*^:<cc«:<co:cc«KXK Just a little beyond the town of turned
They laughed like a pair of chilto go b,e called her back. "Oh,
Nazareth, about 500 yards from where
world—you who read these lines! All
be dissolved in water as needed. this
dren. Then out of the following sisince the birth of Christ—not
HE garden at Nazareth Mary's house stood, on its borders,
lence
he said slowly, '"Do you know
As a medicinal antiseptic for douches since the beginning of time.
covers a hillside slope and at this later day close to the
In treating catarrh, inflammation or
why I was going to have those peoChurch of the Annunciation, ts the
with
flowers.
It
lies
nlceration of nose, throat, and that
ple to tea—all of the pretty ladles?*
under a sky so pale historic well, approached by a path
8PRING SUGGESTION.
••No." ,
,.: ._. i
caused by feminine ills it has no equal.
long and stony, where Mary came for
from,
oriental
heat
For ten years the Lydla E. Plnkham
"I had a fancy—or rather my friend
water for her household. Below the
that
Its
blue
is
deliTake
two
or
three
Wright's
Indian
Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtlne
Carpenter suggested it—that I let
cately tinted white. fountain Is a pool where she, washed
In their private correspondence with Vegetable Pills upon retiring a few
them try on the hat, and the' one
This garden, where, her garments and household linen.
women, which proves its superiority. times and you will say that they're
who was loveliest In it—that I choose
Today at evening, when coolness
Mary and the infant
Women who have been cured say the-best Spring Medicine you've ever
a wife that way
"
Jesus were happy long has descended from the hills and temit is "worth its weight In gold." At tried. Send for trial box to 372 Pearl
. "Oh!" All the joy went out of her
pered
the
heat
in
the
valley
roundago,
is
now
little
difdruggists. 50c. large box, or by mall. street. New York.—Adv.
face. The curtains swung back, referent in appearance about, the women of Nazareth come
The Pazton Toilet Co,, Boston, Mass.
vealing her shabblneas. "Oh, but you
A Precaution.
from what it was in down the stony pathways from the
wouldn't"
"Are you not afraid of your table early days. Nature cherishes her own, town to fill their jars with) water at
"You child," he tried to say It light-'
a Jealous mother, and In these quiet this fountain.
talk being repeated?"
XI TOO (Ml 'ODT Of BOBT8' 'ROW BOW** 'GOT .DC BLUM'
ly, but his soul cried to him, "Man,
sums from SIDHKY, BUDDER, neurons DISEASES
Swiftly and softly the wesoen come
"Oh, no; we have a dumb waiter." hills of Galilee her hand works lovingCHBOKIO WR4EVBW, ULCERS. SEIlf ERUmOM, PILES'
you
have found her!"
write for FREE
CLOTH BOUND MEDICAL BOO*: OR
With practiced movement
ly. The garden, when the dawn breaks and go.
SSIS .SiK!?^ »nd ^OXDERFUL OTJRES effected by
His eyes as he watched her fold,
they
take
the
amphorae
from
their
When our own Angers close on gently, gleams with the jeweled glory
up the veil and lay the hat away gave,
graft it generally feels like a reward of the dew. When twilight falls and beads, fill them at the fountain, and
no hint of the knowledge that had.
the remedy for TOUR OWB ailment. Absolutely FREE.
lift
them
once
more
to
poise
them
the
birds
which
all
day
long
have
of
merit.
No 'follow op' circulars. Ho obligations. DR, LICI.ERO
come to him.
WED. Co., HATSRHOCK RD.. UABTSTEAD, LOKDOK. KMQ
either
on
head
or
hip.
Every
atti.
fluttered
in
tree
and,
coppice
are
quiet,
WM WART TO TROVE; TBEEAHOH WILL CUBE TOO,
"Aren't you going to wear it?" he
and the doves whose busy wings have tude is strong and easy.
PNKUMATICA STOPS YOOR PAIN
demanded.
or breaks n p your cold In one hoar. It's mansions.
fluttered'whitely in the sunshine seek
Their garments, the dark blue or
Used externally. All druggists, 2S cents. Adv.
'It -wouldn't fit In with the rest of
their nests harmoniously, it is a peace- red skirt of Galilee, corded in at the
me. No, 111 leave the hat for your
UU I
I
Our Liver-Gall Book sent
How a man does hate to make love ful place, sequestered.'
waist, the protecting cloak which covIflfllili Core rooreelfRt home. Write
lovely lady.",
She Tried It On.
SAlLSTtWE REMEDY 00. Dipt. 793, 219 5. Dearborn Si., Chicato to a woman who wears spectacles all
So few changes have come to the
"Suppose you are the lovely lady?"
the time.
oy the way, I'm going to telephone
life of this part of Palestine in 2,000
"Oh, please—"
QDCOIAI
Our Guaranteed Self Filling
OrCvlAL fountain pen with 14k gpldyears that it is not hard to pierce
to some friends to come over to tea
"Oh, little Anne, listen." He came
plated pen point prepaid 60 cts. SmallersiieZ&cts.
Putnam Fadeless Dyes are the the misty veil of time and realize as
this afternoon. And I want some lit- over and took her hands In his. "When.
SULLIVAN, BOX l£o5. New Haven, Conn.
brightest and fastest Adv.
tle , cakes. Your aunt makes such I was a boy I used to make up a
In a vision how this garden looked
per yard;
when Mary used to go there with
jolly ones, with pink and white com- story of a dream lady who lived
JEWEL SILKS FOR SUMMER WEAR fl_
• Every man is above the average— her little Son, a happy mother for
waist. 10 for dress: state color wonted; we par par.
fits."
among the violets on the bank of a.
eel postage. NOVBLTr CO.. Norm Tarmoulu, Me. according to his own belief.
whom the future held no fears.
For a stunned moment she stood clear little stream.- No real woman
Built On the sides of two hills, the
and looked at blm. Then she flung has ever fitted in until I saw your
town itself has a charm all its own,
out her hands In a passionate ges- face—just now—"
ture.
I
made up not alone of pious associaAnd so it came about that in the
tions but as well of the beauty of or"Oh," she said, "I don't believe In Joy and beauty of the Easter morn*
chards, cultivated fields and gardens.
giving teas on Sunday — I think ing they went to church together,
As seen from the high road which
everybody ought to have a little rest and Cunningham, kneeling somewhat
leads thither from the sea through
—on Sunday. I had planned to go awkwardly beside little Anne, had hie
the wide, fair plain of Esdraelon It Is
out—somewhere for the whole day— moment of resurrection.
a friendly looking place.
I've worked In that dark kitchen (Copyright, by Associated Literary PreaaO;
For Infants and Children.
Its houBeB, red and white, stretch
up to the top of the hill from the
steep declivity in which the town Is
placed, and gardens and orchards interspersed add color to the scene, relieving that bleakness of plain walls
which look so bare in heat of south> ALCOHOL-3 PER CENT
ern
sun.
Awge table Preparation for As •
Though not so large as Jerusalem,
similating (tie Food and Regula
smaller even than Bethlehem, the
ting the Stomachs and Bowels oftown wears an air of distinction, a
KVAMb.-tHILDKCN
cheerful atmosphere of hospitality
| withal, which wins it a fond place In
Promotes DigestioaCheerful| a weary traveler's regard.
To this quiet city of Galilee Mary
R nessand Rest Contains neither
'.came as a bride from the hilltop town
Opium.Morphine nor Mineral
o*J|ej>0horis.
Tradition tells how
NOT NARCOTIC
young she was, how beautiful her
Ktipt •SOldDrSAMVUlmgn
dark and oval face appeared, how tiny
AsywV'a S-J were her hands and* feet. She had
traveled quite a little In her short life.
For once a year she went on foot
with Anna and Joachim to Carmel,
where they owned some land on the
outskirts of Galilee. That mountain,
The Holy Mother.
which overlooks St. John of Acre, we
CO A perfect Remedy for Constipaers them almost entirely, coming even
are
told,
she
loved'
especially,
for
tion . Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea,
there she could scan both sky and over the forehead, hang gracefully in
Worms .Convulsions .Fevsrish■ea and watch the clouds like angels' long straight folds.
ness and Los S OF SLEEP
Mary must have dressed like these
garments trailing delicately across the
fields of blue.
women when she came to the flowing
Facsimile Signature opt
Her little feet that history
From this humble home In Naza- well.
reth she fled with her child in her tells about with such insistent emphaarms, following Joseph to far Egypt, sis were, like theirs, uncovered. Her
THE CENTAUR COMPANY.
there to live In exile until it was safe little hands were strong, like theirs,
NEW YORK.
once more to return to the land of to lift the heavy amphora high. With
A to mon t h S. old
her birth.
flexibility of youth she mounted the
How dear In her dreams seemed rocky elope to where her house stood.
then to her the mountains of Gllboa, Many times, no doubt, she led the Insnow capped Hermon,. .the .Klshon's fant Jesus with her, holding fast hie
Guaranteed under the Food3»
stormy stream, and the fragrant, path- hand. The pool beneath the fountain,
Exact Copy of Wrapper.
*"
Vila .SMTAUM IIIHM, Maw v.*. etrr.
less fields of Esdraelon. where a thou- where the women wash their clothes,
sand eyes of daisies (tare widely at reflected, often her earnest brow.
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Stockholders Can Hold Stock in
Two Corporations.
U.

S.

COURT

DECISION

Government Had Charged Monopoly
—D., t. & W. Railroad and Coal
Cdnajjanies Declared to
Be Distinct.
Trenton, N. J.—The United States
Court has filed an opinion here dismissing the suit of the United States
government against the Delaware,
Lackawanna and
Western Railway
Company, and the Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Coal Company,
for alleged violation of the commodities and the Sherman anti-trust law.
The court holds that there is no'
United States law or decision prohibiting the same set of indviduals holding stock in two distinct corporations,
even though they may be engaged lr.
kindred business.
The decision was handed down here
by Judges Gray, Buflington and McPherson of the Third Judical Court.
The action was brought In the Federal Court here, but through a certificate of expedition filed by Attorney
General McReynolde, was heard by
the judges of the Court of Appeals at
Philadelphia in January.
The case is considered of the highest Importance by the government as
it Is one of the steps planned by the
Department of Justice in its effort to
break up what it alleges to be a monopoly of the anthracite coal trade.
The case which was brought under
both the Sherman anti-trust law and
the commodities clause of the Hepburn railroad law, in all probability
will go direct to the Supreme Court
of the United States.
A somewhat similar suit was recently Instituted against the Lehigh
Valley railroad aqd its subsidiares
in the federal court in-New York, and
another government action against
the Reading to separate it from the
Jersey Central railroad and
other
interests Is in the United
States
Court in Philadelphia.
This decision is the second that this
court has handed down in a commodities clause case. The first case involved all the anthracite roads and
reached the Supreme Court, which
decided that the commodities clause
•was constitutional, but that a railroad might own stock in a hona fide
corporation which owns the commo;1i
ty the railroad is transporting.
After the Supreme Court decision
the Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company declared an extra dividend of 50 percent and the
Stockholders were given the option to
use half of the dividend to purchase
stock of the Delaware, Lackawanna
& Western Coal Company, which-organized to take over the marketlnr
of the railroad's coaL
The railroad made a contract to sell
its coal to the new coal company on
the basis of 65 percent of the average price received fbr anthracite at
New York tidewater. Under
this
contract the railroad, which continues
to mine the coal from the land it
owns, sells it at the mine to the
ccal company and the railroad transports It for the coal corporation.
The government attacked this arrangement as "a mere lawyer's device, cloaking old facts under new
fictions," that it was a "taere subterfuge and fraud under the law and the
public," and that "each corporation
is In fact the same group or body of
actual persons working to the same
end under different names."
CHICAGO WOMEN BEATEN.
Chicago — "Beth House"
John
Coughlln was re-elected alderman in
Chicago's first ward by a plurality
over Marion Drake of nearly 4000v
J
votes,
- . :
He received twice as many votes
as Miss Drake, the Progressive candidate. His plurality alone exceeds
the total woman registration of the
ward. All nine women candidates were ,
defeated.
Paterson, N. J.—Tne Democrats lost
at seat In the house of representatives as a result of a special election in the 7th New Jersey district
Dow H. Drukker, Republican, a cont;.. :/ of Passalc, was elected to succeed the late Robert L. Bremner, by
more than 5000
over
James J.
O Byrne, a Democrat, personally endorsed by President Wilson.
Bostc-.- James A. Ualllvan of Ward
13, now street commissioner, was
elected to corigress to succeed Mayor
Curley at a special election in the
12th district, 'the vote stood: James
A. Galllvan, D., 8708; Frank L. Brier,
R., 3078; Jnraes B. Connolly, P., 3592.
GOLD MEDAL TO PEARY.
New York.—The Explorers' Club
has given a dinner in honor of Rear
Admiral Robert E. Peary to mark
tha fifth anniversary of his discovery of the North Pole.
A gold modal, bearing on one side a bust of Ad
miral Peary and on the other the seal
of the Explorers' Club was presented
to tli" admiral.
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The Evangel of
Easter
Br rW. PARLEY E. ZARTMANN. D. D.
Seeretarref Extrusion Department
Moody Bible imblute, Chic.io

MlTMnONAL

SMMrSOaOOL
LESSON

(By B. O. SELLERS. Director of Evening
Department, The Moody Bible Institute,
Chicago.) .

LESSON FOR APRIL 12
TEXT—But they constrained him, saying, Abide with us; for It is toward eveaIng, and the day is far spent. And he
went in to tarry with them. Luke 24:29.
What a great
and gracious gospel is proclaimed
and made possible by the central
fact of Easter;
for without the
resurrection o f
Jesus Christ from
the dead there is
no evangel for the
minister to preach
and no gospel to
save those who
might believe —
no salvation from
sin, no sun to
drive away darkness and despair, no hope of heaven.
Paul lays great emphasis upon these
vital things in I Corinthians 15:12-19.
It is significant that after his resurrection, Jesus appeared only to his
disciples; and of these, first to those
who needed him most. There Is deep
meaning in the very order of the recorded appearances after his resurrection. First, to Mary, probably the
most heart-broken of all the little
band; then to Peter, who had denied
him, and since then had been weeping
bitter tears of repentance; then to the
two sad and weary ones on the way to
BmmauB who were Baying, "We
trusted It had been be who should
have redeemed Israel."
On the Emmaus Road.
Let. us consider this story of the
first Easter Sunday evening. There
Is a peculiar charm in it, and the very
simplicity wins our hearts. How realistic it is, how true to life, how pathetic'In Its exhibition of mutual sorrow and the concern of a friend who
knows all about us, though we may
not know who he is; how encouraging to hearts despondent and^ad. One
can picture the scene, without difficulty. It had been a day of great excitement In Jerusalem; there were many
conflicting reports about Jesus, who
had been away In the tomb, a few days
before; some gave account of strange
things they had seen and heard, but
grave doubt still possessed many of
the disciples; and now these two are
on their homeward way, sorrowful as
they go, under the shadow of a great
perplexing mystery. Perhaps light and
comfort will come In (he quiet and
rest of home.
As they journeyed a stranger joined
them, Inquiring the cause of their sorrow, and learning what he knew, their'
perplexity about what bad happened
that day. It was not strange that they
did not know him. To Abraham he
came as a wayfaring man, to Joshua
as a soldier, to Jacob as a wrestler, to
Mary as a gardener; besides their eyes
were holden. But, meeting their perplexity and doubt, with a precious unfolding of the Scriptures, "beginning
at Moses and all the prophets, he expounded unto them in all the Scriptures the things concerning himself."
Four blessings came to these sorrowing travelers from their unknown companion—their minds were opened,
their hearts burned within them, their
eyes were opened, and he revealed
himself as set forth In all the Scrip,
tures.
The Gracious Revelation.
"And he made as though he would
have gone further. But they constrained him . . . and he went In to
tarry with them." That is one of the
sweetest touches in the story. But what
a calamity If they had let this unknown companion go on his way—no
gracious revelation of the very Christ
on whom their hopes had been set.
And your calamity will be great if you
do not constrain the tarrying Jesus to
come In and abide with you. Oh, bid
the dear Savior come In.
Can burning hearts keep back the
message? These disciples were filled
with joy. Possibly they did not wait
to finish the meal, for they rose up
that same hour, hastening to Jerusalem to tell the glad story about the
risen Lord who had considered it
worth while to take time on the first
day of his resurrection to walk seven
miles Into the country with two sorrow-stricken disciples.
And this Christ with the tender
heart Is with us yet The evangel of
Easter is the glad news of a Savior,
who by his resurrection from dead,
has power to raise our souls from
death. As you accept Christ, the very
omnipotence of God will work within
you, and your faith will secure for you
in your daily life a share In the resurrection of Christ (Eph. 1:19, 20). May
this beautiful Easter story repeat Itself In your life. May you have
Christ as your companion, your teacher, your friend, your guest; and all
that, and more, he will be after he
has become your Savior. Sorrowing,
sinning soul, he may be meeting you
on the way just now; perhaps Just at
the parting of the ways;,do not let
him go on, but do say:
"I need thy presence every passing hour;
What bat thy grace can foil the tempter's
pow'r?
Who like thyself my guide and stay can
be?
Through cloud and sunshine, O, abide
wilb maw"

TIMES

If Sealed in a Bottle it couldn't
be more Dust Proof, Dirt
Proof, Impurity
Proof!

THE JOURNEY TO EMMAU8.
(Easter Lesson.)
LESSON TEXT—Luke 24:13-36.
GOLDEN TEXT—"Who Is he that shall
condemn? It is Christ Jesus that died,
yea rather, that was raised from the
dead, who is at the right hand of God,
who also maketh intercession for us."
Rom. 8:34.
We turn aside today to consider as
the Easter lesson a well-known event
In connection'with the several appearances of our Lord after his resurrection; one of the many infallible
proofs. Acts 1:3; I Cor, 15:4. The.
narrative of this Journey IB one of
the most beautiful post-resurrection
stories, simple, clear and of great
value. It is related, evidently, by an
eye witness. The Cleopas mentioned
Is not the son of Mary, John 19:25.
The name of the second pilgrim is but
a conjecture, though we somehow feel
It was Luke himself. The Journey
was about seven and one-half miles
and most likely they were returning
to their homes after the Passover.
Somewhere on the way a stranger
Joined them who asked the nature of
their conversation, and the cause of
their evident sadness (v. 17). to
astonishment, Cleopas answers, but
the stranger continues and adroitly
draws out their entire Btory.
interesting Progression.
I. Their Disappointment, vv. 13-24.
It is all too evident that they did not
expect a resurrection a»d that, filled
with perplexity and discouragement
they were on tie verge of despair. It
is interesting in thiB lesson to observe
the progression (1) "and they talked"
v. 14; (2) "and they found not," v.
23; (3) "and they saw not," v. 24;
(4) "and they constrained him," v.
29; (5) "and they knew him," v. 31;
(6) "and they said . . .the Lord
is risen," vv. 32, 34; (7) "and they
told," v. 34. As they "talked" it was
revealed that their loving hearts were
full of sadness and empty of faith, yet
to talk Is often the only way to And
relief from the gnawing of grief.
There seem (v. 15 R. V.) to have
been two opinions and in their slowness of heart and unbelief they did
not recognize their new companion. In
response to his query they told how
this Jesus had been delivered, condemned, crucified, and then revealed
that this was to them the end of all
things, for said they, "We had hoped
that it was he." Are we willing he
should have part In our every conversation? Continuing they told the
amazing tale related by" the women
tf'nd, moreover that their- Statement
of an empty tomb had been verified
by certain women who had gone to Investigate, but, in conclusion, .they
again reverted to their sadness by
saying "They found his body."
Cause of Sadness.
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II. HI* Appointment,* vv. 25-35.
141
Evidently the journey was continued
,,/'///////////////'////,
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and he gently rebukes them for their
slowness of heart to believe the record of their own prophets. All sadness, practically, arises from unbelief in the Word of God, Phil. 4:6, 7;
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WEST BROOKFIELD.

The Selectmen met Saturday night and
appointed the following: fire engineers,
Jamee A. Anderson, Central street, is John J. Mulvey, Walter E. fYouhg,
in New York.
Ralph O. Allen, registrar, Herbert N.
Mrs John A. Daley, Mechanic street, D >dge; sealer of weights and mearures,
By GEORGIA HORN.
has her mother, Mrs Susie Lee, with her Edwin Wilbur; burial agent, Jonathan
G. Warren; public weighers, Alfred P.
J' -r ii visit.
William It. Sanderson, North Wilbra- Brigham, Marshall E. Gilbert, Burfon
"I've been out of town for a few
Mason, Walter E. Young. It was votedliam, spent Sunday with Mr and Mrs
days," remarked Alice to her friend
t> receive liquor licenses until April 11.
Nell. "Bess and Claribell Spencer enHenry J. Weeden.
The auction of the stock and farming tertained all our old school club at
Frank Daley, Springfield, has been visimplements of Fred B. Wajls, on the their summer place, Rose Lodge, beiting his parents, Mr and Mrs John A.
premises known as the Waldo Mason fore they closed It, There were ten
Daley, Mechanic strett.
place on Long Hill was on last Friday. of us all told, and we had quite an
Miss Lucrutia Vaile, Denver, spent Sun- L. S. Wbodis of North Brookfield was exciting time. I wish I dared tell you
day with her grandmother, Mrs Harriet auctioneer and Crinnnins of Spencer was about It"
"Why shouldn't you tell me?"
A. White and family.
caterer. About 200 attended. The sale
"Well, I know I really should not,
The Parish Auxiliary met Tuesday af- of cattle and horses amounted to about
but if you'll promise eternal secrecy,
ternoon at the home of Mrs Alfred K. •1800. Mr Walls left on Saturday, hav I believe I will tell you, because you're
Brigham, Cottage street.
ing sold his farm to William Shaw of a friend of Virginia's and anything
Kev. Frederick B. Lyman of Shrews- Rochester, N. Y. The homestead con- that concerns her will be of special
bury occupied the pulpit at the Congrega- sists of 97 acres which with a house, barn Interest to you. ■
"You see, the first night we were at
and shed is assessed for 82000.
tional church, last Sunday morning.
Rose Lodge we sat on the floor before
The
Massachusetts
highway
commisMiss Clara E. Reed, a teacher in Winsthe blazing fire and played 'truth.' The
dor, Conn., is spending her Easter vaca- sioners write the selectmen that they ex- engaged girls all confessed, and when
pect
to
begin
road
building
in
West
It came Virginia's turn she laughed
tion with her sister, Mrs James Greene.
Brookfield in June. West Brookfield is
Chester A. Blodgett assumed charge, to co-operate with the state in the con- and said she wasn't engaged—yet!
And that was all she would say.
on Monday, as manager of the farm of tinuation of macadamized road on the
"You know how telegrams are
the late Henry -W. Barrett, on Itagged main street. The work will begin at
usually delivered by telephone In the
Hill road.
point on South Main street, near the flag country. Well, one morning when 1
After spending the week-end in West pole, and extend westerly to opposite the was straightening the dining room a
Brookfield, Kev. Joseph P. Dickerson, of home of John A. Conway, on West Main message came over the phone for VirFoxboro, left Monday, to visit his sister street. The town has appropriated 92200 ginia. She was out walking, so I took
it for her. After the open*'or had
In Elizabeth, N. J.
for this purpose, nd the state agrees to given It to me he Insisted upon my
Miss Marion Chesson, a student in the contribute three dollars to every two dol- shouting It back to him for verifica~ tion. Bess, Helen, Anita and MarPerkins Institute, Boston, is spending her lars expended by West Brookfield.
Easter vacation with her parents, Mr and
The annual meeting of the parish of garet, who were the dinner committee
Mrs Harold Chesson.
the Congregational church, was held on that day, were in the kitchen and
heard every word. Well, their curiJohn II. Nelson, a foreman of the Olm- Friday night, with Dr. Windsor R. Smith
osity was equal to mine."
stead Qtioboag Co., has moved into the as moderator. These officers were elect"What was the telegram?" demanded
Joel R. Richards house, High street. ed:—Clerk, Alfred C. White; treasurer, Nell.
Charles O'Malley Edson; collector, Ed
The house has recently been remodeled.
"It was. 'I earnestly beg you to rewin Wilbur, parish committee, Isaac N. turn unopened special delivery letter
The shawl presented by Louis A. GilJones, John G. Shackley, Albert W. mailed you yesterday. 'Deeply regret
bert, Springfield, to the S. and C. society
Bliss; auditor Albert W. Bliss; assessor, I cannot explain.' It was signed 'John
was given to Miss Ruth Greene, who held
Isaac N. Jones, Albert W. Bliss, John G. Hartrldge.'
the lucky number, 13b1.
"Before Virginia came In from her
Shackley. Appropriations:^—Support of
Miss Alice M. Barnes, a teacher in the preaching, 91000; music, $00; insurance, walk the letter itself bad been brought
Springfield, Vt. high school, arrived Sat- •70; contingent fund, $325. The senti- by a boy from the village, and I handed
urday to spend her Easier vacation with ment was unanimously in favor of Rev. Virginia the dispatch that I had.-written down and the letter at the same
her mother on Central street.
John H. Hoffman, Nprthboro, acting time.
The school committee met in the select- pastor for the past six months, for regal, r
" 'What will you do?' we all Inquired
men's rooms Friday night. Frederick pastor. It was announced that Rev. Mr of her.
W. Cowles was elected school physician Hoffman will give his decision from the
" 'Just what he asks, of course,' was
and Jonathan G. Warren, Central street, pulpit on Easter Sunday morning.follow- Virginia's virtuous reply. ' .
" 'But Virginia, aren't you almost
truant officer.
ing his sermon.
expiring to know what's In that letMr and Mrs Levi W. Livermore, High
ter?' asked Joyce.
street, will start Friday night from Wor"'Of course I am,' she admitted,
cester with about 200 others' for a vaca'but I don't think it would be right for
tion in New York, Philadelphia and
me to open It after getting John's mesWashington.
sage. Do you, girls?'
" 'No-o,' we all agreed, reluctantly. '
West Brookfield Grange conferred the C0NTAIN8 POWERFUL APPEAL
TO HUMAN NATURE.
third and fourth degrees < n eight candidates, Wednesday night, when there was
inspection. The third degree was worked
by,a Ladies' degree team.
Writer Insist* That Protest of House.
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: HOW TO KEEP A SECRET:

KITCHEN HATH CHARM

The Grange Auxiliary met at the home
of Mrs John A. Daley, Mechanic street,
Thursday afternoon, to sew. Husbands
were present for supper and pitch was
played during the everting.

maids' Union Is Misdirected—
There Can Be No Better
Place for Courting.

The housemaids of Cleveland, O.,
have formed a union, and they are
greatly
excited over the question,
Circle 4 of the parish auxiliary, of the
Congregational church, conducted a food "Shall we or shall we not consent to
sale at the home of Mrs George Fales, on receive our gentlemen friends in the
kitchen?"
West Main St., Friday afternoon. Toe
Good for the Housemaids' onion—I benet proceeds of the sale were »23.
lieve In it. Better hoars,, better pay,
Mrs Mary M. Harvey, Belchertown, better sleeping rooms—I hope the
will make her home with Mrs Fannie N. housemaids will get all these things.
Adams, Milk 8t., and Mrs Ellen Pettin- Why notf
Butaboutthls kitchen business. Pause
gill, of Portland, Me., who has been
caring for her aunt, Mrs Adams, has re- a moment, dear Madame President of
the Housemaids' union. What is the
turned to Portland.
matter with the kitchen? Is there
The Literary society observed Gentle- something disgraceful about it? Pray
men's night at the home of the president, tell I
And if so, when did its disMrs Philander Holmes, West street, graceful dishonor begin?
Ugly? A good, wholesome, clean,
Thursday evening.
The Tuesday club
None of You Girts Need Help."
of Warren were present as guests of the bright, cheerful kitchen? Why, to my
mind,
It's the prettiest room in the
society.
house, declares Winifred Black in the 'But,' added Joyce, 'if that telegram
The celebration of the Holy Com- New York American. What's ugly about had been delayed an hour you would
'- ';
munion, due on the second Sunday f,f a shining floor, and clean curtains, and have read the letter.'
"'Yes, but the telegram wasn't deApril, for the Episcopalians of West a bright range, and rows of good cooklayed.'
Brookfield and vicinity will be omitted, ing dishes?
"She left the letter lying on the dinI've seen dozens of stir little recepas this date falls on Easter. The date of
tlon rooms, with stiff little gilt chairs ln* table, where It reposed all through
postponement will be announced later.
IlnB
''- When Joyce, who was head
l in them, and a still, berosied carpet <J'
Town and Village Improvement, club'on the floor, and a stiff gilt mirror on dishwasher that d»y, gathered the
n
entertained the Masonic club of Ware at the solemn walls, that weren't half d'ohes ° » tray to carry them to the
kitchen, she took the letter also. -I
bridge and pitch last Thursday evening. so pretty as a kitchen to my eyes.
I don't see anything disgraceful think I was the only one who saw her
Thirty members of the club came in a
about a kitchen, unless it is dirty. pick it up. My first impulse was to
special car.
Arrangements
/•harm. n< VAJ^.A"vr™n"" i.7'
'J 1 Seetn* to me. If I could cook well ask what she was going to do with it,
HZLW^T
M. Houghton andj enough to hold a good place, I'd be but something held me back—a sort
Herbert W. Dodge. Refreshments were proud of it, not ashamed, and, whis- of sympathy, perhaps, for the nefariserved by Elmer M. Huntoon.
per, gentle maidens of the House- ous plan, whatever It was, that f
thought had popped into her head. \->
Alanson Hamilton post met in G. A. E. maids' union, I never noticed any aver" 'None of you girls need help with,
hall, Monday afternoon, and Edwin Wil- sion to the kitchen on the part of any the dishes,' she eald with unwonted
man I ever met
bur, Isaac Jones and Francis Soutbwick
salntliness.
T feel that I haven't bean
The average woman has to argue ioln
were appointed to mane
make arrangements wj
* »»' Bhare of the work.' As that
W|th her husband by day and by night
for Memorial day. Programs and print- to keep him from making some ex- was the general opinion, no one insisted upon following her Into the
ing are in charge of Adjt. Geo. H. Allen.! cuse to get out Into the kitchen.
/
It is hoped there will be a band for e^-! Don't send your .young men away kitchen.
"When she Joined us an hour later
cort. Comrades, Allen and Isaac Jones bom the kitchen, gentle Hilda, or
she looked dangerously Innocent 'Just
went to Boston, Tuesday, to represent the I ,weet Blleen- L*8" nim right In and
see what has happened,' she exclaimed.
post at the Mass. G. A. R. encampment. see how mild and tamable the sight of 'I left the mysterious letter on the
that shiny range and those rows of
plate warmer abi«ve the- teakettle, and
For the beginning of the new year of delectable spices will make him.
If I had a young man who was a the steam must have loosened the seal,
choir work in the Congregational chiirch,
Mrs Frank A. Carter, North Main St., is little slow In coming to the point of for the envelope Is open.' *
"'You little imp!' cried Virginia.
organist in place of Miss Marguerite F. talking about the flat I'd never see
"She couldn't control her curiosity
Fales. The choir has the following mem- him anywhere but In my kitchen, and any longer, which would have been
I'd wear a good, big, clean, servicebers:—Misses Frances V. Morgan, Mar- able kitchen apron, when I saw him, too much to ask of any human girl.
jorie J. Cutler, and Edith Gilbert, sopra-' J^
She took the letter and read It, and
nos; Mrs Charles O'M. Edson, and Missj Oh, yes, the tube skirts and the she didn't even try to conceal from us
Florence Gilbert, altos; Harold Bingley, I elaborate hair are well enough to that It contained an ardent proposal
tenor; Arthur H. Brigham and Melville catch his vagrant eye, but when you of marriage. I suppose we shall never
A. Stone, basses. Mr Stone is also the want to really enchain him give him know what caused John's sudden
a doughnut of your cooking, or a doz- change of heart"
leader of the choir.
'Did she send it back?" asked Nell,
en cakes or so with raisins in them,
Trustees of the Merriam public library and watch the caution and the reserve breathlessly.
"Joyce put It In the envelope again,
met Saturday night and organized with melt from his manner like snow In
, carefully reseated It, and It was reBowman S, Keeman as chairman; Mrs the spring sunshine.
Ole isn't all for moonlight picnics ' turned to Mr. Hartrldge without comPhilander Holmes, secretary; B. S. Bee
man, M. A. Stone, Allen W. Hazen, ex-'"1* "noting picture shows, Hilda; he ment Poor Virginia, who was really
guiltless, would be painfully mortified
ecutive committee; A. W. Hazen, Mrs just acts that way to please you. If he ever learned that It was opened.
What Ole really takes an interest in
Mary F. Holmes, M. A. Stone, book
Is a good Are on a cool evening, a So, remember your promise, dear, and
committee; Mrs Sarah Carter, B. 8. comfy seat by It, and something good don't tell a soul."
Bueman, A. W. Hazen, M. A. Stone, to eat By this necromancy shall you
"No, indeed, I'll never breathe it,'"
auditing committee. Miss Mary P. Fos- hold him captive, no matter what yel- Nell assured her Impressively. "Did
ter was re-elected librarian and Clarence low-haired siren tries to steal his all the nine girls promiBe secrecy ?"—
I Chicago Daily News.
,
heart from.yon.—Exchange.
W. Allen, Janitor.

""• •••■^H| HIv#0i

DenholmBoston
& McKay-Co.
Store"-

MAILS DUE TO ARRIVE.
A. M. 0.4S—East and West.
am IflUti
P. M. 12.48—Bast and West.
2J)0—West
- \ 4JS0—East.
7.06—East and West.
MAILS CLOSE.
A, M. 6.00—West.
6.46—East.
11.30—East sad West.
P. M. 1.00— West.
4.40-East.
.
6.00—But and Weat.
Malta (or Bast Brookfield are despatched at
6.4SA.M.,11J0A. M. and IP. M. MaUs from
Bast Brookfield are received at 930 A. M. and
6.40 P.M.
Package malls are despatched twice daily as
fpll0W»?-UJl) A. M. Eaat and North, 8 P. M.
West and South.
■Malls for the Rural Delivery Is closed at 8.16
A. M. and received at 1.30 F. M.
The office honn will be :-6 30 A. M, to 8 P. M.
Holidays, 6 30 to 9.30 A. M. and 6 to 8 P. M.
'Persons who continually ask to have lock
boxes opened are respectfully requested to use
their keys.
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
PAUI. M. KBAKET, Asst.

Worcester, Mass.

Selecting the Easter Hat Is a
Genuine Pleasure at
This Store
Extensive varieties, an unusually large range of prices, and the fact that nearly every
hat is different, offers unusual choice. Whatever price yon wish to pay, yon will find at that
price in the Millinery Store, a representative showing of the season's very latest sad best models. Over a thousand Trimmed Hats are now ready for your Easter choosing—-copies of foreign models, American modifications and correct styles, as interpreted by our own clever designers and milliners. A notable feature of tills Denholm A McKay Spring Millinery is the
moderateness of the prices. Unusually smart creations are new offered at prices from $5.00
to $60.00.

Hundreds of Smart Trimmed Hats
at $5

NORTH BROOKFIELD.
' J. Robert Quill is to teach language
and history in.Barre.

This is a popular price in the Denholm A McKay
Millinery Store—and a priee at which our trimmed
hats excel; even at this moderate price, they possess
all the style/and dash of prevailing models, and
there is variety enough to suit the most exacting.

The fire department are planning for a
banquet at the Prospect house, April 80.
Charles Morrison, Jr., baa been awarded a 110 gold piece by the I. C. O. F.

Clever Trimmed Hats at $7.50

There will be a food, apron and candy
sale at the M. E. church, Saturday, Apr.
11th.
»

Another priee at which our showing is unusually
large and pleasing. Hats that are quite the equal of
many that are shown in many millinery stores at
double their price. The very newest shapes and
most fashionable trimmings. There is a hat among
them that will just suit you.

Mrs Mary L. Harris, Summer street, is
soon to remove to Laurel Park, Northampton.
John Fitzgerald, Elm ftreet, succeeds
Charles E. Batcheller as clerk of the
board of selectmen.

Other very special values in trimmed hats at
$10.00.
—Second Floor.

Military whist in Castle hall, April 23,
under the management of the Pythian
sisters. All are welcome.
Special services in all the churches on
Easter Sunday. May it be indeed a day
of real joy and gladness to all.

The Women's Suit Store is in Complete
Easter Readiness

Mr Dana J.Pratt, so well known by
every one in North Brookfield, is seriously ill at his home in Worcester.

Hundreds of the choicest models produced for Spring are ready for your Easter choosing. The new Spring colorings and fabrics are liberally represented. At every price will be
found very special values. It is because of the very special values of the Denholm & McKay
Suit Store that its business has doubled within the past year. This year we are going to triple
it by giving the most remarkable values procurable at the price hereabout.

Tailor-Made Suits Specially
Priced, $15

Tailor-Made Suits Priced at
$19.98
Suits that most stores would mark $25.00, and
not unjustly either, for they are made of the
same materials that are, usually used in making
most stores' $25.00 suits. Wide variety of styles,
including conservative, medium and extreme effects. Every good color is among them, every
fabric that fashion has produced for. Spring. You
will marvel at the wonderful values at this price,
$19.98.

Decidedly in the Way,
An army chaplain came across a
baggage column with a wagon stuck
fast "Men, I see you're in difficulties," he said. "Can I be of any assistance?" "lbs, sir," exclaimed one
of the drivers, "by making yourself
scarce! Tou see, we can't very well
say to the horses what they'd under*
stand while you're about."
Toboggan Greased for Him.
As soon a* any community gets the
idea that a boy is bad, why, the boy
generally gets bad lust to prove It,
whether he has, ever done wrong before or not. It la the easiest way to
go; public opinion has greased the
toboggan and the boy takes the downward trip with very little Inconvenience or scruple.
Got the Owl, Anywsy.

While William E. Whiting of EllaWorth, Me., was on his way down
street one evening he heard a peculiar
commotion, and upon Investigating it
he found a dove in the clutches of an
owl. He hurried to his home and secured his shotgun and upon returning,
found that the dove had escaped, but
the owl was still there and was shot.
Not Always Happy Situation.
Being our own master means that
we are at liberty to be the slave of our
iwn foil* s, Caprices and passions.—
Schiller.
Surgical Operation.
The customer raised his hand,
and the barber, pausing In the operation of shaving him, inclined his bead.
"Sir?" "Give me gas," said the customer.

MADE HIS

Tie North Brookfield Men's League
will be held in the Methodist vestry Monday evening, April 13, with an attractive
program.

Tailor-Made Suits Specially
Priced, $25

Suits-that many stores would mark much more;
suits of serge, wool matalasse, granite cloth,
crepe materials. Smart. one and two-tier skirt
effects, with cloth, mixtures; in fact all the season's newest and best the short cut coat. An
excellent variety of different models. Excellently
made and trimmed.
, „.

Hobby a Good Thing.
A hobby outside of one's daily labors is really the best kind of a hobby
to ride, because it not only tempts us
to the complete change of mind and
thought and action which is necessary
to keep us in mental trim, but, by I
holding our Interest, causes the pen-1
dulum to swing just ae far In the opposite direction, and so keeps us from
becoming mentally lop-sided.

Mrs Alfred W. Budd has been chosen
organist at the Congregational church,
and commenced her work last Sunday.

' The Young Woman's club will meet
next
ne Thursday evening with Miss Mary
Warner, Prospect street. Please note
change of day.
Annual meeting of the First Congrega
tio^l society, at the Chapel, a, 7.30 p.
rn.. next Monday. A large attendance
is desired.
«
' ,

A wonderful showing of new suits at this price,
many of them copies of expensive imported models, some American modifications, others the
products of America's cleverest designers.
Very excellent variety of models, colors and
fabrics to choose from. Very special price, $25.00.

Other Tailor-Made Suits,
$29.50 to $75

i John A. White has completed a fine
garage near his factory, in readiness for
his new automobile which is expected
Soon.

Suits made of exclusive novelty fabrics, in the
most fashionable of Spring styles, made and tailored, as only America's most skillful workman
can produce it. A wide variety to select from at
$29.50, (35.00, up to $75.00. May we show them
to you tomorrow?
—Second Floor.

STANDING RIGHT

Feat of Rolling Cigarette Convinced
Cowboys That the Visitor Was
One of Themselves.
An

ex-governor of Wyoming
talking wltB some friends,
The ability to roll a cigarette with
one hand along your leg In the teeth of
a high wind used to be accepted In
Wyoming as sure proof you were no
tenderfoot," he said.
"When I first went west I was a
cowboy. After I bad been on the
roundup for a couple of years I went
one day to a cattle town in another
part of the state. I walked into a
small saloon—Just a little shack on the
pralrie-Vwhen there was a regular gale
on. I Walked up to the bar and was
stared at with some contempt and unfriendliness by several cowboys lined
up there. I looked mighty young and
Inexperienced,
and I guess they
thought I was an eastern tenderfoot,
and ah eastern tendertodt was not
overpopular in those days.
" 'Set 'em up for the house,' I ssld.
'What'll you all have?'
"The cowboys kind of snarled at me.
I saw they weren't friendly to a supposed tenderfoot, so I said: 'Excuse
me a minute.' With that I pulled out
my sack of tobacco and my cigarette
papers and I started for the door.
"'Where are you going?' said the
bartender.
. "To roll a cigarette,' said h 1
can't roll one out of the wind.'
"I held the dodr open with one hand
and the gale pretty nearly blew the
place down, and with the other I rolled
my cigarette along my leg in a twinkling and In the most scientific style.
Then I went back to the bar.
"The cowboys, who had stared In silence, broke out laughing.
"'I see you're one of us, all right,
pard,' said one of them.' And then I
was among friends."
Possible Attraction.
"What's all the fuss about this Mona
tilsa?" Inquired the vaudeville manager,
"She seems to be getting plenty of
advertising," opined his chief of staff.
Well, I don't know who she Is, bat
offer her $500, a week and we'll take a
chance."

-*>

Something In Store for Willie.

"Yes," said BIgsley to his visitor,
"I'm going to get a motor this spring,
but I haven't quite made up my mind
as to the make. So many of them are
unreliable—It's no use getting a cheap
article. I fancy 111 get a nice little
thing for a matter of nine hundred
pounds, you know. At all events, I'll
not go over the 'thou.'"
During the sensation which this
evidence of wealth excited, one of the
ladles, turning to BIgsley, Jr., aged
eight, remarked, "I say, Willie, your
papa's going to boy a motor car for
you to ride in."
"Oh, that'll be lolly," returned the
hopeful. "I say, pa, will the funnylooking man come for the money every week, same as he did last'year
when you got the bicycle?"
Then motor talk suddenly stopped,
and BIgsley, Jr., read In the parental
eye that there Was something'warm
watting for him In the sweet by-smdbye.—London Tit-Bits.
Of Another Denomination.

'

Little David always had lived with
his grandfather and aunt, who were
Presbyterians of the dye known as the
genuine old vegetable indigo, which
never fades—only softens beautifully
with great age—-and the aunt had not
reached the softening age.
For some time she had had doubts
about the desirability of a certain boy
as a playmate for David, and one day
she questioned the child.
"David, what sort of boy Is Tommy Dean?"
"Oh. he's all right."
Indirect questions brought only tactful and evasive answers, and finally
she asked:
"But, David, have you never heard
him use bad words—words which I do
not allow you to use?"
After a moment's hesitation David
replied with a little sigh:
"Well, auntie, It's like this, yo».
see. Tommy's always gone to anothw
Sunday school."—Philadelphia Ledger.
Not Bald Yet
Bacon—They say' the trade in
.man hair Is a big industry abroad.
Egbert—Yes. it 1B. We Americans
have to give up so much over there,
I'm really afraid sometimes I'll come
back without my hair.

J Mrs E. F. Eamea of Bigelow Btreet hss
gone Into the manufacture "and repair of
umbrellas in Worcester, but retains her
residence here.
' Mrs Margaret Taylor, Main street, is
convalescing, after a serious illnees of IS
weeks with gastritis, under the care of
Dr. Phelan and Miss Katharine Murphy,
trained nurse.
' : Rev. Edward Payson Drew, D. D., of
Old South church. Worcester, is to be
the speaker at the closing banquet of the
North Brookfield Brotherhood, Monday
evening, April 20.
Mr and Mrs Wilder U. Barnes will celebrate the 60th anniversary' of their
marriage oh Monday, April 20th, from
2 to 4 and from 7 to 10 p. m. A very
cordial invitation is extended to all their
friends to be present.
Miss Arabella H. Tucker, president of
the ft orcester Woman's Club is to be editor-in-chief of the Worcester Gazette for
to- morrow, (Saturday) evening, when all
the work on-the paper, except the mechanical part, .wijlbe done by the ladies,
under her direction.

The VS. 0. T U. will meet next Friday SEVEN MEN CONVICTED.
at 3 p. m., with Mrs Franks. Stoddard,
Another Chapter In the History of
Elm street.
Sterling Debenture Corporation.
Cottage, or Dutch cheese.
A limited
supply, fresh made, just received, -al W. I The government case against the seven
men accused of using the United States
H. Whiting's.
mail to defraud confiding investors, was
The Selectmen have appointed as a
finished in the Federal court at New York
new board of fire engineers—Charles 8.
Stuart, Fred A. Stearns and William on Monday.
On Tuesday after denouncing the iretDoyle.
rich-quick/promoter who preys upon the
B. A. Collins & Co have this week re-1 people of limited meanB, Judge Anderson
ceived an attractive line of neckwear, of the United States District Court, senruchings, kid gloves, fancy girdles, jabots, tenced the seven men connected with the
guimpes, children's hats, etc.,for Easter, j Sterling Debenture Corporation and OxCall and see them.
ford Linen Mills, to prison terms ranging
The theme of the Easter sermon by from six to three years. The New York
Rev. A. W. Buod on Sunday morning Sun says:—
will be—"Through Love to Knowledge." I "The seven men Bold the stock of the
Special Easter music. Concert by choir Oxford Linen Mills, Inc., and its two subsidiaries, which were among.the many
and Sunday school at 0 o'clock.
concerns exploited by the Sterling DebenThe cemetery commissioners have apture Corporation.
pointed lohn Krusell as superintendent
Benjamin C. Mudge, inventor of the alof Walnut Grove and Maplewood cemeleged process by which the Oxford comteries. All burial work, and foundations
pany was supposed to convert American
muBt be done under his care. He will
straw flax into linen fibre in one day,
have a telephone installed as soon as posgot four years in Atlanta penitentiary.
sible.
George H. Middlebrook,' .former presiTo-morrow, Easter Even, at Christ dent of the Sterling company: Frank #.
Memorial church, there will be service, Shumaker, who succeeded him in that ofas on the preceding days of this week, at fice, and Barry H. Platt, an "investiga3.45 p. m. Easter day there will be cele- tor of hew- prcpoeitiong'x^for the combrations of the Holy Communion at 8 pany, were serStenced to serve six years
and 10.45 a. m. The session of the each.
. : ,
school will be omitted and the scholars
Capt. W. 8. Edwards of the Twentyare asked to be present at Evensong, second Regiment, N. G- N. Y., treasurer
which will be at 4 p. m. instead of 7 p. m. of the Sterling company fJSlwyn A. BarOn Tuesday evening,-Mm Etta Oheeley ron, the chief circularwrlter, and Wilbur
of Prospect street, entertained the G. F. M. Stone, the company's patent expert,
S. of Christ Memorial church, with an got three years each.
Judge Anderson suspended sentence in
account of her trip to England, last sumwho
mer, showing beautiful photographs, post the case of Samuel E. Findley,
;
cards and other pictures illustrating her pleaded guilty with Frank E., Winchell,
talk. The pictures of the Doone country former .president of the Oxford Mills,
with pictures of John Bidd and Lorna before the trial began. Sentence will
were a happy ending to the recent Lorna probably be suspended in the case of
Winchell also.
Doone readiugs by the society.
'These defendants have made an enorSunday evening,, at Christ Memorial mous amount of money from the public,'
church, there was a special musical sersaid Judge Anderson. 'If I understand
vice suitable for Palm Sunday. The cho- the situation aright the Oxford company
ral litany was rendered by the choir with
was not the only scheme exploited by
the rector intoning the sentences. The them. There was also the Telepost comcantata Penitence, Pardon and Peace was pany, an elect ic lighting scheme, and it
sung by the choir; Mrs Elsie Putney and is time that men with itching palms unMr Harry L. Chase, both of East Brook- derstand that they cannot satisfy their
field, sang the soprano and baritone solos. greed by bleeding the people of the United
The whole was rendered in a most effec- States.'
tive manner and was listened to by a
Considering its magnitude, the trial of
large and appreciative audience.
the Sterling Debenture men Was the
The Epworth League elected the follow- quickest and most inexpensive of its kind
ing officers at their annual meeting: ever conducted in the Federal courts.
President, Paul Wheelock; vice-presi- According to Assistant United States AtKenneth M. Spence, who prosedents, George Goodrich; Esther VVilcox,' torney
cuted the case, it cost the Government
Miss Josie Brown and Mrs George Ben- about $5000.
Other mail fraud trials
nett; secretary, Mrs George Goodrich; have co et the Government from SoO.OOO
to
$100,000.
treas., George Bennett; pianisti Mrs JenMr Spence announced that he would
nie Sprague. Six active members were
added, and all bills paid with a surplus bring suit against Middlebrook to collect
in the treasury. The average attendance the $10,000 fine imposed on tlie Sterling
on the EpVorth League services has been Debenture Corporation. Middlebrook is
Skid to have * considerable wealth.
He
22.
has lieen connected for the last few years
The following new books are in the with a big mail order house of Chicago.*'
Yesterday Clarence M. Smith, a brol
public library:— The witness for the defence, by A..E. W. Mason; Liliecrona's ker, entered a plea of guilty in the federHome, Selma Legalof; Wh« Ghost meets al court at New York on an Indictment
Ghost, by William DeMorgan; also a new charging him with having used the mails
to defraud investors in the bonds of the
Bet of Robert Stevenson's works, and
new set of Mark Twain's books, and the Oxford Linen Mills. Smith disposed of
$10,000 worth of bonds in the company,
following books area giftfrom Mr Uhas. it is saUL
A. DeLaud: The Rover of the Andes by
R. M. Ballant ne. Old Merry's Travels,
Driven from Sea to Sea By C. C. Post; Where Shall We Have the New
Town Clock?
The Water World by J. W. Van Dervoot.
Miss Kate Mahoney, who resigned her
position as teacher of the ninth grade in
our public schools, after 33 years of service, withdrew her -resignation-and has
been re-instated in her old position,
Miss-Mahoney, when she resigned, did BO
to accept a fine position as a private
teacher in or near Boston, through her
brother, Prof. James Mahoney. but after
her resignation had been accepted by our
school committee, found that there were
certain conditions which,decided her not
to take the place.. The application for,
withdrawal of her resignation came before the Board at the last meeting at
which Mr White^ the retiring member,
was present, and on that account it was
put over on his request, that it might be
acted upon by the board after it re organised for the new year, when she was reinstated by a unanimous vote of the
committee.

Easter Sunday will be observed at the
Methodist church by the Sunday school
at 1 p. m., and sermod by the pastor at
Death of Mrs Lillian Rutherford.
2 o'clock, followed by the ordinance of
Baptism, Confirmation and reception of
The deepest sympathy of our whole
members and the Holy Communion. A community goes out to the afflicted famiconcert will be given by the Sunday ly of Mrs Lillian C. Rutherford,'who
School at 7 o'clock.
died at her home in Oakbam on Sunday,
\ The high school partyjhat left at 1.38 aged 43, after a very brief illness. She
p. m., for Washington, via Boston and leaves a husband, John 0. Rutherford,
the Fall River Line includes Miss Emer- and nine children:—Helena, Donald,
m, Misses Vorce, Conroy, Mahoney and Minnie, Marion, Douglas, Ethel, Mary,
Burnham. The young men of the party 'Shirley and Willard. Mrs Rutherford
include Herlihy, Mahoney, Quill, Dnn- was one of the most cheerful and lovable
phy, Robinson, and E. Doyle of the of women, and leaves a host of friends,
.Seniors, Morrison and Mahan • of the as was shown in the wealth of floral tribJuniors. They will return via Spring- utes at her funeral on Wednesday, from
the home and later from Christ Memorial
field.
church. The senior and junior classes of
An alarm just before 11 o'clock last the high school were present, as two chilnight, was caused by fire in a shed owned dren are now in the school, and the oldby Miss Carrie Knight in the rear of her est, Helena, graduated last year.-^lpe
house on Grove street. The shed is used quartette, Mrs Corbin, Mrs Crooks,! Carl
by the B & R.people for a mixing shed, Pratt and Eugene W. Reed, sang at the
but no one seems to know how the fire funeral. The body was placed in the
originated, or how long it had been burn- tomb at Walnut Grove cemetery.
ing when discovered
The BAR company promptly laid a tine of hose from
Patrick King, 62, Oakham road, died
the factory, and the town Department
was quickly at hand with Extinguisher, Saturday night, from general debilty,.afHooks and Hose, so that the fire was ter a long sickness. He is Burviwid by a
soon under control, and prevented from wife, two sons, Henry and Thomas of
spreading to, other buildings in close Boston, and a daughter, Mrs Whitney of
New Braintree. Burial was in|Barre,
proximity.

The Adjourned Town Meeting.

I SPENCER MANDOLIN ORCHESTRA

At the adjourned town meeting on
Saturday, minor officers were elected, and
the following votes passed. For convenience we have grouped all votes calling
lor appropriation of money under one
head.
Voted, to accept the annual reports as
printed.
Voted, to collect taxes same as last
year.
Voted, same compensation to town
officers ta last year.
Vofid, to authorize treasurer to borrow
$27,500, in anticipation of taxes.
Voted, under various articles, to appropriate the following sums of money:—
$19,250
Town Note8;
Interest,
2,500
10,500
Schools,
r
iool Superintendent,
376
1,500
Library and Reading Room,
1,500
Fire Department
Support of Poor,
3,000
1,500
Town Officers' Salaries,
1,000
Breaking Roads,
500
Sidewalks,
>3,000
Highways and Bridges,
800
Trap Rock for Roads,
1,250
Street Lighting,
400
Board of Health,
3,500
Water Department,
600
Soldiers' Relief
1,600
Contingent Expenses,
School Physician,
no
200
(Semeteries/
200
Gypsy Moth,
60
Memorial Day,
200
Spraying Elm Trees,
126
Publishing Celebration Book,
300
Care of Sewers,,
100
Forest Fires,
200
Sprinkling Macadam Roads,
60
Removing Shrubs, etc.,
450
Library Vault Fittings,
8,000
State and County Tax,
, Voted, to pass over Art. 11, relative to
appropriating money for night watch. .
- „yoted, that the repair of highways,
bridges and sidewalks be left with the selectmen.
Voted, to print the annual reports of
all town officers.
Voted, to raise $27,500 to defray the
expenses of the town coming year.
Voted, that the selectmen defend all
suits against the town.
_ Voted, to pass over article asking for an
audit of the town's books.
.Voted, to authorize the selectmen to
sellschoolhouses in Dints. No. 5 and No
7.
Voted, to pass over all articles relating
to electric light and water main extensions.
Voted, that the selectmen be authorized
to lay out the highway to St. Joseph's
cemetery. .
It was found that no action-could legal
ly be Uken under Art. 42, relating to
comrwKsation. for laborers, as that should
have appeared on the ballot.

PITKKN PIECES. Entertainments, Banquets, Concert Work, etc.
Eefer to H. EABLK BATTY, Director
2wl6

Mr C O. Johnson has purchased a
new auto truck.
The Igoe brothers are beginning work
on their recently purchased farm.
Miss L. E. Bowdoin has returned to
North Brookfield after visiting in town.
Hon. C. A. Gleason and wife have returned to Springfield after a week's stay
in town.
.-■*.;
, .(jari Frohloff is out with a new pair of
grey horses, purchased in Worcester last
week.
Donald France, a student at Middlebury college, is home for bis Easter vacation,^
Mr Leonard Titos of the First National
Bank, of Boston, has had expert trimmers fro. i Belmont trimming the apple
trees on the C. O. Johnson farm the past
week; '
_ '"'•
Mr L. B. Crawford has resigned from
his position as conductor on the train
from-New York to Pittsburgh Pa., and
returned to the farm of his father, Luther Crawford.
Undertaker Charles S. Lane bad charge
of tW luneralsof the late Qmer D. Tbttingham And Lillian 0- Rutherford of
Oak ham, 0'ive Stanley of South Barre
and James P. Utley of New Braintree,
this week, and that of Robert C. Bugbee
of West Brookfield, which will be Saturday at 2 p. m. from the home.
The funeral of James P. Utley was attended from his late home on Mondify,
Kev. Mr France officiating. Mr Utley
was born in Hardwick, 76 years ago.
He married Martha Needham of New
Braintree, in February 1861, and has
lived in this town ever since. He leaves
a wife and1 one daughter, Mrs Charles E.
Batcheller of North Brookfield.

At the adjourned town meeting on Saturday the Howard Clock Co. of Boston
made two proposals to the Selectmen for.
the installation ef a town clock, to replace the ode put into the belfry of the
Congregational church 58 years ago by
that firm. The patterns from which this
was made are obsolete to-day. which
would make the expense of repairing it
unwarranted when compared with the
price ot a new and improved clock.
Two propositions were made; one for a
powerful hour-striking clock for the
church toper with three 7- ft. dials, new
hands, finished in the best gold leaf, steel
weight cords, roller pulleys, etc, installed complete and warranted for five
years, at a cost of 8500. ' Added to this
there would be an expense of from $25 to
♦30 for a little carpenter work..
The second proposition is to furnish the
same clock for the belfry of the town hall
with four dials, measuring only four and
a half feet in diameter, and all fittings
complete for $635. But if placed in the
town hall belfry, there Woul be an added
expense of more than $175 for extra carpenter work, making $810 with the belfry
as it is now.
These two propositions were discussed
at the town meeting and there were a
good many who thought the clock could
be seen so much better on the town hall
that it wonld be worth the added expense.
After considerable discussion the matter was left with the selectmen to further
investigate, and report to the town at a
later meeting.
The selectmen and contractor Fullam
A CARD OF THANKS.
examined the town hall belfry this morning, and found that it was so low that the
We wish to thank the friends of Mrs
small dials could not be seen any dis- A. O. Belding for their help and sympatance, and that for the clock to be of real thy in her sickness and death and the
service a new cupola would have to be flowers sent.
built to bring the dials up wheie they
MB AND Mas H. £. CUMMIHOS
could be seen. This would entail a total
AMD FAMILY, '
expense of nearly $2000.
PI OS FOR SALE

Tax Collector Ounphy wishes to have YOUNG PIGS for sale b
ALFRED C.
* 8TODDARD.
the JOOSMAL state that the names of Pat- U
North Riwkneld.
rick Ryan, Paul Wine and John Sjoetrom
TENEMENT
TO
RENT
should not have appeared in the list of
A GOOD JJP-8TAIBS Tenement of five rooir.a.
delinquent tax-payers printed in the anApply to CHARLES E BATOHBLLH.B,
Summer Street, North Brookfield.
Swl6>
nual town report.

OFFiqpS,
School Street,

ECGS FOR HATCHING

H1TE Flymottl? Roc* eggs for Hatching
wUnion
90 cents for 13. EVERETT WEBBEB.
street.
14
PLACE FOR SALE

npo SETTLE an estate the two-tenement house
1 on Elm street belonging- to the late George
W Bliss, will be sold, together with the blacksmith shop in the rear. There in good fruit on
the place. Thin will be a bargain for some one.
Enquire of ARTHUR C. BLISS, at tbe bank,
or MRS J. M. NEWMAN, Elm street.
Swl4»

No. Brookfield

40 Foster St. Worcester.

HOUSE FOR SALE.

TWO STOKY and a hah* bouse with twelve
rooms in good neighborhood, 5 minutes walk
from church and school, electric cars and post
office. For further information apply to
•16
MBS. N. H- DELANE, Walnut St.

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concords
botb rabMr ana sieei tires, Bagglea,
Democrat ftiid Delivery Wagona, Surreys and Road Wagons, both sew and
second hand.

A.T BOTTOM 'PRICES
Hameas, Robes, Blankets, Whips and
Oil Cloth*. Mot too Costly. Not too
Cheap.

Shingles and Roofing Material.

All the different grades. AU SIMS 01
Nails, also,
COTTAGE HOUSE with or without bars' alt n.n.ub.r that my prices are always
tbe lowest, I asll naito Mil again.
modern improvements. W. H. fUfXAH
Or. D.ni.l'. Bora. K.n..dt». Alwaw*
FOR SALE or TO RENT

LOST BANK BOOK

PASS Book, No 1961, of the North Brookneld
Savings Bank, is lost, and the owner has
made application for tbe payment of the same.
This notlee la published as required by Section
40, Chapter too. of nw acts of_raos.
ARTHUR 0. BLISS. Treasurer.!
March 27,1914.
tufts

l> Stock.

lSUFHOaTS OiKBAM D4.

•VILUAtf S. CRA.VFOHD
OAKHAJf.

■CCS FOR HATCHING.

/V1LUMBIA and Buff Wyandotte eggs for
0 hatching, *1.00 for IS, »7.00 per 100.
IS*
.
W. L. VORCE, Elm Street.

%£=

*fe-

ECG8 FOR SALE.

-sT

HATCHING eggs that will hatch. Houdans,
Rhode Island Reds, and White Wyandottes,—50 cents a setting. Indian Runner
Ducks, 12 egga for SI .00.
13
JOHN J. DUNPHY.

CHARLES S. LANE,

FOR SALE.
,NE Old Trusty Incut**' or, 160 eggs, one Phi to
J brooder and run, one portable hen house,
8112 ft, two self feeders, one pen of 16 selected Barred ROCK pallets and cockerel. Call after Saturday.
IS EFJTIE F. EAMES, Bigelow St.

REGISTERED EMBALMER.

0

Personal Prompt Attention Day
or Night.
Telephone North Brookfield No.
na-11.

HAY AND ECCS FOR SALE

Long Distance Connection.
funerals Personally Directed
and Every Requisite Furnished.

OOD. bright, early cut swamp hay, $10.00.
Also good White Indisn Bunner duck eggs.
Fishel strain, il.00 setting.
«ja>
J. T. SHEDD. New Braintree, Mass.
IS

G

tady Aaalstaat.

TO RENT AND FOR SALE

TO rent, a six-room cottage bouse on South
Main street.
F)R sale,—cottage building lots at Quanoag
pond. O. I.. COOLIDGE; NO. Brookfield.
awl3«
TO RENT

ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS

rVO good upper rooms, S windows in each,
bath, toilet, continuous hot water, on. same
floor,—heated by hot water, lighted by electricity. Five minutes walk from post office.
MBS w. E. HOBBS, King St., North; Brookfield.
IS

IN SCRIPT

OR:

ENGLISH TEXT

H. I. Lawrence, North BrookfieU
TO RENT

A GOOD up-stairs tenement. Town water.
Everything on one floor. Inquire of VREP
A. STBABN8, South Main Street, North Brookfield.
1

ARTISTIC MONUMENTS

TO RENT.

|AND CEMETERY MEMORIALS

ICE sunny furnished or unfurnished tenemeotof thiee-rooms; everything needed for
N
housekeeping. All conveniences on one floor
Bent reasonable. Apply to
_
„__
DANIEL FOSTER.
Spring St.
■
'
art
FOR SALE.

HATCHING EGGS-from Urge single comb S.
I. Reds, selected .took, 76 cents a setting,
Tfte jolly gang of workmen who had also eggs
KB from Rhode Island Beds for 50 cents.
G. B FAXES,
begun;the work of putting in the tele- ^^
West Brookfield
Swl2
phone line on Elm street, has been ordered to Westboro this week.
MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
—
>m>
—-—

NEW BRAINTRER.

AUCTIONEER, .
DEALER IN REAL ESfTATE

COW WANTED

WANTED A GOOD grade Jersey cow, or
rich milk cow.
Iwl5»
C. P. WAKEEK, Ward St.

I

COLBY H. JOHNSON

In all kind, of
GRANITE AND MARBLE

G A. RISLEY & COMPANY
Telephone

Test BrooVfieid.

Call at 46 Summer Street
To see the Latest Modeht ol

DRESSMAKING
11 Prospect St.

North Brookfield

SPIRELLA
CORSETS

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Worcester as.
Probate Court
To tbe heirs at law. next of kin, and all other
eiraons intorestod In the estate of Ellen Hophla
organ,lateof North Brookfield, in said County, neoeawd.
.
Whereas, a certain instrument purnorting to
be the last will and testament of saiordeceased
has been presented to said Court, for probate,
by Fred A. steams who prays that letters of adnilnistration with tbe will annexed may be
issued to him, or some 'other suitable person,
tbe executrix named In said will having declined.
You are hereby cited to appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Worcester, in said County
of Worcester, on the twenty-eighth day or
April, A. D. 1914, at nine o'clock In the
forenoon, to show cause, if any you nave, why
tbe same should not be granted.
And said petitioner is hereby directed to gin
fubiic notice thereof, by publishing this cltaion once in each week fqr three successive
weeks In the North Brookfield Journal a
paper published in North Brookfield, tbe last
puulcation to be one day at least before said
Court and by mailing, postpaid, or delivering
a copy of this citation to all known persons inter, sted in the estate, seven days at leaat before said Court.
S>t
Witness, WILLIAM T. FORBSS, Esquire.
Judge of said Court, this seventh day of April
in tbe year one thousand nine hundred and
fourteen.
, HAKRY H. ATWOOD, Register.
April 10, It, MS.

Or have them brought to roar bom*
by sending word to
*#*
*•*

MRS. B. C. GRAVES,
. Representative for the Brookflelds,
Telephone

16-13,

NORTH BROOKFIELD.

MAM.

EDWIN T. CHAPIN
ARCHITECT
727-728 State Mutual Building, WorcMtw
Telephone

H. A. HARPER,
East Brookfield
Special Offers For Contract Paint*.
ing and Paper Hanging

Seed Potatoes!

FULLAM

Stock Furnished.

ON A 115.00order for wallpaper, I will give fc
latest improved bread mixer free.
A f 10.00 order and 91 JO la money will get tha
Mixer free.
A as.oooaderand $2.00 in money will taka a
bread mixer free.
14

FRED C. CLAPP

Will supply you with the
following seed potatoes :

GREEN MOUNTAIN,
NORCROSS,
DELAWARE,
GOLD COIN,
CARMEN NO. 3,
NEW QUEEN,
EARLf BOSE,
IRISH COBBLER,

Funeral Director
Registered Embalmer.
iMUly Assistant.
C mnooted by Long Distance Telephone^ House and Store.

COR tALI

GOOD DRIVING harness. Call on _
W. AYRKS, Weat Brookneld road,

(L

I

I

BROOKFIELD TIMES

BROOKFIELD TIMES

WHERE EDITOR'S SLAYER IS INCARCERATED

FEDERAL "LOAN
OFFICE" PAID
Government Got $260,000 Interest For Crop-Moving Cash
SECRETARY McADOO ELATED
Inspired

Confidence

Credits—Surprised
Small

Portion

Offered

of

Was

and
That

Restored
Such

a

$150,000,000
Needed.

Washington.—Secretary McAdoo announced that all of the loans made by
the Government to aid crop movement last fall have been paid, and
that the clear profit to the Government on the transaction was $260,000.
The banks borrowed only $37,386,000
of the $150,000,000 which Secretary
McAdoo declared he stood ready to
loan if the farmers needed it This
was his statement:
ine notorious St. Lazare prison in Paris where Mme. Henriette Cail"The Treasury Department, during
iaux, wife of the former French minister of finance, the slayer of Cfaston
the crop-moving season of 1913, deCalmette, editor of Figaro, is incarcerated. St Lazare is one of the oldposited in 193 banks in 62 cities in
est prirons in France and is notorious for the harsh treatment meted
the 28 states of the country, where
out to prisoners.
the demand existed, a total of $37,386,000 for crefKinoVlng * purposes,
upon the security—almost wholly—of
commercial paper.
These deposits
were repayable to the goveernment in
installments, the last one of which matured April 1, 1914. Secretary McAdoo states that the total amount has
been repaid, and that the government
received as Interest which is clear
Hunters Exppsed 48 Hours to Sec. Daniels Issues Sweeping profit on the transaction, a total in
round numbers of $260,000.
Order Effective July 1
Blizzard in Belle Isle Strait
"The secretary states that the
amount of money required to move
the crops was much less than exDRIFTED FROM THEIR SHIP NAVY MEN ARE ASTOUNDED pected. This resulted, undoubtedly,
from the fact that confidence in the
situation was restored by the knowSurvivora Picked Up; Also Several Abuse of Privilege Led to Drastic ledge that the government stood
ready with any amount of money needEdict—Reports Submitted by SurDead — Blizzard Swoops Down
ed for the purpose, and that credits
geon-General of Navy Recently
Upon Hunters and 48 Hours
were therefore more freely distributed
Appointed Basis for Prohibition.
Elapse Before Aid Arrives.
by the banks of the country after the
announcement was made."
Washington.—Secretary
of
the
St. John's, N. F.—Sixty-tour men
A determined effort will be made by
of the crew of the sealer NewtQuUtf- Navy Daniels has signed an order the Federal reserve board organizawhich
absolutely
prohibits
the
use
or
land perished and thirty:seVen were
tion committee to begin the actual oprescued, according to a statement introduction of alcoholic liquor upon eration of the. new currency system
authorized by Colonial Secretary Ben- any vessel of the navy or within the in time to meajrtlie demands of the
nett, Acting Premier.
They were confines of any navy yard or shore crop-moving pestod this fall. If no
station. This order will, become eB unusual delays occur the committee
lost in the ice in a gale.
The steamer Bellaventure account- festive on July 1, 1914.
believes it will be possible for the
Besides abolishing what Is known twelve reserve banks to be working
ed for flftj* eight der.d and thirty-five
living, the Stephano for one dead and as the officers' wine mess on board smoothly before the strain of the croptwo living, and the Florizel for five ship and the sale of liquor at the moving season begins.
officers' clubs on shore, Mr. Daniels
dead.
The men lost were far from their order is so sweeping as practically
MRS. L. M. STEVENS EXPIRES.
ships killing seals when the storm, to enforce total abstinence upon nawith blinding enow, swooped down val officers for extended periods. It President of the National W. C. T.' U.
upon them. They were out In the will henceforth be a violation of this
, Dies at Portland, Me.
blizzard forty-eight hours before as- order for any officer or guest upon
Portland, Me.—Mrs. Lillian M. N.
sistance arrived and in that time any naval vessel to have in .his posStevens, president of the National
session any alcoholic beverage.
many perished.
The Newfoundland was one of a
Officers living on shore will be pro- Woman's Christian Temperance Union
and vice-president of the world's
fleet of fifteen ships carrying more hibited from having any liquor in
than 2,000 men, scattered among the their private homes, if their duties organization of the same name, died
icefloes near Belle Isle Strait The require their residence on naval reser- at her home here of kidney disease.
crews were on the floes hunting seals vations. Wives tif nffiprrri so situated She had been 111 since her return to
which have their homes on these will be prohibited Vrom serving December from Washington, where
crystal plains, and the hunt had taken punches or any other form of liquor she had worked hard in the campaign
for a national prohibition law.
them from four to six miles trom at their social functions.
She heard before of the order of*
their ships.
**
Commanding officers by the terms
Wireless messages reported the of the order are made personally re Secretary Daniels barring liquor from
steamer Southern Cross safe at Chan- sponsible for its enforcement and it the warships and expressed great
nel, N. F. Her lose, ,with a crew of is Secretary Daniels' determination pleasure, saying that the order marked an advance toward nationwide pro170 men had been feared.
that it shall be rigidly observed.
.'.When the blizzard came the crews
The Daniels' order is as follows: hibition.
of the other steamers managed to reThe use or introduction for
BLEASE RELEA8ES 14 CONVICTS.
gain their vessels, but the floes on
drinking purposes of alcoholic
which the Newfoundland's men were
liquors on board any naval vesGovernor of South''Carolina Has Now
hunting drifted away from the main
sel or within any yard or station
Let Out 1.190 Prisoners.
body of ice, and .when darkness fell
is strictly prohibited and comthat night not one had returned.
manding officers will be held diColumbia, S. C.—Governor Cole L.
The ship's crew numbered 150, of
rectly responsible for the enforceBlease released 14 prisoners, among
whom 120 were on the ice. Captain
ment of this order.
whom were 8 men convicted of manWesley Kean, his officers, engineers,
Mr. Daniels it is known has had slaughter, 3 of larceny, 2 of arson and
stokers and cooks remained aboard. this order under favorable considera- one of practicing dentistry without a
In the morning the weather cleared tion for a long time; ever since, in license. This makes 1,190 convicts to
and Captain Kean signaled the steam- fact, he first discovered officers on whom Governor Blease has extended
ers Bellaventure and Stephano, ;which board ship maintained what is known clemency since he assumed office In
were nearest him; of the loss of his as a wine mess from which they were January, 1911.
men. These two vessels, being fast permitted to purchase light wines and
There were more than 1,300 prisonand powerful, smashed their "way into beers whenever they desired.
ers in the State pentltentlary when
the floes.Jn. search of the missing.
Mr. Daniels announces that he has Mr. Blease became Governor but there
The captain of the Bellaventure taken this action upon the recom- are only 186 left and these will leave
sent wireless messages here saying mendation of Dr. Wm. C. Braistenl before long as the Governor told a
that he had picked up thirty sur- of the navy, It was the Secretary committee of the Legislature that he
vivors and several • dead bodies.
himself, however, who called upon the proposed to empty the penitentiary
A message from the Stephano Bald surgeon general for a recommenda- by August 1,
-that thirty-five survivors had been tion and there is no doubt Lere that
found and three bodies, but there Is the surgeon general knew of Secre- UNDERWOOD WINS IN ALABAMA.
doubt as to whether she referred only tary Daniels' views on the subject
The prohibition issue has for Returns Show Safe Majority for Sento those picked up by her.
The storm was strong enough to months been hanging threateningly
ate Over Hobson.
(blow down the wireless masts at the over the congress and it is predicted
Montgomery, Ala.—Oscar W. Under'Cape Race station, whici had stood now that Secretary Daniels' action wood won the United States Senate
will give It an impetus that will lead long term by a substanttial majority
thro; il. the storms of years.
to renewed demands for national leg- over Captain R. P. Hobson. Mr. Unislation and embarrassments for the derwood polled a surprisingly large
8T. AUGUSTINE FIRE SWEPT
Wilson administration.
vote in the country precincts which,
The prohibition forces tried to draw had been claimed for Mr. Hobson. Mr.
Thousand Tourists In Peril as Five
Mr. Wilson into their contest when Underwood has a landslide majority.
Hotels Burn.
he was running for the Presidency,
Ray Rushton, of Montgomery counSt Augustine, Fla.—Five hotels, but he evaded the issue by declaring ty, hitherto an unknown quantity to
housing more than 1,000 tourists; the that legislation governing the liquor Alabama politics is an easy winner
courthouse, a theatre and several traffic was properly a matter of local for the Senate short term over Caphomes were destroyed in a fire which and state legislation.
tain Frank S. White, dfBIrmingham,
devastated a quarter of a square
Already plans are being made by
Braxton Bragg Comer, formerly Govmile from the heart of this ancient prohibition supporters to Insist upon ernor of the State, and fought at all
city to Matanzas Bay—the show place the extension of the principle, so as hazards by the combined forces of
of St. Augustine. The property loss to bar i ail alcoholic liquors from the administration and reactionary demoIs estimated at from 1500,01)0 to 1750,- clubs .and homes of army officers on crats, is winner for the Gubernatorial
000. None was killed.
army reservation.
nomination.

SIXTY-FOUR DEAD LIQUOR BARRED
OF SEALER'S CREW FROMJHE NAVY

BALK AT 8UFFRAGE DEBATE.
Princeton
Students Won't
Women's Challenge.

Accept

TOLEDO GETS 3-CENT FARES
v
Street Railway Company Yields After
Twelve-Year Fight.

Princeton, N. J.—Princeton's negaToledo, Ohio.—The Street Railway
tive team of debaters, which defeated Co., conceded 3 cent fares for whl;h
Yale in the Princeton-Yale triangular Toledo has been fighting for twelve
debate a week ago, has declined to years. The concession was made at
accent the challenge offered by the a meeting of the franchise committee
Men Jersey Suffragists to oppose of council.
The only exception is that cash
woman suffrage in a formal debate
fares, of which It Js expected there
this spring.
The authorities took the attitude will be few, shall be 5 cents. Tickets
that the Princeton team had nothing will be sold at five for 15 cents If
council accepts tae^ proposal.
to gain and everything to lose.

MICHIGAN CAPITAL "DRY."

e

TO HAVE RESERVE BANK
WALSH DENOUNCES
AND INCREASE OP
TAX SYSTEM EXPANSION
BUSINESS WILL RE8ULT.
SPOKE AT REAL E8TATE EX
CHANGE BANQUET.
Scores Evils of Railroad Situation
and Too Much Politics.

Boston—With ' 30
Massachusetts
mayors as guests and nearly 600 business men of the state In attendance
the Massachusetts Real Estate Exchange held the greatest banquet In
Its history at the Copley-Plaza.
Problems concerning the Industrial
development of Boston and Massachusetts were discussed by leaders in
the most Important branches of manufacture.
Gov. Watsh delivered an eloquent
appeal for reform to Massachusetts
taxation and transportation.
"Massachusetts Is suffering from
three great evils. The first is an antiquated, unjust taxation system, and
without a sound, equitable system of
taxation no government can prosper.
The fountain source of government is
taxation. Everybody In the state recognizes that our plan has been a failure, has been wrong and we have
stood powerless to change things.
"Secondly, we have an unsound,
weak, tottering system of transportation, and yet we look for prosperity
With such a hindrance.
Effects of Too Much Politics,
"Thirdly, there Is too much politics
to Massachusetts and it is making
everybody fearful of everybody else
and skeptical of every movement
started for the welfare of all. If
Walsh or Curley suggests something
the question arises at all hands, what
is the politics behind It
"A man in the legislature must
divide half of his time toward the
watching of his political status.
"Worse than all of this, we are not
thinking what is best. One newspaper proposes a measure for the good
of the state and another denounces
it; there is a continuous political
struggle that dims completely the
striving for better condition. The
business of a man in public office Is
to show the weaknesses in government and I appeal to the public sentiment of Massachusetts to rouse itself, for In that sentiment alone lies
the possible solution of the great difficulties now besetting us. Form after
form of taxation exists and $5,000,000,000 worth of taxable value remain
unassessed. We must amend the constitution of the state to get a tax on
Intangible wealth."
NO 8TATE CASH FOR SECTARIAN
USES.
Proposed Amendment to Constitution Upheld by Committee.

Boston—The favorable report of
the committee
on
constitutional
amendments on the proposed amendment to prohibit appropriation of
Btate money for sectarian purposes,
has been filed In the Honse.
Senator Hobbs of Worcester and
Representative Edward P. Murphy of
Boston openly dissent.
The report is the first that a committee of the Legislature has filed In
favor of. the proposed amendment,
and is expected to be the forerunner
of one of the most acrimonious debates the Legislature has seen in
years.
As reported, the amendment is as
follows: "No law shall be passed respecting an establishment of religion
or prohibiting the free exercise thereof, nor shall the State or any county,
city, town, village or other civil division use its property or credit or any
money raised by taxation or otherwise, or authorize either to be used
tor the purpose of founding, maintaining or aiding by appropriation, payment for services, expenses, or in any
other manner any church, religious
denomination, or religious society, or
any Institution, school, society or undertaking which is wholly or In part
under-sectarian or ecclesiastical control.*'
Conductor 1* Pensioned.
Provincetown—After 48 years of
service in the employ of the New
York, New Haven & Hartford railroad former Representative Alfred W.
Cushman, many years conductor of
the famous. "Flying Dude" train on
the Cape Cod branch, has been retired on pension. The directors at
their recent meeting in -New York
named Mr, Cushman among the 38
old employees retired from active
service.
«
Heart on Wrong Side.
Maiden—That his heart is on the
right side of his body. Instead of the
left, and his appendix on the left side
instead of the right, wau the discovery made when Charles A. Walker of
Maiden, was operated on for appendicitis at the Maiden Hospital. The disclosure was a surprise to Walker as
well as to the surgeons, who are puzzled by the displacement of the organs. The operation was successful.

Pearson's Appointment Constitutional.
Anti-Saloon Forces Win In Ingham
Boston—In a unanimous opinion of
County—Victories Divided.
the Supreme Judicial Court, rendered
Detroit—Practically complete re- to Governor Walsh, the justices deturns from the twelve Michigan coun- cide that Adjt. Gen. Gardner W. Pearties which voted on the local option
son's appointment under the five-year
question gave the "drys" a victory to
tenure act of 1912 Is within the conthe winning of Ingham Cointy, to
which Lansing, the State capital, ft stitution and that the only ways in
situated. The "wets" won back one which be can be removed are either
of the other counties and lost one by a shortening of his term of office
to the anti-saloon forces.. Inghaa! by the Legislature or by the decision
County, which had been "Wet" went of a court-martlaL
"dry" by more than 400 votes.

New England Not to Become Financial Province of New York.

Washington, New England is not to
become a financial province of New
York.
The reserve bank organization committee. In announcing that it hae divided the continental United States Into
twelve banking districts and selected
twelve cities where federal reserve
banks are to be located under the new
currency law, made It known that the
New England States will comprise
one of these districts, with a reserve
bank to Boston.
This decision, following three
months' consideration, is the first real
step toward the establishment of the
new system.
Not even Connecticut is to be made,
a part of the New York district, as
had been suggested as a compromise
by those who favored making New
England a subsidiary to New York
New England, as whole, is to constitute a dlserict by itself, served bj
the Boston reserve bank.
This means that in time of stress
New England business men can have
their commercial paper redlscounted
in the shortest possible time when
time is most valuable.
It will also give an exceptional advantage to the business men of that
section at all periods, to that their
paper will be handled by a locai
board of directors who are familiar
with business conditions and credits
in that part of the country.
Furthermore, the even distribution
of money throughout the New England States, which are so closely related commercially, and the greater
freedom of credits, will undoubtedly"
result in expansion and increase of
business in this territory.
WALSH TO NAME COMMITTEE ON
8TATE BOOM.
Governor Adds

at

Conference

that

Women Will Be Represented on
Board.
Boston.—Governor Walsh was unanimously requested to appoint fourteen
citizens, one from each county, and a
number at large to draft plans for a
permanent State-Wide town and city
planning board, by the seven hundred
in attendance at a Ford Hall conference called by him to deal with the
question.
' The meeting was called by Governor Walsh to discuss the possibilities
of town and city development, but
many
other questions came up.
Among the most widely discussed
topics was that dealing with farm life
and the problems confronting the
smaller towns.
Ex-Senator Frank P. Bennett of
Saugus said that the tax rate to that
town this year unquestionably would
be $26 on a $1000, as a result of
school expenditures.
A number of
others told of similar experiences in
their respective towns, and urged that
Btate aid be given in such instances.
Former Mayor Fitzgerald was applauded when In reply to a criticism
of the expenditure of State money on
the development of Boston's waterfront and its terminal facilities, he asserted that out of the $12,000,000
spent by the State for roads only one
mite of a State highway had been
built in Metropolitan Boston.
And
this with Boston Itself paying 35 percent of the cost of these roads.
Howard H. Gross of Chicago, president of the National Soil Fertility
League, declared that by scientific
methods of production Massachusetts
could raise sufficient food products to
feed her entire population.
John H. Vahey, president of the
Chamber of Commerce of the United
States, presided, and the Boston
Chamber of Commerce provided refreshents at intermission.
POPULATION OF BO8T0N
PUT AT 731,440.

NOW

Estimates for Other Cities In State

Also Issued.
■ Washington.—The population of
Boston April 15 next, which is four
years from the taking of the last census, will be '731,440, or an Increase of
60,855.
This is an unofficial figure,
but based on estimates.
The Census
Bureau will give out official estimates
shortly on the population of Boston
tor'July 1 next.
By the same process of figuring, the
population of Massachusetts April IE
will be 3,593.684, or a gain in four
years of 227,268 people.
Unofficial estimates place the population of other Massachusetts cities
on April 15, at the close of the fouryear period, as follows. .
Worcester, 157,150; Fall River, 125,139; New Bedford, 110,508; Springfield, 99,808; Lynn, 97,768; Lawrence.
95,342; Somerville, 83,552; Brockton,
63,688; Maiden, 48,753; Haverhiil, 46,
925.
Old Whaler Broken

Up.

FOR AN AFTERNOON AFFAIR

SPRING FEVER
S HEM,

■Nut

i

It Indicates Fresh Hopes and
Renewed Buoyancy of
Spirit.
——
s^
How wonderfully tight" the spring;
wander-lust for the countryside grips)
one!
Spring fever, with all of its healthfulness, is the harbinger of fresh
hopes and a buoyancy of spirit
I noticed a passenger on a DetroitChicago train the other day who had}
started out on his trip- with the evident Intention of becoming deeply
taken with one ot the best sellers,
that he might shorten the trip between
the two cities. You have done the.
same thing yourself.
But his book had been cast aside.
He had read only a few" pages. Jlia
interest in it had lagged.
From the car windows he was counting the fields now bared of snow. The
ditches were carrying away the water
and the still less sluggish creeks were
now streams bearing the overflow tothe rivers. The farmer, in his shirt
sleeves, was repairing the fences after
the winter drifts; the cattle showing;
proof of a winter's stabling and now
heading here and there toward th»
meadows, seeking the' new-green
patches of grass; the farm help, to
field and stubble, was putting intorepair this and that necessary feature, here looking after his plow and
there his harrow, and on all Bides were
scenes which reminded the traveler
that spring was here, at last!
As the train sped onward an*
glimpses of the painter as he -workedon the weather-beaten buildings were
revealed, the interest of the tourist
was aroused and, when I asked him.
the reason, he answered: "Spring la
here and I feel its blood flowing!"
The truth was, that like many
others, he was planning the work hewas to do the coming summer. He
was going out to the farm—his farm
to Western Canada. He had bis wells
to dig, his horses to get into shape.
Us grain implements to fix up, hisseed grain to prepare, and other details for the land that was ready toreceive it
His was what might be
termed an "unrest"—to get to the
farm!
Thousands to Western Canada today are making the preparations that
this interested man contemplated.
Their summer fallows are ready for
the wheat, their spring plowing isbeing attended to, fences are being;
rebuilt or being put into repair; todeed, the entire country is one great
hive of Industry.
Railroads are in readiness to takecare of a great rush of settlers, those
charged with the reception ot whom.
are prepared to extend every courtesy and thus meet the rush with,
judgment and without the least friction.
Thus, the enjoyment of the
opening of spring is fully met.
At many ot the stations throughout
many of the. middle western states,
trains of settlers' effects are in readiness to move to Western Canada. Not
only in these states are scenes of this*
kind to be. witnessed, but also, on
either coast and throughout the eastern states there is the same activity
among those going to Western Canada this spring. The crops have been,
heavy and all reports are that the
winter was enjoyable; also, that the
prospects for a satisfactory year were
never better. There is plenty of land
yet to be had by homesteadIng or otherwise. Adapted, as Western Canada
is, to small grain farming, it Is especially adapted to cattle raising and
many of the farmers are placing smalt
and large herds, as their individual
means will "permit.
The Illustrated literature sent out
by the Canadian government agentstells the truth clearly and the inquirer
should send for a copy and if you be
one of those who has an ambitious
Interest, youvmay be the gainer by
a perusal of such informationstraight, cold facts in themselves.—
Advertisement

i
One cup of sugar, one egg.
I One and one-quarter cups of milk.
j Four cups ot flour.
■ Four teaspoonfuls of baking pow•iler.
One and one-half cups of nuts.
First mix sugar and egg in a bowL
Measure and sieve your flour. Add
baking powder to flour. Then alternate in adding the milk and flour to
the sugar and egg. After these are
mixed, add" the nuts. Either English
walnuts or the plain American walnuts can be used. The nuts can be
ground by putting them through a
meat chopper or by rolling them on
the. bread board by using the roller
pin.
After all your Ingredients are well
■nixed, put the latter in two pans,
trhe pans must first be well greased
with lard. Bread pans are preferable.
Let the bread rise for 20 minutes.
Then put In a moderate oven to bake.
(Bake for 40 minutes.
The nut bread has supplied a longfelt need, for upon all sides we have
been constantly hearing the complaints of people who wish to eliminate such rich refreshments served at
pink-teas and bridge parties. •
What to give at an afternoon affair, instead ot the Inevitable ice
■cream, has been a problem.
Nut bread, which 'can be nsed Instead of rich pastries, has solved the
•solution. A fruit salad and nut bread
•can be served, and one woman reasoned that this is the same as the
salad course of dinner, which, we all
agree. Is the most sensible of all the
-courses. When the bread 1B served
ft is cut In very thin slices and plentifully buttered. A good plan la te
butter the bread before cutting the
slices from the loaf. This it delicious served with any salad.

Caravagglo Picture Found.
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step? Why, he puts the mass ot letters through a process of selection
Rudolph Van Vechten. a young man of and rejection. From the lot he
leisure, Is astonished to see a man enter chooses the few which strike him the
No* 1813, a.house across the street from
the Powhatan dub, long; unoccupied and most favorably, and makes appointspoken of aa the House of Mystery, Sev- ments with the writers. The house
eral persons at regular intervals enter
No. 1318. Van Vechten expresses concern across yonder was secured as a base
to his friend, Tom Phlnney, regarding the of operations."
whereabouts of his cousin and fiancee,
Paige Carew. A fashionably attired wo"It was not rented from the agent,"
man Is seen to enter the House of Mys- Van Vechten suddenly Interposed, retery, A man la forcibly ejected from the
•
house. Van Vechten and Tom follow the membering a feature of the Powhatan
man and find him dead in the street committee's call on that individual.
Van Vechten Is attracted by the face of
a girl In the crowd of onlookers surMr. .Flint raised bis brows. "So?"
rounding the body. Later he discovers said he. "We'll come back to tuat
the girl gazing at him with a look of
Morn from the windows of f*.e mysteri- letter. I was going to say, the mere
ous house. Detective'Flint calls on Van fact of the advertiser having selected
Vechten to get his version of the tragedy, Tom Phtnney goes alone on a yacht- so respectable a neighborhood to oping trip. He recognizes among some per- erate from was no less than a stroke
sona In a passing motor boat two men
whom he had seen enter the House of of genius. Nobody to pry into his afMystery. He sees one of them, a Mr. Cal- fairs; nobody to suspect him—it was
11s, on shore later and follows him. Tom
14 seized, blindfolded and taken to a only by accident that suspicion was athouse. He hears a girl named Jessie, evidently the daughter of the man In author- tracted to him at all." Mr. Flint's visity, question his captors. A sweet-voiced age assumed a satisfied expression, as
girl later protests against the roughness
of his captors. Van Vechten calls on his be remarked:
"His ingenuity commands my admiuncle, Theodore Van Vechten, big man
In Wall street and known aa the "Man of
Iron," In search of Information regarding ration; I apprehend that the case will
the whereabouts of Paige Carew. Detec- prove interesting—most interesting,
tive Flint shows Van Vechten a gold indeed."
mesh purse found In the House of
"Don't tell me," protested Van Vechtery. van recognizes
recogr_;
it as belonging to
Paige Carew. The sweet-voiced girl helps ten, "that you can find any satisfaction
Tom Fhinney escape, but refuses to disclose her identity. Tom declares he will In the difficulties you are expecting to
meet her again.
encounter. It will be bad enough If
we have to deal with common crooks,
BOOK
but a criminal prodigy? Lord defend
us!"
Nine times in ten when the liver is
CHAPTER
IV.—Continued.
Tight the stomach and bowels are right
"I'm afraid, Mr. Van Vechten, that
"Do
not become
unnecessarily you have no very keen relish for an
CARTER'S LITTLE
alarmed, Mr. Van Vechten, but it is intricate problem."
6
1IVER PILLS
possible—barely possible, understand
"Relish!" the young man barked.
tgently butfirmly com;
—that we have run upon a kidnaping "With my cousin at the mercy of; a
.pel a lazy liver
plot."
■do its duty.
gang ot unprincipled knaves? I guess
Van Vechten groaned and sank not!"
Cures Constipation, Inlimply back, staring a horror he could
"Oh, well," the detective conceded,
digestion,
not voice.
"I can't, of course, expect you to view
Sick
"Hint!Do
you
really
know
what
the affair from a professional standHeadache,
you are saying?"
point; but I assure you, this case Is
»nd Distress After Eating.
"Tut,
Mr.
Van
Vechten.
I
said
exceedingly promising, and my enthuSMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.
'barely possible.' I meant no more. If siasm and determination mount as it
Genuine must bear Signature
you can't control yourself It will be grows more baffling."
useless for me to'talk further. I be"That's something, at any rate,"
lieve your help would be valuable, and Van Vechten admitted with a show
I had hoped to enlist it; but I might of reluctance. "Your zeal will lose
as well leave you If you cannot give
nothing, I promise you.-But where
MAN THEY WERE LOOKING FOR your attention to the chances of Miss you
did you find the purse?"
Carew being involved."
The sharp gray eyes swept Van
Fortune Was Good to Youngsters
"You have as much feeling as a Vechten's earnest face. Mr. Flint reEager for the Delights of the
jellyfish, Flint," the other broke in. plied soberly:
Moving Picture Theater.
"I am stunned. Give me a moment
"Now you have hit upon the circumto grasp this hideous suggestion." stance that connects Miss Carew with
"Going In?" queried the small boy
And he did succeed, gradually, In the affair. I found it hanging from a
«xo!tedIy.
pulling himself together. The very nail, In a dark corner of an upstairs
His question was put to the elderly Idea was so shocking, so far beyond closet, across the street—In your prepedestrian.
Behind the boy came the pale ot any possible experience cious house of mystery."
other boys, all peering eagerly into that he might within reason expect,
The young man's blank immobility
the pedestrian's puzzled face.
that his admirable Imperturbability alone betrayed his stupefaction. After
They hung to his footsteps until he was tor the moment shaken. He final- a pause:
found himself, a little further on, In ly said:
"Easy, easy, Flint," said he, un■the midst of a numerous crowd of
"What have you to support your steadily. "Kindly repeat that; this Inyoungsters. Each boy clamored for belief?"
ternal snarl is dulling my faculties."
the pedestrian to accept a five-cent
"Not much. And I have no positive
The other did so, adding: "Of
piece.
belief. I simply want to present a course It was left there—overlooked—
"What is all this?" demanded the theory for your consideration, sug- by somebody; whether by Mi's Capedestrian sharply.
gested by such few unsatisfactory rew or somebody else, I am not pre"We are too young to go In alone," facts as we have, in the hope that, pared to say,"
-volunteered a ready spokesman. "If together, we may arrive at one more
Van Vechten sat a long time deep in
you will buy our tickets for us we can plausible."
thought. The occasional glance he diso in with'you."
"But Paige—kidnaped I" exclaimed rected at the detective was eloquent—
Then came a sudden light and the Van Vechten, aghast
In contrast with his impassive feaold man smiled broadly. He went to
Mr. Flint ceased trying to disabuse tures—of the doubts and fears and
the ticket window of an adjacent his mind of its fears, by unsupported anxieties that were assailing his
moving-picture theater, where he assurances.
mind, and of a conflicting hope that
paused to 'count faces.
"Let us go back to yesterday," he things were not so black as they were
"Nine tickets," he said.
•.assumed. 'The episode of the four being painted. At last, with a slight
"There is a law against children,' men you saw enter the house over gesture that signified his helplessobjected the ticket man. "Are those yonder was not mystifying to me. ness to cope with the situation, he
Even while you were relating it I leaned back and sighed.
little people with you*"
"They are," declared the old man. was pretty certain that they were re"I pass," he said resignedly. "The
sponding to an advertisement of some thing's utterly beyond me; it's up to
""Come on, boys—going in?"
description. The only peculiarity lay you, Flint. Go on."
In the fact that they arrived preciseCanal Comment.
"Well, you have all the details that
"Charley dear," said young Mrs. Tor- ly an hour apart
suggest a possible kidnaping con"But that circumstance also Is easily spiracy—first, the uncertainty as to
kins, "they are having a great deal Of
agitation about the big canal, aren't explained: The advertiser had need the young lady's whereabouts; second,
for more than one man. and he wanted the advertisement; third, the secrecy
they?"
to Interview them one at a time with- and extreme caution observed through"Yes."
"Don't you know, I sometimes think out meeting* one another. Upon run- out by the unknown conspirators;
It might have been better If we had ning through the files of the daily pa- fourth, the callers at "Number 1313;
"GLAD TO HAVE MET YOU!"
been content with the old-fashioned pers for a fortnight back, I found a fifth, the purse."
Van Vechten breathed another sigh,
canals where all the talking was done confirmation of my conclusions. Here
You Must Come and See Me Some
by the man who was driving the It Is," And he handed Van Vechten a one of relief.
newspaper clipping, which the latter
Time Soon, and Bring the Family,
"Mystifying It all Is, to be sure," he
mule."
studied long and intently before re- said; "but that array might sound
. Too—But They Never Do.
turning:
more formidable If it were more cerA Change.
"Well, good-by! Awfully glad to
"WANTED—A young man who will tain and positive. At the same time,
"Did Caesar's disposition change
much during his life?" asked the pro- exchange unreservedly one week of my anxiety about my cousin has by no have met you. You must come to Bee
me some time in the city."
bis time for $1,000 cash. Must be means abated."
fessor.
"Yes, thanks; I will. And you must
"On reflection," -Mr. Flint medita"Well," answered the bluffing stu- muscular and willing to risk an adYou
dent, "he had a lot more Gaul when venture involving an element ot dan- tively continued, "I was scarcely Jus- come and see me some time.
ger. If Imposed conditions are Im- tified In asserting that the facts sug- have nry card, you know."
he died."
plicitly obeyed, payment will be made gest the possibility of Miss Carew hav- * "Yes, and you have mine. It would
immediately upon successful outcome. ing been kidnaped; It would be more be nice if we could meet some time In
If you are confident you are the young accurate to say: If it turns out that the fall and go to the matinee some
man, Address X720, Tribune."
She has been, why, then the facts we time."
"Now," Mr. Flint went on, "certain now have would dove-tail with the /"O, that would be Just fine! I'll call
—.
...
"you up some time on the phone and
lobvious conclusions may be drawn crime."
from this advertisement, and certain
"I was thinking of Mrs. Devereaux," make a date."
"Yes; and I'd be awfully glad If you
things concerning it may be pretty cut to the other—"you know who she
Is?"
come up and take luncheon with me
confidently Inferred.
"Whatever the enterprise, it inThe detective nodded. Van Vechten some time, and bring the baby with
you. I'd love to have you. Any time,
volves some danger; it requires young asked:
of Horehound and Tar
men of physical strength and daring;
"Could she have been kidnaped you know; just call me and I'll be sure
to be home."
and it is of sufficient importance to also?"
is unrivaled. Pleasant to the taste"That Is awfully kind of you. Thank
the advertiser for him to expend a
"Dismiss Mrs. Devereaux for the
soothing and healing-yabsolutely dependable. Sold by ail druggists.
considerable sum of money in putting present" returned Mr. Flint; "she is you. I'll surely come—I'll be glad to
It through—say four or five thousand an item against the possibility. I want —some time. And you must come
■aaaSHHSSaSssSSBBSSSBBSBI
* <*'■»'•
dollars. There is an army of young first to mention the most serious as- over and take luncheon with me, and
SSBSSSSSBSSWslMWIPJsrosl Toothaeho Drags
pect of the whole affair, tor there Is bring little Gladys, some time. Or
ICPUTQ K»t«B ana SprloglMs polluted onwi men answering the description, emnuinio lock,, owner can change combination,
ployed as well as unemployed, for one circumstance that makes its crim- perhaps you'd rather come in the eveeasy to sell, nice to handle, big profile, exclusive
ning, for dinner, some time, you and
territory, sample prepaid Si. N.5. l'o.,tlenaoo,lll. -whom the little ad. would hold an Ir- inality almost self-evident
resistible appeal; undoubtedly Mr.
"Assuming that the man who was Mr. TBTockmorton."
killed went to the house to answer to
W-720 was deluged with applications.
"Why, thanks, we would like to ever
' "Then what is hi* next obvious the advertisement—and there li BO so much. And you must some up and

Make the Liver
Do its Duty

An important find has been made in
the art collection of Marchese della
Stufa at France. It is a painting by
Caravagglo, which had been lost sight
of tor many years. The painting was
known to connoisseurs through a print
to the Galleria degli uflzzi.
Big dl Pietrd, the secretary of this
gallery, was determined to And the
picture. It was known that in the
year 1700 It was in possession of the
Cerretani family, which Is now extinct
Big dl Pletro, while examining Marchese della Stufa'e collection saw the
painting and immediately Identified It.
The Uflzzi print la an exact reproduction of the picture, which Is a typical
Caravagglo. It depicts six youths, one
of whom la playing a violin, one a lute
and one a flute, while two are singing
and one is listening.—New York Sun.

New Bedford.—The whaling bark
Wrong Label.
Flatina, whKh during a career cov
Grocery Clerk—What Is it, auntie?
ering two-thirds of' a' century landed
Colored Aunty—Missus sent me for
10,000 barrels of sperm oil at this
port, is" being broken up for firewood two cans of medicated milk.
in the Cape Verde Islands, according
At the Auction.
tq advices received here.
Stranger—May I bid?
The Platina was one of the oldest
Auctioneer—Certainly,
air.
whalers In the service when she
Stranger—Then I bid you good day.
went out of commission this winter
During her last two years, however
ANI> CHILDREN
she was used as a packet vessel be ■koala INVALIDS
b« Sim MAGKE'B KMUI.SION
M the boar
boar. Im nil*, AUi dram
dniggut*.
tween this port and Brava,
She •treocllMD
was built at Rochester, this State, In
It is the easiest thing In the world
1847' and was of 2C6 tons net burto bear the aches ot another man'*
den.
callouses.

Bread Has Become • Favorite
Among Hostesses Who Want
"Something Different"

reason to believe otherwise—In all person's character,' from a study at
likelihood he was a stranger to the ad- that person's features?"
"You should be, Mr. Van Vechten,"
vertiser; then, where shall we look
was the reply. "Your habits of life,
for a motive?
"This strikes me as the most prob- your dally associations, naturally
able one: his scruples balked at the would develop a certain skill in that
enterprise; he denounced the crimi- direction. I would attach considerable
nals, who were thus threatened with weight to your opinion In such a case."
"Then," with much positiveness,
exposure and arrest if they did not Immediately silence the Intractable indi- "nothing In the world could be more
vidual. They chose the second alter- absurd than to Imagine the girl I
native, which would Indicate that they saw being engaged In anything criminal, or even entertaining a suspicion
are desperate enough.
"Now let us eonslder the facts sup- that she is surrounded by a criminal
She is young, she is
porting the Improbability that Miss atmosphere.
beautiful, she Is refined and gentle;
Care,w has been kidnaped.
"First of all, there Is the extreme the Btamp of purity and adherence to
difficulty of doing such a thing in any right Ideals Is unmistakable in her
event—the lack of opportunity. But face. Whatever comes Ot your Investiwith your cousin the difficulty Is even gations, you will find to be unqualigreater: she Is in Europe with a trust- fiedly true all that I now assert reworthy companion, and a number of specting her."
unlikely assumptions must be materi"I do not, question your Judgment
ally strengthened before the kidnap- for It Is more than probable that your
ing hypothesis can be accepted as a estimate is correct. But the fact is
working theory.
of less importance than the circum"If the deed was committed abroad, stance that the young lady seems to enhow was the young lady conveyed to tertain a very cordial dislike for you."
America? If she was first lured to
"But," expostulated the other, "she
this country, how was she persuaded doesn't know me, Flint. I never saw
to make such an Important move with- her In my life before yesterday. Why
out notifying her relatives? And al- should she dislike me? God knows I
ways there Is Mrs. Devereaux to be never intentionally harmed anybody in
considered. If Miss Carew was sep- my life."
arated from her, how is her silence to
"She unquestionably thinks she
be explained?. If she was not sepa- knows you—which, as far as her conrated from Mrs. Devereanx, then the duct Is concerned, amounts to the
older lady either must be regarded as same thing."
a confederate, or It must be assumed
"I have racked my brain over It,"
that she was forcibly taken also— Van Vechten announced, "until I am
either assumption being extremely Im- utterly befogged. I have heretofore
probable.
*
accredited myself with some slight de"There Is one other Idea that oc- gree of perspicacity, but her unmistakcurred to me, but a pretty far-fetched able animus completely mystifies me.
one, I'm bound to admit: we may have I am positive, Flint—absolutely posistumbled upon a rendezvous of inter- tive—that our destinies have never
national thieves. The purse may have crossed before In any way." ~"
*
been stolen from Miss Carew, in Eu"{jueer enough," was the other's
rope, weeks or even months ago."
comment. "But the veiled lady; are
But Van Vechten decisively shook you certain she could not have been
his head. "It has not been out of her Miss Carew?"
possession a week," asserted he; the
"Oh, no, she was not Paige. There
significance of which the detective was no detail of resemblance. I have
seemed to understand.
a fancy, based upon nothing, that she
"Well," said he, "I have been candid and the girl at the window are the
with you, Mr. Van Vechten; suppose same."
you return the compliment"
"But of whom did she remind you?"
"What do you mean? I have nothing The detective fastened him with a
to tell."
s
shrewd regard.
." 'Nothing to tell,' " the other echoed
"That," returned Van Vechten, "is
musingly—"precisely." The contract- the one point concerning which I feel
ed eyes favored Van Vechten with a that I ought to know something defipenetrating look.
nite, but which persistently eludes
"Mr. Van Vechten," he began quiet- me. In fact the conviction never
ly after a pause, "I have not followed crystallized."
my profession for a score of years withMr. Flint fell into a brown study,
out acquiring more or less facility in from'which the other had ne inclinacertain directions.
For example, I tion to disturb Mm- During their conknow almost Intuitively when anybody versation the afternoon had passed,
Is keeping something back from me. I and now the detective sat motionless
knew that you were not entirely open and silent while the dusk gathered and
and frank while I was talking with you deepened.
yesterday."
Presently he roused himself with a
The young man regarded him with little shake. No one had Intruded upan amazement not entirely free from on their privacy; save for themselves
discomposure.
the lounglng-room was now empty.
"Of course," Mr. Flint went on, with- He rose and went over to one of the
out the least emotion, "I can't Imagine windows, taking his hat with him.
what your reason may be for reti- Van Vechten followed.
cence; but I do know that if you perIn the shadowy twilight the silent
sist in remaining silent upon any point house across the way loomed somber
of this case, you are adopting a most and forbidding; Its lifeless darkening
unwise course. I am not trying to front might have been Mystery and
force your confidence; I am merely Secrecy personified. The two stood
Inviting it, leaving the decision with abstractedly contemplating It each
your good judgment. Bear In mind immersed in his own reflections, while
that I haven't the slightest personal the pall cf night lowered, blurring and
Interest In finding Miss Carew; she is distorting the shabby outlines.
merely incidental to an Investigation
Mr. Flint broke the silence.
I am pursuing."
"I am glad we had this talk," said
For a long time Van Vechten pon- he to his quiet way. "But dear me,
dered. At last he said, very soberly: dear me, what is it leading us to? I
"You are right, Flint;. I haven't been trust we are not going to stir,, up any
perfectly frank with you. My concep- mud." He abruptly changed the subtion of detectives and police generally ject, asking:
has been the haziest, but I believe I
"May I inquire whether you Intend
can trust you"—with stress upon the making any move to locate Miss Ca-,
"you," . ''I am going to, at any rate." rew?"
And then he recounted the episode
"It was my Intention to call upon
of the veiled lady in the tailcab, the my uncle Immediately, lay the case
incident of the girl and the sandy- before him, and then set the cables
haired man In the crowd, and ot his to working."
subsequent view of the former at a
"That's right. I was going to sugwindow In Number 1313.
gest something of the kind."
"My Impulse toward reserve Is so
After Mr. Flint had gone, Van Vechdifficult to account for," he said in ten did not pause to dine. He ascerconclusion, "that 1 had determined to tained by telephone that his uncle
keep the matter to myself."
would be at home, then summoned a
"I am glad you didn't" was the low- cab and sped through the stifling
voiced rejoinder.
night—a night that augured storm—
"Flint," said Van Vechten earnestly, to Theodore Van Vechten's huge,
"do you believe that I am qualified to dreary Fifth Avenue palace.
form a fairly accurate estimate of a
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
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Drugstore
Mr. Bobert H. Norrls, No. 1833 Henry St, North Berkeley, Cal, writes:
"We have never had any other medicine but Peruna in our home since we
have been married. I suffered with
kidney and bladder trouble, but two
months treatment with Peruna made
me a well and strong man. My wife
felt weak and was easily tired and
was also troubled with various pains,
but since she took Peruna she is well
and strong."

BOTH VERSATILE AND STRONG
Young English Author Especially Gifted With Talent Along Many Lines
Other Than Writing.

Eldrid Reynolds, the young English
woman who is the author of the novel
"Whispering Dust," belongs to an old
Yorkshire family, and numbers among;
her ancestors Elizabeth Fry, the
prison reformer, the poet Bloomfield
and James Ward and George Moreland, both noted as painters. Miss
Reynolds spent her childhood on the
wide, heather-covered Yorkshire moors
and the wild Cornish coast The passion for space, freedom and the Immensities which she voices In "Whispering Dust" is doubtless the result of
her early environment.
The book itself is the result ot a
winter on the Mediterranean and in
Egypt, but the heroine, who after
thirty years of cramping duties as "a
curate's daughter and a curate's
niece" longs to accomplish something,
can by no means be identified with
the author. Miss Reynolds has accomplished a great deal In less than thirty
years. She created stories before she
could read; wrote, acted and produced
plays for home and school before she
reached her teens; published her first
story at sixteen and her first novel,
"Red of the Rock," at twenty. She
has a decided talent for drawing and
singing and her favorite recreations
•how that she can be by no means a
dreamer. Among them are riding,
sailing, fishing„dancing, winter'sports,
saravaning, amateur theatricals, photography, painting, drawing and singing.<
Ancient Stage to Be Used.

A more than usually interesting dramatic revival is announced for April
16, when the "Agamemnon" of Aeschylus will be performed In the ancient Greek theater of Syracuse:
Nearly 24 centuries have passed
since Hiero I embellished his city with
the theater which tradition attributes
to the architect Demqcopor Myrilla,
Aeschylus must have taken refuge
In the court of Hiero very soon after
Its completion, and it may be conjectured that the great trilogy, which be-,
gan with the "Agamemnon," was
often performed on its stage; it la
known that the "Persae" was performed there and a work written for
Hiero by Aeschylus, entitled the "Etneae," of which no trace reniatos.—
New York Sun.
It Is Still Fashionable.
, "'.
"Pa, what's poetic Justice?"
' '♦
"The former president of a bachelor club being married to a woman
who makes him feel that he would
rather lose his job than be late for
dinner furnishes a pretty fair sample
of it"
Common sense can prove an alibi
In most cases.

A Sure
Favorite
—save* the housewife much thankless cooking—

take dinner with us some time, Mr.
Muggins and you. And perhaps we
might go to the theater afterward,
some time When there's a good show
in town."
"Of course we might Some time In
the fall, or In the early winter some
time."
"O, we must make it sooner than
that Some time a little while after
we both get home and have a chance
to get settled. Sometime real soon."
"Yes; all right Soon. Good-by."
"Good-by, and don't forget Come
and see me some time soon."
"And be sure to call me up some
time. Good-by."
'
They don't. As you know trom your
own experience, "some time" is no
time.
Charity.

Charity begins at home, and often
ends there. It is usually divided into
two kinds, namely, public and private.
Public charity consists ot a salaried
office force and a subscription list
Private charity Is what we give when
we don't know what to do with the
surplus.
There Is also a species of charity
known as genuine. Inasmuch, however, as It Is never advertised in the
newspapers, scarcely anything la
known about it—Life.

Post
Toasties
The factory cooks them
perfectly, toasts them to a
delicate, golden-brown, and
sends them to your table
ready to eat direct trom the
sealed package.
Fresh, crisp, easy
and

to serve,

Wonderfully
Appetizing
Ask any grocer-^-

Post
Toasties
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'TREATMENT OF GUINEA FOWL

OWES MAN CAR FARE
ONLY A NICKEL, BUT IT IS WOR
RYING MRS. STANDISH.

!•

PLAYIN6 THE 6AME
By

EUGENE

BONNIE.

Birds Will Stand Cold Weather Well
If Provided With Plenty of Food
and Dry Quarters.
(By A. J. LEGO.)

The guinea will stand a cold winter
all right, provided it has plenty of
good, wholesome food and dry quarters.
If they are caught out in a snowstorm there will be trouble to get them
back and safely housed, as the guinea
is very much like the ruffed grouse in
this respect.
When the guineas are caught out in
the snow, Instead of golng'back to the
poultry house, they will rise, fly and
light on the tops of buildings, In the
tops of trees, or wherever they can see
a lighting place above ground.
When there Is snow ou the ground,
I keep the guineas shut up in the poultry house, and If they are caught out
in a snowstorm, I entice them by
means of food to alight In a shed or
some building where there Is no snow
to prevent them.
If the birds are scared they are nearly Bure to go In the opposite direction
from the one desired and often alight
high, even if they do not have to alight
In the snowi
They will do well shut In the poultry house for several days, during a
storm, or even for weeks.
Damp quarters and neglect to feed
liberally when they cannot gather
their own food, will cause disease In
time, and may cause them to freeze
to death In cold weather.
Plenty of feed, such as Is good for
chickens, and water, will keep them In
good condition.
Naturally they prefer insects and
will go after them much better than
chickens.

WATCH THE UMBRELLA
MAN. SAYS HE CAN TELL WOMAN'S CHARACTER BY IT.

: WOOING OF THE MAJOR :
Z

By C. E. BARKER.

FIELD TIMES

e
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Just as Well, If One H»s PropensiHe was one of the kind of people
At the little station an exceptionally
ties She Wishes W Conceal, to
who come naturally by a nickname.
large number of Plainvllle's citizens
Get a Few Pointers From
The major was one of the most
were assembled in honor of the demethodical oL'men. Promptly at nine
This Article.
parting bride and groom nervously
o'clock he came down fresh and pink
waiting the arrival of the east bound
PROTECTS THE GROWING TREE
The man who sat nearest the win- from breakfast, read his mail in the
When the conductor came through limited. Special directions had been
dow and said he didn't mind the wet comfortable seclusion of the writing
Concrete Box !• Ornamental and May he stopped before Mrs. Standish and telegraphed to the porter to suitably
room, dictated the answers to his letweather.
decorate
two
chairs
in
the
parlor
car,
said: "Fa—ur—urs, please."
Be Removed When No Longer
"It gives me a chance to see how ters to the hotel stenographer, lit a
and
upon
the
arrival
of
the
train
at
Mrs. Standish swallowed a pepperNecessary.
people carry their umbrellas," he said. fresh cigar at the cigar stand, and
Plainville to give the newly married
mint lozenge whole and said:
"I have such firm faith In my um- then dull business cares were brushed
couple marked attention.
To protect growing treeB with some
"My husband will pay for me."
brella deductions that I wouldn't he aside and he repaired with sprightly
"All aboard!" rang out the vibrant
The conductor looked around on the
degree of permanency, the use of conafraid to choose a wife with them for steps to the bar.
arete haa been adopted, reinforced by serried ranks of femininity doubtfully. voice of the conductor, hardly waiting
One day In the midst of the letters.
a guide."
for The train to come to a stop.
■teel bars and rings, a singularly "Were is he?" he asked.'
Miss Mitchell looked up for an instant
The woman on his left smiled.
With
a
mad
rush
for
the
platforms
"On the back platform. He stayed
pleasing design, resulting. The con"I'm glad I'm not out there in the at a lady who was passing through
of the cars the passengers JoBtled and
arete tree box lends Itself readily to out there to smoke."
street," she said. "You'd be picking the lobby.
stumbled
in
heedless
disregard,
and
in
"There are a dozen men out there,"
decorative features, and color may
"What an exquisite bunch of vioout all the kinks in my disposition
be Introduced to harmonize with foil- was the reply. "How am I to know the midst of a shower of rice and a
lets," she said,
,
along with the rest of them."
which one belongs to you? What kind volley of verbal well-wishes the last
"Very pretty," replied the major,
"Oh," said the man, "I sized you up
passengers
took
their
Bhare
of
the
Illof looking man is he?"
a long time ago. You carry your um- following her glance, and then they
"Handsome. He is tall, he wears a directed missiles food naturedly, and
brella, when it's furled, Just like that went on with their work.
blue overcoat, and he's got the nicest disappeared inside of the coaches.
The next 'morning a neighboring
woman across the street You grab it
Inadvertently the bride and groom
black mustache, and the kindest
In the middle and go forging ahead florist's boy placed a fine bunch of
followed
close
in
the
wake
of
a
young
brown eyes you ever saw."
with the ends of the handle digging English beauties In the little bud vase
The conductor went away, only to man and woman who were entering
Into the unfortunate pedestrians who on Miss Mitchell's desk, and morning
the
parlor
car.
The
grinning
face
of
return a moment later.
after morning this was repeated.
go before and follow after."
the
porter
as
the
door
opened
met
"Say," he said, "he won't pay. , He
After the morning dictation during
"And what does that signify?" she
with
a
speedy
retreat
and
the
bride
says you ain't his wife."
one of the little chats which the major
asked.
"Well, what do you think of that?" wheeled about and entered the second
"Alertness, activity, selfishness, and had come to allow himself. Miss
gasped Mrs. Standish. ''You must coach, leaving the perplexed husband
Mitchell, one day expressed a very adlnconslderateness."
with no choice hut to follow.
have asked the wrong man.
"U-m-m, thank you," said the wom- veree opinion about the men who
The' face of the porter broadened
"That's what I thought To make
drank and were "fast"
an.
sure I got the right one, I asked every with a radiant smile as he ostentar
This speech had a marked effect
"But Just look at the third woman
tlously ushered the entering couple
man out there."
In the procession/' said the man. "I upon the major,
Into
the
decorated
chairs
bearing
unMrs. Standish bluBhed deeply. "This
The very next day, after his busipity the men folks about her house. I
mistakable
evidence
of
premeditated
is outrageous," she said. "I can apdare say they have to get then- own ness routine, the major left a forwardpreciate a Joke as well as anybody, design.
breakfast about six mornings out of ing address with the clerk on duty and
The young woman's preoccupation
but this is carrying it a little too far.
seven. I never yet saw a woman who registered out
Oh, dear, I wish the car wasn't so in struggling with a rebellious veil
A month—two months passed, and
dragged her umbrella along so that
crowded so I could get out there. Tell prevented her from noting the deeorayou could track her by the trail of Its still the major had not returned to his
him. pleaae—the dark-eyed man—that tions, while the man, eager for nov- INDIAN RUNNER IS POPULAR tip who was not dilatory and shift- old corner In the Windsor bar. The
I don't want to make a scene, but elty, was ready to play the game.
only mark of his long residence at the
r
less.
"An unusually mirthful lot of pasthat if he don't quit playing the fool
"That other woman who Is hustling hotel was the little bunch oT fresh vioage or house coloring. When the tree and pay my carfare I'll be obliged to sengers tonight" commented the Fowl Is. Known as a Year-Round Lay' er, Stopping Only to Complete
along, holding to the top of the um- lets which dally adorned Miss Mitchoutgrows its narrow box. It la no. come out there in a minute."
woman, surveying the aggregation Inthe Molt In the Fall.
brella handle like grim death and, ell's desk.
treat matter to remove the concrete
"Yes, ma'am," said the conductor. dividually and collectively.
One day, as unheralded as had been
pointing the tip dcu,vn and forward in
and release the steel bars. While the
Her eyes caught the ends%f a ribAgain he retired to the rear of the
The Indian Runner is a breed that a kind of south-by-southwesterly di- his departure, the major returned to
first cost la somewhat higher than a car. When he came through the next bon dangling from a poorly made bow
the
Windsor. His complexion was
Is peculiar in its make-up and habits, rection is altogether different She
good wooden box, the lasting qualiyme he nodded to Mrs. Standish en- pinned to the back of her companion's and is also a profitable bird. I laywould set the world on Are If it wasn't whiter and his eyes were clearer, othties of the ■concrete make it worth
chair.
erwise he was the same old major,
couragingly.
while.—Popular Mechanics.
"Mr. Reed!" alarmedly, her face ing it is to the duck family what the waterlogged. I am not sure that I'd careless, lively and Jovial.
"Its all right,", he said. "He paid
Leghorn is to the chicken world. It want to be married to her, either.
flushed
scarlet,
"what
can
we
do?
He dictated his letters to Miss
up."
is small, slim and racy-looking, hav- She'd be too energetic. She'd push
After a while the car stopped at They are—that is—they think we are ing a long neck and a very upright
TIME TO THINK OF BEAUTY
everything before her, and when she Mitchell as uaual the next morning,
Mrs. Standish'B street. She went out the bride and groom."
took a notion to clean things up a but it was observed and marked with,
"But we are not, are we?" replied
Department of Agriculture Give* Good the front way and waited for Standmere man would have nowhere to lay much special notice that he did not
ish to join her. But the car passed the man, indifferently.
Advice on a Most Important
his head. What she is good for Ta follow his old habit of turning toward
"But Mr.—"
Subject.
and he did not appear.
the bar immediately thereafter. Inserving on committees.
•Call
me
Don,"
he
Interrupted,
as
She stood at the corner looking anx"That woman in the gray skirt Is a stead of thiB, he stepped into a big
he
leaned
forward
touched
by
her
apThe appropriate use of trees, shrubs, iously up and dawn, the street. Soon
yea-and-nay sort of person.. She wants automobile that stood at the door, and,
vines, and herbaceous plants In the another car stopped and Standish got peal, "we can do but one thing."
to agree with everybody and follows was away in a trice.
"What?"
adornment of city, village, 'suburban, off.
At least once he asked Miss Mitchell,
wherever led. Women who carry their
"Play the game. Look like a blushing
or country home grounds gives a
"You needn't say a word," he said.
umbrellas with the point downward to ride with hifc, but she met the procharm and beauty which are interest "It's your own fault A truck got in bride, act well your part, I will mine."
posal
with a cheerful "no, thank you,'"
and backward are always unassertive.
log and pleasing to the passer-by as the way and I couldn't catch that car His enthusiasm increased.
that left no rpom for doubt about her'
"But
Just
look,
at
that
girl
who
spins
"But, Mr.—"
well as to the occupant of the home, you got in to save my neck. I called
along, swinging, her umbrella around decision.
"Married people call each other by
•ays the V. 8. department of agricul- to you to get off, but you didn't hear.
A morning came on which he at-i
in a circle as if it were a magic wand.
their
given
names,
I
believe,"
he
inture, plants are a means of express- I worried all the way uptown. I knew
tended to his correspondence with
I
like
her.
She's
Jolly
and
good-naterrupted
dryly.
ing restfulness and beauty. Their you'd be hopping mad because I didn't
more than usual care., In (addition to'
tured and gets more pleasure out of the regular grind, of business he wrote
"On two hours' acquaintance?"
gradually changing aspect with the come inside."
;
life than ten ordinary people.
"I have known you several years,"
succession of the seasons heightens
"Oh, no," said Mrs. Standish. "I'm
some long delayed missives to old col"But' here," he added, "comes the lege friends—dashing, brilliant, uncon-their pleasing effect and relieves mo- not thinking about that What I am he ventured, looking Into her eyes.
most even tempered woman of the ventional letters they were, full of the
"Don," she epoke the name naturnotony. The changes which occur in worrying about is, what on earth
lot. She cuddles her embrella protect- boyish spirit which the major still.
the life of vegetation during the year did that man think who paid my car ally, "tell me something about yourlngly under her arm as If she doesn't held, notwithstanding his acknowl-,
have \ caused man to speak of the fare?"
' self."
want even It to get hurt in the crowd. edged thirty-eight years. When hi had;
"Some other time when we are not
ttages of human existence as the
That woman is thoughtful and kind."
playing," he answered.
"iprlng," "summer," and "autumn" of
quite finished, he drew from his
Practicing Forethought
"But," she objected, "there may be
/
life. The leaf, the branch, and the
pocket an important looking paper.
Forethought looks beyond the obCoal In Montana.
Sower, as well as the general form of; stacle to ultimate results. It reaches no other time."
"Miss Mitchell, I have a very parThe presence of coal in the tertiary ticular matter I wish to speak about
"There wi* be," with confidence;
the plant, manifest a grace and beauty out constructively for a way to get
Indian
Runner
Duck.
lake beds of verdant valleys in west- —No, you needn't .take my words,
which art endeavors to copy. While over, through or around that which "now that I have found you, I am not
going to surrender you so easily."
art cannot take the place of nature, It hinders the realization of its object.
carriage. It is known as a year-round ern Montana has been known locally down on paper—I'm not dictating. The
for many years. Some of these locali- fact is—I am—thinking of—well, giv"I
am
living
m
Bvanston,"
she
volnevertheless plays an important part
Forethought, when exercised, delayer, stopping only to complete the
ties have experienced short coal ing yon the chance of dictating some
|B teaching us to see and appreciate velops the imagination. The mind ac- unteered.
molt
booms, most of which, however, died to me, if you think proper."
. "So am I," he answered.
the beauties of nature.
The young duck will often start laycustomed to thinking ahead soon ac"Bvanston," v-as the muffled sound ing at five months of age. As broiler before the mineral was developed. At
Man should first provide for bis ne- quires vision. This leads to freedom
"Why—what do you mean, Mr. Ebscessities, then for comforts, and final- in a higher degree. The one who heard from the other end of the coach, ducks they are not as profitable as the the .present time, however, syste- bourne," she asked, her large, heavy;
1
ly for pleasures. In a new country such takes no forethought is surprised, cast and several passengers moved toward Pekln, owing to their small sUe, al- matic mining Is being carried on near lashed eyes looking the utmost wonder.
as ours, the expenditure of time and down, discouraged when anything the door, passing the bride and groom- though one breeder says he has se- Miasoula.
"It's a very simple matter. Miss'
apparent with a curious smile.
Coal of the type fonnd in this region Mitchell—at least I used to think it
means for the adornment of grounds
cured as high as four and a half
goes wrong. Such a one Is enslaved,
"Then
tomorrow,"
she
smiled,
as
she
has,
until
recently,
been
thought
haa naturally received too little attenwas when I observed the symptoms in
pounds weight in eleven weeks. Such
imprisoned, as It were, by a wall of
tlon. The people have been necessar- circumstances. The one accustomed offered her hand which he held for a a rate, however, we are inclined to worthless, because only such fuel as other folks. But—don't loot at me!
moment
would coke or stand shipment without like that—you might pretend you are'
ily concerned with acquiring lands
to use forethought is far less the
The young man watted at a respect- look upon as a rare one.
slacking was considered of commer- taking notes; some one will see and;
and buildings. But a stage of development has now been reached when slave of circumstance. Such a one ful distance In a safe retreat to see
cial value. In this part of the West wonder what we are talking about—"i
learns
to
look
for
a
way
by
which
his companion's friends carry her GOOD CARE OF SETTFNG HEN where high grade coal Is scarce, where
Americans should give more attention
"Oh, if it's anything—improper, you
to
turn
the
unpleasant
experience
Into
to the embellishment of their home
away.
•
the cost of wood has reached 86 or mustn't say it, Mr. Ebabourne." Sheprofitable
results.
He
uses
his
imOne
of
Best
Feeds
Is
Corn,
Together
No
one
claimed
her,
and
as
the
last
more a cord, and soft coal imported was plainly agitated.
grounds.
agination to find a way out. He passenger, after gazing Into her face,
With Green Food, Grit, Plenty of
for domestic use sells for about 18 ' "Not the very least improper, little'
thinks constructively instead of Just passed on, Donald hurried to her side
Water
and
Dust
Bath.
a ton, the demand for cheaper fuel jne, but the most natural thing that
Street Cleanliness.
blindly giving In to fate. He has with a deep sense of satisfaction.
is great and the development of these ever occurred to me In all my wild,;
Perhaps the most striking difference learned that by forethought and imThe
setting
hen
must
have
her
dally
"Your friends didn't come, Minerva,"
heretofore unused low grade coals is harum-scarum life. Now, listen calmly;;
noticed by the American tourist agination, by creative, constructive
care
and
attention.
Just
like
the
incubecoming profitable.—Coal \ge.
if what I say is not pleasing yon, I will;
abroad between American and Euro- thinking, he can find new ways to suc- he said.
bator.
One
of
the
best
foods
for
set"So I see," she replied, almost
stop, and we will not talk about It any,
pean cities is the cleanness of the cess when one way is blocked,—From
ting
hens
Is
whole
corn
or
corn
chop,
coldly. "You forget the game Is over.
more. I love you. I can't help lovingf
Planting Trees by Machinery.
streets of the latter, particularly in
together
with
green
food,
grit
and
the Nautilus.
^S^*^\'
I am no longer Minerva."
A tree-planting tool has been de- pou, any more than 1 could help breathsuch places as Berlin and Dresden.
fresh water. Place the corn and water
"May
I
call
a
cab?"
he
questioned,
signed by which the hole Is dug, the tag or" living if I didn't breathe."
Clean streets, as the term Is underIn front of the nest so that during the
German Women Collegians.
disregarding her rebuke.
"Why—Mr. Ebsbourne," she replied,,1
little tree inserted, and the earth
stood abroad, are unknown in the citfirst day or two the hen will not have
During
the
last
six
years
the
num"That
will
not
be
necessary;
my
packed around the roots In one "I don't think I care for you In any,
ies of the United States. The dirtito leave her nesUto eat and drink. On operation. The implement consists
way like that"
(
ness of our streets both In summer ber of women students at the German home is only two squares away. I
the third day release her and scatter
"I didn't expect you to, little one.}
of a bar with a cross-arm at the top
tad winter, with their clouds of dust universities has nearly quadrupled. In prefer to walk. You may carry my
grain
on
the
ground.
the
winter
of
1908,
when
the
doors
of
suitcase If you will."
and three blades of spring steel at But you can give me a little hope,,
charged with disease germs and filth
Try to have it so arranged that she
They ha* reached the house, and
of all kinds, makes walking almost German universities were first fully
the bottom somewhat on the principle -tn't you? You don't dislike me, dOcan get a dust bath. A formula for a of the post digger, and having a lever
thrown
open
to
women,
there
were
were
standlngmear
a
rosebush
where
Intolerable and Imposes on storekeepr-OUt"
good dust bath is equal parts of coal
1,108
women
students
enrolled;
today
vines
were
wound
around
the
columns
"I think you are very kind."
ers and housekeepers a burden of
near the lower end. The lever Is
ashes and land plaster or fine sand pressed with the foot, the tree inthere
are
3,685
women
taking
regular
of
the
veranda.
The
night
was
per"That's enough—that's enough:—|
cleaning that is far more expensive
and some lice powder. Let the hen re- serted, and the tool is then thrust Don't need to say another word. Fill
courses
and
as
many
more
who
are
fect
In the aggregate than would be the
"Minerva, will you listen to me?' main off the nest for about five min- forcibly into the ground.
50 now and let you get used to the:
proper and systematic cleaning of the attending lectures. Nearly 400 of the
utes. The next day take her off at
women students are foreigners. Rus- caressingly.
A lever at the top of the handle idea of having a lover."
streets.
the
same
hour.
If
possible,
and
from
'I seem to have no choice," she re"Thank you," was all Miss Mitchell
Is then twisted tQ open the blades, and
Only occasionally when the streets sia sends the largest number and
then on she may stay off the nest un- the implement is screwed .around in xrold think of to say.
are locally flushed can the conditions America the next The women have plied almost timidly.
til the eggs are cooled to blood heat the hole until the soil is pulverized.
"Minerva,"
and
he
took
both
her
for
three
years
been
going
more
to
The eequel was none of the major's
of our streets be compared with those
The hen should be dusted with lice fh% planter is then withdrawn, leav- planning. He only knew that he was*
abroad, where street cleanliness is the non-Prussian universities. Leip- hands In his. "I love you. I have
powder, and the second time on the ing the cultivated earth packed around speeding down the rj,ver road onol
loved
you
ever
since
you
and
my
siszig
and
Munich
especially
had
large
,. one of tie first principles of city adgains in that time; and the smaller ter were at Radcllff. I wanted to meet eleventh or twelfth day, and again the roots of the plant. Experiments ifternoon, when a young horse driven.
ministration..
Institutions like Jena, Wurzburg and you then, but my sister would not let three days before hatching. One may have shown that one man with this jy a market gardener took fright and
omit the second dusting, but not the
Freiburg have also made relatively me."
Generous Gift to City.
tool can plant BO small trees In 35 plunged about, backing the/ heavy;
"Do you know why your sister would third on the eighteenth day, as the
wagon directly across his way at the)
An excellent example of an endow- large gains.
hen should be free from lice before the minutes.
not
let
us
meet
four
years
ago?"
she
noment when he supposed the driver'
ment that will be a source of continuquestioned.
"Well,
I
will
tell
you.,
I
chicks
hatch.
was going to be able to manage his]
Lkjhthouse Carried Away.
ous improvement to a city, and at the
Medicine of Deer.Horns.
saw
you
often
on
the
campus
at
HarA
remarkable
accident
occurred
resame time a continuous memorial to
A considerable trade in deer, rein- .earn without further difficulty.
vard.
I
saw
you
at
Radcllff
when
you
Feeding
Damp
Mash.
There was a crash and the major;
cently
on
the
Clyde,
when
the
new
Its founder is the. Ferguson Monument
deer and wild sheep horns exist In
Don't leave any feed in the feed
'elt a Bharp twinge of pain. When he;
fund, administered by the trustees of Bteamer St. Quentin collided with visited .your slBter—I—was In love
China
for
use
In
Chinese
medicines,
Cardross lighthouse and razed it to with you then—infatuation, your sis- pans or troughs sitting around in the and .Hongkong, as the chief center of tgain opened his eyes, they were!
the Art Institute of Chicago.
Mr. Ferguson, a publioeoirited citl- the water's edge. The vessel had been ter called It—she would not let ue pens after the fowls have eaten their trade in Chinese medicines In South sarrying him in at the ladles' entrance;
ten of that city, gave a bequest to refloated from the sand-bank on which meet She said you would never care damp mash, if they are fed damp China, Imports- a considerable quan- >f the Windsor.
At last there came a day when the I
the Art Institute the Income of which she grounded shortly after being for me. She was older and wiser, so I mash. Any that is left over when they tity of such goods annually. Wild
have finished eating should be reis to be used for the erection of mon- launched recently, and was being reluctantly obeyed."
sheep horns In prime condition bring loctor told the major he might see his
He
held
her
In
his
arms
now,
her
moved
and
the
pans
or
troughs
taken
towed
Into
the
channel
in
order,to
be
'rlends.
The major said something in
umental sculpture, which shall serve
something like $3.60 to 85.76 gold per
to ornament the city. Thus every few taken up the river to Glasgow, when, face close to his, looking deep Into out and turned lip against the Bide of ounce. All these horns are ground he strictest confidence to his nurse,
years a great work of art will be erect- owing to the»strons; wind, she got out her eyes as they sparkled with the the building.
Into powder and mixed with other In- ind after a very long time Miss;
~*»
of control of the tugs, and was driven kindling fire of love.
ed in that olty.
gredients to form a sort of pill tonic Mitchell came up accompanied by a,
"When
do
we
have
onr
honeymoon
T"
Hatching Turkey Eggs.
against the lighthouse with consider—"strengthening pills," as the Chinese iweet-faced, motherly little woman In;
he
whispered.
Do
not
batch
your
turkey
eggs
unable force. The stone-built tower colPlaying Card Output.
term them—and are used largely by slack, whom the major knew by In-,
"When
we
are
both
ready,"
she
ander
chickens
tor
they
do
not
get
the
According to official figures, about lapsed, some of the masonry falling
old people and people In debilitated itinct must be Miss Mitchell's mother.,
swered
proper
food
and
are
polluted
with
lice.
into
the
sea,
Bnd
only
a
few
feet
of
"Mr. Ebsbourne," said Miss Mitchell,;
•,642,000 packs of playing cards were
If you do hatch under chicken hens be condition. Some of the targe m^dl- imidly, "I didn't know I cared in thai
sold in Germany last year, exclusive the base of the building ws- lrf
?lne
fac'^-tes
In
China
maintain
herds
The happy man is one who is less sure to dust your hens with lice
of those exported. This is equal to standing. The vessel dfd r.ot »uiv
say, but I do."
>— |
unhappy than his neighbor.
powder several times during hatching; ■f deer ..or their horns.
a dally average of about 18,000 packs. any serious damage.
Hubby Had Missed the Car, but She
Thought He Was on the Back Platform, and Insisted That
He Produce.
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RICHARD HEALY
The Bert Store For Girls Clothes

GIRLS' CLOTHES
That Are Different
The Correct French and English Idea of Dress for
The School Girl, College Girl, the Debutante
You can always find the'pretty styles for
Girls at the Richard Healy Store-styles selected with every consideration for the taste
and becomingness of young people.

The Girls' Store is Overflowing with Bargains in
Coats and Dresses for Vacation Week
Girls' Wash Dresses

Girls' Coats

Crepes, Gingham, Linen and Ratine

Sizes 2 to 19 Years

98c. to $7 50.

$2 98 to $25 00

Girls' Sunday Druses

Girls' Dresses

Lingerie, Voile and Batiste

Sizes 2 to 19 Years

$1.98 to $17.50

98c. to $27-00

Junior Girls' Suits With Paris Style Touches
Very Handsome Suits for $12.50 and $15 up to $35
FIYE.FL00RS
rINEST -FASHIONS

RICHARD HEALY

BROOKFIELD.

BROOKFIELD.

The B. H. S. baseball team open* the
season next Monday with a game at
Brimfield with the Hitchcock Free Academy. On account of adverse weather
conditions, the team halTiad but Uttle
chance to practice.
The boys have
cleared the stones from Merrick Avenue
field, and filled in holes about the diamond and outfield, and by the time of
the first home game, May 6, the field will
be in better shape than ever. Selectman
Walter B. Mellen allowed the boys the_
use of his two-horse team, Monday, to*
draw cinders to fill in the low places.
Captain Clancy announced this probable
lineup: DuBois; catcher; J. Clancy,
pitcher; Tunstall, first base; Butterworth, second base; Petersen, third base;
Hannigan;short stop; Delaney, left field;
B. Clancy, centre field* Benehan, right
field; May, Batty and Lucier substitutes.

MRS F. BURTON POTTER,

Mrs Mary (O'Hara), aged 48 years,
wife of Michael Caverly, died late Tuesday night at the home of Mrs Jennie
Foster, Green street, from exhaustion
through spinal paralysis. She was born
in Ireland and had lived in this country
30 years. She married Michael Caverly
20 years ago. For many years she has
been an invalid. The funeral was attended with a high mass of requiem at
St Mary's churchut 10 o'clock Thursday.
Mass was celebrated by Rev. Leo T.
Goddard.
There was special Easter music at the
10.30 o'clock mass at St Mary's church
last Sunday morning in charge of Miss
Mary G. McEvoy of North Brookfleld.
The solo parts were sung by Forrest &
Donahue and Leon A. Godaire. During
the offertory a sextette consisting of Evelyn Burke, Cecelia Loungeway, Clare
Mulcahy, Alice Derrick and Elizabeth
Mitchell sang "Regina Coeli."
The body of Mrs Susanna Maxfield WHS
taken fromShe receiving Vault in Bj-ookrield cemetery, Sunday afternoon and
taken to West Brookfleld for burial in
Sacred Heart cemetery.
Undertaker
Daniel F. Kennedy had charge of the removal of the body.
Papers were passed Saturday conveying
the cottage oh the north shore of Lake
Quaboag, that was owned by Joseph J.
\Msck of Spencer, to Mrs Harriet E.
Smith of Spencer. * The property is
I for 8200.

«&

512 MAIN STREET
WORCESTER, MASS.

casket piece of white carnations,
B. H. Pierce and family and Dr.
Lewis N. Bishop, Worcester; cas
ket piece of white pinks, Mrs Timothy McCarthy and John J. McCarthy, Brookfleld; casket piece of
pinks, Easter lilies and roses, Mr
and Mrs E. W, Harvey, Worcester; plaque oi pinks, Mr and Mrs
William Parsons, Worcester; red
carnations and lilies, Mr and Mrs
Rufus Ker and Miss Florence
Bangs of Worcester;' plaque of
pinks, Mrs J. Roach and family,
Worcester; casket piece of roses,
Misses Susan and Hattie Lawrence
Worcester.
v
Undertaker R. G. Livermore was
in charge.

The body of Mrs Effie Belle
(Thresher), wife of F. Burton
Potter, who died in Worcester, on
April 7, was brought to Brookfleld
on the noon train, Friday, and funeral services were held at the home
of her aunt, Mrs Gertrude M. Ger-,
aid, Main street, at 3 o'clock, with
RevAVilliam L. Walsh, of First
Parish church officiating. During
the service, Miss Mildred Cutler of
Worcester, sang "Face to Pace,"
and "Sometime We'll Understand." The bearers were Mrs
Potter's father, Lewis E. Thresher,
two brothers, Earl B. and Ralph William B. Hastings complained to the
L. Thresher and Frank P. Cutler, selectmen Monday that his hen house
all of Worcester. Burial was in had been entered Sunday night and five
Pine Grove cemetery.
hens stolen. Mr Hastings discovered the
Among the floral tributes were: break when he went to feed the hens on
Pillpw marked "Wife,'' from F. Monday morning. ThiB break was the
Burton Potter; pillow marked "At 10th of a series of breaks that have ocRest," Lewis E. Thresher and, fam- cured in the district during the past four
ily; casket piece of Easter lilies months. The selectmen, Monday afterand roses, Mr and Mrs F. H. Pot- noon, voted to offer a reward of 825 for
ter, Worcester; casket pieee of tu- information that would lead 1o the arrest
lips and pinks, Mr and Mrs John and conviction of the guilty parties. The
F. Sherman and Mrs C. M. Dean, reward had no sooner been made public
Worcester; casket pieee of pinks than John Lannon, Over -(he-River, was
and sweet peas, Mrs Gertrude M. arrested charged with the larceny. He
Gerald; casket piece of tulips, Mr was arraigned before Judge Cottle, Tuesand Mrs Frank F. Cutler and fam- day morning and found guilty, being
ily, Worcester; casket piece of entenced to six months in the house' of
pinks, Mrs James Dyer.-v Worces- Correction He appealed but in default of
ter; large spray of deep red roses, t 100 bail went to jail until the May term
Mr and Mrs George Stevenson, of of court.
Arlington; casket piece of boxwood
•
FOR SALE.
and pinks, Mrs M. F. Haskins, of
Columbia and Victor, 12-inch, $1.50
West Brookfleld, and Misses Cora FHFTY
and $3-00 records at 26 cents each.
H. ¥. BAKTON, Brookfleld.
and Olive M. Thompson, Warren;
casket piece of pinks, Mrs Harry lwlsm
Davis, Springfield; mound of roses
and tulips from Mrs A- K. Prouty COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
PROBATE COURT
and Mr and Mrs CD. Prputy, of WORCESTER as,
To the heirs at law, next of kin, creditors
Worcester, and marked "Good-bye and
all other persons Interested in the estate of
Foitier, laie of Brookfleld, In said
Belle?" casket piece of calla lilies, Pierre
deceased intestate;
Mr and Mrs William G. Smith and Connty
Whereas, a petition has been presented to
Court to grant a letter of administration
Mrs Lydia Smith, Brookfleld; cas- said
on the estate of said deceased to Victor J,
Kortier of Hrookfleld, In the County of Worket piece of tulips, pinks and ro- cester,-or
some other suitable person,
ses, Mrs Ida McCarthy, and Thorn- Vou are tohereby
cited to appear at a Probate
Conrt to be h*Id at Worcester, In said County
Is Mooney, Jr., Worcester; bou- of
Worcester, on the fifth day of May, A. 1>.
at nine o'clock in the forenoon, to show
quet of pinks', Clara and Winifred 1834,
it any you have, why the same should
Gardner, Brockton; wreath of ro- cause,
not be gi anted
And
petitioner is hereby directed to give
ses and pinks, employees of Amer- public said
notice thereof, by publishing this citation once in each week, for three successive
ican Supply Co., Worcester; wreath weeks,
in the Bmoktleld TfmeB, a newspaper
of pink carnations, Mr and Mrs T. publi-hed
in North Brookfield, the last publito bo one day at least ucfore'said Conrt.
J. BurkhUl, North "Brookfleld; a cation
Witness, William T. Forbes, Kequtre, Judge
said Court, this fou^ teentn day of April, in
casket piece of tulips, Mr and Mrs of
year one thousand nine hundred and fourFrederick Barrett, Worcester; cas- the
teen.
HARRY H. ATWOOD, Register.
ket piece of pinks and tulips, Mr
and Mrs S. W. Cone, Worcester; April 17. 24, May 1,F.

The report of the district nurse com' *■ &, " given at the an"U*'m?tlnK' ^pnl 7' ffaa M follows:The work of our district nurse for the
past year speaks for itself. The report of
her work shows how useful she has been
~£ K
and Mrs Ludden's
financial statement shows the hearty re_,
sponse, which met our appea for funds
,„„, in th _„„ ,
,. Jf™
both in the general solicitation made at
the beginning of our season's work and
TIMES, North Brookfleld, Mass.
The high wind Sunday night broke in, at the entertainment given to help the
Orders for subscription, advertising-, or job
work and payment for the same, may be sent the side windows of the dining room atjwork. The Ideal Coated Paper'Co. and
direct to the main office. North Brookfleld or
the home of J. Walter Smith, Quaboag the Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. have
o George W. McNamara. Brookfleld
Junction, and the wind played havoc f hel(ied w yery ^^^ly
Tnoee who
with the contents of the room. Pictures. have employed the nurse independently,
BROOKFIELD.
were blown from the walls, chairs were. haye beeB glftd ^ pgy her „£"£" to
le
overturned and the articles on
their ability. The funds on hand warMiss Katherine Fenton of Springfield, strewn on the floor.
rant the continuation of the service anvisited Miss Margaret Ryan, Sunday.
The regular monthly, meeting of the othefmonth, and we hope to make
Everett Irwin, Worcester, visited his
teachers of Brookfleld and East Brook- rrngements wit the Metrorolitan Insurparents on Prouty Btreet, Thursday.
fleld with Supt H. H. Pratt, was held in ance Co., to extend the services of the
Mrs William L. Walsh read a paper at banquet hall, last Friday afternoon. Mr
nurse so that we can continue the service
the Woman's Associate Alliance meeting Pratt took for the subject of the meeting, throughout the summer.
•
in Boston, Thursday.
Promotion and the necessity of preparaMART H. SHERMAN,
Miss Clara M. Clarendon has accepted tion through the grades for high school
For District Nurse Committee.
the position of organist and director at English.
Report of District Nurse from Novemthe Congregational church.
At a meeting of the Woman's Alliance ber 15, 1S13 to April 1, 1914.
Edward Maxfield, of Hudson, spent of the First Parish church in the audi- Total number of calls to date
668
the day, Sunday, with Mr and Mrs Pat- torium of the church Tuesday afternoon, Total number of calls to Metropolrick Connelly.
Harold Cheston of West Brookfield spoke
itan policy holders,
267
f-Military whist party in town hall) Mon- on "American Life." After the meeting Total number of calla to Ideal
day evening; April 27, for the benefit of tea was served, the hostesses were Mrs
Coated Paper Co. employees,
D'wight G. Tucker and Mrs Lewis H. R. Total number of paying calla outside,
the high school baseball team.
Total number of calls to invalids and
Ezra Grover of Boston,. was guest at Gass.
aged,
42
the home of Mrs Lucy and Dr. Mary
The school committee have appointed
Miss Louise V. Mulcahy as substitute Total number calls where mother and
Sherman, last Saturday.
baby were cared for,
Abbot H. Thompson of Binghampton, teacher in the Potupoag district school
N. %., spent the week at the home of his during the absence of the regular teacher, Total number of calls to surgical
cases,
31
Miss Helena Rutherford^f Oakham, who
mother, Mrs Clara Thompson.
Total number of calls to medical
has
been
granted
a
leave
of
absence
on
Mrs Emmons W. Twichell returned on
cases,
559
Saturday, from a visit with her daughter, account of illness. Miss Rutherford recently underwent an operation for appen- Total number of calls to obstetrical
Mrs Bertha Huse, East Orange, N. J.
cases,
(K
dicitis.
Miss Margreta Hastings, principal of
Old cloth and linen were donated by
The
best
and
final
social
event
of
the
Shirley high school, will visit her parents
Mrs Irving Breed and Mrs John MulfitOver-the-Biver district the first of the season at the Congregational church will cahy.
be
given
at
the
church
vestry,
Friday
week.
ANNIE M. DBLANEY.
evening, April 24, at 7.45 o'clock. Kev.
Edward F. Delaney will assume the
District Nurse.
Timothy C. Oraig of Warren, will he the
postmastership May 1, with Miss Annie
Financial report of District nurse comspeaker. Misses Daisy Hunter, lmogene
mittee.
Delaney, clerk.
Flower, Gertrude Hoyt and Clara M.
RECEIPTS.
" The overseers of the poor ha™ 8°ld Clarendon will sing. Light refreshments
t 47.6S
the entire herd of town farm cows to Mr will be seryed. All friends of the church From Dance
From Subscription,
131.81
Goldstein of Worcester, and will buy and allied organizations are invited
From Metropolitan Life Ins. Co
100.00
new stock.
Principal Arthur B. Bucknam of the Fees from patients,
19.25
Mrs Edwin D. Goodell was local correhigh school announced Monday to the
spondent for the Worcester Woman's
8298.71
senior class that the parts to be taken at
Club edition of the Gazette, last Satur248.84
the graduation exercises, June 23, were Paid to nurse, postage, carfare,
day)
as follows: Address of welcome, Miss On hand,
849.87
At the First Parish church, on Sunday Beatrice M. Bailey; farewell address, Miss
EMMA S. LUDDIN,
morning, the pastor, Bev. William. L. Pauline Eaton; class oration, Howard A
District Nurse Committee.
Walsh, will take for his theme, "The Leete; essayist, Sidney J. Roger. Prin—■ f. •
Real Immortal Life."
cipal Bookmam also announced that no
Brookfield's Increasing Business DeAt the forenoon service at First Parish honors will be given this year.
mands More Tenements.
church last Sunday, the children of the
Applications for liquor licenses were
school sang "Easter Bell," and they were
filed with the selectmen Monday by John
The selectmen and property owners
each given an Easter potted plant
L. Mulcahy and James Crowley for a 4th met Friday night, to discuss a way to seThe Saskatchewan club will- have a victualer's license for the rear of the Met- cure more tenements for the constantly
concert and dance in town hall, Friday ropole block, Central street, to do busi- increasing number of workmen coming
evening, May 8. Plante's singing orches- ness as John L. Mulcahy & Co.; and by into town. John and William McLaurin
tra of Spencer.
James Maban and Timothy Collins for a aud E. B. Phetteplace told of,the increasThe district nurse committee of the V. 1st class innholder's license for the Lake- ing steadiness of work in the two factoI. S. will have a home-made food sale in wood hotel, East Brookfield, to do busi- ries, and the scarcity of tenements. Edthe south hall of the town house, Satur- ness as James Mahan & Co.; Delbert A. ward F. Delaney said ^hat he would be
Eaton applied for a 6th class, druggist one of 25, 50 or 100 persons to give 8100
day, at 3 p. m.
S
each to finance the purchase of-l)uilding
J. Herbert Conant and Simeon H. Cole license,
lots and the erection of buildingsVo meet
reported that 2600 nests of browntail
In attempting to catch an ax that had
moths have been found against 2000 last slipped from his shoulder before it stj-uck the emergency. Mr BntterworthVtated
that there were people ready to sell" lots
year.
the sidewalk, Homer Webster of Wellesly
Twenty-seven dollars were netted by received a bad cut across the palm of his at a reasonable price to any who jrould
the Junior Prom of the high school and hand on Monday. The young man was build on them, and also fnrrusn some
the attendance was good when it is con- talking to an acquaintance in front of the money for that purpose, but wKo did not
sidered that there were a number of other Crosby store on Central street, holding want to bother with the^esire of such
property. A. B. Brunell proposed that a
attractions that night.
the ax in a careless manner on the left
canvass be made of the town to find out
shoulder. It slipped off and in trying to
At the adjourned annual meeting of the
jUBt what is available, suggesting that
catch it the blade struck the palm of his
Evangelical religious society, held last
there were some who would make repairs
hand. Five stitches were taken to close
Monday evening, in the vestry, a 050 in
if they could borrow money easily fo»
the
wound.
crease of salary was voted to the pastor
that purpose. Warren E. Tarbell, ArKev. Sherman Goodwin.
,
At the Congregational church, Sunday thur W. Mitchell, W. B. Mellen, A. F.
Letters are advertised in the Brookfield evening, April 19, at 7 o'clock, the beau Butterworth, Robert G. Livermore, E. F.
post-office for Mrs William Dame, Miss tiful little story entitled "The Other Wise Delaney, M. J. Donahue and John McLillian J. Kendall, Peter Kill. A. J. Man and How He Found the Christ," Laurin were appointed to convass theLawrence, R. F. D., Mrs M. McKenny, by Dr Henry Van Dyke, will be illumin- town to see how many tenements are in
ated with the use of the stereopticon and a condition to rent, and how many can
C. A. Shea.
over forty colored slides. The "Holy be readily put in condition. Tarbell was
The property on Lincoln St? owned by
City" to be Bung by Mr Charles Sweet, made chairman and Butterworth clerk,
Mrs Amelia A. Foster of Pittsfield has
and the "Palms" by Miss Gertrude Hoyt, while Franquer has started the proposed
been sold to Henry M. Donahue of
will also be fully illuminated. The pub- canvass. It is hoped this movement may
Brookfield. It consists of a two stcry
result in the formation of a Board of
lic is cordially invited.
house and one third of an acre of land
Trade.
is assessed for 81000.
The old fashioned concert and dance
The Maple street property owned by will be held in the town hall, Thursday
Mr and Mrs Lawrence Binley, were
Andrew J. Wood has been, sold to Mrs night, April 23, and it is expected that a serenaded at the home of
r Binley's
Caroline K. Goelty of New York.
It record crowd will be in attendance. The parents, Thursday night, April 9. The
consists of a two and a half story house, Philharmonic orchestra of Springfield, 7 serenaders were members of the Quaboag
barn and half acre of land assessed for pieces, will furnish music. The old favorite, William J. Ryan will be promp- boag Valley Drum Corps and employees
81600.
ter. The xommittee in charge of the of the Ideal Coated Paper Co., where Mrs
Two of the circles of the Woman's Al- dance is David N. Hunter, Andrew J. Binley, who was formerly Miss Megda
The Drum Corps
liance of the First Parish church will Leach, Edile H. Clark, Matthew M. Da- Hall, is employed.
have a boomerang whist party in the ley, John L. Zimmerman, A. B. Brunell, played in front of the Peekham home
town hall, to-night. The. arrangements William J. Walker, Victor E. Nelson for a quarter of an hour, after which the
will be in charge of cUcles of Mrs Del- and Joseph W. Clark, West Brookfleld. entire party was invited into the house.
bert Eaton and Mrs Charles H. Ely.
A. B. Brunell will be floor director, and In behalf of the Drum Corps and employThere was a home made food sale in J. L. Zimmerman, 'assisiant. The aids ees of the Paper Mill, Ut and Mrs Binley
south hall of the town house oh Friday are, J. J. Growley, D. N. Hunter, D. A. were presented an easy chair, mantle
afternoon, under direction of one of the Eaton, C. H. Laflin, A. J. Leach, T. E. clock and water set, by Arthur A. Van
ircles of the Woman's Alliance, in McNamara, M. M. Daley, John McLau- Train.
Miss Rhea Bouchard of Boston, and
Miss Viola Crimmins
Eiverdale, N. Y.,
is itiverdale,
i.,
Journal Block, North Brookfleld, Mass spent the week with Mr and Mrs Edward
Moreau, Central street.
HORACE J. LAWRENCE,
At a meeting, on Friday night, the selectmen appointed these men as fire engiEDITOR ASD PBOPRIETOB.
neers: Edward F. Delaney and Walter
1.00 a Year in Advance R. Howe for Brookfield, and George A.
„ .
, „
. _ ' 7,
, *
..
Single Copies. 3 Cents.
Putney and Frank E. Holden for East
Address all communications to BROOKFIELD Brookfield.
■VERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,

mittee of the V

AT

barge of Miss M. M. Farrell, Mrs Chas.
H. Clarendon, Mrs Delbert Eaton, and
Mrs Eva Hyde of Warren. The sale netted 811.36.

ren, V. E. Nelson, P. E. Godaire and
Extreme* of National Forest
A. A. Van Train, Brookfield. There will
The northernmost national forest
be cars positively east and west after the
Is the Chugach in Alaska; the southdance.
ernmost1 is the Luauillo in Porto Rico.

!ii,ja__„^1„__^,s^
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NOT HIGH-PLACED AMBITION

Have Yon a Bad Back?
Whenever you use your back, does a
•harp pain hit you? Does yeur back
ache constantly, feel sore and lame?
It's a sign of sick kidneys, especially if
the kidney action is disordered t*of passages scanty or too frequent or off color.
In neglect there is danger of dropsy.
gravel or Bright's disease. Use Boan's
Kidney Pills which have cured thousands.

A Maine Case
Mrs, J. H. Bennett.
69
Fountain
St.. Gardiner, Ms.,
say*: "I was In bed
four month* wltn
kidney troable.
My
(tack fait as thouffh
U WRI broken.
My
body bloated and I
could
hardly
see.
Five doctors failed
to help me.
When
I had given up hope.
I
began
taking
Bean's Kidney Ptlis.
I was cured an/hnow
I weigh much more
sod am strong and healthy."
CUt DaseVa at Any St*t*.50c ■ Box

DOAN'S",1,"^'

Magazine Poet Surely Could Not Bo
Accuaed of Having Too Strong
Desire for Wealth.

Apropos of Marshall R. Kermochan,
who makes $30 a year by writing
music, a magazine poet said:
"To make $30 a year out of music
Is pretty good. It's as much as I, a
successful poet, make out of verse.
"When they see my poetry In all the
magazines people think that I live
at the Ritz-Carlton. Alas, they don't
know the magazine poetry rates:
"A young lady said to me the other
day:
" 'I like your poetry so much. I have
often heard the expression—beautiful
as a poet's dream. Tell me, what are
poet's dreams like?'
" 'Well, my dear young lady,' I replied, 'mine are usually about three
square meals a day, clean linen and
an occasional 5-cent cigar.'"

PIMPLES COVERED BODY

20 Grace St., Springfield, Mass.—
POSTER-MILBURN C*>.. BUFFALO. N.Y.
"When my little boy was bora he bad a
clean and clear skin, but at the end of a
month I perceived that he was breaking out on the forehead and left arm
with a quantity of red pimples whlcb
TYPICAL MtXICAN VILLAGt
discharged and spread until they covCot out cathartics and surpatiyes. They ars ered his entire body. It spread rapidAFTER spending' six days In canter of fresh cocoanut water, to be
brutal, harsh, unnecessary. Try^BSj^
ly to his head and formed a thick
the commodious steamship served with cocoB-de-cucp "a" (spoon
crust which discharged. The trouble
CARTER'S LITTLE
whicb brought us from San cocoanuts), so called because the fruit
caused
him
a
burning
Itching
as
if
LIVER PILLS
Francisco, we were about to is so soft and tender that it is scraped
he were on fire. He began to scratch
Purely vegetable. Aot
land at the Mexican seaport with a spoon from the shell; or If
Sr on tbe "
until the blood flowed in abundance;
late bile.
San Bias on the Pacific coast From taken with the water drawn frdm the
ethedeT
he scratched day and night without
a distance, as seen from the steamer, fruit it Is served like an ice cream
membrane of
being able to sleep. I kept his hands,
bowel. C>i
it looked picturesque; a straggling soda. You sip the one and eat the
Csasttssrlaa,
arms and legs bandaged for a year.
group of adobe houses hemmed in by other with a spoon. It is ice cold,
lUHnm,
You can imagine what a grieved
Never
green hills, and the far-away blue refreshing and nourishing.
scot tad IniUjMtUs. at aiilHaei knew.
mother I was.
since have I taken a drink to comWALL Fill, SMALL DSSE. SMALL PRICE.
"I tried three treatments which did mountains dimly outlined and melt- pare with that. The best flavored
not afford him any relief. He scratch- ing into the still bluer Bky. As we sodas cannot rank with that refreshGenuine not bear Signature
ed himself until he was three years descended the ship's side and stepped ing drink of nature's own brewing.
old. It was then I commenced to use into a rowboat, we waved a last sad It must be taken right there, where
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment At the adieu to our fellow passengers, from the cocoanut grows and has been just
first application I perceived that the whom we were loath to part, writes cut from the palm. The sun beats
1
Itching was not so intense so I con- Josephine Crowley in the Los Angeles hot on the coast in that torrid zone,
GO TO, tinued
with assurance. At the end of Times.
As our boat approached the beach, but the cocoanut swings on the palm
two months my child was entirely
beneath its scorching rays and holds
cured." (Signed) Mrs. Ulderio An- it was surrounded by a swarm of within its heart the milky fluid cold
brown faced, chattering cargadores
ESTERN CANADA NOW clair, Mar. 31,, 1913.
as if fresh drawn from the snow-clad
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment sold (porters) who wadedpknee-deep into mountain top.
throughout the world. Sample of each the surf, each gesticulating, offering
The opportunity of securing free .
Travel at Night.
homesteads of 1(0 acres each, and!
free,with 32-p. Skin Book. Address post, his services, trying to drown the
the low priced lands of Manitoba.
And the oyster of San Bias! It has
card "Cutlcura, Dept. L, Boston."—Adv. voices of his competitors, in order to
Saskatchewan and Alberts!, will
seize our belongings and carry them the Bize of the Eastern and the flavor
soon have passed.
Modern Morals.
of the California. I cannot say more.
to the hotel.
Canada offers a hearty welcome
Senator Joseph K. Ransdell was
At close range San Bias Is poor and We dined upon these delicacies and
to the Settler, to the man with a
talking in Washington about his bill meager enough. "Where Is the ho- went for a stroll, bat there was very
family looking for a home; to the
for the abolition of divorce.
tel !*' 1 asked, for I saw only small Ifttle of Interest.
farmer's son, to the renter, to all who
Shortly after dark, Mrs. Martlnei
"The bill's object?" he said. "lf» adobe honses of the meanest aspect
wish to live under better conditions.
suggested that we retire to our rooms
object 1B, of course, to reduce immorCanada's grain yield in 1913 is
Hotel a Rambling Building.
to rest a few hwurB, for we should
ality, loose thinking, loose speaking."
the talk of the world. Luxuriant
"Ha, ha, ha! My dear young lady, start on our Journey at midnight. "At
Grasses give cheap fodder for large
Senator Ransdell smiled and added:
herds; cost of raising and fattening
"Don't take is too seriously—but you will find nothing to resemble your midnight!" I exclaimed, "and we are
(or market is a trifle.
here is an episode that throws a light Palace hotel of San Francisco, but to travel In that?" pointing to the
look at the last house to the right" dlligencla that had just drawn up
The sum realized for Beef, Butter,
on modern morals.
Milk and Cheese will pay fifty per
"A business man came home unex- Sure enough, as we walked up from before the hostelry, for I cannot digcent on the Investment.
pectedly one morning and found his the beach and turned into the Calle nify It by the name hotel. My friend
Write for literature and partis*
little son busy at his wife's dressing Real, I saw, over the huge door of a laughed heartily to behold my dismay.
shirs as to reduced railway
rambling, squatty building, the word She ,then proceeded to explain that if
table.
rates to Superintendent
" 'What on earth are you doing "hotel" dimly perceptible, though im- such a hot clixnate It was preferable
of immigration, Ottawa, j
mensely large, for time and weather to travel by night, taking advantage
there, my lad?' 'he asked.
Canada, or to
of the moon, which by that, time would
" 'I'm mixing powdered quinine with had done their best to erase it.
We entered the well-swept court- light us a good i>art of the way.
M. A. BOWLBY
mother's face powder,' the youngster
11 Truss! St, lo.tm. Hut.
Following our good friend's advice
answered. 'She's going motoring with yard called patio, and were shown into
Mr. Smith. Won't she taste bitterr ". a large cool room by a kindly woman, we lay down to rest, and it seemed to
I Government Agt.
who proceeded to make us comfort- me that I had Just dozed off when
able for the few hours that we should there sounded a great clatter and ratFound a Tintoretto.
„
tling on the cobblestones and loud
A municipal councillor, Adrien Mlth- spend there.
I sat listening to the arrangements voices calling and answering.
A
ouard, is responsible for the discovknock
at the door, telling us to get
being
made
for
our
departure
to
ery of a masterpiece among the piles
of old canvases put aside as almost Tepic, the next city en ronte, and it ready, made me Jump up, and, helpMn'siiS&F&iSPj
valueless in the municipal storerooms amused me to hear all the talk, and ing my mother to get into her wraps,
WoBH't BJMS a
at Auteuil, Paris. His curiosity was the many polite phrases it took, be- we were soon standing at the door.
ltMS*B<9SwOh!
The driver called out for the seSOM.T«*a»&
aroused by the aspect of one of the fore they came to a definite connoras passajeros to get In. There
S7Si
canvases, wbich was so black that clusion. All this devolved now on
»M-art Mkf
were six of us, which just filled the
, sjMs.***:
practically nothing was visible, and our traveling companions, a lady and coach. The two outside our party
aa*S4-SO **•>••'
withe
ordering the picture scrubbed, an 'gentleman, native of Guadalajara, the were an Englishman and a Mexican.
"Adoration of the Magi" by Tintoret- city of our destination and to which
The word
"vamonos" sounded
they were returning after a brief Btay
to' was disclosed.
strong and clear as the driver shook
in San Francisco.
i as i sunn w. giT. 'TTII IM
My mother and I were traveling hiB reins and we went clattering,
Probablly Will.
BOlWllhl'aDdlllt Lb*
thumping and bumping gaily on our
sswmiiiis toiusssitn tbe cost ot
"Another Chicago woman has mur- alone and had the good fortune to be
taautsr. Our standards hats
way.
jk as* beenlowsrtdand theprtss
dered her husband for. treating her introduced to these people on the
—"itnstkssa—
Our approach to a rancheria, or
steamer, by a mutual friend who had
.dealer to
brutally."
I^Dsr-—
hamlet, was always signaled by the
"That ought to be a lesson to him." gone to see them off. On board I barking of dogs. Such furious barko be" wairfncwfl
bad done them trifling services, trans,._._.. shots ars absoing I never heard! Dogs and children
[as other jmimmM si
prtess. Tlwonly afflerenM
It's hard to keep up appearances and lating their needs to the attendants, everywhere running out to see ns
etc.,
and
now
they
were
doing
their
save money at the.same time.
^ TMIU MO lUMTffUTI.
best to repay the compliment. I hard- pass.
1
«talCrsa*tSw*st«.' ^f^KSC
The little place where we reBted the
ly recognized the timid-looking, almost
^-^wi-i* i^y-ur n«*.ity.•*«
UPWARD START
shrinking lady and the silent man as next day was not at all bad, now that
poeuia free,
. Iftar Changing from.Coflee to Postum.
■aerwrncwaw
I looked now upon them. They seemed I had adjusted myself to conditions.
I hardly remember the looks of the
sr£-n w-u
Many a talented person is kept back transformed into other people as soon
because of the interference of coffee as they set foot on their native soil. place, nor whether we got a decent
meal
or not. Two Impressions alone
with the nourishment of the body.
A look of assurance, almost arroThis is especially so with those gance, springing from a sense of their have remained ot^that spot. A hamwhose nerves are very sensitive, aa la own importance and the homage they mock which must have been swung
often the case with talented persons. received from all who approached from the boughs of a tree (for I reThere is a simple, easy way to get.
member it waB out in the open), and
rid of coffee troubles and a Tenn. them, for everybody knew her to be a dish of roasted bananas served with
lady's experience along these lines la the widow of the millionaire Martines.
planter of maguey and manufacture^ a glass of fresh milk.
worth considering. She says:
Quite refreshed after our long rest,
"Almost from the beginning of the of the famous wine of Tequila, where
use of coffee it hurt my stomach. By jihe^owned vast estates. To the good we resumed our journey. Without furthe Ume I was fifteen I was almost lady I was, throughout our journey, ther incident we arrived shortly after
a nervous wreck, nerves all unstrung, a source of constant amusement from dark, in time for supper, at Tepic,
no strength to endure the most trivial my wonder and surprise at the things capital of the territory of the same
thing, either work or fun.
name. Here I began to see and get
"There was scarcely anything I and customs, so different from all I acquainted with the customs of the
could eat that would agree with me. had ever known.
The little I did eat seemed to give
Just then the great massive. Iron- people with whom I was destined to
25 CTS. me more troable than it was worth. I clamped door was attracting my at- sflend the greater part of my life.
2 FOR
was literally starving; was BO weak I tention; seeing which, she took the
could not sit up long at a time.
British Loan Sharks.
key from a nail where It hung on the
EARL A WILSON V front collars
"It was then a friend brought me a
The money lenders' bill Introduced
fit the neck snug and stav there,
hot cup of Postum. I drank part of it wall, and hardly able to suppress her
THORNWOGD and POKEWOOD
and after an hour I felt aa though 1 laughter, said, "Here, my dear, bow by Lord Newton was read a third time
are V fronts, but without the
had had something to eat — felt do' you like this for a latch key?" and passed in the house of lords relong points. Wear
strengthened. That was about five Surely my eyes must have opened cently. The bill proposes to make It
years ago, and after continuing Post wide as the traditional saucer on be- compulsory for money lenders always
TROY'S BEST PRODUCT
um in place of coffee and gradually holding a big iron key at least eight to disclose their real names and to
getting stronger, today I can eat and inches
long and
proportionately prohibit the sending out of circulars
digest anything I want, walk as much clumsy and heavy.
VIOLET TABLE SET
except in response to a written reaa I want My nerves are steady.
I A Pretty Tsbls Set, 5
The air was sultry warm, though it quest. The bill is sure to pass the
\ pieces. Vlotft design. only
"I believe the first thing that did
j 10c Set consists of 4 doime any good and gave me an upward was only February, and we all felt commons and become a law.
[ lies with centerpiece to
thirsty. A bright red earthen Jar,
Sketch, on Fine Quality Art Linen H start, was Postum, and I use It altoa yard lone. Bargain Catalog Free. gether now Instead of coffee."
made by the native potters of Jalisco,
Very Good Reason.
COMPLETE rlUFPLV COMPANY, I>«pt. M,
Name given by the Postum Co, and wbich keeps the water singularly
The London Olobe is opposed to co12SU Vt. I eailrti Avenue. I'hlliuielpttJis, F-v, Battle Creek, Mich.
cool, even in the warmest weather. Is education on the ground that "the rePostum now comes In two forma:
We
Offer 7% Mertgages ^fi^X^pSSS Regular Postum — must be well always to be seen on the dining-room eult of taking second place to the girls
Pi I turn interest itw-anteed by fctrong, reputable
tables.
One %tood here very conspicu- at school is that the boy feels an inrrn. J. A. n'KyTMA^.KiUilMA, CANADA boiled. 15c and 25c packages.
Instant Postum—is a soluble pow- ous, and I was reaching for it when feriority that be is never afterward
A teaspoonfnl dissolves quickly my kind guide and mentor, Mrs. Mar- able entirely to shake off."
R H'V!!F&ITt"& W«tsi>« 8.CsleavM,Wain> der.
In a cup of hot water and, with cream tinez, stopped me. "That is the great
and sugar, makes a delicious bever- mistake of foreigners," she said. "This
Didn't Knew.
age Instantly. SOo and 60c tins.
water is very unhealthy and causes
Indian Runner Duck. E&F'gtf&K'Ji The coat per cap of both. Unas la the
Betty—What is the luckiest day to
stomach troubles endemic on the
Ducks," free. Baa, J. A inn, B«»itt Win.w.psrt, Hm
about the same.
coast. Turning to the hotel keeper be born on?
"There's a Ttaaasili" for Postnm.
Jack—Can't say. I've only tried one.
WHITE!) TO BUT OLD COINS p^OTaTsfS
she said: "Senora, prepare us a de^-aold by

Don't Persecute
Your Bowels

W.L.DOUGLAS

BROOKFIELD TIMES

SENTINELOF EUROPE
Gibraltar an Imposing Sight to
the Visitor.

SPANKING NINE IS LARGE JOB
Colored Mother Says It Takes Her
Breath, But She Deems It
Her Duty.

aStS

I BE
ESS

Must Be Brought From River Nile—<
Goatskin Bottle Takes Place of
Water Main and Hydrant,'

London.—In the land where it rarely
rains, all water must be brought from
the river Nile, whose sources of supply lie a thousand miles distant says
Great Rock la Mysterious, Wonderful,
Popular Mechanics.
The goatskin
Beautiful, Somber, According as
bottle and the earthen Jar here take
One Sees It—Greatness In Its
the place of water mains and hySignificance, Not Its Size.
drants. The camel and the ox Blowly
tarn the crude wooden gears which
London.—No matter at what hour lift water from the sluggish river ID
one approaches Gibraltar, It la a mem- buckets lashed to a rude water wheel.
orable occasion. The great rock is Trenches distribute the precious fluid
mysterious, wonderful, beautiful, somber, according as one sees it in the
early morning haze, at noonday, at
sunset at midnight
-**
It was not yet breakfast time on
December 18 when we first saw that
great mass of Jurassic limestone and
realized that we were at the most important gateway in the world. Directly
east opened the blue Mediterranean,
gilded in morning sunshine, a few faroff boats stranded in the golden path.
The southern mountains stretched
away in uneven masses of rose and
lilac; across the channel, gloomy Gibraltar, formidable and grewsome In
the early shadows, bristling with unseen portholes, pierced the clouds at
the height of a' quarter of a mile.
These, the Pillars of Hercules, beyond
which the boldest one feared to sail!
Monuments left by the Phoenician god
when be tore the continents asunder— Cairo Water Vender Selling Drinking,
Mount Abyla, on the right; Mount
Watur From Earthen*Jar,
Calpe (Gebel-al-Tarike), on the left—
the mountain of God and of Tank, the to fields where cotton, sugar cane andi
Moor!
rice are grown in the black alluvial
Tarik ibn Zijad, at the command of soil. True, steam pumps are seen la
Musa, the African viceroy of the ca- increasing numbers and irrigation projliph of Damascus, headed an expedi- ects of vast Importance have been,
tion of Moors and built the first fort- built, but Egypt is essentially the land!
ress on the rock early In the seven- of the aakias {water wheels worked
teenth century. Today the tower of by oxen) and sbadufs (water lifts
the castle he commenced In 1713 may worked by hand).
still be seen in a prominent position
back of the town.
Before the anchor dropped boats WAS NEWS TO KING ALFONSO
were heading toward us laden with
oranges and tangerines; others freight- Spanish Monarch Learned from a Pic
ture the Manner of Henry iV's
ed with nothing but olives. A steam
• Death.
launch brought Cook's men, labeled
and uniformed; and a swarthy comLondon.—A
curious little story la
plexioned flower man with little nosegays of violets and bunches of red told about King Alfonso of Spain. Ha
roses. Conspicuous among the new recently visited Bayonne and inarrivals was a big man with bright spected the local museum, which conrestless eyes, wearing a broad som- tained, among other treasures, a realbrero.
Someone whispered, "Mark istic picture of the death of Henry IV
Twain's guide." Nearing the wharf of France.
After looking Intently at the picwe spied a group of Arabs, In blue
burnouses, brightened by crimson ture, King Alfonso suddenly ex.
sashes and fezzes and yellow slippers. alarmed:
"But Henry is not dying a natural
death!"
"Of course," remarked one of his
French guides, diplomatically, "your
majesty remembers that Henry waa
assassinated."
'
Bat King Alfonso did not remember.
"By whom was he killed, then?"
he asked.
,
"He was killed by a monk named
Ravaillac," said the guide.
Then the king appeared to comprehend, for ha exclaimed:
"A king killed by a monk! Now I
understand why the story waa never
told me."

SHOES

10c

WATER PRECIOUS IN EGYPT!

Summit of Famed Gibraltar.
Their pointed hoods flapping In the
wind, they looked weird and haggard
as Tedder's Cumean sibyl.
But the thing that Impresses one
most is the rock, which has been
called more names than any other
rock In the world—"the rock of the
Mediterranean," "the formidable dead
sentinel of Europe," "the crouching
lion," "England's insurance sign,"
"the watchdog of the Mediterranean,"
"the bolt to Europe's front door," "•
rock-bound city of cannon and wild
flowers." As one approaches it from
the Atlantic It looks like a great,
crouching lion ready to pounce upon
Spain, Its tall toward the sea. It is
from one-fourth to three-fourths of a
mile wide and some three miles long.
Its greatness is in Its significance, not
its size.

WOODEN LEG FOR HEAVY MAN
Locomotive Engineer on Northern
Paolfic Had Lost His Limb In

an Accident.
Spokane.—A. D. Bull claims to have
recently made a wooden leg for the
heaviest man on the American contltent wearing such a limb. Mr. Boll
said:
"This leg was made for B. A. Kennedy, living at the Pedicord hotel. He
weighs 348 pounds. He was formerly
a Northern Pacific engineer and hit
leg was taken off In an accident. I
had to send to California for the biggest piece of special wood In our Oakland place with which to make the
leg."
Mr, Bull also made a leg recently
for W. E. Jerman, aged seventy-Blx,
of Post Falls, Idaho, and Is now making one tor A. C. Flanders, a construction engineer for the Granby Smelting company of Granby, B. C. Mr.
Flanders has been located at Valdez,
Alaska, recently and came from there
to Spokane to get the leg made.

Spokane.—While investigating in
the home of women who receive aid
under the mothers' pension act Assistant Probation Officer Miss Lillie
Breese found a colored woman who
declared she waa so Interested in the,
welfare of her children that she often
spanked all nine of them, beginning
on the oldest and going down the
line.
"WeM. Ian' sakes. Miss Breese, Ah
oho does try to raise dem chllluna
properly," said the mother. "Sometimes the chllluns all do wrong an"
Ah begins on the oldest and spanks)
all the way down. Ah know It 1st
my duty, hut befo' Ah Is done Ahj
la nearly out ob breaf. If dem chllluns does wrong whose fault am it?
"Ah say, if dem Chilians go Into
dat street who am to blame?" She
then pointed to herself, adding, "Ahr
Is to blame, Miss Breese."
The woman receives $36 to aid her
In oaring for her nine children and
an Invalid husband.

SUCKED FINGER; GETS $300
First Aid to Dog-Bitten Woman Re*
membered In Will After Many
. .
Years.

Dedham, Mass.—The gallantry at
William J. Courtney In sucking the
finger of Mrs. Mary V. E. Hill after
she had been bitten by a dog, seven
years ago, will net him $800 through
her will, filed for probate here. The)
bequest was designated by the testa.
tor "as a small remembrance of a
courageous act" In her behalf.
Mrs. Hill was riding in a railroad
train with a dog in her lap, when thflj'
animal suddenly'showed symptoms of
hydrophobia, and bit her finger. Courtney, who was in the next seat at once
seized the injured member and drew
out the Infection. He had forgotten
the incident until informed of the bet
'quest.
Girl Lectured on Hair Dressing.
Chicago.—An official lecturer for a
big department store told an audience
of salesgirls that the loops of hair
they wear over the ears make them
less efficient because they Can't beat
everything the patrons Bay,
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DO NOT PAMPER HORSES DURING WINTER
_

At the Gate of
Nain ' ..
Br REV. CEORGr. E. GUILLE
DibU Teuliar, Moody lulil.ic
Chicago

MDMnOiNAL

SfiNMSOlOOL
LESSON

<By E. O, BECLERS, Director of Evening
Department, The Moody Bible Institute,
Chicago.)
' / -

LESSON FOR APRIL 19.

A Fine Farm Team.
(By J. M. BELL.)

We are now in the midst of Bprlng
! weather, and the daily care of the
I farm teams should be a matter of imiportance to their owners. This carling for them does not altogether consist in feeding and watering regularly,
although tbese are the main essenitlals, and without good feed and an
labundance of pure drinking water, the*
jstock cannot remain In a thrifty condition.
The question of exercise is a most
'Important one and one that should
inever be neglected. I think it a good
! plan to turn out all of the work horses
every day that are not in actual use,
especially on days when there Is no
falling weather.
_ . One of the greatest mistakes that a
.farmer can make is to leave his teams
'standing in the barn, day after day,
<and on full feed, as then are liable to
suffer from attacks of Indigestion, and
>any of the older stock are very liable
to stock up from the want of exercise.
Then again all of them will be more
subject to colds than where they are
turned out to run around and play in
the farm yard.
I-ast winter i the writer had a man
renting land from him. This man had
handled far-u teams in many of the
Northern and Western states, especially in Montana, Idaho, Washington,
also Minnesota. In all of these states
he had used teams on the road and on
the farm. Moving to Virginia In the
month of December, he bought four
head of horses in the city of Richmond, and bringing them down on the
farm put them in a rather open barn,
and kept stable blankets on them at
night, and in fact all the time that
they stood in the barn. But bo did
not keep them in the barn in the day
time, unless It was raining or snowing,
for on all fairly bright days, never
mind how cold, the horses were turned
out, the blankets taken off. One of
tbese horses had Just been clipped.
He too was turned out with the other
three' that had their regular coats of
winter hair on them.
It was a pretty sight to see the four

big strong horses running around and
playing like so many colts, and even
rolling over in the snow, for we do
.ve snow occasionally In "Ole Vlrginhy." Now the writer does not remember' ever seeing one of these
horse*, with a cold or even a cough,
all during the time they were on this
Virginia farm.
Of courseM am well aware that the
climate in the North and West is
much colder than that of Virginia,
but where teams are accustomed to
the winters of thesevother states, they
can be turned out with impunity, I
should think, and without any fear of
Injuring them.
\
In connection with the^ Idea of
horses being turned out for exercise In
the winter season, the writer calls to
mind a paragraph that he recently
read which stated that Secretary Wilson, has been wintering a herd of
horses out of doors, tor the past
20 years, o%*his Iowa farm. These
horses have access to a shed that they
could find protection from the cold
blasts, but it is said that they sought
protection In a wooded ravine and
would not go into the shed, even in
the worst weather.
This herd of
horses enjoy the best of health, and
they, being put in pasture when between one and two years old, are kept
there until they are taken out to be
broken and sold.
Here is a practical Illustration of
the cold weather that horses will
stand and thrive in, If they are turned
loose, so that they can get the amount
of exercise that they stand in need of.
Too many stallions are pampered,
and at the same time injured by
keeping them shut up In close stalls,
when they should have tbe run of the
paddock every good day daring the
winter.
Just remember that it Is almost impossible to hart a horse of any class,
or of any breed, by turning him out
and letting him keep warm by moving, around In the paddock, field or
pasture lot.
This same simple rule will apply
equally well to brood mares and colts.

GETTING THE COWS
PRACTICAL HINTS
OUT TO PASTURES
FOR HOG BREEDER
Field of Winter Rye Upon Which There Are Cases Where It Is Advisable to Keep Up Grain
Animals May Be Turned in
After Pastures Are Open.
Spring Is Great Aid.
(By W. M. KELLY.)
A few years of actual experience In
the business of breeding swine has
convinced me of the falsity of many
of the theories concerning breeding
and growing swine.
, A field of winter rye upon which
the hogs may be turned early in the
aprlng and on which they may feed
while the other forage crops are being
•own and started will help out wonderfully In the amount of grain food
required to keep them In a good,
thrifty condition.
When turned on to any green feed
for tbe first time one hour eacb day
until they have become accustomed to
the change will be better for the hogs
than to allow them to make a too radical change of diet.
The man that has hogs and knows
how to keep them, has what is. better
than a gold mine these days.
Get the kind of hogs you like to see
around you best They Will do the
best tor you, because you will do the
best by them.
Hogs like' charcoal, especially In
.winter. It does them lots of good;
corrects the tendency to stomach and
bowel troubles.
The best hog is not the one that
{has tbe longest legs. That kind will
run off more flesh than you can put
on. Length of body beats long legs
all hollow.
Don't be In too big a hurry when you
toed. Stop and, watch the pigs and
hogs eat. Yon can tell in that way
whether they are well and hearty or
not.
Have you a good many small potatoes? They are fine for bogs when
boiled soft" and mashed.
The hogs
relish them and.tbey are rich in porkxoaklng material. ■ .

What a relief it is to have the cows
out to pasture and not be compelled
to feed grain! There are cases, however, where It Is a good plan to keep
up the feed ration for a few weeks
after the cows go to grass.
Take it where cows are thin In flesh
when they are turned away. For some
time they will use everything they can
eat, nearly, for building up their own
bodies.
Precious little left for you
till the cows get In average flesh.
While they are doing this, better feed
some grain and hurry the matter on.
The best way, of course, is to keep the
cows from running down that way in
the first place; but we do not always
do as we should. Would It not be fine
If we did?
A rusty milk can Is a nuisance.
Some cities will not accept milk which
has been brought in In one of them.
Good thnlg, too. No amount of scrubbing can ever make a rusty spot in
tin perfectly sweet and clean. New
cans are tbe thing.
It la the "gentle" bull that hooks
the life out of his master. Look out
for yours.
How to Apply Water,,
In a dry time plants must either be
drenched or left alone. A little surface watering only causes the roots
to feed nearer tbe surface and they
will then be injured by the drought
more than if they are not watered at
all. Stirring the surface soil will do
more good than anything but generous
and continued watering. For single
plants old tin cans with perforated
bottoms may be set half their height
in the ground*near the roots and the
water poured Into them.

Bad Stable Floors.
Wooden floors are too dry and hare
Confidence Is Essential,
The cow will never do her best un- an injurious effect upon the horse's
less sn« baa perfect confidence In her hoofs; beside there is the ever-present dane"' •>■' splintering.
atwner

TEXT—He went into a city called Nain.
Luke 7:1L
., ,., . S.FB,
The words,
looked at closely,
will be found to
epitomize all the
work of Christ as
Savior.
For what is the
city of Nain? We
find the answer in
the meaning of its
name: "fair, pleasant," probably so
called because ol
its striking situation. And is not
this
what
the
world was as God
made it, so that
hiB own lips could pronounce upon the
labor of his hands, "<very good?" Is not
this what it-still is to the unregenerate heart, that refuses to recognise
the ruin wrought by sin? Yes, the
heart that has no ties elsewhere; that
has not "tasted the powers of the
world to come;" nor seen the glorious
realities of things eternal, finds it fall
and pleasant still.
But alas! this pleasant world has
become a valley of the shadow ol
death, for behold! at the very gate ol
Nain, proclaiming its real condition,
a dead man is carried out. Death is
the way out of the world still, and
death is the awful shadow over it
"Death reigned from Adam to Moses,"
and reigns today, the world, with all
its boasted wisdom, having found nc
remedy for it. On every portal, death
with relentless hand, has carved his
telltale crest, and upon all creation
he has placed his stamp. "The world
passeth away?'
This is the scene into which Christ
has come, as here he comes to Nain—
came with life and salvation and opening heaven to the lost of the earth
What sorrows, too, are in fair Nain!
Behold this widow weeping for hei
only son, and much people in the city,
following and weeping with her. For
uin has brought not only death, bat
a multitude of sorrows, into the
world. However fair it may be, however beautiful the names by which it
may be called, however much it may
furnish the natural heart with pleasure—sorrow remains the great fact
of human life. The great sea of life
Is salty with human tears, and <the
sighing of the wind is the echo of
the threnody of broken hearts. "The
whole creation groaneth and travaileth in pain together until now."
But the Man of Sorrows draws nigb
and Nain must answer to its name.
With him at its gate, all is changed,
and we see the divine remedy for all
the Ills brought in by sin.
,
L "When Jesus saw her, he was
moved with compassion." Yes it wae
.compassion that brought him down
to save, compassion for my lost estate, compassion for the helpless misery to which sin reduced me. "Moved
with compaesion at my tears for sin,
he has come to my help."
2. "And he said unto her, Don't cry.
don't cry!" Who is this stranget
breaking In upon her grief with his
tender sympathy? Can he quench
those tears? Has he a balm for that
broken heart? Yes, be has, and he
freely gives it; and in doing so givet
us a picture of all hie finished work
The Christ of Calvary will make good
his every word.
S. "He touched the bier!" "Touch
It he must if his word is to have power
over it." He must die, if he would
have to say to death, "Where is thy
sting?"
"The sting of death is sin" and he
must be "made sin for us" to take
away that sting. He must "taste
death for every man," who is to arise
from It at his word. He must go into
it in order to triumph over it, and
"forasmuch as the children are partakers of flesh and blood, he likewise
himself, also took part of the same,
that through death . . .he might
deliver them who ' through fear of
death were all their lifetime subject
to bondage." "Christ, being raised
from tbe dead, dieth no more; death
hath no more dominion over him."
But he has dominion over it, and thus
he touches the bier.
In Israel it meant defilement to
come in contact with death. But Jeeus must touch it, yet remain undented.
4. And having touched it he can say,
and his word stand fast, "Young man,
I say unto thee, Arise-."
And these words, which in a thousand tongues, he is repeating in the
ears of the multitudes "dead In trespasses and sins." Know, O man without Christ, that this young man at
Nain's gate is your picture. Dweller
In Nain—in a world still "fair" to tbe
eye, but upon which sin has brought
an awful curse—you are dead.
. 6. "And he that was dead sat up
and began to speak." "Hath he said
and shall he not do it, hath he Spoken
and shall he not make it good?",
O soul, hast' thou heard his voice ?.
Hast thou "sat up" out of thine awful
death In treepasses and sins, "a new
creation" In Christ Jesus? Hast thou
ueguh to speak with a new tongue in
thejanguage they speak in heaven ?
All hail, hearer of Jesus' voice 1 "They
iiat hear shall liva!"

-□

COST OF DISCIPLESH1P.

LESSON TEXT-Luko 14:28-25.
GOLDEN TEXT—"Whosoever would
save his life shall lose it; and whosoever
snail lose his lite for my sake shall find
jt." Matt. 16:25.
While this discourse, is recorded
only by St. Luke, still there are many
things mentioned here to which our
Lord made reference on, other occasions. Last Sunday's Easter lesson
made a break in the sequence of lessons we have been following, and shall
follow for several succeeding Sundays.
Leaving the chief Pharisee's house
wherein he criticized both host and
guests, "great multitudes" followed
our Lord. Turning, he uttered some
of the severest and yet the most wonderful words that ever fell from his
lips, as we shall see If we follow all
of this part of our lesson series.
Multitude Rebuked.\
I. A Caution, v. 26. On another occasion, John 6:26, Jesus rebuked the
multitude which followed him. This
multitude who pressed about him did
not realize what was involved in a
true following. They were influenced
by the psychology of the crowd, and
did not count the cost. Jesus does not
mean that our dlscipleship will lessen
our love for our kin (Eph. 5:26, 28-31;
6rl-4), but as compared with our love
for him it is aversion. See Matt.
10:37; Phil. 3:7, 8; Ps. 73:25, 26. Aversion is to turn aside, and the Master
told us that those who shall turn aside
thus shall have an abundant reward,
see Mark 10:28-30. Jesus Christ must
be supreme In a Chrlstaln's affections.
He who freely gave his own self (John
3:16, Phil. 2:8) has a right to demand
a like devotion to himself, and as
men have approached nearest to such
a consecration he has exalted them.
The Cross means the Bbame, sorrow,
pain and death of self and all that lies
In the pathway of loyalty and devotion to him. II Tim. 3:12, Acts 14:22.
II. A Challange, vv. 27-32. (1) The
Instruction, v. 27. As if to make this
caution more solemn, Jesus sets before the multitude the manner of his
approaching death and the condition
of dlscipleship. He here lays down
the first declaration of the severe
terms of dlscipleship, but explains
the meaning of his words. There Is a
new meaning of this passage suggested by the Revised Version of v.
33, "so likewise" is rendered, "so
therefore." Oar Lord does certainly
Insist that those who build a tower or
conduct a war must count the cost; so,
likewise, they who follow blm. But
by this change the opposite thought is
suggested, viz., that those who follow
him must do so whatever the coBt may
be. (2) The Illustrations, (a) The
builder of a tower, vv. 29, 30, and (b)
The" King at war, vv. 31, 32. Too often
we present to meti what is to be gained
by Christian discipleshlp. The gain
does outweigh the cost, but as wise
builders we must present tbe cost side
of the transaction.

I

Exposition Chief Buys Haynes Car
Chas. C. Moore, President of the Panama-Pacific
International Exposition, has purchased a Hayneg fenrcylinder car equipped with the Vulcan Electric Gear
Shift
Worthy of note is the fact that this car is the twentyseventh owned by Mr. Moore. It is in constant use^—
much more so than were any of its twenty-six predecessors, and, due largely to its simplicity of control, Mr.
Moore frankly admits that only now ia he deriving the_
real pleasures of motoring. No doubt about it—the'
hand shift method suffers by comparison.
Before you buy, look over other cars at the price you
want to pay, compare the specifications, part for part
with those of the Haynes. Here are a few facts regarding the^

Amrrica's First Car
The Haynes motor has a bore of 4% in. and a stroke
of 6Ms in.; cylinders cast in pairs; L-head design; valves
enclosed; with a dynamometer rating of 66 and 48. horsepower on the "six" and "four," respectively. Ignition is
prorlded by the American Simms Dual High Tension Magneto; carburetlon, by the St'romberg device; electric lighting and starting, by the Leece-Neville separate unit system; and cooling by centrifugal pump, pressed steel fan
and cellular radiator.
Other Haynes specifications are the splash and gravity
lubrication system; contracting band clutch; Timken and
McCue full floating rear axles; twenty-one gallon gas tank
on rear of chassis; motor-driven tire pump; extra demountable rim; and Collins curtains. Shock absorbers on the
"six."
j
Tke Hsym "F<nr"
' '•
$1785 rad $198S
Tk. Hayi.» "Six" 130 isck'wfcedlM*
2500 aid 2700
Th. Hayaet "Six" 136 inch WUMIIMM •
• 2585 ud 2785
"The Complete Motorist" by Elwood Haynes, Father of
the American Automobile Industry, tally describing the
Vulcan Electric Gear Shift, will be mailed upon receipt of
ten cents In stamps. Write to

THE HAYNES AUTOMOBILE COMPANY
34 Main Street, Kokomo, Indiana
Builder* of America'* Firtt Car
The Hmn ear l« handled by Tbe W. I- BoMell Cn„ til Eliot
St.. Boston, MSH., and toy dealers throughout tbe New Borland
State*.
n«-l«-.. The Haynes sells readily because of Its mechanical
LIcBlclS. features.. Yon msy be in open territory—send for catalog and four pases of detailed specifications, giTing over SOS
items which comprise tbe Haynes. Write us right now!
THE HAYNES AUTOMOBILE CO.. 34 Mtln St., Kokomo, Ind.
Enclosed find 10 csnts In stamps.
"The Complete Motorist."
'©

Name..

Please send mo Elwood Haynes' Bosk,
•

I expect to buy s car about..

■ ■■■'■■■ ■, ■„■—'»i,»i ■ • '•' ■ in ■ * ■,»■ ■ • LJ

Homely Illustrations.

III. The Conclusion, w. 33V35. We
have already indicated the conclusion
towards which Jesus was leading with
terrific logic, and by looking back to
the first verse of the lesson we see
what it was he was seeking to impress
upon' the minds of the thoughtless
multitude. Again the Master useB
one of those homely illustrations
gathered from the common experiences of life which he employed so
frequently .to amplify or to drive home
a great truth. There must be quality
as well as devotion to this discipleshlp. Salt preserves from corruption,
seasons insipidity, freshens and sweetens. These qualities are referred to
abundantly by Scriptural writers. Salt
is highly prized in the East. The
natural man la presented also.as be
'Ing corrupt. Gen. 6:11; 8:21; Pa. 14:2,
3; Eph. 2:1-3. The remedy for this Is
the active presence of his disciples
among their' fellows. The. true disciple Is like salt with a good savor.
On the other hand, salt that has lost
its savor is not even fit for a dunghill, but Is thrown out and trodden under foot of men. So our Lord sets
aside that disciple of his who has lost
his usefulness. This expresses our
Lord's contempt and scorn of those
who lack, not merely a certain kind
of character, but those whose profession and appearance would indicate a
better expectation.
This lesson presents the severity
of the claims of Jesus. Irresistibly hi
drew the multitudes to himself. Wit
ness the crowd following him as he
leaves the house of the ruler., But he
paused and by his teaching sifted
them, and seemingly made it difficult
to follow him.
What is the purpose of dlscipleship!
It means co-operation. The work ol'
the King is to build and to battle, so
the disciple must wield both sword
and trowel. He must set aside his interests and devote himself and all ol
his strength to the work and the warfare. We must not, as has been intimated, allow ourselves to Imagine
that these sayings of Jesus conflict
with his tender words about the home
or of men coming to him for rest
(Matt 11:28-30). The ultimate end o!
discipieships is that the surging restlessness of the multitude shall Indeed
and rest is him.

THERE Is a community up In
Vermont that has found out
all about Amatlte. It began
with a single farmer who wanted
to roof a shed on his farm. He
had heard that a new roofing bad
been invented which needed no
painting. He found that its name
was Amatite and he bought some
and laid it. He found that it was
just as easy to, lay as the oldfashioned painted roofing, and it
was sold in rolls with nails and
cement supplies free as usual.
And he found also that Amatite
Roofing instead of costing motet
as might have been expected,
actually cost less than other roofings of much leas weight
After tbe first winter, he noticed
'that tbe Amatite was exactly as
good as ever, and after the second
winter be was still unable to detect
any change in it.
He has other roofings on his
farm and he was accustomed to
giving them a good heavy coat of
paint every two years Just as the

manufacturers of those roofings
urged him to do. H» was glad
that it waa not necessary for him
to paint tbe Amatite roof after
the second year. It saved bin
money and trouble.
He began to tell his neighbors
about Amatite, and the local dealer
laid in a stock of it Other fanners
began baying it and had the same
experience—the roofing gave faultless service year after year* with
no trouble whatever to the owner*;.
It is five yean since the first
Amatite Roofing was laid in that
town. Now, Amatite is the principal roofing sold there. It has
won its way on Its merits.
If yon would like to have a
sample of Amatite Roofing just to
see what the mineral surface Is
like, we will send it to you tree
of charge.
Address our nearest office.

BARRETT MANUFACTURING COMPANY

"!^Z

Birm,n«bs.sm

6TABT NOW. E«tablt«h yourself In a buslneji that cssJrt be operated from your home.
■pare time to begin. PoMfblHtles unlimited
Fortoa.ee made. Field now areatt-r than ever
befor*.
No oanvaaalne;, capita! or experience required. Write now for literature and
become your own boaa
TUB WESTERN
STAB CO.. 77 Floe St.. Aahland. Oi-rjpm

Wanted Postag* Stamps 5SSJJSJSS

before 1876 of Banks, Bu»lne*0H<>u"emarj<t Prtyat*
IndlTldo»)», either by Mall, orlnPerwm. Spot Cash,
blgheet reterenoea. If eekinii information, kiodlj
anoloee poataee. W. D. iWAl.lle Mala Bu SnsiiWt EIM.
AGENTS! WBITB FOB FBEE BAHl'LB,
fast aetllna* article for automobiles.
Something new. Home Supply Co., Mexico, N. T.

FLECTRICLIQHT
Without Street Wire Conneotlon
New Invention! Pntselee-fAmalafa
trio light in any home anj «»«nFieiS
where. Write for circular.. n„un
I.».IUtw>,54l.nHej..5oun».f». Ulilll

•3

JEWEL SILK FOR SUMMER WEAK frES^S.

waist, ID for dreaa; state jaoior wanted; we say parcel postage. N0VBLT7 CO., Mortb TamoulA. Me,
"

"- -—'«*■■—~ '

W. N. U, BQ8TSN. NO. ,16-1914.

35 TEARS SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT
OF LIQUOR AMD DRUG ADDICTIONS

THE KEELEY INSTITUTE
WHITE PLAIN8, N.Y.
LEXIN8TON. MASS.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

BUFFAl-O, N. Y.
WEST HAVEN, CONK.
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Mr Reardon came here from Springfield',
in 1892 succeeding the late Toeeph Ford
This new vacancy
Mrs Louisa J. Combs entertained the as section foreman.
W. C. T. V. at her home on High street, wi 1 be open to bids.
yesterday afternoon.
At a special meeting of the West
Mrs Addison VV. Beals, Pleasant street, Brookfield golf club, in rooms of Dr. C.
has l)een visiting in Springfield, with Mr E. Bill, Saturday night, Walter E. Anderson was elected club president, to sucand Mrs Arthur E. White.
Fred B. Walls, who recently sold his ceed MrsChauncey L. Olmstead, who deLong Hill farm to Wm. Shaw, expects to clined the re-election. The other officers,
who were chosen at the annual meeting,
go very soon to Lockp irt, N. S.
are: vice president, Mrs William R.
Miss Marjorie Cutler, daughter of HerTraill; secretary and treastrer, H. Ray
bert R. Cutler, West Main St., is leading
Chesson;*directors, Richard D. Olmstead,
soprano at the Congregational church.
Dr. Clement E. Bill and the officers.
Mrs Pehr Moller, Buffalo, N. Y., will
The funeral of Robert C. Bugbee, three
spend two weeks with her mother. Mrs
year old son of Charles and Emma
Maria C. Barnes, Central street.
(Plouff] Bugbee, was from the parents
Miss Irene Richards, New York, was a home, Church street, Saturday afternoon.
week end guest at the home of her friend, Rev. William France, New Braintree,
Miss Susan W. Bill.
officiciated.
Mrs Charles O'M. Edson
There were
Miss Adele Olmstead, Brooklyn, spent and Miss Marjorie sang.
the Easter season as the guest of her many'Boral tributes. The bearers were
Howard, Edward and Frank Bugbee of
brother, Otto B. Olmstead and family.
New Braintree and Claude J. Bugbee of
The gale of Sunday night wrecked the
Springfield. Burial was in Pine Grove
bulkhead on the west side of the town
cemetery.
ball building.
Miss Eleanor Reardon, a student at the
A CABD OF THANKS.
Westfield normal school, is passing the
We wish to thank all who assisted us
Spring recess with her parents, Mr and
in our recent affliction; for the beautiful
Mrs William Reardon.
Miss Alice M. Barnes returned, Sun- flowers, and to the proprietors and emday, after a week's recess from her dutieB ployees of the Olmstead Quaboag Cermet
as teacher in the high school at Spring- Company for their kind remembrances.
field, Vt.
West Brookfield Golf Club managed a
dance in town hall, Wednesday night.
Plant and Wedge's orchestra of Spencer
furnished music.
Mr and Mrs George H. Howard, Pleas*
ant street, entertained Mrs Beunos A.
Weeks and son Howard, of Newton
Highlands, this week.

JOUKPH BUOBLK AND WLFE,
CHARLES BUGBKE AND FAMILY.

ELMER R. VARNUM,

Plumbing and Heating Contractor,
JOBBING IN ALL ITS BBANOHES.

Sto.es and Ranges, Shut Metal Work.

North Main Street,
The applicants for liquor licenses are:
Innholders first class and special fourth
Te'ephone 112-3
class license, Elmer M. Huntoon, Ye Old
Tavern; sixth class druggist license,
Charles H. Clark. The fee for the first
class license will be $1500.

West Brookfield,
16

HIS JOURNEY PERILOUS

Miss Rachel L. Olmstead, a student at
Chappaqua Mountain Institute, Valhalla,
N. Y., is spending her spring vacation at
home of her parents, Mr and Mrs Otto
B. Olmstead, West Main street.

HOW EXPRESS RIDER CARRIED
NEWS OF INDIAN UPRISING.

Encouraging reports of the condition
of Mrs Charles J. Barr, Church Btreet,
who underwent an operation for the removal of a goitre in Worcester city hospital, April 8, were received,'this week.

Messenger's Trip In What la Now
State of Washington, Waa One of
the Moat Spectacular and
Venturesome Kind.

Ralph H. Burlington was made chairman of the board of overseers of the
poor, and Daniel W. Mason, clerk, this
year. Frederick G. Smith is the third
member of the board.
Mrs Clement E. Bill was hostess for the
women's auction bridge whist club,
which met at her home Monday afternoon. Two tables were played, and con
lections were passed.
John H. Anderson, of South Framingham, was an Easter guest at the home
of Mrs Augusta Anderson, and James A.
Anderson, a favelling salesman in New
York state, was home for Easter.
The body of Gordeu Porter, son of Edward M. and Florence (Porter) Houghton, aged 8 days, was brought here Sunday from Worcester city hospital, where
the child died the 11th.
Burial was in
Pine Grove cemetery.
Rev. Eugene II. Thrasher preached on
"The victory of life over death through
the risen ChriBt" at the Easter service in
the Methodist church, Sunday. Services
will be omitted until after the New England Conference at Maiden.
The primary classes, assisted by the intermediate department of the Sunday
school of the Congregational church, took
part in an Easter concert in the auditortom Sundaynight at ^o'clock. Mrs Clifford J. Huyck, assisted by the teachers,
had charge of the program.
Esther J. Johnson was surprised in
honor of her 11th birthday at the nome
of her parents, Mr and Mrs George A.
Johnson, Central street, last Thursday
from 5 to 7.30 o.clock.
She received
many gifts. Games were enjoyed and refreshments were served.
The Men's League of the Congregational church, met in the chapel Monday
night. Prof. J. W. Clark of Amherst
Agricultural college; lectured upon "FKIestry and the chestnut blight," which he
illustrated with stereopticon views.
It
was an open meeting, and a buffet lunch
was served.
The org nization ot the assessors for
the year is: Chairman, Francis S. Beeman; clerk, John A. Conway. The third
member is Charles A. Rawson.
The
water commissioners organized with Wm.
R. Traill as clerk.
James D. Farley is
the other member.
The commissioners
will employ Joseph E. Malloy.

Probably the most spectacular and
perilous Journey that was ever made,
by an express rider in the inland empire is recorded In the official reports
>f Gov. Isaac L Stevens. The gov-/
;rnor and a small party of twenty-four
vere near Fort Benton, Mont, in the
mtumn of 1855 after a summer of
hard work negotiating treaties with
.'ndian tribes between the Cascade
mountains and the Montana plains.
Said Stevens' biographer:
"The great tribes of the upper Colombia country—the Cayuses, Yakimas,
Walla Walla, TJmatillas, Palouses and
all the Oregon bands down to the Dalies the very ones who had signed the
' reaties at the Walla Walla council and
professed such friendship, had all broken out In open war. They had swept the
upper country clean of whites, killing
all the settlers and miners found
there, and murdered Agent Bolon under circumstances of peculiar atrocity.
Major Halter, sent into the Yakima
country with lOfJ regulars and a howitzer, had been defeated and forced to
retreat by Kamiaken's warriors with
the loss of a third of his force and his
cannon."
This startling news • the governor
must know and W. H. Pearson was
chosen to ride to Fort Benton. The
trust was not misplaced.
^
Pearson rode out of the Dalles "fresh
and well mounted, and riding all day
ind night reached Billy McKay's ranch
on the Umatllla by daylight. The
place was deserted. Lassoing a fresh
mount he saw a band of host ties racing down the hills toward the valley,
and as he sprang Into the saddle they
gave fierce yells and cries of "Kill
the white man!"
They pursued him for many miles,
but he slowly drew away and at nightfall turned off the trail at right angles,
rode for several miles and then took
a course parallel with the regular
route.
Riding In this strategic manner,
resting a few hours in secluded covert
and seeking unusual fords, Pearson
reached Lapwal and after a day's rest
pushed on over the Bitter Root moun
tains, A blinding snowstorm beset
him; a tree fell and crushed his Nez
Perce companion and the trail was
buried under several feet of new fallen
snow .
Unable to travel further on horseback Pearson improvised snowshoes,
cutting the frames with his knife and
weaving the webs with strands from
his rawhide lariat and packing his
blankets and a little dried meat upon
his back he struggled over the snow
buried heights, and after four days
of this desperate travel descended into
the Bitter Root valley near Fort Owen,
where rest, a fresh mount and friendly
greetings awaited him. Three days
later he rode Into Stevens' camp on
the Teton so faint and exhausted that
Stevens' men lifted hint out of the sad
die.

Rev. John H. Hoffman, Northboro,
called to tiie pastorate of the Congregational church, read his letter of acceptance at the Easter service Sunday forenoon. He announced that his acceptance
was governed by two conditions, his
health and that the matter of tire regular
.--iiuilay night service be left to his discretion. He was given a call in October,
iiter preaching as a candidate.
The |
Mar of True Charity.
agreement between church and pastor
The man who la always abusing the
vas that Rev, Mr Hoffman be acting pas-'
motives of others is never quite cer! ■ it until April 1 when his decision as to tain of his own—or perhaps he is only
taking charge was to be announcedtoo certain of bis own, knowing them
William Reardon, section foreman on to be selfish and interested. He who
the Boston &. Albany division railroad in can fervently cherish a certain opinWest Brookfield for 22 yean, assumed ion and yet believe that a believer In
the exact contrary may be equally sinthe work of foreman of section 2 in
cere Is the man of a genuine charity.
' jiringfield yard, permanently, Monday. ,

MAILS cioSE.
^
A, H. 6.00-West.
*
6.15—East.
11.30—East and West.
P. H. 1.00—West.
\q Bllt
6.00—East and West.
Mails for But Brookfield are despatched at
tU»A.M., 11.30A. M. and 1 P.M. MaH? from
East Brookfield are received at 9.30 A. M, and
5.40 P. M.
Package maile are despatched twice daily as
follows:—11.30 A. M. East and Worth, 6 P. M.
Wast and Sooth.
Mails for the Rural Delivery Is closed at 8.15
A. M. and received at 1.30 P. M.
The office hours wUI be:—6 30 A. M. to 8 P. M.
Holidays, c,.30 to 9.30 A. M. and 5 to 6 P. M.
Persons who continually ask to have lock
boxes opened are respectfully requested to use
their keys.
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
PAUL M. KEANEY, Asst.

An alarm was sounded on Wednesday
evening at 6.40, for fire at the Prospect
House, and the Department was out in
record time, but fortunately there was
little to do, as,, the fire was confined to
beams upon which a chfmney in the front
part of the house rested. Some tearing
up in the office was necessary to get at
the fire.
The members of the T>. ky R. Chapter
with their guests were favored at their
last meeting with a very inteie>ting address by Rev. Mr Osborne of Spencer,
upon India, where h? has spent a part of
his life. His costumes, with a descripof their cmtoirs. their habits and their
ideas of hospitality were intensely interesting. His songs also were very beautiful and unique.
The company., very
much regretted that he was obliged tr> go
so early and so hastily on account of
other engagements. Delicious refreshments were served by the members from
New Braintree. Mrs beraph M. Parkman invited the Chapter to her home for
their meeting June 6th.

NORTH BROOKFIELD.

Brotherhood Banquet.

FRIDAY, APRIL 17,1914.

WEST BROOKFIELD.

Worcester, Hast.

Denholm & McKay Co.

WorcenBf, max.
Hlnrrlftsstnr "

Boston Store

$11,165 Worth of Men's Clothing
Is Being Sold for About $7,440
The Greatest Clothing Sale in Our History

$12.50

Men's $15 and $18
Spring Suits
Men's $20 and $25
Spring Suits

$15.00

Here Are The Facts
—the large purchase repres mts the entire
balance of the Spring stock of a large
New York manufacturer.
—this maker is one of the foremost manuturers of America—makes three-quarters
of the entire stock of two of the country's largest and moat successful retail
stores, and is a big factor in the clothing
business.

Men's $30 and $35
Spring Suits
Men's $20 and $25
Balmacaans

$20.00
$15.00

AiP to the Styles
—when we tell you that these clothes
come from a concern that is one of the
foremost producers and originators of
men's styles, we need tell you no more.
—every style is a Spring, 1914 model, and
is correct in every detail.

—the purchase comes to us at a price greatly below the regular wholesale price.

—the tailoring of every garment—suit or
coat—is of the highest order, and the
nicety with which every garment fits is a
splendid testimonial of the cleverness and
skill of the producers of this clothing.

—we have marked it at small profit—for a
volume of business and for a quick turnover of stock.«

—there are styles to suit both young and
old—plenty of the' conservative as well
as the ultra-fashionable models.

—hence these values on clothing that should
stir the men of Worcester and of Worcester County, as they have never been
stirred before.

—in a word, they are as good "arments,
judged from every value-standard—style,
quality, workmanship—as the regular
prices quoted will buy anywhere in Worcester.

—values have been under-estimated rather
than over-estimated. Youll find among
the garments, values greater than the
comparative prices stated.

—never in Worcester have like values been
offered in absolutely new, fashion-approved clothes for men.

\

These Savings Loom
Extra Big
A saving' of from $2.60 to $15 means a great deal to a man—
yet that is just what this sale means to every man who takes
advantage—from

$2.50 to $15

About the Suits
—First there are hundreds to choose from—variety enough at every
price to allow intelligent and judicious selection.
—There are models for men of mature years and for the younger set.
—There are Worsteds—Cassimeres—Cheviots—Homespuns—Tweeds
and many novelty and silk mixtures.
—All are patterns and colorings that will appeal to men who Dress
in good taste.
—In fact there is practically every good style, fabric, pattern and
color that has been produced for Spring.

.."We're going to get your business, Mr, Man, by just such clothing
values as these—and we're going to make you a staunch friend and
customer of the Denholm 4 McKay Men's Store—through your poeketbook.
'
—There are Donegal homespuns.
—There are silk mixtures and novelties.
Come to this store for: your Clothes. See the clothing we are
—There are Cravenetted materials.
offering in this sale, and judge us accordingly. Well stake our repu—Some
are in Spring weight—some are in Summer weight.
tation on the assertion that we are selling clothing of correct style, of
—Some are in Semi-Balmacaan styles.
unquestioned quality and of absolute dependability, at prices never
—All are silk trimmed.
before equaled in Worcester; at the beginning of a
-Men's Clothing—Third Floor.

About the Balmacaans

Alt Work for Man's Advancement.
The long quest for the source of
the Nile, for the northwest passage,
for the north and south poles; yet,
and the ancient search for the "eUxir
of life," "perpetual motion" and the
"secret of life," have for us this grand
significance—they all point to the
fact that in the mind of man there
is a deathless ambition to know and
to do—to fathom the depths of the
unknown, to conquer the uncoil''
quered, to add more and still more
to the sum of Its knowledge and
achievement.
Biggest Thing He Could Think Of,
Two employes were discussing What
they would buy the boss, whose birthday was approaching. Said Mr. Biggins with enthusiasm: "Wiggins, old
boy, we have raised $50, and we want
something that will make a show for
the money. Something that will look
big, yon know. Can't you suggest j
something?" "Sure," replied Mr. Wig5
gins; "buy $50 worth of rice and boil
it"
Irrigation Term In Hawaii.
"Man's water" is an irrigatoi-. terra
In common use in Hawaii. It signifies
the amount of water that one Iriigator
can properly handle in the field. It
varies greatly, being dependent upon
the condition of the furrows, the ago
of the crop, and the skill and Individuality of the Irrlgator. It may be
almost any quantity under one secondfoot, which Is approximately twothirds of a million gallons every M
hours.
Thrifty Welsh Farmers.
In Wales, when the farmers want
woodpigeons to make a dainty dish
they are said to climb the trees while
the bird! are young and tie the legs
of the nestlings to a neighboring
bough. The parents then feed them
till they are quite grown, when the
farmer's boy climbs the tree again,
and plump birds are secured tor supper with a minimum of trouble.
Better Than Poultice.
If at any time you have a gathered
finger or poisoned hand, take a cabbage leaf, roll It out with a bottle until
the juice comes, and tie it on the affected part.
This will draw ami
cleanse It far better than a poultice.

Wisdom of Quiet.
More than half a century of existence has taught me that most of the
wrong and folly which darken earth Is
due to those who cannot possess their
Souls In quiet; that' most of the good
which saves mankind from-destruction
comes of life that Is led In thoughtful
stillness. Every day the worid^growa
noisier; I, for one, will have no part
In that Increasing clamor and, were It
only by my silence, I confer a boon on
all.—From the Private Papers of
Henry Ryecroft, by George Glsslng.
Meaning of Bronze Horses' Hoofs.
. Equestrian statues on the battlefield
of Gettysburg all follow a general rule
which sculptors have adopted as an arbitrary convention. If two feet of the
horse are in the air the rider waa
killed. If one foot is lifted from the
ground the rider was wounded. If all
four feet are planted on the pediment
then It signifies that the subject of the
statue was not hurt
Beware the Gray Eye.
Among the gray eyed there are few
who .retain any spiritual emotions.
People with gray eyes are superficial,
frivolous, given to embrace false Idols,
running down blind alleys, following
false prophets, thoughtless, inconsiderate, wanting in sympathy, neurotic,
unstable, not firm and deliberate, but
rush and Impetuous,
Spanish Dignity.
x
Dignity is the prevailing Instinct
among every class in Spain, says a
woman who has spent much time in
that land of romance. The very beggars ask for alms with dignity and if
you have nothing to give you do not
shout "Go away!" but if you are a
Spaniard—"Go thou with God; I
have nothing for thee today."
Varying Meat Consumption.
As meat eaters the people of Australia and New Zealand carry off the
prise. The former eat M% pounds of
meat a ymx each; the latter "212
pounds, the Americans 186' pounds,
and the British 130 pounds. The consumption of meat in this country la
on the decrease, owing to the scarcity
of the supply.

Btnk's Notes Never Reissued.
After returned Bank of England
notes have been noted in the register
they are canceled- This is done by
cutting oft the signature of the chief,
cashier, which js at the bottom of the
note. Thus mutilated, the notes are
packed Into sacks and kept for five
years, when they are burned. A fiveyears' accumulation amounts to about
100,000,000 notes. If they were laid
in a pile they, would reach a height of
almost seven miles, and they would
weigh close upon 120 tons.
""
Keep lee Long Time.
A simple method ot keeping ice Is to
draw a piece of thick flannel tightly
over a bowl, or other deep vessel, and
fasten it securely. Place the ice on top
of this and cover with another piece of
flannel. The Ice will keep and even
freeze to the flannel. A small piece of
Ice may be kept In the room all night,
saving many steps back and forth to
the refrigerator. To break the loe,
force in a large needle or hatpin; it
will divide the ice easily.

Police Outy Left to Burghers.
In the eighteenth century the whole
safety and order of Glasgow, Scotland, were Intrusted tc—the unpaid
and reluctant burghers. Every citizen who was between the years of
eighteen and sixty, and paid a yearly
rent amounting to 215, had to take his
turn at guarding the city. "On touch
of drum," aays a writer, "the gentleman was at his post at ten at night,
and strolled with weary tread and
yawning gait along the Trongate and
High street and up the pitch dark
lanes, of winter nights till four in the
morning. After that hour the city waa
without a police."

Returned to Life In Coffin,
To be burled alive in the cemetery
of Hocbwald, in the canton of Soleure,
was the fate of an elderly Swiss lady.
After the burial ceremony the grave
diggers were about to fill in the grave
when they heard knocking in the coffin. Instead of rendering Immediate
help they fled In terror to Inform the
doctor and the priest When the doctor arrived at the grave the coffin
High Tuberculosis Death Rate.
The per cent, of deaths from con- was opened and it was found that the
sumption among cement workers Is woman, who had turned over, had
19 per cent., as against 14 per icent. died.
for all the male workers in the
To Counteract Tannin In Tea.
United States.
They Inhale great
quantities of cement dust, but some
One of the marked characters of
authorities consider this .a source ot tea is the tannin contained In It
health because of the heavy admix- Indian tea has about twice as much
ture of lime. Authorities differ on as the Chinese growth.
It has a
this score, and even federal evidence marked effect on the digestion, even
is Inconclusive.
in the presence of other fluids. In
Old English-Rowing Costumesall cases It retards the digestive procEnglish rowing men a century ago ess to in extent that wojild astonish
wore costumes far different 1 from those who have not Inquired Into the
what they wear now. In 180S it waa matter; and It has been recommended
the correct thing (or them to wear a that a pinch of bl-carbonate ot soda
green leather catskln cap with a should be added to the brew of perjacket and trousers of nankeen. In sons with weak digestions so as to
the first university race at Henley, in make the Infusion alkaline.
1829, Oxford won, wearing blue
Mlllonalre's Business Maxima.
checks, while Cambridge was in white
The late Philip D. Armour was a
and pink waistcoats. Broad-brimmed, great believer In action. Often when
heavy straw hats came In a little his hog buyers were inclined to hold
later.
off for a few days for prices to come
She Knew Her Rights'.
down, he would exclaim; "The time
"Yes, grandma," murmured the lit- to buy these bogs Is when these* hogs
tle girl drowsily, "I'll be a good girl are here." At the same time his atand let you rock me to. sleep, but titude with his selling agents would
you sot to wake me up when mamma be expressed In the following words:
comes home ao she can rock me to "The time-to do business is when yon
sleep regular."
see a margin of profit!"

HAILS DUB TO ABKIVB.
A. M. 6.«—Eafit and West.
».ao-WMt.
p. M. 12.46—East and West.
S.0O—West
IJB

sett.

7.05—East and West.

The stores and markets will all close at
noon on Monday.
C. P. Savary and family of Wareharo
are here for a visit.
Arthur 0. Bliss has been appointed a
registrar of voters by the selectmen. _,
The regular meeting of the Woman's
Guild will be held in the parish rooms oh
Wednesday afternoon, April 22, at 3
o'clock.
Loyal Circle of King's Daughters will
meet on Tuesday at 2 o'clock in the parIon of the First church. The business
meeting will be at 4 p. in.
At the regular meeting of the 6. F. 8.,
of ChriBt Memorial church, on Tuesday
evening, April 21, an interesting program
is arranged for one half to entertain the
other half.
Public opinion, as we bear it expressed
now, favors putting the new town clock
in the church belfry, and this sentiment
JS growing as the facts are better understood.
A. J. Lawrence of Worcester, who recently bought the Fortier place on the
Brookfield road has sold the place to another Worcester party and bought a farm
in Podunk.
Remember the Pythian Sisters' military
whist in Castle hall, Thursday evening,
April 23. Whist at 8 o'clock, sharp, folIpwed by dancing. Admission 25 cents.
All are welcorne.
Colby H. Johnson has just been confirmed as fire warden, with these deputies— George Parkman, A. C. Sioddard,
Harry Rice, D. H. Prouty, Geo. Banks.
j Milo Drake^nd A. B. Ward.
Prof J. R, Coy of Spencer and his full
' vested choir will come to (lorth Brookfield, Sunday, May 8, at 4 o'clock, to
give a sacred cantata in the Congrega; tional church.
Mr and Mrs Wilder II. Barnes will celebrate the 50th anniversary of their
marriage on Monday, April 20th, from
2 to 4 and from 7 to 10 p. m. A very
co rdial invitation is extended to all their
friendB.
The Junior class of the high school
had 86 couple at their dance last evening,
the music by Flanagan's orchestra was of
a high order, and the whole affair, under
..the management of Henry Doyle and
assistants, a success.
Mrs Elizabeth G. Cutler entertained 20
ladies at her, home on School street, Tuesday afternoon, in honor of the birthday
anniversary of Mrs Bertha Bemis, School
street. There was a birthday cake with
20 candles—one for each guest probably,
not for each birthday passed.

NEW BRAINTREE.
George Dickenson is home from Manchester, Conn,^""having worked there
during the winter.
Miss Eunice France has returned to her
school in Stoughton, and Donald France
to Middlebury college, Middlebury, Vt.
Richard Adams on the Revane farm,
had his silo blown down in the gale on
Wednesday and completely demolished.
Dr. E. 8. Hendricks of Hardwick and
Miss Jennie Burnett have been the guests
of Mr and Mrs W. J. Gray.

Mrs Harriet Cota has moved to West
Suez Canal.
Brookfield after having lived in town 47
The Suez canal connects the Mediyears.
Mrs Florence (Crawford) Cota
terranean with the Red sea, shortenand family are with her.

ing the route to India from England

John McNamara has sold the Bush and America more than 6,000 miles.
farm to Mrs Grace Webb MacMenimen.
It was commenced in 1850 and com-

A general invititation is extended to
all, Gentlemen and Ladies, to attend the
annual banquet of the North Brookfield
Brotherhood, at the Congregational chapel, next Monday evening. Rev. E. P.
Drew of the Old South church, Worcester, has been secured as the speaker. A
good supper will be furnished, the com
mittee in charge being 11. W. Bemis, A.
H. Doane and A. L. Newman. Tickets
25 cents. Dr Drew deserves a good audi, Must Not Whistle In Russia.
ence, and the invitation is a most cordial
In certain cities of Russia street
one t > all.
whistling by civilians is a penal offense, the privilege being reserved
for the police; who exercise It, how-,
The Annual Meeting.
ever, not In order to make tunes with
The annual meeting of the First Con- their, mouths, but to send signal blasts
gregational society was held at the Chap- to each other. The whistling habit
el on Monday evening. George R. Ham- being hereditary, it soon disappears,
and in these cities no difficulty is exant was the moderator. The following
perienced in dealing nowadays with
officers were unanimously re-elected:— the few-jwho offend.
Clerk, Horace J. Lawrence; Standing
Waahlng White. Paint
Committee, William M. Crawford, AlWhen your white paint is yellow
fred C. Stoddard, George R. Hamant, M.
A. Longley and H. W. Bemis; (Collector, and dirty, don't wash with soap; take
Alvin L. Newman; Auditor, George R, a handful of common whiting and stir
smooth in about a pint of water; then,
Hamant; Treasurer, George R. Doane;
wipe all around with this. You will
trustee of Appleton Ltbrary for four need a bowl of clean water and a cloth
years, George R. Hamant. The new mu- with which to wipe all around again.
sic committee is Eugene W. Reed, Her- When treated in this way paint will
bert E. Cummings, John J. Lane, Mrs be really white, not yellow, and places
A. H. Prouty, Mrs A. W. Budd, Mrs that have been marked badly wilt
scarcely show when dry.
George W. Lane.
The appropriations were:—For PreachIdentify Men by Veins. '
ing, $1240, for music, 8250, for contingProfessor Tamasaia of the LJniveTent fund, *7fi0.
slty of Padua, advocates the adoption
It. was voted to raise money for current of an Identification system the basis
expenses by the system of personal of which Is the photographing of
pledges, using duplex envelopes, forxpar- the veins of the hands. He says the
ish'and church contributions.
Theee merest novice can detect variations,
while long training is necessary to
will be distributed for next Sunday.
distinguish
differences in finger
prints.
The Easter Supper.

Quite a number of the local lodge of
Odd Fellows will go to Springfield to join
in the big,celebration of the 95th anniversary of Odd Fellowship. Grand open
air concert at 9, parade at 11, address
and conferring Order of chivalry in afternoon, concert and ball in evening,
Mrs 0. J. Crooks attended the funeral
of hw niece, Miss Nellie Grout, last Sunday. Miss Grout gave up her work as
teacher in the Brockton schools at Christmas time on account of illness.
Her
death oceurred at the home of her brother, Edgar H. Grout, in East Bridgewater,
on Thursday, April 9, from cerebral I emorrhage, aged 46.
Her mother and
brother survive her. She lived in North
Brookfield for a time, when her brother
was principal of the high school.
The attendance and offerings at Chrltt
Memorial church, on Easter day, exceeded those of last year. At the 8 o'clock
service a good number came out for the
early Communion; at the 10.45 service,
over 50 people came from out of town,
principally from West Brookfield and
Spencer, The choir sang well at choral
Eucharist, and at Evensong at 4 o'clock;
the rector preached on the meaning and
message ot the Alleluia, with the story of
the Day. At Evensong, the children
of the school made their annual offering,
and after the service, the younger classes
were giaen geraniums.

We wish to thank all our friends and
neighbors, who were so kind in our late
bereavement.
J. 0. RtTTHUrOBD AMD FAMILY .
Expert Valuation.
Footpad—"Your money or your
Ufa!" Mrs. Tightly—"That's reasonable enough, Jake I You've cot only
M eenu."—Chicago News,

both rubDer and sreel nres, Buggies,
Democrat and Delivery Wagons, Surreys and Bond Wagons, both new and
second hand.

A.T BOTTOM 'PRICES

SPENCER MANDOLIN ORCHESTRA

Harness, Robes, Blankets, Whips and
Oil Cloths. Not too Costly. Hot toe
Cheap.

FFTEEN PIECES. Entertainments, Banquets, Concert Work, etc.
Refer to H. EABLE BATTY, Director

Shingles and Roofing Material.

2W15

All the different grade.. All sues ot
Nails, also.
WANTED A GOOD grade Jersey cow, or tt.imember that my price, are always
the lowest. I sell so as to sell again*
rich milk cow.
Iwl5»
C. P. WAKEEN, Ward St.
Dr. Uanl.l'. Ham BemedUs Uwaf*
la stock.
HOUSE FOR SALE.
Two STORY and a half house with twelve
1 KLkPHOlIlt IUKIU. 04,
rooms in good neighborhood, 5 minutes walk
from church and school, electric cars and post
vVIL.UA*. 8. C«AvVFO«0
office- For fnrtner Information apply to
•15
MRS. N. H. DKLANK, Walnut St.
OAKHAM.
COW WANTED

1 on Elm street belonging to the late George
W miss, will be sold, together with the blacksmith shop In the rear. There is good fruit on
Memory.
the place. This will be a bargain for some one.
Ton can train your memory to beEnquire of ARTHUR C. HLISS, at the bank,
come a guide to lead you only into or MRS J. M. NEWMAN, Elm street.
3wl4»

lands of sheer delight, where crystal
streams Sow pure and where beckonFOR SALE or TO RENT
ing angel figures lead you on to yet COTTAGE HOUSE with or without bars' all
modern improvements.
W. H- FULLAM
more and more loveliness. Or you can
Stake It a pain and penance, a means
LOST
BANK
BOOK
"to the scarifying of your present livBook, S'o 1951, of the North Brookfield
ing life with the dust and ashes of a PASS
Savings Bank, is lost, and the owner has
made application for the payment of the same.
past which is better forgotten.
This notice is published as required by Section
40, Chapter 590, of the acts of 1908.
ARTHUR c. BUSS, Treasurer. 1
Swia*
March 27,1914.

Remedy for Neuralgia,
Cayenne pepper is excellent Take
EOCS FOR HATCHING.
some jelly In a spoon, add cayenne COLUMBIA and Buff Wyaudotte eggs for
pepper the size of a pea and carefully
hatching, *l.oo for 13, $7.00per too.
!»■
W. L. VORCE, Elm Street.
cover with Jelly. Swallow quickly so
the pepper will not touch the mouth.
EOCS FOR SALE.
Take this two or three days In suc- HATCHING eggs that will hatch. Houdans,
cession, then skip three days.
Rhode Island Reds, and White Wytvn-

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

CHARLES S. LANE,
REGISTERED EHBALHER.
Personal Prompt Attention Da;
or Night.
Telephone North Brook!lela No.
IJ3-I

Long

Funerals Personally Directed
and Every Requisite Furnished.
'
Lady Assistant.

ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
IN SCRIPT OR}

dottes,—50 cents a Betting. Indian Runner
Ducks, 13 eggs for SI .00.
IS
JOHN J. DUNPHY,

ENGLISH TEXT

H. I. Lawrence, North BrookfleM

Whereas, a certain instrument purpoting to
he the last will and testament of said deceased
has been presented to said Court, for probate
by Mabel C. Dickinson, who prays that letters
testamentary may be issued to ber, the executrix therein named, without giving a surety on
her official bohd- .
You are hereby cited to appear at a Probate
Court t« be held at Worcester, in said County
of Worcester, on the fifth day of May,
A.l>. 1914, at nine o'clock in the forenoon, to
show cause, if any you have, why the same
should not be granted.
And said petitioner is hereby directed to give
mhlie notice thereof, by publishing this cltan Hn.ce in eaeh week, for three successive
weeks, in the North Brookttt Id Journal, a Dewspaper published ID Noith Brookneld. the last
publicatioD to be one day, at least, before said
Court, and by mailing, postpaid, or delivering a
Copy of this citation to all known person* interested in the estate, fourteen days at least
before Baio. Court..
_
m ^_
Witness, William T.Forbes, Eiquire, Judge
of said Court, this fourteenth day of April
in the year one thousand nine hundred and
fourteen.
HARRY H. ATWOOD, Register.
(April 17,24, Hay i,i>

TENEMENT TO RENT

ARTISTIC MONUMENT*

A GOOD UP-STAIR9 Tenementof five rooms,
Apply to CHARLE3 E BATCHELLER,
Summer Street, North Brookfield.
2wlfi*

{AND CEMETERY MEMORIALS

of Worcester,on the fifth day of Hay A. II,

teen.

APPLICATION FOR LIQUOR LICENSES
tfortfi BrookBeld, April 18, 1914.
Notice is hereby given under Chapter
100 of the Revised Laws that application
has been made to the Selectmen of the
Town of North Brookfield by Charles
Morrison and Rose Morrison for a License
of the First Claw as Innholder, to sell intoxicating, liquors, said license to be exercised atrthe Forest House, Forest Street,
on the second and third floors, in the ten
rooms on each floor, with stock in cellar
of said building.
H, P. HOWAED, Clerk.

Distance Co nnect ion.

PIQ8 FOR SALE
WOBCESTMl SS,
FKOBATE COOBT
To the heirs »t law next of kin and all other YOUNG PIGS for sale by
peisona Interested in theestate of Edward M.
ALFRED C. STODDARD,
Allen, late of North Brookneld in said County*
North Brookfield,

1*14. at nine o'clock in the forenoon, to show
Costly New York Habit
if any you hare, why the same should
The costliest of New York habits is cause,
net be gaanted.
that of keeping a supply of subway or And said petitioner is he eby directed to give
notice thereof, b> publishing this citaL tickets in your pocket. If yon have public
tion once in each week, for three successive
no ticket you have an even chance of weeks, in the North Urookneld Journal, a news.
paper publish* d In North Brookfit-ld, the last
not being stuck for the fare; If you BuWcation
to be one day, at least, befoie said
have tickets, you say, as the other ourt, and by mailing, postpaid, or delivering
! a copy of this citation 10 all known persons inman makes for the window: "Come on. i terested u> the estate, seven days at feast before
,
I've got tickets." It's-a bum game; said Court.
t Witness, William T. Forbes. 1»squire. Judge
you simply can't win.—New York Of said Court, this fourteenth day of April, In
the year one thou and nine bundled and fourTribune.

Patriotic Night at Grange.

A OARD

Apply at

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concords

FOR SALE

In all Una. of

A GOOD DRIVING harness. Call on HENRY
W. AYRES, West Brookfield road, Telephone 34-6 ,
13

GRANITE AND MARBLE

FOR SALE.

0

NE Old Trusty Incuba or, ISO eggs, one Phi'o
brooder and run, Cue portable ben house,
8 x [2 ft .two self feeders, one pen of 16 selected Barred ROCK pullets and cockerel. Call af
ter Saturday. "
13
EFFIE F. KAMKS, Bigelow St.
1

HAY AND EGGS FOR SALE

,nooi>. bright, early cut swamp hay, 910.00,
IT Also good White Indian Runner duck eggs,
Fishel strain, 91.00 setting.
-*m *
J. T. 8HEDD, New Braintree, Masa
IS

C A. RISLEY & COMPANY
Telephone

HABBY H. ATWOOD, Register.
April 17, 24. May ,,U.

ICE sanny furnished or unfurnished tene_. meat of three rooms; everything needed for
N
housekeeping. All conveniences on one floor

Kent reasonable. Apply to
"
DANIEL FOSTER.
• Spring St.
St»

To see the Latest Model, of

SP1RELLA
CORSETS

MliS HELEN MORSE SMITH

€

weeks, in the North Brookfield Journal, a newspapetnuWished in North BrooKfleld, tbe last
public* Jon to be one day. at least, before said
Goart, and by mailing, postpaid, or Ue ivering
a copy of this citation co all known persons iuterestnd in the estate, seven days at least before sa.d t ourt.
Witness, « illiata T. For es. Enquire, judge
ofsaid Court, this fourteenth day of April
the year of our Lord one thousand nine
Notice is hereby given under Chapter in
hundred and fourteen.
100 of the Revised Laws that application
HARRY H. ATWOOD, Register.
has been made to the Selectmen of the
Apill7,S4,MayiC.
Town of North Brookfield by Edward
xtevane and Sadie Revane for a License
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
of the First Class as Innholders to sell intoxicating liquors, said license to be ex- Worcester as.
Probate Court
ercised at the Prospect House, North
To the heirs at law, next of kin, and all other
Main Street, in basement end in the fifty persons Interested in the esrateof Ellen Sophia
Morgan,lateof North Brookfield, In said Counrooms on the floors above.
ty, oeceasf d.
Whereas, a certain instrument purporting to
M. P. HOWARD, Clerk.
he the last will and testament of said deceased
has been presented to s<tid Court, for probate,
Notice is hereby given under Chapter by Fred A. Rtearns who prays that letters of adwith the will annexed may be
100 of the Revised Laws that application ministration
issued to%im, or some other suitable person,
has been made to the Selectmen of the the executrix named in said will having deTown of North Brookfield by Eugene W. clined.
You are hereby cited to appear at a Probate
Reed, registered pharmacist, for a License Court,
to be held at Worcester, in said County
of the Sixth 'Class to sell intoxicating of Worcester, on the twenty-eighth day or
liqu an in his drug store on the first floor April, A. D, 1914, at nine o'ciook in - the
to show cause. If any you have, why
of Walker block, with stock in basement. forenoon,
the same should not be granted.
And said petitioner is hereby directed to give
M. P. HOWARD, Clerk.
public notice thereof, by publishing this citation once in each week for three successive
Notice is hereby given under Chapter weeks in the North Brookfield Journal a newspublished in North Brookfield, the last
100 of the Revised Laws that application paper
pubtcation to be one day at least before said
has been made to the Selectmen of the Court and by mailing, postpaid, or delivering
Town of North Brookfield by Charles F. aoopy of this citation to all known persons inHart and Sara A. Hart for a License of ter.*ted in the estate, seven days at least before Hid Conn.; „ , .
the Fourth Class to sell intoxicating
Witness, WILLIAM T. FOBBES. Esquire,
liquors on Forest Street, on four rooms of Judge of said Court, this seventh day of April
the first Hoof and cellar underneath, with In the year one thousand nine hundred and
fourteen.
stock in cellar. '
HARRY H- ATWOOD, Register.
> April lo, 17,-MS.
M. P. HowAaD,X31er"k.

MRS. B. C. GRAVES,
Representative lor the BrookfMda.

Telephone 16-13,
NORTH BROOKFIELD.

MAM.

EDWIN T. CHAP1N
ARCHITECT
727-728 State Mutual Building, WoreeaU*
Telephone

H. A. HARPER,

DRESSMAKING

Commonwealth of Massachusetts) tl Prospect St.

WOBOESTEB, 8S.
PROBATE CoUBT.
, To the ielrsat law an I all others Interested
In the estate of Ann o. Beldlng, late of North
Brookfield in said Crnintv. dee ased.
Whereas, a certain instrument purporting to
be the last will and testament of said deceased
has been presented to said Court, for probate,
try Herbert K. cummins*, who prays that letters
testranientary may be issued to him, the execuior therein named, without giving a surety on
his ofiiclal bond.
You are hereby cited to ap ear at a Probate
Court to be held at Worcester. 1° said County,
on the fifth day of slay A. D. 1914, at nine
o'clock in the forenoon to show cause, If any
yo i 1 avej why the sairjeithouia not be jpantea,

Or have them brought to your boss*
by sending word to
•**
*•*

FOR SALE.
HATCHING BOGS from Urge single comb E.
I. Beds, selected stock, 75 cents a setting,
also CKKS
from Rhode Island Reds for SOeents.
BS
G. B FALK8,
West Brookfield
3wl3

West Brookfield.

Call at 46 Summer Street

F°

Dress and Beauty,

members of the G. Ji R.', the Woman's
Relief Corps and the Sons oi Veterans.
A committee consisting of Miss Carrie L.
Bullard, Mrs Catherine R. Tucker, Colby
H, Johnson, Frank E. Conger and Ohas.
II. Fales gave the following entertainment:—"Just before the battle, mother"
by the Grange quartette! reading, "Sowing and Reaping," Mrs Lila L. Lidstone;
illustrated song, "Sweet bunch of daisies"
by Mrs Rose E.Conger; recitation, "Alt's
well that ends well," Mrs Rose Conger;
"The vacant chair," by the Grange
quartette; song, "Just break the news to
mother," Mrs Rose Conger; pantomime,
"The hungry chinaman"; remarks by
the Worthy Master, Mrs J. Georgia Stoddard ; war songs by the entire audience.
After the entertainment cake and ice
cream were served by Mr and Mrs John
A. Anderson, Mr and Mrs Geo. A. Whiting. The following responded to toasts,
Commander Geo, W. Bruce, Einmonn B.
Corbin, Emerson H. Stoddard, Chas. H.
Deyo, Mrs Emerson H, Stoddard, Sumner Holmes, Dr. Geo. R. Spdoner and
Mrs George Johnson.
Tile attendance
was large and all seemed to have an enjoyable time.

FOR SALE
SIX good chicki-n coops with runs.
5 Aioh street, North Brookfield.
16"

TO RENT AND FOR SALE
rent, a six-room cottage house, on South
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS TOslain
Worth Knowing.
street.
RBOBATS Comvr
In 1620, 90 young white girls, and in WoaossiKRsa. . ,
3K sale,—cottage buildiug lots at Quaboag
pond,
C. L. COOLIDGE, No. Brookfield.
- To tfce heirs, at law, next of kin and all other
the following year 60 more, were pesons
r
Inter, sted la the estate of James P.
3W13*
brougut over from England and Bold to lltley. late of New Braintree In said County,
deceased.
the settlers In Virginia for wives. The Whereas, a certain instrument purporting to
TO RENT
price was first 100, then 160 pounds of be tie last will and testament of Bald deceased A GOOD up-stairs tenement. Towa water.
been presented to Bald i.our , for probate,
tobacco, worth three shillings per I has
Everything on one floor. Inqalreof r'REO
by Martha A. Utley, who praTB that letters
pound, and a debt so contracted was testamentary may be issued to her, the execu- A. 8TEABN8, South Main Street, North Brook*
1
trix therein named, without giving a surety on Held.
made of greater dignity than any her
official bond.
Yon
are
hereby
cited
'O
appear
at
a
Probate
other.
TO RENT.
Court, to be held at Worceeter, in said County

"Dress, next to beauty, Is the most
deadly weapon In woman's armoury,
The Grange held an open meeting last and often supplle* the want of beauty
Rev Mr Budd will give bis talk to the
evening, entertaining .as their guests, the Itself."—Orme Balfour.

boys and girls next Sunday morning preceding the sermon, on the theme—"The
Seen and the Unseen." In the evening
the last of the series on the Ethical and
Religious1 Value of the novel, taking up
"The Inside of the Cup." These have
been very interesting and helpful.

TENEMENTS TO LET.
ONE five mom tenement on Gilbert street, in
good repair, gas and town water in the
house. One of seven rooms on Kpring street,
gas and town water, in good,repa>r. Both are
on second story. Apply to
MOKTIMKR F. LINCOLN, Spring Street,
16
North urookneld.

pleted in 1869. Length 100 miles;
average breadth, 329 feet; depth, 26
feet. Cost In gold, $65,000,000. DisECCS FOR HATCHING ...
tances: English channel to Calcutta, WHITE Plymotti: Bock ergs for H.itchir.g
50
cents
for 13 KVERETT WEBBER.
via Cape Good Hope, 13.000 miles;
Union street. Tel. 3-1
14
Wednesday" evening was Neighbors' via canal, 8,000.
New York to Calcutta,
via
Cape
Good
Hope,'
14,600
night at the Grange, Hardwick and OakPLACE FOR SALE
ham Granges being invited. Eight from miles; via canal, 9,500.
fTO SETTLE an estate the two-tenement house
Mr 0. W. Tyler and Miss Winnie Leonard of Williston, Vt., formerly of this
t.wn, have been in town renewing acquaintances.

O ikham braved the storm and were present. The program consisted of a dialogue
entitled, "Dad says so, anyhow," by
the Master and Lecturer; readings, byMrs Arthur Barr; old-fashioned songs by
the Grange male quartet; piano solo, Mrs
France; farce, "Her nephew-in-laW'
elect," by Kathryn Mahan, Elizabeth
Comisky and Laura Wing.
Refreshments were served.

The annual Easter supper of ChriBt
Memorial church, on Tuesday evening,
proved a great success. At 6.30, the tables, tastefully laid in the gymnasium,
were promptly filled, some being obliged
to wait for- a second table. All were
quickly and bountifully served, and food
rapidly disappeared.
After supper, adjournment to the parlors was in order, where a short pleasing
entertainment was enjoyed, given under
the direction of Mrs B. H. Smith:—the
Misses Marion Crooks and Mabel Moody
sang a duet; instumental music' by Miss
Marguerita Fales of West Brookfield and
readings, by Mrs Helen Luther, and vocal music, by Mrs Elsie Putney of East
Brookfield. After the entertainment,
many of the company, remained for an
hour of social intercourse and enjoyment.

Coins of Small Value.
Doubtless the smallest coin In the
world circulates in the Malay peninsula, simply a thin wafer made from
the resinous Juice of a tree, and has
current value of about l-10,000th of a
cent. In the southern parts of Russia the peasants use a coin of such
small value that a quarter of a million of them are worth no more than
$1.25. The old Japanese mouseng was
worth 1-H2th of an American cent.
In Portugal the rels Is the lowest
standard of value, bifl no 1-rels
Jpleces are coined. A 3-reIs piece la
equivalent to 6-l00ths of a cent.

East Brookfield
North Brookfield

Special Offers For Contract Paint-

ing and Paper Hanging:
Stock Furnished.
ON A 115.00 order for wall paper, I will glva %
latest Improved bread mixer free.
A 110.00 order and $1JS0 in money win get th*
Mixer free.

Seed Potatoes!

A S5.00 oadav and $2.00 In money will take %
bread mixer free.
14

FULLAM
Will supply you with the
following seed potatoes :

FRED a CLAPP

Funeral Director
Registered Embalmer.
I

GREEN MOUNTAIN,
NORCRQSS,
DELAWARE,

/
Lady Assistant.

O muected by Long Distance Telephone^ Mouse and Store.

GOLD COIN,
CARMEN NO. 3,
NEW QUEEN,
EARLY ROSE,
IRISH COBBLER,

TWO HOUSES FOR SALE.
ED, both In good condition! one
K BKOOKHBD,
Tlth IS acre of land. *3St»; the
_ of 10 room, wit
ia,*U0D, 1-s Ca»n in eaeh oaM.
other of 7 rooms.

A WOOD LOT fOft SALE.
OF M ACRES In Brookfleia, convenient «• ta»
BaltaoanTfart *J and "art M year,' gravfe
Lot. of poles ready to cot. Land and tf—*■
forW»0«cub. Writ.K. A UKCOLN,*!
evard St.. We«t Springfield, Mans.

BROOKFIELD TIMES

BROOKFIELD TIMES

VILLA'S CAVALRY PURSUING THE FEDERALS

ORDERS FLEET
TOJAMPICO

FREEDOM
FOR TAXATION

Admiral

SALUTE TO

FLAG

Badger Prepares for Quick

Departure from
—Senators

Hampton
Declare

Roads
Step

Means Intervention.

:

Washington.—President Wilson has
ordered practically the entire Atlantic fleet to Mexican waters to force a
public salute to the stars and stripes
from the Huerta government as an
apology for the arrest of American
bluejackets at Tampica last Thursday.
No ultimatum has been issued—
that is no specified time has been set
■within wnicu the Heurta government
must comply—but the naval demonstration has been ordered as a concrete evidence of the fixed determination of the United States to back
up Rear Admiral Mayo's demand for
a salute. Up to tonight Gen. Huerta
had not made satisfactory response to
that demand.
"Future developments depend upon
Huerta himself" was the way a high
administration official close to the
President summarized the situation.
The determination to send the fleet
was reached after the President and
Secretary Bryan had conferred for an
hour with John Lind, personal representative of the President in Mexico,
ana after a two-hour cabinet meeting,
during which dispatches from Charge
O'Shaughnessy
revealed that the
Huerta government disputed the right
of American bluejackets to be ashore
at Tampico and contended that the
recent public statement of apology
was ample.
Immediately after the cabinet meeting adjourned Secretary Daniels Issued his orders to the Atlantic fleet
and wireless messages flashed up and
down the Atlantic coast to put the
fleet under steam for Tampico.
It
will be the largest fighting force the
American government has assembled
for possible action since the SpanishAmerican war.
Eleven great battleships with auxiliaries, carrying in all
about 15,000 men, will comprise the
force off Tampico.
Everywhere—at the White House,
the state department and the navy
department—the hope waB expressed
that the dispatch of the fleet would
not lead to serious consequences and
there was a confident prediction
among administration officials that
Gen. Huerta would see the wisdom of
satisfying the American demand and
close the incident.
Officials were
careful to point out that negotiations
with the Huerta government had not
ended and that the way was still open
to Gen. Huerta to make amends.
• In the mean time the navy department sent complete instructions to
Rear Admiral Badger, commander-inchief of the Atlantic fleet, on board
the battleship Arkansas, at Hampton
roads. Rear Admiral Fiske, chief of
the bureau of operations, left Washington for the roads personally to explain to Admiral Badger the diplomatic' side of the situation and the
dispatches from Rear Admiral Mayo
thus far received. Indicating the exact ships which will accompany Admiral Badger, the navy department
Issued the following:
"Admiral Badger will take, with him
the battleships Arkansas, Louisiana,
New Hampshire, Michigan, Vermont,
Mew Jersey and South Carolina, which
last ship has been intercepted on her
way from Hayti to Hampton, roads.
"The gunboat Tacoma, now at Boston ,also has been ordered to Tampico, by way of Newport, R. I.
"The gunboat Nashville, now at
Mont Christi, San Domingo, has been
ordered to Guantanamo to coal and
vlhence to Tampico.
The Rhode Island, the Nebraska, the Virginia and
the Georgia are now docking
rt has
not been decided yet whether they
will join Admiral Badger's forces.
"The transport Hancock will leave
I\ew Orleans for Tampico today with
the first regiment of the expeditionary force of marines."
The foregoing ships are in addition
to the Utah, Connecticut, Minnesota,
Des Moines, Chester, Dolphin and San
Francisco now at Tampico and the
Florida and Prairie now at Vera
Cruz. The torpedo boat flotilla at
Pensacola, Fla., has been ordered to
stand by for orders.
MELLEN

Tr

DISCHARGED.

Bridgeport, Conn.—Charles S. Mellen, former president of the New
York, New Haven and Hartford Railread Company, who in May of last
year was arrested on a bench warrant
charging him with manslaughter because of the death of one "Jane Doe,"
in the wreck of the Springfield express in Westport on Oct. 3, 1912, has
been ordered discharged from custody, fpllowing a nolle pros, of the,
charge.by.Judge Joseph P. Tuttle.
Action by the ..court was taken afder it had received from the special"
counsel, Attorney General John H.
Light and State Attorney Alcorn of
Hartford county, recommendation that
the case be dismissed for lack of evidence.

Governor

Scores

Present

Condition*

of Massachusetts Railroad Stocks.

Boston—"There was a time ten year!
ago when the New Haven railroad's
stock and bonds were considered aa
good as government bonds, yet an expert told the governor last week that
the probable book value of the New
Haven
stock today is not over $60.'"
URGES MORE POWER WITH LEGGovernor Walsh said this to the.
ISLATION.
members of the New England Paper
Box Manufacturers In discussing the
present railroad situation in MassKnows of No Harm That Follows
acjiu
Liberty In Making Laws.
/"The Boston and Maine road paid
dlvidende for seventy-three years,'
he
said, "evdn during the Civil war
Boston—The removal of all constitutional barriers relative to taxation, and the panld of 1873. But now it
giving the Legislature the right from has. suspended) dividends a^d. In the
time to time to enact such laws as opinion of many experts, is close totheir wisdom dictated, -./as strongly financial ruin. S Why?
urged by Lawson Purdy, head of the / "It is not through any act of the?
tax department of New York, before State or national government, but
simply because it has come into the
the committee on taxation.
The NewT5rlVe.xpert was the star hands of a few men who were using.
attraction at the hearings on the vari- It for their own selfish ends.
"Twenty years ago there were ten
ous propositions to amend the State
independent railroads in Massachuconstitution of Massachusetts to persetts, all in flourishing condition..
mit the creation of a new system of
But a meeting was called in a Fifth
taxation in this State,
avenue mansion, at which six men
"If I lived here I should strongly
sat down to a table with a map of
oppose putting anything more into the
Massachusetts between them. Three
constitution. I have always advocated of them represented the Boston and.
throwing the barriers down In other Maine road, and three the NewStates," Bald Mr. Purdy. "I know of Haven, These six men made a conno harm that hae come to any States tract In writing which was signed:
In the Union from freedom from con- and sealed. It is not a public docustitutional restraint upon the taxing ment and cannot be seen.
power. In no case has, radical ac"But as a result of that meeting,
tion been taken, and I believe In ev- and that contract Massachusetts wasery case Improvements over the pre- carved into two parts, the New Haven
existing condition have been adopt- taking all south of the Boston and.
ed."
Albany road and the Boston and
"Have you any compulsory systeji Maine all north of it. Later, as you.
of competing the filing of returns?" a know, they reached over the line and.
member of the committee asked.
consolidated. They became a mono"Our method is to assess the person poly.
first," replied Mr. Purdy, "and then
"It Is a very serious ^rrllem that
give him a certain length of time with- confronts the Commonwealth today.
in which to apply for a reduction, and If these railroads, have not violated,
then he can obtain it only after be- the law, why need they fear the law?"
ing personally examined under oath. But whatever happens, the Boston and
That is a more efficient system than Maine must be put into a congiving a man a blank and letting him dition where It can stand alone. We.
take it home and fill it out and send can only hope and pray there is
it to you. He does not have to file enough brain and enterprise and public integrity left In Massachusettsany returns. We assess him first.
"The system of filing returns has to take hold of that road and build it.
up.
been tried in every State," Mr. Purdy
"In the event of everything falldeclared, "and it is productive of pering, the government might have tojury, fraud and dishonesty."
"Have you had occasion to notice own it, for we must have a transportany attempt to escape the taxation ation, system. But that would be the
laws by coming into your State," an- very last step, and I am not encouraging it in the least. They would,
other member asked.
"Yes, I have observed a good deal like nothing better than that I should
at rather frequent intervals. We have recommended to the legislators that
Inquiries from various States as to the State own this road,"

Mew York Expert Appears Be'
fore Committee to Give
His Views.

President Decides on Vigorous
Action
OEMAND

USED RAILROADS FOR OWN
ENDS ASSERTS WALSH

General Villa's cavalry photogra phed outside Torreon as they were starting in pursuit of the survivors of the
Federal garrison after the capture of that city.

GUNMEN GUILTY
SEIZE MARINES FOUR GUNMEN
SAYS CIROFICI
ELECTROCUTED
ATTAMPICO
Dolphin's Men Quickly Set Free Put To Death in Sing-Sing For Becker Not in Plot So Far As
"Dago Frank" Knew
Rosenthal Murder
on Mayo's Demand
HUERTA OFFERS AN APOLOGY ONE
Released After Admiral's Protest—
Mayo Demands Parade and Salute
of Flag as Apology—Huerta

MADE

A

CONFESSION NAMES VALL0N AS SLAYER

Four, Trembling and Shaking
Day

and

After

Night of Prayers and

Farewells,

Go

Through

the

Harry Vallon Helped Kill Rosenthal—
"Whltey Lewis's" Gun Missed Fire,
Pals

Declared—Ciroflci

Called

"Little Green Door."

Away Before Shooting.

Pensacola, Fla.—For the first time
in the history of Florida a white
woman has been convicted of murder in the first degree and ordered
hanged. She Is Sis Johnson, and it
remained for a jury of twelve farmers of Caihoun county to break ths
precedent, after deliberating for more
than twenty-four hours.
•

Ossinlng, [N. Y.—The four gunmen
convicted of having murdered Herman
Rosenthal, the gambler, for hire, paid
the death penalty in the electric chair
in Sing Sing Prison. The execution?
were completed at 6:17 o'clock.
"Dago Frank" Ciroflci was the flrsf
to pass through the "little green door"
into the death chamber. He was followed by "Whltey Lewis" (Jacob
Seidensbner). "Gyp the Blood" (Harry Horowitz) was third and "Lefty
Louie" (Louts Rosenberg) was the
last to die.
All marched stolidly with the exception of "Dago FranU," from their
death cells to the electric chali
The current was applied to Ciroflci
at 5:39 o'clock and he was pronounced
dead at 5:44 o'clock. "Whltey Lewis'
was next. The current was turned
on him at 5:45 o'clock and he was
declared dead at 5:52 oclock. Then
came Harry Horowitz! "Gyp the
Blood." The current was applied to
him at 5:57 o'clock and he was de
dared dead at 6:02 o'clock. "Lefty
.Louis" followed and the current was
applied to him at 6:08. He was not
dead until 6:17 o'cock.
Whltey Lewis was the only one to
make a statement in the death house.
He denied that he did any actual
shooting. What he said was taken as
an admission that he was In the plot.
Whltey Lewis was the only to make
a statement though Warden Clancy
had announced that two men had do
clared their intentions of making
statements.
What be apparently wanted to drive
home was that he had not fired a shot
at Rosenthal, as testified. When he
faltered In his statement and seemed
unable to go on the death mask was
clapped on and his words cut off.
There was no untoward Incident In
the march of the four "gunmen" to
the death chair. None of them knew
until the last, minute the order In
which they were to die. Not until
the order was issued to "Gyp the
Blood" to come from his cell did the
others realize that the last minute
had arrived, and that "Gyp" was to
lead the death procession. "Goodby,
boys," said. "Gyp" as he stepped Into
the corridor. The blinds'of the cells
of his companions were drawn, as
were those of the other prisoners In
the death house, but his words could
be plainly heard There was no quiver
in his voice and be bore up bravely
as he said be would.
In the death chamber "Gyp the
Blood" halted within a few feet of
the death chair when a guard put
up a restraining hand. He glanced
around the room and peered into the
faces of the assembled spectators. His
statement Sunday that religious faith
would keep him up to the end apparently held true. When he was
told to take his seat In (he chair
he did so unhesitatingly and placed
his elbows on its arms.

Albany, N. Y.—The actual murder of
Herman Rosenthal, for which the four
gunmen were executed at Sing Sing,
was committed by Harry Vallon, "Gyp
the Blood," and "Lefty Louie," according to the confession made by "Dago
Frank" Ciroflci before he was led to
the chair. This confession was made
public by State Superintendent of
Prisons John B. Riley, after Governor
f!lyi.u had read it.
The pleadings of the mother and
sister of "Dago Frank" and the hope
Of the young Italian for a reprieve
induced the confession. It came too
late, however, and Indicated that
Frank was equally guilty with the
others, and .for these reasons it failed
to save him.
"The men who fired the shots were
"Gyp." "Louie" and "Valloa," he said.
This statement and the declaration
that as far as be knew Becker had
nothing to do with the case are two
things that stand out in the confession.
■ Briefly, in his confession Dago
Frank disclosed:
The four of them were hired not
to kill Herman Rosenthal, but Jobs
Langer or "Dollar John." a gambler
who was about to corroborate the
statement made by Rosenthal to District Attorney Whitman.
The four journeyed to Rockaway;
in an automobile early on the evening
of July 15 to kill Dollar John. They
met him, but it was in a situation
where it was impossible for them to
do what they were--B«nt to do. They
talked to the man. but came away. ,r
They rode first to a cafe in Second
avenue whence he, Ciroflci, went to
his home at 146th street and Seventh
avenue. Later he was awakened by
a whistle which took him to a window. He espied on the sidewalk be
low Jack Rose, Harry Vallon, and
Sam Sch»pps who told him at Bridgie
Weber's poker-room, 42nd street and
Sixth avenue,
<
He was, Informed by Gyp the Blood
that there was something else to be
done. Rose and Vallon were present
Bridgie Webber (fame In to say that
the
was at the Metropole. Lefty
Louie told him it was to be Herman
Rosenthal, the man who had squealed.
All started downstairs, but on the
sidewalk a messenger of the Tenderloin whispered to him that Jean Gordon, bis companion, was under arrest
uptown wbereup he left the party.
Later that morning the three men
came to bis fiat where they talked
about the murder and told him that
Harry Vallon had fired one shot, but
that Whltey Lewis had been entirely
useless ^because his revolver had
missed fire. The following day he received one-fourth of (1,000 for the
murder and which, by a grewsome
coincidence, was just the reward re
ceived by Electrician Davis for the
four executions.

MOTOR ACCIDENT DROWNS TWO.

HOTEL SAGAMORE IN ASHES

Expresses

Regret.

Mexico City.—A disagreeable situation has been created at Tampico by
-what is regarded by Admiral Mayo as
an insult to the American flag, but
the matter Is regarded as not serious, as President Huerta promptly
apologized and showed a disposition'
to do everything possible to keep the
affair from causing complications,
A Paymaster in command of a
whaleboat belonging to the Dolphin
landed near Iturbide Bridge at Tampico. This being within the Federal
lines and also within the zone of operations. Col. Hinojosa ordered the sailors detained and brought before bits.
Thereupon all were arrested by Mexican soldiers, including several who remained in the boat, from which the
American flag was flying. They were
taken before Col. Hinojosa, who questioned them regarding their purposes
within the Federal lines in uniform
during active operations.
Consul Miller Immediately protested
to Gen. Morales Zaragoza, the port
commander, who arrested Col. Hinojosa and personally expressed to Admiral Mayo his regret for the incident.
The Admiral, who considered this insuffi lent, asked for a formal apology,
the punishment of Hinojosa, a.id a
salute of twenty-one guns to the
American flag.
President Huerta in an official statement to Nelson O'Shaughnessy. the
American Charge d'Affaires, apologized for the unusual zealouanesa of
the Mexican officer at Tampico.
ANTI-VACCINATION BILL PASSED.
Massachusetts Senate Adopts Measure Affecting Public Schools.

Boston.—In the Senate the antivaccination bill was passed to be engrossed.
This measure provides that any person who has reached the age at which
attendance at school is permitted or
required, and who presents a written
statement from a parent or guardian,
or person, is opposed to vaccination,
shall not, as a condition precedent to
admission to the public schools, be
required to submit to vaccination, except at the time of a threatened or
actual outbreak of smallpox, when
the school board shall temporarily debar such person from the schools.
WHITE WOMAN TO BE HANGED.
It

is First Capital Case of Kind In
the State.

J. Tully and W. L. Canavan Dead— Loss on Big Adirondack Property
Seaman Saves Four Companions.
Put at $250,000.
Glens Falls, N. Y.—Fire destroyed
Norfolk, Va.—Two men were drowned and five others were more or less the Hotel' Sagamore, at Bolton,, on
injured when an automobile plunged Lake Shore, one of the largest hotels
through the gates on a ferry steam- In the Adlrondacks.
The laundry and servants' dormi
boat Into" Elizabeth River. The dead
are John Tully of New Yorkvand W, tory also were destroyed, but none
of the cottages was burned. The
L. Canavan, of Norfolk.
The five survivors were rescued by loss is estimated at $2*50,000, with
Howard Reed, a seaman on the battle insurance of J150.OOO. It is said that
»hlp New HampsLj-e. He jumped ov- the hotel will probably be rebult at
erboard.

the law of New York, evidently made
with a view to locating in New York.
At frequent intervals we get notices
from attorneys representing some person, saying that that person intends
to make his reslden.ee In New York,
and giving his address, and intimating
that an assessment for a
moderate
amount would he acceptable. John D.
Rockefeller had alleged with great
vigor that he was a citizen of New
fork when recently some tax assessors in Cleveland went after him. It
would be a simple matter for Rockefeller to arrange his investments so
that they would not be liable."
Asked what were the' complaints/
against the system in New York, Mr.
Purdy said that they were most eevere
In relation to the .system of collection.
"We are very far behind many States
In our methods of collection of taxes,"
Mr. Purdy said. And he added that
the taxing of public service corporation is unsatisfactory. The New York
system, on the other hand, is a good
deal better for the general welfare of
the real estate owners than in Massacbustts.
To Buy Boys' Product.

Boston—Judge. Charles E. Bruce
of the Maiden District Court, has received from Amos Whipple, proprietor of the Copley Square Hotel, an
offer to purchase all the garden truck
raised by boys and girls sentenced
by Judge Bruce to terms on a garden
patch id Maiden. Mr. Whfpplefoffers
10 per cent more than the market
price for the vegetables.
It is Judge Brace's opinion that,
instead of sentencing Juvenile offenders to terms In correctional institutions, the best interests of the
community will be served .by putting
them at work gardening. Mr. Whipple is interested in the project and
will buy from any farm started under
Judge Bruce's direction.

Central Milk Depots.
Boston—Central supply stations to
which North Reading producers can
bring their milk and) sell it direct,
to the consumers are planned by the
Boston Housewives League, which a
few months ago did much to break up
the efforts of the egg trust to exact
exorbitant prices,
Mrs. Anna T. Stelnauer, a vicepresident of the league, said that
the executive committee is to have.
a meeting in the near future at
which the situation will be considered, and that Mayor Curley will then
probably be asked to assist them la
their campaign to bring producers,
and consumers Into closer relations,
thereby eliminating the middleman's.
profits.
Plea to Help Deisndants.
Boston.— Newfoundlanders
In
Greater Boston were appealed, to la
Paine Memorial Hall by Mayor William R. Ellis of St. Johns to help relieve the misery of the 2000 women,
and children'who were left dependent
by the loss of the crews of the sealing
steamers Southern Cross and Newfoundland.
As a result of his plea
more than $500 was collected within,
a few minutes and committees and
clerks were appointed to take charge
of a campaign tor raising as much,
money as possible during the next
three weeks.
Cat'* Jump Brings Back Voice.
Rockport—Startled by the sudden
Jumping of her pet cat from a tableto the floor. Miss Sophronia Lowe
found her voice restored after being
speechless 18 months. Miss Lowe was.
reading a paper when the cat Jumped. She Jumped also and instinctively sought relief to her feeling in a.
scream. To her surprise there came
an actual exclamation of fright, a
shrill-toned, room-filling cry of dismay.

Bay State Men Named.

Washington.—Massachusetts
men
occupy prominent places on the list
of appointees to diplomatic posts
which President Wilson has sent to
the Senate for confirmation.
Warren D. Bobbins, now third, secretary of the embassy at Paris, is
named second secretary of the. embassy at Mexico City.
Richard M. Bartleman, now consulgeneral at Buenos Ayres, is sent to
Cienfuegos, Cuba.
John C. White of Baltimore, Md.,
•on of Henry White, former ambasMIS8 WILSON'S WEDDING, MAY 8. sador to France and Italy, a graduate
of Harvard in the class of 1907, is
Pew Guests to Be Invited to Cere- nominated as third secretary of the
embassy at Mexico City. .It la his
mony at White House.
Washington—Although there has first diplomatic experience." *
been no formal announcement from
Choked to Death by Marbles.
the White House of the date for the
Swampscottf—A seemingly harmwedding of Secretary McAdoo and
Miss Eleanor
Randolph' Wilson, less game of marbles that the two
youngest daughter of the President, little sons of Mr. and Mrs. Harry O.
friends who are in a position to know Suss began, ended In a tragedy when
say Friday, May 8, has been tentative- each of the lads, In the absence of
their mother, swallowed a glass
ly selected.
The ceremony is expected to be "aggy*' And choked to death before
a physician could reach them.
private.

Woods Heads G. A. R.
Boston—The close fight that bad
been predicted between the candidates for department commander of
the Massachusetts encampment at
the Grand Army of the Republic developed into a walkaway for John
M. Woods of post 38, Somerville,
Junior'' vice-department commander,
who polled 410 votes against 177 for
for E. O. Skeltoh, senior vice-department commander.
Dies of Pellagra.
Lowell.—The first case of pellagra
ever known ii Lowell resulted in the
death of John S. Curry, 39 years old,
a midget 36 inches tall, at the Chelmsford. street hospital where1 he had
been confined eight months. He had
exhibited in circuses and at Revere.
Beach,
Jofcs That Failed. .
Customer (trying on dress snit, Jokingly 1—"I hope I'll never be mistaken,
for a waiter."."* Tailor—"When in
doubt, keep your hands In your poclt•UI"—Judge.
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Grape Seed Oil.

Charles
Edmonds

Walk,

"The SW&r Blade:: "JTie TbfernoOer Xub£' Etc.

HENRT HOWLAND

Oil from grape seeds has become a
byproduct of the wine industry in portions of France, Italy ant] Wuertexnberg. The Bulletin of the American
Association of Commerce and Trade,
published In Berlin,-says that the first
pressing, obtained cold, is of edible
oil; that extracted by pressing and
heating is dark and bitter, and is used
for lighting purposes and in the making of soap. It is described as a good
substitute for the expensive oils used
In the textile Industry. About 2.2
pounds of oil may be expressed from
the seeds of grapes yielding 26.42 gallons of wine.
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He started writing
Important to Mothers)
verses that wers
Examine carefully every bottle of
easily under- CASTOKIA, a safe and sure remedy for
uiat~"he~was
obliged
to
repeat
it.
Mufpursued.
"During
your
absence,
Paige's
Tom
answered
with
poorly
assumed
8YNOPSI8.
stood,
infants and children, and see that it
fling the mouth-piece with one hand, carelessness: "Over at Rocky Cove." silence has assumed a really disquietAnd here and there
was some person
Tludolph Van Vechten, a youns man of he hetd a long conversation—all In a Then unconsciously he began caress- ing aspect; I am now deeply conleisure, la astonished to see a man enter mysterious undertone—In the course ing the other wrist, which also was cerned about her—even now am awaitwho told him
No. 2313, a house across the street from
that they were Signature of &&$fffi[£jfcu
the Powhatan club, long unoccupied and of which he replied to numerous ques- discolored and swollen, Van Vechten ing replies to a dozen or more cableIn TJae For Over 30 Tears. •
good;
spoken of as the House of Mystery, Sev- tions on the part of his unseen inter- observed.
/
grams I sent oft this morning. Her
He dealt with Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
eral persons at regular Intervals enter
locutor.
"Rocky Cove—h'-m. What's hap- gold purse wae found yesterday in that
themes that were
No. 1313. Van Vechten expresses concern
to his friend, Tom Phlnney, regarding the
common, his lanFollowed several, minutes of Intent pened to your wrists?"
house."
Brainless Town?
whereabouts of his cousin and fiances, listening by Barnicle, then he said:
guage was plain
Tom
flushed
and
tried
to
bide
the
His
friend
stared
at
him
blankly.
Paige Carew. A man Is forcibly ejected
Bill—Do you believe that San make
and strong,
from the house. Van Vechten and Tom
"Mr. Rudolph Is not a gentleman telltale wrists, but finding this impos"How the dickens did it get there?"
And a tew people brains?
jfollow the man and find him dead in the
frankly told him
street. Van Vechten Is attracted by the that shows 'Is feelings, don't y'know, sible he came suddenly back to earth. he exclaimed.
Jill—I certainly do.
he was blessed
face of a girl In the crowd of onlookers and that Is what makes me sure that
"Ruddy," he abruptly announced, "I
"To be sure. And what has hap"Well,
they
tell
me
every
man
who
surrounding the body. Later he discovwith the gift of
pened to my cousin? Those are two
ers the girl gazing at him with a look of whatever is bothering him is serious. I mean to find a job."
has gone in the fish business .in your
song.
•corn from the windows of the mysteri- can tell when anything is a-worryln'
"A laudable ambition," commented questions that I am extremely anxtown has failed."
ous house. Detective Flint 1 calls on Van him." And, In a resentful tone: " 'E his friend, still eyeing him curiously. ious to have answered as soon as posHe began to throw
Vechten to get his version of the tragIn italics, hapedy. Tom Phlnney goes alone on a yacht- called me a satire. 'E 'as something "I never had a job myself, nor any sible; questions that must be anPutnam Fadeless Dyes will last unhazard, it may
ing trip. He recognizes among some per- on 'Is mind, so 'e 'as, yet 'e Is a-sleepin' desire for one; which, as has been swered, in fact Do you not see how
sons In a passing motor boat two men
til the goods wear out Adv.
be said.
whom he had seen enter the House of like a 'ealthy hlnfant."
pointed out to me more than once, is your promise to the unidentified young
And
here
and
the**
Mystery. He sees one of them, a Mr. CalAnother pause.
was a foot-note
nothing whatever to my credit. What lady has tied our hands at a vital moHome-Made Sideboard.
11s, on shore later and follows him. Tom
to enlighten the
"I understand—some time tomorrow do you purpose doing, may I inquire?" ment?
Is seized, blindfolded and taken to a
Here Is a way of making a sideones
who
read,
house. He hears a girl named Jessie, evi- night. I was afraid for a while that I
"I'm serious," returned Tom, scowl"You said that the girl who conductAnd here and then board from an old washatand. Take
dently the daughter of the man in authority. Question his captors. A sweet-voiced could not find an opportunity to call ing. "I mean Just what I say. I In- ed you from the Rocky Cove house, inwas a stanza too out rail from top, then measure the
girl later protests against the roughness you tonight; his coming 'ome so early tend to go to work. Think of all the timated that you might Indeed see her
deep for the com- two upright pieces and get two turned
of his captors. Van Vechten calls on his and unexpected like, don't y'know, and
mon kind;
years I've squandered In Idleness—" —soon—under some strange condiuncJe. Theodore Van Vechten, big man
Tbe people beg»n to marvel at tbe might- the same length and tonr pieces three
In Wall street and known as the "Man of his being that concerned quite took me
"Heaven forbid!" broke
in his tions. Have you any Idea what she
Inches shorter. Have two shelve*
iness of his mind.
Iron," In search of Information regarding breath away."
friend. "I can imagine only one thing meant?"
the whereabouts of Paige Carew. Detecmade with grooves three Inches from
tive Flint shows Van Vechten a gold
Barnicle replaced the receiver as that could set you to reflecting upon
He dropped the common, adopting an al- back, so these can be used to stand
"Not
the
least,'"
replied
Tom;
"only
mesh purse found In the House of Mys- noiselessly as he had taken It down,
legorical style,
the desolate, dreary waste of your mis- wish I did. But she was mighty seritery. Van recognizes it as belonging to
up
pretty plates. When finished fasFafge Carew. The sweet-voiced girl helps and after switching oft the lights stole spent life. And, mirablle dlctu et visu. ous and solemn about It, I can tell you And the critics had to Interpret his mean- ten cleats on the inside of first uping, after a while.
*Tom Phlnney escape. Detective Flint away to regions best known to himIt has come at last! Who la this para- that"
And the people were filled with wonder, rights so that when shelf Is fitted it
tells Van Vechten he haa a theory that
self.
TVlge has been kidnaped.
not understanding a bit,
gon of her sex that has quickened
After much more consideration of
v
And the poet had fame and riches and will come even with the top of pieces.
Next morning, bright and early, Ru- you?"
the difficulties confronting them, Van
Screw the shorter pieces onto the first
fancied
that he was it.
dolph Van Vechten was seated at his
BOOK II.
Tom colored again. "Shucks!" he Vechten offered the following proshelf before setting on cleats, then fit
writing-table, while Barnicle, tall, growled sulkily. "A fellow might as posal:
His meaning got deeper and deeper, tin on top shelf. Have fronts and ends
white-haired^ cadaverous of counte- well try talking seriously to an Idiot"
even the critics themselves
CHAPTER V.
"Although you are bound not to
rounded on tbe shelves. Then stain
nance, but extraordinarily efficient,
"Believe me," said Van Vechten search for the Rocky Cove house, I am Were stumped if they read without ta- all new parts same color as the rest,
king their reference books from ths
Tom Phlnney Returns.
moved quickly about his morning earnestly, "I never was In a more not under any such restraint There
shelves,
then give a coat of varnish to all.
During this ride it occurred to Van tasks, and so quietly that the young sober mood in my life. Mayn't I be is no reason why Flint and I should And his glory kept growing and spread-. When done you have an "Old English"
ing, he was hailed as a prophet. In- style of buffet or sideboard tor very
Vechten that he had seen nothing of man was not aware of his presence.
permitted some vent tor my stupefac- not run over there and have a try at
deed;
?
Tom Phlnney since he had sent him
Van Vechten was compiling a list tion? You appear here, utterly unlike It."
he wrote a new poem six na- little expense.
away brusquely the day before. He of his friends and acquaintances In the chap I know, and sit for minutes, '"Ruddy, I can't stand for It," Tpm Whenever
tions stopped working to read.
wondered not a little at his friend's London, together with such names of about as garrulous as a corpse, then quietly, but none tbe less firmly, obCream of Lettuce Soup.
Thus, filled with thoughts of his great- N The outer green leaves of lettuce
prolonged absence, hoped that Tom Paige's friends as he could recall. Hav- overwhelm me with the amazing reve- jected.
ness and scorning the simple ways*
was not huffy, and finally concluded ing completed this to his satisfaction, lation that you are—at last—in love!
"Look here, Tom." Van Vechten all He wound and criss-crossed and doubled are simmered In barely enough water
that be had tired of waiting upon an he next directed his attention to the Tom, my dear fellow, I feel as if I at once grew very grave, and there
In a metaphorical maze,
to cover them till they are tender
■uncertainty and had gone off upon composition of a cablegram which, he were participating in a miracle. Tell was a new, tone in his voice that Till, clutching his brow, he read slowly enough to go through the puree sieve
his
latest,
and
said
with
a
sigh:
some Jaunt of his own.
trusted, would elicit news of Paige or me frankly all about her."
caught Tom'B attention. "I am as Inor colander; they are added to the
The Man of Iron Darkened attentive- Mrs. Devereaux without occasioning
"She has the tenderest, most mu- terested In one of those girls as you "It's so deep that I can't understand It—' hot milk and seasoning, slightly thickmy God, what a wonder am I!**
ly to what Rudolph had to say, but if too much comment on the part of the sical voice In the world," said Tom are in the other. Perhaps"—hesitantened and then strained; the result la
-the narration prompted any misgivings recipient
fervently.
ly—"we are both Interested In the
Won In Spite of Herself.
a light green cream of delicate flavor.
!
. he showed them not at all. He consldIt was well after ten o'clock when
"That's the genuine poetic touch,' same one."
.
"Why Is It," he asked, "that the Escarole. chicory, sorrel, parsley,
ei-ed a moment, after the younger man he finished bis labors and departed. said his friend. "And her hair?—her
This was the most astonishing dis- prettiest girls generally marry home* spinach or any of the green things
had finished, then said:
The instant the door closed Barnicle eyes? Ie she tall or short—Psyche, or closure that Tom had yet heard.
ly men?"
oa this order may be used In the same
"One woman might drop from sight left oft what he happened to be doing Diana? Hebe, or Hippolyta?"
"You?" he almost shouted his
"Do they?" she replied. "I ha vent -way. One pretty little touch Is someIn a number of ways, but It Is too Im- at the Ume. and etood listening to the
"I—I don't know," stammered Tom. amazement.
times
given to these soups—on*
any
idea
of
ever
marrying
a
homely
probable- to believe that both Paige footfalls growing fainter in the hall.
"What!"
Van Vechten nodded. "I saw her In
small carrot Is cooked and minced
and Josephine could have been made Presently he heard his master's voice
Tom twisted and squirmed uneasily the crowd at the alley, Sunday, and man, that Is, as long as you and I—
oh, dear, what am I saying? I mean very fine or. put through a coarse
away with without a ripple reaching utter a sharp "Down!" an ensuing In his chair.
again at a window across the street
colander and when the soup Is ready
the shore. Both merit a stern rebuke, clank and clatter of the elevator door,
"Dash it all!" blurted be at last. '.'I while we were returning here. Wheth- that I wouldn't care for you If you
although I apprehend that nothing seri- and Barnicle broke Into activity again. was an ass for coming here; I might er she is the girl In the dark or Jessie, were, homely, and—and—I'm so fool- to serve this Is scattered over thai,
ish I—let's talk of something else, top.
^
ous has happened."
Hastening over to the writing-table, have known that you'd screw every- I do not know; but—"
please. Won't you?"
And Theodore Van Vechten dis- he went deftly through a number of thing out of me. When I say I don't
"Describe her," Tom eagerly InterBeing a game young man, however,
Good, Simple, Brown Bread.
missed the subject, nor would he dis- papers. Van Vechten had left sev- know what she looks like, I mean just rupted.
One cup each Indian, rye and grahe spoke right out then and succeeded
cuss It any further during Rudolph's eral rough drafts of the cablegram and that, but it makes me out a blooming
"She is slender, her hair and eyes
ham meal, one cup molasses, one hand*
in persuading her to be his.
«tay.
also one or two complete, but badly lunatic. But I haven't seen her. I are dark. She is very beautiful."
ful raisins, one teaspoon saleratus and)
A furious thunderstorm was raging scratched list of names. One each of haven't the least Idea what she looks
But Tom was emphatically shaking
a pinch of salt
IN .POSITION TO GET FACTS.
when the latter was ready to depart, these Barnicle selected, carefully fold- like. Yet I want to find her worse his head. "That—except for the beauMoisten with enough cold water to
than ever I wanted anything In my tiful part of It—could not be the girl
so he perforce dined with his uncle, ed and placed in his pocket.
In the meantime a taxi cab con- life."
and instead of returning to the Powwho came to me in the dark. I don't
• "I think," salt make fairly soft batter; mis well and)
hatan, went directly to the Kenmore, veyed Van Vechten to the nearest
The other's aspect grew grave enough know why I know It, but I do. But
the poet, "that 1 place In well-greased pall (covered).
Place in covered kettle with boiling:
where he surprised Barnicle with an telegraph office, where he filed the now. It was plainly manifest that, go on with what you started to say."
shall turn my at
explicit Injunction not to be permit- following message, directed to each since they had parted Sunday, Tom
I was, going to say that I am contentlon to aociol water, enough to reach top of can and'
ted to sleep a minute later than seven person on his Hat:
had undergone an experience of some fident of this girl's innocence of any
ogy. It seems to steam two and a half hours. Removeo'clock.
from can Immediately.
"Have lost my Cousin Paige Carew's kind, that had affected him profound- wrongdoing, or even a suspicion of
me that a great
"Seven, did you say, sir?" asked address. She will not write until she ly.
This recipe has been' used for IS)
wrongdoing. Such being the case, no
book might b«
Barnicle, too thunderstruck to believe hears from me. Fear she Is ill. Can
years and If made as directed will
"Suppose," said his friend sympa- harm can befall either of them from
written on how
Ills own ears.
you supply her present address?"
thetically, "you tell me all about her." anything Flint and I do.
the poor live." - never fall.
The young man regarded his aged
He left Instructions that all replies
And Tom did. He began with bis
"It's the sandy-haired chap that I ■ "Well," bis wife said, with a heart
-valet a trifle sardonically.
be delivered at the Powhatan, whither day upon the waters of the sound, con- want to get at; I suspect he's the
felt sigh, "If such a thing can be dona
"You old satyr. Go to bed at a de- he betook himself to wait.
cluding this stage of bis adventure mainspring of the whole affair, and Inyou ought to, be able to do It. Bui
cent hour, and to sleep—mark that,
Barely had he made himself comfort- with an account of the motorboat and dubitably Flint thinks so too. Flint's
depends upon the integrity
I almost hate to think of your biograable In front of one of tbe windows Its occupants.
a pretty clever chap; I respect him phy going out in that form, after tha
of the liver.
overlooking the street, when the hall
At mention of the white-haired ser- more every time we talk. I believe he
high hopes we've had."
door again opened. He looked round vant Van Vechten started violently, Is thoroughly dependable.
IF YOUR LIVER IS TORPID
and beheld Tom Phlnney. Reserving but managed to restrain the ejacula"At any rate If that hulking bruiser
Why He Was Late.
his greeting until Tom drew nearer, he tion that leaped to the tip of his
knows anything about Paige, he must
"Ah," she cried, pointing an accus| was about to turn away again, but tongue. His interest was now doubled,
be made to tell It; Flint can do what- ing finger at him, as he got. home
something In Tom's appearance and and be settled himself to barken to
ever be pleases with regard to the shortly after eleven o'clock.
"Yon
bearing abruptly struck him as being the narrative, which he followed
murder."
forgot that this Is the annivera bit cold. He gaVe tbe truant a sharp thenceforward to the end with a conTheir
talk
wandered
far
Into
the
glance.
sary of our wedding ( Don't tell me
ception that Inspired Tom to genuine
realm of speculation, carrying them that you didn't! You wouldn't be get „
*
For one thing, Tom's noiseless en- eloquence.
over the luncheon hour and back to ting home at this time of night If you VOTJR SYSTEM WILL foOT
At the close of the recital Van Vechtrance was In marked contrast to his
their seats in the lounge. It was profitcustomary boisterous arrival; a grave ten remained a long time absorbed in less, and the entry of a messenger hadn't let it pass clean out of your pRUN DOWN.
memory."
and thoughtful cast now sat upon bis thought
with a sheaf of cablegrams for Van
"To think," he said finally, "that
"You wrong me, Margaret; honesh
usually good-humored
countenance,
Vechten came as a welcome diversion,
and he was contemplating Van Vechten you—of all persons—should have blun- although anticipation lent the Inci- you do. I 'membered It Jush well at
*^
TRitE MARK RfG.U.S P4- «F
1 ev'r remembersb anyshihg In m' life.
with a preoccupied stare which plain- dered Into an adventure like that! dent an unwonted excitement.
Reducei Strained, Puffy Aakles
But, Tommy, it Is unfortunate that you
ly took no note of hie surroundings.
Honesh.
Thash
reason
'm
late.
I
b'n
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
Lymphsnfhla, Poll Evil, Fistula
Seeming all at once to become aware pledged yourself not to bunt for the
out tryin' frget It. Honesh."
Boils, Swellings; Stops Lameness
of the figure over by the window, Tom house. I suppose It occurred to you
Had Cleaned It.
and allays pain. Heals Sores, Cuts,
halted, uttered a faint "Hullo, Ruddy," that these people tare the same who
The Fitness of Things.
Gent—Is there any soup on the bill
Braises, Boot Chafes. It is aa
then proceeded to a chair beside Van occupied thlrteen-thlrteen?"
He started as a milkman.
of fare?
ANTISEPTIC AND GERMICIDE
In quite a modest way.
Tom nodded.
Vechten's into which he sank delib[SOH-FOISO»OB81
Walter—There was, sir, but I wiped
By
using- water freely
Does not blister Or remove the
"Then listen to this," Vaa Vechten it off.—California Pelican.
erately. He sat gazing dreamily into
He made the venture pay.
hair and horse can be worked. Pleasant to use.
the street, as inert as protoplasm.
Becoming a gTeat magnate.
$2.00 a bottle, delivered. Describe your cats
Van Vechten surveyed him from
He kept on as before;
for special instructions and Book 5 K free.
By
making
use
of
water
time, to time, growing more and more
ABSORB1NE. JR.. udaesdc liniment for mankind re.
He added to his store.
Sued Strains, Painful. Knotted, Swollen Vein*. Milk Let.
puzzled, as the minutes passed withAt last the doctors gathered
Coot Concentrated—only a few drop, required ataatafaU.
out Bound or movement from his comWhere he was lying dead;
cation. Price St per bottle at dealer, or delivered.
""E Called Me a Satire. 'E 'a* Some- panion.
W.F.YOUNG, r. 0. F..310 Templ« SI,SDrlngfleld.Haaa.
"Poor man. he died of water
Upon the brain," they said.
thing on 'Is Mind, so 'e 'as."
"Well?" he dryly broke the silence
at laBt. "It was an invigorating showBarnicle?—and you will find It no er we. had last night."
In After Years.
great hardship to rise before seven
"You told me once," she pensively
A grunt from Tom was the sole reio'clook."
sponse. He didn't even trouble to look AMUSEMENT FOR THE TOTS hunt through the Illustrated books for ■aid when they met in after years, ha
FIREPROOF
"Oh, it's no 'ardahip at all, sir; Just, around. Then Van Vechten Injected a
pictures to suit the occasion.
being a widower and she a widow,
er—beggln' your pardon, sir—just a note of cheerfulness Into his next Game That Win Keep Them InterestPerhaps you will begin in tbjls way: "that you never could learn to b«
bit unusual, If I may be allowed to speech.
ed During the Long Evenings
"Once upon a time there was a little happy without me."
say so, sir."
STATION I
"I know It," he replied, "In those UUUD CfJITRAi.
girl called Susie. She was seven years
of the Winter.
"But it has turned delightful today."
1 Blocks
"Well," Van Vechten announced, "I
old and she had long, curly hair. Now, days there was an adage that I had ■fsM-R.ltSts.. 4i._"TJh-hub," from Tom.
am going to turn In now. And I want
CENTRE OF EVERYTHING
Now that the evenings are drawing look through your books and find a not tested."
"Great Scott! "cried the other imto be up by seven."
350 ROOMS
BATHS 200
"What was It?"
patiently
"What's the matter with in, the children will want some new picture of Susie."
An hour later, satisfied that his you? Are you ill? Or is it money— game to play after supper Is over.
A room with bath - - ■ .$1.50
" 'Live and learn.'" '
Then the children will spend five
master actually was in a sound slum- or debts?"—although he knew Tom to They will all enjoy the "Cut-Out Fam- happy minutes In finding Susie, cutOther rooms with bath $2.00, $2.50
ber, Barnicle blinked at the bedroom be a marvelously healthy, animal, and ily Game," which Is played as follows: ting her ouVand fastening her at the
Rooms tor two persons $2.50, $3.00
Safe.
CUISINE
(alaOartc)
MUSIO.
door In a bewildered way, then at the that neither of the other two possibiliGet a big pile of illustrated Journals, top of the blank sheet. As the tale
"Don't you ever get to feeling nerv- •END FOR COLORED MAP OP NEW YORtt
cellarette. Next he produced a key, ties had power to disturb him In the catalogues and picture papers, and continues the sheet will become full ous for fear your husband may tall fat EDGAR T. SMITH, Managing Director.
opened the richly carved door and least
give each child a blunt-pointed pair of of portraits of the different people love With his typewriter lady?"
poured himself a stiff peg of brandy.
Tom now slowly revolved his head scissors, a large sheet of newspaper or whom Susie met, the pet animals she
"Oh, no; not at all. She's my moth- HOLD DISEASE AMD OLD IDE IT BIT %^A\
Having consumed this with evident and looked at Van Vechten, glassily. brown paper, and a pot of paste or a had, and so on.
kQfl"B theory at deatfOYiiur tbe poison pn.duchii
er."
bacilli in tbeoolon with TOUIPHT. fruilr nlBe-tem-ii!
relish, glass and bottle were replaced, ■Without replying, he absently fell to packet of pins,'
of tvil dlBeaaea ttr* eauBed by solf-polsoning. Fw
It will take an hour or more to fill
tloalsrs f res. TOtiHlBT(0.,CbveKUS*, (Uj B. *£, €*»* I
the door was closed and locked, and caressing one wrist, which appeared to
Then read or tell them some simple a sheet, and the children will be quiEvidently Not.
then Barnicle moved with an air of his companion to be somewhat swol- little tale of every-day life—not a fairy
etly and Happily occupied, all ths time.
"It is said that Japanese
stealth to the desk telephone.
._>bor «aTinjii utensil far it-i
len and bruised. Van Vechten's curi- story, but an ordinary, every-day tale
never cry."
h-jBriofcold. A ture seller IJbf nil terms. Do. I
Cautiously he seated himself and osity mounted.
delay. Home Supply Co., in ■«!■ fit., **<...*«*..,
of boys and girls and their fathers
More
than
600,000
men
are
employed
"Is
that
so?
Whafs
the
matter—
noiselessly took down the receiver,
"Where have you been?" he de and mothers. As you go along, stop la working the railways frt the United don't they use pins over there?"
REUEVn
calling for a number In a voice so low manded.
from time to time, and 1st the children Kingdom.
Pettits Eve Salve TIRED E.U

Perfect Digestion
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HABITS OF DUCKS AND GEESE
Average Egg Record of Former Is
About Same as That of HenDrake Seldom Shows Temper.

j CAROLINE LEE'S SI6N \
' By EDWARD EREENE.

Both ducks and geese begin laying
In February, The duck's average egg
record Is about the same as that of a
hen, but she yields her entire crop
In about seven months, while the hen
takes about nine months.
The goose averages about 30 eggs,
and lays them in from three to four
months.
Geese pair, but drakes will take
care of four or more wives.
Eggs from yearling ducks hatch
well, but geese must be about three
years old to show strong fertility.
Ducks can be profitably bred for
four years; geese can be bred for
many years—for a period that seems
incredible.
Ducks seldom become broody. Geese
are apt to become broody after laying
the first litter.
The goose is a grazing bird, while
the ducks thrive with a limited
amount of green food.
The goose, like the duck, has practically no crop. The drake is easily

: LITTLE ROSIE'S FATHER:
HOME
TO
HELPS
By L. M. STEVENS.

On one of the side streets near the
Two questions seriously troubled
Rosle. Where was'her father? Why
center of town there is a curious Sid
didn't Rachel have a beau? Rachel,
gray house.
It
stands far back
KEEP FIRE LOSS AT MINIMUM who was her mother, had long age
concluded the 'child was an oddity and
from the street
paid little or no attention to her endand looks for all
Advice Given New Yorkers Is Worth less queries and singular habits,
the world like a
Heeding by Residents of the
though oftentimes' she would pause in
sour old man who
Smaller Cities.
•her work to gaze at Rosle, rocking to
severely d 1 s a pand fro, with a kitten hugged tight in
proves of his newDon't block the fire escape*. You her arms and singing in a shrill voice
er and more
may
need
them
yourself
tonight
"flighty"
neigha quaint little song.
Don't leave everything to the land-,
Rachel invariably sighed. Her relabors. Its fence has
lord. Inspect your own house from tion to her child was not of an Intilong since fallen
cellar to garret and locate all exits.
mate nature. She was always too overinto decay and is
Don't throw cigars or cigarettes out
worked to encourage friendliness and,
held lip here and
of windows. They drop on awnings;
therefore, Rosle seemed strange and
there by a groanand set them afire.
remote. Romance enveloped her and
ing post or a
Don't allow children to play wlthj
she lived In a world of her own creacreaking wire. On
matches.
the rickety old
Don't use matches or candles In tion, far removed from her bumble
surroundings. She went to the little
porch hangs a
dark closets or cellars.
neat new shingle, bearing m bold blackr
Don't keep matches except In a tin whitewashed schoolhouse on the hill,
and at recess played with the children,
letters the following: "I don't want
box with cover attached.
no niggerB hangin' round here and I
Don't toss away a match unless but afterward she came home and sat
don't want nothing to dp with niggers
completely extinguished, and then toes on the doorstep alone.
nohow." It is signed' "Caroline Lee." It into a metal or porcelain receptacle.
One day a little girl, who was exNow, to a person born with almost
Dont fill lamps or oil stoves while* ceedingly small, but very Important
because her father was the storeas much curiosity as a cat, such a lighted.
sign is like a red rag to a bull. HewDon't use naphtha or .gasoline for keeper, began to swing on the schoolever, for a long time, in spite of all I cleaning purposes where there axe yard gate and looked Rosle over with
could do, I never had a glimpse of I open lights or fires.
contemptuous disapproval. ,
,
the occupant, though I often heard a
"Why do you stick after us?" she
Don't put ashes on a dumbwaiter.
somewhat cracked yet unmistakably
Don't accumulate old beds and bed-i asked.
darky voice singing "At the cross. At* ding or other trash- In cellars.
"I don't," said Rosie quickly, "and I
the cross." Then finally, one happy,
Don't* allow delivery boys to tie think it's mean of you to say so."
afternoon I saw her, little and old and back the dumbwaiter door in cellar;
"Oh, do you?" .cried the little girl.
wiry, black as the ace of spades, clad by this means -fires have spread 'Td like to know why, when my
In calico skirt and bright red sweater, throughout buildings.
mamma said it was a pity we respect,and wielding an ax with all the.vigor
Don't neglect to have the chimney able children had to play with you,
of a farm hand. Of course I was over- flue cleaned once a year. You are re- and that you didn't have a father,
joyed at seeing her, but I was still a sponsible, not your landlord.—From even, and—"
long way from knowing what the sign 'Flreprooflng a City," by Joseph John"My father—" Rosle paused. She
meant. I thought of every way to be- son, Fire Commissioner of New York, knew she could say one of two things.
come
friends
with
her,
but
none
Rouen Duck.
"He is away," she ended triumphantly.
In the American Review of Reviews.
seemed to suit, until finally I had a
•
"Away! Is he coming back?" she
distinguished from the duck by the happy thought—hev dog.
asked, with newly awakened Interest.
curl in the tail feathers. This feature
When I meet a cat she always gives OWN THEIR OWN GREENHOUSE
"Yes," said Rosle, "he is coming
is not found in the gander.
me* one look and immediately rememback some time," and suddenly she
The average weight of the gooSe Is bers urgent business elsewhere. But Leading Municipalities Are Beautifyturned and fairly flew down the suntwice that of the duck.
,. .
every dog seems to recognize In me a
Ing Their Streets With a Profit
bathed road,
The older the gander the more vi- boon companion, so from that time on
.
to Themselves.
Rachel sat on the doorstep mending
cious he is apt to become during my path was clear. Every day as I
a garment She was thin and frail,
breeding season; the drake seldom went by I'd have a visit with the dog,
Tree planting campaigns are being with a pink flush on her sunken
snows temper, being of a more timid while his mistress peeked surrepti- carried on in many cities of the United cheeks and a burn in her dark eyes.
nature.
tiously from behind the'eurtains. At States, resulting in profit and attract- She smiled as the child rushed up and
Geese cannot be profitably hatched last 1 was rewarded by a smile arid iveness to these cities. In St Louis,,
let her work fall in her lap.
and reared artificially, while incuba- a tentative "Mawnin'." And such a tor instance, the estimated value of
"Well, what Is it?" she inquired,
tors and brooders have revolutionized smile! It was for all the world like the 66,500 trees and shrubs turned out'
listlessly.
the duck business.
the sun breaking through a fog. In In two years by the two municipally
"They all have 'em—where is my
Geese do not thrive when yarded; this way matters went until I came owned greenhouses was $12,721.70.
father?" she cried, In little pants.
ducks do.
to know her better, and finally one The original cost and maintenance ex- "When Is he comln' back?"
day I took my fate In my hands and penditures amounted to $4',000, leaving,
"Comln' back?" Rachel echoed In
her to explain the sign. I bad- a net profit to the city .of $8,721. For- amazement
*
PREPARE EGGS FOR MARKET asked
been afraid she would take my request merly the park department was
"Yes. I told Mamie he was comin'
as an offense, but Instead she smiled forced to buy the trees they set out some time."
,
Several Excellent Little Hints That
broadly and Invited me to "set down In Philadelphia, the Faizmount Park;
"Well, he's nof'-^-an angry light?
Will Tend Greatly to Increase
on the porch step." Needless to say, commission, which has supervision of! darted in her eyes—"you haven't one,
Profits From Poultry.
1 was only too willing to "set"
over 127,000 street trees in the city,! even, and tell her so if she asks you
"You see," she said, "it's neah eight- Is planning to turn many treeless- again. Little idiots," she added, more
Provide cleanrdry hay or straw or een yeahs since my ole man died down
streets Into shady avenues as a step to herself than to the child.
a suitable material for the nests, re- in Nashville and let* me with six chiltoward conserving life and health. A
Rosie's arms had fallen limp at her
new the material frequently and al- len and nothiri' to keep me on.— But
tree-planting campaign in Baltimore sides. Horror, astonishment and beways when it becomes wet and soiled. lawd, Ah didn't care; 'sears like Ah
In 1914 will be extended to the plant- lief successively came in her face.
Collect eggs every day shortly be- knowed ev'yone in Nashville, so Ah
ing of 1300 trees, and during the winThe next morning In the schoolhousefore noon/or preferably at noon and jes' whirled In an' went to work. Ah
ter all the dead trees In the city will, several of the children were gathered
at dusk. It Is especially advisable raised ev'y one of them cblllen, and
be removed. It Is estimated that by around the teacher, so Rosle shyly
when hens are broody to collect when they got married they jes'
planting seedlings the city, will in the joined the group and heard the last
twice daily.
picked up one after nuther and let* course of three years save many hun- part of the conversation.
On no account should eggs which me. Well, Ah didn't mln' that, but dreds of dollars each year.
»•*'
"Little Lucy Harlow Is going to
have .been found by chance in nests looks like ev'y time any one of them
start to school today, and you must all
In the open during harvest time or cblllen or their husban's got out o'
lie the destinies of an exclusive family and a beautiful girl. any other time be mixed with those work—and that's mighty neah all the
Progressive Publicity,
be especially nice and kind to her, for
When you- want a new cook yon she hasn't a father."
for market Any such eggs time—they come to stay with me. Ah
Undoubtedly the best story ever written by the popular Intended
Oh! oh! Rosie's heart beat tumultuwhich are not fit for consumption stood that for a long time, and then advertise. When you want to let the
world know—which means the man ously. At last there would be one of
author of "Graustark," "Brewster's Millions," "Truxton should be thrown out - >
Ah got klnda tired, so jes' went to around the corner and his wife—that
her kind.
Any dirt on the egg when it is Missus White, that Ah worked to'.'
Lucy Harlow and her mother came
King," and many other successful novels.
collected should be removed by means and tole her Ah'd made up my mind you sell better meat or better carpets
or
better
automobiles
for
less
money
In just before the last bell rang. Rosle
of a dry cloth, or it that method falls to light out. She was a powerful fine
than
your
competitor
down
the
street
did not attempt to probe the differ1 v A story that is intensely dramatic with a plot unique a slightly dampened, but not a wet woman, Miss White wuz, and she tole you advertise.
ence, but she knew immediately that
cloth, should be used. Do not wash me she was s-comln' out heah, and
Therefore,
if
a
big
city
wants
to
Mrs.
Harlow was curiously unlike the
hen eggs nor put them in water, nor would bring me 'long. She didn't half
beyond the ordinary.
be bigger, if a prosperous city wants
use any chemical to remove the dirt
think Ah'd come, but 'pears like Ah'd to be richer, why not advertise? Pub- other mothers in the village.
One evening Rosle stood at the gate,
Eggs should always be kept dry. got klnda desp'rit, so Ah come, and
Contact with wet material or «*■ the only thing Ah brung wus mah lit- licity, in one way or another, has made gazing up and down the road, until
most big fortunes and most big In- finally her diligent watch was reposture to moisture causes them to tle ole grip and mah dawg.
dustries. Advertising, clever, consist- warded. A man, wearing a shabby
go bad quickly; therefore, eggs when
"Well, Ah got along fine heah, too; ent persistent advertising, has turned
blue suit a gay necktie, patent leather
taken to market should be protected you see, Miss' White knowed lots o'
half-starved little businesses Into shoes, and carrying a traveling bag,
from the wet by suitable coverings,
Customer Knew Best.
people roun' heah, and Ah had all sleek, well-fed corporations.
walked briskly towardB her.
Monuments In Poor Location*.
Keep eggs in a cool, dry place away the work Ah could do.
"Generally run down, sir?" queried
Let Easterners wake up to the busiRoBie looked dubious. She knew
The recently issued report of the the druggist; "slightly seedy and from objectionable odors.
"But lawd, Ah hadn't been heah ness Interests of their home town and
she
could not buy soap, and yet
Mew* York art commission contains want a good toning up?"
Reserve the small eggs tor horns more'n two months when them pesky
build up their city commercially by
the following:
and market the best and largest.
The pale-faced customer nodded.
chlllen o' mine comes plltn' In on me the, same methods that they would Prince Charming had been too long
In coming to allow him to escape now
Put clean, dry nay in the basket or like the wrath o' God. Seems like
"From time to time there have
"Well, I've the very thing for yon,
adopt In booming their own business.
been submitted to the commission de- Jenkins' juvenator
Three doses a box used for packing eggs for mar- they'd been wrltln' to some fool nlg- Money spent on municipal advertising that he stood upon their very threshsigns of monuments (chiefly statuary, day and more If necessary. Fifty a ket and pack carefully.
gah heah, and they Juet got It Into pays—cities out West learned that old. Rachel would soon i;urn the bend
In the road, but until that moment she
fountains and the like) completely ex- bottle."
their halds to come. They didn't have fcng ago.—Washington Herald.
had not considered that It would be a
ecuted, with the bronze parts cast, the
"No, thanks," said the pale patient. HEN WAS LACKING IN MILK no money, so Ah bad to let em stay
very dirty, tfred-looklng Rachel. A
marble or granite cut and the entire
"But, my dear sir. It's the rage of
till they got work. An' finally it was
happy thought suddenly occurred toGratifying
Progress.
monument ready to be set up. Often the day. Jenkins' juvenator is the
jes'
as
bad
as
ever;
fot
so
Ah
couldn't
The current decade Is remarkable ller.
the entire work has been completed greatest discovery of modern medi- Amateur Farmer Awakened to Fast keep enough to eat In the house to
That His Chickens Must Be Fed
"I tell ycu what!" Rosle raised her
in a foreign country, with utter dis- cine. It's the rage of the season. Evfeed mah dawg, let alone me. Ah tor the generality of the movement
In Order to Thrive.
regard to the location In which It is ery one Is rejuvenating, you might
didn't know what to do for a while, among American cities in way of de- shining eyes. "Come again "bout dusk.
veloping the public service equipments My mother will be home by that
proposed that the monument snail be say."
During the first year the amateur and then one day Ah got to thtnkin',
placed. They are designed for an
"Yes, but I think I'd rather try fanner discovers that all his chickens and went down to the sign man and and the improving of living condi- time."
tions. This march of progress is not
"Well, I say you're an uncommonly
abstract location, that Is to say, for something else," replied the custoI which were confined In coops, wen had him paint me that air sign. Them an unreasonable reaching after vis- polite little girt. I'll be back," and to
any location, but search for a suitable mer.
•
,
fool nlggahs done took the hint, too;
languishing
at
the
point
of
death.
The
ionary
things,
but
is
only
in
keeping
Rosie's
astonishment. Prince Charmlocation nearly always results in fail"Nonsense," pressed the druggist.
novelist went over his hen literature an' Ah hain't never see'd hide nor with the Increasing populations and ing lifted his hat and went leisurely
ure.
"I tell you Jenkins' juvenator will
hair
ut
'em
since."
"Most persons seem to' have lost have more effect on you in a single to locate the cause of his trouble, but
"But don't you get lonesome for the expanding wealth of cities. In towards the village.
most Instances the betterments are
When her mother returned, she
sight of the fact that many of the beau- day than any other medicine could to no avail. Finally he. called upon a them sometimes?" I asked.
neighbor
to
whom
he
put
the
questiful monuments of the past were de- have In a month. It cures everything
"Lawd, honey. If you'd been both- based upon the perspective view— said:
tion:
"What
do
you
suppose
is
the
"YOU beat all, you queer little thing.
signed for particular sites,,and conse- from coughs to corns. What Is your
ered with them like Ah have, you upon the consideration that the city
matter with those chickens?" "Well,
quently that the monument was made objection to it?"
wouldn't think Ah'd evah git lone- must grow, and that this growth must But I wouldn't dreBS for a soap agent
I
dunno.
What
do
you
feed
'em?"
be
prepared
for—but
the
betterments
or
a prince tonight, why, I'm actually
to fit into its surroundings.
some; sides," she added, with a
"Why, nothing, only I'm Jenkins."
"Feed them!" exclaimed the novelist
"Our American cities, having in*
twinkle In her eye, "they's enough are needful and are not being pushed too tired to eat," and with a sigh she
farmer, "why I don't feed them any- white folks comes in heah to ask me before the need for them has devel- sank wearily on the steps,
most cases no Important civic or rething." "Then how"d you suppose they about that sign to keep me from evah oped.
Down the road came the soap agent
llgiouB centers, have grown without
New Idea In Moving Pictures.
were agoln' to live?" "I presumed,"
"I am selling soap," he began and
any Intelligent or comprehensive plan,
Powerful arc lights combined with replied the literary person, "that the gittln' lonesome."
Futurist Roses.
stopped abruptly.
and monuments have been lodged here newly designed moving picture apold
hen
had
enough
milk
for
them
"Frank!" shet cried, placing her
In Bond street London, there are
and there in streets and, parks like paratus are used at the Scala theater
Franco-British Entente.
__
driftwood. In only a few Instances in London to produce some wonderful now."
At the distribution at the Mansion to be seen some crude artificial roses hand to her forehead in a piteous ef»
are they definitely related to anything effects, for the persons are seen In
House, London, of prizes to success- with the label "Nuances futuriBtes." tort to suppress her emotion.
Cause of Bad Eggs.
He gazed at her dumbstruck, until
In their vicinity, so as to form part of life size moving about without the
ful students In the competition organ- A rose of harsh toned pink would have
Carelessness in keeping the eggs in- ized , by the National Society of a violet center, or a brilliant peacock the appeal In her faded, bitter face,
a comprehensive scheme.
There Is vse of any visible screen, so that they
no more forlorn looking object than appear to act upon a real theater tended for hatching purposes is a'fre- French Masters in England, M. Paul green heart one of violent mustard gave him understanding.
"Tell her," said the soap agent and!
a granite monument placed in the mid- scene which Is lighted as is custom- quent cause of so-called ringed eggs Cambon, the French ambassador, re- was centered with brown, while one
dle of a green, lawn. It Is a foreigner ary in such cases. This remankable and dead germs.
marked upon the rapid increase of of raw scarlet bad an orange heart there was an unmistakable tremor in;
to ail Its nearest neighbors. Recently result Is brought about by optical
candidates, who this year numbered The futurist rose has appropriately his voice, "Prince Charming Is here."
Change Feeding Places.
it has come to be recognized that cit- combinations which have as yet not
5,000. The ambassador said it was in- unnatural leaves with a dark metalChange-the
feeding
place
of
the
For' Burned Hands.
ies should be built according to a dis- been made public. The Illusion is
teresting to note that the same phe- lic sheen.
For the burns, more or less severe,
tinct plan, and that the various parts heightened by electric devices of an chickens frequently. When fed on one nomenon had occurred in France. The
Sunny Streets Desirable.
that happen so frequently in the
and objects in the city should bear a Improved kind for working a phono- spot of ground, the soil becomes con- young French people were taking up
In the city planning congress at kitchen, it 1B well to keep on band
direct relation not only to one an- graph together with "the moving pic- taminated and diseases are spread.
more and more the study of English
other, but to their surroundings."
letters. That was a token of the Ghent there was much advocacy of there a bottle filled with equal parts
ture machine so that it always keeps
Lime for Poultry.
"rapproehement" between the two streets so laid out as to allow the of linseed oil and limewater. Shake
in step, and the words or music are
Lime for the. poultry can be pur-,
reproduced at exactly the same time chased in the form of oyster shells, countries, whose relations had become greatest possible amount of sunlight the bottle well before application, and
First Things to Be Considered.
in order to secure the fullest mlerobl- keep the burned parts from the air by
Health, beauty, and comfort stand as the gestures. It is said that the though old plaster or dry cracked united 8y feelings of cordial sym- cldal action of the rays.
covering with lint or soft linen.
pathy.
'
new
apparatus
does
this
with
great
higher than do- the rights of the land
bones are fairly good.
perfection.
speculator.

HOLLOW

HER HAND

^p GEORGE BARR ItCUTCHEON

H WOMAN'S overpowering obsession for
revenge upon the snobbish, aristocratic
family of her murdered husband prompts her to
shelter and protect the girl who had made her
a widow so that she might finally drag down
the family name by bringing about the marriage
of hei husband's brother with the girl who had
taken a life with justification; thus, in

THE HOLLOW
OF HER HAND

Be sure to read it. Oar coming serial!
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Edwin Locke of Boston was at his
SUMMEfc SCHEDULE
borne on South Maple street, the first of
Death of John Mulcahy.
the week.
Games To Be Played By Quabaug
EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
Samuel Reed of Worcester was the
AT
»
'
John Mulcahy died suddenly Monday
Journsl Block, North Brookfield, Mass guest Sunday of Mr and Mrs William
The officials of the Quaboag Valley nighti at 930 0,cIocki 8t hJB hom(, ^
Mulcahy, Howard street.
baseball leagne, that comprises teams River street, of cerebral hemorrhage. He
HORACE J. LAWRENCE.
Henry Beecher Ward and family of from the high schools of Barre, Brook-1 had b^,, g^ 8ince Saturdayi bllt hiB con.
EDITOR AXD PBOPBJETOB.
Worcester were at their summer home on field, Hardwick, North Brookfield, Palm- j dition was not thought serious, and his
er, Ware and Warren, have arranged the^ death wa8 a gteAi ^^fc to „,|,t,Yea and
1.00 a Year in Advance Lake Quaboag, Sunday.
following schedule for the season :- friends.
Single Copies, 3 Cent*.
Rev. H. Bumner Mitchell returned to April 18. Barre at Warren.
Mr Mulcahy was born in Brookfleld, 45
Address all communications to BBOOKFIBLD his home in Keene, N. H., on Monday, - " 25. Barre at North Brookfield.
years ago, the son of Roger and (LeonTIMES; North Brookfield, Mass.
after a visit -with his parents in the Over" 29. Brookfield at North Brookfield. ard) Mulcahy, and/had always lived in
Orders for subscription. advertising, or joB
work and payment for the same, may be sent the-River district.
" 29. Hardwick at Barre.
town. He had been'engaged in the grodlrectto the main office. North Brookfield or
o George W. McNamara. Brookfield
Mr and Mrs Henry Tyler of Easthamp- May 2. Brookfield at WarS"
cery business for the past 30 years, being
;
2. North Brookfield at Hardwick employed as clerk by his father, Roger
ton and William _H. Allen of Boston were
2. Warren at Palmer.
the guests the first of the week of Mrs
Mulcahy up to six months ago, when he
BROOKFIELD.
6. Palmer at Barre. ,
Emogene Watrous, Maple street.
bought the business that has been con6. Ware at Brookfield.
ducted for the past year on Pleasant St.
Miss Felt Fletcher was the guest of Miss
The Saskatchewan club have made ar
9. Barre at Brookfield.
Mr Mulcahy was married to Miss Cloe
Sadie Fitta in Leicester, Sunday.
rsngnments to have a concert and dance
9. Warren at North Brookfield. St. Peter 18 years ago. He was a memMies Tda E. V. Brown spent Monday in the-town hall, Friday night, May 8.
16. North:Brookfield at Barre.
ber of Spencer Council, Knights of CoPlant's orchesira of Spencer will furnish
at the home of her sister in Bandolph.
20. Brookfield vs Warren at West lumbus, Division 17, A^O. H. and of the
music.
AT MUCH LOWER PRICES THAN USUAL
The Foster-Moulton shoe factory was
Brookfield.
O'Connell Association of Worcester. He
closed Monday in observance of Patriot's ' Music lovers anticipate a rare treat at
20. North Brookfield at Ware.
is survived by his wife, three children,
23. Warren at Barre.
day.
the piano recital to be given in the {own
Clare, Thomas and Leonard Mulcahy;
IN APRIL
Brookfield at Palmer.
his father, Roger Mulcahy, all of BrookLetters are advertised at the Brookfleld hall, Thursday evening, Apri 30, by Miss
" 27. North Brookfield at Palmer.
fleld; a brother Thomas, and a sister,
post office for Miss Marian Bay and Mrs Clara M. Clarendon. Mrs William McSuits that wijl irresutably appeal to your judgLaurin, soprano soloist, will sing.
" 30. Hardwick |t Brookfield.
Mrs Michael Meagher, Willimantic, CL
Mary L. Rice.
The funeral was held Thursday morning
Mr and Mrs John L. Zimmerman and
The schools of Blanchard building were June 3. Palmer at'Hardwick.
'• 3. North Brookfield vs Warren at at 9 o'clock, with a high mass of requiment of correct fashion and economical price.
G. Ernest Zimmerman were in Worces- closed last Friday, it being visiting day
West Brookfield.
em at St. Mary's church, celebrated by
for. the four teachers, Misses Conrad,
ter Tuesday.
" 6. Barre at Palmer.
the pastor, Rev Michael J. Murphy.
Dunn, Mulvey and McNamara.
The
John L. Guerin has opened a motor
"
6.
North Brookfield at Brookfield. The members of Division 17, A. O. H,teachers visited the public schools at
boat garage at his cottage on Shipwreck
" 10. Ware at Barte.
marched in a body as escort from the
Leicester.
point, Lake Quaboag.
" 10. Warren at Brookfield.
$22.50,to $27.50
home to the church and were taken on a
The boomerang whist party held in the
" 13. Brookfield at Barre.
special car to West Brookfleld to attend
William Cooke of Chelsea visited Suntown hall) Friday night under the au" 13. Palmer at North Brookfield.
burial services at Sacred Heart cemetery.
day at the home of Mr and Mrs E. Richspices of two of the Woman's Alliance
" 17. Brookfield at Hardwick. The Spencer Council, K. of C. sent a delard Irwin, Prouty street.
circles, was well attended. The playing
" 20. Barre at Hardwick.
egation of members and officers. The
Randolph H. Moulton of Lynn visited was under the direction of Miss Lura A20. Palmer at Brookfield.
bearers were Edward F. Delaney, AnNew and unusual styles are in this collection.. Many Sample the first of the week with his parents, Woodbury of Spencer, At the conclu- "" 20.
Ware at North Brookfield.
drew J. Leach and William J.-Walker,
Mr and Mrs Samuel M oultonsion, of the whist refreshments were
" 24. Hardwick at Palmer.
representing Spencer Council,. K. of O.
Suits just recievgd from the New York manufacturers. All sizes Miss Teresa Conroy of North Brook- served in banquet hall.
" 27. Hardwick at North Brookfield. and'John M. Tu'netali, John L. Mulcahy
"
2T.
Palmer at Ware.
field, "was the guest at Miss Annie Delftand Matthew Ryan representing Div. 17,
Miss Clara M. Clarendon will give a
for Misses 16 to 20 and Women 34 to 44.
The dates for the "Ware at Palmer" A. O. H.
ney, Sherman street, Monday.
/
piano recital in the town hall, Thursday
During the services the stores and busiMr and Mrs Timothy McNamara Of evening, April 30. Mrs William McLaur- and "Barre at Ware" games have not
ness places were closed and the curtains
Spencer were the guests Sunday of Mrs in, soprano soloist, assisting her. This been decided upon.
will
be
an
opportunity
for
everybody
to
drawn, as a token of respect to the memMary Hannigan, Prouty street
,r
$32.50 to $45.00
^ , •.» ~ lit' ™T
_ u u~ < <*W>J»re** musical treat. The recital
The district nurse committee of the V. ory of Mr Mulcahy, who had been assoCharles McCarthy, Worcester,:^HX,t.8,«. The
The program has I. 8. conducted^ successful home-made ciated with the business men of this town
the guest this week of his mother, Mrs
DSSQ carefully arranged with the purpose food and candy sale in the south hall
lor 30 years. The church was filled with
Timothy McCarthy, Hyde street
of njfcking it pleasing to all.
the town house from 3 to 5 o'clock, last friends at the requiem mass, there being
Mr and Mrs Albert Rich el (Washing'yen's famous Singing Orchestra of Saturday afternoon, for the benefit of the many present from Spsncer, Ware, WorA carefully and tastefully selected collection of Stunning Suits ton, III., were the guests last week of re
Worcester, will furnish music for the district nurse fund, 921.06 being netted cester, Springfield, Leominster and Fitchconcert and, to be held under the au- from the affair. During (he sale selec- burg. Burial was in Sacred Heart cemefrom the sample lines of three of New York's foremost tailors Mary J. Wakefield, River street.
Mr and Mrs Roy Mitchell and children spices of the Quaboag Valley Social club, tions were played on a phonograph oper- tery. Undertaker Daniei F. Kennedy
was in charge.
of Warren were guests Monday of; Mrs in the town hall, Friday evening, May-i. ated by Mies Dorothy Burgess.
and our own surplus stock.
Mitchell's parents on Main street.
This orchestra is considered one of the
The high school baseball team were deMiss Stella Morrissette of Worcester best in New England and this engage- feated 10-9, in th'e first game of the seaRESOLUTIONS
was the guest Saturday, of Mr and Mrs ment is the only one that the Quaboag son, against the Hitchcock Free Academy
Valley
club,
has
been
able
to
secure
durAdopted
by
Division 17, A. O. H.,
Edward B. Phetteplace, Lincoln street.
team at Brimfield, Monday afternoon.
WORCESTER
ENTIRE BUILDING
ing the past two seasons. There will be The game was played on a muddy field,
on the Death of- John Mulcahy.
Mr and Mrs Thomas F. Murphy and cars east and 'west after the dance.
MASSACHUSETTS son, George, spent the week end with
512 MAIN STREET
and it rained continually during' the
Whereas, Almighty God has deemed it
William Edwards of North Brookfield game. The boys made a very creditable
relatives in Pittsfield and Housatonie.
O.
The wise to remove from our midst our much
received a slight concussion of the brain, showing under such conditions.
Miss Ethel Cattle of Radcliffe college a dislocated left wrist and bruises about team will go to North Brookfleld to play esteemed and respected brother, John
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
has been the guest for a few days, of her the shoulders and neck as, the result of a against the high school next Wednesday Mulcahy, therefore be it
WOBCESTEE
«B,
FHOBATs
CODBT
WOBOWTEB •»,
PBOSATB uouer
Resolved, That by his death the order
To the heirs, at lav, next of kin and all other parents, Judge and Mrs Henry E. Cottle, fall from staging at the power house of afternoon in the opening game of the
To the heirs at law, next of kin, creditor;
interested In the estate of James p,
has lost a trustworthy and honest man.
and »U oilier persons interested In the estate of persons
Utley, late of New Braintree in said County, Howard street.
the W. B. & S. street railway, Tuesday Quaboag Valley League schedule.
Pierre Fortier, late of Brookfleld, In Bid deceased.
.
The Church, an obedient and most zealCormty detailed Intestate:
„„
Arthur Hale returned to his home in morning. Mr Edwards is a carpenter
Whereas, a certain Instrument purportine to
Whereas, a petition has been presented to
The employees of the Foster-Moulton ous supporter.
" laid deceased Jamaica Plains, Monday, after being the employed by the W. F. Fullam Co., and
tala Court to grant a letter of administration has been presented to said conrt.
for
probate,
shoe factory will have a baseball team
Resolved, That we tender our most sinon the estate of said deoeaaed to Victor J, by Martha A. Utley, who pravs that letters
Fortier of Brookfleld, in the County of Wor- testamentary may be issued to her, the exeou guest for a few days at the home of Mr with other workmen were engaged in re- this season and at a meeting of the cancere condolence and profoundest sympacester, or to some other suitable person,
moving
a
partition.
He
was
on
the
stagtrix
therein
named,
without
giving
a
surety
on
and
Mrs
H.
F.
Crosby.
Ton are hereby cited to appear at a "bhate
didates on Tuesday,. Henry J. Clancy was thy to his friends and relatives in their
Conrttobehi-ldLatWoroester, In said County her official bond.
ing, 10 feet from the floor and a board
You are hereby cited to appear at a Probate
chosen manager, and Henry E. Durkin sad affiction. And we pray that God
Miss Winifred S. Farrell visited friends
of Worcester, on the flfth day of May, A. D. Court,
to be held at Worcester, in said Count?
broke, throwing him head first to the
1914, at nine o'clock in the forenoon, to show of Worcester,
captain. The manager is anxious ' to ar- may enable them to bear with resignation
on the flfth day of May A. 0. in Holden the first of the week, and Miss
cause, It any yon have, why the same should 1914, at nine o'clock
ground. He was carried to the office of
in the forenoon, to show
if any you have, why the same should Clarabelle Bailey was in charge at the the power house by the other workmen, range games with, shop teams in other their irreparable loss, and be it further
™And Kid pett'tloner Is hereby directed to give cause,
not be gw a ntfid ■
towns. A practice game has been ar
library during her absence.
public notice thereof, by publishing thta citaResolved, That these resolutions be enAnd said petitioner is he. eby directed to give
and was attended by Dr. Mary H. Shertion once in each week, for three enocessive public
ranged with the high school team to be tered upon our records, a copy of the
notice thereof, by publishing this citaDr.
and
Mrs
H.
P.
Bartlett
and
Atty
man,
and
later
carried
to
his
home
in
tion once in each week, for three successive
weeks, In the North Brookfleld Journal, a news. Warren T. Bartlett of North Brookfield, North Brookfield in Mr Fullam's auto- played Saturday afternoon on Merrick same published in the BROOKFIELD TIMES,
park diamond at 4 o'clock.
■^YTmeMTwflllam'T.'Foibes, ESquire, Judi
and transmitted to the family of our
spent Sunday at the home of Rev. and mobile,
*
of said Court, this foui teentn dax of April, In
the year one thousand nine hundred and fourThe general storeowned by Harry R. lamented brother.
Mrs.William
L.
Walsh.
citation to an known pan
Papers were passed Tuesday whereby
teen,
JOHN M. TIINSTAI.L,
terested In the estate, seven days at feast before
J?
' ™ " "
Lamb at Depot Square was broken into
HARRY H. ATWOOD, Register. said Court.
#
Mr and.Vfrs George W. Dillon and Maglorie Labossiere of Springfield beMAKTIH J. DONAHUE,
April M, St, May I,F.
Tuesday night and goods valued at 818
Witness, William T.Forbes, (squire, Judge
their
daughter
Irene
of
Ware,
were
the
came owner of the meat and provision
of said Court, this fourteenth day of April, In
AMPBEW J. LEACH,
Entrance was made by
the year one thousand nine hundred and four- guests, Sunday of Mr and Mrs John business conducted by Edward F. De- were stolen.
WILLIAM J. WALKER,
teen.
breaking the glass at the front entrance.
HARRY H. ATWOoD, Register. Clancy, Kimball street.
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
■ !aney in the Donahue block, Central
EDWARD F. DfcLANsy,
April 17, 24. May l,u.
.»*ij™r.
The break was discovered by Mr Lamb
WOBCEBTBB S&,
PSOBATS CotJBT
Mrs Henry H. Pratt of North Brook- street. The sale included stock in trade, when he went to open the 'store WednesCommittee.
To the heirs at law next of kin and all other
persons interested in the estate of Edward M. Commonwealth of Massachusetts field, substituted as teacher in grades 2 fixtures and equipments, also wagons and day morning.
He has not made a
Allen, late of North Brookfleld in said County,
The total assessment is
and 3, Thursday, because of the absence two horses.
WOBOSSTBB, as.
PROBATE CoUBt.
The Ladies club of East Brookfield will
thorough examination of his extensive
deceased.
.
81200. Mr Labossiere had been owner
To the heirs at law and all others Interested of their teacher, Miss Mulvey.
Wheieas, a certain instrument purpoting to
stock to ascertain just what articles were have a military whist party in the Red
be the last-will and testament of Bald deceased in the estate of Ann O. Belding, late of North \
of
a
market
in
Springfield
but
sold
in
orhas been presented to said Court, for probate Brookrield in said Countv. deceased.
taken, but was able to state that (pur Men's hall, Wednesday evening, April
The annual meeting of Woman's AlliWhereas, a certain Instrument purporting to
by Mabel 0. Dickinson, who prays that letters
der to get into the country.
He took
pairs of men's shoes, two pair of which 29.
testamentary may he issued to her, the execu- be the last will and testament of said deceased ance of the First Parish church, will be
possession
Tuesday
morning.
Mr
Detrix therein named, without giving a surety on has been presented to said Court, for protiate, held in the social room, Tuesday afterwere size 6, one pair size 8, and one size
At a meeting of the Grange in banquet
net official bond. ,..
„--,.*- by Herbert B. Cnmmings. who prays that letters
laney
disposed
of
the
business,
with
Ton are hereby cited to appear at a Probate testtameutary may be issued to him, the execu- noon, April 28, at 2.0 o'clock. The will
9; four Ingersoll watches and two loaves hall, Tuesday night, the 3rd and 4th detor
therein
named,
without
giviug
a
surety
on
which he has been connected for^he past
Court to he held at Worcester, in said County
be election of officers for the coming year.
of cake were stolen. The boxes from grees were worked on 7 candidates, by
the filth day of Hay, his official bond.
of Worcester,
20 years, to become post-master atRrooklock In
in the forenoon, to
You are hereby cited to appear at a Probate
A. D. OU, attn_
nine o'clock
The Teachers' Club will be entertained field, he having been appointed March which, the shoes and watches were taken I he ladies' degree team. Dr. Gorham of
ou have, why the same Court to be held at Worcester, in said county,
show cause, if
on
the
fifth
day
of
May
A.
D.
1914,
at
nine
Should not be gramU
were left in the store. The contents of North Hanson inspected the order. Rec
the forenoon to show cause,
if any this (Friday evening) evening, by Dr 23, by President Wilspn. He announced
And said
" petitioner
-etition labereby directed to give o'clock in toe
yo- I ave, why the same should not be granted Mary H. Sherman and Principal Arthur
the store were not disturbed much, and freshments were served.
fublkvbotteelhereor, by publishing this clta- "o-t
the first of the week that he would
And said petitioner is hereby dlrecte,
lon rnce in each week, for three successive
this fact caused the owner to believe that
bftthis cita- B. Bucknam of the high schoc 1, at J,he assume his new duties May 1.
weeks, in the North Brookrit-Id Journal, a news- public notioe thereof, by publishing
There will be a military whist party in
paper published in North Brookneld. the last tion once In each week lor three successive home of the former on River street.
the break was committed by someone the town hall, Monday evening, April 27,
•llcatlon to be one day, at least, before said
_ weeks, In the North Brookfleld Journal, a newsMrs James Mulvey received word, familiar with the interior of the place,
ourt, and by nailing, postpaid, or delivering a paper published in North Brookfleld, the last
from 8 until ten o'clock for the benefit of
Principal Arthur Bucknam of the high Tuesday, of the death at the Brighteide
opy of this citation to all known persons In- i nueuoatlon to be one day. at least, before said
and who knew where to look for the B. H. S. baseball team.
terested in the estate, fourteen days at least j Court, and by mailing, postpaid, or de Iverlng
Whist playing*
before said Court.,
_
.,
J copy of ttfcoitatlon to all known persons In- school, has been elected vice-president of home in Holyoke, of her sister, who was articles wanted. On the floor inside the
will be under the direction of Mrs C. L.
Witness, William T. Forbes, Esquire, Judge | terested in the estate, seven days at least be- Quaboag Valley baseball league, succeed
known, in religions life, as Sister Mary front entrance there were many blood
of said Court, this fourteenth day of April fore said Court.
Bush of North Brookfleld. Refreshments
in the year one thousand nine hundred and fWitness,
William T. For es, Esquire, Judge ing Principal Kenny of Hitchcock Acad J.ucina, and was formerly Miss Delia
spots, which the police believe came from will be served during the evening.
fourteen.
? "id t*™rt, thta fourteenth day of April
HARRY H. ATWOOD, Register. In ft* year of our Lord one thousand nine emy of Brimfield, who resigned, as the Carney of Brookfleld. She was 32 years cute that the guilty party or parties reApril 17 24. May 1.D
hundred and fonrteen.
team from his school had withdrawn from old, and was born in Brookfleld, in Sep- ceived when the glass in the door was
A pet dog, owned by George Stone was
^
'
' . ' •
HABRY H. ATWOOD, Register.
the league.
'
ApU17,84, MaylC
tember, 1881, daughter of John J. and broken. The cake that was taken comes run over and killed by a westward bound
Alpheus Wright, son of Mrs George Sarah Quinn Carney. She had been
wrapped in wax paper and fragments of automobile bearing the Massachusetts
FOR SALE.
register No. 20100, in front of the WalkFFTY Columbia andjvictor, 12-inch, turn SPENCER MANDOLIN ORCHESTRA Wright, Common street, who had his nun at the Brighteide home for about 10 this same kind of paper were discovered
and 83-00 records at 28 cents each;
FIFTEEN PIECES. BMertalnmentt, Ban- right leg mangled so severely, in an acci- years. • She is survived by her father, along. Pleasant street from the store to er grocery store, Central street, Tuesday
B. F. BARTON, Brookfleld.
quets, Concert Work, etc.
afternoon.
The automobile did not
*.i«
Ro'or *o H. EABIE BATIV, Director dent at a portable sawmill in Holland a John J. Carney of Worcester, a brother, the Gilbert L. Leete blacksmith shop the
few weeks ago, that jt was necessary to John J. Carney, Jr., of Frederickton, next morning, making it appear as stop after striking the dog.
amputate it at City hospital, Worcester, N. B., and four sisters, Mrs James Mul- though those guilty came towards the
John Balcom, aged 65, and Mrs Mary
FOR SALE.
TWO:HOUSES FOR SALE.
is reported as gaining steadily.
vey, Brookfleld; Miss Sarah Carney, of centre of the .town.
Chief of police Stone, aged 54; both of West Brookfleld,
IN BROOKFIED, both in good condition; one HATCHING BGQ9 from lsse single comb B.
L Beds, selected stook, 78 cents a setting,
of 10 rooms with 13 acre of land. 12600; the
Papers were passed Saturday, convey- Brockton; Mrs James McGaughern of Thomas Mooney has been following up a were married at 9 o'clock, Thursday
ether of 7 rooms, S1P00. 1,-3 Casa in each case. also eggs from Rhode Ialanu Beds for 60 cents.
ing property, known asHhe John Rice Philadelphia, and Miss Nellie Carney of number of clews, but no arrests have morning April 16, at St. Mary's church,
G
FA
[Wes,Breo*»eld
'f
3w&
by the pastor Rev. M. J. Murphy, who
farm, in Rice corner district, owned by Utjh. The funeral was held Thursday* been made.
also celebrated a nuptial mass. The
Mrs Susan F. Rice to Simeon Bellows of morning with a high mass of requiem at
A WOOD LOT FOR SALE.
HAY AND EGCS FOR SALE
couple was attended by Mr and Mrs
OF 50 ACRES In Brookfleld, convenient to the GOOD, bright, early out swamp hay, $10.00, New Braintree. The property consists of thcrchapel and burial in Brighteide cemNot Knocking Anybody,
Railroad. Part 36 and part 24 years'grbwth.
Thomas Simpson of Brookneld. After
Also gooa White IndisivRunner duck egg», a house, barn and 13 acres of land and is etery in Holyoke. Mrs James Mulvey,
The
littleness
of
some
people
If
Jjota of poles ready to cut. Land and timber Flshel strain, SLOOsettinex
"**
for S130U cash. Write F. A LINCOLN, 46 BontJ. T. SHEDD. New Braintree, Mass. assessed for #54\ Mr Bellows is a re- Mias Teresa and John J. Mulvey attend- the biggest part of them.—Boston the ceremony Mr and Mrs Balcom reevard St., West gpringfleld, Mass.
ed the funeral.
tired Worcester policeman.
lumed to West Brookfield.
Transcript
F-UBMSBEB

RICHARD HEALY

500 WOMEN'S AND MISSES'

SPRING SUITS

SPRING SUITS AT $17.50

SPRING SUITS AT $25.00

RICHARD HEALY

i
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EVERYTHING DEPENDS ON START OF LAMBS

IfflUMnoNAL

StirMSOlOOL
LESSON

(By E. O. SELLERS, Director of Evening
Department, The Moody Bible Institute,
Chicago.)

Dealing With
Those Who Say j!
"Not Now"
B, REV. HOWARD W. POPE
Supcristeaxfefll of Ma
Moodr B&U lo.ot.14, Ckmso

LESSON FOR APRIL 26
THE LOST SHEEP AND THE LOST
COIN,
LESSON TEXT—Luke 15:1-10.
GOLDEN TEXT- "Even so, I say unto
you, there is joy in the presence of tlie
angels of God over one sinner that repenteth." Luke 15:10.

In the Fleece.
So much depends upon the start the
lamb gets In his first two or three
weeks that we are justified In spending as much time as we can possibly
spare In looking after the flock during
lambing time. If the weather Is cold
and raw, the mortality among the
lambs is going to be much greater than
It will be if the weather is mild
through April.
The April lamb has a much better
chance to do well than the lamb that
Is dropped earlier In the season. However, if they come on a chilly, damp
day, It will pay the owner to be hear
at hand, where he will have a chance
to see that the youngster gets his first
drink of milk as soon as possible. That
will keep the new lamb from chilling,
and when he is once chilled, he is
sometimes pretty hard to get back on
his feet.
Where the lamb really gets a chilling, the best remedy is a bucket or a
tub filled with water, well warmed,
writes Louis G. Hall of Kansas in the
Farm Progress.
Place the lamb in
this for a few minutes, take him out,
rub him dry and bundle him up under a stove or near a warm fire till
he is warmed all the way through.
It Is absolutely necessary that the
milk flow of the ewe be kept up after
the lamb's arrival. Where you have a
few roots to feed before the grass
comes, these will work wonders in
stimulating the milk. Roots and a little grain will insure plenty of milk,
and I know of no grain that can equal
oats in ewe feeding.
When there is some doubt as to
whether the ewe is giving the lamb
enough, always fall back on bran as a
part of the ration. Bran will stimulate
the milk -flow^n the ewe just as successfully as It does for the dairy cow,
and It should be kept up as long as

MEXICAN FEEDING
METHODS ARE GOOD
Successful Turkey Raisers Cook
Everything Fed TurkeysMust Have Free Range.
(By C. M. 8CHULTZ.)

I

Mexicans, who are successful turkey raisers, cook everything they feed
young turkeys. They boll meat, beans,
corn bread, onion tops, and 'most anything they can get hold of, and always include red pepper. Most northern breeders would consider red pepper, or even green peppers, too stimulating, but the Mexicans, to our
knowledge, use it liberally, with excellent success.
Young poults are fond of fresh
curds, and thrive on It They must
be kept perfectly dry, as they are subject to roup.
As soon the the poults come oft the
nest they should be thoroughly examined for lice. The best remedy is
lard and pulverized sulphur in a proportion of about one-fourth sulphur to
three-fourths lard. This must be used
sparingly, by rubbing a little of the
mixture on the top of the head, among
the pin feathers of the wings and
around the tail, and also along the inside of the wings and about the
thighs.
If the poults do not seem to thrive
well in a week or two, they should be
again examined because more young
turkeys die from lice, perhaps, than
any other trouble. Dusting with Insect powder also work* well, provided

it is needed. Of course, there is usually very little trouble after the graaB
comes.
Plenty of clover hay or alfalfa along
with a little mixed bran and oats will
keep the lambs growing. That is a
point to be considered. I am certain
that a lamb that once gets a real check
•in his growth never "grows out" just
as he should. Of course the ewe must
be kept in as good general condition
as possible. Before grass comes there
is usually some trouble from constipation among the ewes. Bran feeding
will relieve this condition and keep
the ewe from letting up In her milk
production.
The ewe is inclined to be a little feverish after lambing, and about all she
needs for the first day is a little hay
and plenty of «*/ater. For the first
week or ten days she should be
watched for any indications that the
udder is caking and given quick attention when trouble is found.
Within a couple of weeks after they
are dropped, healthy lambs will begin
to try to eat. They will nibble around
the trough when their mothers are fed
and they should be taught to eat al
that time if you wish to crowd them
along and get them ready for the fall
markets.
The best plan is to fence off a little
feeding place for them where they will
not be bothered by the older animals
One corner of the lot can be set apart
for them. Fix the fence so the open
ings will be large enough to admit
the lambs and shut the old sheep out
Feed them cracked corn or at least see
that it is shelled, 'as they will not be
able to get the grains off the cob.
Where oats, bran, wheat, barley 01
any combinations of these grains are
fed, the ration will need no special
preparation.

It is thoroughly done.; The bird should
be laid on its back and the dust should
be well worked Into the feathers under the wings, around the head and
tali, particularly along the coarse
feathers of the wings and tail.
Turkeys cannot bejalsed with a certainty unless confined within a stockade containing plenty of room. If allowed to run in the woods or fields without the most careful herding, they will
soon fail to come home at night, and
quickly fall a victim to storms and rodentB. Within the stockade they must
be carefully watched and be brought
to shelter when a storm approaches.
If the young poults are allowed to become wet and draggled in the rain
and wet grass, they quickly fall victims to roup and other troubles of this
kind. If carefully watched and fed,
they will soon learn to return to the
house at night with the mother hen
where they must be confined and protected against rats and other marauders. It is not a good plan, however,
to shut up turkeys In a close house.
The entire front should be left open,
being covered only with poultry wire.
Conducive of Roup.
Remember that sudden changes
from wet to dry and from dry to wet
in erven very mild' countries, is more
liable to bring on, roup, colds and
other poultry ailments than la the
steady dry cold of our more northers
latitudes.
Valuable Asset.
'
At five months of age the pig's most
valuable asset is about 120 pounds ot
bone and muscular development aided
and supported by a keen and natural
appetite.

TEXT—For h«r-saith, behold, now is the
accepted time; behold, now is the day of
salvation. II Cor. 6:2:

Let us consider
first the cause and
then the cure. Perhaps there is some
habit which must
I. Introduction, w. 1-3.—We now
be abandoned, or
come to that chapter in the Bible
some companion
which contains three of the more
who must be
celebrated parables of our Lord. In
dropped, or some
last week's lesson we had set before
unpleasant duty
us the severe terms of discipleshlp
which muet be
laid down by Jesus to the multitude
done. It may be
which followed hlra as he left the
only the natural
house of the Pharisee. The writer,
Inertia
of the soul
Luke, makes a close connection bewbich
shrinks
tween the final admonition about
from grappling
"ears to hear" in chapter 14 and
with a subject so
verse 1 of this lesson. Jesus had
serious, but more
sifted the crowid though he had left
the door open to himself, for he was likely there is some secret sin
seeking those who were prepared to which the man is unwilling to abanshare with him in his enterprises of don. The real cause is that the man
building and of conflict. If they could is not willing to surrender his will
bear his teaching. This is responded to God. He wants his own way, and
to by those outcast ones, the publicans though he flatters himself that he will
and the sinners. They had no yield to God.by and by, be is not wilrighteousness of their own, no spirit- ling to do It now.
Whatever the cause, the cure is
ual hope centered in themselves and
they turned eagerly to one who was always the same—God's Word. Ask
unqualifiedly honest with them though the man by whom he expects to be
at the same time he Bet up Heart saved, if he 1B ever saved. He will
searching conditions. What a con- answer, "God alone can save me."
trast! The grumbling theologians, Emphasize that thought by having
criticizing and bickering, grieved that him read aloud John 6:44, "No man
he should demean himself by Buch can come to me, except the Father
associates. In reply, Jesus shows which Bent me, draw him." Call his
<
them the .truth of the fundamental attention to
God's Command.
purpose of God'B attitude toward these
Acts 17: SO, God "now commandeth
who eagerly sought to "hear," by giving them these parables. In the first all men everywhere to repent." After
two, the sheep and the coin, we see he has read the verse ask him if God
divine love seeking the sinner; In the has a right to make such a command.
third, the prodigal, we see the sinner Aek him if he, who is dependent on
seeking the father. Christ's Idea of God for salvation, has the audacity to
goodness consists in saving the bad. refuse to obey this plain command.
The Pharisee holds aloof. | Christ goes Show him the consequences of such a
out from among the Pharisees and refusal. Proverbs 1:24, 25, 26, 28, "Because I have called, and ye refused,
among the outcasts.
I have stretched out my hand, and no
True and False Shepherds.
II. The Lost Sleep, vv. 4-7—The man regarded; I also will laugh at
shepherd Is God the son (John 10:11, your calamity; I will mock when your
12; Luke 19:10). He is the "True fear cometh; then shall tbey call upon
Shepherd," the Pharisees were false me, but I will not answer; they shall
ones. This adds point to the parable;' seek me early, but they shall not find
see the Old Testament rebukes for the me."
U Cqr, 6:2, "Behold, now is the acsame, Ez. 34:7-10; Zech; 11:16-17; Jer.
60:6. The lost sheep belongs tithe cepted time; behold, now is the day
fold, but was out of place. Tllse of salvation." Show him that God's
outcast'ones were still Israelites aid time is the best time, and the only
the backsliding Christian still belongs suri time. There 1B no certainty that
to the fold. A sinner is a lost sheep. he will be accepted tomorrow, but
He la away from the care, the protec- there is a positive promise for today.
tion/the guidance of the shepherd and Make him realize that the habit of
is torn, bleeding, and "ready to die." putting oft duty will grow constantly
One such lost one will call forth the stronger, and that ten years from now
shepherd's utmost endeavor to save U, he will be less disposed to repent than
far beyond the care lavished upon he Is today. Show him that there
the ninety-and-nine already safe In the must be some moment of definite surfold. "This means labor, toll, and pri- render to God; and that no lapse of
vation, and he keeps up the search time will make that surrender any
"until he finds it." This does got easier. Indeed, it will grow harder
mean that all will be saved, see John as the years pass by, and if he pute
17:2, 12 R. V., but every "sheep" that it off, the chances are that he will
la astray he will find. Once found It never do It.
Proverbs 27:1, "Boast not thyself of
rests upon his shoulders. Is kept by
his power, I Pet 1:6. Over it he and tomorrow, for thou knowest not what
the father rejoice, vv. 23, 24, 32. a day may bring forth." Show him
There is here the evidence of the In- that in putting off repentance he is
terest in the flock which Is incom- reckoning upon the continuance of
plete and the interest of the owner life which is entirely uncertain. Reas well. The safety of the lost one member that Satan Is persuading him
depended upon the shepherd's interest. in his subtle way to wait a little
longer. The old serfent does not dare
Work of Holy Spirit.
III. The Lost Coin, vv. 8-10.—These suggest that he never repent, or even
three parables are a unit in the fact that he put it off a long time, but he
that they reveal the attitude of Ood cunningly says, "Not now."
Occasionally a soul may be won by
toward men who are in their deepest
need. Bach is the story of something taking the devil's side of the argubeing lost and the fact that it is ment, and pleading his cause so boldly
found. The first is a revelation of the that the absurdity of his reasoning Is
son, the last of the father, while this apparent A friend of mine at a Northcentral one sets forth the work of field conference was asked to speak
the holy spirit through the church. ■ to a young man with whom many had
Rev. 22:17; Eph. 5:25. One of ten labored In vain. Meeting him alone
coins in this woman's marriage neck- one day, he said to him, "These people
lace Is lost, hence the Incompleteness. 4n the hotel are bothering you a good
The spirit will not rest until it la deal on the subject of religion, are
found, nor should the church. The they not?" The man blushed and adwoman takes her lamp—the word of mitted that he bad been somewhat
God, Ps. 119:105; Phil. 2:15, 16—and annoyed. Then followed a conversasweeps the house. It has been sug- tion something like this:
"You don't need to give any thought
gested that sweeping usually stirs up
a dust and that some are likely to to thiB matter" for a long time yet
You
had better put it off tor at least
object. Bo the world wiU object when
the church of the living God begins to a couple of years, don't you think sot"
"I am not sure it would be well to
stir up a dust and they are annoyed
at arty eager search for the lost ones. put it off so long as that" "Why
Acts 17:6. The woman is a sugges- not?" "Because I might not live two
tion to us in that she sought "dili- years." "That is true. Well, put it" off
gently," until the lost coin was found. one year. That is safe enough, is It
Then she, too, calls in her neighbors not?" ■ "No, I don't suppose it is enthat they may rejoice with her. Dees tirely safe, for I might die in one
"Sure enough, you ' might
the church keep up a like search? year."
And do we know anything about the Well, put it off six months. Are you
"joy" of the holy spirit? Gal. 5rM, willing to do that?" The young man
I Thess. 1:6. Over tbe wellbelng of hesitated. "Call it three months. Will
the home the woman watches and yon promise not to think of It for
again the search is in the Interest of three months?" "I wouldn't like to
the owner, and in- the interest of the promise that" j "Why not?" "Because
I might die In three months.' "Will
household.
you promise not to think of it for •
IV. Summary.—The chief value of
week? That is safe enough, isn't it?"
these two pictures is in their revela"No one can be sure of a week, I suption of the work and interest of the
pose." "You axe certainly sure of one
son of the spirit. The crowding mulday, aren't you?" "No, not positively
titude of publicans and sinners, held
sure of even one day." "Well," said
in contempt by the Pharisees, Jesua
ay friend, "if you are not sure of even
viewed as lost ones. Appalling;, as a single day, hadn't you better give
this suggestion is, yet the sheep be- your heart to the Lord now?" And he
longed to the shepherd and the coin did, right then and there.
was the property of the woman. This
suggests the dignity and value of men
Let's All Repeat Fervently.
and the tragedy of their condition.
One of the most concise and meaty
Knowing all this and understanding prayers ever offered was that of an
the full significance of that tragedy, earnest New England deacon. "Lord,
the son as the shepherd has under- give us grace to know thy will and
taken to seek and to save the lost grit to do It"
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NOW A GYMNASIUM

VIEW OF THE HARBOR OF VERA CRUZ

Old Church in Kansas City Has
Had Checkered Career.

Motorists Who Drove Haynes
Cars in tlte Early Days
Sftl Drive the Haynes

Most Spectacular Occupations Have
. Been by the Holy Rollers and a
Picture Show—Athletic Club
Now In Possession.

i

TsuJsyss."S W4W...Whiww, ffiiMk wUAu,
KSMuign*
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"The Complete Motorist" by Elwood Haynes, Father of
the American Automobile Industry, fully describing the
Vulcan Electric Gear Shift, will be mailed upon receipt
of ten cents In stamps. Write to

THE HAYNES AUTOMOBILE COMPANY
34 Main Street, Kokomo, Indiana
Builder, of America'! Pint Car
The H.yne. ear la handled by The W. I» Banell Co., Its Eliot
St.,, Boston, HSU., ml by dealers throughout the Mew Ens-lend
States.
n.ol.r.. The Barnes sells readily became ef Its Kuxnsnlcs.1
l/caters. festnreHl you raay be In open territory—send for catalog and four page* of detailed specifications, giving over 600
Items which comprise the Haynes. Write ns right now!
THE HAYNES AUTOMOBILE CO., 34 Main St., Kokomo. led.
Enclosed find 10 cents In stamps. Please send me Elwood Hajnes'Book,
"The Complete Motorist"
.„...*.
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TREE
TOof ALL'lMJjrSUFFERERS
If you feel
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'OUT

1 expect to boys car about..
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PALACE AND HARBOR, VERA CRUZ

Traffic Reveals Most Striking Case
of Sale of Honors by
Lord Castlereagh.
London.—For a oynical student of
politics there* Is much entertainment
In the records of the Bale of honors.
Take, for instance, the traffic that
brought about the legislative union
with Ireland.
No fewer than 22 Irish peerages
were given away by Lord Castlereagh;
19 Irish peers went up a step in the
hierarchy and five were rewarded
with English peerages. A million and
a half of good English.money ($7,500,000) went to honorable lords for the
purchase of rotten boroughs. In addition pensions and places were found
for clamorous claimants, as the price
for the destruction of the Irish parliament, while the average price given
for a vote to keep bargainers was $25,000
,
.

EARL & WILSON

-ocHrrrs

This photograph gives an excellent Idea of tbe part of the city of Vera Cruz close to the harbor, and shows th*
palace, in tbe center.

UNCLE SAM'S SOLDIERS PATROLLING THE BORDER

4 Mil* C'tSllNa
CAST.

J.. P.
William.
thiniea st, warfcn,
N. e. sayst '1 was
an run down from
SstHT rrwbis »»«
deetsrs hem out no
hop* for.su. '..gasa
rheumatic p artfe' * •
didn't sleep veil Ma
was nervous.
Th*
kidney aeoretlons
were in bad shape,
toe. At isst X becan
taklns; Dosn's Kidney Fills and tiey
soon oared me,
X
haven't
had
the
•lHhtest >l(n of kidney trouble alnoe."

Oet Deears M Asar Stsans. BOe a Bess

DOAN'S WAV"

FOSTtJWCLgiaW CO, BUFFALO. N. Y.

BOrfrBJTY'B DObllOdtlofis, whin lanetf; «n«
•nioy ths nora«rotls other benefits' Involves.
All applications tor membersnln mast »s)
accompanied by the'SB.on entrance res. Th*
right to reject any such spBlwitlon is rs-
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RELIABLE AGENTS WANTED
We wast metre local sod traveling roan to sell
our strictly High Grade nursery stock, fully
guaranteed. No experience necessary. Fio»
outfit free. Commissions paid weekly. Writ*
AT ONCE for terms sad exclusive territory.
HOMER N. CHASE a CO.
Auburn, Mb

Throat

B^B^HES
Osssss as! liimswim relsrraa. Sal sis and nMt
Sample Frae.
Sstoi. Saw SiSsshf.a. Sea tats. Si

IIS.WSSSI

W. M, U, BOSTON, NO. 17-H14.

Never Falls
to snre beautiful color to
GRAY HAIR
More than a half century of success. If your
dealer hasn't It. send II .00 and a large bottle
will be sent you by parcel post.
MRS. S. A. ALLEN, S5 Barclay St., New York

Renews Your Youthful Appearance

Constipation
Vanishes Forever
Prompt Relief—Permanent Cure
CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS nev,

fail. Purely vegetable — act surely
but gently on
the liver.
Stop after
dinner distress—cure
indigestion,
improve the complexion, brighten the eyes.
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Genuine must bear Signature

A

For illustrated literature andreduced railway rates, apply tol
Supt. of Immigration. Ottawa,!
Canada, or to

M. A. BOWLBY
13 Trenwat St., lottos, Hats.
■Twill!ll Oortrraawnt Affrat

HEADACHES

B AT-FI8 i a an effect! YG remedy, contain*no opiate
or uther naroptlc. The result of many year'sstndr
on tbe part of *n eminent physician who had In
view the preparation ot a medicine which would
cure headaches without tbe depressive effect on the
heart no common with other powders. The format*
powder Is so ovealv balanced that the aetaon apes.
the heart Is Inappreciable, Prepared by tbe Saw
Fie Company, Hclieneotady, K. X. Bent try
mail with directions for 10 cents:

2 TOURS TO EUROPE
Personally Conduct*! Select Parties.
Sailing Jane 4th, duration » djtrs, int.
Sailing Jnne mil, duration 7B dars, ira.
For particulars and lull I tlnemrj, apply to
„•
BM AVLSWOBTH 7* Mawnij Street,
Providence, sfc I.

WHITE WYANDOTTES

We breed the heavy, Ttgorons money-makUsS: winter-laying strain. Record 81 per cent dr"~
ibrough coldest weather, Bus for bau&l&jtalS
per lV-K-tW per 10tX WHITE A.
Soar Stomach,

ELECTRIC LIQHT

Wlm

New districts are being opened op,
which will make accessable a great
number of homesteads in districts j
especially adapted to mixed farm- jf
log and grain raisings

INDIGESTION «

Without Street Wlr* ponnewtton

IJLSSWT.H masi.Stnsos.ri.

Immigration figures show that th« j
population of Canada increased dur- '
mg 1913, by the addition of 400.000 j
new settlers from trie United States^
and Europe. Most of these have fifon* \
on farms in provinces of Manitoba, ■
Saskatchewan and Alberta.
Lord William Percy, an English Ngttenao, ]

Wlmt-

Rome.—Simon W. Straus, president
Guile, «t*. Remedy tnm.
It Is the peacemaker, not tbe pace■y inert.
of the American Society for Thrift, maker, who is blessed.
all riant, b. eonrinced.
Post.! bring, sample
HIUntBailD'S TOUTS, 4SS CIiU inw, Srnkli^f.I.
is studying methods of thrift used
in Italy.
_
Important to Mothers
AGENTS—One hundred to three hundred per
Examine carefully every bottle of month.
He bas been surprised to learn that
article which sells in every
CASTOEIA,
safe and sure remedy for home. Household
Big profile.
Very little capital rein the last thirty years, savings in Infants and achildren,
and see that It qulrf-d. Business supplies capital. Samples
Itnly have more than quadrupled, havfree. Write Acme Mfg. Co., Canton. Ohio.
ing risen from $268,600,000 to $1,200,000,000.
SonlJiaitNcirRa>ishnFan&s ^2^??%
f^'sli'600-. Vrwi. °™*«. sartlooian »t u3m and
The chief means of inducing thrift In Use Ftor Over 30 Tsars.
other bargains. A. IX Jennilogi, WiiKheetarTR. H.
an> the ordinary savings banks, which Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
1
number about 200, with nearly 3.000,*»"°» *°d Imsrwrteg
The man who cannot obey ought We Mer 7% Mertnce, tSfrHwTTXiS:
000 depositors, whose deposits total
rr^^'r^Ss^r^jfr^i'rarbA^
not
command.
$500,000,000, and the post office savings banks, with an average of 6,000,WHTED
TO BUT 0L0 GOIIS SttftSfySl
-W| WS.
000 depositors, whose savings amount rStop
1UMS1JM, MMt BMs., 101 T—i.1«., t*o£
to $460,000,000, The remainder of
That Cough ^
savings are held by co-operative soFT.AHT FOOD promotes rapid
with the old reliable,
■ FI.ORI8TS'
luxuriant growth to plants and flowers 2&c. Acenfcs
cieties of credit and by the savings
most agreeable and
1 niMimd. Fnenli safe. Co, Box UHL PlttsbariE I'm.
departments attached to the state
effective remedy
■
pawnbrokers' establishments.

aervea by the srxncnrrm Mass wraitlaaoe payable to WAT.TrSB B. RArTBASL.
Hssscer, P. O. Box set, MoaaBsn, ltarftt

where. Write tor circular.

HUGE SAVINGS OF ITALIANS
Investigation Shows Total Has More
Than Quadrupled In the Last
Thirty Years.

400,0m

Settlers
alear

"The possibilities and opportunities offend j
by the Canadian West an so
greater than those which exist In England, ]
that it seems absurd to think that j
should bo Impeded from coming to
country where they can most easily i
eartalnly improve their position.

PRICE OF IRISH PARLIAMENT

Just out, 2 for25 Cts.

In uniting your efforts with the thousands
of those already enlisted In this mighty worst
through the medium of this SOClBTT, yeas
become sn actual mine owner, RS yon i "

Old Church Now « Gymnasium.
have such a gymnasium, too; so the
college boys are making plans by
which the boys can use the church
when they, are not practising.

Brooklln, Me,—"A few years ago my
hands were very badly afflicted with
salt rheum.' At first there was an
eruption of small water pimples on
the Inside of the Angers, and by not
paying any attention to the humor my
hands gradually became worse and
began to Itch and burn and one after
another oracles appeared around the
nails, on the Inside of the fingers and
on the bend ot the joints until I was
discouraged, as they were very painful and sore. I bad to omit work that
MAKERS OF TROT'S BEST PRODUCT
required putting my hands In water
and could hardly work at all on account of the bleeding -cracks, ,
SOLICITATION.
"I finally procured some Cutlcura IKS NATIONAL MtOSPSCTOR'B sooner*.
A cordial Invitation Is-hereby extended t*
Soap and Ointment, atul I found by every
man and woman, no matter where nr*
washing my hands In quite warm wa- eated nor how employed, to take out a memIn TUB NATIONAL PROSPECTOR'S
ter and Cutlcura Boap that they were bership
SOCIETY, and thus secure the great bene*
to be derived therefrom.
Improving. I began wrapping my fitsThis
SOCIETY Is founded to brine- tofingers nightly in pieces of soft linen, gether the millions of widely scattered Jta»
effort* and desires into asSigle soils
after a good application of Cutlcura dividual
end mighty endeavor to looate and Open up
Ointment which was very soothing. In new eources of production of the preetous,
base, and rare metals. Including BADIUMI
a month my hands were completely under
systematic and skilled technical rass.
cured and I hare never been afflicted egement
The modern methods of the PROSPECTwith the trouble since." (Signed) ING
ENGINEER. hfflOWlin tire nseo**—"'
8PE<»ai.isi!S'fn oEOtoo-r. untr^'
Mrs. C. L, Parker, NOT. 22, 1912.
errd CHEMISTHY; b» naosns of wnum new
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment, sold end rich mines have been found in rXTstrteta
to have been thosoUgtily srosthroughout the world. Sample of each considered
pectea by the old-time GROB-SJ'AMLpIeOSfree, with 32-p. Skin Book. Address post- PBieTOR. are test snOBIantlng tfiSt ploturesojue hero In this Important and remuncard "Cutlcura, Dept I* Boston."—Adv. erative
work.

Much so-called rheumatism is caused
by weakened kidneys. When the kidneys fail to clear the blood of uric acid,
the acid forms into crystals like bits
of broken glass In the muscles, joints
and no the nerve casings. Torturing
pains dart through the affected part
whenever U is moved. By curing the
sMqeys, Dsoa«* Kidney Pills have
eased thousands of rheumatic eases,
lumbago, sciatica, gravel, neuralgia
sad urinary disorders.

DOWH- 'GOT

This is one of ttw principal streets In Tamplco, and a crowd of the Inhabitants Is gathered discussing the peril*
•f bombardment threatening 'the city.
/

SALT RHEUM^ON HANDS

TORTURING TWINGES

BOBTB'

BuvrKB from Kifniv, RLAIU>KH, MJE&VOUS msiASEs,
CHHOMIO WKAttsMS, tlLCUM, SKIM IRPFTIOHfl, PILES,
wrlta for FREE CLOTii BOUND MSDICAL BOOS OK
ttaeae dlseoaea and woirositrUL cuass effected by
THI;HEW FRENCH)KEMEDY No.1 No 2*0.3
TUCDADIAM and decide ror
I I ICIlAriVll yourself If it lb
tbe remedy for TOUR owKnilmtrat. Absolutely FREE.
No'follow «p' eircnUra. No obligations. DR. txCtmno
"-H.CO.. HaaTZBSTOCX RD.. HAHFSTBAO, LONDOH. KMQ.
W. WANT TO FEOTI THSRAHOH WILL COBS TOU.

— — ■•—«

Reason for Acquittal.
Juror—We acquitted him out of
sympathy.
Friend—For his aged mother? ■
Juror—Oh, no; tor having such a
lawyer.'

Flattery pleases a woman ever*,
when she knows It is flattery.

streets, pure water, milk supply, Are
protection, moans of transportation,
co-operation, suffrage, divorce, etc..
are to be considered: These are the
sort of questions to which the new
corps will have to give attention.
Special effort will be made to report the many attempts on the part of
progressive communities to give all
school subjects a more deflntte civic
value. In Kansas City, Kan., for example, the chemistry course in the
high school Is In effect a course in
practical civics—such things as water
and milk analysis, with their significance in community life, are emphasized, and high school students serve
In the municipal laboratories. Cleveland teaches municipal problems In
the biology course. Indianapolis has
a course in "community arithmetic" In
the elementary schools.
Vocational
education and school hygiene both
have civic phases of Immense Importance. These and other practical matters in citizenship training will be
carefully examined.

STREET SCENE IN TAMPIC0, MEXICO.

TV iUrsss -W'
«• syssaea»tsr fcmn~«4H4>cli A*.... HTM as* JJiB
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With Co-Operatlon of National Municipal League Government Will Undertake Comprehensive Study
of the Entire Problem.

m."l|N

America'* ftre^ Car
Is a good car, and that given ordinary care and attention,
the HSyties remains a good car, a mighty good car—In-

Nime

S. Bureau of Education Plans
Citizenship Training.

Kansas City—The old brick church
at 1416 Oak street has bad a checkered,
Washington-.—With the co-operation
career during the last dozen years. Its of the National Municipal league and
most spectacular occupations have other organizations long interested in
been by the Holy Rollers and by a the problem of education for citizenpicture show. But now it is settling ship, the United States Bureau of Eddown into an apparently permanent ucation is undertaking a comprehencareer. It is a gymnasium.
sive study of the whole problem of
The athletic club of a business col- civic education. The work will be unlege was organized last January. For der the immediate direction of Mr.
several years the college boys and Arthur W, Dunn, nS# of New York,
**«g8§|«iW^8S*S«^W| |»'
girls have taken hikes annually to one who made for himself c national repuof Kansas City's parks; and there is a tation some years ago by his work in
soring picnic. Usually a baseball team this Subject in the public schools of
represents the college In a Kansas Indianapolis.
C|ty league.. But this year the boys
In this field of activity the governgrew more ambitious; they formed a ment bureau of education hopes to do
basket ball team, and it was so popu- officially and systematically what has
lar that they formed three more and heretofore been attempted by a memPREACHER WHIPS BIG BULLY
had a league within the school. They ber of organizations working indeMany civic associations
practised wherever they could find the pendently.
grounds—many of them belonged to throughout the United States have Brooklyn Clergyman Then Has Drummer Who Beat Cripple Sent
the Y. M. C. A. And then they discov- been agitating in behalf of education
to Workhouse.
Vera Crux Is tste chief port of Mexico and the duties collected there have been relied upon by Huerta to pay ered this old church with an audito- for citizenship; valuable results have
much of his expenses of war and government. American and other foreign warships have been stationed there for rium 60x35 feet without obstructions. been obtained; and many communiNew York.—Rev. Dr. I. W. Hender- ,
many months.
The floor, ceiling and- walls were bare. ties have made Important experiments
The stained glass of the big front win- in Improving citizenship through the son, an Episcopal clergyman, 61
dow had gone long ago—and most of schools and through other agencies. Pierrepont street, Brooklyn, is about
the other windows were largely of The bureau will seek to co-ordinate six feet tall, weighs about 200 pounds
boards, too. There were no chande- these hitherto separate efforts; to 'and in bis younger days was an amaliers, no ornaments, to be damaged. bring co-operation where independent teur boxer.
In tbe baggage room of the Grand
There was a room that could be called I action has prevailed; to make known
a dressing room; another could be everywhere the results of civic educa- Central terminal, he saw John Stern,
tion
so
far
accomplished;
and
to
fora
big traveling salesman of Schenecmade a lavatory.
At very small expense .the boys rent- mulate a constructive plan for definite tady, quarreling with James Brennan,
a hatter from Danbury, Conn., who Is
ed the building, installed a stove and work in this Important field.
One of the most pressing problems small and a cripple. Tbe dispute was
wash basin, had electric light wires
and a few bulbs put in, nailed their in citizenship education is that ot about the ownership, of a bag that
properly equipped teachers.
There Brennan had picked out of a pile of
baskets at each end of the auditorium
are few feachers that have had the re- basrgage.
—and their gymnasium was estabquisite special training. It will be one
Dr. Henderson saw Stern knock
lished.
ot the vital tasks in the new work to Brennan down and begin to beat him.
The church gymnasium is not held find out what can be done to train
Then the clergyman took a hand. Tbe
exclusively for the use of the business men and women, whether already in
result, witnesses say, was one of the
college athletic club, however. There the service or Just preparing to teach, prettiest little fights ever staged outare three teams of basket ball players, for the definite responsibilities and
side the ring, and. it ended when a
boys of three different KansaB City possibilities of direct Instruction in special officer Interfered to save Stern
churches, that practise there.
citizenship.
from further punishment.
And the broadest feature of the
Present methods of teaching civics
Stern was arrested Jtnd taken to the
church gym's usefulness Is now being will be carefully investigated. Wheth- night court.
Magistrate Corrigan,
worked out. There are hundreds who er it is sufficient that children should after sentencing him to the worksnooped around and watched the col- know how the president Is elected, or bouse for ten days, complimented Dr.
lege boys play, and wished they could that they should be able to recite the (I Henderson highly for his practical
constitution; to what extent modern demonstration of Christian defense of
social and civic questions—clean the weak.

Twenty-one years age, Elwood Haynes" built the
"horseless carriage"—t&spittle machine that gave birth
to the Americaa'antome*ffe-indMstry. Ever since then,
Hftynes care have been built, year in, year out, without
interrupiaon.
AnrFdurtag these twenty-one years, Haynes owners nave
been damenstwtxwr In '<ros4. races," "reliability runs," In
"hill cUmW of every desertfitlen, under all conditions, Inthis country and abroad with themselves the only "competitors," that the

That's why these owners, after years of service, again
purchase a Haynes. Thatfa why sueh a large percentage
of the Haynes annual production Is sold every season to
owners of old Haynes cars. That"s why you should investigate the Haynes before yon buy any car.
Elwood Haynes was ahead of the times when he built
the first Haynes, back In '93. He Is ahead of the times
now In adopting the greatest automobile refinement In
recent years—the Vulcan Electric Gear Shift This device
eliminates the band-shift lever entirely,. and so simplifies
the control of the Haynes that anyone May readily drive
It With it the Haynes Is electrically controlled throughout. Inasmuch as gear-shifting, starting, lighting and ignition are accomplished by electricity.

Civic Betterment

American troops patrolling the American-Mexican border In the neighborhood of Juarss. Th* soldiers are i
" thinly alone a very long line, from the. Gulf to the wastern edge of New .Mexico.
'

Man Selects Grave, Falls Dead.
Gtove.' City, Pa.—After walking to
the cemetery and telling the sexton
he b»d • premonition he was going to
die soon, M. E. Vogan selected the stfe
for his grave. Ho then walked 600
feet tram the cemttery and fell dead.

Hales Honey
of Horehound and Tar

LSoothes and heals sore
throat, hoarseness, dryQesa and all irritation,
Sold by drngtrlsts.
■

Try Pike's
Toothache Droos

m
■
M
^H
^^H|

aassssel

KAr.Ks.MF.N WANTED to sell Dally Expense
Rooord, big profits; send 86c lor sample and
terms.
KKV SUPPLY CO., Newville. Ps.

STOP TOOTHACHE SldFJ^tiSSS
'sjyfftT lfi£5£,

By mall. It euu Da,

MAYBM"

, m
m
CHEAP
. 'KJ*!
»» seres.
PsrUenUllt.Hr P£?'3
lnrs, photo.
AV. 1* h
Hannah,
Froeport,
Ste.
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WEST

BROOKFIELD.

Miss Ida Plouff, Worcester, was with
her parents on Milk street for the holiday.
Mr and Mrs F. Arthur Carter are
spending a few dajs in Brockton and
Stoughton.
W
Mrs Edward Dixon of Orange is tl.e
guest of Mr and Mrs Charles Clark, Cottage street.
Ralph Benson, Worcester, spent the
holiday with his parents, Mr and Mrs Andrew L. Benson.
Mr and Mrs Charles Haywood, Milbury, have bojn visiting Mrs Angelina R.
Bntler, Central street.

iKlW

MONEY-MAKINQ

WAY

FOR

VIL-

Extension Telephones

LAGERS AND SUBURBANITES.

Birds Do Not Look as Well ss When
Given Free Range, but They Keep

on Shelling Out Eggs—Least ,
Work With Dry Feeding.

CO-OPERATE FOR MODEL CITY
Civic Organizations and High School
Boya Doing Splendid Work
at Reading, Pa.

Reading, Pa., has a number of civic
Mr land Mrs Julius Thompson spent organizations, such aa the Woman's
tlr; week end with Mr and Mrs Ray F, club, Civic league, civic division of
Bascom. Fitchburg.
the Womaa'a club and the Reading
Miss Adele Olmstead. Brooklyn,IN. Y., Kindergarten association, and all have
accomplished noble work. But .the
has been the guest of her brother, Otto
youngest workers, and .probably the
B. Olmstead, and family.
most enthusiastic in this sphere, are
Mrs Augusta E. Anderson, Central the member* of the high school tor
boya,
who belong to the civic classes,
street, has been entertaining her daughand who are under the instruction and
ter. Miss Annie L. Anderson, Allston.
direction of Prof. S. H. Zlegler, one
Mr and Mrs Levi W. Liverniore re- of the city's greatest enthusiasts for
turned last. Friday from a trip to New a' more beautiful Reading, a cleaner,
bettor, larger city. He baa been teachYork, Philadelphia and Washington.
ing and preaching at almost every
Mr and Mrs Charles E. Disney, Wor- recitation civic pride, until the noble
cester, have been the guests of Mr and work of the bora baa been recognized
Mrs Webster L. Kendrick, Centralist.
by. the former board of trade, and
West Brookfield literary society met the state board of education has taken
an interest in what they nave accomwith Mrs Fred L. Woodward, on| North
plished and set out to accomplish.
Main street, Thursday afternoon and dis- City officials and the chamber of comcussed the tcsgic of the meeting, which merce give them encouragement, so
was, "Mexico's present situation.".
, that there are almost 100 boys from
freshman to seniors who are peeping
These merchants of West Brookfield,' Into every nook and corner of the city.
Fred L. Woodward, Marshall C. Gilbert, Into alleys and byways and around
Charles O'M. Edson, George H. Coolidge, corners and over fences to see If they
Herbert R. Cutler, and Dwjght Fair- can find something that ought to be
banks, have agreed to close their stores removed.
Practically every member has a paon Wednesday afternoons from 'May to
September.
, per pad In his Inside coat pocket and
a kodak In the outer pocket when they
John Balcom, Myrick street, and Mrs make their trips of Investigation, and
Mary Stone, Tf inter street, were married as things appear before their eyes
at St. Mary's church, Brookfield, last they are noted in the book or pictured
Thursday, morning at 9 o'clock by the on the film, so that they have a twoRev. Michael J. Murphy. Mr and Mrs fold record which will bear them out
Balcom, who have been residents of when they make reports as to the
West Brookfield for many years, will necessity for Immediate remedies or
Improvements.
continue to live here.
Three small boys, run-a-ways from
Worcester, were caught, after breaking TREES IN SCHOOL GROUNDS
into the C. A. Risley marble shop and the
West Brookfield creamery. The boys, Of Materiel Value In Prosecution of
Studies, aa Well as Pleasing
who claimed having been without food
to the Eye.
for several days, were taken in charge by
officer Hootim.
Worcester police were
In the grounds of every school there
notified of their capture, and relatives of should be a collection of both fruit
the boys came for them.
and ornamental trees, and all the forThe dancing classes of Miss Susan Bill mer should have at least one other
warrant for use, aside from the fruit
will have a reception and dance in town
crop. Trees should be planted for
hall to close the season this evening. Fol both, ornament and material, for Inlowing a concert hyf>oyte'a •orchestra/of struction, and these should be of
North Brookfield, .. the class of little standard commercial sorts. . No spefolks entertain with jigs and modern cial plea is made for apples, peaches,
dances learned the past winter. Follow- apricots, etc., but a walnut and a
ing this the older members of the even- chestnut both make'grand shade trees
ing class exhibit their skill in the art. In summer and are instructive types
General dancing swrts at 9 o'clock and of deciduous trees.
As material from which to draw
continues until 1 o'clock.
upon for the use of classes In botany,
etc.,
these trees would not only be
Miss Abbie M. Johnson, 73 years old,
died at the home of Mrs Martha L. May- always close at hand, removing the
nard, Central street, late Sunday night, necessity of using valuable school
after an illness of 10 days. She was the hoars for collecting trips afield, but
last of 7 children. She had lived in Mrs would be available when of greatest
value and Interest—when blooming,
Maynard's home for 46 years, having
fruiting, seeding, etc. It would also
formerly been employed at the old depot give the entire student body some
lunch room kept by Mr and Mrs Onslow knowledge concerning the native vegeP. Maynard. The funeral was from the tation of the state, of which he should
home of Mrs Maynard at 10 o'clock Tuer- haye a good general Idea before studyday morning. Rev. John H. Austin, pas- ing that from foreign lands. With
tor of the Congregational church offici- school yards so planted education
■ ating. Burial was in the family lot, in could never be confined to the four
Greenwich.
Undertaker Lane was in walls of classrooms nor narrowed to
a consideration of the three R'a and
charge.
closely allied studies.
The Grange met jn Grand Army hall,
Wednesday night. The members took
Pictures In' Parks.
part in a c >mpetitive entertainment,, the
Before anybody comes forward with
younger members against the older mem- the suggestion that the park commisben. The winners will be entertained sioner's plan for "moving pictures" in
with a chicken pie supper, given by the the parks or playgrounds is whimsical
losers at a later date. The younger mem- or that It would involve the city in
extravagance It Is to be hoped that
bers, represented by Martha Canterbury,
the proposition will be studied from
Florence Gilbert, Hugh Allen, EdiSond all Its aspects. The most extravagant
Smith, and Francis McReevy presented a course a city can pursue Is to permit
farce, ''Hunting for Hapgood."1 The Its children to go wrong. There are
older members gave Scenes in the Bing- the public schools, of course; but despite the existence of these safeguards
ville Depot.t Those taking part were:
Mr and Mrs Arthur Cutler, Mr and Mrs there are Urge numbers of sadly unLevi Livermore, Dr. and Mrs Windsor R, schooled children In the city—children
Smith, Mrs Jennie Gilbert, Mrs George whose parents appear to lack either
Canterbury, Mrs Catherine Walker, Mr the ability or the will.to attract young
people's interests. Anything the city
and Mrs Charles Edson, Mrs Joseph W. can do to attract the interest of these
Clark, Mrs Catherine Walker, Misses children in harmless or wholesome
Nellie Campion aud Estella Thompson, things Is well worth doing. Children
Messrs Charles Doolittle, Robert Carter, who are Interested In moving pictures
and John Dailey. Masters from neigh- are not contemplating mischief of any
kind. Toung people who are capable
boring Granges acted as judges.
of realizing that the city Is interested
in them are sure to become Interested
Statement of the Ownership, Manage- in the city, if they are endowed with
ment, Circulation, etc., required by the normal reasoning power.—St Louis
Act of AegiiBt 24, 1912, of North Brook- Times.
field Journal, published weekly at North
Brookfield, Mass., for April, 1914.
Points for Improvement Workers.
Editor, Horace J. Lawrence, North
The waging of Improvement work Is
Brookfield, Mass.
Managing Eli tor. Business Manager, dependent for success upon the same
Publisher, and Owner, Horace J. Law- support accorded all effective warfare,
rence, North Brookfield, Mass.
for the greatest need Is money and
There are no Bondholders, Mortgagees or the second greatest need Is more
other Security Holders. ,
moneV Funds are necessary for ImSigned, HORACE J. LAWRENCE.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this mediate action and for perpetuation of
the work and these should be secured
16th day of April, 1914.
• «j 2
before starting on any specific probJohn Howe, P. M.
lem. Annual dues are necessary to
insure permanence, for little lasting
ELMER R. VrVRNUM.
Interest is felt that is entirely aside
from all feeling of proprietorship. In-,
terest all classes -and all ages; do not,
overlook the children and the wort.
JOaaiMU-IM ALL ITS BSANOHKS.
they may do. Select for your Initial
work something tat which all, or near-!
SUIM Mi fiHgts, Sbnt Metal Work.
ly all, are Interested. Have regular!
NorthMain Street,
West Brookfield. snd frequent meetings; nothing Is!
nor* contagkma than enthusiasm.
Telephone UJ-3
u

Plumbing and Heating Contractor

KEEP FOWLS CONFINED

Time—Energy—Patience Saved

(By QEORGK H. PELLARD.)
As a cold-blooded business proposition, probably no plan is better than
that of keeping the hens shut in all
the time. They should be confined
from the time they reach maturity until marketed as poultry, and ted as
stout a ration as they will stand without going wrong.
Aside from sentiment and pleasure
In their appearance this Is the moneymaking way for villagers or suburbanites, who have limited yard...room
and need to keep their premises, free
from the litter and soiling that are
otherwise nearly , inseparable from
poultry keeping.
The' fowls do not look: as well as
when on range—their plumage gets
dull and they are less lively, but they
will shell out the eggs and keep on
shelling out,, with less, labor, and less
expense, than under aay other system,
unless it Is the colpny system with
free range.
.,
*', . ".
Even then It Is doubtful If the same
number can be more easily cared for,
or the ultimate profit be greater.
In keeping the hens on this nlan
they should be separated Into flocks
of 25 to 3E and allowed from 4 to 6
feet square per bird.
Dry feeding entails the least work
and therefore brings the best profit,
as the egg yield' Is generally bettor
than where fed on the one-meal-at-atime and the quick lunch-systemB.
If the feed is properly proportioned
and the supply is always amply, there
will be no trouble in getting eggs,' and
lots of them If the hens are in good
health. We doubt if there Is so much
difference In the average egg-production of hens as is sometimes fancied.
With good feeding, which means the
right kind as well as quantities, most
hens will make good. Some will do
better than others, but so far It seems
Impracticable to select only the best
in this case.
Trap-nesting Is the only positive
way. of. deciding the question, and
that Is a way which is unpractical
where large numbers are kept
Kept housed all the time, the hens
are subject to the most arbitrary feeding rules and experience Is showing
that they will produce as many, or
more, eggs as when on range.
It would require a corps of bellboys and bookkeepers to release the
hens and tabulate the returns.
Occasionally a hen will get to feather pulling or egg eating. In such, a
Action Better Than indecision.
case a run of a few days outside will
Sometimes we must simply do the
usually cure the habit; if not, dirk thing we have to do and think about
nests or the ax will.
it afterward. Or it may be better not
to think about it afterward. Action is
great solver of doubts, the great
DEVICE FOR CARRYING EGGS. the
key to life's problems. Too much
thinking and debating and discussing
Flexible Carrier, When Tightly Tie*),
only confuse the Issues.

v

Convenient for the aged

Indispensable to the housewife who may
have to go upstairs or downstaars to
answer a telephone call or to send a
message
v ,
The convenience tremendously outweighs the cost.

Ask

your neighbor who has one, or, for further particulars
(No charge for such a call.)

New England Telephone
and Telegraph Company

Prevents All Breakage by Ro"-,,.
Ing and Rattling.
., ic ]

Soft-boiled eggs that are "Just laid"
are possible now that the parcel post
Is supplemented by a device which 4s
claimed to "really carry eggs In the
malls without breakage." In a recent'
invention, a pasteboard box folds in
such a way as to truss the box, giving
it unusual strength, says Popular
Mechanics. 'The illustration shdws
each egg suspended In an individual j

Flexible Egg Carrier.

compartment, between upper and lower pyramids, giving eight points of
contact. These compartments, being,
flexible, • accommodate themselves to
eggs of various sizes, and when die'
box Is tightly tied the eggs do not roll
or rattle. The eggs are thus heldapart from each other and away front!
the sides of the box, so that the box
will stand not too rough handling.
Color, of Skin and Eogs.
"
Fowls laying brown or dark brown
eggs as a rule have yellow skin and
orange-yellow legs—while these iaying light colored eggs have whitish
skin and light (lemon) colored legs.
By selecting the dark eggs to hatch
from and for breeding from the yellow-skinned and yellow-legged birds,
the quality of the dressed fowls will
be greatly Improved.
Mismated Fowls.
"Never mate a long-legged cockerel with short-legged hens to improve
the shape of the progeny," writes, s
poultry expert. "You only make matters worse." Just how Is not made
clear, so the reader Is left to conclude
that the chicks will have mismated
legs.
Rations for Chicks.
Rations for chickens should include
a small portion of meat but, as a rule,
it Is quite expensive. Commercially it
Is sold in such forms as beef scrap,
animal meal, blood meal, and nail
scrap. Sour skim milk as a substitute
'or meat has given splendid results!

' Simple Cure for. Headache.
-One of the quickest known ways of
dispelling a headache Is to give some
of the muscles—those of the legs, for
instance—a little hard, sharp work to
da The reason Is obvious. Muscular
exertion flushes the parts engaged In
it, and so depletes the brain. When
your head aches take a stiff walk or
it short bicycle ride,.
To Remove Paper.
An excellent way to remove paper
from the wall when about to repapar
a room, says Modern Priscllla, is to
make a rather thin paste of flour and
water and go over the paper with a
large brush or cloth, wetting every
part After allowing this to stand for
a little while the paper may be taken
Off In. great strips without spreading
s particle of dirt or dust.
r-

'

■
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Modern Love Philter.
When a young girl in the Blast end
of London is jilted by her lover She
Invariably proceeds to the nearest
chemist's: and purchases some orris
root, which she takes home without
speaking to any one and burns It.
The one who has Jilted her is than
sure to repent and return to her.
Dolly's Ailment
- In Chicago a- small Unitarian girt
of four, whose father, a bank official,
had complained more than once that
the income tax made him sick, was
playing that her doll was ill. Her
mother asked, "What is the' matter
With dolly?" The child replied, "I
think she has the income tax."
Need for Books for the Blind.
It Is estimated that there are about
one million blind people under the protection of the Brttish^flag who are only
able to read with their fingers. The
Braille books are an inestimable boon,
but so expensive as only to be enjoyed,
without some practical assistance, by
the well-to-do.
—

■

—.

!.»■

—

Harsh Invective.
Langdon and Chester were nextdoor neighbors on Beacon street, and
were usually excellent friends. But
on this occasion Langdon had knocked
Chester down and was Bitting, on him.
As we passed, we heard Chester shout
between, his angry sobs, "You let me
go, you Incorrigible Encyclopaedia
BritUnica."—Boston Globe.

Superstition Concerning Friday.

There are some curious contradictions In the superstitions about the
111 lack of Friday. As all the world
knows. It ip considered bad luck to
begin any enterprise, to marry or
start on a Journey on Friday. On the
other hand, Friday Is the best day of
the week to pare one's nails. One
who laughs on Friday will weep on
Sunday.

Preparing Damp Mashes.
■ When damp mashes are fed, they
The Sain by Lying,
. The Difference. :
The.Cleverest Thing, ...
should be mixed so that they are dry
Aristotle, being asked what gain
Tae cleverest thing in the world is
enough to be crumbly, yet moist was got by lying, replied: "The never ' "Haling plans is a woman's chief
enough so that the particles of ground haing Believed when; one tells the delight; upsetting them Is man s rai- to be merely happy, and the nnfeaa.
son d'etre."—Julian Byng.
piest to be merely clever.
grsfn, etc., will hold together.
truth."—Diogenes Laertlus,

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concords

-. ■*-!? .£-t^^^SST^£■#

CORSETS

MRS. B. C GRAYES.

Regular Health Exercises.
Men and women of sedentary habit
as a rule do not take sufficient exercise, especially In the open, nor do
they practice deep breathing, both of
which have a direct effect upon the
blood andJts course through the body.
Morning exercises should be taken regularly. Including deep breathing. They
should also] be' repeated.at noon hour
and on going home and again on retiring.

Once and for All.
A red flannel undershirt will not
prevent rheumatism, declares a prominent physician, thereby putting this
venerable garment In the same category with the sock that won't cure
a sore throat and the leather wristlet
that won't keep the arm from tiring
while digging a ditch.—Louisville
Times!

COLUMBIA WYANDOTTCS,

SPIRELLA

1

H. A. HARPER,

Good Idea at Any Time.
The following from an English paper will apply to many other places
besides the sick room: "Whatever
happens, do Lot keep on saying, 'Now,
I am sure I am tiring you. I had better go.' duly a sick bear would have
the courage to take this literally. Get
up, aay good-by, and go."

When Pack7ng~C!tt»aSs_^
Oet a number of stout boxes, one
fitting In the other, and a quantity of
excelsior. Put but a few pieces in
each box and embed these In the wrapping material. Place each box Inside
one larger one, and pack tightly
around' each one, so that they are well
wedged In. The outside box may then
be marked and sent safely on its way.

Services at the Congregational
Church.

Call at 46 Summer Street

' The idealist
. The idealist sees the things of earth
as they are, but also as they ought to
be. He dreams, and longs to see his
dreams realized. In our early year*
we are all Idealists. Youth Is not
daunted by even the most Impossible
task. It Is ready to pay' the price.
We smile at the enthusiasm of youth,
but the tragedy of age is possible only
when that enthusiasm is gone.—.
Youth's Companion. '

Many Like Solomon.
"I ain't never heard tell that "the
Lord pays taxes, or cuts the firewood,
or mends the roof when it leaks, or
gets shoes for f the children, and all
them things has got to be done. Solomon Hatch leaves things he.don't
like to do to the Lord. He gets me
and the Lord mixed up."—Kate
Langly Bosher In "The House of HapHandy Boxes.
Every living room or library ought piness."
to Have somewhere In it a handy box
Wondsrful Word.
or drawer. In it should be wrapping
Confidence! What a wonderful word
paper, string, stickers, clips, mucilage
or paste, tags snd the thousand and It Is! How much it does to make a deone little things that one is likely to spondent man or woman (eel betterwant frequently and is Inconvenienced How often It has lifted a business
by not having. It they are handy In a man out of the deepest despondency
known place time is saved over again. and given him another chance. Say a
helpful word whenever you can,
Whether.it be to a child with teardimmed face or to a workman who
Signs of Health.
"Every healthy girl Is born to look has lost his job or to a business man
into shop windows, to laugh a little, who faces serious embarrassments.
,
to flirt a little, and to gloat over new It will pay.—Leslie's.
clothes."—Warwick Deeping.
Amazing Notlos.
A traveling revivalist placed the folMe Knew the Reason,
"What makes an Englishman wear lowing rather astounding notice on the
a monocle?" "Well," replied Plute bulletin board at a country schoolFete, "I have been told that diplomacy house on his arrival: "There will be
Is something like a poker game. I preaching here the following Wednesonce taught an Englishman to play day eve. Providence permitting, on
poker, and believe me, son, there's the subject: 'He that' belleveth shall
nothing like a monocle to prevent a be saved and he that belleveth not
man's facial expression from slip- shall be damned' at 3:30 in the afterping."—Washington Star,
noon."

Native of No. Brookfield
First to Die in Mexico.

CHARLES S. LANE,

Invaluable to the business man who regards his time in money equivalents

False, start Better Than Inaetlen.
Many persons pass their lives os
the edge of an enterprise which they
never truly begin; they study guide
books and learn the experiences of
others who have pioneered, but they
do nothing themselves except ponder
about the cost. AH this is waste and
has nothing but waste as Its result
Better to make a false start than to
go nowhere.
v

THE GOLDEN WEDDING.

.Waasiw-"-.** ™

Comforting to the invalid

call, up the Manager.

'

I • 'EW Hatching*—utility pens at $1.09 for
A is Special pens
peas atjuunforls^
A. W. BUDD, Gilbert St.,
North Brookfield.
In honor of the fiftieth anniver.-ary
MAILS DUB TO ARRIVE!
Next Sunday morning, April 26, the swrw
both rubber ana steel area, Buggies,
of the marriage of Mr and Mrs Wilder
pastor of the Congregational church will
A.HJ. a*-Ssataiid Weat.
TWO GOOD PASTURES
Daniel A. Haggerty, the son of MiDemocrat and Delivery Wagons, Sur»JB- West
give his regular talk to the toys and TO BENT, two good pastnres, in NewBninreys and Road Wagons, both new and
P. at. IMS-last sad West.
secondhand.
1
tree.
Addreu
MBB
JAMES
P.
UTLEY.
girls, preceding the sermon, for which 17
' New Bmintree.
born'ajid
schooled in
M»_west i «.
farm inthe north part of the town, to b
°ra"*^~W
in North
JVrth Brookfield, the theme will be "Money vs. KnowAVT BOTTOM. 'PRICES
4.S0—East.
Mexican
^tender
their
congratulations.
Afternoon
was
killed
by
the
bullet
of
TENEMENT
TO
RENT
ledge."
7.06—East and West.
Harness, Robes, Blanket*, Whips and
sharpshooter at Vera Cruz on Monday,
Oil Cloths. Not too Costly. Not too
AN
UPSTAIRS
Tenement,
with
town
water,
and evening there was a constant coming
In the evening at six will come the
KAILS CLOSE.
Apply
Cheap.
electric light*, etc. A]
" to MORTIMER
, when the United States marines and sailusual Christian Endeavor service. The P. HOWARD, Bummer Bt.
A, M. 6.00—West.
4W17
6.46—East.
Shingles and Roofing Material.
ing ait we time, mr ■"
M™ time in the Batcheller factory, leaving theme will be Condition of. Turkish WoBicycle FOR SAL!
II JO—East and West.
men, 'past and present, Miss Lawrence,
All the different grades. All ataes at
P. M. LOO-West.
leader. Reports from Worcester conven- A GOOD bicycle suitable for a small girl.
Apply at the JOUKKAL office for informaNails, also,
.
f
4.40-KMt.
tion.-.
;
•
1»
tion
6.00-Eaat and West.
■member that my prices are always
At 7 o'clock there will be » lecture by
tbe lowest. I sell so as to sell attain. ,
TENEMENT* TO LET.
Rev Mr Budd upon Our Great West, ilKa)«ro«Vfleld are received at S.S9 A. M. and ana mrs paries ,D. W
I ANE live room tenement on Gilbert street, Is Or. Daniel's Horse Remedies AlwawaV
had He was for a time a street car conductor
6.40 P.M.
I Miss Jessie Holman of Leominster naa
»
,. ._, T-ionatw.nnii.tAH in lustratetl with fifty fine Underwood views. \J good repair, gas and town water in the
I house. One of seven rooms on spring street,
'* 84?ek- , .
I gas and town water, in good repair. Both are
JggSg^WSfJS&tt charge ofthe guest JJ ™^™« £ ^T^ZZ^^ All are welcome.
second story. Apply to
1 kuraoni OHHIS D4,
West andJBoutli.
were served by A rs Fred w. Barnes oi
r
.J-JIJ ., p„_ i
The cantata by Prof. Coy of Spencer, onMORTIMER
F.
LINCOLN,
Spring
Street,
B kfield
- : North urookneld.
anikhis vested choir has been postponed 16
•VILLIAtt 8. CHAvVFOHO
Pierce of Worcester and Mies Eleanor Bmaindefinitely.
I
P
M
four years of honorable service, and
FOR SALE
The offloa hour* will be:—6 SO A. H
OAKHAM.
He^aaysTe.i»»5*"Arif.and6U>• P.M. ' '|Burdick, Monson.
SIX good chicken qoops with runs. Apply at
came to visit old friends here before re6 Aich street, North :Brookfield.
Persons who continually ask to have look charge
of
the
punch
bowl
A
Chance
to
Make
Money.
"f
~"rA hoon m^a I enlisting. He then went out dn the bat■ts«
-» '
boxes opened are respectfully requested to use
...
A large wedding cake had **?™* tkepip*Vuh in ^ ^nd regiment of
their *ey».
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster, by the children, and a ge= she* was W^.
We require the services "of an active
COW WANTED
PAUL M. KKANEY, int. given to each guest, ' to dreanon
—
^ Q, ^ man or Woman to look after the' local WANTED A GOOD grade Jersey cow, 0
rich milk cow.
...
,, . .
Among the gifts were J200 in gold from •
_ A., I subscription interests of Cosmopolitan,
lwts*
C. P. WAKBsnr, Ward St.
relatives and friends,, a Jeather rocking best athlete, of Bt, Joseph B_ 0. T.
Good
Housekeeping,
Hearst's
Magazine,
the
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
chair and a willow fockerlrom bis broth-' was one pf its *rfa»ce runner, on
MOUSE FOR »ALE.
the Harper's Bazar, Motor and Motor Boater Fred and wife of Worcester, sofa pil- tr^ terim, nnd *4» . member of
STORY and a half hoUBe with twelve'
ing. We pay a generouB cash commission TWO
j
George O. Rollins has resumed his do,
j^. Oo^eU,, hand, ?*n>ous Tiger footbaM tea>^
rooms in good neighborhood, S minutes walk
w from „
and a monthly salary, which, is regulated from church and school, electtic cars and post
tie, as rural mail <»rrier.
*
. ■
I palnted frllit oiBD Irom Mrs Rose Jewell! . He is well ^^f**^^^
office. For farther information atiply to
RE6ISTERE0 EMBALMER.
by the amount of work dotte. it can be
•IS
MRS- N. H. DELANE, walnut Bt
The town damp near Officer Quill's 0f Chicago, handbag, collars, and h«id- ciates here who speak in high praise of
carried ori in spare time or full time just
Personal Prompt Attention Day
must go, for it is undoubtedly a nuisance gen-hiefe from Mrs Herbert Barnes of bischaracter.
j as preferred. It offers ah unusual opporor Night, y ■ - ■
ECCS FOR HATCHING
Plymotth Bock eggs for Hatching
tJo. ,. t wil, hsve their anno., £» tt2tt&^\J£t&JrJft ^^ tunity, ^aS many"of-but''representatives TTTHITE
Telephone North Brookfield t*a.
W 60 cents for 13 EVERETT WEBBER.
iia-11. .-' ,'-*•....
se^ce Sunday evening, April « st ^^SS^£Z '^0^..-' V** C^,^**** no^earrjjSSOOO.^year. .Ypuc^hrlo the Union street. T»l.»-f
'
'" 1
Long Distance Coonectkm.
sauiie.,. Write to-day for ftjU Wrtlciilars,
PLACE FOR SALE
^Grange Auxiliary wi.l meet withes-»JQ£. »^ -*.-*-1™*^ t^L^ t£ Address,. (^U^C./Scbwer, The ObsmoFunerals Personally Directed
and Every Requisite Furnrro SETTLE an estate the two-tenement house
Mrs Maria Poland, Tuesday afternoon, ^Ba^was born in H.rdwick, Feb>»™J besenthert for burial by thj pohtanAgency Bureau, }19 W.;40th St., I on Elm Street belonging to the late George
ished.
w
Bliss,
will
M
sold,
together
with
the
blackNew
York
City.
April 28, for work only.
,.
side
of
hie
mother,
it
will
be
received
aVsut* Assistant, fM)
d
of
Harvey
smith shop in the rear. There is good fruit oh
™.
»
»
»
rt
a
.™t«havB«
Mav
'
*
„-.!!./
wnTiwth
the
honor
due
him
for
his
patriotic
the
place.
Thin
will
be
a
bargain
for
some
one.
The L. A. A. O. H. are to have a may Bgfn^ and came to North Brookfield in ^^^
MEW BRAINTREE.
party In Castle hall, Friday evening, May ■ mJ H(J waB g member oI Co. K. 42d , John A_ Scul,Tj Bnother North Brookl
■ - sV
. -SwMe
1. A cordial invitation to every one.
| j^^ M v M ( ^.j WM ^nt at the fleld D0T( ta wlth ^ 0. 8. Marine Qo^
Miss; Doris Carswell. of.Wphjirp, has*
FOR
SALE
or
TO
RENT
Mrs Ferry, Chiropodist, formerly of taking of Port Hudson, his company, 1 aboard the Prairie, the first ship to send
POTTAGE HOUSC with or without bam1 al
Sorinefleld islnow at Dr. Witter's, South laying a bridge under fire from the fort. | troops into Vera Crux.
Nothing has been a guest at Ash Lane, farm!
U modern improvements. W. H. rULLAU ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
been
heard
Road
Commissioner
T.
L.
Mara
began
Main street/ All troubles of the feet Mrs Barnes was also born in Hardwick, been hear
however. He has served in the navy 22 work on the roflds Wednesday.'
PIOS FOR SAL!
IN SCRIPT. OR]'.
treated without pain.
j and married Mr Barnes in 1864, when years, of which 12 has been in the
for sale by
■.Mrs.F.'G., Halt has returned from a YOUNG I'IGS
Mrs John J. Murphy, who has been she was 30 years old
marine corps.
ALFRED C. STODDABD,
ENGUSHTEXT
Five children were born to Mr and Mrs
North Brookfield
trtpito Springfield and Holyoke.
the guest of her parents en Bigolow street
Barnes,
and
all
of
them
Ire
alive
and
H.
J.
Lawrence,
North Brookfield
Herbert
H.
Sanderson.
i William E. LoftuS bought a new pair
for the past two weeks, returned to her
TENEMENT TO RENT
were present at the celebration. They are
of Work homes in Worcester this week,
home in Bosfpn on Tuesday.
A GOOD UP-BTAIR8 Tenement of five rooms,
Herbert H. Sanderson was bom at
Fred W., North Brookfield! Mrs Jennie
Apply to CHARLES B BATCHELLER,
2wl5Mr and Mr. Morton F. Lincoln, Spring Holmani Leominster; George H„ West Sunderland, Mass., May 7, 1849, and '.jir.and Mrs Dtinakin of Springfield Summer Street, North Brooktleld.
came
to
Muster
Hill
farm
as
managers
m vm
to tn r
ARTISTIC MONUMENT*
street, are this week
° K
™ Button; Herbert W., Cambridge; and died at Lancaster, N. H., April 7, 19U.
FOR SALE
farm in Oakham. We shall be Borry to,Mr(j ArtburBllrdick, Monson. There are He was educated at Williston AcademJ, last week.
[AND CEMETERY MEMORIALS
DRIVINO harness. Call on HENRY
lose them from our village life.
19 grand-children:—Mrs Elisha Wade, Easthampton, and Amherst College. AI- • Mr and Mrs Albert G. 8eary of New- A GOOD
W. AVRES, West Brookfield road, Telephone
34-6
13
toriville
have
been
the
guests
of
Mr
and
Mrs Jacob Mock, her son, and his wife Leominster; Wilder Holman, Leominster; ter graduation he was associated with
In all kinds of
and child, have been in town this week, j Merton, Alice, Marguerite and Kuth g. H. Phelps of Springfield, as publisher Mrs J. E. Barr.
FOR SALE.
GRANITE AND MARBLE
They will make their home in New ! Barnes, West Button; Rhoda l» Barnes, and assistant editor of the Tiew England . Xree Warden E. L. Havens has com- ONE Old Trusty Incuoa or, 160 eggs, one Phi'o
and run, one portable ben bouse,
Hampshire, where Mr Mock now has a 'Cambridge; Eleanorand Bertha Burdick, Homestead. April 5, 1877, he married pleted the job of gathering the brown- 8 x brooder
12 ft. two self feeders, one pen of 16 select- C A. RISLEY &. COMPANY
Monson; and 6 great grand-children, Miss Florence Carruth of .North Brook. tail moths and reports a larger number ed Barred Rock pullets and cockerel. Call afparish.
ter Saturday.
EFFIE P. EAMES, Bigelow Bt.
Eugene W. Reed has on sale for a lim-; Grace, Richmond, Annie, George and field, Mass., who survives him. Their gathered the last year, having gathered 13
Telephone
West Brookfield.
45'bushels.
Elva
Wade,
Leominster.
,
early
married
life
was
passed
in
Springited time a fine 60 cent box of chocolates,
TO RENT AND FOR SALE
Naturally
Mr
Fames
is
a
valued
memfield,
later
removing
to
New
York
for
ten
■« ith which he gives a handsome silver I
TO rent, a six-room cottage house on South
Main street.
FOR RENT
bonbon dish, all for the usual price of the' ber of Ezra Batcheller Post, G. A. R. aud years. He then went intothe silk busiFIB sale.—cottage buildlur lots at Quaboag
TWO-tcnement
house
of
five
rooms'each
with
chocolates alone. Be sure to take borne Mrs Barnes of the W. R. C. These or- ness at Peterson, N. J., removing Nov.
pond.
town water on each floor, also X 1-2 acres of 2wl3» C. L. COOLIDGE; No. Brooktleld.
.
Iganizations and the S. of V. were well. M, 1893, to Walpole, Mass., to become land on Elm street. Apply to
a^)OX
\
To see the Latest Models of
CHARLES P. SAMP8ON,
St George's class and Castle Quabaug, I represented at the wedding, anniversary, treasurer of Lewis Manufacturing Co.
21 Uellevue street, Worcester, Mass,
TO RENT
K OKA. of Uhrist Memorial church I The i bride and groom both enjoy good In November, 1903, he became editor
A GOOD up-stairs tenement. Town water.
celebrated St'George's eve by giving a healshv the result of-;be*d work aodhon- and proprietor of the (Jasette^ Laticasa Everything onineBoor, Inqulreof rttEB
;
k
A. 8TKABNS, South Main Street, North Brookest
li'vee.
^
.
i
fer,
Ni
H.,
which
be
reta/heji'until,
bis
JpPLI&ATiON
FOR
LIQUOR
LICENSES
supper at the guild- rooms, Wednesday
field. '
1
Among the out-of-town guests,who at- death,
evening. There wwe speeches by invited
TO
RENT.
.
tended tne celebration are: Mr and Mrs
He was a most earnest and efficient
North Brookfield, April 18, 1914.
guests. '
Fred Barnes, Mr and Mrs Roland Pierce,! worker in the Congregational' church, . f.fteticejs hereby given' under Chapter NICE sunny famished or unfurnished tene;
ment of thiee rooms; every thing needed for
At the regular1 business meeting yesterMrs Wells Stacy, and Mrs William Car- and Superintendent of the Sunday School. 100 of the Revised Laws that application housekeeping. All conveniences on one floor
Or have them brought to. your home
day" the ladies of'the Woman's Union
_
penter, Worcester; Mr and Mrs Arthur, He was also a member of North Star has been, made to the Selectmen of tbe Kent reasonable. Apply MDANIEL
FOSTER.
by sendins word to ' f,1' . •»•
voted to extend their hearty thanks to all
> ' Ml
Burdick, Eleanor and Bertha Burdick,' Lodge, A. F. & A. M., a charter member Town ,of North Brookfield by Charles • SpringSt,
who so kindly assisted in decorating the
Morrison
and
Rose
Morrison
for
a
License
Monson; Harry Wood, ProvldenoS; Mrs of Crescent Chapter, No. 220, R. A. M.,
of the First Class as Innholder to sell inbooths-or belped in oljher ways at the
Jennie Holman and .Miss Annie' Wade, of New York, of North Star Command- toxicating liquors, said license to be ex- MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
fair, Mar. 26.
Representative for the Brookflelds.
ery, K. T., North Star Lodge of Perfec- ercised at the Forest House, Forest Street,
Leominster.
V, The groufids about the high school
tion, Edward Raymond Consistory, on the second and third floors, in the ten
Telephone 16-13,
rooms.on
each
thror,
with
stock
in
cellar
building nave been surveyed this week,
Tne First Half Entertains.
A. & R. M., and Olive Branch Lodge, of said building. .'-,..,,
II Prospect St.
North Brookfield NORTH BROOKFIELD.
to.give the" school committee an idea of
'
MAM.
No.' 1, O. E. S. He was prelate in the -. ,jM. J. HOWARD,
J;
j
1
.1 ■■■■-■•■■-•
■
■
)t
what it would cost to put up. a concrete
The G. F. 8. held their regular meeting Oommandery for seven years.*;
"'" ''.J
,.
Clerk of the Board of Selectmen.
wall about the grounds, preparatory to at Christ Memorial church,' in the guild, A daughter, Ethel C, died in infancy;,
EDWIN T. CHAPIN
properly grading them.
rooms, Tuesday evening. For the even- ^d a son, "Herbert H., who has.been
Notice is hereby given under Chapter COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
WOKCESTKB,
»B,«
PaOBATB
COURT.
ing's
program,
one
half
entertained
the
associated
with
him
in.tbe
publication
of
100
of
the
Revised
LaWB
that
application
The Young Woman's Club will meet
f
ARCHITECT
to the deriBMs, legatees and all other peron Tuesday evening, April 28, with, Mrs other half and the-G. F. 8. of West' the Lancaster Gazette, survives, and will ' lias,been made to the Selectmen of the sons interested ID the estate of Ellen McCarthy,
[Town
of
North
Brookfield
by
Edward
!
late
of
North
Brookfield,
in
said
County,
de727-728
State
Mutual Builiing, w"orc««t«r
Fred Wiley, School street, for a Scotch Brookfield, with their Branch . secretary, continue the business which his father j Revane and Sadie Revane for a License ceased. '
! built up BO successfully,'
Whereas, a petition has been presented to
evening.
Meeting promptly at 7.30. Mrs Marshall Gilbert, were psesent.
I of the Fjrat Class as Innholders to sell in- said
Telephone
■ ■_
10 grant a letter of administration
The captain of this half was Miss Isabel
The body was laid to rest in Walnut toxicating liquors, said license to be ex- with court
Important business. Members are asked
the.will annexed, on the estate of said deceased
not
already
administered,
to
Mary
A.
iercised
at
the
Prospect
House,
North
MOrse, who presented 10 young ladies in j Grove cemetery, North Brookfield, Mass.,
to bring all their spare post cards.
McCarthy of Natlok, In the County of MiddleMain Street, ib basement and in the fifty sex,
or some other suitable person.
the one-act farce—The Misses Pringle's 1 April 10.
- ■ ' ' ' ' '"'
rooms on the floors above"
Word was received by Dr. and Mrs H
You are hereby cited to appear at a Probate
. leap year. There were duets by Misses ! The Coos County Democrat' of LancaeCourt, to be held at Worcester, in said County
'-' H. J. HOWARD,
East Brookfield '
P, Bartlett, Elm street, on Tuesday. °[ ] Helen Moody and ilic Lovely; vocal te?, in its i-sue.of April 16, bears this triof Worcester.on the twelfth day of May, A. D.
-—
Clerk of the Board of- Selectmen. 1014, at nine o'clock la the forenoon, to show
the death of Mrs Elizabeth Curry, wife of ^. Misg Brthw Moody t0MuA by , bdte to Mr Sanderson:- ■
cause, if any you have, why the same should Special Offers Por Contract Paint,11 who
Hon. 8. S. Curry, at her home in Iron- the
„__ chorus
_u*...„ of
_. youngI„J:
„j a-. vocal,
„™.i <
Mr Sanderson succeeded a man
not be granted.
t .
ladies, and
wftB ju8t,y )oyed hj a„ AaioB F ;Rowe„
Notice is hereby given under Chapter And said petitioner is hereby directed to
wood, Mich. Mi» Curry is the mother
ins and Paper Hanging
solo with very clever dancing by Mn 1 and lie found an office exceptionally well 100 of the Revised Laws that application give public notice thereof by publishing this
citation ooce in each week, for three successive
of Mis Ralph'W. Baitlettof Newton.
Elizabeth Saunders Varnum.
Punch I equipped, and during his term of service has-been made to the Selectmen 01 the weeks, in the North ' Brooktleld Journal, a
Stock Furnished.
newspaper
published
In
North
Brookheid,
the
The Worcester Co. South W. C. T. U. was served with cake and wafers. After he hasjput special stress upon the news- Town of North Brookfield by Eugene W. last publication to be one day at lea-t before
xi.
» .* !
».< _ _.i j -!_ --j i paper business witb which he had been Reed, registered pharmacist, for a License
A $15.00 order for wall paper, I will grtt a
propose to hold an Institute in the Chap- the entertainment there was dancing and famiHar> • Eariy as a publisher he aban'- ofithe Sixth Class to.sell intoxicating aald Court, and by mailing, postpaid, or deliv- ONlatest
Unproved bread miter free.
ering acopvor this citation to all devisees and
el of Congregational church on. Wednes- au hour of social enjoyment.
doned the old-style LlanBet-eheet 'and liqu -re in his drug store on the first floor legatees named in said will, seven days at
A $10.00 order and »1 JS0 In money will gat th*>
before aid Court.
At the next meeting, the second half, published bis paper 'in the present ac- of. Walker block, with stock in.baaement. least
day, April 29, afternoon and evening.
Witness, William T.Forbes, Esquire, Judge Mixer free.
of said Court, this twenty-third day of April
,
M. J. HOWARD,
Good speakers have been secured am the with Miss Kathleen Lovely captain, will. «^««"'<>"»»• .He has made distinct «dA »6.oo oader sad VIM in money win take a
. , , .
. .,
1 ditlons to the business, adding yip. Frontin tie year one thousaad nine hundred and
rf
Clerk
of
the
Board
of
Selectmen.
interest of the community, and their at- entertain the first hall.
bread mixer free.
. . M
jer Ga?ettp pf WeBtl Stewartstowjn in 1906,
"'
HABBY
H-AtTWOOi),
Register.
tendance; is greatly desired for both ses,.—--*'>■•—-t~
,.
jland the Whitefleld Times ot,Whitefit-,ld
Notice is hereby given uiider Chapter April 24, May I, 8, M
Mr
Wilham|Edwarde,
while
workmgat
1907.
|i
[
,(,,
publications
he
has
ln
A
0
ie
sions.
100 of the Revised Laws that application'
tbe power house of the W. B. A 8. street j issued from the local office,
has been made to tile Selectmen of the
1 The Cemetery Commissioners have aprailway company, fell from a staging put
He has given to his publications that Town of North Brookfield by Charles F.
pointed John A. Krusell as cemetery suptone which is appreciated only when it is
np in the car barn, Tuesday morning. missed.
He has supported faithfully Hart and Sara A. Hart for a License of
erintendent, and all work is to be done
Mr,Edwards, who is employed by W. whatever measures seemed for tbe moral the Fourth Class to -sell intoxicating
under his direction. He will be conliquors on Forest Street, on four rooms of
F. Fuliam & Co., was assisting in the re- good of the community or for its prog- the first floor and cellar underneath, with
nected by telephone as soon as possible..
moval of a partition, and was on staging J *«**
stock
in cellar.
The commissioners have issued a new set
He was never an active politican or an
8 feet from the floor, when a board broke office seeker, but was a strong standpat
M. J. HOWARD,
of rules which have been posted on the
throwing him to the ground, causing Republican. The party has always found
Registered Embaimer.
Clerk of the Boartl of Selectmen.
grounds and will be enforced by the suconcussion of the brain, and a dislocated in the Gazette a staunch supporter. His
perintendent and commissioners.
fraternal
life
has
lieen
broad
and
extenwrist, besides other severe bruises. He
L»ay Anslsumt.
At the next meeting of the Grange, was carried into the office at the power sive and lias brought lira' into close and COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
intimate touch with his fellow men.
Thursday evening, May 7, there will be a station and attended by Dr. Mary SherProbate Court
Tnursday afternoon the home was filled Worcester M.
paper on Feather Fancies by Miss Mary man. Later he was brought to his home with friends who had come to pay their To the heira at law. next of kin, and all other
Cbnneotea by Long Distance Teleinterested in ihe eBtateof Ellen fcophia
Hurd Wright. ' The principal interest on Walnut street, accompanied by Dr tribute of respect and esteem. Beautiful persons
phone^ House and Store.
Morgan,lat«of North Brooktleld, in said Counflowers
and
floral
pieces
gave
their
silent
Will,
supply
you
with
the
ty, deceased.
will lie to the Horse Show, which will be Sherman, in W. F. Fullam's automobile.
Whereas, a certain instrument purporting to
testimony of respect. Rev. Clinton W.
given under direction of Morton F. Linlast will and testament of said deceased
"The Harvester," by Gene Stratton Wilson, the pastor who had found in Mr be the
been presented to s*id Court, for probate,
following seed potatoes :
coln, Harry Bond and Milo F. Chllds. Porter, has just been issued in a 50 cent Sanderson an earnest helper, read the has
by Fred A, Stearns who prays that letter* of adRefreshments suitable for the occasion edition, and Eugene W. Reed has se- impressive masonic burial service, and ministration with the will annexed may be
issued
to
him,
or
some
other
suitable
person,
GREEN MOUNTAIN,
will be for sale by Marion Hill, Anna cured a supply. Everyone should read later the remains were taken to North the executrix named in said will having deBrookfield, Ma-s., for interment."
LOST BANK BOOK
clined.
__ i ,_
Howland and Freda Hanson.
You are hereby cited to appear at a Probate
it, and own it, now that the price is so
IASS Book, No 1DBI, of the North Brookfiaht
NORCROSS,
Court,
to
he
held
at
Worcester,
in
said
County
A
Savings
Bank, is lo»t, and the owner hat
The Brotherhood were highly favored low.
Of the 1500 people who attended the of Worcester, on the twenty-eighth day of
nude application for the payment of tbe •»'
April, A. D. IB14, at nine o'ciock in the
Monday evening by a fine address from
This
norfoe
Is
published aa required by E
DELAWARE,
The selectmen have .voted to place the annual convention of the Y, P. S. C. E. forenoon, to show cause, if any you have, why
O. OI
tUO WW
*ffw.
»o. Chapter BOO,
of the
son Ul
of 1MB.
Rev. Dr. Drew of the Old South church,
the same should not be granted.
price of licenses the seme as last year— in Worcester on Monday were the follow- And said petitioner is hereby directed to giTe
.nit!
twl*>
Worcester. There was a smaller attend,
GOLD
COIN,
ing from North Brookfield: Rev. A. W. public nutice thereof, by publishm* this cita•1200 and 11300.
tion once in each week for three suooBMlTe
since than last year, partly on account of
EGOS FOR HATCHING.
Budd, President David C. Lane, Mrs weeks in the North Brookfield Journal a hewsCARMEN NO, 3;
in North Brookfield, the last
several outside attractions. The supper
OOIA'MBIA and Bull Wyandott* eggs f0»
PA.TUBAQE WANTED
Llla Lidstone, Miss Udstonb, Mr and Mrs MMT published
to be one day at least before said
of cold meats was s rved by the men, H. GOOD PASTURE for cattle, at a seasonable John'j. Lane, Earle Robbine, George publcation
Catching. «*£ JJjtol&Sa**.'
court and by mailing, postpaid, or deliTeripg
Address WILLARD NORCROS8,
"NEW QUEEN,
a copy of this citation to all known persons inW. Bemis, A. H. Doatie, Geo. W. Lane, Eastprioe.
Beookfield, R. F. D. •
It Willey, Stephanie, Glass, Roland and ter, Hied In the estate, seven days at least beECCS FOR MLB
A- L. Newman, L. S. Woodfli and Carl
said Court. '*'** ' '
„
Frances Doane. Newell G. King of the fore
EARLY ROSE,
Witness, WiWA* T, FOBl»M, EW1"'.
ATCHINO eggs that_wni JaaMh^Bog
SITUATION WANTED
Cardin, and was "all right."
They reOld South'church, formerly of North Judre of said Court, this seventh day of April
CHAUrPEURbjTayoancmao who thor
in tne- year one thousand nine hundred and
elected the old officers for another year of ASoughiy
totteei-S ceata a »ettuig. laalaa
understands a car and Is a good Brook field, gave the address* of welcome.
IRISH COBBLER*
r»cks, 19 egg. for.SI.00. iagA } DTJNPHT^
service, and then adjourned until tne driver, with the best of' habits. Inquire of There were many inspiring addresses
HABRT H. ATWOOD, Eeglster.
8BA1NMD H. SHITU, NBrth Brookfield.
Ap>ft
lit,
17,
M».
v
'
tiuV as usual.
from good speakers.
FRIDAY, APRIL 24,1014.
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VERA CRUZ CAPTURED,
FOUR 1F.RPS KILLED
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Admiral Fletcher Acts on Hurry Orders From Washington
to Prevent Landing of 15,000,000 Cartridges
*
and 200 Machine Guns

TIMES

BROOKFIELD TIMES

MANSFIELD ASKS
CO-OPERATION OF
POSTMASTERS

WE ARE MASTERS OF THE SITUATION,"
CONSUL REPORTS—REFUGEES IN CONSULATE
Washington.—The following dispatch was received from
United States Consul Canada at Vera Cruz:
Marines and bluejackets landed, taking possession of the
cable office, Post Office, telegraph office, and Custom House,
also railroad terminal and yards, with rolling stock, notwithstanding firing from housetops. We are masters of the situation so far without use of heavy guns.
Firing all around Consulate, several shots having struck,
building. Our men simply defending themselves. Some resistance from naval gnns soon silenced by guns on Prairie.
American newspaper men and several other Americans
are in the Consulate. Several persons, including some women
who refused to go aboard refuge ship, are marooned in hotels
within firing line. Trains from Mexico City did not arrive.
(Signed) CANADA.

Plans to Bring Farmers Direct*
ly in Touch With Consumers

VERA CRUZ, Mexico.—Naval forces of the United States took
possession of the port of Vera Cruz, but in the fighting that followed
the unopposed'landing of nearly a thousand marines and bluejackets
four Americans were killed and 20 were wounded.
The loss of the Mexican garrison which resisted the American
occupation from noon until evening has been heavy. One report says
200 Mexicans were killed.
The American forces have complete control of the business district and most of the other sections of the city. The Federal garrison
is in flight toward the west.
Two American bluejackets and two marines were killed and
nearly a score wounded. The dead are:
The President's decision to act on his own responsibility grew
out of his impatience at the delay of Congress in approving his stand
by a joint resolution.
Orders to begin hostilities against Mexico went to Admiral
Fletcher at Vera Cruz as follows:
"Use your own judgment," was in substance the .order flashed
to Admiral Fletcher.
Admiral Fletcher was instructed to prevent a consignment of
15,000,000 rounds of ammunition and some machine guns on board
the Hamburg-American Liner Ypiranga from getting into the hands
:;
of the Federal forces.
j
The liner was due to arrive off Vera Cruz that morning. Admiral
Fletcher was ordered not to impede the entrance of the vessel into
the port as this was forbidden in international Htw in the absence
of a blockade.
His orders were to seize the custom house and take possession
of the ammunition when it reached there.
FLETCHER DEMANDS SURRENDER.
Rear Admiral Fletcher, in command of the United States warships, prefaced his occupation of the port by a demand through the
American Consul, W. W. Canada, for its surrender. General Maas
promptly declined to accede to this demand, and shortly afterward
ten whaleboats were sent off from the transport Prairie loaded with
marines.
These boats effected a landing in the neighborhood of the custom
house before noon, and a few minutes later Captain W. B. Rush,'
of the battleship Flsrida, who was in command of the operation*
ashore, brought his flag in. Captain Rush's men had already taken
up their positions. They numbered 150 blueackets from the Florida,
390 marines from the Prairie and 65 marines from the Florida. Later
these were augmented by a detachment from the Utah.
The coming of the American forces was not heralded by any
preat excitement, but small crowds gathered to watch the landing.
Soon the bluejackets and marines marched through the streets leading from the waterfront and along the railroad yards. Others proceeded to the Amerioan Consulate, while still others were deployed
along the approaches to Central Plaza, in which General Maas had
concentrated his men.
-- ....'rjajsj.'jjf >!GENERAL MAAS OPENS FIRE.
f-^
«' These manoeuvres were effected without opposition, but suddenly Gene 1 Maas challenged the advance with first shots—a volley
ired from a point three blocks from the marines aneUtfro blocks
south of the main plaza. The marines replied immediately, but the
action ceased in a moment. There was a lull for ten minutes and then
another brief exchange from the west end of Montesinos St., where
a Federal outpost was stationed.
••: -.,-,,
The firing became general at 12:30 o'clock, and at 1 o'clock the
guns of the transport Prairie went into action.
. Prior to this a detachment of bluejackets from the Utah, holding the ground between the consulate and the waterfront, opened
with two of their 3-inch guns. The first shots from these pieces
were directed against an ancient tower which onoe served as a
lighthouse. This was occupied by Mexican shorpshooters. Lieutenant Commander Buchanan, of the Florida, ordered that it be
destroyed. Five shots brought the old Benito tower down.

Americans Show Much Bravery.

Bravery was shown everywhere
among the Americans.
The young men wearing the bluejacket uniform behaved as well under Are as the marines, who all along
the line carried themselves like veterans.
Some of the marines had seen service before in Central America and
other paces.
In the earlier part of the engagement small detachments of the Americans who were guarding the approaches to the central part of the
city, stood without flinching when
bullets from the rifles of the Mexicans
sang about their ears.
The fierceat fighting occurred ajf
hour or two after the opening shots.
For a time the rifle and machine gun
Are gave to the people of Vera Cruz
and the foreign refugees aboard the
steamships in the harbor more thrills
than most of them had ever had.
There was no charging of forces to
add to the dramatic action, but the
spirited way in which the marines
and bluejackets held their ground, and
firing at will, cracked back at the
enemy, caused excitement enough.
A large percentage of the marines
wore across their dun-colored shirts
one or all three bars, indicating marksmanship, and they were practicing,
many of them for the first time, at
'ring targets.
Admiral Badger In seizing Vera
Cruz called upon only about half of
the force available for landing service. The Navy Department gave no
definite information aa to .what battalion of marines from the Prairie
had been landed. The Department
said that it was one battalion from
the second advance base regiment.
These are one of the finest bodies
of marines in the service. They have
been stationed for a long time at
Panama and have been preparing with
a special view to service in Mexico.
They are under the command of
Mayor Smedley D. Butler, who has
distinguished himself in service in
the Boxer rebellion and in the fighting in Nicaragua a few years ago.
The principal purpose of landing
American forces at Vera Cruz without waiting for Congress to act was
the information received by the
Navy Department to the effect that
Shoot from Housetops.
a Hamburg-American liner was about
The postofflce, government tele- with the intention of flanking a bat- to touch at Vera Cruz and disemtalion ci marines in the railway yarns
graph office and the cable office were
bark a big shipment of ammunition
tie first buildings occupied after the and along Montesinos street, which and more than two hundred pieces
runs fast and west not far from the
custom house. A squad of marines
of artillery. The shipment was said
was placed In charge of the cable American Consulate.
Instantly the 5-inch guns of the to be from Schneider et Cie, Le
office.
The telegraph wires were
Prali le let go, breaking the Mexican ' Creusot.
found Intact and enough Mexican oprot mation and causing a hasty reThese munitions of war were conerators were detained to man the
treat. This ended the flanking move- signed to the Huerta Government and
lines to .Mexico City.
ment.
President Wilson and his advisers
I After General Maas had been driven
Only a few minutes before the realized that a delay would result
from his position in Central Plaza the 3-inch guns of the Prairie were used in placing just this additional amount
American found themselves the object effectively near shore, a small de- of firearms and ammunition in the
of fusillades from the tops of houses, tachment of Mexicans had gained po- hands of the enemy.
where small groups of soldiers had sitions near the custom house, and
•The women of the.American colony
taken up positions. It was learned their concealed marksmen were causthat the greater part of those engaged ing some trouble. A few shots from in Vera Cruz had already been placed
in this resistance were civilians, whc the Prairie's guns served to silence aboard the chartered steamers Esperanza and Mexico, but the foreign
refused to accept the American occu- that position. From time to time the
pation passively. They obtained guns same guns played their shells along colony, especially the American secand stationed themselves at points of the line of the shore, keeping the ter- tion, was greatly augmented, when
three tralnloads arrived from the capantage and did much to prolong the rltory comparativeiy free of sharp
ital. Some of these remained ashore,
action.
shooters.
but many were taken aboard the
Lieutenant Colonel Wendell C. NeSurrender Again Demanded.
steamers.
ville commanded the marines from
With all the eastern side of the
the Prairie and Majors Reid and cIty occup!ea ana aiB0 tne track8 0f
Berkely and Captains Hughes, Hill | tne ranway as far west as the round- HUERTA FORCE IN
MEXICO CITY WEAK
and Dyer along the line. Every pre-1 house near tne western eQge on tne
taution il being taken to prevent a : nortnern Bide> gad wjtu the Mexicans
Mexican attack, and the lines have; unaj,ie to do more than keep up an Only a Handful of Effective Troops
In Capital, Says John Uind.
been reinforced by a detachment; annoymg Dut ineffective fire from
which was originally in position be housetops, Captain Rush at 4:20
Washington.—John Ltnd, special en.yond the terminal works.
in the afternoon sent under a
Toward the middle of the afternoon flag of truce a messenger chosen voy of President Wilson to Mexico
a large body of Mexicans evacuated from among the natives to General City, told frienda after the receipt of
itheid position, and are now sonie- Maas, or whoever happened to be the news from Vera Cruz that General
Huerta has no more than 2,600 effectithelr position, and are now some- in command, to ask if be was not
ive troops in the Mexican capital with
:it.terh3r, where it is reported trom ready to surrender.
It was learned that unless the Mex- which to resist an American invasion:
Mexican sources they are exacting
Practically the entire Mexican army
ito be joined by reinforceinen.s sent icans yielded, Captain* Rush had his
:
choice of continuing the fighting un- that haB remained loyal to Huerta is
down from the capital.
der the tactics he was using sor of in the field against the ConstitutionalRanks Broken by Guns.
ThSs withdrawal, however, wao not, charging all positions, or of calling ists In the north, and aginst Zapata in
in the south. Merely a handful of
entirely premeditated. Thost watch- j on the warships for a bombardment.
Captain Rush was loath to have a soldiers are garrisoned in Mexico City,
ling on the ships observed thioug'i ]
their glasses a large force of M<-xi-1 general fire by the heavy guns, and Lind is quoted as saying.
A few hundred additional troops of
cans moving over the hills In the wes- on the other hand did nofdestre^to
ttra outskirts of the city, apparently I lose any more of his men.

Postmasters' Association of New England Holds Convention.

SENATE GRANTS WILSON'S REQUEST BY VOTE OF 72 TO 13.
Many Change Minds at Last Minute
'on Ground That State of War
Exists and That' President

Should Be Sustained.
Washington.—The resolution from
the Senate Committee on Foreign Affairs justifying the use by the President of the army and navy in Mexico
solely on the ground of the Tampico
insult to the flag and Indignities to
the American uniform passed by a
vote of 72 to 13.
Many who were opposed yielded at
the last minute on the ground that
the country practically is at war and
the President should be supported.
The text of the resolution as passed
follows:
Whereas, in view of the fact presented by the President of the United
States in his address delivered to the
Congress at the joint session on the
twentieth day of April, 1914, with regard to certain affronts and indignities committed against the United
States in Mexico.
Resolved, That the President if
justified in the employment of the
armed forces of the United States
to enforce his demand for unequivocal
amends for affronts and lndgnitleg
committed against the United States.
Be it Further Resolved, That the
United States disclaims any hostility
to the Mexican people or any purpose
to make war on them.
Rolling Stock Seized.

Other Information received at the
Navy Department was to the effect
that the American forces in seizing
the yards of the railroad running
from Vera Cruz to Mexico city took
1,200 cars andy20 engines, The MexJcans were preparing to move these
cars and engines out of the yards
toward Mexico city and the capture of
this equipment was one of the considerations that led to the decision
on- the part of the United States
authorities to seize the port without
waiting for formal action by Congress.
This equipment will be of the greatest value in transporting troops over
the railroad toward Mexico city from
Vera Cruz as a base.

Boston.—The co-operation of every
postmaster in New England in the
postofflce department's plan to bring
the producers of farm products in
touch with the consumers directly
through the agency of the parcel post
was urged by Postmaster Edward C.
Mansfield in the convention of the
Postmasters' Association of New England at the American House.
Postmasters Mansfield and E. S.
Higgins of Lynn are the two New
England postmasters appointed by
government officials to work out the
parcel post, project in an effort to reduce the high cost of living.
"It Is not out intention to try and
cut out the middleman," said Mr.
Mansfield. "But there are many producers and consumers who may be
benefited* through the agency of the
parcel post In the distribution of farm
products without the aid of the middleman.
I have divided the farm
products which might be handled by
the parcel post into butter, eggs and
general produce.
"In starting this project I wrote a
letter to about 800 newspapers in NewEngland stating what the department
wished to bring about and invited both
producers and consumers of farm
products to send their names to me.
"I have about all the names of
farmers throughout New England
now. They have informed me of their
desire to' sell farm products of all
'sorts through the parcel post. When
we are ready to start the new plan I
expect to have at least a thousand
names.
The majority of names are
those of farmers in Vermont, although
there are many from Maine.
"The respense from consumers has
not been so encouraging. I have had
placards displayed in the seventy-nine
offices in the Boston district, 3tating
that a list of farmers desirous of selling their produce may be obtained on
application. I have also had the carriers distruibute 10,000 cards in the
residential sections telling of these
lists and asking consumers to forward
their names to me if interested in the
plan.
There are many details toJ>e
worked out yet before the project la
mainly launched, and none of us know
how It will work out."
President L. L. Campbell of Northampton said that an average of 1000
pounds of fresh meat from Winooaki,
Vt., is received at his office every
week by parcel post, and the resufta
have been very satisfactory.
The recent charges of former Mayor Fltagerald that the government la
defrauding the railroads by reason
of the low rates paid for the carrying
of parcel post matters were answered
by Postmaster James J. O'DonneU ot
Holyoke in a defense of the government's attitude toward the handling
of such matter by the railroads.
"The New England postmasters."
he said, "should know that 4he government is not obtaining the same
rates from the railroad companies for
parcel post packages that the express
companies are getting for their shipments.
Postmaster General Burleson pays approximately' 10 cents a
ton-mile, where the express companies pay less than 6 cents a ton-mile.
Why not put the government and
companies on the same basis?"
DRAPER

LEAVES

TECH

.$100,000.

Estate of Former Governor Placed In
Trust for Children.

Worcester—The will ot former
Governor Eben
S. Draper leaves
$234,000 in public bequests.
By its provisions the Hopedale Unitarian parish receives $20,000 as a
permanent fund, the income to be
applied to care of the church In
Hopedale, which was the gift of the
ex-Governor and his brother, George
A. Draper, In memory of their parents.
The Mtlfdrd Hospital, another of
the testator's gifts to his home town,
Eleven Foreign Warships
*
receives a permanent fund of $100,at Anchor In Mexican Ports * 000, and the Massachusetts Institute
w of Technology, of which he was a
Washington.—Eleven armored * member of the. board of trustees, rev
cruisers and gunboats of Gar- * ceives a permanent fund of a like
many, France, Great Britain, « amount.
To the American Unitarian AssociaSpain and Japan are in Mexican *
waters, the Navy Department i, tion is given the sum of $10,000.
After a few smaller personal
announced. They are dlstrlbut- J
ed as follows:
* legacies, including gifts to certain
At
Guaymas — Montcalm * household employes, the residue of
(French), 640 men.
* the estate is given In trust-for the
At Acapulco — Shearwater * equal benefit of his children.

*********-*************-****I

(British), 130 men.
*
At Mazatlan—Nurnberg (Ger- +
man), 296 men.
*
At
Vera
Cruz—Descartes
(French), 378 men; Dresden
(German), 348
men;
Essex
(British), 653ymen; Carlos'the
Fifth (Spanish), 690 men.
i
At Tampico—Hermione (BritIsh), 318 men.
At Puerto Mexico— Lancaster
(British), 655 men.
At Ensenada—Algerine (BritIsh), 106 men.
At Manzanlllo—Idzumo (Japanese), 483 men.
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TO AMEND WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION ACT.
Committee will Report Bill That Aids
3eneflolarl33.

Boston—A bill containing amendments to workmen's compensation act
will shortly be reported by the committee on judiciary.
The first section of the bill will
provide that an injured-workman, in
case of emergency or in a case held
justifiable by the industrial accident
board, may have his own physician
attend him, but this will be fer tne
industrial accident board to determine. ,

A report from the military lamp
at Ljidlow said that one soldier wa»
dead and two were wounded, one fatally. Twenty strikers were reported
wounded.
The military force totals about 100.
Fully 400 armed strikers are said to
be in the hills at the foot of Hastings and Berwinds canyons and along
the Colorado &. Southeastern tracks.
Four strikers and one soldier were*
reported to have been killed, anot
three wounded in a clash with the.
militia under command of Lieut. Linderfelt, In the hills two miles from
Ludlow.
According to reports Linderfelt and
17 men were encountered in the Berwind canyon and fired on by the
strikers. The militiamen fled and
took up a position on Tank Hill,
while the strikers entrenched themselves in an aroyo half a mile away.
Another detachment of militia under command of Lieut. Lawrence waa
cut oftVfrorn Llnderfelt'B forces and
the latter were reported to be fighting
alone against strong odds of the
strikers.
Armed strikers in the hills above
Cedar Hill were exchanging shots with
the detachment under Lawrence,
which was entrenched further up the1
canyon.
Reports say that the first shots.
were fired from the hill near Cedar
Hill and the real fighting began
when Llnderfelt's detachment went
Out to investigate.
•
Sheriff Grisham left here With a
posse of deputies and his force hurried to the scene of the battle In automobiles and on horseback. Another posse under the leadership ot tbe
marshal of Ludlow went to the assistance of the militia.
Members of company B of the 2d
Infantry made up the detachment
which engaged the *.rjkers.
rho
strikers were entrenched near the
Ludlow station and also In tbe hills
soutl rest of Hastings. The union officials say strikers left the camp before daylight when shots were heard
In the vicinity of Hastings.
Later a heavy explosion was beard,
followed by rifle firing at tbe military
camp. The explosion la said to have
been a bomb fired as a signal that
an attack was being made.
AUTO BANDITS SHOOT THREE.

Centredale, R. I.—Automobile bandits unsuccessfully tried to hold up
two mill men on a lonely, wooded
road between' this place and Stillwater, as the two were driving in a
buggy and carrying $1200 for the payroll of the Centredale mills. They
did not secure the money, but the
two men were struck by bullets from
rifles used by the wouldbe robbers.
Later, the bandits wounded a North
Providence police officer, who tried
to intercept them.
A search of this section by police
officers and constables was unsuccessful but the man who drove the bandits' automobile was taken into custody at Providence.
MANY STRIKERS

LOCK

ir»

State.

the Federalist party, it would appear,
are stationed in Vera Cruz and Tarnpico, but the force in the two seaports is comparatively small.
Between Two Fires.
To withdraw the Federal troops now
campaigning In the north against Villa
would be to expose Huerta to an onslaught from the rebels. To leave
them in the north for the purpose of
delaying Villa Is to remain weak
against the invading force from Vera
Cruz.
All these facts and a good many
more are In the hands of the Army
and Navy officers who have planned
the campaign against Huerta. These
plans hare been given the most thorough study by the War College and
every detail of the Huerta strength,
the number' of men at given posts,
the supplies available, the rolling
stock of the railroads and the other
means of transportation are in possession of the Administration.
Also many of these facts have been
laid before the House and Senate
Committees to guide them in recommending legislation that may yet be
needed to,successfully prosecute the
war.
It is not known In Washington,
outside of official circles, just how
many men will be needed to invade
Mexico and occupy Mexico City, but
it is estimated that not more than 10,000 will be sent to Vera Cruz for the
overland movement, in any event

Railroad

Thirteen Reported Dead
Pitched Battle.

CITIZENS ARM THEMSELVES
SEEKS TO BROADEN PARCEL
POST SCOPE.

U. S. MARINES HOLD CUSTOM HOUSE
CONSULATE AND CABLE OFFICE ****** M**H**-¥****************************************
He recognized that the tactics of
the Mexicans might leave the housetop fighters In their position Indefinitely and that It was not impossible
that those were Bniping from the
roofa might be reinforced by others
of their kind in the night.
The messenger was told to remind
Maas that although there were ashore
at that time only a few more than
1,000 men there would be available
for the American forces by morning
about 10,000 troops. It was left to
General Mass to draw his own inference from this message.
There was no cannon firing from
the Mexican side, and it is supposed
their artillery pieces were taken from
the city early in the day.
With the exception of a few shots
from the field pieces the bluejackets
and Bome from the Prairie it was
a contest of rifles.

STRIKERS KILLED
IN COLORADO

KILLED.

Trinidad, Col.—A 14-hour battle between striking coal miners and members of the Colorado national guaro
In the Ludlow district culminated in
the killing of Louis Tikas, leader of
the Greek strikers, and the destruction of the Ludlow tent colony by
Ore.
.Reports received here place the
dead at 13, Including 11 strikers, one
Soldier and one non-combatant
A machine tun brought by re-enforcements had been planted near
the Ludlow station and swept the
tents of the strikers, setting them on
fire.,
•
SEEK8 AMALGAMATION OF RAIL.
ROAD TRADES.

Kansas City, Mo.—A resolution
providing that the plumbers', gas and
ateam fitters' and el-ctrlcal workers'
unions be dropped was Introduced at
the convention ot the railway employes' department of the American
Federation ot Labor.
Supporters of the resolution said
Its adoption would be a step toward
the amalgamation of the railroad
trades into a more cohesive and centralized organization, as i it is Intended that the unions Mentioned shall
be absorbed by other unions of the
federation.
BURIED UNDER COAL.

Boston—Buried under five tons of
soft coal for more than two hours in
the basement ft the building at 400
Washington street, Louis Bernler, an
aged fireman was saved from death
only by the sounding of the burglar
alarm outside the building. He was
unconscious when dug out of the coal,
but revived at tb« Relief Hospital.
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ly concluded, "that something very
serious fiaS happened "tO'-Patge" Slid
Jo; what. I can't imagine. But no
more can be done than we are doing.
I am a busy man; I can not afford to
have my plans upset or Interfered
with; I must delegate this matter to
you until active Interference by me
will accomplish some,definite result
Then I shall act promptly. Draw on
me for necessary funds; but don't fall
to >keep an" accurate account of every
cent spent—both exact amount and
specific purpose for which expended."
Rudolph drew a long face. "How can
you expect me to do that?" protested
he, "when, where my own expendl-.
tures are concerned, I am unable even
to arrive at an estimate?"
"Then," dryly, "you need not draw
on me at all; for once you may direct
your money to some useful and profitable end. But I must beNwpt fully informed of every step of progress made.
Send me typewritten bulletins containing all facts, but pared to the
bone. Now, get out"
But If the Man of Iron believed that
he had succeededMn muzzling the
press, for once In his life, at least nB
was blameworthy of an error of judgment. The story was become public
property, and the early afternoon editions, Instead of observing restraint,
ran to license In their amplification Of
Its sensational possibilities. Rudolph,
during the ride back to the club,
winced more than once when some
newsboy's shrilly shouted slogan assaulted his bearing.
"Where is Paige Carew?" Tom
asked
himself under his breath.
"What's the answer? They'll be pulling gags from that on the roof gar-

CHAPTER VII.
Deeper Waters.
This message, so condensed that for
a moment Van Vechten believed it to
be in code, contained more than one
incomprehensible but none tbe less
pregnant item. The line of perplexity
between his. brows deepened, as be
continued to stare at it, while Tom
looked on and fidgeted with curiosity.
"Withypool," Van Vechten voiced
his mystification—"seems to me I've
heard that name before—I'm sure I
have—but hanged if I can associate It
with anything definite. And who the
deuce is Fotherlnglll?"
He handed the Blip of paper over to
Tom. The items began to appear
slowly by degrees.
"Withypool—Withypool," he repeated In an effort to spur his memory—
"where and when did I ever hear that
name? It's not one that Paige mentioned. Must be some town in Somerset"
"And two ladles," supplemented
Tom In mock admiration, "answering
to the description of your cousin and
Mrs. Devereaux were there some time
in July. What a ripping Sherlock
Holmes you are!"
Van Vechten surveyed him with unseeing eyes. After a moment—
"Say," he began with considerable
energy. "Tom, If they were Paige
and Jo, why should It be so difficult to
determine their Identities positively?
Were they trying to hide? And If so,
from whom?"
"You can search me," Tom offered
dispiritedly.
Van Vechten took the message and
pored over it again.
"Five hundred pounds reward!" he
groaned after a minute. "Great
Scott Tom! How luridly the papers
will bloseom now, for the blessed
puzzle is fair game at last for them.
Who has authorized anyone to offer a
reward, I'd like to know? And what
two weeks in July were these two mysterious ladies at Withypool? Am I to
infer that they and Mrs. and Miss
Schuyler are the same?—that Paige
and Joe sailed home Incog the^ eighth
of last month?"
"That's what "it says," replied Tom.
"In a way, yes. But this sheet of deformed intelligence is more remarkable for what It does not say than for
what it says. Schuyler, you know,
was Mrs. Devereaux's maiden name."
Tom's eyes opened. "By George!"
he exclaimed wonderingly. "So It
was!"
"Well," tartly, "does the circumstance suggest anything to you?"
But Tom merely stood silent a second wagging his head. "No. It's only a
little more muddling, is all I can make
of It."
"Here It Is the fifth of September,"
Van Vechten's summarizing went on;
'^where, In heaven's name, have they
been all this time? Where are they
now?"
"Moses and green spectacles, Ruddy!" 'yuret forth Tom in desperation.
"You'll give yourself a headache If you
kee), on asking questions that nobody
can answer! Here—let's sit down ^t
thjs table and have something to
drink; maybe that'll help. You can
think things over, anyhow."
Van Vechten all of a sudden experienced a let-down from the high tension under which he had been laboring ever since the cablegram's arrival,
and Immediately the drawn lines about
his mouth, and the restless shifting ot
his eyes, disclosed his growing burden of anxiety; even to Tom's unobservant regard it was laid bare how
deeply the baflllng mystery—the uncertainty of his cousin's fate—had affected his whole being.
"Steady, old man," Tom murmured sympathetically. "Try a little
nerve tonic. Brace up."
- They sat down.
"I don't want anything to drink,"
Van Vechten declined the offer, "but
I will gladly smoke a big black cigar.
Perhaps It will clear away some of
the cobwebs."
Tom, ever a model of abstemiousness, contented himself with a mild
and ladylike thimble of curacao.
Then they took up the subject of the
cablegram again. Van Vechten flattened the paper upon the table,
propped his elbows at either end and
grasped his hair firmly with both
hands, the cigar smoke forming a blue
halo about his head. He gave himself
up to the serious business of Interpreting and assimilating the disquieting, unfathomable information from
overseas.
• (TO BS CONTINUED.)

conclusive evidence that she had encountered some untoward fate. Every
Rudolph Van Vechten, a young man of possible change waa rung upon the ex3«isure, is astonished to see a man enter cited query In the hectic headline:
No. 1313, a house across the street from
"the Powhatan club, long unoccupied and "Where is Paige Carew?"
•poken of as the House of Mystery. SevRudolph Van Vechten, prominent
eral persons at regular intervals enter
No. 1313. Van Vechten expresses concern clubman and well-known society fato his friend, Tom Phlnney, regarding the vorite, the missing girl's fiance, had
whereabouts of his cousin and fiancee, been signally evasive in his replies.
Paige Carew. A man is forcibly ejected
from the house. Van Vechten and Tom The Interview with him was quoted in
follow the man and And him dead in the
.street Van "Vechten is attracted by the full, and the allusive comments made
face of a girl in the crowd of onlookers It appear as If he were at the time dissurrounding the body, Later he discovers the girl gazing at him with a look of tressed to the verge oMnsanity.
A recent celebrated abduction case
*corn from the windows of the mysterious bouse. Detective Flint calls on Van was summarized, and certain similariVechten to get his version of the tragties
between it and Miss Carew's
edy. Tom Phlnney goes alone on a yachting trip. Ha recognises among some per- evantshment were "played up strong"
sons in a passing motor boat two men
whom he had Been enter the House of —the deliberate Intention of course beMystery. H* sees one of them, a Mr. Cal- ing to Insinuate that the girl had met
i 11s, on shore later and follows him. Tom
is seised, blindfolded and taken to a with a like outrage.
house. He hears a glr! named Jessie, eviIn short, so adroitly was the whole
dently the daughter of the man In authority, question his captors. A sweet-voiced thing worded that the Sphere in no
girl later protests against the roughness way committed itself; and however
•of his captors. Van Vechten calls on his Miss Carew might reappear, and whatuncle. Theodore Van Vechten, big man
{a Wall street and known as the "Man of ever the subsequent explanation, it
ron," In le&rch of information regarding
the where! .bouts of Paige Carew. Detec- would be good for another "front
tive Flint shows Van Vechten a gold page" story,'and the Sphere would
mesh purse found In the House of Mys- have nothing to retract
tery- Van recognizes It as belonging to
Paige Carew. The sweet-voiced girl helps
Van Vechten, white with rage,
Tom Phlnney escape. Detective Flint gnashed his teeth. Glancing up to
tells Van Vechten he has a theory that
Paige has been kidnaped. Messages are ascertain whether he waa the target
-.sent to Europe in an effort to trace Paige. of too many curious eyes, and discovTom tells Van Vechten he Is in love and
ering that he and Tom were once more
-relates his adventure.*
alone, he gave vent to a hushed but
heated expression of his feelings.
BOOK II.
"That," gritted he, mutilating the
sheet with a vicious jab of his fist, "is
CHAPTER v.—Continued.
He took them with trembling hande. damnable. If that meddling little reThe first proved to be from Bobby porter were here I'd thrash him within
Masslnger, who made it a point to pro- an Inch of his life. Lord, won't Uncle
pose to Paige every time he met her. Theodore rage and tear his hair
"Why did you not tell me that Miss when he sees It? Believe me, old chap,
Carew was in England?" complained there'll be something doing now.
Bobby, regardless of the number of . . . Alexander! Where did that
"Send Me Typewritten Bulletins Con*
■words. "Do not know her present ad- boy go?"
taining All Facts, but Pared to the
dress, but will find it without tail beAlexander waa upon the scene alBone. Now Get Out."
fore night."
most as if by magic, his mien one of
"I hope so," s'lghed Van Vechten, childlike innocence.
dens tonight. It's the catchword alhastily tearing open the other enVan Vechten instructed:
ready. Poor old Ruddy!"
velopes.
"Telephone the Kenmore garage and
They stopped at a telegraph office,
But his spirits steadily fell as he have Ramley fetch my touring car where Van Vechten filed a cablegram
read. "No use. If she was now or had here Immediately—the largest one."
to Paige's last known Paris address.
been at any of the places I have in
Ensconced In one of the club's When he returned to the car—"Let ~oa
mind, some one of these persons," tap- booths, Alexander soon got the gar- hurry back to the club," said he. "I
ping the messages, "would be sure to age and next Ramley, whom he thus mean to phone Flint, and—" He
"know it. 1 shall try a cable to her addressed:
paused and looked questlonlngly up at
Paris address and see if It la forward"Say, you Ramley hick, your boss Tom. "I suppose you wouldn't mind
ed. And I shall also Instruct Mr. Flint wants his biggest buzz-wagon at the taking us over to Rocky Cove?" he
to get busy. I believe he will want Powhatan, C. Q. D. J'get It? . . . asked.
4o take a run over, to, Rocky Cove. Wat's that? ... Who? Me? Well.
Tom instantly brightened—all over,
. . . What is It, Alexander?"
I'd rather be a fresh kid than a pickled apparently—but nevertheless he opThe page had approached during the mutt. Beat it, youse, and don't get posed an objection.
speaker's concluding words, holding pinched on the way, else youse'U be
"Wouldn't look right. Ruddy. Can't
ostentatiously in his hand a newspa- chasin' annuder job."
you see?"
per.
*
Whereupon he forestalled further rer
"No, I can't"—bluntly.
"Beg pardon, Mr. Van Vechten," partee by speedily hanging up and re"Why, I'd be a—er—a sort of—
.said Alexander, "but I saw you wasn't suming his occupation of lurking, un- what you call 'em ?—accomplice. Daab
Tending a paper this morning. Have observed but strictly vigilant, in the It all! I'd jolly well like to go,
you seen today's Sphere?"
offing.
though."
The name startled him.
That Ramley not only got the ImThe decisive way in which Van
"The Sphere? No. Let me have it" port of Alexander's message, but ap- Vechten climbed into the tonneau indiHe flung the sheet open. And, there preciated its urgency as well, was cated that this half-hearted proteat
1n glaring headlines extending clear proved by his prompt appearance.
was accepted for joyous acquiescence.
across the front page,, was a question
"This beats hunting taxis every
"Let's find Flint," he said. "Speed
that struck him like a blow between minute or so," Van Vechten explained up."
the eyes:
to Tom, "and Ramley might as well be
Easier said than done, however, for
"WHERE IS PAIGE CAREW? TAL- earning hie wages. I'll just keep him on. their arrival at the. Powhatan tbe
ENTED VIOLINIST MYSTERIOUSLY at hand for emergencies."
most diligent use of the telephone
MISSING."
"Let Ramley go; I'd rather run the failed to elicit the slightest trace of
And below this was a smudged,- two-' machine than listen to you talk;, any- the detective's whereabouts.
column half-tone portrait, which may how," returned Tom, candidly. "A
Rudolph and Tom were in the act of
have been made from a photograph of fellow might have a chance to think." leaving the club to enter the automobis cousin.
The offer was considered seriously, bile, when a messenger boy entered,
and, to Tom's satisfaction, favorably. under Alexander's cautious guidance,
CHAPTER VI.
"Perhaps," Van Vechten returned, and handed to Van Vechten a cable"It might be as well not to have too gram. Before tearing open the cover,
£600 Reward.
many witnesses In case anything very he was a bit puzzled to observe that it
When Rudolph Van Vechten rallied private occsrs; even the best of ser- was addressed both to his uncle and
from the staggering blow of the brutal vants)—Including Barnlcle, of course himself; which meant that a duplicate
a-iarehead, he contrived by a mighty —can be made to talk, if cleverly would be delivered to the Man of
manipulated."
Iron, if. Indeed,. he had not already
*"
Alexander went to fetch Tom's mo- received one.
toring gear from the cloakroom locker,
The message was dated at London,
and this is what Van Vechten read:
and Ramley was dismissed.
'Two ladies answering description
Under Tom's expert guidance the
huge machine glided silently over to Mrs. D. and Miss C. two weeks in
Fourth avenue, across Union square Withypool Somerset July. Two la
to Broadway, and down that busy dies same description booked passchannel, as if It were held within the age on America August 8 as Mrs. and
speed limits only with the utmost difficulty. Arrived at the New street offices, Tom remained with the motor
while Van Vechten hastened to his
uncle.
The Man of Iron, it was quickly
learned, had already seen the Sphere's
article. And something was already
doing, too. Outwardly entirely unmoved, ironlike, inflexible, showing
found it was gone. Allowing him to
nothing of the annoyance that stirred OBJECT LESSON MISSED FIRE make a thorough search of It, the
beneath his adamantine crust, he had
uncle told him he had taken it and
pulled this wire and that one, with the Uncle's Idea of Teaching His Country read him a sharp lecture. "You are
Nephew Caution Proved Someresult that the Sphere's entire local
not In the country now, you, know,
thing of a Failure.
staff, from the city editor on- down
where you can display valuables with
to
the
newest
cub,
were
solicitously
"Where Is Paige Carew?"
A youth from the country was pay- impunity. You should be more carespeculating upon the chances of landful. Let this be a lesson to you."
•Sort to focus his attention upon the ing new jobs in the extremely likely ing his first visit to New York, and,
So saying he slipped his hand Into
sensational news story that lay below, event that their present ones would accompanied by his uncle, a leading
«nd which shrieked as loud as a lav- terminate next pay-day. A' striking banker, went to the theater, says tbe his -overcoat pocket where he had
ish use of black Ink and red Ink and tribute, this to the Man of Iron's far- Pathfinder. While waiting in tbe put the watch. To his utter dismay
And when
double leads could make It. There reaching power; for In all the wide lobby before the performance the be found It was gone.
were smaller headlines—but visible world no other authority could so have country boy flung back his coat and he looked to see If his own was safe
-he
found
that
also
kad
taken
wings.
enough, heaven knows—which bore shaken the apparently Impregnable with hands in his pockets displayed
a heavy gold watch-chain. The uncle
his uncles's name and his own, and strength of this great journal.
Stung.
most Inconspicuously of all—doubtless
Moreover Uncle- Theodore had al- observed the act and resolved to teach
My pet embarrassment was when I
as being the least Important factor— ready very explicitly cabled his prin- blm a lesson.
While the young man's attention learned that the girl I went around
Mrs. Devereaux's.
cipal Paris and London representaIn the first place, it was made un- tives, who had means of gathering in- was diverted the uncle slipped the with a little, but did not love, was
mistakable that everybody who knew telligence beyend the scope either of watch and chain from his vest, and engaged. To give her the Impression
that I was wasting her time I went
or should have known where Paige police or news bureaus. All of which they entered the theater.
"What time la It?" he asked when over and proposed. My embarrassCarew was, either woffld not tell, or be succinctly and unemotionally laid
they
were
seated.
/
ment can be easily Imagined when
else they did not know, and it was before his nephew.
The boy felt tar his time-piece and she accepted me.—Chicago Tribune.
■timonstrated how this reticence waa
"I am beginning to fear," he terse8YNOPSIS.

IMMIGRATION
INSPECTOR

Misa Schuyler New York. Have posted reward ffvehundredpounds. '
••FOTHEEINGILIV
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BuHton occupies a
palace.
In a flat live I;
People stand aside
for Bullion

When he passes
by.
Bullion has a big
red devil
That goes like a
streak;
Bullion's Income's
more per mlnuts
Than Is mine per
week.

Port of
San
Francisco
Praises
Peruna
for personal
benefit
received.

San Francisco, January 8, IBM.
Mr. A. de la Torre, Jr., formerly U.
S. Inspector of Immigration, Port of San
Francisco, writes from, No. 1111 Powell
Yet he's poor and I St., San Francisco, Gal.: "I take great
am wealthy;
pleasure In recommending your great naWhen my work Is tional catarrh cure, Peruna, as the best
done,
.When, at. night, 1 I ever used. I sincerely express my thanks
hurry homeward to you for the health which I now enjoy.
There's a little one It has done me and a number of my
Who stands at the friends good, and I can assure you that X
window, peering shall take every opportunity to speak
Fondly down the in favor of what I consider to be the
street
best remedy for catarrh in existence to*
While he kicks the cheap wainscoting
With his little feet.
day."
Once in Bullion's splendid palace
There were childish * Mies:
And now the leaves are failing
Where a baby lies.
Some men envy you, O Bullion;
Some men hate you, too—
Here's a word of heartfelt pity
That X give to you.
CANDID OPINION.

Suspicion is not worse than certalar
ty to the one who Is suspected.
Putnam Fadeless Dyes are the
lest to use. Adv.
A Last ResOrt
Jinks—Would you marry for money?
Blnks—Not until I've exhausted
every reasonable means of getting It

The man who can write the Declaration of Independence on a postage
stamp and wastes his time doing It
AS FIT ASA FIDDLE
might as well have remained the subIs
a
condition
everyone would like to
ject of some king.
boast of. It may be that all you need
When a bookkeeper gets a job fn Is two or three Wright's Indian Vegethe treasury department at Washing- table Pills just before going to bed.
Trial box free. 372 Pearl street, New
ton he becomes a financier.
York.—Adv.
Men who succeed are their own
Grounds for Complaint "*
maxims.
Hip—Taste that!
Hop—Why, that's the best soup ]
Some people think you mnst be cul- ever tasted!
tured if you can ring in the word
Hip—Yes; but the steward had the
Ruskln every little while.
gall to say it is coffee.—Michigan
Gargoyle.
Reputation.

A very wise man and a fool met one
day on the road leading Into a certain
city. The wise man's reputation had
preceded him, and the fool was known
by name to all the people. It was
sxpected that the wise man would enter from the east while the fool had
Bent word that he would approach
from the west. But they made a compact and the wise man entered from
the west, wMle the fool made his entrance through the eastern gate.
When he entered the city the people gazed upon the fool and said:
"How wise Is his look. We need not
hear him speak to know that he is a
aage."
And they saw the wise man and
said:
"In every lineament ot his features
Is written 'Fool!'"
And when the fool spoke they wondered at his wisdom, whereas when
the wise man addressed them they
shouted derisively and threw things at
him.,
And it came to pass that the wise
man withdrew from the city and spent
the remainder of his days wondering
whether the winning Of the good opln?
Ion of the crowd was worth the effort
or not
»

Fair Words or Nothing.

"George," said the wife to her gen.
erally unappreclatlve husband, "how
do you like my new hat?"
"Well, my dear," said George with
great candor, "to tell you the truth—"
"Stop right there, George! It you're,
going to talk that way about It I don't
want to know."
Solace.
. "Aren't you worried about thes*
public questions?"
"Yes," replied Farmer Corntossel,
"But I'm taakful fur this much,
There's enough of 'em so that when
you get tired of worryln' about one
yon can rest your mind thinkin' about
another."
A Poignant Anecdote.

"The great fault of American servants Is familiarity. To be familiar Is
to be inefficient A familiar cook is as
inefficient as a pessimistic doctor."
The speaker, Mrs. Boardman Harrlman. Is perhaps the most brilliant conversationalist in New York—a fact
which renders more poignant this anecdote,
if
"I had a cook," she continued,
"whom I tried to break of her over-familiarity. What was the result? This
JUST HIS LUCK,
cook, discussing me in the servants'
hall, said:
"I long to gi
" 'I don't say she's a bSd mistress,
about
doing but she's a woman of only one Idea.*
good," said Mrs. Why, I can't, never get her to talk of a
Henpeck.
single think but eating.'"
"Don't
hang
back on my account" replied
Mr. Henpeck,
wearily. "I know
a woman who will come to take care
of the children for her board and
clothes."
Then she flared up and wouldn't go.
Usually show up

'1H

Smiles

The Poefs Mistake.
"There Is no death," the poet sattb.
But he Is off, I trow,.
Aa you'd agree If you could see
The plants that were set out by m*
About a week ago.
Hoping.

"1 saw your husband digging In the
back yard this morning. Are you going to have a garden this year?"
"No, but I am hoping we may have
fish for dinner."
His Wisdom Accounted For. '
"Solomon, you know, was considered
the wisest man on earth."
"Yes. His wives probably kept him
Informed concerning all that was going on."
Nothing but the Best
"Has your husband provided •
mausoleum for you?"
"Oh, my, no! We have hardwoot
Doors all through the house."

with Post Toasties.
And why not, when
the famous "toastie"
flavor begins operations!

The Details.
"I hear you took an active part la
the stormy scene In that play."
"Sure I did."
1
"What part did yon ptayf"
"One ot the waves of the sea.'*

pii
i

There's a deal of skill
required in cooking and
toasting these thin bits of
corn so that every one of
the millions of crinkly
flakes has the delicious
Toasties taste that invites
one to call for more.
Pott Toasties come in
sealed packages—fresh,
crisp and appetizing
Ready to eat with cream
or good milk, and a

Repartee.

"I never tell all I think," she said.
"What a busy set of thought works
yon must have," the mean man replied.

I

■.m

Post
Toasties
—sold by Grocers.
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BOSTON III VAN WITH
I
CITIES ID TINS
IN IT CLEAN-OP
All New England Is catching the
•plrlt of tidiness incited by various
civic, trade and community improvement organizatons of BoBton who
have launched a "Clean up and Paint
up Campaign" culminating May 3 to 9.
As previously announced In the papers, this movement is endorsed by
the Boston Chamber of Commerce,
the Massachusetts Real Estate Exchange. The United Improvement Association, The Massachusetts State
Board of Trade, Boston Chapter National Fire Protection Association,
Boston Credit Men's Association, Pilgrim Publicity Association, New England Iron and Hardware Association,
The Paint and Oil Club of New England, The Boston Women's Publicity
Club, The New England Hardware
Dealers' Association and other organizations.
George C. Morton, chairman of the
New England Clean up and Paint up
Campaign committee, which Is composed of members of the above organisations, also numerous New England
mayors acting in an honorary capacity, urges every community In New
England to co-operate with Boston in
this 'civic pride" and "good health"
work.

Association and that they appointed
a committee to act in the matter at
once. "The Local 'Improvement Association' co-operated and asked tor
literature," said Mr. Palmer, "also
the women's clubs are interested, and
we have the movement in full swing,
We take pride in Arlington and want
it to lead the towns in our section.
New England as a whole doesn't
want to lag behind the country. We
should set the pace!"
So Shall Ye Reap.
"Now let every town, city and village in New England take action in
this matter, like Arlington," urge the
Clean up and Paint up Committee,
"that Is the way to start things going; then write to us for aid. Ten
per cent, increase in valuation, with
added attractiveness to your town,
city or village as a residential or
business prospect, will be the certain
outcome if this May clean up movement takes fair root in your town
or city, because in a great many
places beauty work has taken permanent shape by merely encouraging
a spring clean up campaign.
"When once you get people Interested there is no limit to the extension features. Already dozens of
cities and towns are lined up; the

>/)

The mayor of Bridgeport, COnn., writes: "Clean Up and Paint Up Cam
palgn Committee, Boston, Mass. Dear Sirs: I hope the cleaning contagion
will spread rapidly. In our city the s ervices of the Boy Scouts have been
enlisted in the matter, and one hund red and fifty of them will distribute
occupants to
agreement forms from house to house, getting the
sign them, and if the agreement to clean up is not kept, the Board of
Health will do the work, at the expen se of the' delinquent. Fourteen hundred boys belonging to the Boys club will agree to clean up their own eellars and backyards, etc., during that same week.
"Yours very truly.
"CLIFFORD B. WILSON, Mayor."
To start a campaign in . your
town," advises the chairman, "write
for plan, etc., to 'New England Clean
up and Paint up Campaign Committee,' P. O. Box 1215, Boston. In each
of the New England states, dozens of
towns and cities are already blazing
out a way, acting on their own initiative; the Clean up Committee, bowever, will supply posters, literature,
eats, slides and speakers to help any
movement.
Spirit of Rivalry.
Mr. Claude A. Palmer of Arlington
Mass., who is a member of the Boston Chamber of Commerce, advises
the Clean up and Paint up Committee that he brought their campaign
to the attention of Arlington Business

merchants, trade organizations, mayors and progressive citizens cooperating for a cleaner, brighter New
England.
War on Dirt May 3 to 9.
Briefly stated, the plan, as already
given out, is to devote the first week
in May, or to be more explicit, May
3 to 9, to a general tidying up anc
brightening up of things. Everybody
old and young, is asked to lend e
hand, during Clean up and Paint
up Week, to help put every street, alley, yard, cellar, passageway, back lot
and corner in spick and span trim.
Vigilance and Vision.
Mayors, civic, trade and political
organizations, women's clubs and public spirited citizens all over New

England have indicated a willingness
to put their shoulders to the Clean
up and Paint up wheel in the effort
to give this section a real clean up,
and the New England spirit of progress may be relied upon to follow
up the advantage.
Past experience proves that a special week of cleaning is a great help
In educating property owners and the
general public to the advantage of
having things clean and bright, "and
it usually results In their continuing
the good work by cleaning at regular Intervals.
Gain in Money Value.
"Everybody reaps a reward. It Increases the value of real estate wonderfully; the town gets wordB of
endorsement and commendation, and
as a result the people move into it.
The Ctean up and Paint up movement is sound business, and furthermore, it is grand work for humanity's
sake; the two go together," assert
the committee, "therefore throughout'
all New England, in every city, town,
village, plantation, island, grant and
tract, let our people moralize on the
value of orderly surroundings and get
busy in this Clean up and Paint op
Campaign."
New England's Greatness.
There are 2,624 cities andwtowM In
the New England states and there
Is 8,552,681 population.
New England is the paradise of
nature lovers and vacationists, who
leave 60 to 100 millions of dollars in
the countryside each season.
New England makes over oneeighth of the total value of manufactured products for the country. Of
the 50 leading cities In the United
States which 'stand highest in value
of manufactured products, New England has eleven, namely, Boston, Poyldence. New 'Haven, Waterbury,
Bridgeport, Lowell, Lynn, Worcester,
Lawrence, Fall River and New Bedford. There are 518 establishments
in New England reporting products
valued at $1,000,000 or over.
New England has 1,870,996,405 dollars
Invested In manufacturing capital.
The total value of the manufactured
products exceeds the two billion-dollar mark yearly, and nearly a million
and half wage earners are employed.
Spirit of Progress.
Study these stupendous figures and
see what It means to New England
to retain these industries and this
army of workers and double their
number, through Improved living and
working conditions.
With municipal authorities cleaning and repairing the streets, landscape gardeners And architects beautlfylrg the public squares, and Individuals painting their houses and
cleaning their premises, the admiration of visitors will be commanded,
and your community will advance.
New England Is by nature the art
gallery of America, and has a coast
line which heats the country for
commercial possibilities; her road*
appeal to automdblllsts from everywhere; her technical schools develop the best class of artisans; she
has the biggest lumber, fish, textile, shoe and leather Interests, and
New England ships are again In the
lead.
It is plain, and Inquiries anywhere
will show it, that New England proeV
ucts command a large market owing
to their superiority in quality and
workmanship. Perhaps our people
are not fully alive to that fact.
Trade Extension.
~ f
"There are rich opportunities lying
at New England's door, that she cannot afford to lose," states^-the Ctean
up and Paint up Gommlttee, "and this
May clean up will wake the people,,
up. It will be a good entering wedge
tor local Improvement societies. Attractive environment for homes, good
educational facilities, proper climate,
proximity to good markets, have
helped New England's development
These same factors will help to develop It further.
Through the efforts of the Port
Directors of the city of Boston, direct steamship lines to Cuba, the
Mediterranean, Dutch ports and Ans.ralla have recently been secured,.
The fish Industry of New England
.eads the world, and a million dollar
fish pier is going up at Boston to
help this business.
In textiles, shoes, paper machinery,
Jewelry, bookmaklng and many other
lines, New England has kept the lead.
Fertile New England. .
There Is no better soil anywhere
for I he growth of many agricultural
products and fruits, especially the apple, than New England. It Is not
generally known that Connecticut and
Massachusetts lead all the states In
the yield of corn per acre, and we
are at the doors of Europe, with no
freight to pay to seaboard. Good
farm land in New England is worth
*15 to $50 an acre and,$150 In the
West. We have markets as Rood as
any in the world and right at our
doors.
Other Prestige Factors.
New Enr'r =6/ .schools, water powers, skilled labor, attractive surroundings, have helped to maintain net
supremacy find the savings bank*
show deposits of $1,250,000,000, most-

ly by working people. This vast sum
can be better realized when it la
compared with the aggregate national
banking capital of the United States,
which is but $1,000,000,000 or 260 million dollars less than the savings
of New England's prosperous wage
earners.
New England has the most bracing
and healthiest climate in the*country, and excels the world for beautiful scenery, and pleasure spots. New
England people have grit, grace and
gumption to an unusual degree and
have always been pioneers in blazing out, the way for human progress.
New England has always been in the
van of things.
It can keep in the van If the big
natural, monetary and labor advantages It has, are reinforced by community pride and the clean up spirit,
as a regular going factor for progress, and this is what the New England Clean up and Paint up Committee Is endeavoring to foster. The
beautifying and cleaning up of cities
and towns, from time to time by the
unemployed will be a good thing all
around.
N. E. Leads the U. S.
Few citizens realize the big part
New England plays In the commerce
of America. New England Is the
land of opportunity and her citizens
are waking up to the fact that attractive surroundings are a money
asset besides a means of benefiting
the race.
A lot of money will be put Into improvements, when communities grasp
the fact that betterment of conditions
are a money asset.
There is every evidence that hundreds of New England cities and
towns have entered upon a new era
of achievement and prosperity, in
OF TH*
SPIRIT IN
many towns and cities, various im- PLYMOUTH ROCK AND CANOPY—8YMBOL
WHICH NEW ENGLAND GOES FORTH TO NEW VICTORIES FOR
provements are under way, backed
A
CLEAN
LAND.
by hard headed business men who
realize they are a good investment,
and by women's clubs, for those more
"Depreciation is gradual, almost im- the people and# press of New Enghuman reasons which awaken hope in
perceptible.
land,- the Boards of Trade, clergymen,
struggling humanity.
"Try to see your premises with a womenla clubs, youth's organizations
Practical Idealism.
fresh eye, as a stranger seeking to and business men generally, to lend
All these are causes and reasons buy them at a low price,
a hand In making May 3 to 9 a week
advanced by the Clean up and Paint
"Then clean up, paint up and keep of Important beginnings for New Engup Campaign Committee of New Eng- up those premises as though you were land's advance.
land, why owners and occupants of holding them for the highest price.
property should co-operate to clean
"Good maintenance is part of good
up premises and keep them clean, as citizenship."
one of the good investments of a life.
Final Word By Committee.
"We are just beginning to find out,"
'Now then," urges the Clean up
said a prominent citizen, "that busi- Committee, "the man or enterprise
ness is organized and encouraged, that fails to take note of these opand protected by the state, in order portunities for advance, or to wprk
that the world may he fed and clothed and do his share toward community
and housed and made happy." An- betterment, is out of touch with
other progressive says, "The clean up progress and in some way should be
and paint up spirit means that we made to see the light and move toprovide every possible opportunity wards It. The responsibility of prifor the development of human life vate individuals should be impressed
np to the very highest standards upon them in a manner that will Inknown anywhere In the world. It duce them to act.
means that we develop the environCommunity Hindrances.
ment surrounding human life."
The jerry built house, the noisome
Wm. C. Freeman, the famous ad- alleys and rotting rear tenements,
vertising man, said recently at a the evils existing because owners are
Boston banquet, "Enthuse your own unaware or neglectful, the dark
people; get them arouBed over New rooms, dirty halls, houses In poor
England's greatness.
Pride In one's repair, the diseases known to rise
community Is the biggest asset that a direetly from drain trouble In old{
community can possibly have."
houses, the foul, festering cellars, unPre*. Boston Chamber of Commerce whitewashed and full of mould, the MR. WM. T. ELDRIDGE, CHAIRMAN
imposition on the public as regards
Says,
OF SELECTMEN OF PLYMOUTH,
Mr. J. Randolph Coolldge, Jr., presi- health and fire from speculative buildMASS, THE LANDING PLACE OF
dent of the Boston Chamber of Com- ers, tenants with inadequate earnTHE PILGRIMS—WITH 16 MILES
merce, In a letter to The New Eng- ings, and people of parsimonious habFRONTING THE BAY, WITH 150
land Clean Up
and
Paint' up its,—all these adverse factors which
ACRES OF NATURAL PARKS,
Campaign Committee,
asks New retard community prosperity, are beAND 208
MILE8 OF ROADS.
ing eliminated all over the United
England business men:
PLYMOUTH HA8 80,000 VISITORS
"Is your house, your lot, your store, Btates as the direct outgrowth of
ANNUALLY,
AND
IS
KEPT
your office, as neat as It ought to spring clean up campaigns, and the
SCRUPULOUSLY CLEAN OUT OP
New England Clean up and Paint up
he?
RE8PECT TO THE
PILGRIM
"If not, make ft neat, and set a high Committee, the strongest organizaFATHERS.
tion of the kind ever formed, urges
standard for your neighbors.

Sweeping Sale

BROOKFIELD.

BROOKFIELD.

The Old Fashioned Concert and
Dance a Success.

THE FIRE DEPARTMENT.

PUBLISHED

EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
AT

Journal Block, North'Brookfleld, Mass

J.

LAWRENCE,

SPRING SUITS
-AT-

RICHARD HEALEVS

All This Week!
SUITS AT LOWER PRICES THAN
EVER BEFORE IN APRIL

$22.50 to 27.50 Suits,
'$'30.00 to 37.50 Suits,
$40.00 to 45.00 Suits,
$47.50 to 55.00 Suits,
$65.00 to 80.00 Suits,

*17.50
$22.50
$27.50
$35
$
50

$5.00 to $5.98 Silk Petticoats

$2.98

RICHARD HEALY
512 Main Street,

Worcester. Mass.

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

WoacESTEB as,
PaoBATg COURT
To the helra at law, next of kin, creditors
and all oiher persons interested in the estate of
Pierre Fortier, late of Brookfield, in said
County dp ceased intestate:
Whereas, a petition has been presented to
said Court to grant a letter of administration
on the estate of said deceased to Victor J,
Fortier of BrookfieldT in the County of Worcester, or to some other suitable person.
You are bereby cited to appear at a Probate
Conrt to be htld at Worcester, In said County
of Woicester, on the fifth day of May, A. B.
1914, at nine o'clock In the forenoon, to show
cause, U any you have, why the same should
not be granted
Add said petitioner is hereby directed to Rive
public notice thereof, by publishing this ottationonce In each week, for three successive
weeks, in the Brooklield Times, a newspaper
publkhed In North Brookfield, the last publication to be one day at least before said Conrt.
Witness, William T. Forbes, Esquire, Judge
of said Court, this foUi teentn day of April, in
the year one thousand pine hundred and fourteen.
HARRY H. ATWOOD, Register.
April 17, 24, May 1,F.

WOKOE«TB» «s,
PBOBATI COUBT
To the heirs, at law, next of kin and all other
peisons lntertsted in the estate of James P.
Utley. late of New Bralntree In said County
deceased.
f*
Whereas, a certain instrument purporting to
be the last will and testament of said deceased
has been presented to said court, for on
Probate,'
by Martha A. TJtley, who pravs that 1letters
testamentary
may he Issued*. to■ her,
the
e
„.„ .execut-ri-w rharaln ___...* „i.i
■ L
trix therein named, without giving a surety on
her official bond.
You are hereby cited to appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Worcester, in said County
of Worcester, on the fifth day of May A. D
1914, at nine o'clock in the forenoon, to show
cause, if any you have, why the same should
not be gaantedAnd said petitioner is heteby directed to give
public notice thereof, by publishing this citation once in each week, for three successive
weeks, In the North Brookfield Journal, a news,
paper published' In North Brookfltld, the last
publication to be one day, at least, before said
Court, and by mailing, postpaid, or delivering
ate copy
of this citation to all known pejsons in!?8ied <■ tne estate, seven days at feast before
said Conrt.
Witness, William T.Forbes, esquire. Judge
of said Court, this fourteenth day of April, in
the year one thousand nine hundred and fourteen.
... ,„ „ „HAaBY B. ATWOOD, Begister.
April 17, 24. May 1,U.

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
FHOIiATE COUBT

To the heirs at law next of kin and all other
Sersons interested in the estate of Edward M.
lien, late of North IS rook Held in Said County,
deceased.
Wheieas, a certain instrument purpoting to
be the last will and testament of said deceased
has been presented to said Court, for probate
by Mabel C. Dickinson, who prays that letters
testamentary may be issued to her, the executrix therein named, without giving a surety on
her official bond.
Ton aie hereby cited to appeae at a Probate
Court to be held at Worcester, In said County
of Worcester, on the fifth day of Hay,
A.D. 1914, at nine o'clock in the forenoon, to
show cause, if any you have, why the same
should not be granted.
And said' petitioner
is hereby directed to give
- etll
lublic notice thereof, by publishing this citain each week, for three successive
tion
nn
Iion once
weeks. In the North Brookfield Journal,
paper published in North Brookfield, the last
Eubllcaticn to be one day, at least, before said
ourt, and by mailing, postpaid, or delivering a
copy of this citation to all known persons interested in the estate, fourteen days at least
before said Court.
• •
Witness, William T. Forbes, Esquire, Judge
of said Court, this fourteenth day of April
in the year one thousand nine hundred and
fourteen.
'?
HABBY H. ATWOOD, Begister.
April 17,24, May 1,D

Commonwealth of Massachusetts
WoBOKSTER, H,

PBOBATK

OotJBT,

To the ielrsatiaw and all others interested
in the estate of Aon O. Beldlng, late of North
Brookfield in said Countv. deceasedWhereas, a certain instrument purporting to
be the last will and testament of said deceased
has been presented to said Court, for probate,
by Herbert E. enmmings. who prays that letters
testtamentary may be issued to him, the executor therein named, without giving a surety on
his offlolat bond.
™
You are hereby cited to appear at a Probate
Court to be held at Worcester, in said County,
on the fifth day of May A. D. 1914, at nine
o clock in the foienoon to show cause, if any
yon I are. why the same should not be granted.
And said petitioner is bereby directed to give
public notice thereof, by publishing this citation once in each week for three successive
weeps, in the North Brookfield Journal, a newspaper published in North Brookfield, the last
publioa ion to be one day. at least, before said
Court, and by mailing, postpaid, or de'lvering
a copy of this citation to all known persons interested in the estate, seven days at least before said court.
Witness, William T. For es, Esquire, Judge
ofsald Court, this fourteenth day of April
in the year of our Lord one thousand nine
hundred and fourteen.
HARRY H. ATWOOD, Begister.
Apil 17,24, May 10.

ADVERTISE IN

Your Home Paper.

WEST BROOKFIELD.
Michael Fitzgerald is on a business trip
to the Pacific coast.
Miss Ruth T. Smith. Worcester, was
the week end(guest of Mrs Chauncey L.
Olmstead.
Miss E. Frances Farley, Boston, is
visiting her mother, Mrs Sarah Farley on
West street.
Charles A. Gleason of Newtonville, is
visiting.Mr and Mrs George Bailey, South
Main street.
Miss Lillian Cady, Worcester, visited
her mother, .i, rs Mahala Cady, High St.,
Sunday.
Mrs Charles W. Ottenheimer, Allston,
is a guest of her aunt, Miss Sarah A.
.Whalen, Front street.
James A. Anderson, New York, visited
his mother, Mrs Augusta E. Anderson,
Central street, Sunday.
Miss Mildred Barnes, Springfield, was
a guest of Mr and Mrs Addison BealB,
Pleasant stieet, this week.
GustaveC. Tanski. Lakeview farm,
has bought the driving horse of A. Herbert Howe, Pleasant street.
A large party from town, attended the
piano recital of Miss Clara M. Clarendon,
n Brookfield, Thursday night.
Miss Permelia H. Stone, Springfield,
was a week-end visitor of her aunt, Mrs
Arvilla E. Makepeace, Central street.

At a meeting of the Board of EnginOne of the largest crowds in town hall, eers, last Friday night, Edward F. DeEDITOR AND PEOPKIETOB.
for some time, was assembled last Thurs- laney was re-elected chief and George A.
Putney, clerk for one year. The engin1.00 a Year in Advance. day night, at the old fashioned concert eers appointed these firemen for the enand dance, which proved to be one of the
Single Copies, 3 Cents.
suing year:—Steamer company No. 2,
social events ef the season. The affair
Brookfield--James W. Bowler, engineer;
Address all communications to BBOOKFIKLI*
was conducted by a group of 70 local
TIMES, North Brookfield,Mass.
P. Eugene Godaire, assistant engineer;
Orders for subscription, advertising, or Job men, and everything was done to make
William C. Bemis. stoker; Matthew Rywork and payment for the same, may be sent
direct to the main office. North Brookfield or it enjoyable, and that the efforts of the an, William Byron, Charles Huntington,
o George W. McNamara, Brookfield
committee in charge were successful was
L. B. Wilson, Michael Caverly, James F.
evidenced by the expressions of a "fine
Derrick, William Adams, Alfred Blsss,
time," heard from all in attendance.
BROOKFIELD.
Charles E. Capen, Charles T. Hannigan,
William G. Ryan, of Springfield, a dance
Charles Simpson, Nelson Lucier, John F,
The new postmaster, Edward F. Dela hail favorite in this section, for 25 years, Lawrence Miller, and Earl Cordner, .
was prompter, and kept things moving
ney, took charge of the office to-day.
hosemen; Steamer company, No. 1, East
briskly, and had the dancers in a happy
Miss Helen Burgess of Springfield was mood as he called out the changes for the Brookfield—George Bolac, engineer; Pethe guest Tuesday, of her parents on quadrille, Portland fancy, Virginia reel ter Herbert, stoker; Joseph Girouard
Lincoln street.
money musk, chorus jig, Fisher's horn Archie Ledoux, Henry M. Fish, Louis
Coville, Henry Courtemancbe, Leon A.
Mr and Mrs Charles DuBoie of Palmer, pipe and Lady Walpole reel. Music was
visited this week at the Durkiu home On by the Philharmonic orchestra of seven Moreau, Isaac Duval, Dexter Blette,
pieces, of Springfield. The concert of Raymond Varney, James Daley, Felix
Central street.
old
fashioned airs was from 8 to 8.46, Balcom, Luman Benson and Leon O'Coin
David A. Daley of Palmer was the
and
at 0 o'clock the grand march was hosemen; first substitute, Frandk Avey;
guest of his parents on Main street, the
second substitute, Leon Lesaard. The
formed
in the lower hall, with A. A. Brufirst of the week.
engineers decided that the regular meetLetters are advertised at the Brookfield nell, and Miss Leah Brunei! at the head, ings of each company are to be held, in
post-office for Miss Mabel Lawrence and followed by Mr and Mrs John L. Zimmer- the future, at their respective engine
man and 40 couples. Dancing continued
Mrs Annie McKee.
,
houses/on the first Monday night of
until 12.45 o'clock. As those in the
each/month at 7.30 o'clock, and that on
Mr and Mrs George Hovey of Westmarch entered the main door of the hall,
each regular meeting night a signal will
field, were guests of Mrs Lottir Clark, on
each lady was presented with a bouquet
Eiver street, last Friday.
be Sounded on the town house bell,
Mrs Pehr Moller has returned to Buffalo,
by Daisy Hunter and Alice Rice Laflin,
The regular meeting of the V. I. S. will flower girls. At the half hour intermis- Brookfield, and on the Baptist church after a two week's visit with her mother,
be held in banquet hall, Tuesday after- sion at 11 o'clock, refreshments were bell, Easf\ Brookfield, at 7 o'clock, to Mrs Maria C. Barnes, Central street.
call attention of members to the meetnoon, May S, at 3.30 o'clock.
Elmer R. Potter, formerly town warserved in banquet hall, by caterer Wilings. The members will be subject to a
liam
F.
Rohan
of
Ware.
At
the
close
of
den, is engaged in the meat business in
William TunBtall of Southbridge was.
fine for non attendance at regular meettne guest Sunday of his parents, Mr and the dance, extra cars carried the out-of- ings. The engineers voted to present to the basement of the old union store
The combuilding.
Mrs John M. Tunstall, Main St.
,- town guests to their homes.
the North BrooBfield fire department, a
mittees in charge deserve credit for the
The Frauiingham Contracting Co. regift of *10, as a token of appreciation
'The Voice of Spring" will be Dr
success of the dance.
of their services at the Central street fire, turned this week, to complete work on
Charlton'a Sunday morning topic and the
the state highway between West Brookthe night of March 27.
evening topic "Heart Hunger "
field and Ware.
The high school baseball team will play
The brick wall, on the west side of the
The town and village improvement
Ware high in a game of the Quaboag Turner block on Central street, extendBrookfield 6 ? Hardwick 2.
club played a return whist match with
Valley League schedule at Ware Saturday ing fronrthe ground to the second floor,
the Ware Masonic club at Ware, Wedafternoon.
,
, collapsed suddenly at 2 o'clock, Monday
Brookfield High defeated Hardwick nesday night.
The Saskatchewan club will have a afternoon, leaving a hole 12 . feet square High, 6 to 2, in the opening game of the'
Mrs Charles J. Barr, who recently unconcert and dance is town ball, Friday it* t',-o aide of building, which, exceptior season on Merrk'k park Saturday-after.
derweht an operation for the removal of
night,' May 8.
Plante's orchestra of the thin sheathing, would be open to the noon. Although it was a cold i ay for
weather. The building is three and one< baseball the game was well attended. a goitre, at Worcester city hospital, is at
Spencer will furnish, music.
home, much improved in health.
half stories high and is owned by "James Both Clancy and Besser pitched excellent
The Teachers' club were entertained
Turner of Springfield. The first floor is ball, the latter being a trifle wild in the
Walter E. Anderson, Central street, is
Friday night by Dr. Mary H. Sherman
an occupied store, and the rest of the first three innings and handicapped by to occupy the upper tenement in the
and Principal Bucknam, at the home of
building is occupied by Mr and Mrs Max poor catching.
After the third inning house on Pleasant street, owned by his
the former on River street.
E. Blemis and family. The building is Brookfield secured but one hit off his de- sister, Miss Annie L. Anderson, Boston.
Henry Durkin, star pitcher 'of last of wooden construction, with a founda- livery ; and 16 went out by the. strike out
Mrs John Strickland, Cottage street,
year's high school team will pitch for the tion of double layer brick walls on three route during the game. Clancy kept the
Was called to Ware this week, by the seWest Brookfield A. A. team against sides extending from the ground to the hits well scattered and fanned 12 of the
rious illness of her son-in-law, PatrolNorthboro A. C, in the former place, second floor. The wall collapsed, it is Hardwick batters. The manner in which
man Oliver E. Dennis, who is Buffering
Saturday afternoon.
thought, as a result of the foundation be- he fielded his position was the feature of
with pneumonia.
Members of the Woman's Missionary coming weakened from the effects of the the game. Besser retired the side on
Mr and Mrs H. Stanley Smith, West
society of the Methodist church, and continued wet weather, as the building is strikes in the 3rd and 7th innings and
Main street, have gone to Mount Sana-*
guests from the Congregational and First situated in a section that is not well Clancy did likewise in the first, securing
pee, N. H., Wednesday, where they will
Parish churches were entertained by Mrs drained. The w»H was apparently in two of the strike outs with the bases full.
prepare for the opening of the summer
Cecil R. Sherman at her home on Lin- first class shape before it gave away. Mr A batting rail started by Hardwick in the
coln street, Monday afternoon.
Mrs Turner was in town Tuesday and will be 9th inning was stopped by a lightning season at the resort.
The newly organized baseball team will
double play by J. Clancy to DuBois to
William B. Hasting and Mrs Alpheus R. gin making repairs immediately.
open the season against the Northboro
Petersen. The score:—
Nichols read papers on "Missionary
The annual meeting of the Woman's
A. C. on the. common, Saturday at 3
work in Korea." Tea was poured by
BROOKFIELD
o'clock. Goddard of Ware, and WatMrs Henry £. Cottle and served by Mrs Alliance of the First Parish church was
ab r lb th po a e
held
in
the
social
room
of
the
church
at
kins will be the battery.
George J. Jaffray and Miss Clarabelle
2 10 0 0 0 0
2.30 o'clock, Tuesday afternoon, and Reneban rf
Bailey,
4 Earl W. Livermore, son of Mr and
Batty
rf
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
these officers were elected: President,
Mrs Levi Livermore, High street, is
There was a good attendance at the
Butterworth
2b
4
10
0
3
0
0
Miss M. M. Farrell; firet vice-president,
military whist party in town hall, Mon
3 2 2 2 3 0 0 aboard the TJ. S. 8. Chester, at Vera
Mrs Robert G. Livermore; second vice- Petersen 3b
day evening, conducted for the benefit of
Tunstall
lb
4 12 2 7 0 0 Cruz, Mexico. Livermore is of the enpresident, Mrs Delbert A. Eaton; secrethe baseball team of the high school.
Delaney
If
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 gineering force of the cruiser.
tary, Mrs Dwight Q. Tucker, and treas
Joseph H. Bennett, chauffeur for Geo.
Twenty-five tables were in play under the
4 0.1 1 12 3 0
ttrer, Mrs Louis H. Gass. A vote of DuBois c
direction of Mrs C. L. Bosh of North
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 H. Brown, Jr., South Main street, has a
thanks was given to the retiring president, R. Clancy cf
Brookfield. The prizes went to the fort
2 0 0 0 10 1 brother on the destroyer U S. S. WarMrs William L. Walsh, for her services Hannigan as
that was defended by Mr and Mrs Carl2 11117 0 rington in Mexican waters. He has
during the past 7 years. It was voted to J. Clancy p
lately been selected to point one of the
ton O. Dean, Miss Ida Hickey and Louis
continue the circle work of the society
Byron. At the conclusion of whist re- and Mrs Henry L. King .was chosen head
Totals
29 6 6 6 27 10 1 guns.
freshments were served in banquet hall
The work of repairing the tracks of the
HARDWICK
of the 10 captains, that will be named by
by the boys. 126 was cleared.
her at th next meeting. Mrs William
ab r lb tb po a e Ware & Brookfield St. R'y Co., at the5 0 110 0 0 curve, corner qf Main and Central Sts. ,The Quaboag Valley Social club bad a Mitchell read an account of the associate Meuse If
R. Besser ss
4 12 4 0 1 0 was done this week in order that the
meeting Tuesday night and completed ar- alliance meeting at Boston, April 17.
Moore 2b
4 0 0 0 2 2 0 traffic to the end of the line might be rerangements for their annual concert and
The selectmen granted the following Walsh 3b
2 0 0 0 0 1 0 sumed. The line beyond the corner of
dance, to be held in the town hall to3 0 0 0 9 0 1 Main and Central streets has not been
night, ^.Friday;. Dyer's Singing orches- licenses, at their meeting Monday night: Stolgatis lb
4 1118 2 0 used since March 3.
tra of Worcester will furnish music, A. A first class common victualer's license Williamson rf, c
Wordlias been received that Fldrence
4 0 110 1 0
B. Brnnell will be floor director, assisted to John L. Mulcahy and James J, Crow; Kane cf
4 0 115 3 1 Luella, 20 months old, daughter of Mr
by these aids : T. Earle McNamara, J. ley, as J. L. Mulcahy & Co., in the Met- Vinskey c, rf
3 0 110 0 1 and Mrs R. H. Pierrepont, West NewWayne Burgess, Raymond Clough, Leon ropole block, Brookfield; a first class inn- G. Besser p
ton, is in a Boston hospital, as the result
Thompson, William J. Walker, George holder's license to James Mahan and
Totals
33 2 7 9 24 10 3 of a fall from a second story window at
Roger, Matthew Daley, Andrew Leach Timothy Collins, as James Mahan & Oo.,
the Pierrepont home. The child's head
and Leon Gadaire. There will be cars to at Lakewood hotel, East Brookfield; an
Innings
123456789
Warren, North Brookfield and Spencer innholder's license to Mrs Lena Zinnell, Brookfield
81200000*— 6 was bruised and concussion was feared.
at
Willena
hotel,
East
Brookfield;
and
a
after the dance.
Hardwick
00000100 1— 2 Mr Pierrepont was formerly agent at the
druggiBt license to Delbert A. Eaton.
Umpire, Thomas F. Murphy. Attend- Boston and Albany station here.
The recently organized Ferdinand Dex- Thomas Mooney was appointed dog offiThe greens committee of the West
ter camp, No. 146, Sons qi Veterans, were cer. It was voted to have chief of police ance 300. Time of game, 2li. 5m.
Brookfield golf club this season, will inmustered in as members of the National Thomas Mooney, and another officer,
Marks End of Childhood.
clude Richard D. Olmstead, Edward M.
Encampment and the officers installed by whom he wilt name, do police duty in
Children pass out of a stage—open, Houghton and William R. Traill; house
Frank C. Monroe, past commander of Brookfield, Friday night, May 1st. BiUe
beautiful, exquisitely simple—Into si- committee, Mrs Chauncey L., and Mrs
Mt. Malcolm Amidon Camp of South- amounting to $3300 were approved.
lences and discretions beneath an
Otto B. Olmstead and Mrs Harold Chesbridge at a meeting in banquet hall, TuesImposed and artificial life. And they
day night. The officers installed were:—
The fire engineers have voted to change are lost. Out/of the finished, careful, son. The opening day of the club is apCommander, Herman Wright; senior the time of the meetings of Steamer Co. watchful, restrained man and woman pointed for May 28, to be followed by a
vice-commander, William C. Bemis; No. 2, to the first Tuesday night of each no child emerges again.—"The Pas- dance in the town hall in the evening.
junior vice-commander, Charles E. Ca- month. From May 5 to Oct. 6, the meet- sionate Friends."
West Brookfield is to be represented by
pen; treasurer, C. Earl Allen; secretary, ings will be at 7 o'clock and a signal will
a baseball team, to be managed by David
Merrill A. Love; camp council, Edile H. be rung on the town house bell at 6.45
Fuel Hint.
H. Robinson, Milk street. With local
Take a newspaper or any wrapping talent available and some outside materiClarke, P. Eugene Gadaire and Richard o'clock, the night of each meeting. The
Finney, Jr. There are 25 member* in meetings from Nov. 3 to May 1,1916, will paper, soak It In water, roll very hard, al in view, manager Robinson is confident
the camp. Members of Dexter Poet of be at 7.30 o'clock on the town bouse bell, then dry is the sun. Ton will.And it of organising a strong team. Goddard
Grand Army and Sons of Veterans from the night of the meetings, which area will last almost aa long as a stick of of Ware, as twirler, Greenwood of Ware,
-'
camps in the; surrounding towns were half hour earlier during the summer wood.
third base; Sheehan of West Warren,
present. After the installation, refresh- months, than in the winter, so that the
Del Watkins, Ohickering L. Thompson
Looking for It,
ments were served and a social hour en- steamer can be taken out and tested at
Borne men are eagerly seeking trou- and Codene are among the players projoyed.
each monthly meeting.
ble that will drive them to drink.
posed for the team,
HORACE

-OF-

WOKCESTKR SB,

TYPICAL.STREET SCENE IN THE HI8TORIC TOWJY OF PLYMOUTH, MA88.,—IN BEING FIRST TO RE8POND TO THE CALL OF THE NEW ENGLAND CLEAN-UP AND PAINT-UP CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE
FOR CO-OPERATION IN CIVIC PRJDE WORK, PLYMOUTH AGAIN RI8E8 TO THE OCCASION, AS
IT DID IN 1620— NOW WATCH PLYMOUTH PREPARE FOR 1920, THE TERCENTENNIAL YEAR.
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BROOKFIELD TIMES

WAR TENSION RELIEVED
BY HUERTA'S HE

t

-:o:-

Spanish Ambassador at Washington Receives Message from
Foreign Minister and at Once Advises Intermediaries

MEXICAN FOREIGN OFFICE EXPLANATION

s

'

BROOKFIELD TIMES

CARRANZA GIVES II. S. TROOPS GO
TO COLORADO
U, S. FREE HAND

OFFER OF MEDIATION

-:o:WASHINGTON.—The text of the offer for mediation In Mexico
made by Brazil, Argentina and Chili was as follows:
Mr. Secretary of State:
With the purpose of subserving the Interests of peace and civilization in our continent and with the earnest desire to prevent any
further bloodshed to the prejudice and cordiality and union which
have always surrounded the relations of the governments and the
peoples of America, we, the plenipotentiaries of Brazil, Argentina and
Chili, duly authorized hereto, have the honor to tender.to Your Excellency's Government our good offices for the peaceful and friendly
settlement of the conflict between the United States and Mexico.
This offer puts In due form the suggestions which we have had
occasion to offer heretofore on this subject to the Secretary, to whom
we renew the assurances of our highest and most distinguished consideration.
D. DA GAMA.
R. S. NAON.
EDUARDO SUAREZ MUJICA.

X
J

:o:Wexico City.—Commenting on Mexico's acceptance ot the good offices of
Argentina, Chili and Brazil, Roberto
Esteva Ruiz, Sub-Secretary of Foreign
Relations said:
"The Mexican Chancellerie accepted
this mediation because all its efforts
in the international coniflct with the
United States have been directed exclusively to the defence of the nation's
honor and dignity, and in consequence, if the opportunity presents
itself of solving the conflict by peaceful means, the Mexican Chancellerie
considers It the duty of patriotism to
accept those means on the basis that,
whatever arrangements may be concluded, care will be had that Mexico's
name be honorably placed."
Senor Esteva Ruiz also said:
"Mexico's acceptance is the best answer that the government can give
to those persons who calumniously
attribute to it the desire of dragging
rthe country into war, at all costs. The
/government's purpose has been to repel offences done to the Mexican Fatherland. But as soon as, in accordance with treaties signed at The
Hague and with international practices, the possibility was presented of
defending Mexico's honor through the
friendly mediation of sister nations
the government accepted the spontaneous offer of the latter."
Washington.—In a joint note to Secretary of State Bryan the Republics
o' Argentina, Brazil and Chili tendered
the offer of their good offices in an
effort to bring about settlement of the
conflict between the United States and
Mexico.
«
President Wilson* accepted the offer.
Spanish Ambassador Riano announced that he had received advices
from Mexico City that General Huerta
had accepted the offer of Argentina,
Brazil and Chili to mediate.
The Interests of the Huerta Government In the United States were taken
over by the Spanish Embassy when
Charge Algara asked for his passports
and left Washington for Canada.
Despite Ambassador RIano's announcement there was a continuance
of preparations for war in official
.Washington.
! Anxiety regarding the possible fate
of Americans at the hands of Huerta
in Mexico City was greatly relieved
through the good offices of the British
Ambassador, Sir Cecil Arthur Spring"
Rice, In communicating with Sir
Lionel Carden, the Acting British
Minister at the Mexican capital, and
his Charge d'Affaires, Thomas Beaumont Hohler.
The British representatives, at a
conference with Huerta, corrected the
impression the dictator had that Admiral Badger was preventing Mexicans in Vera Cruz from leaving for the
interior. Huerta had ordered the detention of Americans in Mexico City
by way of reprisal, but on the assurances of Sir Lionel that the United
States authorities were placing every
possible convenience at the disposal
of Mexicans desiring egrass from Vera
Cruz,Huerta announced that equal freedom and courtesy would be shown
Americans by him.
Martial law was declared in Vera
Cruz by Rear Admiral Fletcher to stop
disorder.
Philip C. Hanna, United States Consul at Monterey, report* to the State
Department that he was thrown into
prison at Monterey and kept there two
days until he was rescued by the Constitutionalists when they captured\he
city. He sayB the Consulate was
broken Into and the American Flag
floating over it was torn down. The
American Flag was trampled in the
afreets by Huerta troops.
Two thousand and six hundred refugee* from Vera Cruz, Tampico and
interior points In Mexico arrived at
Galveston. Most of them are in destitute condition and tell of many hardships and Insults suffered at the hands
of Mexicans.
HUERTA REWARDS OFFICER.
Gives High Rank to Those Who Escorted 0'8haughnessy.

Mexico City.—'President Huerta has
promoted Brigadier Ramon Corona to
the rank of general of brigade, and
Fidel Rodriguez Parra, introducer of
ambassadors, to the rank of minister
plenipotentiary.
These promotions are for their services in escorting Nelson O'Bhaughnessy, the American charge, to Tembladerols, near Vera Cruz, where the
charge and party were met by an officer of Rear Admiral Fletcher's staff.
HARDTACK ORDERED IN HURRY.
Kansas City.—A rush order for
three carle ads of "hard tack," to be
delivered in Galveston, was reoeived
by a local biscuit manufacturing company. The order is for 74,000 pounds
ot "soldiers' biscuits," Braking 148,000
^rations.

EASTERN STATES
PICK CAMP SITES
ADJUTANT
REPORTS

GENERALS
TO

MAKE

GOVERNOR'S

ISLAND HEADQUARTERS.

New York.—Leading Army officers
of the Department of the East stated
definitely for the first time that they
expected a war with Mexico.
"We regard war with Mexico not
as a possibility but as a probability,"
said one of these officers emphatically.
In answer to the department's re^
cent telegram locations of State mobilization camps were sent to Colonel
William G. Haan at headquarters,
Governor's Island, by the adjutantB
general of twenty States and the Dis<
trict of Columbia. All the mobilization
camps in the Eastern Army Department are now picked except that of
New York.
The Maine National Guard will mobilize at Augusta, New Hampshire at
Concord, Vermont at Colchester,
Massachusetts at South Framlngham,
Rhode Island at Quonset Point, Connecticut at Niantic, Pennsylvania at
Mount Gretna, Maryland at Halethrope, New Jersey at Sea Girt, Delaware at New Castle. Virginia at Rich
mond, West Virginia at Terra Alta,
North Carolina at Camp Glenn, South
Carolina in Lexington county near
Columbia, Georgia at Macon, Florllft
at Camp Fleming near Jacksonville,
Kentucky at Fort Thomas, Tennessee

ATLANTIC FLEET TO
GO THROUGH CANAL
OF
EFFECT
ON
SENTIMENT
JAPAN
NOT
LEAST
OF
SUSPECTED MOTIVES.

Washington— In the near future, if
conditions in Mexico will permit, the
United States is going to send the en
tire Atlantic fleet to the Pacific Coast.
On the surface this might look like
a mere excursion, but in well Informed
circles there is a strong opinion that
in ordering the cruise to the Pacific
the administration will not be blind
to the effect of such a move on pub>
lie sentiment in Japan.

CHIHUAHUA CLUB DESERTED.
Handful of Americans Try to Keep
Up Social Spirit.
Chihuahua.—The guest books of the
Foreign Club of this city show a list
of nearly 30,000 visitors since Its
foundation, but these guests would
scarcely recognize the place now,
since the c-xodus of foreigners to
whom the club was the social centre
of the city. There are probably a
dozen Americans left and a few other
foreigners. The place of Luis Terrazas, Jr., in the cafe, is vacant.
ASK AID FOR'OIL WORKER8.
Government Requested to Send Help
to 100 Men Now in a Trap.

Washington—The Navy Department received a request from representatives of oil concerns In New
M^m*********************** York, which own property in the Tam70,513 MEN READY IN
pico oil district, that an American
DEPARTMENT OF EAST
force he sent to rescue 100 employes,
A total of 70,513 enlisted men
now on oil lands, about seventj'flve
and officers were offered t» the
miles Bouthwest of Tampico.
General Staff at Governor's IslThe men were well armed, it was
and,for immediate war service
said, but were unable to get to the
<by the Adjutant-Generals of the
American ships.
six army divisions attached to
the Department of the East.
The rendezvous and the number of soldiers each is to furnish
Is shown here:
FIFTH DIVISION.
Maine, Augusta, 1,466;'New
Hampshire, Concord, 1,248; Vermont, Colchester, 858; Massachusetts, South
Framlngham,
5,984; Rhode Island, Quonset
Point, 1,361; Connecticut, Niantic, 2,658.
SIXTH DIVISION.
New York, Staten Island, 16,528.
SEVENTH DIVISION.
New Jersey, Sea Girt, 4,247;
Pennsylvania, Mount Gretna, 10,470.
EIGHTH DIVISION.
Delaware, Newcastle, 469; Maryland, Halethorpe, 2,025; District of Columbia. Fort Myer,
1,760; Virginia, Richmond, 2,650;
West Virginia, Terra Alta, 1,451.
NINTH DIVISION.
North Carolina, Camp Glenn,
2,658; South Carolina, Columbia, 2,067; Georgia, Macon, 2,946; Florida, Jacksonville, 1,285.
TENTH DIVISION.
Alabama, Montgomery, 2,678;
Mississippi,
Meridian,
1,460;
Tennessee,
Nashville,
1,883;
Kentucky, Fort Thomas, 3,162.
Total officers and men, 70,513.
IF*************************-

6,200 RIFLES AND
PISTOLS SEIZED
IN VERA CRUZ

Vera Cruz.—Immense quantities of
arms and ammunition have been seized by the American naval authorities
here or have been turned in as a result of the order that all arms In
the possession of civilians must be
given up. During the searches by
the provost marshals 600 rifles, 100
revolvers, three Colt automatic rifles,
20 machetes and swords and 25 000
rounds of ammunition were seize-.
Since the order was Issued demanding the surrender of firearms the inhabitants have given up 4,000 rifles,
1,200 revolvers, 1,000 machetes and
swords, 24 boxes of gunpowder and
50,000 rounds of ammunition.
There was rejoicing when word was
received from the British minister.
Sir Lionel Carden, In Mexico City,
that General Huerta had agreed to
permit another refugee train to leave
the capital.
Previously the hopes of Americans
here who had relatives and friends in
the capital had been buoyed up by a
statement given out in behalf of Admiral Fletcher that he had information which led him to hope for the
early arrival of more American refugees from Mexico City, for the better
treatment of all Americans there and
possibly for their eventual release.
Next in importance to these de
velopments was the arrival of the
brigade of troops commanded by General Frederick Funston.
It is regarded her3 as significant
tlul't the restoration ot telegraphic
communication between Mexico City
and the rest of the worlo followed immediately after the return to the capital of General Ramon Carona, the
chief of Btaff of Provisional President
Huerta.
MORMON COLONY LOOTED.

THANKS TO ARGENTINA. Buenos Ayres—The Argentine Government was thanked by George L.
Lorillard, Secretary of the American
Legation, In the name of President
Wilson, for its good offices In the proposed mediation between the United
States and Mexico.
The governments of Bolivia and Nicaragua have announced their adhesion to the principle of mediation.

El Paso, Texas.—Mormon refugees
from Colonia Juarez, a small colony
in Western Chihuahua, who arrived
here reported the settlement had been
looted Sunday by twenty-five bandits,
said to have been part 6f Maximo
Castillo's band. The band is not affiliated with" either the Federals or rebels.

FLETCHER GIVES LIBERTY.

U. S. ARMY AFTER REBEL8.

Telia Vera Cruz Streets Are Free Day
and Njght.

Mexicans Attack Powder House on
This Side of Border.

Vera Cruz.—Rear Admiral Fletcher
sent the following message to the
Secretary of the Navy.
"I have published the following proclamation: 'It is gratifying to note
that all business has been resumed in
Vera Cruz and that good order prevails. Citizens "may pass freely in
the streets both night and day and resume their customs.'"

El Paso, Texas.—Thirty rebel soldiers crossed the border and attacked
a powder house twelve miles from El
Paso.
Two deputies then went to Ysleta,
Texas, and gave the alarm, and Troop
A, 5th Cavalry, went to the scene.

MEXICANS BACK AMERICA.
San Antonio, Tex.—Indorsement of
President Wilson's stand In the Mexican crisis is contained In a telegram
Bent to him from here and signed
by fifty Mexican citizens of the
United States living in San Antonio.
They offer their services if war is
waged against Huertiy

Many Organizations Will Help In Relief if War Cornea.
Washington.— Preparations were
rrfade here by committees representing patriotic, social, civic and busi
ness organizations to aid the American Red Cross in its relief Work
should war between the Unjted States
and Mexico come.

PLAN TO AID RED CROSS.

THE PRESIDENT'S ACCEPTANCE

at Nashville, Alabama at Montgomery,
The reply of the President aceptlng the offer made through the
Mississippi at Meridian, District of
Secretary of State to each diplomat was aa followa:
Columbia at Fort Myer, Va.
The Government of the United states la deeply sensible of the
Some of these camps are the regu
friendliness, the good feeling and the generous concern for the peace
lar State National Guard Camps.
and welfare of-America manifested In the Joint note Juse received
Officers of the department are now
from your Excellencies tendering the good offices of your governbeginning to consider where they will
ments to effect If possible, a settlement of the present difficulty belocate the "concentration camps."
tween the Government of the United States and those who now claim
These are the two or three large
to represent our (later Republic of Mexico.
camps near the embarkation points
Conscious of the purpose with whleh the proffer la made, thle
where both the Regular Army regiGovernment doee net feel at liberty to decline It.
Its own chief
ments will be massed from the mointerest is in the peace of America, the cordial Intercourse of her
bilization camps preparatory to sendrepublics and their people, and the happiness and proeperlty which can
ing them to the war..
spring only out of frank butual understandings and ths friendship
One of these camps will be near
which is created by common purpose. The generous offer of your
New York City. The other will be
governments Is therefore accepted.
in the South. The one near NewThis Government h pee moit earnestly that you may find those
York may be on SUten Island or/on
who speak for the seve-sl elements of the Mexican people willing
Bong Island. The one In the South
and resdy to discuss terms of satisfactory, and therefore permanent,
may be at Newport News or at Tamsettlement.
i
pa, or there may be camps at both
If you should find th.-m willing, this Government will be glad to
places.
take up with you for diseusslon I n ths frankest and most conciliatory
Sites for both the mobilization and
spirit any proposals that may be authoritatively formulated, and will
the concentration camps, the officer
hope that they may provt feasible and prophstlc of a new day of
said, can be taken by the Government
mutual co-operation and confidence In America.
under the right of eminent domain.
This Government feels bound. In candor, to say thst Its diplomatic
Lieutenant Colonel M. feray Zalinrelations with Mexico being for the present severed, It Is not possible
«ki, in charge of the quartermaster's
for It to make sure of an uninterrupted opportunity to carry out ths
division of the Department of the East.
plan of Intermediation which you propose.
said he had supplies in store already
It is, of course, possible that some act of aggression on the part
to take 60,000 men to Mexico.
of those who control the military forces of Msxlco might oblige ths
Lieutenant Colonel William S. Ter
United States to act »o the upsetting of the hopes of Immediate peace,
riberry, surgeon general of the State
but thle does not Justify ua In hesitating to accept your generous sugNational Guard, anounced that 10,000
gestion.
of the National Guardsmen of this
We shall hope for the best results within ■ time brief enough
State already had been inoculated
to rellevj our anxiety lest Ill-considered hostile demonstrations should
against typhoid. He denied that any
interrupt negotiations and disappoint our hopes of peace.
of the Inoculations had had serlouf
+t&n+V+V+&iWit-Q+W**V+V*v+v*v*VWW+Q*Q+W#*Q+Q*WV+V&
consequences.
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Constitutionalist Leader Won Two Squadrons of Cavalry Ordered To Quell Disorder
Over by Villa
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Preparation of Plan Acceptable to
Both Parties—Funston at Vera

Fighting at Walsen Mine—Rockefeller
Says All Demands, Except Recog-

Or Of

nition of Union Were Granted

Cruz.

Before the Strike Began.

Chihuahua.—The expected has hap
pened. Villa has conquered Carran
za for a' third time, and the United
states may proceed in its persuasior
of Huerta without fear of lnterfer
ence from the Constitutionalist forces
In the North.
This was the unofficial version oi
the agreement which was arrived ai
between Carranza and Villa after ac
all night session In the marblf
palace, during which every phase of
the international situation was die
cussed by Villa and his advisers wltl
Carranza and his cabinet. It is knowt
that the unofficial version meets witl
th3 approval, of the high officiate whe
were present at the conference.
Carranza has completely
backec
down from his position of insistinf
that the United States withdraw ite
force from Vera'Cruz.
The conference started at 10
o'clock and a light could be Been
burning in the executive chamber ol
the palace long after midnight. What
actually took place in that room in
the palace will probably never be
told in full. But the fact that Villa
won his contention and kept Carranza in line with it became known and
was the general belief throughout
the city.
Washington—The Mexican crisis
\- now centering on the issue between
those who are seeking through the
good offlcee of Litermedlation of Lat
ln-America to find some
middle
ground for pacific adjustment and
those who regard a resort to grme
as an inevitable consequence of whal
has occurred.
Distinct branches of activity are
manifest here—that of the envoys of
Argentina, Brazil and Chile in formu
lating a plan of adjustment to be submitted to the United States and the
Huerta regime, and that of the military and naval forces of the United
States, which continue to go forward
steadily in preparation of any eventuality which may develop.
The arrival of Gen. Funston and a
brigade of 6000 troops at Vera Cruz.
Is one of the notable military developments of the week.
American civil government, uridei
martial law, was set up in Vera
Cruz at 6 P. M. Tuesday, with Robert J. Kerr, lawyer, of Chicago and
Mexico City, as civil governor.
At the White House President Wilson and his cabinet advisers held a
leagthy meeting, devoted chiefly, how
ever, to the Colorado situation, al
though the Mexican crisis continued
in the foreground. To a large extent, however, it was felt that the
Mexican situation was -now before
those who had undertaken to exerctee their good offices, and care was
taken not to embarrass the efforts
of the envoys by any announcement
of conditions of settlement which the
United States would insist upon. A
spirit of optimism over the progress
of the negotiations was distinctly apparent in executive quarters.
203 IN MINE EXPLOSION.
8hafts In Collerles at Eccles, W. Va.,
Wrecked.

Eiccles, W. Va.—All hopes for the
rescue alive of the 203 miners entombed by an explosion in mines NOB.
6 and 6 of the New River Collieries
Company here has been abandoned,
rescued alive from No. 6 mine. Foul
way into the burning shafts.
Fiftynine men, all burned severely, were
rescued alive from No. 6 mine. Four
bodies were recovered from the shaft.
The disaster, the second largest in
the mining history of West Virginia,
was caused by a gas explosion in the,
600-foot level of mine No. 5. It was'
followed five minutes later by a second explosion which
completely
wrecked this mine and partially demolished mine No. 6, a connecting
operation.
One hundred and ninety
men were at work in mine No. 5 and
not one of them reached the surface.
JOHN

JACOB
ASTOR
$24,794,000.

INCOME

Report for Two Years Filed by Bxseutors with Surrogate.
New York.—The income from the
estate of John Jacob Astor, since the
death of Mr. Astor when, the Titanic
foundered two years ago, has been
more than $24,794,000 according to a
report of the executors filed with the
Surrogate here.
The disbursements
have amounted to more than $.24,718,000, leaving a balance of not auite
$78,900.
TROOPS FOR COLORADO.

Washington.—President Wilson has
ordered United States troops to take
charge of the strife-torn scenes of the
Industrial war in Colorado.
In a
proclamation to the people of the
United States he commanded that all
violence and disorder cease.

Washington.—President Wilson or*
dered six troops of cavalry, about 400>
men, to the Colorado strike regions,,
where a war between miners and.
mine guards and State troops is in
progress.
'
The President's action followed a.
two-hour Cabinet meeting, at which.
detailed reports from the strike zone,
furnished, by Federal agents and representatives of the State, were studied. These reports were the result
of appeals for United States aid from
Gov. Ammons of Colorado, the Colorado delegation in Congress, and busimen and private citizens.
In a proclamation issued from the.
White House be commanded all seditionists and disturbers to disperse.
Before calling on the soldiers to
maintain order the President sent a
long message to the Colorado Governor urging him to do all in his power
to restore order.
The Secretary of War ordered three
troops of the 6th Cavalry to go to»
Trinidad from Fort Leavenworth,
Kansas, and two troops of the 12th
Cavalry from Fort D. A. Russell, Wyoming, to Canon City, Colo.
Governor Elias M. Ammons of Colorado isued a proclamation declaring
the state to be in insurrection and
practically declaring martial law.
In New York John D. Rockefeller Jr.„
who represents his father, a large
owner of the Colorado Fuel and Iron .
Company, refused to take responsibility for the strike. He issued a
statement calling on the President torestore order in Colorado. He said
the company had given concessions tothe miners. He said RepresentativeMartin Foster, who came to him from
President Wilson, had only suggested
recognizing the union. "Is It the
spirit of American fair play which is
asking such ruthless disregard of the
Interests of honest men, or Is It the
spirit of partisanship and self-seeking?" he asks. Rockefeller reiterated,
his stand for the open shop and spoke;
for "fair play" for the worklngmen or
the country.
Seventy-two are known to have been
killed In the war between the striking
miners and mine guards and State
troops. Some estimates run as high
as 17S.
At Ludlow twenty-five were killed,
fourteen being children and two women, who perished In the burning ten,tft>.
At Chandler, Empire and McNally
twenty-two were killed.
Militia in Bowlder County fields wa*
attacked by Louisville strikers.
Colorado members of Congress express the view that the mere presence
of Federal troops will restore order.
DEAD

IN

MINE DISASTER

Gas Explosion Wrecks Shaft No. S of
Collerles at Eccles, W. Va.

Bluefleld, W. Va.—At Eccles, W.
Va., a mining town on the Virginian Railway, fifteen miles east of
Beckley, the county seat of Raleigh
County, an explosion occurred in MineNo. 6 of. the New River Collieries.
Company, in which 196 men were at
work. Not a man Is alive to tell thetale of how the catastrophe happened.
The New River Collieries Company,
owned and operated by New York
capitalists, has six shaft mines, ranging in depth from 660 to 660 feet.
Mines No. 6 and 6 are about a half
mile distant from each other and areconnected by an underground passageway.
The effects of the explosion in No.
5, which resulted in the death of all
the miners, did not reach to No. *,
except the shock, which killed twelvepeople and injured several score or
others, many of them seriously. Therewere only seventy-six men in mineNo. 6 at the time of the explosion.
The one entrance loads Into mine
No. .6, and by means of it the rescues,
were made. No. 6 mine is completely
shut off from the surface.
The explosion occurred in mine No.
5. in which tie two shafts were demolished, n is believed the explosion,
traveled through this mine into No.
(. One shaft of the latter mine waswrecked, but the other remained i»'
tact, and this was the salvation or
fifty-nine of the workmen.
The minirg community of 1,600 persons was shaken by the txptosion. At
first there was no smoke, but men on
the tipples knew that Tar underground?
the toll of death was being taken.
HUERTA SOLDIER8 IN TRAP.
Fall Into Hands of Marines, Who Feesand Entertain Them.

Vera Cruz.—Six Federal soldiers
who wandered too close to the American lines were captured by marines.
When the marines found themselves
in possesion of a squad of Hnerta.
soldiers they did their best to entertain them.
They gossiped with the Mexican*
In regard to the news beyond the*
lines, and after a Held luncheon
shook hands and sent them away.

Etc.

Charles
Edmondi
Walk*
--3:—»-~

ferno&erJcuts'*

While Van Vechten tried his best to
recall the associations which the name
all but evoked, Mr. Flint sat shrewdly
contemplating him.
,
"I give it up," declared the young
man at length. "Go on and tell it—
why you jumped so when you read the
message. What's the answer?"
"I said that It was a pretty spot"—
the man's deliberation was provoking
—"an Ideally desirable location for a
home—regular old-fashioned English
country home, you know—gables,
Chimney-pots, Ivy, deer-park, hedges,
and all that sort of thing. For lastance—"
"Confound you, Flint! Out with 1W"
"Mr. Temple Bonner's."
For a moment the two young men
sat staring, speechlessly at the unmoved detective. Then Van Vechten
smote the table with his fist.
"By George!" ejaculated he, vehemently but not loudly. "That's tt!
The very thing that's been chasing
round in my skull!" He proceeded
more calmly:
"But Flint, admitting that one of
the two ladles mentioned here is my
cousin"—tapping the cablegram—"the
fact that you found her puree in a
house which happens to belong to
Temple Bonner, and that also she has
been mysteriously sojourning near his
home In England, presents only a coincidence—curious, perhaps, bat Immaterial."
"Maybe so; but do not lose sight
of the other lady—her companion. She
was a Schuyler, I believe."
"True."
"Do you know that before Number
1813 came into Mr. Bonner's possession it belonged to Compton Schuyler.
Mrs. Devereaux's father?"
The expression that now flitted
across Van Vechten's face was one of
bewilderment He had no comment to
make.
"Furthermore," continued Mr. Flint,
"Instead of the present owner being

Josephine Devereaux', history—as one
Is In a way familiar with the uneventful history of a fiiend—for that very
reason I am rather hazy as to details.
In other words, there never has been
any reason why one should want to
plumb her past She is almost a member of our family, and has been for so
long a time that whatever affects her
also touches us."
"Precisely," said Mr. Flint, so briskly that his augmented interest caught
Van Vechten's attention.
"Well?" the latter encouraged.
"It is in the close relationship
among the different families concerned that I hope to find the key to
the puzzle. And there again I look
for your help.
"Consider, Mr. Van Vechten: it's a
far cry from the murder of an obscure, unimportant young man here
in New York to Temple Bonner in
England, whose name in any language
means unlimited -wealth and power.
He and his family own no' inconsiderable portion of the world's second
city. He Is Inaccessible to all ordinary methods of approach, and by
virtue of his position and affiliations
a force to be reckoned with even by
the ruler he has elected to owe allegiance to. But it has become unmistakable that a binding cord leads
through the maze of Intervening
events, uniting Temple Bonner and
Jim O'Neill as surely as if they walked
hand in hand.
"Now you are privileged to associate with such people; you are one of
them.. I am not That's how you can
help me."
The young man surveyed him curiously, perhaps a little admiringly.
There was a noticeable tone of respect In the question which he presently asked.
"Flint, how did you come to be burrowing into the past, and raking up
old dead, forgotten romances?"
"You supplied the hint," was the
quiet answer. "When you said that
the house had not been rented through
the regular channels—that is to say,
by application at the estate's offices—
a moment's reflection told me that
possession of the house could have
been obtained only in one other way,
namely, by direct authority of Mr.
Bonner himself. Rather extraordinary,
eh? It was while trying to verify this
conclusion that I stumbled upon the
rest"
"If your information Is exact, the
old place over yonder—Lord, what
would Josephine think is she knew
how It had been exciting the club's
curiosity for lo, these many moons!—
if you are correct, then it is her old
home—her
birthplace—the
house
from which she was married. Well,
well, well!"
The marriage had not been a happy
one, and the speaker paused. There
was a quality in the detective's silence
and Intent attitude that seemed subtly
to encourage the young man's reminiscent vein, for after giving the unfortunate union a brief mental turning over. Van Vechten dismissed it
and weni on.
"Josephine had a twin sister—Henrietta—been dead for years and years.
She too made an unlucky match, I believe—people, you know, don't talk
about such things. I .know next to
nothing about it Must have been
some gay times In that old house."
Mr. Flint of a sudden leaned forward and fixed Van Vechten with a
look that arrested and held his attention.
"Now then, Mr. Van Vechten," he
had grown all at once compelling, "if
the veiled lady you saw Sunday afternoon—the one who came in the taxi
—if she did not resemble Miss Carew,
then wasn't it Mrs. Devereaux that
you were reminded of?"
"Walt,
Flint,
wait," the other
checked him. "She was a young lady,
mind."
"Still," Insisted the detective, "you
thought at first glance—before you
saw that she was a young lady—that
she was Mrs. Devereaux—isn't that
so?"
For a long time Van Vechten sat
scowling at the table. By and by he
looked up and his regard encountered
the detective's.
"I believe you are right, Flint" he
admitted at last. "It was the difference
in years that fooled me. Until I realized my mistake I believed the veiled
lady to be Josephine Devereaux."
(TO BS CONTINUED.)

would drop everything and take up
the search myself. But I must leave
Rudolph Van Vechten, a young man o€ that part of it to you; I know you will
leisure, is astonished to see a man enter be diligent"
No. 1313, a house across Che street from
Rudolph assured him on thle point,
the Powhatan club, Ions; unoccupied and
■poken of as the House of Mystery. Sev- adding: "But my hands are so hopeeral persons at regular Intervals enter
lessly
tied by the utter absence of a
No. 1313. Van Vechten expresses concern
to his friend, Tom Phlnney, regarding the starting-point; there is nothing to
'whereabouts of his cousin and fiancee, take hold of, nowhere to begin. Why,
Paige Carew. A man Is forcibly ejected
bfrom the house. Vasi Vechten and Tom I haven't evolved even a tentative
follow the man and find him dead in the
(street. Van Vechten is attracted by the theory yet. What the devil does it all
face of a girl In the crowd of onlookers mean anyway? Have Paige and Josurrounding the body. Later he discov- sephine both lost their minds?"
ers the girl gazing at him with a look of
•corn from the windows of the mysteriNo answering,oracle came over the
ous house. Detective Flint calls on Van wire, and the Man of Iron uttered his
Vechten to get his version of the tragedy. Tom Phlnney goes alone on a yacht- parting Injunction: "Use your best
, ins; trip He recognises among some per- Judgment; spare no expense."
sons In a passing motor boat two men
Van Vechten emerged from the
.whom ho had seen enter the House of
Mystery. He sees one of them, a Mr. CalTis. on shore later and follows him. Tom stuffy booth and shook his head like a
4a seized, blindfolded and taken to a swimmer far out at sea, who, while
bouse. He hears a girl named Jessie, evi- not sighting land, despairs not but
dently the daughter of the man In authority, question his captors. A sweet-voiced struggles bravely on. The entrance
girl later protests against the roughness of Mr. Flint at this critical period had
of his captors. Van Vechten calls on his
runcle, Theodore Van Vechten, big man the soothing effect of a balm. His
1n Wall street and known as the "Man of manner was so quiet and unobtrusive,
Iron," In search of Information regarding so methodloal and unruffled, and withthe whereabouts of Paige Carew. Detective Flint shows Van Vechten a gold al so confident, that one's plight must
-mesh purse found in the House of Mys- be desperate indeed for one not to
tery. Van recognizes it as belonging to
Paige Cnrew. - To* sweet-voiced girl helps respond to the inspiriting influence of
"Tom Phinney escape. Detective Flint
tells. Van Vechten he has a theory that his presence.
Paige has been kidnaped. Messages are^Well, so you have turned up at
«ent to Kurope In an effort to trace Paige.
TTom tells Van Vechten he Is in love and last," Van Vechten greeted him sourrelates his adventure. A message from ly. "Qood heavens, man! Why don't
London reports that two ladles resembling Miss Carew and her companion, yon keep in touch. with civilization
"Mrs. Devereaux. sailed for New York when you efface yourself from the
aoni" time previously. A reward of 12.500
world?"
is offered.
"This is the first opportunity I have
found for communicating with you
BOOK II.
since we parted last," was the calm
response. "Don't fear but that I shall
CHAPTER VII.—Continued.
The operation, manifestly, was not keep in touch with you, for the way
-very satisfactory, for by and by he matters are shaping it begins to look
■ottered another groan, tossed away his as though I shall need your assisthalf-Hmoked cigar and once more sat ance pretty constantly." '
Van Vechten bent eagerly across
"upright.
"What—" he began, but his com- the table.
"Have you learned anything?" he depanion promptly checked him.
"Now you stop right there," com» manded.
rmanded Tom. "If you want to Are any
"Yes—and no.
Nothing definite
more questions, suppose you try 'em about Miss Carew. But I have un-out on Uncle Theodore. Ring him up." earthed a good many facts which may "Until I Realized My Mistake I BeThe other smiled wanly, and a spark or may not have a bearing on our inlieved the Veiled Lady to Be Joseof his customary sprightly humor vestigation—for I am Including the
phine Devereaux,"
flashed again.
mystery of your cousin's disappear"Bright boy," he said. "If I pos- ance with the 'mystery of Sunday's Ignorant that such a shabby parcel of
sessed your practical mind I would not murder. There's a connecting link property Is a part of the estate, its
be so woozy over this thing. But you somewhere, although I haven't hit purchase was prompted by a sentiare
an inspiration. Tommy—why upon it The dead man's identity has ment growing out of a romance more
than thirty years old. So, you see, the
-didn't I think of it before? Fother- been established."
Inglll must be one of Uncle Theodore's
Both young men looked an Interro- coincidence begins td assume proportions that must signify somethingagents."
gation, and Mr. Flint proceeded.
After some delay. Uncle Theodore's
"Now that we have learned who he something that would be of value to
"voice came over the wire. He also had is, the facts tend to confuse rather us if we could only grasp its meaning.
. "received the cryptic message, but cer- than to enlighten; there Is no hole There is. where I hope you may help
tain portions of it obscure to Rudolph where he fits in. It would seem that me."
"This Is rather staggering, Flint"
were more or less clear to him.
he was rather a worthless sort, an
The surmise respecting Fotheringill expert mechanic, but at outs with his said Van Vechten, as soon as he had
collected
his wits, "bat still the cirhud been a pretty shrewd one. That union and discredited generally by Ingentleman, it appeared, was a member dustrious members of bis trade. His cumstances are merely coincidence
of the Arm of Hirschfleld & Sons, bank- name was O'Neill. He never worked to me." I can read no meaning into
ers, the Man of Iron's principal Brit- anywhere long, and his quitting of a them, nor are they informative. I fall
ish representatives. He had been In- job was invariably the culmination of to see where I can render the slightstructed to send all messages in dupli- trouble of one sort or another." The est help. Tom here is in a position to
cate—one for the elder Van Vechten's speaker's manner abruptly altered. He supply you with something much more
to the point, for by the purest acciInformation, the other for Rudolph's asked curiously:
ignldance. The latter learned further
"Has Scotland Yard's sudden activ- dent he stumbled upon our sandy-complexioned
man—to say nothing of a
that all other information likewise ity in Miss Carew's behalf anything to
was to bo sent to him.
do with your present perturbation V ripping adventure. His name is John
"Lord, Uncle Theodore!" Rudolph
Van Vechten smiled feebly. Is my Callia."
The detective favored Tom with a
lamented into the mouthpiece, "the shattered nervous system so ruthlessly exposed?" he asked. "But, truly. look. of interest, and then his eyes
I don't comprehend your question." smiled.
"One thing at a time,, gentlemen,"
"They have cabled Central Office,"
Mr. Flint explained, "a half-dozen said he, "one thing at a time. You
can't
excite me.
Let ua first get
times today for information. The afternoon's extras mention a reward— through with the point we were distwenty-five hundred dollars—being of- cussing."
"It Is entertaining enough for me,"
fered in London for information of
Miss Carew. That would account for agreed Van Vechten. "I trust it will
prove profitable. You see, while I
their sudden Interest"
am acquainted in a general way with
By way of answer the young man
handed him the cablegram from FothV*
X
1
eringill. Mr. Flint glanced at it then
he sat up with a Jerk and his eyes
D
D
Q
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
narrowed to mere silts. He pondered
the text for some time while the two ,—irx
i
young men watched him in silent cur^^S*^*^^^*.
^~V<V^~~^~V~«~~~S^/^N~.~N~%~V^~^~~
^-^^
riosity.
"Well," he breathed at last, return- 'LITTLE RH0DY'S"G00D WORK with him the boy of his famous painting, his brother, aged twelve years.
ing the message, "here is one more
link in the chain—not a very definite Statement Made That Glory of Oliver The wilderness trip was a hard and
tedious one, and the lake was reached
one, but an additional small detail that
Hazard Perry's Victory Belongs
on March 37. All the men who had
associates Miss Carew directly with
to That State.
been under his orders In Rhode Isyour house of mystery."
land bad volunteered for the service,
Van Vechten stared'in wonder at
The
celebration
of
Perry'3
victory
on
so
attached to him were they.
the slip of paper. Tom abruptly exLake Erie recalls that the northwest . There is good reason to consider the
"The Newspapers Will Now Be Justi- claimed: "How the dickens do you
was not only settled very largely by operations that followed on Lake Erie
fied In Stirring Up Whatever Scan- make that out?".
But Mr, Flint was not to be hurried. emigration' from the New England as part of the history of Rhode Isdal They May Conceive!"
"While there may be nothing so states, but that those great and pop- land. The' interruption of commerce
newspapers will now be justified in very mysterious about the house it- ulous states were very probably saved by the war had thrown many captains,
stirring up whatever scandal they may self," he pursued evenly, "nevertheless to the union In the second war with mates and seamen out of employment,
conceive!"
it Is by way ot promising us a very England by the enterprise and valor and many of them had taken service
"Are you afraid of them?" demand- pretty problem Indeed. Does the name of New England sailors, the Boston with Perry on the Narragansett
ed his uncle sharply.
flotilla. Thus it came about that
"Wlthypool' signify anything in partic- Herald observes.
Oliver Hazard Perry, then a com- Rhode Island had in the battle of
"No, no; of course not. It's Paige I'm ular to you?"
thinking of. Think What her feelings
"Nothing definite; it Is familiar, mander in the navy and much discon- Lake Erie not only Perry himself, but
must be when she sees all the rot that Is all."
tented because the duties assigned four of the nine commanders, a mathat's being "printed about her."
"Wlthypool," repeated Mr. Flint to him offered no opportunity for prov- jority ot the sailing masters and
He heard the older man grunt "A musingly, 'jl have had occasion to look ing his mettle, was a Rhode Islander mates, a large number of the remainIn charge of a fleet of gunboats guard- ing officers and a great many of the
precious lot of consideration she has it up.",
shown for our feelings,1' be said. "But
"Yen have!" shot *om Van Vech- ing Narragansett bay in the winter of sailors, besides the men who superinyou are mistaken; the newspapers ten ID hie surprise. "What do you 1912-13, Possessed, he said, "by an tended the rigging and arming of the
may be our best allies, and It is not know, Flint? Tell it!"
ardent desire to meet the enemies fleet.
good policy to antagonize them at this
The centenary celebration, ^here"It's a little village in Somerset- of his country," he applied for service
•tage.
on the, edge of Exmoor forest—per- on the lakes. On the very day that fore. Is a tribute to the prowess of a
"Frankly," the incisive voice went haps one of the prettiest regions in the order* came for his transfer to New England state. It was said years
en, "I am now exceedingly worried; if rural England. Still does the name Lake Erie be sent forward fifty men, ago by a historian that there never
there were not so many vital business convey nothing to yoijr mind? Think!" the second day he sent fifty more, an- was an expedition of importance to
matters exacting my personal attenother party started on the long Jour- the country which was made up so
Here Tom Phlnney Interjected:
tion—things I can't neglect because
"Ruddy thought it was confoundedly ney the following day, and Perry him- largely of officers and men from' a
tliey involve the welfare of others—1 familiar when he read the mi
self started on February 22, taking single state.
8YNOP8I8.
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Housework Is a Burden
HENRT HOWIAND

It's hard enough to keep house if in
perfect health, but a woman who is
weak, tired and suffering from aa aching
back has a heavy burden.
Any woman in this condition has good
cause to suspect kidney trouble, especially if the kidney action seems disordered.
Doan's Kidney Pills have cured thousands of suffering women. It's the best
recommended special kidney remedy.

DIOTT LOVER

A MARYLAND CASE
Hlii
Ladnds
Price, Eleventh St.,
Laurel, lid., say* "I
seemed
to
have
dropsy. My feet and
hands were swollen
and there were terrible pains tn mr
back.
I couldn't
sleep wail and for
one whole winter,
could not get oat I
doctored, but nothing helped me until
1 used Doan's Kidney
Pills.
Eight
boxes
mads ' me
well."

His breast was all
aflame with love.
And when they
had to part
He slyly took her
dainty glove
And wore It near
his heart
Of all the fair she
was the fairest.
Or so she seemed
to be;
\
Her beauty was the
richest, rarest.
Her gladness save
him glee.
He took her dainty
little glove
And pressed it to
his lips:
With tenderest and
deepest love
He kissed the Anger tips.
With passion such as knights ot yore
Were nobly agitated
He kissed her glove—but not before
He had It fumigated.
CANDID OPINION.

The woman who believes she can
make a man think her drug store
complexion is the real thing may be
expected to believe the man is telling the truth when he says she Is
the only one he ever loved.
Most men would have more humility than they possess if it would get
them anything.
A woman is as old as she looks if
she doesn't look her age.
There is many a close man who
has loose morals.
A man seldom has the courage of
his wife's convictions.
If you have the faith that moves
mountains don't spoil it by trying to
enter the moving business.
The Poet.

The poet sang of sparkling. rills
■ And bursting buds and country lanes
And violets and daffodils
And sweet, refreshing April rains.
All muffled up and having chills
And doped with several kinds of pills.
He sat where smoke and fog were thick.
And, looking, from his window where
tt furnished little light or air,
Saw- but a wall composed of brick.
And as he looked and as he wrote
A lump rose in the poet's throat,
For he was weak and sad and sick.
"I fear," he said beneath his breath,
"That I am doomed to starve to death
Unless I sell this mighty quick!"
Therefore the poet wrote away
i
Of promises that spring fulfills.
And bravely let his fancy stray
To gladness over distant hills.
HAD REASON TO BE ONE.

"Pa, what is a
misogynist?"
"One who hates
women,"' ,
"Are you a
misogynist, pa?" t
"Certainly not"
"I should think
you would be."
"Why?"
" 'Cause I heard ma tellin' you last
night that almost any woman could
poke her finger through you. I'd hate
women If they did that to me."
The Minxl •
"I hear that Mrs. 61111B, the pretty
widow, gave your husband her proxy
when the directors of the new gaa
company met last week,"
"Where did you hear that? If she
has done anything of the kind I'll pull
every hair out of her head. That's
what we get for Iettin' women get
mixed up In business with the men."

Get Doan's at Any Store, SOe ■ Box

DOAN'S WJiV
FOSTEiUULBURN CO. BUFFALO. M. Y.

HEADACHES

BAY-FI8 la an effective remedy, contains nooptate
orother narcotic The reaalt of many year'sstudf
on the part of an eminent physician who had la
view the preparation of a medicine which wools
core headaches without the depresslTo effect on the
heart BO common with other powders. The formali
Kwder Is so evenly balanced that the action upon
■ heart la inappreciable Prepared by the B»J
Fie Company, Schenectady, H. V. Bent by
eaall with directions for 10 cents.

NOT SO MUCH TO BE PITIED
Visiting Englishmen Wasted Sympathy
on Man of Millions Who Was
Out for Exercise.

James Stlllman once received I
group ot British financiers In his ln>
posing New York office and entertained them at luncheon In the Met
ropolltan club. Afterward he excused
himself, saying that he had Important
business. "But you can use my btg>
French motor," he said, pointing to
a splendid J16.000 machine that stood
outside. They accepted his invitation
and started off.
A few hours later the Britons were
speeding down a hill on the Hudson
river drive. Suddenly they spied a
lone cyclist tolling up the Incline. He
was pumping hard, but making
progress. As they neared him one bl
the Britishers said:
"I wonder who that begger is?"
"Poor devil!" remarked another.
When they raced past him they saw
that the poor devil was their host,
the head of one of the greatest of
world banks, in whose costly car they
were riding.—Saturday Evening Post,
Tltta Ruffo's Important Views.

A piece of baked macaroni trying
to stand upright. This Is the definition of the modern American woman
given to z Denver newspaper reportei
by Titta Ruffo of the Chicago grand,
Opera company.
|
"It ee« like a piece of cooked maca,
ronl making effort to stand upright,"
he said with an air of disgust. "Is,
Eet-aly the women are beeg. Only
beeg women are beautiful.
,
"The American woman is very cbio
and it is good for her to be a suffragette. It is nice for woman to rule
mar in America. In Eeet-aly It is not
so nice."
,_ - f

HOW DO YOU GET UP? 3*
Heavy and sluggish? Try taking a
couple of Wright's Indian Vegetable
Pills upon going to bed. Costs you
nothing for trial box. Send to S71
Pearl street. New York.—Adv.
_ ^j ,
Of Course.
"I want ten pounds of coffee.1
h(
"In the bean?"
"No!"
"Then you'd better go down to the
ground floor."
Putnam Fadeless Dyes color more
goods than others. Adv.
The science of living consists in aol
being a dead one.

A Windfall.
the
Fosbergs
"Have
Inherited
money?"
"No."
"They seem to have come Into a
fortune suddenly."
"Yes, one of Mr. Fosberg's former
wives married a millionaire not long
ago and refunded the alimony."

Even a gold-handled umbrella has
its ups and downs.

Easy and Comfortable.

"Don't you ever find it hard to be a
freak?" asked the stoutish, tightlylaced wbman who had stopped to converse with the tat lady.
"No, not a bit," was the reply. "1
often feel sorry for some people who
seem to find it so hard not to be
freaks.

Dorit
dintThmi

7

Very. Different.

"After all, life is a good deal like
Wall street."
"In what way?"
"It Is all a gamble, you know."
"But that doesn't make it like Wall
street In life almost everyone has s
chance."
Undoubtedly.

"Patience is a virtue that anyont
can cultivate."
"Yes. If it eould be cultivated oolj
by the few everybody would be want
lng to cultivate it"
Blessing In Disguise.
Many a man is being saved by th«
hard work that he thinks is klUini

Urn.

/P^BOOriNG

*

ttNwrds to Painting

THE heavy winds and rains
that tax ordinary ready rooflag to capacity have no effect
en Amatlte. With its heavy pitch
and felt body and mineral surface
Amatlte can weather the most
violent storms.
It never needs painting.
With Its low first cost and saving In paint. It Is the meet economical ready roofing on the market.
BARRETT MFG. COMPANY

Inbl , OfcteMp FMlafelrkU
8k. LMls
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THE LAST OF THE OLD GUARD. The First of May Brines Many

HAILS DUE TO ABR1VB.
A. at. 6.46—East and West.
9.30—West.
P. M. 12.46—EMt and West.
s
2.00-West
4.60—East.
■ 7,06—East and West.
MAILS CLOSE.
A. M. 6,00-West.
6.46— East.
1) JO—East and West.
P.M. 1.00-Weet.
4.40-East.
6.0O—East and West.
Malls for East Brooktleld are despatched at
6.46A.M., 11.30A. M. and 1 P.M. flails from
East Brookfleld are received at S.80 A. M. and

/
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Frederick H. Gates Quits the Fire DeThis week has seen the removal of Mr
partment after 41 Years.
Charles E. Allen and family from the
Faithful and continuous service in "Jason Hill place," as the older resithe North Brookfleld Fire Department dents know it, on South Main street, refor forty-one years' justly efftHles Freder- cently sold by Willard B. Wilson to W.
ick H. Gates of the Extinguisher Compa- j H. Fullain. Mr Allen now occupies the
ny to an honorable discharge, and last J. E. Porter place, facing on South Main,
evening he severed his connections with owned and last occupied by Rev. Sereno
a service that he has long enjoyed. He D Gammell. now in Daytona, Fla.
believes that although lie is still vigoMr and Mrs Wilson have moved to the
rous, the place should be filled by a house on Gilbert street which they reyounger man, and Charles F. Mayers, cently bought of Mr C. H. Edgerton.
late chief of the department, succeeds The latter can be found at the Eames cothim to-day.
tage on Ward street, which Mr Fullain
vacated.
Mr and Mrs W. H. Fullam are to be
found in their new home bought of Mr
Wilson, opposite the head of Gilbert St.
Mr and Mrs Cook, and family, who
have occupied the Daniel Sampson place
on Elm street, moved yesterday to the
Veber place in Stoddard Court, occupied
for the past year by a Mrs Sullivan and
family, who have returned to Lynn.
Jesse Woodbury and family have removed to West Dennis, where he has
bought a farm.
Mrs Jacob Mock has packed all her
goods and gone with her - son, Rev.
Ojiarles Mock, to Newfane, Vt. .
Mr and Mrs Morton P. Lincoln have
gone to their farm in Oakham, the last
load going yesterday.
Mr and Mrs Philip S. Blanchard, Summer street, will leave town May 16, we
understand, for Fitchburg.
Deacon Amass G. Stone and wife are
moving into the second story apartment
FREDERICK H. GATES.
in the house of L. H. Bond, corner of
It was in the fall of 1872 when "Fred" Arch and Walnut streets.
first donned the fireman's uniform, as a
member of the old Extinguisher ComAUGUSTUS T. BARNES.
pany, and he has seen many changes,
b >th in the company, and in the depart- Death on Tuesday, of Another Vetment of which it is a part, uutil at
eran of the Civil War.
his resignation he is "the last of the
Another veteran of the civil war was
old guard," and the oldest fireman in
mustered out on Tuesday afternoon
point of service.
For ten years he was leading hoseman, when Augustus T. Barnes passed from
for nine years clerk and treasurer, lieut- life at bis home Winter street, aged 76
enant for four years and captain for years and 6 months. Cause of death,
ei^ht years. He has seen hard service, chronic endocarditis. He was born in
for at one time our town had a succession Hardwick, passed his early life there,
of severe fires, from which of late years and in 1870 married Anna Coughlin of
we have been remarkably free. In the Ware, who died several years ago. In
burning of the high school house, Knight 1873, he came here and for a long time
barn, the custom house, and others of drove a coal team for Albert H. Foster.
like magnitude, he was right on deck. He served four years and two months in
He has also been conspicuous in social KCo., 21st regt. M. V. M. He was a
affairs, leading the annual balls, and member of Ezra Batcheller post 51, G. A
working hard to make them the success R. The funeral was attended from the
home, Thursday afternoon, Rev. B. M,
that they have always been.
The bearers were
The old chemical and the famous old .Adams officiating.
Deluge hand tub ' were . "turned in" comrades of the post.
when the new Extinguisher was bought
by the town.
L'Heroux-DeLud*.
Mr Gates, who for many years, was
Miss Sylvia DeLude, daughter of Mr
employed at the Batcheller shoe factory
and Oxford Linen Milfti is now raessem and Mrs Mlsrael DeLude, Willow 'street,
ger and driver for the American Express and Alfred L'.Heroux of Spencer, were
married at St Joseph's church, Monday,
Company.
"-':
morning, at 9 o'clock, by Rev.- Fr».
Judge, with a nuptial high mass. * Miss
' A New Year Banquet.
Florence L'Heroux, sister of the groom,
The closing of a fire department year was bridesmaid, and A. L: Champagne
and the inauguration of a new board of of Ware was best man. '
engineers was celebrated at the Prospect
The bride wore a gown of white satin
h mse last evening, by a banquet, at with a white shadow overdress and veil.
which Charles F. Meyers, the retiring The bridesmaid wore white measaline
c lief engineer, presided. Landlord Re- with hat to match.
On returning from their short bridal
v.me did his level best with the "chicken
a id fixins," giving them a supper that trip, they will make their home on Wilwas wholly satisfactory in every respect. low street.
The members of the IX partment were
accompanied by their ladies,. and Ex-enWilliam Burke, bartender at hotel
gineers Alex Pecot, Roland Hatch and Prospect, and Patrick Collins, a plumbEdward A. Batcheller, with their wives, er, who recently retired from business,
were present. Brief speeches were made went to Boston this week to enlist in the
by E. A. Batcheller, Roland Hatch, F. r gular army.
H. Gates, Dr. Corbin, Charles Ntuartand
Frank Chadbourne. There were musical
WANTED
selections by Mrs Corbin, Misses Jessie BY A YOUNG MAN, lawns to care for and
general
work,
experienced.
Perrin, Marjorie Stuart and Mabel Chad- 18w*
JOSEPH SMITH, North Brookfleld.
bourne. Then alt adjourned to Grange
WANTED
hall, where Miss Florence Thompson furRENT, a place of four or Are acres, with
usitied music for dancing until a late TH)
1 barn and poultry houses Address H. W. a
Box 622, North Brookfleld, Mass. -;
IS*
hour.

NEW BRAINTREE.

Home Changes.

COOK WITH GAS
Don't wait until you have been overcome by the heat from your coal range, when the thermometer stands 90
in the shade, before you install gas appliances for cooking and heating water which will do your work and keep
your kitchen cool, After looking over these three special ofiers, order a Gas Range and Water Heater at once

SPECIAL

1

OFFER NO. 2

OFFER NO. 1
We propose, for a brief time, to offer the
installation of a Lion 'V^ater Heater upon a
Rental Installment Plan
This proposition is the most liberal offer of
its kinJ ever made by our company.
This
offer is made for a limited time only.
The
regular price of this Heater, including connections, for 1914 will be $18.
OUR PROPOSITION

We will replace your old Gas

WATER HEATERS $16.00

TO ALL

Range with this

$18.00

GABINET RANGE
FOR

We will install one of our $18 Lion Water
Heaters to kitchen boiler, shown in cut, upon
a rental basis of $4 when the contract is signed and $3 per year for the following four
years. When five payments have been made
or a total of $16 (this amount-being $2 less
than the regular price) the Heater will become the property of the purchaser.
•v
Conditions of the Proposition
1st. The rental price of 34 for the first year must be paid
when the contract is signed.
2nd. We mast be allowed to Install the heater at our own
convenience and within two weeks from the signing of the
contract, unless a later time is more convenient to as.
«
3rd. We reserve the right to withdraw the offer at any
time.
Special Notice ! We shall have special representatives en
this proposition and win have them call and explain the matter more fully, if requested, by mail or telephone. This heater can be seen in actual operation In our show rooms any time

OiPFEE NO. 3

$25.00.
AND CONNECT IT

Ready for Use

NORTH BROOKFIELD.

Gas Hot Plate Users
Until July

1,1914,

we

will pay $1.00 for your old
hot plate, when you purchase one of our Gas
Ranges.
kinds

We have all

and

prices.

We

have a special one which
we install and connect for
you for $10.00.

This offer

may be withdrawn before
the above mentioned date

In addition to this, we will allow you $3 for your old range regardless of its age or condition.
This offer closes June 1, 1914

as our supply is limited.
So don't wait for the other
fellow.

WORCESTER COUNTY GAS COMPANY

WEST BROOKFIELD.

Death of Lucy (Rogers) Holt

Lucy C. Rogers Holt, aged 81 years, 6
Edward B. Richards, who spent the
winter in Sutherland, Fla. and vicinity, months and 9 days, died at her home on
North street, Saturday, of heart failure.
returned to West Brookfleld, this week.
She was the widow of Frederick Holt,
The S. and C. society held their regular and 68 years resident of West Brookfleld.
meeting, Tuesday afternoon, and were Mrs Holt was a native of Brimfleld,
entertained at the home of Mrs John and her parents were Reuben and Sophia
[Bliss] Rogers. She was one of four
Strickland.
■'_',
.. ,
Miss Georgia Gardner, a Dalton high children, a brother only surviving. She
school teacher, is with Mr and Mrs G. was married to Frederick Holt, March
Frank Gilmore, Pleasant etreet, during a 10, 1854, in Palmer, and for a short time
after their marriage, lived in Huntingdon.
She was a member of the Congregational
Mr and Mrs William H. Fox and church. She is survived by a daughter,
daughter Mary, of Springfield, visited Miss Mary J. Holt, at home, and a son
Mrs Fox's mother, Mrs Sarah Turner, Rev. Frederick A. Holt of Rochester, N.
Front street, Sunday.
Y., also a brother Lorenzo of West BrookMrs Louisa M. Jennison has been em- field. The funeral was Monday afterploying carpenters this week in the noon, with Rev. John Hoffman, pastor of
building of a tworstory addition to her the Congregational church officiating.
Mrs Charles O'M. Edson and Miss Marhouse on West Main street.
jorie J. Cutler sang favorite selections of
William J. Gould and family have reMrs Holt.
turned to their West Brookfleld home
Burial was in the family lot) in Pine
h wing spent the winter with their son,
(irove cemetery, Brookfleld. Unbertaker
Henry W. Gould, Worcester.
Robert G. Liveemore of Brookfleld, was
The commissioners of Quaboag park, funeral director.
have organized for the year with Frank
E. Brown, chairman and Clarence W.
Death of Tames J. dimes.
Allen, clerk. The third member is Eli
M. Converse.
E«. A. W. L. Nelson, formerly of
Westboro, is the newly appointed supply
'of the Methodist church, and preached
his first sermon Sunday.
Warren will
also be in his charge.
The camp fire girls, being organized
by Miss Susan Bill, West Main street,
conducted a food and candy sale, Monday afternoon at Miss Marjorie Cutler's
home on West Main St.
Mrs J. J. Donelson and daughter Alice
•of Worcester are occupying the lower
tenement in the house owned by Mrs
Donelson on Mechanic street. They will
make their home here.

James J. Carnes, formerly a resident of
West Brookfleld, 29 years old, died at the
•home of his father, John Carnes, near
the Boston and Albany division railroad,
last Friday morning, of pulmonary tuberculosis. He was born in Worcester,
Nov. 3, 1884, a son of John and Marcella
(Quinii) Carnes.
He was one of two
children, and came to West Brookfleld
when a boy, and attended the schools
here and also Warren high.
Interested
in telegraphy, Mr Carnes learn*d the
work under the i istruction of the late
George E. Mitchell, an operator at the
West Brookfleld station. Mr Carnes was
formerly a relief agent on the Boston &
Albany division lines, and a relief towerman until the adoption of the 8 honr law.

Brookfleld Medical club met at Ye Old
Tavern Tuesfay night, observing' 'Ladies'
Night." Dinner was served at 6.30
His last permanent work was at the
o'clock. An informal reception with a
tower in East Brookfleld, resigning in
musical program followed, and whist was
February, on account of his health. He
played.
came to the home of his father and aunt,
Robert M. Graham, Palmer, moved to Miss Margaret Carnes, March 11, after
his newly acquired property, Monday, which he failed rapidly. He was a memthe Peter T. Kittredge place on Ragged ber of the United Order of Railroad
hill. It is assessed for $800, and includes Telegraphers, an organisation for whose
house, barn, and 24 acres. The sale was interest he worked early and actively.
through the Adams real estate agency, Mr Carnes married Miss Jennie Armour
East Brookfleld.
of West Warren, at Newtonville, in
Introductory work toward the building November 1906, and there were two childof an additional section of macadamized ren. They bad lived in West Warren for
road by West Brookfleld and the state the past six years.
He leaves a wife, a son Robert, and a
highway commission, jointly, is noticed.
Stakes are set on West Main street, from daughter Alice, besides bis father.
The funeral was from St Thomas church
opposite Merriam library to the state
highway in front of the residence of Ber- in West Warren, Sunday; burial in
Undertaker
nard A. Conway. The highway commis- Sacred Heart cemetery.
sion intends that building operations will Quinlan of Warren was in charge. .Rebe co nmeneed on the piece of Main St. quiem high mats was celebrated in St
Thomas church Monday looming.
roavd, the first part of June.

WEST BROOKFIELD.
C. Harold Risley and wife are at the
home of his parents on Long Hill.
C. A. Risley of Co. are busily _at=aror)r*
in many vicinity towns on Spring- mynumental work.
Papers have been passed conveying--Y»
Old Tavern, built in I77G8 to Elmer M.
Huntoon, the present landlord. The
place is assessed for •2950, and was formerly owned by the late David A. Jennison. Mrs Jennison, administratrix, acP
ed for the estate in the sale of the property.
Statement of the Ownership, Management, Circulation, etc., required by the
Act of August 24, 1912, of North Brookfleld Journal, published weekly at North'
Brookfleld, Mass.; for April, 1914.
Editor, Horace J. Lawrence, North
Brookfleld, Mass.
Managing Editor, Business Manager,
Publisher, and Owner, Horace J. Lawrence, North Brookfleld, Mass.
There are no Bondholders, Mortgagees or
other Security Holders.
Signed, HOBACB J. LAWRENCE.:
Sworn to and subscribed before me this
16th day of April, 1914. .
. .
John Howe, P. M.

Various Salutation*.
"How do you do?" That's English
and American. "How do you carry
yourself?" That's French. "How do
yiou stand?" That's Italian. "How do
yiou find yourself?" That's German.
*How do you tare?" That'a Dutch,
'feiw can you?" That's Swedish.
■"How do. you perspire?" That's Egyptian. "How is your stomach? Have
yiou eaten your rice?" That's Chinese.
"How do yott havo yourself?" That's
Polish. "How'do you live on?" That'*
Russian. "May thy shadow never be
less." That's Persian—and all mean
much the same thing. ■ , •
Meanings of Itching Nose.
An itching of the nose In our grandmothers' days gave indication that a
stranger would appear before many
hours had passed. Dekker, an early
writer, says: "We shall have guests
today, my nose itcheth." An old English superstition was to the effect that
If the nose Itched It was a sign that
the person would be vexed or kissed
by a fool before the day was ended.
With the Germans it was a sign that
one would drink wine with a friend.

Responu... With Ready Wit.
Mr. Curran once dined with a brother advocate, when on circuit, at a
small inn kept by a hostess named
"Honor." They were pleased with
their dinner, and invited the lady to
take a glass/of wine with them, and,
handing It to her, proposed a toast,
"Honor and Honesty," to which thelady added, with an arch smile, "Our
Absent Friends," drank the toast and
withdrew.
Explaining Ezeklel'a Vision.
An eastern traveler now announce*
In all seriousness that Bzeklel's vision
of the wheels was probably Inspired
by a natural phenomenon, such as was
seen about 1907 at sunset In Mesopotamia, by Dr. Hume Griffith. Th«j
appearance of bright concentric rings,
spokes, and wings In the afterglow
tallied exactly with the prophet's do-.
scription, and the time of year wa»
also that referred to by Ezekiel.

Plumbing and Heating Contractor

Of Gardens,
God Almighty planted a garden; and
Indeed It Is the purest of human pleasures, It Is the greatest refreshment to
the spirit of man, without which buildings and palaces are but gross handlworW In-the* royal ordering'of'gardens there ought to be gardens for'all
the months in the year, In which,
severally, things of beauty may. b*»
then In season.
To SUIn Black Walnut
Black walnut may be stained to r«■emble ebony by washing It two or
three times with a solution of sulphate of iron. After the wood is thoroughly dry apply, two or three coats of
a strong solution of logwood. Wlps
with* wet sponge and polish-with Unseed olL

His H«n.
"Some of your constituents are disagreeing with you," said the trusted
lieutenant. "Well, keep tab on them."
replied Senator Sorghum. "Whe»
enough disagree with me to constiCredited to Webster.
Daniel Webster was once dining tute a reliable majority, I'm-going to
with a snobbish Bostonlan who had turn around and agree with theni."—
the 111 manner* to boast of the qual- Cleveland Plain Dealer.
ity, age and cost of his win*. H*
even went Into a computation of the
No Use to Him. i
Interest on the cost that had accrued
Goodheart—"I've gbt you down tor
since the purchase of the wine. Web- a couple of tickets; we'ra getting up
ster listened courteously, and when a raffle for a poor man of our neigh?the computation was ended, he held borhood." Joakley—"None for. m*.
out his glass to his host and quietly thank you. I wouldn't Ttnow what ^to
remarked, "Let us stop that accumu- do with a poor man if I won Mm,"'—
lation of interest"
.
Christian Register.

Great Author's Optimism.
Of that form of eccentricity closely
ELMER R. VARNUM,
related to egotism, whereby many of
the world's greatest artist* and
writers have conveyed to us their appreciation of their own work, a most
. JOBBINO in ALL ITS BRANCHES- ' >
Interesting case is that of Thackeray,
Stoves and Ranges, Sheet Metal Work. ordinarily a' most' modest man. But
there Is good authority that ThackeNorth Main Street,
. West. Brookfleld. ray never passed the house In RusCountry's Need Is Men.
sell square wherein he lived when
Telephone 112-3
1
It has been said that the vigorous
he wrote "Vanity Fair," without raising his hat—a tribute from himself country, the one that 1* going ahead
to his great work.—The Sunday Maga- rapidly,,U the one that has a greater
True Scotch "Cannlnesi."
number of men than women. Men are
There Is in circulation yet another zine.
needed to fight and push the boungenial story about the canny Scot. A
daries of civilization farther and farthCaledonian chieftain won a million
Cannon'* 25,000,000 Horsepower
er. When the needed number of men
pins In a penny raffle at a bazaar.
Commander Regnault of the French cannot be provided some other counThree days later he called, very wan navy in an address to an association of try with the necessary excess of males
and weary of aspect. "See here," he civil engineers calculated that the
takes up the work and the feminised
said to the bazaar secretary, "I've force developed in the heart of a targe
country drops back to a secondary
counted them. They're three short!" cannon firing a 500 kilogram projectile
place.
with a muzzle velocity of 900 Inches a
second
Is
equivalent
to
26,000,000
Purely Figurative.
Not for Him to Rejoice.
"Every man," says the bishop <*f horsepower. That of a field gun firing
"Tou say yqu haven't anything to
London, "must be his own Columbus a projectile weighing about seven kiloand find the continent of truth." This gram* with a muzzle velocity of BOO be thankful for?" said the clergyman
to one of his parishioners. "Why,
is the first time that we had heart Inches is 116,000 horsepower.
look at your neighbor, Hayes; he has
America called the continent of truth,
Just lost his wife by Influenza."
and one wonders where the present
Qualified In Part
"Well," said the parishioner,' "that
fashion of flattery is going to end.—
She was very literary and he was don't do me any good; I ain't Hayes."
Punch.
not. He had spent a harrow evening —Dallas News.
discussing authors, of whom he knew
Cornea as a Surprise.
nothing, and their books, of.which
Modern Euphemism.
Ten years after marriage if a man he knew less. Presently the maiden
Another reason why we like modhappens to tell his wife that he love* asked, archly: "Of course, you've read
her, she looks around for a soft spot 'Romeo and Juliet'?" Ho floundered ern times is because the woman who
in which to throw a fit
helpless for a moment, and then, hav- has to put three guests in her spare
ing a brilliant thought blurted out room calls it a house party.-■Oalveaton New*.
happily: "I've read 'Ronrso'!"
The Tear* of Joy,
The tear* of Joy are salt, sa well as
Work That Count*.
the tears of sorrow. And In thai senDally Thought,
Th* man who does things amounts
tence are many meaning*.—Francis
When one Is tempted to write a
Thompson.
clever but harsh thing, though ft may ♦o a great deal more than the man
Or the Toes.
be difficult to restrain it, it Is always wio wishes he had done things and
Occasionally nrn
Sid* and him better to leave It in the inkstand.— who', promises he will do thlngs.-rWoodrow Wilson.
out—at the elbows.—Judge.
' Builles. •'■--;■

package mails are despatched twioe dally as
follows :-ll M A. M. East and North, 6 P. M.
West and South.
Mails fer the Bural Delivery is closed at 8.16
A. M. and received at 1 JO P. M.
The oflioe hours will be :-6 SB A. M. to 6 P. M.
Holidays, BSD to 9 JO A. M. and 6 to 6 P.M.
Persons who continually ask to have lock
boxes opened are respectfully requested to use
their keys.
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
PAUL M. KEANKY. Asst.

Spinning Power of Spider*.
Spiders have four paps for spinning
their threads, each sap having 1,900
holes, and the fine web itself is th*)
union of 4,000 threads. No spider spins
more than\ four webs, and when ths>
fourth 1* destroyed they seize on th*
webs of others.
,
Forceful Anyway.
Mrr. Hoolihan—"This paper nays
there do be sermons in stones. Phwat
d'yez think of thot?" O'Hoollhan—"Ol
dun.io about the sermons, but many a
good ar-rgument has coom out av a
brick,-Oi'm thlnkin'."
Spoiled Her Evening.
Madge—"How was It you dldn'thave
a good time at the reception?." Marjorie—"I heard a story about a girl
who was there, but she kept within
hearing all the time, and I couldn't
tell it to anybody."—Life.
'
Beat Dlet.fcr Worksrs.
After exhaustive research In Paris
a famous French scientist ha* recommended a diet equally divided between
meats -and vegetables as the best tor
•working people.
Have Faith.
Nurture your mind with great
thoughts. To believe in th* herolo
make* heroes.—Disraeli.

Joseph McEvoy, Attleboro, is visiting,
his mother on Nursery Avenue.
The annual re union of the Congregational church will be Thursday, May 28.
Miss Loretta Doyle of Ludlow is the
guest of her father, Thomas Doyle, Summer street.
Mrs Bertha Pierce and daughter Pauline of Lynn, are guests of Mrs Pierce's
mother, Mrs John Lamson on Central St.
Miss Mary Lawler, a teacher in the
Lynn schools, is the guest of her parents
on Summer street.
Albert Quill left town thiB morning to
take a salaried position on the Worcester
Telegram, as their representative in Clinton.
Rev. Myle Gaffney of Iowa City, la.
has been visiting his mother, on Mt.
Pleasant St., this week. He is recovering from an operation performed in Iowa
a few weeks since.
Mrs Herbert' E. Cumraings, who recently submitted to an operation at the
Memorial hospital in Worcester, is slowly improving, although not yet able to sit
up, even in bed.
Clarence' M.N Smith, a Wall street
broier, has been given a six months' sentence to the penitentiary for using the
mails to defraud investors in the bonds of
the Oxford Linen Mills.
O. Loren. Rice is in a serious condition
at Wesson Memorial hospital, Springfield,
where he was taken Thursday, for an operation, which, on examination by the
surgeons, it was deemed inexpedient to
perform.
The selectmen have turned over a new
leal, and this year Bertbiaume of Speaeer,
will pay *100 for a license to run.a
moving picture show at the Star theatre.
He has hitherto enjoyed the privelege
without;a fee.- .
...
. .-■ ■
Next Sunday morning, at the Congregational church, there will be the Sacrament of the Lord's Supper, with reception of members. The sermon theme
will.be, "The Ministry of Hope." In
the evening,. "Our Influence."
Members of Esra Batcheller Woman's
Relief Corps intending to visit Warren
Corps on the occasion of their 28th an-'
niversary, Wednesday, May 6th, will
please take the 1.15 car. It is hoped ail
will make a special effort to attend.
The second half of theG. F. 8., under
the direction of Miss Kathleen Lovely, is
preparing a unique program, for the entertainment of the first half Tuesday
evening, May 6, at 7.45 o'clock, in the
guild rooms of Christ Memorial church.
The Methodist Sunday school has been
organised into a missionary society and
will take up. its hrst monthly missionary
collection next Sunday. At 2 o'clock the
pastor will preach a May day sermon.'
The evening service will be in charge of
the Men's league.
T e big Ford.auto truck of the Dillon
& Douglas Compony of Worcester, wi ■
overturned on Gilbert street, Saturday,
and the driver, F. T. Towle, pinned under the car,, until released by four men
who saw the accident. The car was damaged to the extent of $100, bnt Towle-eecaped with slight cuts from the glass of
the broken wind shield.
A young woman's branch of the W. C.
T. U. was started Wednesday evening,
with Miss Mildred Lane as president, and
Miss Bertha Jobonson, secretary. The
other two members are Misses Frances
Doano and Marion DeLand. This is expected to be the nucleus for a live society
of both girls and boys.
The weather interfered somewhat to cut
down the hoped-for ^attendance on the
meetings of the W. <J. T. U. on Wednesday, but the faithful few felt well repaid
for their attendance. In the evening Dr.
Rand of Newton spoke on the Relation of
Temperance and the Young People, and
Miss Myra Taylor or Worcester on National Prohibition.
The Brookfleld District Association of
Congregational churches will meet Tuesday, May 4, at 10 a. m., in Warren.
The morning session will be exclusively
for business, and although the JOURNAL
has received no program, we understand
the lafternoon session at 1.30 will consider the all-embracing theme—Brotherhood, in its various aspects, with Rev.'.
Neil McPherson of Springfield; Rev. G.
B. Hatch of Ware and Rev. E. G. Zellars of Spencer as speakers.

John F, Sullivan has received a letter
from Michael Haggerty of Cambridge,
informing friends here that the body of
his son, Daniel Haggerty, who was killed
at Vera Cms, will be received with military honors at Cambridge, and the burial
will be in Maiden, to which place the
body of the mother wilt be transferred
from St. Joseph's cemetery.
A first-class license has been granted to
Edward and Sadie Revane at hotel Prospect, for (1300; and another at the same
price to Charles and Rose Morrison on
Forett street. Charles F. and Sarah A.
Hart, on Forest street, are to have a
fourth-class license at «1200.
E. W.
Reed has a sixth-class license atVl.
Miss Brodeur, a demonstrator for the
Worcester County Gas Company, will be
at their store on Summer street, every afternoon next week, commencing Tuesday
Everyone will be welcome to drop in after 2.30, and see what' can be accomplished on gas stoves and ranges.
Loyal Circle, King's Daughters
meet on Tuesday in the parlors of
First church. .The business meeting
be called at 2 p. m., and at 3 o'clock
J. C. Wiggland of Spencer will give
Circle a talk on District Nursing.

will
the
will
Mrs
the

The Young Woman's Club, to the
number of 32, enjoyed a fine program of
Scotch music, games and refreshments,
at die home of Mrs Margaret Wiley,
School street, Tuesday evening.

■

HISTORY OF THE BROOKFIELDS
A"1»T PERSON having a well preserved uisl\ tory of theUnwkflelds rot'sale can And a
customer at .a fair price .by address! g
CIHARLKS H. ADAas, Occidental Ooliep18t
IC8 Angeles, Cat.

r-

FOR BALE
SIX good chicken coops with runs. Apply at
6 Aioh street. North Brookfleld.
16*

Alphorao Woodcock is reported to have
sold his farm to Columbus Knights o
;
i Coldhrook.

both rubDer %na «ieai Urea, Buggies,
Democrat and Delivery Wagons, Surreys and Road Wagons, both new and
Eev. William France was in Springfield
second hand.
•
I Tuesday night, as the guest of Hon. C.
A.T BOTTOM. 'PRICES
j A. Gleason.
Harness, Robes, Blankets, Whips and
Oil Cloths. Mot too Costly. Not too
j Miss Kathryn Mahan spent the week
Cheap.
'end in Boston, and was entertained by
the Boston University Club.
Shingles and Roofing Material.

Uneeda Biscuit
A crisp, clean, nutritious food. For
everybody— everywhere. Fresh in the
moisture-proof package, s cents.

ZuZu
The funny little name
of the famous little
ginger snap that puts
fresh "snap" and
"ginger" into jaded
appetites. 5 cents.

Wilfred France had the misfortune to
AH the different grades. All •ins Of
cut his ankle, while working for Carl
Nails, also,
Frohloff this week, and was attended by Remember that my pnceB are always
Dr. Douglas of Itarre Plains.
the lowest. I sell so as to sell again.
Charles S. Lane is driving a handsome Dr. Denial'. Hers* Remedies Alwa.fr
pair of black horsas, purchased in BosIn Stock.
ton. G. A. Litchfield has a new pair of
lturaoirt OAKHAH D4.
horses, also Luther Crawford.
At the parish meeting this week, the
following officers were chosen: —moderator and collector, Dea. E. L. Havens;
clerk, Charles O. Johnson; treasurer,
J. T. Shedd; pariah committee, C. 8.
Lane, H. D. Pollard, E. L. Havens; solicitors, Mr and Mrs C. 8. Lane, Miss
Frances Tufts and D. C. Wetherell.

S. CftAiVFOftD

OAKHAH.

CHARLES S. LANE,

Furnishing Undertaker

THE CURE ALL

RE6ISTERED EMBALMER.
(Since Mother learned the Tango
" She never once complains
Of rheumatism in her back
Or her lumbago pains.

Telephone North Brookfleld No.
133-11.

Since Dad began to Turkey Trot
We haven't heard a shout
Of chilblains, bunions, aching corns,
Neuritis or the gout.

Long Distance Connection.
Funeralfl Personally Directed
and Every Requisite Furnished.
I^ady Assistant.

We're doin' all the dances—
(I'm glidin' now, you bet!)
An' we're the wellest bunch at home
I think I ever met)
LrniANA SHELDON.

Personal Prompt Attention Day
or Mitrht.

ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
IN SCRIPT OR
ENGLISH TEXT
H.J.Lawrence,

GRAHAM CRACKERS
The natural sweetness and nutriment
of the wheat are re- j
tained, giving them
a delightful flavor.
10 cents.

Bay biscuit baked by
NATIONAL
BISCUIT
COMPANY
Always look for that name
-£~

North BrookfieM
The school committee have had a large
quantity of cinders carted on to the
Grove schoolhouse grounds this week,
ARTISTIC MONUMENTS
and then rolled down, and now are to
cover this with a coating of fine trap rock
[AND CEMETERY MEMORIALS
in order "to get the children up out of
the mud."
In all kinds of
GRANITE AND MARBLE
TENEMENTJTO RENT
AN TJPSTAIB8 Tenement, with town water,
electric lights, etc. App'j to MORTIMER C A. RISLEY & COMPANY
P. HOWaRP, Summer St.
4wl7
Telephone
West Brookfieid.
PASTURES TO RENT.
SEVERAL flne pastures, all |slzes, to rent at
reasonable prices.
•
_„_«..„2wl8
CHARLES D. SAGE.

Call at 46 Summer Street

SPENCER MANDOLIN ORCHESTRA
T^irTBEN PIECES. Entertainments, HanX quets. Concert Work. etc.
Refer to H. EABLE BATTY, Director
SwlB.

TENEMENTS TO LET.
five r-om tenement on Gilbert street; in
U good repair, teas and town water In the
• '■ *»t
:ii To j^ june 4,
Souse, One of seven rooms on spring street,
gas and town water, in good repair. Both are
on second story. Apply to
F. UNCOLN, Spring Street,
Thomas T. Robinson, who has', {or the MORTIMER
North Brookfleld.
1C
past two years, had control of the Warren, Brookfleld and Siiencer Street RailHOUSE FOR SALE.
way as receiver, advertises the property TWO STORV and a half house with twelve
rooms
in
neighborhood, 5 minutes walk
as for sale by auction, on Thursday, from churchgood
and school, electric cars and post
June"4, hy order of the supreme judicial office. . For fnrther Information apply to
^•15 ' MBS. H. H. DELANB, Walnut St.
court,; v
'-''''
Top lowest bid that will be accepted is
ECCS FOR HATCHING
$151},000, of which $35,000 must be "cash WHITE Plymottl: Bock eggs for Hatching
50
cente
for 13 BVERETl' WEBBER
down" at time of sale. $5000 must ac- Union street.
U
Tel. 9-4
company each bid.
FOR SALE or TO RENT
There have been rumors for some time
COTTAGE HOITSK with or without barn' all
of a probable change of owners. One
modern improvaments. W. H. FULLAM
story specified parties affiliated with the
PICS FOR SALE
Connecticut River Power and Trans[TOUNG I-IGS for sale b;
mission Company as possible purchasers. L
ALFRED C. BT'IDDARD.
North Hrookfleld.
They would have the advantage of getting 15

Foreclosure Sale of Street Railway

their power very cheaply, and the rumor
has it that they would continue the
North Brookfleld branch through to
Barre and even further north, opening
tip a, new country, which might prove
successful by reason of summer traffic,
as well as ordinar, travel.. The outcome
will be awaited with interest. .

HIGH SCHOOL NOTES.
What the N. B. H. S. is Doing; and
Planning for the Future.

To see the Latest Models of

SPIRELLA

ANE

TENEMENT TO RENT
A GOOD UP-STAIRS Tenementof five rooms.
Apply to CHARLES E BATCHELLER,
Summer street. North Brookfleld.
2wl5FOR SALE
A GOOD DRIVING harness. Call on HENRY
W. AVRES, West Brookfleld road, Telephone 34-6
II
TO RENT
A GOOD' up-staire tenement. Town water.
Everything »n one floor. Inquire of FRED
A. STEARNS, South Main Street, North Brookfleld.
1
TO RENT.
suoay furnished or unfurnished teneii
meat of ttotee rooms; everything needed for
N ICE
bottHkeeping'. All conveniences on one floor

CORSETS
Or have them brought to your horn* by sending word to
%*V : *»• -

MRS. B. C. GRAVES,
Representative for the Brookf ields.
Telephone 16-13, . .
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
_

—

-■■■..

-
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■'

"

■—UssssMti

EDWIN T. CHAPIN
ARCHITECT
727-728 State Mutual Building, Worceitsr
Telephone

FRED C. CLAPP

Funeral Director
Registered Embalmer.
L.rlf As.l.t.nt.

C mnecteci by Long Dtotsnoe Telephone^ House and Store.

Rent reasonable. Apply to
DANIEL FOSTER.
Spring St.
atf

MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
DRESSMAKING
IJ Prospect St.

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
WORCESTER, BB.

Seed Potatoes!

North Brookfleld

Free Cooking Demonstration

TUESDAY, MAY 5, 1914,

vVILLIAVi

Since Sis learned Hesitation
She hasn't made a peep
About her old Neuraleia,
Unless its in her sleep.

Principal Currier announced the following pupils who received 85 per cent
COLUMBIA WYANDOTTE8.
or more in their studies for the past two
A FEW Hatchings—utility pens at tl.00 for months or since last examinations were
16 Special pens at D2.O0 for 16.
A. W. BUDD, Gilbert St., exempt from Weir examinations last
2wl7«
North Hrookfleld. week: Seniors—Gwendolyn Burnham,
VernaVorce, John Quill, Rose Mahoney,
Stephen Mahoney, psther Conroy, John
Robinson. Juniors—Evelyn Clapp, Mildred Lane, Leon Miller, Katherine Brosnihan, John Daniels.
Sophomores—
Mary Boyle, Bertha Johnson, 6race
WILL BE GIVEN BY.
Whiting, Jessie Cooke, Eustace Ryan,
MISS EMMA M. BRODEUR
Margaret Cohan, Florence Noonan, Ethel
Chadbourne, Marion Crooks. Freshman
At the Store of the
—Elsie Murphy," Nellie Edwards, Jennie
McNamara.
The Delta Sigma c!ub have decided on
May 15, as the night of their open meeting. Besides their regular lusiness meeting they will give the pantomime, "The
TOWN HOUSE BLOCK, NORTH BROOKFIELD Maids of alt Nations," under the direction of the teachers.
PUR1NO THE VIII BEOiNNING
Miss Helen Arnold, supervisor of drawing in Springfield-schools, and formerly
of the North Brookfleld schools, is the
week-end guest of Miss Evelyn Clapp,
Daily at 2.30 P. M.
School street.
You are ail cordially invited to attend
The freshman classtof the high school
these practical demonstrations, ,
elected Julia Brosnihan as treasurer, to
WORCESTER COUNTY BAS CO. take the place of Annie Sullivan, who
has moved to Lynn.

WORCESTER COUNTY
GAS COMPANY

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concords

PBOBATE COITOT.

To the devisees, legatees and all other persons interested in the estate of Eiien McCarthy,
late of North Brookfleld, in said County, deceased.
Wliereas, a petition has been presented to
said court to grant a lettei of administration
with the will annexed, on the estate of said deceased not already administered, to Mary A.
McCarthy of Natick, In the County of Middlesex, or some other suitable person.
You are hereby cited to appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Worcester, in said County
uf Worcester.on the twelfth day of May, A. 1).
1914, at nine o'clock in the forenoon, to show
cause, if any you have, why the same should
not be granted.
. '
t
mi
And said petitioner is hereby
directed
to
give public notice thereof hy publishing this
citation once in each week, for three successive
weeks, in the North Brookfleld Journal, a
newspaper published in North Brookfleld, the
last publication to he one <*ay at lea-i before
said Court, and by mailing, postpaid, or delivering a cop. or this citation to alt devisees and
legatees named in said will, seven days at
least before aid Court.
Witness, William T. Forbes, Ksqulre, Judge
of said Court, this twenty-third day of April
In tile year one thousand nine hundred and
fourteen.
HARET H- ATWOOU, Register.
April 21, May 1, a, M

FULLAM
Will supply you with the
following seed potatoes :
GREEN MOUNTAIN,
NORCROSS,
DELAWARE,
GOLD COIN,

,

CARMEN NO. 3, .
NEW QUEEN,
EARLY ROSE,
IRISH COBBLER,

BROOKFIELD TIMES
BROOKFIELD

iMLMnONAL

FOR AN AFTERNOON AFFAIR SERVICES BEYOND ALL PRICE
Nut

Bread Ha» Become a Favorite
Among Hostesaes Who Want

"Something Different"
One cup of sugar, one egg.
One and one-quarter cups of milk.
Four cups of fiour.
Pour teaspoonfuls of baking powder
One and one-half cups of nuts.
First mix sugar and egg In a bowl.
Measure and sieve your flour. Add
taking powder to flour. Then alter
mate In adding the milk and flour to
the sugar and egg. After these are
mixed, add the nuts. Either English
-walnuts or the plain American wal
nuts can be used. The nuts can b«
ground by putting them through •
meat chopper ot by rolling them on
the bread board by using the rollei
0ln.
After all your Ingredients are well
mixed, put the latter in two pan*
The pans must first be well greasec
■with lard Bread pans are preferable
Let the bread rise for 20 minutes
Then put in a moderate oven to bake
Bake for 40 minutes.
The nut bread has supplied a longfelt need, for upon all sides we have
been constantly hearing the complaints of people who wish to elimi
nate such rich refreshments served at
jink teas and bridge parties.
What to give at an afternoon affair, instead of the inevitable' Ice
cream, has been a problem.
Nut bread, which can be used instead of,rich pastries, has solved the
solution. A fruit salad and nut bread
can be served, and one woman rea
•oned that this is the same as the
calad course of dinner, which, we all
agree. Is the most sensible of all the
courses. When the bread is served
it is cut in very thin slices and plentifully buttered
A good plan is te
tintter the bread before cutting the
slices from the loaf. This is delicious served with any Balad.

Country Owes Much to Men Who
Safeguarded the Vast Commerce
of the Nation.

A lightship must keep always In
one particular place. Anchored to
the bottom of the sea, she has her
steam always up, but she never sails
unless relieved by another ship so
that she may put into port for repairs.
And such a boat is used because a
warning must be given at a place
where It is impossible to build a lighthouse, and where even the clamor of
a gigantic bell buoy is not sufficient
to warn the navigator. No matter
how fiercely the storm beats or how
desperate may be the boat's plight,
she must stay at her moorings. The
only movement she 1B allowed to
make under the regulations is to sink
when at last she can withstand the
gale no longer. It would bring them
deserved recognition if the government ever published a list of those
who have lost their lives in the line
of such perilous duty. For about
$6,000,000 a year these men and their
craft save from disaster the billions
of dollars' worth of shipping and commerce that come to American shores.
The Popular Magazine.

TIMES

S11MS(D0L
LESSON

[By E. O. SELLERS, Director of Evenln«
Department, The Moody Bible Institute,
ChlcagOj),

LESSON FOR MAY 3
TEXT—"And'they bring: unto him one
that was deaf, and had an impediment
In his speech; and they beseech him to
put his hand upon him. And he took him
aside from the multitude, and put his
fingers into his ears, and he spit, and
touched his tongue; and looking up to
heaven, he sighed, and saith unto him,
Ephphatha, that !», Be opened. And
straightway his ears were opened, and
the string of his tongue was loosed, anJ
he spake plain." Mark 7:32-36.

THE PRODIGAL 80N.

LESSON TEXT-Luko 15:11-32.
GOLDEN TEXT—"I will arise and go
10 my father, and will say unto him.
Father, I have sinned against heaven, and
in thy sight." Luke 15:18.

CAPE COD AND
BUZZARD'S BAY
WATERS MEET
Dike Separating Them Opened
in the Presence of Canal
Company Officials
Buzzard's
Bay.—In
the
presence of August Belmont, president of
the Cape Cod Canal Company and
other officials, the sluiceway in Foley's dike, connecting Cape Cod bay
and Buzzard's bay, has been opened
and the waters rushed through the
canal.
The canal is not open for shipping,
but Mr. Belmont hoped it would be in
readiness by July 4. The Intervening
dike is still in place and there Is
a small section which is not dredged
to the 26-foot depth.
"May the meeting of these waters,"
said Mr. Belmont, as he poured together the contents of two bottles,
one of which contained water from
Buzzard's bay and the other from
Cape Cod bay, "bring happiness and
prosperity to our country and save
some of the misery which the waters
of the cape have caused la- the past."
Mr. Bolmont and Mr. Parsons then
went to the sand dike' which held the
waters back and loosened the sand
and pulled away the. boards which
held' it. To the cheering of more
than 100 persons the waters leaped
together. Many people drank some
of the water, including Engineer A.
C. Ackerman. Then Mr. Belmont
and Mr. Parsons crossed hands over
the sluiceway, the former standing
on the mainland and the latter on the
newly created island.
The sluiceway which was opened
was constructed primarily to allow
the passage of the herring, which
have abounded in Monument river,
over part of whic* the canal lies.
This is the Bame stream down which
the Pilgrims sailed In their explorations of Cape Cod more than aOO
years ago.

LOADING TRANSPORT HANCOCK WITH WAR MUNITIONS

BOILERMAKERb GET
WAGE

RAISE.

The parables of Jesus are marvels
of unity and condensation, yet no necessary detail is omitted. ThU, pernaps his most famous, Is no excepMany
sugges- ;ion even though It does carry a doutions for the heal- ble lesson. Who thinks of the older
ing of souls may orother when this story Is mentioned?
be found in this Though designated the "Story of the
story of the cure Prodigal," we need to remind ourof a man who was selves that the word "prodigal" never
deaf and dumb. jnce occurs in tile story. The opening sentence speaks of a father and
Notice
of two sons. It Is really the parable
The Look
of Jesus—"up to Df a perfect father, the unveiling of
DISFIGURED WITH PIMPLES
heave n." T h s the true heart of God. Against that
heavenward look background is set off a self-centered
131 Mystic St., Arlington,
is necessary for son lacking in natural affection. Also
"There were pimples on my face the
Given Medals for Heroism.
those who would alongside the wayward son is the missize of bird shot. They were dark
Boston.—Medals in honor • of the
restore sick souls erly, selfish one who lacked all the
red with a white head in the center.
heroism
of Capt. James C. Barr of
Such a look is good qualities of his brother, but who
My face was such a mass of pimples I
the Cunard liner Carmanla and Seawas truly a wanderer and ont of harassuring.
In
this
was ashamed to show myself In soman J. Wise tor the part they played
day when so many mony with God the Father. In the
oiety. The pimples itched so much
in the rescue of the passengers and
background we see the citizens of
that I scratched them raw. For two have lost faith in the great facts of the far country who helped this young
crew of the steamer Volturno when
months they had caused me much the gospel, we do not wonder that we Jew to his place of want, famine and
she burned at sea were presented at
pain and many sleepless nights. My hear so much of social betterment. degradation. Remember, it is our
a luncheon on the Carmanla. ChairWe need the vision of God's great
face was very badly disfigured.
man Hugh Bancroft of the port dipower if we are to face with courage Lord speaking to Jews. When the
"I used
,
,
•
rectors made the presentation in beGentiles of the far country sent him
the
deep
problems
of
Bin
in
human
and other remedies too numerous to
half of the Life-Saving Benevolent
to feed swine they insulted bim by
life,
rather
than
be
content
with
mention, but without success. I had
Association of New York.
compelling him to get his living
physical"
helpfulness.
about given up when by chance I saw
Into the keeping of Capt. Barr
The upward look is empowering. H through an occupation instinctively
the advertisement of Cuticura Soap
were given nine other medals and
and Ointment and I immediately sent we are too busy to pray we may ex- repulsive.
sums of money for Chief Officer F.
First Fruit of Sin.
for a sample. I bathed my face with pect our strength soon to depart from
Gardner and eight of the crew of the
The father makes equal' partition
hot water and washed it thoroughly us. But when we read at David BratCarmanla who asBlsted In the rescue
with Cuticura Soap and then applied nerd lying on the frozen ground, "divided unto them." (V. 12) though
but who now are in Liverpool. They
the Cuticura Ointment. After the first wrapped in a bear's skin, spitting neither son had a right to demand a
will be presented to the men by Capt.
blood
as
he
lay,
but
continuing
from
partition of his estate. At the botapplication I felt relief, so I bought
Barr when he returns to Epgland.
That'. Why You're Tired—Out of Sorta some Cuticura Soap and Ointment and sunrise to sunset in crying to God— tom of the son's request was a desire
we
do
not
wonder
at
the
great
bless—Have No Appetite.
to
have
his
own
way—to
be
Independin less than a week I was completely
$23,000 Expenses of Siege! Receivers.
METAL TRADES MEN MEET.
cured." (Signed) Wm. N. Gamester, ing which came upon the Indians to ent of God. He did not go away from
CARTER'S LrfTLE
William A. Marble and John Shepwhom he preached.
home
at
once,
though
his
heart
was
Dec.
11,
1912.
LIVER PILLS
More Than 300 Delegates Gather at ard, Jr. of New York, who were apSuch
a
look
is
balancing.
We
need
Cuticura
Soap
and
Ointment
sold!
already
in
the
"far
country."
will put you right
pointed receivers for the Henry SiegWorcester.
I. Into the Far Country, vv. 13-16.
throughout the world. Sample of each to pray after great undertakings as
in a few days.
al Company of this city when the
free.with 32-p. Skin Book. Address post- well as before them. When a woman Fnn Is the first fruit of sin, and that
They doa
Worcester—The
National
Metal Slegel stores failed four months ago,
card "Cuticura, Dept L, Boston."—Adv. told Bunyan his sermon was excel the son readily found so long as his
their duty.
have
been discharged by Judge Dodge
lent, he replied, "Yes, I know It; the money lasted (Heb. 11:25). But the Trades Association, made up of repCure Con
in the United States district cour.t
resentatives
from
the
metal
trade
in■tjpation, devil
told
me
so
before
I
left
the
pulconsequences
followed
closely
on
its
Proof.
The receivership cost $23,000. Of this
Biliousness, Indigestion and Sick Headache
She—I don't think you love me as pit." God sometimes gives us thorns trail, lor when he had "spent all" he dustry all over the United States, amount $12,500 went to the receivers,
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE. much as you used to do!
In the flesh lest we be exalted a&ove began to be in "want." There are opened its annual convention here
$7500 to Brandeis, Dunbar & Natter,
He—what makes you think that, measure.
many attractive things about this with nearly 300 delegates present. the Boston counsel; $2500 to RosenGenuine must bear Signature
The Means
young man, but those qualitiea were Wffliam H. Doolittle, safety lnapector berg & Lerls, the New York counsel,
dearest? ■
,perverted, they lacked eontrol, they of the National Association, reported and $250 each to counsel for the comShe—You are not half so foolish as i «sed in the cure are interesting.
The man was taken aside; perhaps
sre good servants hut bad task- that the slogan "safety first" is be- plainant and the defendant.
you used to be.
he would not be impressed with the
asters. It is not always physical, ing adopted by manufacturers all over
working of God, in the crowd. Stan- temporal want that comes to the sin- the country. He said Inspections have
The Montessori System.
Kills Msn; Gets A Year.
Old-Pashioned Mother—What is this ley became a Christian through Ms ner, there are deeper and more In- beam made during the past year of
Boston—Giovanni Fresciello of Re334 plants In 96 cities of the United
contact
with
Livingstone
and
felt
that
tense
longings—soul
want
and
soul
* SHOE BOIL, CAPPED
Montessori system of child education
vere, thanked Judge Chase of the SufGod had led him to Africa, away from hunger. These always come to the Stale* and Canada, and in 95 per
that I hear so much about?
HOCK OR BURSITIS
cent suggestions, for safety were folk Superior Court when a sentence
the
world,
so
that
he
might
have
etas*
soul
away
from
God.
Being
In
want
Old-Fashioned Father—I dunno, exof one year at Deer Island was ImposFOR
actly, but the keynote of it seems to to think. This Is the secret of many does not mean that a man's will has adopted.
ed upon him for killing Rooco Blanco.
been subdued. Some prodigals in the
a
sick-bed
or
sorrow.
be "votes for children."
Fresciello was charged with murder
Takes Queries to Supreme Court,
Christ adapted the means to tk* most abject temporal need are as
Boston—In order to clear the at- in the second degree, but on the secneed. By putting his Angers in the proud as Lucifer, and hoast of their
will remove them and leave no blemishes.
ond
day of his trial he pleaded guilty
But Not ori Hers.
man's ears and putting upon his rebellion. So he "Joined himself to a mosphere and determine what are the
Reduces any puff or swelling. Does not
"Don't you think I'm light on my tongue the spittle, which was ofte» citizen of the country." He did not powers of the State Legislature to to manslaghter.
blister or remove the hair, and horse can be
He testified *hat Blanco wounded
worked. $2 a bottle delivered. Book 6 K free. feet?"
used medicinally, he let this deaf mam belong there—the citrw" did. He was matters of 'taxation, Governor Walsh
"Not when you alight on my feet'
ABSORBINE. JR.. Ibe »ml«Ttfc Ualswai f°' ""«*■
know his purpose to heal him. What set to the most degrading task im- sent a special message to the Legisla- his wife with a shotgun and that be
Hod Fur Boil* Sruliei. Old Sorei. SwdUMi. VjrkoK —Houston Post
a comfort that many of us who are aginable for a Jew—feeding swine. ture, suggesting six questions to bo then lost control of himself. He obTdsa, V.ikoiltlci. Allan rale. Price »1 aao «S ■ a™'
submitted to the Supreme Court at to tained a revolver and shot Blanco.
eHruitiiu « seereiee. Will tell more II rou write.
not equipped to deal with the cultured
Like a Lost Sheep.
The more you talk to a man about have peculiar adaptation to deal with
the authority of the General Court un■W.YOUM.P.0. ►"•. HjBjf* *' *»rlim«ld,»ltM
II.
The
Home
Coming,
vv.
17-24.
3 Years in Prison for Perjury,
himself the more Intelligent he thinks others, and that the Great Physician
der the present constitution.
MAKES SORE
The
first
step
was
for
the
son
to
stop)
Boston—Alfred J. Fisher of West
Prominent taxation authorities have
uses means adapted to the end.
Pettit's Eve Salve EYES WELL you are.
and really think. That is where sal- contended of late that an amendment Rpxbury, found guilty of perjury In
Christ did not shrink from contact
vation always begins—In thinking. He
with the sufferer. We cannot pay knew he was lost, o. g., out of adjust- of the constitution is not necessary testimony he- gave against his wife
to bring about relief from present tax- and another man in West Roxbury posomeone to do religious work for us
ment, in the wrong place, out of his ation troubles, and that the delay con- lice court, has been sentenced to from
simply because it is unpleasant Sam"element and like the loBt sheep, sequent to amending the constitution three to five years in state prison in
uel Hadley would put his arms of !OT«
"ready to die." He saw his condiJudge
about the wrecks of humanity that tion, money gone, friends gone, hogs may be obviated through power now superior criminal court by
came to Water Street mission, even
resident in the Legislature itself to Chase,
for companions, no food for his susClarence G. Klmball of West Roxthough he would have to change hii tenance. He saw his value. He was classify property for purposes of taxbury, on the same charge,, was senclothing when he went home.
For Infanta and Children.
mare Important than the servants of ation.
tenced to Deer Island house of correcThe Sigh
bis father's home. He saw Ms fathtion for two years.
Five Years for Fatal Operation.
of Christ should not be forgotten: er's love, already manifested In what
Boston—Dr. Joseph C. Boulay of
"Looking up to heaven he sighed." had been given him and we fain would
Largest Subway Force.
He saw in the man only an example believe that when he left home he Chelsea, found guilty recently of perBoston.—The Boston Transit Comof the world's suffering and sin and had the father's urgent plea to re- forming an illegal operation alleged
mission reports that 1539 men are emhe sighed over it all.
turn. He saw a way to escape from to have caused the death of Miss
Men have remedied physical ills his present position. All of this after Margaret Patrick of Chelsea, has ployed on subway and tunnel con• ALCOHOL-3 PER CENT
when they have felt them. John How- he "came to himselfi" Before that. been sentenced to five to seven years struction in Boston at the present,
ANfetfelaUe Preparation for Asard reformed the prisons of Europe Impenitent, he was morally Insane, In state prison by Judge Fox in the this being the largest force ever emsimilating tteFoodaml RegulaIt
after he himself had had an' experi- now he haB reasoned, Isa. 1:18. 'With second session of the superior crimi- ployed on the work at one time.
ting the Stomachs and Bowels of
ence of prison life. If we do not sigh his reasoning also came the deter- nal court. During the trial Asst, does not Include the office employees
over spiritual needs we are not likely mination to make a full confession. Dlst. Atty. Henry Fielding Introduced of either the commission or the con5 IMFANVS/CHILUKLI^
to supply them. < We must bleed If we "I will say unto him," not alone con- a dying statement by the Patrick girl, tractors, which would Increase the
would save. The awfulness of being fess his need but the fact that he had in which she named Dr. Boulay as number two or three hundred.
Promotes Digeshon,Cheerfulwithout God, without Christ, and hav- sinned. This is the only way for a the physician who operated upon her.
nessandRest.Contains neither
70 Jersey Catle Die In Flamts.
ing no hope, must weigh upon us II sinner to come to God, Ps. 82:3-5;
Opium.Morphine nor Mineral
Leicester.—The barns and outwe are to be zealous in snatching men! I John 1:9; Luke 18:11-14. He did
Rev. Dr. Henson Dead.
NotNAHCOTlC
as brands from the burning. No cul- not stop with resolving but "he arose
Boston.—The Rev. Polndexter S. buildings on the James A. Fouracre
Atyv tTOId DrSAHVEimVtBI
ture . or refinement should blind us and came to hie father," v. 20. He ex- Henson, pastor of Tremont Temple estate on Whtttemore street, in Leifrom* the fact that "he that helieveth pected to* apply for a servant's posi- from 1903 to 1908, famed as pulpit cester Centre, have been destroyed
by fire with estimated damage of
dot is condemned already."
tion, but never had the opportunity lecturer, died at his home in ChicaMvlklM V ^f.
Atin S'—t '
The Cure
for the father saw him "a great way go last Friday. He was 83 years old. $15,000.
fyfgtnniitl Flve horses, 70 head*-of Jersey catDr. Henson's Boston pastorate was
had happy results.
off" and "ran and fell on his neck and
tle,
two
tons
of
hay,
three wagons
HirmS„J ■
It made the man companionable; kissed him." Notice the kiss of recon one of the most successful in the bishe could converse with hie friends dilation was given before he even had tort of Tremont Temple. He came and farm Implements were destroyed.
. Winkffiwi Fluvtr.
now. The salvation of the soul put* a chance to confess. In his confes here from the Hanson Place Baptist The loss is partly covered by InsurA perfect Remedy rorConstipa
one into fellowship with God and with sion his first thought Is that he had church of Brooklyn, N. Y., succeeding ance.
lion. Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea
his people.
sinned against God and then against Dr. Lorimer. He was much in the
50,000 Need 8urgleal Operation.
Worms .Convulsions .FevensnIt made him useful. He no longer his earthly father. The father had public eye as a minister who took deBoston—"There are over 50,000 perr
ness and LOSS OF SLEEP
needed to be dependent upon any not once forgotten him; he "had com cided stands on questions of the day. sons In Boston and Its environs sufman. Spiritual cure makes ua "work- passion" even though the son was unfering from dyspepsia due to ulceraFacsimile Signature^•'
Students Voloe Disapproval.
ers together with God" and many tes- merciful to himself and to all of bis
tl-n of the stomach who ought to subSaugus— With a band, equipped
tify that they date their true life from loved one's. The father kissed him
<£?tffZ35A7.
mit themselves to a surgical operatheir second birth through faith in before he was washed or otherwise with drums and tin pans at their
THE CENTAUR COMPANY,
Christ. Jerry MeAnley was a river made presentable.
NEW YORK.
thief whose heart God touched while
Neither of the sons are perfect but high school
he was imprisoned In Sing Sing. He he who uttered the parable was him of the forced resignation of Principal Fined $20 for Giving- Cigarettes to
Atfo mouths old
became a great blessing to many and self the true son of the father. He James F. Butterworth by parading
Minorsat his funeral the streets were filled never departed from hit father the streets of the town and cheering
Lawrence—For giving cigarettes to
by men of high and low degree who wasted his father's substance, not their former principal. Mr. Butter- minors In exchange for cigarette coujjOuaranteed under the Foodai
came to honor him.
brought discredit upon his name worth resigned as a result of friction pons, Nahara Maloof, proprietor of a
Of course, it made the man happy. Jesus was In full sympathy with hii with the school committee.
Enact Copy of Wrapper,
grocery was fined $20 by Judge MaHis tongue doubtless sang aloud In father's heart for he welcomed the
honey in the police courtrejoicing; his ears were ravished with wandering publicans and sinners to
Recluse, Had $10,000.
the sweet sounds of nature. Wher- himself! took the Journey Into the fai
Wakefield.—Bankbooks showing de35 YEARS SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT ever the gospel goes, music Is born country to find the wanderers and tc posits of more than $10,000 in Salem
j An Uplifted Feeling.
Nothing gives a person more sptt>'
OF LIQUOR AND DRUG ADDICTIONS and the wilderness and solitary place* bring, them home. Christ's mission banks were found hidden undof carof human life are made glad.
was to bring many "sons' to glory" pets and In closets during a search ltual satisfaction than getting to
(Heb. 2:10), which means restoring of the house occupied for twelve church on time once in a while, tor a
"The great physician now is near,
the wanderer and fulfilling In him th« years by Miss Mary N. Wilson, .a »0- change, and seeing other people oomt)
BUFFALO, H. Y.
The sympathising Jeaus;
wliTTMLAInlB.M.Y.
WEST HAVEN, CONN,
year-old recluse who died hero.
in late.—Newark News. *
He speak* the drooping heart to cheer,
narfectness of tonthlp.
LEXINgTPN;MA88.
PWOVIDKWOM.il,

Your Liver
Is Clogged Up

Candle, Weighing 400 Pounds, to
Perpetuate Memory.

State Board Awards 5 Per Cent in.
crease—Men Had Asked for
15 Per Cent.

Bo«ton—By a decision of the state
board of conciliation and arbitration
several hundred employes of seven
boiler manufacturing plants In Greater Boston will receive an average
wage increase of 5 per cent They
asked for 16 per cent. The shops
affected are the Richard Minton Company, the Atlantic Works, the Hodge
Boiler Works, the Bertelsen & Petersen Engineering Company, the New
England Iron Works Company, and
the Daniel Russell Boiler Works, Inc.
In reaching their conclusion, the
members of the state board took as a
basis for. their calculations the wage
scales of the shops on Jan. 12 of this
year. As the wages of some of the
me nhad been increased since that
date, the board awarded for work as
performed at the time of the filing
of1 the petition wages equal to 105
per cent, of the wages paid on Jan.
12.
The board recommends that the
parties to the situation make further
efforts "to perpetuate and perfect the
present good understanding by agreeing upon a precise classification of
work to serve as a basis on which to
re-establish prices whenever occasion
arises."

iRGISIIRIAL
Gigantic Taper Will Be 16 Feet In
Height and Will Stand in Vatican
at Rome to Be Lighted on
All Souls' Day.

New York.—Just Imagine having to
use a derrick 25 feet high to dip a
candle!
This Is rather an unusual
performance, to be sure, as candles
,16 feet tall and weighing 400 pounds
are not manufactured every day. The
particular taper in question was recently made in this city by A. Ajello
& Bros., and ultimately is to stand in
the Vatican at Rome, where it will be
lighted once a year, on Ail Souls' day,
In memory of the late J. Pierpont Morgan. At this rate It wilt have an endurance of quite 3,286 years—provided
It will be left to burn the ^hours of
the day.
But why, you will probably ask, dip
a candle In this advanced age? Well,
here's a chance for some enterprising
individual to help the candlemaker,
because he has not yet been able to
discover a method of making pure
wax tapers that can come up to the
old-fashioned one of dipping.
Bees\ wax, unlike paraffin, stearin, etc., cannot be cast In a form, for the simple
reason that it sticks to the walls of
the mold and cannot be gotten out.
Therefore the need of the derrick,
which was kept bUBy four weeks beAmong the war vessels at Vera" Cruz is the transport Hancock, which is carrying a great store of war muni, fore the body of the Morgan candle
had grown to the desired proportions.
tions for the fleet. The loading of tils vessel at the New Orleans docks Is depicted in this photograph.
This time element, however, varies
.with the season of the year. Under
the most favorable circumstances sixteen dippings can be made in a day;
but as the taper In question was
"built" In warm weather, one hour instead of 30 minutes had to be allowed after each lowering of the wick
Into the near-by vat to give the wax
sufficient time to cool and harden.

HUERTISTA ARTILLERY IN ACTION

Where Safety Is First
Consideration Haynes
Is First Choice
The. foremost feature on the Haynes car is the Vulcan
Electric Gear Shift, without doubt, the greatest safety device
ever applied to the automobile.
It has so many advantages that you will never go back to
the old-fashioned, hand-lever method of changing gears, once
you have driven the electrically controlled

The electric gear shift permits you to retain your hand*
en the steering wheel while changing gears.
You can keep your eyes on the road ahead, at all times.
You can change speeds silently and simply, without physical effort and without danger of stripping a gear.
You can shift gears with the speed of lightning, and worm
your way through congested city traffic with perfect safety.
You can anticipate your speed changes, so that shifting
gears on the Haynes merely resolves itself into touching a
button on the steering wheel for the desired speed, then, when
you want the gears actually shifted mere pressure on the
clutch pedal does it.
If you are looking for safely in an automobile, as well at
comfort, convenience and service—you will .find it in the
Haynes, America's First Car.
The H»yne«"Four,"48 dynamometer horsepower—
118 inch wheelbaie
~fl7»S and I198J
The Hayne. "Six," «5 dynamometer horsepower—
130 inch wheelbaie
••
$2500 and $2700
The Haynes "Six," 65 dynamometer horsepower—
116 inchwheelba*.........
$2585 and «27«
*The Complete Motorist" by Elwood Haynes, Father of
the American Automobile Industry, fully describing the
1
Vulcan Electric Gear Shift, will be mailed upon receipt of
ten cents In stamps. Write to

THE HAYNES AUTOMOBILE COMPANY
34 Main Street, Kokomo, Indian*
Builder* of America'* Ftrtt Car
The Hftrnee «r le handled by The W. L. RtuMll Co., tlS Eliot
St., Boston, Hut., and by dealer* throughout th« New England
Slate*.
'
Fi 1 .*•. Tbe Haynes aella readily because of Ita meebanleal
UealeiS. features. You may be In open territory—aend for catalog and four pages of detailed apecl&catlooB, giving over 600
Items which comprise the Haynea. Write ua right now!
THE HAYNES AUTOMOBILE CO.. 3* M«ln St.. Kokomo, Ind.
Enctosedflnd 10 cents In stamps. Please send me Elwood Haynes' Book,
"The Complete Motorist."
Name
Address
I expect to buy s car about

A detachment of Huerta's field artillery la here shown In action,
slderable ammunition for their modern guns.

Whoops.
"Did you ever see AuguBta?"
"What Augusta?"
"Augusta wind."

REAR ADMIRAL BEATTY

Don't Cut Out

Vanity will continue to flourish as
long as it can feed on itself.

W.L.DOUGLAS
SHOES

Men's tiSS UYK&j
Women's tlttf-V

Ml*ses,aoys,Ohlldi
tl.SO SI.7SSIM.BO

ImmQ^ Crops«.
rAJIp«rtiofthePiwi*c«of ]
M*utoba,S*^atch«wu and )
Alberta, have produced wo*- '
derful yield* of Wheat, Omt*, '
J Bowler and Flu. Wheat sraderf i
from Contract to No. X Hard. *
' weighed heavy and ridded fraea 2* j
to 46 buaheU per acre; 22bumhekwaa ,
about the total average. Mixed Fen*- ]
' log may be considered fully aa profit- j
J able an industry aa grain raising. The |
/ excellent grasses full of nutrition, a
I the only food required either for b.
or dairy purposes. In 1912, and again ta \
1913, at Chicago, MenUob*. carried eff j
tbe Championship for beef steer. Good *

1,006,*,.

irssiseiSw.
OtMglM ftlMM
sad H.60 notwluWaadme UM
asormoua tttaraMBia taseest of
Matur. Our standards hava
Botbeas lowered and tie prise
toyouramaMalbtlams.
Xak yourdaUer

B&-p^MTt-oirdSSLS

The Kind You Have
Always Bought

tatb* prlo*.
TAKI NO WWTITUTI

■*»«!«• vitbotikW. L. ?«uLM'ut»«
>*•* « *fe« l*tt«». irw,UD««rUt
•fee** «rw nol for aaIt In jtmr vUMtf. fltiW
■■- ^Dsn Htetory. Shots Ht*vrj**mbm
___ family at ill pritwtv P"*M* ***•■
Writ* tor Uluatrmtad uulof tkowlnf bat*
to «Wer by mill. W. L7 WtJOlii.
ll> <taj. ■rrtt, ImlMThW

Candle, 16 Feet Tall, Weighing 400
Pounds, to Stand In the Vatican In
Rome and to Be Lighted Once a
Year In Memory of J. P. Morgan,

This picture of a detachment of federal cavalry was taken during a
parade of the troops through the streets of Mexico City, at the height of the
excitement over the breaking out of hostilities with the United States.

nrvScHil^

Rear Admiral Frank E. Beatty it
in command of the third division of
the North Atlantic fleet.

BATTLESHIP IN ACTION

In

Use

For Over
Thirty Years

CASTORIA

THE KEELEY INSTITUTE

........MM.

T

CftSTORUV
Bears the
Signature
of

..........^

These men are well-drilled and have con-

Members of the crew of the battleship Florida in the control top of the
This is on* of the greatest fighting
lattice mast, watching the progress of their fellows in tha cantu— of Vera vessels of the American nary, com
lng head on and firing a broadside.
Crux.

Now for the wick of this unusual
candle which tapers from a base one
and a half feet in diameter to six
inches at the tip. How to bring about
a uniform flame from beginning to end
was the problem that faced the chandlers. The wick needful at the 6-inch
tip would never do tor the lH-foot
base, and vice versa. Why not a tapering wick? In this way the mass
of the wax and the number of fibers
in the wick have been so accurately
proportioned that the burning quality
will remain constant.
And as for
dripping or smoking—that's out of the
question.
The real work, however, "from the
candle makers' standpoint, did not begin until the body was finished and the
artists took up their task. This involved the painting of a portrait of
Morgan and his favorite Sowers—
American Beauty roses and lilies of
the valley—In oil, and the modeling
of a design to relief about the base
and the picture.
Fifteen hundred dollars is the price
that was paid for it by.grateful Italians—members of the Church of Out
Lady of Mount Carmel of Jersey City
—that have offered this truly wonder
ful memorial candle in commemora
tion df the great financier who »a
the benefactor of many of their pec
pit to their native land.

i schools, markets convenient, climate e
(-.client. For the homesteader, the n*
who wishes to farm extensively, or rJ
investor, Canada offers the biggest op- ]
portunity of any place on the cootin
Apply for descriptive literature i
I reduced railway rates to
, Superintendent of
Immigration,
1
Ottawa. Canada, or to
M. A. BOVVLBY
73 TrewMt $1., lotion. Hit*.
Canadian
I Government Agent 1

AGENTS
WANTED!

MSN AND ffOMEK, to handle
3& cent tatssnE and harmless cleaner qf
plated Sold and BUver War* and
ont robbing; and selling readily to every
with repeat orders certain; eroSt large, Ol
* COMPANY. «4 Brosvd St., Bostest*'

RELIABLE A6ENTS WANTED
We want more local sad traveling men to sal
our strictly High Grade nursery stock, fail.
guaranteed. No experieuce necessary. Pins
outfit tree. Commissions paid weekly. Writs
AT ONCE for terms and exclusive territory.
HOMER N. CHASE • CO.

Aunws. Ba

FREEIE

Just out, 2 for2S Cts.

EARL & WILSON

>T j article rn every ran
recently
lawiuij.eens
res tan rant, bafce shop-drug *ton,
candrjaetary.1
In ever? kitchen wnare eggs are «
oar catalog, this separator will tw_
eoue. Brooklya,
BAKTOH CO., Oft) Mostnad Avenue,
Brooklyn, H.
1 1,

We Offer 7% Mortgages (,„ prop«nr; inane
Kl and Interest saarantaad by atronf, waMa.1.
en. J. A. WKSTMAN, HKiilNA. CANAD*

MAKERS OF TROT'S BEST PRODUCT

SUE $100 WEEKLY SSyi.T.T pV^SSTfrS

tUeet Mtff4j Cve-ey. Bex IIS, Beck ley Set,, Beetea.Bee»

NAVARRE PATENTS^

EASTMAN'S lEir-CHiLKIlfttOHMaf
LINK—Bv null seventy-flva orate. Agents wajneti.
W^lttOilk Ues Ce., BlUa Utrwere, S».4e.», Wees,

FIBEPSOOF

iVMU&aP- HOTEL
NEW YORK
CENTRE OF EVERYTHING

Wnts*n R. Oalei«e,w»ea>
DC BeeaafnH. HJafc.
Bass lasala.

100 RET FROM BROADWAY

BttrBCWIBAlSTATia"
7 Blocks

L *.t. Stl.. 4.

150 KOOMS
A. room with bath •
Other rooms with bath
Rooms for two persons
oultlNI
(• la* Carte)

SALESMEN WANTED to eell Dallr
Record, big profits; send 36c far sample
terms. FRY SCWI.Y CO.. Newrllla.
,

,

BATHS 200 WJHTED TO BUT 010 COINS £1 *i°KB.' VS
Wa. lUeSUlS. reatoea Be*.. 1D1 TrteHl SC, ■■lie. Meat
• - .»1.50
$2.00, $2.50 IN VIS1B1M*: INK-Makm. wrlUnn prrrate, _
lutelT invisible until treated. Hutiie I6e cola, aoefe$2.50, $3.00 pald.
Madison Oo-. 613 Cover Be.. St. Louis, lee.
ttuaio

MMoAolt OetOREO MAP OF ajSVV YORK
EDGAR T. 8MITH. Managing Director.

W. N. U.. BOSTON, NO. 18-1t14.

VISITS OF BURGLARIBUS

BROOI IELD TIMES.
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"Mc Library %^

• By FRANCES DE WOLF FEN-*
2
WICK.
•

■

Clytie put a dab of uepia on her SHAPE AND VIGOR OF FOWLS
canvas, drew back, brush In hand, and
surveyed It critically.
Then she Vitality Should Be First Requisite in
Every Domestic Bird Used for
turned around—
Breeding Purposes.
"That's right!"
said the man behind the gun, (By D. J. LAMBERT, Poultry Instructor,
Rhode Island State College. Copywhich in this case
right, 1814.)
BROODER FOR LITTLE CHICKS
happened to be a
Careful selection of breeding stock,
pistol. "One yell eliminating all those showing traces of
and you're a dead weakness, will insure poultry raisers
Mother Hen Should Be Given Nice
woman."
Light Place, Dry end Warmagainst three-fourths of the mortality
The yell died in of chlckenhood.
Comfort Is Great Thing.
her throat. Clytie
Abounding vitality should be the
stood like a stone first requisite in every domestic fowl
The hen with early chicks is given
column.
the poorest chance in the world for
used for breeding purposes. No mat, "Y o u s e don't ter what class, breed, variety, size or
jcaring for her brood. She is generseem pleased te» cost, or how excellent the prize record
jaily confined with the little ones for
Bee me!" her vis- or fine the plumage, if the bird is lacka few days In a coop with bars where
itor ventured.
ithey can run out and in The coop Is
ing in stamina it should never be used'
"I'm not," Cly- for reproduction. These rules apply
enly a small thing, rather dismal and
tie answered, suc- to all kinds and both sexes.
dark. She is hardly ever given a nice,
cinctly.
■well lighted place, dry and warm,
The most vigorous males of common
and with chaff and straw on the floor
Burglaribus opened his mouth and fowls are Invariably loud crowera,
proud strutters and ready fighters, and
where the chicks can scratch and eyeB" gtaultaneously.
•work without freezing the life out of
'Youse 've got a steady head on a vigorous male can be detected by
them. Some folks will say that the yer," he remarked. "But that ain't the way he carries himself and by
hen is always there to warm them up wot I came here ter say. Were's yert the way he stands upon his feet and
when they want warmth; but what dough?"
throws out his chest when he crows.
would you think of an artificial sysOther unmistakable signs of vigor are
"I haven't any."
tem of brooding that would keep a
"Here now, none o' that," her visitor- a straight, upright, bright red comb,
elose little hoover In reach of the said threateningly. "Out with it. I'm; stout beak, broad back and smooth
chicks all the time, but without any a desperate character, I am, and I'm shanks set well apart.
Hens and pullets of strong vitality
warm place where the chicks might willln' ter take chances. Bring out yer'
type are generally prolific layers, are
work and eat?
cash or—"
Every year you see the old hens
"My good man," Clytie responded off the roost at dawn and will keep
clucking around the place with the patiently. "I can't bring out what I at work until darkness compels them
little brood with her, crying and havent got. Shoot me if you feel in- to stop. They are always wide awake,
cold, and begging the old brooder to clined. There are people In the next industrious busybodies, and in shape
•top. In early spring the weather is studio, you know—men. They'd rush these hens are broad across the hips,
In the minute they heard the explo- the tall is carried fairly well up and
their size is near the average for the
sion—"
Burglaribus lowered the pistol and breed.
For breeding purposes hens are genlooked at her Intently.
"Youse 've got a head on yer, as I erally preferred to gullets because
said," he remarked. "But stranglln" they are fully matured and possess
don't make no noise, an' I reckon I'll stored up vitality after their annual
Just hev' ter choke yer till yer feel molt. Furthermore, their second laylike tellin' me a little more."
He ing year they will lay larger eggs
which produce Btronger chickens.
moved toward her.
A well-matured year-old cockerel Is
"Hold on!" said Clytie firmly. "I
don't see any fun in being strangled. often a surer stock getter than an
But truly there's hardly any money in adult cock because the former is genthe room—only nine dollars and erally more active and sprightly. 'The
seventy-eight cents altogether, and it's number of hens to one male depends
in that little safe underneath the table. upon how many eggs are desired for
Incubation and whether the flock is
But you can't open it yourself—"
"No, but youse kin Open it for me," confined in a yard or has unlimited
range. It is better to breed only from
Burglaribus responded.
i
He laid his pistol down, leaned his the very beet than to include Inferior
elbow on the table, and watched Cly- specimens to make Up a larger pen.
tie with calm interest as she stooped Four to eight hens, with one cockerel,
is usually better than a.large numtor the little safe.
"See," Bhe said, kneeling and hold- ber, especially when space is limited,
and
a vigorous male will take care of
ing it toward him, "just feel! Isn't It
forty or fifty hens on free farm Sangis.
heavy?"
Burglaribus "hefted" the safe. The So long as both sexes are strong and
The Silkle, Called the "Nurse Maid'
hardy it is possible to get good results
Hen of Japan, on Account of the next moment his head came in con- In breeding from very closely related
Way Site Mothers the Baby Pheas- tact with the hard-wood floor of the stock, which is frequently done by
ants—Large Exhibits Were Shown studio—and when he recovered his breeders of show-ring birds.Clytie had
at the Recent Poultry Show in the balance he was. alone.
frantically grabbed his good right leg,
Grand Palace, New York.
yanked It from under him, then had TO MAKE LIGHT NEST-BOXES
very unpleasant for chicks. They are rushed to the door and slammed it bemiserable in the chilly air and on the hind her. Burglaribus, swearing ter- Material Suitable for the Purpose May
damp ground, and don't feel like ribly, rubbed ; his aching head and
Be Obtained From Grocer for
working and following the old hen.
the Mere Asking.
looked for a way of escape. But it
A hen with chicks should have a was too late. The studio door was
little brooder house Just the same as flung open and the "men" in the "next
Light handy nests, which can easily
If she were an artificial brooder The studio" rushed In.
be taken out and cleaned are made
room where the chicks might work
Burglaribus was promptly nabbed from grocery boxes which may often
and scratch ought to be sunny and and eseorted to a police station.
be had for the asking.
.
dry and warm. The old hen's comCut a hole (C) in the side of the
For the next fortnight Clytie wa*
pany Is not warmth to the chicks besieged by Interviewers of all kinds box 12 or 15 Inches square, and hinge
when they are out from under her; and sorts. She sold several small pic- one end with strap-leather hinges as
and they must be out from under her tures -at prices which made her wish at (B), so that it will open out and
a great deal of the time if they are to that a sneak-thief or so would visit her allow for gathering eggs and for cleanmake large thrifty birds. A little weekly, and with the proceeds of one
brooder house or large sunny coop of them took a few lessons in selfwith artificial heat in It will save defense.
many of your chicks this spring. * She became quite an enthusiast on
Keep to mind that comfort for the the suWect, and acquired several real-,
chicks Is a great thing.
ly clever tricks, then settled down to
her painting and gradually forgot her
SPADING UP FEEDING PLACES sudden rise to prominence. She was
painting and whistling gaily one morn-,
Practise Tends to Purify Ground and ing when the door behind her opened
softly.
Encourages Exercise on Part of
She turned and beheld a middleFowla In Flock.
aged stranger of sinister aspect. He
On most farms feed for the flock it regarded her for a minute in silence,
scattered about on the ground, and then put'his hand in his hip pocket.
"Another one!" she gasped, plungthe chickens are continually fed within a small space. The surface of the ing Into the adjoining studio. "Oh, an
awful-looking
beast Get him, quick."
ground soon becomes foul with the
The three men promptly dropped
droppings of the flock. True, sunshine
acts as a germicide, and if the space their pipes, gossip, etc., and rushed to
is at all sloping, the washing of the the rescue, Clytie followed.
"Confound you!" yelled Burglaribus
rain helps some, but generally the
the Second. "Call this a free country?
spot Ik level and often muddy.
Box Nest Easily Made.
The ground quickly becomes con- Are you all lunatics here? Can't a
taminated with the continual tramping man call on his relatives without be- Ing. Two holes in the back of the
of the flock, and If there be one sick ing knocked down and walked on? box will be quickly made for hanging
fowl the whole flock may soon become Can't he—"
the nest on nails driven Into the side
Infected. This Is especially true with . At the word "relatives" the men of the house.
,.
Blackened their bold and looked at
small chicks and young turkeys.
Nests such as this can be made for
The spading up of the feeding place Clytie.
a few cents each, and are convenient
"Why," said Clytie, amazed and In- for egg gathering, and sanitary, says
once or twice a week will bring good
results* It will tend to purify the dignant, "you don't, suppose a silly the Wisconsin Agriculturist. Ten of
ground. It will induce exercise on the bluff like that will help you. You these box nests may be taken down,
part of the flock, which is always de- know I'm no relative of yours. Oh, cleaned, sprayed and refilled with
sirable. Especially is this true when don't let him get his pistol."
straw, in fifteen minutes. Let the boys
"Here," be bowled as Clytle's make a set of them. Hens like the
the flock is confined In yards, and
knights
promptly
collared
him
afresh,
green feed, so necessary, is difficult
seclusion given by nests of the box
"one of you jackasses put your hand type.
to obtain.
If grain is scattered as one spades In my pocket and get my card-case
up the ground, much will be burled so out, confound you."
Feed Economically.
The brother artist did as requested,
deep that hens will not scratch it out
Feeding is a very Important conand it wilt be thrown up at the next and produced a silver card-case from sideration* in any line of animal husspading with green, succulent blades which he drew forth a card bearing bandry and poultry raising is no exthat are greatly relished by the flock- the name "Jehu N. Woolston, Scantl- ception. One must know something
grease, Oregon."
of the composition of feeds and be
"Why, Woolston was my mother's able to compute a balanced ration
Vermin on Setting Hen.
same,"
said
Clytie
faintly.
Setting hens that have a few lice
before one can feed economical)?/.
"That young Idiot's mother was my And without economical feeding profwill soon have a great many unless
their plumage is filled full of lice-kill- cousin," said Jehu Woolston wrath- its can not be made.
ing powder at least three times during fully. "I've made my pile out West,
the three weeks that they are setting. and as I've no near relative of my
Don't Sell Doubtful Eggs,'
own. It struck me that I'd come to
Doubtful eggs should never be marNew York and hunt (hat child up. keted under any condition, for o! e bad
Feed for Setting Hen.
Never give mash food either dry or And a nice welcome I got!'* he fin- egg may lose the best customer. "Do
damp to setting Bens, but provide ished, glaring vindictively at the crimunto others as you would like to be
plenty of dean, whole corn, free from son Clytie. "A nice welcome—"
done by," is an applicable rule!
(Oosrrlskt)
mustlness and moldtness.

/
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Time—Energy—Patience Saved

EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,

RICHARD HEALY CO.

Convenient for the aged
Comforting to the invalid

Overstocked!

Invaluable to the business man who regards his time in money equivalents

Too Many Suits!

Indispensable to the housewife who may
have to go upstairs or downstaars to
answer a telephone call or to send a
message
The convenience tremendously outweighs the cost.

1800 Suits in our store and weusually have
1200 the first week in May. Every suit

Will Be Sold At One-Third Reduction

Ask

your neighbor who has one, or, for -further particulars
call up the Manager.

Worth $19.75 to 125.00

(No charge for such a call.)

$15.00

Sunday will be observed as Mother's
day at the Methodist church. EveryJournal Block, North Brookfield, Mass body is requested to wear a white carnation or some other flower in honor of
HORACE J. LAWRENCE,
mother at the morning service. The pasEDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.
tor will deliver a special sermon, and
1.00 a Year in Advance, there will be special music. Children are
especially invited to the morning service.
Single Copies, 3 Cent*.
The Epworth League service will be in
Address all communications to BROOKFIELD
charge of Miss Clara Bailey.
TIMES, North Brookfield, Mass.
Orders for subscription, advertising, or job
work and payment for the same, may be sent
Maurice Gilmore found a pair of water
direct to the main office. North Brookneln or soaked shoes, that on inspection looked
o George W. McNamara. Brookfield
as though they had never been worn,
near the path on the Flynn place, Milk
BROOKFIELD.
street, leading to the tracks of the Boston A Albany division railroad Sunday
Mrs Charles Buchanan was in Worces- afternon. He took the shoes to the genter, Monday.
eral store of Harry R. Lamb, depot
James.Turner of Springfield, was in square, and Mr Lamb identified the shoes
town the first of the week.
as pn<r- of four pairs that were stolen
William McCarthy of Franklin, visited from his store, when it was broken into
the night of April 22. The recovery of
his mother on Hvde Btreet. Sunday.
the shoes led Mr Lamb to believe that the
Miss Katberine Dunn spent the week break was committed by some local perend at the home of her parents in Wor- son.
cester.
Brookfield friends of Homer A. Howe
Dr. Charlton isto supply the Podunk of 74 West Main street, Ware, and form
chapel pulpit, Sunday afternoon at 3 erly of this town, are pleased by the
o'clock.
manner in which he has been rewarded
Louis Warnell of Lynn, was guest of by the Carnegie Commission of Pittsburg,
Mrs Emogene Watrous, on South Maplo Pa„ for bravery in rescuing a 4-year old
Btreet, Sunday.
boy from drowning at the pumping
Henry Morrill of Pittsburg, Pa., has station skating rink at Ware, last winter.
been the guest, this week, of his mother Mr Howe has received a medal and in addition will get $1000 in money. • Acon Lincoln street.
The high school baseball team was de- quaintances of Mr Howe had known of
feated by Ware high, 15 io 2, at the lat- his ambition to own a small farm, and
notified the commission of the fact. The
ter place, last Saturday.
money will undoubtedly be used for that
Joseph and Miss Ozena Guerin of
Worcester,1'were at cottage Rest-a-while, purpose.
AT

at Quaboag lake, Sunday.

Worth $27.50 to $32.50

New England Telephone
and Telegraph Company

$19-75

World'a Largest Apartment House.
A. F. Lelcht, architect of this city,
states that his home town, Newark, N.
J., will soon boast of the largest apartment house In the world. Ground has
been broken for a building to be 18
stories high In front and 15 stories in
the rear. The building will be located
at 742-48 High street, with a frontage
of 10S feet on that street and a depth
of 225 feet. The construction cost
win be $860,000. A lane from Spruce
street to the rear of the building will
run to a private garage, capable of
accommodating
100
automobiles.
There will be a palm room, a social
room, a ballroom and a restaurant on
the thirteenth floor. The restaurant
will accommodate 400 diners at one
time. A roof garden, covering the entire structure, will be a feature of the
building.—Wall Street Journal.

Plan Tablet to Ancient Wits.
It is proposed to erect a tablet In
St. Leonard's church, Shoreditch, London, England, to the memory of the
Elizabethan actors who are recorded
in the parish, registers to have been
buried there: The list includes the
following: Will Somers, Henry VIII'8
Jester (died 1566); Richard Tarlton,
Queen Elizabeth's famous clown andpossibly Shakespeare's Yorick (died
1588); James Burbage, the builder of
the first English playhouse (died
1S97); Richard Burbage, the original
impersonator of many of Shakespeare's characters (died 1618-19);
Gabriel Spenser, William Sly, Richard Cowley and other actors In the
original 'and early productions of
Shakespeare's plays.

Dying Aviator's Nerve.
The power of the will to control a
badly Injured body was never better
illustrated than In the case of Doctor
Constantin, a volunteer aviator In the
service of the Bulgarian army, who
was fatally wounded by a Turkish bullet while sailing his aeroplane over
the trenches at Tehacaldja. Notwithstanding the shock, the pain and the
rapid hemorrhage, Doctor Constantin
kept his nerve and was able to turn
his aeroplane around, guide it back to
the Bulgarian lines and -volplane safely down among his friends. He died
aa the aeroplane reached the ground.

Lesson From History.
'F. Irving Fletcher, at one of the
Sphinx club's dinners in New York,
began a historical review of advertising with the words:
"None understood the value of ad'
vertising better than Samson. Samson took two solid columns. The result was that he brought down the
house."
England's Great Storm.
Grievous as has been the damage
wrought in Europe by recent storms.
It is unlikely that they were more violent than England's great storm of
11703. A Strong west wind had set In
about the middle of November, and It
Increased In violence until on the
morning of the twenty-sixth few people ventured out of their houses, and
on that night houses were unroofed,
buildings torn down and thousands of
people were killed. About two thousand stacks of chimneys were blown
down In and around London. - In the
Thames only four ships remained between London bridge and Llmehouse;
BOO wherries, 300 shlpboats and 100
lighters and barges were entirely lost,
and many were badly damaged. The
damage In London alone was estimated
at $10,000,000.

MUCH

ART IN

$2500

Worth $35.00 to $40.00

ONE-THIRD

CLEVERNESS

Straining for Effect an Error Into
Which Really Brilliant People
Sometimes Stray.
Some of us are always amused at
the different ways In which people.
try to be clever or pretend to be gay
and lively. Some show It by spending)
• vast amount of money on dinners
and being rude to waiters. Others)
chatter all the time, and Imagine that!
If they show their front teeth steadily
for several hours somebody will call
them brilliant conversationalists.
Some like to make a great noise and
carry on a perpetual Are of banter, of
which "You're another" is a vivid specimen of the repartee. Others, oh the,
other hand, Imagine that If they are
daringly decollette and make goo-goo
"eyes" at everybody posterity will
range them among the great fascinators of their generation.
Not a few And a huge fund of hilarity In placing a cushion over the door
and" a piece of soap in the bed, wbila
others hope that if they talk long
enough and loud enough they may
eventually utter a mot and claim the
fame of being a wit forever and ever
afterward. Ae a matter of fact, however, a brilliant light conversationalist is one of the rarest things In tha
whole world. Such a one is born,
though time and experience may elaborate the gift
Lots of people talk—talk an awful
lot—but very few are worth listening
to. Above everything else In gaiety
there must be no sense of "strain."
Better be silent than force your humorous "note." A, witty conversation
Hea not so much 'In what Is said as
the whimsical way a person says it.
That is why so many books of humor
Invariably get "all-edged" mentally inserted by the reader between bracket*.
That, too, is why so many people
who amuse you once drive you frantlo
with boredom the second time. It Is
so different to be lightly amusing, and
amusingly light, without, being merely
frivolous and "giggly."

Gambling Due to Ennui.
Wherever ennui is to be fought,
there Is gambling. In the Journal of
Religious Psychology Mr. Albert N.
Gilbertson notes that winter gambling
is one of the favorite amusements of
the Eskimo, and he quotes the following statement on the "passionate gamblers" among tbe Alaskan natives of
the Ungava district, described by
Hotmberg:
"Gambling is carried on to such a
degree among both sexes that even
their own lives are staked upon the
Issue of a game. The winner often
obtaina the wife of his .opponent, and
Bernard Shaw Witticism.
holds her until some tempting offer Is
Dr. Stanton Colt of London, who has
made for her return. The only article
they possess is frequently wagered, been visiting friends In New York teHs
and when they lose they are greeted Ibis story on himself:
"At a reception in London a young
with derision."
Ifoman was persisting that I should
»
Bance
with her. I explained that I
No Better, But Worse.
'But,' said
Apropos of a policy of trust refor- hadn't danced for years.
mation, ex-Mayor Shank of Indianapo- she, 'I do so want to say I've danced
lis said at a banquet in New York: > with the head of the Ethical society in
"If a trust is inherently bad, kill It London.' 80 I consented on condition
You can't reform it. It's like the sing- that we dance In a room off to theside, where my awkwardness would,
ing lady.
not be so conspicuous. As I Was hop"One man said to another:
" T hear your wife has been taking ping about persplringly I became conscious that I was under observation.;
singing lessons.'
I looked op. In the doorway stood'
"'Yea,' was the reply.
" "Well, what do you think of bar Bernard Shaw, with a smile of devilish delight.
voice since it's been trained f
" 'Ah,' said Shaw, It's tha ethical
"'It's no better; but there's a lot
movement, I percelva,*"
more of it.'"

The Rev. Nathaniel B. Fisk of Stoneham was the guest of his sister, Mrs
E. C. Charlton, over Su day.
Charles Derrick, Springfield, visited
at the home of Mr and Mrs Edward Delaney, Sherman street, Sunday.

All Our Imported and Model Suits at
Hunting Ground for the Author.
The hunting ground for the author
in search of a title is the Bible. Hall
Caine has drawn therefrom "The
Woman Thou .Gavest Me," "The Prodigal Son," "The Scapegoat"; Miss
Marie Corellt went to the same source
tor "Wormwood" and "Barabaa,"
Miss Braddon for "One Thing Needful" and "Thou Art the Man," Marion
Crawford for "Whosoever Shall Offend," Whyte Melville for "Black Jut
Comely," Thomas Hardy for "The
Laodicean," -Kipling for "Many 'inventions," W. J. Locke for "Where
Love Is," William Black for "A
Daughter of Heth," William Le Queux
for "As We Forgive Them," Walter
Besant for "Children of Gideon" and
"The Fourth Generation," and so on.
The list might be prolonged to fill tha
window twice over.

BROOKFIELD.

PUBLISHED

REDUCTION

$29.50, $35.00, $40.00.

Richard Healy Co.
512 Main Street,

Worcester, Mass.

£

Scenes from America's most famous play, Denman Thompson's
" THE OLD HOMESTEAD "
At the Boston Theatre.

ADVERTISE IN

Your Home Paper.

Letters are advertised in Brookfield
post-office for M. Conino F. Alexandra,
Box 265; Mrs C. M. Gifford, Box 20.
Dr. Charlton was called to New Bedford early in the week to attend the funeral of a near friend of the family.
The Saskatchewan club will have a
dance in the town hall to-night. Plant's
singing orchestra of Spencer will furnish
music.
Mrs Harry K. Davis, Springfield, and
Mrs Frederick Whiting of Boston were
the guests this week, of Mrs George H.
Cpapin.
Miss Jennie L. Irwin, Madison, Conn.,
and Mi>s Carolyn Irwin, Warren, visited
Mr and Mrs Henry Irwin, High street,
last Sunday.
B. B. S. defeated Ware high school,
11 to 1 in nine innings Thursday afternoon on Merrick park diamond. J. Clancy made the star play with a three base
hit in the eighth inning', with all the
bases full.
A claim of 1125 on account of damage
done by wild deer has been filed with the
County Commissioners by Rev. O. W.
Means, and a claim of $25 by A. J. Palm
er, Rice Corner'district.
Mre John O. Stannard, Springfield,
Mrs Charles G, Burbank, Stoneham, and
Mrs Frederick Wilson, Montpelier, Vt.,
were guests of Mr and Mrs Charles L.
Sanford, Main street, Sunday.
John Mulcahy, yho died April 20, left
no will and his wife) Chloe M. Mulcahy,
has been named administratrix, and has
filed a bond for 93000, through Atty. A.
F. Butterworth.
Monday night, at the selectmen's meeting Morrill A. Love was drawn as juryman for the May term of the Superior
criminal court, which will be in session
at Worcester, Monday, May 18.
Patrick Cronin of North Brookfield
had the end of his left thumb crushed
while operating a heel cutting machine
at the Foster-Moulton shoe factory, Friday afternoon. The wound was dressed
by Dr. Mary H. Sherman.
Judge Henry E. Cottle has filed a report in the Superior court, Worcester, of
the inquest on the death of Eugene T.
Richie of Warren, who was killed Feb.
25, by being hit by a B. & A. locomotive
at Warren station. The judge says there
was no negligence of any other person,
but says that if there was an electric bell
in the station to indicate approach of
west bound trains, it would add safety to
\he employes.

Edgar Wright has received word from
Washington, that he has been granted a
patent on an ice-cutting machine, on
which lie has been working during the
past two years. . Tbe machine has two
adjustable circular saws and will cut
from 20 to 100 cakes of ice a minute, the
number being determined on how fast a
horse, by which the machine is drawn,
can walk. The machine can be adjusted
so that any desired size cake of ice can be
cut. Ji/ V^riglit stated that he tested
the machine a number of times at lake
Quaboag during tbe past winter and that
it worked very satisfactorily.
Window boxes I Window boxes! Don't
you want one this summer? The V. I.
S. will supply you with a three foot box,
nicely made, painted inside and out, for
tin remarkably low sum of 75 cents. A
10-cent package of seed will give you a
striking bit of color. Put the box on
your piazza roof, rail or steps, if no window is available. This is an unusual opportunity and is offered by the V. I. S.
simply to encourage tbe growth of flowers along our streets. The society makes
no profit whatever on the boxes. Canvassers will cover the town, but if you
have not been approached by tbe 23rd
of this month, send your order by postal
to the President of the V, I. S.
One hundred coupleB were in attendance at the concert and dance in the town
hall last Friday night, managed by the
Quaboag Valley Social club.
The concert was from 8 to 9 o'clock, followed by
dancing until 1 o'clock, with music by
Dyer's Singing orchestra of Worcester.
A. B. Brunei! was floor director, assisted
by these aids: T. Earle McNamara, J.
Wayne Burgess, Raymond Clough, Leon
A. Gadaire, Andrew J. Leach, Leon
Thompson, William J. Walker, George
Roger and Matthew M. Daley. At 11
o'clock there was an intermission and refreshments were served in banquet hall
by Caterer Oscar Holcomb. There were
late cars to Spencer, North Brookfield
and Warren after the dance.
Joseph Downey, 19 years old, of 113
Prairie street, and Arthur Stevens, 18,
of 167 Valley street, both of Providence,
R. I., who are on a bike from that city,
with tbe intention of reaching San Francisco by August 1, passed through Brookfield at 9 o'clock, Friday morning and
stopped at the office of town clerk Robert
G. Livermore, and had him place his signature in the book in which the young
men plan to have the signatures of some
officials from every city and town that
they pass through in the trip across tbe
continent. According to the young men
they left Providence at 9.30 o'clock,
Wednesday morning, after having credentials presented them by Mayor Joseph
H. Gsinor of that city, and they expect
to average 35 miles a day in order to
finish the stunt on time. Tbe young men
are on the hike as the result of a wager,
and if they accomplish the feat will receive 1500 from John}?. Downey, a private detective of Providence. They most
pay all expenses by the sale of postcards.

The pupils of grade 1 of the Blanehard
building had a may-pole party in the
schoolroom, Friday afternoon.
Elsa
Bleumer was crowned queen of May by
Arthur Fangno, as tbe children danced
around the may-pole singing, " Wecrown
FOR SALE IN BROOKFIELD
the May queen." The school room was
decorated with red and yellow crepe MT home residence, large home sad bam.
18
rooms; good repair; fine location.
paper. Games were played and a lunch- Acre abide
or Iratt trees. Apply to owner. A,
A. BBIQHAK, B. F. D. No . S, Brookfield, Hue.
eon enjoyed.
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Leon F. Thompson is recovering from
an attack of grippe.
Miss Ellen M. Spooner entertained Miss
Fire of unknown origin, destroyed the
summer cottage, store and ice-house, Maria M. Hastings, Central street, on
owned by William Bosse of Spencer, sit- Sunday.
uated on the beach road on the north . Mr and Mrs Levi W. Livermore spent
shore of Lake Quaboag last Friday after- the week end in Leicester aa guests of Mrs
noon, causing a loss estimated at $1900. R. A. Nelson.
Mr Bosse was at the cottage in the foreMrs Edmund R. Sibley entertained the
noon, and built a fire in the stove to afternoon bridge club at her home Tueswarm some coffee but was positive that it day afternoon.
was out before he left the cottage. Word
Mr and Mrs George A. Johnson enterwaB telephoned to the Foster-Moulton tained Mias Gertrude A. Rand, Springshoe factory at 4 o'ciock, that the Bosse field, on Sunday.
camp was on fire and the fire signal was
Miss Clossie Clark, Morristown, Vt.,
sounded on the whistle, but the buildings
is a guest of Mr and Mrs Ernest Tinker,
were practically in ashes when the fire
North Main street.
department reached the scene. The
Mrs Chauncey L. Olmstead ia in Cleve-.
steamer was not taken further than the
Felix Rose place.
A motor-boat that land, visiting her daughter, Mre David
was housed in the store, and four row- L. Johnson and the family.

Fire at the Summer Gimp.

boats, packed against the store, were destroyed, the heat being so intense, that
no one could get near them. The firemen formed a bucket brigade and threw
water on the brush surrounding the burning buildings, and kept the flames from
spreading to two adjoining cottages.
There were several tons of ice in the icehouse, that Mr Bosse had harvested with
the intention of selling to campers, during the summer. He had occupied the
cottage for the past few summers, and
conducted the store for the convenience
of campers at both lakes. There was
insurance on the property to the amount
* S700.
—

POISONS GET IN FOOD

C. Lockhardt Olmstead of the Choats
school for boys, at Wallingford, Conn.,
spent the week end at home.
Mr and Mrs Arthur H. Livermore,
Worcester, spent Sunday with Mr and
Mrs J. Putnam, Main street.
Miss Grace Wilbur, Chicopee, was the
guest of her parents, Mr and Mrs Edwin
Wilbur, Cottage street, Sunday.
Mrs George Bryant, North Brookfield,
has been a visitor at the home of Mrs
Susan F. Fullam, Central street.
Miss Mildred E. Tarbell, Springfield,
visited her grandmother, Mrs Angeline
R. Butler, Central street, Sunday.
John Anderson, South Framingham,
spent Sunday with his mother, Mrs
Augusta E. Anderson, Central street.

Miss Clara A, Bailey and Miss Rosa 1.
RESTAURANT KEEPERS SOMELucius were guests of Mrs Peter Brady
TIMES GIVEN SCARES.
in East Templeton, for the week end.
John A. Conway, West Main street, .
Blunder* Which Prove Costly to Pro- has been drawn juryman for tbe May
term of the Superior court, Worcester.
ducers of Eatables and Serious
to Customers, Sometimes ReMre Arthur E. White returned to her
sulting In Death.
home in Springfield, after a week's visit
with her parents Mr and Mrs Addieon
If the proprietor of a restaurant Beats',
ever has a nightmare, it Is to the effect
Mrs Standish 8. Converse, Springfield.
that some poisonous ingredient baa
accidentally found its way" into a dish is a guest of Charles K. Watson and »
and that the papers are full of blood- daughter Mrs Louis A. Gilbert, Indian
curdling accounts of the sufferings and Leap farm.
death of bis clients.
Robert Note, Amherst Agricultural
About five years ago nearly a score college, spent Sunday with bis sister,
of .people wtre badly poisoned after
Miss Helen Nute, Principal of the School
dining In the restaurant of a well
known West Central hotel in London, street building.
Mrs Mary Harvey, Belchertewn, who
and although the source of the poison
was never accurately traced—all that has been housekeeper at the home of Mrs
was discovered being that It waa some Fanny N. Adams, Milk street, left this
form of ptomaine poisoning—yet to week for Holyoke. Mrs Clara Batcheller
this day that restaurant has hardly is in her place.
'
recovered Its former popularity.
The newly organized baseball team
More recently a blunder was made
In a London tried fish shop. Engine opened the season by defeating the Nortboil waa. In some extraordinary fash- toro A. C, 23 to 5, at Quaboag Park, on
ion, substituted for the cottonseed Saturday afternoon. The batteries were:
oil which Is commonly used for trying J. Goddard, Ware, and Del Watkins;
fish. This mistake proved absolutely Northboro, Trudeau, Chapdelaine and
fatal to the business, and after a time Stone.
the proprietor was forced to close his
The literary society met with Mrs
doors.
Oddly enough, a very similar Inci- Cora E. Foster, Mechanic Btreet, Thursdent has just come to light In another day afternoon. The author for considerlarge town. On the morning of March ation was Alexander H. Stephens. Mrs
7 last a baker made the alarming dis- J. H. Adams, Warren, opened the subcovery that the vegetable oil which he ject. Following the discussion, current
had used in making his fancy bread events were presented by the members.
and pastry overnight had been delivThe Grange will serve a supper to
ered to him in a barrel which had
been previously used for storing kero- Graud Army guests and members of the
Grange at 7 o'clock next Wednesday
sene.
The moment he heard of the blun- night. All members, hot otherwise solicder he rushed off and engaged the ited, are requested to bring cake. After
services of six doctors and a dozen the supper there will be a patriotic encarts. The carts were sent round the
town to retrieve the bad hake, while tertainment in charge of Mrs John A.
the doctors gave their services free Conway and Mrs Sumner H. Reed of
to any customers who had already Brookfield.
partaken of the poisoned food.
Earl W, Livermore, fireman on board
Most readers will remember the the Chester, U. S. N. stationed at Vera
arsenic-in-beer epidemic of 1902. This Cruz, has written that he took part in the
was the most extensive poisoning on
bombardment. During the fight Liverrecord in England. It was four months
before the uathoritles realised what more shot Mexican sharp-shooter who
the matter was, and by that time was stationed a thousand yards away.
there were over a thousand caseB In The fellow was there to try to pick off the
five counties, and 51 deaths had taken gunners on the Chester but Livermore
place.
got him first.
The source of all the trouble was a
Deeds were delivered on Monday, conminute quantity of arsenic In the beer
supplied by a Manchester brewer. It veying the property on Cottage street,
was no fault of the firm, for analysis taxed to Napoleon Lucius, Lake street,
of the liquor showed that the arsenic to Lorenzo Hill of Oakham. Tbe estate
originally came from glucose which sold includes the two Vizard houses and
had been made with Impure sulphurln shop, with one-half acre of land and
acid. It was the sold which contained assessed for $800; Mr Hill was a resithe arsenic.
dent of West Broek.field 30 years ago.
In the year following the grert He will occupy the house vacated by Elarsenic poisoning came the oyster
mes Chapin who has moved to Brookfield.
scare. There were outbreaks of typhoid fever at Winchester and at
The 0. E. society of the CongregationPortsmouth. The fever was traced to al church met Sunday night for re-organoysters, and the result was that for
ization, and elected the following officern:
some time oysters were almost unsalable. One big oyster firm which President, Florence Gilbert; vice presihad been paying $760 a week In wsges dent, Arthur Brigham; recording secredropped to $76 a week, and It is reck- tary, Edith Gilbert: corresponding secreoned that the oyster merchants tary, Freeda Huyck; treasurer, H. Ray
throughout the country must have lost ChesBon; chairman of social committee,
at least $500,000.
Jessie Winn; chairman of the missionary
committee, Hazel Miner; chairman of
the prayer meeting committee, Miss
Bras* Currency Proved Failure.
Brass farthings were authorised by Marjorie Cutler; chairman of the Bower
English law la the year 1813. They committee, Marjorie Smith.
were suppressed; as worthless about
Continued on 1st inside page.
40 years later.
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SOME OF CARRANZA'S HARD FIGHTERS
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EDDING OF MISS
ELEANOR R. WILSON
AND11GJI00
Simple Ceremony Took Place in
Famous Blue Room at
the White House
DESCRIPTION OF WEDDING
GOWN AND TROUSSEAU

Washington.—The wedding of Miss
Eleanor Randolph Wilson and Mr.
William Glbbs McAdoo took.place on
Thursday afternoon, May 7th, at six
o'clock, in the Blue Room.
The wedding procession proceeded
from the main stairway Into the corridor, through the north door of the
Blue Room, to the platform erected in
the south bay window of the Blue
Room,
Miss Sallle McAdoo led the procession, followed by Mrs. Sayre and
Miss Margaret Wilson. Miss Nancy
Wlleon. Mlas Nancy Lane directly
preceded the bride, who was escorted
by the President. The groom, with
Dr. Cary Travers Grayson, met the
wedding party at the altar. Mr. Mc■ -»■■.«»-. I'IHI ■■■■.. ■••
i imlH.HI
"
IIIIT
Adoo wore evening clothes and Dr.
This is a detachment of General Carranza's constitutional troops, fighting from behind a .tons Wall In the Grayson wore his uniform. Reverend Sylvester W. Beach performed
mountains.
the ceremony.
After the ceremony the wedding
party proceeded to the Red Room
where they received tire congratulations and good wishes of the company. The Marine Band furnished
the music. Supper was served at
small tables in the State Dining
Room. The decorations of the Blue
Room were lilies aim ferns and the
decorations in the Dining Room were
pink and white roses.
The bride's bouquet was of orange
blossoms, white orchids and lilies of
the valley,,.,
The flower-giriif carried white chip
hats, hung by ribbons, filled with
flowers.
Miss Margaret Wilson's gown was
of soft blue crepe with pahlers and
waist rf blue tulle. The neck was
finished with a cream lace ruff and
a flowered sash completed the costume. With this costume was worn
a blue lace hat, trimmed with pink
roses and" touches of black. Mrs.
Sayre's costume was exactly like
Miss Wilson's except that the color
was pink. The gowns of the little
.flower girls were white, with blue
and pink ribbons.

MORE TROOPS LEAVE GALVESTON FOR MEXICO

Miss Wilson's Wedding Gowns and
Some of the Gowns of'
Her Trousseau.

d'amour and rose tulle. Satin bodice
ending in points at shoulders (surplice effect) and edged with Bllver
braid around arm holes. Pink rose
and bud posed below left shoulder.
Large Bean color net butterfly bow
at back, attached to points at shoulders. Silver shadow lace, form flowing sleeves. Skirt of rose pink satin
d'amour veiled with tunic of shadow
silver lace from which flows long
oversklrt of rose oolor tulle. (Underneath) Silver lac*, continued down
front and makes a Blight pointed train
at back.
Clel blue brilliant peau de faille
gown with bodice of self color blue
ailk net which veils bands of silver
re-embroidered lace across the front.
Around neck and down front of
bodice ending at waist line a (bias)
band of peau de faille—where they
meet, they are finished off with a
single natural rose bouquet.
Japanese collar—below collar a fullness is gathered which falls softly
to waist line
Net sleeves, gathered at elbow with
MyeT tnreaQ| making a soft ruffle
— *
effect.
Silver embroidered motifs on sides
of soft foldede girdle.
Skirt—flat, puff tunic effect at back.
Front of skirt simple long drape,
cut bias, and a trifle fuller at side,
with slight opening at bottom.
Watteau blue moire, invisible stripe,
peau de faille gown.
Watteau .blue tulle (self color)
bodice, over band of cream lace—
two moire peau de faille straps, plcot
edge, crossing at back. Underneath
the tulle, blue net frill, picot edge
around neck. Net sleeves gathered
at elbow with long flowing frills.
Blue moire girdle fastened at back
with bow and in center of bow a
Strauss buckle set In silver triangular shape and having a blue stone
in centre.
Skirt—long tunic of blue net over
Invisible Watteau blue moire peau
de faille skirt. Bottom of skirt scalloped. Back of net tunic falls in
folds veiled with transparent draperies.
White Cekay crepe embroidered in
Vieux Rose and green silk done in
pattern resembling wheat.
The bodice is buttoned In front with
two rows of white and rose china
buttons to match embroidery.
Long kimona sleeve of plain white
crepe with band of Vieux rose moire
silk on cuff which has three buttons
on each side.
The collar is Of rose moire over
which is a leaf design of white silk
lace.
The skirt has two bias hemstitched
ruffles of plain white Cekay crepe,
piped with rose moire silk.
Around the waist there Is a sash
of wide rose moire ribbon—at the
aide back a large bow of same.
Pelerine (cape) made of Cadet blue
cheviot cloth, crossing in front with
two sash ends which wind around
body and tie in front or back.
Buttoned high at neck, standing
collar.
Blue satin lining.
Two Inside lining pockets.

The wedding gown worn by Miss
Blean R. Wilson is made of ivory
white satin and trimmed with real
old point lace. This charming creation is the principal part of a trousseau made by Kurzman, Fifth avenue,
It is remarked that of the many
New York.
weddings that have been held In the
The bodice is softly draped with White House, Miss Eleanor Wilson.Is
satin which crosses In front and Is the first daughter of a President to be
brought to a point below the should- married in the famous and beautiful
WED BEFORE FLEET SAILED ers, front and back. The V shaped Blue Room. All of her predecessors
neck is finished with folds of soft have been married in the East Room.
tulle. The long mousquetalre sleeves
Mrs. Grover Cleveland was married
are made of tulle. The real old point In the Blue Room, but she was not a
lace is gracefully draped over the daughter of a President. The son of
right shoulder to the left side of the President John Quincy Adams was
waist and Is fastened with a spray married in the Blue Room In 1828.
of orange blossoms; the lace then
At the Cabinet meeting, which was
continues as a border to the long the last to be attended by Secretary
transparent tunic of tulle which grad- McAdoo as a member only of the
uates to the side of the skirt at the President's official family and not as
train. The long sweeping train is a son-inlaw, hie colleagues made It
three and a half yards'in length.
exceedingly Interesting for the brideeffect bridal
espe- i groom elect. The President's known
A cap enect
orjuai wreath,
»™m, cyo„ally executed by Kurzman wjth
dally
with or- ] djgapprofoatlon of the open discussion
ange
MM blossoms and long draped veil o{ domestic affairs kept the "jollying"
was very effective.
*
process within bounds, but nevertheMuch Interest is placed In the real less Secretary Garrison and Secretary
old point lace used on the gown. It Lane, the irrepressibles of the Cab*
is a masterpiece and a work of art net, had their fun with Mr. McAdoo
in lace making. Unique in design covertly.
and perfect in execution, it may well
Miss Eleanor R. Wilson, whose enbe said that this famous art treas- gagement ring 1B unusual, a huge opal
ure, which is a part of a world famous circled by diamonds, added to her colcollection, may Justly find Its place lection of tokens the day before a
as an antique in a national collection. solitaire 'opal ring, set in dull gold.
THREE-PIECE
GOING
AWAY The exquisite ■shading of the gem,
DRESS. .This Is a three-piece dress which Is the common birthstone of
made of corbeau blue gabardine. The both Miss Wilson and her finance,
coat is made of corbeau blue char- marked Mr. William G. McAdoo's
meuse and gabardine. The front and most recent gift, A few days before
upper part of back of coat Is made he presented, to MIBS Wilson a soliof channeuse. The back is gathered taire diamond ring of medium sits
but great brilliancy.
at collar.
The gift by Mr. MoAdoo'a colleagues
The three quarter sleeve of gaIn
the Cabinet, consisted of a dozen
bardine Is topped with the blue charmeuse. Edge of sleeve Is bound with service plates and a huge oval platter of silver, each piece bearing the
a flat black Silk braid.
Soft girdle of gabardine ending In I monogram of Miss Wilson. The sll;
| ver set given by the Cabinet members
, Mrs. Donald Taylor Hunter was the front with oval charmeuse buckle.
The bodice is dark blue chiffon over and their wives Is of bright silver
latest navy bride when the fleet eailed
from Hampton Roads. On the day be- white. It has braided straps of ga- | with a high polish,
bardlne over the shoulders, with
Membe*s or the Senate committee
fore she was Miss Emily Hancock
twelve rows of braid over belt of blue raised more than 11,000 for a bridal
Hughes, and she was to have been •
.
-j*^ They
m%
A**iAaA
n. bracelet
gift.
decided nnnn
Upon a
bracelet
married to Lieutenant Hunter of the gabardine.
White organdie Vestee and collar of dull gold set with diamonds.
Arkansas on May 14. When sailing
No formal entertaining preceded
orders were received the lieutenant edged with a rose and green flowered the wedding. Mrs. Wilson's slow conradiographed to his bride, she hurried narrow ribbon, fastened In front by valescence prompted the entire family
Long blue
to Portress Mor.;-oe and the wedding three ribbon buttons.
sleeves over white chiffon ending In to relieve her aa far as possible from
ceremony was performed at once.
a wide cuff of 16 rows of narrow needless exertion.
At Miss Wilson's special request the
black braid.
The short skirt of Garbardlne with women guests, though wearing afterLearned Moslem Secrets.
Dr. C. Snouck Hurgronje, who has three circular flounces starting at noon gowns, did not wear hats.
Several handsome presents have
come to this country partly as a uni- sides of skirt. These are fastened at
versity lecturer. Is professor of back with a strap of gabardine at- been given to the bride by Secretary
McAdoo, one a string of pearls which
Arabic at the University of Leyden,, tached to which are four small Mack
she wore with her wedding gown.
Holland. As a scholar he determine* silk tassels. Between She flounces,
The engagement ring was a single
to delve into the secrets of Arabic corbeau charmeuse, to which they are diamond Bet between sappblrsB. Mr.
learning and mysticism, and, dis- attached, showing about one inch of McAdoo made a present of a gold
guised as ah Arabic teacher, he spent charmeuse between each flounce. wrist watch incrusted with rose cut
six months in the city of Mecca, sa- Flounces and bottom if skirt edged diamonds, and shortly after the becred to Islam, and succeeded, at the with black silk braid.
ROSE AND SILVER, EVENING trothal he made a gift of a superb Are
risk of life, in learning the secret* Of
opal set In a circlet of diamonds.
the religion of the Moslem and acquir- GOWN. Made of rose pink satin
ing knowledge kept hidden from the
Here is a characteristic portrait of "Panctto" Villa, the Indomitable «en- outside world.
aral of the constitutional armies to northern Mexico.
y

GENERAL "PANCHO" VILLA
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Mediation Conference to Meet
in Canada May 18

During the twenty-one years in which we have been
building motor cars, we have new asked the public to do our
experimenting;. Every unit of the Hay nes car Is designed,
checked and thoroughly tested before receiving its final O. K.
The American Slmms Dual High Tension Magneto la
positively the most simple dual Ignition ever devised. It
was recommended by the Haynes engineers after careful
speed and compression tests proved beyond doubt that it
was unusually efficient and absolutely dependable.
The Leece-Neville Starting and Lighting Separate
Unit System was chosen In 1910 because of its high efficiency and has been nsed on the Haynes car iver tinei,
although numerous other starting and lighting systems
have been tested in our laboratories from time to time.
This system Is dust-proof and has proven Itself 100% efficient in everyinstaace. Ihereisnoapparatus,however,onthe

Mote Shows That the Door Has Been
Left Open for Constitutionalist
Chief to Come In Later If
He So Desires.

Washington.—Niagara Falls, Ont.
has been selected as the place wherethe mediators will confer with the.
representatives of the different parties interested in Mexican mediation.
The conference will begin on May 18.
Announcement of the pace and date,
of meeting was made by Mr. Bryan
in a formal statement issued from,
the Department of State. The text
of the note sent by the "A, B, C" mediators to General Carranza shows,
that while the invitation of the mediators to Carranza to send representatives to the conference has been withdrawn as "Inopportune," the mediating governments intend to take into,
consideration the pacification of Mexico as well as the differences between
the United States and the Huerta.
government and that the door has.
been open for Carranza to come In.
Carranza has accepted mediation
"in principle." His refusal to agree
to an armistice does not prevent such,
proposal for settlement as the mediators may formulate being submitted
to him later on, provided, of oourse.
he is the recognized head of the.
constitutionalist movement at the.
time a decision Is reached.
In their note to General Carranza,
the mediating ministers say:—
"We have , received your telegram,
in which you are kind enough to tell
us that you deem It Inconvenient for
the constitutionalist cause to suspend,
hostilities against General Huerta on
the ground- that such suspension
would only accrue to the benefit of
Huerta, and In which you declare
that the international conflict between.
Mexico and the United States, tor
whose solution you accepted our good
offices, is Independent of the internal
strife in that country. We consider
this unexpected statement as inconsistent with the idea which caused,
us to offer our good offices. We think.
Indeed, that all the difficulties which
have contributed toward the present
situation in Mexico bear directly or
lndir.ectly on the solution of the pending conflict between Mexico and the
United States.
Consequently, we.
think that these difficulties should
be made subject of consideration of the necotiations for whose successful conduct we have deemed it indispensable to suspend hostilities.
"Should you not deem It so, we
would be compeled In that case to.
withdraw as inopportune our invitation for the appointment of a representative of the conBtitutlonallsts In.
such negotiations. We beg to assure
you of our highest consideration."
Now that the first steps toward a,
mediatory settlement have been taken.
President Wilson and Mr. Bryan are
anxious that it should prove a success. So every possible "wire" Is nowbeing pulled to Induce the constitutionalist first chief to contribute to
Its success.
Mediation can proceed without suspension of hostilities between revolutionists and the Huerta forces, bu^
the mediating governments realize,
that a suspension of hostilities would,
greatly facilitate the work they have
undertaken.
As matters stand now, the negotiations have become limited to the differences between the United States
and Gen. Huerta growing out of the
Indignity offered to the Stars and.
Stripes at Tamplco. But the mediators, following the suggestion contained In Secretary Bryan's note of
April 25, insist that the whole Mexican problem Is within the scope ot
their effort to bring about peace.

Amtrica'/ first Car
that has been subjected to a more severe test than the Vulcan
Electric Gear Shift. This device is even a greater improvement
than the starting and lighting system, because it not only simplifies the control but positively prevents stripping of gears.
While the electrio gear shift Is a great Invention, It Is
not radically new, being just a natural development of the
electro-magnet, which has been in use since 1820. The
same principle Is used by Bteel companies to lift tons and
tons of metal; the electric railways adopted It long ago to
shift switches automatically, and the little hammer that
strikes the bell In your telephone la actuated by the Impulse of a similar magnet.
The Haynes car Is not an txperimmt. . It represents
the height of refinement, convenience and reliability In
motor car design. It's the year-ahead car.
Tie Bow "Tbsr," 48 •unease- Wxtmr. H8 b* «»^..$1W5IB*$1985
Ik Hi,*. "£" 65 (jtnwur hmepis. 136 isck «twlW....*2S85uJ$2785
"The Complete Motorist" by Elwood Haynes, Father of
the American Automobile Industry, fully describing the
Vulcan Electrio Gear Shift, will be mailed upon receipt
ot ten cents in stamps. Write to

THE HAYNES AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

34 Main Street, Kokomo, Indiana
BuUJmrt of Amtrica'* Fbmt Car
Tile Hamee oar l> hondl.a by The W. L. BniMll Co., SIS SIM
St.. BoMoa, Via, end or dealers throushout th« New SW
n„_l.».. The Hernea Mils neatly beeanee »t It. mechanical
l/COlCI •« features. Ton may bo In open territory—send for eat■-' pases
of detailed •peclflcations, siring over MO
alog- and four
*.
iprlee the Barnes. Write as right now I
items which eomp
THE HAYNES AUTOMOBILE CO.. M Mala St.. Kokomo, Ind.
Enclosed find 10 Canute ■Uraju. Pleue •end me Elweod H«r~»' Book.
"The Complete MotorM."

Adonic
I expect to bur a e«r about

«Sw.«.»»^.«»«m~.»«i4f(K—"j«i
..^...........— ........ ......«.••••.•..-»•••.«•.

Old Master's Work.
SOMETHING OF A DIPLOMAT
Mrs. Parvenue—"That picture In
the corner is by an old master." Mrs. Jlmmle's Bright Idea Worked for a
Swartleigh—"Indeed! I would never
Time, but Finally Ended In
■have guessed It" Mrs. Parvenue—
Disaster.
"Fes, the man I bought It from gave
me a written guaranty that the paint
"What do you mane by writing me
■er was past seventy-five before he did that my Jlmmle can't pass Into the
* stroke ot It."
next grade?" stormed an irate female,
bursting Into the principal's room.
ARE YOU CONSTIPATED?
"An' after him doln' such grand work
Wright's Indian Vegetable Fills have all the year."
(proved their worth for 75.years. Test them
"Why, Mrs. Flaherty," replied the
Yourself now. Send for sample to 873 Pearl
teacher, "you must know better than
*c, New York. Adv.
that I've sent you his report cards
Never go between a dog and his every month and you know that his
bone, a man and his hobby or a woman marks have been nearly all 'D's.'"
and a milliner's show window.
"Indade they hov, and ylt you say
he can't pass. I don't understand It,
Worms expelled promptly from the human mum."
aeteai with Dr. Peery'e Vermifuge
"I am afraid you don't understand
iolJ" Adv.
our system of marking. D means deMany of the candy kids are veritable ficient, you know."
"emon drops.
"Sure I don't know phat that may
be, mum, but Jlmmle told me all shout
«AI,KMMKN WANTED to eell^Dellj. Bxpenes the letters. Sure 'D*. Is dandy, 'C Is
Record, big profit!; lend S5o for oample and
term.. FRY BUrPLY CO., NewvUle, Pa. corking, 'B' is bum, an' 'A' is awful—
an' he's got'C's' an' 'D's' lvery month."
—Harper's Magazine.

Decline* Appointment Submitted
President Wilson.

Etc

rate*

SYNOPSIS.

Rudolph Van Vechten, a young man of
leisure, la astonished to see a man enter
No. 1813. a house across the street_from
the Powhatan club, long unoccupied and
spoken of as the House of Mystery. Several persons at regular Intervals enter
No. 1313. Van Vechten expresses concern
to his friend, Tom Phinney, regarding the
whereabouts of his cousin and fiancee,
Paige Carew. A man Is forcibly ejected
from the house. Van Vechten and Tom
follow the man and find him dead In the
street. Van Vechten Is attracted by the
face of a girl In the crowd of onlookers
surrounding the body. Later he discovers the girl gazing at hWn with a look of
scorn from the windows of the mysterious house. Detective Flint calls on Van
Vechten to get his version of the tragedy. Tom Phinney s»es alone on a yachting trip. He recognizes among some persons in a passing motor boat two men
whom he had seen enter the House of
Mystery. He sees one of them, a Mr. GalIls, on shore later and follows him. Tom
Is seized, blindfolded and taken to a
house. He hears a girl named Jessie, evidently the daughter of the man in authority, question his captors. A sweet-voiced
girl later protests against the roughness
of his captors. ■ Van Vechten calls on his
uncle. Theodore Van Vechten, 'big man
in Wall street and known as the "Man of
Iron," In search of Information regarding
the whereabouts of Paige Carew. Detective Flint shows Van Vechten a gold
mesh purse found in the House of Mystery. Van recognizes it as belonging to
Paige Carew. The sweet-voiced girl helps
Tom Phinney escape. Detective Flint
tells Van Vechten he has a theory that
Paige has been kidnaped. Messages are
sent to Europe In an effort to trace Paige.
Tom tells Van Vechten he Is In love and
relates his adventure. A message from
London reports that two ladles resembling Miss Carew and her companion,
Mrs. Devereaux, sailed for New York
some time previously. A reward of $2,500
Is offered. It develops that the ladles
visited the English home of Temple
Bonner, owner of the House of Mystery.
Flint has a theory that they are connected with the mystery of No. 1313.

BOOK II.
CHAPTER VIII.
The Ghost of Romance.

Van Techten's admission was accepted by Mr. Flint quite as a matter
ot course; as If he would have been
exceedingly surprised if the young
man had identified the lady of the taxicab with some other entirely different
person. Said he:
"I shall sketch briefly as much of
the Schuyler-Bonner history as I have
learned; then, Mr. Van Vechten, you
will see what I want to know.
"In the seventies and early eighties,
Compton Schuyler was a prominent
figure, a man of affairs, in the New
York commercial world, and as fortunes went in those days, a wealthy
man. Besides, he was of the old Dutch
Stock; his home was a center of the
fashionable life of the city. Two beautiful, charming daughters greatly enhanced this attraction, so that the
Same was really better known socially
than In a business way. At that period
bis home was looked upon as a mansion, and that young man who stood
la the family's good graces counted
himself fortunate Indeed:
"It was only an inevitable consequence that the two Schuyler sisters
carried a long string of suitors* In
their train, they were social favorites
and enjoyed the supremacy which tor
several years discouraged all Idea of
matrimony.
"Then conditions began to change.
One misfortune followed another so
that In a remarkably short time the

"Dead" Soldier Sit. Up.

Admiral Mayo Reports Heavy But Indecisive Fighting.

OLNEY NOT FOR RESERVE BOARD

, Author 6f-

SlStM.

REBELS AS8AULT TAMPICO.

Washington—The rebels made a
sharp attack on Tamplco, according
to a despatch received from Admiral
Mayo. The attack was delivered from
the north and northwest of the oil
port.
The Admiral added that firing continues there daily. The Federals have,
been reenforced by 1,600 men.
It was reported here that Admiral Mayo has expressed his confidence in being able to take Tamplco '
with the fleet now under his command. He has, in addition to his flagship the Des Molnes, two cruisers and
a flotilla of mine torpedo boats and
destroyers. There Is reason to believe
that Admiral Mayo has hinted In hla
despatches more than once at the advisability of taking Tamplco.

iharles
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We do not ask you to do
our experimenting ,

FOR PACIFICATION OF MEXICO

25 CTS.
2 FOR
The cloth, a fine quality
checked madras. It fits the
neck snug and stays there. .
EARL & WILSON

One of the men ot the First Royal
Scots Fusilllers, who reached Southampton recently from South Africa,
was Private McDevet, who, though In
the prime of life, has snow-white
hair.
He had a narrow escape from being burled alive In India. After an
attack of fever he was pronounced to
be dead, and was placed on a slab
in the mortuary to await burial. Two
hours later the sentry outside heard
knocking from within. He opened the
door and was startled to see McDevet
sitting up.
The experience turned McDevet's
hair white. The sentry was driven
mad by the shock and died.—London
Tlt-Bita.

Or TROT'S BEST FBODITOT

SPECIAL TO WOMEN

{

by

Boston.—Richard Olney addressed
a letter to President Wilson declining the proffered appointment
as governor of the Federal Reserve
Board of the new banking system.
It is understood, among close associates, that'he was Influenced in his decision by his advanced years and business Interests. Similar reasons were
given by him when be declined to ao>
cept the British Ambasaadorahis.

h
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Odd and Even.

Andrew Carnegie, at one ot his
peace dinners in his superb red brick
fThe moat economical, cleansing and mansion in Fifth avenue, said of the
germlctdal of all antiseptics is
Mexican policy of the government:
"It Is a wise and Christian policy. It
will establish a precedent that the
world will hereafter observe.
"To have peace," Mr. Carnegie addA soluble Antiseptic Powder to ed, "we must bear and forbear. Hatreds and vengeances destroy all nope
be dissolved in witter as needed. of peace.
As a medicinal antiseptic for douches
"If you try to get even. In a word,
in treating catarrh. Inflammation or you remain at odds."
ulceratlon of nose, throat, and that
caused by feminine ills It has no equal
Great Candy Consumer, Too.
For ten years the Lydia H. Plnkham
"What a dear little mouth Peggy
Medicine Co.has recommended Paxtlne
In their private correspondence with has."
"Yes, her last dental bill amounted
women, which proves its superiority.
Women /who have been cured say to I8T.S0."
It is "wbrth its weight In gold." At
The man whose credit Is good used
druggists. GOo, large box. or by mail.
•The Paitos Toilet Co, Boston, tfass. not trust to luck.

■The Door Swung Open at His Touch.'

family sank into comparative obscurity, and, in the cruel way society has
Of giving her erstwhile favorites the
cold shoulder, speedily forgotten.
"First, through a series of bad Investments, Schuyler lost the bulk of
hie fortune. A few months previously
Josephine had married against her
father's consent, and her) husband,
Percy Devereaux, showed the- gort of
Specimen he was by -promptly desert?
lng her when the loss became known.
Next, Mrs. Schuyler died suddenly.
"Hope of rehabilitating the family
and of recouping its dwindling fortunes was now all centered in the remaining sister—Henrietta. Among her
suitors was one young man who was
not only her social equal, but heir to
one ot the largest fortunes In the
world. Every mother in New York
■vith a marriageable daughter, to say

nothing of many abroad—especially In
England—had marked this young man
for her legitimate prey; but he loved
Henrietta Schuyler and was so devoted and open In his preference that
the matrimonial schemers were one
and all discouraged.
"But with all his wealth and superior
position, the course of true love did
not run smooth for Temple Bonner.
The facts would make a plot for a
novel. There was yet another young
man among those who came a-courtlng
at the old brownstone mansion, but
one vastly different in many respects
from Bonner. This man's name was
Willard—Max Willard."
"I've heard the name," muttered Van
Vechten.
"It was an Irony of Fate," pursued
Mr. Flint, "that Bonner and Willard
should not only be friends, but the
closest sort of intimacy existed between them, a genuine Damon and
Pythias attachment.
"Willard lacked about every advantage possessed by his rival; he
was poor, unattractive in appearance,
and had many peculiar traits which
made enemies where Templer Bonner
won friends. He was regarded ae a
visionary, a crank, a man who would
never make his mark. However, he
must have possessed some unusual
quality, because Temple Bonner had
implicit faith in him—believed that he
was a genius of some sort; but it was
characteristic of Willard that he would
accept no assistance from his more
fortunate rival.
"Bonner, It would seem, felt his own
position keenly. He realized that his
friend was almost overwhelmingly
handicapped, and as well as I can piece
out from what actually happened, he
withdrew temporarily from the Held
and gave Max Willard every oppoi^
tunlty to advance his suit. I suppose
the idea was, that if Willard was successful, Bonner would abide by the1
consequences; if not, then Willard
was to stand aside and give Bonner
hi»-«ihanco-. Much ot this Is guesswork; It is hard to arrive at the truth
at this late day; but certain circumstances exist which Indicate that what
I am telling you is what actually happened.
"It would appear from the sequel
that Max Willard had been the favored
one all along. Temple Bonner went
abroad; within two months Willard
and Miss Henrietta had eloped and
were married; within ten minutes after he received news of the runaway
wedding Compton Schuyler had blown
out his brains.
"There are the naked facts.
"Temple Bonner never returned to
America, and Max Willard, Instead of
justifying his friend's confidence in
his talents—whatever their bent might
have been—had dropped entirely from
sight. His wife, you tell me, has been
dead a long time; but were there ho
children? Is Max Willard still alive,
where Is he, has he any family, what
Is his occupation? Those are the
things I want you to find out. I fancy
the runaway match, with all its attendant circumstances, created something of a stir at the time; some of
your older friends should be able and
willing to supply you with the facts."
"Oh, I have no doubt that I can
learn all you want to know," agreed
Van Vechten. "Most of what ypu have
Just told me is not exactly news; but
I had forgotten it—ft "all happened before my time, you know. Josephine,
Is generally regarded by her friends as
a woman who has suffered much, one
deserving pity and sympathy; but—
heavens and earth—she is no martyr
to tribulation; she's the jolllest sort
Imaginable'. . . . But how will this
help you to solve your murder problem, or^—what more nearly concerns
me—find some trace of my cousin?"
For some moments Mr. Flint sat
silent, gazing meditatively through the
window. Number 1318's dingy front
loomed dingier than ever in the late
afternoon sunshine; but Mr. Flint had
no eyes for the old house just at present. After a bit he turned to Van
Vechten.
"Before answering your question,
Mr. Van Vechten, 1 am going to lay
another matter before you," said he
gravely; "It may seem Impertinently
personal, but there are occasions when
the ordinary civilities and amenities
must be laid aside and disregarded. I
know that you and Miss Carew are engaged to be married; I do not mention
the sentiment that usually accompanies such a conventionality, for perhaps I* shall pain you; but isn't there a
possibility that she has become interested in another more recent love
was the prompt response,
you are^upt trespassing upon my feelings in the"least, and I am going to be
frank with you. The engagement you
speak of has always been more or less
of a tacit understanding in our family.
Paige Is only a jdietant cousin, you
know; but we are a clannish sett we
Van Vechtens, ami she and I have always been awfully fond of each other.
"But as for love. That's another
matter. In strl eteat confidence, Flint

I have an idea that we shall never
marry—simply. I am convinced, because I could not Insist without forcing myself upon her. No,"no; I am
much too fond of her for that. And as
for another love affair, what earthly
reason is there for her making a secret
of it? She is not a girl given to romantic fancies or scheol-girl sentimentality; she Is of age, her own mistress; and were she to learn, as I
have, that it is possible for either of
us to care for somebody else in a way
different from our present feelings towardeach other, why, she couldn't let
me know it fast enough. That's Paige
—if anybody must be hurt, have it
over and done with as soon as possible."
"I am beginning to form a pretty
fair idea of your cousin," observed Mr.
Flint "Her intelligence, courage and
independent character make It all the
more necessary that I learn everything
poBsible about Max Willard. I suppose
that she and Mrs. Devereaux are very
much attached to each other?"
"Paige and Josephine? I can't say
they are like mother and daughter—
Josephine's heart Is much too young
for that—chums would be more nearly
accurate. Yet Mrs. Devereaux has
been a mother to Paige, and the very
strongest ties of affection and confidence bind them together."
Mr. Flint slowly nodded his head, as
If these disclosures were right in harmony with whatever theory he was
evolving.
"One thing more," said he. "It ls|
strange that It haB never occurred to
you, with your intimate understanding
of your cousin, that nothing at all has
happened to her; that her prolonged
absence without communicating with
relatives or friends is an act of her
own free will."
"But it did occur to me," Van Vechten contradicted. "And it is my knowledge of Paige that renders such a
hypothesis wholly absurd."
Again Mr. Flint nodded understanding^.
"Now," eald he, "I'll answer your
question as to why I attach so much
Importance to finding Max Willard; although what I have already told you
should supply the explanation. I want
to discover the motive that influenced
Temple Bonner to disregard his own
iron-bound system of doing business
and establish a precedent by Interposing personally In the case of the house
across the street It Is remarkable
that he should do such a thing for anybody. If Max Willard is alive, the old
friendship would supply that motive.
Then It would be high time to get In
touch with Willard and learn what
he's up to."
"Perhaps," Van Vechten reflectively
offered, "Temple Bonner's sentiment
about the house extended to preserving everything just as it was when he
was attentive to Miss Henrietta, But
he haB never come back to It"
"That was precisely the impression
I gathered. Aside from" the gold purse,
I found nothing whatever of any Interest to my investigation."
Van Vechten asked carelessly:
"If one were minded to, could one
get In?"
The detective smiled. "Are you
thinking of attempting it?"
"Maybe I shall—if the obstacles in
the way are not Insurmountable. You
see, Flint, I may stumble upon something of value as a clue; something
that was meaningless to you with your
scant knowledge of family traditions."
The detective passed a flat key
across the table, saying merely: "The
back door; you reach it through the
alley."
Van Vechten pocketed the key.
Turning to Tom, Mr. Flint had just
asked Mm to recount his Rocky Cove
experience, when the arrival of another messenger boy with a fresh
bundle of cablegrams Interrupted
him.
These messages were the remaining
replies to those Bent by Van Vechten
in the morning, and, in addition, a notification from the telegraph company
ot failure to deliver the cablegram, to
Paige at Paris.
They proved to be similar In tenor
to those received earlier in the day—
one and all tbey declared entire Ignorance of Paige Carew's whereabouts.
,

CHAPTER IX.

Un Enfant Perdu.
Whether Mr. Flint attached any particular importance to anything in Tom
Phinney's recital, Van Vechten waa
unable to determine, either from the
detective's fixed expression (or ab-

FOUND HAPPINESS IN LABOR
Sensible If Unusual Course Followed
by Man Who Had Millions at
Hie Command.

A forceful lesson in the human nature which rules us all may be gathered from the experlepce of the young
man who, Inheriting a large fortune,
was wise enough to realize that no
man, rich or poor, can find happiness
except in work and accomplishment.
This man, while still in college, fell
heir to several millions, but tired of
the futility of an existence in which
there was no element of difficulty, left
"his home Bad college, obtained employment on the construction line ot
a railroad, rose on his own merits to
be a section boss and now reports
himself thoroughly happy.
. His action was futile and foolish
for one who might use the power of
wealth for his pleasure and others'
good, It may be said, but It shows
that he realized the real unhapplness
ot those who try to he happy without

sence of expression), or the few questions he asked when Tom had finished.,
These Interrogations were aimed sole-'
ly at aiding Tom to remember the mo- \
torboat's occupants; but excepting the.
suppositious servant and the sandy-'
complexioned man—now identified as
John Callis—Tom's description wssi
exceedingly vague.
Before leaving, Mr. Flint said to Van I
Vechten:
"I am liable to be looking you up al-(
most any minute of the day or night i
I expect to be pretty busy, but it is impossible to foretell precisely in what,
way my efforts will be directed. May'
I count on you spending as much of!
your time here as you can?"
The young man nodded. "If I am.
not here I shall leave word so you.
may know where to find me."
Tom, after the detective was gone,,
reverted to a topic which he had
broached earlier in the day.
"Are you going to use the motor for
a while. Ruddy? I want to take a run.
down to Maiden Lane If you're not"
The other roused sufficiently from
his puzzling reflections to give the
speaker a questioning look. "Maiden
Lane?" he repeated.
Tom amplified.
"Chap down there—wealthy diamond importer—was wanting a skipper for his steam yacht Brownlow's
his name—met him at the PayneFrench's last week. He was asking
me about it; suppose he beard that I
was Interested in yachting. I have a
master's certificate, you know; that's
one job I can hold down."
Tom was moody, and for the- time
being Van Vechten laid aside his own
perplexities.
"So," he said, "you are still determined to go to work?"
Tom nodded. "Most of the time you
chaps were talking I was thinking the
whole thing over. It's really not likely I shall ever meet that girl, Ruddy;
It's too deuced improbable to hope
such a thing. Just the same, I mean
to get busy. I want to get away. I
want to feel that I am doing something
worth while. I can run old Brownlow's yacht Just as well as anybody I
might recommend, If not better, and
I'm going after the berth myself. Can
I refer him to you?"
"Certainly," said Van Vechten.
"Take the car for as long as you want
it; if I have to go anywhere I'll use a
taxi. Send Mr. Brownlow to me if he
wants any recommendations of your
qualifications to handle a yacht, steam
or sail. Add you would be safe In mentioning Fred Carteret too. Good luck,
Tom."
>
And Mr. Tom Phinney departed to
call on the wealthy diamond importer.
Left thus to himself, Van Vechten
took from his pocket the key which
Mr. Flint had given him, and Bat contemplating It for some minutes. By
and by he returned it to his pocket,
then pushing back his chair, rose and
tell to pacing to and fro the width of
the lounging-room. Ae be passed each
of the big plate glass windows—they
were screened, however, at this season—he would glance across the street
at the silent house. At last he halted
and, bands in pockets, stood staring at
the dingy facade, his mien pensive.
"Why not?" hie thoughts presently
crystallized. "Now is as good as any
time. It's too late In the day to undertake anything else; besides, there is
nothing to do but wait. Lord—wait!
It would be a relief to have the universe come tumbling arotand one's
ears. After Flint's yarn. It will be Interesting to have a squint inside.
Queer, queer."
i
Now perhaps he forgot hie promise
to Flint to leave word respecting his.
movements, or else he-did not consider a brief absence merely across the
street of sufficient consequence to be
mentioned; however that may be, he.
left the club without a word to anybody.
A minute er two later he stood in
the indescribably littered and filthy
backyard of Number 1313. In truth,,
the place was no more than a small:
brick-paved court. It was walled all.
about, and a short flight of stone steps
leading downward to a basement door
bore the only evidence of recent use.,
Here, patently, was the door to which,
the key belonged.
,
He unhesitatingly went down th*
half-dozen or so steps, and when he
stopped to insert the key in the lock
received the Initial surprise of bis adventure.
' ■■'• ■
Before he succeeded In getting the
key Into the keyhole, the door swung'
open at his touch. Besides being unlocked, the latch was not even caught.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

the stress of work, be It self-imposed
or necessary for self-support.
No men are more unhappy than,
those from whom circumstances have
removed the pressure which requires:
hard work, and who have not had,
either the willingness or foresight toi
force themselves to tasks which call
for their best a*J utmost endeavor.
Often, Indeed, It may seem that nothing would be pleasanter tban a life of;
luxurious Idleness, but one has only
to see the victims of such living to
be disabused of this delusion.
In this country.the privileges and
responsibilities of great inherited
wealth have been hut recently experienced, and the very newness off
such possessions has led many to)
waste their lives in the futile quest of
pleasure. Luckily today more and
more of the sons of rich men have
grown to understand that they can.
lead a satisfactory existence only it
they live much as others do, using
their wealth rather to enlarge the results of their work than to escape;
its call.

J

FRIDAY, MAY 8,1914.
KAILS DUB TO ARRIVB.
A. M. 6.46—East and West.
aja—West.

*

p. M. 12.46—East and West.
2.0ti_West
4.50—East.
'
7.06—East and West.

COOK WITH GAS

MAILS CLOSE.
A.M. 6.00— West.
6.46— East.
'
11 JO—East and West.
P. M. 1.00-West.
4.40-East.
6.O0—East and West.
Mails for East BrookBeld are despatched at
8.U A.M., 11.30 A. M.and IP. M. tails from
East Brookfield are received at 9.30 A. M. and
6.40 P. M.
,
/
Package mails are despatched twice daily as
foltowT^lSso A. M. East and North, 6 P. M.
West and South.
Malls for tie Bural Delivery i» closed at 8.16
A. M. and received at 1.30 F. If.
The offloe hours wUl be:—6 80 A. M. to 8 P. M.
Holidays, 6 30 to »*> A. M. and 6 to 6 P. M.
Persons who continually ask to have-look
boxes opened are respectfully requested to use
their keys.
JOHN HpWE, Poatjoaster,
PAUL M. KEANKY, Asst.

Don't wait until you have been overcome by the heat from your coal range, when the thermometer stands 90
in the shade, before you install gas appliances for cooking and heating water which will do your work and keep
your kitchen cool, After looking over these three special offers, order a Gas Range and Water Heater at once

SPECIAL
OFFER NO. 2

OFFER NO. 1
We propose, for a brief time, to offer the
installation of a Lion Water Heater upon a
Rental Installment Plan
This proposition is the most liberal offer of
its kinJ ever made by our company.
This
offer is made for a limited time only.
The
regular price of this Heater, including connections, for 1914 will be $18.
OUR PROPOSITION
We will install one of our $18 Lion Water
Heaters to kitchen boiler, shown in cut, upon
a rental basis of $4 when the contract is signed and $3 per year for the following four
years. When five payments have been made
or a total of $16 (this amount being $2 less
than the regular price) the Heater will become the property of the purchaser.

WATER HEATERS $16.00

Conditions of the Proposition
1st. The rental price of 84 for the first year must be paid
when the contract is signed.
2nd. We must be allowed to install the heater at our own
convenience and within two weeks from the signing of the
contract, unless a later time is more oonvenient to us,
8rd. We reserve the right to withdraw the offer at any
time.
Special Notice ! We shall have special representatives on
this proposition and will have them call and explain the matter more fully, if requested, by mail or telephone. This beater can be seen in actual operation in our show rooms any time

We will replace your old

OFFER NO. 8

Gas

TO ALL

Range with this

S28.0IU
CABINET RANGE

Until July

1,1914/

$25.00

chase one of our Gas

AND CONNECT IT

Ready for Use

hot plate, when you pur- r~\
Ranges.
kinds

and

We have all
prices.

We

have a special one which
we install and connect for
you for $10.00.

This offer

may be withdrawn before
the above mentioned date

In addition to this, we will allow you j!3 for your old range re.
gardless of its age or condition.
This offer closes June 1, 1914

as our supply is limited.
So don't wait for the other
fellow.

WORCESTER COUNTY GAS COMPANY

NEW BRAINTREE.

WEST BROOKFIELD.
Cdntinued from First Page.
There was a meeting of Alanson Hamilton post in G. A. R. hall, Monday afternoon. The post is invited to attend
West Brookfield Grange May 13th when
a patriotic program will be given. The
invitation of Rev. John H. Hoffman to
attend memorial services at the Congregational church was accepted by the post
and it was voted to invite all veterans, who
wish to attend the services with them. .
The marriage of William Myron Richardson and Ella Elizabeth Bell, daughter of Mr and Mrs Charles II. Bell, took
place in the home of the bride's parents,
Long Hill, last Friday night at 8.30
o'clock. The double ring service was
used, the ceremony being performed by
Rev. John H. Hoffman. The bride was
attendud by her sister, Miss Ida C. Bell
and the best man was Albert E. Richardson, brother of the groom. Miss Ruth
E. Cutler, Warren, cousin of the groom,
■ played the wedding march. Only the
relatives of the bride and groom Were
present. The honeymoon was spent in
New York and Connecticut. On their
return Mr and Mrs- Richardson will live
at Indian Rock farm, Foster hill, where
Mr Richardson is superintendent. Many
useful and beautiful gifts were received
by the couple.

Miss O. F. Bush is the guest of Mrs M.
W. Allen.
Fred Crawford of Newton visited his
father on Wednesday.
Miss L. E. Bowdoin has returned to
her home for the summer.
MrC. M. Boyden. has returned from
his winter's work in Medway.
J. T. Shedd has been drawn juryman
for the superior court at Worcester, May
Discipline.
18th.
In the old days the wives of naval
Rev. William France and Dea. E. L.
officers accompanied them on cruises.
Havens attended the Brookfield ConferThis privilege was suddenly withence of churches at Warren on Tuesday.
drawn, and a certain Captain F. had
bis wife and daughter on board his
Dally Thought.
ship at Nice when the order to send
The veil which covers the face of them ashore reached him. He sent
futurity was woven by the hand of the following reply to the navy department:
"Received order. Commercy.—Bulwer.
municated same to Mrs. F. She refuses
to
go.
What
dor*
TO RENT
A GOOD up-stairs tenement. Town fftter.
Everything nn one floor. Inquire nfintED
Skilful Gold Beating.
A. STEARNS, South Main Street, North Brook
Held.
Hil
The gold beaters of Berlin, at the
Paris exposition, showed gold leaves
TO RENT.
so thin that it would require 282,000
NICE sunny furnished or unfurnisl
to produce the thickness of a single
ment of th i ee rooms; everything n<
inch, yet each leaf is so perfect and
housekeeping. All conveniences on o:
Kent reasonable. Apply to
free from holes as to be Impenetrable
DANIEL FOI
by the strongest electric light; if these
Spring St.
leaves were bound In book form it
would take 15,000 to All the space of
MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH ten
common book leaves.

DRESSMAKING
Quick Thinker of Most Value.
North Brookfield
A man who has the presence of II Prospect St" .
mind which can bring to him on the
Instant all he knows is worth, for action, a dozen men who know as much
but can only bring it to light slowly.
—Emerson.
Lost Water of Rome.
It is general belief there is soms
(round for the story that some of the
water that supplied the houses In ancient Rome still flows in underground
channels.
, Character and Capacity.
The impression produced by character is after all more permanent than
that produced by capacity. It passes
Into other lives and is fruitful as an
influence long after the results of
capacity have perished in the using.—
Selected.
Product Requires Work of Many.
Two thousand nine hundred silkworms are required to produce one
pound of silk, but it takes 27,000
spiders to produce one pound of web.

ELMER R. VARNUM.

Plumbing and Heating Contractor
JOBBING IN ALL ITS BBANCHKH.

Stout ani Rinses, Sheet Metal Work.
North Main Street,
Telephone 112-3

West Brookfield.
16

"I unlng Fork In Surgery.
A brand new use has4 been fohfad for
the tuning fork. 'The1 little 'Instrument which has for centuries been
used to give musicians the correct
pitch is being found of great sendee
in the diagnosis of disease. So valuable has It proved that It promises
soon to take its place beside the stethoscope and thermometer as an essential part of every good physician's
equipment.

Summer
Places
Wanted
Each year more and more summer sojourcers from all over the country are
seeking pleasant spots in New England,
patronizing well-managed hotels and the
pleasantly, located boarding places and
farms where paying guests are received.
Each season thousands of people turn
to the advertising columns of the Boston
Evening Transcript, where so many announcements of summer places are published.
Many families prefer to lease farms,
houses or cottages in the country. Hundreds of properties
are sold every season
to parties1 from Eastern and Western
cities who are attracted by advertisements
in the Transcript.
If you desire to reach the well-to-do
people and attract them to your town insert a well-worded advertisement in the
Boston Transcript.
Full information, rates, sample copies
and advice cheerfully given on requesd.

Boston Transcript Co,
334 Washington St., Boston, Mass,

Illicit Still on an Island.
The County Galway police have
made a large capture of "potheen" barrels, tubs, and a fully working still at
Qorumna Island. They left the mainland in the middle of the night, and
concealed themselves on the Island until they discovered smoke arising from
the still, when they rushed the place.
They captured three of the smugglers
and 4,400 gallons of wash.—London
Tit-Bits.
Friendship.
Friendship is the door through
which we go out from the narrow cell
of self and enter Into other lives.
It is the door through which others
come Into that narrow cell and make
it a palace, with windows that open
on a boundless universe.—Margaret
McQiffert.
"Breakfast" Comparatively Now.
Few people realize that the meal
"breakfast" did not become recognized
until late In the seventeenth century.
The earliest period to which the word
can be traced Is 1463. In the days
of the Tudors the higher classes and
the merchants seldom took their
meals before twelve and six o'clockIn Bad Shape.
Mistress—"What did the doctor
say was the matter with you. Brasins?" Rastus—"He say I got a torpedo libbah, ma'am^'—Washington
Herald.

Pigs on Shipboard.
The killing of a pig at sea Is always
an occasion of much Importance, not
only for the reason that fresh meat la
to be enloyed-4a great luxury on a
sailing ship after perhaps months of
salt provisions—but because what is
termed a "pig breeze" or favoiflble
wind may be looked upon as a certainty. Pigs when kept on sailing
ships are often let out of their pens,
and their movements, which are believed to foretell the state of the wind
to be expected, are watcrre* with keen
interest.

Evil In Outbursts of Temper.
When the fearsome creature, or the
raging Individual, Is made to recognise by the painstaking, sympathetic
doctor that outbursts of fury no less
than succumbing to the tremors of
a thunderstorm will work permanent
injury to the brain and heart, while
Ignoring and warding off such outbreaks will save their sanity and
health, then will the deluded victim
come to his senses and guard himself
to the bitter end against the impending appearance of such emotional manifestations.

Remarkable Bee Hive.
A beehive of extraordinary dimensions has been removed from the roof
of CastlehiU, an Ayrshire (Scotland)
eighteenth Century mansion. The hive
has been known to have been on the
roof for SO years. Its accumulated
> weight was endangering the structure.
Myriads of bees were killed to enable
the workmen to remove the slates. The
honey store was In perfect preservation, and about half a ton was removed.

Pre-Raphaelite Revival.
A distinguished painter employed a
small boy from a neighboring slum as
a model. He gave the child some tea,
and asked him if he would like brown
bread or white, expecting, as is usual
with such youngsters, that he would
ask for white. The boy, however,
asked for brown bread. "Hello!" exclaimed the painter, astonished, "do
you like brown bread?" "Yes," replied
the boy, "It's got more nitrogen In it"

Doss the Work of the Sun.
Carpet manufacturers in Europe,
who formerly had to send samples of
their product to southern countries to
test their sun-resisting qualities, now
use the mercury-vapor quarts lamp for
that purpose, its ultraviolet rays having even greater power to fade dyestuffs than the sun.—Popular Mechanics.

Sources of Borlo Acid.
Boric acid In considerable quantities is generally recognised as an
original constituent In the waters and
gases given off with volcanic emanations. In fact, the Tuscan turmaroles
In Italy have been an Important commercial source of supply of boric add
for a long time. There Is abundant
evidence of the presence of boric acid
in volcanic emanations in many parts
of the world.

Ones In a Blue Moon.
"Once In a blue moon" means very
rarely Indeed.
The expression resembles that of "the Greek Kalends,"
which means "never," because there
were no Greek Kalends. The origin of
the expression is not known, but it
was used as early as the sixteenth
century.

Quoth Tagore,
Do yon know whence comes the
sleep that floats over the eyes of a
child? Yes. They tell us It has its
home In the fairy village in the
shadow of the forest. It is Just faintly lighted -by glowworms and two) sensitive magic flowers grow in it. Smiles
come from the spot to kiss the eyelids of children.—Hablndranath TaChinese Reverence for Dead.
The Chinese revere the dead to such gore.
an extent that when the demise of a
Chinaman occurs be is burled for
Firemen's Water-jackets.
three years. At the end of this time
In Berlin the firemen wear water
the body is dug up and the boneB
Jackets with a double skin, which they
placed in a vase. The vase and its
are able to fill with water from the
contents are then interred for all fuhOBe. If the space between the layers
ture time.
becomes overfilled the water escapes
Real Thing at Last.
The Customer—"These grand opera
phonograph records are ho good. I
can't get anything out of half of them."
The Balesman—"Yes, they are our
finest achievement You never can tell
when they'll sing. They're so temperamental.J>—Puck.
Take Time to Live.
Overwrought nerves produce irritability, and there Is nothing that so
disqualifies a woman for any kind of
living as a petulant, fault-finding disposition. Learn to Ignore the .inevitable annoyances, and take time to live,
•s well as work.

Historical No.e.
"Wasn't King John a wicked man?"
said the professor's little daughter the
other evening. "He used to run over
people with his motor oars."
The
professor was puzsled. "Haven't you
made a mistake?" he inquired doubtfully. "Surely, your teacher didn't tell
you that?" "Oh, yes, she did. She
told us that King John ground down
the people with his taxis."
Knew Something About That
"What does the poet say 'a sorrow's crown of sorrow' is?" mused the
thoughtful man. "I don't know what
the poet says," replied the one who
had had experience, "but I think It's
the aching crown a fellow has on tbe
morning after he's tried to drown
bis sorrow."
Use for Port Oxford Cedar.
Manufacturers of artificial legs are
compelled to find a substitute for the
English willow which has been heretofore used on account of its lightness
and strength. The Port Oxford cedar ■{'
of the Pacific coast has many of the
necessary qualities.
,

New Kind of Ashes.
through a valve at the top of the helLittle Laura—"Mamma, what kind
met and flows down over the fireman
like a cascade, protecting him doubly- of ashes Is satin ashes?" Mamma—"I
never heard of them, dear." Little
Laura—-"Well, in my Sunday school
For Borrowed Books.
So many books were borrowed and lesson It says: 'And the king of Ninever returned from the writer's home neveh covered himself with sackcloth
that she purchased a script stencil and sat in ashes!'"
bearing ber own name and a "please
return." To date this plan has proven
Mending a Broken Vaee.
satisfactory in returning her books in
A beautiful little white vase was
due time.
broken in many places. After putting
it together carefully, the owner knotWants Salary Also to Ascend.
ted green raffia about and it was very
Bonham—"They say that in the
pretty still. The idea will apply to
next world people will do the same
as In this." Mrs. Bonham—"Well, I many chirped and- cracked pieces of
pottery.
hope you get more pay."

G. Fred Crooks, Elm street, will be interested this summer, in the manufacture
of ice-cream at the West Brookfield
Creamery, going back and forth every
day.
Mr Taylor is certainly lashing thejboys
A crisp, clean, nutriPost 51, G. A. R., has received and ae-1 into shape for the minstrels and he extious food.
For
cepted an invitation from Rev. A. W. pects to put on a first class show, so that
everybody— everyBudd and the First Congregational church no one will depart feeling in anyway diswhere. Fresh in the
to attend a Memorial service in their satisfied. " After the show a dance will be
moisture-proof packhouse of worship on 8unday, May 24.
held.
age, 5 cents.
Mrs Alice M. Burrill, in another colIt takes considerable money to support
umn, advertises a lot of her personal a baseball team and it is hoped that we
property to be disposed of at private sale will have the support of everyone.
SENIOR CLASS HONORS.
during the next few dayB before she
On Saturday, May 9th, the B & R will
leaves town.
'
L.
L. Currier, principal of the high
have a contest with the Thorndike team,
Rev. Harlan Page of Hardwick will which is a very fast team, bulr Manager
school, has set the minds of the graduapreach at the Congregational church, Donovan has strengthened up his team
ting class at ease by the announcement
CHARLES S. LANE,
Sunday morning in exchange with Rev.
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
yesterday of class honors. All of the
considerably and a good game is looked
A. W. Budd. In the evening the nastor
class will complete the course and receive"
for.
will lie in hiB own pulpit, and the subject
diplomas in June. The valedictorian is
Woodbine Lodge is growing.
The
boys
certainly
made
a
very
fine
will be " Our Privileges."
to be Stephen P. Mahoney; salutatorian,
!Kow get out your lawn mower.
appearance in their new "uniforms last
RE6ISTEREB EMBALMER.
Esther Conroy; prophet, Gwendolyn
It is expected that the bodies of the
Have you cleaned up the back yard?
Saturday.
Burnham; historian, Raymond Herlihy;
men who died at Vera Croz will reach
Personal Prompt attention Day
Miss Lola I. Murphy, Worcester, was New York on Monday, and be received
The funny little name
or Night.
We understand Manager Donovan has
the remaining honors are taken, in the
the guest, Sunday, of her parents en with highest military honors. Those secured a first class baseman. We have
of the famous little
order named, by John H. Quill, Rose L.
Telephone North Brookfield N*.
laa-ii.
Bigelow street.
ginger snap that puts
Mahoney, Verna Vorce and John Robinfrom New England should reach Boston not been advised, as yet, who the dark
Long Distance Connection.
Miss Mildred Thompson hi visiting in on Monday or Tuesday and they too will horse is.
son. Miss Vorce will write the class ode,
fresh "snap" and
and Thomas Minns will be class orator.
'unerala Personally Directed
Rutherford, N. Y.
"ginger" into jaded
be accorded the honors due to those who
The Association have under consideraand Every Requisite FurnThe class have selected for their motto—
Mrs Oooke and Miss Helen Cooke have die in the service of their country. Cor- tion the matter of purchasing chairs, for
appetites. 5 cents.
ished.
"Omnis fors speranda, superanda eat."
poral Haggerty is among the latter num- the patrons of the game, for which a
returned from New York.
Lady Assistant.
Other members of the class are Thomas
Mr and Mrs Brainerd H. Smith are in ber..
small fee will be charged.
Dunphy and J. Edward Doyle.
Washington, D. U., for a visit.
The ladies of the Woman's Union will
The diamond is being put into first
Mr Sumner Holmes and his daughter, hold an all-day home missionary meet- class condition.
The Second Half.
Mrs W. B Glea on, left on Wednesday,' ing, Thursday, May 14, with dinner at
A large number of ladies attended the
noon
for
members
and
their
families.
for Cottage City.
At the regular meeting of iheG. F. S., ENGRAVED] CALLING CARDS
gaiue last Saturday. President Richards
Mr Alfred C. Stoddard gave his illus- Home missionary program at 2.30 p. m, and Asst. Treasurer ChiBholm were
in the guild rooms, on Tuesday evening,
They
desire
a
good
number
present.
The
IN SCRIPT OR
trated Western Tour lecture at Easton on
the second half entertained the first half.
i
annual thank-offering for home missions among tbe enthusiasts.
Wednesday evening.
The young ladies, under the direction of
will be taken. All not otherwise solicited
Last Saturday the B & R team defeated
ENGLISH
TEXT
Miss
Kathleen
Lovely,
gave
an
operetta,
If you have a tenement to rent, or for the dinner, are asked to bring pies or
the Warren team by a score of 6 to 0.
—The Voices of Nature. There were H.T.Lawrence, North BrookfieM
property to sell, make it known through Washington pies.
Warren, 00000000 0—0
twelve who took part, costumed in paour advertising columns.
11200'0' *0 —6
The annual meeting of the G. F. S. of BAR,
per, silk, or muslin to represent flowers,
Six members of the Congregational western Massachusetts, will be held at
GRAHAM
CRACKERS
Batteries, B & R, Dragoon and Allen;
bird's, bees, frogs and pollywogs. The
church attended the conference of church- All Saints' church, Worcester, May 26th.
flowers nodded their heads asj they sang ARTISTIC MONUMENTS
Warren, Reuben and Bliss.
The natural sweetes in Warren on Tuesday.
Miss Neilson, president of the G. F. S.
the spring songs. The bees hummed
ness and nutriment
Four candidates will be initiated by of America will be the speaker at JhfWrft[AND CEMETERY MEMORIALS
and buzzed and darted here and there,
of the wheat are reWoodbine Lodge, No. 180, I. O. 0. F., ernoon session. Orders for tea tickets
REFINED HORSE PLAY.
very like real bees; the frogs croaked and
tained,
giving
them
at a regular meeting soon.
In all kinds of
may be left with Mrs Isabelle Dexter, behopped, and the birds twittered, and
a delightful flavor,
Mrs H. E. Cummings was brought fore Saturday, May !6. Tickets are 25
pecked
and
flapped
their
wings
and
sang.
GRANITE AND MARBLE
The Grange Has Something Closely
xo cents.
homa, yesterday, from the hospital, and cents.
After the splendid final chorus, homeResembling the Real Thing.
stood the journey quite well.
This week work is in progress on imC
A. RISLEY & COMPANY
made candy was passed.
At the next
Misses Nellie A. an* Annie Clancy ol provement of the baseball diamond, the
Bay biscuit baked by
meeting, the girls will settle down to the
At the Grange last night, a very interTelephone
Vest Brookfield.
Brookfield were the guests, Sunday, of expense being borne In part by the base- esting paper on Feather Fancies was read
more quiet occupation of sewing, in
ball association and s une of our business by Miss Mary Hurd Wright. The horse
Miss Nellie A. Murphy, Bigelow street.
preparation for the mid summer sale.
Mrs F. H. Gates, and Mrs Elmer men. A minstrel performance is to be show, under the direction of Morton F.
The friends of Mr A. W. Briggs, formChurchill were delegates to the Pythian given next Friday evening to still further Lincoln, Harry Bond and Milo D. Cbilds,
erly of this town, will be pleased to
Sisters' convention in Boston, this week. swell the fund. The Burface of the field opened with a piafro solo, Ben Hur Charknow that he is recovering slowly, from
To see the Latest Models of
has been -plowed and rolled, but the wet iot Race, by Miss, Mabel Chadbouvoe;
Alwaytlook for that name
We understand that Miss Josephine weather has delayed the Work somewhat.
the shock which recently paralyzed his
Next was a private view of stalled entries,
Thuotte has secured a position as private It was hoped to Have it in good condition
whole left sidte. . He is at the home of
then the naming of the horses whose
secretary to the district attorney in Wor- for to-morrow's game.
his son in Waverly.
pictures were on exhibition on the walls.
cester.
Last Tuesday, Loyal Circle of King's Next a guessing contest, Reporting the Brookfield Congregational Asao'n.
Mrs Frank P. Greene was called to
HISTORY OF THE BROOKFIBLDS
Gowns; the prize in this contest, an eleNorth Attleboro, this week by the illness Daughters met in the parlors of the Fhst
PERSON having a well preserved blsThe Brookfield Association met Tues- ANY
phant, was won by Miss Jessie Topping.
church,
and
after
the
regular
business,
tory of the Brookfiekls for sale can find a
of her daughter-in-law Mrs Theodore
customer at a fair price by addresali g
Mrs J. C. Wiggland of Spencer, gave a Numerous horseshoes were hung about day in Warren. Delegates were present CHAKLKS
H. ADAM8, Occidental College,
■ Or have then* bro u ah t to your home
C. Greene.
very interesting talk on District Nursing. the room and a prize was offered to those from churches in Ware, Brookfield, North Los Angeles, Cal.
usssl
-i 18tl
■ by Kadlfiff won! to
V
*•*
Dr. E, A. Lodden has had two of the Mrs Wiggland was, before her marriage,' who found the most, Marion Lidstone and West Brookfield, Oharlton, Dudley,
trees'on hie lawn, corner of Main and a District Nurse and was well qualified to being the winner of the blue ribbon, and Hardwick, Barre, Gilbertville, New
TENEMENTtTO RENT
School street, cut down and replaced by
UPSTAIRS Tenement, with town water,
give her audience an idea of the great Mrs Georgia Stoddard, winner of the red. Braintree, Oakham, Sturbridge, Spencer, ANelectric
lights, etc. Apply to MORTIMER
catalpas.
good to be accomplished in this line of Miss Marion Tucker succeeded in finding Warren. It was an enthusiastic meet- P. HOWARD, Summer Bt.
Representative for the Brookflelds, '
Raymond Dunphy has been awarded a work, and the great need of a district the gold horseshoe and Miss Florence ing! The committee of arrangements for
Telephone I a- 13, .
Senior fellowship at Clark College, and nurse in any community where there is Thompson the silVer one. Both the lat- the next meeting was announced as Rev.
PASTURES TO RENT.
#200 in money this week. He iB special- manufacturing.
ter were considered prizes enough in A. Lincoln Bean of Globe Village, Rev. SEVERAL tine pastures, alltoiiea, to rent at NORTH BROOKFIELD.
MAW.
reasonable prices.
-3p.„„„ „.„«.
izing in Chemistry.
The hall was decorated W. A,. White of Sturbridge and Mrs 2W18
A delegation from Ezra Batcheller themselves.
CHARLES D. SAGE.
Samuel
Williams,
and
it
will
be
held
on
Loyal Circle King's Daughters will Woman ,s Relief Corps visited Warren with pictures of noted thoroughbred Sept.'15, atGlobe Village. The Free EvanEDWIN T. CHAPIN
hold a Food Sale in the parlors of the Corps, Wednesday afternoon, to assist horses and there were stalled' entries at gelical church at Globe Village became a SPENCER MANDOLIN ORCHESTRA
First church on Friday, May 15, from them in observing their 28th anniversary.- the rear of the hall.
, member of the Brookfield Association, FIFTEEN PIECES. Entertainments, BanARCHITECT
quets,
Concert
Work,
etc.
1|
,,
iSMJS
Refer to H. SABLE BATTEV, Director
3 to 4 p. m. B
'.' '
A very attractive booth in charge of and will be known as the Union CongreMembers were present from North Brookgational church; Rev. Bruce W. Broth- 2W16
727-728
State
Mutual Building, Woreatsf
The School Committee wiil post notices field, East Brookfield and Brookfield, Mrs Marion Hill',: Mre Anna Howland, erston was chosen a member of the comon Monday forbidding horses and vehi- jand the Spencer Corps was well rep- and Miss Freda Hanson, where lemonade, mittee of district oversight. Rev. F. D.
TENEMENTS TO LET.
Tdepbon*
cles going upon the grounds ol the Grove . resented. A pleasant feature of the aft- prize packages of pop corn, monkey Thayer of Dudley, was chosen delegate to JNE five room tenement on Gilbert street, in
the
state
meeting
at
Gardner,
and
Rev.
good
repair,
gae
and
town
water
In
the
ernoon was the presence of Mrs Laura faces, cakes, sandwiches, and boxes of W..A. White was chosen moderator of house. One of seven rooms on Spring street,
schoolhouse.
and town water, in good repair. Both are
On account of the absence of the pastor 'Smithof Attleboro, the new department confectionery were on Bale during the the fall meeting, with Rev. C. Lisle Percy gas
second story. Apply to
There were three excep- onMORTIMER
- F.
". LINCOLN, Spring Street,
next Sunday morning, the 17th will be ' pre ident.' A bountiful lunch was served. evening, offered much amusement as well as alternate.
!
North
"orth Brookfield.
Si ■
tionally strong addresses by Revs. George It
FRED C. CLAPP
observed at the Congregational church, Speeches were in order and a pleasing en- as pleasure.
B. Hatch of Ware, E. G. Zellars of
I
tertainment
was
given.
One gentleman was> thrown from his Spefloer, and Neil McPherson of Springas "Mother's Sunday."
PICS FOR SALE
The boys are finding that the cin 'era spirited horse, but his injuries did not lield,;interspersed with a duet by Mrs
OUNG PIGS for sale by
There will be a meeting of Grange
Grace Keith and Mrs Grace Dillaber, and
ALFRED C. STODDABD,
Auxiliary in Grange hall, Tuesday, May carted onto the Grove schoolhouse prove to be serious.
North Brooklteld.
a solo by Mis Katharine Converse. A
There was also the usual amount of collation was served by the ladies of tbe
12, afternoon and evening with supper at grounds are a nuisance, and interfere
with their games, but the teachers, jani- music and uproar, attendant upon such Warren church.
PASTURE TO RENT
6,30, in charee of Miss Marjorle Stuart.
Registered Embalmer.
JASTURK for rental. Bight in the Tillage.
"• ;
It will pay you to go to the cooking-by- tor and parents rejoice, for, since the an occasion;
JOHN J. LANK.
,
19
ground
has
been
raised
with
coal
cinders
FOR RENT.
gas demonstration in the basement of the
UlyAJihunt
A SIX room cottage with garden and tea
B1CYLE FOR SALE
town hall block to-morrow afternoon at put on over the loam carted on a few CHAUNCEY M. HARDING.
A
ta—.
*PPiyg
years
ago
by
the
Improvement
Associa8
ELU5S
D
BRV1NT)
SUITABLE for boy. Second-hand wheel.
2.30. Last day that the demonstrators
N*w Departure Coaster Brake. Price $0.00.
spring street, North Brbokfleld.
3wl9«
tion, there is scarcely any danger of thq
Connected by Long Distance TeleInquire of FREEMAN R. BERRY, Norm
will be here.
—i
.
—'
"
children getting lost in the mud. When Made Secretary of a Railroad Y. M.
Brookfield<*
phone^ House and Store.
TO
RENT.
The Woman's Guild will hold its reguthoroughly rolled snd worn the grounds
C. A. in Maine.
THE upstaU* Tern-men* in the Waters house.
lar meeting Wednesday, May 13, at the will be more sanitary even if not so handApply to W. A FIHXAM.
1>
Chauncey M. Harding, formerly of
usual time and place. As there will be but some as when they were covered with
FOR SALE
one more regular meeting until fall, it is
North
Brookfield,
and
sonof
Mr
and
Mrs
greensward—many years ago.
a parlor organ, in good condition. DURING the next ten daya I wl'l offer at priFred L. Harding, (who lived on Gilbert CHEAP,
hoped there will be a good attendance.
*'or paTtloulars, address Box 278, Nona
vate wale, among many other things a secstreet, and afterward removed to Port- BrookBeld.
»*»• tional Bookcase, Mahogany ta.tle, Dining table
The Y. W. C. will hold their regular
Death, of J. N. BardwelL
and chairs, other Chairs, revolving book case,
land,
Maine),
has
just
been.chosen
secremeeting at the church parlors on TuesChamber Sets, Hair Mattress, and other artiFOR SALE.
cles of household use. Also Silver Watch in
day evening, May 12, at 7.30. At 8
After a long sickness, Mr J. N. Bard- tary of the Grand Trunk Association, Y. DAHLIA bu be tor -ale at E. W. Seed's. All good order, and some plci urea,
selected
stock
and
named
varieties
from
M.
C.
A.,
at
East
Deering,
Maine,
and
MBS ALICE M. BURRILL, 18 Prospect St.,
o'clock they will give a reception to the well died at 4 o'clock this morning, from
L. PIEROE, Lynn, Mate.
IB" North Brookfield.
»
members of the Woman's Union, all of cancer, at bis home in the C. M. Rich will assume his new position May 15. He
has been assistant secretary of railroad
whom are cordially invited.
house on South Main street.
Mr BardDr. Kinnear, Mrs Kinnear, Maurice well was born in Wbately, Aug. 23, 1834. Y. M. C. A. on Commercial street, Port- COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Probate Court
and John, are expected to reach the He leaves a widow, a daughter, Mrs D. land, for the past three years and a half. Worcester as.
WORCEBTEB, 88. ^
PBOBATE COURT.
To the iit-ire at law, next of kin, and all other
Chauncey
was
born
in
North
BrookTo the'devisees, legatees and all other perhome of Mrs Davis, Waite Corner, early C. Nutting, of Granby, Mass., a son,
persons interested In ilw estate of Augustus T. sons Interested in the estate of Ellen McCarthy,
next week. Dr. Kinnear and wife are Charles ol Milwaukee, Wis., also three field, and received his early education names, late of North Brookfield, In said Coun- late of North Brookfield, in said County, deWill supply you with the
ty, deceawd.
,
.
Whereas, a certain instrument purporting to ceased.
doing a noble missionary work in China, grand-children and one great grand-child. here;- nearly completing the course in our
Whereas, a petition has been presented to
be the last will and testament of said deceased said court to grant a letter of administration
high
school.
In
1908
he
removed
to
The funeral service will be held Sunday
in which they have been financially aided
has been presented to s«tld Court, for probate, with the will annexed, on the estate of said defollowing seed potatoes:
Henry Barnes, who prays that letters testa- ceased not already administered, to Mary A.
morning, at 9 o'clock, and the body Portland, and soon after took a special by
by our people daring the past years.
mentary may be Issued to him, the executor McCarthy ot Natlck. in the County of MiddleThe Rev. A. R. Nichols of Brookfield taken to Belchertown for burial, alter a course at the Christian Workers Train- I thereto named, without giviog a surety on his sex or some other suitable person.
GREEN MOUNTAIN,
bowl.
.
ing School of the Christian and Mission- , official
You are hereby cited to appear ata Probate
will preach for the Methodist people, service there at 2 p. m.
You are hereby cited to appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Worcester, In said County
'court, to be held at Worcester, la said County of
ary
Alliauce
at
Nyack,
N.
Y.,
•
of
which
Mr
and;
Mrs
Bardwell
have
lived
in
Worcester,
on
the
twelfth
day
of
May,
A.
D.
Sunday, at 2 o'clock.
He will be reNORCROSS,
iof
Worcester, on the twenty-sixth day of 1914 at nine o'clock in the forenoon, to show
1
membered by many of the elder people town for the past ten years, coming here Rev. Dr. A. B. Simpson is tbe head, ; May, A. D. l»14, at nine o'ctoek in the cause, if any you have, way the same should
forenoon, to show cause, if any yon have, why not be granted.
studying
there
for
a
year.
Returning
to
J.
from
Belchertown,
where
they
had
a
fine
DELAWARE,
as one of their favorite teachers. Tbe
I the same should not be granted.
And said petitioner la hereby directed to
I And said petitioner is hereby directed to give
publlo notice thereof hy publishing this
pastor will have charge of the evening farm for 32 years. ' They were regular Portland he entered Y. M. C. A, work as I public notice thereof, by publishing this cita- give
assistant secretary of the Commercial tion ones in each week for three auccessive citation once in each week, for three successive
attendants,
at
the
Congregational
church,
GOLD
COIN,
weeks, in the North Brookfield Journal, a
service as usual.
In the North Brookfield Journal a news- newapaper published In North Brookfield, the
and the service here on Sunday morning, street branch. Those who are in a posi- weeks
paper published In North Bi-ooktield, the last last publication to be one ilay at lea t before
Died in Swampscott, Mass , April 9th,
CARMEN NO. .3,
tion to know say that he has been efficient publication to be one day at least before said said t;ourt. and by mailing, postpaid, or delivand by mailing, postpaid, or delivering ering a copy of this citation to all devisees and
1914, of heart disease, Mrs Isadora Park- will be conducted by Rev. A. W. Budd.
in this work. His experience, interest in Court
a copy of this citation to all known persons In- legatees named in said will, seven daya at
er* Freeman, widow of the late Josiab
NEW QUEEN,
the work, and natural ability will doubt- ter, sted lu the estate, seven daya at least be- least before aid Court.
. ■
fore said Court.
Character Is Unohanglng.
William T. Forbes, Esquire, Judge
Freeman. She was a resident of this
less contribute greatly to the successful Witness, WILLIAK T. FOKDES, Esquire. of Witness,
said Court, this twenty-third day of April
The
purest
literary
talent
appears
at
EARLY ROSE,
town for about 10 years and was interof said Court, this fifth day of May In ti e year one thousand nine hundred and
direction of the work in his new position. Judge
la jfia year one thousand nine hundred and
ested in the Memorial choreb, and took one time great, at another time small, He hss had considerable experience in fourteen.
fourteen.
J^^Y H- ATWOOO, Register.
but
character
Is
of
a
stellar
and
unIRISH COBBLER,
HABRY
H.
ATWOOD,
Register.
part in its religious and social activities
April 31, May 1, a, M
, special work with the boys.
' May 8, IS, MB.
diminlshable greatness.—Smerton.
when here.

U need a Biscuit

NATIOKAL
BISCUIT
COMPANY

Brief Idleness Recommended.
The power of work which makes
many a successful man what he Is
must often be placed to the credit, not
to bis hours of Industry, but to that
of his hours of Idleness, in boyhood.
Even the hardest worker of as all.
If he has to deal with anything above
mere details, will do well, now and
again, to let his brain He fallow for
a space. The next crop of thought
will certainly be all the fuller is the
ear and the weeds fewer.—T. H. Huxley.
One Way of Looking at It.
Parson—''Why don't yon' get your
boy to go to church instead of gadding about the street?" Parishioner—
"Yes, sir, I've told 'lm church is the
right place and 'e ought to go, and
'Is father often tells 'lm that 'e
wouldn't get no more 'arm in goln'
to church an' llstenin' to yon than 'e
picks up with the low fellers 'e loafs
abaht with all day on Sunday ."•'-Winter's Pie.

The BAR Baseball Association |will
give a minstrel show on Friday, May
22nd. The boys are working very hard
to make this a success and a number of
difierent vaudeville artists have been procured for the same. Tickets will be on
sale shortly.
Announcement will be
made later as to when the plan of the hall
will by open.

ZuZu

we

FOR

Dr. 0. Loren Rice is more oomfortable
at the Memorial hospital, in Springfield,
and appreciates fully the sympathy and
kindly remembrances from his many
friends^

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concords

Supreme Court Declares District
Court of Mass. in Error.
both rubber ana steel tires, Baggies,
In the case of Foster, Winchell, Platt
Democrat and Delivery Wagons, Surreys and Road Wagons, both new and
and Edwards, indicted for conspiracy jto
second hand.
defraud the United States government in
the sale of stamps, by which the salary A.T BOTTOM 'PRICES
Harness, Robes, Blankets, Whips ana
of the postmaster was to be raised, the
OH Cloths. Not too Costly. Not too
supreme court decides that the district
Cheap.
' court was in error in ruling that no law
had been violated by the acts of the de- Shingles and Roofing Material.
| fendants, and that the offence was simply
All the difierent grades. All slr.es ot
against a ruling of the postmaster-general
NaiU.also,
' and no criminal prosecution would stand,
imber that my prices are always
j thus dismissing the case. The governthe lowest. I sell so as to sell again.
ment appealed from this decision, and Or. Dmnlel'a Horse Remedies Alwmy
the court of last resort, having sustained
la stock.
the appeal, the case will now have to be
llUniMI OAKHAM D4.
tried on its merits, before the district
court in Boston, probably within the WILLIAM 8. CRAWFORD
next two months.
OAKHAM.

Furnishing [Undertaker

Gas Hot Plato Users
will pay $1.00 for your old

MUST STAND TRIAL.

Members of the Yuung Woman's Club
BASE BALL NOTES.
are urged to be present at the reception
to the W U. next Tuesday evening at The B & R Players are making Things
the chapel.
Look Lively for the Summer.

Call at 46 Summer Street

SPIRELLA
CORSETS

MRS. B. C. GRAVES,

i

0

Y

Funeral Director

Furniture at Private Sale.

Seed Potatoes!
FULLAM

BROOKFIELD TIMES
BROOKFIELD TIMES

FRIENDLY LAWS
TO TEXTILE MEN
Gov.Walsh Tells Manufacturers
Not to Fear Legislation
EX-MAYOR FITZGERALD PLEADS
FOR EXPORT TRADE.

TOLLS ON CAFE CANAL
TO BE REASONABLE
August Belmont Telia Chamber of
Commerce Man lea Will Nat Be
a Manaca.

Boston—August Belmont of New
York, through whose support tho
Cape Cod canal bat been made possible, addressed several hundred
members of the Chamber of Commerce at the assembly luncheon at
the American House. Mr. Belmont
told them that the toll rates would
be low enough to Induce shipping to
take the short cut. The rate, he
said, would provide sufficient revenue to take care of the Interest,
save something for the owners of
vessels and still leave a margin of
profit which will provide for improvements in the canal.
Mr. Belmont expressed his gratitude for the action of the Chamber
of Commerce in urging the government to light the approaches to the
canal Instead of making the company
do It. The company Is to light the
canal proper under its agreement at
the time the right to build was conferred.
"It has been found," said Mr. Belmont, "that there will not be Ice of
sufficient thickness to interfere seriously with the passage of vessels
through the canal, as some persons
have feared.
During the dredging
there has never been Ice thick enough
to stop a good-sized tug from going
through the Buzzards Bay approach,
and when the canal is thrown open
and the salt water is moving along
more freely there will be even less
trouble of that kind."
Chairman Hugh Bancroft of the
port directors said that he believed
the canal would aid Boston in retaining its grain export business in competition with the Erie barge canal.

Boston.—Members of the New England Cotton Manufacturers Association, at their annual convention In
Paul Revere Hall, learned from Governor Walsh In his address of welcome, that the Massachusetts Legislature is to give manufacturers a
rest from hostile legislation, and from
ex-Mayor Fitzgerald that there is,
hope for New England's export trade
If manufacturers will put aside all
politics and help create a new Yankee spirit.
It was one of the most interesting
of a series of conventions the association has held, this year's being in
conjunction with the Textile Show.
An Important announcement by
the secretary, C. J. H. Woodbury, was
to the effect that the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology is willing to
co-operate with the association to establish a laboratory for the examination of fibers, goods and supplies
used in the textile trade.
President Edwin Farnham Greene,
who presided, deplored in his annual
address the tariff readjustment, and
warned against further reductions In
the hours of labor, saying that as
a result of the new tariff many woolen mills are still idle. He declared
that one of the causes of the high
cost of living is the shortening of the
hours of labor.
Ex-Mayor Fitzgerald, appearing as
chairman of the foreign trade com- HEROIC ACTS REWARDED BY
mittee of the Chamber of Commerce
CARNEGIE GIFTS'.
told the convention about the export
side of the textile industry. In part Worcester, Northampton and Brainhe said:
tree People are Beneficiaries.
"We must create the atmosphere
Worcester—John
J. Brosnahan, Jr.,
of commerce that existed In the olden days. Most of the wealthy New has been awarded a Carnegie medal
England families engaged for many for bravery. He lives at 174 Graf ton,
generations In the cotton Industry, street. He is 19 years of age. The
can recall the interest that their an- medal came to him for saying the life
cestors took In the East India and of Kenneth S. Mascroft, aged 13, son ol
China trades. They keenly followed Samuel S. Mascroft of North Grafton,
the clipper ships. Foreign countries OcL 2, 1911. Young Brosnahan alalso had respect for American ships ready has been given a medal for the
I and traders. In India the arrival same deed by the Massachusetts Huof the Ice ship from Boston was a mane Society, this presentation being
public holiday. It Is not theory and on Feb. 12, 1912.
It is not misplaced oratory to try
Northampton—Howell J.
Lucler,
and get you to think along these lines
of good old-fashioned New England, has been awarded a bronze medal by
the Carnegie hero fund commission.
Yankee commerce.
"For a minute pause and see how He is 15 years old and the son of
backward we really are In this re- Capt. John Lucler of the Northampton
gard. Germany has an elaborate sys- fire department. In the summer ol
tem of higher commercial education. 1913 he rescued a boy about his own
In the city of Boston it was only six age, with whom he was swimming In
years ago that we first provided a Mill river. The drowning hoy had
school of commerce, and it was not gone below the surface twice and
until this year that the foundations young Lucler had much difficulty In
for a new High School of Commerce rescuing him.
-were laid. Spanish Is only second to
Bralntree—Isaac L. Jones of BrainEnglish as the most important commercial language of the world. Span- tree, who has been awarded a Carnegie
bronze medal for heroism, Is a
ish has been introduced In our schools
In Boston and Lynn, but the business crossing-tender at the Wjjjptree stamen as yet have not considered a tion and last summer 'irfsllued Mrs.
boy with > the command of Spanish EJward V. Heffernan of Bralntree and
worth one cent more than the other her small child from death on the
tracks at his crossing. The child ran
fellow.
"Today the New England section under the gates as two trains were
strictly speaking, Is not the export approaching from opposite direction*.
section that it formerly was. The Instinctively the mother followed her
South today, with Its supremacy in child, and both were in Imminent
manufacturing unbleached goods con- danger of being struck by one or both
taining a large amount of cotton with a trains.
email labor cost, has a large perCONDIPLEASED .BY
UNIONS
centage of our exports. There Is little
TIONS.
doubt In the minds of all manufacturers that we can lead the world In May 1 Finds Little Trouble Between
manufacturing this particular line,
Employes and the Employed.
• but^the New England section having
had most of this particular branch
Boston—Union, officials say that
of the industry taken away from it May 1, generally conceded as labor's
feels especially the difficulty of solv- barometer for the year, found condiing the future of her exports. Wheth- tions In Massachusets highly satiser we are protectionists or free tra- factory. A number of new wage
ders, there is little doubt that New schedules and hours of labor went
England again will ever enjoy
Into effect. No general strikes have
complete a protective tariff as under been ordered.
the recent Dlngley or Palne-Aldrich
There are four small strikes In Bosacts. At present, and with fairly ton. They are those of the H. P.
good assurance, she does not fear the Hood & Sons Co. drivers, harnessflood of the home market with Euro- makers in four shops, only one a
pean goods in the better grades of large one; shoecutters at the V. &
cotton cloths."
Strout Shoe Company factory In South
Ralph M. Odell, commercial agent Boston and willow and reed workers
of the United States Department of in two small shops.
Commerce, delivered an address on
The second ,,wage increase of the
"Africa as a Market for American Boston Elevated Railway Company
Goods."
became effective May 1.
Several questions have arisen be** Fishermen Get Awards.
tween the steam railroads and emWashington—An award has been ployes, only one of which, however,
made by the American and British has reached the stage of a possible
cllams arbitration tribunal In the fa- strike vote. This one relates to almous case of the fishing schooner leged violations of existing agreeFrederick Gerrlns^Jr.j. of Gloucester, ments by the Boston & Maine with
Mass., which was seized and confis- the Brotherhoods of Uyeomotlve encated by the Canadian government In gineers, firemen and englnemen.
1896. The Gerring was owned and
Many minor questions, mostly rem-vigated by Capt. EJdward Morris and lating to wage increases or reductions
seined a school of mackerel close to in working hours are pending ^n oththo three-mile limit of the coast of er branches of trade, but no serious
Ivova Scotia. Before the entire catch disturbance is looked for anywhere.
could be taken from the seine the
Gerring, as It was alleged, drifted In- Court Decree Closes the Famous Russide the three-mile limit. The case
sell Will Suit,
was In the courts for a long time.
uoston—The last chapter In the famous fight over the estate of the
Confessed He Robbed Four Women. late Senator Daniel Russell of MelWorcester—After he had been ar rose was closed when Judge Sheldon
rested as a snatch thief, John West in the supreme court entered a dewall, 19, confessed that he held up cree ordering Ferdinand B. Almy. surand robbed four women at the point viving executor of the late senator's
of a pistol here two weeks ago, ac estate, to turn over the residue of it
cording to the police. He said that to the estate of his son, William C
he had no home and had made his Russell. Judge Hammond in the su
living by highway robbery. Mrs. An- preme court recently decided that all
na Hannerfstron, 60 years old, who Is the property of Daniel passed to his
believed to have been one of West- son William, and that the son, Dan
wall's victims on April 15, Is still In lei Blake Russell, by his will had nc
the hospital. She was brutally beat- right, title or interest at law or equity
in er to hi* father's property.

TASTY MENUS OF FISH

13 SAVED FROM
DAUGHTERS OF
1812 BANQUET
BLAZING SHIP

Man. earns iminu.

MEMORIAL OF WASHINGTON STEWARD DIES BY EXPOSURE
of
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State
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to

Divert Contributions for Memori-

Another Lifeboat Containing 19 Man,
Including

Boulder Causes Youth's Death.

While climbing Rockj Rlmmon at
Seymour, George Cpokingham, 2J
years old, dislodged a boulder which
fell on him, causing his death. He
was accompanied by a young cousin,
George Hernance, who ran nearly
a mile to secure assistance. Cookingham received a fractured skull,
broken Jaws, two broken ribs, and a
dislocated shoulder. He was employed in ;. factory, but his parents are
living in MellenvlUe, N. Y. The young
man enlisted in Company E, C. N. Gat New Haven, last week.
State Library Acquisitions.

The State Library has acquired
a map of the town of Mllford by
E. R. Lambert, engraved and printed in 1855. The border is embellished with cuts of notable houses and
public buildings and the sheet
bears the names of the original proprietors of the town. The library
has also received from Dwlght Tracy
of Norwich photographs of the
Founders' Monument, views being
taken which show all the inscriptions on the monument.
Serious Fire on Farm.

Fire of mysterious origin destroyed
• large barn and a two-acre tobacco
shed, owned by Randolph Grlswold,
at Poquonock. A horBe, and some
farming Implements, together with
grain and fertilizer, were burned. The
loss Is $5,000, partly covered by insurance. The authorities are Investigating rumors of incendiarism. There
have been a number of mysterious
fires in this vicinity in the last few
years.
Badly Burned by Match.

Mrs. Kate Hartman, 26 years old,
is in a serious condition in a local
hospital, as the result of burns received at her home when she lighted
a match' on her shoe. She was entertaining guests, and as It became
dark, struck the match to light the
gas. Her clothing Ignited and although help was close at hand, she
was severely burned, besides suffering from the shock.
Broke Leg Coughing.

Suffering from a fracture of her
leg, caused by a paroxism of coughing, Mrs. Alice Hooper of New Haven,
was removed to the New Haven hospital, from the Turkish bath where
she had gone for treatment on College street near Chapel street.
At the hospital it was stated that
Mrs. Hooper's bones are so unusually soft that the slightest exertion
would cause a fracture.
During
the fit of coughing her body twisted
la such a manner that the bone

Officers,

Haynet Steering Wheel Showing
Selector Switch.

Knswn

You can readily
sell this season's
mostpopularcar,
Mr. Dealer—

Eating Less Meat Would Also Tend
to Improve the Health of the Family—Here Is Wide Variety
to Choose From.

Craft
Boston—Exhausted from exposure
after 40 hours In an open boat, weak
from lack of food and perishing with
thirst, 13 members of the crew of
the Leyland liner Columbian, and
tbe body of a fourteenth, were
picked up by the Cunarder Franconia off Sable Island.
The exact location was latitude
41.31 north and longitude 58.28 west.
A fresh southerly wind was blowing.
The men are survivors of > crew
of possibly SO or 70 aboard the ship
that was sighted off Cape Race, afire
from stem to stern, on Monday, and
toward which a fleet of Atlantlo liners has been rushing.
Nineteen comrades of the rescued
men, Including the first and second
officers of the vessel, may have been
saved. The men found by the Franconia had Just strength to say that
this number had been adrift In another life boat.
The greatest fear, however, is felt
for them. From the fragmentary accounts of the fire told by the rescued
men the blaze must have spread with
terrible swiftness, made all the worse
by a series of rapid explosions.
Capt. David S. Miller of the Franconia sighted tbe little band In the
lifeboat shortly afternoon Tuesday
and the great engines of the Cunarder were slowed down and the boat
came to a stop.
The men in the boat, however,
-were far too weak to help themselves and one of the Franconia's
boats went over the side, manned by
sailors who rowed desperately toward
the little craft.
Tackles were swung outboard and
made fast to the life boat and It was
raised to the deck, where the men
more dead than alive, were carried
to cabins.
The Columbian, they said, caught
fire Sunday night at a time when
many of them were below and
asleep. Scarcely had they reached
the deck when the first of a series
of explosions occurred.
Capt John McDonald took in the
seriousness of the situation at once
and gave orders- to the wireless operator, James Drohan, to send out
calls for aid.
Drohan had flashed out six words—■
"We are on fire. Hurry up"—when
another explosion wrecked his apparatus so as to put it entirely beyond
repair.
It was this slender message, piercing the ether during the night, that
was picked up by the steamer Seydlitx, relayed to Sable Island and to
the ships within a few hundred miles
of the scene.
The flames gained fearful headway
—so much so that when the Seydlitz
had covered the 50 miles between
her and the Columbian the latter was
a furnace.
Capt. McDonald ordered the men
to the boats, and placed Chief Steward Matthews in command of the
lifeboat that has been found. Tbe
first officer took the boat containing
19 men.
>
What tbe rest of the crew did,
whether they ever had a chance to
get to the deck, whether they were
not Incinerated In the depths of the
ship, all are questions that
must
wait for solution until the survivors
get stronger.
The departure from the burning
ship, together with the extent to
which the flames bad spread, made It
out of the question to take either
food or water In the lifeboats. For
hours the men did not feel the need,
but as the exposure continued they
began to suffer intensely.
Chief Steward Matthews suffered
the most keenly, but stuck it out all
day Monday and throughout the
night into Tuesday.^The men took
turns with the oars, tryiug to make
for the nearest land—Cape Race, 300
miles away.
The two lifeboats tried to keep
wftbin sight of each other, but after a time drifted apart in a fog.
Had* the 13 men remained near the
burning vessel they would have, been
saved within a short time by the arrival of the Seydlitz, but they rowed
out of range and missed It.
IN

MEXICO CITY IN
WEEKS.

THREE

Villa Says He Will Occupy Capital
of Huerta.

Los Angeles—"I will take Mexico
City, capture Huerta and execute
him in three weeks' time, if the
United States troops don't Interfere."
"Nothing can stop me now," Villa
wired. "I can see only the downfall
of Huerta and bis death. The capture of Mexico City by me will mean
the establishment of peace throughout Mexico forever. The dictator
must fall."
This promise was made by Gen.
Villa in a telegram to Adolfo Gorillo,
oonsul In Los Angeles for the rebel*.

APPETIZING.

a

to Have Left the Blazing

al of Star Spangled BannerNew York Assumes Debt.

(Special Hartford Correspondence.)
Hart|ord.—A Star Spangled Banner
memorial to be established by the
Daughters of 1812, and presented to
the nation when the Maryland chapter observes the centennial of the
writing of the patriotic hymn next
September, was proposed In resolutions offered to the associate council
In national session at New Haven.
Mrs. B. L. Whitney of Detroit, offered
the resolution which is based upon
the official announcement made that
the New York chapter will assume
the obligations of the daughters to
contribute $10,000 for a room in the
proposed George Washington memorial building in Washington, D. C,
leaving the daughters free to divert
to other purposes the contributions
already made by state chapters to the
'memorial room. Mrs. Whitney In her
resolution, provided that before funds
already contributed to the George
Washington memorial are diverted to
the proposed Star Spangled Banner
memorial the consent of contributors
shall be obtained.
The annual banquet was held at the
Hotel Taft and was largely attended.
Governor Sinfeon E. Baldwin was one
of the speakers. The governor gave
an historical address dealing with
the war of,1812.
"In the month of April," he said,
"one hundred years ago, the British
were successfully Invading the United
States. They were successfully Invading the soil of Connecticut.
"The great wars through whicS we
have passed as a people were civil
wars. The war of 1812 was almost
a civil war.
"In this war there was no serious
thought of arbitration as a means ol
settlement. Sixty years later when
the Alabama claims came to the front
and war might well have followed, arbitration' was proposed and accepted.
"International arbitration and better
still, arbitration courts have had two
great friends since the war of 181J
In Great Britain and the United
States. They are the great features
today of international intercourse.
Let us be thankful as we look back.
to past wars, for what has been theli
ultimate results in preventing future
wars."

Two

AND

FOR A CHANGE.

Governor Baldwin Gives Histori- Survivors Rescued by S. 8.
cal Address on Country's Wars
Franconia.

Members

INEXPENSIVE,

Amrrlca'i Firt Car

which represents the height of refinement, convenience and reliability in motor car design. It's.the year-ahead car, with feature
after feature that appeals to dealer and consumer alike.
The - Haynet ii equipped with the Vulcan Electric Gear Shift
—the greatest safety device ever applied on tbe automobile—which
makes it

Electrically Controlled Throughout,
aince starting, lighting, ignition and ftar-shifting are accomplished
by electricity.
Our twenty-one years' experience In motor car construction la
your aasurancevcrf quality. Compare tho Haynet, part for part,
with other cars, and you will appreciate its wonderful selling features.
Here are a few facts that should Interest yon:
The Haynes motor has a hoae ot-4t '" *»d a stroke of %i in.;
cylinders cast in'palrs; L-heacfdesignjvaives enclosed; with a dynamometer tesr-qf'. 65 and r4cf horsejpower on the "tix" and "four,"
respectively. Ignition is providedl bjatho American Simms DualHigh
Tension Magneto; carburetion, by theaQtrombarg device; electric
lightinif-and'starting, by the Leece-rteville separate unit system;and
cooling-bycentrif ugafepump, pressed steel fan and cellular radiator.
Other Haynes'specifications axe the* splash and gravity lubrication systemr^contracting baricT clutch; Timkem and McCne full floating rear axiesrtwenty-one-gallon. gat tank on rear of chassis; motordriven tire pump,; extra demountable rim; and Collins curtains.
Shock absorbers on the "six."
'
TetHsr—s*Ts«K*as liaswaailif sswisssil, lli-laea afcssBssi
TWH.rsWStf'« «)■■■■■■» kmjmm, Ht-ssck irsi stm
Tea Hams "ant" M ajsMsailar ksnipsssr, VM s»rs wlsiftui

ttTgf aal flM
S25M»4$27M
IKSi»4 |27U

If yon are In open territory, we hare something intemting to tell
you. Write us now.

Tbe Haynes Automobile Co., 34 Main St., Kokomo, Ind.
-FILL OUT COUPON TODAYTHB HAYNES AUTOMOB1LB" CO., 3* Mils St.. Kckomo, Ind.
I. sin interested. Sand- nw Ehvoodt Haynes' crest book. "The Complete Motorist,"
describing your latest models and Mod particulars of your dealers' selling at re.

City end State..

I handle the...

The Trimmer.
"The late Bishop Bowman," said
a Philadelphia minister, "one* rebuked my too soft and conciliatory
leanings by telling ma a story about
a little girt.
"This little girl. It seems, had written with great pains a composition
on the cow. The composition ran aa
follows:
" 'The cow is a very useful animal.'
"That evening the bishop dined at
the little girl's bouse, and her mother,
since she was a very tittle girl, indeed; was proud of the composition,
and requested its author to read lt>
aloud.
"The little girl got her manuscript,
but. Instead of reading It as it stood,
she amended It on the bishop's behalf
so that It ran:
" 'The cow is the most useful animal there Is except religion.'"

RED,

ROUGH HANDS MADE
SOFT AND WHITE

■ For red, rough, chapped and bleeding hands, dry, fissured. Itching, burning palms, and painful finger-ends,
with shapeless nails, a one-night Cuticura treatment work* wonders. Directions: Soak the hands, on retiring, Is hot water and Cuticura Soap.
Dry, anoint with Ouflcura Ointment,
and wear soft bandages or old, loose
gloves during the night These pure,
sweet and gentle emollients preserve
the hanfls, prevent redness, roughness
and chapping, and impart In a single
night that velvety softness and white
ness-so much desired by women. For
those whose occupations tend to in
hire^thesjlfKnds, Otitlcura Soap and Cutlcura Ointment are wonderful.
OuHcura Soap and Ointment sold
throughout tbe .world. Sample of each
free»altnfB2--p*SlfmBook. Address postcard^'CtftfeuTtvaTlept. L, Boston."—Adv.
Wingless Victory.

Loses Its Charm.
It's difficult for a newly married
man to generate much enthusiasm
over Ms bride's beautiful hair after
he has seen her pile It on the bureaus
for the night
Kill the Files NOVY and Prevent
disease A DAlBjf KL7 KILLER will do It,
HillsJhosiaands 'tasts'ellneason. All dealers;
ofttl*7ten*eapas*pai<Uortl. H. SOMERS,
150 De Kalb Aye,, Brooklyn, N. Y. Adv

'

There is nothing In the theory of tb»
survival of the fittest Tailors aver
that the misfits stay with them longest.
Use Roman Eye Balsam for scalding eel
sallon Is eves and luaatnmatioa of eyes i
eyelids. Adv.

We must either pive up our grouche
or our friends.
Putnam Fadeless
satisfaction. Adv.

Dyes

guarantee

Nothing Jolts an egotist so successfully as being ignored.

Have You a Bad Back?
Does your back ache eight and day.
making work a burden and rest impossible? Do you suffer stabbing, darting
pains when stooping or lifting? Most
bad backs are due to hidden trouble in
the kidneys and if the kidney secretions
are scaot.or too frequent of passage,
firoof* of k'idney trouble is complete. Deay may pave the way to serious kidney
ills. For bad backs and weak kidneys
use Doaa's Kidney Pills—recommended
the world over.
A LOUISIANA CASE
Harry Kepillng,
10 6 6
Bu»guniiy
St. New Orleans,
La., iayi: "I waa

so bad with kidney trouble that I

deapalred of ' ever
belog cu{e,d. ..The
pain* through my
back wars terrible
and mornings I
was stlfl and
lame, X tired easily and had awful
dlny spells and
headaches. Doan's
Kidney Pills went
to the root of ths
trouble and cured
ma In a month."
Get Doesrs at Any Store. BOo a Bex

Aunt Dinah was a colored saint In
Charleston, who could shout above the
entire congregation. It was the custom during the collection to ting
"Ry abroad, thou mighty Gospel,"
and Aunt Dinah always threw back
her head, shut her eyes, and sang
arway histtty till the plate was re- TOSTER-MILBURN CO. BUFFALO. N. Y.
turned to the altar.
Deacon Avphronlus Green, noting
this, stopped when he reached her
pew one Sunday and said:
"Look-a-lreah, Dinah! What nse
you *-srnging 'Hy abroad, thou mighty Can quickly be overcome 1
Gawspel' ef you ain't give nothln' to
CARTER'S LITTLE
make her flyf"
LIVER PILLS.
1
)
Purely vegetable
Important t» Mother*
—act
and
Examine carefully every bottle ot gently,surely
the
CA8TORIA, a aafe«nd sure remedy far liver. on
Cure
Infants and children, and see that It Biliousness,
Headache,
Signature of ^Z^!^&&<
DizziIn use For Over 30 Tears.
ness, and Indigestion. They do their dot!*
Children Qvj for Fletehers Oajtojis SMALL nU, SHALL DOSE, SMALL PRK3a\,

DOAN'S WAV

The Wretchedness
of Constipation

Miss Fay Kellogg, the New York architect, has an Income of over $14,000
a year.

Genuine must bear Signature

\

Dealing With Those
Who Complain
of Christians
B, REV. HOWARD W. POPE
Superintendent of Men
Mood, Bible buotute. OUCM.
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LESSON

(By E. O. SELLERS, Director of Evening
Department, The Moody Bible Institute,
Chicago.)

Fish Salad—Two pounds steak fish
LESSON FOR MAY 10
or can tuna fish, one-halt cup French
dressing, one-ball cup mayonnaise,
THE UNJU8T STEWARD.
TEXT—"Judge ^not, that ye be not
one cup finely cut celery, two cups
Judged." Matthuw 7:1.
LESSON TEXT-Luke 16:1-13.
finely cut endive or red cabbage, one
GOLDEN TEXT—"He that Is faithful
teaspoon chopped parsley.
In dealing with In a very little is falth(ul alao in much;
Boil the fish, remove the skin and
those who com- and he that Is unrighteous In a very little
bone from the fish and flake. Line
plain of the hypo- la unrighteous also In much." Luke 16:10.
plate with lettuce, place the fish In
crlteB In the
Again In one chapter (and here
center and make a border of the enchurch it Is well
only) we have before us two of the
dive or red cabbage; pour over the
to open your
Master's more famous parables, the
French dressing; cover the top of fish
Bible to Matthew
unjust steward and the rich man and
with celery, then with the mayon7:1, and ask them Lazarus. Both are parables of warnnaise; sprinkle with the chopped
to read it. Also ing against the common sins of hypocparsley. If you use tuna fish, remove
show tbem Ro risy and gluttony. Luke links this
from can and flake.
mans 14:12. "So teaching with the events in connecThis amount is enough for six porthen every one ol tion with our Lord's teaching about
tions.
us shall give ac- the lost things. There is clearly a
Cost—Fish, 26 cents; dressing and
count of himself close connection. The parable of the
mayonnaise, ten cents; celery, three
to God." Then ask lost things was spoken directly to the
cents; cabbage, three cents; lettuce,
the objector, Pharisees and scrlbeB, that now bethree cents, total, 44 cents.
"Who has appoint- fore us to the disciples. The failFish a la Creole—Three pounds fish
ed you Judge over ure of the Pharisees as stewards of
(trout or blue fish), two cups tomayour fellow men? Has the Lord ap- the things of God, the divine law,
toes, one-half cup cut onion, one teacalls from Jesus, for those gathered
spoon salt, one-eighth teaspoon white pointed you?"
"No."
as his disciples, teaching that will
pepper, one-half teaspoon Worcester"Have your fellow men selected you prepare them to fulfill perfectly the
shire sauce, six cloves, six allspices,
stewardship responsibilities. The Btory
bayleaf, small piece mace, one table- for this Important position?"
"Of course not."
In both positive and negative, Is
spoon flour.
"You don't me&n to say that you direct against covetousness, and its
Scale, remove the head, tall and
have appointed yourself Judge, do main purpose to us Is how to use
backbone from fish. Brush pan with
drippings, put the fish on, skin side you? A self-appointed Judge! Who money, while we have It, so that It
may bring us a recompense in the
down; pour over the sauce and bake ever heard of such a thing!"
Then ask him to read Romans 2:1 eternal world when it is gone (v. 9).
in hot ovenImmoral Acts Not Approved.
Sauce—Put one tablespoon drip- "Wherefore thou art without excuse,
I. The Unrighteous Steward, vv. 1-S,
pings and the onions into pan, fry, 0 man, whosoever thou art that JudgOur Lord does not, of pourse, Intend
do not brown; then add the tomatoes, est, for wherein thou Judgest another,
that this steward is to be our pattern
and boll five minutes; add the salt, thou condemnest thyself; for thou
in every respect.
He is taking a
pepper, Worcestershire sauce and that judgest dost practise the same
"son of the world" (v. 8 R. V.) and
spices; boll three minutes; then set things."
Ask him if it ever occurred to him showing us that, In the use of money
aside for ten minutes; add the flour,
entrusted to his care, he is making
fixed with a little cold water, boil that he was a hypocrite himself, and provision for the future. He is prethree minutes, strain over the fish when he answers In the negative, say paring himself against the time when
to him:
and bake.
his stewardship Is taken from him.
"Well, let us see. You condemn the How much more shall a "son of the
This Is enough for six persons.
Cost—Fish, 28 cents: tomatoes, five hypocrites because they pretend to be light" be shrewd, so to use the money
cents; onion, one cent; seasoning, what they are not?"
entrusted to his stewardship, that
"I do."
three cents. Total, 37 cents.
when it is taken from him, he has
"But when you claim that the rea- provided for the future. The record
Weak, blue or steak fish of any
kind can be prepared In the above son why you are not a Christian it does not Imply that Jesus approved of
manner; if steak fish, wipe tbe fish because of the hypocrites in the the man's Immoral actions. He 1B usand lay in well-greased pan.
church, you are pretending, what is ing the example of an uprigbteous
Deviled fish with savory rice—One- not true. The real reason why you steward as a contrast to show how
and one-half pounds steak fish or had- do not become a Christian Is because much more is tp be expected from God
dock: one cup cream sauce; one tea- you want your own way, and are not or gedly men, Luke 18:6, 7; 11:6-8;
spoon Worcestershire sauce; two willing to obey God. And when you Matt. 12:11, 12.
Recognizing these
tablespoons grated onion; two table- say It Is because of the hypocrites facts, the Btory is perfectly simple and
spoons chopped parsley; one teaspoon you are saying what is not truS and straightforward. The dishonest "son
salt; one-fourth teaspoon paprika; one you know It."
of his age" has a wrong method,
teaspoon bacon drippings; one-half 1 Show him John 21:21, 22. "Peter though his motive from this point of
cup bread crumbs.
saith to Jesus, Lord, and what shall view Is a wise and prudent one, clever
Scale the fish and boll 20 minutes; this man do? Jesus saith unto him, 11 In our modern use of that word. This
drain when cold, remove all skin and I will that he tarry till I come, what does not condone his fraud, nor does
bone. Put the Sake in bowl,-add tbe is that to thee? Follow thou me." our Lord commend him. The contrast
cream sauce, onion, parsley, salt, Say to him:
is established in the parable between
paprika, and Worcestershire sauce;
"Admitting that there are hypocrites men wholly of their age, and men,
mix very lightly, so as not to break in the church, what Is that *o you? professedly, at least, sons of light. In
the fish. Brush small turk's head or If every man in the church was a their dealings with eternal things they
bowl with drippings; fill with the fish hypocrite that would hot excuse you had not shown the same astuteness
and cover with the bread crumbs; from the duty of repentance."
as the former. Luke 15 deals with the
bake in moderate oven 30 minutes, re"If there was a call for volunteers heartless contempt of the Pharisees
move to center of platter or chop to defend this country would you stay for those who are lost while the
plate
out of the army because, some bad parables of this chapter 'deal with
Savory Rice—One cup rice; two men would probably enlist?"
stewardship—faithfulness (I Cor. 6:2).
cups tomatoes; one-half cup finely
On Higher Level,
"I suppose not."
cut onion; two tablespoons chopped
II. The Use of Money, vs. 9-13. The
"Possibly you are a Mason or an
value
of
this
parable la In the actual
parsley; one teaspoon drippings; Odd Fellow. Are there any black
teaching of Jesus which follows the
one teaspoon salt; one teaspoon sheep In your lodge?"
parable. That 1B Introductory, emphasugar; one-fourth teaspoon paprika;
"I must confess that there are a sizing the need for wisdom on the
one-halt
teaspoon
Worcestershire
few."
part of all stewards. After that we
sauce.
"And yet you Joined the lodge, are on a higher level and in a clearPut the onion and drippings into
knowing
this
fact,
and
you
urge
others
er atmosphere. Unrighteous mampan, fry until the onion Is tender, add
mon means money, and to make
the strained tomatoes, salt, paprika, to do the same?"
"That
is
true."
friends "by means of the mammon of
."Worcestershire sauce and rice, which
"Why
then
do.you
offer
such
a
silly
unrighteousness" (R. V.) is so to
has been washed, bofled, drained and
blanched; stir until rice la bot; add excuse when the subject of religion use our money for the godly poor as
arises? If you do not wish to be a to win their love and»thai they may
parsley.
Christian, say so in a manly way, but receive us into the eternal tabernacles
This Is enough for six persons.
do not try to hide yourself behind the to which they shall go, see Matt. 19:
faults of others. The only safe hiding 21; 25:33-40; 6:19; I Tim. 6:17-19;
HAPPY NOW
place for a sinner Is the cross of Prov. 19:17. ' As has been said, Jesus
" Family of Twelve Drink Poatum.
Christ, and you will realize it some does not commend this steward for his
day."
wrong use of his master's money, but
"It certainly has been a blessing In
A man once said to his pastor that the steward of God has the right to
our home" writes a young lady In retbe reason why be did not accept bestow his Master's goods upon the
gard to Postum.
,
Christ was because he once had a needy, as that is the very reason they
"I am one of a family of twelve,
partner, who was a professing Chris- have been bestowed upon him—enwho, before using Postum, would make
trusted to his care. Matt. 24:45; I
tian, who wronged him in business.
a healthy person uncomfortable by
"That is your real reason, Is it?" Pet. 4:10. Our entrance Into the kingtheir complaining of headache, dizzidom will be more abundant because of
ness, sour stomach, etc., from drinking asked the minister.
our liberality with God's money, 42att
"It is," replied the man.
coffee.
19:21.
This does not preclude faith,
"Suppose we put it down In writ"For years mother suffered from
but rather, real faith worketh by love,
palpitation of the heart, sick head- ing," said the minister, and drawing Gal. 6:6.
James 2:18 (R. V.). It
ache and bad stomach and at times out his notebook, he wrote: "The rea- we are faithful with that entrusted to
would be taken violently ill. About a son why I am not a Christian is that our stewardship, God will entrust us
yeat ago she quit coffee and began my partner, who claimed to be a with "the true riches." Our earthly
Christian, wronged me in a business
Postum.
riches belong to another (v. 12 R. V.),
"My brother was troubled with deal."
and we cannot serve "two masters."
Tearing out the leaf, he folded lb
headache and dizziness all the time
This story moves within the realm of
he drank coffee. All those troubles of and handed it to the man, saying, material wealth, e. g., of mammon. It
my mother add brother have disap- "When you come before the Great illustrates the higher wisdom of how
peared since Postum has taken the White Throne and God asks you why mammon is to be used by the stewyou have rejected his Son, Just hand ards of the kingdom of God. Verses
place of coffee.
"A sister was 111 nearly all her life him that paper," a..j turning away, he 15 and 16 of this chapter reveal to us
with headache and heart trouble, and left him. Hardly had he reached our Lord's reason for such an Illustraabout all she cared for was coffee and home, when his door-bell rang, and tion. It was directed against the cov'tea. The doctors told her she must there stood the man, with tbe paper etous and false stewards, the Pharileave them alone, as medicine did her in his hand,
i
sees, who "scoffed at him because they
no permanent good.
"Well," said the minister, "what can were lovera of moneyl" We are to
"She thought nothing would take I do for you?"
use money so as to make friends, not
tbe place of coffee until we Induced
"I have brought this paper back. I friends for this present life, but for
her to try Postum. Now her troubles am afraid It would not answer as an that life which lies beyond the grave.
are all gone and she Is a happy little excuse to give to God."
Stewardship principles are always
woman enjoying life as people
"You think God would not accept the same, ho matter what the amount,
should."
•
_
"be that is unrighteous In, a very little
it?"
Name given by the Postum Co., Bat"I am afraid not"
1B unrighteous also In much."
This
tle Creek, Mich.
"We may as well tear It up then," argument is followed by two quesPostum now comes In two forms:
and suiting the action to the word, tions. The answer to the first is that
Regular Postum — must be well the minister tore it Into fragments no one ever commits the stewardship
boiled. 15c and 26c packages.
of spiritual things to those who are
and threw them away.
Instant Postum—is a soluble pow"Now have you any other excuse unfaithful In material things A man
der. A teaspoonful dissolves Quickly
shows by his faithfulness in material
which is better?"
In a cup of hot water and, with cream
things whether he Is to be entrusted
"I do not think of any." •
and sugar, makes a delicious beverage
"It you haven't any good reason for with spiritual stewardship. The secInstantly. 30c and 50c4ins.
not becoming a Christian, bad you ond question Is answered in that men
The cost per cup of both kinds is
not better give your heart to God do not give that which Is their own to
about the same.
those who have not been faithful as
now ?"
"There's a Reason" for Postum.
"Yes, sir, and I wUl."
—<old by Grocers

"I Spend
My Hardearned
Nickels for
m WRIGLEYS^
SPEARMINT
* *
I get the most
pleasure for the longest
while."
You can't get a bigger buy for a nickel. It is as
delicious as economical-as beneficial as delicious-as
popular with your family as with you.
It's as clean as it's fresh. It's always clean and
always fresh because the new air-tight, dust-^roof
seal keeps it so. Every sealed
package is personal
to you.
Look for
the Spear

jfc£
4too*J

**
^

fe$>.
i

Purify your breath,
preserve your teeth, harden
your gums and keep your digestion
good with this mouth-cleansing pastime.

Chew it after every meal
Be SURE it's WRIGLEY'S
Why?

COULDN'T GET AWAY WITH IT

Edith—Why didn't you tell me you
had that seat painted yesterday, Irishman Made Poor Selection of
papa?
Name Under Which He Proposed
Father—Why, what happened?
to'Cast Fraudulent Vote.
Edith—Why Freddy and I sat down
on It last night, and Freddy got paint
It was election day, and after Murall over the back of his coat and phy had cast his vote he went on his
trousera!
way. About a block from the polling
place he was approached by an old
Rather than call you a liar to your friend, who said:
face some polite and cautious people
"Murphy, you can make $50 by gouse the telephone.
ing back to the booth and voting
again. Go back and vote in Ike Rosenbaum's name and you get the fifty."
Mrs. S.
A. Allen's
WOPLO'S
"Sure, they might get me at it, and
Hair Color Restorer I'd land in Jail."
"Not a chance. They don't know
you and they don't know Rosenbaum.
So go to It."
Murphy thought a moment and then
went to the polls.
"I wish to vote," said Murphy, with
a delicious Dublin roll.
"What's your name?"
"Ike Rosenbaum."
"That's not your name," said the
clerk, suspiciously.
" 'Tls me name," said Murphy.
"It's not," argued the clerk.
"Ike Rosenbaum's me name and 1
Intlnd to cast me vote as sich," said
Murphy hotly.
A friend of Murphy in the rear
jumped up and yelled:
"That's right, go on and vote, Murphy; don't let 'em/bluff you."
Laughter Aids Digestion.
Laughter is a most healthful exejS
tlon; it is one of the greatest helps to
digestion with which I am acquainted;
and the custom prevalent among our
forefathers, of exciting it at table by
JBAT-FISi«aiiefIectiTerem»dT(CQirtaiD«titK>p!»t« jesters and buffoons, was founded on
orollwi-narcotic Tbe result or nanny jear'Bstndr true medical principles.—Hufeland.

HEADACHES

OB the part of an eminent physician who had in
view the preparation of a medicine which would
cure faw4acbea without the depressive effect on the
heart so common with other powders. Thefonnola
powder is so evenly balanced that the action upo
the heart U Inappreciable. Prepared by the Bay
B»;
Fie Company, eiohenectad]- N. V. Sent b>
mall with directions for lit oente.

Too Much for Htm.
. A colored porter for a local druggist
was told to go to another pharmacy to
get some cimcifugo raslsmoses. He
stood,
open-mouthed, and gazed at his
A $3.00 RAZOR for 49c
To introduce onr bargain list, we will tend one "boss," then asked: "Ain't thar any
Behance Raaor, put tip neatly. ] n a case marked 18.00,
for only Wo postpaid- Safety raaoraatTBcperdosen. other name for dat?"
Bampie lue. Reliance Fountain Pens »c postpaid.
W. 8. HOWARD.
Wflldoboro. Main*

After the votes have been counted
Wi Ofiar 7% Mortgages c"y property "princi- most of the candidates discover that
pal and Intereet gnarameod bj strong, reputable their names were on tbe wrong ticket.
Sxm. J. A. WKdTMAM, JTCGINA, CAiSADA

•________

RUMMER UNION SVJITS-Msn•« BSo: SOTS' aa*
girls' Wo. Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded. Bend for circular. J. a. LTOI, Imituta, a.l.
■flTPtl ERFF To bore and girls for •elllngsj
nil I VII rnts pieces or Jewelry. Also olio*

good premiums, w. S. HOWARD. Waldabaro. Mains

Hog: Feed, $10 Ton

,TJJ)ING
INCLUDING
and barter.
Onarlestown,

bags, blowings
from corn, II
bagu
»T JC11U a SON, St Bwl ts.
Mass.

Glenn's
Sulphur
Soap

No other
toilet soap
is as efficient in
clearing
the complexion of blemishes. Thesulphur

Purifies
(ill DnggUto.)!

Contains 80% Pure Sulphur. (
saMllasr«WaakatD|e,Baast<>BTawa,ita

S5I
mm
was the yield ef WHEAT]
on many farms is
Western Canada in
'191S. BOW yields
being reported u
huh .. 50 buW. J.
per acre. Aa high
as 100 bushels were j
recorded in some
districts for oats,
50 bashala foe bailer and |
from 10 to 20 bus. lor Has.
J. Keya arrived fat the 1
country 5 years ago from I

Denmark with very litfle 1
means. He homesteaded.
worked bard, ia now tbe 1
Srner of 320 acres of land, j
1813 had acropoT**!
acres, which will realize him {
i about S4.000. His whsal i

w.isn«S8Slbs.tOtheboah.t )
I and averagedover >5 busks,
f tothaact*.

, Thousands of similar i
I stances might be related of t
J homesteaders In Manitoba, Sag-1
[ katchewan and Alberta.
The crop of 1913 was an amm- %
l dant one everywhere in Western I
Canada.
I
Ask for descriptive literature Bad 1

' reduced railway rates.

Apply to (

Superintendent of Immigration.
Ottawa, Canada, or
M. A. BOVVLBY,

78 Tremont Street Boetea. Mass.
Canadian Government Agent
W. N. U., B08TON, NO. im»1*«,
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THOSE POTATO BUGS

No
Bobbins
To
Wind

By LOUISE OLIVER.

r

CARING FOR THE CHICKENS
Mother Hen and Little Ones Should
Not Be Crowded Into Filthy Coop—
Keep Houses Clean.
What's tho use of jamming an old
mother hen into the coop with a brood
of chicks every night, making the
crowded coop more filthy and liable to
promote disease?
Separate the old
ben from the chicks at once, and* get
ber to laying.
Don't think for one moment that,
•imply because the poultry have
plenty of range, and get many varieties of feed, they need no grit furnished them. Try offering them a
handful and see how quickly they detour it; then keep It before them con■Untly, at the rate of about a quart
for every fifty fowls three times a
week.
As all grass and other green feed
soon will grow dry and short, try
planting some email beds of lettuce,
beets and radishes in the poultry yard,
and when the plants come up and are
beginning to grow well, remove the

Laying House for Small Flock.
Ibrush and watch the fowls devour tie
tender greenness to their satisfaction
"and your profits.
The early chicks are the ones that
will make the winter layers. Oh, yes,
they'll bring in a. little more money
just now than the later chicks, but
if you ever expect any improvement
in your flock, and want to get eggs
during the winter months, when they
are the highest price, you'll have to
take a long-range, future squint at the
proposition, and act accordingly.
Don't, for goodness' sake, allow the
poultry to form the habit of roosting
out in the trees and 'the open places
during the hot summer months. If
you do, ten chances to one you'll let
them roost right there till they axe
caught by a severe freeze. By keeping the poultry houses fresh and clean,
and furnishing plenty of ventilation,
all this trouble of roosting outside
may be prevented.

DRY MASH FOR LAYING HENS
Ground Grains May Be Mixed In
About
Equal
Proportions by
Weight—Feed In • Hopper.
Cornmeal, wheat bran, wheat middlings and finely ground oats are suitable ingredients for a dry mash for
laying hens. Any one of these ingredients may be omitted without
seriously affecting either the health
or the egg yield, though it is an excellent plan to retain the wheat bran
on account of its laxative qualities.
These ground grains may be mixed in
about equal proportions by weight Add
also, unless fed separately, finely
ground alfalfa or clover, a level teaspoonful of salt to each dry quart of
mash, and for the best egg yield 20 to
26 per cent of beef scraps and bone
meal In the proportion of 5 per cent
Feed your mash in a hopper that
does not waste it. If you do not have
such, use a shallow box, 15 to 18
inches square and no more than 6
inches high. Cover the mash with
one-half Inch mesb wire, snd just a
little smaller than the box.

IMPROVEMENT OF THE FLOCK
Fowls for Show Purposes Require
Closer Inbreeding Than Those
Intended for General Use.
After carefully looking over your
male birds if you do not notice any
predominating points which will tend
toward the improvement of your flock
it would pay you to purchase some
good mala birds of the same breed
with the points desired. If your
flock has been too closely inbred it is
also advisable to buy males from another flock. Birds for show purposes,
as the first consideration, require
closer inbreeding than those for utility
purposes. This is necessary to gain
any noteworthy headway, and it is carried on by most of the successful poultry fanciers of today. There Is a limit
to such line of breeding, and for best
results It requires study and careful
■election of the nuttings.
Vigorous Breeding Stock.
Much depends upon strong, vigorous stock. See that your breeding
fowls are vigorous know their ancestors are good producers.

Victoria had abandoned the little
car in disgust when the gasoline gave
out. She was only half way home
from the post office and had the prospect of walking two miles to the Emersons, where she was staying.
She tucked the letters into her
blouse and trudged along, the hot sun
treating down on her bare head. Collar turned In and sleeves rolled up,
Sol was having a pretty good chance
to spoil the milky whiteness of her
skin.
All at once she saw some cows. And
no fence to restrain them, for they
were out in the road and coming toward her. Three of them! one red, one
black and white, and a Jersey.
If there was a thing in the world
that Victoria was afraid of, it was a
cow. She stopped suddenly In dismay.
What in the world should she do? On
one side were some grass, a few
bushes, and a fence. She couldn't hida
under a busb. She would be sure to
be trampled on. Where could she go?
The fence was high. She had never
climbed a fence.
But the cows were coming! Anyone
can climb a tree if a bear is after him.
So Victoria got over the fence. That
is, she climbed to the top and fell the
rest of the way. And she knocked a
pan out of a man's hand on ber way
down.
Before she could scramble to ber
feet she caught sight of the contents
of the pan. now scattered in all directions, and she started to scream and
shiver, and cover her eyes with her
hands.
About a hundred or two
squirming, crawling potato bugs was
the sight she was trying to shut out.
And then the man took her firmly by
the shoulders. "Shut up," he snapped.
"For the love of Mike, don't have hysterics here. What's the matter with
you?"
Victoria was Impulsive and generous
by nature. She held out her hand. "I
am very sorry. But I was scared to
death at the cows. If you have another stick, maybe I could help get
them back in again. I mean the bugs."
He laughed. "No, thank you. It will
only take a few minutes. Miss— Miss
"Harmon. I am Victoria Harmon,
and am staying over at the Emerson
farm. My car broke down and I'm
walking."
"But it's two miles."
"I know."
*
"And it's a beastly hot day."
"Yes, it is."
"Well, won't you let me hitch np
and drive you home?"
Victoria, accustomed to offers of
homage .and also accustomed to accepting uem, said simply, "Yes, thank
you, I believe I will."
So she waited in the shade of a
chestnut tree while the man went to
the barn and got the runabout ready.
She was thinking that dressed up, he
would be very fine looking, and he certainly had a commanding manner. He
was so different from the men whom
she knew at home. He was big and
brown and hearty and she was sure he
had never an unwholesome thought in
his lite.
So he drove her to the house. Then
he towed her car home a little later.
And Victoria kindly consented to drive
over to Hanging Rocks with him on
Sunday to see the falls. It was as she
had thought. He did look well dressed
up, and he seemed to know how to
dress- His clothes were well made
and made for him! She began to be
puzzled. Once he spoke of Naples as
though he had been there.
The Emersons knew nothing of him
except that he had recently bought the
Brown farm.
There were several rides and many
walks' before the time came for Victoria to go home.
She both hoped and feared something, but when the day came her
young farmer friend said only a polite
"good-by" at the station. Victoria went
home to the city with a vague longing
in her heart.
One day her1 mother said to her,
"Victoria, I wish you would be nice to
Mr. Thurston whom your father is
bringing home to dinner tonight, He
is very desirable, good family and all
that—and very rich. He has been
away and has just come to town. He
has the reputation of being eccentric
and people say he is crazy about farming. I don't know much about that
part of it but I know he is very, very
well off."
"Yes, and I suppose he is as ugly as
satan and as rich as Croesus and he's
looking for a young wife and I'm It"
Victoria stormed and ran out of the
room.
She was getting very irritable. The
whole scheme of society nauseated
her.
Dinner was at eight.
She was
dressed by seven, for she wanted an
hour in the cool darkness of the little
garden back of the house.
She walked restlessly up and down
beside the hedge of althea and finally
dropped dispiritedly onto a bench.
"Donald," she almost sobbed aloud.
"Donald, Donald, Donald 1 It is so lonely without you," she moaned into the
darkness.
And out of the night, yet close to
her, he answered: "Victoria, dear;
surely you can't mean me. If you do I
am the luckiest dog In the world."
Then it all flashed across her brain.
Her young farmer of the potato bugs
was Donald Thurston. No wonder people thought him eccentric
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The Dream of Ages At Last Realized—
Denholm «5 McKay Co. First la Worcester to Offer

RICHARD HEALY CO.

The World's Latest and Greatest
Triumph in a Sewing Machine
Always progressive, ever eager to present to the people of
Worcester, and in fact all Central New England, the world's
best productions in all lines of merchandise, it now becomes
the Denholm & McKay store's great privilege to present this
most wonderful of the world's sewing machines.

/

StJITSAT HAJLFPRIQE

It is science's greatest masterpiece in
dnctton—the realization of the dream ef sewing —«"**—>
era. In this splendid sewing
high ideals for which famous
striven for years—for it reduces labor sad increases efficiency

AT OUR IMMENSE PURCHASE
AND BEDCTION SALE

This Wonderful Machine-The Machine That AU Worcester and Surrounding Territory Will Be Talking About Before the Week Is Out Is the

pU>BED6B TVO grOPE

A Sale of Suits in the newest styles
and the most fashionable materials.
A Sale of Suits that will offer sweeping
savings to hundreds of thrifty women.
A Sale of Suits that includes Model and
Sample Suits from New York's best tailors.

ROTARY SEWING MACHINE
With this new sowing martrino you have no
bobbins to wind. Yon sew direct from twe spools
of thread. The lower spool Bis in the spool case,
which answers the purpose ex a shuttle, while
the other is placed oa the spool pin as usual.
Every woman who sewn win say vac huts the
time that may be saved by not having to pause
in the midst of her sewing to wind "
bobbin.

This Machine—The Equal of Any Sewing Machine Sold
by Any Matter Regularly at $60 to $75—and With Patented Improvements to Be Found in Ho Other Sewing
Machine—We Are Going to Sell in Oar First Chib Sate at
A Few of fee ReasiB Iqr Yw SlnN Use IMs lacMie
No bobMaa to wsnd! With the ordinary machine, it is necessary to spend at least #m*S hear of a day's work in winding
and changing bobbins. The average bobbin holds loss than
SO yards of thread. The average spool holds 2*0 yard*.
Think of the time you save and the labor!
Yon sew direct from two spools of thread
Tho lower
Bpooi fits in the spool case, which answers too pnrpooo of a
shuttle, while the other is placed on the spool pin, as usual.
Too will not be annoyed by tho lower thread running out
te amount of thread
unexpectedly in Out middU of a seas. The
of the upper
en the lower spool is indirated by the
spool
'
•
a
It proThe Automatic Tension is a gotinii
daces a perfect stitch, without siiJiitiHMW, an
of
tensions
on
work. It saves the daw neeeesary in rbsrngsi
ordinary martin—
This innovation in sowing msrhineo this triumph of the
Twentieth Century—» uniquely simple. It is easy to
stand and to operate, and yon will soon become proficient in
its use.
In easy running qualities—in the wide, raago of work poosibte and in tho points of perfect sewing and durability, the
EMrodgo Two Spool is pre eminent. To see it, is to want it—
to tryrt, w to buy it

KEEP BOYS OFF THE STREET,
Authority on the Subject Points Out
How Playgrounds Help to Develop
Useful Citizens.
Addressing a Philadelphia audience,
Ernest K. Coulter, wbo can qualify as
an authority on child problems, declared that more than half the cases
brought before the children's court
grew out of a thwarted desire for play.
Very frequently the craving for excitement and adventure, which more
fortunate youths may gratify in athletic contests, drive the street boy to
minor crime, then Into the world of
graft and gangs. So-called reformatories and prisons under the present
system operate to keep him there,
once he has been convicted.
The remedy is playgrounds, and
more playgrounds. Philadelphia is doing some work in this field, with its
recreation centers and playgrounds
and gymnasiums. But the work cannot now reach half of those who need
It. Money Bpent for Its extension is
a splendid Investment, bearing interest in useful citizens rather than loafers and lawbreakers.

The machins is
perfoelien as a sewing m
It mns as smoothly and as ]
as a watch,
It is simple in Ms
thus eliminating
possrbilit.es of tnsbie.
This now machine, as has also all other Eldreda-e Sewing- Machines, has the automatic tension, the patented device which adjusts itself to
any kind of material and to any sue thread.

$45

and Bridal Suits, Suits with Simple Trimmings,
Handsome Afternoon and Calling Suits

$2D0WN
$1 WEEKLY
NO INTEREST

One Lot of Suits that were $20.00 to $
Grouped at One Remarkably Low Price

You Have 43 Weeks to Pay
For This Machine

'SUITS

Greater Safety In Coal Mines.
The management of the Windsor
colliery, which is in close proximity
to the Senghenydd colliery, Rhymney
{Valley, In Wales, have devised and installed a system of signaling by which
It is anticipated all electric signaling
underground might be abolished. In
consequence ,of the home office inquiry the management are endeavoring as rapidly as possible to do away
with all their electric wires, and to
achieve this object a scheme of signaling by means of blast hooters has
been successfully put In. Bach haulage engine on the main roads has
been fitted with a hooter which is attached to a compressed air column
which runs along the road>, and by
pulling a wire the signal is given.
There Is no danger of sparking by
this apparatus, which is regarded as
a safe Innovation.
Not What You'd Call Unanimous.
"The many men of many minds," a
trifle mordaclouely remarked J. Fuller
Gloom, the well known misanthrope of
Sniffles, Mo., "who were as numerous
in the revered copybooks of our barefooted school days as the many birds
of many kinds and the many fishes
in the sea are still with us. They are
expressing the devious workings of
their multitudinous mentalities by
writing pieces for the papers and promulgating in hired halls, from handy
stumps and In street corners theltf
many theories about things that are
wrong and their favorite remedies
therefor, and seem to me to cover th 1
question In each case about as aptly
as did the parrot whose proud ownei
boasted that the bird could tell time.
The erudite fowl sceerched 'Sevel
o'clock!' all day long and far into th<
night, and hit It with fair accuracy
but twloo -In tho 24 hours."—Kansas
City Star.

Tho Lights of London.
George R. Sims, the London journalist, was telling an American about his
melodrama, "Tho Lights of London,"
which, produced 30 years ago, in some
parts of the world Is actually running
ret
"About 80 years ago," said Mr. Sims,
►we young Londoners were mad over
long-distance walking. I, for my part
used to take a train after my day'*
work to a station 10 or 15 or even 20
miles from town, and spend the night,
walking back. xl hoped, you see, to
harden myself into a Jong-distance
champion.
"Well, on one of these nocturnal
walks on the Great North road I tell In
with two young countrymen on tho
way to London to seek their fortune.
We struck Hlghgate on toward dawn,
and there below us lay the lights o"
London, twinkling and beskoning and)
promising. Those myriad lights hfl-j
pressed me, and when I got home,'
tired as I was, I wrote my ballad of
'The Lights o' London,' s ballad of a'
young couple who came to London to
seek their fortune in youth, and whom
London defeats.
"So my long walk on tho Old North
road ended, you see, in a long run,"
British Navy Estimates.
Despite the fact that the British
navy estimates for the current year
show a proposed expenditure of 1267,£00,000—an increase of nearly ten
million dollars over last year—the
greater navy advocates are not satisfied. The London Daily Mail says:
"The program of new construction,
consisting of only four battleships,
four light cruisers and 12 destroyers, with an undisclosed number
of submarines, is disappointingly
meager. Judged by the admiralty's
own standards. It Is quits insufficient.
No provision, other than a slight acceleration of the battleship program, 11
rmada to fill the gap loft by the dels*
in voting of tho Canadian dread*
naughts. And yet as Mr. Churchill
said last year, those three ships 'art
absolutely required from 1916 onwards
for tho whole world defense of tho
British empire.'"

SUITS -

Tho Judge looked a* if ho would
burst, but, catching the amused laugh
of the mother, ha broke out la a
laugh In which every one but Beverly
Joined—it was no laughing matter with
him.
Words of Confidence.
Trust thyself.—Emerson.

- fl&OO

-

-

- $25.00

IMPORTED AND MODEL SUITS
AT ONE-THIRD AND ONE-HALF REDUCTIONS,

S29.50

$35.OO AND $49.OO

Richard Healy Go.

1il2 Main Strut,

Worcester, Mass.

SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES TO RENT.

Now England Youngster Early Developed Frugality Credited to
Thst Region.

for thwr

-

Must bo sold without consideration of value

BILL CAUSED HIM TO WORRY

Beverly was only eight, but what he
tasked In years he made up for by tho
extent of his frugality. Where other
boys would squander a whole nickel
on such foolishness as Ice cream soda
or pop Beverly would lay that amount
away for future lending to Impecunious uncles at a hundred per cent.
Beverly's mother was not In tho
class that have to sit up at night
and worry about what their part of the
Income tax. would be. When It comes
to names In the financial class, sho
never even manages to get a rating as
an "also ran." So the boy early understood the value of a dollar.
One day a distinguished judge front
the West invited the grandfather and
the mother, as well as Beverly and
his younger sister, to dine with him
at a hotel. Of course, it was a feast,
with tinted shades over the waxen
tapers, music behind the palms, a
crush of silken gowns, tho odor ot
flowers, and the cry of the page boy.
There were countless conrsos, soup,
fish, meat and vegetables with wines.
When turkey was bought in by the
imposing waiter Beverly's eyes began
to bulge and a worried expression,
crept over his little face.
It was evidently a case where ho .- .
felt that It was time to say "I should
worry" truthfully. HIB economical soul
was fluttering aghast at the cost and
ho was too young to understand that
a host meets the expenses ot such a
meal for Invited guests.
At last came the crowning dish, a
huge bowl ot chocolate ice cream.
This was too much for the lad's Now
England soul. Rising In his seat, ho
loaned over to his mother anxiously
and shouted in a stage whisper,
"Mother, mother, who's going to pay

O -'

One Lot of Suits that were $35.00 to f 50

Upon too payment of *2 (two ajoJlaxs) the macHae is sent immediately
to your boats.
Ton pay *1 (one doHai) each weak for ferty-three weeks, or until tho
bslanee is paid in f uM.
There are no interest or any other charges.
From the time you begin to pay yon begjn to own your sewing maitbtns
and you have the use of it while yew pay.
The use of a sewing machine in any homo should easily earn more, than
the amount wo charge you par week.
By this extraordinary arrangement oho world's very boat sowing machine is brought within the easy reach of aH.
We will guarantee this machine with tho very broadest sand of a guarantee. We will and one to your home on tho psymsst of a*, sad if after
sewing on it for a weak you are not perfectly satisfied! we vsst refund yowr
money and take back tho machine. Could anything be fasrorT
Wo wfll demonstrate this mathins to you at say time.
.Only 50 machines have arrived, but more wfll arrive daily.
sure of yours early.

Affection Among Birds.
Of all the birds he had studied, said
Mr. W, Farren, In a recent lecture at
the Royal Photographic society's exhibition, none showed conjugal affection
in quite the same way as the herons
of Andalusia, in Spain. Whenever tho
two parents relieved each other at the
nest they Invariably crossed their
necks in a momentary embrace, after
which tho newcomer took up the duties of sitting and (he other flew away.
The brown-backed herons never omitted this affectionate salutation. Speaking of the famous egret "heronry" in
the same district, Mr. Farren said that
the egret wore its coveted plumes with
Reduce Feeding Coot.
far more grace than he had ever
Barry crops for the fowls will reseen any lady wear them. The slaughter of these birds in the nesting sea- duce the cost of feeding and give the
son was pitiable. Frequently the par- birds succulent food which Is essenent birds were robbed of their tial to egg production. As soon as
plumes and left to die, while the young the winter crops are eaten off have
Distinction and Difference.
ones starved In the nest The Ameri- early spring crops ready. Oats,
"Did she make you feel at homer"
cans, be was glad to say, were doing wheat, rye, barley, rape, alfalfa, clo"No, but she made mo wish I was."
their best to stop the traffic in osprey ver and many other crops are suit—Brooklyn Life.
able.
plumes.

1

PlainTailored Suits, Fancy Designed Suits, Elegant Matinee

The North Brookfield Savings Bank has put \ri a nest ot
Steel Safe Deposit Boxes, which will be rented to the public at

$3.00 A YEAR
FOR THE FAMILY SIZE. Call at the Bank and secure
one for yAur valuables.
ARTHUR C. BLISS, Treasurer.
3'wao

ADVERTISE IN

Your Home Paper.

f
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Love.
This I, moreover, hold and dare affirm where'er my rhyme may go.
Whatever things be sweet or fair, love
makes them so. Whether it be the lullabies that charm to rest the nursling
bird, or that sweet confidence ot sighs
and blushes, made without a word.
Whether tho dazzling and the flush of
softly sumptuous garden bowers, or by
some cabin door, a bush of ragged
flowers.—Alice Cary.

Whole Families in Same Trade,
Among the silver masters of Sheffield, England, It is rather an established practise3 to encourage the employment of families. It is more tho
rule than otherwise that a father working in the silver trade will apprentice
his children to that trade as they arrive at working age.

Not In Any Sense a Loss.
"Bver lose a surgical case?" "Nope.
I thought I was going to .lose one
Generally Succeeds.
once, but it came out all right." "Th*
There are more ways of winning l patient came near dying, eh?" "Oh,
man than by "stringing" him—but he died. But his heirs paid tar tho
there are few hotter.
operation."

BROOKFIELD.

PUBLISHED

The pupils of grades 6 and 7, of the
Blanchard school, will present "The
Journal Block, North Brookfield, Maes talking garden," in the town hall, tonight
-. (
HORACE J. LAWRENCE,
The trustees of the Merrick public liEDITOS AND PBOPRIETOR.
brary have engaged Miss Marion A. War1.00 a Year in Advance. ren of Worcester, as librarian, to succeed
Miss Winifred 8. Farrell, who resigned to
Single Copies, 3 Cents.
accept a position in the public library at
Address all communications to BKOOKVISI.D
Holyoke.
Miss Warren has bad five
TIMES, North Brookfield, MasB.
Orders for gobscriptlon. advertising, or iob years' experience as assistant librarian in
work and payment for the same, may be sent
She assumes
dlreet to the main office. North BrookfleM or Worcester public library.
to George W. McNamara. Brookfield
her new duties May 26.
EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
AT

BROOltFiELD.
James P. Doyle oi Natick, was in
town, Sunday.
Miss Nora Conlon of Monson was the
guest of Miss Teresa A. Mulvey.
Mies Beatrice Langlois has gone to
work in the office of elie Ideal Coated
Paper Company.
Miss Josephine Holcombe of Worcester,
was the guest of her parents on Howard
street, last Sunday.
The Methodist pastor will exchange
with the East Brookfield Baptist minister
next Sunday morning.

At a meeting of the Woman's Alliance
of the First Parish church in the social
room of the ihurch, at 2.30o'clock, Tuesday afternoon. Rev. Margaret Barnard
of Rowe gave an interesting address on
"Southern circuit work."
After the
meeting tea was served by Mrs Albert C.
Hobbs, Mrs Horace W. May and Miss
Sadie Eaton.; The hostesses were Mrs
LottieF. Cla?keand Mrs Henry L. King.

John M. Tunstall has been elected
chairman of the Democratic town committee, to fill the unexpired term of Edward F. Deljmey, who had held the position for thi past 16 years and resigned
the office, and withdrew as a member
A special meeting of the V. I. S., is of the comniittee, when he became postcalled for May 19, at 3.30 o'clock. Full master. Majtthew Daley was chosen a
member of the committee to fill the vaattendance requested.
,
cancy causeH- by Mr Delaney's withThe ladies of the Methodist church will
drawal.
have a food sale in south hall of the town
Miss KatijjSrine A. Dunn, teacher of
house, Friday afternoon, May 22, at 3
grades 4 antpS, at the Blanchard school
o'clock.
went to Worcester to-day to attend the
The meeting of the Woman's Alliance
funeral oi her uncle, John A. Dunn, who
will be held Tuesday hfternoon. May 19
had been a claim agent for the B. & A.
at 2,30, instead of May 20. Please take
division railroad for 46 years.
He was
n'otice,
71 years, 10 jaonths and 18 days. The
Mr and Mrs Edwin D. Goodell left, on funeral was jleld with a high mass of
Saturday, for a two weeks' visit at the requiem in Jt. Stephens church at 9
home of Mr, and Mrs James L. Gilbert, o.clock, andj burial was in St John's
Brooklyn, N. Y.
cemetery, Worcester.
Mr and Mrs Frederick C. Sanford of
Twenty-fivgB tables were in play at a
Cambridge and Mr and Mrs William C.
Watson of Arlington, viBited Mr and Mrs progressive vjhist party in the tbwn hall,
Tuesday evening, conducted by the laDelbert Eaton, Friday.
dies of St. Mary's chnrch.
ArrangeCharles F, Adams, superintendent of
ments were ih charge of a committee of
Spencer public schools gave an address
which Mrs ajf.J. Kelley was chairman.
on "A normal school education," at the
Miss Louise. Hayes of East Brookfield,
high school, Friday afternoon.
won thehlgjascore prize and Andrew J.
Steamer Co. No. 2 has elected these Leach, the gentlemen's prize. At the
officers for the ensuing year: Captain, conclusion of the whist playing there was
William J. Byron; lieutenant, Nelson E. an auction-sale of candy and aprons,' in
Lucier; secretary and treasurer, Charles charge of Miss Isabelle Murphy, at which
E. Hannigan: standing committee, Will- A. B. Brunell was auctioneer. There
iam C. Bemis, Nelson E. Lucier, and was a profit of 140.
James F. Derrick. The new members of
Mrs Georarianna [Moreau], wife of Josthe company are Nelson E. Lucier, Earl
eph Gaudette, a former resident of BrookCordner, E. Lawrence Miller and John
field, died Tuesday morning at her home
F. Clancy.
in East Brookfield of heart failure, after
The V. I. 8. has voted to buy foor new an illness of two days duration, at the
settees to be placed on the common, mak- age of 68 years, 4 months and 12 days.
ing six that the society has provided. Mrs Gaudette was born in Montreal,
Mrs William J. Walker was elected cor- Canada, and had lived in this vicinity for
responding secretary. The ways and the past 60 years. She is survived by
means committee reported that they have her husband, three daughters, Mrs Josorganized with Mrs Emma S. Ludden, as eph Collum of Brockton; Mrs Adouilda
chairman; the business committee, with Derosier of Webster; and Mrs Eldora
Mrs Lucy Sherman, chairman, and Mrs Bedard of Wakefield, R. I.; two sons,
Irving Breed, secretary-treasurer.
Ezra M, of East Brookfield, and WillThe Epworth League held an enjoyable
social at the home of Mr and Mrs Peck
ham, Wednesday evening, when five new
members were added, and • the following
officers were elected: President, Frank
Peck ham; vice-presidents, Miss Clara
Bailey, Miss Helen Pratt, Mrs Charlotte
Jaffrey, and Mrs Amy Dean; secretary,
Mrs Bertha Lamb; treasurer, Miss Beatrice Bailey. The new officers will be installed Sunday evening.
The G: A. B. will attend a
emorial
service at the Methodist church on Sunday morning, May 24. On Memorial
day the graves at Brookfield cemetery,
Podunk cemetery, and Evergreen cemetery, East Brookfield will be decorated as
usual. Benjamin O. Gay was delegated
to be Marshal of the day and the Ware
brass band engaged to furnish music.
At the exercises in the town hall, Memorial night. Rev. Dr. Cbarltou will give an
addVess. Ferdinand Dexter Camp, Sons
of Veterans, will act as escort to the post
at the Memorial services and on Memorial day.

Mrs William G, Smith of South Maple
street was called to Worcester Tuesday by
the death of her mother, Mrs Maria A.
[Frink], widow of Eliakin C. Woodis.
Heart disease and old age were the cause
of death, and she was 83 years, 9 months
and 6 days old, Mrs Wbodis was born
in North Brookfield, and was a life long
member of the Methodist church there.
She leaves, 7 children, Edward M., Bridge;
port; Mrs Nellie M. Carpenter, Worcester; Charles 8., East Brookfield; Mrs
Mary E. Hale, Shrewsbury; Mrs Grace I.
Smith, Brookfield; Fred E., Auburn and
Mrs Susan Lamb, West Brookfield. The
funeral was held at the home in Worcester Thursday morning, and the body was
brought on the 12.46 train for burial in
Brookfield cemetery. Undertaker Robert G. Livermore had charge of the burial arrangements.

Brook-field* High Wins.

WEST BROOKFIELD.

Brookfield high defeated Barre high, 9
to 6, on Merrick park diamond last Saturday. The features were the fielding of
J. Clancy and the work of the "pony
battery," Butterworth and Hannigan.
This is the first game Butterworth has
twirled for the high school and he made
a very creditable showing, although lacking control at times. This game was the
third that Brookfield has played in the
Quaboag Valley league, and was the second victory.

Michael Fitzgerald is on a business trip
to the Pacific coast.

BROOKFIELD
ab r lb tb po a e
5 2 3 3 0 3 0
Butterworth p
3 1114 2 0
Peterson 3b
5. 0 1 1 6 0 0
Tunstall lb
4 2 2 2 6 4 0
J. Clancy 2b
3 0 2 2 9 11
Hannigan c
4 11110 1
R. Clancy cf
3 0 0 0 2 11
Delaney if
2 10 0 0 0 0
May ss
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Renehan ss
3 2 1110 0
DuBoia rf

Totals

Mrs William R. Traill is a week end
visitor in New York.
James D. Farley is learning to drive a
Studebaker touring car.
Mrs R. A. Nelson of Leicester is staying with Mrs Levi W. Livermore.
Elmer W. Chapin has moved to Brookfield to work for the Ideal Coated Paper
Co.
Mrs Emma Torrey is seriously ill at her
home, with Dr. C. J. Hnyck in attendance.
Mr and Mrs William M. Richardson,
who were married May 1, have returned
from their trip.
The Girls Friendly society met at the
home of Mrs Marshall C. Gilbert, Monday afternoon.
Edmund Murphy has moved into the
cottage on West street, owned by Mrs
H. H. Niles.
.Mrs Frank N. Disney, Worcester, has
been the guest of her daughter, Mrs Webster L. Kendrick.
—
Rev. J. Howard Gaylord, Saratoga
Springs, New York, was in town Thursday among former friends.

39 9 11 11 27 11 8
BARRE
5 0 0 0 4 0 0
Fleming 2b
3 12 2 12 2
Trout 3b
5 12 2 10 0
O'Connor If
5 1117 2 1
Harwood lb
4 0 2 2 0.81
Higgins p
4 0 0 0 3 11
Swan ss
4 0 2 2 8 2 1
Fielding c
Mrs C- L. Oimstead, Main street, has
110 0 0 0 2 returned from a visit to her daughter,
Swindell cf
2 0 110 0 0
McAndrews cf
12 0 0 0 0 0 Mrs David Johnson in Cleveland.
Yratt rf
The Henry Weeden cottage is under
31 6 10 10 24 15 8 construction on the east shore of Lake
Totals
123456789
Innings
Wickabdag, near the Gaylord cottage.
05001012*— 9
Brookfield
Mrs Curtis Gilbert has returned ^ftm
002000013— 6
Barr3
Worcester where she has been spending
Umpire, Henry M. Durkin. Attendthe winter with her daughter, Mrs Guy
ance, 200. Time of game, 2 h.. .5 m.
Merrill.
North Brookfield high school defeated
BROOKFIELD.
Warren high 5 to 0 in five innings in the
Austin Plimpton, of Worcester, son of Quaboag Valley League series on QuaMr and Mrs Fred A. Plimpton, Stur- boag park, Saturday afternoon.
bridge road, and Miss Alma Belding Conant, also of Worcester, daughter of Mr
and1 Mrs Francis E. Conant, of West
Auburn, were married Wednesday afternoon, May 6, by the pastor of the Park
Avenue Methodist church, at his home
in Worcester. The double ring service
was used. The couple were attended by
Miss Hattie and Mr Otis Conant, sister
and brother of the bride.
The bride
wore a suit of blue gabardine, with an
imported Paris hat of white leghorn, with
ornamentations of dink roses, black foliage and velvet, and carried a bouquet of
yellow roses at her corsage. The young
couple will spend their honeymoon in
Buffalo and New York City, and will
be at home at 45 Plantation street, Worcester, after June 1. The bride has been
a stenographer in the Worcester Gazette
office for thef past two years. Mr Plimpton is a locomotive engineer on the Boston and Albany division railroad.

John W. Walker, North Main street,
wi-nt, to Worcester last Friday, for an operation for the removal of a growth on
the lip. Dr. Lemuel Woodward performed the operation.
Mrs Adeline Wilkins, North Main St.,
who has been confined to the house for
several months because of illness, has
been out in a wheel chair, in the care of
Mrs M. A. Parks.
The Methodist churcli gave a reception
to their new pastor, Rev. A. W. L. Nelson, formerly of Westboro. This was
preceded by a salad supper in the chapel,
served by the Ladies' Aid society.
Rev. John H. Hoffman, the new pastor of the Congregational church, t
brought his goods from Northboro Tuesday. The family will make their home
;n the house recently vacated by John G.
Shackley on Central street, but now
owned by the Congregational society as a
parsonage. .
The following committees have been
appointed by the West Brookfield Golf
Club. Greens committee, Richard D.
Oimstead, Edward M. Houghton, William R. Traill; house committee, Mrs
Chauncey L. Oimstead, Mrs Otto B.
Olinstead and Mrs Harold Chesson. The
club will hold its opening day May 23.

Wood Restored.
Woodwork which has grown dull
with time and the accumulation ot
dust may be restored by first cleaning
thoroughly with kerosene on a flannel cloth, says the Washington Heriam of North Brookfield; a sister, Mrs
ald. It should then be polished with
Matilda Gaucher of Spencer; and five a mixture of two parts of turpentine
brothers Leon of East Brookfietd, to one of linseed oil. Apply this with
Charles of North Brookfield, Joseph of a soft cloth and rub with flannel unWest Brookfield A. A. defeated l}ew
Spenrer, Arthur of Bangor, Maine and til every trace of the liquid seems to
Albert Moreau of Nashua, N. H. The have disappeared. Repeated applica- Worcester A. C. 9 to 1, last Saturday.
funeral was held Thursday morning with tions and continued rubbing will give The score:
123456789rhe
a high mass of requiem at St John's a rich gloss to wood trim or mahogW. Brookfield 5 2 2 0.0 0 0 0 «-9 5 a
church. Burial was in St iftary's ceme- any furniture.t ■ ,.,
Worcester
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 2 10
tery at Spencer.
Batteries, J. Goddard and Watkins; and
Not Patented.
Samuel H. Holden, a former resident
Co-operation Is the keynote In suc- Parks and Pilsworch. Umpire, Bernard
of this town, died at his farm in Stur- cessful accident prevention work.' A. Conway, West Brookfield. Time of
bridge, Tuesday morning, aged 83, from Many large manufacturers who have game 1 b, 50 m.
brights disease. He had been in poor designed accident prevention devices
West Brookfield Grange entertained
health several months and had not been for their own use have not patented the Grand Army and friends, Wednesday
off the Holden farm for a year. He was them in order that others may utilize evening. Suprer was served at 7 o'clock '
born in Oakbam, son of Amasa and Mary their Ideas. A large railroad company by the following committee: Levi W.
which has designed all of the accident
(Hill) Holden. During Mr Holden's res- prevention apparatus in use in its ma- Livermore and wife, chairme'n; Eugene
idence in Brookfield he lived in what is chine shops is willing to furnish blue- Thrasher and wife; Alfred Brigham and
known as the Sam Holden place, Mill prints of the devices to those who de- wife; Arthur Sampson and wife; and
street, now owned by Mrs Emogene sire to Install them in their plants.
Webster L. Kendrick and wife. Mrs
WatrouB. He moved from there 32 years
Mary L. Conway and Mr* Clara H. Reed
ago, going to the farm in Sturbridge,
Plan Big Engineering Feat.
were in cnargeof the entertainment pf
where he has since lived. For years he
In the Chilean Andes there is a lake music and readings.
followed the occupation of stone mason, 10,000 feet up in the mountains, which
Stores were closed Wednesday afterand completed many large contract jobs, is prevented only by a granite wall a
one of the largest being to lay the stone few feet thick from devastating tho noon for the first weekly half holiday to
foundation wall for the large barn at the valley below. In order to avert tho be enjoyed through the summer months.
West Brookfleld Fire Department met
town farm. Mr Holden is survived by a disaster engineers are draining the
son, Eugene Holden, who lived with hie water by a tunnel and expect to sup- in Firemen's hall, Monday night and orfather. The funeral was held 'Thursday ply electrical current and light to all ganized as follows: Foreman, John P.
the valley cities through the water j
Cregan; assistant foreman, John H. Gilmorning, with services at the home at 10
power which will be developed.
berts assistant foreman of L. Fullam
o'clock, with Rev. William L. Walsh,
hook and| ladder company, Michael G.
pastor of the First Parish church, officiaHusbands Will Agree.
Begley; clerk, John A. Brady; treasurer,
ting. Burial was in Brookfield cemetery
When we consider woman's extrava- B. Paul Alien; engineer, Fred A. Chapin;
in charge of Undertaker Robert G. Livgant desires we are inclined to think
assistant engineer, Bernard A. Conway;
that Eve was made from a wishbone
fireman, Walter H. Potter; steward,
Instead of a rib.
George P. Laftin.
These committees
Next Sunday evening, at 7.30, Prof.
were chosen: Entertainment, Fred A.
FOR SALE
Edward H. Forbush, State Ornithologist,
Chapin, Frank Stone, William McCuin,
will give an illustrated lecture on bird 0ROAN for isle. Inquire from took Box S6,
Brookfield.
» John Morgan, Patrick Henneesy; standlife at the Congregational church. This,
ing, B. Paul Allen, John Gilbert, George
lecture, one of the most instructive and1
Laflin; relief, Joseph V. Stone, Michael
FOR 8ALE IN BROOKFIELD
interesting of the season, is given unreresidence, large home end barn. Begley, George Donovan, The lire engiservedly for the public and a most cordial MY13home
rooms; good repair; tine location, one neers organized with John Mulvey, chief;
invitation is extended tojall to be pres- Acre shade orTruit trees. Apply to owner. A.
A. BRIGHAH, R. P. D. So. S, Brookfleld, Mass. Ralph Allen, clerk.
ent.
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LAMAR AND .
JEHMANN

MILITIA IS "TOP HEAVY"
Walsh Receives This Information From
Washington

To Represent United States in
Peace Parleys

KraMnoNAL

SWTSOM
LESSON

HINTS FOR BUSY HOUSEWIFE

STOP THAT BACKACHE
There's nathing. mere discouraging
than-a coaatasfWcVacho. Yeu are lama
whe»you awake. Pains pierco you when
joutbeaeSr lift. It's bard to rest and
•aexFsay frVthe same eufstory.
Paifrln tha back is- nature'* warning
•t kisaoy. ilia. Neglect may pave the
V gravel, or ether serious

(By O. E. SELLERS, Director of Evening Department The Moody Bible Institute of Chicago.)

How to Give Cauliflower a Better Flavor—Softening Shoe Polish—
Smoking Oil Stoves.

wul reduce Inflamed, swollen;
olnts. Sprains. Bruises, Soft
unches; Heals Sons, Poll
Evil, Qufttor, Fistula, or
airy unhealthy eore>

To give cauliflower a better flavor
«ook It In milk and water—it will also
look whiter than when just cooked In
water.
>
To Insure the bluing being evenly
distributed in making blue rinse water
for clothes, add a little salt to It,
To soften shoe polish that has become quite dry In keeping, moisten It
with a little turpentine. ThlB softens
the polish, making it usable at once,
and also gives a good gloss to the
leather.
To prevent oil stoveB from smoking,
dissolve one tablespoonful of common
Bait in every pint of paraffin oil that
you use. This gives a much cleaner
light, and prevents the stove from
rusting when stored away.
"
7—
Home Chill Sauce.
A doien tomatoes, eight green peppers, two onions, a half dozen email
chill' peppers. Will make two or three
bottles or about a quart
Boll three cups of 'good vinegar and
put into it the vegetables fine chopped
and salted to taste. Boil an hour and
a half and bottle without straining.
More may be made but proportions are
the same.

quickly si If It rperfUf» sadsesds
■mlgermicide. Plesjsntwossi doee
not blister Bernef banssg* or leases the bslr. sod m OS *JS*>
tbe bore*. SHOO per bottle, esaW
•res. Boot 7 K free.
i
ABSORBTNE. JTU sntUeemt liniment fer mssktos,,
Red.ce. Metal. Swollen Vdnj, Gob™. Wens, strafe*.
Souses, stops p«ln end InSsmmsttoB. fries StOOpssbsesp)
srdes^ wdeflreres. WIU tell roe mew II jro» writs,

■■mKMelay—Win "big Bean's KidMassachusetts militia conditions tion for such irregularities at once
.aeyr Pflla—the remedy tint has been
were criticised sharply by Assistant ceases. Therefore he requests the
curiwjfcackacho and kidney trouble for
Secretary of War Henry Brecken- governor to take up with all possible
•vefltty years.
CHOSEN BY PRES. WILSON ridge in a letter forwarded to Gov. haste the solution of the problem. If
LESSON FOR MAY 17
"F'TOUKO.'p'.af.. » Tt-.lt tt Sorlnon.ld. Matt.
A NSW IZBSSY CASE
the
state
wants
to
retain
lta
two
Walsh, which has been made, public.
brigades, he declares It must at once
THE RICH MAN AND LAZARUS.
War Correspondents Held by HuerU In the letter the assistance of the
plM«4 ftarwiMt*. **f
DAISY FIT KILLER truU
»nd Mil- -.S
Governor was requested to help ad- provide a new regiment ot Infantry.
Are Released—Brazilian Ambasa let Uttt, ettma, *>-*
LESSON TEXT—Luke M:14-15; M-M.
just the organization of the militia What the department, would prefer
n»m«UliConv«iii«ntGOLDEN
TEXT—"Whoso
ntoppeth
Ms
lng too weak to stand
obwtp
Ltvatu evil
sador Used Influence With
so as to meet the requirements of would be the organization ot addi- ears at the cry of the poor, ha shall
op. TnastnTsrtns would
lltl«l
M#d» •(
Have killed HIT otter
Mexican Dectator.
matelpwntiplllor..*
Congress. The official sets forth that tional field artillery.
also cry, but shall not be heard." Prov.
S
hundreds
will
ndtioll
orar,
ndt *>>. 4*
«*
The war department official also re- 21:13.
unless the state takes immediate
dootoring.
IB|ur» anything.
Helped me
QWftBtMd •ffiBCti-•>.
steps to correct its two brigade for- ports that he finds at the present
rsetdl
All d«nler» ui'«-««
Washington.—Associate Justice Jo- mation, it may be automatically elim- time the militia is carrying a large
Verses 14 and 15 link this parable
I ojsd
•ipi-M* p*id for «.-*•.
pnieend
number of excess officers which "is with the teaching of Jesus about cove•UMLD lOMtta. If* 1M-Ulb Alt., Bro-Urm, H. T.
seph P. Laraar of the TJnited States
a ■fan of
On July 2, 1913, Mr. Breckenridge additional to the brigade head- tousness and stewardship. Verse 15
Supreme Court and
Frederick W.
los backquarters specially authorized, and to is a most heart-searching one. It delohmann of St Louis, former solici- Bays, be wrote to the Governor of the the following specially authorized ofmands that we look well to the stanstate asking his assistance, and reGet-Boaar* at As* StcvSOe • Baa
tor general, will be the representa- ceived an assurance that everything ficers: One colonel in lieu of lieu- dards by which we measure our contives of the United States to confer possible would be done.
DOAN'SVATLV
But, while tenant-colonel, inspector-general's de- duct I Sam. 16:7. That the teaching
SwttRTtHG
FOSTERULBURN CO, BUFFALO, N.T.
with the A. B. C. mediators, who are a majority of the states similarly partment; one brigadier-general, in of Jesus was effective is evidenced by
SORE LIDS
lieu of lieutenant-colonel, judge advo- the statement of verse 14. These
warned
took
action.
Massachusetts,
seeking to compose
the
Mexican
vate general's department; one briga- Pharisees were naturally cool, cynical,
troubles. This has become known he complains, remained outside the dier-general, in lieu of lieutenantcalculating and their scoffing shows
35 TBABS SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT
lines.
from an authoritative source.
Still convinced that it would come colonel, quartermaster's department; that Jesus had probed them deeply.
OF I/IQUOR AND DRUG ADDICTIONS
President Wilson received at the out all right, in December, 1913, a let- one brigadier-general, in Hell of a Their love of money—service of mam■While House the Brazilian ambassa- ter was written to the adjutant-gen- colonel, in subsistence department; mon—made them unfaithful In their
dor, Mr. da Gama, ranking member eral authorizing a temporary reten- one colonel, in lieu of a major, in pay professed stewardship. In the InterBUFFALO, N. Y.
e! the South American
mediators. tion of the two brigade organization, department; one colonel, in lieu of a vening verses (16-18) Jesus condemns
WEST HAVEN, CONN.
v.MrSaff^.Hg^H-YPROv.«NO«,it.,
Neither the White House
nor the also "the temporary retention of sev- lieutenant-colonel, in ordnance depart- their attitude of seeking to justify
ambassador would discuss the visit, en staff officers holding exaggerated ment; one colonel, in lieu of a lieu- themselves in the sight of men, d>
Lucky Thirteenth Man.
but there was reason to believe that rank," providing Immediate steps tenant-colonel, in medical corps."
daring such an attempt to be useless
The final paragraph ot the lettei in the sight of God. The methods men
"Frederick, I'm sure you will forthe call, following a conference of would be taken to correct conditions.
the three mediators at the Argentine
In reply Mr. Breckenridge said he recites:
exalt are an abomination to him. No fllve me," said the beautiful girl, bow"In my opinion there can be no jot or tittle of the law can fall. This ing her head, "when you know the
legation, dealt with the general ques- received a refusal, Dec. 81, 1913.
la Growing Smaller Every Day.
doubt
that
the
Massachusetts
organition of Mexico and the outlook for
Reaching the point at issue, Mr.
he emphasizes by an illustration about true reason of my breaking our enBreckenridge wrote that while in zation is top heavy, and that in- the binding nature of the marriage re- gagement se. soon. But when I he- CARTER'S LITTLE
Mediation..
LIVER PILLS are.
The call of two of the mediators times of peace he has authority to creased efficiency would follow the lationship. We get our suggested two- same engaged to you I forgot-—"
"What is It, Gladys?" he murmured responsible — they t
•n tbe secretary of state, followed by allow certain exceptions, that in time elimination of the surplus officers. fold division of this tesson from I Tim.
sadly. "Be not afraid. Is It that you not only give relief ,
their assembling for a meeting led to of war he has no option, and "on the I solicit Your Excellency's co-opera- 4:8.
— they permathe belief that recent developments outbreak of war, whether or not pre- tion in an effort satisfactorily to adWhy He Is Condemned.
love anoWier?"
t
nentlycureCei
Involved something more than mere ceded by a declaration," authoriza- just conditions."
"No, Indeed," responded the girl in- stipatioa. Mil-j
I, The Life That Now Is, w. 19-22.
discussion of
preliminaries for the
Tbe revised version for verse 19, "now dignantly, her eyes flashing at him lions mtj
•joining conference at Niagara Falls.
there was a certain rich man"—Indi- through a veil of tears. "But you them for
It was made plain, however, after the
cates even stronger than the King know how superstitious I am—-I for- Bilioatne.i,
lodifettioa. Sick Headache, SaDaw Slua.
White House conference that nothing
James version that this Is the story of got that you would be exactly the
tad occurred which would act as an
a historical Incident. Jesus did not thirteenth man I've been engaged to." SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE,
Genuine must bear Signature
obstacle to the continued progress of
mention the rich man's name, nor
Taking No Chances.
the negotiations.
does he enumerate his moral delinA development that has served t«
"I see," said the editor, "that some
quencies. Even morality cannot Bave
■elieve anxiety, is news of the re- House Had Previously Passed Opponents of Present Law Re- a man from punishment in the next half-baked scientist schedules the end
lease of fte four newspaper correlife. Nor is this rich man condemned of the world for next Saturday."
ceive Crushing Defeat
Measure
spondents arrested at Mexico City"Yes, yes," said the star reporter.
because he is rich. He is condemned
Walter Wbiffen of the
Associated
because he sought to enjoy hiB pleas- "I've got the story all ready. « won't
Tress, Richard Harding Davis of the
Boston—The child labor bill ie go- ures In this life, squandering his time happen."
Boston—The "Two Platoon bill,"
Kew York Tribune, Medill
McCor"Better write up the other side,
ing
to stand this) year without amend- and his money upon sensual pleasBick of the London Times and A. J. which would authorize cities to diures, Ignoring the need of those at his though. If it does happen we don't
MtOittsoUraso3/
Stilton of the
Washington
Post. vide the members of their Fire De- ments. That w*s made plain in the door. Jesus had Just told these Phari- want to get scooped."—Saturday JourWntfilUH.
"
Word of the release
reached the partments into a day and night force, House when 8 crushing defeat was sees how to use money (v. 9), see I nal.
luas.aors.Ohlldr.ni
administered to those opposed to the
BOSI.TSSIS2-50-State Department through Brazilian
has been killed in the State Senate present child labor law. By a vote ot Tim 6:17-19. A wrong use of money
Minister Olivelra at Mexico City, and
Term Too Brief.
damns a man. A few paltry charities
despatches came also to the British, by a vote of 16 to 5. Senator Doyle 162 to 43, the amendment to allow or even larger gifts given for ostenta"I think a congressman ought to
children
of
14
to
work
in
mills
and
opposed
the
project
of
submitting
the
Spanish and Brazilian ambassadors,
tious display will not suffice. There be elected tor more than two years."
each of whom had acted promptly plan to a referendum, on the ground factories was killed. The log-rolling was, however, no real Joy to the rich
"You can't accomplish much in that
process
was
a
complete
failure.
that
it
would
be
an
interference
with
and energetically in behalf
of the
man In his life as he sought sensual time, eh?"
Before
the
complete
vote
had
been
BflglM MM* ** UU fiW AF>«*
home rule as regards cities
and
American newspapermen.
"Why, my wife can't return all tne
satisfaction, Eccl?l:8. Lazarus lying
The Spanish ambassador,
Senor '.owns affected, and that it would be recorded, at least 20 representatives at the door was a living-rebuke to his calls she reoeives."—Courier-Journal.
changed their votes.
Kiano. who represents Mexico In the an expensive innovation.
self-indulgence. Here Is another of
Hinder the law a child must be 16 those vivid pictures that not alone reUnited States, telegraphed direct to
not
Never Does.
The bill had previously' passed the
years old before being allowed to veals the misery but makes an indelithe Mexican minister of foreign af- House by a vote of 111 to 104.
Mr. STatte—You were talking In
work in a factory or mill, but the ble Impression on the mind. It is bet- sleep last night, dear.
fairs and received a reply from SeThe bill provides that in cities of
sor Ruiz that the necessary step* 60,000 or more inhabitants the fire- amendment provided that children of ter, however, to be a beggar, sore and
Mrs. Platte—Oh, is that so! I didn't
fcad been taken to liberate the corre- men shall work in two shifts of 12 14 might work if they" had physicians' hungry in this life and go to heaven say much, did I?
certificates
that
they
were
physically
itlheprioe.
spondents. The Brazilian ambassa- hours each, and that after a man
"No, dear; I -said you were talking."
hereafter, than to enjoy the pleasures
TAKS MO •U-*TITUT«.
.riu^u«tv. L. Pesetas' as-,
dor, being one of the mediators, had works four days during the day he fit. The Interests backing the attempt of sin for a season and be forever in
ltw.LSeasMs
much influence in bringing about the will then work four days during the to break down the child labor law torment In the life to come. The name
_„ ere net for -is Is joer etetslrr. erdet
Important t» *»"*•'•»»,» «»
s-setas— tetter,. efc«iere»er»-e-b«
centered their fight on this amend- Lazarus means "God his help" and is
Bxamlae carefully -ve«T botflS) of
prompt release. Sir Cecil
Spring- night.
(salt, .1 sll eefces, »e«tse Jse.
CASTORIA, a safeffland sure remedy »r
for UlutraUd Mtslof <***["! >»-e
ment.
Rice, the British ambassador, acted
an Indication of his character. It did
_wersvis.ll. w.fcseeaiAS,
The two-platoon system for paid or
lit tpsrs ttrert, Breekten, Msss.
The main contest was on the ques- not look as though God was "mindful infants and children, and see that it
through Sir Lionel Carden.
permanent firemen who are on duty
Bears the
The despatches to the ambassadors
tion of substituting for the adverse of his own" but the sequel abundantly
all the time originated with Chief
Signature of
stated that Messrs. McCormick and James W. Dickinson of the Cleveland report of the committee on social wel- corrects such an Idea.
Davis had left by refugee train for
In Use Far Over 30 Years.
Fire Department
Cleveland never fare a bill to allow children, aged 14
Positions Reversed.
Vera Cruz and Messrs. Whiffen and
and 15 years, to work, provided a
Children Cry far glatshsrs Baitojia
adopted the system, but it was the
II. The Life Which Isto Coma, w.
Sutton would leave later. It
was
physician certified to the state board
FIREPROOF
I
first city to allow firemen one day off
23-31. Unconscious of the need ot othA Sample.
■aid that the correspondents
had
of labor and industries that such
In every four. Only three cities now
"Is there such a thing as marine
Baked for permits to enter the Mexichildren were physically able to ers here the rich man is very much
allow their firemen so many days off
can Federal lines, but without waitwork. The present law also prohibits conscious of bis own need in hades courtesy?"
duty and none allows them more.
"Oh. yes; there's a ship's bow.
ing to receive the permits had taken
the employment of children under 18 when subject to torment and anguish.
New York was the first city to give years for more than 48 hours a week; There Is no need of trying to minimize
the chance of going to Mexico City.
Worms eipeUad promptly from the hnawn ^CENTRE?OP EVERYTHINQ
The despatch to the State Depart- the two-platoon system a trial from the substitute bill would allow chil- or to "explain" nor to deny these a,.win
wltnTBr. faery'. Vermifuge "Bead
BATH3 Z
words of Jesus. Hell is for the wil350 ROOMS
.1 S
ment added: "Nothing extraordinary Dec. 5, 1904, to March 5, 1905. It wae dren of 14 or over to work 54 hours.
■Sot." AAT.
A room with bath
• - - .»1*0
discontinued principally because 85
Representatives from the textile fully disobedient, and was never preIn the American colony."
Other rooms with bath $2.00, *2.60
pared
for
man
(Matt.
26:41).
On
percent
of
the
members
of
the
departIn
prance
one
man
in
twenty
Is
enThe mediators were much gratified
centers of the state favored the subRooms for two persons $2.50, *3.00
that the American correspondents had ment declared that they were opposed stitute hill.
They included Alchin earth he saw Lazarus "at his gate," titled to wear a decoration.
•f^g500L^&°aAV-OrH.^SK
been promptly freed, being anxious to it.
and Gilbride of Lowell and Halliwell now with Abraham, resting "in bis
bosom." Their positions are reversed,
Despair means the turning of one's EDGAR T. SMITH, Managing Director.
Two cities which have taken a pop- of New Bedford.
to prevent any untoward
incident
the petitioner is now the rich man
from hindering their mediation plans. alar vote on this question have defeatSubstitution was opposed and char- who begs for "mercy," though in life back on. the future.
ed it, San Francisco, Dec. 10, 1912, acterized as an attempt to repeal the
with a vote of 46,178 to 33,644, and new law by Representatives Carr ot be showed none at all. His plea was
NAVY TO KEEP ITS WINE MESS.
racoma, April 7, 1914, with a vote of Hopkinfon, Catheron ot Beverly, for his tongue; that organ had been
pampered in life but now it is in mis8881 to 8544.
Chamberlain of Springfield and Hays ery, because deprived of earthly satisPresident Will Not Approve Daniels'
WESTERN CANADA N
The firemen of all cities are divid- of Boston.
faction. The solemnity of this lesson
Order.
ed in their opinions of the two-plais very great. As we have suggested
The opportunity of securing ft**-j.
toon systom; those who have been FORBES FEARS ANOTHER MEXI- Luke does not call this a parable. It
homesteads ot 168 acres each, anal
Washington.—It is being said in the longest in the service, which inthe low priced lands of Manitoba,.
is possible that Jesus' auditors knew
CO IN PHILIPPINES.
■aval circles, with much glee, that cludes most of the officers, are genSaskatchewan and Alberta, w
the very people of whom he was speakthe famous antl-wlne-mess order of erally opposed to it.
soon have passed.
ing, Borne notoriously wealthy citiHe
Thinks
Rapid
Promotion
of
the
the Secretary of the Navy, which was
Canada offers a hearty welcoms
The principal objection to the twozen recently deceased, and some wellto tako effect on June 1, after which platoon system everywhere has always
to the Settler, to the man with a
Natives Has Worked Harm.
known alms-seeker. For, a moment
wine 'messes aboard ships of the na- been Its cost. It has been demonfamily looking tor » h°mt'- *? th?
our Lord withdraws the curtain to
farmer's son, to the renter, to all who
vy were to be albolished, will not go strated that about two-thirds inorease
Milton.—"The way things are go- let those about him read the story,
wish to live under better conditions.
Into effect after all. The President, In the number of men is necessary, ing now in the Philippines, we are catch, for an instant, a glimpse. He
Canada's grain yield In 1»1S to
It is declared, will refuse to approve
The bill to authorize the Railway liable to produce another Mexico, shows us that tbe attitudes of today
the talk of the world. Luxuriant
Mail Clerks' Association to con- which In effect will give us two Mexi- determine the destinies of tomorrow.
Grasses give cheap fodder for htrgs
25 CTS. /herds; cost of raising and fattening
■vaen Secretary Daniels issued the tinue its business till Oct.. 1 next has cos to deal with at once," said W.
The experience of life beyond death Is
erder he did so without consulting been passed to be engrossed.
for market is a trifle.
Cameron Forbes at a gathering ot determined by the use of the lite "that
the President. He believed he had
The sum realized tor Beef, Butter,
A medsrata lens: pemt eellar
Engrossment without debate has Milton residents to honor a native now is." The gate of heaven is without
full authority to change the
navy
ef 8ns quality sateen madras.
Milk and Cheese will pay fifty p—
son who has achieved much in state- our self-centered life and often takes
been
allowed
on
the
bill
to
exempt
cent on tbe investment.
regulations but lated he was Informthe form of a beggar. To wrongly emcraft.
EsVRL & WILSON
ed that any such changes required from taxation personal property held
Write tor literature and partioMr. Forbes dwelt upon the con- ploy our wealth, to live' within the
I OT TROT'S Bets* PRODUCT
for
care
of
graves.
ulars as to reduced railway
the approval of the President
ditions in the Philippines and ex- gate of selfishness will shut the gate
rates to Superintendent
The matter has been put up to the
pressed the fear that changes made ot heaven in our own faces. If we
of Immigration, Ott»W«e |
■White HouBe, it is further
stated,
Get »11,000 for Kindness.,
in the conduct of affairs there, partlc pass without that gate of selfishness
Canada, or to
and the President declares that he
New Bedford—An investment of 25 ularly rapid promotions of Filipinos, and minister, presently we find we
has no intention of
approving the
M. A. BOWLBY
have made a friend in the life beyond.
-ents, made about 12 years ago by had worked harm.
change in the regulations.
7»Trt»te1tl.lctlss,lliil
"I cannot help feeling," said Mr. It is not the crumbs we give the begMrs. John P. Gelatt ot 386 Washington street. Bast Falrhaven,
hau Forbes, "that the time when, the FU- gar, that which we do not miss, it
gsas^isn Qc-Ytrrimeni Aft
NATIONAL
COWBOY
ORDER. brought a return of $11,000, as she ipinoes will be able to govern them- must be self-emptying service.
HAVE A OOtOKKD CRAYON
OWNERS
O*
selves
and
manage
their
own
affairs
This lesson raises the question, "are
has received word that Frank MarshHADE FOR ONLY »LO».
Wa Will make you a colored orayon. rsedir
ill who died recently ia California, has been postponed rather than ad- the ruling desires of our lives such as
for
framlne
fro™ anr photo, and dfUvee
Cheyenne,
Wyo.—The
National
had left her that amount payable In vanced by pushing them along too shall develop gratification and satisseme to aeir address, one week i
Order of Cowboy Rangers Is the title
Give color of BAlsl
2-Cylinder Cars
fast However, I am ready to wateh faction in the life to come?" If not
oelpt of $1.00 and photi
stocks
or
bonds
or
in
cash,
as
she
nd eyea
KEENB SMITH STUDIO.
0t a new fraternal society launched
4
and wait and if I am wrong to admit we do well to heed this story. Col. 3:1Kn Now lVchsse Repair Parts for
■"
SUMNER
SAVINGS
BANK
BLDOM
IS GRAHAM AVB,
by A. U. Mayfield of Denver, Herman wishes.
These ens Direct from Us
It, if things turn out better than I 2. Memory is also active In that fuBROOKLYN, N. Y.
Knabe of Medicine Bow and others.
fear."
•>
ture existence and it will be either a
Articles of incorporation
will be
May Study Tropical Dlaeasee.
-HP-. AI»MtttalTane^nec»le^wtt»eaw»
source of gratifying Joy or else ot unFHrri order for a srand new ertltUo handfiled In Wyoming.
Washington.—flurg^Gen, Blue of the
Awarded $800 For Doo Bites.
mfct. painted piwtoirapn rrt^e. ntrtaml
speakable anguish. We are taught
raised orar gtfded or will* back«rotn«L BotrtatToJ
The promoters ot the order declare public health service has advised SenBoston—A verdict of »80.0 for MUM that education is largely developed out
skerry. Heart-shaped center. Olorer. hoanor norasikoa?ha»i^n
winner eds» la lined wltkforeetk is their intention to perpetuate the ator Weeks that the marine hospital Anna Podren has bee* returned by a
•boe ahftp* oanwr,
of memory and the Scripture tells us
mw-ooti. Am"aiiiiaoontpresent. For only 12. Sana
old spirit of the West
i-a«l«t«n4. tj. ifuTMUWd,It lta in, mtooii.ii,«. a.
at Boston will supply 10 beds tor co- jury in the Superior Court in her suit that as a man thlnketh BO is he, Prov.
p and tetwBt.Vj*?Mayfield will be the first "supreme
peu-U at remarkoperative work with the Harvard med- for $3000 against Miss Elisabeth Ssr- 23:7. Small wonder Paul should exboss" and Knabe "supreme recorder
ical school in study of tropical dis- gent, daughter of Mrs. Addis Whitney hort us to think on holy things, Phil.
■Sr-aTvnSn.-.M
M*
IAS
£0— •«
of brands." He says Theodore Roose- eases.
The hospital has patients of Phillips Beach, as damages for 4:8, with such a prospect In view for
velt is Interested in the plan for ot> from various parts of the world suf- bites inflicted by two of Miss SATMofTdl jfatoc jhto Cofporitioii
ganlzing the new society.
seat's Airedale terriers.
fering from such diseases.
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Great Fissures in the Roads Hamper
the

Work

of

Relief—Army

and

THE STATE MILITIA NOTIFIED
Merchant Vessels Chartered to Rush
Reinforcements to Vera Cruz in
Case It Is Thought Wise—Secre-

Navy Organize Relief—King Victor Sends $20,000 to Refugees.

tary of War Disclaims Aggression.

Big. Roomy,
Powerful
Is the Haynes"Four"

$1785
Br REV. L W. GOSNE1X
Aeawanl to the Dcen

FIRE

jMI1

Moodr BsUs leetaule. Cbicsae

TEXT-"Two men went up Into the
temple to pray: the one a Pharisee, and
the other a publican." l.uke 18:10.

Here's a car that will appeal to you, if you are in
the market for an economical "four
The motor,
built in the Haynes factory, is of the same quality
as the Haynes "Six."
Unlike other fours, the Haynes "Four" is practically free ffom
vibration: in fact, we can prove to your satisfaction that it i. as
flexible and smooth-running as the averaBe six. its ample
cylinder dimensions, 4. x 5*, provide a reserve power which
cite* unusual pick-up ability and makes it exceptionally well
adapted for use in mountainous sections of the country where
tndurana and hilUIimbing ability axe prime considerations.
I He

Jturua't First Car
is designed «rmffr. Sincerity and our twenty-one: year• experl.
ence are built right into the car itself-^/'/ wfe it develops
more than it* rated horsepower.
Econcmicaloperatkn ^Aminimum upkeep** pronounced features
of this car. The Haynes "Four" wttht several hundred pound,
Jen than other fours of the same horsepower.
Out nearest dealer will be glad to show you this big, beautiful car, with 48 dynamometer horsepower, 118-inch wheelbase,
electric starting and lighting system, pressure gasoline^«VF»
sir pump, demountable rims and other features -«""£«*f
equipped, $mS. With Vulcan Electric Gear Shift, $1985.
Ride in the Haynes "Four" before you buy, and judge
for yourself whether it is all we claim. Or if you prefer
to read about it first, send for our complete catalog and
detailed specifications showing over five hundred items
which comprise the Haynes, America's First Car.
"The Complete Motorist" by Elwood Haynes. Father of.
the American Automobile Industry, fully describing the
Vulcan Electric Gear Shift, will be mailed upon receipt ot
ten cents In stamps. Write to

THE HAYNES AUTOMOBILE COMPANY
34 Main Street, Kokomo, Indiana
Baiidcn of America's finl Cm
JTh. name, ear 1. hanilsa t>r Th, W. L. Ro.ssll C».. *£■BH«*
iU Boston, Mass., and by deals™ throuihout ths N«w Enclasd
States.
¥»
I
If Ton are In open territory, write na today and we'll tell

Dealers: "»i war the Hayne. Uwrelly aella Itself.

THE HAYNES AUTOMOBILE CO.. 34 Main St.. Kokomo, Ind.
Enclosed find 10 cenU In stsmpa.
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"The Corapleto Motorist."
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It needs
no painting
r'HOSE neat sparkling roofs
with their- crushed mineral
shining in the sun—you see them
all over the country—they ate
Amatite roofs.
The fact that Amatite nerds no
painting means a great saving to
those who use it.
It is also a great convenience
not to have to paint roofs.
Many buyers have adopted the
policy of using nothing but Amptite owing to this economy and
satisfaction.
A booklet about Amatite will
be sent free on request

Simplified
Breakfasts

MAXWELL-BRISCOE

£^8? saw trffiaswisagg

Heartrending Scenes Witnessed Plans Perfected For Mobilizing
United States Troops
In Devastated Districts

< ■

The Pharisee
thanked God* he
was not as the
Washington,—Military preparations
rest of men—he
Catania, Sicily.—A great earth, have completely overshadowed in inthought he was
quake at night brought death and terest the diplomatic developments ia
the best man In
destruction to many villrges near the Mexican situation.
the world.
The
Mount Etna. The number of dead
Warlike preparations were rushed
publican cried,
is officially placed at 182, with about by the Washington Government folliterally, "God be
360 injured.
lowing the announcement about Germerciful' to me a
The affected zone extends from Zafman steamers with shipments of munt=
sinner" — he
farana, the highest village on Mount
tions
of
war
for
Huerta.
thought he was
Etna, to the sea between Acireale on
Two
Army
brigades,
the.Fourth
and
'the
worst man in
the south and Giarre oa the north. It
the world. So we
includes Llnera, the centre of the dis- Sixth were made ready at Galveston,
may
commend
turbance ; Pisano, and Santa Venerina. Tex., on orders from the War DepartIn Linera alone 110 persons were ment to embark for Mexico at a mothis story to all,
the best man In
killed and 300 Injured; in the village ment's notice.
Llndley M. Garrison, Secretary of
of Bonglardo 13 dead and 27 injured
the world and the
War,
announced
that
six
steamships
have been taken from the ruins. At
worst
"The Pharisee stood and
had
been
chartered
to
transport
reinCosentini 16 were killed and many inprayed thus with himself, God, 1 thank
Apple Slump.
forcements to Brigadier General Funs- thee, that 1 am not ae other men are,
Pare one-half dozen apples, put In jured. There villages and many smaller
ton in Vera Cruz "in case it is thought extortioners, unjust, adulterers, or
places
were
practically
leveled.
At
kettle that can be covered tightly to
even as this publican. I fast twice In
keep In steam, pour over them one Passopomo 12 persons were killed; wise."
These additional vessels will make
cupful boiling water, a little sugar, at Malatl, 12; at Santa Venerina, 6; a total of twelve that can be used in the week, I give tithes of all that I
at
Santa
Tecla,
2;
at
Santa
Maria
possess." Note that he stood, he
whatever spice you like. Then make
an emergency. All are under orders
prayed with himself rather than to
a light dough such as you make' for Vergine, 8, and at Garbatl, 4.
to
be
prepared
to
get
away
as
soon
Automobiles which made the trip
God, and he used "I" five times. All
dumplings. Spread over top, cover
as possible.
tightly and steam three-quarters of an through the devastated region were
The Hospital Corps of the Army, the points he enumerates may have
often
forced
to
make
a
long
detour,
been valid, yet he might have voiced
hour; serve hot with butter or sauce.
owing to the deep fissures across the under rush orders, is getting ready the'same facts on this wise: "I thank
road. The enormous force of the for any service that may be required, thee, O God, I am not unjust, but
Peaches and Cream.
earthquake was evident everywhere, and is prepared to respond at the thou knowest how unmerciful I am;
Cut choice ripe peaches In halves,
and the entire district presented a first blast of the bugle.
remove the stones, fill the cavities
General Funston has informed the I am not an adulterer, but a look of
spectacle of desolation, ruin, and
with sugar, arrange on a pretty servWar Department that he will need at lust Is adultery and I am unclean; I
death.
am not as this publican, but with his
ing dish, cover with whipped cream
PeasantB rushed to meet the auto least 16,000 or 16,000 men to hold Vera opportunities I might have been
mobiles, imploring aid. From the de- Cruz and the outlying districts he worse; I fast twice in the week, yet
now garrisonedv
FREE TO ALL SUFFERERS bris agonizing cries could still be hasHigh
M ypu r«i 'OUT of mm' '-HI* DOWH- «OOT tbe BLUM*
officers of the Army are urging I choose the market dayB that I may
heard. Others asked that their Insorrsit from KIDNBT, BLADDKR, NKKVOUB DISEASES,
CMOM1C vTKAsUrBM, ULCEM. HIM wcmoM, FILM,
the
sending
of 60,000 or 60,000 troops be seen of man, and my fasting needs
jured
relatives
be
transported
to
■write
for r
FREE
MEDICAL BOOK OK
-W1-1H" IWr
REE CLOTH
Wise-**-. BOCKD
BVU-f e-at.
to Vera Cruz without delay. Observ- to be forgiven; I give tithes of all, beUIMO
CUBES effected by
UlMO dlMMM
diMuwei »Bd
«nd WO«lHERrt7L
WOMMFOL CUB
Catania,
as
all
train
service
had
been
" No.1No2No.3
yond the requirements of the law, yet
abandoned, owing to the collapse of ers of the situation cannot understand
•nd decide for
the weightier matters of the law I
jrourwlftf it la
m
bridges, broken tracks, and obstruct- why such a force Is asked for unless
tfaenmedj
forTOCB
ows*Hnient.
Absolut-.;? FREE.
tbe rented; for
TOOS ows
ailment. Aba
the planB contemplate a general ad- omit."
"o follow up'circulars.
DR. LECLERO
*Jo'follow
Up' circular*.. No obligation-.
obligation
ed tunnels.
■D. Co., HATULSTOCZ
HARPBTEAI>, LONDON. Earn.
UIU.CII.,
HATERBTOCB RD.. HARPBTEA
Those who trust in themselves that
WZ WANT TO PROV* THEftAPlUM WILL CURB TOO.
Groups of peasants were passed can vance on Mexico City.
they are righteous forget
Garrison Disclaims Aggression.
rying improvised litters made of
The Possibility of Evil Within.
The Government asked the GoverREADY TO MEET THEM ALL branches of trees and bushes on which
The EngllBh martyr, John Bradford,
they were transporting their injured nors of several States how many men
each of them could furnish on short cried out as a murderer wae led to the
Girl
Had
Idea That Introduction and dying relatives to the spots where
gallows, "There I go but for the grace
doctors bad Btarted temporary sur- notice for service in Mexico.
to Distinguished Englishman With
The transports Meade, Kilpatrick, of God." "That which is born of the
gical stations.
Peculiar Name Was a Joke.
San Marcos and Sumner, are at Gal- flesh is flesh." Every soul has the
Many of the people, led by priests,
veston. The Saltillo is at Vera Cruz. tinder of sin within It, and needs only
Colonel Younghusband, hero of the formed processions and marched The McClelan, recently made a refrigthe spark of temptation to set It
British expedition to Lhassa, and the along praying aloud, rlumbers of the erating ship, completes the fleet of aflame. No man, apart from the grace
first white man who'ever entered Thi- women appeared maddened by by craft at the disposal of the War Dj^ of God, knows to what depths he may
bet's sacred city, is rather embarrased terror.
partment.
descend.
at times 1)608086 of his unusual name.
Near the central point of the disGarrison made a statement In which
The sejf-rlghteous forget
"The trouble is," he satd the other turbance dozens of bodies were ob- he disclaims any aggression on the
day, "that frivolous young people re- served lying along the road. Many part of the Government. His lanThe Humility of the Saints.
fuse to take your name seriously. At of them were unrecognizable, as they guage tends .to allay suspicion that
Holy men never boast of their goodthat, I think I have the advantage over were badly crushed. Heartrending these extra ships are to take troops ness. Paul, after suffering many things
Lord Sandwich, whose name also lamentatlonss rose on all sides, and to Vera Cruz in response to Funston's for Christ's sake, wrote himself down
seems to be a subject for jest. White the injured iay In the open awaiting urgent request for reinforcements.
"the chief of sinners." John Bunyan
in Washington once Lord Sandwich assistance, which since has been sent
Huerta Makes Complaint.
spent twelve years in Bedford jail for
attended a reception at the British em- to them.
The A. B. C. mediators received Christ, yet he calls his autobiography
Where Llnera stood is a mass of from Huerta a complaint that the new
bassy. He was introduced to an
"Grace Abounding to the Chief of SinAmerican girl, who labored under the rnins. Those houses which did not landing of American troops and war ners."* When John Wesley thought
'delusion that the Introduction was a collapse entirely were so broken as material in Vera Cruz amounts to a he was dying, he reviewed his sixty
Joke. But she was not to be taken In. to emphasize the completeness of the breaking of the armistice.
years of Christian service, yet said his
Diplomats said they see In the hope of salvation wae expressed in
'Lord Sandwich!' she exclaimed, 'I'm disaster. The village consisted of
delighted to meet you. 1 suppose Lort about 800 inhabitants. A majority of course of things only one outcome, the words of the hymn,
Spongecake or Lord Pie will be here the people escaped because the shock and that is a break In which the
occurred when the men and some of United States will be forced to deal
I the chief of sinners am,
next!'"
the women, were still working In the with a blow-up in the City of Mexico.
But Jesus died for me.
fields. From the vineyards they saw
An important development regarded
A By-Product.
When Charles Spurgeon was 111, he
their houses falling like a pack of by diplomats as having a great bearChurch—You are a product of the
cards, and when they arrived, breath- ing on .the outlook, was the capture said he would have many things to
American college?
less, at their homes, they found only of Cuernavaca, capital of the state of preach should he recover, but that just
Gotham—Yes.
wreckage with some of their people Morelos, by the bandit Emiliano Za- then four words were enough,
"And your Bon, Is he college "bred?"
pata and his forces. Cuernavaca is
burled beneath It.
"No, he's only a by-product."
Jesus died for me.
At Bonglardo an old women, the only forty miles from Mexico City.
It Is understood that the Governors
only survivor of a family of eighteen,
ThlB
Is
the way the saints speak of
It is quite possible to eliminate the
re-entered a half-wrecked housse to of New York, Pennsylvania and Ohio
sting from a joke and still retain its search for her grandchildren. She were informed of the acuteness of the themselves.
Those who trust in themselves that
point
returned with a little girl alive, and situation and asked how many Na. they are righteous forget
persisted In tempting Providence by tional Guardsmen each had lmmedii
Serviceable gas pipes are made ot rushing in again. Almost immediate ately available and fully equipped.
The Necessity of Calvary.
paper in France.
The officers In the mllltla division
ly the house collapsed, burying her
Why did Jesus die? in order that
declined emphatically to lndlcats God might be just and yet justify the
under the wreckage.
King Victor Emmanuel has given whether'General Macklln of the Mary- ungodly. A solution of this problem
120,000 toward the work of relief. The land National Guard had been recent, was found only by the wisdom and
Government has authorized the dis- ly requested for similar information.
love of God in sending hie Son to die
They did not deny, however, that as the substitute for sinners.
tribution of an additional $10,000 and
It
they
were
being
advised
from
time
private contributions are beginning to
meant the strong crying and bloody
to
time
by
the
Marylanders
of
the
reach Perfect Mlnervlni of Catanja.
sweat of Gethsemane—and we believe
state of the troops.
Christ really sweat blood. It meant
If
an
expedition
is
to
be
organized
COLORADO MINES RESUME.
the scourging, which was the punishfor an invasion of Mexico, It seems
Make for good days
ment of slaves and criminals, often depractically certain that the War DeStrike Districts Quiet Under Federal partment will turn first to the troops stroying the eyes or exposing the entrails. Christ was so faint they carMilitary Control.
From a package .
of all the Atlantic coast States.
ried-him to the croBS, and the coming
This
was
the
reason
why
the
New
of fresh, crisp
Washington.—Resumption of work
forth of blood and water from his side
In many of the mines and quiet in York situation was inquired into. If showed he died, literally, of a broken
all of the districts affected by the needed, the State guard could be mo- heart. But one element In his sufferColorado miners' strike was reported bilized near New York city in twenty- ings we can never understand—the
from the cavalry commanders In four to forty eight hours and be placed cry, "My God, my God, why hast thou
charge of the United States troops in a position for quick transportation forsaken me?" in loneliness and darkstationed there to prevent recurrences to Vera Cruz, Tampico or Galveston. ness he bore the sins of men and this
of the outbreaks between miners and as the case might be.
In this connection it is known, too. cry was like one breaker on the shore,
mine guards.
telling of a sea of sorrow unimaginIn the various districts, it was that the Quartermaster General is
able. Thus a holy God shows his estireported at the War Department, 49 checking up on all the available pasmate of sin, and this is the price at
fill a bowl and add cream or
shotguns, 17 revolvers, 17 rifles and senger vessels along the coast .that
which he provides redemption. What
another machine gun were surrender- might be used for the movement of
millc
tolly for a man to trust himself thajt
troops.
ed to the cavalry.
Just how many vessels the depart- he is righteous!
In the Trinidad district most of
Then, with some fruit, a cap
The self-righteous focget
»
the 60 miners are working. Where ment feels it will need is not known,
of Instant Postum, and a
ever disturbances are reported In- but to move 60,000 troops to Mexico
The
Great
White
Throne.
poached egg or two if you
vestigations are made immediately would require many more ships than
John writes, "I saw a great white
like, you have a simple breakand troops sent if conditions war- are now In the transport service of
throne, and him that sat on It, from
fast that is wholesome and
the Army.
rant.
___L
whose
face the earth and heaven flew
satisfying.
BULLETINS THAT TELL MEXICAN away; and there was found no place
MELLEN TO SHOW LETTERS.
SITUATION AT A GLANCE.
for them. And I saw the dead, small
Toasties are bits of corn
and great, stand before God; and the
New Haven's Ex-President Said to Be
carefully cooked, delicately
Zapata's forces capture Cuernavaca, books were opened: and another book
Ready to Testify Fully.
'seasoned, and toasted to an
Washington.—Charles S. Mellen, ex- which is within forty miles of Mexico was opened, which 1B the book of life:
appetizing "brown" without
and the dead were judged out of those
presldent of the New Haven railroad City.
News of Villa's advance from the things which were written in the
being touched by hand. They
system, who has been summoned to
north
is
kept
back
from
the
people
books, according to their workB. And
appear as a witness In the inquiry
look good, taste good, and
whosoever was not found written In
which the Interstate Commerce Com- of Mexico City by Huerta.
All officers and men of the New the book of life was cast Into the lake
mission is conducting into the finan•The Memory Lingers"
cial affairs of the railroad, will take York National Guard are under brders of fire" (Rev. 20:11, 12, 15). No man
tbe stand and.answer question to re- remain near their headquarters.
could face that ordeal hopefully, un
Two Americans killed In defending less he had put his trust In the Savior
gard to the transactions under invesSold by Grocers—
mine
from
attack
of
Mexican
Federtigation. It is said that Mr. Mellen
and was written In the book of life.
Everywhere!
als. .
will produce letters from financiers.
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SICILY SHAKEN IARMY IS READY
BY EARTHQUAKE FOR VERA CRUZ
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to

Address our nearest office
BARRETT MANUFACTURING CO.

■•■, York Chlcsao rhUsdelphls BestoniSM***
"Tlliislsnd KtUtalrt, Clncinsatl KaMJsOIts
|jirrrT1J.ri.
Blrmlnaban

IMPERATOR a»d VATERLAND
Largest Steamships in the World

NEW YORK TO

PARIS, LONDON, HAMBURG
galling alternately ererj 10 dan la addition
to tbe large transatlantic steamers KAI&jBHIM
ACGT/STE:
VICTORIA. VICTORIA
I.I'ISIC. MOl.TKE, FIIESIPKNT 8HAKT,
FltBSIDKST LINCOLN, frequent sailings.

STEAMERS SAILING TO HAMBURG DIRECT
For those of moderate means wishing
Tislt Europe, tbe Urge welHujswn stsnme.PENHSYLVANIA, PRETORIA and GRAF
■WAI.DERSEB o«er exceptional accommodations at low rates.

From BOSTON to LONDON, PARS, HAMBURG
By tbe well-known transatlantic sternness.
AM ERIK A. CINCINNATI. OLtfVBLANB,

CRUISES TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD
WHtt for /nil information.

HAMBURG-AMERICAN LINE
41-45 Broadway, New York, or local' agents
It a ■WssaWO Watsea K.Calamsi.Wasb ,
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FRIDAY, MAY IS, 1914.

Don't wait until you have been overcome by the heat from your coal range, when the thermometer stands 90
in the shade, before you install gas appliances for cooking and heating water which will do your work and keep
your kitchen cool, After looking over these three special offers, order a Gas Range and Water Heater at once

SPECIAL
We propose, for a brief time, to offer the
installation of a Lion Water Heater upon, a
Rental Installment Plan
This proposition is the most liberal, offer of
its kind ever made by our company.
This
offer is made for a limited time only.
The
regular price of this Heater, including connections, for 1914 will be $18.
OUR PROPOSITION
We will install one of our $18 Lion Water
Heaters to kitchen boiler, shown in cut, upon
a rental basis of $4 when the contract is signed and $3 per year for the following four
years. * *When five payments have been made
or a total of $16 (this amount being $2 less
than the regular price) the Heater will become the property of the purchaser.

WATER HEATERS $16.00

OFFER NO. 3

OFFER NO. 2

Conditions of the Proposition
1st. The rental price of $4 for the first year must be paid
when the contract Is signed.
2nd. We must be allowed to install the heater at our own
convenience and within two weeks from the signing of the
contract, unless a later time is more convenient tons.
3rd. We reserve the right to withdraw the offer at any
time.
Special Notice ! We shall have special representatives on
this proposition and will have them call and explain the matter more fully, if requested, by mail or telephone. This heater can be seen in actual operation in our show rooms any time

We will replace your old

Gas

TO ALL

Range with this.

S28.00
CABINET RANGE

Gas Hot Plate Users
Until July

1,1914,

we

FOR

will pay $1.00 for your old

$25.00

chase one of our Gas

AND CONNECT IT

have a special one which

hot plate, when you purRanges.
kinds

and

We have all
prices.

We

we install and connect for

Ready for Use

you for $10.00.

the above mentioned date
as our supply is limited.
So don't wait for the other
fellow.

WORCESTER COUNTY GAS COMPANY

WEST BROOKFffcjLD.
Death of Mrs Harriette Crowell.
Harriette H. Thurston Crowell, aged 88,
widow of George Crowell, died on Wednesday, Ma; *, of old age. She was
born in West Brookfleld, April 8 1826.
Her parents were Daniel and Patty Roes
Thurston. She married George Crowell,
in October, 1844. Four daughters and
two sons were born to them, and three of
the daughters are living; Mr Crowell died
in 1870.
...
Mrs Crowell was a life long resident of
West lirookfield.
She used to recall
having seen the first train of cars pass
through West Brookfleld, on the western
railroad. She" had been a member of
the Congregational church for 36 years.
Mrs Crowell is survived by three
daughters Harriett C, wife of Allen
Jones, Ella L., wife of George B. Sanford, West Brookfleld; and Carolyn K ,
wife of Walter P Dodge, Springfield;
four grandchildren, and four great grandchildren.

NEW BRAINTREE.

Evil In Outbursts of Tamper.
When the fearsome creature, or the
The Igoe brothers have a new b(ack raging Individual, is made to recoghorse.
nize by the painstaking, sympathetic
Mrs Woodcock is reported to be slowly doctor that outbursts of fury.no less
than succumbing to the tremors of
improving.
a thunderstorm will work permanent
Charles S. Lane, undertaker, had Injury to the brain and heart, while
charge of the funerals of the late Mrs Ignoring and warding off such outLucy Smith of West Brookfleld, James breaks will save their sanity and
Farrar of South Barre this week and of health, then will the deluded victim
Mrs Emma Torrey to be on Saturday come to hla senses, and guard himself
from the West Brookfleld Congregation- to the bitter end against the. Impending appearance of such emotional manal church.
ifestations.
The Soul's Health.
A good conscience Is to the soul
what health Is to the body; It preserves a constant ease and serenity
within us, and more than countervails
all the calamities and afflictions that
can possibly befall us.—Addlson.

ELMER R. VARNUM.

Plumbing and Heating Contractor
JOBBING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.

Stones and Ranges, Sheet Metal Work.
Lucy Ann (Elwell), 84 years, widow of
Charles Edwin Smith, died at her home
on West Main street, T hursday, May 7,
of capillary bronchitis. Mrs Smith was
married to Charles Edwin Smith, West
Brookfleld, Dec. 25, 1850. Mr Smith,
was a member of the firm of Smith &
Dane, manufacturers of boots and shoes
in West Brookfleld for many years. He
died March 31, 1909. Mrs Smith had
been a member of the Congregational
church 46 years. She was also a member of the Benevolent society, Farmers'
club and the Grange. She is survived by
a daughter, Nellie S., wife of John F.
Gould, Battle Creek, Mich. The funeral
was from her home, Sunday afternoon,
at 2 o'clock. Rev. John II. Hoffman,
pastor of the Congregational church,
officiating.
Mrs Charles O'M. Edson
and Miss Marjorie Cutler sang. Bearers
were Lindsey T., Dr. Winsdor R., William E. and Frederick G. Smith, of West
Brookfleld, nephews of the deceased.
Burial was in Pine Grove cemetery. Undertaker Charles- 8. Lane of New Braintree was in charge.
Mrs A. Herbert Howe, Pleasant street,
has entered the employ of Fred L. Woodward as bookkeeper and clerk in the
Woodward general store.
Russell A.
Canterbury, who has been clerking in the
store for nine months, has accepted a position with the Olmstead Quaboag Corset
Company.
Edward Lucius, oldest son of Mr and
Mrs Napoleon Lucius, is a substitute letter carrier in New York city. He recently passed a civil service examination.
Mr Lucius was formerly employed at Seaside hospital, Newdorp, N. Y,

MM

North Main Street,

West Brookfleld.

Telephone 112-3

IS

MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
DRESSMAKING
11 Prospect St.

North Brookfleld

Summer
Places
Wanted
Each year more and more summer sojourners from all over the country are
seeking pleasant spots in New England,
patronizing well-managed hotels and the
fileasantly located boarding plares and
arms where paying guests are received.
Each season thousands of people turn
to the advertising columns of the Boston
Evening Transcript, where so many announcements of summer places are published.
Many families prefer to lease farms,
houses or cottages in the country.
Hundreds of properties are sold every season
to parties from Eastern and Western
cities who are attracted by advertisements
in the Transcript.
If you desire to reach the well-to-do
people and attract them to your town insert a well-wosded advertisement in the
Boston Transcript
Full information, rates, sample copies
and advice cheerfully given on requesd.

Mixed Metaphors.
A clergyman In an eastern town
warned his hearers lately "not to walk
In a slippery path, lest they be sucked,
maelstrom-like, Into It* meshes." This
metaphor suggests that of another
clergyman, who prayed that the Word
might be aa a nail driven In • aura
place, sending its roots downwards
and Its branches upwards.
. e ..'
;,
All In the Vision.
Some people think that everything
in the world Is twisted and corrupt,
and that no human being can bo,
trusted. Others who are wiser feel
very differently about it As Buskin
suys: "In all things throughout the
world, the men who look for the
crooked will see the crooked, and the
man who looks for the straight will
see the straight."
\ ■
> Preserving Pencil WrltlrMf'
If you have a penciled letted which
von ■■ 'U to keep a long while, lay It ill
a shallow dish and cover It with
skimmed milk. When the paper Is
thoroughly soaked through' let the
milk drain off, and dry the rsfrW very
gradually. This makes the writing
last so that It cannot be easily rubbed
out
■■.».,'
Old Master's Work. !
Mrs. Parvenue—"That plqture la
the corner Is by an old master!" -Mrs.
Swartleigh—"Indeed! I would nawer
have guessed It" Mrs. Paryepue—
"Yes, the man I bought It from gave
me a written guaranty that th« painter was past seventy-five before he did
a stroke of It"

Brief Idleness Recommended.
The power of work which makes
many a successful man what he Is
'must often be placed to "the credit, not
to his hours of Industry, but to that
of his hours of idleness In boyhood.
Even the hardest worker of us all,
If he has to deal with anything above
mere details, will do well, now and
again, to let his brain lie tallow for
a space. The next crop of thought
will certainly be all the foliar In ttas
ear and the weeds fewer.—T. H. Huxley.

Ancient Custom Kept Up.
To determine the letting of a piece
of meadow land, a quaint device was
resorted to at Butterwich, near Boston, England, A candle was lighted
and a pin stuck In Its side. Tben bid.-,,
ding commenced. The candle burned
until the flame reached the pin, which
fell out and the land waa declared let
to the laat bidder prior to the pin falling. There are people still living who
remember when the sandglass waa
used at auctions In Lincolnshire, and
the candle and pin is a revival of aa
Surely In Hard Straits.
Phyllis accidentally discovered a ancient custom.
doll that her mother/bad concealed
In a trunk In readiness for the little
Sailor's Wash Bill Must Be Paid.
lady's birthday. The following day at
Perhaps the most amusing superstidinner she surprised the family by tion of the sailor la in considering It •
remarking: "I'm trying so hard to crime for any member of the crew to
forget something I want to remember leave port with his washing bill unthat I don't feel very hungry."'
paid, aa this neglect la generally believed to be the cause of bad weather
Hollander's Use of Canals.
being encountered Just after leaving
By using the canals tor the transportation of peat hundreds of boat- port ,-

To Take Out Coffee Stains.
The most difficult of all stains to
take out are those made by coffee.
With care, however, the stain can be
removed from the most delicate silk
or woolen fabric. Rub the mark gently with a little pure glycerine, then
rinse It In lukewarm water, lay a cloth
over the damp part on the wrong side,
and press with a cool Iron until dry.
Do not wet more of the material than
la absolutely necessary.

One Way of Looking at It
Parapn—"WJhy don't you get. your
boy to go to church Instead of (adding about the street?" Parishioner—
"Yes, sir, I've told 'lm church Is the
right place and 'e ought to go, and
'Is father often tells 'lm that "e
wouldn't get no more 'arm In goin'
to church an' listenln' to you than 'e
picks up with the low fellers 'e loafs
abaht with all day on Sunday."—Win- men and their families find a means
of livelihood in Holland. Aside from
ter's Pie.
a certain amount of freight which Is
shipped by rail, there are yearly be.Small Fish Prey on Mosquitoes.
The one way to prevent mosquitoes tween 5,000,000 and 8,000,000 cubic mefrom .multiplying In pools that can- ters (cubic meter—36,314 cubic feet)
not be drained Is to place small fish of boat space necessary.
in these pools. It is only the very
small fish that make them their prey
Cigarette on Mandy'a Conscience.
In all stages of their development
"I got something on my conscience,"
Consequently the presence of large Mandy announced to her employer the
fish In any lake or pond Is a positive other day. "Ton know them cigaInjury instead of a benefit so far ss rettes I see you and dem other ladles
mosquitoes are concerned, because al- smoking. While you was out I tuk
most all large fish make a prey of the one. And, Lordy, it made me so sick
I couldn't say my prayers."
small ones.'
Tickling Trout
Tickling trout la an ancient if not
exactly honorajble way of catching
them. The hand la Inserted In the
water very cautiously under the fish
when he Is resting quietly with his
rhead upstream and if the touch of the
finger la light he will sometimes allow
himself to be tickled slightly. When
the hand Is well under the fish he is
filing out'of the water over the "tickler's" shoulder.

Good Polish.
Turpentine makes a good polish for
Economic Epigram.
A sentimental declaration, even U floors and oilcloth, and when mixed
It runs counter to sound economics with sweet oil la excellent tor polishand the best Interests of society, will ing furniture.
have more adherents than a profound
truth In political economy, the adopTras of Llfa.
tion of which demands an immediate
Living on the tree' of life, and eating
sacrifice.
of the fruit thereof, was living in the
essence of love, the Inmost life and
Laughter Aids Digestion.
force of all existence.
""
Laughter Is a most healthful exertion; It Is one of the greatest helps to
digestion with which I am acquainted;
. More Than One Way.
and the custom prevalent among our
"To cure warts," says a Chicago
forefathers, of exciting, it at table by doctor, "barn them out with a red hot
Jesters and buffoons, was founded on pin." Another method Is to put In a
true medical principles.—Hufelasd.
charge of dynamite.

Mirks End of Childhood.
Children pass out of a stage—open,
beautiful, exquisitely simple—into silences and discretions beneath an
imposed and artificial life. And they
are lost Out of the finished, careful,
watchful, restrained man and woman
no child emergea again.—"The Passionate Friends."

Average Stature.
The difference between the tallest
and shortest races In the world ia
one foot eight and one-eighth Inches,
and the average height of the world's
peoples is five feet five and one-halt
inches.
Any Undertaker Can Attend to That
"If there is one optimistic line I do
not thoroughly appreciate," remarked
Mrs. Knox, "It la when I am ill and
call in a doctor'to have htm look me
over and say In his professional, sardonic manner:
'Cheer up, I'll have
you all straightened out in a few
days.'"
'Ready to Face the Musle.
"This office you are applying to*
will require your constant attention,"
warned the eminent official. "That'a
all right I don't believe I will hava
to hustle any harder to hold It than
I have done to get It"

i)

Tingling That Foretells Death.
Ha Got On.
Among the Scotch peasantry there
Millyuns—"When I married your
ia a belief in the "death bell," a tingling In the ear which forebodea the mother I was earning tea dollars a
week—two years' later I bought out
death of a friend.

»~

'

'•*—!——

my employer." Daughter—"And
in a cash register."
^

put

Useful Proverb.
"Do you," he asked, "believe in early
marriage?" "Well," she replied, "I
Dickens' Fad for Jewelry.
used to, but I am willing to say that
The eccentricities of Dickens includat present I believe 'better late than
ed an exceeding fondness for gaudy
never' may be applied to marriage aa
Jewelry, of which he wore a great
well as to some other things."
quantity.. Not only were his fingers
covered with a considerable; number
Awful.
of rlifgs brilliantly set, but his perTommy—"Why do the ducka dlvef"
son was adorned with all kinds of
Harp—"Guess they must want to liqui- flashy gems. He specially delighted in
date their bills.''
bis two watches, one In each lower
pocket of hla waistcoat, across which
Peculiar Form of Currency.
stretched a huge chain.—The Sunday
Along the African coast axes are the Magazine.
_
accepted currency.
And the LI* Nine Hundred.
Whale's Thick Hid*.
The principal difference between a
Our I nvestment.
Householders Must Keep Cats.
The whale has the thickest hide of
cat
and
a lie Is that a cat has only
In Hong-Kong the law is that every
We find In life exactly what we put
any living creature. Its hide in places
nine livea.—Mark Twain.
house must have at least one cat.
in
it—Emerson.
attains
a
thickness
of
fully
two
feet
334 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

Haggerty of Cambridge.

Uneeda Biscuit
A crisp, clean, nutritious food. For
everybody— everywhere. Fresh in the
moisture-proof package. 5 cents.

ZuZu
The funny little name
of the famous little
ginger snap that puts
fresh "snap*' and
"ginger" into jaded
appetites. 5 cents.

The guns are booming on the bay, the flags half-masted droop,
And honor guard and firing square! to solemn music troop;
A rambling caisson bears the form* of him who in his pride
Went forth to serve his country's flag, and serving, bravely died.
Not his to question why he fought on that bright April day
When in the streets of Vera Cruz he met the Reaper gray.
Ungrudgingly he marched and made the perfect sacrifice;
He gave his country life and youth—his all; be paid the price.
He wrote his name in letters red on Glory's bloody scroll,
And paid to Death when duty called the Common Soldier's toll.
And so he died on alien soil, when all the world was bright,
When life was in the blossom and filled with love and lightHe only saw the flag he loved, he caught his captain's word,
And when Fame's muster roll is called then shall his name be heard.
A common soldier, Haggerty, the stars above his bed
Will nightly sing his requiem, acclaim him glorious, dead.

both ruboer ana steel tire*, Buggies,
Democrat and Delivery Wagons, Barreys and Road Wagoaa, both new and
second hand,

H

Boston Transcript Co.

i

*

A.T BOTTOM 'FRIGES
Harness, Bobes, Blankets, Whips and
Oil Cloths. Not too Costly. Not too
Cheap.

Shingles and Roofing Materials
All the diflerent grades. All sizes at
Nails, also.
Remember that my prices are always
the lowest. I sell so aa to sell again.
Dr. Daniel's Horn BnudlM Aiwa?
In ■toefe.
lvuerBOara OAKHAM D4.
,

WILLIAM

8. CRAWFORD
OAKHAH.

Thank God for the Common Soldier, get of the bravest breed,
Child of the races old, remade, flower of freedom's seed;
.First in the field of danger, wherever the star flag floats,
Facing the death that shrieks from out a thousand iron throats.
Victim of fever and famine, craving no foeman's ruth,
Giving his country all he has—valor and life and youth. f
Hats off! A soldier is passing, making his last parade;
His last tattoo is sounding and his final fusilade.
Haggerty sleeps, under the stars, under the cool green sod,
Waiting the angel's trump to sound the reveille of God.
—JOSEPH SMITH in TBUTH.

CHARLES S. LANE,

Furnishing [Undertaker
BEBISTEREB EMBALMER.
Personal Prompt Attention Day
or Night:.
Telephone North Brookf leld No.
iaa-11.

Long Distance Connection.
Funerals Personally Directed
and Evory Requisite Furnished. .
Lady Assistant.

son in,Vera Cruz, who was among the
landing party with Corporal Haggerty,
A Most Imposing Funeral Ceremony and a large standing cross from Mrs
ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
Oliver Ames.
at Cambridge.
The city of Cambridge has named a
With all the honors that could possibly
IN SCRIPT OR
new grammar school, the Daniel A. Hagbe accorded him, both military and civil,
gerty school, in his honor.
ENGLISH TEXT
Corporal Daniel Aloysius Haggerty, a
native of North Brookfleld, and one of
H. I. Lawrence, . North Brookfkli
Not Playing Fair.
the first American marines to fall at
Dramatist's Wife (at one of his
— in
■■'
■—^—■■■WllSSSSSW
Vera Cruz, was buried on Wednesday, in
GRAHAM CRACKERS "honor lot" at Cambridge cemetery. plays—"Fritz, your heroine has had
eight
different
frocks
already;
you
It was the greatest funeral Cambridge
The natural sweetdon't allow me anything like that dur- ARTISTIC MONUMENTS
had ever seen. The procession passed
ness and nutriment
ing the whole season."—Fllegende
{AND CEMETERY MEMORIALS
through most parts of the city, and citi- Blaetter.
of the wheat are rezens from the most humble to the hightained, giving them
In all kinds of
est reviewed it. It was more than a mile
Wood for Cigar Boxes.
a delightful Savor.
long, and at least 200,000 persons along
Only
one
wood,
Spanish
cedar
(CedGRANITE
AND MARBLE
10 cents.
the way paid their respects to Haggerty's rela odorata) Is commonly used for
memory. The sidewalks, windows and cigar boxes. Sometimes a cheaper C A. RISLEY & COMPANY
occasionally the streets were filled with wood may form the basis of the box,
Telephone
West Brookfleld.
spectators many deep. Here and there a with paper-thin veneers of the tropicroof was black with people. On the lawn al cedar over It.
in front-of City Hall several thousand
Needn't Give Up Hope.
school children sang "The Vacant.Chair"
Occasionally an old bachelor thinks
as the cortege passed. A thousand Har
To see the Latest Models of
Always look for that name- ward students were along the line and 1 that no woman would have him, but
quarter as many Badcliffe undergraduates there are lots of excellent spinsters
who are not so awfully particular.—
we're in Garden street or in the windows Exchange.
of there gymnasium.
Car service was demoralized over the
MARRIED.
Base Ball Notes.
pity wherever ,tbe procession passed.'
r
CORSETS
_/.„.„■' j / . j ™_
...j.' Previous, to the, interment a solemn
FosTKfi—KIKKKAD.—At Philadelphia,
The BAR team defeated Thorndike:, v...
-_ - of, requiem
' _•«_ _,„.
high mass
was „!
celebrated in April 22, Albert Edward Foster and Madon Saturday, last, The score was as fol fit, .Patrick's church, Berkshire street.
Or hare them brought to your horn*
eline Kinkead, both formerly of North
tows:—
by Madias word to
"•*
*•*
The services were attended by state and Brookfleld.
123456789
000000012-5 city officials, including Governor Walsh,
Thorndike,
FOR RENT.
20210202 0-9 Congressman Deitrick, Collector of the
B&Jt,,
room cottage with garden and hen
Batteries, B & B, Dragoon and Allen, Port Billings, Mayor Good and members A SIX
houses. Apply to
-t*SJ —'
Representative for the Brookflelds;
Thorndike, Prendivorce and ,%any.. fffthe city government of Cambridge,
MBS BLLBSTD.1BBYANT,
Spring
street,
North
Brookfleld.
Swis*
Telephone 10- IS,
Curley and members of the City
The team, in general, showed improve-. JMayor
, ,
ment. . Chickering played a good game atsj-Council of Boston and the senators and
TO RENT.
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
MASS,
A fiHE Upstairs Tenement in the Waters house.
first base.
Smith and Brown played representatives from Cambridge.
I...
i a
1
Apply
to
W.
H
FULLAH.
19
their respective positions, 2nd and SrcP score of clergymen from surrounding
EDWIN
T.
CHAPIN
bases, like professionals.
' cities occupied seats within the sanctuary
TO RENT
-s daring the mass. '
A GOOD up-stairs tenement Town water,
Manager Donovan has booked West,
ARCHITECT
Everythin " on
- one floor. Inquire of KURD
Captain DeWitt Coffman, commandant
Brookfleld for to-morrow and a good
A. STBABNS, uth Main Street, North Brookof. the Charlestown Navy Yard was pres1
727-723 State Mutual Building, Vorcatst
game is looked for
-i ent, as well as a number of officers from
Telephone
The committee who have charge of the the yard and battleships.
HISTORY OF THE BROOKFIEL.D8
Minstrels for the benefit of the AssociaI'EKSoN having a well preserved hisIn the funeral procession were marines ANT
tory
of
the
Brookflelds
for
sale
can
find
a
tion, has succeeded in securing Mr F. Mri and bluejackets from the yard and ships, customer at a fair price by address!' g
Saunders to assist Mr Marshall Taylor, the regulars from the forts 'in Boston CHARLES H. ADAMS, Occidental College,
Los Angeles, Cal.
18tf
and a good show is promised. Mr Saun- harbor add the militia. The civic bodies
FRED C. CLAPP
ders has arranged for $ acts by profession-* included the G. A. R., members of the
TENEMENTsTO RENT
•Is, There will be 40 voices and a imm* Army and .Navy Union, Knights of CoAN UPSTAIRS Tenement, with town water,
ber of catchy songs, by local talent. lumbus, Eagles, Elks, Spanish War Vetelectric lights, etc. App'y to MORTIMER
PJanto's orchestra 6f 8 pieces has been erans and a large delegation of motor- P. HOWARD, Summer St.
engaged.
A number of requests forj men and conductors of the Boston Klereserved seats from out of. town parties-.™
PASTURES TO RENT.
Registered Embalmer.
have been received^ The diagram for, fajedi Railway. ,,
SEVERAL line pastures, all sizes, to rent at
All. the schools, of the city were closed
reserved seats is at Gleasqn'.s
reasonable prices.

This offer

may be withdrawn before

In addition to this, we will allow you $3 for your old range regardless of its age ,or condition.
This offer closes June 1, 1914

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concords

One of Our Gldeat and Moat Respected Business Men Dies Suddenly.
Although Mr W. Howard Whiting has
been in poor health for several years, the
4.50—Kast.
news of his death .it a quarter before 12
7.06—East and West.
last night came as a great shock to his
MAILS CLOSE.
family and friends, for he took dinner at
A. M. 6.00-West.
the Chapel at noon, and was about town
6.46-EaBt.
untjl after 4 o'clock, when he went home.
11.30—Kast and West.
Shortly before his death he complained
P. H. 1.00-West.
4^0—East.
of severe pain, and his wife, who was
6.00—East and WeBt.
alone with him, went to get him a remMalta for East Brookfleld are despatched at
6.46 A. M.. 11 JO A. M. and IP. M. Mails from edy which had proved efficacious in prevEast Brookfleld are received at 9.80 A. M, and ious attacks, but when she returned he
6.40 P.M.
*" .
Package mails are despatched twice daily as was breathing heavily, and a few
followsl^-UJOA. M. East and Horth, 6 p. M. moments later she realized that he bad
West and Mouth.
Malls for the Rural Delivery is closed at 8.16 dropped into his final sleep.
A. M. and received at 1.30 P. M.
Mr Whiting was the son ofJWillium
The office hours Will be:—6 30 A. M. to 8 P. M. P. Whiting, and was born Oct. 28, 1840,
Holidays, 6.30 to 9.80 A. M. and 6 to 6 P. M.
in the brick house which is still standing
Fersons who continually ask to have lock
boieB opened are respectfully requested to use on the road to the town farm. As a
their keys,
young man he worked on the farm stitchJOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
ing shoes in the winter, and farming in
PAUL M. K.EANEY, Asst.
the summer. Later he worked for ;a
time in the Batcheller factory in the
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
stitching room'. He attended school in
what is now known as Quaboag village.
The North Brookfleld Saving's Bank
At the age of 29 he entered the employ
has family safe deposit boxes to rent.
of the American Express Company, runThe case of Arthur Littlewood, at East nings team to connect with the trains at.
Brookfleld district court on Wednesday, East Brookfleld. This he continued until the opening of the Boston and Albany
waa continued until June 11.
Mrs James Eaton of Maiden is visiting branch railroad in 1876, when'he was apher daughter, Miss Helen M. Eaton, pointed the first station agent. Mr Lamson was the first baggage master, Mr
first assistant at the high school.
Mrs James Fitzgerald, Elm street, is Bryant the first conductor, and Mr
quite seriously ill with ptomaine poison- Knight the first express agent. All of
these are now deceased. Hi 1891, he
ing. Dr. Phelan is attending her.
resigned this position and went to work
Ezra Batcheller Woman's Relief Corps for Alfred Burrill in his furniture store,
will hold a sale of home-made food, on and July 31,1894, went into the grocery
Friday, May 22, at 5 o'clock p. m.
business at the Stone block on Elm street.
The funeral of J. N. Bardwell was at- Sept. 29, 1902, he removed this business
tended Sunday morning, the body being to the corner store in the Adams block,
taken to Belchertown in an auto ambu- where he continued up to the very day of
his death.
lance.
Mr Whiting was a man in whom'every
TheG. F. S. will hold a sewing meeting in the Guild room of Christ Memo- one had implicit confidence.
His word
rial church, on Tuesday evening at 7.45 was as good as his bond. Ever genial,
courteous and honorable in his business
o'clock.
Auctioneer Johnson will sell a fine lot and social life, it can truly be said that
of personal property at auction at the everyone was his friend, and that his loss
Stone block on Elm street next Friday will be moet sincerely mourned.
He
never sought official position, but for sevat 12.30.
Mr and Mrs George L. Dickinson left eral years was a member of the parish
to-day for Dana. Mr Dickinson has been committee of the First Congregational
employed as clerk in the H. E. Cum- church, and especially interested in the
mings store.
music of the church, in the interests of
Miss Helen Prouty has much improved which he did good service.
in health and left this week to take a poAir Whiting married, May 7, 1862,
sition as governess in a private family in Lorinda s. Howe, who survives him. In
Cleveland, Ohio.
1912, they celebrated their golden wedThe ashes of Mr James B. Cunning- ding, with a large company of guests.
ham, who died recently in Los Angeles, A daughter, Kosella, the wife of Frank
California, were received here this week H. Walker, of Manchester, N. 11., and
a grandson, Howard Whiting Walker,
by express, for burial.
Mr John Mattoon is again able to walk also survive.
The funeral will be attended from his
out, and intends to leave town to-morrow
afternoon and go with his daughter, to late home on Summer street, on Monday,
at 2 p. in.
her home in Woods Hole.

COOK WITH GAS
OFFER NO. 1

WILLIAM HOWARD WHITING.

MAILS DUE TO ARRIVE.
A.M. 6.46—East and West.
9.30—West.
F. M. 12.46— East and West.
2.00—West

HAGGERTY HONORED.

t

Bay biscuit baked by
NATIONAL
BISCUIT
COMPANY

Mrs H. H. Sanderson, who has been
The rhetorical program, which waB envisiting her sister, Mrs William M. Crawjoyed at the high school, this afternoon,
ford, School street, has returned to her
consisted of the following numbers: —
home in Lancaster, N. H.
Recitation, Antony and Cleopatra, by
Mr Alphonso Woodcock, who recently John Quill; recitation. The Return of
sold his farm in New Brain tree has rented Regulue, by William Quigley; essay,
the Lincoln house, in the rear of the Making the Sea Safer, by Evelyn Clapp;
Episcopal church on Spring street.
recitation,' Drifted Out to Sea,, by Eilene
Loyal Circle of King's Daughters will McCarthy; recitation, An old Picture,
meet in the parlors of the First church Florence Bowen; essay, Woodrow Wilon Tuesday at 2 p. m. to sew. The regu- son as a war president, John Howe; recilar business meeting will be at 4 p. m,
tation, How He won His Freedom, by
North Brookfleld high school defeated Bertha Johnson; recitation, The, Day is
Brookfleld high in a Quabaug Valley Done, Eva Parsons; essay, The Growth
League game on Grove street diamond, of Baseball as our National Game, by
by a score of 5 to 3, yesterday afternoon. Leon Miller; recitation, The Starless
The State Conference of Congregation- Crown, by Mary Mulcahy; recitation,
al churches will meet this year at Gard- The Lost Colors, Howard Doyle; essay,
ner, May IB—21. It is expected that ihe Strike in Colorado, by John Daniels.
many members of the local church will
The 8 a. m. service at Christ Memorial
'- be present.
At the next meeting of the North church will be omitted on the remain
• Brookfleld Grange they will have Spencer ing Sundays in Ma.. On the 31st, WhitGrange as their, guests- The visitors will sunday, there will be Holy Eucharist at
furnish' the literary entertainment, in- 10.46 a.m. On Ascension day, May 21,
cluding an address by Arthur Monroe, there will be but one service, at 3.46 p.
m., evening prayer and address. The
Eeqy
The boys, and some of the. girls, are Friday evening services will be omitted
much interested in the contest which until June,. The rector is at a hospital
starts to-day at the Whiting store, for an in Boston for a slight operation, and ex„. ior the day and business was generally
automobile that is on exhibition in the pects to be, back for Whitsunday.
" suspended during the passage of the fuMiss Minnie Ma; Belle Brigliain, .a.
window./ j
Caritanio Provingiano, a cool let of member of the senior class of Boston Uu~,k>eral precession,
Mrs Burrill has been delayed in going
Besidences and business establishments
away for her proposed visit,, and will con- Forest street, is anxiously awaiting furth- ivereifv, was initiated on the 8th, inst,.,
tinue her sale' of household goods during er news from Palermo, Sicily as he left as a member of the University chapter were draped with mourning and every
the coming week. She wilt be glad to behind him a family, consisting of a of Phi. Bet* Kappa. She was one of 20 flag in the city was at half-mast.
By
As the Body left Cambridge Armory the
father, mother, wife and' four children, from..the senior class thus honored.
have you call even if you do not buy,
and the eruption of Mount Etna, he vote of the Chapter only one-sixtii of bands of the navy yard played "Nearer
Mrs Wm. E. Hobbs has been chosen
each class will be eligible hereafter,
My God, To Thee," and the same air
delegate of the Ladies' Aid Association fears, haswipedthehome village out of
existence. One reason why he left his stead of one-fifth. Miss Brigham Was a was played as the body was borne into
of Massachusetts to attend the Federagraduate of North Brookfleld high school the church.
tion of Women's Clubs in Worcester, home was the constant fear of this very
hi the class of 1610.
Across the chuich, just outside the alMay 20 and 21. Hotel Bancroft is to be cilamitv, and he was to send for his folks
tar rail, was a company of marines and
just
as
soon
as
he
could
save
up
money
headquarters for the delegates.
Rev. E. M. D. Adams, rector of Christ at the consecration they presented arms,
to bring them ove •.
Mrs Burrill has a full set of EncycloMemorial chnrch, underwent an opera' while the bugles sounded and the drums
pedia Br tannica, 25 vols., which she will
Sunday at the Congregational church ti >n oh Thursday at a hospital in Boston. rolled. The family of Corporal Haggerty
sell for S5.00, if taken at once. Mai y
will be Mother's Day. Theme of sermon, Word was received this morning that he occupied seats on the right side of the
other bargains, equally good, in things "Honorto Motherhood." Wear a flower W is coming out from the influence of the casket while on the left were Governor
large and small, including two nearly in honor of mother. Talk to boys and ether, and quite ill, but better reports are Walsh and the other state and ciyic and
new card indexes. At the barn in rear of girls,
Special service in the Sunday ho,)ed for in a few days. It seems quite military officers.
IS Prospect St.
About 100 children who the day before
school appropriate to the day.
In the certain, however, that he will not be able
Miss Isabel Morse, Gilbert St., gave evening the pastor will give an illustrated to resume charge of the services here in were confirmed at the church, marched
several readings at the patriotic enter- address on Runyan's Pilgrim's Progress, two weeks, as he had hoped.
to the cemetery. The girls were dressed
tainment, in West Brookfleld, Wednes- with 50 splendid Underwood views.
in white and wore white veils, woile the
BUGGY FOR SALE ■
day evening.
The entertainment was Illustrated hymns. All are welcjme.
boys were dressedvin black and supported
PTANO box baggy for sale cheap. Call on
under the auspices of West Brookfleld
a large American Hag'.
WARD A. SMITH Bummer street.
as
Grange for the members of Alanson
As the body was removed from the
The all-day Home Missionary meeting
Hamilton Post, G. A. K.
caisson at the cemetery, the Marine Band
of the Woman's Union was held ThursFOR SALE or TO RENT
Dr O. L. Bice, writing from ' the Wes- day at the parlors of the Congregational ON Spring street, house of 10 rooms and bath, played "Nearer My God to Thee." This
beat, hot and cold water, gas, and was followed by the singing of "Lead
son Memorial hospital in Springfield, church, when about 60 sat down to a coalsteam
ranges' window shades and screens, wood
gf — fruit trees, land lur garden: Kindly Light," by the Loftus Male Quarwishes the JOURNAL to thank each and bountiful dinner served by the home' mis- shed and garage,
Rent leaaoi
tunable to right party, Keys o*n be
At 2.30 p. m. a had from ARTHUR ilLISS. North tirooklteld tet. Mayor Good then delivered an oraall of his many friends for their kind sionary committee.
tion. Among the floral pieces placed on.
words of sympathy and encouragement meeting was held with assigned program, Hank.
the grave was a set bouquet Bent to the
in his trouble, also for the many beauti- each present receiving a souvenir card
CHIROPODIST
ful flowers. He fully appreciates their decorated with berries and appropriate to MRS PEBBT, formerly of Springfield, chimp Haggerty family by the mother of Timoodlst. Is now at Dr Wltter's. S. Main St. thy J. Murphy, a seaman ou the U. S. S.
kind wishes and hopes "to be with us mother. The day was a pleasant and All troubles
of the feet treated without pain.
profitable one for all.
j
Florida, in response to a cable from her
again before long, for a time at least."

Call at 46 Summer Street

SPIRELLA

MRS. B. C. GRAVES,

Funeral Director

2wl8

CHARLES D. SAOE.

&MVr Assistant.

TENEMENTS TO LET.
DNS five room tenement on Gilbert street, in
good repair, gas and town water in the
~~~ise. A
Annlv to
:TIMER F. LINCOLN, Oakhani

C jnneoted by Long Diatanoe Tele- phonejat House and Stars.

£Sl

PIGS FOR SALE
YOUNO IMS for sale bj
ALFRED C. BTODDARD,
North Hrooknehl.
IS
I

PASTURE TO RENT

*f

Seed Potatoes!

PASTURE for rental. Right in the village.
JOHN J. LANE.
19

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Worcester 88,
Probate Court
To tbe heirs at law, next of kin, and all other
Earsons interested in 1 iho estate of Augustus T.
arnes, late of North Brook Held, In said County, deceased.
Whereas, a certain instrument purporting to
be 'be last will and testament of said deceased
has been presented to s»id Court, for probate,
by Henry Barnes, who prays that letters testauieutary may be issued to him, the executor
therein named, without giving a surety on his
official bond.
You are hereby cited to appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Worcester, in said County
of Worcester, on the twenty-sixth day of
May, A* t>. 1&14, at nine o'clock in the
forenoon, to show cause. If any you have, why
the same should not be granted.
And said petitioner Is hereby directed to give
public notice thereof, by publishing this citation once in each week for three successive
weeks in tbe North Brookfleld Journal a newspaper published in North Brookfleld, tbe last
publication to be one day at least before said
Court and by mailing, postpaid, or delivering
a copy of this citation to all known persons inter sted iu tbe estate, seven days at least before said Court.
»
Witness, WILLIAM T, FORBKS, Esquire,
Judge of said Court, this fifth day of Hay
in the year one thousand nine hundred and
fourteen.
_
HARRY H. ATW001>, Register.
Hay 8,16, 22B.

FULLAM
Will supply you with the
following seed-potatoes :
GREEN MOUNTAIN,
NORCROSS,
DELAWARE,
GOLD COIN,
CARMEN NO. 3,
NEW QUEEN,
EARLY ROSE,
IRISH COBBLER,

I

I

BROOKFTBLD TIMES

BROOKFIELD TIMES

MEDIATORS PLAN
TO OUSTJUERTA

B^I^STAT^ERA~CRUZ BURYTNG THEIR~DEAD

A B C PLAN IS 'NATION HONORS •
A COMMISSION VERA CRUZ DEAD

ALL

PARTIElTlN

Rebels to Share in Provisional
Adminltsration

Who Fell in Mexico

Carranza Followers Say
Con.ent—Bryan
Not
Tells Envoys Seizure
Was Not a War

PACT WILSON DELIVERS

They Will
Explains—
of Light
Act.

Washington—The eliminat o* of
General Huerta and the establishment of a provisional government
i™ Mexico in which both the Huerta
and the Constitutionalist
actions
would be represented is contemplated in a Plan which the three South
American mediators are now working out to be proposed for the solution of the entire Mexican pro »■
This was announced in Administration circles, though not officially, as
the answer of the A. B C. peace envoyi to Hucrta's protest against the
seizure of Lobos Island and the restoration of the light, which had been
darkened by orders of the dictatorIt was learned that the proposal
might be that the setting up of a
temporary
government
be
under
taken by a commission composed of
five persons, two of them to be named
by Huerta, two hy the Const! u ionafist.s and the fifth by the mediators.

COMMISSION

Washington.—Elimination of Genj
Huerta and the establishment of »
provisional government In Mexico, lr»
which both the Huerta and the Constitutionalist factions would be rep*
resented, Is contemplated in a plant
which the three South American m&i
diatom now are working out to- be>
proposed for the solution of the entire*
Mexican problem.
j
This, the first intimation as to the}
details' of the mediation plans, bej
came known, though neither the mej
diators nor State department official^
would make any statement as to howl
nearly complete Is the plan to be sub4
milted to the American and the Mex-t
loan delegates when they meet the)
South American envoys at Niagara]
Falls, Canada, next Monday.
.
It was learned that the proposal
might be that the Betting up of at
temporary government be undertaken!
by a commission composed of five*
persons, two of them to be named)
by Huerta, two by the Constitutions
alistn, and the fifth by the mediators.,
Those close to the mediators say1
that some such arrangement as thia
Is the only possible one under which)
peace may be restored in Mexico under
conditions
satisfactory to all
Mexican factions and to the United!
gtates.
Dispatches from El Paso, Texas*
eay that the plan for a provisional
government, In which both the adherents of Huerta and the Constitutionalists would be represented, will nott
be acceptable to the Constitutionalists, according to the statement off
Constitutionalist officers there.
As neither Gen. Carransa nor Gen.
Villa had, however, expressed themselves, the mediators were still reasonably confident the plan could bemade to meet their views.

New York—The President of the
United States, the Governor of the
State of New York, the Mayor of the
C ty delegations from Congress and
the liisfature, the navy, the army
the militia and a million N«t«*
ers paid the tribute due to heroes
who die in war, to the remains and
The memory of the seventeen lads
who ™eU fating for the Stars and
Stripes on the streets of Vera Cruz.
The ceremony, from the landing of
thlbodiesTo the arrival at the Navy
Yard, was simple but tremendously
impressive. The music of the massed
b»d. of the battleships Texas and
Wyoming, the tolling of bells and fin
ally the salutes for the dead and the
Salute of twenty-one guns to the Present fired at the Navy Yard la tor
added the touch of martial solemnity
to attend the funeral of the boys
m blue
„ . „.
Through the streets as silent as
though the hour had been the middle
o
he night the cortege moved rom
tie Battery to the City Hall, from
the City Hall, along the fringe of
n: !ower east'side to the Manhattan
Bridge and across to the Navy Yard.
First with the military escort, came
the caissons carrying the seventeen
flag-bedecked caskets in which the
bodies of the heroes were brought
SST Then, in a iong line of carriages, rode the officials and the citizens who had assembled here to pay
honor to the boys who died carrying
the flag of the United States into a
foreign country on a mission of peace.

in Mexico.
_ „
A dispatch from El Paso says Conartitutlonallst leaders, when tatermtf
of the South American envoys plan,
"mmediately said it will not be acceptable to the followers *f ^"anza
President Wilson, after he had discussed the whole Mexican situation
w"tn several members of his Cabinet
eaid he is decidedly hopeful of a
Seed, ending of the whole problem^
and is confident that war will be

For three hours the mighty engines
of business in the financial district
were hushed. Flags everywhere hung
at half-mast.
The exchanges were
closed and the worries of business

:
averted.
,
t . „, __
Secretary Bryan made a lW «*
planation to the A. B. C. mediators
of the landing of American marines
on Lobos Island.
He went over in detail tie protest made hy the Mexican President
ud asserted that the lighthouse had
not been seized in a «!»«*
that the keepers were free to come
nnd go. hut that the American Navy
had undertaken to keep the lights
hunting as a protection to the worlds

navigation.

"DREAM'^SLAYER^ ACQUITTED.
jury Heeds Insanity Defense Financed
by Mrs. Patten.

were laid aside.
Besides the seventeen lads .whose
bodfef were taken through thestreets
the memorial services at the navy
yard were also in honor of two more
victims of snipers' bullets. Secretary
Daniels in reading to the President
a. list of those for whom the -erwere being held, really read
viceB
nineteen names, because word had
just been received that two of the
wounded bound for home on the Solace had died of their wounds.
With nothing to mar the memorial
service as it had been planned, except a crush at the navy yard, which
soon filled the receiving ward of the
hospital there with women who tod
fainted, following the^hreaking of the
police lines, and J wild scramble
across the parade grounds, hy 10,000
persons who wanted/to get nearer he
President's stand, there was a feeling
among the national, .State and city
S. who directed the service that
a fitting tribute of respect and admiration had been paid the memory
civilians
of the heroes.
soldiers.
There was military and naval
pomp.
There were blazes of color
from uniforms, flags, gold braid,
flowers.
There was solemn music j
from bands and from school chorus.
ThTre were the crash of rifle volleys
the sad notes of a Tntal bugle fare-

Chlcago.-Wm. N. Ketth's^ii-m
defense" of murder was given full
credence by * Jury and he was acquitted on the ground of Insanity at
the time of the shooting.
Keith's defense was financed by
Mrs. James A. Patten, wife of the
one time cotton and corn manipulator
Keith killed Walter Paul, a butchers
order clerk.
Paul had been intimate with Mrs.
Keith and attempted to mistreat Thelma Keith's sixte-n-year-old daughter.
"* The wife confessed her weakness, and
then the daughter told her father of
P""-\ her experience.
I
Keith armed himself and called
:
/ Paul on a telephone to a saloon. Bep /
fore the arrival of Paul, Keith fell
asleep in a chair. When Paul entered he awoke and shot him dead.
His defense was that he shot Paul In
a "dream."
Mrs Patton read. Keith! s storjv
learned that he Was almost penniless
engaged counsel for him, collected five
medical experts and brought him
eafely out of his trouble.

Washington—Nelson O'Shaughnessy*
charge d'affaires of the American embassy at Mexico City, told President
Wilson the story of what happened in
the Mexican > oapital during the days)
Immediately preceding and. following)
ine occupation of Vera Crux, and gavehim an Intimate
picture of Gen.
Huerta.
It was the first time Mr. O'Shaugh.
messy had seen the President sincebis arrival in Washington last week,
He was at the White House morethan an hour and went away highly*
pleased with his reception.
The charge advised the President
that Gen. Huerta was a very stubborn man and not apt easily to surrender his position as dictator. He
expressed the opinion, however, that
any government set up in Mexico;
which has the support of the Unite*
States will stand.

rgggmimgg,^^^
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a lot of
raw
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GUARDING LIFE AND PROPERTY IN VERA CRUZ

Three Seriously Hurt on Old Dominion Liner Jefferson.
Norfolk. Va.—An explosion hv<en
after starboard boiler of the Old-Dominion lirftr Jefferson while on her
■way to New York from Norfolk, caused the death of nine men and seriously injured three others.
; r
The dead, seven colored^Jrere all
coal passers, firemen aijg&fflH*. The
injured Include the sMrrVWilef en
gineer, W. L. Portlock. and H. B.
Smith, assistant engineer:
The names of the dead are a« follows- R Brooks, L. Brown, D. Coulhary L. King, K. Upton, J. Lopez,
H. Miller, R. Mitchel and Magnus
Olsen

Danlets's Decree Against Wine In
Ship Messes Effective July 1.
Washington—"My order p.bollshing
wine messes in the navy wll! go into
effect on July, as originally scheduled.
The foregoing was Secretary of the
Navy Uanlels's reply to reports that
President Wilson had directed him not
to make the famous order operative.
Strong pressure had been brought to
bear on the President in an effort to
have him direct the Secretary to
g-eseind the order.

DOUBLE MURDER, AR80N AND |
SUICIDE LAID TO WOMAN.
Nyack, N. Y.—Double murder, arson
and suicide, according to the verdict
of the coroner caused the destruction
of the family and home of Edward
Kreger in the town of Pearl River.
Mrs. Kreger strangled her 8-year-old
daughter, Florence, with a necktie.
Coroner Semlnodinger decided, and
after hiding the body In a trunk upstairs set Are to the house and burned
her 1-year-old son and heraself to>
death.

ASSAULTED

(

'

CVHILD—LYNCHED*

Shreveport, La.—Ed. Hamilton, a
Negro, held on the charge of assaultIng a 10-year-old white girl, was taken
from the parish and lynched.
For three hours a mob of 1000 men
and boys stood In the rain outside the
Jail door, hammering away with a
heavy railroad iron at the steel obstacle that kept them from the Negro.
Steel saws finally were used and, entrance was gained by the mob.
Philip C. Hanna, American consul
general at Monterey. Is one of this
country's agents who suffered at the
hands of the federal./ He was put In
Jail and left there until released by
the constitutionalist*.

4 DIE, $1,000,000 LOST IN TORNADO
Central Iowa and Southern Wisconsin
Swept by Severe Storm.
Milwaukee. —The tornado which
worked havoc in central Iowa swept
over southern Wisconsin cutting a
path of from oae to four miles wide
in the neighborhood of Southern Dane
county. An accompanying electrical
s!orm fired ecores of farm bulldlng«
and hall ruined crops, causing a
money loss of over 11.000.000. Four
persons were hilled and scores were
injured by wind and lightning.

Washington.—The naval approprhv
tlon bill was reported to the Senate*
by the naval affairs committee with
an increase of *1.182,000 over thebttl as It left the House.
In all the
bill carries 01,40,990,83a, or 13,600,000
J
less than the estimates for the com-

vided for.

the heroes.
Before the rifles of their comrades
volleyed over them and "Taps rang
out the President, gazing sorrowfully
down on their flower-strewn casket.,
his voice breaking with emotion, envied them their heroic end and prayed
he might die as nob* and unafraid.
The last of the 17 flag-drapped
caskets containing the bodies of the
Vera Cruz heroes left the Brooklyn
Navy Yard' following the services.
most of them destined for distant
cities where individual memorial exercises will be held in their name
Relatives or special, committees took
charge of them and one had a guard
of honor of two petty officers of the
Navy, by special request of a Congressman from his State.

NAVAL DRY ORDER GOES.

BATTLESHIPS FOR FAIR CANAU
FREE.

ing year.
Exemption from tolls of battleships
of all nations passing through the
Panama, canal upon the occasion of
the celebration of its opening Is pro-

well.
But more than that, there was the
absolutely sincere homage of the unorganized, unprogrammed Popu^eBared, bowed heads and tear-fllled
eyes manifested this.
The conclusion of the tribute was
on the bare, broad plain where sailors and marines drill in the Brooklyn naval station. There, facing the
cluster of flag-covered coffins, looking
further to cloBe-fllled ranks of fighting men, and still beyond to an assemblage of civilians which mu»
1
have numbered more than 12.000
president Wilson woke the.eulogy of

NINE KILLED IN SHIP EXPLOSION

PHILIP C. HANNA

Tempting a Cook.
A good cook Is offered a magnificent view from kitchen window of
main thoroughfare with constant arrests, small accidents, ambulance
that we consider thoee things of calls, and other interesting Incidents
importance, which have. In fact,
at all hours of the day and evening.—
extensive coiuMquenoeev-BtoeAd. In London Times.
- - ■-

The upr-r Photograph ^*~'SZ£?1^W^^
Vera Cms building *«* •»«**«* .JS^mporary breastwork*
bluejackets guarding warehouses from hewno tempo
Thought for the Day
There Is no real elevation of mind
ta a oontempt of little things. Ilia,
in the contrary, from the ^narrow

rlew
little
guch
lon.

8ETTLE CLAICT8 OF 30UTHERN
N. E.
Providence.—Awards totalling »1«7146.79 have been made in all cases W
the committee In charge of the settlement of claims of property holders
along the right of way of the Southern New England railway, a Grand
Trunk subsidiary.
In no instance
was a property holder awarded more
than a small part of the amount he
sought.

Charted t
Edmondd
Walk*

LOCK
^

GOVERNMENT

May Bo Proposal of Committee of
Five—Two by Huerta; Two
by Rebel*, and the Fifth
by Mediators.

EULOGY

Noted Men Join Escort-Presidential
Salute of 21 Guns l« Turned
From Honor to Wilson to
Honor to Enlisted Men.

Although the mediators have withdrawn their invitation to the JConstitutionalists to send delegates to
their conference, it generally is b»
lieved that information
is being
sought as to whether the Constitutionalists would consent, in case or
the elimination of Huerta, to some
form of temporary government in
which he would be represented.
Those close to the mediators say
it is believed that some such arrange,
ment as this is the only possible one
nnder which peace may he restored

J\

)>

M*. .. H-.ru and Then M* » M-> «Jf»
Temporary Government

1

GOPXefGHT 1SVZ 3L.a.l*cCZU&G'ac CQ

Uk<OT!
HENRf HOWLAND

HEADACHES

BAT-FISIsao effective remnaT.contalnsBooplaw
orotber narcotic. nTbenoolt of B*» r«rutadr
H tB P"» «« » eminent physician who bad IJ
rlew toeprepanitlon of a medicine which would
■are heftdaoTjcs wllhont the depressive effecton the
tiartao common with other powelere Thefbrmnlj
eowder U ao evenly balanced that the action amm
(he heart la Inappreciable. Prepared by the Ho
-p»nj, Sch«neot»dj, ». S. 8«" w
tlona for 11) cent*.

Hog Feed, $10 Ton

PALLAD cf

misim fflun
Where ara the maidens once ao fair.
So glorious to see?
No
matter
what
girls
used
to
wear,
They claimed sublimity; ,^_
But now they
dress so wretchedly.
And seem ao brazen, too!
If you but look
you must agree
That pretty girls
are tew.

rrtOLUDINff
and barley.
Oharleetown,

bltafia, blowing* from corn, .
>r
I JUDO * SOB, SI Beach
ktaae.

AUTOMOBILE OWNERS! ^\liZ,^
r,/>n CATC" im-aeiw farm, 76 acres clear**,
FOR
SALb balance tlmber.ffi-acre bog p*a-

r
should own Dr. Wloneld B. Hall's "Bexa look of startled wonder. The heavy
bttTyeM nal Knowledge." 11.11) poMpald. Clrcnlal
"I shan't"—doggedly.
ao reqneauMOUSB rau fia. MM «■ A. JurU«J.o—.
their quarrel, they must have heard
lashes half-veiled her dark eyes as
"What do you mean to do with me,
SYNOPSIS.
him. The girl was still speaking.
they wavered to Callis, then back
Doing beats wishing, but It's more
"You have done many things to an- John?" '
again to him; it was a covert, all-api Jludolph van VechWn. a young man of
"I don't know. I haven't made up
tike work.
praising glance. Then her lips curled
lelaure in astonished to aee a man enter ger me that I have overlooked, John
my
mind.
Maybe
I'll
kill
you—U
yod
Ko 1313, a houae acrosa the street from Callis; but your following me here is
scornfully.
the Powhatan club. Ions unoccupied and
drivrf me to It."
Putnam Fadeless Dyes make
■ What was passing in her mind was
Spoken of aa the Houae of Myatery. Sev- Just a bit more than 1 can endure.
The
girl
must
have
rushed
toward
eral peraona at regular Intervals enter Now I mean to tell father Just how
muss. Adv.
only too plain to Van Vechten. He
Ko. 1313. Van Vechten expreBsea concern
the door, desperately striving to win flushed hotly. Already he had made
you
have
been
harassing
me,
and,
to his friend, Tom Phlnney. regarding tne
Many a shallow remark Is backed
Whereabouta of Ms cousin and «»"«">, mark my words, he will put a stop to past him, and Just as certainly he the same comparison; and he fostered
Paige Carew. A man ia forcibly ejected It. Why did you come after it was de- must have caught her and stayed her
tip by a deep voice.
no illusions respecting the possibls
ftrom the houae. Van Vechten and Tom
I call to mind the
ftollow the man and find him dead In the cided that I was to do the errand steps. What followed was pretty much outcome of a combat.
tree Roman Bye Balsam for aealdlng BenStreet Van Vechten ia attracted by the
stately Claire.
confused In Van Vechten's mind. There
Never before had he been confrontface of a girl In the crowd of onlookers alone?"
To whom I bent gallon la eyca and Inflammation oi eyes m
was
a
sound
of
scuffling;
the
Incensed
•jeuda.
Adv.
purroundlng the body. Later he discov"You know," Callis' deep voice
ed by any man so Irresponsible with
my knee;
ers the girl gazing at him with a look of growled. "You take precious care that listener in the hall heard the girl cry
And Geraldine, with
rage, or one with whom It was so
•corn from the window; of the myatenA
man
seldom gets any pleasure outout
in
an
agitated
voice:
"Oh!
You
Ups
so
rare—
CIUB house. Detective Flint calls °n Van 1 don't get to talk to you anywhere
hopeless to attempt to reason; never
Vechten to get hla veralon of the tragAh. what a queen of a thing that doesn't separate him
are hurting me!" which was Immedi- In all his life had he struck a man In
edy. Tom Phlnney goea alone on a yacnt- else."
waa she!
from Borne of his money.
fng trip. He recogniaea among aome per•And why?", returned the girl, with- ately followed by a stifled shriek that anger; but he knew there was Just one
Where'er one looked there used to tw
sona In a passing motor boat two men eringly. "Because you can't be sen- chilled the blood In his veins.
way in which he could succor this dis- A lovely maid In view,
Whom he had aeen enter the House of
Next Instant he had grasped the dainful beauty, and that would be to
Acid Stomach, Heartburn and nausea
Mystery. He sees one of them. J- Mr. t-ai- sible. No, no; don't interrupt," she
But now I find, from bias free.
K on shore later and follows him. Tom commanded.
quickly disappear with the use of Wright's
"It you have followed knob and thrown all his weight against pit his endurance against the bully's That pretty-girur are few.
la aeiied, blindfolded and taken to a
Indian Vegetable Pills. Send for trial
strength, to guard himself as much as
Kouae. He heara a girl named Jessie evi- me here to learn what I think of you. the door.
1 'used' to meet them everywhere
dently the daughter of the man In author- then listen to me. I'll make my meanIt was unbolted and crashed open possible against his
box to 37a Pearl SL, New York Adv.
repeated
onFrom Dallas to Dundee;
ity question hla captora. A »weet-volced
with
explosive
violence.
His
Irrupslaughts, and delay pursuit of the girl The beauties who could make me cars.
gdl-nater protests agalnat the roughness ing so plain that It will penetrate even
A man Is apt to think his latest
S his captors. Van Vechten calls on his to your dull understanding.'"
tion promptly quieted the disturbance. until he (Van Vechten) was pounded
Charmed by their witchery;
uncle, Theodore Van Vechten. big man
Their graces filled my breast with gleegood resolution is the best he ever
"There was a time that I liked you. The man—it was the sandy-complex- into Insensibility—or mayhap slain. He
in Wall street and known as the Man ot
Madge,
Julia,
Maude
and
Sueron,' in search of Information regarding John—how could I help It when In so ioned man—stood with dropped law, did not blink that contingency. Yet,
broke.
Why is it, please explain to me,
he whereabouts of Paige Carew. Dotecwithout the slightest hesitation, ha Tliat pretty glrla are few?
Wve Flint ahowa Van Vechten a gold many ways you have been so loyal? staring blankly at the Intruder.
And the girl? His heart leaped. His had resolved to offer himself to the
gnesh purae found In the Houae of Mya- Even now I admire that loyalty."
HAIR CAME 0UTBY HANDFULS
Itery. Van recognises it as belonging to
I/ENVOI.
"A dog's!" the man contemptuously whole being was suffused with a warm sacrifice.
Paige Carew. The aweet-volced girl helps
glow.
The girl that he had despaired
W Phlnney escape. A message from Interjected; but the girl Ignored the
He was guilty of no error of Judg- Friend, Bay not so—alas, oh, gee!
R. F. D. No. 6, Brewer, Me.—"I had,
Can
what
you
think
be
true?
Xondon reports that two ladles reaemof ever seeing again, what unhappy ment now, however; Callis gave him
Am I a dead leaf on the tree.
ibllng Mlas' Carew and her companion Interruption.
been troubled with eczema on my head
IMCB. Devereaux. sailed for New vork,
"But you are so obtuse that you can- mischance had brought her to this but scant time to reflect, then ruBhed,
That pretty glrla are few?
for a year. At first it came on in the
■orae lime previously. It develops that not see when your familiarities are dis- peril? And what unrecognized mes- not at him, but at the girl. Simultaneform of dandruff which scaled off and
the ladle* visited the English home of
CANDID OPINION.
•Temple Bonner, owner of the House of tasteful? I am sure I have never en- sage had prompted him to arrive upon ously Van Vechten plunged headlong
showed plainly In my hair and then
Myatery. Flint haa a theory that they couraged, you by word or look. Can- the scene so opportunely?
forward,
interposing
his
lighter
body
there was a rash that itched and burnkin connected with the mystery of No.
After the first shock of pleased sur- between.
The farmer who has tried to teach
BM3 It Is recalled that Temple Bonner not you realize that by persisting in
ed and would wake me from my sleep.
Was In love with a daughter of Compton them you only excite loathing and prise, Van Vechten flamed, then
Amid the stresB and confusion of a calf to drink out of a bucket can't I scratched and made Bores that would
Bchuyler who married Man Willard. The
turned to ice. His regard traveled to violent situations, the human mind Is understand why any woman should
tether daughter married a man namea fear—
n
bleed. My hair came out by bandfula
pevereaux. Bonner and Willard were ln"But, no. I am not afraid of you., the man in a narrowed look of anger capable of the most ridiculous pranks. want to take a milk bath.
ijinate frlendB. A search la atarted for
and was thin and dry.
that
left
him
white
to
the
lips.
It
was
The
voice
abruptly
eoftened.
"And
I
And
at
this
critical
moment
Van
Vech"Willard.
"I used several kinds of soap withAs soon as a man becomes a politidon't loathe you, John; It's wicked for a hard look, an ugly, wicked look that ten's prompted him to commit such an
out getting any relief. At last I used
me
to
say
such
a
thing;
but
you
will
cal
boss
he
begins
to
think
it
is
Imspelled
danger.
absurdity.
BOOK II.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment, applying
But his lifelong habit of repression
drive me to loathing you if you persist
pertinent of the public to try to find the Cuticura Ointment at night and,
"Get out of here, you little Idiot!
checked any violent display of feeling he yelled at the girl, who seemed out what his plans may be.
CHAPTER IX.—Continued.
washing my head in the morning with
od his part The spell was broken frozen to the table.
"Humph!
Shouldn't think
Flint
Cuticura Soap and warm water and
when he composedly advanced a step
She hesitated one second longer,
A woman ought, at least, to have as after the first time using them the
<would have been that careless," was
farther Into the room, not for an In- then, with a stifled scream, slipped in- much faith in her husband as she has Itching and burning stopped. After
tils immediate conclusion. It did not
stant moving his steely regard from to the hall and closed the door after in her powder rag.
occur to him that somebody already
using Cuticura Soap and Ointment one
the man. All of a sudden his thin lips her.
might be within, but contented himself
.
month my head waB completely cured
twisted in an odd little smile that
It would not be pleasant to record
Have you ever heard of anybody and my hair, began to grow out
•with the belief that the detective had
was not at all pleasing to see.
what happened in that room. There Is who was able to cash In a grouch?
neglected to make fast ((he door after
again." (Signed) Miss Annie E. Wil"Well?" he said quietly. Save for nothing heroic in a baited rat darting
bis visit Sunday afternoon.
liamson, Nov. 7, 1912.
the unmistakable undercurrent
of desperately from a trap into the Jaws
Happy Days.
Settling the Incident thus to his own
Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold
menace, the tone might have been af- of a waiting terrier, nor in the spec"My happiest days," said Mr. Rock- throughout the world. Sample of each
satisfaction, he entered and closed the
tacle of a lamb being prodded to the Ingham as he signed a check for the
fable.
door behind him.
free,wlth 32-p. Skin Book. Address postSo profound was the other man's shambles. For perhaps flvd minutes purpose of satisfying one of the cred- oard "Cuticura, Dept L, Boston."—Adv.
He glimpsed into the kitchen, and
stupefaction that he mechanically re- Van Vechten succeeded in preventing itors of his titled son-in-law, "Were
promptly withdrew with a shudder. Off
leased the girl's wrists and fell back Callis from grasping the. door-knob— the days when 1 was carrying a dinon one side a huge range stood, red
.Crafty John.
a pace. Only a quick antlcipatlop of a period in which be was reduced from ner pail that my wife had filled with
■with rust, and everywhere were cob"Mr. Snapp, 1 want two pounds ot
his act saved her from falling to-th» a correctly "dressed, rather handsome her own hands."
webs and layer upon layer of dirt. A
Mrs. Annie Dallam's butter.
If itfloor; as It was she staggered back- young gentleman to an object that was
sleek rat darted Into the denser shad" "H'm," replied his candid fellow lent Mra. Dallam's butter I won't take
ward until a dust-coated library table no more than a tattered, bloody Bern- millionaire, "In those days I suppose it" The proprietor turned to his otbe*.
ows, and the opening door disturbed
stayed her. At this she clutched, blance of humanity—and then he sank you could sit down comfortably and customers. "Some people In my busihundreds of enormous cockroaches.
clinging to Its edges, and, wide-eyed, into oblivion.
Some scuttled away, but others reeat with your knife, and never had to ness," he said blandly, "don't like parstared from one to the other of the
CalllB stared at his motionless admained " motionless and watched him
be constantly on the alert for fear ticular customers, but I sure da It'a
men. Her tormentor's brain, obvious- versary. <Why didn't the fool move?,
Trith malignant eyes that sparkled
my delight to serve them and get them,
you might Bay you 'done It.'"
ly, stirred only sluggishly; but all at The answer came promptly, unbidden:
-weirdly in the half-light
what they want. I will attend to yon
once the sullen features were congest- Because he couldn't. He would never
He shook off his feeling and adIn a minute, John." "All right," said
ENCOURAGEMENT.
ed with blood, the veins On his fore- move again, unless, perchance. It
vanced
toward the stairs, which
John, "and be sure to get Mrs. Dalloomed dimly before him. But thenceCan Hold This Ruffian—at Least head swelled, and all his fury—now re- should be to rise up and follow him—
"I hope," sal* lam's. A lot of my wife's relatives are
forward he moved with utmost circumUntil You Make' Good Your Es- doubled-7-was directed at Van Vech- out of the room, along the echoing
the lady who al- visiting at my house and I don't wan*
halls, down the dusty stairs, into the
ten.
'
spection, pausing frequently at some
oape."
ways liked to be) them to come hack again."—Dearhora
"Where In hell did you come from?
street; whithersoever he went, turn
Imagined sound, or to determine the
told that shei
sh
(Mo.) Democrat.
and
double,
twist
and
dodge,
there
In
making
love
to
me."
I
do
not
love
he
sn&rled
venomously.
nature of some shape unexpectedly
looked yo>unaj
"Anyhow, not the same neighbor- would be that Thing at his side, until
you, I never have, I never can."
•confronting him In a darker corner.
e her
enough to be
Probably Soup.
A roar from the man cut short her hood that bred you." Van Vechten at last—
And scarcely had he arrived at the
daughters' sister;
eyed,him a moment longer with inexThe witness, a heavy-set man, who
And there was yet another shadow
first floor than his strained attentlve- words.
"I
shall
not
live!
pressible
disfavor.
"Good
Lord!"
he
.looked
as
though he spent a good
In
this
silent
house,
one
other
fear"Damn it, I'll make you love tnel"
oess was rewarded by a sound that
to be very old."
added. "What a nasty brute you are!" some shade; suppose It should detach
■hare of hte-tfaee feasting, was called
-was unmistakable—one that brought The words rattled harshly in his
"Oh, don't Bay that," replied the, to the stand as a witness in a case of
Nothing less than paralyzing amaze- itself from the rest; suppose the two
him up short—a sound of human throat "Do you think I have been
ment, apparently, restrained Callis shadows should get together and enter other lady. "There is really no reason assault and battery.
voices. A distinctly unpleasant ting- working and .waiting all these years
from leaping upon Van Vechten and into an unholy pact to work bis undo- why you should begin to grow feeble
"Y-ou were in the reBtaurant at tha
ling sensation played over his scalp from any sense of duty or loyalty to
finishing him out of hand. And per- ing?
for several years yet"
time- this happened," began the Judge.
«nd at the back of his neck. The tem- your fath&r? Then the more fool you.
haps, too, there was a quality in the
John CalliB clenched his teeth to
"Now, tell the court Just what yoa
iporary alarm, however, instantly van- It was for you—do yob. hear me? You!
young man's bearing that had some- stop their chattering.
His starting
More Profitable.
heard." ,
, . '
ished, and Instead he was filled with I meant at the first that you should be
thing
to
do
with
it—his
unflinching
glance
skirted
the
room
and
sought
to
"Well,
my
little
man."
said
the
mini,'
"Who, me?" asked the man, U» be»
wonder and curiosity at this unlooked- my wife; I have meant It all along;
nerve, the mastery of his look, the in- penetrate the shadows, which every later as .he patted the child cordially; wilderment- "I, didn't hear anythin*.
I
mean
It
now
more
than
ever.
And—
for exploration.
evitable dominance of caBte and breed- minute were looming larger and larger on his curly head, "I suppose you ex- I waa eating."—Saturday Journal.
Who could have chosen a spot so by God! you ehan't turn me down In
ing. With a little bow, Van Vechten and 'more obBcure, then was Irresisti- pect to be the president ot the United
desolate and God-forsaken In which to this way! I won't—I can't stand it!"
bly drawn back to the shapeless States 'son* day?"
There was a pause. The stillness of turned again to the girl.
carry on a conversation?
Without a Doubt
"You are at perfect liberty to de- blurred heap in the corner. He did
"No, thlr," replied the little man,!
He recalled
the unlatched door; the mouldering corridors and empty
Willie—Paw, what Is an end man?
part,"
he
said,
with
calm,
dignified
not look away from It again.
"Pa thayth it payth better to get toj
manifestly whoevor was Inside with chambers seemed to gather and weigh
Paw—The undertaker, my son.-—Cinr
deference. "And, really, I think you
Swallowing convulsively, licking his be governor and go on the Thautauqua'
him had entered by means of a key. down upon the listener like a palpable
oinnati Enquirer.
had better do so at once. I can hold dry'Ups with a dry tongue, he backed thlrcuit,'\
precisely as he had been equipped to substance. What should he do; rethis ruffian—at least until you make noiselessly, step by step; until he
ido, and had neglected to fasten the treat without letting his presence be
He Jests at Bears who haB never
good your escape. Once you are In brought up against the door. Never
A New One In Town.
idoor after them. At any rate, the mat- known, or open the door and Interthe street, you know, and^ you are for an Instant did the horrible dread of
He had been in town only a weeti been at war with himself.
ter was worth Investigating; then, it fere? So far the girl had demonstrated
the two shadows blending and follow- With a bored air he Bald:
<
ihe saw that he was an Intruder, he her ability to handle the situation, and safe."
CAUSE AND EFFECT
By this time she' had regained some- ing him pause In Its unnerving sughe shrank from appearing as an of"There are no new Jokes."
■would quietly withdraw.
(Joed Digestion Follows Right Food.
thing
of
her
own
composure;
but
the
gestion.
"Do you think so?" she replied. 1
When they first startled him the ficious meddler; yet, for the life of
cool assurance of this punctiliously
He felt for the knob like one In a have heard several of,the girls say
•voices were so low that he was unable him, until he was vouchsafed at least
Indigestion and the attendant disgarbed young man, the obvious deter- nightmare. Finding It, he stealthily
this evening that there was one presto determine anything about them— a hint of the altercation's outcome, he
mination and air of authority that lay opened, the door and slunk away.
comforts of mind and body are cer- ■
how many were talking, or In what could not depart.
ent."
(TO BE CONTJNTJED.)
tain to follow continued use of InsThe silence was quite N abruptly behind his courtesy, evoked from her
(portion of the house the speakers
proper food.
■were. Then of a sudden he received broken by the girl's voice, cold now
His Belief.
Those who are still young and ro/
• fresh shock of surprise. One of the and biting.
His faith la truly marvelous,bust are likely to overlook the fart
"John, stand away from the door
Not that he is at all religious.
voices rose in a note of anger.
And
not
because
he
fancies
that
that, as dropping water will wear a,
and let; me by."
It was a woman's—nay, a girl's.
Hla claims on heaven are prodigious.
stone away at last so will the use of
No response from the man.
And now he was able to locate the
heavy, greasy, rich food, finally causa
"Are
you
going
to
let
me
pass?"
source of the sounds. They came from
His faith la simply wonderful;
loss of appetite and indigestion.
And again, apparently, he was unHe scans the "folder" and supposes
somewhere In the second story and toThat at the drear resort he'll find
Fortunately many are thoughtful
ward the /ear of the house. With In- able to contain himself.
All
that
the
camera
discloses.
enough to study themselves and not*
"No!" he burst forth. "If all my
finite caution, he crept up the front
how many people have worked for yon
months of waiting and giving—myself, SOME REMARKS ON INCOMES
the principle of cause and effect 1*
stairway to the upper hall.
in the past or are working for you at
Merely In the Market.
their dally food. A N. Y. young womThe voices sounded incessantly, first y'understand—giving the best of me
present. No Income is without honot
"Bagley Is always a bull in the maran writes her experience thus:
a man's, hoarse and rumbling, then for you—If my only payment Is to be— Pertinent Just Now When the Subject somewhere, except In the family It It
ket, Isn't he?"
scorn
and
contempt
I.suppose
you'd
"Sometime ago I had a lot of trouthe, girl's, then sometimes both toIs a Matter of General
vainly attempting to support Here il
"He may be In the market; but
call
It—then,
by
heaven!
I'll
make
ble from Indigestion, caused by too
gether. Van Vechten paused at a realDiscussion.
Is generally despised and looked down when I went to speak to him about
rich food. I got so I was unable to»
isation that the two were quarreling yop suffer! Ill break your spirit; 1
upon.
his daughter he struck me as being a
digest scarcely anything, and medV
and that the girl's voice was quivering —I'll—"
Incomes are now being taxed. It Is,
An
Income
tax
is
an
effort
on
the
good
deal
of
a
bear."
"John!" In a shocked voice.
tilth Intense Indignation.
cines seemed nseless.
therefore, desirable that something part of the government to make you
He did not heed; ail restraint was should be known about them. An In"A friend advised me to try Orape>
He advanced more rapidly, and presfeel
that
you
are
wealthy.
Also
to
No
Reason
to
Doubt
It
Nuts food, praising it highly and aa
ently came to a halt before a closed thrown to the winds, and he drove on oome'ls anything which you cannot
support the government in Its main
"My
voice
Is
always
raised
for
libIn
a
reckless
frenzy
of
speech.
door, on the farther side of which the
a last resort, I tried it I am thankful
live upon expressed in terms of law"You think I care what happens to ful money. Lawful money l£ anything business In life, namely, living beyond erty."
to say that Grape-Nuts not only retwo disputants without doubt were en>
"I guessed as much when I heard
gaged. And then perforce he became me, do you? Huh! Blame little you which will be accepted by the mem- Its income.
lieved me of my trouble, but built me;
The government, which receives a you complaining last night because
know
ahout
John
Callis.
If
I
can't
op and strengthened my digestive on
Ian eavesdropper.
bers of acetate legislature, or a police
"Go, go, go!" cried the feminine have you I don't care a whoop In captain, or your wife. Incomes were larger Income than any one else your wife wouldn't let you go to the cans to that I can now eat anything 1
should
be
taxed
upon
It.
The
proBilks' stag."
(voice, shrill with exasperation and hades what becomes of me. If I can't created tor two purposes; to lie about
desire. But I stick to Grape-Nuts.'*
laager. "I tell you, I will not stand have you nobody else shall. Scream, and to live beyond. Many people who ceeds might go toward relieving mil
Name given by Postum Co, Battle
Judging
by
Appearances.
llonalres
in
distress.
if
you
want
to--yell
at
the
top
of
your
this annoyance.
Whatever In
the
Creek, Mich.
Bead "The Road to
will not have to pay any are complain"I
make
It
a
practise
to
let
tomoi*
voice—there's
nobody
to
hear
you."
Every
Income
is
known
by
the
com.
(world possessed you to, follow me I
Welrvme." In pkga. "There's a Rea.
ing to their friends and neighbors
"John!"
The
girl
was
now
genuinerow
take
care
of
Itself."
r
pany
it
keeps.—IJfe.
ican't Imagine.
Go—get.out of my
about the way they are oppressed by
"Judging from the clothee you wear,
tight. I don't want to hear a word you ly alarmed. "Don't talk so wildly! the Income tax. This Is one of those
You'll regret this. And don't—don't
A health census of the babies of St tomorrow Isn't taking care of Itself aa
ave to say!"
natural phenomena which no scientist
S? SSataa. «■», sad fall e* a—«
Louis'will be taken under the dire©
well as It might"
At the next words Van Vechtan look at me like that!" Another brief haa been able to explain.
,
started so violently that, had the aa- pause and she concluded pleadingly
Incomes vary In siae according to tlon of three society womenfcsen couple been less absorbed li "Please. John, let.me go!"
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THEIR NEW NEI6HB0R

BUYING AND SHIPPING EGGS

: DAN AND NINETY-THREE ■

OPPORTUNITY OVERLOOKED FOR •
EARNING NEEDED CASH.
I

—

:

By DAY ALLEN WILLEY.

Z

By LUCY CONKEY.

It was In a division dispatcher's office of the B., Q & R. railroad, and the
party was a group
of engineers who
were having a
quiet smoke and
(By A. P. HUNTER, a Veteran Poultry
chat
over
old
Raiser.)
(Copyright. 1SR>
times, while waitPoultry rightly handled Is the best ing for orders to
paying live stock a farmer can keep,
start out
wltb the added advantage of a com"Boys," said one
paratively small investment In buildings and of both quick and constant of them, "d'you
cash returns. This is not true, how- remember old Dan
ever, of the average farm flocks, Reynolds?"
"Perhaps he is."
"Guess I do,"
"And you with a husband of your which produce no eggs in the fall and said another.
own to say such a tflfng as that! 1 early winter and average, according "When I was firhave often wondered If you and Mr. to the last census, less than eighty in' on the Susqueeggs each in a year. Hens so kept
Camuel got along as well as you—"
hanna
division,
"We get along as well as some oth- pay no profit whatever if the cost of Dan was haulin'
their food Is considered.
er people I could mention."
It
It is pullets that produce an average coal trains.
"Meaning me and my husband, of
of 150 eggs each in a year and produce was said that he
course. We have our spats on the
never
was
known
a fair proportion of those eggs In late
nights when he comes home over- fall and winter, the season of highest to get Btuck on a grade. Used to pull
worked and cross. I won't stand any prices and best profits, that are the the heaviest trains on the road, too,
of his growly bear business from any money makers. It is remarkable that with that old Ninety-three of his."
man. A man should at least bring the farmers who would be most ad"I've often heard about him," said
tome sunshine with him when he vantaged by a steady cash return from another.
"They, used to say he
comes from town."
a flock of good hens are the most neg- thought more of his engine than a
"That's the way I look at it. Jack lectful of this opportunity.
wife, and that he'd rather stay on it
Basterlle and I quarrel occasionally,
Good pullets which will produce an than go to a hotel."
hut on the whole we get along as well average of 160 eggs each and pay their
"That's so, Bill; you're right there!"
as our neighbors. But we were talk- owner a net profit of ?2 each in a year exclaimed the oldest one of the party,
ing about Mrs. Braynerd. In what ■re not the common scrub hens of the as he knocked the ashes from his
way do you suppose she will go about farms; they are thoroughbred pul- pipe. "Dan Reynolds would alway*
■polling our husbands? I don't ex- lets, bred and reared for egg producstay by hi* engine under all circumpect that she can spoil either of them tion, and so reared that they attain stances, though he never had a smash—much."
laying maturity in the first half of up or killed a man. 1 remember one
"That's the truth! But the danger October. To the fanners who are time he stayed, and I sha'n't forget It
lies in the different manner in which used to getting no eggs in the fall and
as long as I live.
early winter this will seem an imshe handles her husband."
"We had three engines on. Old Dan
"Well, her husband Is a smaller possibility, but the thousands of farmwith Ninety-three was 'head. Then
man than either of our husbands, and ers who are easily accomplishing it
came Jim Barton with One-hundredwe couldn't begin to handle ours."
prove the fact
To accomplish this the three chief and-elghty, and then me. Before leav"I did not mean In that way. Take.
in'. Burr, the general superintendent,
for Instance, last night. An old friend points are to have the chicks hatched came along and said as there was
of Mr. Braynerd's came Into town and the first half of April, to keep the pul- some passengers who wanted to catch
went out there for supper. He had lets steadily growing so that they a Bteamer next day at Philadelphia,
only an hour and a half until train, reach laying maturity the first half of and for us to connect at Harrisburg,
and Mr. Braynerd went to the train October and then that they be kept
with him, telling his daughtet Mar- steadily laying by good care and good if it was possible.
"Well, we went along, runnin' with
food. Six months Is the normal time
of growth of a healthy pullet. Six about two feet of snow on a level.
months forward from the first half of For over thirty miles we didn't have
April Is the first half of October, and much trouble. Finally we oame to
the "rightly handled" pullets will be the 'Broad-cut'
fully mature and laying before cold
"The snow fills in there four and
weather comes upon them. The chicks five feet, even when the wind isn't
hatched one or two months later are blowin' at all. Suddenly Dan blew
checked in growth by the strong heat for brakes, and we stopped.
of summer and are about half mature
"Then I saw the conductor go up
when the cold of coming winter over- to Dan and commence talking to him,
takes them. Such pullets lay the bulk Dan shakin' his head. I found out
of their eggs during the months of afterward that the conductor wanted
lowest prices and pay little or, no him to give up tryin' to go through on
profit Thousands of farmers are mak- account of the drifts, but the old man
ing $2 apiece profit yearly on their pulwouldn't hetlr to it.
lets, buying all of the good, and as the
"Then the conductor got aboard,
demand, for fresh laid eggs increases
more rapidly than the supply there Ninety-three' whistled twice, and we
started with a full head of steam. It
is always room for others.
didn't seem as though anything could
stop us, and nothin' did for most a
GIVING TOO MUCH DRY FEED mile. All at once we slowed up and
stopped. I had my throttle wide open,
Practice Generally Results First In In- the sand-pipe open, and the drivers
creased Egg Production, Then
went around so that the sparks flew
Fowl! Are Affected.
up to the cab-windows. But it wu
no go.
While we do not advocate the use of
"I got out on my tender and looked
wet mashes in poultry feeding we be- round. Everything was snow and the
lieve
that
too
often
dry
feed
is
fed
too
"I Have Gone Home."
drifts were as high as the cab-winheavily and too continuously to pro- dows.
Jorie that he would be right back and duce the best results; in fact, there la
"I could see old Dan In his cab try■Hist her with her school problems." no doubt that a great deal of dry grain in" to back his engine. One hand was
"That was no more than he should is fed for a considerable period, the on the throttle and the other on the
birds often become seriously affected.
have done."
Some of the symptoms of continued lever, his cap was off and hi* gray
"Of course, not But when he got
hair and grizzly beard wu blowin' In
home he found ■ note the size of an dry feeding are: Weak neck; often the wind.
office letter-head hanging on the door- birds appear to be paralyzed, losing
"We took the fire-shovels and manbell. The note read: 'Robert, come the use of their legs; they become aged to dig a path alongside the train
right along down to Warburtons. They sleepy, and seem to lack strength to so that the passengers could get out
telephoned for us, and then Mr. War- eat, although their appetite* continue to the end of the drift. Then everyburton came after UB when he found good.
Where the feeding is adopted, there body but Jim and I started for a
you were out' It was signed with Mrs.
should be plenty of succulent food to small town, a couple of miles back on
Braynerd's name and the names of
go with it If the food contains too the road.
the children."
"We went up Into Ninety-three's
large a proportion of meat scrap* with
"Hum! I'd like to see my husband no green vegetables, the troubles de- cab, and there sat old Dan bareheadstand for a trick like that!"
scribed above are pretty sure to fol- ed, Just as he'd stopped work.
"Same here! I'll bet Jack's* lan"Says I: 'Come on, Dan, put on your
guage would blister the paint on the
cap; we're goln' back to Blossburg
house if I should do a thing like that."
and wait for help. The storm'* comln'
"But the worst' is yet to come.
on heavy, and you'll be covered up if
When he got to Warburton's he found
you stay here!'
a similar note on their door, reading:
"The old man lifted up his head and
'We have all been Invited over to Mr.
said: 'Boys, I don't go back to any
and Mrs. Cleavage's to meet some
town. I made up my mind to get this
friends of theirs from Cleveland.
train through, but I can't do It It's
Come on over.' And that was signed
the first time I was ever stalled in my
with the name of Mrs. Braynerd and
life. But 'taln't the old machine's
Constructed
Trough
Slmply
ihe children."
fault, and she feels it a* much as I do.
Chicken Feeding.
"The Braynerds remained at CleavShe and I'll stay together now, if It
age's quite a whib»r*then they went low.
Dry feeding generally results snows a hundred feet deep.'
back to Warburton's, and when they first in increased egg-production, .the
"I knew 'twas no use arguln' with
got there they found that Mr. Bray- birds appear to be in fine health and
nerd had turned the note over and It 1* only after this kind of teed has him. He'd stay. If he made up his
written: 'I have gone home. All of been continued for a long time, that mind to, and so we left him slttln'
there. By this time it was after midyou come up there.'"
(
the bad results appear.
"And did he roast his wife when
It is a fact therefore, that if bird* night, and the snow came down thick
he got ber home?"
seem to thrive at first on dry feeding, and fast, but we finally reached the
"He was not there. When they ar- it Is not to be taken as indisputable town. Next morning we all shouldered
rived home—the Braynerds, I mean, evidence that they are thriving and shovels and got on the wrecktn' train
which had been sent from Pittsburgh.
and the Wdrburtons with them—they can do without green food.
"We came to the cut, but nothin'
It is much more important to supply
found a note saying: 'I have decided
""to go around to Cleavage's.
Come the birds plenty'of green food along was to be seen but snow. Engines,
around there.' And when they got to with dry grains and meat scrape, than cars, and all were buried in it We
finally reached where the train was
,
Cleavage's they found a note reading: when wet mashes are fed.
and commenced to dig around It
'I have gone back home.' So they all
"At last we saw "the head engine. I
dragged their weary feet around there.
Young Turkey Like a Cat
And there they found that Mr. BrayA young turkey Is like a cat; it* climbed up and pulled back the cab
curtain.
The old man was still there.
nerd had gone around to the delica- power of recuperation is remarkable.
tessen store and rustled up a Dutch You are never sure that it is dead. He was kinder standln' up and leanln'
lunch, and the lunch and Braynerd They can often be picked up, to all forward, lookin' ahead the engine as
and the Cleavages were awaiting purposes- cold, Inert corpses, and held he always did when comln' into the
them. And they had a grand little in the hand* and warmed, and then station.
come* a gasp and a return to life, and
"One hand was on the lever and
luncheon."
"And she didn't give him ■ piece of the bird I* quite ready for breakfast the other was at the throttle, but all
the valves were closed, the fires out
the next morning.
her mind?"
and the cab half .full of show from
"Not a piece. And he didn't give
the windows, which were all blown
ber • piece of his mind. . Wasn't that
Order Hatching Egg* Early.
ridiculous r
Place hatching egg orders well In open.
"I looked In his fade and—" here
"Indeed, It was. But, do you know, advance, so that you can be sure of a
I believe this whole neighborhood supply when yon nead It This sea- the speaker's voice dropped nearly to
. need* spoiling just the way the Bray- ion there is likely to be a scarcity a whisper—"boy*, I saw that old Dan
nerds are ■polled."—Chicago Daily In most lines, so you'd better not de- Reynold* had made his last run."
(Copyright.)
New*.
'
lay.
"How do you like your new neighbor*?" asked Mr». Camuel of her
friend, Mrs. Easterlle.
"She's a fine little woman, but she's
going to spoil every husband In the
entire neighborhood If she remains
here long enough."
"Heavens! You don't mean to say
■he-"
"Certainly not! " She Is a perfect
lady, and would not flirt with any
man. She thinks her husband is the
finest man In the world."

Ulp

Average Farm Hen Producing an Average of Eighty Egg* Annually
Return* No Profit — Three
Most Important Point*.

Care Should Be Taken That Eggs of
Different Breed* Do Not Become
Mixed in Gathering.

As the season for eggs for hatching
Is about at band, a few words from
actual experience might be of interest
In buying eggs, don't expect every
egg to hatch.
Don't blame the eggs for the poor
hatch you get from them In your first
incubator trial.
Don't expect your poultryman to duplicate your order merely because you
report a poor hatch.
Don't expect eggs shipped a distance
to hatch as well as those from the
hens on your own place.
Don't expect a prize stock from
cheap eggs.
Don't be unreasonable In your demands.
On the rart of the poultryman there
1* this to say: In keeping several varieties, use every care that the egg*
of the different breeds do not become
mixed. ,
Fill orders promptly.
Aim to please your customer.
Be honest in all your dealing*.
Gather your eggs several time* a
day during cold weather to prevent
freezing.
Keep them in a warm place that
tbey may not chill.
Never ship an egg over a week
old.
Agree to duplicate poor hatches at
half price..
Never ship eggs in boxes, as they
■re roughly handled by the express
companies.
Always take a receipt from the express company.
Send a letter by mall the day yon
ship—better send it at least several
hours ahead of the shipment—so that
your customer will be on hand to receive the eggB when they arrive.
In conclusion, the receiver of eggs
should at once unpack the basket and
take out all the eggs. Then he should
replace them, laying them on their
sides, not to touch each other, and allow to rest for several hours. Many a
hatch Is spoiled by the failure to
properly rest the eggs before submitting them to a high temperature
of heat.

PLYMOUTH ROCK IS FAVORED
Breed Has No Rival as Utility FowlAs Winter Layer Bird I* in a
Class by Itself.

^The best argument for the Barred
Plymouth Rock that I know Is the bird
Itself. Get a flock and raise them.
They will convince you.
The ability of a chicken to produce
meat and eggs we call his utility value
an opposed to his exhibition qualities,
and this, after all, 1* the basis upon

Barred Plymouth Rock*.

which the entire poultry business
rests, says ■ writer in an exchange.
Combining these two essential qualities almost perfectly, the Plymouth
Rock has no successful rival as a utility fowl. As a meat producer it has
lots of size without coarseness, Is
very hardy and a rapid grower; while
the meat Is more like that of a turkey
than like the ordinary run of chicken*.
As an egg producer its only rival is
the Leghorn. This statement is abundantly proven by the competitive contests of recent years, while as winter
layers they have no equal and are In
a class by themselves. So when the
all-year-round market value Is considered It has never been proved that
they have a superior.

LEGHORNS ARE VERY POPULAR
Buffs «nd White* L»y Very Large
Egg* and Are Great Producer*—
Black* Low In Favor.

About 30 year* ago the first Black
■Leghorn* were brought into tho
United States. They were very popular, and a large number of them are
■till bred In the south. In fact, they
are a great favorite among southern
farmers. During the past few years,
however, the Blacks have made way
for the Buffs and Whites, which are
more popular. They lay very large
eggs, and are great producers.
The Buff Leghorns -Vere Imported
from England about 13 years tgo, and
the breed has been greatly improved.
Ezra Cornell was one of the first
breeders In this country to take up
the breed and develop it
Use of Trap Neat
A trap nest 1* a nest which traps the
hen and hold* her until she has laid
and until the care-taker let* her out
It Is used to make sure which hens
lay and also to select eggs from certain bens which are wanted for incubation.
Where Ducks Lay Eggs.
Ducks don't lay In nest*, but In the
bedding In the corner* of the pens or
along the sides of the pens. Sometimes
they cover them up *o that it is hard
to find the egg*.

*«°i/c
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" DAD LETS 'EM ROLL I
S

By E. E. JENNINGS.

•

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
The usual crowd had gathered in
the C. & St. J. roundhouse at Cralgvllle. I should say the usual "jolly"
crowd, for pay day had come round
once more, and one and all, from
wiper to passenger engineer, were
killing time' in various ways white
waiting the arrival of the band wagon.
Several yarns had been spun, and a
HEN SHOULD BE KEPT BUSY few arguments had taken place, when
Dad Allen, veteran engineer of the
Shock or Fright Will Cause Fowl to line, suddenly leaned forward in his
Hold Up Her Egg*—Overfeeding
chair and knocked the ashes out of
a* Bad a* Underfeeding.
his pipe on the heel of his boot This;
was always a sure sign that Dad was
Hens hold up their egg* just as about to open up, and Invariably
cow* hold up their milk. A shock or caused the same condition of silence)
fright of any kind, such a* being and attention that are seen In court
chased by a dog, the presence of when the judge rap*, for order; for
strange dogs, etc., will cause a hen Dad was a rare entertainer. No en-,
to hold up her eggs, and frequently glneer on the system had more close
cause dead eggs. Changing the house calls.
The old man reached in hi* pocket,
will also cause a hen to bold up her
egg* for a few day*. Hen* and pul- produced hi* knife and tobacco, »tartlets ihould not be housed together, ed to fill up hi* corn-cob again, and
■ pullet ha* not finished her growth then began:
"Listening to you boy* kick because
when she begins laying therefore she
will lay her beat on a ration which all freight cars ain't equipped with
would throw an old hen off her feet sir brakes yet reminds me of ■ little
because she 1* making feather*, bone, mix-up I once had on the Kilmorna
flesh and eggs- This 1* on the same bill.
principle that a growing boy of *ix"It was In the fall of 1887 that this
happened, and it was in the spring of
teen will outeat his father.
The hen should be kept busy, she 1888 that I got my job back, after;
should have plenty to eat of a variety various officials had failed to discover,
of food; ■ one grain ration will mean the real reason why the 'Chicago Bullet' ran'away on the Kilmorna hill.
"All the better class of engines carried Westinghouse those days, but we
had a few little dlnkies that did yard
work and local business that the company did not think It, worth while fitting up. When I came down to tho
roundhouse at Melton that morning,
and found that my engine, the 446,
had been taken to double-head the
snow plow, I expressed my opinion of
the locomotive foreman and other officials In no uncertain language.
"Some of the boys say there aro
blue streaks on the window glass yet
down In the Meltdn roundhouse, where
my breath frosted the pane, but that
must have occurred when I found out
that I had to take the 171 out on tha
'Bullet'
"I knew the 171, and «o did every
man on .the division, a little teapot
A General Purpose Hen.
that was pulled oft the main line on
sudden death. She should have plenty account of poor steaming qualities,
to drink, and her owner should know and I could see my finish trying to
when she shirks her duty of laying make time with a mill like that on
eggs. Overfeeding la almost as bad the head-end of a beef train.
as underfeeding, and is sometimes
"Well, we got the yard engine to
responsible for eggs without a shell. give us a shove out of the Melton
A well balanced ration provides shell yard, and managed to get away on
material. If the fowls are too fat do the dot; and I was beginning to hope
not give mashes, substitute hard that we would get a clear run over the
grains for which they should scratch division when, as we were nearing
and add a little epsom salts In the Lyndon, I saw the order-board out
drinking water.
against me. I whistled for brakes,
pulled up and got orders to meet exFEED FOR THE BABY CHICKS tra 42 at Sherwood, that little flagstation at the foot of Kilmorna hill.
"I had figured on letting her go her
Beat Plan la to Confine Mother In
own pace on that grade, but I knew
Coop Until the Youngster* Are
that
I could never let her out with
Strong and Sturdy,
22 cars of dressed beef behind her and
(By W. E. VAPLON, Colorado Agricul- stop at Sherwood; however, when we
tural College.)
hit the top of the hill, I thought that
If you will notice the Query col-/ I would let her go for halt a mile and
umns of the poultry pre**, you will then give her the air, which would bo
find that to feeds and feeding of baby safe enough, as I had done It dozens
chick* 1* attributed most of the blame of times with 446; and right here is
for the ill* they have, especially bowel wbere force of habit caused ma to
trouble*; my experience ha* been that make the biggest bull I ever made on
the feed ha* lei* to do wltb the mor- an engine.
"When I thought It wu about timetality of chick* than any one of the
several other factors. Farmers gen- to slow up I reached for the handle
erally feel that turkeys are hard to of the air-controller, only to discover
raise, but babying and lice probably that I had forgotten that there was .
get moat of those that die. I know no air on this engine. There we were,
two women who are very successful splitting the wind at about fifty per,
with poults, one feeding only cracked with nothing but hand-brakes behind
wheat and the other cracked corn; in us and two green brakemen In tho
both case* the mother hens are con- caboose.
fined and the poults have alfalfa range.
"I whistled brakes, threw her over,
It Is a good plan to keep the bens in and gave her the sand, but it didn't do
coops until the chicks and poulta are much good. I looked back over tho
beyond the danger point and are train, and could see one man crawling
strong and *turdy. Wheat and corn, over the runnlrig-board of the oar
cracked, where chickens are on free ahead of the dog-house on his hands
range is all the grain needed. Milk and knees.
in any form Is not only a good food
"Thinks I to myself, we're In a
but a tonic and beats any you can deuce of a fix if Stewart isn't In the
buy In package*. The old fashioned clear at Sherwood, for by this timo
johnnycake made up of ground grains even air wouldn't have held us up.
and wet with milk cannot be improved When we rounded the curve near the
west semaphore, I could see Stewart
upon.
When dad 1* using the plow or cul- pulling in the siding at the, east end
tivator, make him turn over a few switch, and I knew for certain that
furrows where the chicks are kept. he wouldn't get in the clear In time.
Feed scattered in this loose dirt will
"I whistled as long aB I dared stay
give them something to do and also with her, and then I felled to my fireprovide a bath. It's easier to feed man: 'Come on, son!' and we both
twice a day than every couple of hours, lit out for the deep enow, which,
and just as well ft plenty of fine grain thanks be, was plentiful.
t
Is scattered broadcast where the
"The 171 side-swiped the'fifth carahead of Stewart's caboose, but by
chicks can find R.
good luck they had heard us whistling
* Incentive for Scratching.
and had time to hike out of the caAs an Incentive for scratching a boose and over the fence clear of tho
combination of grains may be scat- pile-up.
tered and the fowls, required to work
"It took the auxiliary three days to
for It A good* combination is as fol- clear up the meap; but It took the oflows; Wheat 6 pound*, cracked corn ficials over three months trying to
6 pound*, oat* 4 pounds, kaflr or mllo clear up the cause, which they didn't,
1 pound, barley 2 pound*, buckwheat or I wouldn't be here with you fel1 pound, coarse beef scrap 1 pound.
lows now."
(Copyright.)

-

Rear Ducks Artificially.
Also Parsnip*.
All duck raisers who produce any
"Owing to the scarcity of certain
considerable number of ducks each
season hatch and rear them artificially. furs there Is a (groat demand for
Some of the large duck farms hatch, them."
"There would have to be an awful
rear and market as many as ■ hundred
scarcity of grapefruit before I would
thousand ducklings in one season.
demand any of it"
Hatching Geese Eggs.
Easy.
While gees* sggs can be successful"Mr. Wonout, can yon not gtr» m.f
ly hatched in Incubators, it is usually
best to set them under a hen or a recipe that will enable a young man,
goose because one seldom ha* enough to get up in the world?"
"To get up In til* world get Up In}
at one time to make the use of an inthe morning." '
J
cubator necessary or advisable.
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.. jBofcfield Defeats Spencer.

BROOKFIELD.

NO. 21WEST BROOKFIELD.

Brookfield high was defeated by Warifield high defeated David Prouty
Mr and Mrs Marshall C. Gilbert with
EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
8 Spencer, 12 to 10, on Merrick ren high, 0 to 8, on West Brookfield
Carey and Virginia Gilbert enjoyed an
AT
diamond, Saturday afternoon, in common, Wednesday afternoon. Brookauto trip to Wakefield, R. I., Sunday.
Journal Block, North Brookfield, Maes
feost exciting game that has been field played far below their regular form
and for the first time this season, J.
The Parish Auxiliary of the Congrega_":i
'Ma
season
on
the
local
grounds,
HORACE J. LAWRENCE,
install, who has been playing a fast Clancy was forced to retire from the tional church, met with Mrs Frank GilEDITOB A»D PBOPBIKTOB.
more, Pleasant street, Tuesday afternoon.
g<uf e at first base all' season, was tried pitcher's box.
1.00 a Year in Advance. ofit'for the first time as a pitcher, and A union memorial service will be held West Brook field base-ball team played
Single Copies,3 Cents.
Jiad the Spencer batters well in hand up at the Methodist church, Sunday morn- in North Hrook field Saturday, against
ing, to which the G. A. R., the S. of V., the B & R team and defeated them 7 to 5.
Address all communications to IJBOOKFISLB to the ninth inning, when they landed on
TIMES. North Brookfield, Mass.
'
hifi» heavily and before he was relieved and all citizens are cordially invited.
The opening day of the West Brook
Orders for auhwTlptfon. advertising, or job bffl. Clancy, had scored five runs.
A Revs. J. C. Dunfeanson, W. L. Walsh
work and paimont Tor the same, mas he sent
field Golf club will be Saturday. They
direct to the main office. North Brookfield or loufj twu base hit by DuBois in the third and Sherman Goodwin will assist Dr
L-j George W. McNamara. BrnokiieidAT ONE
inning that netted three runs for Brook- Charlton, whose sermon topic will be will conduct a dance in town hall that
night.
field
was a feature. Butterworth, Dela- "Our National Defences."
I
Mr and Mrs Hubert Thompson, SpringBROOKFIELD.
ner, DuBois, T. McNamara, Vernon and Brookfield Grange observed "Patriot's
CSJcNaraara played well.
night," at a meeting in banquet hall, field, were guests of Mrs Thompson's
The score:1-Tuesday night, at which members of parqnts, Mr and Mrs Samuel Wass, over
Henry Gerald of Upton was in town
BROOKFIELD
Dexter post, G. A. R., and Ferdinand Sunday.
Monday.
lb tb po
ab
Ware high defeated Warren high in a
Dexter camp S. Of V., were guests. The
Edwin Locke of Boston was at his Butterworth 2b
3 4 5
6
hall was decorated with wild flowers and Quaboag Valley league game, played on
home oil Willsrd Hill, Sunday.
2 2
Petersen 3b
red, white and blue flags and streamers. West Brookfield common, last Saturday
2 2
Tunstall p, lb
Philip Boynton will launch MB new J.
4 0
Rev. Sherman Goodwin gave an address afternoon.
Clancy ss, p
motor-boat the first of the week.
0 8
Hannigan lb, ss
on "The inspiration of the trophies of
Palmer high defeated Warren high, 24
Clancy cf
V 1
victory."
The entertainment was in to 1 in in a Quaboag Valley league game
Thomas. F. Murphy attended the K.
4 2
Delaney If
charge of Mrs Augusta Huntington and on West Brookfield common, Thursday
Detroit-Boston game at Boston on Mon- Batty jf
0 0
4 7
included cornet solos by George Fleming, afternoon.
DuBois c
day.'
patriotic readings by Mrs Lottie F.
J. B. Fischer of New York has opened
Red Cross Knights ball team of War37 12 16 21 27 12 V
Totals
Clarke; vocal solos by Mi88 Mildred G. ren, defeated West Brookfield Juniors,
his cottage at Quaboag lake for the sumDAVID PROUTY HIGH, SPENCER. Mitchell, and Leon Gadaire, and a piano
23 to 13, Saturday afternoon, at Quamer.
ab lb tb po
Regular Prices
duet by Miss Mildred Mitchell, and Mrs boag Park field.
John Mulcahy left an estate of 83437.79 T. McNamara :
6 14 4 0
915.00 to $20.00
LilaGadiare. The program was closed
3
5
accordingly inventory filed at probate Cooney 3b
Elmer R. Potter, Central St., a market
with a medley of patriotic aire on the
li
lligwood c
Regular Prices
court.
piano by Miss Clara M. Clarendon. Re- man, occupying the basement floor of
C. McNamara i
$20.00 to 830.00
Mrs Eva Hyde of Warren, was the Boulley rf
freshments were served under the direc Union store building, soUBPwis business
guest of Mrs L. H. R. Gass, Lincoln St., lletfernan 7b
Regular Prices
tion of Mre Huntington, Miss May Hall on Tuesday, to his son, Otis K. Potter.
Allen cf
830.00 to $40.00
Monday.
George H. Allen, Pleasant street, atand William C. Bemis.
t
Spin If
John J. McNamee of Springfield was Vernon p
Regular Prices *
The town halKwas filled last Friday tended a district stewards' meeting in
the guest Sunday of Johu J. Walker,
840.00 to $50.00
Springfield, Monday, as a representative
Totals
43 10 15 10 24 18 4 nieht with people in attendance at the
Central street.
presentation of tHe play, "The talking of the Methodist church. He visited in
Innings
123456780
50 500 220*—12 garden,^' by pupils of grades 6 and 7 of Westfield on Tueeday.
John L. Zimmerman and family .will Brookfield
West Brookfield Literary society met,
be at the Hobbs cottage, Quaboag Lake, David Prouty High 10 0 2 0 0115—10 Blanchard school, taught by Miss Fannie
Umpire, Henry M. Durkin. Attend- M. Conrad. The audience was very ap- Thursday afternoon, at the home of Mrs
for the summer
ance, 400, Time of game, 2 h., 30 m.
preciative of the various songs, recitations Robert M. Carter, Central street. The
Mrs Walter J. Hart of Springfield was
and other exercises, and gave generous topic was "Travel" and Mrs Philander
the gueBt Sunday of Miss Isabelle MatBoy Foskit, 10 Oread street, Worces- applause. The stage decorations repre- Holmes was essayist.
Current events
phy, Howard street.
ter-,; received a gash over the right eye, a sented a flower garden and across the were discussed.
There will be no services ak the First
torn lip, many bruises about the face and front was a floral fence. The manner in
The Men's League of the CongregaParish and Congregational churches,
Regular Prices
n*k and abrasions to his right knee as a which the marches and drills were exetional church met at the chapel, Monday
next Sunday morning.
813.75 to 817.50
result of being thrown from a motorcycle cuted, and the successful way in which
Baxter Moore, West Main street,
treet, has on wnicn he waa riding tandem with Ar- each pupil fulfilled the part taken, night. J. W. Hoffman, son of Rev. J.
Regular Prices
H. Hoffman was the speaker. He gave
Jr
succeeded Julius Parkhnrst as
thur Paris of 11 Douglas street, Worces- showed careful drilling on the part of the
817.50 to $22,50
a very interesting talk on "Experiences
of Brookfield cemetery
ter, on the state highway, about 50 yards teacher. Before the entertainment, souvon the west coast of South America."
Regular Prices
Harry Thompson and Frank Wells of west of what iB known as the McCart eniri hand painted programs were dis825.00 to $35.00
Alanson Hamilton Post, G. A. R., met
Spencer were the guests Sunday of Mr place on the East Brookfield flat at 2.30 tributed, the covers of which, were deThe two signed by pupils of the school. Before in their hall Monday afternoon. The reRegular Prices
and Mrs A. Brunell, at the Birches, Qua o'clock,' Friday afternoon.
835.00 to 850.00
young men are employed as machinists the play and between the acts, there were cently organized Warren brass band will
boag lake.
furnish music for Memorial day. QuaThe Brookfield boy scouts go to Wor.. at the Critchley Screw Machine Co., selections on the victrola that the Bchool
bosg tribe, I. O. R. M., has been invited
cester to-morrow to take part in the big Worcester, and as they had no work Fri- bought with the proceeds from an enterto march with the G. A. R. post Memoday
afternoon,
took
a
ride
out
through
tainment
given
in
the
hall
a
year
ago.
m
gest gathering of scouts ever held
the country. According to Paris, owner The play was in three acts; "The awak- rial day.
Massachusetts.
of the motorcycle, and who was operating ening of the flowers," "The party," and
There is to be a meetinjr' at the home
Mr and Mrs Theodore Love of Worces jt at the time of tne oi<ie,lt the were
"The arrival of Spring."
of Mrs George H. FS^M»i6 St., at 8
'
y
ter were guests Sunday of, Mr Love's going west at the rate««of 20 miles
an hour
The meeting iu the south hall of the o'clock next Monday evening, to discuss
parents, Mr and Mrs Merrill A. love
when the Tear tire of the machine burst town hall Monday night, called by the Woman's Suffrage with the idea of orOver-the-river district.
and before he could release the clutch, Ways and Means committee of the V. I. ganizing in West Brookfield. There will
At a meeting of the Woman'sjUluince the m¥.hine had 8iewed and both were
S. for the purpose of interesting the men be speakers present from Springfield and
of tie First Parish church in the social thrown hetvily on the hard road. Paris
and young men in the plans for the fourth Boston.
room, Tuesday afternoon, it was voted to was uninjured, but Foskit was rendered
annual safe and sane Fourth of July celMiss Edna M. Attwood, Springfield,
have the annual fair in December.
unconscious and the wounds he received ebration that will be conducted this year
supervisor of drawing in the schools will
The V. I. S. will have the bubbler bled profusely. The injured man was in the form of a "country circus," was have an exhibition of fine art, pottery
The North Brookfield Savings Bank has put in a nest of placed on the fountain, near the town carried to the roadside by his companion well attended and all signified their in- and metal work in Miss Wilbur's schoolhall, as soon as it is repaired. It was and a passing, automobile was stopped tention of doing everything possible to room all next week. Next Friday afterSteel Safe Deposit Boxes, which will be rented to the public at
and restoratives applied by the occupants make the affair a success. A. B. Brunell
broken when taken off, last fall.
noon, there will be an exhibition of puThere was a large attendance at the until the injured man regained his senses. was presiding officer, and appeared as pils' work of the year.
The
auto
truck
of
the
Prescott
&
Wilson
representative of tfie V. I. S., and gave
bird lecture at the CongregaFOR THE FAMILY SIZE, Call at the Bank and secure illustrated
Members of the Grange Auxiliary, and
tional church, Sunday evening, by Prof. Co. of Spencer came by at this time and an outline of the plans for the day. He
he
was
placed
in
it
and
rushed
to
the
one for your valuables.
stated that the society hoped to make the their husbands met at the home of'Mr
Edward H. Forbush, State Ornithologist.
office of Dr. Mary Sherman, who dressed affair the most successful one that they and MrB Arthur Cutler, Ware Road, laat
ARTHUR C. BLISS, Treasurer
3W20
The district nurse committee, of the the wounds and declared there were no
had yet undertaken, and with the assist- Thursday. Supper was served, and the
V. I. S. will hold a home made food serious injuries. Foskit was able, with
ance of all the townspeople could make evening was spent playing pitch. The
and candy sale in banquet hall, Satur- the assistance of Paris, to leave on the
the day one that would be long remem- Good Times Club took this opportunity
day afternoon, June 6, from 3 to 5 5.20 train for his home in Worcester.
bered, and Brookfield would be placed on to present Mr and Mrs Cutler a purse of
o'clock.
The rear wheel of the motorcycle was the map for one day at least. The select- money in honor of their 15th wedding
Edward F. Delaney, Martin J. Dona- crushed and the frame and gears badly men and Revs. Walsh, Charlton and anniversary.
hue, Thomas F. Murphy, Thomas E. damaged. It was shipped to Worcester Goodwin stated that they would do their
The following committees were an'
Durkin and Geosge Woodard attended by express.
share in making the affair a source of nounced last Sunday night at the Y. P.
the Harvard-Holy Cross game-at Worcesclean and wholesome entertainment for 8..C. E. meeting in the Congregational
The annual meeting of the Ladies Aid all the people. It was voted at the meet- church: prayer-meeting, Mrs John Hter, Wednesday.society
of
the
Methodist
church
was
held
ing to have a committee of 7 men, with Hoffman, Misses Marjorie J. Cutler and
The Brookfield high base-ball team will
play Palmer high at the latter town Sat- at the home of Mrs George L. Twichell, A. R. Brunell chairman, appointed by Florence Richardson; social, Misses JesWednesday
afternoon.
The
new
officers
the Ways' and Means committee to co- sie Winnand Helen P. Shackley, Vernon
urday afternoon, in a game of the Quaare; President, Miss H. Elizabeth Stone; operate with them in making plans for Woods and Otis Potter; flowers, Miss
boag Valley League. J. Clancy and Dufirst vice-president, Mrs Henry E. Cottle; the celebration. At a special meeting of Marjorie Smith, Percy Cregan, Ellsworth
Bois will be the battery for Brookfield.
New telephone toll regulations provide that
second vice-president, Mrs Harry R. the V. I. S. in banquet hall, Tuesday af- Galvin; missionary, Misses Hazel Miner,
The
following
from
Brookfield
saw
Lamb; secretary, Mrs William B. Hast- ternoon, the members yoted their ap- Blanche Adams, Rita Galvin, Shirley
unless you talk to the person asked for there,
Yale defeat Holy Cross, 1 to 0, on Fitton ings; treasurer, Mrs Lucy Sherman; exproval of the plans made by the Ways Adams; look-out, Arthur Brigham, Paul
will be NO CHARGE FOR THE TOLL CALL?
field,-Worcester, last Saturday: George ecutive committee, Mrs George L. Twichand Means committee for the celebration. Hazen, Miss Dons Cutler; music, Ray
Formerly a reduoed rate was charged when the number called waa
H. Hughes, William E. O'Brien, Mat- ell, Mrt E. C. Charlton, Mrs Norman McThe committee have named this commit- Chesson and Miss Florence Gilbert.
reached, even though the person asked for was absent or not ready to talk.
thew Ryan, Thomas E. Durkin, John Gregor,. Mrs John Owens, Mrs Carlton
tee to assist them:—A. B. Brunell, chairEmily A. (Barton), aged 69 years, 5
Derrick, Joseph Derrick and William O. Dean", Mrs Otis Travers, Mrs William
man; Warren E. Tarbell, Arthur W. months and 17 days, widow of Henry A.
Durkin.
Petersen
and
Mrs
George
J.
Jaffray.
Mrs
Why not make a call now to some one who
Mitchell, Walter B. Mellen, John Mc- Torrey died at her home, on North Main
Arthar F. Butterworth and Lucius E. Oscar Bemis was elected an honorary Laurin, John L. Zimmerman, Andrew
would like to hear from you to-day? No talk
St., Wednesday afternoon of spinal parEstey have bought two building lots each member of the committee.
J. Leach and Edile H. Clarke.
alysis, having been an invalid for 12
—no charge.
on what is known as the Sanderson land
years. Mrs Torrey was the daughter of
on the west shore of Lake QuacumquaBit.
Papers were passed Wednesday conCheap Floor Stain.
Wouldn't it be worth the price?
Elliot and Louisa v.Barlow) Barton and
i.u^.t— veying the property on Maple street,
The lots were owned by a».
H. «*.
D. Humph
A very inexpensive stain can be
rey of Dedham and are assessed tor S50 OWned by Richard Finney, to Atty. John made from burnt umber and hot wa- was a native of Brimfield. She had been
If you don't know the rate, ask the Toll Operator. No charge for a
each.
Messrs. Butterworth and Estey Mcllvin of Northampton. The property ter. Five cents' worth of the burnt a resident of West Brookfield for over 30
call for rates. If you want the Toll Operator to report to you the actual
cost ol a completed call, please notify her when you give the order for
consists of a two-story and a half house umber will Btaln several floors; that la, years. The funeral was from the chapel
will build summer cottages.
of the.Congregational church at 10.30,
the call.
All the business men have signed a and 1-4 of an acre of land and is assessed wbere a rug ie used for the center.
Saturday forenoon, Kev. John H. Hoffpaper signifying that they would close for S1OQ0. Attorney Mcllvin will take Pour the hot water over the burnt
Mrs Charles O'M. Edhe s le waB made umber, little at a time, till It 1* thor- man officiating.
their stores Wednesdays at noon during1 possession July !• T
»
A toll call is more satisfactory than a letter
oughly dissolved. Use a quart of hot son sang The bearers were Frank W.
through
the
Geo.
L.
Twichell
real
estate
the months of June, July, August and
water to Sve cents worth of umber; Southworth, Norfolk, Conn., a nephew
or a telegram, and in some instances is more
September.
Edward R< Burgess will agency
that makes a pretty dark brown stain. of Mrs Torrey; Edwin Wilbur, Myron
economical, because you get the mesopen his newsroom from 6 to 6 o'clock to
John Lannon, Over-the-Rivex district, Let It dry, then rub on any good floor Gilbert, and William Aldrich of West
sage and the answer for one price.
distribute the^ evening payers.
Brookfield. The body was taken to
who was declared guilty, in the district wax and polish.
The Brookfield Medical club was
Springfield, for cremation, and the ashes
"as enter?° ,: court, East Brookfield, aBhort time ago,
tained by Dr. Sherman at Brookfield of the Urcony of five hens, valued at *1
will be buried in Pine Grove cemetery.
FOR BALK IN BROOKFIELD
Inn, Tuesday afternoon. After dmner each, from William B. HaBtrngs, and
NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE
Charles S. Lane, New Braintree was the
MY home residence, large house and bain.
the 17 members present repaired to the who appealed the sentence, was acquit
13 rooms; good repair 1 One location. One undertaker in charge.
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
Aoreihadeorrrulttreei.
=»,„».».
west parlor, where Dr. Benjamin T. Bur- ted in Superior court, Tuesday, when hi*
Apply to owner, A. A. BRHM1AM,
Continued on 4th page 1st column.
■9
"^.F.D.No.S.Brookfleld, Haas.
ley of Worcester read a paper on "The case was tried before Judge Dubuque.
■lllllllil
■■
I
diseases of the central nervous system."
PUBLISHED

RICHARD HEALY CO.

SPRING GARMENTS
HALF PRICE

Wonderful Values In Choice Spring Styles
To Make Room For The Daily Arrival of Summer Apparel

SUITS

At Unparelleled Reduced Prices

$ 9.75
15.00
19.75
25.00

100 TAILOR MADE SUITS

300 TAILOR MADE SUITS
300 TAILOR MADE SUITS
300 TAILOR MADE SUITS
IMPORTED AND MODEL SUITS $29.50 TO $45.00

GOATS

At Unusual Price Reductions

100 SPRING
300 SPRING
300 SPRING
200 SPRING
IMPORTED

COATS ME»
$ 9.75
12.50
COATS 19.75
COATS 25.00
COATS AND MODEL COATS, $29.50 TO $49.50

Richard Healy Co.

512 Main Street,

Worcester, Mass.

SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES TO RENT.
$3.00 A YEAR.

Better
Toll Rates

BROOKFIELD TIMES

%0~~f£rrT?ltf$?frf\±

FEEDING AND CARE OF THE SPRING PIGS

GASTORIA

SUNMfSOIOOL
LESSON

For Infanta and Children.

• ALCOHOL-3 PER CENT ,

Avertable PreparationTor Assimilating the Food and Regulating the Stomachs and Bowels of
INTVNTS.-CHILDKLN

IriTOiAJiQNAL
(By O. E, SBJLLERfl, Director ot Evening Department The Moo*y Bible Institute of Chicago.)

The Kind You Have
Always Bought

LESSON FOR MAY 24

Bears the
Signature
of

LESSpN TEXT-Lnke 17:1-10.
GOLDEN TEXT—"He that glorieth, let
him glory in the Lord." I Cor. 1:3L

For Over
Thirty Years

GASTORIA

PREDIGESTED CORN
AVOIDING GRUB IN
TAKEN FROM SILO
THE SHEEP FLOCK

AGENTS

!3

ijThe Credibility I j
of Christ's
I
Resurrection :
Br REV. WILLIAM EVANS.D.D.
Direct., of BiU- Coune
Moodr Bikle loe-Uil*. Chk-go

TEXT—Acts 1:3.

In
Use

HEADACHES

It--

UNPROFITABLE 8ERVANTS.

This lesBon is closely connected
with that of last week; while spoken
especially to his disciples It was most
probably at the same time and In
NOT NARC OTIC
the same atmosphere as that of the
/iKf, SOM arSAimcimam
other lesson. The teaching Is a con.
tinuation of that just given and which
fitmpiin Suit'
ttlxSe*na *
grew out of the hospitality Jesus reJH.iMS.Xi MtnSnJ ■
ceived In the Pharisee's house. The
AwmW heart of Jesus was filled with compasA Healthy and Profitable Spring Litter.
Kra.lW sion for the needy multitude. He,
the Good. Shepherd, was seeking the
Wtnltrfr" /T*r*r
A sow with several little pigs can be troughs should be. frequently washed lost sheep. His anger was kindled
Aperfecl Remedy forConstipaconveniently and profitably main- and placed where the sun will shine in against the men whose love of money
lion. Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea,
tained by tbe average suburban house- them. This is especially true of those and of show had calloused them la
Worms .Convulsions .Feverishholder. The sow and her brood can used for feeding small pigs. Clean, the presence of this multitude. It
ness and Loss OF SLEEP
not only be kept by the surplus waste dry straw should be placed In every was in this spirit that he turned and
from the kitchen, but the pigs in No- house for bedding, as it is essential taught his disciples.
Facsimile Signature of
vember or December will prove a good that the sow have a warm, dry bed
A Special Warning.
source of supply for fresh meat; then, when she farrows. Many young pigs
I. "Take Heed to Yourselves,'* w.
too, some of the pigs may be sold at are lost each year from cold and ex- 1-4. It Is inevitable that occasion of
THE CENTAUR COMPANY.
posure at farrowing time. The young
a profit.
stumbling shall come. Satan Is not
NEW YORK.
The feeding and care of the pigs is pigs must be kept warm, dry and going to lose his spoil without putting
as important as the breeding in pro- should have plenty of sunshine until forth his best endeavor to hold, to enducing a. good hog. Plenty of feed they are several weeks old.
Bnare, to trap men. God, however,
A good shelter for little pigs during
and good eare may make a good hog
has taken this into his plan and makes
out of a runt, but the lack of It will the summer months may be made by them to work out for the good of his
always make a runt out of a good pig. setting four poles Into the ground and people, Ps. 76:10; D Cor. 12:7. Why
> yearn biTY*
THI OBMTAUI WBMKT.
Young pigs must have a dry bed and securely nailing two by six inch mar does Ood permit evil In the world?
plenty of sunshine. Begin feeding terlal around these about three teet He uses these stumbling blocks to
them as soon as they will eat and from the ground, and upon these a few test us and we who are approved are
Better Soldier Than StatesmanTheir Share
beep them well fed until they are ma- light poles may be put crosswise and made manifest, I Cor. 11:10. This does
One hundred years ago on the forty- ture. Always keep plenty of clean, straw or coarse hay piled on top.
"I see where fashionables had a
If the pigs show indications ol not mean that we are guiltless If
Boree-back tea In Washington. I won- fifth anniversary of his birth. Lord fresh water where the pigs may drink
Wellington was rewarded with the at any time. The more milk a sow scouring keep a mixture of charcoal through one we fall, nor minimize the
der if the horses got any of It?"
guilt of the one through whom they
"Oh, I guess each horse there had a title of duke in recognition of his will give the faster her pigs will grow. (one bushel), hardwood ashes (one qome, see Matt 18:7. We as followsuccess in the Peninsula campaign
Hog lots should be built where tbe bushel), salt (eight pounds), air ers must go to every possible length
fclf
against the French. At the same time sun will shine in some portion of them slaked lime (eight pounds), sulphur
to avoid being an occasion to another,
the house of commons voted 12,000,all hours of the days. Sunshine is (four pounds) and pulverized copperas I Cor.8:», 13; 10:32; Rom. 14:13. In
ECZEMA ON HEAD AND FACE 000 for the support of his new dignity. at
one of the greatest factors for de- (two pounds) where the hogs can eat this lesson (v. 2) Jesus sounds a speWithin a Dttle more than a year the stroying germs and keeping down dis- it at will. This is not only a good
Howland, Maine.—"My little daugh- famous soldier was destined to win the
remedy for scours, but Is one of the cial warning against those who cause
one of his little ones to stumble, e. g.,
ter aged thirteen years, was troubled great victory at Waterloo and to be eases. A supply of clean, fresh wa- oest preventives for worms.
ter at all times Is essential. The
with eczema on the head, arms and made the commander-in-chief of the
it is also well to remember that those weak In faith, this hungering
trough
should
always
be
kept
clean
face. Some of the sores on the head British forces. Later in life the duke
pork Is more in demand than either multitude who follow him, these
were as large as a penny and one of Wellington became British prime and not so much feed given at one beef ,or mutton, and the danger ol "babes In Christ," as well as children
time
that
it
would
be
left
In
the
of tender years. Particularly, howon the inside of the thigh was as minister, but the strong personal qualioverstocking the market Is remote.
ever, is this doom pronounced upon
large as a quarter of a dollar and that ties that had helped him to success trough to become sour and filthy. The
those who divert from paths of rightone lasted over a year. The eczema as a soldier were not the qualities that
eousness the course of childhood. Not
came out like a little red pimple and best befitted for the premiership, and
only men who prey upon those of tenspread and would itch and when the career of the duke as a statesman
scratched off would be a raw surface added little to his fame.
der yearsj who exploit their labor
and bleed. Then a dirty scaly scab would
or cause their moral corruption, but
grow and on the head was the thickcareless and indifferent parents should
What He Feared.
ness of a thin piece of paste-board.
ponder these words. To hinder a child
It was during a very violent thunWhile on the body it would scale off. derstorm, In which the lightning flashes
Moisture Essential to Continu- from accepting Christ or cause it to
Veterinarian
Can
Relieve
Art*
"She had this trouble, nearly two were particularly vivid, terrifying and
stumble through a sinful example will
ance of Fermentations That reap an awful retribution. The word
• years when I saw the advertisement frequent.
mals, but Prevention of Inof Cuticura Soap and Ointment in the
"these" as here used Is another InMake Fodder Palatable.
"Do not be afraid, Tommie," said his
fection Is Much Better.
paper and sent for some and the very mother, "our Father in heaven holds
dication of the nearess of childhood
first application proved its worth. I the lightning in his hands."
to our Lord In his earthly life.
Why is it that when the corn plant
used the Cuticura Soap with as hot
fbe
condition
known
as
grub
In
To avoid such a danger each indi"Tea, I know he does, mother, but
water as coula be borne and the Cuti- then, you see, lightning is so quick the head is caused by the presence in is cut up into small bits and packed vidual life must "take heed" (v. 3),
cura Ointment after the surface had and slippery that I am afraid he might the cavities of the head between the In a silo, perhaps with the addition ol (I Tim. 5:16). Appealing to bis disdried, i used Cuticura Soap and Oint- let some of it get away from tilm when eyes of the larva (worm stage) of tbe water, it comes out after a while trans- ciples JeBus showed them their true
ment about three months before she
sheep bot-fiy.
The trouble is con- formed Into a feed stuff essentially attitude towards a sinning man was
he don't mean to."
was cured." (Signed) Mrs. J. A.
fined to sheep and occasionally goats: different from corn of tbe same kind to rebuke him, Lev, 19:17, and If he
Bldredge, Nor. 7, 1912.
The eggs are laid In the nostrils left outdoors, even though the latter repented he should be forgiven. It
Tough I
may also receive an abundant wetting was here that the Pharisees and rulers
Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold
Gent (to proprietor of reBtaurant)— of the sheep during the summer
from the rain, questions Northwestern had faUed. They were "blind leaders
throughout the world. Sample of each
Tpur family has been establtajied here by a yellowlBh gray fly somewhat
tree,with 32-p. Skin Book. Address postlarger than tke house-fly. The eggs Agriculturist Why is silage succu- of the blind" apd failed to see tbe
a long time—eh?
lent, mildly sour, and tender, whUe the eagerness of the sinners and; publiccard "Cuticura, Dept I* Boston."—Adv.
Proprietor—Yes, sir; the business hatch and work their way up into
the cavities of the head between the plant outside becomes tough, dry and ans to hear Jesus, a movement which
belonged to my grandfather. .
Public la Punished.
tasteless?
Indicated a desire to reach a higher
Gent—And did this fowl belong to eyes, but not into the brain. They
Gabe—only one man In a thousand
Th.e answer is that, as soon as the moral plane. Understanding this, they
attach themselves there and remain
him, too?
can whistle.
about ten months, when they looBen corn plant Is severed from the ground, would have forgiven them even though
Steve—But the other 999 think they
and its life processes stopped, a num- It to beunto "seven times In the day."
Did you ever notice how much more their hold and are sneezed out and
can.
ber of chemical changes begin, such as Forgiveness-here means to dismiss or
congenially a lone widow seems to get burrow Into the ground. Tlfere they
the change of sugar Into lactic acid— to send away.
pass
through
another
stage,
emerging
along
than
a
lone
widower?
Nothing to It.
In a month or six weeks an adult the same that is produced in the sour'
Nothing Impossible.
"Pa, what's a mirage?"
fly, and the life cycle is begun again. ing of milk. Air and light being exLIVING ADVERTISEMENT
II. "Increase Our Faith," w. 5:10.
"The average man's dream of greatcluded
by
the
tight
walls
and
covering
A few grubs may not cause enough
Glow of Health Speaks for Postum.
Such a program as that Just outlined
ness, son.'*"—Baltimore Sun.
trouble to be noticed. However, If of the silo, and by the "packing" of must have staggered the apostleB as
the
silage
under
trampling
and
Its
own
It requires no scientific training to there are many, a thick, dirty white
Be rare that you ask for Wright's Indira
weight, the moisture essential to the they thought of their own Inability so
Vegetable Pills, and look for the signa- discover whether coffee disagrees or or yellowish discharge la caused with continuance of these chemical changes to conduct their lives. This exclamature of Wm. Wright on wrapper and box. not.
coughing and i sneezing, tossing Of
tion reveals their sense of the 'imporCor Constipation, Biliousness and IndigesSimply stop it for a time and use tbe head and weakened gait. Some- or "fernvaitatlons" Is retained, heat tance, superiority and difficulty of his
is generated, and the fodder undertion. Adv.
_____
Postum In place of it, then note the times death results.
goes a ripening process which, makes Ideals. As we come Into personal felbeneficial effects. The truth will apA veterinary can relieve the sheep
Far More.
it palatable and easy of; digestion. In lowshlp with our Lord that the eyes
pear.
by
trephining,
but
prevention
of
inof our understanding are opened and
"Papa, how big is a croquet ball?"
"Six years ago I was In a very bad fection is a better practise. In fly fact, tbe shredded corn plant is. In a we see our importance and the neces"About the size of a grapefruit, hut
measure,
like
the
"breakfast
foods,"
condition," writes a Tenn. lady. "I time the noses of the sheep should
more nutritious."
which we enjoy so much, "predlgest- sity of having him fulfil In us that
suffered from indigestion, nervous- be tarred often.
Some force their
ed."
The outside plant, on the con- which is lacking of his Ideals.' Their
Bora Eyes. Granulated Eyelids and Stlea ness and Insomnia.
sheep to take their salt through an
trary,
exposed to sun and air, quick- petition was a recognition of ability
promptly sealed with Roman Eye Bal"I was then an inveterate coffee auger hole, and keep It smeared with
aam. Adr.
ly
loses
Its moisture, so that the chem- as well as of their need. In response
drinker, but It was long before I could far during fly time. A dark shed
ical changes cease, and it "dries up" ■ to our cry he will supply, Mark 9:
be
persuaded
that
It
was
coffee
that
Many a man's pleasures are a nuiwhere the sheep may escape the flies
at last, almost to a point of worthless- 24-27. Nothing is Impossible to him
hurt me. Finally I decided to leave It Is a great help.
sance to others.
(v. e),'Phil. 4:13. The illustration is
nees.
off a few days and find out the truth.
one easy to remember. The insignifi"The first morning I left off coffee
One swallow will eat at least 6,000
cant little seed of the mustard has
I had a raging headache, so I decided
in It tremendous power of growth and
flies a day.
I must have something to take the
development, many thousand times
place of coffee." (The headache was
its own .weight and bulk, see Matt
caused by the reaction of the coffee
13:31, 32, because It Is linked with
drug—caffeine.) .
God's tremendous laws of life, with
"Having heard of Postum through a
BAT-FISfifVnrf©cttTef»iiiedr,ooiit»!nsnoo»f»i»
omnipotence.
Our Lord contrasts
JLime
Makes
Them
More
Comor other narcotic. The reanlt or niaoy year's atndjr friend who used It. I bought a package
Collar From One Horse Used In- such power with the removal of a
on tbe part of an eminent physician who had in
Tiew the preparation of a medicine which would and tried It I did not like it at first
pact and Retentive of
sycamore tree; small wonder we recore headaches without the depress.™ effect on the
discriminately on Others
heart ao common with other powderi. The formula but after I learned how to make it
ceive such a vivid and lasting lesson
powder la.ao even!* balanced that the action upon
Moisture.
the heart 1B inappreciable. Prepared by the Bay right, according to directions on pkg.,
Causes
Much
Trouble.
of the power of, faith, even the weakFia Company, fechenectody. _S. x. Bent by
I would not change back to coffee for
■Bail with directions for 10 cent*.
est faith. Faith Is a principle necesanything.
Lime may Improve loose Bandy soils
The shoulder is a tender spot. If a sary to overcome the obstacles in
"When I began to use Postum I by making them more compact and
the way of measuring up to his Ideals
weighed only 117 lbs. Now I weigh more retentive of moisture. For this collar does not fit well, it causes the If it is of the right quality, It is equal
horse
about
as
much
dlBcomfort
as
a
Make several sales in every home, 170 and as I have not taken any tonic purpose some form of carbonate of
fitting shoe. You know how to the doing of the most mighty things.
ioc for sample and particulars. In that time I can only attribute my lime Is usually recommended, and In poorly
comfortable it is to wear a shoe that Passing from this contrast Jesus uses
present
good
health
to
the
use
of
Posmuch smaller quantities than for clay
It will pay to look this up.
fits some one else. Taking the collar the parable which follows (vs. 7-10).
in place of coffee.
soils. Clay soils will stand more lime
The word "but" would suggest an apMoney back if not satisfied, tum
"My husband says I am a living ad- than sandy soils. The improvement from one animal and using the same parent departure from- this subject
indiscriminately on others causes
NEW ERA SALES CO., Clinton, Man. vertisement for Postum."
of sandy soils will often be much
It is, however, a correction of any
Name given by the Postum Co., Bat- greater If the lime is applied to a about the same trouble. When start- false idea that may have arisen that
sy _—». _r*V wjr 2ft elegant assorted post cards
ing the horses at hard work, bathI .1 If 1 r\ andsbeautlrnlartpictareaof tle Creek, Mich.
green crop turned under.
*-'-_»' -_- * _» A.m«rlran sirla. Bl-e Sill for
ing the shftulderB every night with the doing of duty can be the cause
Postum now comes In two forms:
IOC. U. <i. BROWS t U»r_* «, BOX a*>,SKIIH«rUltT,09U.
of boastfulness or create any rights
Lime hastens the conversion of the
Regular Postum — must be well vegetable matter Into humus, and water Is an excellent practise.
whereby we may expect toy special
Always see that , the collars are reward for service. The Ndlsciples,
Wanted to Buy Old Coins °StftSl boiled. 15c and 25c packages.
this .with the lime helps to fill the
urirt'S Wild 10 Ct«. WII.I.UB HKHHLK.K, PaddBrt Ride.,
cleaned
up
before
you
put
them
away.
Instant
Postum—is
a
soluble
powtill Ttwot BL, («HT W**..ti4'i U—I Ste*-), BMIM, Sa»J.
as has been suggested, realized the
open Bpaces between the sand grains.
der. A teaspoonful dissolves quickly
It Is claimed by those who have given After the team has been working a difficulty of. obeying his commands,
YT#-v» c Af _* Commorclalorchard, 100 in a cup of hot water and, with.cream
few
hours
In
t^e
morning
it
is
always
JF V/iV 9af\«UaV acres with all buildings.
yet they knew that such obedience
much attention to light sandy soils
Write, HAMUUL CLAKH., Kennebuuk, Maine and sugar, makes a delicious bever(hat there are np other types of soils well to lift the collars and clean them would assure them the highest reage Instantly 30c and 50c tins.
off.
Many
teamsters
take
off
the
NEW B A1WFBHIK1. GROWN gennlneoriginal
wards of faith. His words Implied
that will respond quite so readily to
St. Regis Hverbearing Raspberry pfants, abeoiuUilr
The cost per cup of both kinds Is
liming, provided the necessary vege- hames during the noon hour in order and warranted such a conclusion,
about the same.
that the strain may be taken off the hence he warns them not to make the
table
matter
is
supplied
in
the
form
* "There's a Bea*in'' for Postum.
horses' necks.
, reward the motive ot their service.
—sold by Grocers. if a greiin cover crop turned under'.

Promotes Digesfion.Cheeriulnessand Re sl.Contains neither
Opium .Morphine nor Mineral

>a##a*ji»###+<)a)+###s)####a#+< *

IMPROVEMENT OF
PROTECTION FOR
LOOSE SANDY SOIL
SORE SHOULDERS

Credibility
refers to the acceptance of a fact in
a manner that deserves belief; It
Is belief based upon good authority,
reliable facts, and
competent witnesses. Credulity
is belief la a thing
without respect to
the strength or
weakness,
reliability or unreliability of the authority, facts, or
witnesses; it is a "
believing too readily, and with no reason for the faith or hope. The resurrection of Christ is a fact proved by
competent evidence, and deserving ot
Intelligent acceptance and belief. It
Is a doctrine buttressed by "many Infallible proofs."
The line of proof here suggested i»
that from the argument of cause and
effect. Certain things, conditions, institutions exist in our midst toa..y;
they are the effects of causes, or a
cause; what Is that cause. We may
mention:
1. The Empty Tomb.
The fact that the tomb was empty
is testified to by competent witnesses
—both friends and enemies: by the
women, the disciples, the angels, and
the Roman guards. ,How shall
account for the absence of the bouy of
Jesus from the tomb? That It hadj
hot been stolen by outside parties la
evident from the testimony of the soldiers who were bribed to tell that
Btory (Matt. 28:11-16). Such a guard
never would have allowed such a
thing to take place. Their lives would
have been thereby jeopardized. And.
If they were asleep (v.. 13), how could
they know what took place? Their
testimony under such circumstances
would be useless.
The condition In which the linen
cloths were found lying by those who
entered tbe tomb precludes the possibility of the body beiig stolen. Had
such been the case theVcloths would
have been taken with the-body.-andr'
not left In perfect order, thereby
showing that the body had gone out
of them. Burglars do not leave things
In such perfect order. There Is no
order In haste. Then again, we have
the testimony of angels to the fact
that Jesus had really risen as foretold (Matt. 28:6; Mark 16:6). The
testimony of angels Is surely trustworthy (Heb. 2:2).
2. The Lord's Dsy.
The Lord's Day Is not the original
Sabbath. Who dared change It? For
what reason, and on what ground was
It changed? Ponder, the tenacity with
which the Jews held on to their Sabbath given In Eden, and buttressed
amid the thunders of Stnal. Recall
how Jews would sooner die than fight
on the Sabbath day (cf
V Invasion
of Jerusalem on the b_ j_,th). The
Jews never celebrated the birthdays
of great men; they celebrated events,
like the Passover. Yet in the New
Testament times we find Jews
changing their time-honored seventh
day to the first day of the week, and,
contrary to all precedent, calling that
day after a" man—the Lord's Day.
Here is an effect, a tremendous effect;
what was its cause? We cannot have,
an effect without a cause.
3. The Christian Church.
We know what a grand and noble
Institution the Christian church Is.
What would this world be without It?
Its hymns, worship, philanthropy, ministrations of mercy are all known to
us. Where did this institution come
from? 'it is an effect, a glorious effect; what 18 Its cause? When the
risen Christ appeared unto tbe discouraged disciples and revived their
faith and hope, they went forth, under the all-conquering faith in a risen
and ascended Lord, and preached the
story of his life, death, resurrection,
ascension, and coming again. Men believed these teachings; gathered themselves together to study the Scriptures, to pray, ttf worship Christ, and
to extend his kingdom among men."
This Is how the church came into
existence.
4. The New Testament
If Jesus Christ had remained buried
in the grave, the story of his life and
death would have remained burled
with him. The New Testament is an
effect of Christ's resurrection. It was,
the resurrection that put-heart into
the disciples to go forth and tell HB
Btory. Skeptics would have us believe that the resurrection of Christ
was an afterthought of the disciples
to give the story of Christ's life a
thrilling climax; a decorative inpident
which satisfies the dramatic feeling
In man; a brilliant picture at the end
of an heroic life. We reply: There
would have been no beautiful story to
put a climax to if there had been no*
resurrection of the Christ of the storyThe resurrection does not grow out
of the beautiful story of his life, but
the beautiful story of Christ's life,
grew out of the*&ct of the resurrection. The New Testament Is the book,
of the resurrection xif Christ.
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CONVICT-MADE
GOODS SHARP
COMPETITORS
CONVICT-MADE
GOODS
COMPETITORS.

BOSTON CAN HAVE
POLICEWOMEN NOW
BOSTON

CAN
HAVE
WOMEN NOW.

POLICE-

So Can Every Othjtr CHy anq\ Town
In the State, for Governor Has
8HARP
Signed Bill.

Boston.—Boston's bluecoats may
Wakefleld Company Head* Tell State
Board 20 Per Cent Raise Is im- have the softening influence of feminine comradeship and the policepossible.
women become a fact in this city, if
Mayor Curley decides to take advanBoston—A detailed account of the tage of an act which has become law
difficulties of competing with convict with the affixing of the signature of
made goods was given toy President GOT. Walsh.
Charles H. Lang, Jr., Fred M. CleaveThe police forces of the other olties
land, his assistant, and Harry Good- of the state may also cease to be
acre superintendent of the mat weav- mere masculine things and even the
ing department of the Heywood. Bros. little rural communities may have
& Wakefleld Company, rattan manu- their fair constables.
facturers, of Wakefleld, before the
All this was made • possible when
slate board of conciliation and arbitra- the act, which was sponsored by
tion.
Representative
Chamberlain
of
Mr. Cleaveland declared that not Springfield found Its place on the
only Is the price of prison-made goods statute books. Whether or not the
very low, but the quality Is very high, so policewomen really come into active
that many customers have been in- service, however, depends upon how
duced to transfer their business, in- the chief executives of the cities and
cluding one automobile concern that the selectmen of the towns look uppurchases mate for its cars in large on ' the question.
Quantities.
By the new law the mayor or.the
President Lang declared that the selectmen may appoint one or more
Heywood Company had lost a large women as special police with all the
order for car seats from tbe Boston powers now held by constables except
&. Maine after the stock had been or- those Which relate to the service of
dered when a. competing company with civil' process and all the powers conprison-made goods Btepped in.
ferred upon the police as watchmen.
(He said about 60 per cent of the
The measure was designed to give
stock of the company is owned iby to the cities and towns an opportuwomen and children, w^io bs?d inher- nity to avail themselves of the means
ited it from the heads of their families, of social welfare work now in operaand who in many cases need Its div- tion in Chicago, Denver and other
idends to live on. He said that the western cities.
average dividend paid for 17 years
If the Intent of the law is followed,
was 4.82 per cent, and that for the the policewomen. If appointed, will
past five years 6 per cent had been confine themselves mainly to safepaid on the preferred stock.
guarding young girls and women and
Snpt. Goodacre's appearance on the to the problems of juvenile crime as
stand was the signal for considerable they effect boys and girls. .
excitement among the strikers, for It
Is- In his department that it is claimSalem to Have Policewomen.
ed I he bulk of the dissatisf action has
Salem—Mayor Hurley Is going to
been.
After figures had been quoted to take advantage of the bill signed by
show that the Heywood company had Gov. Walsh permitting municipalities)
Increased its business ibetween 1904 to appoint police-women and, as soon
and 1913 by $574,425.36, Chairman as requirements can be complied with,
Charles G. Wood of the board queried will have two, female "strong-arms"
Mr. Cleaveland whether the company's doing duty there.
business had not grown in' spite of
$260,000 Suit Against Mrs. Slater.
the competition cited. The latter admitted this, bdt said that It was due
Boston.—A suit brought by Paul
in part to the natural growth of the Hunt of Brookllne against his sister,
country and to the Increase In ex- Mrs. Mabel Hunt Slater, for $250,000
"port trade.
for services has been entered in SufSupt. Goodacre declared that wages folk superior court The suit was
for men, women and children In his filed several weeks ago on the eve of
department had Increased from an Mrs. Slater's departure tor a trip
average of $6.66 a week In 1904 to around the world.
$8.09 In 1913.
Mr. Hunt seeks to recover for serQuestioned by Organizer Frank Mc- vices he claims were given In the reCarthy of the A. F. L., he admitted organization, of the Slater mills at
that the bonus system tended to In- Webster, which were ordered to be
crease the wage average by the crea- sold In order to settle the estate of
tion of an extra large output .
Horatio N. Blater by the trustees and
executors oC his will.
Mr. Hunt
claims that his efforts enabled Mrs.
SHOULD BE STRICTER.
Slater to retain possession of the
State Board of Health Answers Ques- mills and that she promised to pay
him for his services.
tions from House.
No State Deposits for Certain NationBoston.—If any legislation affectal Banks.
ing vaccination 1B needed, It should
Boston.—The executive council votbe In the form of more stringent laws
than We now have, according to a ed leave to withdraw on the petition
statement by the board of health to of the Association of National Bank
the Legislature replying to a number Cashiers, that such national banks
of questions asked the board by the as have savings departments be made
eligible as state depositories.
House.
In their petition the cashiers repThe board further replies In an emphatic negative to a question as to resented that their savings accounts
. whether it is desirable to enact a law simply stood with their other accounts
to require any particular method of and had no preferred position, and
, vaccination to the exclusion ot other furthermore that their directors could
sue and be sued in Massachusetts
methods.
In answer to the query whether courts, and for that and other reasons
■vaccination Is a harmful procedure, the banks could properly be named as
and If not, what its chief danger Is, state depositories.
add how it may be obviated, the board
Kill Antl-Vacclnation BUI.
•*ys:
Boston—Armed with charts, pho"Vaccination is not In Itself a harmful procedure, but the wound may be tographs and other exhibits, Dr. Epos;
susceptible to infection from without H. Bigelow, the Framlngham repreif if is not properly cared for and sentative who Is chairman of the pubprotected.
Vaccination is always to lic health committee, killed the sobe considered as a minor surgical op- called antl-vaccinatlbn bill in the
eration to be carried out under con- House.
The measure had already
been
ditions of strict asepsis."
The board also gives some statisti- through the Senate and Its supportcal information about vaccination and ers were confident of a victory. They
showered the House with literature,
vaccine.
The vaccination bill has passed the telegrams and personal letters, but
Senate already, and has been report- the final roll vote was 132 to 53
ed out of the public health commit- against with 17 pairs.
tee of the House.
Because of the
probability of its passing the House
No Strike on B. a\ M.
it was voted to secure expert opinion
Boston—All danger of a strike on
"from the board regarding vaccina- the-Boston & Maine was averted by
tion.
,
the action of President McDonald,
when he assured the general commitPigeons to Fly 1000 Miles.
tee of the system'* Brotherhood of LoMaiden—The Maiden Homing club, comotive Engineers, Firemen and Enone of the oldest and largest homing glnemen, that existing agreements
pigeon, organizations In the east Is would be observed by the officials In
to hold a 1000-mile club race on July the future. A conference between
8 from Galesburg, III., where the President McDonald and the commit•birds will be liberated, to the lofts of tee was held in the former's office,
their owhers in Maiden. A trophy after which the committee Issued a
,cup. valued at $60, will go to the statement saying the differences were
'owner of the winning bird, and a $26 settled.
prize to the winner of second place;
. In preparation for this 1000-mile
'Mass. Postmasters.
tace the club will give a series of
Washington.—Four Massachusetts
Short distance races upon consecu- postmasters have been nominated by
tive Sundays, the distance being In- President Wilson. They are William
creased each week up to 600 miles, J. Kenney, Attleboro; John M. Hayes,
which will be tire last try-out prior North Abington; Hugene Meagher,
to the big event
Rockport; Lawrence J. Dugan. WebBter.
Will Not License Cats. '
Willing to Help.
Boston—After a debate whloh last
"Mr. Editor, we are trying to start
•d less than 10- minutes the House
killed the bill for the licensing of a movement to establish a home tor
cats. There was no real debate on disabled posts." "Fine," said the edthe merits of the measure. It went itor, "there is a whole bunch of poets
down under the joke feeling of the In this town that I will disable as
Housei soon as you are ready for them,"
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4 OF COLUMBIAN'S
GREW SAVED
Adrift Two Weeks—Forced to
Eat Boots

HEW HOWLAND

Far up on the River
of Life
there
stands
A stately city and
fair;
And below It are
shallows and
rapids and
curves
And whirlpools that
strain on , the
steadiest nerves.
And
many
go
blundering there,
While a few stanch
vessels pass upward and on.
Stemming with
splendid force
The current that
now Is terribly
strong,
But tomorrow may
glide like the lilt
of a song.
Serene in Its beau-

Bodies Cast Into Sea—Cutter Seneca's Lookout Sights Lost Boat
and Starts with Survivor*
For Halifax.

BUYS ELEVATED CONTROL.
Chicago.—A deal has been practically completed whereby the Commonwealth-Edison Company, by the
payment of $6,000,000 cash for $20,000,000 common stock ot the Chicago
elevated railways, will take over control of the Chicago elevated railway
system.
This is not a merger or a
consolidation, but an outright purchase of stock at the rate of $30 a
share.
Payment will be made to a
New York syndicate of which the National City Bank is manager.
Coincident with this announcement
the public for the first time is Informed that in effect the Commonwealth-Edison Company has owned
thlr control for three years, although
not In physical possession of the
the stock.
Praiseworthy Duty,
.* You may sum the duty of your life
In the giving of praise worthily, and
being yourselves worthy of It—Rus-

'TOUR'
48H.P.

ssfm
<« SK"
65 HP.

The Haynes motor is built in the Haynes factory.
Dwood Haynes, President of the Company—inventor,
metallurgist—passes on all metals used in its construction.

ELEVEN COMPANIONS DIED

Halifax, N. S.—After thirteen days
of terrible suffering In an open boat
four survivors ot the freight steamer
Columbia have been picked up In the
North Atlantic, forty miles south of
Sable Island by the United States
revenue cutter Seneca Sunday.
Eleven others of the boat',s crew
which left the Columbian when she
was burned, just south of Sable Island on May 3, had succumbed to Injuries and privations and their bodies had been thrown overboard.
The death roll of the lost freighter
now stands at fifteen.
Twenty-seven
other members of the crew were
saved by the Cunard liner Franconta
and the steamer Manhattan after two
days of exposure.
The men snatched from death by
the Seneca Saturday were the first
officer, Robert Teiro; Seamen Oscar
Kendall and Peter Belanger and Fireman Michael Ludwlgson.
The Seneca started at once for Halifax.
The survivors had lived on only a
few ship's biscuits and a cask of
water which had long since been exhausted.
They had gone the limit
pf human endurance.
When their short allowance of biscuit and water had failed, they maintained life by chewing boot leather
and the few stray orumbs of hardtack. Rain water served them when
their water cask went dry.
The first two days after drifting
away from the flaming Columbian
they saw three steamers, too far off
to be signalled.
The despatch from Capt. Johnson
of the Seneca follows:
"Sable Island, SS. Seneca.
"Ten a. m., forty miles south Sable
Island, rescued lifeboat with Officer
Robert Telro, Sailors Oscar Kendall,
Peter Belanger, - Fireman Michael
Ludwlgson, survivors of fifteen. Oiler George Hull died tenth.
Peter
Trlel
today.
Others
between
namely Engineer Margetts, Firemen
Anderson, Antonio, Rlchmer, Gustafsen, Jakob; boy, Dyckmen, Cook
Schrimberger, Sailor Christensen. All
died from exposure and hunger.
Short allowance biscuit and water.
Eating biscuit crumbs and boot leather when rescued.
Saw three steamers first two days, none since. Much
rain.
Fine today.
All under doctor, doing well.
(Signed;
JOHNSTON."
Hope for this missing third boat
had been abandoned after a dozen
transatlantic liners searched for five
days within a wide radius of the spot
where the Columbian burst into
flames.
That was In the vicinity of
latitude 41.19 north, longitude 69.35
west.
To seafaring men, it seemed
impossible that a small boat could
pass through the series of gales that
has since swept those waters, and the
news that the Seneca had picked up
survivors was received almost with
Incredulity here.
Although the survivors .were too
weak from their suffering to tell the
story completely, the revenue cutter's officers gathered that some of
the sixteen who had hastily piled Into
the third boat had been so badly
burned that they died within the first
few days. , It was decided to lighten
the boat by casting the bodies overboard at once. ,
Some who had tumbled from their
bunks at the first explosion and had
rushed Oh deck half-clothed, succumbed to the cold.
Others, weakened by starvation and thirst, gradually sank: Into, lethargy that was
scarcely distinguished from death.
Somehow the survivors managed to
keep the boat headon to the seas
when the weather became rough, but
for the past few days little or no effort could be made to, guide the craft.
Day by day the number dwindled until the five who were left sank limply
to the bottom ot the boat and awaited
the end.
i '

Why the Haynes
develops more
than its rated
horsepower

tiful course.
Ah, mark how the powerful packet pro- coeds,
With a rush and the roaring of steam.
Spreading waves that are high and that
hiss In their might
Where many a boatman is swept out of
sight
And left to float down with the stream!
And the timbers of many a pitiful wreck
Are strewn on the rocks and the shores.
And many a boatman is calling for aid,
And a few are undaunted and many
afraid,
' And many lean limp on their oars.
The banks of the river are barren sometimes,
t>r gracefully sloping and green,
And the winds that blow over them often
are wild.
And now and then fragrantly scented and
mild.
With orchards a-bloom on the ecene;
And ever the river is winding about,
And tbe bars are forever unknown,
For the channel keeps changing by nlgbt
and by day,
And the streams that flow in tempt the
many away.
While a few journey upward alone.
T1» city men call by the name of Success
fa a beautiful city to see.
With domes that are lofty and gilded and
bright
And walls that are graceful and splendid
and "white,'
And proud vessels moored at the quay;
But never from unexplored regions above,'
Whence the waters eternally flow.
Has ever a craft floated down on the
stream.
To be moored where the columns and
cupolas gleam
For those who toll up from below.
Terrible Predicament

The crankshaft, camshaft, cyiinders, and, in fact, all
vital parts are made by Haynes experts; each part is subjected to the most rigid test and inspection before being
built into the car.
All moving parts on tbe

America'i F$m Car
Including the pistons, connecting; rods, crankshafts and
flywheel, are accurately balanced.
The scleroscope is used to test all parts that have been
heat-treated, to insure the proper degree of hardness and
to detect defective material.
!
Every magneto, every carburetor, every startine motor
and lighting generatoi—every unit of the cai—receives a
careful, scrupulous test.
The transmission shafts are mounted on Timken
bearings, which give a sturdy construction and reduce
friction to the minimum. The axles likewise are designed
to overcome friction without sacrificing strength.
The design is so well balanced that the car weighs
practically the same at each wheel.
Hat's why the Haynes develops more than its rated
horsepower.
That's why it has unusual hill-climbing ability.
That's why the Haynes has enjoyed uninterrupted
success for twenty-one years.
Tk, H.n» "*»," 48 feassee* lweprwer, 118 led, s*a^^I«HBssWMC
Tat BIISB "Six," 65 dnammde- brsscpeiw. 130 rath »k«Hti«...$2500Mj$2700
Tk. h.£s "£" 65 spZmdet Imeprser, 136 iaek «Wkue...$2585««l$2785
"The Complete Motorist" by Blwood Haynes, Father of
the American Automobile Industry, fully describing the
Vulcan Electric Gear Shift, will be mailed upon receipt
of ten cents In stamps. Write to

THE HAYNES AUTOMOBILE COMPANY
34 Main Street, Kokomo, Indiana
Builder* of America'* Fint Car
'
The Hames e«r la handled by The W. I~ Bossell Co.. SIS Eliot
St.. Boston, Mass., and by dealers throughout the New England
State*.
rto.l.n. The Haynes sells readily because of its mechanical
l/cniers. features. You me? be In open territory—Bend for catalog and tour pages ot detailed specifications, giving over 600
Items watch comprise the Haynes. Write us right nowl
THE HAYNES AUTOMOBILE CO., 3* Mini St., Kokomo. Inc.
»
Enclosed lino 10 cents In stampa. Flees, eend me Elvood Heynei' Book,
"Tbe Complete Motorist"
Hun*-.~~~
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1 expect to bur a ear about..

"My husband has threatened to sue
ma for divoroe," sobbed the beautiful
actress.
"Cheer up," said her manager.
"Nearly every actress has been sued
for divorce."
"Iknow, but think what the publio
will say. I have always tried to be
all that a wife should be. Now nobody will believe it."
"If you're innocent, why don't you
fight the case?"
"That's the trouble. I'm afraid If I
fought the case they wouldn't give
him the divorce."

IMPERATOR and VATERLAND
Largest Steamships in the World

NEW YORK TO
PARIS, LONDON, HAMBURG
, Sailing alternately every 10 dayft In addition
C» tbe large transatlantic steamers KAISBRXK
al'BtSTE
VICTORIA,
VICTORIA
I.UISK. MOI.TKIi, PRESIDENT GRANT,
PRESIDENT LINCOLN, frequent sailings. '

PICKED THEM UP.
"And what"
asked the Sunday
school teacher, "la
your name?"
"Arthur Henry
Brown Williams
Green Jdyce
Brown Corwln."
"Graclousi How
did your parents ever happen to give
you all those names?"
"They didn't give me all of them.
My step-parents helped."

STEAMERS SAILING TO HAMBURG DIRECT
For those of moderate means wishing to
visit Europe, the large well-known steamers
FEIOfSYLVANIA, PRETORIA end GRAP
WAIaDElRSEaafS offer exceptional accommodations at low rates.

From BOSTON to LONDON, PARIS, HAMBURG
By tbe well-known transatlantic steamere.
AMERIKA, CINCINNATI, CLEVELAND.

CRUISES TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD
Write tor feU («/ormolto».

HAMBURG-AMERICAN LINE
41*45 Broadway, New York, or local agents

Willing to Extend Sympathy.
"Yes," he said, after explaining to
hla wife that the lodge meeting had
been a very important and a somewhat protracted one, thus making it
Impossible for him to get home a minute earlier than he did, "and there
were two fellows there who made the
worst fools of themselves you could
Imagine. You couldn't find two worse
chumps In a row of counties clear
across this state."
"I suppose not" she replied. "Who
was the other one? I'd like to sympathize with his wife."
The Cruel World.
Befere blm flowery pastures spread.
Re hears a glad brook flow along.
And from a branch above his head
There falls a sweet June shower of sons.
There Is mild fragrance in tbe breese
That blows from orchards far away;
The musing cows beneath the trees
Are being peaceful while they may.
His limbs are straight and young and
strong.
He gases forth from undimmed eyes.
But, thinking that the world's gone
wrong.
He seek a far-off clond and sighs.
Strange Neglect

"There's one thing, though," Bald
the stranger, "that I can't under
stand."
"What's that?" asked the old set
tier. ,
"Nobody around here has assured
me that this is the garden spot of the
state.
i
-Couldn't Lose the Chance.
"My husband always reisembers mj
birthday and our wedding anniversary." '
"I should think you would positive)
<T hats him," replied the other woman

400,001

Settierf
♦aftear
Immitrration fljrurss show that ths (
population of Canada increased duriog 1915, by thaaddition of 400,000 j
naw settlers from the United States
and Europe. Most of these have gone I
on farms in provinces of Manitoba, <
Saskatchewan and Alberta.
Lord William Farcy, an English Nobleman. ]
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A perfect fitting V front;
collar. Vertical stripe
Madras.
Just out.
2 FOR 25 CTS.
EARL, at WILSON,
MAKERS OF TROY'S BEST PRODUCT.

For the Toilet
Glenn's
Sulphur J
Soap

To keep the
hands white,
the head free
from dandruff
and the complexion clear.

Beautifies
(All DmffiaU.)

Contains 30% Pure Snlpharm* HstrttMsker Dr».SIse>af Sia«si,CO»
wants a fountain pen.
Oet one*NOW while
this opportunity Is
yours. Self-fillins, Non-leakable- Regular retail
price SIJO. My price to you, medium aUc 50c
Small 2Jc. Noatamps. «. B. Irera tn li. IIWC tea.

EVERYBODY;

W. N. U, BOSTON, NO. 21-1914.

"The peislblBtlas and orTOrraninss offered (
br the Canadian Wait are so infinitely!
greater than those which exist In Snsland, 7
that it seems absurd lo think that people'
should be Impeded from coming to ths]
country where they can most easily r
certainly improve their position.
Hew districts are being opened us, ,
which will make socassable a greet ,
number ol homesteads In districtse
especially adapted to mixed fana-jf
ing and grain raising.
For Illustrated literature end.
reduced railway rates, apply to I
Supt. of Immigration. Ottawa,!
Canada, or to

M. A. BOWLBY
H Insert St, Itilea,!

DAISY RYK1L1JR ££ M. '.!,

■■«*, N*>»t, clsjatn, or■aananls.., convenient,
oaamp. La.ta all
■ttisi. Had* ot
met*), can't ,pi 11 or tip
•rer. will not aoll or
iDj«re anrthlnf,
Guaw*nt<MHd eiTectlve,
All d*a I *r» orSawB.
tipMs. paid tor 11.00.
HABDLD 80MEES, 1M DaJEalD in, Xreeklvm, K. T.
If 70a repair your own Bboes, send ua
860 t«r 009 pnfr
of oar bortRradeoaktanned mam'n s!i* t«pa and fieei

SOLE LEATHER

umau&i'actorT.

1 UJiTUKM 4.O., .\KEUtUm, MASS,

Country Estate in Maine *J,±V

WOrtnw-,000. a-aMTTaW.m.ailJr, raannaitwinir.^
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Mr Joseph Weeks of Ware is visiting
at Mrs Utley's.
Mr Horace Titus has returned to WolDr Clinton D, Estahiook, ft dentist,
from hotel Stamiisli, Worcester, and laston after a two weeks' visit with his
I,ouis H. Veilleux-, from Riimford, Me., parents.
while ridintf a tandem motorcycle, wre
Mr John Matthews will deliver an adthrown from their machine at the Bos- dress at the memorial exercises to be
ton and Albany division railroad bridjje, held at Centre school, Thursday afterSunday afternoon. Veilleux received a noon, May 28.
fractured collar-hone, scalp wounds, a
J. Sf. Lincoln & Son have the contract
contusion of the left foot below the ankle, for building a new barn 30x40 feet, for
and numerous minor bruises. Dr Esta- Mrs Urace Webb McMinnimen on the
brook had a fractured left fibula.
farm recently purchased by her.
Both men were thrown from the motorWednesday evening, the Grange concycle, driven by Dr E'tabrook, wben an
ferred the third and fouth degrees on
attemhtwas made to pass automobiles
thtee candidate". The third degree was
owned by F. F. Tebeau, and ex-Mayor
worked by the ladies' degree staff.
Francis A. Harrington, both of WorcesMr C. H. Jlarr attended on Wednester. Veilleux, who wasseri :.usly injured,
was thrown from the motorcycle against day, the re-union of the 1910 jurymen, of
the car of the ex-mayor, and Dr Esta- which he was a member. The meeting
brook landed heavily on the ground. anil the banquet was held at Bancroft
The occupants of the automobiles claim hotel.
Quaboag Pomona Grange met at town
the motorcycle was going at such speed,
it was difficult for the riders to keep the hall on Wednesday with one hundred in
machine righted, and that after passing attendance. Rev A. H. Wheelock of
the Telieau machine, it swerved so as to Marlboroj-chaplin of the State Grange
toss both riders.
Mr Tebeau claimed gave an able and interesting address on
there was plenty of room for the motor- Patriotism; a paper was read by Mrs
cycle to have passed without danger. Lila L. Lidstone of North Broodrield,
He claimed the motorcycle was driven on "Practicable ways for the housekeeper
with great speed, but the automobiles to earn her share of the income on the
There was a monologue by Mrs
were going slowly, it being unnecessary farm.
to use any power, for they were being J*. A. Barr. Mr A. Warriner of Warprepared to coast down the incline at the ren, gave an interesting talk on the
Worcester side of the bridge. The men Jersey cow, her origin, breeding and
on the motorcycle claim the autoists were butter records. Speakers of the afternoon, were Hon. C. A. Gleason, Mrs
in error.
The injured men were cared for at the A. C. Stoddard, Mrs John Lane, Mrs
home of Octave Fountain by Dr Clifford Warren, Mrs Holmes and others.
J. Huyck and Dr Frederick W. Cowles,
assisted by Miss Mary Flynn, a nurse
from Indian Orchard, who happened to
be passing in another motor car. Later,
the men were taken to Worcester in the
OF REAL ESTATE
cars of Mr Tebeau and ex-Mayor Harrington.
A Motorcycle Accident.

AVOj|)

JURY

SERVICE

PUBLIC DUTY THAT 18 DISLIKED
BY BRITISH CITIZENS.

FRIDAY, MAY 22,1914,

Denholm
& McKay Co.
-"Boston Store
'-•»_Jl

Ba

_»»

,

Wreaths for Memorial Day

-r
Few British citizens, indeed, have
ever any burning desire to spend three
or four days successively In the jury
box of the high courts or at the local
assizes or sessions, a writer in London
Answers says.
The average Jury receives such
treatment and Is so much annoyed by
delays, criticisms, intricacies, etc,
that nobody wants to serve*on It
Add to these Ills the serious loss of
timo to most tradesmen, loss of actual
money owing to business postponements, loss of out-of-pocket expenses
In meals, fares, etc., and no one can
wonder that the British citizen will
mnke any excuse in the world to be
quit of serving as a Juror, if he thinks*
It can be managed.
In my capacity as a clerk in one of
the chief London courts I come across
strange -excuses of this kind.
Not long ago one of the men summoned for Jury in a breach ot promise
case appeared and claimed exemption ,
because his wife had presented him j
with twins that morntng,_ and this un- j
expected' event had upset'hlm so much i
that he felt he couldn't give his mind
to the trial as mueh as was necessary !
to do it justice. The court laughed
heartily and the man appeared surThese wreaths are made of preserved magnolia leaves, and roses, carnations, lilies, panprised at his callousness.
sies, violets, etc. They will keep indefinitely. Orders received now will be delivered whenBut he didn't get off.
"I'm stone deaf, my lord," said one 1
ever wanted.
%,
eager juror, before he was sworn, evidently expecting he would be let off
forthwith. So I was instructed to
make him stand down for a while till
we had got his panel arranged, which
be did with a smile as of a conqueror.
BROOKFIEI-B, MABS., May 20,191,4.
But that smile was his undoing, for
The owners and occupants ot the following
Union Store Building; Damaged
described parcels of real estate situated In tne the judge had observed it, though he
Now is the time to leave your order for Memorial Day. We can «upply you with all
town of Brookfteld, in the county of Worcester, gave not the least indication of this.
ami Commonwealth of Massachusetts, and tne
kinds of cut flowers, bouquets, and living bouquet., of geraniums and assorted plants, hyFire broke out in the UnionJStore build public are hereby notified that the tales thereHowever, when all was ready for the
sevurally assessed for the years hereinafter
ing on Main street, Friday night, about on
drangeas, spireir, etc. You will And our prices greatly to your advantage.
specified, according w the list comm ttud to me case to start, and whilst the man was
10.40 and caused a damage of about ast-'ollector of Taies for said Hrookiie Id by the standing expectantly near the box, his :
Assessors of Taxes, remain unpaid, ami that the lordship, looking at me, said blandly j
j Flower store—Main floor.
82000. The building is owned by Mrs smallest undivided part of said land suihcient to
1
'
'
saiomxos
axes with
wim the
w interest
HW™ and
"" .,all, legal
~r^i and unconcernedly:
Myra F. Gilmore, Pleasant street. Burt- satisfy
costs ana
cnitges,
or
the
whole
of
said
land
ti
and'cR&Tg!
"Oh, just write down for that man
on Mason and Charles Stone, discovered no person otters to take an undivided part there, will you?" I
of will be offered for sale by public auction, at that he may go, Mr.
the fire, and while Mason rang in the the office of the Collector of Taxes, in the town
I turned to the juror, but it was r
alarm, Stone hurried to the fire station house in said lirooklteld, on
clear he had heard the Judge'B words. |
just opposite the telegraph office winfor apparatus. The fire originated in the
MONDAY, JUNE »5, »9»4
for he was hurriedly preparing to do- opgT USE OF GREAT WEALTH!
dow. The silence vyas broken only by
tailoring room of Harry Feldmah, in the
part. And before 1 could explain to "
the occasional chug-chug ot the air
at Two O'clock P. M., for the payment of said
east corner of the building, and is be- taxes, with interest, costs and charges thereon, him the,judge added quietly:
pump. *
-.
"By the by, be may as well Btop. Men of Ml'lions Have Shown Theyj
lieved to have been caused by a gas stove. unless the same shall be previously discharged.
Jerry was beguiling the time by
Recognize the Duty ef
His hearing seems to> be improving,
Albert Feldinan, a cobbler, occupied the
alternately practising «he letter P on
HARRIET A. PLIMPTON,
Benevolence.
bisement on the, east side, and was asleep (Now supposed to be ownedjby Sarah D. Hall) I and he can wait tor the next case, by
•
By MARTIN GARIBALDI.
« a closed key and listening to passing
which
time
it
will
doubtless
be
all
messages going over the through wire.
in a room at the rear of his brother's A certain/tract of land with the buildings
A few years ago a gift of U.000,000
thereon situated in tliat part of said Brookneld right again."
He had Just succeeded In rounding
tailor shop. His brother awoke him by called
Podunk and bounded as follows:—North- j
for
any
benevolent
object
was
a
surI got a bit of a shock one morning
Jerry was the new night operator at out a P to his entire satisfaction,
breaking in a window of the room and erly on land of B. S. Pitta and a town road: eastprising
and
epoch-making
event.
A
erly on land of Horace J. Terry and a town road; when, on callinig out the name of
in so doing, sustained bad cots on his southerly on land of the heirs of H. F. UavWsou "Francis Johnson" among the iurors, great advance In ideas of benevolence Jamestown, hack in old Kentucky, In when he was startled by bearing Meriland of Eliza H. spencoK a"nd westerly on
the early days of the Cincinnati South- dian, Miss., break In on the through
right hand. Mrs Walter G. Fenner, oc- and
land of Phoebe B. Elmslie, containing about 40 a lady in court arose and came tor- and the sense of responsibility for the, ern. Jerry was unmistakably new. The wire with, "Earthquake here," signing
use of" wealth 1B marked when it Je]
cupant of an upstairs tenement, was acies.
ward.
Judge,
counsel
and
spectators
his office call. A moment later another
Tax Of 1912. «34 «.
found that during the year 19l3 there- manner In which he counted over tho office, north of Meridian, broke In with ,aroused by neighbors and escaped with Tax of 1913, (33.32.
stared In wonder.
were 28 persons Is the United States carbon sheet, in hi. train-order pads, the same information. Then another
her two children. Lines of hose were
"But you're a woman!" I gasped.
to be sure that he hid a sufficient
"Of course!" replied she tartly. , who gave $1,000,000 or more to benevo- supply of three, five and seven copy and another, still nearer, signing their
laid from the hydrant opposite the libra- HARRIET A. PLIMPTON,
(Now supposed to be owned by Sarah D. Hall)
ry within a few minutes after the alarm A certain tract of land situated in that part of "What did you Imagine I was—a mon- lent purposes.
calls In turn.
If a full list of these were printed! pads on hand to meet the demands of
"Great Scott!" exclaimed Jerry.
was sounded, and one line was laid from said Brookrleld called Podunk and bounded as key?"
few would be able to tell on what ob-i a sudden call from the dispatcher, to "An earthquake's coming this way,
follows:—Northerly on land of Charlotte Wood
I
hod
to
explain
that
women
were
whom the word "fix" wa« an abominathe hydrant opposite the Canterbury and land of Leander Morse: easterly on land of
jeets
the
majority
of
these
gifts
were
heirs of Lewis Henshaw: southerly on land Ineligible for sitting on a jurytion, and the nicety with which he ad- and they are spreading the alarm."
home. The fire was under control short- the
of Harry Q. Ives: and westerly on land of John
"Then why did you bring me op1 bestowed, so common have great gift* justed his relay, from time to time,
A. he sat tenBe and alert in MB
ly after 11 o'clock. The store and bakery Deon, containing about 14 acres.
to
benevolent
purposes
become.
from Sldcup?" she inquired. "I bate
of 1912. fl.73indicated his newness plainly. If there chair, waiting for and yet dreading
of Daniel T. Grady, and the market of Tax
The amount In the aggregate of
Tax of 1913. $1.61.
lost my time and money Jn coming,'
had been any doubt about lt, hie pus- farther confirmation of hlB fears, a low
Elmer H. Potter, were damaged by the
and all because you folks are so silly a^fts during the year, as far as record- zled expression a. he scanned tho rambling sound struck his ear. The
water, but both were able to do business HARRIET A. PLIMPTON,
that you can't tell a woman from-a ed, was $302,000,000. Of this, $170,- Bwltchbosrd, his surreptitious trials of window panes began to vibrate nod
supposed to be owned byKarah D. Hall).
000,000 was for education, and $95,000,the next day. A large plate glass win- (Now
the ground-plug In each strip to ascer- tbe sashes to rattle.
A certain tract of land situated In that part of man."
She had the pull of us, and the spec- 000 for religious and charitable pur- tain which side wo. north and which
dow in the store of Herbert R. Cutler said Brookfield called Podunk and bounded as
Jerry sprang, to his feet with
follows :-Northerty on land of the heirs of w. tators grinned shockingly.
poses. Including missions.
was cracked by the heat.
H.Gouldlng; easterly on land of Mary D. Nichsouth, and his frequent trip, to the blanched face and shaking limbs, sickThe largest beneficiary was the Met; southerly on land of George E. Rerasen; and
"Pay the lady's fare and excuse
Harry Feldman estimates his loss at ols
station platform to inspect rd» train ening fear gripping at his heart There
westerly on land of John E. Smith, containing her," said Mr. Justice - —, suavely.:
ropolitan Museum of Arts in New
x
order signal, would hare proclaimed it. flashed across his excited brain a
S600, and his brother estimates his own about 8 acres.
York
city,
which
received
$23,000,000.
This was the neatest and safest
Tax of 1912. $1 46
Jerry waa new clear down to his Tislon of toppling buildings, and hi.
loss at $300, which is covered by insur- Tax
.30,
including
an
art
collection
valued
at
of Wtt
method, as his lordship knew when
shoes, which Bqueaked suggestively as «nrt Impulse wu to «y to the open
ance.
$15,000,000
from
the
Benjamin
Altaian
he caught the glint in that lady's eye.
be moved about the office attending to atr.
I. L. CURRIER,
So I paid her expenses and she left, estate, a collection of arms valued at
But with that flash there came anbis duties.
A certain parcel of tod Situated onTEast Main
Work was begun Monday, prepara street
$5,000,000
from
W.
M.
Rlggs,
and
the
smiling
and
thanking
the
judge
proin the center village of sa d Brookneld and
He had recently been promoted to other mental picture of ' swaying:
whole estate of J, M. Hammond, the
4ory to repairing the 250,000 gallon, rein bounded as follows :-Northerly on said East fusely.
bridges,
falling treotle., upheaved
the position of ticket seller and night
Main street; easterly on land now or formerly of
forced, covered, concrete reservoir of Eugene F. Hubbaid; southerly on land of WillA judge is usually a capital hand M typewriter manufacturer, estimated at operator at this old blue grao. town, track and twisted steel.
He must .tick to-his post and give
West BrookBeld. water system, situated iam Nichols: and westerly on land,of Blbert L. summing up human nature, especially $3,000,000. This does not include what from Sadlevllle, the water tank .tntlon
r „ ™. „ „„
Bemis. containing ab.ut hk acre,
of the feminine variety. All said and the museum may receive from the 12 miles north, where hi. duties had the alarm. For a moment, a feeling
on land belonging to L. V. Thompson Tax of Ml.I. II 95.
$50,000,000 collection of J. Plerpont
of i»l».!. fc.».
done, that Is his business.
estate, Long Hill. Chris Zappe, repre- Tax
been confined to the routine of report- of elation, almost joy, struggled with
Tax of 19133. W.16.
Morgan, part of which Is now on loan
ing passing trains, an occasional train his fear, as he realized that at last an
sentative of Simpson Bros., Boston,
ARTHUR r. BUTTEBWORTH.
exhibition
in
the
museum.
Cause and Effect.
order, and sweeping out the office In emergency hod come.
builders of the reservoir, came to. West Collector of Taxes for the Town of Brookfield
Probably the next largest beneficiary
Apropos of Eastertide, the following
He grasped the key with trembling
the morning.
Brookfield with the workman. The
for the years 1911. MM and 1»U.
of
the
year
Is
the
foundation
for
char;
little Btory, which has reached me,
Jerry was on the rhw. He felt it, fingers, called up division headquarwater was drawn off and the contractor
by John
D.
may be worth a smile.' It was East**1, ltable
uaui« purposes
i»u* pv««» established
™«—
—»
ters,
clicked off the fateful words.
and thirsted for greater things. Hl»
will build a new floor in the basin and
Sunday, and the wife already had or-1 Rockefeller, chartered In the state of chief ambition was to rise In the serv- "Earthquake here," signing his offica
japairthetop. The builders had guarrayed herself in her spring finery. She j New York. The amount is not PJ
ice. How to obtain the coveted ad- call, snd then, wild terror grasping
anteed an unmeasurable leakage in the
made a pretty picture as she stood be- and ultimately may exceed the gifts to vancement bad become on all-absorb- him again and winging his feet he fled
xeservoir. The leak In the basin was disfore the mirror In her "peg top" skirt the museum.
ing question with him, and the subject panic-stricken from the room.
The $10,000,000 given by Andrew
As he emerged from the depot buildand her chic little hat of a French
covered last fall. Bjcause the water has
of his nightly meditations.
Carnegie
for
a
charitable
foundation
model.
moaei.
Outside
vutsiaw the
««» 'procession
^IWVW»,«I, had
«,■«• , i.aimsm »«. - —-•
been drawn from the storage basin, John
Once, when Jerry had reverted to ing be electrified the engine crew by
begun. The air was vibrant, with in his native town, Dunfermllne, Scot the matter In conversation with Con, screaming at the top of his voice:
J. Mulvey, chief of the fire department,
church bells. There was a riot of gay land, comes next. The gifts of Oliver the roadmaster, the latter said: "There -Earthquake! Earthquake's coming!"
made the suggestion to the townspeople,
H. Payne, of $4,250,000 to Cornell uniNot until the astonished fireman,
! costumes.
are different ways of getting promoted,
that in the event of fire, word be tele| For some reason or other, Friend versity, and Robert P. Doremus, esti- just the same a. there are different standing In the gangway, Inquired sophoned to the pumping station, in order
, Husband was slow. Finally the .wife mated at under $5,C00,000„to Washing- way. of skinning a cat Probably the licitously, "What's hurtln' ye, sonny?"
that the pump may be started immediatebecame impatient "Henry," she ex- ton and Lee university of Virginia, are quickest way la to keep your wits did he realise that what he had taken
ly. A man will be employed night and
Each year more and more summer so- populated, tapping her feet, "can't In the same class.
about you, and when an emergency for the premonitory rumbling of a dlsBut the moet unique and henrt-stlrday at the pumping station, during the journere from all over the country are
hurry? What's the use of my havcomes along grab hold of It and handle ostrous seismic disturbance had been
rlng gift of the whole year was that of
produced by that sooty individual turnperiod of repairs. Telephone number is
lt"
Reed
B.
Freeman'of
Binghamton,
N,
166-3. The reservoir opposite the MerriJerry eagerly drank In these words ing on the "blower" of that big freight
Y., who gnve his whole fortune, estiam library was filled Monday.
^t^^,^^^^ \ ^ * -men, •£ --*- mated at $3,000,000, to the families of of wisdom as they fell from the Ups of engine. . fCoprrlitat.)
Taoh season thousands of people turn the patient Henry; ' ust a ™ment
r- the road master. This was a new
the 30 girls who perished in the burnThe body of Mrs Mary J. Roper, form- to tte advertising columns of the Boston j while I trim my cuffB."-ChIcago Inter ing of" his factory, and at sixty-five phase of the question that bad never
Career of "Pis-Iron" K.lley."
presented Itself to him before. He
erly of West Brookfield, was brought Evening Transcript, where so many an- Ocean.
years of age began business again a.
William D. Kelley, one of the foundnouncements of summer places are pub-,—,
•
pondered
long
and
deeply
over
lt
Yes
here for burial, Thursday. She died at lished.
a clerk In New York city, a poor man. —this waa undoubtedly the solution, er, of the Republican party In PennAmazing Telephone Totals.
the home of her daughter, Mrs Harry C. | Many families prefer to lease farms,
tt lt difficult to Imagine our modthe secret of success, the key to pro- sylvanla, and for many years a con81ang In ,the White Hou...
Aymar, Richmond Hill, N. Y. She was houses or cottages in the country. Hun-1 grn conjpiicated life being carried on
motion, the one thing needful to bring spicuous figure In the public life of j
President
Wilson's
ability
to
evade
the nation, was born in Philadelphia,
the widow of Albert D. Roper and was dreds of properties are sold every season j wltho]Jt telephones. There are today
him favorable official recognition.
^parties
from
Eastern
^Western
I
^^
flye hundred the questions of newspaper men 1B the
68 years old. Mrs Roper is survived by
With the enthusiasm of youth, he 100 years ago. He, started life lni
despair of the profession. He never re,
y
humble circumstances. Through his
I thousand telephone. In actual use
three daughtera, Lucy, wife of Herbert fn'Setran^t
resolved that If ever/ an emergency
^
well-to-do' throughout the world and more than fuses to answer queries, but- he 1B BO came his way, he would be right there own exertion he obtained an education
Wood, Jamaica, N. T.; Caro, wife of mtheTranscr.pt
expert as a verbal fencer thatch* can
In the law and began the practise of
Fred A. Locke, Keene, N. H.; and Belle, ^PCJ^4^%%^^mr,y million ^£»2£ answer all day without giving the'In- to meet lt.' As a natural sequence, as that profession in his native city. In
a mean, to an, end, Jerry began to long
« used. In other words'. If theBe formation the writers want.
wife of Harry C. Aymar, Richmond Hill, sen a well-worded advertisement in the' ere
1856 he left the Democratic party and
wires were wound around the globe
On one occasion, when he was sur- tor the emergency. The longing InN. Y.; and one son, Waldo E., employed Boston Transcript.
Full information, rates, sample copies they would form a band of more than rounded by a host of the correspond- tensified Itself until the very Inner- helped to organise the Republican
'at Smith Bros, farm West. Brooffield.
party In Pennsylvania. He served In
one thousand threads.
and advice cheerfully given on requesd.
ents at the White House, he was asked most recesses of Jerry's soul cried out congress from 1881 until his death in
Burial was in Pine Grove cemetery.
In the course of a year some twenty- a question by Matthew F. Ttghe, who, for an emergency.
three billion people shout "heHe" aa a cross-examiner of public officials,
It waa on the night of the memor- 1890, his continuous service making
ELMER R. VARNUM,
through the telephone. This Is about
able
Charleston earthquake. No. 18, him the "Father of the House" for
is a wonder.
several sessions. He was a radical pro334 Washington «., 8o*ton, M»»«. five time, the number of people trav"A. to that" replied the president, north-bound freight had pulled noisily tectionist and his anxiety for the proeling annually on all the railroad. In smilingly, "in the vernacular of thoi down tne long siding, and settled tor a
the world. The longest commercial day, 'you can search me.'"
drowsy wait for No. 8, south-bound tection 6t the Iron interests of PennJOBBING IS AM. rrs BsASCHBS.
"10 TRESPASS" UTKES. j
aerrlee at pre»nt U that between
pasWKujer, wttji Ui« engine standing sylvania gavei Worths familiar nans,
WM
r
There
are
times,
Mr.
President,"
'S8 S&feu! Mew York and Denver, a distance o*
"Pig-iron Kelley."
•
Stnu u. Rapt, Sntf Metal Work. WE mall hersattsr fcf«P
•ialdsTlghe, wistfully, -when l-.winh I;
.• ,.-«* s
North Main Street,
Welt Brookfield. or poMlng la tb»o»«B»hr.f.
could."—Popular MagasjMb
, jo*MA*t>fW.*ot»ln>e»**l*.
ia-»
*»

Collector's Sale

Will gC to Orange, N. J., as Science
Teacher.
The School Committee met last evening
and re-elected for the coming year the
full corps of teachers with the exception
of the principal of the high school, whose
resignation was laid before them.
MATL8 <X08E.
A. M. 8.00—West.
i Principal L. L. Currier, who came here
6.46—East.
last fall, succeeding Mr Paulsen, who
11 £0—Bast and West.
p. M. 1.00—West.
'
went to Quincy, has been elected to a
4.40—East.
Science position at Orange, N. J., at a
6.00—East and West.
Malls for East Brookfield »re„ue8£aSll!f'L?;' salary of 81400, but will finish out the
6.45 A.M., 11.30 A. M. and 1 P. M. Malls f rom
East Brookneld are received at 9.30 A. M. ana school year here.
,
MAILS DUB TO ABBIVB."
A.M. 5.46—Bast and We»t.
9.30— West.
P. M. 12.46—East and West.
2*0—West
4.50—East.
7*6—East and West.

Worcester, Mass.
Hurvio'ous Excuses Sometimes Advanced by Those Who Are Summoned—Woman's Plea for Expenses Allowed by Judge.

Hundreds of Them Now Ready, Made by Expert Designing Florists, in Many Attractive
Styles. Specially Priced at

$1.25, $1.50,
$2.00, $2.50,
$3.00 to $5.00

Delivered Free Anywhere in New England
Mail and Phon^ Orders Filled

Out Flowers and Potted Plants from
Our Own Green Houses

JERRY'S EMERGENCY

Summer
Places
Wanted

Plumbing and Heating Contractor

Tribute to Corporal Haggerty Before
Congress.

FIFTY YEARS AFTER.
A Veteran of the Old) 34th Mass.,
Draws Two Pictures.
[The following account of the soldier
experience of a former North Brookfield
Boy, (Charles A. Porter) taken from the
SprhiKnVId Republican, will be read with
interest.]
I—IN WAR TIMES.

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concords

Congressman Calvin D. Paige of this
District paid a high tribute to Corporal
both rubber ana steel tires, Buggies,
Democrat and Delivery Wagons, SurDaniel A. Haggerty in the national House
reys ami Road Wagons, both new and
second hand,
"
of Representatives on Thursday of last
week. He said, in part:—
A.T, BOTTOM 'PRICES
!'I desire to state that although Daniel
Harness, Bobes, Blankets, Whips and
Oil Cloths. Mot too Costly. Not too
A. Haggerty, one of the first to fall at
Cheap.
Vera Cruz, was a citizen of Cambridge,
he was born in the town of North Brook- Shingles and Roofing Material.
field, in the district wli'ich I have the
All toe ilillerent grades. All sizes Ot
honor to represent—a, district that has
Nails, also,
%adagreat record for patriotism from
Kamcmber tnat my prices are always
the
earliest
days
of
the
republic.
ComA crisp, clean, nutrU
the lowest. I sell so as to sell again.
paratively rare are the localities around
tious food.
For
which cluster such varied historic in- Dr. Sulil'i HorK HemedlM Alwaf
everybody — everyIn Stock.
terests centered in whteh are so many
where. Fresh in the
1 BLEPHOKE OAKHAM D*.
historic relationships and springing from
moisture-probf pack, which are so many historic influences, as
WILLIAM S. CRAWFOftD
age, 5 cents.
belong to the territory in which young
OAEHAH.
Haggerty first saw the light of day.
"The hills and valleys of the beautiful
Brooktields have their association with
events deservedly memorable, and no
doubt the historic events that oecured in
^ this locality had a great influence on the
CHARLES S. LANE,
mind ot tha growing young Irish-American.
"In Brookfield in 1660, in the midst of
the heart of the forest, surrounded by
savages, the pioneers set up a hamlet.
REGiSTEREB EHBALMER.
j They were also the pioneers in humaniPersonal Prompt Attention Day
ty's
greatest
achievement—the
founding
The funny little name
or JhsTht.,
of the American republic. * • *
of the famous little
Telephone North Brookfield No.
iaa-n.
And when, in 1861, the call to arms
ginger snap that puts
rang through the north, the Brookfielda
Long Distance Connection.
fresh "snap" and
sent forth 650 men, not merely the quota
Funerals Personally Directed
"ginger" into jaded
and Every Requisite Furnthat was called for, but 49 in additionappetites. 5 cents.
ished.
It is a matter of history that from the
Irftdy Assistant.
beginning of the township to the death of
Daniel A. Haggerty, at Vera Cruz, on the
21st day of last April, Brookfield has fulfilled to the utmost her patriotic obligations to the country, and today throughout the limits of a settlement so ancient, ENGRAVEDJCALUNGCARDS
so historic, so worthy, there is a fresh
civic pride because of the added luster he
IN SCRIPT OR
has brought to the heritage of the BrookENGLISH TEXT
fields.
From the navy department I learn H. J. Lawrence, North Brookfield
that Priv. Da iel Aloysius Haggerty was
born April 4, 1878, and first enlisted July
GRAHAM CRACKERS 24, 1906, at Boston, Man:
He served at Boston, New York, Pu- ARTISTIC MONUMENTS
The natural sweetget Sound, Washington, on hoard the U.
, ness and nutriment
{AND CEMETERY MEMORIALS
8. 8. Philadelphia, and 34 months 011 the
of the wheat are reU. S. S. Colorado.
tained, giving them
In all kinds of
With character 'excellent' he was
v a delightful flavor,
GRANITE AND MARBLE
honorably discharged July 23, 1910, by
xo cents.
reason of the expiration of his enlistment,
1
A. RISLEY & COMPANY
but he reenlisted Jan. 7, 1911, at Boston,
Buy biscuit baked by
Mass., and served at Boston, Port Royal,
Telephone
West Brookfield.
South Carolina, Philadelphia, Camp
NATIONAL
Elliott, Isthmian canal zone, and was
BISCUIT
ashore in Nicaragua from Sept. 4, 1912,
to Jan. 10, 1913, participating in the Call at 46 Summer Street
COMPANY
capture of Massays, on Oct. 3 and 4,
To see the Latest Models of
Always look for that name 1913.
"He was killed in action at Vera Cruz,
Mexico, at 1 o'clock on the afternoon of
April 21 last, while attached to Co. 8, 2d
(he yarn dried in them. Charles was regiment of marines.
"Corp. Haggerty was the type of Amernotable to rejoin the reginjent, but W.B
kept in hospitals until the following April ican we all admire, soldierly in bearing,
when he was discharged from the service. manly in appearance, and courteous in
Or have them brought to your homo
demeanor, commanding the respect of
II—THE PICIUEE OF TO-DAY.
by sendingword to
•••
•••
all with whom he was acquainted. J He
Fifty.years have passed. 'Tis May 15, never shirked his duties, going about
MRS. B. C. GRAVES,
1914. Cl arles is living, strange to say. them in a manner which marked him a
His < severe wound makes its presence born soldier.
In short he was cour-'
Representative for the Brookilelds.
known, imt such was his nigged constituageous, frank, sympathetic, of a helpful
Telephone IO-13,
tion, being free from poisonous influences,
nature, and a hater of sham and hypocsrich as liquors and tobacco give, he has
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
MASS.
risy.
had no severe attacks of fllnesa arid hoe
enjoyed good health and vigor. We find
EDWIN T. CHAPIN
him in a Connecticut town, in a comfortFOR SALE
able home, loved and respected. He has 0EOAN for sale. Inquire from lock Box 28,
v
ARCHITECT
Brookfield.
»
been 45 years identified with one of the
industries of the place as clerk and book727-728 State Mutual Building, Worcester
BUGGY FOR SALE
keeper, a position of trust, has buried two
lANO-boi boggy..'"! Ml* cheap.
Telephone
TH
Summer
street.
wives, and now is cared'for by a loving r WABJ) A. 81
3D
daughter, has two noble sons married,
and grand-children to rejoice in. Over
FOR SALE orlTOIRENT
70 years of age, older than his father and
ON Spring street, boose of 10 rooms and bath
brothers lived to-see, he rejoices in tbe
steam beat, hot and cold water, gas, aod
ranges' wiodow shades and screens, wood
goodness of God and the prosperity of coal
shed aod garage, fruit trees, laod for garden.
hia old age. Memory recalls the earlier Bent reasonable to right party. Keys o»n be
hadfrom ABTHUtt uUs8, North Brookneld
experiences and the days of hardship and Bank.
*>
and exposure.
But few of the regiment sre able to enCHIROPODIST
Registered Embslmer.
joy the reunions held each year, and the
MBS PBBBT, formerly of gprlngfleld. chlrop.
call is beard by these in larger numbers
odlst. la oow at Dr Witter's, 8. Main 8t
All troublet of the feet treated without pain.
as the years roll by.
, Lsay illUuat.
SO
But there record is made. The voice:of
a free and united country rises in Jtheir
TO REMT.
Connected by long Dtotsnee Telepraise; and as their graves are decorated
.E Upstairs Tenement in the Waters house.
phonejet House end Store.
with the flowers of springtime, a grateful
Apply to W. U FUIXAH.
M
country honors their memory and their
TO RENT
deeds of heroism and sacrifice.
Town water,
A GOOD ' op-stain tenement.
oflfRED
Everythlng^onone^nosr. ¥Inquire
-

'Tie the Spring of 1864. After the winter's rest the Union armies begin the campaign for the suppression of the rebellion.
Gen. Grant planned for a simultaneous
movement of his different commands with
the view of co-operation with the main
advance under his own leadership.
6.40 P.M.
A large force under Gen. Franz Siegel
Package malls are despatched twice daily M
follows:—11.30 A. M. East and Korth, 6 P. M. Memorial Sunday at the First Congre- waa sent into the Shenandoah valley to
West and South.
act as a threatening influence and compel
gational Church.
Malls for the Rural Delivery *» closed at 8.16
the enemy to divide their forces and
A.M. and received at 1MV. M.
Next Sunday, May 24, will be observed weaken the main line.
The office hours will be:-« 30 A. M. to 8 P. M.
Holidays, 6.30 to 9.30 A. M. and 5 to 6 P. M.
as Memorial Sunday, at the First CongreIn one of the regiments, the 34th MasPersons who continually ask to have lock gational church. The patriotic societies, sachusetts, is a young man who had been
boxes opened are respectfully requested to use
G.
A.
R.,
W.
R.
C.
and
S.
of
V.,
have'
detailed for several months away from
their keys.
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
accepted an invitation to be present. his company, first as clerk for a general
' PAUL M. KBANBY.Asst.
Rev. A. W. Budd, pastor of the church, court martial, and afterward in the Harwill preach, taking for his theme— pers Ferry provost marshal's office wrote
"Heroes of Yesterday and To-day.
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
i for civilians and other clerk duty.
Iii the evening it was expected that Dr. Ordered to hi8 company early in May,
Kinnear of China would apeak at a union Charles packed up unnecessary articles
i The stores will close all Day, May 30.
Nelson Hi DeLane has returned from service at 7, but as he has not yet arrived and sent them to hia home.
in town, there will be two meetings as
Then by way of Martinsburg and a
Florida for the-summer.
The WomsJUs Union meet next Thurs- usual, the Y. P. 8. C. E. at 6 and the wagon train he reported to his captain in
regular evening service at 7, with sermon camp near Winchester, and found a com,lay—at 2 and 4 as usual.
by Kev. A. W. Budd.
rade who shared his shelter tent and beDon't forget that all the stores will.«
came hia chum. After a day or two of
closed all day Saturday, May 30.
Death of Mrs James Fitzgerald.
rest the forward movement began. The
Rev Lewis T. Eeed and wire ii
next march was in one of those drenchMrs Ellen Doyle, wife of James Fitz- ing rains which was like a cloudburst.
Brooklyn, N. Y.. are in town to-day.
gerald,
died
at
her
home,
Elm
St.,
MonHarry Gilbert, District No. 4, has Bold
The'pike'was a flood. The musket was
day morning after a brief illness. She carried at secure to protect the lock—wet
his farm to Harry Mosher of Holyoke.
leaves,
besides
her
husband,
one
eon,
Mrs Theodore C. Greene and daughter
and hungry the regiment plodded on,
John J., three daughters, Mary and and at even turned into a barren field,
of North Attleboro, are here on a visit.
Anne, at home, and Alice, wife of ■ C. V.
The Grange Auxiliary will meet in Lynch of Danvera. Her mother, Mrs soaked and soft, to camp. The rubber
blanket was spread out with cartridge
Grange hall, Tuesday, May 26, for work Alice Doyle,.a brother, P. J., and four
box for pillow and with other blankets
sisters, Mrs Mary Mulcahy of this town,
only.
above, the night was passed.
Henry 0. Walker and Fred Parkinan Mrs William Conroy of Spencer, Mrs
In the morning the under blanket waa
are putting up bungalows on the shores Wm. A. Gibson and Miss Alice Doyle of was sunken in the mire, the edges only
Somerville, also survive. The^funeral above. But the march was resumed and
of Lake Lashaway.
Married-At Brookfield, by A. F. But- was- held Wednesday morning at 9 a new camp made in a better position.
terworth, Esq., Arthur Littlewood and o'clock, followed by a requiem high masB
Saturday, May 14, the quiet was broken.
i:i St. Joseph's church, celebrated by While a part of the regiment was away
Alice Rock, both of North Brookfield.
Kev Thjmas McDonnell. At the close of on apecial reconnoissance, the order came
The regular meeting of the Woman's the ma-M, Paul Keaney sang, "I love to
Guild will be on Wednesday afternoon, hear my Savior's voice." There were to "fall in" for what proved to te a
May 27 in the parish rooms at 3 o'clock. manynoral offering-, c mspicuou* among forced march. As promptly aa possible
the line was formed and hurried forward.
It is expected that the stores and mar- then), being ai wreath of red roses from
For seven hours' with brief halts, with
kete-will close at 1 p. m., Wednesdays, -Mr and Mrs Gibson of Somerville; Mrs no opportunity for the noonday meal, the
during June, July, August and Septem- Gibt-on is a younger sister of Mrs Fitz- inexorable "forward" rang in their ears.
gerald and was prevented by serious ill- Toward the close of the afternoon tbe
ber.
Charles Wheeer, Walnut street, in- nes', from attending the funeral. The boom of distant cannonading was heard
jured two fingers of his right hand in tbe bearers were John Mulcahy, Robert Mc- and on reaching the crest of a ridge
machinery at the rubber factory, yester- Carthy, Henry- Collin-i and P. J. Doyle ahead, and a view of the more level and
of North Brookneld, Wm. B, Conroy of lower country revealed a section of a
day.
The Delta Sigma club are nearly (J30 Spencer, and C. F. Lynch of Danvers. Union battery engaging the enemy in the
Burial was in the family lot in St. Jo- distance near New Market, Va. ,
i
richer by their entertainment of last Fri
Soon a shot came arid passed over neaV
day night, which was very successlul in seph's cemetery.
the center of the regiment doing no dainl
every way
Spencer Grange Visits and Gives age. They were discovered in their ele-\
Memorial Day cornea on Saturday this
Entertainment.
vated position and the order was at once
year, just a week from to-morrow, and it
given and a secure place in the rear of
is now announced tnat all the stores will
At ten minutes before eight last even
the battery found, where the men rested
ing a big auto truck rolled up io the en
be closed all day.
until nightfall.
Shells came and exJoseph Irving McCplley, aged 4 mos. trance to Grange ball, bringing a goodly
ploded, but no one was hurt.
*
and 10 days, died a,t the home on Maple number of the membership of Spencer
Charles read his Testament before the
street. Wednesday. The twin baby died Grange, who came to furnish a very
pleasing program for the- good of the light faded and committed himself .to his
■ when three months old.
heavenly Father|s care. Early in the
Rev. R. Mf D. Adams is reported 'as order. Arthur Monroe, worthy lecturer evening the order came and a new poof
Spencer
Grange,
gave
an
address,
improving at the hospital. A lay reader
sition near a grove of trees was taken,
from All Saints' church, V\ orcester, will taking for hi* theme—Syndicalism—--vi Co A with Charles went on picket, ho
deutly
coined
for
the
occasion.
There
conduct servces, 8unday.
fires were made, supper from hardtack
was a piano duet by Mrs Clarence Sibley
Dr. Oliver Loren Bice returned from
taken, and sleepless vigilance exacted.
and Mrs Edna Watkins, a reading by
The Silence was proken by a night at-'
the Memorial hospital in Springfield on
Mrs Arthur Monroe, entitled The Hare
Wednesday. He is quite comfortable
tack, a fusillade of shots througa the
Hunt; vocal solos by Mrs Grace Woodis
and glad to see airhis friends.
trees, which Boon died away.
and Mrs Flora M. Barnes; a flute solo by
Ezra Batcheller post G. A. E., and the Vvji A. Woodis, and a speech by acting ■ Sunday, May 15, came and it was eviSons of Veterans will meet at G. A. K. -Master Leon Bemis of Spencer. There dent that soon it was to be anything
hall, Sunday morning at 10.30, to attemt were visitors also from West Brookfield, but a Sunday' s rest for the troops. Camp
the memorial service at the Congregation- New Krai n tree and Worcester. A social was broken toward noon, one position
after another was taken and abandoned
al church.
hour followed when refreshments of sandThe Candidates' Class.of the G. F. 8. wiches, coffee, and cake were served by with marches in ankle-deep mud until a
will present a play in the Gymnasium Of Mr and Mrs Lincoln Smith, Mrs Lizzie line was formed in a hollow with a battery on tbe right. Tbe enemy was disChrist Memorial church, Wednesday Rice and Wilder E. Deane.
covered in force in the distance, and soon
evening, June 3. Look for particular
the battle opened, bullets commenced to
next week.
A very pleasing event May 14th was
sing, deafening noises and yells were
John McCarthy as interlocutor, Dennis the placing of a flag at Grove schoolheard. The inaction was broken by the
McCarthy, Charles Mayers, C-hork-s Ben house by Ezra Batcheller Woman's Reorder to "fix bayonets" and then "fornett and James Burke, as endmen, will lief Corps. The flag waa put in place by
ward" came.. Clmbing over a roil fence
be assisted by six out-of-town stars at the janitor, Mr Moody, the children of
in front, the regiment led by Col. George
the minstrel show to-night at town hall. the four grades forming in a half circhf
D. Wells, made a gallant charge.
under the flag. A presentation speech
But it was soon over. Tbe colonel
Members of Ezra Batcheller W. R. C,
was made by the patriotic instructor, Mrs
cheeked it by turning the color-bearers
No, 164, will meet in front of G. A. K.
Augusta Wood; {remarks were made by
who were in the center, and when the
ball, Sunday morning. May 24, at 10.30
the president, Mrs Nellie Johnson, and
o'clock, to attend service at First Conwings were checked the line was in
the children sang iuspiringly the "Star
gregational church. Wear badges and
semi-circle. Retiring to the first position
Spangled Banner," "Columbia" and
the engagement became general.
white gloves.
* America." One of the prettiest features
Charles loaded and fired, although
A meeting of the stockholders of tbe of the occasion was the "Salute to the
comrades were-falling about "him, in a
Oxford linen Mills was held in Portland, flag" in unison by thechildren.
mechanical way, until ready with his
this week to wind up its affairs and disThe funeral of W. Howard Whiting fourth discbarge, when a bullet came and
solve the corporation. Several gentlemen
MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
representing the Phenix Linen Mills were was very largely attended on Monday passed - through his right breast. The
from nis late home. Loving friends con- warm blood surged into his mouth and
DRESSMAKING
in town to-day.
tributed a wealth of flowers. Rev. A. convinced him that he must leave tbe
' There will be a meeting of the Board
North Brookfield
W. Budd 'pronounced a fitting eulogy field at once. Throwing off unnecessary tl Prospect St.
of Management of the D. A. B. Chapter, upon the life of the deceased, and "the
equipments, retaining his haversack and
with Mrs M. B. Bishop, Saturday, May Harmony quartette sang three selections.
canteen, he turned to flee. Two soldiers
23, at 3 o'clock. Regular meeting, on The places of business were closed during
came to assist him, and passing through
* Saturday, June 6, at the home of Mrs the funeral.
The bearers were his an opening they floundered into a quagFred Parkman. „
nephews. Interment in Walnut Grove mire, where one shoe was lost from his
A new dumping ground has been chos- cemetery.
foot. He assured his helpers that he was
en by the selectmen on the roadside near
The sermon at the Methodist church, able to go alone, and kicking off the
tbe town farm, and the use of the Brad-, Sunday atfernoon, will give a review of j other "shoe, he made his way up the
Shaw street dump will be, discontinued
^ eBp!dlljly of c. ' ridge, exposed to the shells and bullets of
mb M y M
much to the ftntdlcation of the residents ^ wh.eh wag org8njzed in North Brook. the enemy, which were striking all about
of that neighborhood.
! field, April 20, 1861, under Gen. Dev- him, and in mud ankle deep he made his
The house of Mrs Mary Hart, St, John ^ ftn(j 0f the twenty battles in which way for a mile and a half until he reached
engraved or printed in the
street, was damaged by fire to an extent ;t was engaged,
I the turnpike, where ambulances were
of #300 by an early morning fire lost Satwaiting. He was taken to. a temporary
very latest styles, and the
urday. The bouse was pretty thoroughly
FOR SALE
'hospital several miles away, where his
gutted, but we understand toe loss will A GOOD two.seat canopy top Carriage, full wounu was dressed. Then, being able to
best work guaranteed^
set of. curtains, sldejampe, all in good eonbe covered by tbe insurance.
dltlon, also
■o one pair double harness used but a proceed, he was carried to Martinsburg,
few times, 20 atdd 21 Inch collars.
a "
■ where hia father found him a short time
Ezra Batcheller W. B. C. will meet in Hatnlra organ, chr
Horace y. TLdvorencey
heap
* at qu.
uick sale
Apply to UK. O. L. K1CE,
CB, Walnot St. ' after', and, securing a furlough, took him
the Selectmen's roam, Friday, May 29,
North BrookStld
i home to Massachusetts. On, the way to
at 2 p. in. to arrange wreaths and garJournal Office, ■-■
, Martinsburg he tried to remove hia stock- /"
lands (or Memorial day. All who can I
WOOD POR SALE
spare flower, are solicited to bring toem J EE2££tiZ£#gJEffl2£% ings at Cedar Creek, but was obliged to V N0Hb&rookfiei$, Mass- ).
to the hall, a? early a, possible. Saturday -JJJOU;.oajprioj s« s$>^ -gg***. cut them open and. soak hjsjfeet some# »W IX*
•*Bas *;,«".
morning.
.«*•" ;-aii*?*
In
-1 l-thne, for the flesh had risen in ridges and
I
,«ei».*;i
. _ - -

Uneeda Biscuit

Furnishing'.Undertaker

ZuZu

a.

Boston Transcript Co,

PRINCIPAL CURRIER RESIGNS

I

Wedding Invitations
and Announcements

y

f

■

*

SPIRELLA
CORSETS

FRED C. CLAPP

Funeral Director

n

A. 8TEA1 N8, South Main Street, North Brook
held.

PASTURE TO RENT
PASTURE for rental. Bight in the Tillage.
JOHN J. LANE.
M

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Worcester is.
Probate Court
To the heirs at law, next of kin, and all other
arsons interested in iho estate of Augustus T.
Barnes, lateof North Brookfield, in said County, deceased..
.'
Whereas, a certain iostrumeot purporting to
be ibe last will and testament or said deceased
has been presented to Said Court, for probate,
hv Henry Barnes, who prays that lettew testamentary may be issued to hint, tfce executor
therein named, without giving a aurety on his
official bond.
„ w ^
Yoo are hereby oited to appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Worcester, In said County
of Worcester, on the twenty-sixth day of
May, A. D. IBM. a* nh»e .o'cloek In the
forenoon, to show cause, a any yon have, why
the tame should not be granted.
And »U petitioner It hereBT directed to givi
pnbhonoMoetaereofjJi 8»W«*ta*JiIijsJtl*
or three successive
tlon once in each wr
afield Journal a newethe nHw
North ™""»
weeks in ine
irtfi Brookneld. the last
paper published la Hertl
r
at
leaet before
publication to beens say ■« ~—»
""f"
Uoortsodby mantm,, postpaid, or deltvertng
--ipyof this oltation to all known persons insoot
■sted
In
the
estate,
seven
d»y»
at
least beteres
fore1 said Court.
_
-___,_
WILLIAM T.
.. roues, *!?•!»•.
w;
said Oonrt, tsja Sfili dnjr of Hnr
— thousand nine hundred and
year one

?^

.

BABHT H. ATWOOB, Begkter.
Mays, IS, MB.

Seed Potatoes!

FULLAM
Will supply you with the
following seed potatoes :
GREEN MOUNTAIN,
NORCROSS,
DELAWARE,

f.

GOLD COIN,
CARMEN NO. 3,
NEW QUEEN,
EARLY ROSE,
IRISH COBBLER,

BROOKFIELD TIMES
f-atal Defect.

BROOKFBBLD TIMES

FUNERAL OF MEN KILLED AT VERA CRUZ

HOERTA READY DESTROY DRIDGE
MELLEN TELLS
TO YIELD NOW TO BLOCKFUNSTON
OF MORGAN ROLE
Millions Spent Without Explana- Army Will Stay in Mexico Un- Mexicans Blow Up High Structure at San Francisco
til Peace Is Guaranteed
tion at His Word
CANT

An impressive tribute was paid the memory of the tmaw «^°",L*fd f^^J^t^uj^JSL US!
Cruz onX occasion of the funeral service, at the Brooklyn navy yard. This photograph shows the cortege moving up Broadway, New York.

GIGANTIC ICEBERGS IN PATH 8F ATLANTIC STEAMERS

The United States revenue cutter Seneca, which is patrolling the North Atlantic, recently reported sighting
these Immense icebergs that were moving rapidly southward In the path of ocean liners. They were about one
hundred and twenty-five feet high above the water line.

FIGHTING IN TAMPICO'S OUTSKIRTS

MISS JANE DELANO

TRACE

$11,155,000 MEDIATORS SURE OF PEACE 3,000 MEN NEAR THE CITY

Complete Dominion of Late J. P. Mor.
gan Over Affairs Indicated In Re-

Demand* Immediate Establishment of

fusal of Directors to Question
Blind Expenditure of $11,155,000.

on Own Exoneration—'Put Tern
porary Power in Neutral Hands-

Washington.—Candidly, calmly—almost, it appeared, with relief—Charles
S. Mellen told the story of the New
Haven Railroad as it never has been
told before.
For five hours, as he faced Inter'
state Commerce Commissioner C. C.
McChord and answered the searching
questions of Joseph W. Folk, chief
counsel to the commision, he kept a
rpom full of listeners on the edge of
their chairs, straining every nerve
that they might not miss a single
word of one of the most dramatic
recitals ever given on oath.
That Theodore Roosevelt while
President of the United States was
consulted regarding the absorption of
the Boston and Maine Railroad by
the New Haven interests and advised
that the deal be put through was one
ot the sensational statementsjnade
by Mr. Mellen. The late J. P. MfoTgan
sent Mr. Mellen, according to the
sworn testimony, to see Mr. Roosevelt
about the transaction, which was one
of the principal steps in the formation ot the gigantic New England
traffic monopoly. , *
, Mr. Morgan's associates knew Mr.
Roosevelt as "the Little Father in
Washington." Mr. Mellen after calling at the White House and on promb
nent government officials reported In
a letter, produced at the hearing, that
the way had been cleared for the
merger.
Tammany men received contracts
aggregating *2,500,000 from the New
Haven system, Mr. Mellen testified,
because of their alliance with the
"powers" in the administration of
New York City.
Mr. Mellen admitted with apparent
reluctance that Mr. Morgan completely dominated the New York, New
Haven and Hartford Railroad. He
said he had been called Mr. Morgan's
"office boy," thus skillfully Bhifting
the blame on the dead financier.
i In the purchase of the New York,
Westchester and Boston Railroad the
New Haven spent $11,165,000, which
never was accounted for except in a
vague way as a lump sum, according
to Mr. Mellen.
Mr. Morgan, William Rockefeller
and George McCulloch Miller handled
the fund. Mr. Mellen said that when
he asked Mr. Morgan to itemize the
account s5 that stockholders might
know where their money went Mr.
Morgan necame greatly agitated and
refused.
J. P. Morgan & Co. handled all the
securities of the New Haven and the
336 subsidiary companies.
Once,
when Kuhn, Loeb & Co. placed the
"French loan," it was not until the
approval of the Morgan interests had
been received.
Oakleigh Thorne, Mr. Mellen testified, received more than a million
dollars double commissions for his
work. An attorney, representing both
Bides, contended that the New Haven
could not recover on hhe excessive
payment.
Lewis Cass Ledyard was charged
with negoiating a twenty-year con»
tract for the American Express Company to operate on the Boston and
Maine at a reduced rate, canceling a
contract that had seven years to run.
Mr. Mellen told of "special account
number \2" kept by the New Haven
with J../P. Morgan & Co.. through
which between *20,000,000 and $30,000,000 Sowed, no account even being
made to the president of the railroad
system. I
COL. ROOSEVELT RETURNS.
Weak

PROTECTING THE PANAMA CANAL

From

Fever,

but, Still

Full

of Vim.

Advance trenches of the federals outside Tamplco repulsing an attack
fcy the constitutionalists. These soldiers and their mates finally were driven
trom the city and fled to the south.
Miss Jane Delano Is the efficient
head of the four thousand Red Cross
trained nurses, some of whom already
have been sent to 'Mexico. She serves
without pay and her official title is
"chairman of the national committee
on Red Cross nursing service." Miss
Delano le a graduate ot Bellevue hospital. New York city.

New York.—Snapping his Jaws together with a vim that a tropical fever, which robbed him of sixty pounds
ot flesh, could not diminish, Theodore
Roosevelt returned from-hls explorations in the Jungles of South America.
"I had a rather severe attack of
fever," the colonel admitted, "but I'm
still worth several dead men."
Standing at the starboard rail of the
Booth liner Aldan, on which he made
the voyage from Para, the Progressive
leader showed the effects bf the Illness which nearly cost hint his life.
His face, beneath, a dark coat of tan
painted by a tropical sun, was thin
and drawn; his neck was lean and
sinewy, while his back tapered from
his shoulders to a waist remarkably
slender for the colonel. He went at
once to Oyster Bay for a rest

Plea for Cleaner Statues.
Country cousins, visiting in London,
demand to know what is wrong with
London monuments, or many ot them.
Well they may, for quite a number of
our bronze effigies are, at this moment, in a most unsightly condition
BEEF JUMPS SKYWARD.
as a result of what is said to be
"cleaning.'* The Gladstone figure in
the Strand, the Shaftesbury memorial Best Cuts Up Another Cent In Six
Months' Record.
fountain at Picadllly Circus, and many
New York.—The best cuts of beef
another, are coated in verdigris, the
went
up
another
cent in New York
dried swilllhgs of some noxious fluid
which has run down onto the stone City, Swift & Co. Jumping the wholebelow and made it green also—though sale price to 17 cents. This Increase
not with envy, one would think. The applies to ribs and loins. Rounds also
whole produces a most bilious and went up half a cent, but the checks
sickening sight Why cannot these will cost one cent less than formerly.
The advance Is consistent with the
bigger bronzes be kept as clean and
movement ot beef prices lor six
"bronzy" as the two Herculean athmonths. During that time there has
letes In the Embankment Gardens—
To guard against any possible attack on the Panama, canal there Is now
the best and best-kept figures la Lon- been no drop in best cuts.
stationed a each of the locks one company ot United States infantrymen.
don?—London
Chronicle.
The photograph show* some at tarn soldiers and their tent* at Pedro Miguel

Provisional Rule—Also Insists Up-

Washington.—President Wilson told
the American Commissioners, to the
mediation conference at Niagara
Falls, Ontario, that the United States
Government regards the settlement
of the Mexican problem in a definite
form as a pre-requisite to the withdrawal of the American forces from
Vera Cruz.
The President gave to the American Commissioners—Justice Joseph
R. Lamar of the Supreme Court of
the United States, Frederick W.
Lehmann, former Solicitor General,
and H. Perceval Dodge, diplomatic
secretary—no specific instructions.
He told them to place themselves
in a receptive mood and await proposal from the three South American mediators.
At the same time he outlined to
his representatives that peace In
Mexico seemed to him to be conditioned on the elimination- of the
Huerta administration and the establishment in its place of a strong provisional government which would
conduct an election giving fair treatment to all factions and parties, and
guaranteeing, moreover, .a solution
of the agrarian problem and other
internal difficulties which have bred
revolution in- the southern republic
in the last three years.
The instructions and powers which
the delegates of Huerta carry with
them to the Niagara Falls conference
give them authority to arrange for
the retirement of Vlctorlano Huerta
from his office as provisional President of Mexico.
Huerta's willingness to get out,
however, is not without its qualifications.* He is willing to retire only on
condition that there shall be nothing
in the agreement which will impair
the "honor, dignity or integrity" of
Mexico.
These conditions are briefly summarized as a reservation to Gen.
Huerta of some voice in naming his
successor, an American loan to Mexico of $400,000,000 and a ninety-nineyear lease of Magdalena Bay for
naval target practice at an annual
rental of $1,000,000 gold.
TWO MORE AVIATORS KILLED.
Death

List

of

Five

Since

German

Aviation Competition Began.

Berlin.—Two more German army
aviators were killed In the Prince
Henry aviation competition, making a
total of five killed and several injured since the contest began.
There are several contests in the
Prince Henry competition, the most
Important being a reconnolssapce contest, in twojaatages, of 1,103 miles.
In this contest the victims were
Lleuts. Rohde and Kolbe. The former
was killed when the monoplane was
capsized by a sudden gust of wind and
Lieut Kolbe was so badly hurt that
he died later in the day.
There were several minor accidents
and several prominent airmen, including Stoeller, Sohlegel and von Hiddesen were compelled to withdraw.
AEROPLANE TAKE8 FORT
Kills 20 and

Paralyzes Artillery at
Mazatlan,

Los Angeles.—General Tellez, the
Federal commander at Mazatlan, has
offered to surrender the remnant of
his troops If he is accorded the honors ot war by General Ozregon, according to advices received by Adolfo
Carlllo, Constitutionalist representative' here.
The telegram also Informed Carlllo
that a Constitutionalist aeroplane
wrecked La Pedra Fort at Mazatlan,
killing twenty men and putting all
ot the, arffllery there out ot commission.

Interoceanlc

Railway

Structure

l»

Destroyed, but Army Officers Do
Not
Believe
It
Would
Check an Advance.

Washington.—Gen. Funston notified
the War Department that the high
bridge near San Francisco, twentyeight miles west of Vera Cruz, had
been destroyed by Mexicans.
This bridge Is on the line of the I
Interoceanlc Railway, a narrpw-gauge
line operated as part of the National
Railways of Mexico and running from
Vera Cruz to Mexico City.
The first bridge on this road going
west trom Vera Cruz is at Antigua,
twenty-one ■ miles from Vera Cruz.
The bridge which has now been destroyed, is between Antigua and the
San Francisco station. Its destruction interrupts communication over
the Interoceanlc road from Vera Cruzto the Mexican capital.
The rails on the Antigua bridge
were removed immediately after the
first fighting at Vera Cruz. This was
discovered by American naval aviators.
The Interoceanlc Railway has not
been used since the occupation of
Vera Cruz by the United States forces.
Communication by rail with the Mexican capital from Vera Cruz has beer*
over the broad-guage route of the
Mexican Railway.
It is understood here that the route
of the American army, if sent to Mexico City, would be between the Inter*
oceanic and Mexican Railways and
that all rivers encountered would b»
crossed on pontoon bridges.
Gen. Funston also reported rumore
that Gen. Navarette, the Federal commander, was in the vicinity of Vera,
Cruz, with a force of 3,000 men. Army
officers seriously doubt, however, It
Navarette has so many troops in his
command.

r

8AVE FOUR AT SEA.

Halifax, N. S.—Four survivors out
of the fifteen who escaped in the
third boat of the freight steamer Columbian, burned at sea on May 5,
were picked up by the United State*
revenue cutter Seneca forty miles
south of P/.ble Island.
Eleven others of the boat's crew
which left the Columbian when she
was burned Just south of Sable Island,
succumbed in the mean while to injuries and privations and their bodies
had been cast overboard. The death
roll of the lost freighter now stands
at fifteen.
The men snatched from death by
the Seneca were Robert Tiese, Oscar
Kendall and Peter Bellanger, seamen,
and Michael Ludwlgsen, a fireman.
The survivors had lived on only a
few ship's biscuits and a cask of
water, which had long since been ex
hausted. They had gone the limit of
human endurance.
FIVE DROWN AS LAUNCH UPSETS-

DOAlt'S

Four Persons Rescued In Mississippi
at Minneapolis.

Minneapolis.—Five persons were
drowned when an overcrowded 1ft
toot launch capsized in the Mississippi
River at Thirty-third avenue, North
east. Four more were rescued from
logs snagged In midstream onto which
they had crawled after half an hour
In the water.
Too short a turn In a big eddy overturned the heavily laden launch. John
C. Buchholz, who drove the launch,
kept his wife and niece afloat. His
own two children were drowned. Fred
Weber of Merrill, Wls., struggled to
save Mrs. Otto Justman and failed.
She and two of her children were
drowned.

Gat

Kills

DEATH

HOU8E.

Aged Sisters as
More I* on Way,

$10,000

Chicago.—Mrs. Emily Backus, seventy-seven, and her sister. Miss Marietta Wright, seventy-three, were
Beflins in a Joke, but Ends In Death
found in their home, No. 3055 Wash.
of the Participants.
Ington Boulevard, dead from gas
Roanoke, Va.—While a funeral was fumes. < They were wealthy. Frank
in progress at Fort Blackmore, Scott Crosten of Rochester, N. Y, arrived
county, Va„ Charles P. Harris and with $10,000 which he was to pay the
Henry Begley, prominent young men, sisters. It was obtained by sale ot
engaged in a pistol duel which result- land near Gage, N. Y. Crosten, who
ed in the death of both,.
is a relative by marriage, says he beThe men were Joking each other lieves the suffocation was accidental.,
and this led up to a quarrel. Begley
In a bureau drawer $16,000 In curshot Harris twice In the legs. Harris rency was found, and tied up in a dust
then drew his revolver and the men rag, under a sink; $14,000 more was
shot simultaneously. Each of the disci vered. The women lived alone
duelists was struck In the heart and and were considered eccentric oy
fell 'dead.
neighbors.
,
FATAL DUEL AT FUNERAL.

\.

REVERSE8 $31,000,000 DECISION.
Court of Claims Finds in Favor of
Government in Mall-Rate Case.

Washington.—The court of claims
handed down a decision reversing its
previous decision In what are now
known as "the divisor cases." A total
of 72£Lrailroads are involved in these
suits and, under the original judgment
the United States would have been
subject to claims for over $31,000,000.
The suits arose out of the weighing
of the malls carried for the government by the railways.

PEACE FRIENDS

FOR WILSON.

Resolutions Indorsing Stand at Hague
Treaty Celebration.
New Brunswick, N. J.—The "watchful watting" policy of President Wilson and Secretary Bryan In Mexico
was praised by Dr. Stephen.B, Wise of
New York city, who waa the principal
speaker at the celebration of the an.
niversary ot the signing of the treaty
of The Hague. At the close of the
meeting a resolution was adopted indorsing the stanS taken by the President In the Mexican troubles.

WESTERN CANADA'S
PROSPECTS FOR 1914
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Are Your Kidneys Weak ?

Columbian Survivors Picked Up Two
Weeks After Steamer Burned.

$30,000 IN

for the Kohinur, for same occult cause,
' Vou are perfectly satisfied with the
was not to be so simply arranged as conditions?" he queried, not without a
such matters generally are; the pre- note of anxiety.
liminaries were unusual and—to him—
"Why not? I have your word for It
unnecessary; he was becoming more that the enterprise is honest; as for
and more puzzled, for he believed that the other part of it, why, the secrecy
Brownlow was needlessly Investing and all that sort of thing, It only
the proceedings with an air of mys- makes a fellow a bit more keen, don't Excellent Spring for Work and
Wheat Seeding About
tery, and this made him restive.
you know."
"I'm fearful that It's not to be,"
"You are confident you can fill the
Finished.
sighed he, heavily. "When you hear billets?"
the conditions you will back out like
"Sure thing. I know tbe very chaps
The writer has Just returned from
all the rest of 'em. Seems like these who will jump at a chance like this, an extensive trip through the Provdays navigators are too busy clipping where they would turn down an ordi- inces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and
coupons and drawing dividends to be nary offer. You didn't know where to Alberta, in Western Canada. The crop
attracted by a little thing like double look, Mr. Brownlow."
conditions are the very best, and no
wages."
~
-"*"
The old gentleman breathed a slgb one locality seems to have an advanTom pricked up his ears. Two pas- of relief. "I suppose not" he admittage over another in this respect The
times had been mentioned which be, ted. "I never before bad to deal with
uniformity in growth Is remarkable,
at least, never had enjoyed. He inter-, a matter like this. You know where
and In all parts of the three provinces
rupted with an exclamation.
the Claremont is ?"
spring wheat at the time of writing.
"Double wages! Say"—eagerly—"ft
Tom nodded. He bad dined then
the game's straight I don't care to hear often enough to have Its location and May 10th, is well above the ground
conditions. Where's your yacht? I'M Its other characteristics pretty well from two to three Inches. Considerget my dunnage aboard without wast- stamped upon his memory. Brownlow able fall plowing was done last year,
New Modern Dancing:
and this, with the summer fallow, is
owner—for Tom was familiar with ing any more time."
SYNOP8I8.
The leading Bzpert and Instructor In New fork
continued:
already seeded, so that practically
OUT, writes: "Dear Sir:—I hare need AI.LSN'H
every private craft that acknowledged
The little man bounded from his
"The Kohinur Is at anchor In the wheat seeding is over by this date.
roOT-BASi;, the antiseptic powder to he shaken Into
Rudolph van Vechten, a young: man of New York ae its home port—and far chair and began pacing the floor with Hudson, just off the Claremont landthe shoes, for the past ten years. It Is a blessing to
leisure.
Is
astonished
to
see
a
man
enter
"Everywhere
the farmers are busy and
all who are compelled to be on their feet. I dance
from being dazzled by a bewildering short, nervous strides. Every now
eight or ten hoars daily, and And that ALLEN'S No. 1313, a house across the street from display of precious stones, the sparkle and then he would halt with a jerk and ing. Her bunkers are full; most of her the whole country presents one great
the Powhatan club, long unoccupied and
FOOT-BABE keeps my feet coo], takes the friction
from tbe shoe, prevents corns and Sore, Aching feet. spoken of as the House of Mystery. Sev- of a diamond here would have been so address a few remarks to Tom, rub his supplies are on board, but I'll take It scene of activity—three-horse, four?
upon myself to complete the list this
I reooaimend It to all my pupils."
eral persons at regular intervals enter
hands together briskly and dart off afternoon. I'll wait for you there. horse and five-horse teams are busy
(Signed)
B. FLSTCHKB HALLAMOHB.
No. 1313. Van Vechten expresses concern conspicuous as to be startling.
BamploFiiEg. Address AllenB.OImsted.LeBoy.N.r. to his friend, Tom Phlnney, regarding the
preparing land for barley, oats and
To his unobservant eye there was upon his promenade.
There are some further Instructions
whereabouts of his cousin and fiancee,
"I declare, Mr. Phlnney," he spoke that I must give you before the char- flax. On some of tbe larger farms
Paige Carew. A man Is forcibly ejected nothing to Indicate what manner of
fnom the house. Van Vechten and Tom business might be carried on here. vehemently, "In a way this Is a rare
batteries of steam and gasoline outDepends on Colors.
terer and party come aboard."
follow the man and find him dead In the
Church—Do you believe "the ap- street. Van Vechten is attracted by the Brownlow's private room was even stroke of luck for me; but before we
Tom hastened away. His assurance fits are at work, but in a great many
face of a girl In the crowd of onlookers dingier and more uninviting than the go any further I must—my conscience
parel oft proclaims the man?
that he could find the men to com- districts where these have been opersurrounding the body, Later he discovGotham—Why, yes, if it's loud ers the girl gazing at him with a look of outer office—for all the world like the Impels me to tell you—ahem!—some plete the Kohlnur's equipment was not ated in the past they are being dis•corn
from
the
windows
of
the
mysterithings.
Certain
details
must
be
laid
husk of a frost-bitten nut of which
enough.
ill-advised; he had in mind tbe very placed by horses, owing no doubt parous house. Detective Flint calls on Van Brownlow was the wrinkled kernel.
before you before I allow you, out of men he wanted, and his task was sim- tially to the difficulty of securing exVechten to get his version of the tragedy,
Tom
Phlnney
goes
alone
on
a
yachtthe
generosity
of
your
nature,
to
bind
But
could
Tom
have
been
present
perienced men to operate them. AnyHer Only Chance.
ply one of running them to earth.
ing trip.. He recognizes among some per"I understand that Miss Antique is sona In a passing motor boat two men while the Importer was entertaining a yourself to any obligation. The condiAs being ot prime importance, he way, there is being put Into agricul- j
whom he had seen enter the House of prospective customer, he would have tions, I believe I may truthfully aftt*fe in Western Canada, greater efengaged."
Mystery. He sees one of them, a Mr. Cal- obtained an insight Into Brownlow's firm, are extraordinary; indeed, with- first secured the engineer, and by five fort with more* promise than for some
"Hypnotism?"
ais, on shore later and follows him. Tom
o'clock bad found Phil Mercer. This
Is seized, blindfolded and taken to a methods. In front of the only window out exaggerating the state of affairs, I young man he was forced, almost lit. years past The soil is in the best
house. He hears a girl named Jessie, eviDr. Peery'e Vermifuge 'Dead Shot" kills dently the daughter of the man in author- that was scrupulously clean stood a may even go so far as to say that they erally, to shanghai. That Is to say. possible condition; moisture has been
and expels Worms ID a very few hours. ity, question his captors. A sweet-voiced wide table. Across the polished top are astoundlngly extraordinary; and 1 Mercer was disposed to hang back be- sufficient, there have been no winds
Adv.
girl later protests against the roughness two comfortable leathern chairs faced must put you into possession of such
cause of certain delinquencies which to dry out the soil, and If the farmers
of his captors. Van Vechten calls on his
Theodore Van Vechten, big man each other. Two or three dark pur- tacts as I am at liberty to impart
had been tbe occasion of his expulsion have bad to lay up for a day or so
As the world goes man goes with it Uncle,
In Wall street and known as the "Man of ple velvet pads and a couple of jewel"But"—he broke off abruptly—"I from Annapolis, BO that Tom was now and again, It was merely that the
—so he might as well make the best Iron,' in search of Information regarding er's lenses lay here and there upon need more than a captain; I am
the
whereabouts
of
Paige
Carew.
Detecground might have tbe advantage of
of It
tive Flint shows Van Vechten a gold the top Itself. At these two places the pledged to secure the services of a obliged to pick him up bodily and de- the rain and an occasional snow,;
mesh purse found In the House of Mys- importer and the customer would have first and second officer and a chief en- posit him beside the driver's Beat Cox,
tery, Van recognises it as belonging to
tbe engineer, lolling at ease in the Jvhieh promise so much for the growAnybody can dye successfully with Paige
Carew. The sweet-voiced girl helps been sitting tete-a-tete, tbe latter bark- gineer. The scamps who have been
ing crop. With some warm weather
Tom Phlnney escape. A message from ening while the former discoursed at serving me in those capacities—con- tonneau, grinned cheerfully.
Ptitnam Fadeless Dyes. Adv.
London reports that two «ladies resem"Maybe you don't want the job or the grnin will come along In a manbling Miss Carew and her companion, length upon any subject save the one found 'em—are poor, miserable, spineWhen Confidence Returned.
Mrs. Devereaux. sailed for New York that bad brought them together, until less creatures whose proper walk in need the money," announced Tom with ner that will equal the best yearn
some time previously. It develops that
decision, "but I do need* a first officer Western Canada has ever had.
■ The young bride was erchanglng the
ladles visited the English home of one of the bent figures In the outer of- life Is between a pair of plow-handles
It must not be thought from, this1
costume tor a traveling suit
Temple Bonner, owner of the House of fice returned from Brownlow's safe-de- Instead of upon the deck of a sea-go- —in a devil of a hurry, too—and I'm
Mystery. Flint has a theory that they
not going to be over-particular about that the farmers are full bent on 8e''Inez," she asked of the rather en- are
connected with the mystery o* No. posit box in a nearby bank, bearing ing craft Tbey are a pack of cowvious housemaid who was assisting 1813. It is recalled that Temple Bonner beneath his arm a small leather case. ards, Mr. Phlnney, when an oppor- how I get him. You're elected. As curing a grain crop alone. In nearly'
In love with a daughter of Compton
It Is, 111 have to get along without a every district there Is more and moral
her, "did I appear at all nervous at was
flchuyler who n+arrled Max Wlllard. The After this had been deposited at tunity Is presented to" them that second, unless I can break in one of
the indication and inclination, to go
any time during the ceremony?"
ether daughter married a man named Brownlow's elbow and the bent figure smacks of adventure. As I have alBrownlow'a tars. I've got you, and Into mixed farming. Herds of cattle
Bonner and Wlllard were in"Just a little at first," replied Inez, Devereaux.
timate friends. A search Is started for had retired to re-attach himself to his ready Intimated, I've had the devil's take it from me, you're not going to
now dot the plains that up, to thai
"but not after Gerald had said 'I do.'" Wlllard. Van Vechten enters the House own particular ponderous ledger, the own time trying to find men for the
of Mystery by the back door In time to case would have been opened and its billets, and you'll have to ecare 'em up get away."
present had been fully given up to
—Ladles' Home Journal.
hear John Callls threaten a girl. He In"But—you know, Tom—" Mercer grain growing, hogs and sheep are In
terferes and helps the girl escape, but Is glittering contents poured out upon somehow, somewhere, before six
rendered unconscious li the struggle the velvet pads. Then the little man's o'clock. That's the fix I'm in."
tried a final protest, even while Tom evidence. New buildings are to be
In France one man in twenty la en- with
Callls.
titled to wear a decoration.
garrulity would have ceased, and he
"But what Is it you want to tell me?" was throwing In the clutch. The lat- seen on a great many places, these
being pig houses and cow stables, alwould have uncovered a minute knowl- Tom Impatiently tried to pin hirq ter cut curtly in:
BOOK III
"Yes, I know. But, believe me, Phil, though protection of cattle Is not regu-i
edge of gems and values against which down. "If the thing depends upon so
the
booze
Isn't
going
to
get
you
while
larly required, excepting for calves
the sharpest bargainer knew that it much we haven't any time to spare.
Aboard the Kohinur.
was useless to contend. Unnumbered I've a motor below, and I'm pretty sure you're on the Kohinur with me. This and such cows as It may be necessary
job
will
beat
all
the
jag
cures
you've
to house from time, to time.,
millions of dollars worth bf precious I can get the men."
You may have kidney trouble and not
CHAPTER I.
stones had passed through his claw?
The growing ot alfalfa and othen
Brownlow threw himself Into his ever been up against. You'll be enknow it. The only signTTttiay be occatitled to a post-graduate diploma when fodder grasses Is an Industry that isi
like
fingers,
each
adding
Its
quota
to
chair
and
hitched
it
closer
to
Tom.
sional twinges-no the smallybf the back,
you are discharged."
Tom Finds Employment.
his
wealth;
and
thus
It
was
that
he
Leaning
forward,
in
a
confidential
attibeing
rapidly developed.
constant lameness, dizzy spells or some
It was In an exceedingly dejected could Indulge in a luxury like the tude and occasionally emphasizing his
Mercer subsided, grumbllngly acDuring this spring a splendid class!
annoying irregularity of thekidney action.
frame
of
mind
that
Tom
Phlnney,
Kohinur.
remarks with a vigorous tap upon the cepting the inevitable:
of new settlers have gone in, many off
But no sign of kidney trouble can be
alone In Van Vechten's huge six-cylinAt the Claremont Tom stabled the them from the eastern states. Thesei
safely ignored. Kitftney disease moves
The importer was alone', however, young man's knee, he Impressively beder
car,
made
his
way
to
Maiden
Lane
machine,
tried
to
get
Van
Vechten
on
rapidly. It leads to dropsy, gravel,
when Tom entered. He rose nimbly gan:
have seen what success the western
In search of Mr. Brownlow. The low from his desk and greeted his caller
Bright's disease, rheumatism.
"Looky here, Mr. Phlnney—here's the phone and failed, and notified Ram- and central states man has achieved!
state of his feelings was In a large with an effusiveness that left tbe lat- the way of it A certain party wants ley at the Kenmore's garage where to In Western Canada, and are now go-j
If yon suspect that your kidneys are
measure owing to a condition that had ter tongue-tied.
sluggish, use Doan's Kidney Pills,
to charter the Kohinur for an Indefi- find bis employer's car. Then he and lng in in hundreds. The movement'
which have relieved thousands.
grown really imminent and personal
"My dear Mr. Phlnney!" cried the nite period. Ordinarily I wouldn't lis- Mercer and Cox clambered down to from Montana, Oregon and Washing.]
only
during
the
last
tew
minutes;
one
A Massachusetts Case
little man, beaming, the while he vig- ten to such a proposal, but he offered the Claremont's landing, where a ton to Canada continues without any)
that meant renunciation of all bis past orously pumped Tom's unresponsive me a sum of money that quite took m» launch was waiting.
abatement as to numbers and value ofj
Mrs. J. P. Whitmode
of
living
and
realization
of
a
After persuading Phil Mercer that effects, while the central and eastern,
right hand. "My dear Mr. Phlnney! breath away, and—ahem!—to be frank
ney, 143 FlSh St,
necessary
readjustment
to
an
uncerAt hoi, Mass., iayi:
Almost literally you have arrived at with you, just now I need the money he didn't have to attend to a suddenly
tain future; he had turned over a new the eleventh hour. It is Impossible for more than I do the boat Do you gel; recollected telephone message, or any states are still sending an excellent,
"My kidneys were
weak and X suffered
leaf, foresworn idleness and frivolity, me to express my gratification at see- me? Well! He put it up to mefjp other errand that might take him in class of farmers with means sufficient
Intensely from backto begin farming on a scale that will!
and was going to work I
ing you. So you didn't forget tbe re- find the men I have mentioned—rest the neighborhood of the Claremont's
ache and dizzy and
j
Gloomy meditations darkened his quest I made so bold as to proffer at of the crew's all right—but the enter- bar, Tom addressed himself to the pay from tbe start.
nervous spelts.
Those who contemplate visiting thai
Doan's Kidney Pills
nandsome face, and in his preoccupa- Mrs. Payne-French's!" He stopped prise Is wholly secret Understand? white-uniformed sailor In charge of
fixed me up all right
Panama Exposition next year will find'
tion he wasted a good quarter ot an with surprising abruptness, then went Secret 1 They balked. And there yon the' launch.
>
and we always keep
that one of the most Interesting trips]
hour searching for Brownlow'a num- on In a tone expressive of consterna- are."
them on hand now.
"Is this the Kohlnur's launch?" he
they can make will be via the Cana-i
There isn't & better
ber. In harmony with a fancied por- tion: "Don't say that you have
"A-ha!" Interjected the bewildered demanded.
kidney medicine to
dlan West. There will be three line*
trait of the tatter's establishment, he failed! Don't tell me you have come listener, who was now beginning to see
be bad."
The fellow jerked an Indifferent of railway they can use—the Canadian
lirected his attention to the smarter, here only to bring disappointment! It light "That listens
well—if tbe thumb in the general direction of the
Pacific, Canadian Northern and Grand.
more modern structures; and it was would be a cruel act of kindness on thing's not crooked."
Grt Dosar* «t Any Store. BOe • Bos
boat's varnished bow, where the name
"Crooked I"
shouted
Brownlow, was conspicuously emblazoned la Trunk Pacific, all of which will have,
your part, but
... Ahem! Sit
through
to coast lines completed. Thua
aghast at the very idea. "Young man, raised, but somewhat tarnished, brass
down!"
FOSTER-M1LBURN CO., BUFFALO, N.Y,
will be given a view, of prairie, woodTom dropped into the chair which do you think I would lend myself to letters.
land and mountain scenery unexcelled
the other thrust at him as if he meant anything crooked?" Tom did not com"You can read, can't you?" was the In America.—Advertisement
mit himself, and the other went on impudent reply.
to knock his legs from under him.
"Pray don't give me any such ill- with much warmth. "As I say, the en"Look here, my man; you answer a
Cause of Death,
tidings, Mr. Phlnney, for this is my terprise Is secret; I myself am Igno- civil question civilly, and say 'sir*
"You say your automoblde didn't'
last day of grace; If I don't get a rant of its nature; but—believe me, when you speak to me. Do y'get me?** touch this man, and yet he was dears
skipper and mates for the Kohinur by/ Mr. Phlnney—It is indorsed by a name
The tailor recoiled with dropped when you picked him up?" shouted
six this evening, I stand to lose"—he that would astonish you were I at lib- jaw.
the prosecuting attorney.
raised his hands In a despairing ges- erty to mention it In point of fact, it
"Beg pardon, sir," he made haste to
"That's my claim," coolly retorted
ture^—"I can't bear to hear myself say was that name that finally Influenced conciliate. "You're Captain Phlnney
the prisoner. "My machine didn't
it! I can't bear to^think of how much me to accept the offer. Crooked? God —I didn't know."
touch him."
I shall lose—more than any man can bless my soul, no!"
"Answer my question."
"And you were driving not over 11
Tom was already upon his feet "If
afford—good, honest money, just wait"Yes, sir; this is the Kohlnur's miles an hour?"
that's all I'll go hunt for men. We launch. I was waiting for you. Mr.
ing to be picked up."
"Not over 12 miles and—"
This was all more or less unintel- haven't any time to lose. What then?" Brownlow's on board now."
"And you saw this man start ta
ligible to Tom; but he had succeeded
"Look at that lettering," went on cross the Btreet"
CHAPTER 11.
in pulling himself together, and as
Tom sternly, indicating the name on
"Yes."
soon as he could wedge in a word'he
the bow; "as green and dull as an old
"Did you blow your horn?"
The Voice In the Dark.
tried to impress upon the excitable
brass kettle. And what do y'mean,
"I did."
The importer also arose, and coming coming after your captain in a soiled
merchant that he was offering himself
"What sort of a horn is It?"
tor the opening. When at last Brown- over to Tom, once more took his hand rig like that? You'll put In the rest of
"One of those newfangled clatterlow
comprehended,
he suddenly and peered aearcblngly up Into his the evening washing and ironing It"
boxes
that create a sound that is a
checked himself and stared at Tom in face.
(TO BB CONTINUED.)
cross
between a shriek and a dying
silent surprise;- but in a moment he
wail>
drew a long face, which put the finishRenews Your Youthful Appearance "My Dear Mr Phlnney—My Dear Mr. ing touch to Ills caller's discourage"That explains it. You simply scared)
the man to death."
ment
Phlnney."
"You're not In earnest," Brownlow
Overworked.
quite by accident that his eye alighted voiced his misgivings, solemnly wagThe papers are publishing stories o*
upon the right place—an indescribably ging his head, but nevertheless main"Dr. Weir Mitchell. This Is one ot thai
shabby building, age-worn and de- taining an Interested scrutiny upon
best of them:
crepit, pinched between two skyNine times in ten when the liver Is scrapers. He stopped the motor and the young man. "Why, should you be
One day a patient came Into hisi
looking for such a billet?"
Tight the stomach and bowels are right
Ece and found him closing a large
viewed the entrance with doubt and
"Because I want tho money," was
mark,
or
who
snaps
our
most
telling
CARTER'S LITTLE
NUISANCES
IN
DAILY
LIFE
idle of letters. "All resignation*
disfavor. But there was DO mistaking the blunt response. "And take my
argument in two to Interject comLIVER PILLS
m committees or boards," he said.
St; from the curb, Brownlow's name word tor it, Mr. Brownlow, I'm in
gently butflrmly com.
"I'm going to get off all
could be Been on the directory board earnest If you doubt my qualifica- Many People Who, Through Thought- ment humorous or otherwise?' Or of "gleefully.
pel a lazy liver to '
the chronic story-teller who can hard- them. I have told toy wife that when
lessness, Allow Themselves to Bs
lust inside the entrance.
tions—"
do its duty.
ly
wait
for
the
conclusion
of
our
anecGuilty of Discourtesy:
I die I want her to put on my tomtw
There was not even an elevator, so
The other raised a silencing hand
Cures Condote because of his eagerness to cap stone, 'Committeed to the crave!'"
Tom was obliged to climb two flights
stipation, In"I konw all about them," said he,
It
with
one
he
believes
better?
We
In the Woman's Home Companion
of stairs, dark and dirty, to a suite of crisply, ' "else I shouldn't have
digestion,
'■
■—■
*
|
Sick
riin^yafflAM, |n the outer of which two broached the matter to you in the first appears an article entitled "Little have all met Just such people who
Their Use.
have
done
these
very
things,
thoughtHeadache,
Courtesies
of
Social
Life,"
in
the
old, white-haired clerks bent over pon- place. I supposed your Interest and
Tourist (looking at the famous cast
!
and Diitmi After Eating.
derous ledgers without so much as activity in yachts and yachting would course of which the author mentions, lessly, no doubt, but not the less un- cade)—Whatever becomes of all those
SHALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE. deigning him a glance, and a trim enable you to put me in the way of as follows, a few people who make pleasant for that reason,
sheets ot ■water?
"These and many others are always
young lady, affording a sharp note of finding what I wanted; I didn't expect nuisances of themselves:
Genuine must bear Signature
Facetious Guide—They go Into the
"Other discourtesies yon meet in with us, and all are guilty ot discour- bed of the river.
contrast to her surroundings, pounded that you would—er—ahem!—"
upon a typewriter. It was she who
Tom took the wordB out of his private as well as In public. Do wo tesy and genuine bad breeding. The
not all know the man or woman who only way to eliminate them and their
recognized his presence with a bright, mouth.
It a man has a large and expensive;
smiling regard, who took his card
"Strike you for the Job myself, eh? takes' up a book or paper and reads breaches of manners Is by Individual family to provide for, he hasn't macs)
effort
with
our
families,
oar
friends—■
PBS BP#% Write for OUT in* pamphlet and
while
others
In
the
circle
are
talking?
time to worry.
li EC sdTloo. lffllCO.¥, UMflm, and disappeared into another room, Well, I have."
and who returned presently to say
ILkW SPUClAl/rilS8C0.,Wjomls.tlig,l'».
Brownlow seated himself at his Do we not meet every day the persona and ourselves."
that Mr. Brownlow would see him at desk,' upon which he thoughtfully who discuss together people, and places
A man may marry tor money ass)
RELIEVES
Philosophy.
in his private office.
drummed with his fingers, every now and things they know and we don't?
woman tor alimony.
Pelt it's Evft Salve SORE EYES once
The farther Tom went, the more in- and then directing a ebarp glance at Does any one of us escape the trial of
It Is easier to take things philocredible It became that this could be his ealler. Tom was beginning to real- the Interrupted who breaks In upon sophically than It is to part with
And even a very tall
~CM4
(he business habitat ot the Koblnur's ize that the employment of a captain our best story with'an Irrelevant re- them philosophically.—P~k.
Its above criticism.
The Rev. Bascom Anthony, a presiding elder of the Methodist church In
southern Georgia, tells a story of a
negro pastor down his way who failed
to give satisfaction to Us flock. A
comittee from the congregation waited on -him to request his resignation.
> "Look here!" demanded the preacher.
"Whut's de trouble wld mah
preachin'? Don't I argufy?"
"You sho' does, eldah," agreed the
spokesman.
'"", '*■ I 'sputify concernin' de Scriptures?**
»v,u suttinly does," admitted the
other.
(
"Den what's wrong?"
• "Well, eldah," stated the head of
the committee, "hit's dis way: You argufies and you 'sputlfles, but you don't
show wherein!"—Saturday Evening
Post
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Make the Liver
Do its Duty
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ODD WAYS OF TELLING TIME
Glance at Clock or Watch la by No
Means Absolutely Necessary, as
This Article Shows.

BRAVE DEED OF TURK

1 CONSTANCE AND HENRY I

HOW FISHERMAN SAVED A TOWN
FROM BULGARS.

•

By LOUISE OLNEY.

.

'••••••••••••••••••••••••a

GARDEN

PLAN WELL LIKED

Laid Out Alomj Lines of the Illustration It Will Be of Permanent Beauty.

A very helpful plan for beautifying
the garden 1B Bhown In the accompanying Illustration, which, if carefully followed, will give results that
are successful and of permanent
beauty.
In the plan well-designed borders
are filled with shrubbery In the corners, or the rear, and hardy perennials In the foreground. TheBe should
be planted according to their height
and color.
Foxgloves, peonies and
Oriental popples are excellent for
gi „aplng. Both German and Japanese Irises and brilliant Sweet Williams
must find a place here also. Narcissus and daffodils give a perfect effect
If planted as a border about the entire
■weep of bedB. These, together with

A clock or a watch was about as
Constance slid behind the trunk of
By Remarkable Feat of Oarsmanship
rare in Turkey 50 years ago as an
a big tree and put her fingers to her
aeroplane is In America today. Even I
He Reached the Greek Fleet In
QR jN[)|AN RUNNERS
ears. Her heart
at the present time in the smaller bHmnu run
Time to Save Kavala From
beat to suffoca-i WORK IN SCIENTIFIC MANNER
cities and villages the house with a
Pillage and Ruin.
tion with mUery .
timepiece In it is unusual, for a clock Green Feed Is Most Important Part of
and suspense. She
Ration Whenever Fowls Are Not
or watch Is considered a luxurious conHere is a dramatic story of war
did not dare to Authorities of Paris R»'»«_The^0wn!
Free to Range.
venience to be Indulged in only by a
Flowers and Trees for Beautifywhich shows how a brave Turkish
stay lest she might
few of the wealthier class.
ing the City.
fisherman saved the town of Kavala
hear Henry Pay(Bv
C
S
•
VALENTINE,
Poultryman.
Nature is the clock of that land. A
from massacre by the retreating BulCopyright, 1814.)
ton make love to
most reliable clock, which never stops
The raising, planting and upkeep of,
The very special care of the Runner garian army. It is a graphic sidelight
Mamie, an old
or falls to serve its purpose. Should younglings covers the first week, for on the horrors due to the reopening
love of his. She- . the trees which so beautify the streets;
you inquire the time there you would they muBt not be chilled, overfed or
could not have ' and boulevards of Paris are under the;
war.
be referred to the crow of the cock, the left without water. They chill easily of "Ithe
have heard from an eye-witness
borne that. Nelth- , direction of the prefecture of the de-:
sun, or the condition of the cat's eye. at first and sometimes get cast on their most striking and picturesque details
er did she dare partment of the Seine, in which PariSi
The cock crows regularly morning, little flat backs and may be unable to
move lest they is situated. A special administrative,
as to the way in which Kavala waB
forenoon, noon, afternoon and evening. right themselves. Water of blood tem- saved just in the nick of time from
hear her — they 'department of the prefecture, known
Sometimes he crows at irregular pert perature should be the first supply, fire and slaughter," says the Salonika
were not ten feet as the "Direction administrative dee)
ods. Woe unto him! For superstition then stale bread lightly moistened in
services d'architecture et des prome-j
correspondent of the London Teledistant.
demands that his head be chopped off, sweet milk. After a week bran, midnades et plantations," is in exclusive]
graph. "The mass of the Bulgar
Constance
wona demand which is complied with with- dlings and later cornmeal and meat
army, in danger of having its retreat
dered why Henry charge of this undertaking, which, lnl
out delay, for to tolerate an ill-crowing | scraps are added to the ration. Sproutcut off from tho north, had evacuated
had brought her a city like Paris, assumes very largei
cock is to bring bad luck, according to ed oats, chopped lettuce or cabbage or
the town, leaving behind only a small
to . this picnic— proportions. For instance, on January!
a native superstition.
any available palatable green feed 1B a
and then let Ma- 1, 1912, the total number of trees onj
One of the methods they have of most important part of the ration force of 200 men, commanded by a
lieutenant, with orders to burn and
j&e Travis absorb the streets, boulevards and squares of
telling time by the sun is the follow- whenever the ducks or ducklings are sack the town next day. The. terrified
/his attention with Paris was 86,686; the total number ot|
ing: They hold their thumbs touching not free to range. Nothing, however,, | people had hidden themselves In their
Con- men employed throughout the year inj
Mgh ^ ^ taBC,naUon.
one another horizontally, and extend quite equals red or white clover or al-_,
darkened houses .behind locked doors ^^ went ^^^ an eternity of planting, transplanting, watering and
the forefingers up perpendicularly.
falta, either grazed or supplied artia-1
Rumors had torture before „ne piucked up courage removing dead trees was 120, and the!
btITei wlnaow8.
Then they divide the thumb and fore- daily. A new producer of green feed &M
gone about that the garrison quar- ^ ^^ dQwn neJ, nanaa> remove her total cost of maintaining these tree»|
finger of each hand into six parts, for yarded fowls iB the Chinese cab- tered in the fortress overlooking the
was estimated at 6OO,D00f. ($96,500).
pumpg ^ aUd6 away
nominal hour points, one hand repre- bage, which looks like a two toot letOn an average 1,100 to 1,200 new
town was laying in large stores of pegoQn ^ f|| Bafe out of slgnt She
senting the morning and the other the tuce and is extremely tender.
troleum, and that bayonets w^ereibeing i Btopped near & BWlftlltUe broofc trees are planted every year to replace)
afternoon. Where the thumbs join bethose which have died, been over-l
Those who can should permit wide
ing twelve o'clock, the tip of one fore- range, with water privilege, after the sharpened and guns loaded, i new where tna,gunBet was mirrored rosily thrown by carte, automobiles, etc., or]
was nothing to hope for or to do; oniy ^ ^ dear watef The gtilmeBB ot
finger representing six o'clock in the ducklings are seven or eight weeks old,
which have been removed for otherj
morning and the tip of the other six for this gives great muscular strength with unavailing curses and VW™ „,„ wood8 SOotbed her a little, and
await the coming of death in Its mosi ^ heetLn to plan how she could find reasons.
o'clock in the afternoon, by holding
The city of Paris has large and va-i
and lessens feed bills, while with matne others and get home without acthe hands In the described position ture ducks it is likely to increase the hideous form.
"Through the pitch-black •tr®ets ■ opting Henry's escort. They were ried plantations just outside the fortM >
toward the sun the shadow oast by one hatchability of the eggs. In general,
Turkish boatman crept down to tne ^ ^ ^^ anfl |joma one WWjM m_ ficatlons, where flowers, exotic shrubal,
forefinger upon the other will point
bran, middlings, shorts and red dog port. No boat was allowed to leave ^ on gofcg wUn uer Jack MamuwJ and trees are raised. One hundred and!
to the correct time, as judged by the. are the mau^reliance to produce frame
thirteen hothouses for plants, exotio
the bay, patrols faced «« "Wj had brought Mamie,
hours nominally marked In mind. The
and muscular development. Maize, searchlights flashed over the stfll and
shrubs and flowers are heated from;
Her shoes still in her hand, she sat
hour divisions may be divided Intooats and barley meal (the latter two
additional parts, as the quarter hours.
sieved while the ducklings are yet on the
hot water through a nine and one-half
vuc gray stones, he l°ofleI™nlB_"
hoaght sinning
striking her
shame that
To tell the time by the caf s eye
"'-' —--—.^. ttnoagnt
our with
wiui >mra»
•"-small) tend to add fat Meat helps ™
tie craft, crawled in, ^d'w™hm°^ Bne ioved Henry Peyton before he mile system of pipes. The object ofl
sounds at first hnmorous, but it can
along both lines, and bonemeal helpa fled oars, pulled away. None heard
this central heating organization la)
rf ^ ^ ^
be done. The average person perhaps
not, as the head gardener explains,
him, and the searchlights ptaying all (
^ ^_ _^ ^
A_ »*_
Is not aware that the shape of the to make" a good frame
8ne Bat tnere she neard tt CraSl1
Shelter may be of the simplest, but around him left him in darkm
' As
darkness.
^
^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ mom6nt Jack. with a view to economy. In fact, such!
1
cat's eye undergoes changes during must Drovide comfort and equable con-1""
"?'„™~ "i, «". great hand were in the busnes ana in a moment oa^ a system is far more costly than septhe day. In the morning the pupil is
arate installations for each group' of
stretched over nun, auu
. 8waggerin(, up w ner
normally circular, but gradually it ditions. These, after ample
water, being the key to success, and
hothouses, but is thus arranged to:
Guegg
anQ n, have io
narrows until noon, when only a nar- those birds which, when well matured, lay around MB boat
avoid the existence of a series of unrow streak is left. As the day proml
bent ltohTsoa™.
console each other. We seem to be sightly chimneys which would destroy
are thus provided and allowed to order M^i^Tano m
n be
n
gresses it resumes its normal shape,
his
might
and
^
°
°
erted."
He
seated
himself
beside
m
ln
aes
their own lives within these limits
the artistic effect of the grounds,
becoming oval about three o'clock In
usually become the largest producers. fh" r/nl iS IS* Greek her, scanning her admiringly with his which are more or less a public resort
the afternoon. In Turkey It Is comThe greatest success I have known «lt Throuah the long hours of the bold, dark eyes.
and show place.
mon for the oM folks to call the cat to
fleet. Through tne »°B »
, gh fl hed ln stress.
their sides in order to ascertain the has come through using a barn base- °ight L"Zt rweTfor hht life
"Say. little one, I'll take off my
ment for shelter, leaving food where
IN HOME GARDENS
time.
the birds always had access to It and

the flowering shrubbery, are gorgeous
in the early springtime.
The open
spaces shown in this plot are reserved
for lawn. In the center Is a Illy pool,
having a cement basin. A gaxingglobe is at one end and a sun dial opposite. At each side of the garden are
semi-circular white benches which invite oneNto tarry.
A scheme for a more pretentious
garden having stately Lombardy poplars and a pergola at the rear, has
proved popular. Beneath the latter Is
placed a group of white garden1 furniture.
Perennial borders frame the
lawn with brilliant color. An edge of
boxwood is exceedingly good. Plant
tall-growing hollyhock* and mallow
marvels in the background. Masses
of helianthus, coreopsis and poppies
should appear in prominent groups.
Foxgloves, English larkspur and hardy
phlox should be planted in abundance.
Japanese iris, snapdragon and gay
Sweet Williams are good just within
the short-cut boxwood border. Stepping-stones lead to the artistic sun
dial and pedestal.

Magnificent Alaska.
It behooves every American to get
better acquainted with thte important
territory, declares a writer in the
Christian Herald. Take your atlas and
study Alaska. *ou will get again your
schoolboy thrill to note that the United
States reaches up Into the arctic circle, almost touches Asia, and stretches
westward in the north Paeiflc by way;
of the Aleutian islands a distance from.
San Francisco as great as from San,
Francisco to New York. The mighty
Yukon, flowing 1300 miles to the sea
(the Hudson is 210 miles long), a mile
wide for 600 miles from its mouth,
will hold you in awed surprise once
more. Lakes, rivers, limitless plains,
mountain ranges proclaim this a country by itself, needing no annexation to
another to give it dignity and worth.
And yet it was bought by the United
States for $7,200,000. and for nearly a
half century has been the free stamping ground for fortune-hunters who
have dared its cold forbidding moontain passes and rushing streams to
seek for gold. A half billion has-been
their reward.

freedom to go and come at wilL These
birds were handled by an elderly woman, far past eighty, known as "a good
feeder." They produced for three years
under her systematic care an average
of practically 53 eggs from each 100
ducks daily—more, of course, in the
summer than in winter
The best
general ayerage production of hens in
any state In the Union (census report)
Is less than 28 eggs per 100 hens for
every day in the year, Bbowing a balance in favor of the Indian Runner
duck of 25 eggs per year.

GOOD POULTRY SUGGESTIONS
Broody Hens, Not Intended for HatehIng, Should Be Broken Up—Keep
House In Good Order.

Speakers at Boston Meeting Say Boys
and Girls Are Making Their
Training Profitable.

. , t!.wr their anchor"
"You can think when you're older
"^'Wlth a ast effort he pulied up to I and not so pretty. Thinking's no job
The application of home ******
With a last e=°"
£
beauty-come, console me for garden training may be said to have
fa
f
the side and tb.>«£*«£%?£% Mamie. She wouldn't mind consoling j been ta a general way the subject dlslng over the *»»**"* ,nea™ „„ ,nt0 . feilow"
cussed at a meeting at Bostonof the

Thriv0"^

and for the sake of your Ood. come!
quick for at sunrise the Bulgars ok
the town'
™™
a thick column of smoke'
t behind
JSTd the
the promontory,
nromontory. What
rose
could It be? With beating, shaking
hearts they watched the nose of a
ship creep round the corner, a long,
low, gray thing with protruding guns
and funnels vomiting smoke.
"It was a destroyer. At the stern
floated something they could not see.
Yet, God ln heaven. It was blue with
a white cross! The next Instant the
bell was clanging out a crazy, jerky
peal, and a frantic creature was tearing down the Btreete shrieking "The
Greek fleet! The Greek fleet!"
"In one moment shutters were let
down, doors burst open, and a shouting, sobbing crowd rushed down tj>
the sea. The destroyer had stopped,
a boat was lowered, the captain was
rowed ashore. He hardly had time
to reach the ground before 60 strong
arms had caught him up and with
weeping and with laughter.' carried
him shoulder high through the cheering streets, while behind him. contentedly nodding his red-fezzed head, unobtrusively walked the simple Turkish fisherman .who had saved the
town."

(Bv MRS. O. W. RANDLETT, North Dakota Agricultural College.)
If you intend to use hens for hatching, set them ln a dry place where the
ventilation is good.
If you do not Intend to use hens for
hatching, break them up at once and
LOOKS TO PUBLIC WELFARE
get them to laying again.
A good w«y to break up a broody
Kansas City Institution Might Well
hen is to put her in a light airy coop
Artistic
Borrower.
Be Copied by Other Big Centers
with a wire or slat bottom that yon
An English visitor to New York tells can hang up. This permits a free^cirof Population.
the story of an impecunious French- culation of air and as it blows up
The board of public welfare is an man who was one of the most artisInstitution in which Kansas City has tic borrowers of whom I have heard.
set an example for the whole country. He would start the year by borrowing
Delegations from other places repeat- a hundred francs of a friend. A week
edly have visited the city to study the later, he would borrow two hundred
workings of the board with the Idea francs of another friend and with
that loan he would repay the first
of applying its principles at home.
The latest city to take the matter and still have a hundred francs left
for
the 'week's expenses. The third
up is Chicago. Recently Mr. Jacob
Billikopf of the Kansas City board week he borrowed three hundred
was invited to explain its operation francs and repaid the man from whom
to the Chicago Association of Com- he had borrowed the two hundred.
And so he went on by steady promerce.
Following his address an
ordinance has been Introduced in the gression to the end of the year. Then
Chicago council by Prof. C. E. Mer- he would begin ail over again. Thei
rlam, an alderman, to establish a de man from whom he borrowed in the
partment of public welfare with two last week of the year of course would
never get his money back.
But
bureaus.
One Is the bureau pf employment, though the borrower bad created one
which is to operate municipal lodging enemy, he had cemented the friendhouses and gather Information on gen- ship of 51 persons during the year and Seabrlght, Prixe Fowl at the Grand
eral working conditions, as well as to established a credit on which he could
Palace Poultry Show, New York.
help persons find work-'The second Is run for the year following. He was a:
the bureau of social surveys, to col- writer, but he seems to have had a through the fluff it reduces the fever
which is in their blood at this time.
lect information on living conditions good* business head.
If you have windows ln the hen
In Chicago and to recommend ordiriiherman's
Fib.
house, keep them clean, as the hens
nances for their betterment.
The
Webb
City
Register
takes
off
lt»
need all the sunlight they can get
The judiciary committee of the
council has unanimously recommend- "lid" to Bill Swegard of Johnstown, these days.
ed the ordinance for passage. Cities who lured twe friends to the fishing
Hens suffer from a damp hen house,
generally are beginning to assume grounds by telling them the following so it Is well to keep the floor covered
larger responsibilities for better con- true story of a recent catch he made: with litter.
"I was sitting here on the bank and.
Be sure to keep plenty of fresh waditions of living.
had just baited my hook, when all at; ter before the hens.
once a great big fish just took that
A great amount of water is used to
What a. Garden Will Do.
bait, hook, line, pole and all right out form an egg.
What 1B it that:
of my hand and swam down stream
Put your thinking cap on and don't
Will reduce the cost of living?
with it. I rushed back to that farmWill make you and your family house and we got a rope and I went let other work crowd out the chicks.
tat the poultry have a share of the
more healthful and contented?
down there to the dam, and when we
Will provide beneficial exercise and finally baited the hook with a young sour milk.
If you have not had the nerve to useentertainment for you and your fam- rabbit, and got that fish good and fast
the open front house during the winily?
on that hook; we had to take the fann- ter you had better begin now by reWill divert your mind from the er's team of mules to pull It out of the
moving the windows on the north and
cares of your regular occupation?
river. It was the biggest cat I ever
Will keep your children out of mis- saw, and when we got that thing out use muslin.
Eggs from hens that have made a
chief and teach them thrift and indus- on the bank it just bawled like a young
fair showing In laying this winter will
try?
calf."
be more fertile than those that did
Will make your wife feel she has a
Of course, we are not making any heavy laying.
■are enough home?
remarks about OartervUle having re-i
Keep a flock of hens, a good cow or
Will save you money?
cently gone "wet," adds the Begister,| two, prepare for a good garden this
According to an impressive little but we didn't know the "iM-eye" they
year, end yon won't have to complain
booklet issued by the Alabama Coal were selling over there had such mag- ot the high cost of living.
Operators' association, a garden will aifytag power*.—Kansas City Journal.
do all these thing*.

-achooi ««d-.ciub <*

Bhoes, and „„, away from him as fast Massachusetts,
Prof. W. R. Hart of Amherat Agrl*
as she could. It was growing (lusk
cultural college, the secretary of the
afraid, but of him more than of a club, declared that the home and,
whole lonely forest. He looked after Bchool garden Is now. so, to^ speak, a
her a moment, bit off the end of a going proposition," and that after six
years of urging the plan for urban,
fresh cigar and muttered to himself:
"Turned down, eh? Went too fast suburban and rural districts the idea
with her. Is Peyton crazy to forget is now to school children so thejr
a peach like that for—Mame?" He lit may turn the knowledge acquired in
his cigar and sauntered off. Finally the gardens to the best advantage.
All the speakers laid stress oh the
he found the others grouped under the
fact that, aside from keeping children
trees preparing to go home.
Presently Henry brought Mamie interested and profitably occupied, the
back, the girl sober-faced, her eyes a garden training has resulted in considlittle red, but the man was very quiet erable revenue to the youthful garden"Where's Constance?" he demanded. ers, once they have become reasonMrs. Turner, the chaperon, did not ably proficient ln growing vegetables
know.
'. and flowers. In the neighborhood of
"I think you're the one to know, several large cities in the state the
she remarked, significantly, "and it'* highly cultivate?! market gardens have
getting dark. Better look for her— been found to be excellent laboratoI saw her go off by herself." Henry ries for the young-students of gardening, and some boys from this begln-i
strode off.
A half hourlater in the deep dusk, ning have graduated into the practical
thoroughly alarmed, he was still work of farming or market-gardening.
If the boys' work Is planting and
searching. He called her name aloud,
but she did not answer. What had harvesting vegetables, there is a field
for
the girls ln canning,, and this
become of her? His heart failed him.
Why had he left her even a moment? branch was described by Laura Com- .
Why had he bothered to save a girl stock of Amherst Agrlcultural.college,
like Mame from her own undoing. If extension professor ln home econoshe wanted to play with Manning till mics. Miss J3omstock exhibited a
a good chap like Thome was sick of small wood-burning Btove specially designed for steaming canned fruits or
her—it was her business.
.Leaving It to the Pitcher.
"Constance," he called. "Connie!" vegetables and explained the use ot
Not In ten years has Christy Maththe simple apparatus which goes with,
ewson been taken out of the box by Then going around a big tree, he came
upon her white little figure huddled the stove
McGraw, unless possibly under some
against .the trunk. Her hands in her
condition where strategy demanded
absurd fashion were over her ears
Home Garden Contest.
Seven thousand school children of
Spokane will participate In a city-wide
oTo™ ore fans Box score, may be | shaking her a bit fro* sheer relief to home garden contest to be conducted
find
her
safe.
this spring and summer by the champroduced to dispute it But that Is a
"Connie—darling! you frightened ber of commeroe and Young Men's.'
case where the box scores are wrong.
me to death! What made you hide?" Christian association. Last year's conWhen Matty comes out he takes htm-1
self out He knowB when he is not He drew her toward him, but she test In which 3.B00 children raised:
freed herself firmly, shaking bedhead. garden stuff valued at $15,000, will be
right and is not'ashamed to admit It
"Constance! You—know I love doubled ln size this year, and thei
and McGraw leaves It to him. Many a
time he has been known gently to lay you. I didn't intend to tell you yet- board of education will hire an expert
but
it's out now. Don't you—care for agriculturist to direct the work of the
the ball on the ground, when he felt he
amateur farmer, instead of one large
could not be effective, and facetiously me at all?"
"You were—making—love to hen— central fair In the autumn, as last.
call to some comrade on the bench:
under
a
tree—I
saw—but
I
dMn't
year there will be a series of "spring
' "Come out here and finish this Jbb.
fairs'," one In each of the 30 city
■It's too targe for me." And then, as listen."
The man laughed anla again drew achooi districts, the week after school
a parting shot to the grinning batscloses In June, and the winners at;
man at the plate: "111 be right here her to him despite herself.
"Making love to Mamie Travis? I'm these will take their exhibits to a
tomorrow, and the first time you ceme
not a fool^I wae lecturing her within central place the next day for thet
up, you'll breeze."
And generally he makes good on his an Inch of ner life about that scamp final contest In the fall the puplta
Manning! Perhaps she was not worth Who wish to enter in the Spokane Inforecast—Popular Magazine.
It—but I've known her a long time." terstate fair for prizes offered on garConstance clung close to him.
den products will take their exhibits
World's Supply of Coal.
"He came down to the brook and Individually to the fair. Competition
The production of coal ln the United
m the "spring fairs" will be open to
States Is about equal to that of the bothered me—I ran awar"
"I'll settle with him, Connie. B«t pupils ln all schools from the fourth
United Kingdom, Germany and France
to the eighth grade. High school pucombined. In 1912 it was 477,000,000 do you love me, dear?"
She leaned >lllingly against him.
pils will be eligible to compete at the
tons ln the United States, 260,000,000
"You—know I do," she said. "Yd* Interstate fair.
tons in the United Kingdom, 172,000,know.
WUl
you
take
me
home
now?"
000 tons in Germany, 40,000,000 tons
Elm Suited to City's Needs.
in France, 26,000,000 tons In Russia He had just tucked her hand under his
arm when the others came looking for
The American elm has many times)
and 23,000,000 tons In Belgium. The
them both. Together they walked to- demonstrated its superior value as ai
reserves of coal in the earth In the
United States are nearly equal to those ward the trolley line, and* the night street or lawn tree. It is not nearly]
so subject to diseases or Insects as|of all the rest ot the world combined. was sweet to them.
(Copyright, 1»U. by the McClura Newspa- snany other trees.
i
according to recent estimate*.
per Syndicate.)
—'
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WEST BROOKFIELD.
BROOKFIELD.
Tnoraas T. Robinson of Boston, receiver of the W. B. & S. street railway,
PUBLISHED
was at the power Btation Tuesday, and
Brookfield high was defeated 25 to 1,
The annual roll-call of the CongregaEVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
took an inspection trip over the line from by Palmer high at Palmer, Saturday. tionarehurch will be held in the chapel,
A
, „, , T.T Jv n
va-M -M.B. Spencer to West Warren. The road will They came back strong though on Wed. June 3.
Journal Block, Worth Brookfield, Mass ^^ ^ . forecloBure sa,e at pubUc
ic nesday and defeated Hardwick high at
The Massachusetts highway commisHORACE J. LAWRENCE, auction, at the' power station office, Gilbertville, 11 to 8.
sion will defer the building of the new
Thursday afternoon, June 4, at 1 o'clock.
Mr and Mrs John Bleumer were called section of macadam road.
BDITOB>SD PBOPBTSTOB.
"We Show Stiles Months Ahead of Other Stores"
The marriage intentions of Henry M. to Meriden, Conn., last week to attend
Mrs Catherine Burns, Plainfield.N. J.,
Advance.
1.00 a Year in
Green, 66 years old, retired, East Brook- the funeral of Mrs Bleumer's brother, has moved into the tenement on Centra
Single Copies,3 Cents.
fleld, and Mrs Luella (Toofield) Smith, Coit Jenkner, aged 30 years, Mr Jenk- Street, vacated by Walter Anderson.
Address all oonunnuioatlons to BBOOKVHt"> of Jersey City, N. J., 42, at home, have ner was drowned by the capsizing of a
West Brookfleld A. A. base ball team
TIMES, North Brookfleld, Mass.
been filed with town clerk, Robert G. boat.
Orders for subscription, advertising, or Job
will play Worcester Gyms on Quaboag
wort and payment lor the same, ntoy be sent Livermore. Mr Green is chairman of the
St.
Mary's
church
will
have
a
lawn
park, Memorial day at 10.30 a. in.
direct to the main office. North BrookneW or Board of Overseers of the Poor. It will
party, supper and entertainment on the
to George W. McNamara. Brookfleld ^^^^
West Brookfield A. A. defeated the B
be the second marriage for each.
church lawn, the night of Tuesday, June
&Rteam of North Brookfield for the
BROOKFIELD.
The Ladies' Aid society of the Metho- 16.. The ladies will be assisted in the ar- second time this season, in a game last
dist church had a home-made food and rangements by A. B. Brunell and Andrew Saturday, on the common. The game
To Motorboat Owners—You can now candy sale in south hall of the town J. Leach.
was called in the seventh inning, the
At a^eeting of one of the circles of the
house last Friday afternoon, in charge of
buy gasoline at Donahue's boat house.
score being 80 to 1.
Elizabeth Stone, Mrs Carlton O. First'Parish church, Wednesday afterAn exhibition of pottery and fine arts
Dean, Miss Clarabelle Bailey, Mrs Lucy noon, it was voted to have a rummage
Howard Baggot has bought an Indian
Sheinan, Mrs Wm. B. Hastings and Mrs sale in the south hall of the town house, by Miss Edna B. Attwood, Worcester,
motorcycle.
Mjednesday and Thursday afternoons, supervisor of drawing in WeBt BrookE. C. Charlton. The sale netted S8.
field schools, was held all this week in
Victor J. Fortier has a new Model T
June 10 and 11.
' Miss Eva Brunell, physical instructor
Miss Lucy Wilbur's room, at the School
Wednesday
was
the
hottest
day
of
the
SUMMER DRESSES, in gingham, voiles, tissue, Madras and Ford touring car.
street building. Friday afternoon, and
The selectmen have appointed Thomas at the Oliver Ames high school at North year.
The
thermometer
registered
96
Easton; Paul Brine and Miss Helen
wash fabrics, with tunic and. flounces, pfetty ~lonngi^ ^^ Mooney as dog-officer.
during next week, there will be an exhiBrine, Somerville; Albert H. Brunell, degrees at the Burgess newsroom at 10
The barber shops will be open until Worcester; and Harry Thompson and o'clock. The men employed by road bition of pupils' work in all the grades.
The Social and Charitable society met
Frank Wells of Spencer, were the guests commissioner Emrnons W. Twlchell were
WHITE DRESSES in bastiste, crepes, nets, and voiles,^hand- noon, Memorial Day.
at the home of Mra Harold Chesson, on"
Mrs Emma 8. Ludden is visiting Mr Sunday, at the home of Mr and Mrs A. forced to quit work at 11 o'clock.
somely designed in original styles
J7.50 to *»•«« and Mrs Huse, East Orawre, N. J.
Prof. 0. A. Morton, agent from the Tuesday afternoon for the monthly busiB. Brunell, at the Birches, Quaboag lake.
extension
service of the Massachusetts ness meeting, the last meeting until the
LINEN DRESSES, ratine no>elty crash and fancy cr^pe Principal Arthur B. Bucknam of the Brookfield boy scouts who went to
The nominating committee apAgricultural
college at Amherst wftl visit fall.
Worcester Saturday were: Leonard Rice,
Dresses, many with color embroidery and ^^^^ high school was in Boston, Saturday.
the high school this afternoon, and will pointed is as follows: Mrs Frederick W.
The regular meeting of the V. I. S. in Brander Elliot, Raymond Bemis, John
give a lecture on "Agricultural extenston Cowles, chairman, Mrs Charles Clark
banquet hall, Tuesday, June 2, at 3.30 p. Morrill, Edwin Bleumer and Arthur
and Mrs John Strickland. This commitfrom a vocational standpoint.
Bailey.
The
scouts
have
secured
their
SUMMER FROCKS, in pussy willow silk, and fancy crepes m.
tee will submit a list of officers for the
regulation
army
uniforms,
and
will
ac
Tuesday evening, June 2, will be year 19141915.
and novelty silks, richly combined with figured sleeves girdle, Miss Florence Mulvey, Monson, was at company the G. A. R. in their exercises "Travel
Night "at the Grange.' Andrew
her home in Over the River district, on
Members of Div. 17. A. 0. H. o*
Brigham will give an address on "A trip
Memorial Day.
and ruffles. For tango parties, ^^jfiggZ Saturday.
Brookfleld came to West Brookfield SunMiss Helen M. Qidley, daughter of Mr to Washington," and Mrs Emma Lud- day afternoon on a special electric car to
Mrs James Murray of Brockton visited
they are "au tait
den on "The City of Washington." The
decorate the graves of their dead, in
last week with her father Michael Burke, and Mrs William S. Gidley of Springfield
and formerly of Brookfield, is one of the musical program will be in charge of the Sacred Heart cemetery. Rev. Michael
Kimball street.
honor members of tne graduating class Mildred-Mitchell.
J. Murphy officiated at the ceremonies.
The Southbridge team plays Brookfleld at the Technical high school in SpringMyron Barnes, driver of the Edson ice The graves decorated were those of John
on the home grounds, Saturday, after- field, this year. Miss Gidley excelled in
wagon received an injury to the right side Harrington, Edward Kennedy, Thomas
noon at 3 o'clock.
and Latin, and was an active of his body, Saturday, when a large cake McNamara, John Mulcahy, William E.
> Our Dresses are irresistable in all the fresh, crisp Summer Mrs Earl Cordner was taken to Wes- French
member of the language and debating of ice, that he was attempting to place ir fVnton, John Hoone, John McGlinchy,
sjyles—the "pick" of the best fashions of two continents, Our son Memorial hospital, Springfield, Sun- elubB and class committees.
the outside ice box at the home of Clms. John J. Burke, Michael F. Bnrke and
He Peter Mnlvey.
styles are made to our spechtV^rder, every bne dislays some new day, for treatment.
Andrew Wood, who recently sold the A. Sweet, slipped and Btruck him.
Mrs Harry Byere and daughter Georgia, Moreau house on South Maple street, be- has been confined to his home since the
The Congregational and Methodist
Paris touch.
left Satorday for a month's visit with reta*; Jirr* (Owner, this week, of whatia known accident and is attended by Dr NewhaH.
churches held a union service on Sunday.
The
school
committee
has
voted
to
inWomen of fashiorf and the smartly dressed young ladies have Oves in Bangor, Maine.
as the- Cowles mowing land on the north
Alanson Hamilton post G. A. R. attendfor years relied upon this store for correct styles, better qualities Mrs Charles Hayden of North Brook- side of South Maple street, opposite the crease the salary oi Principal Arthur B. ed the service, which was held at the Confleld spent Sunday at the home of Mr and home of Mrs S. D. Comstock, that was Bucknam of the hign school, from $1000 gregational.
Wild flowers and potted
and richer trimmings.
Mrs Fred Hayden, Grove street.
owned by Mrs Sarah Bell Britch. There to $1200 for next school year, in recogni- plants were the decorations on the platrOAntTATTON DRESSES of the accepted materials, made
^ ^^ Gay of Monson was'the are two and three fourths acres of land tion of his efficient service, since he took form and flags were the decorations on
assessed for $200. Mr Wood will build charge in September. His home is in the pulpit and at the entrance to the pews
G
^ou21 b^,g simplicity - *5.98, $7 50, 39.50 ^^^^^^ - a house on the lot, and expects to start Stoneham and he is^'a graduate of Dart- reserved
for the veterans. The veterans
WEDDING DRESSES in richest silks, chiffon and laces beau- ^ ^ of Marlhoro wafl the work next week. He has not yet de- mouth college. The committee also voted assembled at the head quarters of the
cided on the size of the house he will to have one more assistant at the high post on Central street at 10 o'clock. Rev.
tifully combined and distinctively designed
-,
*15 to fib ^ s day 0f hi, P^, Mrand Mrs erect.
school next year. This is necessary in John H. Hoffman preached upon "The
PARTY DRESSES in soft silks, taffeta, chiffon brocades pussy Charhs Pratt. South Maple **.
A large gray horse owned by Henry P. Older that the work may be divided so high places of the field." Those attendA thermometer on the rear of Mrs Howland of Spencer, dropped dead on as to have longer recitation periods. All ing were, Commander Allen Jones,
willow and pompadour silks in exclusive styles - $10 to $39.50 Gertrude
_
M. Gerald's store, registered Hazard's Hill, Monday afternoon. Tbe of the other teachers were re-elected.
Francis Taylor, James Mundell, Francis
Last week, Patrick J. Cotter became Soutbwick, Edwin Wilbur, Jonathan
horse was one of a pair of grays that
•EVENING GOWNS of elegant, individual styles in rich laces, 'w detsrees, Tuesday afternoon.
Victor T. Buck of SomervUle wae the were harnessed to a wagon loaded with the owner of the property on the south Warren, Napoleon Lucius, George Allen,
guest last week at the home of Mr and grain that was to be delivered at Harry side of Lincoln street, formerly owned by Isaac Jones, Peter Kittredge, Charles
Lamb's store, Depot Square. The team Carl P. A. Peterson. The property con- Watson and Gilbert Harding.
Mrs David Hunter, Main street.
evening wear.
»*^.v
was half way up tbe hill, when the nigb sists of a two-story house and three
Dennis J. Healey of East Brookfield,
house stumbled to its knees and fell over eighths of an acre of land, assessed for
Death of Mra Mary A. Stuart.
called on acquaintances here, Tuesday.
dead. The load of grain was removed to •1000. Mr Cotter is employed at the
Mr Healey was 74 years old, Monday.
Mary
A. (Currier* Stuart aged 89 years
ah auto trunk sent from 8pencer by Mr Ideal Coated Paper factory. The papers
For school affairs and church ceremonies, for Young Girls
Rev.* A. S. Charlton and son of Wil- Howland, and taken to the Lamb store. were passed through the law office of at- and 6 months, widow of James G.
from 6 to 19 years, we hav^hundreds of most beautiful^ White liamaville, Vt., have been guests at the The body of the horse was removed to torney Arthur F. Butterworth.
Stuart, died at the home of her daughter,
Mrs Edward Haskina,' Monday morning
Spencer.
'
Dresses in all the season's most approved materials. We have Methodist parsonage during the week.
Members of Dexter Post 38, G. A. R.,
old age. She had been confined to
the best and largest store in Central New England for Girl*, Miss Helen Burgess of Springfield vis Members of Division 17, A. O. H. ob- with Ferdinand Dexter camp, S. of V., of
her bed since Feb. 8. She was a native
ited with her parents, Mr and Mrs Ed- served Memorial Sunday and decorated as escort, attended memorial service last of Dover, N. H., her parents being SamClothes, and we give special attention to our selection of White ward R. Burgess, Lincoln street, Saturthe graves of the dead members at Sa- Sunday. Rev. Dr. Charlton, who gave uel and Nancy (Hanson) Currier, and
cred Heart ceinetry at West Brookfield, the sermon, was assisted in the service by was the last of a large family. Her marDresses.
srt»i day.
the afternoon. A Bpecial car carried Rev. John C. Duncanson of East Brook- riage to James G. Stuart, of Brimfield,
GIRLS' WHITE DRESSES 6 to i4 years, $1.98 to $17.50 Rev. William L. Walsh lias been in in
Boston this week attending the'May the members of the order and friends to field and Revs. Goodwin and Walsh. A Maine, was in September, 1862, and heGIRLS* WHITE DRESSES 13 to 19 y«rs' $3,98 to $27.50 meeting of the American Unitarian Asso- the cemetery, where services were con- special program of memorial h mns was died May 9, 1879 at North Brookfield.
ducted by Rev. M. J. Murphy. The dec- sung by the choir under the direction of Mra Stuart had lived in Wert Brookfield
ciation.
The church was 20 years. She iB survived by a son,
Mr and Mrs Edward R. Burgess and orating committee was John Tunstall, I William B. Hastings.
Matthew Ryan and Patrick Hennessy. | decorated with apple blossoms, lilacs <uid
Charles &, of North Rrorkfleld; twa
Mr and Mra Henry F. Crosby enjoyed an
flags
under
the
direction
of Mrs Henry E.
daughters, Clara L., wife of selectman
automobile ride to Steerage Rock, Brim- A flag and a bouquet of flowers was
placed on each grave of tbe dead mem- Cottle'a Sunday school class.
Edward K. Haskins, West Brookfield,
field, last Sunday. .
bers. A memorial mass for the deceased
AKce Rice Laflin was hostess at a May and Ella, wife of Fra k B. Twichell of
A. H. Brunell' and Misses Rose and members was celebrated in St. Mary's
party at the home of her parents, Mr Natick'. The funeral was on Wednesday
Cora Brunell of Worcester were at their church by the pastar, Rev. M. J. Murand Mra Claude Laflin, Saturday after at 2 o'clock, Rev. John H. Hoffman offisummer cottage. To|>eka lodge, Quaboag phy, at 8 o'clock Monday morning.
noon. There was a playlet, "The flower ciating.
lake, last Snnday.
The body was taken to Dover, N. H.,
There was a joint meeting of the Ways festival, in which Evelyn Gaudette was
Miss Annie E. Delaney, the district and Means committee of the V. I. 8. and crowned Queen of the May by Marietta for burial in charge of Undertaker Fred
nuree, deijvered an address on "Nursing" the committee of men, appointed toasfist Woodward. Dorothy May represented a C. Clapp of North Brookfield.
before the students of the high school latt them in the planB for the Fourth of July wild flower; Edna Kundert, sunshine;
The North Brookfield Savings Bank' has put in a nest ot Friday afternoon,
celebration, at the home of Mr and Mrs "Ora Oharron, forget-me-not; Rachel Opening Day of the West Brookfield
Steel Safe Deposit Boxes, which will be rented to the public at
Brookfield high base ball team will Henry F. Crosby, last Friday night. Gaudette, lily of the valley; and Hattie
Golf Club.
play tbe Hitchcock Free Academy team Mrs Crosby presided in the absence of Charron, bright eyes. The children
marched
as
DaiBy
J.
Hunter
played
of Brimtield on Merrick park diamond, Mrs Emma S. Ludden, chairman of the
In the handicap tournament at the
Ways and Means committee, and Mrs Alice R. Laflin played the pian**Bolo
FOR THE FAMILY SIZE. Call at the Bank and secure Memorial day afternoon, at 3 o'clock.
Robert G. Livermore was chosen secre-1 "Bagatelle" after which the children opening day of the West Brookfield Golf
The pupils of grade 6 and 7 of the tary. These sub-committies were chosen: danced on the lawn,
Luncheon was club the score was:—
one for vour valuables.
i Blanchard school, taught by Miss Fannie
ARTHUR
C.
BLISS,
Treasurer.
circus committee, A. B. Brunell, Andrew served.
Handicap Gross Net
3W20
! M. Conrad, made «20, at the play, "The
J. Leach and Mrs Clara S. Thompson;
Tbe body of Harvey T. Ludden, a John Nelson, scratch
.
86
86
j talking garden," that was presented at
grounds, Walter B. Mellen and Arthur former rasident of Brookfleld, who died W. R. Traill, scratch
92
92
]
town
hall,
May
16.
Tomato
Juice
for
Stains.
Cheap Floor Stain.
W. Mitchell; platform, Mr and Mrs in Leicester iast Thursday, was brought J. MacLaurin 4
98
94
Tomato
juice
la
said
to
be
successThe district nurse committee of the Richard Finney and Mr and Mrs John for burial in Brookfleld cemetery, Sun- R. D. Olmstead, scratch
A very Inexpensive stain can he
96
96
mr
made trom burnt umber and hot wa- ful tn many cases ln removing inkj V. I. S. will have a home-made food and McLaurin; advertising, John L. Zimmer- day afternoon. The body was brought in W. E. Anderson, scratch
97
97
stains
from
white
materials,
such
ter. Five cents' worth of the burnt
X, ; candy sale in banquet hall, Saturday aft- tnon, George W. McNamara, Horace W. the automobile funeral car of Harry 8. J. A. Anderson
12 121
104
umber Will stain several floors; that Is, handkerchiefs, muslin frills, etc.
ern on, June 6, from three until five May and J. Raymond Clancy; lighting, Kingsley, Spencer," and it was the first F. Wells, Spencer
12 138 116
where a rug ie used tor the center. must, however, be done as soon as pos- o'clock.
Warren E. Tatbeli, Walter B. Mellen and automobile funeral ever entered the cem- G. Howard, Spencer
16 136 120
Pour the hot water over the burnt sible after the mishap occurred. A
Mr land Mra Edward Buchanan and Arthur W. Mitchell; refreshments, Mrs etery. The mourners and bearers were G, Putney, E. B.
12 142 130
umber, little at a time, UU It U thor- clean piece of blotting paper should:
slice
family of Norwich, Ct., and William Emma 8. Ludden and Mrs Emrnons W. carried in six automobiles. Prayers were J. Prescott, Spencer
14 143 129
oughly dissolved. Use a quart of hot be laid under the stain, and a
The prizes were: Best gross, two golf
water to five cents worth of umber; of raw, ripe tomato rubbed over the!1 Buchanan of Providenc will be the guests Twichell; novelties, Mrs Henry S. Cros- said at the grave by Rev. William L.
surface,
fresh
pieces
of
blotting
paper
i
i
d,
f
Mr
and
Mrs
Charles
N.
Memor a
y 0
by; tickets, John L. Zimmerman and Walsh. Mr Ludden was 66 years old. balls, J. H. Nelson; best net, two balls,
that makes a pretty dark brown stain.
Miss Leah Brunell; special chief of police The cause of death was nephritis. He is John MacLaurin, Brookfield; second net,
Let it dry, then rub on any good floor being substituted until the ink spot ^hunan.
has
vanished.
wax and polish.
Mr and Mrs Mrs Henry F. Crosby and for the day, Deputy sheriff Warren E survived by his wife, a son, Arthur E., one ball, James A. Anderson. Tennis
Mr and Mrs John McLaurin attended the Tarbell. It is tbe intention of the society 0f Southbridge; a brother, Dr. Emerson J and whist were played and the'bouse
, For Stains' on* Mahogany.
1
FOR CALK IN BROOKFIELD
wedding of Miss Dorothy DeLand of to have a "country circus,"with a parade] A. Ludden of North Brookfleld, and a committee served refreshments. A dance
Use
use oxalic acid
acia and
»uu water,
www,,, rubbing
,««..—»
and
sports,
the
afternoon
of
the
fourth'
j
ter,
Mrs
Alfred
Howlett,
Brookfleld.
I followed in the town hall.
Warren,
and
Mr
Robert
Mason
Stone
of
s
8
It in wtth a clean cork until the stain ffi^r^ififiJftSJE ^
Mahogany may be pol- j,or«iliaclo/»-fnitttr«fB.
—:
—
1>
■—
disappears.
Winchester, at theCongregational church and dancing on a platform on tbe com-[
Applv tn owiMir. A, K. BFWHAM.
mon during the evening.
More Brookfield on Fourth Page.
Continued on 4th page 1st celumn.
ished with a flannel cloth dipped In
E. F. D. Ms. 3, BiookfleW, MlM. at Warren, Thursday evming, May 21.
aweet or cold drawn Unseed olL

Brookfield Times

RICHARD HEALY CO.

MID-SUMMER
APPAREL
For Women, Misses and Girls
Wash Dresses and Summer Frocks

Dresses for Weddings, Graduations
and Commencements

Girls' White Dresses

Richard Healy Go.

512 Mill) Street,

Wotctsler, Mass.

SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES TO RENT.
$300 A YEAR

1
1

1
1

BROOKFIELD TIMES

BROOKFIELD TIMES

CANADA'S PLACE
AS A PRODUCER

eTlME,

Ca-ada Is Getting a 'SreaTIVIany
Americans.
"1 liree young provinces, Manitoba,
.

Saskatchewan, and Alberta," says a
New York financial Journal, "have aV
ready made Winnipeg one of the greateat

primary

world.

wheat

markets

o(

the

In 1904 they raised 58,000,000

bushels of wheat.
Five years later
they produced 150,000,000 bushels. la
1913

the

crop approximated

000 bushels.

At the

200,000,-

line

of

wheat

producers.

the United States for the first position.
has

been

development

the

pioneer of

Undoubtedly

our

It

will

prove the same with Canada. In the
last calendar year our trade with Canada amounted to 497 million dollars.
Only with two countries—the United
Kingdom and Germany—Is our trade
greater.
No vivid
Imagination
Is
needed to see what the future development

of

Canada

means

to

the

people of the United States.
The Influx of American settlers to
the Canadian prairies Is now in full
swing.
Within the past few days
over 80 of those arrived at Bassano
carrying with them effects and capital
to the value of $100,000.

Fifty Bettlers

from Oregon arrived In Alberta a few
days ago; while 15 families of settlers
from the state of Colorado arrived at
Calgary on their journey northwards.
The goods and personal effects of this
party filled 20 box cars. Of live stock
alone they had 176 horses,
and 2.000 head of poultry.

16 cows
Another

class of settler has arrived at Peers,
110 miles west of Edmonton, where no
fewer than 200 German fanners have
taken up land. These are from good
farming families and brought with
them a large amount of capital.
Then in South Western Saskatchewan, there are large numbers settling,
these from the United States predomlaating, while In the northern and central

portions

of all

these

provinces,

the settlement of new people Is going
on steadily.
Early in April, Peter
Goertz arrived In Cardiff after a sixday Journey from McPherson, Kansas.
Mr. Goertz who had purchased land
here was in charge of a party of 38
people from the same part of Kansas
and they came through with a special
train which included all their stock
and implements.

The equipment was

all Rock Island cars, and was the first
full immigrant train ever sent out by
that

railroad.

The

farme

purchased

by the members of the party
amongst the best in the district

are

When the Panama exposition opens
next year any of the three transcontinental lines in Canada will make
convenient means of transport for
those going to visit and in doing
so agricultural districts of Western
Canada can be seen, and ocular demonstration given those who have heard
but not before seen, of that which haa
attracted so many; hundreds of thousands of
tisement

American

settlers.—Adver-

The Inference.
"Are you a policeman?" asked one
paying guest of another at a charity
picnic dinner.
"No," said the other.
ask?"

"Why do you

"Merely, that I noticed,"

said

the

first speaker, glancing at the section
of fried chicken In the other's fingers, "that you are pulling a tough
Joint"

Wants to Sea Things.

SYNOPSIS.
Rudolph van Vechten, a young man of
leisure, la astonished to see a man enter
No. 1313, a house across the street from
the Powhatan club, lone unoccupied and
spoken of as the House of Mystery. Several persons at regular intervals enter
No. 1313. Van Vechten expresses concern
to his friend, Tom Phlnney, regarding the
wherfabouts of his cousin and fiancee,
Paige Carew. A man is forcibly ejected
from the house. Van Vechten and Tom
follow the man and find him dead in the
■treet. Van Vechten Is attracted by th,e
face of a girl In the crowd of onlookers
•urrounding the body.
Later he discovers the girl gazing at him with a look of
scorn from the windows of the mysterious house. Detective Flint calls on Van
Vechten to get his version of the tragedy. Tom Phlnney goes alone on a yachting trip. He recognises among some persons in a passing motor boat two men
whom he had suen enter the House of
Mystery. He seea one of them, a Mr. CalIls, on shore later and follows him. Tom
is seized, blindfolded and taken to a
house. He hears a girl named Jessie, evidently the daughter of the man In authority, question his captors. A sweet-voiced
girl later protests against the roughness
of his captors. Van Vechten calls on his
uncle, Theodore Van Vechten, big man
In Wall street and known as the "Man of
Iron,' In search of information regarding
the whereabouts of Paige Carew. Detective Flint shows Van Vechten a gold
mesh purse found In the House of Mystery. Van recognizes It as belonging to
Paige Carew. The sweet-vofced girl helps
Tom Phlnney escape.
A message from
London reports that two ladies resembling Miss Carew and her companion,
Mrs. Devereaux, sailed for New Tork
some time previously. It develops that
the ladies visited the English home of
Temple Bonner, owner of the House of
Mystery.
Flint has a theory that they
are connected with the mystery of No.
1313. It is recalled that Temple Bonner
was in love with a daughter of Compton
Schuyler who married Max Willard. The
other daughter married a man named
Devereaux. Bonner and Willard were intimate friends. A search is started for
Willard. Van Vechten enters the House
of Mystery by the back door In time to
hear John Callts threaten a girl. He interferes and helps the girl escape, but is
rendered unconscious
in
the
struggle
with Callls.
Tom Phlnney gets a Job
as master of Brownlow's yacht Kohinur,
which has been chartered for some mys
terlous mission.

OK
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11,—Continued.

By which episode it may be seen
that Tom Phlnney of the Powhatan,
and Captain Phlnney of the yacht
Kohinur, were two distinctly different
personalities—a detail worth remembering in the light of what is to follow
later on.
When Tom swung
aboard at
the
head of his recruitB, his appraising
eye took in at once the deck's untidy
appearance, the Indolent attitudes of
the watch and the men forward, and in
the face of so many evidences of lax
discipline he utterly Ignored Brown-

"Charlie Winnard, sir."
"Very well, Charlie Winnard; you
know what you have to do, so step
lively.
And you might pass a word

his

Mr. Brownlow Got Down to Business
Immediately.
along to your mates; the first man
that shows himself above-deck in a rig
ae filthy as yours will do his watch's
laundry for a week.
you."

Get along with

"Aye, aye, eir."
Ana the man saluted and stepped away with alacrity.
A moment later Tom and the owner

story has

a

were alone In the charthouse away
from the confusion. Mr. Brownlow got

Skittles—Sure thing! You ought to
have seen the way It put me to sleep.
—Puck.

down to business immediately. He furnished Tom with a list of steward's
supplies, comprising everything from
gasoline for the launch to champagne

Disasters,

for the passengers, a glance at which
made the skipper open his eyes.

"My baldness dates
rible year."
"Oh, yes! 1870."

from that ter-

"What do you mean by 18T0? I
speak of the year I was married."—La
Eire (Paris).

A Success.
"Was the go to church movement a
success in your neighborhood?"
"Yes, indeed.
Our church was as
full as It is when they are serving
something
Press.

to

eaf—Detroit

Free

"Kidnap an heiress!" echoed Brownlow. "God bless my soul!
What put
that notion into your head? I told you
that I am ignorant of the nature of the
charterer's object—save that it is honest!"
"It doesnt

"I'll admit that there Is a good deal
of mystery about the affair that I do
not like; but—"
And Mr. Brownlow
waved a hand In a gesture that recalled to the other the Name which
could not be mentioned.
The owner, after a final outburst of
gratitude and satisfaction at having
been, as he expressed it, "saved" at
the last moment took his departure;
and It was not until he had gone that
it occurred to Tom that the charterer's
name bad not been once mentioned.
At this neglected detail he expressed
his wonder in the classic language of
one of New York city's former police
chiefs:
"Now wouldn't that blow your hat In
the river!"
He then took over the personal supervision of the cleaning-up process,
to such good purpose that by nightfall
the yacht was as spick and span as a
battleship.

stepped upon the deck and, leaning toward Tom, peered Into his face in a
vain attempt to make out his features.
To Tom, the man's face was quite Indistinguishable—merely a denser blot
against the blackness.
"Is this the captain?"
voice strangely familiar.

Inquired a

beg

your

pardon,"

Tom

stam-

CHAPTER III.
The Kohlnur's Charterer.
Is It to be wondered at that for the
rest of the night Tom remained in a
state of such feverish excitement that
be forgot to sleep? Here, In the most
amazing manner imaginable, he and
the Girl once more were thrown together—and, too, under circumstances
that not only promised the most delightful sort of intimacy, but were not
likely soon to be terminated. An unwonted light shone In his eyes, and bis
tanned jaw settled Into lines of determination that were not without a degree of grlmness.
V
"What's the
use!" lie morosely
growled.
"She'll have nothing to do
with me.
I made seventeen different
kinds of fool of myself Monday night
when she got me out of that dark
room. . . .
Unless
she
realises
that a scrape like that Is enough to
turn any fellow's head."
And this led him to ruminating on
the strangeness of his adventure, and
to a consideration of the rest of the
party, which he indulged briefly only
because he remembered how inexplicably their doings had become Identified with Mies Carew's disappearance
—for undoubtedly they were the same
people who had inhabited Number 1313
—and how greatly Ruddy was interested In their movements. This reflection sobered him completely.
Should he not at once notify Mr.
Flint? Did the allegiance he had only
today assumed outweigh the obligations of a life-long friendship?
Here was a problem that was a little too much tor Tom to decide offhand, and he began to be conscious of
a vague, growing sense of doubt and
misgiving.
He began to perceive the
possibility of future complications tbat
would keep him floundering helplessly
in all sorts of predicaments; either interference or non-interference by him
might be the occasion for any amount
of future regret and lasting remorse
and mental suffering, but he had arrived at the decision before turning
in, that considering everything,
he
should be filled with a sense of gratitude tor the fortuitous chance that
had moved him to call on Brownlow.
Captain Phlnney was again
astir
long before sunrise. He took It upon
himself to see that the decks had such
a scrubbing down, the brasswork and
glass such a polishing, as, in all probability, they had never before received.
He had himself well In hand now, and
every man-jack aboard recognised in
the calm, forceful Individual who directed so concisely what was to be
done, a skipper who thoroughly understood his business and whose orders
were to be obeyed with prompt thoroughness,
i
So, at four bells of the morning
watch—or six o'clock by land time—
when be and the Girl came unexpectedly face to face, outwardly Tom was
.perfectly composed, though his. heart

(

"Oh, she will get along all right"

Skids—You think
real punch to It?

posite him, and ran his fingers through
his thatch of close black curls.
"Is this going to be a smuggling
stunt?" demanded he, frankly bewildered.
"Or are we going to kidnap
an heiress?"

It was perhaps close to ten o'clock
—or four bells of the first watch—

to reveling in an ideal, ridiculous, rosecolored dream of the future.

straightway commenced a mad pounding, and he was filled with a conviction
The others were following one an- that a sudden unaccountable difficulty
other rapidly, until five dim
shapes in his breathing was going to make
were ranged along the deck, wholly/ him speak as if a tremolo stop had
invisible in the shadow of the super- been pulled out In his vocal apparatus.
structure.

Florence Louise complacently replied.
"They sent for a regular button doctor."—Judge.
i

Proving the Punch.

Tom stared at 'the slight figure op-

"Humph!" Tom grunted.
sound honest."

fact that the fresh, sweet girlish voice
which had just fallen upon his hearing
was the same that, only a" few nights
previously at Rocky Cove, had set his
pulses to leaping and his imagination

I

believe that's all."

Introduction mentioned by Brownlow;
but the man walked away without another word.

"Are you worried about her?" she
was asked.

Her-

the charterer's express permission.

"1

"Rena swallowed a button."

Sunday

on or above deck except your regulation port and starboard lights.
"Fourth, nobody is to be permitted
to come aboard or go ashore without

mered. "I am Captain Phlnney."
It was only natural that he should
expect to hear his questioner's name
in return, or to be handed the note of

One day, after returning from a visit

me."—Reboboth

"Third, after nightfall the boat must
be kept dark—all Interior lights closely shaded—none whatever displayed

should, and he tried so hard to do so,
that the man was obliged to repeat his
question.

to a small playmate, she calmly announced:

"I didn't propose to her to support
her at all. I only proposed to her to

Incredible as every law of probability might try to make It appear, nevertheless there was no gainsaying the

moment but tor some inexplicable reason it seemed so necessary that he

lence of specialists in the medical profession.

support

bring you a note.rrom me.
"Second, it is uncertain when you
will sail; but fires must
be
kept
banked in readiness to clear at any
time."

Tom started with surprise. Where
had he heard that voice before?
He
could not recollect on the spur of the

come duly impressed with the preva-

stewardess'

his awkward tardiness and lneptness.
he was alone.

tally deploring the absence of lights.
A stir came up from the river, but
the launch was Invisible.
In a moment a man's head and shoulders
loomed dimly In the gangway.
He

take the launch ashore after supper
and wait for the party." He wheeled
abruptly upon the sailor of the launch.
"What's your name?"

mulatto

want
to
come
aboard
somewhere
around nine o'clock tonight; he will

er's coming aboard tonight and I'd be
ashamed to look him In the face if I
had to meet him in a pig-pen like this.
Get down the accommodation-ladder—
The bo'sun will

the

"First, the charterer and party will

to the launch's hall.
He hurried on
deck and stationed himself at the
head of the accommodation-steps, men-

he can't climb a rope.

Then, in

mellow accents:
"This way, please, follow me.
I'll
show you the way to the saloon."
And by the time Tom had collected
his scattered wits sufficiently to curse

"Will you look at this canal-barge,
Mr. Mercer? Put those loafers to work
at once, and make 'em jump. Charter-

The Button Doctor,
During the short seven years of her
life, little Florence Louise had be-

to

have to
worry about them. . .
.
Now I want to give you your final instructions; they are brief and not difficult to follow; then I must be getting
along.
>

when Tom, arrayed to his satisfaction,
heard the officer of the watch respond

"He doesn't try to excuse himself?"
"No. He merely says he prefers >
scenic route."—Baltimore Sun.

marry
ald.

Then, all of a sudden, she suddenly

LOCK
Hfefc
.£.
.

low's demonstrations of Joy at his appearance. He addressed his mate:

"I can't help admiring his frankness,
though."

"How do you propose
my daughter, BU-?"

with remarkable felicity, setting the
other at ease and delighting him.

to break the pause or slip away.

The

fact is the queen talks well by dint of
concentration;

this

does

not always

last until the end of the conversation,
and once the thread is broken she
grows abstracted, thinking of something else.

Important to Mothers

"Poor old Jagbsby Is off the water
wagon again."

Limited Intentions.

alist. On some one being brought up
to her It is said she will begin to talk

ceases, an acute silence supervenes
and the other does not know whether

.,-..•■
"7he SWer Blade!'. "The JbternosierXu&T Etc.

Ulti-

mately It will dispute with Russia and
Wheat

_
,
JuJhorot

Charle$

present rate of

progress
Canada
must soon
pass
France and India, and stand third In
the

Queen Poor Conversationalist,
Queen Mary is a poor conversation-

"Whew!" he whistled. "That reads
Ike a Rector menu; we
shan't
go
nungry or dry In the officers' mess,
anyhow."
"I'd like to do things right," returned
Brownlow, rubbing his spare hands
with
obvious
satisfaction.
"There
will be ladies in the party, and they
are very particular people."
"Ladles!" exclaimed Captain Phlnney, scowling. "On a secret cruise? I
don't like that."
I The other nodded.
"But yon won't

steps was accompanied by little terrified shrieks and much subdued laughter. , In a moment one came quickly
and agilely up to the deck, halted and
turned around. Her outline presented
only the vaguest sort of blur.
"Welcome to the Kohinur!"
she
called back gayly to whoever remained
below.
And It Tom had started at Bound of
the man's voice, what words are adequate to describe his sensations now?
None, It is to be regretted.
Reeling
backward until he stayed himself by
a mechanical clutch at the rail, be
clung there, electrified with amazement—stupid with incredulity. If the
sun had suddenly burst into view overhead he could have been no more completely overcome.
,
Next Instant, however,
conviction
was hammered home. Two other laughing figures had joined the first, the
three blending In one taint outline,
when he again heard the voice.
"Dear me!" it complained.
"How
dark It is!
Aren't we to have any
lights?"

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTOKIA, a safe and sure remedy tor
Infants and children, and see that It
Bears the
Signature of (
In Use For Over 30 Years.

For one thing, she was younger than
he had believed; she could not have
been more than twenty—nineteen, he

Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria

decided.
Her complexion was of the
velvety, creamy sort, tinted high upon
the cheeks with the faintest rose pink,
that matches nothing as well as hazel

"That man is absolutely devoid of
character."
•

eyes and that beautiful shade of hair
that is too dark to be red A°d too light
to be brown, and which novelists have
so frequently described as Titian that
the word has almost ceased to have a
meaning.
But without character the most flawless features In the world are like unto
a hollow mask; the girl's face was instinct with character, with courage and
resolution, the fine hazel eyes aglow
with Intelligence under their long dark
lashes. In short, her whole vivid personality was full of a charm and witchery that might well transform to wine
the blood in Youth's veins.
This vision, it must be understood,
burst upon Tom all at once; he had
no time to linger over details, for In a
Sash her expressive countenance mirrored a multiude of emotions, and he
was looking not only Into the finest
eyes that had ever met his, but Into a
pair of extremely startled eyes as well.
Next the girl's lips parted, and she recolled with a gasp of sheer astonishment
And now must be recorded of Tom
one of the nicest things it has been
privileged thus far to say of him; It
was really a pity that Van Vechten
could not have been present to
applaud.
He looked uncommonly handsome and natty in his fresh white-duck
uniform; and his cap, with the anchors
and the words "Kohinur" and "Captain" thereon all in heavy gold braid,
was very becoming to him.
All at
once he became acutely aware of the
boldness and ardor of bis gase, and
lowering his eyes, he whipped off the
cap and bowed low to the astonished
young lady.
"I told you." said he exultantly, "that
I would know you anywhere."
• And that one little speech, when she
came to ponder over it,
would
be
found to contain more of genuine compliment than he might ever hope to impress upon her in a lifetime of assurances.
She was still too dumfounded, however, to note his words.
Her regard
darted from his face to his cap and
uniform and back to his face again.
Then, mechanically, she
away as If she would flee.

half-turned

But Tom checked this Impulse. He
was now standing erect, his arms folded across his broad chest,- one hand
still holding the cap.
said easily:

He smiled and

"Seems as though I'm
always
to
scare you.
Please don't run away.
Anyhow, stay long enough to tell me
what's so fierce about my looks. Wont
you?"
. For a moment longer their eyes held
one another's, hers still alive with bewildering amazement;
but
quickly
these expressions died away, and she
recovered her poise as quickly as It
had been routed.
Her cheeks flushed
prettily, and she laughed.
"You!" she. exclaimed. "Of all parsons!
Captain—Captain Phlnney I
If
It Isn't the strangest thing—but, no,"
she broke off, "it is not so very remarkable after all.
You—"
She stopped with an abruptness that
passed unnoticed* by
Tom.
Unable
longer to repress some expression of
his joy, however veiled it might he,
he said:
It is remarkable, though.
It's the
rippingest thing I ever heard of—that
I should have found you again, you
know—that 1 should be standing here
talking to you, like this.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
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All at once the now very alert skipper directed his attention to a murmur
of feminine voices ip the launch. The
ladies, manifestly, were finding considerable amusement In pretending a
hazardous
embarkation,
for
their
transfer from the smaller craft to the

Every minute detail of
bis
wildest
imaginings respecting her beauty was
so much more than confirmed that for
a moment he could only stand
and
stare.

poor

son and directed him to send one division with an
ammunition train to Join his own force. Wlth'n
an hour after sending this dispatch Steels'* divi-

"Oh, he is a character sketch artist
on the stage."

sion

ARE YOU CONSTIPATED?
Wright's Indian Vegetable PlUs save
proved their worth for 75 years. Te«t them
yourself now. 8«od for sample to 873 Pearl
St., New York. Adv.

EUROPE

Monastery Recently Established
Switzerland la Said to Crests
a Precedent.

In

What Is said to be the first Buddhist
monastery set up In Europe is tbat
which not long ago was established
in the canton of Ticlno, in
Switzerland, high above the village of Novagglo, overlooking Lakes Maggiore
and Lugano.
It is a curious circumstance that the founder of Buddhism
In Switzerland should be not an Oriental, but a German. A
native
of
Wiesbaden, he now bears the name ot
Kikkhu Nyanatiloka.
' It appears that this devotee decided, at an early age, to renounce the
vanities of the world, and' that during the nine years of bis seclusion in
Ceylon he became absorbed in
the.
study, of Buddhism. In time he
attained the rank of a blkkhu, or priest
and received the name of Nyanatiloka,
which means "the man who possesses
the wisdom of the three worlds."

This priest was assisted In the organization of the monastery In Switzerland by a German co-rellgionlst, by
a priest from Burma, and by English
and Dutch converts.
Thus five men
formed the first Buddhist brotherhood
in -Europe. All wear the traditional
yellow robes of the Buddhist monks.
Upon learning that the
community
would undertake no.active propaganda, the Swiss authorities placed no obstacles in their way.

Return Address.
One small boy of my acquaintance
will be careful when he grows up
about that business of writing his address legibly. If he retains his present
sense of importance of making the
point clear.
He was' saying his prayers the other evening, and, after the
enumeration of those upon whom he
Invoked a blessing, concluded: "And
make me a good boy"—and theni after
a pause,
"14,
Ladysmlth
avenue.
Amen."
There %wae to be no mistake about the destination ot the an
swer.-*Bondoa Chronicle.

be

better

Mum's the Word,
Hicks—You never can tell about a
wpman.

was

under

way.
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THE

ranks

By Employment of System, Drudgery
of Necessary Repairing Msy Largely Be Done Away With.

ranks—plteously
this

year

than

last—of veterans

file

crowded

of

streets

road was the first to encounter the enemy's pickThey were driven In, as were the pickets con-

Thus writes one woman, who thinks
that the woman who puts off mending;

.doing

those

1,006,279

proportions of a battle.
Pemberton selected a

having any.

VSPSBSIXmiUi laoss

that hardly
on extends

the same kind.
The remedy for this Is a regular
mending day or a mending evening, if

were

•
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On May 30, 1S62, there was no such
smiling land as we see this day. Then

s.o.-.i .fa. orf.

booming

today

we

of the guns

alternated

march four years long;

see

an

exultant

republic,

running eagerly forward to meet its
fuller and more glorious destiny.
And whom shall we thank for this?

'

will clean n off without laying the
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No blister, no hair
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the Union

this Is the Tims the Nation Should
Remember the Debt It Owes to
the Veterans.

with a dead

I

dening report'of those Mlled in the engagement
Full lists were being published about the Memorial
day season.
The Union loss at Champion's H1U

ly all the cheese Is made In small factories. Wisconsin makes 47 per cent

was,

of the total.

according to

General

Grant's

memoirs,

410

back to Big Black river.
The most cheerful part

written for a London dally a review of
one of George Mllner's books. Pleased

nor East nor West, but of Union and
Liberty, now and forever, one and in-

•nd the stars ot the night. How great
their sacrifice!
Some gave literally

Left Capital Vulnerable.
One hundred years ago the residents
of Washington were seriously disturbed by- rumors that the British

all they had—even their names. They
lie In unmarked trenches, their very

were planning as expedition tor the
capture of their city. Grave as was

jplace of sepulture forgotten.
Their
a?.mes are loat. and tbey have gained

the danger, the authorities were slow
to move. , After considerable delay a
Beet of gunboats and barges were as-

Their prowess (rav. us peace;
Undying be their fame.

sembled and placed under the command Of the veteran Commodore Barney, who bad- served with distinction
In the Revolution.

But the land de-

tion, whose eyes opened on a country

fenses were almost totally neglected.
Though the government called for 16,900 troops, the actual defense force

wrapped in peace, to All up our hearts

about the national capital consisted ot

as urns with the precious Vine of
gratitude and offer them, brimming
over to the Grand Army of the Re-

but a few hundred militia. In consequence,
when
the
British
Anally

It Is tor us of the younger genera-

public which marches in
spirit on Memorial day.

flesh and
Are there

shadowy and invisible reunions at Bull
Run, and Spottsylvanla, and the WilManassas, and

Malvern

Hill, ami.Cold Harbor, and Gettysburg, and Atlanta? Well, might there
•o memory's wings to the heights of

Memorial

day

news was the fact that It meant Grant had a firm

with the review, which was unsigned,
Mr,

dispatches describing a fight at Big Black river,
where
the
Confederates

ly to visit his

again driven from
position, and fled

marched on the city in midsummer
they encountered little opposition.
Very Old Capper Mine.
If not absolutely the oldest,

the

Stora Kopparberget In Sweden Is the
oldest copper mine of which ana- onV

In time the Invitation was accepted.
The future novelist of fame fell In
love with Miss Mllner, and a marriage
of perfect happiness was the result
Limit of Courtesy.
Japan's new Prime Minister, Count
Okuraa, has a wooden leg. It replaces
a limb which was blown off by the

Champion's Hill and Big
Black river the invest-

bomb of a political assassin.
In connection with that outrage, a story Is

ment of Vicksburg was as
complete as Grants lim-

told which goes far to support the
claim that Is made for Okuma that he

ited

Is the best-mannered

number

of

troops

with the progress of ths
work-ot constructing roads

man in Japan.

After the explosion, which had killed
his servants and horses, besides shattering his leg, he was lying In his office In an agony of pain, yet he was

him, "Excuse me, sir, for my Impolite-

the

bayous, and

swamps

back

of

was not more than fifty m«<» ™ hi» „reF J*»
an army about the sUe of his own, and Pemberton had the advantage of the fortiflca"
tions and outworks about Vicksburg.

bowl of bread and milk and pausing
between spoonfuls to note the glory of

A day or two after May 30. 1863, reports were received in the North of
desperate hand to band fighting outside of Vicksburg and general assaults
on the works.
Several fortifications
by

the

Con-

federates.
In the end of May the marine divisions under Porter did some excellent
work at Hayne's Bluffs under .Grant's
direction.

News of this was printed

shortly after the date which

is now

war is over," was all she could say,

If,

Instead

of a

gem,

or

even

a

but she said It over and over. "The
war Is over and your father Is com-

flower, we could cast the gift of a
lovely thought into the heart of a

ing home."
''Why, I'd think you'd laugh Instead

friend, that would be giving as ths
angels must give.—George MacDonald.

of cry.'
I'd think you'd be glad Instead of sorry."
Child tbat I was, I
knew not that joy sometimes
deepest expression In tears.

finds

Germany have

membership of 79,783.

ness in not seeing you to the door."—
Pall Mall Gazette.

Making a Virtus

of

Necessity.

Most of the advocates ot walking
as a splendid exercise are people too
poor to afford motor cars.—Charleston
News and Courier.
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Manitoba, Saifcalchaaran and 1
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dcrful yields of Wb.at. O.i.,
J Bariar and Flax. Wheat graded
from Contract to No. 1 Hard, '
welshed heavy and yielded from 20 !
to 46 biuh.1. per acre: 22 bushels waa
about the total average. Mixed Farm- \
p in. may be considered fully as profit- \
i able an industry as grain raising. The \
't excellent grasses full of nutrition, are \
I the only food required either for beef 1
or dairy purpose.. In 1912, and again in 1
1913, at Chicago, Manitoba carried off •
< the Charapion.hip for beef steer. Good \
1
achoola. markets convenient, climate ex-1
; callent. For tbo homesteader, the man i
who wishes to farm extensively, or the v
Investor, Canada offers the biggest op. 1
portunity of any place on the continent.
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\ reduced railway rates to
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I Ottawa, Canada, or to
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mri-rotJI, lories, But.
Canadian

Toastie
Flavour
" A Winner
Every day many are finding
out that

set apart for Memorial day.

There had been much criticism ot
the administration In the North and
woods, pasture and blue sky. I was but.
the Union arms had come in for their
four years old and the beauty of the
share of popular opprobrium and the
world was just dawning on me, when
news of Grant's successes in the'
to my ears came sudden,' faroff, dull
West was sorely needed.
booms like sudden echoes of thunder.
It heartened the troops serving In
The sky was without, a cloud.
Again
other campaigns and It heartened
I beard the dull boom.
Ah!
I had
those at home.
It!
It was not long before what is now
"Mather,"
I
called,
"someone's
Memorial day tbat New York, in 1863.
pounding on the side of Uncle Dave's
received news of the gallant charge
barnl"
of the Eighth Pennsylvania cavalry
She came to the door and listened'.
at Haxel Grove, where "Stonewall"
Again
came
the
dull,
thunderous
Jackson turned the Union right.
Insound.
For a moment she listened
fantry, artillery and cavalry lost heavand then burst out sobbing.
ily id this, engagement in Hooker's
"What's the matter, mother? Does
Chancellorsvllle campaign.
It scare you I'm not afraid!"
She stooped over and gathered me
Gift of Thoughts.
to her breast.
"The war is over.
The

union

Manchester.

After the engagements at

Learns That Joy Sometimes
Finds Deepest Expression
In Tears.
fell, bnt were retaken

In

home In

""Dispatches printed on May 30 gave itabt*
..derails anxiety over Grant's safety Johnston

WHEN THE WAR WAS OVER

Stoneworkers

with: the

able to say smilingly to a foreign
statesman who was taking leave of

cial figures can be found. "It has been
worked continuously tor nearly eight
hundred years.

Mllner communicated

writer of It and invited him eventual-

the

through

It was a morning In early spring—
sacramental day of nationality.
It the spring of '66.
The orchard was
is the day we acknowledge each and, in full bloom and on the wind was
all our debt to the boys of '62, who the odor of the blossoming crabapple
are sow the patriarchs of '14.
It la trees In the woods pasture.
I was
the day of neither North nor South,; sitting on the back doorstep eating a

batUe flags, and the men who sleep
today beneath the blue of the sky

t name the which neither man nor
time can wrest from them—the name
of Patriot.

of this

position between Johnston and Pemberton.
Close on the news from Champion's Hill cams

wacaa^&&fo&?2KBim ^Afizx rm sm^^miK,

Child

elist, whose death is announced, was
fond of relating among his Intimates
how he met his best of wives.
It was
his day of early struggle.
He had

could make it
For days
the newspapers were filled

a vicarious heroism.
For Memorial
day is the day of the living and the
dead, the day of comrades whom no.
sting of death nor lapse of time can
separate.
It Is the day when the
Grand
Army
militant salutes
the
Grand Army triumphant
It is the

Novelist's Romanes.
Mr. S. R. Crockett, the Scottish nov-

never wt hack Into Vicksburg, and Pemberton tell

were constructed and the

The venerable men who walk or ride
on Memorial day beneath their sacred

be when the nation at this time rises

Pet tit's Eve^Salvp

California, Oregon, Illinois and Minne-

Union army continued In
pursuit of Pemberton,

men. ■

output is nearly equal, Wisconsin leading slightly. Michigan, Pennsylvania,
sota are, In the order named, the other
principal cheese-making states. Near-

bit

across the stream, burning
the bridges. Pontoons

employed on the Jackson and Vicksburg railroad
and who had passed through Pemberton's army
in the night, that the Confederate general was
marching east with 80 regiments of infantry and
ten batteries, In all about twenty-five thousand

These

of

were
their

separable.

derness, and

felt

and ff.OOO captured In pursuit and battle. Lorlng's
division, whloh was the right of Pemberton's line,

On the same day authentic accounts and pictures of an engagement at Champion's Hill, near
Vicksburg, were received.
About five o'clock In
the morning of May 15 General Grant had received Informatloa from two men who had been

the

Grant

third of his command. It was estimated that the
Confederates lost about 3,000 killed and wounded

DAY OF UNION AND LIBERTY

ABSORBINE

THERAPION sifflrlz

Virginia

General

killed, 1,844 wounded and 18? missing.
Hovey
alone lost 1.200 Wiled, wounded and missing—one-

' came.
On May 29, the day before the date now
set for Memorial day, certain New York newspapers printed dispatches stating that Vicksburg had
fallen; that Pemberton had escaped from the city
with the loss of his artillery.
This report, however, was promptly denied.

Purely vegetable. Act ,
gently on the liver*
eliminate bile, and A
soothe the delicate^
membrane of thi
bowel. Cu,rii
Constipation,
Biliousness,
Sick Hudact.* and ImHiestton, a* millions know.
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Industry.

hopeful news was the sad-

<&smnrSHm£ m 72& WOODS

but the city did not fall.
Still it was from Grant
that the encouraging, heartening news of the day

Cut out cathartics and purgatives. They an
brutal, harah, uoneceasary. TryJ^aaw

Cheese

One of the great milk markets is the
cheese Industry, which Is concentrated

Pemberton's force.
Tempering
thiB

gut had run past the batteries of New Orleans and
Porter was assisting Grant In the reduction of the
works around Vicksburg.
Newspapers dally printed glowing accounts of the progress of the siege,

CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS

Judge.

er to its doom. Had it npt
been for neglect on the part

that he could have almost

Vicksburg, the almost Impregnable stronghold of
the Confederacy In the Mississippi valley.
Farra-

Don't Persecute
Your Bowels

FREE TO ILL SUFFERERS

North

Prom the Mississippi campaign came the brightest reports of progress.
The eyes ot North and
South alike were upon Grant and Pemberton at

one-third cupful hot water and mix
all lightly-together.
Flavor with vanilla and pour into mold and stand
on Ice for several hours. Serve with
whipped cream.

If you ftol 'OUT of SORTS' *BI'I* BOW»: 'not tea suras'
■t-FF*a from turner, BLAOUJES, mmvcu's DIABASES,
ciiauaio wu A amiss, ui.caaa. flaw KBCFTIOSS, nUta,
writ*) for FREE CLOTH WOVBD sameix aooa orf
ilteee diseases and wONDBftffcl. CUlil.8 effected by
THEMEWFREWCMKEMEDV No.lN02Nol

be

threatened

successes bad not been
all that they might have
been.

spoonful gelatin, one cupful choppedcandled cherries, pineapple, and English, walnuts.
Dissolve the gelatin In

wash your face and hands V
"Sure thing, if it's once for all."—

completely diso r g a n 11 e d

and

One cupful whipped cream, one-half
cupful pulverized sugar, one table-

"Now, Freddie, once for all, will you

forces and the rumble of artillery, and America
was the scene of some of the mightiest battles

gether, two eggs, one cupful sweet
milk, four teaspoonfuls of baking pow-

Nesselrode Pudding.

Gen-

(twUsir.twtU.MtW. L. Pssudaa* BSBH
ip*. on U» bsttwa. UW ITlMptl
•boat uM not for sstt In y*ttr wMnitT, ordsr
direct fr»m factory. Shoes tor svtrymsTJlbsT
)f ths family St all pisSSS, PXS«t*(S ftS*.
Writs for lllustratsd oataloa; stvewtnt »*w
W order by mail. W. It. DOVOLU,
110 Bpsra Streert, asraektaaT^,,,

Once for All.

time

states together make more than threefourths of the national product. Their

colossal struggle of the
war, and
In
Arkansas

the oven will seal them together.

which

TAKE NO 8UBSTITUT*.

"Tea, and with a special train.'*

In New tork and Wisconsin.

One and one-halt cupfuls granulated
sugar and one cupful lard, creamed to-

Roll cookies very thin, place in pan,
and in center of each put one tablespoonful of filling. Cover with another'
thin cooky and bake.
The heat of

during

like course of lecturing."

obey,

Filled Cookies.

(cooked and thickened as for pies).
Mix together.

shrub-

Naturally.
"That orator Is going on a comet-

of subordinates to promptly

had not yet awakened to
the fact that It was to be
the center of the most

nuts (chopped), one pound of raisins

heavy

•

want to tie up to him.

from his position and the
city of Vicksburg was near-

by hostile armies. The
little town of Gettysburg

One pound of English ws>

and

by

eral Grant droye Pemberton

with becoming seats of
war and being ravaged

two quarts of flour,

protected

When a fellow Is as straight as a
string It seems natural that the girls

and South were busy with the grim business ot
war.
The land shook with the tramp of armed

valleys

look better, but also last longer.
As
soon as a garment needs mending put
It aside for the mending dav that is
coming.

WBS

country

divisions was engaged.

second invasion ot the
North and the Shenandoah
and
Cumberland

stick to it; you will be surprised to
find that your clothing will not only

and

hours,

Lee was threatening the

a woman is engaged in business. Select the best day for this purpose and

UAV,

will

surrounding

la 111! «r«r XfU.

■ama values for ,_..
and 14.50 QotwUbsnantllDj; tM
enormous taieraaaw in toe cost of
leatbar. Our staiwartls have
not been lowered and tne prtos
to you remains the aa.
Ask your dealer to —
kind of W. L. Doualaa shoes ha
isseLUnKforM.OO. tsZo, M-OOanC
fitO. You will than ba convinced
that for s tyle, oonafo rt and serv lea
tbey are absolutely as good "
Other make! sold at htf bar pri. _
The only dtfferenaa ts the pries.

Champions

every man of Hovey's division and McPherson's two

The news wblch came
stirring days was not all
rose-tinted by any means.

of reckoning for all put-oft things of

a big knee like this, but your hone
may lave a bunch or bruise on his
Ankle, Hock. Stifle, Knee or Throat,,

on

the

ravine

Which history records.

alarmingly, and there Is usually a day

7S4n>:

which

Memorial day was not dreamed of then.

The rip under

SELDOM SEE

position

bery. The battle of Champion's Hill lasted about four

I commemorated by Memorial day.

the tiny hole she might have attended
to in ten minutes Is laying up much,
trouble for herself when the little hole.

**

deeds

M t ss«8, Boy a,Oh I Idreni

iiKBO SI.7BS2i2.50"1

Some men make both ends meet by

of

when ashore and afloat men wars

Wonn'siiire

stinting their wives, and others by not

American cities on Memorial day,
the minds of those who fought be-

this more than la the matter of dress."

SHOES

Men's ii&OT&tS}

arrived Hb*-ey"s skirmish had assumed almost the

through the

neath the blue or for the gray will
turn to a May SO of 51 years ago;

W.L.DOUGLAS

fronting Osterhaus on the middle road and Hovey
on the northernmost road.
By the time Grant

wars

hundreds

There's always room at the top—and

Worm, .zpalled arompUr from the human
Knem with Dr. Peer/1. Vermifuge "Dead
ot." aav.

thinner

they

"There Is nothing in the world like
system, and nowhere does one realize

Filling:

moved

tlon was a strong one. The
hill commanded a view ot

HAVE REGULAR MENDING DAY

der, sifted with
pinch of salt

forces

always a crowd at the bottom.

Use Roman Eye Balsam for scalding sensation In eyes and Inflammation of ayes or
eyelids. Adv.

the arm In the Mouse
shows when It Is put

Union

Hill to meet the Union forces.
General Grant at
once realized that the post

Wicks—You shouldn't, anyhow.

becomes undarnabie.

The

Putnam Fadeless Dyes color In cold
water. Adv.

cautiously, with pickets thrown In advance, by several roads.
Smith's division on the southernmost
ets.

**
IN

may

Grant immediately recalled Sherman from Jack-

"What does he do?"

Genuine must bear Signature

BUDDHIST CULT

reputation

than none at all.

Lived by His Chsracter.

Post
Toasties
are different from other "ready
to eat" foods. It's in the
malting.
Toasties are caremlly
cooked bits of choicest Indian
corn toasted to an appetizing,
golden-brown crispness.
Care and time in toasting
and the delicate flavoring
make this crisp corn-food delightful.
Post Toasties—ready to eat
direct from the sealed package,
with cream and sugar to taste.
—sold by Grocers.
■■■ »n

■Government

Agent'

GET A SAMPLE BOX OP CIGAB8.
We will send a sample Box of our MARITANA HAVANA CIOABS prepaid upon receipt of 36c to any address- We are Manufacturers of Havana Olsars and have no
.gents on the road.
But we want every
smoker from Maine to California to try our
cigars.
One trial will convince the most
particular smoker and make a regular customer. Prices range from IB.OO to 112.00 per
hundred. GLOBE CIGAB MFG. CO.. READING. PA.

DAISY FLY KILLER ftaf STS5*.' »

fllss. Haat, eiean, orswtBtmlal, coorsDlsBt,
chrsvp. ^asts alj
ssasoa. Had* oC
met*t,cs.n'tspillortl»
ov«r, will pot soli or
injars aaythioa;.
UttantDteed effective.
AlldaaleniorSMnl
•sore** paid for ll.oa.
UMLD I01ULU, 1M DssUlt* AT*., Brooklyn. N. T.
to burs and pi-'s foi
- -) 111 life- 24 pteopfs jf w-lrj
__J 10 cents: situ utber
good prt>tnlnnia. Mi-nd
for goods today, ffs tmst yoa. Taj wh"n sold,
W. 8. IfOWAAD, WALfiM>..01»>, MAINS

WATCH FREEg

A$3.00RAZOR FOR490

Pntupios.htuidaomeoa*vX atartodaxiue K.U0. Ksira
hollow ground blade. i|#nu sashole 4iW. Rallane*
foiint»In pens Zte each. fWtttf raaor* Te envoi.. Other
big bargains. W. S. Uowiu^WiUsmMtfUkyMttUl*

Wanted to Buy Old Coins ftS'ff"

prije. psld 10 ot». nuill Piraun Mlet sut,
lot T.!■■■! St.. (m WM.eeri% Pies ■!■■■), ■■■In, sw,

CHEWING GUM SXXtVXfii SLii g

you, one boa of 30 60 ptsoaasjres. I (LOS #-ala«. Qirolitr
guaranteed. Colonial Oum<^Waltha.m7iUAaa.
TOIT CAN KNJOT thedoUoiotw f ragmnoeo'CalIfomia flower*, and sploas by burning Bvrrtot-soeDtedi
paalllifA*. AntlenptU'-. toale, Ft>rr«ahing. a>li>aaing.
Onlr Sic. AHL1N B BALKS CO.. Bait FnQchcu, Cat
NEW HAHEPSHIR16 GROWN aaaul no original
St. RoglH Brerbet-nnif ltaa^tmrrr plants, ab&ultiteLir
imriiy, NobeMorpiautogroWn, I*i-»*..^t«i4-t.*.**».,Vll
_ _ E.Colt-ninn.Wssfv
ugtort. DC. Booknfre*?. lli^h*

PATENTS^
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BROOKFIELD.
Continued from First Page.
The boy scouts have been presented
with the use of a motor-boat for the seaBon. It will be in charge of Mr Goodwin.
The subject of the sermon at the Congregational church next Sunday morning, will be " The obligations of a Liberal
Faith."

■—
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William J. Roach and Madison J.
Finkle of New Haven, Ct., have been
the guests this week of Mr Roach's parents on Lincoln street.
Rev. Sherman Goodwin of the Congregational church goes to South Royalton,
Vt., for June 28, where he is to speak before the members and friends of Rising

Worcester. Mass.

Central New England's Greatest Sale Event
Bigger. Better Than Ever

Call the Local Operator in the usual way;
Local Operator wilt say, "Number, Please?"

Ask for the "Toll Operator";
Operator will say, "I will connect you with the Toll Operator."

Give to the Toll Operator:

Seventh Annual Department

Your own Telephone Exchange and Number;
Your own name;
Name of the person with whom you wish to speak;
Town or city where called party is located.

Sun Lodge, F. & A. M.
Mrs Charles H. Clarendon and Miss
Clara M. Clarendon attended, as delegates from the First Parish Sunday school,
the annual meeting of the Unitarian Sunday school society at Kings Chapel, Boston, Thursday, and that evening Miss
Clarendon played piano selections at a
recital held in the Harvard musical assoc iation club rooms of that city.

-[[ Denholm
& McKay Co.
"Boston Store'*-

How To Make
A Toll Call

Toll Operator will ask, "If
one elset"

Managers' Sale

is out will you talk with any

Give name of alternate'party, if desired.
Toll Operator will say, "The Operator win call you."

THINGS WORTH REMEMBERING

Dexter Post 38, G. A. R., will meet at
Too will not be charged on such a call if you do not get the person for *
their headquarters in the town hall at 8
you ask.
o'cloek, and at 8.20 will board a special
Ton can make a ton call from any telephone.
Ton can obtain rates to any place by asking the Toll Operator. Ho charge)
car for East Brookfield, where the graves
for inch a call.
of their comrades in Evergreen cemetery
Ton can talk about IN words per minute—the average speed of s telephone
will be decorated.
Ferdinand Dexter
camp, S. of V., will accompany the Grand
It yes want the Toll Operator to report lo yon the j actual coat of a completed
call, please notify her when yon give the order for your call.
Army and the Ware brass band will furIf you can't find the number in your directory, you can call for the party
nish music. Comrade Benjamin O. Gay
wanted by giving name and address.
will be marshal. A delegation will decIf the person wanted has no telephone, we win try to arrange to can him to a
orate the graves in Podunk cemetery. At
pay station, if the caller will pay a small additional charge tor messenger
service.
10.16 the column will form at the corner
When
you leave your office or your home, tell your associates where you are
i
•■
of Maple and Central street and proceed
going and your toll call will follow yon.
to the cemetery, where the graves will be
decorated.
The school children are
earnestly solicited to assist the Grand
NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE
Army in the decoration of graves. ConAND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
tributions of flowers are solicited from
everybody and may be left at the town
hall Saturday morning from 7 to 9 o'clock
and all are invited to assist in preparing
them. Memorial exercises will be held
in the town hall, Saturday evening, at
NEW BRAINTREE.
Incendiary Rabbit.
7.30 o'clock i to which all are invited.
A Walla Walla man Is charged with
Comrade Edwin D. Goodell will preside
Misses Rachel, Winnie and Georgia endeavoring to annihilate a. rabbit
and the address will be by Rev. E. C.
colony with the aid of a pint of keroWoodis of North Brookfield sent large
sene and a luclfer match. A rabbit
Charlton.
and beautiful bouquets of violets to the
was soaked in the liquid and touched
New Braintree church last Sunday.
off with a match. Whereupon, with a

Thursday, Friday, Saturday
June 4, 5, 6, 1914
$800,000 Worth of New Spring and
Summer Merchandise Is To Be Sold
at Nearly .Half Price, Half Price and
Less Than Half Price

1

WEST BROOKFIELD.

Eugene Hansen and Miss Genevieve
O'Brien of Williston, Vt , were recently
married by Rev C. C. Adams. Mr HanMrs John H. Webb and her mother
sen formerly worked for C. W. Tyler of
have returned from visiting the family of
this town.
Charles H. Thomas, New Britain, Ct.
The Grange will hold its annual StrawMrs Marshal C. Gilbert, Misses Altha berry festival, dance and entertainment
Duncanson and Dorothy Smith attended on Wednesday sVening, June 3,
the Girls Friendly society annual meetRev. William France and wife attended
ing in Worcester on Tuesday.
the installation of Rev. Mr Brotherson,
C. Brigham Co., Cambridge, has trans- at Gilbertville, on Tuesday.
ferred its property on Long hill to Allen
Miss Flora Dickenson from West
W. Hazen and his son-in-law, Wallace
Brookfield was the guest of Miss Katbryn
L. Gladding. The property consists of
Mahan, last week,
barn, stack and brick with 11 # acres,
Mrs J. H. Wetherell from Bath, Me.
bordering on the south bank of the Quaboag river and assessed for 91000.
The is visiting at Tarry-a-while farm.
buyers will cultivate a part of the land
and later will have an orchard.
Continued from 1st Page

beautiful understanding of the fitness
of things, the blazing creature burrowed Into the nearest haystack, while
thousands of amused rabbits sat
around and watched the fun. No insurance.—Cleveland Plain Dealer.
To Get Rid of Red Ants.
Red ants can make a house almost
uninhabitable.
One can get rid of
them, however, If one knows how. The
first thing to do Is to find the place
they come from—1. e., where, their
nest Is. If it be In an accessible spot,
a little kerosene will quickly stop the
trouble. On the other hand, If the
nest be in the wall or under the floor,
find the nearest accessible point, and
kill the insects off as they appear.

Odd-Looking Shark's Egg.
A shark's egg is one of the oddest
looking things imaginable. It le unComrades, soldiers, sailors and guests
provided with shell, but the contents
will meet at G. A. R. hall at 10 a. m.,
are protected by a thick, leathery
Saturday, The West Warren band will
covering, almost as elastic as India
head the procession, then the I. O: R.
rubber. The average size is 2 by 2%
M., G. A. R., town officials and guests in
Inches, and It Is almost jet black.
BROOKFIELD. MASS., May 20,1914.
carriages. The graves of twelve soldiers
-,♦,
The owners and occupants of the following
will be decorated at Sacred Heart ceme
Wise Johnny Smith.
described parcels
in the
_
-, T _.
,
a. .
LuescriDea
paresis of
01 real estate situated
s
tery, Rev. M. J. Murphy ottering prayer,' town of Brookflelu, in the county of Worcester,
"Mother, you know the way me and
Massachusetts, and the.
AtJPine Grove cemetery, 57 graves will b4 Sublic^rSto
notitS'S
u', taxes there- Johnny Smith play I'm Indians an'
public are hereby notified
that the
remembered, Rev. J. H. Hoffman offer- on severally assessed for the years hereinafter he's soldiers?" "Yes, dear; what of
specified, according to the list committed to me
ing prayer. Memorial services at town as Collector of Taies for said Brookfield by the it?" "Well, if I don't let him lick me
of Taxes, remain unpaid, and that the every time we play, he says I aren't
hall will be at 3 o'clock.
The opening Assessors
smallest undivided part of said land sufficient to
numbers will be a song, "To thee,' O satisfy said taxes with the interest and all legal
costs and charges, or the whole of said land if
'Country," by a chorus of selected voices no person offers to take an undivided part therewill be offered for sale by* public auction, at
from grades 7, 8 and 9, with Miss Eliza- of
the office of the Collet-tor of Taxes, in the town
beth Howard, as director.
Rev. A. W. house in said Brookfield, on
L. Nelson, of the Methodist church will
MONDAY, JUNE J5, J9J4
offer prayer.
The reading of Lincoln's
at
Two
O'clock P. M., for the payment of said and gfve you a large income producing propGettysburg Address by Royal A. Hinds, taxes, with
hafcerewti oojta and charges thereon, erty for it. I'm getting $1128 every year for my
a pupil ut' West lirookfleld Grammar unites the sam» shall I*i previously discharged.
six-family house located four minutes from
school, will precede a reading, "Setting
trolleys in one of. Boston's most popular subHARRIET A. PLIMPTON,
urbs.
House is in a.-solutely perfect condithe flag?." by MJM Jennie Mundell.
(Now supposed to be ownodlby Surah D. Hall)
Grades 7, a and 9 will sing, "UnforgotA certain tract of land with the buildings tion, fully occupied by desirable tenants. If
you
have
a farm you want to sell, let's get tothereon situated in that purt of said Hrookiieid
Xeu," followed by the address of Kev. called
Podunk and bounded as follows:—North- gether.
A. H. Wheel,,ck, Marlboro, chaplain of erly on hind of B. H. J'itt* ami a town road; eastJ. B. LEWIS
erly on land of Horace J. IVrry ami a town road;
the Massachusetts state Urange.
The southerly on land oi the heirs,of H. F. Uavidson
101 Tremont Street, Boston
land of SUea 11. Spaaeor, and westerly oil
congregation will sing^'America" at the and
land of I'hoebe R. KImslie, containing about 10
acres.
close of the progrnm.
Tax of K*12. f&149.
PASTURE TO RENT
Tax of lilla, S33.&!.
PASTURE for rental. Right in the village.
JOHN J. IANE.
19

Watch for large circular to be distributed
in this town soon, giving full details of this
mammoth event

Watch for the greatest bargains ever offered
by any retail store in this part of
New England

NORTH BROOKFIELD i A
ON FRIDAY, JUNE I L

AFTERNOON AND EVENING,
ADMISSION 25 and 35 Gts.

Each year more and more summer so
joumers from all over the country are
seeking pleasant spots in New England,
patronizing well-managed hotels and the
pleasantly located boarding places and
farms where paying guests are received.
Each season thousands of people turn
to the advertising columns of the Boston
Evening Transcript, where so many announcements of summer places are published.
Many families prefer to lease farms,
houses or cottages in the country.
Hundreds of properties are sold every season
to parties from Eastern and Western
cities who are attracted by advertisements
in the Transcript.
If you desire to reach the well-to-do
people and attract them to your town insert a well-worded advertisement in the
Boston Transcript.
Full information, rates, sample copies
and advice cheerfully given on requesd.

Boston Transcript Co,
3»4 Wuhlaftea ft, Boston, HUM.

A certain parcel of land situated on East Main
street in the center village of said Brookfield and
bounded as follows:—Northerly on said East
Main street; easterly on land now or formerly pf
Eugene K. Hubbard; southerly on land of William Nichols: and westerly ou land of Elbert L.
Bemis,containing about ft acre.
Tax of »", »S6.
Taa of 1912. fc.28.
Tax of 1*13, n.U.

WILD WEST
AND FRONTIER EXHIBITION

engraved or printed in the
very latest styles, and the
best work guaranteed.

Horace jf. Lawrence,
/
Journal Office,
\
V^ North Brookfield, Mass. J

MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH

or posting fa the ops* air.
JODIMI Ofaoe, Horth Brookfield.

DRESSMAKING
II Prospect St.

North Brookfield

atDesplaines'.
Miss Elizabeth Forrest is ill at

ber

home or/Elm street.
Froni now on through the summer,
Desplaine will have a good supply of
brick ice-cream.
The A. 0. H. will observe Sunday,
June 7, to decorate the graves of their deceased members.

'

From the depths of my inexperience,
yet none the less appreciative of your
patriotism, love and self-sacrifice, I shall
endeavor to address you, from this battle
Harvy T. Ludden, brother of Dr. E. hymn of the church.
A. Ludden, died at his farm in Leicester,
Members of the Grand Army and veton the 21st inst., from nephritis, aged 55: erans, you were one in thought with the
He was born in North Spencer, and mar- great Lincoln, his motto became yours,
ried a Brookfield, Miss Etta Marcy, who paramount desire to save the Union at all
survives him with one son, Arthur E., of costs, was yours, for that you gave yourSouthbridge, and a grand-daughter; his selves in heroic deeds, that have become
mother, M. G. Ludden of Brookfield, a immortal.
brother, Dr. Ludden of North Brookfield,
The fall of the great republic would
and a sister, Mrs Alfred Howlett, Brook- have meant the halting of progress, hufield, also survive. For 23 years he was man brotherhood shattered, .truth weakemployed in theshoefactory at Spencer, ened and the glory of God overshadowed.
retiring a few years since to a nice, well- Thank God there were those who could
stocked farm in Leicester.
The funeral with the martyr-president realize the
was attended by Rev. Mr Walsh on Sun- need fit the hour, and how truly they
day, with burial in Brookfleld cemetery.
measured up to it has been told by his-

Uneeda Biscuit
A crisp, clean, nutritious food. For
everybody—everywhere. Fresh in the
moisture-proof package, s cents.

Harness, Bobes, Blankets, Whips and
Oil Clotia. Not too Costly. Not too
Cheap.

Shingles and Roofing Material.

All the dUJerent grades. All siaes ol
dies of the church.
Nails, also.
Among the older members of the church
present were Mrs Dolly.Tucker, Mrs Jane Uentember that my prices are always
the lowest. I sell so ae to sell again.
Bliss, Mr and Mrs Ezra D. Batcheller,
1
Mrs Warner and Mr Oliver J. Churchill. Dr. Daniel * Ham Remedies Alw«J,
In Stock.
Responses were read from many members who were-unable to be present,
l-SUTHOm OiKHAJI 1)4.
either by reason of distance or ill health
The clerk estimates that fully 200 responded either in person or by letter.
OAKHAH.
The necrology of the year includes the
names of Mrs Parkman, Mrs Hobbs, Mrs
Brooks, F. L. Fullam, H. D. Childs and
Mrs Belding.
The beautiful tulips shown in such profusion were the gift of Mr Ezra D. Batcheller, the other flowers were the gift of
Mrs Cole, Gilbert street.

William

C. Crawford

CHARLES S. LANE,

VUSICAL MINSTRELS MAKE MONEY.

ZuZu
The funny little name
of the famous little
ginger snap that puts
fresh "snap" and
"ginger" into jaded
appetites. 5 cents.

Town Hall Packed to Witness B & R
Combination in Songs and Dances.
The B & R minstrels cleared about
$200 from their fine performance in the
town hall, last Friday evening.' Every
seat was sold before the hall was opened
and standing room was at a premium.
ToF. M. Saunders, Marshall Taylor
andJj H. Newton, with their able assistants, is largely due the credit for a
fine program well sustained.
Tne four
Boston and Worcester artists were well
worth hearing, and having made their
reputations need-no words of praise from
us. They were heartily encored.
The
local soloists were Walter Rondeau, Paul
Mason, James Burke, Henry Doyle,
Frank M. Saunders, Walter Pease and
Frank Mahoney. They did their work
well, and the Circle of 25 i'jcotored gentlemen" kept the audience in good hu-

Furnishing Undertaker
RE6ISTEREB EMBALMER.
Personal Prompt Attention Day
or Night.
Telephone North Brookfleld No.
iaa-11.
Long

Distance Connection.

The annual meeting of the North
Funerals Personally Direoted
and Every Requisite FurnBrook-field 8avings Bank will be held
ished.
torian, poet and orator, and will be reMonday evening, June 1, at 7.30.
TjRtly Assistant.
peated in years to come.
Led by your
Woodbine Lodge, I. 0. 0. F., will
brave generals, you were privileged to
work the initiatory degree od four candiWell-Known in North Brookfield, at make possible the writfng that liberated
date*, Tuesday evening, June 2.
the enslaved, to become a wall of fire
his Home in Worcester.
The Woman's Temperance Union will
to the defenceless and to guarantee the
meet at the home of Mrs Sherwood on
The sad news comes this morning of permanence of the Republic.
ENGRAVED] CALLING CARDS
Gilbert St., Friday, June 5, at 3 p. m.
the death of Dana J. Pratt, at his home
H you knew all that was said and done
Mr Fred P. Church, town clerk of Bar- in Worcester, at 12.15, a. m. It will in those days by the enemies of the counIN SCRIPT OR
rington, K. I., and Mrs Church will be bring a thrill of sorrow to the hundreds try, and even by her so-called friends, I
the guests of Rev. and Mrs Budd for the here who have known him long, and would call it the height of heroism, devoENGLISH TEXT
more-or less intimately.
Into very
week end.
tion and patriotism, for you to continue
H. I. Lawrence, North BrookfieM
The high school base ball team are ad- many homes here he has gone after the at the post of duty, yet whether you
vertising a benefit performance at the visitation of the angel of death, to sing knew it or not you gave yourselves for
mor all the time.
Star Theatre, next Friday evening. Ad- words of hope and cheer to sorrowing what might have been a losing cause.
heart*: in many of our social affairs durIt was a great success.
mission 25 cents.
ARTISTIC MONUMENTS
Endurance
is
the
crowning
quality,
The natural sweetTheodore C. Greene, acting principal ing the years he spent in town, his voice
and patience, all the passion of great
ness
and
nutriment
was
heard
in
song,
he
was
leader
of
the
ONE FAMILY RECORD IN'61.
of the North Attleboro high school will
[AND CEMETERY MEMORIALS
hearts.
One cannot speak of devotion,
of the wheat are rejoin his wife and daughter, at the home choir of the First church, and organized and endurance, and patience without
or
led
many
successful
musical
events.
Mn Enrron:
tained, giving them
In all kinds of
of his parents, for the week end.
Versatile, affable and energetic he was thinking of that great heart, the strong
Something that Rev. A. W. Budd said
a delightful flavor,
Dea. William M. Crawford accompresident
of
that
time.
Like
another
GRANITE
AND MARBLE
one of our best-known young men, and
in his memorial discourse last Sunday re
xo cents.
panied Rev. A. W. Budd to Gilbertville
made a host of friends, wherever his lot Son of Man he was prostrated upon the
garding the "family back home" impels
oh Wednesday, to attend the installation
C A. RISLEY & COMPANY
ground while others slept.
He knew
me to write of one family, no doubt typiwas thrown.
of Rev. BracS W. Brotherston as pastor.
He was born in Southbridge, June 3, Gethsemane, he climbed Calvary, yet in
cal of thousands of families scattered all
Telephone
Vest Brookfield.
The executive committee of the Apple- 1857, and when 20 years old came here it all he was the great, the patient, the
over the north during the dark years from
ton Club will meet at the home of Presi- and opened a drug store in Walker block, resolved, the tender-hearted Lincoln.
•61 to '65.
dent Lawrence on Elm street, Monday which he conducted until 1895, when he His mausoleum will never crumble, for
The sons of liberty Stone, then living
evening, June 1, at 7 o'clock, to arrange sold the business to Eugene W. Reed, and it is in the hearts of the Republic.
in Charlton, were among the first to rea program for the season of 1914-15.
As long as lips shall sing
went to Cleveland, O., as pastor's assistspond to the call for volunteers and early
To see the Latest Models of
Always look for that name went to the front. Frank D. raised a
Tbe praise shall ring
The regular meeting of the G. F. S. ant to Rev. Dr. Mills and later to Dr
Prom shore to shore
will be held at Christ Memorial church Walker, his successor.
company in Cleveland which was musOJ Lincoln hutborn, poor as Christ of yore
in the Guild rooms, on Tuesday evening,
For his first wife he married M'ss Sara
No land on earth, no niBtory. no notion efer
tered into the 41st Ohio Volunteers and
June % at 7.45'.
Three of the members C, Nutting, who died in May, 1894. His
bred
went out as Captain of that company.
A purer, stronger, nobler man, whose martyr
attended the annual meeting in Worces- second wife, Miss Grace Muzzy of SpenAfter a few months service in Kentucky,
Creed nor faction can divide ua,
blood was shed,
Race nor nation can divide us,
ter, this week.
cer, survives him. There are two sons,
he was forced to resign his commission
CORSETS
Whose soul did weep alike with friend or foe,
Bat whatever fate betide us.
Miss Elizabeth G. Holland, youngest Ward H:, now ticket agent of the B. &
owing to trouble from an\injury received
Who bore, deep in his heart, a nation's bleed1
Brothers
of
the
flag
are
we.
daughter of Mr and Mrs Michael Hol- A. R. R., in Worcester, and Carroll C,
ing woe.
in being thrown from a horse a few years
Or have them brought to your hom»3
Comrades known by faith the dearest.
Dark was his dawn, and darker still his day.
land, on Gilbert street, left this noon to a student at Clark college, and organist
previous. His dust now rests in Walnut
Tried when death was near and nearest,
by sending word to
•**
V
But
God
himself
hath
moulded
soul
and
clay.
to attend the marriage of her brother at Pilgrim church.
Grove cemetery in this town.
Andrew
Bound we are by ties the dearest,
Joseph in New York to-morrow.
Miss
Self-sacrifice is the law of greatness,
Brothers evermore to be.
On his return from Cleveland, Mr
J. also enlisted from Cleveland at about
Courage
And if spared, and growing older.
Holland will be bridesmaid.
Pratt went ro Worcester as chorister at that self-sacrifice you knew.
the same time as his brother and went
Shoulder still in line with shoulder.
Representative for the Brookflelds.
MiwMary Doyle, oldeBt daughter of the Old South church, a position he held was yours to respond to the call of the
out as 2nd Lieutenant in the 42nd Ohio.
And with hearts no throb the colder.
Mr Patrick J. Doyle, Elm street, who unlil his last illness; he was a member of president, and the result has given you a
James A. Garfield was Colonel of the
Telephone 16-13,
Brothers we will ever be.
Wliat
has been seriously ill with pneumonia this church, conducting also a life insu- place with the heroes of history.
regiment. He also saw service in KenIt ia the duty of every American citizen
NORTH
BROOKFIELD.
MASS.
beautiful
tributes
gather
around
your
this week, is still in a critical condition rance business.
tucky but was taken sick and died at
as he thinks of his gloriously preserved
Funeral service at Old South Church, self-sacrificing work.
and under the care of Dr. Prouty and a
Catlettsburg, Ky., a few months after
heritage to enshine the memory, and perWorcester, at 3 p. m. Sunday.
Short
Booker T. Washington, the Demos- petuate the work of every soldier, for you going to the front. His dust now rests in
trained nurse, Mrs Morse.
EDWIN T. CHAPIN
.
Miss Maude E. Finch, daughter of Mr service at First Congregational church, thenes of the colored race, said: 'You are debtors in a large measure to the vet- Cleveland where he left a young wife, to
ARCHITECT
and Mrs Finch of Ward street, and North Brookfield, at 2 p. m., on Mon- found me a chattel, left ine a man,' and erans of the civil war. Citizena, the old go at the call of his country, in her time
Bishop Derrick, in his poetic eloquence, soldiers deserve well at your hands. You of need.
night operator in the Woburn telephone day.
727-728 State Mutual Building, 'Wofceater
continues 'You turned our eyes as a race,
William D. was the third one to hear
exchange, announces her engagement to
will
Telephone
from the whip of an overseer to the wand
'the call, and on his 18th birthday, Dec.
Mr Arthur McClure, of Dedham,' night
' The Y. W. C. Banquet.
Behold them marching down the street,
of hope, you turned our feet, from the
25, 1862, he enlisted, going into the 1st
manager of a Boston exchange.
With halting step and progress slow,
Everyone seemed, to enjoy themselves slave pen to the beautiful path of freedom
Those are the men whose sprightly feet,
Mass. Infantry. His service during the
Next Sunday morning, the service at
Marched to the conflict years ago.
spring and summer of '02 was under
Christ Memorial church will be Morning fully at the banquet of the Young you turned the slave block, which we
They
marched
and
fought
on
many
fields,
Uen. Hooker in front of Yorktown, Va.,
Prayer, instead of Holy Communion. Woman's Club, in the parlors of the dreaded into the schoolhouse which we
Where war's red carnage held full sway;
and in the battle of Williainsburg.
He
The rector* is not able to take up his Congregational church, Tuesday evening. welcomed, you turned us from manacled
They fought for right and would not yield
So the
was taken sick soon after this battle and
work till the first Sunday in June, when There were 50 young ladies present, and slaves into American citizens!'
Until the wrong was swept away.
was sent to the hospital at White House
Ah, thqsw were days that tried menVsoula,
he expects to resume the regular, sched- there was a most noticeable spirit of good world has seen the march of progress
fellowship and merriment that was cer- through the self-sacrifice of America's
When men of worth gave up their all, .
Landing, where he remained a few weeks
ule.
By writing names upon the roll,
when it was evidently thought best to
.
The Candidates' Class of the G. F. S., tainly contagious. _Miss Frances T. Law- soldiers of the north.
For life or death at Lincoln's call.
send him home, but he was never to _sec
Aud I should like to add a word reKcgisicred Embalmer.
will present "Sister Celestine'a Silver Ju- rence, president ot the club, was toastThen, when victory was complete,
ids home "again.
Reaching New York
bilee" in the gymnasium of Christ Me- mistress, and "kept the ball rolling" garding the sacrifice oi fatliers, mothers,
Like noble heroes from the strife
briskly.
Miss
Warner,
ex-president,
he was able to be taken ho further, and
■
rnorial church, ,on Wednesday evening,
wives, sisters. One cannot forget the serClasped hands with those who bore defeat.
Laily- Assistant.
Each pledged to guard the nation's life.
here on July 1, '62, six months from the
June 3rd, at 7.45.
Candy will JJI- on read a poem j Miss Downie gave a report vice of their lives in handing over their
time he enlisted,Ja^soarulejljand^e
And some are left to fall in line.
sale.
The Smisaubru trio will furnish of tlie year's work, and then came the loved ones to their country, in its time of
Tostrew with llowtTS their comrades clay
"jokes" by various members. The Smi- need.
lights went out. His dust afio rests in
Cjnueotfld by Long Distance TeleThen the mouths and years of
music.
Until tlie coming of tha-t-tiutq
Walnut Grove cemetery." But what shall
phoned House and Store.
Albert B. Prouty, the oldest BOH of Dr. saubru Trio made its first appearance- hard work with all the anxiety, waiting,
The last roll-call from yesterday.
I
say
of
those
remaining
at
home
during
and MrsfAlbert H. Prouty, who gradu- Mrs Smith, banjo; Mrs Saunders, piano; watching, weeping and mourning, all
those
long
weary
mouthB
of
anxious
Citizens, how manly, pure and upright
ates in June torn Worcester Tech, has Miss Brucker, mandolin. They gave ex- this called for aB great and heroic virtue
the heart should be to answer to the re- waiting.
The eagerness to get some message from
been elected graduate assistant for the en- cellent music. The menus, prepared by as that displayed by the soldier on the
sponsibility laid on you by the self-sacri- those loved ones in peril, and getting it,
suing two years.
He has also been the President, were tastefully adorned battle-field.
fices of the old soldier. The claim is up- hardly daring to read it, so torn were we
elected secretary and treasurer of the with real kewpies, and'were something
Here is the teaching that cur easy-goon you to be very patriotic, clean in between hope and fear.. Who, but God,
Polytechnic branch of the American So- of a novelty. The committee in charge ing, velvet-slippered days heed more than
knows of those sleepless nights, of those
hand, pure in mind, stainless in life, for- dark dreary days when despair settled
ciety of Electrical Engineers for the next of the banquet were—Miss Lawrence, anything else, that high and right pringetting
never
that
he
is
free
indeed,
and
like a pall over these-northern homes, or
Mrs E, W.. Reed, Mrs Fred AValker, ciple is worthy the costliest sacrifice, the
school year.
tue broken hearts, when the message
The children and grandchildren of Misses Mary Warner, Florence Reed, heroisms of the war teach us the precious- most free of all whom Christ made free.
came, "mustered out," and all hope
Deacon Horatio Moore surprised him and Beatrice Smith and Effle Amadon.;—
failed. Who shall say that Gen. Sherness of principle, the principle of a lofty
man's definition of war was not the right
After the banquet the annual meeting patriotism, the principle of the priceless COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Mrs Moore at their home on Saturday,
one.
A. G. 8.
. May 23, the occasion of Mr Moore's 80th was held and the old officers re-elected to boon of liberty. Thank God, tbe old is- WOBCEBTEa ee.
'
PBOBATE Coual
To tbe heirs, at law. next of kin and all other
birthday, and received a hearty welcome. serve until January 1915.
sues are forever buried, while north and lersons
interested In the estate of William H. BARRED ROCK Chicks for 16 cents apiece.
HKNKY B. CROOKS
The club voted to hold one meeting a south, east and west, are united in a A'liiting, late of North Brookfleld In said Ooun
All the children were present. A bounti- *Chestnut St. North Brookfleld
ty deceased.
ful dinner was served, "and in the after- month through the summer. An invita- powerful republic.
Whereas, a certain instrument purporting to
Will supply you witMhe
be the last will and testament of said deceased
noon several, old friends and neighbors tion was tendered by Mrs Fred Walker
X feel like making a plea for extreme has been presented to said coun, for probate,
FOR RENT.
called and the tinvs was quickly and and Mrs E. W. Reed for a picnic at their charity between the ex-soldiers them- by Ernest H. Vaughan. who prays that letters
following seed potatoes :
administration with the will annexed may be. ONE five room tenement on Gilbert street. In
happily spent in reminiscenses. Mrs W. cottages on lake Lashaway, for sometime selves. Let nothing in the world of poli- of
water.
repair, gass and town wat»r.
good renair^
Issued to him, without giving a surety on bis
t. LINCOLN, Ixutnam
*^
MURTIMER
F^
Oakham
(Hind,
no
executor
being
named
in
said
will.
Beed of West Boylston, assisted by Miss in June. Mrs Frank Wiley has also in- tics or business or social life, divide you.
Telephone Oakham 17-2
MM
GREEN MOUNTAIN,
You are hereby cited 10 appear at a Probate
Mildred Moore served cake and ice-cream vited the club for a later date for a lawn Let not self-interest shut out the truth.
Court, to be held at Worcester, in said County
of
Worcester
on
tbe
sixteenth
day
of
June
A.
D.
FOR
SALE
After wishing Deacon and Mrs Moore party.
The dead speak to you through die 1914, at nine o'clock in tbe forenoon, to snow
NORCROSS,
cause, if any you bare, why the same should a GOOD Second band carrtoje ig-^
long years of health and enjoyment, the
poet-soldier, Miles. O'Reilly—
ot be granted
granted.
not
3w22
North Brookfleld
party bade them good-bye, all happier
And said petitioner ll hereby directed to gire
DELAWARE,
BROOKFIELD."
Comrades known in marches many.
publio ootioe thereof, by publishing this Stafor the visit.
Comrades tried in dangers many,
tion once In each week, for three •aooMstn
TO RENT.
weeks,* inLU.I
the worth
North H<._ek
Broosneia
Brookfleld
Journal,
journal, a news.
news,
The selectmen, at a meeting Monday
GOLD COIN,
' Comrades bound by memories many.
Xl.uw.sr4ta.lr4 *kaa
paper publisheda J_
in North Brookfleld,
the Lettlast mHE Upstairs Tenement In tbe Waters house.
FOR SALE or TO RENT
Brothers let us ever be. ,
A..1*
publication to be one day, at least, before said 1 Applyto W. B FULLAM.
/-iN Spring street, house of 10 rooms and bath night voted to gjtmnt ^hearing to the New
Court,
and
by
mailing,
postpaid,
or
delivering
CARMEN NO. 3,
U steamffeat, hot and oold water, gas, and England Tel. and Tel. company and
Wounds and sickness may divide as,
a copy of this citation to all known pejaons Incoal ranees' wiudow shades and screens, wood
atanmliig order* may divide as.
FOR SALE
terested in the e»tnta,e»Tem days at feast before
ibedanlganwe, fruit trees, land for garden. shutters owning property on the Podunk
But whatever fate betide us.
•aid Court.
NEW QUEEN,
GOOD two-seat canopy top Carriage, full
Bent reasonable to right party. Keys can be road from the home of Mrs Charles H.
Witness, William I. Forbee, Isquire. Judge
. setof curtains, side lamps, all In good oonh»4fromABTHUB Wife, North Brookfleld
Brothers of tbe heart are we.
n'^L*.
ae
of said Court, thta twentieth day of Mar, In .Itton, also one pair double harness Used bat a
Newcomb to the home of A. B. Brunei),
By communion of tbe banner,
the year one thousand alne hundred and four- few times, 20 and 21 inch collars. A Mason 4
EARLY ROSE,
Quaboag lake, at the selectmen's room
Hamllnorgan, cheap at ouluk sale.
Battle^carred but victory banner.
CHIROPODIST
****"
."
HaJUtYH.ATWOoD,H»#ietai.
oh Iron of .'the. town house, Monday sfternoon,
By the baptism ol the banner.
May m. June 9,12V. .
IRISH COBBLER,
i _ He MsMIl —
Brothers of one church are we.
June 1, at 1 o'clock.
Lie feet treated wltbont para.
All trouble* of tH

DEATH OF DANA J. PRATT.

1

GRAHAM CRACKERS

Bay biscuit.baked by

Gall at 46 Summer Street

SPIRELLA

J

Seed Potetoes!

Wedding Invitations
and Announcements

ARTHUR F. BUTTESW08TH.
Collector of Taxes (or the Town of Brookfleld
for the yean till, 1912 and MS.

" NO TRESPASS " IIOTICES.

NORTH BROOKFIELD.

I could wish, and it would be more befitting the occasion, that one of your
number were in my place at this time,
one who, when the bugle sounded, responded by fighting for his country, who
endured hardness as a good soldier.

A.T BOTTOM PRICES

Funeral Director

HARRIET A. PLIMPTON,

I. L CURRIER,

JOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
PAUL M. KEANEY, Aast.

the Grand Army.

both rubber ana steel tires, Buggies.
Democrat and Delivery Wagons, Surreys and Boad Wagone, both new and
second hand.

FRED C. CLAPP

Your Farm

(Now supposed to be owned byjSarah D. Hall)!
A certain tract of land situated in that part of
said Brookfield called Podunk and bounded as
follows:—Northerly on land of the heirs of w.
H. Ooulding; easterly on land of Mary D. Nichols; southerly on land of George E. Bemsen; and
westerly on land of John E. Bmith, containing
about 8 acres.
Tax of 1912. %*.*,.
Tax of I9t8, 94.39.

Mrs Hattie M. Perkins, (formerly of
North Brookfield) matron of the Old Ladies' Home on Pearl street, Leominster,
has given her resignation to take effect as
soon aB a suitable person.can be found to
fill the place. She is the second matron
of the institution and has been there
three years, giving Buch good satisfaction
that the directors are loath to accept it,
but she insiBts that nothing they can do
1
The
office
hours
will
***-***
tiStv'S
'
"'
Holidays, 6J» to 8.80 A.M. and 5 to 6 P.M.
will prevail upon her to remain.

There was a goodly company last evening at the annual re-union of the Congregational church, and many pleasant
greetings, although each year new faces
take the place of many that we nave
been won't to see.
The social hour came fiist, then the roll
call, then refreshments served by the, la-

MRS. B. C. GRAVES,

I'll Buy

HARRIET A. PLIMPTON,

A, M. 6.00—West.
6.45-East.
11.80—East and West.
p. M. 1.00—West. t^.
4.40—East.
6.00—East and West.
■
Malls for East Brookfield MSMM*^*g»
A
Elit Br^ffltreMrec%teaW:aoT.%.'rd
6.40 P. M.
Package malls are despatched twice daily as
follows£-U.!»A. M. East and North, 6 P. M.
West and South.
Malls for the Rural Delivery!! closed at 8.16
A. M. and received at 1 JO P-M.

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concords

Pleasant Greetings and Hand-clasps
by Over 2M People.

BISCUIT
COMPANY^

OF REAL ESTATE

(Now suppose! lojl* owned by Surah D. Hall)
A certain tract of laud situated in that part o
mid UrookflLjld called Podunk and hounded
follow*;—-Northerly on land of Charlotte Woiwi
and laud of Lt'iiTidijr Morse; easterly on land ofthe heirs of Lewis Ih-ushaw; southerly on land
of Harry U. Ives; and westerly on land of John
Peon, containing about 11 acres,.
Tax of 1912, ii.73.
Tax of 1913, 91.61, .

MAILS CLOSE.

Announcement is made of the coming
marriage, at St. Joseph's church on Wednesday, June 10, at 10 a. m., of Miss By Rev. A. W. Budd at the Congregational Church.
Bertha A. Collins of North BrookBeld
Published at the request of a Vote of Ezra
and Alexander E. Cronin, a manufacBatcheller Woman's Belief Corps.]
turer of Springfield. Last evening, 18 of
'Who waxed valiant in fight." Heb
Miss Collins' friends gave her a "miscellaneous shower" at the home of her friend, 11 : 34,
We meet to-day to pay our tribute of
Miss Brucker. There were many presrespect and gratitude to you as you will,
ents, and a buffet lunch was served.
The Leominster Enterprise states that during the week, to the patriot dead ol

NATIONAE

Collector's Sale

Summer
Places
Wanted

MAILS DUE TO ABBIVE.
A. M. 8.46—Bast and West.
9.30—West.
P. M. 12.45—East and West.
3.0ft—West
4.60—East.
7.06—East and West.

Three dozen aster plants for a quarter,

Hang up your receiver and await the call of the
Operator.
»

THE ANNUAL RE-UNION.

THE MEMORIAL SERMON.

FRIDAY, MAY 29,1914.

FULLAM

^oMBINtu

WWW**4"

BROOKFTELD

AMERICAN SOLDIERS CAMPING UNDER PALMS

TIMES

BROOKFTELD TIMES

ROOSEVELT TO
IRISH HOME ROLE CARRANZA AGAIN
TAKETHESTUMP
BILLJASSED DECLINES OFFER
Tells Progressives In Capital Twenty-Eight Year Struggle for Declares That Rebels Will Send
That He Will Lead Party
Parliament Almost Ended
No Envoy to Niagara
CALLS ON THE PRESIDENT IT HAS A MAJORITY OF 77 ADVANCING ON MEXICO CITY

■3 'X'J&Wfc -.-.. H

lit It

;** gf,

^^4Mi»"^'

*■!£%!&

Makes Temperate Address and Doesn't
Attack Other Parties—Will Speak
First in Pennsylvania—Colonel
May Go to California.

-■■-.

MOUNTAIN ARTILLERY ON WAY TO AN OUTPOST

■'■'■' '-$:.'*•■■-':'

,.

\-

-;-

"-■

ARMY SIGNAL STATION AT LA TREJOR

J

President Not Inclined to Grant
Full Exemptions

,
Robert Luce, Think Philipinos
Incapable of Self Government

in Bay State

DAMAGE OF FIRE CUT DOWN
ABOUT $100,000.
Some New Observation Tower* This

HAS JUST RETURNED FROM TRIP

CONFERS WITH COMMITTEE

Summer.

OPPONENTS ARE
REACH BASIS
OF AGREEMENT FOR NEE LOVE
Huerta and United States In ■.nti-Suffragettes Declare They
Can Corroborate It
International Dispute.
ENVOYS AT NIAGARA FALLS PRESENT SOME QUOTATIONS

AROUND WORLD.

Boston—According to the report* Door
Premier Asquith Proposes That Ulster
Be Allowed to Remain Outside of
Provisions of Bill for Six YearsCounty Again to Be Polled.

Villa

Leave*

Torreon

With

15,000

Men to Capture Zacatecaa; Viceconsul Silliman Stricken With
Fever

at

the

Carlln »nd Webb Are Acting as
Mediators.—Compromise
Pro.

Japan Has Too Much on Her Ha no that have been coming in from all
over the State during the last fewj
for War With U. S.

posed Like Baltimore

Capital.

Washington.—Theodore
Roosevelt
London.—The Home Rule Bill for
Washington.—President Wilson has
entered the White House for the sec- Ireland passed Its third reading In
ond time since he retired from the the House of Commons by a vote of learned from Carranza that the Conoffice of President on March i, 1909. 351 to 274, which was strictly on party stitutionalists have decided not to)
send any representatives, formal orr
Mr. Roosevelt called at the White lines.
;
informal, to the Niagara Falls conHouse by invitation. He was receivThe bill Is sure of becoming a law ferences. While the Constitutionalw> « 1
ed in the main hallway by the Presi- in many of Its points. It Is still pos.J&Ciflbsi.
dent and the two had a talk for 20 sible for the House of Lords to intro- ist chief thus destroys the hope that
had been based on the likelihood of
minutes or more.
duce an amending bill which will try
"I had a bully visit with President to conciliate Ulster, and It Is positive bis'sending representatives In an Informal
capacity to Niagara Falls, heWuson," said Roosevelt.
"By the that the Lords will try to Involve the
way, did you know that the Presi- aid of such a measure in making the has given the President to underdent Invited me to luncheon? I waa bill acceptable to all Irishmen, but as stand that the rebel leaders will be
unable to accept as I did not reach the bill has already passed twice wllling to consider any solution of
the Mexican problem that may bethe_clty in time."
through all the stages in the House
Into nine hours he crowded a speech of Commons In two separate sessions, reached there. Carranza does not>
on his South American expedition, a a veto by the House of Lords will have bind, himself to accept the conclusions of the mediation conferences,,
call on President Wilson, a political no effect.
but merely assures the United States
conference of first importance with
The stage setting for the most In- that the work of the mediators will
the Progressives in Congress, a visit teresting and most Important measure not be Ignored.
to the Smithsonian institution to see handled by the House of Commons In
This attitude of Carranza will perthe trophies from his African hunt many years was fully In tune with the'
mit him to carry on his military camof four years ago, a meeting with a scenes that have marked the prelimpaign without the embarrassment*
few members of the Diplomatic Corps inary debates. Few members were that might arise if he bad sent reppleasant? PrftoaTdPh "* "* Americ*n outpost near Vera Cru* "ho*™ """ not a" the soldiers down there are no- and a dinner with his old friends here. absent; every seat in the Peers' gal- resentatives to the conference. ForBesides, there were a dozen im- lery was occupied, as well as the mal participation in the conference*
promptu ■ receptions from crowds other galleries used by the public. Ex- would have necessitated the agreewherever else he chanced to stop for tra chairs were placed In the House ment to an armistice, and even thea moment.
to accommodate the crowd with ad- appearance of his commissioners ia
Colonel Roosevelt was welcomed by mission cards and an enormous crowd an informal capacity might lead to
a riot of cheers and handclapping at gathered outside to hear the result of demands of this character by HuerConvention Hall when before an audi- the third reading.
ta's delegates.
ence of more than 6,000 people, inWhen the Right Hon. James LowPresident- Wilson and his advisers
cluding the most distinguished resi- ther, the Speaker, took his chair, the are pleased over this assurance from
dents of Washington ' In politics, shouts of praise and yells of derision Carranza and the confidence of the
diplomacy and science, he gave the doubled In vigor and volume.
administration in a successful outfirst public account of his experiences.
The Premier was unable to say in come of the Niagara Falls proceedHe insisted that he had put a big detail Just what negative effect the ing* is stronger than it has been up
new river on the map; that he was proposed bill might have, but he ad- to this time.
prepared to prove his contention mitted that such a bill will be introVilla, with 16,000 men, started:
against all critics and that he was duced, and said that it will contain toward Zacatecaa the last Federal
willing even to help them go and many measures that the Government citadel in the north. He expects to
find what ho had found. Also the believes will be acceptable to the subdue the city In one week. HeColonel told bis auditors that he had strongest supporters of the present left one brigade as a rebel garrison
learned to eat monkey meat and bill.
at Saltillo.
stewed parrot during his South AmThese proposals are that before the
John R. Silliman the American conerican journeylngs.
bill becomes operative, a poll be taken sular officer who has finally arrived
From the museum Colonel Roose- of the parliamentary elector* of each in Mexico City, Is down with fever
velt went to the home of Senator county of Ulster. If the majority of and unable to proceed to Vera Cruz.
Lodge. Then he attended a dinner the electors .of any county vote In
A new plot against the life of Huergiven by President Gilbert H. Gros- favor of excluding their county from ta was discovered and resulted in th»
venor of the National Geographical the provisions of the Home Rule bill, arrest of the chief of police of MexSociety. The lecture came next, then that county will be excluded auto- ico City and several other prominent
the conference with Progressives, matically from the provisions of the men.
and lastly the departure for New Mil for six years from the time the
A delegation from Huerta offered1
York at midnight.
first Irish Parliament meets, when to permit the rebuilding of four miles,
Col. Roosevelt met with the Pro- another poll will be taken.
of railway, leading out of Vera Cruz,
gressive Congressional Committee in
The followers of William O'Brien destroyed by the Mexicans when theThis la a battery of United States mountain artillery on the march to one of the outposts near Vera Crux.
the old Roosevelt headquarters In the refrained from voting, Mr. O'Brien United States marines landed. GenMunsey Building and outlined the saying that the Premier was not deal- eral Funston accepted the offer.
work of the Bull Moose party in the ing fairly either with England or IreHOME FROM THE, JUNGLES
coming campaign.
land.
,
TRIES TO ATTACK BILLY SUNDAY
He announced he would go Into
The vote was then taken, and the
Pennsylvania and fight for Gilford Nationalists and Liberals, when the
Insane Man Overpowed In the EvanPlnchot for the Senate, and In Cali- majority of 77 for the bill was angelist's Tabernacle.
fornia for Hiram Johnson for Gov- nounced, cheered and threw their
ernor.
Huntington, W, Va,—Suddenly behats and newspapers Into the air,
Mr. Roosevelt in a brief speech eu- while the opposition grunted and coming insane at a meeting in the
logized the Progressive Senators and hissed.
big tabernacle here while Billy SunRepresentatives, and announced that
The bill waa formally read In the day was preaching, Solomon Proud,
he would take his "sprt in the cam- House of Lords that night.
a bricklayer, attempted to attack tha
paign this year. •
evangelist but was overpowered byThree hundred constables armed ushers and others en<L taken in custoAfter this speech Col. Roosevelt
asked all except members of Con- with rifles and revolvers were sent dy by police.
gress to retire from the room, as he from Dublin to Belfast, and the poProud struck an usher who tried
desired to ask questions about dif- lice of County Tyrone were ordered to eject him from the choir section,
to
carry
their
revolvers.
Heavy
poferent localities and people.
where he had forced his way. The>
After the doors were closed Mr. live reinforcements were sent from usher ran for a policeman and Proud,
the
South
into
all
of
the
Ulster
disRoosevelt had a heart to heart talk
darted for the evangelist.
with the Progressives. He told them tricts In anticipation of hostilities beThe calmness of Billy Sunday precause
the
passage
of
the
Home
Rule
how he would go after Senator Penvented a panic. Proud said his home
Bill. The Dorsetshire Regiment re- was In heaven and that he was "as
rose on his return from Spain.
He told political friends that he turned to Holywood from their train- old as his teeth."
will give no quarter to standpat Re ing camp.
It is said that King George's order
publicans or Democrats. He is going
LIGHTSHIP ON ROCKS, 16 PERISH
against the importation of arms Into
to campaign as a Bull Moose.
Much significance Was attached to Ulster has been broken In a wholeNew Canadian Vessel Was on It*.
the fact that Mr. Roosevelt couched sale manner.
Maiden Voyage.
his observations In temperate lanJohn Redmond, In a remarkable
Halifax, N. S.—Of 16 men on th&
guage and that he did not have a statement In the Dublin Freeman's
harsh word to say about the Repub- Journal, emphasizes the fact that the lightship Halifax 19, which went on
the ledge near Ltecombe, the bodies
lican party or Republican leaders.
bill Is now a law.
of six nave been found. Llscombe la
WILSON GRANTS LABOR'8DEMAND
a lumbering and fishing port less
REBELS KILL 200, CAPTURE 500.
than 100 mile* east of Halifax and It
Trust Bill Amendment, Which -May
was on Crook* Ledge, four miles futExempt Unions.
Victors at City of Tepic Lose 120,
slde the anchorage In the harbor,
Washington.—The Wilson AdminIncluding Col. Soto.
where
the lightship went to her fata
istration has reached an agreement
El Paso.—Two hundred Federals with all hands.
with organized labor as to the spewere killed and 500 made prisoners
The craft which had sailed from Glascial privileges to be conferred by the
when 5,000 rebels, under Gens. Lucio gow two days before the wreck, put
anti-trust bill now pending In ConBlanco
and
Rafel
Buelna
stormed
the
In
at St. John's, N. F., on her way
gress,
i
defences of thp city of Teplc, capital to this port. That night a' heavy
The President y'eldcd to the threats of the territory by the same name.
sea was running and there was a
of the labor union advocates and acThe rebels lost 120 men, among
cepted an amendment to the Admin- them Col, Soto of Gen. Rafael Buelna's thick fog. The captain, evidently determined to .put Into Llscomb for the
istration bill which, the labor leaders
command. Buelna Is the "boy fighter"
w>', gives their unions the long de- of Mexico. He Is '22 years old and night. No one lives to tell why the
lightship got on Crooks Ledge, but
sired exemption from prosecution un- commands a brigade.
she must have been running for the
der the Sherman anti-trust law.
Six hundred horses, one cannon, two harbor to strike it The steamer is
Labor representatives In the Hous? machine guns, 1,000 rifles and all the
announced that they are satisfied with camp equipage were among the spoils bottom up on the rocks.
The bodies of the six men with
the concessions that have been made collected by the rebels when they had
Col. Theodore Roosevelt as he ap- and that they will now withdraw their driven the Huerta troops from the one exception were, judging by the
peared on the deck of the steamer threatened opposition to the Admin- city. This Information came from clothing upon them, those of firemen
Bug Eats Smoke.
that brought him home from his long istration's anti-trust program. They Carranza's headquarters In Durango, or engineer*. All had life belts and
Accomplishment Missing.
In a recent informal discussion of
"Tour boy has all sorts of athletic and arduous exploring trip In South have got what they wanted from the where It was sent by the rebel leaders they were badly bruised from battering against the sharp rocks of the.
Democratic party,
America.
■melting and Its troubles, an expert training-"
In Teplc.
reef and shore.
■poke of the "sulphur bug," an insect,
"Yea," replied Farmer Corntossel.
FOR SILVER "PANAMA" QUARTER
■which, according to his statement, "But there's one line o' physical culTITANIC SUITS LIMIT $91,000.
Sought Information.
MEXICANS FIRE ON U. S. AVIATOR
thrives with plenty of sulphur smoke, ture he has missed. I wish I could
Following Frank Mayo's wonderful Rep. H, Metz Offer* Bill Providing for
and has a remarkable knack of getting •end him to some gymnasium where
American
Claimant*
Can
Still
Sue
In
Lieut Bellinger Target for Federal*
Commemorative Coin.
■on the back of the smelter's neok when he could learn to swing a scythe with- success In "Davy Crockett" in this
Great Britain.
Over Vera Crus Outpost.
Washington.—A b'U providing for
both his hands are occupied. Another out lookin' like he was goia' to cut country, he took his play to London,
Washington.—The Supreme Court
where,
because
It
dealt
with
rural
Vera Cruz.—A number of shots
the issuance of a sliver 25 cent piece in an opinion by Justice Holmes upamelter said he had noted them In Cali- off both his feet"
characters
of
western
America,
It
were fired by Federals near the Vercommemorative of the opening of the
fornia, where they had annoyed the
failed to succeed. After the first night Panama Canal was introduced by Rep- held the right of the Oceanic Steam gara outpost held by Capt. Hill of
Sliaska county operators, but had not
Why They Take 'Em.
Navigation Co., owners of the Ill-fat- the Marine Corps, as Lieut Bellinger
performance
in
London
Mayo
was
apresentative
Herman
Metz.
been known elsewhere in the state
Skids—We are off to spend a nice
ed liner Titanic, t«> limit its liability
proached by an English' theatrical
The measure provide* that the coin on account of that disaster to an was passing overhead In hla aerountil Shasta county ores were shipped quiet holiday in the mountains.
man.
plane.
shall
be
minted
beginning
January
1,
to San Francisco bay points, when
Skittles—Why the gramophone and
"I say, old chap," he began, "yqu 1916, and continue throughout the amount equal to the value of 'it*
The aeroplane, according to a rethey had appeared there. Apparently banjo?
salvage and the amount received for port received here by Col. Alvord,
said
something
in
the
play
abput
b'ar
ao entomologist has yet passed on
Sklda—Oh, they're just to break the meat. In this country a bar Is either year. A design to commemorate the carrying passenger* and freight. This
>pening of the canal Is to be on one would make its total liabilities only chief of staff, is believed to have been
the genus and species of this insect— darned stillness of the evenines.
made of wood or Iron. What, may I side, the other to represent peace.
the target None of the shots hit
Engineering and Mining Journal.
Puck,
.ibout $91,000.
ask, do you mean?"
the mark.

^^^fe s> WHit

NO SURRENDER
_T0 LABOR

A FIRELESS MAY
GOVERNMENT
MAKING ERROR Almost No Forest Destruction

Platform.

Washington — President
Wilson
ehowns no signs of yielding In his
determination not to grant to laboi
and farmers' unions - full exemption
from prosecution under the antitrust lawB. A second conference was
iheld with President Wilson by Rep
resentatlves Carlln and Webb of the
Judiciary Committee, which is responsible for the section in the Clayton bill legalizing the existence of
these unions without conferring any
(immunity for violations of the antitrust law. After this talk a statement was made that the President
lad not changed his position in the
least. Messrs. Webb and Carlln are
"mediators" in this matter, for they
are standing stoutly by the Clayton
ibill but are willing to lay before the
President the propositions of the labor men. The extreme demand of the
la*bor forces Is a substitution of the
words "apply to" for the phrase "be
construed to forbid the existence and
operation of" in the section applying
to labor, farmers' unions and fraternal organizations thus completely removing them beyond the scope of the
anti-trust laws, except for\ acts
in
themselves In violation of the criminal laws. Under a compromise composed by Representative Henry, Kitchin and Lewie almost a literal copy
of the labor plank in the Democratic
platform would be incorporated as an
amendment as follows: "And no such
organization nor association, nor its
members thereof shall be regarded
as an illegal commission in restraint
■of trade under the Sherman AntlfTrust Act." Mr. Henry, who is chairman of the Committee on Rules, said
on the floor of the House that the
labor forces had votes enough to beat
the President. The situation is ugly
in the extreme.
Consideration of the Senate Antitrust bills has begun In the Interstate
Commerce
Committee.
Senators
gave evidences of a desire to go
ahead with their own bills without
waiting for the measures to
come
from the House. A plan for dividing
the omnibus bill into" three measures
as has been done In the House Is
teing discussed.
JACOB RMS DIES.
(Noted Reformer of New York Tenement Condition*.

Barre—A life of varied activity
■came to a close when Jacob August
tRlls, author, reformer and social
"worker, once characterized by Theodore" Roosevelt as New York's most
-useful citizen, died at his summer
home here.
,
Mr. RIIs's end was peaceful. -For
a day or more he had been half conscious most of the time. Although
oblivious to what was going on about
'htm, he occasionally rallied sufficiently to recognize his wife and his son,
Edward, who were at the% bedside.
His lite ended while he appeared to
"be sleeping. ' .-."*
Chronic myocarditis, or degeneration of the heart wall, was the cause
of death. For more than 15 years
Mr. Rlis had been subject to heart
trouble, but it was not until a year
ago that his condition caused any
concern.
IREDFIELD OROER8 INQUIRY
SOUND BOATS' SAFETY.

ON

New York—William C. RedfieU,
secretary of commerce, In a letter received here by tbe supervising inspector of the steamboat Inspection
•service, directs that official Immediately to begin a complete investigation of the conditions on all steamers running on Long Island sound between New York and New England
ports. The order for the Investlgattlon is the result of Charles S. MelHen's statement before the Interstate
commerce cdmmission Inquiry in
Washington that the steamers of the
New England Navigation Company
were '"tinder boxes."
T. R. CHALLENGES WORLD.

Washington—Proclaimed before a
great audience of scientists
from
many cities as "the discoverer of a
river In South American one thousand miles long," Col. Theodore Roose>
velt assured the National Geographlo
Society that he has put this river
on the map and challenged all the
cartographers in the world to disprove his achievement.
IDA VON

CLAUSSEN
MONTHS.

GETS

SIX

New York—Mrs. Ida Von Claussen,
who a few years ago entered Into
a controversy with Theodore Roose:
velt because she was not presented
at the court of the King o! Sweden,
has been sentenced to serve sis,
months In the penitentiary for sending a threatening letter to Charles
Strauss, at one time her lawyer.

2?>

Boston—Former Lleut.-Gov. Robert
Luce, who has just returned from a
fire-months tour of the world says
that he is convinced that the present administration at Washington U
making a grave error in attempting
to turn over the government of the
Philippine Islands to the Filipino people. He expressed the opinion that a
situation little short of a calamity
would result If the policy were not
checked.
"I am of the belief," he continued,
"that we have been trying a wondetful experiment in civilization.
We
are the only temperate zone people,
who are trying to bring to a tropical
people our ideals and standards. The
English, the Dutch and all other ad
mlntstrations except ours are con
cerned primarily with exploiting their
colonies for their own benefit, while
our primary purpose so far as our
public acts are concerned has been to
benefit the, people thrown under our
care.
"The great problem of world-wide
Importance is whether we can make a
tropical people capable of Belt-govern
ment. This problem will not
be
solved until the young men who have
been trained in our schools become
mature enough to be entrusted with
responsibility.
"Today there is no Filipino in any
position of Importance who was trained in accordance with our ldeale. All
those who hold important positions
were trained in the Spanish school
of ^venality and selfishness. It would
be a calamity if we now turned ovet
to them the control of the islands.
"If we can keep things in our own
hands until we see whether these
younger men can, in tact, be made
capable of honest, efllcient govern
ment, then we will set an example to
all other nations which may result
eventually in the uplifting ot many of
the inhabitants of the tropics.
"As for Japan, during my stay In
that country I was unable to find any
ground "for apprehension that there
will be any serious trouble between
that country and the United States
.for many years to come. The people
ot Japan have too many troubles of
their own to let them add to their
burdens by another great war."

days, Massachusetts today ia free
from forest fires. It is almost a flre-i
less May in this respect. The State
is dotted with fire-observation sta-l
tlons, established by the Forestry Da-1
partment and the men in charge report immediately to M. C. HutcMna,
the fire chief of that department,!
when fires break out in the woods.
May is one of the worst months in
the year for forest fires. Judging by
the experience of former years, but
it has practically escaped this year.
During the last past six months includ^
lng December of last year, the damage
done by fires in the forests of Massacbu-.
setts amounts to less /than $10,000'
while for the corresponding perlodj
last year / the loss was more than
$110,000, of which $93,000 represent*!
the fire losses for May alone when
There were destructive fires at Freetown. This year there have been:
nearly as many outbreaks, but they|
were so quickly discovered and reported that they gained no headway.)
For many days, however, there have
not even been any outbreaks of forest:
fires.
To the already extensive observa-,
tion system the Forestry Department
is adding several observation stations this summer. One. new station!
has been erected at Bournedale; the
foundation for another has Just beeni
completed at Falmouth; the conceretei
is being laid for a third steel tower
at Barne table; Harwich ia going to
have an observation tower on top oi
the Exchange Building and a new 60-1
foot tower is about to be erected at!
Fall River, the foundation for it al-;
ready having been laid. The communities which these towers will serve,'
and in a measure protect against fires,;
have contributed toward the cost,;
sharing it with the State. Fall Rlveri
has given $300; Bournedale and;
Warehame, $450; Falmouth, $250, and
Barnstable and Yarmouth, $450.
Along the western border line the;
Federal Government Is helping to save
the Forests from fires, and Is expect;
ed to establish stations this summer!
on Berlin Mount, in the town of Berlin, N. Y., to cover the western slops)
of the Greyloek range; at Perry'*
Peak in Richmond and on Mt, Everett In the town of Mt Washington,
To these points the Massachusetts;
Forestry Department will extend Its
telephone service this summer. The
State Department will also make some
provisions this year for Goshen, probably estblishlng an observation or telephone service on Moore's Hill.
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tivity of Mexicans Near

—Issues Bulletin at Wash-

Vera Crux.
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Washington — Satisfactory reports
from the Mexican mediation conference at Niagara Falls has Increased
the hopes of the Washington government that International warfare
can be averted and ultimate peace
brought to Mexico.
Although the Interchanges between
American commissioners at the scene
of the negotiations and the President of the United States were not
disclosed, It was declared that a satisfactory basis for working out the
International dispute between the
Hnerta government and the United
States had been reached. Moreover,
It was asserted In official circles that
the prospect of smothering the Mexican revolution within a reasonable
Hme was encouraging.
No assurances have come from
Gen. Carranza that he will send representatives ot the constitutionalists
to the mediation conference even as
listeners and Informants.
Denials
were given In official quarters, however, that Carranza had flatly refused to consider any form of mediation proposals. In fact men close to
the constitutionalist party asserted
that Carranza is watching mediation
developments carefully, and that he
Is giving serious thought to some proposals that have been suggested.
The point Is made In some quarters here that, even should Carran*a's forces complete their triumphant
campaign by capturing the seat of
Huerta government in Mexico City,
such a climax would not pacify Mexico and there still would be need for
mediation. With the cause of revolutlon triumphant over Huerta, many
believe that the strong men In the
revolt against Huerta would realize
that constitutional government must
be established In the wake of military conquest and that such only
could be accomplished under tbe
good offices of the
powers which
have undertaken to compose the
Mexican situation.
Assurances of the earnest indention of the-Huerta government and
the United States to respect cessation of hostilities pending the peace
negotiations are emphasized. Secretary Bryan called attention to the
MILITIA MUST QUALIFY IN
message communicated through the
MARKSMANSHIP IN 1914.
Spanish ambassador from the Huerta
government stating that no alarm
Member* of Medical Department and
should be occasioned by the activity
Chaplain* Excepted.
of Mexican federals In the vicinity of
NEW ENGLAND CIVIC INSTITUTE! Vera Cruz.
Boston—All officers and men of
CHARTERED.
the militia to be required to qualify
in marksmanship, under regulations
DIVORCE AFTER 40 YEARS.
University
made public yesterday. The season Proposes Establishing
Extension
Work
in
Towns.
Is to close on Saturday, Oct. 31.
Boston—A contested suit for diMembers of the medical department,
Boston—A charter has been Issued vorce between a couple well along In
and chaplains, are exempted by the
years, who have not lived together
order, as are also those who have by the state of Massachusetts incor- for more than 20 years, was ;one of
porating the New England Civic Inqualified for 15 years.
the unusual feature* of the second
Decorations are to be awarded for stitute. The beginning of the work ■sssion of the' Suffolk divorce court,
marksmanship, as follows:
Marks- of the Civic Society attracted a great before Judge McLaughlin. Lawrence
men will be given an insigna for work deal of attention in educational circles O'Halloran asked a divorce from his
with the rifle, in the shape of a some months ago. The purpose for wife, Mary, on the ground of a debronze pin. Sharpshooters Trtll be which this society was organized ap- sertion which he allege* took place
given a bronze badge, and experts proached very closely the ideal sug«j- In 1890. They are both residents In
will be given a bronze Massachusetts gested some yeara ago for the ineor- Dorchester. Decision was reserved.
poratlon of the Massachusetts Unimedal or ibar.
The O'Halloran* were married in
''
The qualification course for the versity.
The purposes proposed established 1878.
season of 1914, it is announced will
be the one designated In the small university extension courses In the
VICTIM OF FAKIRS.
arms firing manual in 1913 a* the various New England towns, utilizing
course for the militia, A provisional for that purpose the existing; school
Milwaukee—Col. Roosevelt Is a vicallowance of rifle ammunition to the buildings. A similar Idea waa folvarious organization* of the militia lowed by the Civic Society. Classes tim of Joking South American native*
In civics for women were organized in thinks Walter Noblet, who spent six
for the current season will be:
Regiment of
infantry,
96,000 half a dozen representative Massachu- years as a surveyor In the country
rounds; coast artillery corps, 98,400 setts towns, and so great did the de- toured by Roosevelt and bis party,
corps of cadets, 32,400 rounds; na- mand for this instruction prove that and in which they claim to have
val bridgade, 16,000; staff depart- within a few months of the inception found a new river.
According to Mr. Noblett, the naments and bridgade headquarters, of the Idea it was found necessary to
150 rounds for each officer and en- expand the field and Increase the oi tives of South America are probably
ganlzation,
with
the
result
that
the
the greatest fakirs in the world.
listed man o nthe rolls.
New England Civic Institute has come
Into being as an educational factor In
Must HaVe A Home.
TAX ROCKEFELLER $300,000,000.
Boston—A wife living apart from, the community.
her husband Is not entitled to benefit
Cleveland—John
D. ' Rockefeller
Dow Must Go To Prison.
under the provisions of the workmen's
Boston—Stephen R. Dow, the Bos- failed to make return on his personal
compensation act, according to a deproperty for the purpose of taxation.
cision of the full
bench of
the ton stock broker who was found guilSupreme Judicial Court reversing, a ty more than a year ago of convert- Rockefeller attorneys offered a scheddecision of the, Industrial Accident ing $239,000 belonging to mining ule last week, but ft was refused beBoard awarding $7.88 a week for 300 companies to his own UBB, must go cause it did not bear the oil king's
weeks to the widow of Alvln R. NelBOn to prison to serve an eight to twelve signature.
The taxers will now make np a list
The full bench of
who was killed while working for year sentence.
the Bay State Street Railway Com- the Massachusetts Supreme Court to- of his personal holdings, which are
day overruled Dow's exceptions placed at upwards ot $300,090,000.
pany.
For a widow to avail herself of the taken during his trial in the Sufi
benefits of the act, the opinion atates folk Superior Court.
ACCUSED OF MURDER.
Dow was sentenced by
Judge
there must be a home In which they
had lived together as husband and Brown on March 19, 1913. The Jury
Newport, Vt—News of an alleged
wife In the ordinary acceptance of had convicted him of twenty-four murder in a lumber camp at Bloomcount* of conversion of funds.
the phrase.
\' _
field become known with the arrival
of Atty.-Gen. R. E. Brown of Burling"Poco" Left $112,892.65 Estate.
Child Gets $10,186 For Wire Injury
ton. Peter C. Coulis was shot*, and
Boston—The late Bernard Bennett, killed at the Bloomneld camp Friday.
Salem—Damages of $10,186 against
better
known
ae
"Poco,"
the
Harvard
the Beverly Gas & Electric Company
CaM Zolley waa arrested and charged
have been allowed Eleanor Scully, 9, "oleclo"- man, left an estate worth with the killing;
$112,892.65,
acdordlng
to
an
inaentory'
years old, by a Jury before Judge
Keating In Essex county
superior filed in the Suffolk . probate office.
P08T LEFT $20,000,000,
civil court here. Suit, was brought by Thi* included $57,000 In reaj- estate
Phillip Scully, Beverly, father of the and $65,692.65 in, personal property.
Washington—The will of Charles
child, after her left hand was crippled
Salem Ha* A Policewoman,
#. Post of Battle Creek, Mich., who
by burn from an electric wire.
In
Salem.—A
woman
was
added
"to
thi,
died
at Santa Barbara, Cal., ou May
1911 Eleanor, accompanied by bet
father, passed a live wire, lying in police force when Miss Ethel-B. °V, », filed here for probate, leave* the
the streets ot Hamilton. Eleanor borne was»appointed a special officer bulk of an estate estimated at $20,.
stooped and attempted to move it by Mayor Hurley. Mist Osbqrne Is 000,000 to the widow, Mrs. Lelia Y.
aside. Three fingers of her hand were secretary of the local Associated Post, and a daughter, Marjorie Bjnsl
Charities.
Close.
permanently maimed.

Ha*

Tendency to Disrupt the Horn*.

Washington.—The National Asso-.
elation Opposed to Woman Suffrage
with offices In Washlntgon Issued a
bulletin to show that female suffragists really favor "free love."
The
antls for some time have fought their
compalgn along the line that,female
suffrage tended to the disruption ot
the home.
In the bulletin they present brief quotations complied from,
the remarks of various well known
advocates of woman suffrage.
"The only way to define a feminist," says the bulletin, "Is to quote
what might be called the leading-authorities on the subject."
The bulletin then proceeds:
"Edna Kenton, a famous suffragist
and feminist, has declared, 'Nothing
invented of man has ever had a more
stultifying effect upon the character
and morals of women than the Christian Ideal which St Paul laid down
for women.'
"jane Olcott, former secretary of
the New York State Suffrage Association, stated in a newspaper interview: 'A man or woman should be
free to give love whenever It Is natural
Love la volatile and when It
goes I believe It Is unmoral for man
and wife even to appear to live together, except for the sake of their
children. In that case each should
be-free to bestow love elsewhere by,
mutual agreement.'
"Marie Jenney Howe, Woman suffragist and feminist, has given this
as an article of her belief: *We are
sick of being specialized to sex; we
do not put any fence around men.
And we merely want to take down
the fence that has been put around
us.'
"Mrs. Florence Wise, secretary ot
the Women's Trade Union League of
New York, and a speaker on feminism has contributed this thought: "I
believe only in voluntary motherhood
anyway. r There are many reasons,
men as well as women, who are better off without children.
Many unmarried women ,on the other hand,
want children, and there ought to be
a* opportunity for the expression of.
their innate mother love.'
"Inez Mllholland Boisservaln, who
has adorned many suffrage parades!
with her InlmltaMe horseback pose,i
said soon after her marriage, accord-*
lng to newspaper reports! 'Wedjdto«
rings are relics of barbarism. The?
are relics ot the day when women
were men's chattels.
I should feel
like a slave Instead of a free woman
If I were to wear a wedding ring.'
"Mrs. Charlotte Perkins Oilman,
member of the Congressional Union,
has shed this light on feminism: "Human being believe their duty 1* far
outside of merely bang mother*; even
a kitten could be a mother.'"
THREE DIRECTpn8 SUMMONED.

GOOD FOR POLAR EXPLORERS
Frenchman's Invention of Much Benefit to Those Who Track Waste
Place* of the Earth.

' Count Bertrand de Lessups, son of,
the famous Frenchman of Suez canal
fame, has constructed an air-propelled
machine which Is capable of attaining
a apeed of from fifteen to sixty mile*
an hour over the snow, according to
the condition of the frozen roads. Tha,
shoe-shaped chassis is attached to
broad, fiat metal runners, and vibration is reduced to a minimum by the,
addition of strong springs. The propeller behind the pilot is well guarded by a metal screen as a protection
against any one approaching It closely. When snow falls wheels are placed
on the projecting pins, which lift the
ski from the ground, and the car will
then attain a speed of nearly one-hundred miles an hour. Some such machine as this Is to be" taken into tha
antarctic regions by Shackleton with
his forthcoming expedition. Abroad
this form of amusement is called aeroskiing.

IN TORTURE WITH ERUPTION
Watklns Park, Bdgewater-on-thsHudson, N. J.—"About two year* ago
I had a terrible breaking out of horribly itching pimples»all over the stomach and upper part of my leg*. I was In
torture and scratched till I bled and
could only sleep fitfully tit night and
was so glad to *ee the day dawn. I
was feverish and thoroughly miserable. The reddish pimples had got
a head on them like smallpox corpuscles.
I rubbed them with a rough
cloth, they Itched so. They blended
together and made sores about the
size of a nickel and scabbed over. My
clothing Irritated the sores so that
I pat a damp handkerchief next to
them. Some said It was the Itch and
other* the hives.
"I washed myself with Cutlcura Soap
and hot water every night and when
I had dried myself I rubbed the Cutlcura Ointment thoroughly In and to
my astonishment by the end ot a
week the whole trouble had disappeared and the old akin brushed off. I
have not had a sign of a spot pn my
body since." (Signed) C. W. Charles,
Nov. 9, 1912.
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment sold
throughout the world. Sample of each
free.wlth 32-p. Skin Book. Address postcard "Cutlcura, Dept L> Bo*ton."—AdT.
Gave Heckler* a Chance.
At one time the Republicans ot Chicago were out and were fighting Democracy on Industrial conditions and
the putative helplessness of a situation which did not let the Republicans in. A parade had started off and
was well on Its way—nearly to the.
file closer*—When a ward boss saw
that two lighted transparencies lacked
carriers. He looked around hurriedly
and noticed that one of his retainer*
was idle. "Here," he yelled, "shoulder thi* and get In line." The shanghaied recruit was a gambler who
busied himself In ward politics on occasions, but for the most stuck to hla
trade when trade was possible. As ha
hoisted the lighted legend, "Open op
the mills and factories," there was a
chorus of derisive yells from the sidewalk: "Never mind the mills. Open
up the poker games."
%
Deep Breathing.

"Learn to sit or stand erect an*
breathe deep," say* a health expert
"Remember that your blood cannot be
properly washed with half a lungJnl of
air any mere than you can take o
proper bath in a few pint* of water."
Everybody must know what a Joy
there 1* In the deep breathing at a*
pure air of the moaning. The lung*
respond to the sttmulu* much a* aw
body react* from a dash ot cold water.

Washington—Three director* ot the
Sam* Thing.
New York,-New Haven and Hartford
"So Julia came up to tbe scratch
railroad, in addition to those already without a whimper. She's a dnek of
summoned, have been served with
■.r^.-e«*.,,._
notices to testify before the Interstate «M-"
"Yes, she's game."
V,'"tJsO
Commerce Commission. Their names,
as announced are Devere Warner,
The long distance phone make* the
Laurence Minot and J. S. Elton. Mr. heart trrob faster.
Warner and Mr. Minot served on the
board during part of the time that
DID THE WORK
.Charles S. MeUen was preaident of
Grew Strong on Right Food.
the New Haven, and Mr. Elton 1* still
a director of theyroad.
You can't grow strong by merely exercising. You must have food—the
ARMS CO.'S SECRETARY A SUI- kind you can digest and assimilate.
Unless the food you eat Is dlgseted
CIDE.
It adds to the burden the digestive orNew Haven.—A. I. Ward, for tin gans have naturally to carry- This
lats 25 years secretary of the Win- often mean* a nervous breakdown.
"About a year ago," writes a Mass.
chester Repeating Arms Company,
committed suicide at his country lady, "I bad quite a serious nervous
home In Mount Carmel by hanging, breakdown caused, a* I believed, by
overwork and worry. I also suffered
He had been despondent for some
untold misery from dyspepsia.
months on account of ill health. H«
"First I gave up my position, then I
was 53 years old and left a widow.
tried to find a remedy for my troubles,
something that would make me well
and strong, something to rest my tired
DR. HALE'S WIDOW DEAD.
stomach and build up my worn-out
Boston.—Mrs. Hmlly Baldwin Per nerves and brain.
1 tried one kind of medicine attar
kins Hale, widow of the Rev. Dr. (Ed
ward Everett Hale, died at her (tarn, another, but nothing seemed to help*
me.
mer hom^ 222 High street, Brookline
"Finally a friend suggested change,
at the age of 84. She had only recer*
ly come to Brookline from Washing of food and recommended 8rnpe-Nut».
ton, where she had been In the habit W*fa little or no talth in it, I tried a,
of spending her winters since th« package. That was eight month* ago]
and I have never been without It
death of hor husband.
since.
"Grape-Nuts did the work. It helped
HAS INITIATION FEE OF $1500.
me grow strong and welL Grape-Nuts
pnt new life Into ma, built np my
Chicago.—One hundred and fifty oi whole system and made another womthe leading residents of Chicago hav« an of met"
established what they hope will be
Nam* given by Foatom Co, Battle
come the most exclusive golf club It Creek, Mich. Read "The Road to
America The membership Is vllmltet Wellvllle," la pkga. "There'* a Rea- to 150. Each member ha* contribut son."
Eva* re«* tae aWve laetert A SWOT
ed an Initiation fee of $1500, tin «■•
apvenre twmm ttm« t« ttaMt Ther
highest in any club In the country.
nre irrnuln*, tana, am*, fall at kuoa
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EAT WELL IN GERMANY

•SORROWS OF THE SEASON:

ALSO

FREQUENTLY,

Baltimore Newspaper Point* Out How
Much They Add to Appear
ance of City.

V

Baltimore can well approve of the
movement for more city tree planting, launched by the Women's Civic
Heague.
There 1B no doubt other
cities have paid more attention than
has this td the Bubject, but It is one
In which ali who are working for a
more attractive as well as for a larger
and more prosperous city can well
consider. While good care Is taken of
the trees in city parks and squares,
those along the street curbs are sadly
neglected, allowed to die and then
rarely replaced. Yet it Is no great
task to make a tree grow along the
aldewalk. A little careful trimming,
a loosening of the earth at the roots
now and then, a watch for bugs and
borers, that's about all If the tree be
strong and healthy when It is put In
the gi-ound. Of course, now and then
an accident will happen and the tree
be unrooted or broken by a mnaway
horse or a careless driver, but even
then it can be easily replaced and
-when young a box placed around It,
M as to shield It from harm.
Let us hope that this movement
will succeed.
A thoroughfare with
handsome, healthy trees on either side
Is a city beauty spot and a valuable
city asset. Land is too valuable in a
metropolis to allow the creation and
maintenance of large lawns, except in
suburban districts, but fere is plenty
of room for trees, even In streets on
which traffic is very heavy.
Arbor day, established to encouiage
tree-planting, has amounted to little
in Baltimore, outside of the schoolhouse program, but now it can be put
to practical use for civic betterment
and civic beauty. Plant a few now
and you will be surprised at the result.—Baltimore American.

CHILDREN AID GOOD WORK
Even the Smallest Show Enthusiasm
In the Effort to Keep National
Capital Attractive.

To turn the waste places of the city,
the vacant lots and unsightly lawns,
into beautiful gardens filled with
blooming Sowers and clinging vines
Is the object of the People's Gardens
of Washington, and in the report for
the past year, which has Just been prepared, what has been accomplished
along these lines is set forth. The
building up of recreation gardens for
the people of a neighborhood, the beautiflcation of parkings and back yards
of the city and general stimulation
of Interest In landscape gardening
have bsen gone Into with enthusiasm
by the workers of the association and
their labors have shown surprising results.
One of the noticeable facts concern
lng the work Is that a major portion
was done during the past year by little children. And it Is In building up
the gardening inclinations of the little
one that the elders are becoming much
Interested and lending a hand themselves. The children, having acquired
a taste for gardening, are the ones
who are to make the capital beautiful
in the years to come. It will fall upon them to enlarge the park spaces,
preserve the trees and encourage the
planting of dooryard flowers and flowering shrubs. The children have taken up the gardening idea as they
wotftd take up a new game.
They
have shown unusual thoroughness and
the utmost joy In their work, and even
better results are expected from their
efforts during the spring and summer
to come.
Good

Plan

for

Small

Town.

Villages and small towns in all parts
of the United States would do well to
follow the example of Williamstown,
Mass.
There the town council has
adopted a scheme proposed by President Garfield of Williams college, and
providing that there shall be planted
annually along the roadside of the
town a number of trees tha. shall be
valuable for commercial as well as
ornamental purposes. President Garfield, it seems, derived his idea from
France, where the plan has been carried out successfully and has been
found to be decidedly worth while.
Conditions vary In different towns
and villages of course, and In some
a scheme of this sort might be undesirable or impracticable. These,
however, are the exceptions, and for
a majority of our smaller communities
adoption of Dr. Garfleld's plan would
be an excellent thing. One must
watt a long time. It Is true, before the
trees thus planted become valuable
commercially, and It may be that the
public fund would never be swelled
very largely by Income derived from
them. Tet if in France that Income is
found to be sufficiently large to take
care of the town's most beautiful or
namenti, its trees, and In addition
leave something over for other purposes, there seems to be no good reason why the same thing should not
be true in this country.
Boost, Don't Knock.
Don't criticize the old town, unless
you can offer a remedy.

l

By JAMES ROBERTS.
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By GRACE SPARROW.

URGES PLANTING OF TREES

: UNSELFISH CONSPIRATOR:

ACCORDING

TO AMERICAN WRITER.

"O, thank you," said the girl who
likes to talk. "No chocolates for me!
If you- have any lemon juice handy,
however, I'd be obliged!"
"What's the Idea, now?" everybody
demanded.
"I've been down to the spring opening," explained the girl who likes to
talk. "And everything is designed for
fragile ghosts and attenuated bean
poles.
A perfect lady thiB season
will be able to take shelter behind a
lath in case of storm. The rest of
femininity is cast into outer darkness
■o far as clothes are concerned.
Whatever is to become of any one who
weighs more than ninety-eight pounds,
I can't imagine!
There is absolutely nothing for the poor creatures
to put on. Having drawn down the
blinds and retired to inner chambers,
they will probably pass a hideous and
secluded life until some millionaire
endows a foundation that shall design
clothes such as may be worn by real
human beings.
"The first garment that met my eye
looked like an explosion in a ruffle
factory. Starting at the middle. It was
a vigorous young ruffle that began
winding around snakily in a diagonal
manner. It continued until it hit the
ground, still traveling diagonally. One
side was up and the other down, but
nobody's skirt bangs straight these
days, so that apparent difficulty didn't
count.
"A little cousin to that ruffle started
from the middle and ran' diagonally
upward, wreathing around the shoulders and sleeves and Sopping in all directions. Thia dress just splashed

THOUGHT HE'D FOUND HELL

Four Regular Meals, With .BetweenTime Snacks, Enable the Well-toDo Berliner to Keep Strength
for His Work.

The Englishman has no great
variety of things to eat, but he is always eating them; and when he is not
eating them he Is swigging tea. Yet
in these regardB the German excels
him- The Englishman gains a lap at
breakfast, but after that first hour the
German leaves him, hopelessly distanced, far in the rear, writea Irvin S.
Cobb, in the Saturday, Evening Post.
It is due to his talents in ([his respect
that the average Berliner hag a double
chin running all the way around, and
four rolls of fat on the back of bis
neck, all closely clipped and shaved,
so as to bring out their full beauty
and symmetry; and ho has a figure
that makes him look as though an
earthquake had shaken loose everything on the top floor and it bad all
fallen through Into his dining room.
Your true Berliner eats his regular
dally meals—four in number and all
large ones; and In between times he
now and then gathers a bite. For instance, about ten o'clock In the morning he knocks off for an hour and has
a few cups of hard-boiled coffee and
some sweet, sticky pastry with
whipped cream on It
Then about four o'clock In the afternoon he browses a bit, Just to keep up
his appetite for dinner. This, though,
is but a snack—say, a school of Bismarck herring and a kraut pie, some
more coffee and more cake, and one
thing and another—merely a preliminary to the real food, which will be
coming along a little later on.
Between acts at the theater he excuses himself and goee out and prepares his stomach for supper, which
will follow at 11 o'clock, by drinking
two or three steins of thick Munich
beer, and nibbling on such small tidbits as a few links of German s&nsage
or the upper half of a raw Westphalia
ham.
There are 47 distinct and eeparate
varieties of German sausage and three
of them are edible; but the Westphalia
ham, in my judgment, Is greatly overrated. It is pronounced Westfailure
with the accent on the last part, where
It belongs.
In Germany, however, there' Is a
pheasant agreeably Bmothered 4n
young cabbage which Is delicious and
in season plentiful. The only drawback to complete enjoyment of this
dish Is that the grasping and-avaricious German restaurant keeper-has
the confounded nerve to charge you, In
our money, 40. cents for a whole pheasant ahd half a peck of cabbage—say
"Looked Her Square In the Eye."
enough to furnish a full meal for two
ruffles. The saleswoman said It was tolerably hungry adults and a child.
the latest thing. I looked her square
Something Added.
in the eye and asked her It she could
There were half a dozen sitters In
conjure up a vision of me in it. "No
one would ever think that I weighed the barroom of a tavern at Point Jefless than the 160 that I do. I don't ferson, Li. I., when Deacon Denton
think that the saleswoman had been dropped In in search of a man to work
long In this wicked, soulless city, for for him. He had a big comforter
her eyes faltered and she turned pale. around his neck, and was rubbing his
She said that she had some other hands, and was asked:
"Do you call this purty cold deamodes she would like to show me,
that of course every one could not con?"
"Fourteen below," he replied.
wear the extremes.
"Oh,,no; It can't be that"
"Just then I paused, horror stricken,
1 looked at the thermometer aa I
in my tracks. Before a mirror pivoted a strange sight It was composed left home."
"But It Isn't even freezing."
of pale blue taffeta all bunched up
"Fourteen below I"
around the hips like a washerwoman's
There was a long minute of silence,
skirt. There was a million yards in
that bunch. Streaming over it were with all the men winking at each
garlands of little roses and fluffs Of other, and at last the deacon felt a
tulle and above It a sea of tulle and twinge of conscience and observed:
"But I wish to add that I bad drunk
putts and roses and rosebud silk with
more blue. It looked somewhat like three glasses of hard elder with my
a broad expanse of sunset sky and supper, and that thermometer han't
then I saw that there was a woman been very reliable since it got run over
Inside It. She had a red face and by a load of hay'last summer. Mebbe
double rolls on her neck and she was the right figger Is 14 above. I am op
exactly foui" feet broad. Before her a my way to prayer meeting, and I may
hardened young slip of a salesgirl, get some sort of guidance there. If
without the hint of a blush, was coo- the spirit moves me then she's above;
ing that It was so chic and became If the spirit don't then she's 14 below
and still a-drdpplng."
her marvelously.
"I fled from that pool of iniquity. I
felt that nothing less than flight could
Russian Singer Is Popular Idol.
save me from a like horrible fate!
Ten years ago some Russian wom"I wish," said the girl who likes to en who owned a country estate betalk; In a voice positively shaken with came Interested In a sixteen-year-old
emotion, "I wish that you could have girl who had been one of the village
seen me In the dress they put on me waifs until she entered their service,
in the next place! Gathered around and to give them pleasure she sang
the waist were exactly fifteen yards Russian folk sougs to her patronesses
of green taffeta, which on my heroic In the evening.
form looked like thirty yards cut genOne evening a young officer, Wlalerously. Bulging over each hip was sewar, who 'was visiting the house,
what they called a pannier.
heard the girl Vera, fell in love with
"They acted really annoyed when I her and offered her a career In a
Inquired just how I was going to get gipsy chorus In St. Petersburg.
from one room to another.
She returned to Russia, where she
"They showed me a hat that re- kept on giving concerts to aid the
minded me of the old cellar door on war victims, although her but band upthe farm. It tilted up in the back at on his death from the wcunds he resixty degrees and dipped down in front ceived left her an ample fortunetill it hit my nose. Perched precari- And today Vera Wlalsewar still goes
ously on It, hit or miss, were tight from town to town singing wish the
little bunches of undiscovered flowers. gipsy choruses and taking part in
Why, all the little dicky birds would great entertainments.
have whooped at the fight of that
ha* if I had worn it out, and gone
Not Trustworthy.
tobogannlng down the slide. SomeOne often sees advertisements rehow, with It on, I reminded myself of quiring people for a position of trust
a woman who had teen in a fight "without family." Here Is Cobbett's
and smashed over the head with a view of their probable trustworthirolling pin. It was what you might ness:
call a disheveled hat. They put a
"There are comparatively very few
wrap on me, too, and murmured that women not replete with maternal
it had just been unpacked from its love: and, by the bye, take you car*
Paris box that morning. It was ten If yon meet with a girl who 'Is not>
feet In diameter when I had It on.
fond of children' not to marry her by
"But, generally speaking, I wa» so any means. ... I never knew a
depressed that I gave up about then man who was good for much who
and came home. I'm not going down had a dislike to little children, and I
again till I get nice and thin! Please never knew a woman of that taste
pass the lemon!"—Chicago Daily who was good for anything at alL"
News.
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Man Who Discovered Amerloa's Most
Wonderful Natural Curiosity Was
Considered Insane.

At a recent gathering in Milwaukee
a well-known minister was called on
to tell a story, and this is what he
told:
"Did you ever hear of Coulter"*
hell? Of the two men lost by the
great Lewis and Clark expedition of
1803 on Its long journey through the
Northwest, one - was a man named
Coulter. He was captured by Indians,
who stripped him and set him to running the gantlet
"Outrunning their blows, be snatched
a spear from the last Indian, killed
him with It, and ran Into the mountains, naked and wounded, but at last
free and armed. Wandering toward
the southeast he presently found himself In a land where the forces of na>
ture appeared to have gone mad together. Rivers from which he sought
to drink ran hot water, boiling fountains gushed hundreds of feet in the
air, volcanos of black mud vomited
at him,, bubbling fountains of snowwhite mud gushed around, with others of crimson and blue and green.
A mountain of pure sulphur crystals
rose on one hand, and from beside a
stream rose another composed of
black glass, almost aa clear as a window pane.
"At last, escaping from the place, be
was found by some trappers, who
clothed him and took him to St. Louis,
where they reported him as one whose
mind had been wrecked by his experiences. Wherever he told of the frightful country which he swore he had
seen, men roared with mirth at the
yarn, and made him tell and retell it
till within a few years it went all over
the West as an example of the effect
of tnto horrors of being lost on the human mind. It was commonly known
as 'the^story of Coulter's hell,' and
| under that name It frequently apI peared In eastern papers In the early
'30s and '40. Coulter himself finally
idled, regarded to the last as a hope| less maniac.
"And then, in 1869, some Montana
i trappers wandered into the region and
' came back with the astounding tale
' that Coulter had told the truth, and/
| bad never been insane at all. The
j government immediately rushed soldiers and scientists Into the country,
and before long It became the Yellow, stone National park. And that is the
' story of Coulter's hell.
\
i "It strikes me, however," added the—
' minister, "that the story has a moral
j —to the effect that there Is a certain
other hell, in whoBe existence some
people still do not believe, but of
whose reality they are likely yet to
learn."

The kitchen was still stifling hot in
spite of the fact that the fire had gone
out an hour before, and that a broiling
sun was sinking behind the hill.
Virginia set the milk bottles out on
the back porch with tickets for the
next day's supply. Her cheeks were
flushed with the heat, and little moist
tendrils of hair clung to her forehead.
"I don't care how I look," she said SUCCESS IN SQUAB RAISING
as she turned toward the door.
In the double-seated swing, she Lofts Should Be Kept Clear of All
Filth and Nests Renewed Often
leaned her head back wearily and
—Rules for Killing.
closed her eyes. The breeze was cool
and refreshing. Tired as she was she
(By WALTER B. LETJTZ.)
began to plan for the morning's work.
In squab raising sanitary conditions
She had never admitted even to herself, that since John Marshall had have much to do with success. We
been coming to see Annabelie, the do not advocate running through the
plant all the time looking for filth.
work had been much harder.
The big, old-fashioned house was The manure from a pigeon -pen la
enough to keep two of them busy worth about sixty cents a bushel as
most of the time. But of late, Anna- 'fertilizer. In cleaning two rounds are
belle's time had hardly been her own. made of all the pens. In the first the
When John was not there or taking manure Is all gathered, care being
her out somewhere, there were other taken to keep it as free from feathers
and tobacco stems as possible. It
things for the favored sister to do.
Mrs. Wiggins appeared around the should then be bagged np and sent
away. On the second round the nest
corner of the house.
"Good evenln', Miss GInnie. I didn't and all are cleaned and the floor thorsee any lights In the front and'sposed oughly swept.
you wasn't through with the dishes . Where the squabs are very young
or there are eggs the nest must not be
yet Hot, ain't it?"
Virginia was relieved that It was disturbed. If a nest has squabs In it
only her kind-hearted, garrulous old old enough to get along by themselves
neighbor. "Come out here and sit the nest is cleaned out and a handful
with me, won't you, Mrs. Wiggins? of tobacco stems arranged In it again
I and the squabs replaced.
it's cooler here."
After a thorough sweeping spray the
"What'll i do with your daddy's
inside of the pens covering every crack
eggs?"
"Oh, did you bring some for his and crevice with a solution of one part
breakfast? How kind!
I'll get a carbolic add and two parts water.
I There should be regular days for
pan."
>v
"Never mind. I'll fix 'ern/^i/know killing. Before feeding In the mornI lng every squab of the size fit to kill
aow tired you must be."
Mrs. Wiggins put an egg, small end should be gathered up and taken- to
town, In the top of each milk bottle. the killing room. If any of the birds
"There! They'll be all right '(111 you have a little feed left In their crops
make an Incision with a sharp knife
iome In."
She limped back to the swing. In and wash the crop clean.
As a rule squabs are ready to dress
(he twilight, Bhe caught the weary
Iroop of the girl's shoulders. "Miss at four weeks old, but some parents do
i not care for their birds as well as
Slnnle, ye ain't sick, are ye?"
i others and their squabs will therefore
"No, Mrs. Wiggins. Why?"
"It—it ain't like you. I don't like take a few day? longer to mature.
to see you so tired. Your poor moth- If the breast Is well filled out and the
er, she used to say, 'Vlrglnnle, she feathers under the wings have started
;an't stand what Annabelie does.' An' to break open and split at the points
ihe always tried to keep you rested. the squab Is ready for market.
What do ye do It for, Miss Ginnie?" I The wings of each squab should be
"Why, Mrs. Wiggins, you know how locked behind it by crossing them
It is with us now, since dad lost all bis twice and the bird hung by the feet
money. It's too bad If two big, head downward, between two nails
A sharp
healthy girls like us can't take care driven closely together.
| pointed knife inserted In taeV mouth
Df him and the house."
"But, Miss Anna don't help. 'I guess ' up to the baBe of the skull severs the
! jugular vein and the squab quickly
I've got eyes!"
"Well, perhaps not so much as she I bleeds to death.
Didn't Need Books.
The bird must be thoroughly bled bedid, but—she's very busy."
Governor Miller of Delaware re"Yes, I know why she's busy. But fore picking or else the blood will con- marked not long ago that even book
no matter if she Is a goln' to get mar- geal In spots under the skin where the agents sometimes fall of achievement
ried, she's no business lmposln' on hands of the picker touches It and the through unforeseen misunderstand! bird will become "blistered" as the
you an' I'm goln' to tell her."
! breeders term it and its value greatly ing.
"Mrs. Wiggins!"
| "An affable agent of this sort ap"There, there, dearie! I'm an old reduced.
proached a Texan whose record be
trouble-maker an' I must be goln' be- | Wing and tall feathers should be had previously acquainted himself
fore I say anything more. I'm sorry, pulled first then the neck, back and
with.
Miss Glnny, If I hurt you. I hope breast, care being taken not to tear
" 'Colonel, said he, 'those are mighty
i the skin anywhere as torn squabs spoil
you'll feel better tomorrow*
fine boys of yours.'
Virginia watched the old lady dis- . the appearance of a shipment
"The finest ever, stranger,' acquiAfter picking the bird It should be
appear into the darkness. So other
esced the colonel.
The finest la
people were beginning to notice! She : allowed to cool In ordinary cool water Texas.'
whitened.
The bare facts paraded for half an hour or more. It must
" 'I reckon you buy them anything;
themselves before her now without ; then be thoroughly washed, the crop
| cleaned oat, and placed In a tub of Ice they want!"
disguise.
,
"'Why, sure, stranger; I buy them
The moon, almost full, was rising ! water until frozen; then it is ready anything they...need, whether they
in the east, making a fairyland of the | for packing.
Pack In a clean box or barrel. Line want It or not.'
old-fashioned garden. It shone full
"'Then, colonel, let me sell yon a,
on the face of the girl in the swing ' the sides and bottom with clean white cyclopedia for them. There's nothing"
lying back with closed eyes, her face paper. In the bottom place a layer of else that will benefit them so much.'
i two Inches of Ice, then a layer of
now strangely white.
The colonel looked at the agent in
She was saying over and over to ■ squabs, then another layer of one Inch
astonishment
herself, "I wonder If he really does of Ice, alternating until within six
"'Why, stranger,' said he, them
| inches of the top and the remaining
care for her! • I wonder If—"
I boys of mine don't need no cyclopedia.
"Virginia!" whispered some one space should be filled with Ice.
They ride mules.'"—Llpplncott's.
softly, so softly that at first she did ! Place clean white paper over the
not open her eyes.
It seemed 'like top and cover with burlap, nailing It
Novel Onion..
some myserious magic of the old firmly to the barrel.
Many unimpeachable spouswi had]
moonlit garden.
neglected their Sunday dinner In orWhen she did, look up, she saw a KEEP CHICKENS IN GARDEN der to attend church to hear the banns
man standing close to the swing. She
read of several approaching weddings.
sat up with a startled cry, then rec- They Eat Innumerable Insects and
Rustling and knowing whispers,
Tiny Legs and Bills Do No Harm
ognizing John Marshall, she turned
and nods and nndglngs prevailed
to Growing Plants.
away In pretty confusion.
Had he
among the feminine portion of the
heard her thoughts?
Had she said
Chickens will do no harm but a large assembly when came the momentous
anything aloud? He had called her
amount of good to the garden when moment of the annnuneemer.f.*.
"Virginia," for the first time!
The old pastor tumbled amonu h!e
the broods are but a few weeks old.
She scrambled ont of the awing.
notes, and found to his dismxy that
"Good evening, Mr. Marshall.
I They eat innumerable insects, and
the all-important paper containing the
didn't expect you and Annabelie back their tiny legs and bills do no harm to
the young plants and It is an easy rames of the contracting parties wa»
so soon.!'
"I wonder," he said irrelevantly, "if matter to fence them from the few missing.
However, he desired to frost to>
you have any Idea how beautiful you beds and rows that they may Injure.
Have a long, narrow, wire covered memory.
are In the moonlight"
"I publish the banns," be waned.
run to attach by hooks to the coop.
"Mr. Marshall!"
The coop and the run can be set In a hushed pllence, "between—be"Can't you say 'Johnf"
tween—or—between
"
"Why—I—don't know. Why should
There was a shutting In the aisle
I?"
She was nervously plucking
as the old verger hurriedly moved to>
leaves from a lilac bush. He reached
the pulpit
out and took both her hands In his.
"Petw een the cuoh'on and th«- »e»t.
"Because I want you to.' This time
sir!" he said, in a loud whlryr.
I'm not going to let you get away without telling you what I want to. I've
Deafness as * Heritage.
tried for days but you have always
An examination bis been rrmde of
bad some excuse. Too tired^ or too
the
records
of 4,500 marriage' of the
Coop In Cornfield.
busy, or dishes, or something for fadeaf, and It has been found that, while
ther. Annabelle's a charming, clevlengthwise between the rows—espe- taking the marriages of deaf pHranns
er little ^irl, but she isn't you, Virginia I came alone. She's still at cially the rows of corn—as suggested as a whole, nearly 9 per cent of the
In the cut. The hen can be given the offspring are deaf, and contrasted with
the party having a line time with Jack
use of the run or both chicks and hen less than one-tenth of 1 per cant, of
English. They're glad to get rid of
me." He laughed. "I have eyes, Vir- can be confined to It even when the deaf children as a result of the marchicks are very young, by using Inch riages e,f normal persons, a very difginia
"And I came back to hunt up little meBh of the netting. Such methods ferent and much jnore favorable rewill add a great deal of- fertility, and sult Is obtained If It be found that tbe
Cinderella and tell her I love her.
help keep down the weeds and Insects deaf parents had no trace of prxvtnas
But first I must tell her that It Isn't
besides growing a fine crop of chick- deafness In their families, says the
a prince who woos her. I've lost near"Family Doctor."
ly all of my money lately, Virginia."
Marriages of deaf persons without
He still held her hands and felt the
Invltlng Dlaaater.
deaf relatives Is no, more likely co retiniest pressure on his own.
To set a ben with scaly legs, or sult In deaf children than, any marf'You do love me, dearest!"
!'»•
with mites or lice on her, is Inviting riage In the community at larpe. while
drew her unresisting to him
disaster—and there Is no need of it. marriages of bearing fmrrtmt wto
"Yes, John," softly. "And—o!,. :
Dtp the scaly legs up to the feath- nave deaf relatives Is just an l!»«ty
so.glad about the money!"
ers In kerosene and the cause of the to result In deaf children aa the
(Copyright. 1*14. by the M<"""tur« <gii-*mt
riage of tbe deal
scales will be no more.
ptr Syndicate.)
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A. B. Brunell and John L. Zimmer- Bemis Barn Burned In Brookfield Reception to Rev. Fr. Murphy on
His Fortieth-Anniversary.
man were in Worcester Monday, making
Sunday Morning
PUBLISHED
arrangements for the " 'country circus'' to
Rev. Michael J. Murphy was given a
EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
be held on the Fourth of July.
Fire that was discovered about 11.15
. .«
AT
o'clock Sunday morning, destroyed the reception in banquet hall, last evening,
TJje Sunday school of the First Parish
Journal Block, North Brookfield, Mass
by the people of the three parishes over
barn and did serious damage to the house
church will be held at 9.30 Sunday moriy
which he ministers, and presented him
owned
by
William
Bemis
on
Mechanic
HORACE J. LAWRENCE,
ings dunng the months of June and July,
with $300 in gold.
Speeches were
street.
Loss
estimated
at
$1400.
Cause
EDITOR AKS PBOPBIKTOH.
instead of at 12 o'clock.
supposed to have been spontaneous com- made by A. B. Brunell, A. J. Leach,
1.00 a Year in Advance, One of the circles of the Woman's bustion in a manure heap on the east side Jas. W. Wall, E. F. Delaney, D. J.
Single Copies, 3 Cents.
Alliance of the First Parish church will of the barn, and the heat of the sun is Healey and Rev. Leo T. Goddard.
Rev. Mr Murphy was born in Suirville,
Address all communications to BBOOKFIELII have a rummage sale in banquet hall, thought, to have aided in starting the
Wednesday and Thursday afternoons, blaze.
It was discovered by William County Kilkenney, Ire., snd was one of
Tuns, North Brookfield, Maes.
Orders for subscription, advertising, or lob June 10 and II.
Chickering, a neighbor, who notified the seven children. His early education was
work and payment lor the same, may be sent
received in the national school of his
direct to the main office. North Brookfleln or
A fire alarm box with glass front con- members of the family who were in the
to Georg-e W. McNamara, Brookfield
home town. He afterward went to the
parlor
reading,
all
unconscious
of
the
taining a key to the engine house door
Catholic University of Waterford, where
will be placed on the front of the engine trouble. Two pigs, that were under the he remained two years. In 1867 he enBROOKFIELD.
house, so that in case of fire, tbe first one barn Were saved and Mr Bemis was able tered St. John,s college. Waterford, and
ueaching there can ring the alarm. Ihe to get his horse and a wagon out of the was ordained to the priesthood Jane 1,
To Motorboat Owners—You can now selectmen will consider at their next barn before he was driven back by the
1874, by,Bishop Powers. He came to the
buy gasoline at Donahue's boat house.
meeting the matter of leaving the town flames. About the same time the fire
United States in 1874, and secured his
house door unlocked Sundays and holi- was discovered by Mr Chickering, an first appointment as curate of St. PatThe high school will play North Brooke
automobilist passing on the state highdays v
field high on Merrick park, Saturday afway near tbe Newcomb farm, saw the rick's church, Chicopee Falls. In 1878
A touring ear owned by J. L. Zimmer- blaze and rushed to the George C. Wood- he was transferred to St. John's Worcesternoon, at 3 o'clock.
ter, aa curate to Rt. Rev. Mgr. Griffin.
man and driven by his son Ernest, passed
The ladies of St. Mary's parish will too close to a car owned by Louis Ticknor ard Garage on South Maple street. Mr
From 1880 to 1889 he was pastor of a
Woodard
telephoned
to
the
centre
ot
the
have a lawn party on the church grounds
of Reading, which was standing on East town to have the fire alarm sounded and church in Gardner, and in July '1889, he
Tuesday evening, June 16.
Brookfield flat, Saturday afternoon, caus- then went to tbe Bemis home. A garden came to Brookfield, as pastor of the
Mrs Charles L. Sandford left Tuesday ing considerable damage. The Zimmer- hose was used in an effort to keep the churches at Brookfield, East and West
GRADUATION DRESSES of the accepted materials, made for a week's visit with her daughter, Mrs man car was only slightly damaged. The barn
from catching fire, but it was of no Brookfield. He will have completed 25
Ticknor car contained Mr and Mrs Tick- avail, the flames spreading to the barn years' service in the three parishes next
with youthful and becoming simplicity - $5.98, $7.50, 39.50 Charles Burbank at Stoneham.
Mail is advertised at Brookfieldd post- nor and three children. The two cars and then to the^house, west of the barn month.
WEDDING DRESSES in richest silks, chiffon and laces beau- office
for Mrs C. E. Ainsworth, Mrs An- were stopped side by side in the road. and separated from H only by a narrow
The Ticknor car taken to the George C. drive-way. There was much delay in Memorial Day and Week-end Guests
tifully combined and distinctively designed
$15 to $75 nie Marzen, Oapt. G. W. Martin.
Woodward garage for repairs. Mr Tick- having the alarm sounded. At the Fosin Brookfield.
PARTY DRESSESin soft silks, taffeta, chiffon brocades, pussy Henry Morrill, of Pittsburg, Pa., who ngr took the Zimmerman car and con- ter-Moulton shoe factory there was no
has been visiting his mother,- Mrs Maria tinued on a trip to Pittefleld.
James
H.
Murphy
of Pittefleld was the
steam up with which to blow the whistle
i willow and pompadour silks in exclusive styles - $10 to $39.50 Morrill, for the past month, returned on
The Brookfield stores and clerks ob- and no key could be found to open the guest Saturday and Sunday of his son,
EVENING GOWNS of elegant, individual styles in rich laces, Monday.
served tbe first half holiday of the season town house door in order to ring the Thomas F. Murphy, Common street.
Mrs John Roper and Miss Julia Roper
It was necessary to force open a
Edward B- Hale and Arthur C., Jessie
chiffon and silk, suitable for church wear, for receptions or arrived in town Monday and opened Wednesday, and a team of clerks was bell.
defeated by the high school, 7 to 6, in a window in order to get in. The 'firemen P., Henry F., Florence L. and Crosby V.
evening wear.
$25.00 to 125.00 their summer home on Lincoln street for most exciting game. Foster pitched for did good work when they arrived, as the Hale of Jamaica Plain were guests Memthe season.
the clerks and did excellent work, but flames were then shooting through the orial day of Mr and Mrs Henry F. CrosPastor Charlton will give the first of received poor support The batting of roof of the house. A great quantitiy of by.
his sermons on nature study to the boys J. Clancy, Durkin and Foster were feat- water was thrown on the building from
Mrs Clesson Hoye and Clarence Hoye
girls next Sunday morning. Boy ures. The high* school started the last two lines of hose andrthe fire confined to
of'Atholand Mrs Charles Johnson and
For school affairs and church ceremonies. For Young Girls and
the
Upper
story,
although
the
lower
part
scouts take notice.
half of the ninth inning with the score a
Johnson of Worcester were guests
from 6 to 19 years, we have, hundreds of most beautiful White The main shaft at the mill of the Ideal tie, DiiBois was given a base on balls. of the house was soaked with water. All Mabel
at the home of Mr and Mrs Horace W.
Coated Paper Co., broke Monday «fter. He advanced to third on sacrifices by the household goods of value «nere re- May, Sunday.
Dresses in all the season's most approved materials.
noon and the mill was closed Tuesday Bntterworth and Petergen and scored the moved by Mr Bemis, with the assistance
Thomas J. McNamara spent the weekwinning run on a hit by Tunstall, that of neighbors, before they were damaged.
GIRLS' WHITE DRESSES .6 to i4 years, $1.98 to $17.50 while repairs were made.
Tire loss Is covered by insurance. Mr end at the home of bis mother, Mrs Mar;
The district nurse committee of the V Allnn dropped 4fter a hard try.
Bemis moved his household gooods to F. McNamara, Prouty street.
GIRLS' WHITE DRESSES 13 to 19 years, $3.98 to $27.50
I. S. will have a home-made food and At a meeting of the V. I. 8,, Tuesday the May tenement on South Maple street
Mr and Mrs Edward Buchanan and
afternoon,
the
members
considered
joincandy sale in banquet hall, Saturday afwhere be will live until repairs are made.
ing the State civic federation, and Miss He saved a violin that had been in the family of Norwich, Ct., and William H.
ternoon, June 6, from 3 to 5.
Buchanan of Providence, and .Mr and
Ham, Miss Stone and Mrs E. D. Goodell family for 100 years.
The insurance
Merrick public library was closed on
were appointed to investigate and report company adjusted the loss by payment of Charles N. Buchanan were at the home
Sbursday afternoon to allow the librariof Mr and Mrs Archie Buchanan, Rice
at a later meeting. Four new settees $750.
an, Miss Marion A. Warren, to attend
Corner district, Memorial day.
have been placed on the Common and
the Bay Path Library Club meeting at
two maple trees planted in front of the
William LeClair, Norwood, visited at
North Brookfield.
high school. The ways and means com- The First Defeat of the Season, on the home of Mr and Mrs James Orowley,
the
Home
Grounds,
Miss M. Isabelle McNamara has sent mittee reported that progress had been
Green street, last week.
ber resignation to the school committee, made in the plans for the "country cirMisses Florence Mulvey and Nora ConBrookfield high went down to defeat
as teacher of grade 1, of the Blanchard cus" to be held the Fourth of July.
for the first time this season on the home Ion, nurses at Monson hospital, were the
school, to take effect at the close of the
Agreements of sale have been com grounds, in a game with South high of guests Memorial day of Miss Teresa A.
school year, U -day.
pleted and papers will be passed this Worcester, on Merrick park diamond, Mulvey.
The North Brookfield Savings Bank has put in a nest of The schools in tbe Blanchard building, week, conveying the property on Main Memorial
James Mulvey, Randolph, was at hia
afternoon, the score being 16
Steel Safe Deposit Boxes, which will be rented to the public at under the lead of their patriotic teachers street, owned by Mrs Clara Reed of to 3. The local boys realized that they home in the Over-the-river district for
had fine programs in honor of Memorial Howard street to Richard Finney of Ma- went out of their class in playing this fast the holiday.
day on Friday afternoon. We regret not ple street. The property consists of a Worcester team. The boys expected to
Mr and Mrs Henry C. Adams of Chiclarge two family house and one acre of play Brimfield academy that afternoon, opee were the guests Memorial pay of Mr
FOR THE FAMILY SIZE. Call at the Bank and secure having room to give the list in full.
land and is assessed for 62200. The house but received word Thursday morning and Mrs Carlton O. Dean.
Three candidates were initiated at a
one for your valuables.
is occupied at present by the George W that the game was cancelled. They then
meeting of Friendship Lodge, N. E. O. P.,
William H. Moulton, St. Louis, and
Doane and G. Ernest Zimmerman fami tried to arrange a game with Southbridge
3W20
ARTHUR C. BLISS, Treasurer.
Monday night. Deputy Grand warden
lies. Mr Finney secured the Reed house but were notified Friday aftenoon, that Randolph E. Moulton, Lynn, were the
May L. LaPorte of Worcester, visited the
for a home and will take possession by this team could not come. The fans were guests last week of their parents, Mr and
lodge and gave a short address. RefreshJuly I. He recently sold his home on so anxious to see a game, that as a last Mrs Samuel Moulton, Maple street.
ments were served after th3 business
Charles H. Whittemore, Albany, was
Maple St.
resort, the management secured the South
meeting.
high. The Worcester team showed their the holiday guest at the home of Mr and
Peter
Bontemple
of
South
Maple
St.,
It was travel night for the Grange,
Ill!ll!lll]|lilillllilli!i[|lllllll!!llilllllliliilllililllilllillllllll
best strength with the bases occupied, Mrs Theodore Eaton, South Maple street.
Tuesday night, and Andrew Brigbam received injuries to hia right hip and
when they tightened up and gave the
Mr and Mrs Frank E. Cutler and fambraises
about
the
face
and
shoulders
on
told of A trip to Washington. Miss Milpitcher great support, though the local ily, Lewis Thresher of Worcester and Mr
dred Mitchell sang "I'm on my way to being struck by an automobile, driven by
boys secured 11 hits and had 17 reach and Mrs Thomas J. Burkill of North
Mandatory," and there was a piano duet C. J. Wail, of Commonwealth Avenue,
first base, they were able to send but Brookfield were with Mrs Gertrude M.
by MissJUitchell and Mrs P. Eugene Boston, on the state highway, near May's
corner Monday night. Bontemple was three runs across the rubber. Worcester Gerald, Memorial day.
Gad tire.
-.
on his way home, and on account of the secured 15 hits off Clancy's delivery, but
Miss {Catherine A. Dunn was at her
Brookfield Music Glub will give a connoise made by a trolley Car, he failed to many of these followed errors by his horns in Worcester over Memorial day..
cert at town hall, Wednesday evening,
team
mates.
He
fanned
11
of
the
South
hear the automobile horn. He turned
Roy L. Moulton, Worcester, was at the
June 10, at 8 o'clock. The- program intoward tbe middle of the road suddenly high batters. A fast triple play by Wor- home of Mr and Mrs Irving Breed, for
cludes selections by Miss Laura 8. Jones,
cester
in
the
eighth
inning,
in
which
and the driver of tbe car did not have
the holiday.
of Northampton and Harry Morse of
He was Newman, Rafferty and Estaver starred
Marlboro, violinists, and Abbot It. time to avoid striking him.
Mr and Mrs Joseph Dobie and children
thrown about 10 feet. The automobile was a feature. Newman, Estaver and
New telephony toll regulations provide that
Thompson, 'cellist.
Oarr played excellent ball, the first named of Worcester were at the home of Mrs
stopped
and
the
injured
man
was
carried
unless you talk to tbe person asked fo* there
Miss Marion Warren, formerly assist- to his home, and attended by Dr. Hey- clearing tbe bases in the sixth inning Dobie's parents, Mr and Mrs A. F.
will be NO CHARGE FOR THE TOLL GALL.
ant at Worcester public library assumed wood. ' Mr Bentemple's injuries were with a long three-bagger. J. Clancy and Douty, for Memorial day.
Formerly a reduced rate wa» chained when the number called was
James P. Doyle, Natick, visiied friends
her duties, Monday, as librarian of Mer- not serious, but he was unable to work DuBois played well. The score:—
reached, even though the person asked lor was absent or not ready to talk.
rick public library, succeeding Miss Win- for three days.
in town Saturday and Sunday.
WORCESTER SOUTH HIGH
ifred Farrell, who held the position for
Mrs Edward B. Howe of Dorchester,
ah r lb tb po a e
A sale was completed Monday wherefour years, and has now gone to the public
4 3 12 3 10 was the guest Memorial day, of Mr and
Why not make a call now to some one who
by William J. Walker, owner of a groc- Carr If
library at Chicopee.
6 3 4 7 4 10 Mrs Walter R. Howe, High street.
ery store on Central, street became owner Newman 2b
would like to hear from you to-day? No talk
Sumner H. Reed has sold three and of the grocery business that was con- Sawyer aa
6 2 3 3 10 1
Mr and Mrs Robert K. Sampson, Wor—no charge.
one half acres of what is known as the ducted on Pleasant street by the late John Bowen3b
§011110 cester, Harry A. Griffing, Herbert 1.
Stowell land, which extends from Howard Mulcafiy.
Putnam
cf
8
1
1
1
0
2
0
The sale included stock-inHobson, and the Misses Virginia MonWouldn't it be worth tho price?
,- 6 2 8 4 11 1 0
street, to Charles A. Sweet -of River i trade, fixtures, good-will, wagons, etc., Estaver c
tana, Ruth L. Ohafiee, Esther C. Forstreet. It is assessed for S260, and there and* was made by Mrs Cloe Mulcahy, ad- Rafferty lb
6 12 2 610 tune and Pauline K. Musanite, SpringIf you don't know the rate, ask the Toll Operator. No charge for a
are four acres in the lot, Mr Reed keep- ministratrix. The price paid was about Mosherrf
2 2 0 0 0 0 0 field, and Howard S. Babbitt, Chicopee
call for rates. If you want the Toll Operator to report to you the actual
3 2 1114 2 Falls, passed tbe week at Lake View
ing half an acre.
cost of a flnpink1*^ call, please notify her when you give the order for
•1000. T!ie Mulcahy grocery store was Finley p
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RICHARD HEALY CO.

Clothes for Summer
Dresses for Graduation

Sweet, Summer Styles,
Correct, Exclusive and Refined
Dresses for Weddings, Graduations
and Commencements

Girls' White Dresses

Richard Heaiy Co.

Five Floors, 512 Main Street, Worcester, Mass.

SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES TO RENT.
$3 00 A YEAR

Better
Toll Rates

tbe call.

A toll call Is more satisfactory than a letter
or a telegram, and in some instances is more
economical, because you net tbe message and the answer for one price.
NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

■M—
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Miss Elizabeth Howard, supervisor of
music, entertained the teachers of the
Blanchard school at dinner at the Brookfield Inn, Wednesday afternoon, after
which they enjoyed a boat ride around
the lakes in Walter Howe's motorboat.
Mrs Howe served luncheon at the cottage
on lake Qnaboag,
Tlie marriage intentions of Mr Glover
8. Fletcher, 24, conductor, and Miss M.
Isabel l« McNamara, 23, teacher, were
filed Tn»sday, with town clerk Robert
G. Livermore. Mr Fletcher is tbe son of
Mrs George H. Johnson, River street,
and MiM McHamaraJs daughter of Mrs
Mary F. McNamara, Front; street.

one of the oldest business places in town,
44 16 15 21 27 11 S
Totals
having been conducted for years by
Roger Mulcahy, who sold out the business
BROOKFIELD
eight months ago to bis son, Johu Malab r lb tb po a e
cahy. Tbe latter died April 20. Mr
3 12 2 4 2 2
Butterworth 2b ss
Walker has transferred the stock to the Petersen 3b
3 0 0 0 110
4 0 2 9 8 10
Central street store and the Pleasant! Tunstall lb
4 0 3 3 0-21
street store will be closed, George Stone, J. Clancy p
3 10 0 0 6 3
the popular clerk it Uje Mulcahy store Hannigan 2b, ss
3 0 0 0 10 2
R. Clancy cf
for the past four years, will be in this Delaney If
4 12 2 113
4 0 0 0 0 0 0
employ of Mr Walker.
Batty rf
4 0 2 a 12 0 1
DuBois c
FOR SAL! IN ■ROOKt'lH.D
32 3 11 11 27 IS 12
Totals
MY home rssldjr.ee, large house aad ban
123456789
IS rooms; tendj repair;
repair - fine
' location. One
Acre aaade or rniit trees
0
114 19 0 0 0—16
Apply to owner, A. A. (TBIOHAJI, Worcester South 001200000—3
H. F. P. No- a.^rooWalo, Mas*. Brookfield
M-*

farm, on the east side of Quaboag lake,
owned by Mrs Charles H. Ely.
Mr and Mrs Carl Whittemore of North
Brookfield were guests, Memorial day of
Mrs Whittemore'* parents, Mr and Wit
William Bemis.
Mr and Mrs John Dnnn and Mr and
Mrs Phyllis Skinner of Gardner at Mr
and Mrs H. L. King.
Mr and Mrs Abner Pond of Spencer
and Mr and Mrs George Stoele of Worcester with Charles H. Stoele, Memorial
day. Also Mr and Mrs Charles Russell
and Edwin and Warren Russell over
Sunday.
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PHAili CONTRACT ILLEGAL
Boston & Maine Ordeped
Have It Cancelled

to

COLE SUCCEEDS
GEN. PEARSON AS
CHIEF-OF-STAFF
COLE SUCCEEDS GEN. PEARSON
AS CHIEF-OF-STAFF.
New Adjutant-General Began Hla Military Training In School Regiment

TIE CONTRACT MONOPOLY
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
SUES ORDER.
Wants. Action and Report In Thirty
Days.

Boston—Maj. Charles H. Cole of th&
First Corps Cadets has been named by
Gov.. Walsh as adjutant-general to
succeed Gardner W. Pearson, retired.
The Governor made the announcement last night.
Maj. Cole and Gen. Sweetser were
the only two local men suggested
for that post. Ieasmuch as ' Gen.
Sweetser Is a Republican and was
treasurer of the Augustus P. Gardner
campaign committee last year the
selection of Maj. Cole has been expected.
Not a little pressure had to be
brought to bear, as one reason why
Mr. Cole relinquished the Boston fire
commlssionershlp was his desire to
return to his private affairs, but the
Governor urged the post upon him
as a public duty at this time and he
finally agreed to accept.
Maj. Charles H. Cole has been connected with military organizations
since his school days and has had
thorough training with the militia.
He was born in South Boston, Oct.
20. 1871, and was graduated from the
English High Bohool, where he held
all the offices of its military company up to commander of the Boston
school regiment.
In 1890 he joined the First Corps
Cadets and successively went through
every grade of non-commissioned offices, and then was successively elected second and first lieutenant and
finally major. He resigned from the
cadets to beceme inspector general
of rifle practice, a post to which he
was appointed by Gov. Douglas. He
was at the head ot several marksmanship teams, and worked lndefatigably in gathering Information to
put to use in developing the marksmanship of the Massachusetts militia.

Boston.—In an order issued the
Public Service Commission finds that
the Boston & Maine Railroad's contract with T. H. Phalr of Presque
Isle, Me., for the purchase of ties
along the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad is a competition-killing monopoly. In restraint of trade, and that that
part of it which gives Phalr control
of the business must be cancelled.
The Commission requires the railroad
to report within thirty days what It
has done to comply with the order.
In stating what the case Is the
commission says:
"This was a proceeding, instituted
by the commission on its own motion,
to consider the legality and propriety
of an outstanding contract between
T. H. Phi>ilr of Presque Isle, Me., and
the Boston & Maine Railroad for the
purchase of ties tor the year 1914
and particularly of that part of the
contract which Is In part as follows:
"It Is understood and agreed that the
party of the first part •will not purchase ties on the line of the Bangor
A Aroostook Railroad from any other
than the party, of the second part,
during the continuation 6f this contract; and the party of the second part will not sell ties from the
Hne of the Bangor & Aroostook
Kallroad to any parties other than
the party of the first part, the
Bangor & Aroostook Railroad and
the Maine Central Railroad; and
the party of the second part, also
will not buy Or contract with or
through any party for tlee along the
lhie of the Maine Central Railroad B. & M. POSTPONES RATE INduring the continuation of this conCREASES.
tract.
"A public hearing was given on the
Boston.—Passenger rates on the
12nd of April, 1914, at which the Bos- Marlboro branch of the Boston &
ton & Maine Railroad was represent- Maine railroad and on the Fitchburg
ed by Its general solicitor and Its pur- division will not be increased on June
chasing agent and Mr. Phalr also ap- 1, as the railroad had planned, all
peared and was heard.
because a group of fighting mad cit"The gist of this provision is that izens of Marlboro headed by their
the railroad company shall not, dur- mayor, came to Boston and "put it
ing the life of the contract, buy ties up" to the Public Service Commisalong the line of the Bangor & Aroos- sion.
*
took from anyone exvept Phalr, and
The fare from Marlboro to Boston
laaft Phair, on his part, shall not sell has recently been raised from 58 to
to anyone except the Boston & Maine, 70 cents, and on June 1 it was to hay4
the Bangor & Aroostook and the been advanced to 75 cents, with no
Maine Central; also, that Phair shall reduction for round trips, as has been
not buy any ties along the line of cus ternary.
The road officials agreed to hold up
the Maine Central.
*It is perfectly manifest, on super- their Increases for another month.
ficial examination, that the Inevitable
tendency of this contract Is to give
MANY LABORERS IDLE.
to Phair a monopoly of the tie business along the line of the Bangor &
Boston.—More than 12 per cent of
Aroostook, which Is a line some four the workers of Massachusetts were
hundred miles in length through the unemployed at the close of. March, acgreatest timber-district of New Eng- cording to the twenty-fifth quarterly
land.
report of the Bureau of Statistics.
"At the hearing it appeared - that This, with one exception, la higher
although this contract runs for a year than any corresponding percentage
only, contracts, similar, so far as this since Deo. 31, 1908. The Bureau's
provision is concerned, have been statement is based on returns receivmade with Phalr (by the Boston & ed from 1082 -labor organizations, repMaine for some fourteen years; and resenting more than 173,000 organizthat the Maine Central, which has been ed wage-earners and approximately
controlled by the Bosto* & Maine, 75 per cent of all the members of
has also for many years made eori- local trade unions In this state.
tracts containing the same provision;
also, that Phalr is a director of the BLIWD MAN TO RECEIVE DEGREE.
Bangor & Aroostook and furnishes
a. large part of the ties bought iby the
West Barnstable.—John D. W. BodBangor & Aroostook. It Is manifest fish of West Barnstable, who Is to rethat under these circumstances no
ceive the degree of Bachelor of law
producer of ties along the Bangor & from the Boston University
Law
Aroostook would reasonably expect school at commencement, is one of
to find any considerable market for the first blind men In the state to
Ms ties except through Phair. The be awarded that distinction.
electric companies and the Canadian
Since he was stricken fifteen years
Pacific may take a few Aroostook
ago, he has earned his living by the
ties. But Phair himself testified that sale of his farm products and by leche thought he handled more than sev- turing. He has taken a deep Interen-eighths of the ties produced in est In other persons a filleted with
the Bangor & Aroostook country.
blindness, and bis latest lecture,
"It Is contended, on behalf of the
"Fighting In the Dark," lias done much
railroad company, that they can get
to encourage similar sufferers.
their ties as cheaply through Phair
as they can otherwise. The difficulty
Boston Woman Wlna $10,000.
with that proposition is that after a
New York—Wlnthrop Ames, the
monopoly has been established in a
groat territory like Aroostook It is theatrical manager and owner of the
Impossible for any railroad wanting Little theatre, has announced that
to purchase ties to know whether it Miss Alice Brown ot Boston has won
la or not getting its ties as cheap as the $10,000 prize offered by himself
It would In an open market. The for the best play, by an American aupresent purchasing agent of the Bos- thor. The prize- is, the largest ever
Ion £ Maine Railroad testified that offered in an open contest tor a play.
"Children of Earth" is the title of
fee found the system in vogue when
fee assumed his office in 1910 and that Miss Brown's play.
Miss Brown was born of farmer
fee was practically compelled to buy
ffea of Phair or go without Aroostook folk in Hampton Falls, N. H., and her
tJaa. Such is the natural and in- first 14 years were passed in that
evitable result of this sort of compe- neighborhood.
tiUon Mill? g contract. There is BO
seasonable inducement for any man fn
Linguist Found Asphyxiated.
Aroostook to produce ties unless he Is
Boston—With but 75 cents in bis
prepared to sell them to Phair. At pocket and surrounded by evidences
practically the only outlet for tie* of straightened circumstances, the
at Aroostook county was through body ot Edward Shuloff, once profesPhair, the producers were compelled sor in the University of Vienna, mas(a deal with him;-and the purchasing ter ot eight languages and a man ot
railroads were, as a result of the very broad education, was found in his
system which they had themselves attic room at 48 Union Park street,
helped to create, also compelled to asphyxiated. A tube had become loosdeal with him.
ened from his little gas stove.
"The public policy of this Common
wealth Is, as shown both fey th« Thacher BUI To Buy Place at Plycoarse of legislation and by the rul
mouth.
max of OUT court of last resort, en
Washington.—Heps
Thacher
of
tfrely opposed to such competition Massachusetts Introduced a bill to
kQTtng, monopoly-creating arrange provide for the government purchase
■tents sad contracts as this.
of the old William Brewster place
"In numerous cases Involving con- contiguous to the public
building
troversies between employer atd em- site now owned -by the United States
ployee our courts have ruled eon at Plymouth, Mass., at a cost of not
■fctenly again the 'closed shop. over $12,000.

A Big Man.
"He seems to {eel rather Important"
"Well, yea. He thinks tobaceo
stocks ought to slump a bit whenever jf;
he swears off smoking."

BROOKFIELP TIMES
AVOID SPREADING OF DISEASE

SPECIAL TO WOMEN
The most economical, cleansing end
germiclaal of all antiseptics la

STORSTAD SEIZED AT
MONTREAL FOR SINKING
EMPRESS OF IRELAND

ECZEMA SPREAD TO FACE
R. F. D. No. 2, Enosburg Falls, Vt—
"My eczema, began by a plmpl* on. ray
your roof Is covered]
chin. It then spread to my* facet an4
with: AmsUbk them Is an cod
neck and ears. The pimples" wars
fat tJierobe'jMilbtlng nubsDoa.
small and they festered. The-eczema
AmstftQ'iiSff sjfjl*/si'liiliHHBVlliifti s
Itched and burned so I scratohedfcand
«nd-n*edsboT(*iiStlng. You-don't
have to get,Upon tbs roof ever/
It made-raw sores. On acoountof the
two Tears and paint It
Irritation I could not-sleep-much. It
caused great - disfigurement and It
The mineral surface makes thai
caused pain.
unnecessary and it will stand rain
and
Hill and., wind and snow, for
"I then thought I would try Cutl•/ears without attention.
cura Soap and- Ointment. After using
the Cuticura Soap and Ointment a
When you paint the old-fashioned
roofings you am practically trying
week my eczema began to heal. I
to keep them from getting wet,
washed the eczema with the Cuticura
Ainatite Is made to get wet for
Spap and then put on the Outicura
water wont hurt it a bit Next
Ointment One cake of Cuticura Soap
time your old-fashioned roots need
and one box of Cuticura, Ointment
painting, cover them with Amatite.
cured me and at the end of five-Weeks
A sample of Amatite and booklet
I did not have a scar."
(Signed)
about It will be sent free on request
Miss Mabel Oilman, May 2,1913.
Address nearest office.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold
throughout the world. Sample of each BARRETT MANTJFACTURING CO.
OhloMO
free,with 32-p. Skin Booh:. Address post01»T.I«O4
Olw Uluuuolla
card "Cuticura, Dept L, Boston.**—Adv.
A Century Ago.
One hundred years ago "Dr. Thomas
W. N. U, BOSTON, NO. 23-1914.
Fenshawe Middleton waa consecrated
Dr. Eliot on Education.
first bishop of Calcutta. The conseDr. Eliot .says: "The practise of
cration took place In London, and soon
England and America is literally cenafterward the new bishop sailed for
turies behind the precept of the best
India. In Calcutta, he laid the founthinkers upon education." Is It not
dation for the Bishops' college In 1829,
humiliating that an American Is forced
and established a consistory court In,
to make such an admission concern*
that city. While zealously engaged in
lng our most vital American Instituhis duties he was attacked with a tion f
fever, of which he died in 1822. For
What can be doneT How can this
more than a century the efforts to wasteful school system be speedily
spread the Christian faith In India remedied so that It fills Its real tune
have continued.
Numerically the tlon and sends out Into the world,
Christian population In the great, east- boys and girls developed according to
ern empire Is still Insignificant, faelT ,ndi«aual talents as far as those,
amounting to only about one per cent talents permit? It Is a big question,
of the population, but It Is generally but In my next article, I propose te>
admitted to have an influence' out of outline a rational, practical system of
all proportion to its numbers.
public education which will serve
those ends.—Pictorial Review.
For Real Speeding.
"Pop," said Inquisitive Ignatz, "how
Glad to See Them Gof
fast can a horse go?"
Patience—I see a London railroad
"Well," replied father, "a mile In station has been equipped with pen*
two minutes and four seconds Is con- ny-ln-the-alot machines for the sale of
sidered good speed.
Why do you tickets to persons who wish to ac
ask?**
company friends to the train plat"Oh, I was just thinking," replied forms.
Ignatz, "what a shame It was that-Paul
Patrice—That's too cheap. I know
Revere, Tarn O'Shanter, and John 011- I'd give more than a penny to see
pln didn't have motorcycles."
some of my friends leave the town.

A soluble Antiseptic Powder to
bsj enaaofad in"«va.ter as
As a medicinal antiseptic for douches
la treating catarrh. Inflammation or
ulceretlen of nose,, threat and that
caused by feminine ills ft has no equal.
For ten years the Lydla H. Ftnkham
Medicine Oe. has recommended Epxtina
Is their private correspondence with
women, which proves its superiority.
Women who have been cured lay
it Is "worth Its weight in gold." At
druggists. 60c large box, or by mall.
The Paxtoa Toilet Co, Boston, Mass.

Scenes Attend Identification of Victims

CORPSES SO BATTERED
FEW ARE RECOGNIZED

•a. use* .i

t«raua
am* awitlja, a.«.

JSPI??!. jrsjW HAMPSHIRKOEOWKimtimort«tn

Oldest Welshman.
The oldest Welshman in the world
Is Mr. Thomas Msrris, who lives at
Westernvllle, Nek. Although he Is
now an American citizen, he- was born
a subject of George III, at the little
village of Berrfem MoatgsTmerysljfre,
on January 15, 1794. He Is therefore
one hundred and twenty yeses eld.
His father was an agricultural laborer and died when the boy was
three years eld. Morris was apprenticed te a cobbler and followed-his
trade In this country until 1871, when,
at the Oge of seventy-seven, he emigrated to "America.
The old man Is very proud of the
fact that he has lived In three centuries. He remembers the union of
Great Britain sad Ireland, the assassinatloa of President Lincoln and the
laying of the first Atlantic cable.
• Morris can still walk with the aid
of a stick and see with the aid 4f
spectacles, which ha first purchased
after passing his hundredth Birthday.;
His hearing is good, and he ejrjoys a
cuntflf tea or coffee with each meal.—
Daily Express.

AND THEN THEY UNDERSTOOD
Locomotive Engineer Made
Quit*
Plain What Had Caused Argument Between Travelers.

Two commercial travelers while la
a (rain get into an argument over
the action of the vacuum brake.
It's the Inflation of the tube that
stops the train," declared the, first
traveler.
"Wrong, wrong!" shouted the second. "It's the output of the exhaustion."
Then when the train arrived at the
station they, agreed to submit the mat.
tar for settlement to the engineer!
.That gentleman, leaning condescend^
Ujgly from his' cab, listened with anj
attentive frown to the two travelers'
statements of their argument. Then)
he smiled, shook hi* head-aad said:
"Well, gents, ye're both wrong
about the workln' of the vacuum
brakes. Yet It's very simple and easy
to understand. When we want to stop
the train we just turn this valve and,
then we fill the pipe with vacuum!"

A Pre-Establlshed Harmony.

The Ratio.
"Mr. Brown's- started his garden. I
"The doctor said to get ten cents
Of Course.
When a man puts both his money saw him planting his seeds this mornworth of this."
She—Why does a hen cackle when and confidence In the wrong bank he ing."
"Ten cents worth of that will cost
Bhe lays an egg?
"That reminds me; it's time I turned
subsequently withdraws bis confiabout half a dollar at the drug store.""
He—Because the egg can't I guess. dence.
the chickens loose."

The only way to acquire friends la
The man who lacks push Is willing
Some men waste a lot of their time
Some folks get what they want bj
to make them yourself.
to take things as they come.
looking for words of encouragenvajjt pretending nqt'to want It

Some Of These
New Fa gled Foods
Are Mighty Good!

People are sometimes slow to change even in summer
—from the old-time heavy br«a*kfast of Hied bacon er ham
and eggs.
But the "worid mores," and in thousands of homes a
wise change has been made te the new-tone breakfast-

Post Toasties

—with cream.

These sweet flavoary flakes of cern, toasted crisp and ready to eat direct from the package,
are "mighty good" irom every angle. Laber-savmg—nouwshmg-^eUciousI

Sold by Grocers everywhere.

How Disaster Happened.
Montreal.—The other side of ths
story of the collision in the St Lawrence between the Canadian Pacifis
liner Empress of Ireland and the Norwegian collier Storstad, which result-:o:ed In the sinking of the liner with ths
loss of more than 900 lives. Is now
told for the first time. The master
of the Storstad denies the charge that
he was responsible for the disaster.
Captain H. G. Kendall of the Empress of Ireland In his testimony before the Coroner at Rimouski placed
the blame for the crash upon the collier, charging the Norwegian steamer
had been warned amply by the signals of the Empress's presence, but
had run the liner down while the Em:o;
press virtually was stationary.
Storataa Captain's Verslonwix'
Quebec.—According to corrected regularly together, had bodies .of baHe also charged that his plea that
figures, 357 is the death record of .bies. All had Just arrived from Ri- the collier keep her bow in the gash
the collision in the St. Lawrence mouski.
It had made In the side of the liner
Elver, when the collier Storstad
Ranged along the shed, conspicuous had been disregarded with apparent
rammed the liner Empress of Ireland In the Louise Basin in the St. Law- deliberation, causing the Empress to
of the Canadian Pacific Steamship rence River because it was draped fill rapidly and sink within a.few minCo.
Survivors of the castaatrophe with black and the British flag, were utes.
number 408, very few women being the scarlet coated marines from the
Captain Thomas Andersen of the
British cruiser Essex, acting as a Storstad had remained silent on the
among them.
More than 300 bodies have been guard of honor. Blue coated Quebec subpect of the collision until reaching
taken from the river, but about 660 policemen moved to and fro, while Montreal, his destination. After he
corpses are held In the hulk ot the Canadian Government officials stood had made a report to representatives
Empress or are drifting with wreck- ready to give sympathy and help.
of the Dominion Coal Company, charAt the heads of those forty rows of terers of the vessel, and of the ownage along the Gaspe coast below
Father Point. Two steamships and coffins stood lines of men and women, ers of the steamers, a statement based
the British cruiser Essex are sweep- many of them survivors, looking for on his declarations to them was given
ing the river with searchlights, search- relatives and friends. Each coffin lid out
was lifted by one of the searchers
ing for the dead.
The Storstad Statement
The official statement of the Can- while others crowded close to get a
The statement is as follows:
adian Pacific Railway containing the glimpse at the body Inside. The line
"The fact that the Storstad has onlist of the living and the lost was moved constantly. One lid would be ly now reached port has made It Imdropped
with
a
low
toned
"No"
and
given out and It Is believed to be
possible heretofore to give an authenthe searcher would raise the lid of tic statement on her behalf. All confairly accurate. It is as follows:
, Lost, 9S7; saved, 403; total 1,360. the next coffin, just dropped by the nected with the Storstad deplore most
Passengers lost, 746; crew lost, 211. person ahead.
deeply the terrible accident which has
Suddenly a low moan of a man or resulted In the loss of so-many valuPassengers saved, 201; crew saved,
the muffled scream of a woman broke able lives. It Is not with any desire
tot.
the silence. "Oh, Mary!" "My hus- to condemn others, but simply beAlready investigation la under way.
band!" or some name of endearment cause It is felt that the public is entiThe first steps were taken at
was uttered.
tled to know the facts that the folRimouski when Coroner J. Pinaull obA stalwart man bent forward and
tained a statement from Capt. Henry kissed the gashed forehead of his Wife. lowing statement is put forward:
"The vessels sighted each other
George Kendall, the commander of It is remarkable how many heads
when far apart. The Empress of Irethe lost liner.
were cut or bruised. A woman would
The captain testified that the Em- fall fainting on the lid of the coffin land was seen off the port bow of
press was motionless in a shifting she had just raised. Thus It went the Storstad. The Empress of Irefog and that be warned the collier on all day long until forty-eight bo- land's green, or starboard, light was
visible to those on the Storstad. UnStorstad with whistle, bell, megaphone dies were Identified.
der these circumstances the rules ot
and voice to keep her distance. He
A man would find the bodies of his navigation gave the Storstad the right
saw the collier lunging forward and wife and children.' A woman would
sent his own ship astern, but coald identify the body of her husband. In of way.
' Fog Hides Vessels.
Dot avoid the Storstad's bow, which the hunt for bodies of the victims
"The heading of the Empress was
struck the Empress amidships, and there was no distinction ot class. Evthen changed In such a manner as to
pierced deeply.
ery person, whether finely dressed or put the vessels In a position to pass
The most Interesting point In the roughly clad, took his turn in the line safely. Shortly after a fog enveloped
official account of the disaster was that moved constantly from coffin to first the Empress and then the StorCapt. Kendall's statement that he coffin. The great majority of persons,
stad.
pleaded* with Storstad's commander however, were disappointed in their
"Fog signals were exchanged, the
to keep full speed ahead, so as to search.
Storstad's engines were at once slowplug the great hole torn In the EmLost Hla Entire Family.
ed and then stopped. Her heading repress's side. But the collier hacked
At times a frantic man would hurry mained unaltered. WhlBtles from the
away immediately and the river rush- from coffin to coffin looking over the Empress were heard on the Storstad
ed Into the sundered ship. The rail- shoulders of persons near it and try- port bow and were answered. The Emroad officials believe that the Em- ing to satisfy himself by a quick press of Ireland was then seen through
press could have been kept above glance that the body was not that of the fog, close at hand on the port bow
water for perhaps an hour, maybe the loved one—most of the bodies of the Storstad. She was-showing her
- more, If the Storstad had manoeuvred were so marred that quick Identifica- green light and was making considwith her victim.
j
tion was Impossible—and then dash erable headway.
Capt, Anderson of the collier de- to the next The most pathetic is the
"The englneB of the Storstad were
clined to say anything about tie col- experience of C. W. Cullen, a candy ^t once reversed at full speed, and her
lision except, "I did my best."
headway
was nearly checked when
merchant of Montreal, who had sent
With the Norwegian flag flying at his wife, two children and a mald,- the vessels came together.
half mast at her stern the collier Stor- Jennle Blythe, on the Empress of Ire"It has been said that the Storstad
stad came into port under her own land for a summer trip to England. should not have backed out of the hole
steam. She was badly damaged about The maid alone survived.
made by the collision. She did not do
the bows, but so far as could be seen ' A glance at the bodies taken In a so. As the vessels came together the'
this did not extend to more than twen- walk along the line revealed the story Storstad's engines were ordered ahead
ty feet from the stern. She was low ot the collision and the Incidents fol- for the purpose of holding her bow
In toe water except at the bows where lowing. Almost all bore marks of vio- against the side of the Empress and
she had evidently been lightened. lence Inflicted by contact with parts thus preventing the entrance of waThat the Impact with the Empress of of the wrecked ship or In struggles in ter Into the vessel.
Ireland had been great was- evident the water. There were bodies of woStorstad's Bow Pulled Out
*oy the way' the vessel's stem' was men whose heads were split open or
"The headway of the Empress, howtwisted to port, the hawse hole com- gashed. It is possible that women
pletely, smashed, plates, cracked, riv- running from their staterooms in the ever, swung the Storstad around In
ets twisted or missing, while the heavy darkness following the collision ran such a way as to twist the Storstad's
anchor had evidently been driven against stanchions or were hurled bow out ot the hole, and to bend the
bow ItseM over to port.
back several feet into the bows.
against the walls of the sides of the
'The Empress, at once disappeared
In anticipation of the arrival of the corridors. The wounds also indicated
In the fog. The Storstad sounded her
Norwegian collier. Mr. W. Simpson that some of the women had been
whistle repeatedly in an effort to loWalker register of the Admiralty crushed when the collier buried her
cate the Empress of Ireland, but
court, was Instructed by Messrs. steel nose in the side of the Empress,
could obtain no Indication of her
Meredith,
MacPherson,
Hague,
Officials in Rimouski have said also whereabouts until cries were heard.
Shaughnessy, Holden and Heward, that the bodies of the women showed
The Storstad was then maneuvred as
solicitors tor the Canadian Pacific that several of them had been stab- close to the. Empress as was safe, In
Railway to Issue documents for the bed, that bodies of men bad been view of the danger of injury- to the
seizure of the Storstad for damages found with knives in their hands. At persons already In the water. -The
by collision to the extent of two mil- any rate, It was apparent by a glance Storstad at once lowered every one
lion dollars. This amount can be at the shrouds that had been placed of her boats and sent them to save
further augmented. Ths warrant was on the bodies of both'men and women the passengers and crew of the Emexecuted by Acting Deputy Sheriff W. that there were other wounds not dis- press, though she herself was In a ser8. M arson.
The collier's captain closed on the faces.
ious danger of sinking. When two
made demur when the official tried
In addition to the' 188 bodies re- boats from the Empress reached the
.to board her, but the latter succeed- ceived here twenty-one had been Iden- Storstad the Storstad's men also maned. The warrant was nailed to the tified at Rimouski and shipped to the ned these boats and Went In them
mast accompanied by a writ of sum- homes of relatives. That makes .209 to the rescue. Her own boats mads
mons In rent. The vessel cannot now bodies recovered out of a total of al- several trips, and In all about SB0 perbe moved without the deposit of bail. most 1,000 victims. If the Empress Is sons were taken on board, aad everyraised many other bodies trapped In thing that the ship's stores contained
Which will be arranged.
their staterooms will be obtained, but was used tor their comfort Clothes
the question as to whether the ship of those on the Storstad were placed
! 40 LONG LINE8 OF COFFINS.
will be lifted—It seems impossible at the disposal of the rescued, and evWen and Poor Alike Walt Turn te that It wlH not be raised—has not j ery assistance was rendered.
been
decided in toe stress of circumIdentify Dead.
Denies Storstad Delayed.
Quebec—Stretched In three rows stances following the catastrophe.
"The statements which have appearFew Likely to Be Identified.
fin a low ceiling pier shed- were 136
The bodies which are not identified ed in the press Indicating that there
(lack, brown and white pine coffins
ontalnint 188 bodies, less than one- here wll be embalmed and kept for a was the slightest delay on the part of
afth of the victims of the coIIIslonTie- few days, longer. Then they will be the Storstad In rendering prompt and
twsen the mpress of Ireland and.the photographed by representatives of efficient aid do a cruel Injustice to the
the Canadian Pacific and burled In captain, who did not hesitate to send
.collier Storstad.
out every boat be had, in spite of the
Twenty-five of these coffins, covered graves marked "unknown.**
The prospects are that few more will desperate condition of his own ship."
with white sating and snuggled ir-

Funeral Ship Reaches Quebec and Distressing

DAISY

Wanted to Buy Old
yalAISMn
aWawwt*.
BJ'S.

be Identified and that the remainder
et the victims will have graves on
land marked by a number, as their
coffins are, or graves in the sea. All
the bodies that have been recovered
have been shipped from Rimouski.

TWO FATHERS CLAIM
BODY OF WRECK

Striking

Resemblance

BABE

Between the

Men, Both of Whom Lost
Thair Families.

Quebec.—One of the moid pathetic
experiences was that of C. W. Cullen,
a Montreal merchant, whose wife and
two children were lost 1n the wreck.
Cullen was one of the first on the
seen*. Even while the sailors, were
■till carrying in their burdens he

paced restlessly back and forth, scanning each casket as soon as it was
laid down. In one of the pitiful little
nine boxes which they carried down
the plank as a mother would carry
a child, he found one of the Jost
ones, Maud, a six-year-old -daughter.
Twelve' Children's Bodies.
Besides the body of Maud Cullen
lay twelve more of. these tiny forms,
none over six years and some scarcely twelve months. Cullen looked at
them all, aad at last, with a cry of
joy, he found the other.
, "That Is my boy," he said to those-

about him, and went on to search
for his wife.
Scarcely had he turned away when
T. H. Archer, of Saskatchewan, who
also lost a wife and child, stopped
suddenly beside the same coffin.
"That's Alfred!" he cried. "That't
my boy!" and hurried to the cornel
where Coroner C. Will JoHcour had
established an office. His astonish
ment when he found Cullen hai
claimed the boy: was pitiful.
Canon Scott, rector of St Matthew'!
Church, brought the two men together
and they -went back to "view* the body.

Precautions That Should Be Observed
by Those Afflicted With
Tuberculosis.

All persons who are intimately associated with cases of active pulmonary tuberculosis cannot be too cautious about the proper disposition of
tabercular sputum.
Such sputum
should always be received in cups
containing a five per cent solution of
lysol or carbolic acid, or, m the absence of these, milk of lime. Paper
cups, made especially for this purpose,
may be used and subsequently burned.
Soiled handkerchiefs and cloths
should be Immersed for one hour In
lysol or carbolic acid (five per cent)
and then boiled before they are handled. The patient should be provided
with a set of dishes for his exclusive
use, and these should be kept by
themselves and boiled thoroughly after each meal. Remember that tuberculosis Is a preventable disease, but
that Its control can be accomplished
only by the strictest observance of
sanitary precautions.

Jfflfas. ,
JQhman'sDrmk(fveryhodtjsJ)pnk

SUCCEEDS IN CANADA
An Interesting and successful American farmer, Lew Palmer, of Staveley,
Alta., passed through the city today.
Mr. Palmer came from Duluth, Minn.,
just ten years ago, and brought with
him four cows and three horses—and
that was his all. He homesteaded In
the Staveley district, and today has
480 acres of land, $3,000 worth of implements, 34 Percheron horses, made
81,000 out of hogs last year, raised
7,000 bushels of wheat, 6,000 bushels
of oats, 12 acres, of potatoes, and 18
tons of onions. His farm and stock Is
worth 830,000, and he made It all In
ten years.—Exchange.—Advertisement
Seeing Is Believing.

Miss Brown—Do you think that
Sally Collins believes In this "uplift"
movement?
Miss Jones—Prom the way In which
she mounts a street car I have no
doubt of It

Whenever.
you MS SB
AIIOW think
si Coca-Cola.

Mysteries of Complexion.
Its Supply.
Under woman suffrage in Australia
"She has a fine complexion-*"
"The meter furnishes light reading,
hundreds of improvements have been doesn't iff"
"And she gives every man
made In laws.
kisses her a little of It as a mow
•'Yes, In volumes ot gas."

Have a Porch
Party with

W5 LEY5:
^
SPEARMINT
It's the ideal offering to
guests or family, especially
after dinner.
If s the hospitality gum—
so perfectly
packed that it
stays perfectly
fresh and clean,
It costs almost nothing; but people
like It better
than much
more costly things.
overeaten" feelings—refreshes the mouthcleanses the teeth
beautifully.

EVERY
PACKAGE
TIGHTLY
SEALED!
Remember—the new seal is airtight and dust-proof! It's the
best gum in the best package.

Be SURE it's WRIGLEY'S.
Look for the spear.

Chew it after
every meal

WEST BROOKFIELD.
Miss Charlotte Fales is visiting in Boston.
Mr and Mrs William Hawks were in
town Memorial day.
James A. Anderson, Central; street, is
on a business trip in Utica, N. T.
Mr and Mrs, Herbert Thompson of
Springfield were in town over Sunday.
Mrs Frank Fales andMrsLilhn Shaw.a
Springfield, were in West Brookfield for
Memorial day.
Worcester Gyms defeated the West
Brookfield A. A., 8 to 5, on the common,
Saturday forenoon.
Mrs Fletcher B. Holmes, Woodbury,
N. J., is the gnest of her parents, Mr
and Mrs Melville A. Stone.
Miss Florence Johnson of Boston spent
the holiday with her parents, Mr and
Mrs Johnson, West Main street.
Mrs G. H. Wright, Lake street is
spending the week with her daughter,
Mrs G. G. Glass of South Barre.
The Grange Auxiliary will meet at the
home of Mrs Edmond R. Sibley, Myriek
street, Friday night.
Husbands of the
members are invited to supper.
C. A. Risley & Co. have an air compressor driven by a small gasoline engine
for lettering granite, with pneumatic tools.
It is portable and can be carried to cemet ™ies or used in their work for lettering
monuments.
SB*
The Literary society met with Mrs H.
H. Niles Thursday afternoon. The musical in charge of Mrs C. J. Huyck and
Mrs F. L. Woodward was postponed till
a later date. Current events occupied
the afternoon.

Miss Hauna Crowley, formerly em
ployed at the home of Mrs Chauncey
L. Olmstead, West Main St., sailed with
her stster Miss Molly Crowley, for a visit
with relatives in Dunmanway, Ireland.
The Massachusetts highway commission
and selectmen have decided to defer the
building of the section of macadamized
road from a point near the flag pole on
Main street to the residence of John A.
Conway, West Main street, until August
when teams and men will be more available than now.
NEW BRAINTREE.
Mr Erastus Osgood of Quincy, was a
guest at Summit farm, last week.
Mrs S. W. Pierce of West Brookfield,
spent the week end with Mrs Sarah
Wetherell.
Mr and Mrs Golden Pollard ef Worcester have been guests of Mr and Mrs H.
D. Pollard.
D. C. Wetherell attended the funeral of
Dana J. Pratt at the Old South church,
Worcester, last Sunday.
Mr George Boyden and wife of Medway spent the week end with C. M. Boyden.
The Grange held its annual Strawberry
Festival and dance on Wednesday evening with 150 in attendance. A pleasing
entertainment was given by a black face
company of singers.
Harold Wright of Dover, who has
served in the U. S. Navv for three years
and nine months, has resigned, and was
a visitor at Tarry-a-While farm last week.

Bagger—Better Th*M Ever.
A New Sales Recorf Will Be
Attained By This Mow New
England Famous Event.

DenholmBoston
& McKay
Co.
Slore"-

Mrs John A. Stannard with Mr and
£dmund Walsh, Ware street, a work Mrs Charles L. Sanford.
Joseph J. Durkin, of the class of '09,
man on the West Brookfield section of
B. & A. division railroad, will be super- B. H. S., who/will graduate from Holy
visor of the maintenance of the West Cross this month, has been the guest of
Brimfield section, Succeeding Edward his brother, Thomas J., Central street.
King, West Brimfield, who will have
William Roach, after a week's visit,
charge of the West Broookfield tracks. has returned to New Haven.
Mr Walsh will remove his home to West
71 imfield.
The young people of the Grange, losers
in the competitive entertainment, April
22, served a supper in Grand Army hall,
Thursday night to members and townspeople. The money taken will be given
to the Educational Aid Fund.
There
was a short literary and musical entertainment followed by an address by Rev.
A. H. Wheelock, Marlboro, chaplain of
the State Grange.
Each year more and more summer soThere were Memorial day exercises for journers from all oyer the country are
all the pupils in the School street and and seeking pleasant spots in New England,
Milk street buildings last Friday. -The patronizing well-m inaged hotels and the
pleasantly located boarding places and
Alanson Hamilton post, G. A. R. sent as farms where paying guests are received.
visitors, Commander Allen Jones, FranEach season thousands of people turn
cis Southwick, Isaac N. Jones, Edwin to the advertising columns of the Boston
Evening
Transcript, where so many anWilbur, Jonathan G. Warren with Rev.
nouncements of summer places are pubJohn H. Hoffman of the Congregational lished.
church. The children in each room preMany families prefer to lease farms,
sented well prepared programs of songs houses or cottages in the country. Hunand reeitations. The veterans told stories dreds of properties are sold every, season
of the war to the children. All took part to parties from Eastern and Western
cities who are attracted by advertisements
iu saluting the flag. District schools 2 in the Transcript.
and 4 conducted exercises in the morning.
If you desire to reach the well-to-do
people and attract them to your town inThere is an exhibition of dsawing and sert a well-worded advertisement in the
manual training in the School street Boston Transcript.
Full information, rates, sample copies
building, this week. Grades 7, 8 and 9
exhibit work in basketry, wood work and and advice cheerfully given on requesa.

Worcestef s
Leading Store

The Year's Greatest Saving Event—Our Annual

Department Managers' Sale
Will Be Held This Week—Three Days Only

Thursday, Friday, Saturday, June 4, 5 and 6
We have planned to make it the most memorable money-saving event ever held by
any retail store in New England, surpassing' in magnitude and value giving even the Gigantic successes—our Department Managers' and Employees' Sales of Last Tear.

$200,000 Worth of New Seasonable
Merchandise
livery person in the City of Worcester, as well as the 300,000 or more people living within a trading radios of Worcester
should plan to attend this mammoth money-saving event It will be the greatest sale we ever herd-greatest in volume—greet!
est in quantities of merchandise—greatest in bargains. $200,000 worth of new, seasonable, wanted merchandise is to be sold
for about $100,000—or at an average of Half Price.

This Great Sale Is the Result of Over Six Months' Planning
It is largely due to the "onee-a-aeaaon" liberal price concessions of Manufacturers, Importers, Wholesalers and Commission Merchants, as well as, in many instances, an utter disregard for profits on our part, that such a sale is made possible.
New goods at an average of one-half their real worth. In many instances new goods have been sold to us at less than the actual
cost of production. Our Ten Big Show Windows, the entire store front, will be given to the display of the sale goods. -Hundreds of extra salespeople will be here to serve you during the sale. Pull particulars of the sale in Wednesday Evening Worcester Newspapers. Six page circulars telling of the sale are being distributed in your town—Look for them.

Biggest Rubber Tree of AH.
What is believed to be the largest
rubber tree in the world stai.ds in the
Brazilian territory of Acre, on the
frontier of Bollva. Its stem is 27 feet
2 7-10 inches in circumference at the
base. For 120 days every year this
colossus gives 22 pounds of rubber a
day. At present prices this brings in
$2,160 a year, or a fair interest on
about $60,000, to its owners, a family
of seven Serlngueiros.

NORTH BROOKFIELD
ON FRIDAY, JDNE

1?

Too Good an Excuaer.

Boston Transcript Co,

Collector's Sale

Comrades of Alanson Hamilton Post,
G. A. K., with sailors, soldiers and guests
met in G. A. R. hall at 10 o'clock, Saturday morning. The line of march was
formed there as follows:—West Warren
brass band, Quaboag tribe, T. O. R. M.,
Alanson Hamilton Post, G. A. R., Allen
Jonesr commander, town officials and
other invited guests in carriages. The
route of the procession was to Sacred
Heart cemetery, where Rev. Michael 1.
Murphy, rector of Sacred Heart church,
offered prayer. The graves of 12 soldiers
were decorated there.
Reforming the
line marched to Pine Grove cemetery
where, after prayer) by Rev, Jobn H.
Hoffman, the graves of 57 soldiers were
di-.t jrated. Returning to the town hall
exercises were conducted by the school
children. The address of the day was
by Rev. William H. Wheelock, Marlboro.
Following the exercises in the hall a
lunch was served in Grand Army hall.

as Collector of Taxes for said Brookfield by the
Assessors of Taxes, remain unpaid, and that the
smallest undivided part of said land sufficient to
satisfy said taxes with the interest and all legal
costs and charges, or the whole of said land if
no person offers to take an undivided part thereof will be offered for sale by public auction, at
the office of the Collector of Taxes, In the town
and give you a large income producing prophouse In said Brookfield, on
erty *«• it. I'm getting 11128 every year for my
six-family bouse located four minutes from
at Two O'clock P. M., for the payment of said trolleys in one of Boston's most popular subtaxes, with interest, costs and charges thereon, urbs. House is in absolutely perfect condiunless the same shall be previously discharged.
tion, fully occupied by .desirable tenants. If
yon have a farm you want to sell, let's get toHARRIET A. PLIMPTON,
gether.
(Now supposed to be owned by Sarah D. Hall)|
J. B. LEWIS
A certain tract of land with the buildings
thereon situated in that part of said Brookfield
Ml Tremont Street, Boston
called Podunk and bounded as follows:—Northerly on land of B. 8. Pitts and a town road; easterly on land of Horace J. Terry and a town road;
southerly tin land of the heirs of H. F. Davidson
and land of Eliza H. Spencer; and westerly on
land of Phoebe R. Elmslie. containing about 40
acres.
Tax Of 1912. *34 49.
Tax of 1913, $88.32.

I'll Buy
Your Farm

MONDAY, JUNE J5, J914

HARRIET A. PLIMPTON,
(Now supposed to be owned by Sarah D. Hail)
A certain tract of land situated in that part of
said Brookfield called Podunk and bounded as
follows:—Northerly on land of Charlotte Wood
and land of Leander Morse; easterly on land of
the heirs of Lewis Henshaw; southerly on land
of Harry G- Ives; and westerly on land of John
Deon, containing about 14 acres.
Tax of 1912. tT.73.
Tax of 1918, fl .61.

HARRIET A. PLIMPTON,
(Now supposed to be owned by|Sarah X). Hall)
A certain tract of land situated in that part of'
said Brookfield called Podunk and bounded an
follows:—Northerly on land of the heirs of W.
H. Gouldlng; easterly on land of Mary D. Nichols ; southerly on land of George E. Bemsen; and
westerly on land of John E. Smith, containing
about 8 acres.
Tax of 1912. U M,
Tax of 19'3, 14.30.

I, L CURRIER,

Wedding Invitations
and Announcements
engraved or printed in the
very latest styles, and the
best work guaranteed. '

Horace J. Lawrence,
Journal Office,
North
Brookfield, Mass. )
(

A certain parcel of land situated on East Main
street tn the center village of said Brookfield and
bounded as follows:—Northerly on said East
Main street; easterly on land now or formerly of
Eusene F. Hubbard; southerly on land of William Nichols: and westerly ou land of Elbert L.
Bemls, containing about % acre,
Tan of 1WI, SIl».
Tax of 1912,
.
DRESSMAKING
Tax of IMS.
ARTHUR F. BUTT1SEWOBTH,
It Protract St. ,.
North Brookfidsl
Collector of Axes (or the Town of Brookfield
for the year. 1*U. WM and lets.

MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH

J

AFTERNOON AND EVENING,
ADMISSION 25 and 35 Cts.

A young man, having broken an appointment with Doctor Franklin, came
to him the following day and made a
very handsome apology for Ms absence. He was proceeding when the
weaving rugs, each boy having made his
doctor stopped him with: "My good
own design. They have made wooden
boy, say no more; you have said totr
coat bangers and plant sticks, the work 334 Washington St., Boston, Mass. much already; for the man who la so
having been done in a well-equipped
good at making an excuse la seldom
shop. The basketry class has made
good at anything else."—Life.
jyaste-baskets and tumbler vases. They
The Dreamer.
hWe also samples of water coloring and
A dreamer is frequently a eomot
OF REAL ESTATE
"dfvign. Pupils in grades 4 and 5 have
precursor of the future, but be doe*
attractive raffiia bags and napkin rings,
BROOKFIELD, MASS., May 20,19U.
in addition to their regular work in draw- The owners and occupants of the following not feel like waiting for It. That
ing. Miss Edna B. Atwood supervisor in described parcels of real estate situated in the which nature needs thousands of
town of Brookfield, in the count; of Worcester, years to accomplish he wants to sea
drawing, has on exhibition, specimens of and Commonwealth of Massachusetts, and the
are hereby notified that the taxes there- achieved during his lifetime.—Lessing.
her own work in charcoal, oil and water public
on severally assessed for the years hereinafter
specified,
according to the list committed to me
coloring, metal work, clay and basketry.
The marriage of Harry B. Allen, son
of Mr and Mrs Elmer D. Allen and Miss
Carrie A. Benson, daughter of Mr and
Mrs Andrew L. Benson, took place at
the home of toe bride's parents, Thursday evening, at 6.30 o'clock. The ceremony was performed by Rev. A. W. L.
Nelson, of the Methodist church, and
witnessed by the immediate families of
the bride and groom. The bride wore a
beautiful ■wedding gown of Bhadow lace
-draped OVer net. Following the ceremor
jr a Supper was served to the guests,
^kr and Mrs Allen are active members in
the Grange, where they both have many
friends, and both have held office in the
order. They are also active members in
the Methodist church. The young people will make their home with the pa
rents of the groom.

MAILS DUB 10 ABEIVE.
A. H. 6.40—Eaat and West.
j
9.30—West.
F. M. 12.45—East and West.
a.0ft~We«t
4.S0-fEast.
7.05—East and West.
MAILS CLOSE.

Is To Be Sold at Half Price, Nearly Half Price and Legs Than Half Price

BROOKFIELD.

Summer
Places
Wanted

FRIDAY, JUNE 5,1914.

WILD WEST
AND FRONTIER EXHIBITION

coo*»»rfir*

Miss Julia Reilly died at her home on
Bell street, Thursday morning, aged 76,
from heart failure, after a long sickness.
She was born in Queen's County, Ireland,
and came here in 1869. She has no near
relatives, except two cousins, Michael and
John Coughlin, West Brookfield. Funeral on Saturday, at 9 a. m,, from St.
Joseph's church.

BAY PATH LIBRARY CLUB
Hold an Interesting and Profitable
All Day Meeting.

Bay Path Library Club held its annual
meeting at the Haaton Library, Thursday, morning and afternoon, with an attendance of some 50 people from the
territory covered by the Club.
A. M. 8.00—West.
The last service over the remains of the,
Mr Ward A, Smith, chairman of the
6.46—East.
late Dana J. Pratt, were at the Congrega- Board of Trustees welcomed the visiting
11 .30— East and West.
tional church on Monday afternoon, Rev. librarians in a graceful speech. It is 15
t. M. 1.00—West.
Mr Budd paying a just tribute to his ster- years since the club last met in North
4.40—East.
6.00— Kast and West.
ling character and faithful Christian ser- Brookfield.
Malls for East Brookfield are despatched at vice. The bearers were C. W. Eggleston,
In the absence of President Fuller, by
A. M., 11.30 A. M. and 1 P. M. Malta from
rv 6.4*
East Brookfield are received at 9.30 A. M. and M. A. Longley, A. K. Pecot and "E. D. reason of the serious illness of her hus1.40 P. M,
The burial was in Walnut band, the first vice president, Miss
Package mails are despatched twice daily as J3orbin.
follows!—11.80 A. M. East -and North, 8 P. M. Grove cemetery.
Haynes of Worcester presided.
West and South.
Malta for the Rural Delivery is closed at 8.15
The first address was by Mr Robert K.
Memorial day passed off according to
A. M. and received at 1 JO P. M.
Shaw, libraian oi the Worcester library,
The office hours will be:—0.90 A. M. to 8 F. M. the usual program, but without npecial
Holidays, 6.30 to 9,30 A. M. and 6 to 6 P. M.
incident or accident A drum corps from who gave the results of his investigation
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
Spencer furnished music for ths veterans of the working conditions in the libraPAUL M. KEANEY, Asst.
on their ride to the cemetery. There ries of the smaller towns. His informawere 34 members of the G. A. R. and 26 tion was gained through a series of quesNORTH BROOKFIELD.
of the 8. of V., that went to Walnut tions sent out to the librarians, of whom
Grove cemetery, and decorated the graves 12 responded. Miss Farrell of the CbicoMaynard Foster baa gone to Philadel- of former comrades, a living plant hav- pee public library and Miss Mary D.
phia, to re-join his parents.
ing been set out previously by Comrades Thurstonof Leicester, spoke from their
Amasa Walker and family are expected Deane and Webiier. On returning to the own experience; Miss Florence E. Wheelhere today for the summer.
monument the usual ritual was used by er, librarian of the Leominster, and Miss
The young ladies bowling club have a the patriotic societies, with a brief ad- Ella E. Meisch Knowlton of Southbridge,
both "real live wires," charged with enprivate party and dance at Grange hall, dress by Rev. A. W. Budd.
thusiasm and up-to-date metnods of "loto-night.
>
Through the courtesy of the station
' The B & E play the, West-End A. A. agent, Mr Kelley, we are in receipt of an cal advertising in small towns" were the
of Worcester on the Common Saturday advance sheet of the new timetable which next speakers, while Miss Mabel E.
Knowlton of Shrewsbury, gave her exafternoon.
will be issued to-morrow, and go into
perience in a still smaller circle, where
Mr Edgar Burrill of Columbia Univer- effect on Sunday. The only change we
methods were naturally different.
sity, New York, and Mrs Burrill are here note on the Branch is that the morning
A salad dinner was served at 12,30 by
train
from
the
east
will
arrive
here
at
for the summer,
the Woman's Union of the CongregaMrs Frances T. Blancbard, Mr Law- 7.17 a. m., five minutes later than at
The train now leaving East tional church, and nearly 50 sat down to
rence and Miss Lawrence were guests at present.
Brookfield at 9.13 a. m., going west, will it.
Palmer, Memorial day.
The officers chosen for the ensuing year
be made one minute quicker, and the one
Summer sermons on nature study for
now scheduled at 7.12 p. m., on Sunday, are:—President, Mrs Clara A. Fuller of
• the boys and girls will be given at the
going west will be two minutes later, at Oxford; honorary vice president, Miss
Methodist church, commencing text
M. Anna Tarbell of Brimfield; vice presi7.14.
Sunday,
dents, Miss Mary D. Tburston of LeicesMrs Mary J. Cunningham, formerly of ter, Miss Nellie L. Smith of North BrookThe game between Warren and North
Brookfield scheduled to take place last North Brookfield, and a constant reader field; secretary, Miss Florence C. WheelWednesday, was postponed until Mon- of the JOURNAL, has resigned gs matron er of Leominster; treasurer, Mrs Grace
of the Worcester home for age€ men, her Whittemore of Hudson. A vote of apday June 8.
Miss Alice Walsh gave a party in honor successor having taken up her duties on preciation was tendered Miss Winifred
ot Miss Bertha A. Collins, at the home Monday. She has been matron of the Farrell, the retiring secretary, who has
of Mrs Theodore Barnard, King street, home for 23 years, giving excellent satis- removed to Ohicopee. The fall meeting
faction, to trustees and inmates. When will be held at Holden in October.
Wednesday evening.
she first took the place there were but
The treasurer's report showed cash on
Miss Helena Maloney, South Main
two inmates, now there are nine. She hand at beginning of year as •60.63; restreet, and George Reynolds of Worcesresigned on account of ill health, having ceipts from 46 members 823, expenses
ter, will be married at St Joseph's church
been under medical treatment for the •25.31, leaving a balance of •58.31.
next Monday morning.
past three months. She will Bpend the
The after dinner speakers were Miss
Bom—At Beverly, June 1, a daughter summer with her sister, Mrs William
to Carroll F. and Mabel A. Moore, and Rose, Beaver Lake, N. H., and on her M. Anna Tarbell, of Brimfield, the hongreat grand-daughter to Deacon Horatio return to Worcester will live with her orary vice-president, who connected the
Library with Community Interest, from
Moore of North Brookfield,
daughter.
personal experience in an agricultural
Next Sunday is memorial Sunday for
The program for rhetoricals at the high town.
the A. O. II., and they will meet at their
school this afternoon with those taking
Miss Grace W. Wood, reference apd
hall at 2 o'clock p. m., to march to the
part is as follows:—Recitations, The art librarian of the Worcester public libcemetery to decorate the graves.
Gypsy Lass, A Potpourri, and The La- rary gave an excellent paper on Dramatic
The annual meeting of Major Peter borer were 'given by Marion Crooks,
Possibilities in Country Schools, which
Harwood Chapter, D. A. R., will be with Frances Doane and Harry Jandrow reseemed to-put .the subject in a very, pracMrs Beckwith and Mrs Parkuian, at the spectively; an essay by Mabel Moody on
tical light.
home of the latter, June 6, at 3 o'clock. The Progress of Science, preceded the
Dr Idelle M. Edmands gave her imThe high school base ball team defeat- recitation, Regulus to the Roman Senate, pressions of The Library Public, their
ed the B & R in two games on Memorial by Frank Gendron. There were two es- needs and their desires, from their own
day. The morning contest was a ten says, The Proposed Change in our Flag, viewpoint, with a number of excellent
inning game, ending with a score of 1 by Joseph Tucker, and The Needs of suggestions.
to 0.
the Army, by Jessie Cook; then came
An original poem was read by Miss
The ladies of the Woman's Union will three recitations, The-Song of the Mar- Nellie Smith telling how one librarian
meet Thursday, June 11, at 2 p. in. to ket Place, ThejBridgekeeper's 8tory, and "earned her dollar" for a good cause.
sew; foreign missionary program at 4 The Death of Napoleon, by Mary Boyle, Brief reports were given by delegates to
o'clock. Everybody is cordially invited Margaret Cohan and Heny Doyle. The the A. L. A. meeting in Washington.
last number is an essay by Carl Uardin
to attend.
In order that we may give more space
Mrs Timothy Murphy attended the
The Grange had an evening with the to the valuable suggestions made by the
funeral on Monday of Mrs Anna Clancy, Graces at their hall last evening. Flora, essayists we leave our fuller report jiintil
in Bridgeport, Conn. Mrs Clancy form- Miss Stephanie Glass, was in charge of next issue.
erly lived here and will be remembered the program, and gave as the first num
Among those present were Mr Charles
by many.
beran essay on the "Wild Flowers of F. D. Belden, chairman of the MassaMorning subject at the Congregational Massachusetts;" Miss Mabel Chadbourne chusetts Library Commission; Mrs J. M.
Miss Campbell, of the same, who has charge
church—"Failure and Final Victory.'^ sang "The Mission of a Rose."
In the evening there will be a union ser- Jennie Doane gave.a paper on "The Cul- for aliens; Miss E. Louise Jones and Miss
vice to be addressed by Dr. Kinnear, our tivation of Flowers." A guessing con- Elizabeth P. Sohier also connected with
test wherein the blanks in a story were the commission, and Miss Chandler, the
medical missionary to China,
Monday, June 8th, Mrs Mary E, to be filled in with the names of flowers, chairman of the book committee of the
Whiteley will reach the 70th milestone in fruit and vegetables, was won by Miss Woman's Educational Association.
life's journey. While no general obser- Stuart. Pomona, Miss Chadbourne, gave
Circus Coming;.
vance will be made, she would be pleased an essay on the "Histiry of the Apple,"
followed by a song, "Some Day, Some
to receive cards from friends.
Tompkins' Real Wild West and FrontTime," by John J. Lane; Miss Marjorie
Regular meeting of the Woman's Guild
B. Stuart, as Ceres, gave an essay on ier Exhibition combined with Cooper &
in the parish rooms Wednesday, June 10,
Whitby's European Circus will be here
at the usual hour. 'As business of im- The Grange. The program closed with next Friday, June 12, and will afford
a one-act farce, entitled, A Cold Finish,
portance is to be transacted, it is hoped
our people the. opportunity to have a big
every member will endeavor to be pres- which afforded a great deal of amusement. holiday. There are Real Cow-Girls, Real
ent.
Cowboys, Real Indians and Real MexiThe sale of the W., B. & 8. electric
Contract Awarded for Fire Proof In-. cans that Mr Tomkins, has secured by
railway property, scheduled for yesterday,
contract from ranches near his home in
terior for Library Vault.
was postponed until July 16, as only one
Western Texas. If you have any doubt
bidder appeared, and he was not willing
about Mr Tomkins horsemanship -and
-The contract has been awarded to the
to accept the terms upon which the propyou have a horse that the boys at home
General Fireroofing Co., oT Youngstown,
erty was offered for sale.
cannot ride, bring him to the show. Mr
Ohio,
the
lowest
of
7
bidders
for
fur* Mrs Helen Luther expects to leave
Tomkins will saddle and ride him and
North Brookfield, June 24, for Murray nishing steel interior fittings for the vault the horse will go home with you as perat
the
Hasten
library
building.
(AccordBay, Canada, where she.will remain-durfect as he was brought, only much wiser.
ing the summer months.
It would be ing to the specifications each of the seven This is only one number in the Great
town
departments
will
have
separate
steel
advisable for anybody requiring the serShow*' There are cow-girls' and cowvices of Mrs Luther before she" leaves boxes and filing cases, 'within the vault, boys' dances on horseback.
these are the selectmen, assessors, water
town, to make appointments at once.
Indian races on horseback. The way
department, overseers of poof, clerk,
The last meeting of the foreign misthey had to handle the law in '40 to stop
treasurer and school committee.
sionary department of the Woman's
horse and cattle stealing. The trials and.
Union for this season will be held Thurstroubles settlers had in getting to some
Phoenix Linen Company.
day, June 11 at4p. in., sharp. Mrs Dr.
point in the west.
How the Indians
Kinnear will be present, and will tell of
annoyed them, etc.; also the Great
/
the work in China, during the last seven
The Show carries
This is the name of the new company Mountain Masacre.
years, and an earnest invitation is extend- organized under the laws of the state of one of the old prairie schooners and in
ed to all interested in missions, to attend, Maine with •1,440,000 capital stock, to the hold-up there is an old stage coach
whether members of the Union or not.
succeed the Oxford Linen Mills, which that has history too long to publish now.
The G. F. S. candidates gave a two-act are in bankruptcy. The new company There are about one hundred head of
play,—Sister CelesUne's Silver Jubilee- will issue •100,000 shares of Preferred horses and bronchos used in this part of
Wednesday evening, in the gymnasium, Stock at •1.00 a share, and the same the exhibition and the Circus is furnished
to an appreciative audience. There were amount of common at $2.50 a share. It by Messrs Cooper & Whttby, who have
nine girls taking part,, and each one did is said that a majority of the creditors always had one of America's best circuses.
Parade at noon, and big free exhibiher part in a manner that must have of the Oxford Linen Mills have accepted
been pleasing to Sister Celestine, (Mrs the compromise plan offered by the new tion on show grounds at 1 and 7 p. m.
Helen Luther) who assisted Miss Witter company, by which each creditor will be Performances pit 2 and 8 p. m.
and Miss Lovely in their training. Can- given one share of common stock in ex-4" ■ —dy was sold by the smaller girls of the change for each share of the old stock.
^'s Vfwrith In Coal.
There
is
a
very
food
prospect
of
this
class, between the acts. Music was furThe wsrUe. ef Albsrta, Canada, is
Dished for the entertainment and for! valuable plant being once more in opera•alteres U> tars so.OOfWWMWO tons of
dimcinfbyUieSmisaubrutrio.
tion bsfors long. So mots it «*.

Holiday Guests.

HOME

Tow

HELPS

MOVE TO

ABOLISH

FENCES

Pittsburgh Newspaper Regards Idea
With Favor, but Has Doubt of Its
Practicability.
Baltimore comes forward with a
community back yard idea, already the
subject ot practical experiment in
that city, remarks the Pittsburgh Dispatch. It aims to abolish the unsightly back yard and Its rubbish-hiding
fences,' and to create instead a neighborhood open space or park and playground that would keep the children off the streets and offer residents
instead of a little cooped up and practically useless piece of private domain
a chance to stretch themselves and enjoy a freedom of movement to be had
in no other way.
A correspondent who directs, attention to the scheme suggests that it
might be expanded into a factor in
reducing the cost of living It the community would devote part of the
open space to growing fruit or garden
truck.
Admirable as the idea may seem In
the abstract, it may be questioned
whether neighborhood human nature
has arrived at the perfection necessary to its success. It is not difficult
to imagine a refractory resident angered by some neighbor spoiling the
whole plan by restoring his fences.
It may be doubted, too, whether this
could be avoided by-any binding agreement being secured in advance. Then,
also, there is always the possibility of
an untidy neighbor mussing up the
community back yard, of clothesline
fights and dogs and chickens and all
the numerous troubles that add spice
if not sweetness to neighborhood existence.

GOOD IN GARDEN MOVEMENT
City of Duluth Has Demonstrated
That It Is of Value In Many
Different Ways.

William C. Crawford

Did You Ever See a Horse Dance ?
Miss Mabel Hackney and her Dancing
Horse, Vardius, will be a feature act with
Tompkins' Real Wild West and Cooper
& Whitby's Circus.
Miss Hackney
bought Vardius of the Imperial Stables
in Austria, and after importing him to
America, she trained him to dance cake
walk, Spanish, trot, buck and wing,
two-step and also shadow jump, jumping
ss high as four feet, and this is the only
horse in the world doing shadow jumps.
The Tompkins, Cooper & Whitby shows
exhibit at North Brookfield, on Friday,
June 12. Afternoon at 2; night at 8;
parade at noon.

TOR.IC

Does Mere Harm Thsn Seed.
The charity is bad which takes from
Independence Its proper Dries sad
from mendicity lte stkstat? ehejse.—
Oouthey.

Furnishing Undertaker
RE6ISTERED EHBALHER.
Personal Prompt Attention Day
or Night.
Telephone North BrookllelS N*.
■SS-II*
Long

Distance Connection.

Funerals Personally Directed
and ET.ry Requisite Furnished.
Iiady Assistant.

WYANDOTTE

AT FULLAM'S
Call at 46 Summer Street
To see the Latest Models of

JA8TUBE for rental. Bight in the Tillage.
JOHN J. LANK.
»

FOR RENT.
r\NE fire room tenement on Gilbert street, in
U good repair, gas and town water.
MORTIMER F. LINCOLN, Oakham
22tr
Telephone Oakham 17-2

FOR SALE

A

GOOD Second hand carriage «« "jk^
North Brookfield

TO RENT.
rIB Upstairs Tenement In the Waters house
Apply to W. H FULLAH.
1»

FOR SALE or TO RENT

ON Spring street, house ot 10 rooms and bath
steam heat, hot and cold water, gas, and
coal ranges' wiudow shades and screen*,
screens, wood
~C*"*Iland
" 9 garage,#«l.
fnr garden.
rarilnn
fruit tnp.
trees, land
land for
to right party. Keys can be
Renttreasonable
rei.
had from
from ARTHUR BLISS, North Brookfield
Bank.

0

MRS PERRY, formerly of sprtngneld. cbirop
odist,is now at Dr Wltfer's.S. Main Si.
All troubles of the feet treated without pain.

SP1RELLA
CORSETS
Or have them broaght to your horn*,
by sending word to
*•*
*•*

MRS. B. C. GRAVES,
Representative for the Brookfield.,

Telephone

16-13,

NORTH BROOKFIELD.

MASS.

EDWIN T. CHAPIN
ARCHITECT
727-728 State Mutual Building, Vorccttir
Telephone

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
WOBCKSrsaW,
PBOBATsConar
•m the heirs at law, next of kin and all other
DeTStm.?tate«.tedla'the estate of WBlianiLH.
^httlng, late of North Brookfield In said Conn
^Whe^'a certain Instrument purportin. to
be the tait win and testament of said deceased
nee Ken presented to said cour., for probate^
SVmintH Vai'Kban. who pravs that letters
oTadmStatration wiS'tMwJlanne^ ™y£f.
fsVnedtohlm,withoutgfTing a surety on his
tondfno executor bei«Piamed in salu -M.
You are hereby cited .o appear at a P™ha«e
Court, to be held at Worcester in said County
rrf Worcester on thesixteenth day of June A. D.
1914 arSfnt o'clock In the forenoon, to .how
™use,lf-anyyou hare, why the same *honld
""ind £d wtitioner Is heieby directed to give
pubHonoU« thereof, M RobiUlnt tbtocUa-

FRED C. CLAPP

Funeral Director
Registered Embalmer.
E*dr AssaUut.
Connected by Long »l»t*ne* tslsphonelat House snd Store.

^8Punbmhfd°in »^ "TajKhS: ss
. ™i of this citation to alfinown persons intore«M » ttlee*uS.>™»day.MteSihelore
"wime^'wffltoT.FOrt**. I«l»Jr*. J«o«e

" MO TRESPASS " IWTICES.

ih. year one tfcnMMd nine hundred and few
"""■
fUMTH.ATW*)^, ■*»!•*«.
M*y».Jon*M»»-

J
J

PASTURE TO RENT

CHIROPODIST
Encouragement of Thrift.
In Chicago there has been started
an association for the encouragement
of thrift. Far-seeing men are behind
the movement, confronted with the
enormous waste in time, opportunity,
and material which has been a natural
Inheritance from a generation that
found ^everything to spare at hand.
This condition no longer exists. A
changed economic conWtion calls for
changed methods of living, to which
the people must be educated. As the]
lasting and formative influences are
those belonging to childhood, the
school garden may be counted upon
to play no small part in bringing about
a better understanding of the elements
of living, all the way from the market basket onward to the best that
goes to make happy snd prosperous
homes.

CHARLES S. LANE,

Character Told by ths Nose.
ENGRAVED:CALLING CARDS
It is an ancient belief that the nose
indicates ancestry. We speak about
IN SCRIPT OR
the aristocratic nose with its high
bridge and the plebeian nose of the
ENGUSHTKXT
toller. Certainly, in a great many
cases, race can be distinguished by H.I.Lawrence, North BrookfieW
the nose. The Hebrew could hardly
be confused with the typical negro
nose. The highly-arched nose is supposed to indicate tendency to rule, and
the flattened nose shows servility.

In the summer of 1913, the Duluth
Commercial club obtained three va- There's a lot
cant lots In different parts of the
difference becity and put a man in charge ot the
three tracts. He conducted demon- tween Toric
stration gardening through the sea- Lenses and
son; was always available to help puz- Flat Lenses
zled gardeners; guided the school chil- besides their
dren in their work, and otherwise slight" extra cost They giv»
stimulated the garden movement in you extra vision and extra
the city.
comfort They are betterFrom'an importer of garden prod- looking, too. Come and see
1
ucts, Duluth became at least a pro- ua about Toric Lenses.
ducer of its own supplies. Duluth's
hinterland Is developing agriculturally, but the garden movement in the
city has lost none of its significance.
It has promoted the ownership of
ERNEST D. CORBIN
many homes; it has drawn children
OPTOMETRIST
from the street and made them garOffice at Dr Ludden's
den enthusiasts; it has induced greater efficiency among wage-earners Main Street,
North Brookfield
through contentment and more healthful surroundings, and it has made Duluth a city of gardens beautiful to be- ARTISTIC MONUMENTS
hold.
Of greater value to Duluth is the
fAND CEMETERY MEMORIALS
moral effect on the city. The rising
generation is one of gardeners. FacIn all kinds of
tory workers and office employes not
only raise their own vegetables, but
GRANITE AND MARBLE
they have developed their bodies by
the exercise.' The demand for saloons, G A, RISLEY & COMPANY
gambling houses and similar resorts
is dying oat.
Telephone
Vest Brookfield.
Camphor Trees for Streets,
A trade journal quotes a Texas nurseryman as saying that the camphor
tree is very popular for street planting
in the southern part of that state;
that it is never troubled by Insect
pests and that mosquitoes will avoid
it.
No tree is exempt from insect pests,
and camphor trees may be found with
such a thick incrustation of the red
scale of the orange that bark on twigs'
may scarcely be seen. Mosquitoes
avoid camphor and its fumes and
therefore will not literally, "roost"
upon the tree, but they do not avoid
the general territory in which it
grows. The camphor tree Is a prime
favorite tn southern California and
we do not allow fear of insect pests
to deter us from planting it wherever
and whenever opportunity presents.—
Los Angeles Times.

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concords

Frank E. Chadbourne of North Attleboro with his parents on Spring street.
both rnbDer ana steel tlrei. Bugglei,
Thomas Cuddy of Natick at his home
Democrat and Delivery Wagons, Suron Willow street.
reys an<1 Road Wagons, both new and
second hand,
Miss Loretta E. Doyle of Ludlow with
A.T BOTTOM PRICES
her father.
Harness, Robes, Blankets, Whips and
Miss Margaret Doyle of Fall River at
Oil Cloths. Not too Costly. Not too
Cheap*
her home on North Main street.
Miss Mary Lawler of Lynn and John
Shingles and Roofing Material.
Lawler of Worcester with their parents
All the different grades. All sues ot
on Summer street.
Kails, also,
Mr and Mrs Arthur Bellows, Missses
Lola I. Murphy and Binnie White of ({•member that my prices are always
the lowest I sell so as to sell again.
Worcester with Mr and Mrs Timothy
Dr. Dust*!'* Han* Memedle. Alwajs*
Murphy, Bigelow St'
In Stock.
Phillip May of Boston and Josephine
1 KLKrHOHs OAKUM 1)4.
May of Worcester, son and daughter of
the late Harry May, were Memorial day
guests of L. S. Woodis and wife.
OAKIIAM.
Edward S. Chesley is in town for a visit.
Miss Esther Feeley, cornetist, now with
the Poli company, on its circuit, was in
town this week.

"nosttMl.tk*.»*a»ir.

1
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BOAT OF ROOSEVELT EXPEDITION THAT CAPSIZED

HUERTA WILLING EXEMPT LABOR WILSON EXPLAINS
- TO RESIGN
BYJ07 TO 0 BUSINESS SLUMP

Keeps
The Skin Fair
\

—j

You can have a beautiful pink
and white complexion if you DM

LOCK

Glenn's
Sulphur Soap

But Mexico Must Have Been Amended Proviso in Trust Bill Says Anti-Trust Legislation
Pacified at Time
Passed Unanimously
Will Bring Prosperity

On tains 30% Pure Sulphur
Use It daily in bath and toilet

; Prevents and removes skin troubles.

INVITE REBELS TO CONFER ITS MEANING IS IN
Envoys'

Note

Armistice
This

the

to

Carranza

Prime

Includes the
and Agrarian

Makes

Condition—

Junta Rule
Reform.

DOUBT DEPRESSION PSYCHOLOGICAL

Democratic Leaders Say It Does Not
Exempt Unions From Prosecution—Section of Measure Prohibiting
Mergers Is Passed.

-

Rejects Petition of Allied Manufacturing
Interests,
Urging
That
Discussion
ef
Monopolistic j
Enterprises Be "Deferred."

Washington.—By a unanimous vote
Washington.—President Wilson said
the House adopted the amended labor that he was fully aware of the presprovision of the anti-trust bill. This ent depression of business. He 4»
is the amendment which was agreed clared, however, that the condition It
President Huerta's delegates
to before and by President Wilson on merely psychological and that no subto the peace conference in a
behalf of the administration and by stantial reason exists why the count
statement issued said:
Samuel Gompers as the representative try should not be in a most pros"Gen. Huerta la prepared to
of the unions.
perous condition. The President said
withdraw from the Government
The labor advocates contend that he believed that the best business o*
on condition that at the time
the amendments exempt organised la- the country was to complete, at the
of his withdrawal Mexico shall
bor from prosecution under the Sher- present session of Congress, the adbe such as to count on the acman anti-trust act. The President and ministration's anti-trust program,
quiescence of the governed and
his followers deny this.
The President made these stateon the support of public opinThere were 207 members of the ments in answer to a petition for the
ion, which constitute the real
House present when the provision postponement of anti-trust legislation
basis for peace and stability In
came up for a vote. Frank E. Mor- submitted by representatives of th«
any country.
rison and other officers of the Fed- National Implement & Vehicle Asso"It has been and la President
eration of Labor were present In the ciation; the Ohio Manufacturers' AsHuerta's wish to place on record
galleries and got much satisfaction sociation; and the Illinois ManufactThis is the boatload of natives, part of the Roosevelt expedition In South America, that capsized In the Duvida
that neither mistaken pride nor
from the vote.
river, one man befog drowned. The photograph was taken by Leo Miller, one of the naturalists of the party.
urers' Association.
personal Interest will prevent
The petition presented by these orDemocratic leaders In debate dehis withdrawal once the above
clared that section 7, the labor provi- ganizations la typical of the plea that
named, conditions are satisfied.''
sion, does not exempt labor from pro- has been sent to the White Housesecution under the anti-trust laws. from many other business interest*,
Niagara Falls, Ontario.—The Mexi- Republicans insisted there was no urging the postponement 6f anti-trust.,
can mediators at Niagara Falls, in doubt on this score.
legislation and a let-up Instead of
making formal announcement that
The House refused to adopt a further agitation.
General Huerta was conditionally pre- straight out exemption offered by
The President's reply, as parapeared to resign, made the significant Representative Thomas of Kentucky, phrased by himself, was as follows:
declaration that the present revolu- as an amendment.
"The President said In reply to the
tion, directed by General Carranza,
Section 7, as originally reported, Illinois delegation that in his judgwas a subject for consideration by the read:
ment nothing was more dangerous for mediators, and that without a settlebusiness than uncertainty; that It has*
"That nothing contained In the
ment of that feature of the Mexican
become evident through a long series
anti-trust laws shall be construed
situation, the international questions
of
years that a policy, such as the
to forbid the existence and operacould not be solved.
Democratic
party was now pursuing;
tions of fraternal, labor, contum-'
There was no suggestion offered on
was absolutely necessary to satisfy
era, agricultural or horticultural
how the problem of the revolution
the conscience of the country and its
relations, orders or associations
should be approached.
perception of the prevailing condition*
Instituted for the purpose of muThe constitutionalists, whatever
of business, and thai it was a great
tual help and not having capital
their differences may be up to this
deal better to do the thing moderately
stock or conducted for profit, or
time have been a unit in declaring
and
soberly now than to wait until
te forbid or restrain individual
that they proposed to settle Mexico's
more radical forces had accumulated,
members of such organizations,
Internal affairs themselves.
The
and it was necessary to go much furorders or associations from carrysentiment expressed for Carranza,
ther.
ing out the legitimate objects
"Conquerors are not usually wont to
"The President also said that whilethereof."
permit the conquered to dictate terms
To this' section, with the consent of he was aware of the present depresof peace," indicates th? attitude of
President Wilson, was added the fol- sion of business, there was abundant
the revolutionists.
evidence that It was merely phycholowing:
,
The latest reports, even-from Mexloglcal, that there is no material con"Nor
shai)
any
such
organization,
These are the men who have been trying to settle the Mexican muddle. From left to right they are Secretary ico City, give assurance that the redition or substantial reason why the
Dodge, F. W. Lehmann and Justice Lamar, United States delegates; Senara Naoh, Da Gama and Mujlca, A.-B.-C. ports 'of continued constitutionalist order, association or the members business of the country should not bemediators; Senors Rodriguez, Rabasa, L. Elguero and R. Elguero, representing Huerta. Standing In the rear are military successes, particularly at thereof be held or construed to be il- in the most prosperous and expandlegal combinations or conspiracies in ing condition. He urged upon <hie»
the secretaries of the mediators.
•
Saltlllo, are, correct.
"General Huerta is prepared to restraint of trade." visitors the necessity of patriotic coAn amendment offered by Reprewithdraw from the government on
operation on the part of the business ..
DR. R. H. VON ESDORF
condition that, at the time of his sentative Nelson of Wisconsin, extend- men of the country in order to suping
the
provisions
of
section
7
to
withdrawal, Mexico shall be politically
port rather than to oppose the modpacified," says the statement of the buying and selling organizations of erate processes of reform, and to help
farmers
also
was
defeated.
Mexican mediators.
guide them by their own IntimateSection 7 also contains provision knowledge of business conditions and
The federal government la manidirecting
that
the
anti-trust
laws
shall
processes.
festly incapable of pacifying-Mexico.
The constitutionalists say they will not apply to agreements' among rail"He told his visitors that it was hi*
do It only in their own way. Is there roads that receive the sanction of the earnest desire to serve and not to hina suggestion here that the. United Interstate commerce commission. A der or injure the business of the counStates wishes to get rid of Huerta? number of amendments' offered to this try In any way, and that he believed,
that upon reflection they would seeHis mediators hope that the Ameri- provision were defeated.
An amendment offered by Repre- that the course he was urging would,
can government will first overwhelm
sentative
Ferris
of
Oklahoma
(Dem.),
in the long run not only, but ln>the>
his enemies.
The Niagara Falls meeting seems declaring all power companies and short run also, be the wise and sertupe
lines
to
be
common
carriers
and
viceable course."
to be at a deadlock.
The phraseology of the invitation therefore subject to regulation by the
HAZING STUDENT DIES.
to Gen. Carranza to participate in Interstate Commerce Commission was
the conference was agreed upon by ruled out on a point of order.
Five
Freshmen
at St. John's Held for
Section 8 of the bill prohibiting
the three mediators, and was mailed
. Shooting W. R. Bowlus.
to Senor Zubaran, the Constitution- mergers of corporations that lessen
Annapolis, Md.—William R. Bowlua
alist agent in Washington, through competition and forbidding the formawhom Carranza communicated his tion of holding companies under pen- of Middletown, Md., a member of the
note suggesting .that the Constitution- alty of fine and imprisonment was Maryland National Guard and of thealists be permitted to participate in passed by the House just as it was junior class of St. John's Military
the peace undertaking. In their com- reported. All amendments to this College, who was shot by one of five:
freshmen to whose room be had gone
munication the mediators make it section were defeated.
with a hazing party, Is head. These?
clear that the terms upon which Constitutionalist representation will be STRIKE VOTE ON 98 RAILR0AD8. students were arrested: Fendall Marbury of Baltimore; Henry L. Valdez,.
welcome are a declaration of an armistice by Gen. Carranla in behalf of Engineers and Firemen on Western Havana, Cuba; George H. Weaver, Auburn, N, Y.; Reginald Jones, CamLines to Decide on Stand.
the revolutionary forces and an acbridge, Md., and John W. Noble, Presceptance in principle of the program "" Chicago*—Fifty-five thousand engiton, Md. They are under $1,500 bail
submitted to the United States and neers and firemen on ninety-eight
each
for a hearing on June 9.
western railroads will take a strike
Huerta Governments.
Young Marbury Is the son of W. L.
vote on whether they will accept the
DYNAMITE 8CARE IN CAPITAL.
present wage scale and working con- Marbury of Baltimore, one of the leadditions for another year or whether ing lawyers of Maryland, He will deStarted by Fake Hero Who Hoped
they will Insist on the original de- fend his son. The young men refused.
to Get Reward and Better Job.
to say which one of the five fired the
Washington.—A panic occurred at mands for an Increase In wages and shot through the door which wounded
Dr. Von Esdorf. who is now in the Department of Agriculture Build- leave the service If they do not get It Bowlus.
Negotiations between the railroads,
Tampico helping to make it healthful, ing when a watchman rushed madly
is one of the great malaria experts of throngh the corridors shouting: "Flee with a total mileage of 140,000 miles,
3 DROWN FROM MOTOR BOAT
the, American public health service. for your lives! We will be blown up and their employes, which have been
on since early In tie year, were susHe went to Mexico from the command by dynamite!"
pended until July 14, when the result W. R. Munro. Two Women and Friend
of the naval hospital at Mobile.
Four sticks of dynamite, connected
Caught In Swell.
with a fast fuse, were found in the of the vote of the men will be made
known.
New York.—Of four person* who
basement directly beneath the office
The employers insist the increase were thrown Into the East River when
BARONESS MONCHEUR
of Secretary Houston. As a result
demanded would amount tp {27,000,000 their motor boat was overturned by
Daniel Vinton Jaucjk, the /watchman
a scow the only one to-be saved was.
and that it cannot be considered.
who raised the alarm, is under arrest,
the one who Could not swim, a man.
The Resolute, one of the three would-be defenders of the America's cup,
charged with attempting to destroy
seen making a trial spin near Bristol, R. I.
The Dead.
NO EXEMPTION, SAYS WIL80N.
a public building.
MUNRO, WTLLIAM R, 45 years old,
Jauch broke down at Police Heada heating contractor of East Elmquarters and admitted that he had Clayton Bill Defines What Labor Can
Harsh Remedy.
during the winter a series of conferhurst.
4>o, He Declares.
.*
taken the explosive into the building.
A companion to the story of the ences on professional opportunities
MUNRO.
MRS. EMMA, 35, his wife;
He said he was the sole support of
Washington. — President
Wilson
elderly gentleman who, when his for women, designed primarily to aid
body recovered.
his aged mother in Springfield,. Ohio, does not consider that on the agreeneighbors objected to the strange students in choosing and in preparing
and that his $60 a month was Insuffi- ing to the' labor amendments to the MUNRO, MRS. WALKER, 30 of Bosthumping noises that proceeded from for their vocations. These conferences,
ton Mass., sister-in-law.
cient to provide for Ms and her needs. Clayton anti-trust bill he has given
his room, explained that his physi- are addressed by those who employ
The man saved Is Eugene SchllckHe had planned to be a hero and labor unions blanket exemption from
cian's orders were that he take his women in considerable numbers and
he-•« ........... 'ward for his the operation of the Sherman anti- lon of Rockaway Beach, owner of the
powders two nights running, and skip- each in a very different line of work.
23 foot motorboat, which he had just
heroism and • better job,
trust law.
ping the third, and that was his night In a further effort to urge women to
purchased from William Munro.
to skip, appears In Current Opinion. plan carefully and far-sightedly for
VANITIE WIN8 FIR8T TRYOUT
$1,000,000 BULLION IN WRECK.
"Did you drink the water very hot their vocations and to aid them in
VERDICT FOR $568,305.
an hour before each msal, as I pre- doing so the director of the onion's
Cup Candidate'Beats the Resolute by Impossible to Salvage $2,000,000
scribed?" the doctor asked. "And how appointment bureau. Miss FlorenceCarnegie Company Wins 18-Year-Old
IS Minutes and 48 Seconds.
Wreck, Says Expert,
do you feel now?"
Jackson, now goes regularly to WellesSuit on Patent Rights,
New York.—Alexander Smith CochRlmouski, Quebec—In the opinion
. "I tried hard," the patient walled, ley, Smith and Mount Holyoke
Pittsburgh.—After eighteen years of
ran's yacht Vanitie heeled under the of Commander Tweedle of the British
"but I had to stop too soon! I drank throughout the college year to give
litigation
a decree was rendered In the
pressure of a fresh wind so that her cruiser Essex, It will be Impossible to
for 35 minutes, and it made me feel vocational advice, at the request of
United States Court here on the inrail
was
almost
down
to
the
water's
salvage
theEmp'ress
of
Ireland,
which
like a balloon."
the colleges concerned.
edge as she crossed the finishing line was Valued' at' $2,000,000. Commander fringement suit of the Carnegie Steel
a winner in the first race for cup Tweedle believes that It will be neces- Company of this city against tne CamOn a Cruiser.
~"Helping Women Choose Careers.
defenders. She was close hauled oh sary to send divers into the hull, plant bria Iron Compnay of. Johnstown, orThe appointment bureau of the
"We have many trained athletes
Baroness Moncheur, daughter of the wind and had sailed the last 8" 1-8 charges of dynamite and Mow the ship dering the latter company to pay to
Women's Educational and Industrial among our sailors."
Gen. Powell Clayton of Arkansas and miles of. the course at the rate of 10,35 to" pieces in order to rseover bodies the former concern; $688,305.98, with,
union in Boston does not regard its
"They all seem to know how to put Washington and wife of the Belgian
nautical miles an hour. The Resolute anil enable divers t*> bring up $1,000,- interest from May 1,1812, to the date
work BE finished when It has filled the shot," remarked the American minister to Turkey, is making her ar.of payment. The Cambria Company
was beaten by 16 minutes 48 seconds. 000 in silver bullion.
a position successfully. It conducted consul.—Louisville Courier-Journal.
must uay the coals,
nuat1 visit to her parents.

Gharle$

Healing and
Purifying

vterno&er,

ANNOUNCE? TERMS ON
WHICH HE WILL WITHDRAW

loiATOR^^

r

RESOLUTE OUT FOR TRIAL SPIN

SYNOPSIS.

Just out, 2 for 25 Cta.

EARL & WILSON
MAKERS OF TROY'S BEST PRODUCT

WANTED
IWll^rASCp2«rPHI^OV>AJ»™CAH

By well-known authors or of historical inter*
«st Also Old Pictures and Autograph Latter*
•3. A. JACKSON, 8 Pemberton Square, Beaton, Mass.

ASBESTOS
TORCHES
FOR burning caterpillar nests; proteot jour
trees; SOD each; via parcel post 4Qo.
H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO. OF MASS.
tsii-61 Hlsh St.. Boston, Maes.

Natural Consequence.
"The wind Is rising."
"That's because it is from
Bast."

the

I.ADIBS CAN WBAR SHOES
One file smaller after using Allen's Foot-Mass, tbe
Antiseptic powder to be snakes Into the shoes, 11
snakes tight or new shoes feel easy. Just tbe thing
(or dancing. Itftuie substitutes. For U'HEH trial
Dacxage, address AllenS.01mstea,LeBoF.H.r. A4v.
The Sweat TMng.

Miss Supberidge—I should Just like
to see the man I'd promise to love,
toonor and obey!
Miss Pertly—I'm sure you would,
dear.—Brooklyn Lite.
The irresponsible Adjective.

"I see you have announced me as
the world-renowned orator," said the
«ifted speaker.
"Yes," replied _£he chairman. "We
tad to do something to make you
eeem Important Nobody around here
ever heard of you."

Rudolph van Vechten, a young man of
leisure. Is astonished to see a man enter
No. 1313, a house across the street from
the Powtialan club, long unoccupied and
spoken of as the House of Mystery. Several persons at regular Intervals enter
No. 1318. Van Vechten expresses concern
to his friend, Tom Phttiney. regarding the
Whereabouts of his cousin and nancee,
Paige Carew. A man Is forcibly ejected
from the house. Van Vechten and Tom
follow the man and find him dead in the
street. Van Vechten Is attracted by the
face of a girl In the crowd of onlookers
surrounding the body. Later he discovers the girl gazing at him with a look of
scorn from the windows of the mysterious house. Detective Flint calls on Van
Vechten to get his version of the tragedy. Tom Phlnney goes tklone on ft yachting trip. He recognizes among some persons In a passing motor boat two men
whom he had seen enter the House of
Mystery. He sees one ofThem. a Mr. Callis, on shore later and follows him. Tom
Is seized, blindfolded and taken to a
bouse. He hears a girl named Jessie, evidently the daughter of the man in authority, question his captors. A sweet-voiced
girl later protests against -the roughness
of his captors. Van Vechten calls on n«s
uncle, Theodore Van Vechten, big man
in Wall street and known as the "Man of
Iron,' in search of Information regarding
the wheseabouts of Paige Carew. Detective Flint shows Van Vechten a gold
mesh purse found in the House of Mystery. Van recognises it as belonging _ to
Paige Carew. The sweet-voiced girl helps
Tom Pbinney escape. A message from
London reports that two ladies resembling Miss Carew and her companion,
Mrs. Devereaux, sailed for New York
some time previously. It develops that
the ladles visited the English, home of
Temple Bonner, owner of the House of
Mystery. Flint has a theory that they
are connected with the mystery of No.
ltlt. It is recalled that Temple Bonner
was in love.with a daughter of Compton
Behuyler who married Max Willard. The
other daughter married a man named
Devereaux. Bonner and Willard were intimate friends. A search Is started for
Willard. Van Vechten enters the House
of Mystery by the back door In time to
hear John Callts threaten a girl. He Interferes and helps the girl escape, but Is
rendered unconscious In the struggle
with Callls. Tom Phlnney gets a job
as master of Brownlow's yacht Kohlnnr,
which has been chartered for some mysterious mission. The charterer and hi;
friends board the yacht at night and
Tom bears the voice of the unknown
girl and also of a man Involved In bis
adventure of a few nights previous.

BOOK III.
CHAPTER III.—Continued.;!

"Put," he went on quickly, seeing
that this aspect of the matter was not
altogether acceptable,- "I—believe me.
. In the Shuffle.
Magistrate—Officer, this prisoner —I have not been trying to And you.
says yon have trumped up a charge Not that I dldnt want to—I mean, I
had no idea you were to be here. My
against him.
presence Is perfectly legitimate—"
Officer—He must be a joker, your
"Implying." she interrupted, every
honor; I had to use my club on him spark of amusement vanished from
as he came within an ace of escap- face and eyes, :'ihat_ my presence is
r
ing.
notf"
"Say!" Tom earnestly protested.
■Please don't talk like that It's hard
Dove on Gun of Death Ship.
While the Montana was teaming enough for me to make myself clear
■lowly northward through the fog a under the best conditions; if you go
white dove, the omen of peace, blown to taking me up sharp that way I'll
apparently from the Virginia shore, make a mess of it
"Here's tto way of it Old Brownalighted on a ten-Inch gun on the deck
of the, cruiser. More than 100 blue- low—know him? Rum old sport—
jackets on tbe Montana, their terms Brownlow wanted a skipper for his
having expired, are 'glad to be home. yacht; I applied for the Job"—he grew
A little yellow swallow, blown to sea more and more nervous as be proceednear Cuba, remained on one of tbe ed under the level regard—"he nfirad
cruiBers all the way to Vera Cruz and me; and here I am. Do you get me?"
For a long moment she studied his
Is still on the deck of' the warship —
New York Correspondence Philadel- face; then her lashes lowered a trifle.
phia Times.,
HER MOTHER-IN-LAW
Proved a Wise, Good Friend.

A young woman out in la. found a
■wise, good friend in her mother-in-law.
Jokes notwithstanding. She writes:
"I was greatly troubled with my
stomach, complexion was blotchy and
yellow. After meals I often suffered
sharp pains and would have to Ho
down. My mother often told me it
was the coffee I drank at meals. But
when I'd quit coffee. I'd have a severe
headache.
"While visiting my mother-in-law I
remarked that she always made such
good coffee, and asked her to tell me
how. She laughed and told me it was
easy to make good 'coffee' when you
use Postum.
"I began to use Postum as soon as I
got home, and now we have the same
good 'coffee' (Postum) every day, and -I—Believe Me—1 Have Not Been Trying to Find You."
I have no more trouble. Indigestion
is a thing of the past, and my com- her cheeks dimpled, and she replied
plexion, has cleared up beautifully.
with a delightful low-voiced demure"My grandmother suffered a great susss:
deal with her stomach. Her doctor
-I get you."
told her to leave off coffee. She then
Tom indulged in a tremendous sigh
took tea but that was Just as bad.
of relief. For the first time hope
"She Anally was induced to try Post- mounted high in his besom that after
um which she has used for over a 'an, their relations were going to start
year. .She traveled during the winter upon a friendly tooting.
over the greater part of Iowa, visiting,
But before he had time to ask a
something she had not been able to question that rose to his Una, an interdo for years. She says she owes her ruption came. Turning at the sound of
a footstep, he was In a measure_prepresent good health to Postum."
Name given by Postum Co., Battle pared to confront the supposititious
Creek, Mich. Read "The Road1 to Watt- old servant of Number 1313. The
man's face,' shot and crisscrossed with
vine," In pkgs.
a network of fine wrinkles, was beardPostum now comes In two forms:
Regular Postum—must b» well less and as lifeless as a death-mask.
Rut not so the pelrcing blaok eyes;
boiled. 15c and 25c packages. '
<"' Instant Postum—la a soluble pow- here at once the younger man recogder, A teaspponful dissolves quickly nised an extraordinary personality,
In a cup of hot water and, with cream one that affected him powerfully, even
and sugar, makes adeMcioua beverage to forgetting his resentment at the
intrusion.
instantly. 80s and 60c tins.
TMr man handed him an envelope
The cost per cup of both kinds Is
with an uttered word or two of expla•bout the same.
nation: "From Mr. Brownlow. I am
"There* a Reason" for Postum,
the charterer."
sold by Grocer*

And then Tom all at once remembered where he had perviously heard
this familiar voice. Last Monday
night, when be stood blindfolded ia
the mysterious Long Island house, he
had met the man Callls' Insolent
catechism with a profane retort, and
the bearer of Brownlow's note had cautioned him that there were ladies
present
The contents of the sheet which
Tom had open in a Jiffy, were brief and
were taken In by blm at a glance. His
Immediate stupefaction at their purport he voiced In tones of awe.
"Wall—I'll—be—" he began, but
quickly checked himself and looked up
to find the piercing eyes steadily regarding him.
"And so," he concluded, "you are
Max Willard!"
CHAPTER IV.
An Interlude.

As Tom thus voiced hla astonishment at the disclosure of the old man's
Identity, there was a sudden swish of
skirts, and the girl disappeared down
the companlonway. She left with a
marked haste that might have been
significant to the skipper, had be been
In any state of mind to be impressed
by such suggestive occurrences. In a
moment a series of feminine exclamations, Indicative of surprise, came
dully to his hearing; but his attention
was still held by the penetrating regard.
"Your manner. Captain Pbinney," remarked Willard in a* quiet voice, "implies that you are familiar with my
name?"
The statement concluded with a
note of interrogation; but Tom stood
tongue-tied. What should he say? He
could not tell this man that at the
present moment a detective was exceedingly anxious to find him—at least
not without entering Into Van Vechten's concern in the search. So he
moodily shook his head.
After a pause—
"Have you any place we may retire
to for a quiet talk?" Willard Inquired
in the same tone.
"The chart-house," vouchsafed Tom,
•uteaally moving in that direction.
Once seated, there followed^ 6 long
silence In tbe course of which Tom
grew more and more restive beneath
the keen look of the. magnetic eyes.
Never had he been more uncomfortable in his life. By and by Willard
spoke, deliberately, but none the less
earnestly..
- ,
"Look here, captain, frankly, are
you spying on ma?"
. "Moses and green spectacles, no I"
blurted Tom. H1B astonishment at the
question was so unmistakably genuine
that the other continued for a time to
watch him in silence. It would have
been plain to an outsider that the older man was deeply perplexed and
troubled, and waB trying to hit upon a
means of coming to some sort of understanding. Presently he drew a sigh
and leaned back In his chair.
"I can believe that" he said wearily.
"You are not the sort of which spies
aatd eavesdroppers are made. You are
too transparent And yet—" He fell
silent again, and for a space pondered;
then abruptly leaning forward, he once
more fixed Tom with his keen look.
"You thought—last night," he began,
•that I didn't recognize. you. But I
did; I possess certain unusual powers,
an ability to see distinctly in the faintest light being one of them. You are
the young man who followed Callls at
Rocky Cove Monday night Now why
did you do that? I have a right to
know."
in the face of the older man's direct
manner, Tom"B nervousness left him.
The powerful personality was not
without its influence; but Tom was not
the sort of chap, that any man. could
overawe, and his discomposure was
chiefly owing to his ticklish position,
and his ready recognition of the fact
that it was not the sort of situation
that he was equipped to cope with.
However, he was strongly attracted
toward Willard; there was something
in spite of bis oddity, distinctly likable
about the'man.
"Look -here, Willard." he began,
meeting the other's regard with a level
look and addressing him with a plain
bluntness, "your name is not at all familiar, to me. 1*11 tell you Just why I
followed that chap Monday, night and
why I was surprised when you handed me Brownlow's note. You'll see
then that there are some things I'm
entitled to know as well as yourself.
So we'll understand one another right
here and now,"
Willard nodded, but said nothing.
"Do you know the Powhatan club?"
Another silent hod; but tbe eyes betrayed a light of dawning comprehension.
"I'm a member," pursued Tom, "and
the mysterious way in which you people acted In that Old house across from
us made us all curious. Why shouldn't
it? We talked about it and wondered.
j time and time again—who the tenants
were; what they were up to, and all

that sort of thing. Candidly, it didn't
look right
"Now, I've seen you come and go at
that house; I knew that you belonged
there. I saw the chap who was killed
last Sunday come out of the same
house. I recognized you In the motorboat Monday evening, and when I aftterwards saw the fellow you call Callls, why, of course I followed blm. Anybody would." ■
All the time Tom had been speaking
Willard sat watching him with disconcerting lntentness. He now said:
"Then your love of Justice overbalances your sense of caution?"
"I like to see a square deal, If that's
what you mean."
Willard now rose to his feet
"Thank you for your frankness, captain Pbinney," said he with an air of
relief. "That explains matters. I am
sorry I can not be so frank with you
in return. But I can't Just at present;
toe much is at stake." With a tired
gesture, he brushed back a lock of
white hair that bad fallen upon his
forehead.
"My undertaking has been too often
Jeopardized, the forces opposed to me
are too powerful and too alert, for me
to chance any unnecessary risk at this
critical Juncture. Will you take my
word for It that It Is entirely honorable and proper?" Not waiting for
Tom's reply, he affirmed with much
earnestness:
. -■
"The truth Is, Captain Phlnney, if
right and Justice do not for once miscarry, a great wrong soon will be corrected. If you betray me, H you disclose anything you may discover on
beard this yacht, you will be the instrument of such a miscarriage. I
must remind you that you deliberately
accepted the unusual conditions of
your employment and that as a man
of honor you can not do otherwise
than remain loyal to your employer."
Tom himself was now standing.
"Dashed If I don't believe you!" re-

"Then Your Love of Justice Overbalances Your Sense of Caution?"

sponded he In his Impulsive fashion.
"But—say—Mr. Willard—hang it all!
That poor chap who was killed: that
sort of thing, you know, sticks in a
fellow's crop."
The jet eyes were as steady as
jewels upon the masks of a graven
IdoL
/
"Again I shall have to ask you to
take me on faith for the time being,"
responded Willard, unmoved.
"Ill
give you my word—should you ask me
one week from tonight I shall tell
you exactly bow that regrettable affair happened.
You will bold me
blameless."
.'Did you do It?"
"I did not"
"That's enough as far as yon and
I are concerned. Now then, on my
part I haven't the least desire to
meddle in your affairs. I know my
place and my duties, and I have
enough to keep me pretty busy without bothering about anything else. But
if I can't help seeing that things are
not ^-strictly
straight—wrong, you
know—It will be a part of my duties
to interfere. Satisfactory?"
"Perfectly so. It's good that we
had this talk. Good morning."
Tom had only begun stoking bis
pipe when the Kohinur'B charterer reappeared in the doorway. Said he:
"By the way, I forgot to say that I
do not want anybody to come aboard
without my express permission—nor
t6 go ashore. I have to go down Into tbe
olty myself. Will you give the necessary orders for the launch to take me
to the landing?"

"I understand, sir. I'll have the
launch manned at once."
"It's uncertain when I shall return—
late this afternoon or evening, probably."
"The watch will keep a look-out for
you, sir," explained Tom; "when they
see you the launch will come to take
you off."
Whereupon Max Willard took his
lifeless J ace away for good, and Tom,
after telling Pkll Mercer to get the
launch ready, returned to the charthouse, where he sat smoking and i*e>
mlnatlng.
Reflection prompted action, and action made him forget bis own dejection. He walked forward, and In a
moment his regard fell upon the ungainly form of John Callls sprawled
against the rail, motionless, his eyes
staring sullenly cityward.
There was something In the fellow's
attitude that made Tom eye him narrowly. He too seemed dejected; in his
bearing there was nothing bellicose
now; he suggested to Tom the idea
of a prisoner gazing upon the freedom
that la not for him. Three other men.
identified as members of Wlllard's
party, were mingling with the crew
In a friendly fashion and enjoying
themselves; but John Callls seemed
apart. Isolated, utterly oblivious—perhaps scornful—of his surroundings.
Wondering not a little at this clrsumstance, Tom would have passed
him by without a word; but just as
he got behind the man, Callls stood
upright with a sudden movement and
Struck the rail a resounding blow with
his clenched fist, at the same time
spluttering an oath. He favored Tom
with a baleful glare.
"How far," he remanded rudely ( "Is
It to that landing?"
Tom coolly looked him over. H»
had no reason to be favorably disposed toward the fellow, and be
frowned at his present manner; .but
he had a measure of. dignity to maintain and could not afford to quarrel
with him now. So he replied curtly:
"Not over a hundred fathoms."
Then all at once he understood. "If
you're thinking of swimming It don't
try," he added. "Orders are .that nobody's to leave the boat without Mr.
Wlllard's consent
"I know It cursed well," he snarled.
"But I'd show you what his or anybody else's orders amount to if I
could swim."
Whereupon he slouched back to his
former attitude, completely ignoring
Tom's presence, who merely remarked: "Good thing you can't then,"
and continued on his way.
Tbe three other men—all husky
young chaps—were civil enough and
respectful of his authority. He spoke
to them only briefly and in a general
way.
He sought out hie first officer, who,
save for his one falling, was not only
a first-class navigator, hut decidedly
a companionable fellow. Of an excellent and wealthy family, his Idea of
making amends for the wretched episode that had occasioned his disgrace,
was to foster and encourage its causa
in secret. Phil Mercer's life was a
tragedy, for he had a heart-broken
mother and two sisters who sorrowed
for him mightily.
There was very little to be done
now save observe the regular routine
of changing watches and keeping everything on .board in shipshape order,
so time hung heavily upon the skipper's hands when the Girl was not
visible. While be talked with Mercer
he gave the latter only a divided attention, for he was alert and watchful
to note the first sign that she was ones
more stirring on. deck.
But presently he said: "By the way,
Phil, looks like the order that no one's
to go ashore or come aboard la more
than —er—"
"Perfunctory?" the first mate supplied.
"Yes. But I dldnt mean Just that
either. It looks as though we'd have
to be strict In enforcing It Well
have to keep our eyes open—bear it
In mind."
Mercer favored him with a questioning stare. Tom explained:
"There's at least one chap aboard
who wants to get on dry land powerfully bad."
"Big, bnsky, sandy-hatred fellow.
Isn't he? Thought so. Sulky brute."
"You've noticed him then.
His
name's Callls. He can't swim, so you
oniy have to keep tab on the boats
as far as he's concerned. Picked on
a likely man yet for second officer?"
"Wlnnard will do."
"O. K. Break him In."
TUey talked in a desultory way until the steward announced luncheon.
«TO BE CONTTNtJBrD.)
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PARAGUS BY ITS ADMIRER8.

Hints Concerning Its Best Preparation.
and Service—When Baked It
Is Considered Delicacy of
the Flrat Order.

The season for fresh asparagus at
reasonable prices Is not very long and
most people want to enjoy to the utmost this delicious vegetable.
It is easy to prepare and makes an.
attractive dish on the table if properly prepared.
Some people prefer the thick, white,
stalks and others tbe thin, very green
stalks. The latter are thought to be.
sweeter, but the former look better.
It -really makes little difference which
is chosen, provided that tt Is fresh
and young and hurried to the lee box
as soon as It reaches the house, it It,
Is a hot day. The only difficulty about
cooking asparagus Is to cook it well*
enough to soften the stalks wltboutl
cooking away the heads, and to pre-,
vent this, many cooks stand the bundle heads up In the water, with the.
boiling water reaching up to, but not.
over, the beads.
Others again use.
the wire basket inside the pan which
makes It easy to remove tbe stalks!
and drop them on the plate without
breaking the heads. Young asparagus requires scarcely more than a
quarter of an hour's cooking, but as
the season advances It will require,
perhaps half an hour or even- more.
The stems should be scraped lightly,,
but made clean, and then must be.
thrown into cold water. When ready
to cook, tie the bunches of equal size
and chop off the tough ends to an.
even length. Allow a teaspoonful of
salt to a quart of boiling water, and
allow plenty of water for the cooking.
Leftover asparagus is delicious and,
easy to prepare for a cold salad.

Constipation
Vanishes Forever
Prompt Relief— Permanent Cure
CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS never,
fail. Purely vegeta-i
ble — act surely
but gently on
the fiver.
Stop after
dinner dls- .
tress-cure!
indigestion,
improve the complexion, brighten the eyes.
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE,

Genuine must bear Signature

Mrs.S.A.Allen's
WO R Lo■s ■
:-,
Hair Color Restorer

Said With a Regretful Sigh.

Miss Young—What in your opinion
la the best time for a girl to marry?
Miss Elder—Whenever the man ia
willing.
Important to Mothors

Examine carefully every bottle Of
CASTORIA, a safe and aure remedy for
infanta and children, and see that it
Bears the
Signature of (
In Use For Over 30'Ttara.
Children Crj for Fletcher's Carforia
Female clerka in the British postal
service receive only half as much as
the male clerks.

Good Cause for Alarm

SCIENCE OF HOTEL KEEPING
Swiss Youth May. Be Said to Have
Revolutionized Methods of the
' European Hostelries.

Like many another mighty enterprise the Rits-Carlton hotels bad a
modest beginning, and the whole Idea
had its origination in the brain of a
Swiss farmer boy, Cesar Rita, whose
father tilled a small holding. The son,
however, had larger ideas. Taking up
hotel work at the beginning In a very
minor capacity, he developed a most
wonderful sense of color, form and
taste in every respect, and he brought
the art of hotel keeping ln.Surope to a
higher pitch than it had ever been before. Indeed he-revolutionized hotel
keeping In BngWd and France, and
that revolution Has gradually shown
Its Influence all over the world. Rita's
first enterprise was the Rltz hotel in
Paris which be started about 1S97.

The second venture was the Cariton
hotel of London, and the next was
the Rltz of London. In each of the
many Rltz hotels already built, building, or planned for there la a separate local company which has furnished the bulk or tbe whole of the money,
while the central organization, the
Cariton Investing company, in all
cases holds the common stock and a
controlling Interest In this way all
the local companies are made to work
unitedly and In the interest of all
Object to High Buildings.
The: women of New York are interested In a new committee formed to
regulate the heights of office buildings,
as It teems likely that the stgeets will
become as canyons and Incapable of
accommodating a rush of people In a
catastrophe. Women of the different
societies have been appearing before
the committee giving their views on
the proposed limitations.

Deaths from kidney diseases have increased 72% in twenty yean. People overao nowadays in BO many ways that the constant filtering of poisoned blood weakens
the kidneys.
Beware of fatal Bright's disease. When
backache or urinary Ills suggest weak
kidneys^use Doan's Kidney PUls, drink
water faeely and rednoe the diet. Avoid
coffee. Cea and iiquor.
Doan's Kidney PUls command confidence, for Bo other remedy is so widely
used or so generally successful.
A Maasacfeavetta Cmmm
"A cold brought
on p*ln» .n the SPU.1*
of my back." aajrs
S a mud Hurwiti.
hardware merchant,
of t City Road, Somervlile, Mass. "Morning* I waa so lame I
could hardly move
and my back ached
terribly.
X tired
easily, was nervous
and lansuld and had
awful headaches and
dltsy epe.la I tried
all kinds or liniments and took doctors' medicines, bat
wasn't helped until X
used Doan's Kidney
PlHs. Three bostes
cured me and not a
sign of kidney complaint has shown Itself since."
Get Doan's at Asy Stoca, SOc a Boat

DOAN'S
WAVi.
rosTttVsULBimw co,
BWTAJO. K

V\\F/;>
'' ■ r. ? r I

POULTRY
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Board
Floor
Affords
Satisfactory
Shelter From Rodente— May Be
Made Any Size Desired.
,
'

I use a brood coop that Is satisfactory.
The drawing practically ex-'
plains itself. It may be made in any
size desired although I think mine Is
about the right size, writes Mrs. Ella.
White of Lincoln. Neb., in the Farmers' Mail and Breeze. It is about two
feet long, 16 inches high In front and
10 inches in the rear.
I have a
board floor in mine which makes

A Rat-Proof Brood Coop.

them rat-proof. Chicks will thrive
better on dry earth floors, however.
The last of these coops were made
with hinged floors. It takes very little time to turn back the coop and put
a little earth on the floor then replace
the coop. I change this earth frequently so as not to allow it to become foul.* The holes in the coop are
for ventilation.

MITES CAUSE IMMENSE LOSS
Common Sentiment Among Farmera
That All Flocks Are Troubled by
Little Marauders.
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By M. J. PORTER.
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BROOD COOP IS RAT-PROOF

I
1

HOME

TWO MOTHERS-IN-LAW

Many a keeper of poultry has had
occasion to regret not being careful
enough about the nests where the
birds lay and where they hatch their
broods.
On farms where poultry are neglected it is safe to assume that the nests
are worse neglected than any other
feature of the poultry establishment.
In the majority of neglected flocks it
will doubtless be found that mites are
present. In fact, it la common sentiment among farmers that all flocks
have mites. The presence of mites in
the poultry house means that they are
enormously abundant in the nests,
where they hide under the nest material.
When some nests are lifted up it is
found that the under part of the straw
is alive with these very small marauders. Think of hens trying to stay long
enough on such nests to deposit eggs
but, what is worse, think of hens trying to hatch out broods with these
parasites attacking them nightly.
Where mites are present the nests
must be cleaned out every tew days
and the old material burned. Also the
nest boxes should hare the cracks
filled np to prevent the mites from finding a hiding place. One of the very
good materials to use for this purpose
is what is called "tar" in the east and
"pitch" in the west. It is the kind used
on the hulls and rigging of vessels and
is not the coal tar so commonly used
for various purposes, x
The pitch is solid and easily fills up
the cracks and all apertures and will
last forever. It can usually be purchased in small quantities and will be
found very useful to have about.

FEEDING THE BABY CHICKS
Oregon Experiment Station Makes
Recommendation of System to Be
Followed by Poultryman.

he Oregon station recommends the
following system of feeding baby
chicM. No food is given until the
chicks are about thirty-six hours old.
They are then given bran, mixed
crumbly with raw egg, or bread dipped
in milk and squeezed dry, twice a day
for the first week, and equal parts of
cracked wheat and cracked corn on
clean sand three times a day. After
two or three days the grain mixture
is fed in the litter. Clean water, grit,
charcoal and cracked bone, in separate dishes, are kept before them.
They also have access to green food.
When one week old the chicks are fed
a moist mash of three parts bran, one
part wheat middlings, one pound corn
meal, and a pinch of salt—about what
they will eat up in an hour—grain mixture two or three times a day, beef
scraps in a hopper, and other supplies
as before. When three weeks old they
have,milk added to the ration.
Care of Hatching Eggs,
A breeder of fancy poultry who
hatches his chicks altogether with
hens gets the straw matting around
bottles and tea and lines his nest
boxes to prevent possible breakage of
eggs against the sides of the box. He
cbasges this frequently as a precaution against mites.
Llms Is Good Thing.
Lime is a very good thing to use
about the poultry houses. An occasional coat of whitewash on the walls
and on the nest boxes greatly improves the look of the house, besides
being a good disinfectant and vermin
killer.
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A SHOT JN THE DARK

JUST TO PLEASE HER

By CLARA INEZ DEACON.
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Jack Haines was one of the half"And you'd let a little thing like
When Harry Lee and Nina Bennett
dozen young men who admired Guy that trouble you, would yon, Billy?"
were wed both the Lees and Bennetts
Forbes'
sister
and
belonged
to
the
Marion Or ton
were pleased.
same club as the brother.
looked up from
The friends of the happy couple
One
after
another,
these
young
men
EVERY
TOWN
NEEDS
CLEANING
the
outspread pawere pleased.
had been invited down to "Hazel- per on her knees
"They will get along like two turtle
WILL DEVELOP CHILD MIND
doves," was the general verdict
There Is Always Good Work for s hurst," which was the country home and raised her
of the widow Forbes.
pretty brows at
They had been married Just two
Village Improvement Society
There were games on the lawn— the big, troubled
years, and their baby was ten months
to Do.
Other Reasons for School Gardens1
motoring over the highways—Ashing young man who
old, when the following things hapThan Simple, Idea of Creating
pened:
Even if you live In a well-kept town without getting a bite, and various paced up and
■ Spots of Beauty,
A boll made its appearance on Lee's there is much that can be done to other diversions. And there was'Miss down the verleg and began to ache.
make it still more attractive, says the Frances, handsome, chatty, witty, and anda.
It was Sam Jones who said he didn't,
"Little-thing?"
Some one stole his six leghorn Kansas Industrialist. Work that you treating all alike.
care much for theology'and botany,
There was a hoodoo "at "Hazle- echoed Billy Capchickens.
do with trees, shrubs, grass and the
but that he believed In religion and)
en.
"Little
thing?
His collie dog was fool enough to tin cans back In your alley will in- huret." Seven times in one year it
loved flowers. This was getting back,
Here's
an
old
and
chase a rabbit so far into the next crease the value of your property and had been robbed.
to nature and God In the only right]
name
county that he lost himself.
give you a good appetite.
Of course, Mr. Forbes had bought a honored
way. And If the children of Wash-I
dragged
through
A party to whom he had loaned >200
lngton can touch first principles by:
"For village 'improvement to be gun, and, of course, he had bought anthe
mire,
one
perwent into bankruptcy.
most successful the city government other for his sister. They practised
means of school gardens, they will:
reml
Mrs. Lee had toothache.
until
they
could
hit
a
barn
door
a
rod
j
""V
e°°<"
have acquired a kind of knowledge]
and the private citizens must coBaby had colic.
that all the text books in the world!
operate," says M. F. Ahearn, assist- away. Each one of the young men tation torn to
shreds, honest
Up to this date it had been fair ant professor of horticulture at the that came down brought a weapon.
could not impart
twisted
weather with the Lees. Nothing had Kansas agricultural college. "Let the
Two bear traps were set under win- motives
Already the teachers of the district
occurred to provoke dissension.
were i Md warped—
civic Improvement clubs, together dows,. and_ wires and alarm. hells
.
.'
"TMHn't
wrtii expect it?" she asked. schools are preparing to repeat thel
"Didn't you
Toung Mr. Lee came home fairly with the municipal government, offer to give
due notice. The burglar got
"Well, not anything so bad as this," experiences of previous years by hav-;
longing to kick the dog. His wife had prizes for the best appearing lawn In just the same. A burglar alarm
ing the pupils cultivate Individual gar-i
been wishing tor an hour past that and the lawn showing the greatest had been suggested over and over, he confessed. "It's a nice mess you've
den plots. In which will be grown thai
got
me
into,
isn't
it?"
she could kick a cat.
Improvement in looks. Garden con- and finally one was installed. The
"Oh, Billy, •you're such a quitter," vegetables and other "aass" lndlgen-:
It was the wife who touched the tests should be started and the pro- day It was tested Jack Haines apons to this region. little spaces will|
she sighed.
match. They were at the table and ducer helped in selling his products. peared for a three days' visit.
be wrested from back yards and the
had been rather shy Of conversation, Get everyone Interested in the work.
"I
never
wanted
to
run
for
mayor,
"I don't know about it keeping them
edges of the walks around the home;
when she observed:
anyway,"
said
he.
"You
egged
me
on
Try to develop a community spirit and out," he replied in doubtful tones.
and converted into squares and rect"I see that we are to have a circus make each citizen feel that his aid
to
it"
"But if you open a door or raise a
angles of utility and beauty. The
next week."
"I wanted you to do something more growth of the tender plants will merge*
Is essential In carrying out the plans window it is bound to ring."
"Yum!" growled the husband.
He took a trip around the house worth while than amuse yourself," with the development of the child;
for the betterment of his municipality.
■Will we goT"
said she. "Billy, you have great pos- mind. A deeper interest in the won"Have a 'cleanup' day to begin with. and returned to the veranda.
"Not by a darned sight! Havent
"There's an outside cellar door that sibilities in yon, if you'll only really ders of nature will be stimulated. Thai
Oet the people interested in keeping
we had enough circus right here at
try."
the streets and especially the alleys Is not wired at all," he said.
sense of being engaged in something
home the past week to last us for the
'Well, I've tried," said Be. "And which furnishes its own daily proof!
"How careless of Guy not to see
clean. Dirty alleys breed flies and
next five years t"
this is the result Mud-slinging, repu- of usefulness will make the little ones
disease. Plant shrubs and trees and to that!" exclaimed the sister.
"And who's to blame for it?" asked
When the brother came home In tation-wrecking, a joke to all your feel that they are an essential part;
sow grass seed In the parkings. Prune
the wife.
friends.
Why, only this afternoon as of the general scheme. The lessons:
the trees and fight the tent caterpil- the evening and heard of the derelic"I'm not saying."
I was coming up here I met Bob Whit- of lite will find lodgment in manifold;
lars and other troublesome insects tion, he replied:
"That means you think I am, and it
"I was talking with a detective to- ing and Charlie Green and they ways.
is mean of you! Did I cause your and tree diseases. Doctor- those trees
seemed to think it was excruciatingly
that are injured. Houses should be day."
Theory and practise go together,,
boil?"
funny to give three cheers for her and each is necessary to the other.
■Well?"
painted and the building of cement
"Never mind."
honor,
the
next
mayor.
Of
course,
He
advised
me
to
sit
up
for
a
few
The Squeerslan system was not with"But I will mind. I am not going walks and paving of streets started.
"A village improvement society can nights and watch and shoot. No bur- there's no chance of my being elected, out its fine points, albeit it emphato be blamed unjustly, I have had
glar gets to work before midnight, and but they needn't make quite such a sized the concrete at the expense of:
be
organized
to
look
after
the
differsomething to try my patience every
it lp daylight at about four at this silly Joke of It"
the Ideal. The school garden fur-:
hour for days, but I haven't snapped ent phases of the work. Encouraging
"Perhaps you won't be so much of nishes both. It has been the experithe better cultivation of flowers, fruits season."
you up."
"And you will sit up In your room?" a joke after election tomorrow."
ence of teachers in the past that the
Ten minutes later the husband put and vegetables will be one of its du"Don't you believe that," said he. dull pupil often finds in such pursuits'
on his hat, and without Baying a word ties. The society can give an annual was asked.
"I've
got
just
about
as
much
show
as
as these the link that binds his inat"Yours truly."
flower show and demonstrate the arhe walked off.
a snowball in—In—July;" he ended tentive mind to his books. At last he
"And I In mine," said Mr. Haines.
"We'll see who gets the best of tistic possibilities of each flower. Leclamely.
"Where do you think he will get
Is able to understand the reason whythat!" said the wife as she looked tures given by the organization will
It was 8 o'clock the next afternoon Calyx, stamen, pistil, corolla, all meanbe useful, also. A great deal can be In?" asked Mr. Haines.
after him.
when
Billy
Capen,
rather
whltefaced
ingless
words before, become vital and
"At
one
of
the
bedroom
windows."
Twenty minutes later, without hav- done in cleaning up and beautifying
rushed up to the veranda where Mar- significant He finds that books tell
"And shall we shoot to kill?"
ing cleared off the table, she was en the school grounds and when Arbor
lon Orton sat fussing with tea things. about plants, and in the plants learns
"You bet!"
day comes let it be observed by plantroute for her father's house.
"Say, what am I going to do?" he things that send him to his books
The girl didn't name the location
"Harry and I have separated!" was ing some properly selected shade
groaned helplessly.
again.
the announcement she made as her trees, the work to he under municipal she would take, but she had it planned
"About what?" she asked.
control instead of being done wholly out. Firstly, she didn't believe that
mother met her at the door.
"I've been hanging around headquarany burglar would show up that night,
Harry had gone direct to his wid- by individual landowners."
or for- many another night, either. ters," he said. "It seems that I'm GETTING INTO THE COUNTRY
owed mother's home, and in response
going
to be elected beyond the shadow
Secondly, if he did come it would be
to her anxious inquiries as to why he
Exodus From Cities Is Powerful ReaACTS AS COMMUNITY'S AID by the cellar doors. It was the vul- of a doubt"
looked so broken up, he said:
"Oh, Billy!" she cried radiantly,
son for Making the Suburban
nerable point, and he would take no
"I fear that Nina and I must part!"
■ "It's awful," he groaned. "What'll
Towns More Attractive.
Somewhat Novel But Useful Position risks in trying experiments. And she
"But why?"
laughed to herself over the sort of I do?"
Has Been Created by Uni"She has no care for my feelings."
She stared at him.
This is the day of the suburb—more
watch, the two men would keep. They
versity of Illinois.
He told his story, but the mother
"I believe if I really am elected, 111 and more are the people of moderate
would sit down in rocking chairs, feet
said little. When be had departed she
sent word to Nina's mother to come
Cities, towns, villages and country up, and pipes a-going, and within half go right down and resign," said he. means moving "out of town." It used
"Billy Capen-," she cried, "I'd like to to be that only the wealthy could enOver, and then learned that the wife neighborhoods in Illinois which want an hour they would be sound asleep
shake you!"
Joy green trees, grass and flowers.
had left her house. Then the two to better themselves have a new in- to last till morning.
"I wish you would," he said lugu. Now all this is changed because of
The girl was right In the main, but
mothers sat down to talk and plan.
strument to aid—the services of the
brlonsly.
"Ill
make
a
sweet
little
the Improvement In car service. Thirty
They were mothers-in-law worth community adviser, a novel position she missed it in the case of Mr.
having. Nina's mother went home just created by the University of 111- Haines. Not that he did not fall mayor, won't !? Well, the downfall years ago the man of means took the
of
this
beautiful
burg
be
upon
your
train to his suburban station — was
and said to the weeping bride-wife:
nols. Dr. Robert E. Hleronymus, for- asleep within the allotted half-hoar,
"My dear, you have done just right!'* merly president of Eureka college and but that he pitched to the floor about head. You put me up to It You in- met there and driven to his hotoe.
duced
me
to
ran
when
the
reform
Now even those living on small Inmidnight
and
was
very
much
aroused.
"I—I thought you might blame me." until recently secretary of the educa"Not a single bit, nor does his tional commission of Illinois, has been No sooner had he got his wits than crowd put my name np. Now, sea comes may enjoy the quiet the sweet
air, the wholesome environment of the
mother. She says she wonders how appointed to the position and has be- he got a plan. He would slip down- what you've done?"
"It's perfectly splendid," she cried.
you managed to lire with Harry for a gun, his duties.
-' stairs, and turn off the alarm, and "Why, Billy, you're the right man for "near" country fife without Its former
t
expenses, and drawbacks. The elecsingle month."
While the university formerly was then go out by the back door and thus
"Whjr, Harry has always been kind more than anxious to aid all commun- reach the cellar. When he came back I the right place. They've needed yon tric cars, linking all large cities with
for
ever
so
long,
I
know
you've
got
a perfect circle of outlying settleand good!" protested the surprised ities in their betterment work, it was he would pick np some bric-a-brac to I
It in you—"
ments, have made this possible. Even
wife.
necessary for them to come to the uni- carry to bin room until the joke was
"I
wish
I
thought
that
way,"
said
he.
the workmgman has been thought of
"Don't seek to excuse him. If any- versity. Now the university goes to ready to be exploded.
"Didn't yon-want to be elected?"
during the last decade and many comthing ails you he has no sympathy. the community, for practically all of
He had almost reached the door
"No!"
fortable bouses within reach of his
Let him have a headache and he must the adviser's time will be occupied in leading Into the kitchen when he'
She
stared
at
him.
pocketbook
can be found. There ar«*
pray the booby."
traveling over the state. The position heard a movement and straightened
"Then—then what on earth did yon no longer the old obstacles of no
"Why, mother, he Is never a booby." is said to be a new one In the United np. Then came a flash of fire In his
run
for?"
stores, no churches, no schools. These
"If he says a thing is so he won't States.
face, followed by cries of "Guy!
I
"Well, I though there wasn't the :
allow you to dispute him."
The whole idea Is based on the prin- Guy!" and the switching on of electric , least chance of my getting It; so I and all the other advantages of city
"But he has often given in to me." ciple that every community contains lights.
life have followed the car lines. Fields,
| didn't see how It was going to do any woods and streams are the play"You poor child, how sacrificing you within Itself the means of Its own bet"What the devil Is the row!" deharm,
and
I
though
the
attempt
the
'
are, but it must end now. Father will terment and that social welfare Is to manded the brother as he came tumgrounds God meant for the children—
j trying, would show you—well, would not city pavements. The city Is not
go with you to a lawyer in the morn- be evolved from within, not laid on bling down stairs.
please you, Marion, and—and—oh, | too distant for amusements, shopping,
ing!"
His sister was crouched against the
from without. The first step In obhang it, the plain truth of the matter j
"Why see a lawyer?"
taining those betterments which can- front door and wringing her hands, is I wanted to make good with you. culture and work. The country not too
"To file a bill for divorce, of course. not come from individual enterprises and she gasped out in answer:
far for walks and picnics, health and
Now
I've gone and got elected mayor, j
Nina, how aoon after marriage did alone, will be the attempt to develop
happiness. Give the children some
"I have shot the burglar!"
and—and—if
I've
got
to
be
his
honor,
Harry begin to beat you?"
seeds and let them dig in the good,
"Where is he?"
a community consciousness. There is
you'll
have
to
be
her
honoress—the
"Mother!" she gasped.
brown earth. Encourage them to climb
"There—there—in the dining-room!" power behind the throne."
to be nothing of the "highbrow" in the
"How many times has ha turned movement—It Is designed to be intrees, to swim, to notice the birds
"Bully for you! I'll have a look at
She flushed slightly. She did not'
you outdoors at midnight?"
and flowers. You will not need to
tensely practical, in terms that every him."
look at him. Instead her eyes were,
"Mother, I can't sit here and hear one can understand.
There was the burglar, lying on bis fixed on the blue flame flickering be- j save so hard for summer vacations,
you talk about Harry like that. I tell j
a vacation at home will be a joy,
The adviser will co-operate by visits face, and there was a trickle of blood neath the bubbling brass kettle.
you he is a good husband."
healthgiving and restful. You will have
and by correspondence with local or- on the parquet floor. He drew up one
"If I do—If I consent to be her hon"I see how it is!" signed the
ganizations—agricultural, commercial, leg as the other man looked down on oress, as you choose to call It—will good friends among your neighbors,
mother. "Ha has pounded and bull-1
plenty of wholesome amusement near
social and civic—In utilizing their lo- him: '
you do Just as I say?"
dozed you until you are afraid to call
at hand. Not only the children, but
"Why, It's Mr. Haines!" shrieked
cal education resources for the promo"Why,
of
course."
your soul your own. Yon Just wait I
the other boys and girls will be healthtion of vocational education, especial- Miss. Frances, as she came running in.
"Then
you
won't
throw
Mike
touhey
until it becomes known bow he has
ier—and safer. The spring is calling
"Darned if It isn't!"
ly in 'the new fields. Local school,
out
BS head of the street department? ,
used you and it may result in a coat
Mr. Haines opened his eyes and You know Mike was our gardener here —every bird and grass'blade and
boards and teachers will be enlisted
of tar and feathers for him!"
faintly remarked that everything once. I'm very fond of Hike."
in this campaign.
j swelling bud. By all means, let us anThe excited wife got on her hat, ;
could be explained, and then fainted
Billy Capen stared at her silently swer, "Yes."—Exchange.
grabbed the baby and the perambu' away and did not come to until the for a good minute.
lator, and started for her own home
"Beauty Need of America."
doctor was probing ftr the bullet
'Why, Mike's the biggest grafter of
Betsy Ross House In a Park.
at a gallop.
Comparing the growth of the Amerl- When the bustle and hurry were Over, the whole ring. It's his scalp the reOn leaving his mother's house the can people with the growth of a blade the girl told her story,
Sentiment is strikingly combined
form
crowd
Is
particularly
after.
Ill
j
huffy husband had taken a long walk of grass. Rabbi Abram Simon spoke: "I thonght I heard the burglar at
with utility in the suggestion that the
and then gone home. When he found at Philadelphia. "The Story of a that cellar door. Then I was sure I have to throw htm out whatever you Betsy Ross house In Philadelphia be
say."
I
the house deserted he went back to Blade of Grass" was his topic.
heard him creeping up the cellar
"Even If I won't marry yon If you guide the center of a park by tearing
his mother to announce the fact.
{ "So small a thing as a blade of stairs and across the kitchen floor,
down neighboring structures, which
"Does it took to you as if Nina had grass carries a message to the Ameri* I wanted to scream and run away, dor
"Even H yoaSwon't marry me If I closely surround It
left for good?" she asked.
One of the promoters of the project
can people," said Rabbi Simon. "From bat I dared not move. Then the pis- dp," he repeated.
"Y-es."
the life of a blade of grass the people to! went off by accident I didn't even
She put out the limp under the has found that within two years there
"I am glad of it!"
can take a message of life, industry, know that it was pointed at him. He kettle. She Jumped from her chair have been 600 fire alarms within a
"But, mother—"
democracy, service, and beauty.
must have thought he heard some"And just for that I will marry yon, radius of two squares of the house.
"Harry, don't seek to palliate her
Speaking on the last of these, be thing to bring htm down to investi- Billy," she cried. "I was afraid— It is estimated that 1200,000 would be
faults and crimes. Now that you have
afraid it really was as yon said; that sufficient to provide for an open space
found her out, go to a lawyer at once sald: "Beauty Is the need of our gate."
country. Americans have not realized
"But what In the Old Harry were you didn't care anything about the re- 100 feet by ISO around the little buildand file your bill."
The son got up and left the house the lesson taught by the blade of you doing down here in the dark and form crowd or about being mayor, t ing. Thus, at one stroke, the old
was afraid yon were doing it Just to house where the first American flag
and wa/'ied to bis own. The table had grass. They have not learned to beau- alone!" was demanded,
was made would be protected against
make good with me."
been cleared and things) slicked up, tlfy everything, hate dirt and nttt,i "I was waiting for the burglar!"
abolish things unlovely and rude. !f
"Well, he came along, and now you
'Well, that's all I'm doing It for," fire, and a breathing space would be
and Nina sat waiting.
added IS a part of the city where It
"Say, Harry," she said as he came they bad we would have • < teneme>* are In (or a job of nursing. If you he maintained stoutly.
"Oh, Indeed!" said she. But she will be Increasingly needed sad Indistricts, nd crowded rookeries, no sTon't pul. him through In good shape
h, "1 am one!"
then niarry Mm I hope hell sue was smiling proudly as she slipped creasingly hard to get
"And I the other!" he replied, as smoky manufacturing cities, and DO *»d tor
into bis outstretched arms.
,
garbage drama' A blade of graisN*¥
• mllllondollars damages!"
) There Is a bint here for other comV'ffed her.
by the McClure Newepe, (Copyrlsiit. 1*14, by the McClure Ne
mnnltles confronted by the same proburght, ISM. by the McClure Newspa- Is a world all its own if It Inspires the ICOMrrWt &*,
'par Syndicate.)
per Syndicate.)
per Srndlcau.)
American people to desire beauty."
lem.
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Sale Of The Street Railway Property
The ladies of St, Mary's parish wil
McNamara-Fletcher.
Postponed Until July 16.
hold a lawn party on the church grounds
PUBLISHED
Miss M. Isabelle McNamara, daughter
next Tuesday evening, June 16. Supper
The advertised foreclosure sale at pubEVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
will be served from 6 until 8 o'clock, fol- of Mrs Mary F. McNamara, Prouty street,
AT
of the property of the W. B.
Geo. lic auction
8treet
Journal Block, North Brookfield, Mass lowed by an entertainment,' with various and Glover S. Fletcher, son of Mrs
railway company to satisfy the
H. Johnson, Biver street, were married' * "•
other attractions.
interest of the International Trust Co.,
at
8.30
o'clock
Wednesday
morning,
at
HORACE J. LAWRENCE,
Henry Mathewson returned to Brookthe parochial residence of Kev. M. J. of Boston was held as advertised, at the
EDITQB AXD PROPBIBTOB.
field Saturday, after an 8 months visit
Murphy, pastor of St Mary's church. local office of the company at one p. PH.,
1.00 a Year in Advance. with his son, Everett, in Los Angeles, The ceremony was performed in the par- Thursday, June 4, and the sale was
Cal.
Mr Mathewson's daughter, Mrs
Single Copies, 3 Cents.
lor of the parochial residence by the Rev. adjourned until July 16, at the same
Charlotte Newcomb, went west three
Leo
T. Goddard, curate of 8t. Mary's hour and place. The decree of the
Address all communications to BBOOBFIELU weeks ago to accompany her father on
TTMBI, North Brookfield, Masa.
with only a few friends of the young supreme judicial court of Suffolk county,
Orders for subscription, advertising, or Job the long journey home.
couple in attendance.
Miss Felt A. calling for the sale was read by the ■ aucwork and payment lor the same, may be sent
Joseph D. Adams, who has been a con Fletcher, sister of the groom, was brides- tioneer, L. 8. Woodis of North Brookdirect to the main office. North Brookfield or
to George W. McKamara, Brookfield
ductor on the W. B. & S. trolley line for maid, and T. Earle McNamara, brother field. By the terms, of the decree, no
the past three years, left the employ of of the bride, was best man.
The bride one would be permitted to bid at the sale
the road Saturday nfght. He intends to wore a travelling suit of ciel blue with nntil a deposit of 85000 was made with
BROOKFIELD.
open a real estate office in the State picture hat to match and had a corsage the receiver, Thomas T, Robinson, no bid
To Motorboat Owners—You can now Mutual building, Worcester.
William bouquet of red roses. The bridesmaid's for less than 8150,000 would be received.
buy gasoline at Donahue's boat house
No one in attendance at the sale, made
Steele takes Mr Adams place as conductor, suit was of green moire and she wore
the required deposit, and no bids were
black
picture
hat
and
had
a
corsage
John
L.
Zimmerman
and
George
0.
WHITE DRESSES for graduations and school affairs,
The high school team and clerks played
H, N. Lathropof 88 Tremont
WoodarcWwere in Boston, Tuesday.
bouquet of red roses.
Following the made.
new, charming and immaculately white. Styles that are worn At tlie Brookfield post oflice mail is ad- the second game in the series on Merrick marriage ceremony there was an inform- St., Boston, president of the Plymouth
park, Wednesday afternoon, and with
Sandwich street railway, stated beby the best dressed young ladies in the style centers, In trim- vertised for Mr Carl Hansen, Box 334. the score 4 to 3 in their favor, the high al reception at the home of the bride's and
fore the adjournment of the sale, that
mother,
attended
by
the
immediate
rela
mings, in materials and styles, we always show something new, Mrs Alice (Hawkins) Dickson, a former school boys refused to accept a decision tives of the couple. The gift of the the parties he represented were not ready
resident, called on friends in town last made by umpire Thomas T. Durkin desomething exclusive, always correct, always reliable.
groom to the best man was a gold stick to bid for the property, where the mini
week.
claring Murphy safe when he slid into
pin, and the bridesmaid received a set of mum amount that could be received was
White Dresses for Girls 2 to 14 years, $1.98, $2.98 to $25.00 Mrs Belle Charlton has returned from third base in the last half of the sixth, gold beauty pins from the bride. The 8150,000. Thomas T. Robinson, of Bosa two weeks' visit with her children in and quit the field. The game was deyoung couple left on the 9.20 o'clock ton, receiver of the road, then stated that
White Dresses for Girls 15 to 19 years, $3.98, $5.00 to $35.00 Vermont.
clared forfeited to the clerks, 9 to 0. The
train for a two weeks' wedding trip at in his opinion, the property is worth the
Class Day Dresses, 13 to 19 years,
$7*50 to $25.00 Thomas Kingston of Staten Island, N. game as far as it went, was one of the Niagara Falls and vicinity. The parlor minimum price, stated in the decree and
best seen in town this season. The clerks
Y., has been at the Brookfield Inn this
of the parochial residence, where the did not favor a modification of the court's
expect to play a team of Leicester clerks
week.
ceremony was performed, was attractive- decree, and as he was for the best intersts
next Wednesday, on Merrick park.
ly decorated with wild flowers and of the bondholders, he would make no
The B. H. 8. baseball team will play
recommendation for a modification. No
There was a good attendance at the streamers ol\ white and green, arranged
Barre high at Barre, Saturday afternoon,
other prospective bidders were present,'
by
friends
ofHhe
couple.
Both
Mr
and
concert in the town hall, on Wednesday
in a league game.
and Mr Robinson's attorney, James F.
A. B. Brunell and Miss Leah Brunell evening, given by Brookfield Music club, Mrs Fletcher ar$ well known in town, Bacon of Butler, Cox, Murchie & Bacon
CAPES AND CAPE COATR in wide range of styles, swag- attended the "country circus" at Arling- assisted by Miss Laura S. Jones, violin- the bride being a life long resident and of Boston, said that an adjournment was
ist; Marlboro, Abbott H. Thompson, the groom has lived here for the past 10
ger matarials,
...
- $9.75 to $35.00 ton last Saturday.
the only action that could be taken. He
years.
They entered the high school
William Pratt, Marlboro, was the guest 'cellist; and Mrs A. H. Thompson, piandid not favor a modification of the court's
MOHAIR COATS, new styles, black, grev and blue.
ist. The members of the club, who par- together in 1904 and were graduated with
Sunday of his parents, Mr and Mrs Willdecree, that would lower the minimum
the
class
of
1908.
Mr
Fletcher
attended
ticipated
in
the
program
were
the
Misses
$7.50 to $17.50 iam Pratt, South Maple street.
amount. P 8. Sweetser of Boston, repPauhne Eaton, Georgia Holcomb, Mil- Worcester business college for a year.
A. A. Brunell of W orcester speijt the dred Mitchell and Clara M. Clarendon, Mrs Fletcher has been a teacher in the resenting the bondholders' committee,
LINEN COATS, in original and exclusive models,
week-end with his parents, Mr and Mrs soloists and Misses Clarendon and Ruth local schools for the past five years, three favored an adjournment, and July IS,
$3.98 to $15.00 A.
was agreed upon. The adjournment of
B. Brunell, Quaboag lake.
Vizard, pianists. The concert was ar- of which were at Rice Corner, and for
MOTOR COATS, in stunning materials and styles,
"Misses Mildred J. and Marion I. Mc- ranged by Miss Ethel Johnson, Each the past two years she had charge of the sale makes no change in the operation
$12.50 to $35.00 Carthy, Leicester, were the guests Sun- number on the program was greatly en- grade 1 at the Blanchard school. She of the road, which continues under the
direction of Mr Robinson as receiver.
day of Mr and Mrs William Bemis.
by the audience, who manifested finished her duties at the close of the
BURBERRY LONDON COATS, the aristocrat of Auto B. J. Merriam of Marblehead, former- joyed
school year last Friday. Mr Fletcher »us
their pleasure by generous applause,
The Annual Luncheon of the Woa conductor on the \V. B. & S. street
Coats,
$32.50 to $45.00 ly superintendent of schools in Brookfield
man's Alliance.
Sie*B»lectmen,- at a meeting Saturday railway for the past two years
and
North
Brookfield
was
"uptown
TuesSILK COATS AND WOOL COATS for summer wear, in
afternoon, granted permission to the New
day.
The annual luncheon of the Woman's
short and long models,
$9.75 to $49.00 John E. Durkin, formerly of this town England Telephone and Telegraph company to erect poles and string wires on Brookfield High is Defeated by North Alliance of the First Parish church was
has been appointed a regular patrolman tho Podunk road, from near the "red
held on Tuesday afternoon. The address
Brookfield High, 18 2.
of the police department of New Haven, bridge," near the power station to the
of welcome was by the president, Miss
Ct.
home of A. B. Brunell on the north shore
The fast North Brookfield high defeat- Martha M. Farrell, followed by roll call,
Miss Emma 8. Ludden returned to of Lake Quaboag, and to erect poles and ed Brookfield high 10 to 2, on Merrick to which each member responded with a
Brookfield Saturday after a month's visit string wires in Podunk from the Spencer park diamond last Saturday in a game of quotation from some author. Mrs Waiwith Mr and Mrs L. E. Huse at East road to the Sturbridge road, by the home the Quaboag Valley league. The boys ter B. Mellon sang "The days of Kerry
Orange, N. J.
of Charles L. Underwood.
The select- from the hill town put up a fine exhibi- dancing," accompanied by Mrs William
Mr and Mrs Roy Mitchell and children men, before granting the permits re- tion, outclassing the local boys in every I Croft, followed by remarks by Mrs K.
Gendron Harris Howland of Spencer, on "Efficiof Warren were the guests Sunday of ceived a notification from the telephone department of the game.
THIS IS THE ANNUAL JUNE CLEARANCE SALE Mrs Mitchell's parents, Mr and Mrs C. company stating that it would paint all pitched good ball, and received excellent ency of Alliance work." Next came a
its poles in Brookfield and East Brook- support from every member of his team, piano solo by Miss Clara M. Clarendon,
of our select stock of High-Class Garments and is a harvest W. Flower, Main street.
field centers, within a short time.
the work of Miller, Doyle and Quigley the reading, "The dog Piker, "by Mrs
Edgar
Rich
of
Boston,
chief
counsel
for
time for women of Fashion who need clothes for vacation
being especialy brilliant. Clancy pitched Edward B. Phetteplace. At the close of
the Boston and Maine railroad will give
Henry Richardson, the oldest man in
luncheon, all joined in singing the Alliwear or are buying for future service
an address on "Law" at the high school Brookfield, observed Bis 84th birthday, a steady game, and had he received the ance hymn, "Awake my Soul, stretch
this afternoon.
Mr Rich is a former Wednesday, June 3, The occasion was same support that was given Gendron, every nerve." There were present 38
would have held his own. He struck out
resident.
passed in a quiet manner at his home in
11 of the North Brookfield batters. Tun- members and 10 guests. The oldest memThe Fullam company of North Brook the Over-the-river district and he received
stall played an excellent game,
The bers present were: Mrs Charles F. Rice,
field began work on Monday repairing congratulations from friends and relatives
Mrs Mary M. Laflin, and Mrs J. M. Belscore
:—
One-Half
Price
and
Less
'
One-Half Price
the home of William Bemis, Mechanic in honor of the day. Mr Richardson has
lows. Out of town members present,
NORTH BROOKFIED.
street, that was damaged by fire, Sunday, been a life long resident of Brookfield.
were Mrs (Eva Hyde of Warren, and
e
ah
h po
He was born in the house just smth of
Mrs Joseph Brigham of West Brookfield.
May 31.
2 1
6
0, The arrangements for the luncheon were
Mrs Lydia Smith, 73, left town Mon- the one in which he lives, the son of Sol- Clowar If
: 4
I in charge of the officers of the Alliance,
day for Pittsfield, where shei will make omon and Cynthia [Rice] Richardson and Miller 3b
0
1
assisted by Mrs Walter B. Mellen, Mrs
her home in the future with her son, has lived on the farm all his life. He j Morrison ss
0
4
Henry Irwin, Mrs William L. Walsh and
William G. Smith. She" had been a resi- was married at Hamlin, N. Y., Jan. 1, |J. Daniels c
u
12
1861, to Miss Sarah Jane Groves, and the j Quigley lb
| Mrs William Mitchell. The social room
dent here for 45 years.
I
JJ of the church was attractively decorated
Miss Nellie A. Clancy has gone to at- aged couple enjoy remarkably good health' Gendron p
2
for people so well along in years.
Mr F. Daniels r
n j with wild flowers, arranged by Miss Sadie
tend the graduation exercises at the
0
oy
Richardson is able to be about his farm Herlihy
" .S cf
0! Eaton.
2
South River, N. J. high school, where
every day, although the work is conher brother, William J. Clancy, is a
40 10-13 27 10 1
Total,
ducted by his eon, William A. RichardHarry Worcester Smith, master of
teacher.
son, He also has a daughter, Mrs EdBROOKFIELD
Lordvale, Grafton, the horseman, who
Mrs Jerome Hamilton lelt on Tuesday, win H. Eaton. He served two years as
JUNE CLEARANCE
JUNE CLEARANCE
e has won a reputation on, two continents,
h po
ab
for a week's visit with her sisters, Mrs J. an over-seer of the poor, but refused
Wonderful Values
3
0 1
0 as a true sportsman, will be in Brookfield
Butterworth 2b
Remarkable Reductions
L. Gray and Mrs J. W. Loring, Worces- other town offices. - He is holder of a gold Petersen 3b
4
i! on the Fourth of July and with his string
4
ter. Mrs Gray and Mrs Loring recently headed cane, presented to him by the.Tunstall lb
of prize winning horses- and hounds will
4
spent a week at the home of Mrs Hamil- Boston
Rnhi> Post,
Pni for
far being
hnir.g the
the oldest
filHrat. man
limn in
J.
Clancy
p
in Hannigan ss
be the principal attraction at the "coun4
ton.
,
Brookfield.
3
try circus," which will be the fourth anR. Clancy cf
4
Miss Nellie Byron, daughter of Mr and
Delaney If
„. nual safe and sane celebration, held un3
Death of Charles O. Blandchard.
Batty rf
Mrs Napoleon Byron, underwent an operder the direction of the V. I. S. Mr
0 11
3
DuBois
c
ation for appendicitis at St Vincent hosSmith was secured for the day through
pital, Worcester, Tuesday afternoon.
Charles O. Blanchard, a life long resi32 2 8 27 9 2 the effort of A. B. Brunell. Mr Smith is
Total,'
She was taken to the hospital Tuesday dent, died suddenly at his home on Main
123456 7 89
one of the best entertainers in the United
Innings
1 4 0 0 0 4 0 I 0-10 States and there will not be a dull^ momorning, accompanied by Dr. Mary H. street, at 10 o'clock, Sunday morning.. N. B. H. S.
World's Darkest Moment.
Futurist
00000000
2—2
The darkest moment is said to be
Mr Blanchard was standing in the, kiteh-!B- H 8.
The teacher had just read the myth Sherman.
ment from the time he arrives, until he
just before dawn. This is now dis- about Perseus and Medusa. She wished
"~—
The schools of the Blanchard building, en at his home talking to Joseph Wheel-1
he leaves. His string of horses include
covered not tc be so. Tie darkest to stimulate the Imagination of her Over-the-river district, and Hodgkins ock, when he complaint of not feeling j Robert Roach received a cut across the runners, steeplechasers, and trick horses
moment, relatively speaking, is when youngsters and asked them to de- building, with the exception of the grades well, and went to lie down and died ten forehead, numerous bruiBes on the right
and the exhibition they give is worth gothe noonday sun shines. Then it is scribe the hero as they pictured him.
taught by Miss Mary A. Derrick, and minutes later. Mr Wheelock called to side of his face arid right ear, and a ing mik s to see. According to the comthat living things on the earth are One little girl wrote: "Perseus was
Thomas O'Brien, .who was in the yard, sprained i ight wrist, as the result of an mittee, that have charge of the affair,
blinded by the dazzle ot the sun and tall and stately with a black waxy Podu k and Rice Corner closed Friday
tall to recognise the light that never mustache and wore a monolog over for the summer vacation. The Potapoag looking over some hay, when Mr Blan- accident at the Foster-Moulton shoe fac- much progress is being made in the archard was taken sick, and he notified tory, Monday morning.
Mr Roach is rangements and a number of the attracdistrict,school will close to-day.
tatilm nui in .luma
his left eye."
Next Sunday morning is Flag Day at David Hunter and Dr. Newhall was sum- employed in the lasting room on the sec- tions besides Mr Smith have been secured
Vsln Man's Weakness.
Tobacco Consumption.
the M. E. church, and the Boy Scouts moned by telephone, but Mr Blanchard ond floor and was standing on the safety and they will be announced later.
Pity the poor devil whose vanity
The estimated dally average condied before he arrived. Dr Newhall gave door over the elevator well, talking to
has swollen to the point that he thinks sumption of cigars in the United will honor the Flag. Rev. Dr. Kennedy, heart disease as the cause of death and Napoleon Byron and failed to hear the
Sunday will mark the 21st anniversary
he can influence a woman in the mat. States is 21,718,488, and ot cigarettes District Superintendent, is to preach.
of Rev. William L. Walsh as pastor of
said
that
he
had
recently
treated
Mr
bell
announcing
that
the
elevator
was
in
The ordinance of infant baptism will be
ter of dress.—Houston Post
13,736,180.
First Parish church.
There will be
administered. The First Quarterly Con- Blanchard for a weak heart. Mr Blanch- operation. The elevator was operated special services, which all members are
ard was 63 years and 11 days old, and he by Thomas Derrick and was descending
ference
will
be
held
in
the
church
parlor,
Saplslgh the Despised.
To Clssn, Linoleum.
born in the old colonial house in (rom the third floor. The safety doors urged to attend.
Sunday morning at 9.30.
Kibby (at the party)—"Mr. Sapleigh
To make linoleum look like new.
Moral Man.
which he died. He was the son of Fred-! work automatically a^ the approach of
Members of the young ladies auxiliary
lias bead hugging the wall all the Just try mopping it with skimmed
It la In me= as in soils where someevening. He's not exactly a wall milk instead of water; separator milk to the V. I. S. were guests of Miss Felt erick W. and Caroline M. (Rii*) Blanch- the elevator and Mr Roach was thrown times there is a vein of gold which the
ard. For the past 10 years he had lived under a work bench. He was rendered
flower, what wbuld you call him?" is One for the purpose.
A. Fletcher at her borne on River street
ownar knows not of.—Swift.
alone. ' He is survived by a sister, AliceJ partially unconscious and the wounds
Marie—"A wall 'nut.'"
Monday night at a miscellaneous shower
FOR SALE: IN BROOKFIELD
wife of Louis H. R. Gass. The funeral* bled profusely. He was given first aid
and reception tendered to Miss M. Isabel
Truth of the Matter.
Praiseworthy Duty.
was held on Tuesday afternoon, with ser- treatment by fellow workmen and later large house aad barn.
Dey ain't no lion in de way at all; McNamara, in anticipation of her mar- vices from the late home, It 3 o'clock,
You may sum the duty ot your life
One
wenttothe office of Dr. Newhall who M >3^?,; good regain to. l«atk».
An enin the giving of praise worthily, and it's des some ole sin you tried ter hide riage on Wednesday morning.
"ipplvlo
owner,
A. A. BRIGHAM,
The
fudressed
the
wounds.
Mr
Roach
has
been
R)V.
Wm.
L.
Walsh
officiating
K. F. D- No. 3, Brookseld, Via,
being yourselves worthy of it—Rus- dat's waitin' fer you wbar de road oyable evening was passed and refreshao-3
unable to work since the accident,
neral was private.
turns.—Atlanta Constitution.
kln.
ments were serwd.

Brookfield Times

RICHARD HEALY CO.

Si I

Women's, Misses' and Children's

l\

SUMMER CLOTHES
For Vacation, Graduation and Summer Needs

GRADUATION DRESSES AND
GLASS DAY DRESSES

SUMMER COATS FOR WOMEN WHO
. WANT "SOMETHING DIFFERENT"

I

Women's, Misses' and Children's

WOOL GARMENTS
AT ONE HALF-PRICE

SUITS

DRESSES

i—

$ 7.50
• 9.75
"15.00
22.50
27.50
35.00

,

\;—■■

$ 9.75
15.00
19.75
25.00
29.50
35.00

I

Richard Healy Co.

Five Floors, 512 Main Street, Worcester, Mass.
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BROOKF1ELD

VESSEL THAT SANK THE EMPRESS OF IRELAND

BROOKFlfcLD TIMES

TIMES

100 LIVES LOST FEDERAL RATE TAMPICO TO RE
IN CHALEUR RAY CONTROL VICTORY AN OPEN PORT
250 Fishing Boats Sunk During Supreme Court Holds Congress Huertista Gunboats Not Permitted to Blocade It
Is Supreme
Terrific Strm
-fc=FEARFUL HAVOC BY GALE NATION'S POWER PARAMOUNT REBEL BATTERIES ON ALERT
Bodlea of 8oerea of Victims FoundIn

Moot Cases

Fathers and

Sons

Go to Death Together—Financial
S

This photograph of ths collier Storstad, which collided with and sank the liner Empress of Ireland In the Bt
river, when 1,024 peraona perished, waa taken aa the collier reached port fitter the disaster. It shows
battered condition of tha how and tha anchor whose sharp fluke ripped open the side of the Empress.

ranee
to—

ULSTERMEN DRILLING WITH CONTRABAND ARMS
1*-'

In anticipation of tha trouble that la certain to follow the enforcement of the home rule bill, TJlstermen In
errsry hamlet of tha county are drilling, generally with rifles that were smuggled Into Belfast.

MRS. HELEN L GRENFELL

SMALL FIGHTERS FOR FREEDOM

Lots

May

Exceed

St. John, N. B.—More than 100
lives were lost in the storm which
swept the Bay of Chaleur, according
to reports received here.
Advices from outlying places along
the New Brunswick and Quebec coasts
of the bay, when received, add to
this total. The storm caused the
greatest number of fatalities In the
history of the north shore.
Accounts brought In by Ashing
vessels which lived through the blow,
show that the wind blew with terrific
force. Capt. Samuel Beck of the
schooner Warren, estimates that the
gale Mew ISO miles an hour at timis.
The vessels known to be lost with
their crews are:
Cast. Alberts, schooner and crew
of five. Rubin Cove schooner gone
with an hands.
Schooner riding at anchor fifteen
miles off Shlppegan, all crew swept
off her decks.
Schooner lost off Nort Cape, P. E.
I., with her crew.
Three vessels lost of Mlscoupolnt,
the crews' bodies being picked up.
Vessel destroyed at Point Canee with
no one saved from her.
Many other schooners and boats
are missing from the Caraquet, St.
Simone and Shippengan fleets.
From Paspedlac, Quebec comes
word that thirty boats have been 'ost
with crews. Five of these boats been
picked up near Shippengan.
The bodies of eight Caraquet fishermen were recovered.
The 260 fishing boats sheltered In
the GaBpe harbor were destroyed, being torn from their anchors and dashed to pieces on the rocks. The loss
to the fishing boats and to buildings
wrecked along the shore will exceed
$500,000. The boats were nearly all
equipped with motors and these with
all the fishing tackle were destroyed.
This means a terrible lose to the
Gaspe population, which largely subsist* by fishing.
There was a heavy snowfall all
along the Oaspe coast Ice an inch
thick formed in ponds and snow had
to be shovelled from the line of the
Gaspe railway at several places.
RECORD WHEAT YIELD.
Report Estimates Harvest at 900,000,000 Bushels.

Washington.—Nine hundred million
bushels of wheat, almost half of the
average world's wheat production,
and a new record for the United
States, Is the prospective total yield
of the farms of the country this year,
the Department of Agriculture announced in its June crop report.
This enormous crop will be 137,000,000 bushels more than ever was
grown before in the United States
In any one year. Excellent weather
for the growing crop and an increase
of 6.4 per cent, in the acreage planted
to wheat are responsible.
There also will be large yields of
oats and barley, probably second In
else in the history of the Nation.
Government's estimates of wheat
are: Spring wheat, 17,890,000 acres;
condition, 95.5 per cent.; indicated
yield, 14.6 bushels per acre; estimated production, 262,000,000 bushels.
Winter wheat—Condition, 92.7; yield,
18.1; production, 638,000,004,
All wheat—Area, 53,377,000 acres.
Condition, 93.7; yield, 18.9; production, 900,000,000 bushels.

Wilson Brings Neoessary Pressure to
Bear on House.

Runaway Boy la Stricken Blind.
While John Rauckhorst, fourteen
years old, waa on the way to his
lodging place—that lodging place being a wooden box on Third street,
Cincinnati, he thought the street
lights suddenly began to fade and
finally Dicker out. Soon all was dark
—a black pall fell around him. He
wsa walking south on Walnut street
from Fourth street and reached the
alley when the darkness engulfed him.
He groped about and reached the middle of the street. The flash of an
automobile lamp penetrated the
glooD., then all waa darkness again.

Washington.—A vote on the constitutional amendment proposing nation wide prohibition Of liquor traffic
is assured in the House as a result
of pressure brought to bear on the
Democratic leaders of that body by
President' Wilson.
Mr. Wilson is said to have taken
the stand that while some individuals
might be sacrificed by an Immediate
vote on prohibition, the party as a
whole would be held responsible It
its leaders in the House leave Washington at the end of the session with
amendment still on tbe calendar,
Mr. Burleson communicated the,
viewa of the President on the matter
to the House leaders. Mr. Burleson
who has a good deal to do with the
politics of the administration, advised
These two little chaps are members of the Mexican rebel army that the President that it would be a miscaptured Tamplco. In the ranks of the constitutionalists are many lads front take for. the party to evade a vote
on this issue.
eleven to eighteen years of age.
TEACHERS CAN UNIONIZE.
Lesson From the Birds.

birds could exert no will power, and
maintained their balance simply by
reflex movements of the head, tall
and wings.
Professor Conheim argued from this
that It migbt be possible in time to
invent automatic machinery which
would keep an aeroplane stable without requiring any attention from the
airman.

Clash Over Lending of the Cargo ef

Two-Cent Passenger Fare May
Be Fought—Two Dissent.

Open—End of Mediation Fear-

Washington.—A decision handed
down by the United States Supreme
Court on the so-called Sbreveport ease
Is the most Important that has come
from that tribunal In regard to railroad rate making since the creation
of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
Under the decision the authority of
the Federal Government to regulate
interstate commerce through the Interstate Commerce Commission is
made supreme.
State laws and orders of State commissions conflicting with the Federal
laws must give i way and vexatious
orders or regulations promulgated by
the State authorities as burdens on
Interstate commerce can be set aside
by order of the Interstate Commerce
Commission.
Thus the railroads of the country
finally get a means of relief from tha
harassing and conflicting Stats saws
and orders.
The way ia opened for the escape
from the two cent passenger fare laws
when they impose undue burdens on
interstate commerce and from other
local impositions that have compelled
the railroads operating between the
States to maintain the high rats* for
interstate shipments in order to save
themselves from losses caused by
ruinous rates fixed by State laws.
The court stood 7 to 2 on the prevailing opinion, Justices Pitney and
Lurton dissenting.

Washington.—Another crisis in ths
Mexican difficulty iacea the Washington Government, a situation fraught
with perils for mediation and with
possibilities that might precipitate
actual warfare between the United
States and Mexico.
General Hilerta brought about the
new crisis by informing the Powers
of his intention to blockade the port
of Tamplco. The Dictator also announced that he proposes to seise
as contraband of war the cargo of
ammunition on board the steamship
Antllla, whleh is consigned to ths
belligerents against his authority.
Huerta Issued orders for his gunboats to blockade Tamplco and hold
up the Antllla.
The purpose of the United States
to suppress ths attempt to blockade
and prevent Interference with the Antllla was Indicated when Secretary
Daniels Issued an official statement
announcing that although no new orders have been given to Rear Admiral Badger, there had been nochange In tha policy of the Government In reference to Its desire that
the port of Tamplco shall be open to
an commmeroe.
Constitutionalists, who heard that
the United States had given formal
notification (that Tamplco would be
kept an open port were elated. They
made less effort after learning of this
official decision to conceal the fact
that the Constitutionalist army needed ammunition and that If Huerta,
had established an effective blockade)
the situation for them would have
been serious. Now they say there is
nothing that stands In the way of a
speedy advance upon Mexico City.

the

Antllla—We

Declared

Pert

ed—constitutlsnsllsts Elstsd

SSOO.OOO.

VOTE ON PROHIBITION CERTAIN.

Mrs. Helen U Grenfell, vice-presldent of the Colorado Law and Order
league, and penitentiary commissioner of that state, recently told President Wilson her views on the strike
situation.
She does not think the
mines should be closed until the trouble Is settled, aa waa advised by Judge

Declaion Saves Roads From Many
Masters In Interstate Commerce—

Cleveland Court Upholds Them
Fight With Education Board.

In

At a recent meeting at Dresden,
Germany, of the Society for AeronautCleveland, Ohio.—Public school
lea and Aviation, Professor Conheim
teachers won a point in their fight to
of Hamburg lectured on the problem
form a labor union. The Common
of balancing In the air. ,
Pleas Court granted an injunction forProfessor Conheim drew a parallel
bidding the Board of Education from
between birds and aeroplanea. He
enforcing
a resolution recently passed
gave a demonstration with living
providing that no teacher shall be
doves and seagulls from which the
employed who is a member of a labor
cerebrum magnum bad been extractunion.
ed and showed that balance with these
Worth Heeding.
"Ohio laws encourage labor organbirds was purely mechanical. HavDon't carry your head too high;
izations," said the court.'
ing been deprived of their brain, the the door is low.—German proverb.

"Epoch Making Decision."

The decision is regarded as epoch
making. It marks a long step In tha
evolution of Federal control not only
over Interstate shipments but over
the agencies of Interstate commerce.
The decision gives the railroads
what they hoped to obtain from the
memorable Minnesota rate decision a
year ago, but which they were denied through the failure of the court
to pass on the question of the confilet of power between the States sod
the Federal Government when that
power has been asserted by the latter
through the Commerce Commission.
The belief expressed here Is that
one of the effects of the decision will
be a readjustment of passenger fares,
which have long been in a stats of
confusion aa a result of State laws
and regulations.
OFFICER KILLS MEXICAN THUG.
Lieut Houston Shoots Drunken Man
Who Knifed Vsrs Crux Policemen.

Washington.—Lieut. Samuel H.
Houston, a descendant of "Bam"
Houston of American military fame,
shot and killed a drunken Mexican
at Vera Crux. The latter was engaged in a knife fight with the Mexican police. General Funston, reporting, completely exonerated the officer.
Ths Mexican police at Vera Crux,
since the occupation by the United
Statesi are without arms. When they
attempted to apprehend the drunken
man he resisted them with a knits,
Inflicting serious Injuries on two policemen. Lieut. Houston arrived during the melee and shot the Mexican
dead with his revolver.
SNOW AND HAIL IN PARIS.
Nothing 8o Rare ss S Day In June
Along Fashionable Avenue.

Paris.—Two Inches and a half of
snow and hail fell In one section of
Paris and the amazing spectacle was
witnessed
of horses
struggling
through snow on a June day In the
Avenue des Champs Elysees.
The air had in it a wintry chill, the
temperature being 40 degrees Fahrenheit.
Here and there quantities of snow
lay all night where it had drifted.
NINE

FISHERMEN

PERISH.

Two Vessels Ars Lost In Storm snd

Another Is Missing.
(
Caraquet, N. B.—All but three of
the thirty-six fishing vessels, which
were caught in the storm off the
north coast on Friday night had returned safely to port. Of the three,
two were lost with their crews, numbering nine men. The third schooner
is missing.
Ths schooners which were lost
hailed from this port and went down
off Liscou Point. The bodies of five
men were recovered.

KILLS DOCTOR WHO OU8TED HIM
Assailant Fires Six Shots Through a

Clossd Door.
, Duquoln, 111.—News from St. Louis
that Dr. D. Wlnton Dunn, former
Mayor of Duquoln, had died of revolver shot wounds Inflicted here by
Jesse Joplln inflamed tbe community
against the slayer, but the authorities
took the precaution to rush Joplln to
Plnckneyvllle.
Dr. Dunn was sent to St. Louis on
a special train soon after the shooting, but died at a hospital. Hs had
been wounded six times after being
shot at through a closed door by Joplln. None of JopHn's shots missed.
The slayer'* grievance was that Dr.
Dunn had refused to treat * sick child
because of an unpaid bill he held
against Joplln. The physioian was
alone In his office when Joplln, a
.speculator and gambler, aged IE, entered and told him calmly that he had
corns to kill Kim. Dunn, who was 62,
pushed him out of ths office and
slammed the door. Joplln then fired
through the wooden panels.
WIFE AND TWO BABE*

DIE.

Father Is Fatally Injured When Trail*
8trlkes Auto.
Freehold, N. J—As Joseph Lopatin '
and his wife Were standing on their
front lawn between Freehold and
Tenement, waving farewells to their
son Nathan and his family, who were
driving away from the house In an
automobile, a Pensylvania Railroad
special freight train struck the machine at a private crossing, killing
three. The dead are Lopatln's wife,
Rebecca, 24'Tears old; his daughter
Jennie, 2% years old, and son, Willlam 8 months old. Lopatin was fatally injured and was taken unconscious
to the Long Branch Hospital.
TRIES TO BEAT A TRAIN; 4 DEAD
Autolst Mskss

Futile Dash ts Pas*

Crossing First.

Llnneus, Mo.-—In racing an automobile to beat a passenger train to
a Chicago, Burlington and Quincy
Railroad crossing a mile and a half
north of Llnneus, Albert Thomas, his
wife and young daughter and Mrs.
Jesse Ray were struck by tbe engine
and killed.
Jesse Ray and a daughter were
slightly hurt. The dead and injured
were picked up by the train crew
and brought here.
Thomas's home was at Wheeling,
where he had been in the livery business. , He and his family had been
visiting in Green Castle, Sullivan
county, and the Rays were returning
home with them.

STEAMER GOES THROUGH CANAL

THAW CHAUFFEUR KILLED.

Electric Locomotives Which Handle
Vessels Are Tested.

Driver Who Aided Fugitive Crushed
to Death Under Auto.

Panama.—The Panama Railroad
steamship AlHanca of 4,000 tons burden is the first oceangoing ship to
pass through the Gatun locks. She
was sent through in the presence of a
large crowd of spectators, who cheered Gov. Goethals, who was present,
after it was over.
The trip through was not to test
the locks, but to try out the electric
locomotives which handle the vessels.

North(Stratford, N. H— Frank Cantin, the chauffeur who picked up
Harry K. Thaw after he was thrust
out of Canada and carled him across
Vermont into New Hampshire, was
killed in an,automobile accident near
hear.
Cantln was found burled under his
overturned machine at a lonely pofnt
two miles outside the tows. He was
on his way to Colebrook.
C
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BEFORE
•Kay, you that
proudly plan to
dare
And
you
that
seek to do:
Before you hurry
forth to try
To proudly plant
your stand Art
high.
An honeat word
with you.
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Take No Substitute I'
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have. . . . You're not eating: if tone: "Beat It!" and the first officer
There Is no way of ascertaining how
anything'* wrong say the word and and the two sailors vanished with as- Oils episode would have ended had it
1
S^uWrOT%i£r'u2w7aa*atM
. Ralph Van Vechten. a young man of I'll go after Hewitt"
tonishing agility.
been permitted to continue Its natural
^ of W. U DoailM •»«• klaSjl
leisure, la astonished to see a man enter
"The soup and fish are excellent,"
"You see," once more addressing the course. Perhaps it had already ended.
2*0. 1813, a house across ths street from
JWwB*?£rJK5SM
"I simply girl, "It's this way: Last thing Mr. As far as this Irate young lady waa
Jhe Powfaatan club. Ions; unoccupied and she answered hastily.
Of TtaJsflT, ***** *■**• **#** fcsSsaT. *%■*•
t-r e.err *m*>** <rf CM fa-Mr mt fcfl aU
fipoken of as the House of Mystery, Sev- haven't any appetite. . . . What Wlllard told me before he went down- concerned, perhaps It was all over
postsf
s n*S). wriH ffff llflsnXtsSiS wsMsVsfS.
«sral persons at regular Intervals enter
•kkwtaf hew to vrto* Sy
town himself was that nobody was to with Tom, and he was properly brandmo. 1813. Van Vechten expresses concern does he think has become of her?"
W.L. serous, us
*o his friend, Tom Phinney, regarding; ths
Tom shrugged his shoulders. "What come aboard or go ashore without his ed an outcast and a pariah. However
Who seeks to raise
.■whereabouts of his cousin and fiancee.
Mr. Brownlow in- that may be, right at this juncture
himself above
P&l*;e Carew A man Is forcibly ejected can he think? He Imagines all sorts express consent
tfrom the house. Van Vechten and Tom of dire things, and is nearly crazy with structed me to the same effect Now, there came an interruption sufficiently
Tbe level of the
Vollow the man and find him dead In the
crowd
The police will find ber If you haven't something to show that startling to Jolt both of them from
.street Van Vechten Is attracted by the anxiety.
Must drag; through
{face of a girl In the crowd of onlookers though."
It's all right, you see what a fix you even so absorbing a situation as the
many a slough
■unrounding the body.
Detective Flint
"Police!" she exclaimed In a are placing me In/ dont you?"
present one.
of woe
•calls on Van Vechten to get his version
And
suffer many a
X* the tragedy. Tom Phinney goee alone shocked voice. "Is it really aa bad
The girl straightened, and Tom
From somewhere forward, without
on a yachting trip. He recognizes among as that?"
blinding- blow
could feel the angry glance that swept the slightest warning, there broke
•cunt persons In a passing; motor boat two
And oft alt hum"Shows," said Tom sagely, "Just him. He looked helplessly off tov>_rd forth a noise of scuffling and of a man
men whom he had seen enter the House
bly bowed.
of Mystery. He sees one of them, a Mr.
Callis, on shore later and follows him. how much one thoughtless girl can the landing, conspicuous under (be cursing. The Intent behind the tumult
FOr every
Uttto
Tom is seized, blindfolded and taken to a turn things topsy-turvy. . . . But, blase of electric bulbs, with a faint was so sinister and so wickedly purhouse. A sweet-voiced girl later protests bang It all; I'm sorry you're not en- hope,that Max Wlllard would appear
he makes
poseful, that, in terror, the girl Inagainst the roughness of his captors.
Who tries to take the lead
"Van Vechten calls on his uncle, Theodore joying your luncheon. Feeling 111?"
and end the situation; but there was stinctively shrank close to Tom. He A hundred disappointments leave
"Van Vechten. big man In "Wall street,
The girl had pushed back her plate, no sign of him.
passed a protecting arm about her. Their Impress on htm; to achieve
and known as the "Man of Iron," In
The heart must often, bleed.
and
she
now
sat
silently
contemplat"Captain Phinney"—her tones were and both stared intently forward, tryaware h of information regarding the
whereabouts of Pabje
tige Carew. Detective ing her hands clasped upon the table- now biting—"am I to understand that ing to penetrate the gloom.
Stay, you that plan to gain renown
mesh
lint shows Van Vechten
veer
you will not allow me to go to—go
The scuffling and swearing ceased a*
purse found In the House of Mystery. edge.
Or play a splendid part:
Van recognises It as belonging to Paige
"I—I—believe I am not feeling very ashore simply because I haven't a abruptly aa It had begun. Next in- Ten thousand sore dtsoourasetnents
Carew. The sweet-voiced girl helps Tom
Upon your heart shall leave their dents
•Phinney escape, A message from Lon- well," she replied faintly, meeting his scrap of paper from a person who has stant they heard a resounding splash,
Before you get a start.
don reports that two ladles resembling anxious look with eyes so somber that no control whatever over my move- the thrilling cry of "man overboard!"
Mies Carew and her companion. Mrs. Tom was alarmed. "A touch of headments? It's too absurd! You are which was immediately followed by a
Devereaux, sailed for New Tork some
Love's Triumph.
time previously.
It develops that the ache—don't let me spoil your appe- downright insulting to demand such a second loud splash.
ladles visited the English home of Tern- tite—It will be gone in a minute." And
With a fluttering heart the beautiful
thing when you have my word that It
The two raced forward to find most
file Bonner. owner of tha House of Mystery. It is recalled that Temple Bonner shs mustered up the ghost of a smile. Is perfectly proper for me to go."
of the crew gathered at the port rail, girl approached the magnificent old
was in love with a daughter of Compton
Tom, though, • continued to watch
Tom squirmed miserably.
over which they were leaning and duchess.
MAKERS OF TROT'S BEST PRODUCT
•Jchuyler who married Max Wlllard. The
"I have come," the lovely American
other daughter married a man named her, his own countenance reflecting
"Maybe I didn't express myself very peering excitedly into the river. Tom
Devereaux. Bonner and Wlllard were In- his suddenly awakened concern, while well—" he began.
ssld, in low, sweet tones, "to speak
was
not
so
disturbed
that
he
failed
to
timate friends. A search Is started for
"You did not, Indeed!" she indig- notice how his companion clung to bis to you about something that ia very—
"Wlllard. Van Vechten enters the House her smile grew until presently ehe was
St Mystery by the back door In time to apparently her normal self again.
nantly agreed. "It's highly Important arm. He gave the hand a little that la very—very—"
ear John Califs threaten a girl. He In"There, there, sit down," the state"There!—It Is gone!" she lightly de- —but I'll not trouble to explain. I squeeze and drew her closer.
terferes and helps the girl escape, but la
>
<S8iSl)i»SWfS"~r
rendered unconscious In the struggle clared, and, to Tom'* immense relief, want to be taken over to the landing
"What's the trouble here?" he de- ly dame Interrupted. "Compose yourwith Callis. Tom Phinney gets a job
self.
Won't
you
have
something
to
at
once."
commenced
chattering
gayly,
and
did
manded. "Where's Mr. Mercer V
mm master of Brownlow*s yacht Kohtnur,
which has been chartered for some mys- not again allude to the "scatterThe unfortunate skipper's predicaWinnard, the vicarious second mate, quiet your nerves ?"
terious mission. The charterer. Max Wllbrained"
cousin.
But
neither
did
she
ment,
aa
they
say
In
newspapers,
"can
"Oh. thank you, you are very kind.
The opportunity of securing fwe;
i
pointed down toward the water.
lard. and his friends board the yaoht at
night and Tom hears the voice of the un- do more than trifle with the succession be better Imagined than described."
"There, air," he replied. "A fellow As you doubtless know, my father homesteads of 160 acres each, <
known girl. Wlllard assures Tom that
the low priced land* of Manltc
Ills mission Is honorable, and Intimates of dishes which Hewitt's deft hands During a silence that seemed age-long, wanted to jump overboard—the blame began his life aa a tin peddler, snd
that a great wrong Is about to be. righted. placed before her.
his mind remained an utter blank; he fool—and Mr. Mercer tried to hold my mother in her younger years had Saskatchewan and Alberts.
soon
have passed.
When the meal waa finished, her was sensible of a numbness stealing him. Before anybody could help htm, a Job as dining-room girl in a boardCanada offers a hearty welcom*
mood underwent another abrupt over him, and of a most outlandish de- the man knocked him down and went ing house. But you will not let these
BOOK III.
the Settler, to the roan with a
sire to swear. To tell the truth, he so over the rail. Mr. Mercer want right things prejudice you against, me, will to
change; ehe grew serious again.
family looking for a horn*; to the
"Now, if you win excuse me, I be- nearly let slip a shaft of heated pro- over after him."
CHAPTER IV.—Continued.
you? Please say that you will over- farmer's son, to the renter, to all who
Once seated at table, and immedi- lieve I will go and lie down for a fanity that hia tongue was at last
Already life-buoy* had been tossed look my family and Judge -me for my wish to live under better conditions.
loosened.
ately he was given an Illustration of while."
to the struggling pair in ths water, and worth alone. I love Bertie so much.
Canada's grain yield In 1*13 is
"Delia," he pleaded In desperation, a boat was being rapidly lowered. Tom It would kill me If you were to tell the tails of ths world, Luxuriant
ths general fickleness of feminine na"Yes; do," he urged. "Too bad you
ture. Smilingly, half-tlmldly, Delia, should feel se! Isn't there anything "listen to me a moment On shipboard glanced over the faces In the dim star- me that he cannot be mine. Please— Grasses give cheap fodder for largs
orders are orders, and they are meant light
ths name by which the Girl had ask- I can do?—anything I can get you?"
please say that you will give your herds; cost of raising and fattening
for market is a trifle.
His eagerness to serve her waa re- for^just one thing—to be obeyed. The
"Who was the man?" he asked.
ed Tom to address her, came forward,
consent?"
The sum realized for Beaf, Butter,
and Tom sprang to hi* feet, brushing warded with a smile that made her practice is so ingrained in every seaA moment's silence, then some one
"H'm! Have yon and he arrived
Milk and Cheese will pay fifty per j
aside Hewitt, who was holding a lovely countenance Inexpressibly sweet faring man that he never even thinks spoke up: "The big fellow called Cal- at an understanding?"
cent
on the investment
chair for her, and performing the of- and winning; but It was manifest even of shirking or compromising. Can't lis, sir." ,
"Tee. I asked him last night to be
Write for literature and particto his heedless regard that she was you at least wait a little bit until Mr.
fice himself.
"Livelf, meow'Tom shouted. "H« mine, and he confessed that he loved
ulars ss to reducsd railway
Wlllard comes? I dont doubt but that can't swim!"
"I waa waiting for you." she told distrait and wanted to be alone.
me. All that we need now to complete rates to Superintendent
The long afternoon dragged by In a It will be all right."
CTO BB CONTINUED.)
Mm brightly.
our happiness la your consent"
of
Immigration, Ottawa, j
She was now angry" through and
Instantly Tom soared from the monotonous fashion, and Tom was
"Well, If you can support him In Canada, or to
through.
Love-Maklng Over the 'Phone.
both
disappointed
and
troubled
when
depthe of his gloom up to another abLetter writing—love-letter writing- the style to which, he has been accus"Then why do you stand there talkMolly, the mulatto stewardess, InM. A. BOWLBY
surdly vain pinnacle of joy.
ing'like
a
simpleton?"
she
flared
at
has
degenerated into a despised neces- tomed, I suppose I must yield."
formed
him
that
none
of
the
ladies
lllmssristlukmslits,
"Were youT" he cried ecstatically.
"Oh, you dear, sweet old thing! I
him.
"It's
not
a
question
of
whether
sity
to
be
made
use
of
when
one
is
"Now I caU that bully! Where are would appear for dinner.
will give orders tomorrow to have the
"Tbe other young lady seems ter- I can or cannot waft—I don't propose without the zone—either geographical castle fitted up with modern plumb- Osrurllin SjSssnsjssnt Ait
the other ladles?"
to."
or financial—of the telephone, local or
This question, owing to the queer- ribly worried," Molly enlarged; "she
DAISY FLY KILLER ST SfTSuVS
ing
add an elevator."
"Delta—"
long distance. A fluttering "Hello"
Sit*. Kwt,«l»ma, #*■
oess of everything connected wfth has something on her mind that's drivnsuMtUsU. contdklsil
She BtampeV] a foot
traveling over hundreds of miles of
ing
her
distracted.
Mliss—your
friend
ens***,. L»ata »ll
Wlllard aud his secret enterprise, he,
PERCY AND LIONEL.
"Don't call me that name!" she wire now produces more ecstasy In the
IIIIOI. Mas* *>f
is
trying
to
quiet
her."
doubted the propriety of asking; bnt
BwUle
«*J3t SpUl •TtJp
The news augmented his curiosity. stormed—"don't you dare! I detest manly breast than did tbe old-fashowt win not Mil as?
It might be that they were unfamiliar
it!
Besides,
it's
rude
and
impertinent
"Yes,
If*
pretioned
scented
note,
written
on
pink
1 Bjur. Asytflflag.
"What
seems
to
be
the
matter?"
he
with customs on shipboard, and here
Owkmatec* sjr
and ungentlemanly In you to take such paper and filled with pressed forgetty hard to tell just
Afidaalora*
-waa an opportunity to make them feel asked. know," replied Molly with an a liberty." She moved quickly Into me-nots and heartsease.
wpny psvfd for a
how to name bar
*U esse. The girl, however, did not air"Don't
DsXAJb AM., SfMBlys. ■■ IV
the gangway. "If you wont, I will.
And the maidenly heart, too, ia
blee so their
of
Importance.
"She
just
suffers
seem to think it malapert; as she and dont say anything. She's a high- Thank goodness, I can run a motor- stirred more quickly by the thought
names will be'apreplied promptly, if reservedly:
TORCHE8
that somebody cared enough about her
strung young lady, the kind that feels boat!"
propriate when ASBESTOS
FOR burning caterpillar nests; protect feast
"They are Indisposed. We are to more than most do. She's taking It
Mechanically he reached forth a to spend $5 on a telephone call from
trees; lOo each; via pares, post 40c
they
grow
u
p.
lunch tete-a-tete—et qu'en dites vous?" pretty hard, whatever her trouble may hand and caught her arm. And with the ends of the world than It is by the
H. W. JOHNS-HANVILLE CO. OF ■
Thore was my
"The only way I can understand
60-61 High St.. Boston, Mass.
the contact It was as if a miracle had sight of a pile of letters two Inches
Unite David. He
French," ssld he, "Is when it Is on be."
As he dined in solitary grandteur, happened for him; his discomposure high.
had two sons, and Ue called them
paper, and not then without a lexi- Tom puxzled over the circumstance left him, and all timidity and irresoluThere Is no use bewailing this sad Percy and Lionel Percy 1* a blackcon. You're not French)"
state of affairs. Doubtless Cupid can smith now."
not a little, and, aa was usual with tion vanished,
She laughed at his bluntnese.
"Dear girl," he said unsteadllyalllTO-IMJSS
balance on a wire as well as he can
him, the Inference was slow In com"Whafs Lionel doing?"
PSU. BIPLHY
"No, but I've lived most of my life ing, that whatever had upset the mys- "Della—don't do this thing; don't force hide In a scented envelope.
"Lionel? Oh, he's doing well. Ron*
to Paris. I meant, it you object to terious young lady, It must have oc- me into such a trying position. If I
one
of
the
biggest
sausage
factories
in
the arrangement you might, call in curred on the yacht The merriment were anybody In whom you are the
Annual Infliction.
Bt Jee County."
Mr. Mercer."
of all three, as they came aboard last least bit interested, the last thing you
An east Cleveland young man, ac"Nix. That's near-German, and It night, testified to IMs fact. At any would expect of me would be to dis- companied by his fiancee, lately called
The Last Hops.
means that at this hour Mr. Mercer's rate, he thus accepted tbe conclusion, obey order*."
at the home of a mutual friend, where
On Thespia woman e'er
place 1* on deck. . . . Part*—h'm-m. without taking Into account that the
He had both her hand* In hi*. Sud- there bad been a recent addition to
lip be her willing benefactress:
Many a man's head is so soft that a
Cousin of a chum of mine has (pent trouble was a secret one, and that It Is denly she began pulling and tugging the family. They were greeted at
If ever there should be the need
brick will produce a deep Impression
a good deal of time there. Quits a woman'a peculiar gift to be able to In a furious but vain effort to loosen the door by the young wife and mothOne thinka ehe ceuld at once proeeed
thereon.
To earn her living aa an actress.
hide carldng care behind a mask of bis grasp.
er, who happened to be suffering from
"You—you wretched, miserable. Ir- a severe cold. After an exchange of
gaysty.
For man there la another way;
WJr. €N
Use Roman Kye Bslssw for sosinin* mm
But he had scarcely got his pipe to ritating creature!" she cried tearfully. conventional commonplaces the young
When his best plans so to the dickens mstlon In e/es ead Isflsmmstloa ef eyes *s
ertUds. Adv.
He runs his Angers through his hair
going before one of the watch sought "I have to go. Can't you get It Into man Inquired after the welfare of the
And thinks of cUting down somewhere
baby. And tbe young matron underhim out where he had retired upon the your stupid head?"
And getting wealth by raising chickIt pay* to be honest but sometime*
"Delta—Delta—don't!" he beseeched stood him to be- asking about her
bridge, bearing the information that
ens.
pay day Is late in showing up.
a young lady wanted to see him Im- her, quite beside himself once more. cold. Hence the following startling
"Dear girl, listen to reason."
mediately at the gangway.
reply. "Well, I have one every year,
Good Cheer.
Gradually he was drawing bar to about this time, but this is the meanHe descended to the main deck and
"What makes you so cheerful today,
made his way aftward with as brave a him. Then both were stricken mo- est one I've ever had."—Cleveland Ophelia? You look as if you had just
Plain Dealer.
ahow of nonchalance aa he could rally. tionless and silent.
Inherited about a million dollars."
The night was clear and starlit,
"Oh, Alfred! What do you think'
and consequently the darkness was
ef Se*»
It has been found out that Mrs. Slm- That's Why Yecfre '
—Have No Appetl
not so dense as it had been the previpleigh, that blonde the men have all
ous night; therefore, when he arrived
been crazy over this winter, was di- CARTCR'S LITTLE^
at the gangway he was able to make 1>J1 .>>>>>>>>> >>>>
vorced by her first husband on this LIVER PILLS
out that the group standing there were
one's account"
will putyou right
in the midst of a strained situation.
In a few daya. A
The first officer, Mr. Mercer, and
They d<
The Office and the Msn.
two sailor* showed plainly that their
"Do you believe In letting the office their dntyy
stats of mind was exceedingly black
CureCon-T
the man?"
PONCE DE LEON of prominence who attended the seek
and cheerless, while the girl stood a
I
"Well, that depends on whether the •tipation,
cathedral ceremonies. Cardinal FarBiliousness,
Indigestion and Side Heartache,
little
apart.
Impatiently
tapping
the
Wl—|_Bsll*ve I Am Not Feeling Very
man
can
get
along
just
as
well
as
not
ley,
who
was
in
charge
of
the
celedeck with one foot
SMALL POX. SMALL DOSE, SMALL PWCt,
Illinois Man Hss Recently Added It
Well," She RepHsd Faintly.
without
the
office."
bration,
gave
one
of
these
piece*
to
As soon as be approached she adto His Already Extremely ValGenuine must bear Signature
Capt O. P. Townsend, who commandviolinist. Been expecting her home dressed him eagerly.
uable Collection.
The
Difficult
Pert
ed
the
guard
of
honor
for
the
body,
this long while; but she'* been side"Oh, Captain Phinney! It ' seems
>*
——
It doesn't take a man very long to
and Captain Townsend pave the relic
tracked somewhere—forgot to send that I am trying to transcend your auA collection of relics, not related
■any word—newspapers been printing a thority. I'm sorry. But I'm so anx- In any way, but each object of which to Mr. Robinson to add to his already become wise, but getting other people
to recognise your wisdom, after
lot of rot, and all that sort of thing. ious to be taken over to tbe Clare- la particularly Interesting In itself, is interesting collection.
STOPS
^gSORBINE
From eons and eons farther back you h§ve It, is a long and tedious job.
Thank Heaven I haven't a scatter- mont landing that I never thought that of Mr. Michael Robinson of
LAMENESS
in
the
history
of
this
continent
comes
brained cousin like that!"
there might be any special formalities Shawneetown, 111., to whose treasures
from a Bone Spavin, Ring Bone,
Art
another relic which Mr. Robinson
Tom was blind to the intsntness to be observed."
Splint Curb,Side Bone, or similar
was recently added a piece of the treasures, a block of sandstone bear"I
didn't
know
she
had
much
of
an
trouble and-gets hone going sound.
with which the girl hung upon hi*
"Why, I suppose it's all right," he coffin in which Ponce de Leon was
Does not blister or remove the
words. She seemed a bit put out when returned uneasily. "You have a—er— buried In the old cathedral at San ing the clear Imprint of the human Idea of art"
"Oh, yes. She's had all the doors
hair and bone can be worked, rag*
foot. It was taken from "Tbe Rocks,"
he broke off abruptly and devoted his a permit from Mr. Wlllard, of Juan, Porto Rico.
17 in pamphlet with esch bottle tells
a short distance from Shawneetown, taken off and hung Navajo blankets
course—f"
attention to the coup.
how.
f.2,00 s bottle delivered.
When
the
leaden
casket
of
the
exbut over the border line in Kentucky. hi thtslr places."
flhe drew Swiftly back with a lithe
"And isn't this chum," shs spoke quiHorse Book * K free.
plorer was examined before It waa It la believed in tbe neighborhood
etly, her lips wreathing a smile that movement.
ABSORBING, JR., sntiseptic liniment for
A Hundred Years Hence.
.somehow looked different to Tom—
"Permit!" she exclaimed uncompre- transferred from the old cathedral to that the Imprint Is that of prehistoric
Reduces Painful Swellings, En"She is always boasting about her mankind.
isn't he dreadfully worriedf"
bendingly. Tom's fears were realised: the new one It was found to be in a man.
larged Glands, Goitre, Went, Bruises, VariA third era of the continent's his- family."
"Wdrrfed!" he exploded. "Lord, she had none, and he groaned inward- very poor condition. So Insecure did
cose Veins, Viricoiities, heals Old Sores. Allays
it appear that It was decided a new tory, that which brings the collection
Yes. Her great-grandparents were fain. Will tell you more if you write. £1 and
' yes! Precious little she care*, though. ly—"I don't understand."
-Shell turn up one of these days and
He all at once felt as unhappy as casket should be provided. The old down to the modern world, Is repre- arrested by customs inspectors when $2 a bottle si dealers or delivered. Book
"EHdenee" free.
Manufactured onlv by
laugh at him for hi* pains—on* of Mercer looked. Wheeling upon that one was then discarded and cut into sented by an old silk Revolutionary ther cams to this country."
W.F.rOUNG. I>. B. F..l« TssStt •t*srts**enS.IISSS>
'the plesaant catty ways most girl* gentleman, ha snapped In an under- pieces, which were given to persons flag.—New York Herald.
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